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NOTES OF LECTURES
DELIVERED AT THE

ROYAL COLLEGE OF SURGEONS.
By Peofessor HILTON, F.R.C.S., Ac.

CONCLUeiOy.

Mr Hilton's concluding lecture (after a recapi-

tulation of some of the general principles of rest

already detailed, such as the necessity of observ-

ing Xature closely, aud giving assistance to, rather

than thwarting, the " Vis Medicatrix," very espe-

cially seen in these severe cases of disease of the

upper part of the spine) branched off into the sub-

ject of "psoas abscess," including the .general

philosophy of opening abscesses as practised at

Guy's. " If sui-geons would only take the

trouble," said the Lecturer, two or three times,

"and open abscesses in the manner we do at

Guy's—and, in abscesses of the scalp, if they

would remember rest to muscles, and close the

abscesses as we do, much good wo<Ud be the

result." Xor should certain abscesses in deep
parts, such as about the neck or jiharyiix, where
there are such strong fascise, or under the glutei

muscles, or in the i)opliteal region, attended with
restlessness and fever, Ix! jjermitted to open of
themselves; but an exploratory puncture or inci-
sion having been made, this "is to be enlarged
from within outwards, not in the opposite direc-
tion, as is usually done. [A remprkable series of
cases of abscess of each of theje four localities
was here recapitulated, reflecting— it would not be
fair not to admit—the verj' utmost credit (as we
know it deserves) on the surgerj- of the Borough
Schools. Once these troublesome deposits of
purulent matter is released, the agitation, restless-
ness, and feverishness of the system subside, and
the patient enjoys an interval of rest which lielps
the cure.] One of the previous cases, for instance,
was a patient sent in by a surgeon, suffocated,
restlcs.s, and agitated, to have the operation of
tracheotomy ( !) performed. A casual looker-on
would call the ca.se, perhaps, by the legendary
term "diphtheria." 'The child was smothering;
but an ab.soess had probably not been looked for
at the side or back of the pharynx—an abscess
fearful to behold, with the jugular vein in front of
it, the carotid near at hand, aud various other
^mailer ves.sels not far off ! In iilace of tracheotomy,
which would obriously have done no goo<l or killed
the child, Mr Hilton made out an absces.s, and
made also a puncture or incision, and through the
groove of the director, passed into the lower jwrt
of what he took to be the abscessi, drops of pus
made their apvearance. Tiun puncture was en-
larged from within outward.s by passing a cutting
instrument like a pair of common small scissors
down to the bottom of the groove, and opening it

according to circumstances on its licing with-
drawn. Tlie somewhat blunt edges do little or no
harm to vessel.s, even if in their way ; but a
rough ovtlet is obtained for the contents of the
abscess. " To plunge a bistourj- into the abscess,"
lid the Lecturer, "reads very heroic in boots,
lunging must be something grand ; but take
re your patient has not his carotid opened, and
u hurry bini. to destruction." In a case of

' scess of the inner part ot the felvh or iliacus
iiscif, as well as we could catch Mr Hilton's

I iservations, he attacked the abscess in the .same
inner from the outside, made a punctured
"ning somewhere aliout the gracilis or through
[.' coarse thick gluteus, pas.sed his grooved
rector deeply, and opened up tli* parts freely
Ml the inside towards the outside. Kest to the
iLstitutional disturbance is almost always the
ult of seeking out sucli abscesses, and opening
m in this manner early. Tliis ca§e, too, was

ved the utter mischief of this abscess breaking
nto the peritoneum or pelvis.

Abscesses of the coverings of the skull nnder
tlic pericranium were next referred to, as giving

' also to much trouble of another kind, if not
-'M nftrr they have been opened, or have

'Ives. The occipito-frontalis muscle
rs arc * active, they prevent the

I-, iiiiiiig up again. Mr Hilton has known

cases remain uncured for more tlian twenty
months, to the great annoyance of the patient

;

yet when rest of this muscle was secured, it has
got well in so many days.

This plan of rest seems to be pecuUar to the
practice of Guy's also. The occipito-frontalis is

very moveable, a broad musculo-tendinous layer

;

it covers the whole of one side of the vertex of
the skull, from the occiput to the eyebrow,
arising (as sliowni by Mr Hilton in one of the
stereotyped school-day diagrams, impressed on
every wader's memory) from the outer two-thirds
of the line on the occipital bone and mastoid
portion of the temporal, keeping up a pei-petual
series of movements, especially towards its in-

sertion into the orbicularis palpebranuu, or region
of the forehead, where it is particularly fleshy, as
well as over the occipital region ; and also
loosely adherent to the pericranium, but tough
and close euough to the integument. The
secret seems to be, in abscess cases, to tie down
the occipito-frontalis by strips of diachylon plaster,
so as to secure perfect rest of this muscle ; then
a nasty ulcerous opening, with the often absurd
term "strumous' applied to it—an opening
draining away pus in pints, reduciug the patient's
constitution to a very low ebb, not on account of
its being strumous, but on account of the surgeon
not knowuig how to cure it ;—an tUcerous, im-
sightly, disgusting deposit of filth aud corruption,
in orthodox fashion, moralised over for months
and months, almost as absurdly as salivary
fistula, chloride of zinc, or cancer-quackery, takes
it into its o\ni hands to get well in a
week.- One case recited by the Lecturer, which
underwent all sorts of this scientific delay
(bungling t) as discussion as to "struma," which
poured out piuts and gallons of pus for a
period of over two years ! and was fast reducing
the patient to struma, and then to the grave,
like some of the orthodox cancer eases, got well
in a fortnight by a little knack that any
"dresser" at Guy'.s, or the hospital porter, could
explain, of tying down the occipito-frontiilis, as
first described, by strips of adhesive plaster.
The great principle which is overlooked in such
cases is, according to Mr Hilton, that the
walls of alwcesses, notably those under the
occipito-frontalis, retiuirc re.st—absolute, uncom-
promising, absolute rest—in order that the delicate
areolar tissue newly forming may not be disturbed.
Slitting up a fistula at the side of the rectum
acts in the same manner also, as giving rest to an
abscess in that locality, or rather to the mnsctilar
fibres of the sjihiucter.

Professor Hilton terminated his most instruc-
tive course of six lectures by some hasty remarks
on physiological rest as applied to parts in a
state of disea.se. " Irritable ulcer," the oppro-
brium of dispensary and hospital surgery, was
the case in.stanced. This ulcer will go on for
months and months without indication of healing :

all sorts of things are done, reminding one of the
scene in the ' Tempest '

—

'

' You rub the sore
When you should bring the plaster- ay, marry.
And most chirurgeonly ;"

but it does not heal, like the abscess under the
occipito-frontalis ; still the remedy is quite as
simple. A portion of cutaneous nerve, the size
of a head of a jiin, is exposed at one point of the
ulcer : snip this out, physiological rest is secured,
and the ulcer heals at once. Rubbing the sore
now keejis up no irritation, and plaster at once
takes effect.

The Medical Officeks of the Channel
Squadron- were recently entertained at a dinner
in Edinburgh by the President and Fellows of the
Royal College of Surgeons. The entertainment
was intended as a professional and complimentary
recognition by the Royal College of their brethren
of the Naval Service. Advantage was also taken
of the occasion to invite the militant Medical
Officers of the Staff and Garrison. The chair was
occupied by Dr Douglas Maclachlan. In pro-
posing the toa.st of "tlie Metlical Officers of the
Navy," the President passed a high eulogium on
the service. Dr Deas, C.B,, replied in a most
eloquent speech for the Navy. Dr Anderson
returned thanks for the Medical Department of
the Army. The evening was most interesting
and agiecable, a large number of Naval and Mili-
tary Medical Officers and most of the distinguished
Civil Surgeons in Edinburgh being present.

CLINICAL REPORTS.

Fractures of the Skull with Depression.
Ought they to be treated all alike, or
WITH the Trephine ?

—

Mr Gay, Mr Paoet,
Mr Erichsen.

It would be easy, by a reference to our hospital
notes, to collect a very large—in fact, an unlimited
number of cases 'of fractures of the skull treated
either with or without the use of the trephme,
especially the former. The general verdict, how-
ever, *s regards this instrument, it is to be feared
would be, that where it did not do only a very
questionable amount of positive gooil— or, in other
words, where the trephine was not super-

fluous— it did irreparable mischief. In physiological

Germany, of late, a very earnest crusade has been
preached against the use of the treidiino ; but in

our English schools, more full of facts, we have
been blown about by every wind of doctrine

;

eveiy possible mode of ingeniously putting the
2>ost hoc for a propter hoc has been in use, to indue
with a scientific appearance this very worst kind
of surgery. The study of physiology has been
progressing, but the practice of surgery as
regards atlectious of the nervous system has
stood still ; even in the obvious fact of dido-
cations of the shoulder-joint it is now found we
have, in the case of the trephine, been content to
copy the directions often stereotyped iu plates of
our older manuals and books, but neglecting the
very olivious book of Nature. A new idea has got
abroad, that symptoms of compression alone are
not so dangerous as they have been hitherto
believed to be. We have similar pheuomena in
tyjihus fever, and evenr time chloroform is ad-
ministered

; but iu each ca.se the brain quickly
regains its normal condition ; it is just possible
the older surgeons were frightened at what they
did not comprehend. In the large number of old
fracture ca.ses an opening wth a trephine at one
side was made ; but the traumatic mischief was
])robably at the opj)osite side of the skull, or
there was a chink- like split through the base,
which Mr Hilton would say should be left alone,
as, of the two alternatives, active trephining, or
absolute rest or do-uothing, the latter is pie-
ferable. As an essential juirt of the treatment of
trephine cases, rigid antiplilogi.stic treatment (so
as to obviate the ilangcrs likely to arise from the
opei-atioii itself) is much dwelt on by suigcon*
like Mr Quain—such antiphlogistic means as
bleedings, external applications of ice to the
head, &c. ; but it is quite plain that if symptoms
of compression arise from mere pressure of a small
quantity of blood on the dura mater, theso
things may get quiet again, without the murder-
some device of boring a hole into the head, like

into a double Glo'ster cheese, on the chance of
meeting this small portion of effused blood.

But It is often said, "Surely hospital statistics

ought to teach us how or when to have recourse
to the trepliiiie, in bad fractures of the skull,
with or without depression." Looking thiou'di
recent clinical cases of this nature, nearly a Iiun-
drcd hospital cases in number, we find the
apjialling fact that about two-thirds of the patients
thus operated on die of the combined miscliief
of the original injury and the trephine. Most
happily, we do not see of late years the same
amount of afflicting cases of depressed .ikiill, wfith
fractured bone and compression, that were common
in the early part of this century. Bricklayers'
scaft'olding is now made of a more substantial
kind, one chief cause of this comparative fewness
of the cases ; at least this is the only foi-tunate

circuinstame that Mr Skey can trace out why we
do not see trephine cases almost eveiy day in the
extensive hosjiital practice of London, as we did a
few years ago.

Some good surgeons recommend and employ
the trephine either to remove the cause of com-
pression, whether depressed bone, extravasated
blood, or pus, and as an anticipatory measure to
prevent inflammation by removing splinters or
supposed splinters of bone ; so tliat the trephine
as a prophylactic, especially where it is every day
used, as in the manufacturing districts of England
and Scotland, has had a somewhat factitious value
ascribed to it.

There seems little doubt that operations per-

formed early by the trephine, like those for

hernia, are the best ; though the other rule has
hitherto been perhaps too absolute, to raise

depressed fragments at all hazards by means of
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the trephine, if it caimot be otherwise done ; and
this even though stertor, dilated and immove-
able pupil, complete unconsciousness, &c., may
not be present. It is said, with some degree of

,
plausibleness, that tliough there be not veiy bad
symptoms thus at first, it is impossible to say

what may be the result, with probable sharp
splinters of the inner table lying on the dura
mater or blood extravasatec^. Yet the more
cautious men of the present ask, how is this

very much or at all improved by merely replacing

one cause of inflammation or of bad symptoms by
another ? (a)

It would be easy, as already indicated, to en-

rich our "Clinical Reports" with a multifarious
collection of trephine cases, with various lessons

taught or arising from such cases ; but the
Temarks just made will be snflicient. The fol-

lowing cases, however, are of interest.

Case I.—J. C. , a child aged eight months, was
admitted into the hospital under the care of Mr
Gay, in August, 1859, for injury to the head.

The case proved on admission to be fracture with
rather marked depression of the skull, as

there was in the centre of the left parietal bone a

well-defined depression 6f the cranium, about

14 inches long, and Jth inch in its deeper part.
*' The overlying integuments," says the note-book," bore a mark of riolence ; the child, it was said,

had received a blow some twenty-five days before,

but, except for a slight insensibility at the time,
' he seemed quite well for a fortnight ; then he
began to be ill with diarrhoja, and a week before

admission the poor child had a fit." To this .suc-

ceeded curious nervous sawing movements of the
right arm and leg. The child had another attack

«f convulsions also the day before admission,

August 27. It was decided to-day to give chloro-

form (which would obviously be little needed, if

. at all judicious) if the injury to the skull were
attended by effusion of cerebro-spinal fluid, or

marked insensibility of any kind. (6) Mr Gay re-

moved the greater part of the depressed bone by
means of the trephine. The portion of bone
removed presented a fissured ledge having a

pointed extremity. It was very interesting to

observe that during the time the child was under
the chloroform the "sawing movements" ceased,

and after it had passed off' the child appeared
much quieter ; but the child died next day— it

\vas the quietness of death. At the autopsy a

depression was found in the hemisphere exactly

corresponding to that in the skull. The dura
mater and arachnoid were both healthy.

(To be continued.)

OF
THE SPIRIT

THE PERIODICALS.

The ' Medical Times and Gazette,' June 30th,

opens with a continuation of Dr J. Y. Simpson's

Lectores On tite Diseases of Women. He treats

especially of the diseases of the Fallopian Tiibcs,

i.e., displacements, hypertrophy, fibroid tumours,

carcinoma tuberculosis, inflammation, hsemor-

rhagic effusions, and dropsy. We wUl extract

some observations on the latter affection :

" The ^Etiology of this Disease.—rSeveral years

ago Hooper and others showed that when the

inflammatory process, stretching upwards from

(a) Stromeyer, who has worked an entire revolu-
tion in this subject (though once himself an advocate
for the trephine), now states it as his conviction
that it kills nearly every patient ! Sir G. Balliugall
has a series of cases of injimes of the skull in battle,

all treated by the orthodox plan of the trephine ; but
suddenly sixteen cases of recovery occur, which
Stromeyer was curious to examine into, when he
found Sir G. BalliiigaU's portion of the army was
flying before the enemy in full retreat, and he had
lost his trepliines in t)ie battle !

(i) The subject of " ansesthesia during sleep," by
the way, which has recently " woke up " iu the
minds of a few persons as a discovery, is not at all

new ; but, for obvious reasons, from good taste, it has
been kept iu the background by such writers as
Snow, Murphy, &c. Except iu the cases of children,
It IS not safe nor advisable, nor should it as a matter
f pubbc propriety, under legislative penalty, be iwr-

mitted at all. Such, at least, is the opinion of these
wnters and Dr Kidd.

the vagina and uterus, came to affect the lining

membrane of the Fallopian tubes in all their

extent, it was extremely liable to be attended
witli the formation of adhesions at the fimbriated
extremity, where the mucous and serous mem-
branes run into one another. As a consequence
of this tendency to adhesive inflammation at the
free end of the tubes, we not unfrequently find

one or other of them bound down to the sides of

the pelvis, to the uterus, or to the ovaries, or

even simply obliterated from the union of its

serrated margins. When an ovary to»»which a

Fallopian tube has become adherent is enlarged

and dropsical, it may occasionally burst and
discharge itself along the tube and through the

uterus, as shown by M. Richard, who .specially

pointed out this as one of the most common
channels through which ovarian cysts were at

times spontaneously evacuated. Or we may
have a periodic discharge of a watery or serous

fluid from the uterus under another condition, viz.

when a Fallojjian tube has become completely
obliterated at its free extremity, and so far con-

stricted at its uterine orifice as to prevent the

escape of its ordinary secretion until that has

accumulated to such an extent as to overcome the

resistance presented to its escape, as seems to

have occurred in a case recorded by Frank.
More frequently the constriction at, or rather

towards, the uterine extremity becomes more
complete and permanent, and the fluid becoming
thiis finally retained in the tube, a dropsical cyst

is ultimately produced. We may thus have
dropsy of the Fallopian tube brought on as a

result, first, of inflammatory changes commencing
iu its lining membrane. But, secondly, the

cause is at least as frequently to be sought for in

changes produced by inflammation of its peri-

toneal covering and of the peritoneal surface of

the contiguous organs, which we find to be one of

the most frequent causes of the deformities and
displacements of these several organ.s, from its

liability to lead to the formation of adhesions

between the neighhouring opposing surfaces.

In the case of the Fallopian tubes, in particular,

inflammation of their peritoneal surface has the

effect of closing up the free extremities by binding

them to the neighbouring parts, and also of

causing the tubes to be foldecl or bent on them-
selves once or ofteuer. When the ordinary

secretion of the canal begins to accumulate
between any two of these points of flexion, a

degree of compression is ere long produced, which
speedily leads to the intimate union of the opposite

sides, and hence to complete occlusion of the

canal ; and iu this way a temporary accumulation
of fluid is converted into a permanent collection,

and a dropsical cyst, or rather a congeries or

diain of cysti), is developed.

"Pathological A^mtmny.—'Whiin a Fallopian

tube becomes dropsical in consequence simply of

an inflammatory process in its interior, the

resulting cyst is usually single, and one end of it

is produced by the occlusion of the fimbriated
extremity, while the other corresponds to that

point towards the uterine extremity of the tube

where it begins to become narrower before

nmning into the substance of the uterus, and
where, consequently, complete closure is more
apt to occur. We more frequensly, on the other

hand, find the tube di^vided into a series of cysts,

or rather of dilatations, where the morbid change is

produced by adhesive inflammations, which cause

the tubes to become convoluted on themselves, and
the resulting cysts to be further indented, and
divided by means of tight fibrinous bands passing

over their surface. The contents of these cysts are

usually clear and simple, like the fluid I have
already shown you ; but not , unfrequently the

fluid is mixed with flocculent masses. The lining

membrane of the cyst is subject to inflammation,

and hence we occasionally find them containing

inflammatory products, in some eases mixed with
hsemorrhagic extravasations. The size attained

by these Fallopian cy.sts, or hygromatous sacs,

as they have been designated by Hoojier, varies

greatly in different cases. Sometimes the dis-

tended tube at its most dilated point is no wider

than the small intestine ; not unfrequently the

dropsical swelling is as large as the fist ; and
occasionally, but rarely, it attains the size of the

foetal head. We may justly, I think, be allowed

to be sceptical as to the correctness of these state-

ments, or the carefulness of the observations of

those who have recorded cases where the tumour
was of much larger dimensions. When Munnik

and Muralt, for example, relate that they hav^
foimd respectively 110 pounds and 112 pounds of

fluid in a single Fallopian cyst ; and when Harder
and Desoimeaux speak of cases where there were
140 pounds of fluid,—we can only suppose that
these large quantities of fluid were contained, not
in a dilated Fallopian tube, but in the cavity of a
dropsical ovary. And if we call to mind how
intimately adherent the Fallopian tube sometimes
becomes to an enlarged and cystic ovary, so that
it appears to be amalgamated with the wall of the

cyst, we can easily understand how the two forms
of disease should come to be confounded ; and we
may well doubt whether even the thirteen pounds
of water mixed with pu.s, which Bonnet says he
found in a Fallopian tube, was not in reality

contained in the cavity of an inflamed ovarian

cyst.
" Scineiology.—Patients affected with dropsy of

the Fallopian tube complain of many of the same
symptoms that we find associated with ovarian

tumours in the eariier stages of their growth.
There is an imeasy sense of weight iu the side

affected, and a feeling of pressure on the limb.

Usually the limb is rendered more or less numb
from the pressure of the tumour on the nerres

passing through the pelvis, and I have sometimes
seen a patient rendered extremely lame in conse-

quence. In some cases it acts chiefly upon the

bowels, keeping them loaded, and the mtient
uncomfortably constipated. More rarely there is

a certain degree of dysmia. In almost all the

cases that have come under my observation, the

patient has been sterile, even when the tube of

one side only appeared to be affected. That the

ova should fail to be conveyed by the tube of the

affected side, follows as a matter of course from
the morbid condition of the canal ; and perhaps
the change in the position of the pelvic oreans,

produced by the pressure of the cyst, may nave
the effect of preventing the uterus from receiving

the ova developed in the ovary of the opposite

side. But none of the rational symptoms, nor all

of them combined, will enable you to recognise

the uature of the case, and to make a correct
'
' Diagnosis of Fallopian Tube Dropsy.—In

practice this fonn of disease is usually altogether

overlooked, or is mistaken for some other kind of

tumour. The lady from whom the fluid I have
shown you was withdrawn, came to this country

from Australia after having sought relief in vain

at the hands of several practitioners in that

colony, and since her return to Britain she had
consulted a number of medical men, all of whom
differed as to the nature of her disease, and all

of whom supposed it to be .seated in the uterus or

left ovary. One gentleman, who has himself

written about dropsy of the ovarj- and Fallopian

tube, after examining this patient, told her that

her trouble lay entirely m the mouth of the

womb. When I first saw her, I could not come
to any very definite conclusion as to the nature of

the case. I could only determine by vaginal

examination that there was some kind of tumour
in the left side of the pelvis, for the rectum was
at the time so loaded with faeces as to prevent all

possibility of a thorough investigation of the
character of the swelling. Having taken the

precaution to have the bowels effectually cleared,

I was enabled at my next visit to come to a mors
distinct .and definite conclusion regarding it. For,

by vaginal examination, I could discover the

firmish fluctuating tumour at the left side of the

uterus, and by introducing the second finger of

the same hand into the rectum, and placing the

other hand above the pubis, I could make out

quite distinctly its sitimtion and its relation to

the neighbouring parts. It so happened that the

abdominal walls in this patient were soft and
very much relaxed in consequence of her having

had a cliild sixteen years ago ; and by examining
simultaneously with one hand above the peh-is

and two fingers of the other introduced into the

interior, I could anatomise, as it were, the peWc
organs, aud make out their conditions and
relations. In this way I found the uterus to be

perfectly • sound and norma!, while to the left

side of it lay a tumour capable of being moved
independently of the uterus, and which, from its

painless aud 'fluctuating character, could only be

of a cystic uature ; and as this cystic tumoiir was

elongated in its shape, widening towanls the outer

extremity, and indented at several jwints as if

folded on itself, I had no hesitation in setting it

down as a dropsical dilatation of the left FaUopiaa

tube. There were only two other kinds of
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tumour witli which it could have boon confounded
—viz. 1st, a cystic degeneration of the ovary in

an early stage ; or, 2nd, one of those thin-walled

cysts which we sometimes find attached to the

fimbriated extremity of the Fallopian tubes, or

growing from the outer margin of the broad liga-

ment, and which are produced by an accumulation
of tiuid in one of the unobliterated tubes of

Gsertncr. but botlx of these forms of cystic tumour
Jiave this diti'erence in common from the dropsical

dilatations of the Fallopian tubes, that they are at

once both more rounded in their form, and more
smooth and equable in their outline. The tumour
formed by a commencing cystic degeneration of

the ovaiy dilfera further from this dropsy of the
tube, iu that it is more unyieldiugand clastic, con-

taining, as it docs, at this early period, more
solid substance than serous cavities. The other

kind of cy.st, again, to which 1 have referred, is

rarely foimd of such large size as to come under
the notice of the jiractitioner, for ordinarily it is

found after death of a]>out the size of a pea, with
a thin elongated neck or pedicle, and the largest

of them almost never exceed the size of a hen's

egg ; while, from the <juantity of fluid which I

iiavo shown you, you will be able to see tliat in

this case the tumour must hare been at lea.st three

times that size. From its size, therefore, and its

situation, its elongated and somewhat conical

form, its wavy, sinuous outline, and its power of

being-moved iudeixjndently of tlie uterus, I believe

I am justided in concluding tlutt I have here had
to do with a case of dropsy of the Fallopian tube.

1 know not iu what other light to regard it, or

what other kind of cyst it well could l>e. I ought
'

''••' '
' I! iiid, which

vliich ' was
:.... -. . 1110 in niy

belief tiiat thijidiaguosis is correct. For the fluid

in a imall ovarian dropsy, with wliich fonn of

diaea.<)e a.ssDradly the cyst in question was most
likely to be confounded, is usually too viscid to

allow of it^
-' r :' row canula

;

while in li. lid rushed
through till ... . -- expioring-

noedle in a full, tree sueam."

Dr Elliotsos contributes to the same journal

a |>ap«r on Urelhral HJiemnatifin ami OphiluUmiii,

which we will quote in our next Nnmlicr.

Mr Hknky Smitu report.s a case of Aneiirism

of Uie PuplUtal Ayiery, in which compression was

first employed, but appearing to fail, the super-

ficial femoral artery .was tied : the patient ap-

peared to go on well, bnt, after thewound had

healed, the aneurismal sac burst and suppurated.

.Mr Smith remarks u^yin the case :

" This case is not brought forward for the pur-
pose of proving aiiytliing against the use of coni-
preisSTon in tlic treatment of aneurism ; for

although a pretty jier.severiug emjiloynient of it

for upwards of a fortnight did not result iu the
cure of the disease, tli'"' " - '"t the slightest ill

eifoct produced, save r.iry pain and a

shght tendency to inti of the .sac, audit

is imjiossible to say that ulliiitate consolidation

of the aneurismal tumour might not have resulted

from a further continuance of the treatment, had
the temper and the circumstances of the patient

allowed of it. 1 say this, however, doubtinply,

for Mr Fergusson, who kindly saw this patient

with me at first, and had not seen him again until

the vessel was tied, was of opinion that the aneu-
risni had increased in site in that interval. Be
this the case, howirver, or otherwise, not only was
there no mischief produced by the employment
of comjircssion, but I believe it did goixl by
leading to an increased activity in the collateral

circulation, by which means mortification or any
tendency to it was obviated. 1 should suppose
that in about one-half the cases where the .super-

ficial femoral artery has been tied, and all the
patients much younger than this one, I have seen
gangrene of the leg or foot en.sue ; and one
iiatnrally felt an\ious about such a contingency
in a p<trs()ii iHiirly sixty years old and of damaged
health. Although cases are now and then met
with where the same kind of operation has been
performed in persons as old, or even older, with-
out the loss of their foot or leg from gangrene.
A little time since ,Mr Ferguson pl.iccd a ligature
np^n the external iliac artery of a gentleman aged
fifty-six without any snch result, and in one of

two cases where I tied tliis same vessel with suc-

cess the age of the patient was si.xty-two. I should
have tried the flexion treatment in the case just

narrated, but the aneurism was so large, and an
attempt which I made to bend the knee was at-

tended with such pain, that it was out of the

question to adopt that admirable yet simple means
of cure.

" The inflammation and barsting of the aneu-

rismal sac, which took place subsequent to the

separation of the ligature, and which retai-ded the

recovery of the patient for some weeks, could

scarcely have been in any way influenced by the

previous application of pressure, although the

fact of its occurrence might be pointed out by
thosq who are adverse to this mode of treatment

as an argument against it. It is troe that, at one

period during the compression, there were some
threatenings of the sac inflaming ; but these symp-
toms had entirely subsided, and I question much
whether the subsequent mischief was not
solely produced by the patient, in his haste to got

well, making violent ellbrts to straighten his knee.

It is a very fortimate circumstance that the burst-

ing and inflammation of the sac did not take

place before instead of after the application of

the ligature ; for, had this been the case, the man
must undoubtedly have lost his leg ; whereas, the

vessel having been .secured, the necessary incision

into the tumour could be effected with perfect

safety."

Dr Ebek ' Watson reports in the ' Medical

Times and Gazette,' June SSrd, seven cases of

Vtsico- Vagrnal Fistula. After reciting the cases,

he makes the following observationson the details

of the operation :

" Reitiarks.— 1. The PositicmoftKc Paticntdiiring
the Ojxration.—A few trials will, I think, con-

vince any one that the position on the knees and
elbows is that in which the best view of the

fistula can be obtained, and, therefore, the best

for operating on it. But it would be very diffi-

cult for the woman to maintain this position

during a painful operation, and it would be quite

impossible under chloroform. I, therefore, always
have my patients fixed on a table of convenient

height, the pelvis being raised on a firm support,

while the shoulders are allowed to lie on a pillow

on the table itself. The head is sup|X)rted in the

hands of assistants, who give the chlorofonii.

Thus the patient is prevented from moving, and
the cautious admiuistration of chloroform is

rendered safe by the freedom with which the

respiratory organs are allowed to play.
" 2. SpcciUmn.—The best s|K'culum for vesico-

vaginal cases in use at present is Dr Sim's bent

duck-bill speculum ; but I think it might be
greatly improved. For instance, in many cases

the vagina is very loose and wide, and I have
found it neccs.sary to employ lateral retractors as

well as Sim's speculum. Now, aide pieces mif^ht

be added to the .speculum itself. Again, the
curve at the end of the speculum seems to nie

objectionable ; for it prevents the ojierator seeing

the relation of parts at the unier portion of the

vagina. The os uteri is ]iu.shed up, and a great

strain is put on the vagina, whereby the lips of

the fistula are inconveniently separated. Above
all, the necessity of an assistant's holding the

speculum might be done away with by the adajit-

ing a s]iring to the instrument, which would fix

it within the vagina or on the sacrum.
"3. OjvTatinn.—The first thing the operator

has to do, and in my opinion the most important
in this jiart of the proceeding, is to get a good
hold of the anterior inferior lip of the fistula.

Most operators have recommended that this

should be done by means of a small book ; but
this gives a very insecure hold of the part—it is

easily lost during the cutting of the margin, and
even in fixing it ; at first, it often slips, and thus
blood flows, obscuring the view and impeding the

future Btep.s. I have always tiscd, and very

strongly recommend, a pair of spring forceps

with vulselluin points and a handle, so as to

elongate and facilitate tln' use of the instrument.

Its insertion is almost bloodless, and needs only

to be once rejK'atcd in the largest fistula ; only
one catch for each lip being necessary. A fine

straight bistoury—a tonotomy-knife is admirably
suited for the purjiose— is then inserted in a

slanting direction ftr.st on the one, then on the

other side of the part seized by the forceps, and
made to cut out the margin of the fistula to the

very extremities. These two incisions are then
united below the forceps points so as to complete
the paring of the inferior lip.

"The upper lip is next seized in a similar way,
and if the fistula is not very large, by firmly

raising the part to be cut, the same straight

bistoury may stUl be used on it from below
upwards. But, if the fistula is large, it will bo
more convenient to change the knife for one the

cutting part of which is bent at Hii angle to its

stem, and which may be double-edged to save
changing again. This knife was figured by Dr
Simpson in the ' Medical Times and Gazette ' for

January 8, IS^S. The upper lip of the fistula is

thus carefully pared to meet the former incision

at the extremities of the fistula. It is an exceed-

ingly, satisfactory thing to cnt out the margin of

the fistula in one entire rhig, and I have accom-
plished it more than once. This is not a mere
feat of manual dexterity, but gives the best

assurance that the cutting part of the operation
is throughly done.

" The next step is to introduce the sutures,
whicli I think ought to be of silver wire. This
is best done by tlie tubular needle invented by
Mr Startin. It is of great importance that a
good hold be obtained for these stitches, and also

that they be made to pass close to, but not
through, the mucous membrane of the bladder.
The raw surfaces are thus fairly brought into

apposition, and from the slanting nature of the
pared edge.s, they are pressed together with
special firmness on the side towards the bladder.

I think it satisfactory to twist the .sutures and to

examine that the wound is properly in contact
before applying the plate over them.

"The plate whicfi I recommend and employ
was invented by Mr HUliard, instniineut-maker
to the Infirmaiy, and was described by me in the
' Lancet ' for March 5, 1859. It is made of lead,

and has small tubes or nipples instead of the holes
of Bozeman's button. These tubes may be easily

compressed, and thus fasten the wires.
" In the ' Lancet' for December 10, 1859, Mr I.

B. BroAvn has published a paper 'On Vesico-
vaginal Fistula ; illustrating a New Mode of
Operation. ' Now the only novelty in his ' new
mode' is the use of what he calls 'clamps.' These
are small bars of lead, with nipples on their
backs for fastening the wires. ]3ut it will bs
quite evident at a glance that the clamjis are
neither more nor less than fragments of Mr
Hilliard's plate. In fact, if it is cut through
between each pair of nipples, as I did before my
clinical class last winter, you get a series of
clamps ready made. The original idea of having
compressible tubes or nipples for fastening the
wires was undoubtedly Jlr Milliard's, and not Mr
Baker Brown's ; but the latter gentleman may
certainly lay claim to whatever merit there may
be in clipping the plate of the former into shreds,
unless Mr Startin's claim to priority, which seems
imdoniable, bo admitted. (See ' Medical Times
and Gazette,' April 21, 1860.)

" I believe that such mutilation of the plate
destroys its value as a mode of fa.steuing the
sutures ; for, when entire, it acts beneficially by
steadying the parts, and also by adhering very
closely to them and excluding both air and dis-

charges from the wound. It seems to mo to act
like a boy's sucker, and thus to bring the wound
veiy nearly into the position of a subcutaneous
one, which, everybody knows, heals more readily
than any other kind.

" Such are, in my opinion, the advantages ofthe
plate, but its use is not ahsolutely necessary for

success. I have twice dispensed with it, and yet
the cases did well. StUl I should reeommend'its
employment, as a general rule, for the reasons
already stated, and shall myself always use it

unless there is some contraindication.

4. Treatment after the ()j>eration.~^The patient
should lie in bed on her back, with her shoulders
well supported liy pillows, so as to incline Ivsr

body at an acute angle with the bed. Iler knees
should also be supported by pillows in the semi-

bent position, and between her thighs should be
jilaced a vessel for the reception of the urine as it

drops from a catheter lying in the urethra. This

may either be a bent leaden one or a gum-elastic

catheter. Finally, the patient should be soothed
with opium, iii'sonie fonn which agrees best with
her ; but 1 would urge the importance of not

over-doing this part of the treatment. The large

quantities of opium recommended by Dr Bozoman
have not been found necessary in my cases, and
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in one they were productive of disagi'cealilo con-

sequences. On the eighth or ninth day after the

operation the plates and the stitches should be
withdrawn. A good light, and much patience,

are needed for this operation. In fact, its

difficulty has been undervalued. I have .some-

times failed to extract all the stitches at the first

attempt, and can testify to the safety of leaving

in a stitch for a few days longer than the rest.

By that timo^it will have loosened, and may be
felt in the vagina, and extracted with a pair of

common dressing forceps, which is the instrument
best suited for the ])urpose. The bowels should
now be ojiened as quickly as possible, first by
enemata, and then by medicine. I generally use
the compound colocynth pill. The opium is

gradually given up, the catheter is also laid aside

by prudent degrees, and the patient, in a fortunate

case, is cured of her distressing complaint in little

more than a fortnight. The completeness of this

cure, when accomplished, could not be better

proved than by my cases ; for in one of them the
patient had an abortion only a few days after the

plate was removed ; in two others the women have
miscaiTied, since the operation was performed, in

the eighth month of pregnane}', and in one a

living child has been bom, at the full period of

utero-gestatiou, without the slightest injury to

the cicatrix.
" Amount of Success.—Mr Baker Bro^vn, in the

paper to which I have already alluded, states that

hehashad ' agreater amountofsnccessinoperatmg
for vesico-vaginal fistula than that yet published

by any other Surgeon.' Now he certainly has

had a great many cases of that lesion under his

care, and therefore it may not be uninteresting

to inquire into the proportion of cures to failures

among them. I think we are entitled to do this

since Mr Baker Brown has boasted in the above

terms of his great success, and also because Jlr

Baker Bro^vn has devoted his special attention to

the diseases of women requiring Surgical ope-

rations. To his writings, therefore. Surgeons
naturally look for encouragement or discou-

ragement in the performance of operations within

the domain of his speciality. I have not been
able to discover the records of all Mr Baker
Brown's twenty-seven cases, but I have read his

own reports of nineteen cases in the following

repositories, where they may be consulted by any
one :—1. In Mr Baker Brown's book ' On some
Diseases of Women,' four cases are recorded at

pp. 100 to 110. 2. In the 'British Medical
Journal,' No. cxviii., four cases are recorded at

pp. 267 to 269. 3. In the ' Medical Times and
Gazette,' No. 407, three cases are recorded at

p. 398. 4. In the ' Lancet,' No. xiii. p. 322, one
case is recorded ; and in No. xxiv. p. 581, seven
cases are recorded. I think that these nineteen
cases, taken just as 1 could find them, will exhibit

the success of Ms practice sufficiently without my
undergoing the labour of any further search for

his cases.
'

' Now, of these nineteen patients two died
;

one apparently of pya;mia (Treatise, p. 108), the

other of frequent ha'morrhages ('Lancet,' No.
xxiv. p. 583). In other two cases (Treatise, pp.
104 and 110) the fistula; remained open ; so that

four out of the nineteen cases may be considered

as ultimately failures. Still, it will be said, there

wete Ji/tceyi cases ultimately cured ; and this is a

great amount of success in dealing with what Mr
Baker Brown rather oddly terms ' a difficult

lesion.' But this is hardly the way to look at

the matter. It is not that there were nineteen

operations, and fifteen of these successful. Far
from it ; for in many oases the operation was
frequently repeated before the cure was uUimalcly
arrived at. In one case, for instance, the poor
woman was operated on twenty-five times before

the fistula was closed ('British Medical Journal,'

No. cxviii. p. 267) ; and, while we admire the
courage of the patient, it must be admitted that

the operator failed twenty-four times in this one
case

;
yet it counts simply as a cure in Mr Baker

Brown s statement of his great success. It may,
indeed, be enough for philanthropic purposes to

look at the number of ultimate cures ; but
certainly, in trying to ascertain or to demonstrate
the successfulness of an operation, we must com-
pare the number of times it has been successfully
performed with the number »f times in which,
when performed, it has failed to accomplish the
intended result. Now, in this latter point of
view, the statistics are as follows :—In the nine-
teen cases above referred to, Mr Baker Brown

operated seventy-one times, and .succeeded fifteen

times. In other words, he was successful fifteen

times, and failed fifty-six times.

"This 'amount of .success' hardly warrants his

^joast, in my opinion, and perhaps does not give

very much support to the cause of specialties.

For my part, I cannot see any good reason why
the 'blood-red tape' .should surround the depart-

ment of Surgery to which the operation for vesico-

vaginal fistula belongs. Any Surgeon who is

accustomed to operate on the other regions of the
human body may perform .this operation if he
possesses good eye-sight and some steadiness of

hand as well as of purjiose. Of course it must
be supposed that he understands well the various

steps of the procedure ; for I am convinced that

it is by misapprehending some of these that
failures occur at all. Too much importance is

often put on the cutting part of the operation,

and too little on the others, especially on the in-

sertion of the sutures. A little care is necessary

in regard to both points ; but, if such care is

bestowed, the Surgeon—whether obstetric or

ordinary—may almost surely reckon on success.

1 myself have not once failed ; for, as I have
already stated, only seven cases have as yet been
under my care, and in all of them I have closed

the fistula at the first operation."

Mr Bakvpell contributes, in the ' Lancet ' of

June 23rd, an article on the Scrofulous Diseases

of the Synovial Membrane of Joints, from which

we now insert our promised quotations :

"The stages in which it appears desirable to

divide scrofulous diseases of the synovial mem-
brane are these :

" First stage.—That in which the synovial and
subsynovial tissues are alone involved.

" Second stage.—That in which the cartilage

and the bone become involved.
" Third stage.—That in which the new tissue

either begins to consolidate into fibrous mem-
brane, or to degenerate.

"In the previous paper on this subject, the

true nature of the jelly-like growth was explained.

The symptoms of the disease are so well known,
that we need enter no further into them than is

necessary to point out the diff'erences between
this and the next stage. The disease is generally

attributed to some slight accident, just as scirrhus

is usually ascribed to some such cause ; but there

is no doubt that it generally arises, without any
external provocative, as a painless tumefaction of

the joint ; and frequently this .swelling is acci-

dentally discovered after it has existed for several

days, or even weeks. According to my experi-

ence, tl)is foi-m of commencement is that wnich
marks the more distinctly strumous and intract-

able form of the malady ; but in all cases, after a

certain time, there supen'enes pain, which is not

severe, but of a dull, aching, and, as many
patients complain, of a bursting character, in-

creasing towards evening, when the person has
been some time erect, and decreasing when the

limb has reposed in a horizontal position. The
fonn of the swelling is peculiar : not like that of

acute synovitis, in which the position of liga-

ments is well marked ; but, on the contrary, is

characterised by want of shape. It tends to the

round or oval form (the former most in the knee,

the latter in the elbow), and conceals all the

anatomical points and the configuration of the

part, hiding the points of bone, ignoring the

position of ligaments. The shapeless mass is

soft, doughy, and C[uaggy ; it does not fluctuate,

but, on account of its extreme softness, presents a

sensation which comes very close to fluctuation
;

it feels as though the material beneath the skin

were not a fluid, but a semi-solid—a jelly, as in

fact it is. The temperature of the part is only

slightly increa.sed.

"This stage may continue for an almost inde-

finite period, but at some time the cartilages will

become involved, and the second stage com-
mences. The cartilages are not ulcerated by any

eroding action of the synovial membrane, although

the granulation which takes place from the in-

ternal surface overlaps them to more or less ex-

tent ; but the inflammation spreads to those

structures, and they undergo precisely similar

actions— namely, cell-growth. (See my paper

on the 'Nutrition, Inflammation, Ac, of Arti-

cular Cartilages,' 'Med.-Chir. Keview, Oct. 1859 :

and that, also, on the ' Eelatiou between Syno-

vitis and Ulceration of Articular CartOage,' in the

'Edinburgh Medical Journal,' Feb. 1860.) This
action, then, is an inflammation

—

i.e., hyperac-
tion of the nutritive machineiy of the "tissue,

such as is the true nature of all inflammations.
But there are no nerves in the cartilage to be
aff'ected by swelling or other result of its dis-

eases ; hence ulceration of their structure may,
under certain circumstances, take jjlacc without
giving rise to any painful symptom. We find

such a breach of tissue in old persons who gave
no sign of disease during life ; but these ulcera-

tions are not produced by an active inflammatory
disease which has spread from other structures to

the cartilage— indeed, they are simply degenera-
tions, and we find all the neighbouring parts

healthy. Inflammation of the cartilages, on the

contraiy, is a pamful disease, and produces certain

symptoms which mark the second stage, although,

as the pain is not situated in the cartilage (which,

has no ueiwes to feel pain), it is probable, if not
certain, that ulceration has advanced some dis-

tance before we have any means of detecting its

I)re3ence.

"Mr Toynbee jjointed out, in 1841, cei-tain

vessels which are fonned during foetal life in the
epiphysal cartilage, and which, after ossificatiou

is complete, become the looped and anastomosing
nutrient vessels of the cartilage. These vessel*

are situated beneath the articular lamella, and
become, as I first jKiinted out, engorged and
hyperaemic during this second stage of synovitis ;

and it is tliis engorgement that produces the set

of pains which are characteristic of cartilaginous

inflammation. The inflammation begins by cell-

action in the cartilage, which i>roduces the
hyperemia as a necessary sequence of demand for

more nutriment ; hence, when the hypcrsemic
pains come on, the inflammation is already
establi-shed. The dull, aching pain, and that
feeling of distension which is the pain par ex-

celkncc of a strumous synovitis in the first stage,

becomes now exchanged for a sharper, more
severe fomi of aching, which is comi)arable to tlie

pain of toothache ; but, above all, this second
stage is to be distinguished by starting or jump-
ing of the limb when the patient is dropping off

,to sleep. The first appearance of these jiains is

the first certain sign that the cartilages are ulce-

rating. There is a symptom whereon much stress

has been laid, but which I believe to be of very

doubtful import

—

^^\z., tenderness on pressing the

articular surfaces together. I have seen four

cases in which this symptom was altogether

absent up to the moment of removing the part,

and yet have found extensive disease of the

cartilage. Starting of the limb was present in all

these instances. I have seen one case in which
there was tenderness without cartilaginous ulce-

ration. Hence this symptom is not to be relied

on as proving that the cartilages are diseased ;

but I am not as yet prepared to say what exact

condition, if any, it does indicate.
" The supervention of starting of the limb is a

much more reliable sign that the second stage of

strumous synovitis has commenced, which, like

the first, is with regard to time indefinite in its

duration. It is marked by more severe sjnup-

toms
;
pus fonns more abundantly in the cavity,

and probably finds its way outwards ; a more or

less extensive portion of the cartilage and its

articular lamella disappears ; the cancellous

cavities are laid open towards the joint, and from
then begin to sprout granulations like those

developed from the synovial tissue, while from
the wear and tear of the disease hectic sujwrvenes.

The joint therefore is, as a frictiouless ajijiaratus,

destro)-ed, and to speak of its destruction as a
further action seems absurd ; but let it be con-

sidered that the aim of the disease from the very

first has been to fill uji the cavity with granula-

tions ; even the destruction of the cartilage and
laying bare the caucelli have this object. If it

succeed ultimately, we do not call the joint

destro)-ed, although it be immovable from anchy-

losis ; but actions may take place, whereby the

new-formed tissues and the neighbouring parts

enter into the way of destruction.
'

' The thiwl stage consists of actions, either of

which may be singly present, or either may pre-

dominate : the one is further development, the

other degeneration of the granulations. Both may
commence at any period during the course of the

first two stages ; but degenerations hardly occur,

except when th» disease has lasted a considerable

time. They are of many sorts, but it would

detain us too long to follow them out here.
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Suflice it to say that tubercle in the so-called

tubercular synovitis (a rare disease) is tbus pro-

duced ; the tubercle is not a cause of the inflam-

mation, but is formed from a jiroduct of that

action. Abscesses in the periarticular tissues are

produced by change of the grauulation-cell into

the highly-generatire pus-cell. Fatty degenera-

tiou is frequent, aud produces death of the

degenerate aud suppuration of the surroundin"
portion. If these take place iu the tissue which
springs from the bone, and occupies tlio cancelli,

masses of the osseous tissue may slough and come
away. With all this the disease spreads, ab-

scesses form amongst the deep muscles, and the

inflammation runs along the medullary canal.
" The further development consists, as we have

already seen, in an interstitial change of the cells

into fibre-cells and fibres, and ultimately into new
coarse areolar tissue. If this have been perfected

during the first stage, the joint will be restored

without further damage than a certain amount of

thickening aud difficulty of movement. If in the
second stage, the state left will depend on the

more or less advanced condition of that stage.

Ifthe cartilage have disapjieared, the granulations

from the bone and those from the sjmovial

membrane are intermingled, and fill the cavity
;

they will, on becoming fibrous, form a strong but
flexible bond of union between the bones—a false

anchylosis ; aud if after a longer period the fibres

ossify, a true anchylosis will be established.
" Thus the condition in which this process will

leave the joint, varying from a mere inconvenient

thickness to utter stifl"nes.s, depeu<ls upon the

stage to which the malady had previously ad-

vanced, and our endeavours must Iw therefore

directed to bring on the developing action as early

as possible ; to convert the already-formed granu-

lations into fibrous tis.sue, and to prevent the

further spread of the granulating process."

The ' Lancet ' opens with a continuation of

Dr Twkedie's Lectures on Fever. Mr Bakwell

continues his subject in the present number. Wo
quote the article :

" There Is no doubt that even the most chronic,

iniiidious, and painless form of this complaint is, at

least iu the first stages, an inflammation ; and
hence, the joint must at once be placed at abso-

lute rest. Some form of counter-irritant should

Im employed, and proper internal remedies to

ameliorate the constitutional condition. This is

not the place to enter into the rea.sons that would
cause the choice of one counter-irritant more than
another ; but it Is desirable to jwint out the dis-

advantages attending a certain plau too much in

vogue. A j>atient applying with this disease is

fcnerally ordered a splint—perhaps leeches, or a
lister ; and after a time an issue is made, which

is kept poulticed for a month or two. discharging

all the while. Now it is evident that nothing
can more conduce to the spread of the new tissue,

whose encroaching growtli constitutes the disea.se,

than warmth and moisture, unless it be an indo-

lent suppuratingandgranulatingsore, .such anissue

becomes a week or ten days after its application.

If issues arc thought desirable, they should be

either kept open for only a short time after

the separation of the slough, and another be
made, or they should be touched again with the

c«usti<' iwtasli, and so kept ii-ritable. The former

method has its disadvantage in the brea<lth of

surface destroyed ; the latter, in the depth to

which the sore penetrates ; and both in the very

great pain jiroduccd by the treatment. Some
persons have believed, and do still believe, that

the amount of Ixjnefit is pro|)ortionate to the

pain. This is a miscliievons idea, since it leads

to a cruel line of practice. The notion, no doubt,

was obtained from the observation, that i.ssues

benefit mostly at first, and that in a short time

their action becomes null, or absolutely injurious,

since the constant discliarge weakens the tii-sucs,

and tends to jiroduce cell generation nil around.
" A mucli better, and a much less painful plan

than the issue, is the actual cautery : it is one
which I would wish to see much more generally

ti.sed ; but its application requires some practice,

skill, and knowledge, since an unskilful use is

apt to produic too great a destruction of skin, too

oeeii a furrow, or other evils instead of benefits.

If the means be judiciously employed in properly-

chosen cases, its action is marvellous ; and now
that chloroform prevents the immediate pain, the
objections which caused it to be disused iu England
have disapjieared.

'
' The iron wliich I employ for this purpose is

kno^vn as Bust's : it is simply a three-sided
prism, mounted by one of its oblong facets to a
curved handle. The edges are slightly blunted.
An iron of this shape has bulk enough to retain

the heat a sufficient length of time, and j'et pre-

sents a small edge. Two irons ought to be used,

as a white, not merely a dull-red, heat is desir-

able, and thus a change of instruments is neces-

sary. While the patient is being placed under
the influence of chloroform, the joint to be cau-

terized should be protected by strips of plaster,

or of moistened lint, a good inch or an inch and
a half broad, leaving narrow intervals between
each, where the lines of firing are to run. When
ana'sthesia is fully established, a white-hot iron

is to be slowly, and with gentle pressure, pas.sed

three or four times along each space, until the

skiu be turned into a yellow-bro^vn homy sub-
stance. Let it be particularly observed that the
rays ought not to be neanr than an inch ; the
sVin must not be divided by the iron ; the
heat must be sufficient to char the skin. This
mode of using the iron was called by Percy,

('Protechnie Chimr^calc,') 'cauterisation trans-

currente.' We might name it linear cauteriza-

tion. Rust, of Vienna, and Bonnet, of Lyon-s,

employed it with ^eat success. My own experi-

ence warrants me in speaking of it very higlily.

In the first place, it gives no pain whatever at

the time of application, and wiien the effect of

the chlorofonn has disappeared, still no pain
from the cautery can be felt. Compare this with
the torture produced by the i)otas.sa fusa, under
wliich the patient will writhe for hours after the
application. But not merely is the hot iron

painless ; it absolutely relieves pain. I applied

it in a case of hip-joint disease, iu which the
patient was suffering so much that he dared not
move ; his face was anxious, and his nights all

but sleejdess. After he had recovered from the
chloroform, he was laughing, talking, moving
about in his bed, and wanted to get up. In a

case of knee-joint affection, the same change
from pain to painlessness followed the use of the
iron, and the patient is now able to walk. The
narrow charred lines made by the cautery begin
to separate in from five days to a week, and come
away between the fourteenth and twenty-first

day. They should then be healed as quickly as

possible.

"The value of pressure in strumous synovitis

cannot l)e too highly estimated, if the proper cases

be chosen for its use ; such, for instance, as those
in which the swelling is soft and sluggish, in

which a bursting pain is felt, and in which a

sensation of cold is experienced. Dr Scott, of

Bromley, first used tliis plan with considerable

success ; he applied mercurials to the joint.s, and
over them strapping plaster. The value of the
treatment lies m the pressure. Mercurials are of

little or no help ; in strumous cases I believe

they are even injurious. The modics ojKraiidi oi

this agent 1 believe to be, simply i>roventing the
cells, through want of room, from generating
afresh, and, therefore, coiLstraiuing their organiz-

ing force to act in the production of tissue from
the cells already formed, or in the absorption of

those unfit for this purpose. I know no means
at all comparable m their power of resolving

strumous s)-iiovitis to the u.sc of the actual

cauterj' followed by pressure. If, for instance,

on the knee-joint the lines have been drawm pa-

rallel to the axis of the limb, they wiU, on heal-

ing, contract veiy considerably like all scars of

burns ; and if to the pressure thu.? produced be
added that of strapping plaster, an almost irre-

sistible power of resolution will have been gained.

Indeed, unless the case be too far advanced, or

too much supported by a vitiated constitution, it

will yield to this treatment in a few weeks. The
following case shows the value of this method :

—

"Jane S , aged six, a pale, strumous girl,

has been suffering for twenty months from jiain

and swelling of tlie left knee, and wa.s admitted
intoCharing-cross Hospital under my care (through
the kindness of Mr Hancock), Dec. 9th, 1859.

The knee is a good deal bent, the joint being
round and shapeless ; the child cries when it is

touched, and when any attempt is made to move
it.

"Dec. 31.st.— I drew four stria of linear

cauterisation, one on either side the patella, and
one an inch beyond each of these, and got the

limb into a straight position. On recovering from
the chloroform the child expres.sed no sense of

pain, but sat up, and began to play with toys
and other children in the ward.

'
' On the third day the skin between the

cauterised lines looked red and inflamed. On
the fifth, some separation at the edge of the

slough had occurred. The horny portion gi-adually

separated, and on the 1st January, 1860, the

lines left were simply clear lines of ulcer, which
were dressed with zinc ointment, discharged veiy
little, and gradually healed. The knee was much
diminished in size ; moreover, it could be pressed

without producing symptoms of pain. It was,

however, still swollen, and on the 23i-d January,

when the scar was quite sufficiently healed, the

knee was tightly strapped, and a roller applied

from the foot.

"30th.—Strapping applied again, and towards
the end of the week the child was dressed, and
allowed to get about by aid of the sides of the bed
aud of a chair.

" March 6th.—The child is able to get about
so well that the mother insists on taking her out ;

promises to bring her to me amongst my out-

patients. This she has hitherto not done.
'

' Other ca,ses showing the value of pressure

might easily be given. I recorded tlu'ee in the

'Lancet' for Dec. 20th, 1859. Several others

proving the extreme value of this combination
have occurred to me.

" We now, however, come to a much-neglected
question—one which is, perhaps, scarcely com-
prehended iu regard to the treatment of strumous
sjniovitis— viz., is the principle of perfect rest to

be exchanged for that of limited motion at any
period of the disease ? If so, at what period ? I

say that this question is either not imderstood or

is ignored in Lnglnnd altogether; while, in Lyons,
M. Bonnet ajiplied some practical suggestions to
the answer.

" I must, at the risk even of occupying much
sjMice, explain the principles whereon the value
of passive motion, shampooing, &c., is based.

When the cells, which have formed so abundantly
in and around tlie synovial membrane, cease their

generative activity, they remain for an indefinite

period more or less passive. We know that the

gelatinous condition thus produced may last for

years without change, and that, being left imdis-

turbed, the mass wall, after a time, Dccome the

seat of abscess, cause destmction in surrounding

parts, produce caries, Ac. ; or, in more favourable

case.s, it will begin to assume a fibroid character,

and ultimately unite the two bones by anchylosis.

Now, I have no hesitation in saying that, in the

large majority of instances, the passive condition

may bo taken advantage of to induce a much more
perfect, frequently an almost complete, cure of

the malady ; and that, by allowing it to continue,

a much larger mass of disease is formed, much
more tissue (periarticular, cartilaginous, or osse-

ous) is implicated, and, therefore, even if the

joint ultimately heal over, the cure is far from
being as perfect as it might be made ; and if dege-

neration set in, the ravages are unnecessarily

wide-spread. Moreover, be it remembered, that

if even a healthy joint be kept very long immov-
able, fatty degeneration of the cartilages is apt to

come on, and even a sluggish inflammation of the
synovial membrane. It must not be, however,

for one moment imagined that I would advocate
movement of the joint at all stages of the disease.

On the contrary, such treatment can only be
beneficial during tlie above-uamed passive condi-

tion, and when all inflammatory signs have
disajipeared. Hence it is important to form
a correct judgment as to this condition. It

is well known that each joint, when inflamed,

presents a certain sjx>t in which pain and
tenderness are much more marked than else-

where ; this is in evcrj' joint a fixed point—on
the hip, behind the great trochanter ; in the

knee, the edge of the inner condyle, inside the

ligamcntum patella' ; in the elbow, at the back,

over the head of the radius, and so on. Now, if

the surgeon find that pressure upon these points

produces no pain, he may begin to move the

timl) witli perfect confidence and safety ;
and, as

far as my experience goes in this treatment

(already pretty considerable), with very great

benefit. The movement must not, at the begin-

ning, be violent or long continued ; a slight pas-

sive motion, and that rigidly in the normal direc-

tion—a certain amount of nibbing and kneading

with tlio hand, and then reapplication of the

splint, are all that can be undertaken ; and it

may be a long time before it will be safe to
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abandon the patient's limb to his own manage-

meut. 1 have also found it a useful plan, when
it can be managed, slightly to change the angle

of the splint at each reapplication.
" The subject of angle at which the joint would

be ilexed, would naturally lead us to consider

another subject— viz., the value, as an actual

remedy for inflammation, of changing any vicious

position in which the joint may lie . There is no

room for doubting the diminution of the inflamma-

tion and of the pain after this has been done
;

and amongst my cases ai'e one or two which were
clearly benefited by this means. But this subject

is too wide, and space too limited, for its dis-

cussion here.

"The three methods more particularly named
in this communication—viz., actual cautery,

pressure, and passive motion—are neither original

nor new ; but the first and last more particularly

are not used so frequently, nor with such dis-

criiuinatiou and power, as they might be. Much
benefit would result from substituting these means
for the negative, if not injurious, treatment to

which these strumous cases are too often subject."

The ' Dublin Medical Press ' contains the

following Case of Congenital Malformation, re-

ported by Dr Joseph Edmundhon of Carrick-on-

Snir:

On the 26th of March, at eight p.m., I re-

ceived an urgent ticket to visit Ally English, re-

siding in Droleen's lane. The messenger seemsd
greatly alarmed, and stated that the child was
bon}, but that they could not remove it from the
mother. I hastened to the house

.

"The patient, aged about thirty-five, a fine

strong healthy woman, was the mother of five

children, and her confinements had always been

of short duration, favourable, and jiresenting no
unusual feature. Her labour commenced at four

p.m., the liquor amnii was discharged at six p.m.,

so that on my arrival she had been ill only four

hom-s. The child was lying on the bed, with the

exception of one leg which was retained in the

vagina. I went to remove the child, not antici-

pating any difficulty, but found it firmly fixed
;

the leg was flexed on the thigh, and lying trans-

versely in the vagina. I hooked my finger at the

back of the knee, and had no difficulty in bring-

ing it down. On further examination, the nature
of the case—so far as its being a monster—was
quite apparent. A continuation from below the
pelvis of what appeared to be the neck of a child

occupied the vagina, and after further careful ex-

amination I was satisfied that a large elsatic mass
occupied the pelvis and prevented tlie completion
of the labour ; in fact, it felt like a neck and
head continued from the pelvis of the child.

Uterine action continued regular and veiy forcible,

but not effective. I would here remark that the
child was born alive, but had ceased tc live prior
to my arrival. I now assisted the efforts of the
uterus by using strong tractive force for some
time, and paitially drew the mass towards me

;

but each time that I allowed aninterval of rest, it

immediately and rapidly passed back to its.former
position. On examiuining it when partially

drawii down and held in situ, I was satisfied as

to its yielding and elastic nature. For obvious
reasons, I was anxious, if possible, to remove it

without perforating, and determined to use
strong extracting force. Having used the
catheter, I exercised continuous and steadily-in-

creased force for about twelve minutes, when
suddenly the mass came away like a shot. The
perineum was properly supported, and escaped
injury. The placenta came away immediately,
the uterus contracting firmly and well.

" The extracting force resorted to would not,

under other circumstances, have been justifiable,

either as regards the amount used or the length
of time it was continued without interruption

;

but the absence of any constitutional effect, as

indicated by the state of the pulse, the compara-
tively little inconvenience and trifling amount of

pain experienced by the patient whilst operating,
convinced me that there was no bone or hard un-
yielding substance which would by pressure in-

flict injury on the soft iiarts covering the pelvis,
and encouraged me to persevere until I finally
succeeded.

_
"The child was somewhat under the medium

size, the head, body, and extremities being in
due proportion and well fonned. The action of
the hip-joints was unnatural ; the natural position

of the lower extremities was, lying parallel to the

body, the feet near the shoulder-joints. When
drawn downwards and outwai'ds, they moved
freely until at right angles with the body, when
a little force brought them to meet the tumour.

There was no trace of the nates or anus. The
hip-joints were very deep seated ; the pelvis

must have been very narrow. In tracing the

vertebral column downwards with the finger, it

gradually became more deep seated until you
reached the fourth lumbar vertebra, when you
could no longer trace it with the finger. The
neck of the tumour sprung from the position

which would have been occupied by a line drawn
across the centre of the nates (supposing the lower

extremities to be in their natural position). The
anterior and posterior surface of the neck of the

tumour, and its connection with the body of the

infant, presented the same appearance, except

that an imperfect female organ occupied a central

position on the anterior aspect. The labia; were

perfect, as also the cUtoris, meatus uriuarius, and
urethra. The vagina was absent. I passed a

catheter into the bladder and drew off about

thirty drops of clear colourless fluid. The neck

of the tumour and its connectiou with the body
looked like an imperfectly-formed neck and
shoulders. It was thicker than the neck of the

cliild and shorter, white and smooth, presenting

nothing remarkable in appearance.

"The tumour was more elongated than the

head, and, as near as 1 could calculate, about a

sixth gi'eater in circumference. The anterior

surface was white, covered with ordinary integu-

ment, the posterior of a deep purple colour,

traversed with large blue veins, perceptibly raised

atiove the surface, tlie line of demarcation between
the two surfaces being very abrupt, the white
comprising the anterior and lateral portion, the

purple the posterior. Along the latter the in-

tegument was torn longitudinally through its

entire extent (evidently by the extracting force

used) ; its torn or ruptured surface was bleeding

freely, and exposed to view nothing more than

condensed cellular tissue. On the right side of

the tumour was fixed an elevated mass about on*

inch by two in length, in colour darker than the

surrounding skin, felt like a glandular mass.

"I was allowed to make an incision into the

tumour, and as the poor woman occupied only one

room, the remainder of the house being let to

other families, I was compelled to examine it in

her presence, and in fact on a portiou of the straw

upon which she lay. I divided it freely through

its entire length, and about half its depth. It

was composed of condensed cellular tissue. The
incision opened into a cavity about two and a half

inches long and one in depth, at its centre nar-

rowed and rounded, at its extremities lined with

cartilage, and containing a solid mass occupying

about three-fourths of the cavity and floating in

a teaspoonful of colourless semm ; its surface was
uneven and undulating, covered with a thin mem-
brane, freely supiilied on its surface with small

red vessels. When cut into, it looked like white

cerebral matter, but of much gi-eater density.
" 1 have no doubt, from the peculiar elastic

feel communicated on using alternate pressure

with the finger, that the tumour contained other

cavities of a similar nature. I regret much I had

not an opportunity of making a full examination,

as it was a subject of very great interest ; but

from the very gi-oat objection the humbler classe»

have to post-mortem examinations, it is impossible

to get them to submit, no matter what amount of

interest you may take in the case."

Univehsity of Lokdon.—Tlio Senate of the

University of London have just made a regulation

to the effect that at the second examination for

M.B., "the candidate who shall distinguish

himself the most in Midwifery shall receive an

exhibition of 30Z. a year for the next two years,

with the style of ' University Scholar in Mid-

wifery.' " Tliis is important as regards the

encouragement it gives to the study of this sub-

ject. Up to the present time scholarships have

been given in Medicine and Surgery, but nothing

of the kind in Midwifery. It is only due to Dr
Graily Hewitt to state that he was the first to

propose that the Senate should awai-d prizes to

those gentlemen ^^^lollad distinguished themselves

in the art and science of Midwifeiy.

REVIEWS,

On Obscure Diseases of the Brain and Disonkrs
of the Mind, ^x. By Forbes Winslow, M.D.,
&c. London : John Churchill.

Perusal of this bulky Tolume has only served

to convince us that the study of mental disease

must make large advances before it can rise to

the importance of a science. This, however,

is not surprising when weconsider the inherent

difficulties of the subject. The mode of con-

nection between mind and body ; their mutual

reaction ; the conditions of healthy thought,

as regards the cerebral organ ; the obscure

pathology of the latter ; the absence of any

recognised standard of sound mind ;—these

and many more conditions tend to surround

the subject with perplexities that embarrass

the most careful judgment. The acutest

analyst finds himseu entangled in a maze of

doubt and wonder as he attempts to explain

the phenomena presented to him, and to refer

them to some definite laws. The study of

simple abstract psychology—that is, the deter-

mination of the laws which govern the opera-

tions of the mind apart from its relations to

matter, and the demonstration of the anatomy

or pathology of the brain, independent of

its psychical functions—arc easy affairs in

comparison with the analysis of the complex
phenomena which are exhibited in cases of

mental disease. Hence morbid psychological

literature rarely takes a logical or inductive

form ; it is generally didactic and anecdotical,

affording curious reading, if the term can be
allowed with reference to subjects so painful,

but rarely satisfying the understanding. The
present work is no exception to this dictum

;

on the contrary, it is an exaggerated example

of this style of literature. We are here pre-

sented with a multitude of cases, or more
properly anecdotes, exhibiting many curious

phases of mental derangement ; but we look

m vain for a satisfactory analysis of their phe-

nomena, or the development of any leading

principle or law around which we can group

the incidents, or which can afl'ord a starting-

point for further inquiry. Too little philo-

sophy and a wearisome amount of illustrations

characterise the work. Dr Winslow has pro-

vided us with the Memoires pour servir ; but

beyond that he has not aided the philosophy

of his department. A great book is sometimes

a great evil ; and it is certainly too much the

custom of modern authorship to run exten-

sively into pica type and paper. All that is

essential to the treatment of the subject

could have been liiUy expressed in one-fourth

the number of pages.

The object ot the Author is to point out the
indications of insanity in its incipient stages

;

an object of the highest importance, whether

we regard lunacy from a philosophical or
curative point of view. If we should ever

construct a philosophical exposition of insanity,

it will be by the observation of its phenomena
in its earliest and doubtful stages, by tracing

its gradual and insidious march as it steals

almost unperceived over the domain of reason,

and by noting down the successive steps by
which the faculties of the mind have been
thrown out of the sphere of healthy co-ordina-

tion. If, also, we would obtain the full efiects

of a judicious curative system, it must be by
applying it at the onset of the disease. We
recognise, therefore, the great importance of

the task which Dr Winslow has undertaken.

Our Author informs us that the present

treatise is only the introduction of two other

volumes treating of more advanced forms of

disease which he intends to publish : we must
not, therefore, expect that completeness in the

exposition of the topics which we should

require in a perfect work. This treatise con-

sists of twenty-five chapters, in which a large

number of subjects are passed in review : lor
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example, the premonitorysymptoms ofinsanitj-

;

anomalous and masked affections of the mind

;

the Tarious stages of incipient insanity, as of
consciousness, exaltation, depression, aberra-

tion, and mental impairment : then we have
the morbid phenomena of attention and of
memory, of speech, sensation, and the special

senses ; the morbid phenomena of sleep and
dreaming, of organic and instinctive life, and
the general principles of pathology, diagnosis,

treatment, and prophylaxis, the chapter com-
'pnsing which concludes the work. The intro-

ductory chapter is a fair specimen of the book,
as. the Author's peculiarities are represented
in it in a marked manner. As an illustration

of the danger of neglecting the earliest indi-

cations of cerebral disease, the Author cites

numerous examples of individuals who have
died suddenly and to the astonishment of their

fiaenilj. The Author's specialty has led hiin

to regard these cases of sudden death :is due
to cerebral disease : this is a very doubtful
opinion, and in one of the instances he has
recited we know it to be quite a wrong one.

Hb last case is that " of a medical gentleoian

of known reputation'' who retired to bed in

his usnal health, after playing a rubber of
-whist at a friend's house m the enrirons of
London, and was found in the middle of the
night in a state of apoplectic coma, and imme-
diately atYer he expired. The writer of this

review knew this gentleman well : he appeared
on a careless view to bo in the possession of
robust health, but on one occasion, when ho
was rallying the present writer on his sick

looks, the respondent observing that his friend

was breathing with some difficulty, somewhat
abruptly placed a finger on his wrist, exclaim-
ing, '' Come, I think I am the better man now."
To hig-surprise, th^ pulse intermitted to such a
degree tliat it could scarcely be counted. lie

then seriously advised his friend to be careful

of his health, aild on his leaving the room
predicted Us spoedy death, which took place
a few weeks afterwards in the sudden manner
alrea<ly st.itcd. This, then, was a case of disease

of. the heart, not of the brain—and ol very
old disease, too. Now this case, as reported
by our Author, is a very telling anecdote

; but
it is of no value as illustrative of disease of
the brain. It is the want of close examination
and rigid analysis that deprives Dr Winslow's
treatise of a scientific character. We quite
agree with the Author in the following
remarks :

"If tlie mental and iserebral oouditiou of tlwse
who have been rejiresenterl to have died of organic
disease nf the brain, rippirently in full possession
of tlieir intellectual, nennorial, and motorial
powers, liad been subjected to a close and rigid

analysis, some degree of disorder or impainnent
of these functions would, I believe, in many
cases have been detected. We are too much dis-

posed to form hasty generalizations in these ca.ses,

and to infer, that because the patient talks
rationally for a time, on ordinary tubject.s, is

under tlin influence of no appreciable illusion,

hallucination, or nbsrration, that, therefore, the
intellect is unclou<led, and tlie brain in a per-
fectly sound and normal state. Such apparently
healthy iisychical and cerebral manifestations
arc quite coiLsisteiit with the existence of ence-
phalic ciiscas.', inipainnoiit, and even of actual
latent and concealed mental aberration. These
condition.s of the brain and mind, would, I

l>e!ieve, l)c more frequently detected, if sufficient
time were devoted to their analytical dia^nostio
tests, were wientifidally employed by uxpcrts,
practically acipininted with the art of examining
the subtle phenomena of insanity."

Again he says :

" I airirin, that in every case of disease of the
encephalon, particularly if the organic change or
prusmire b^' established in the vesicular m;itter,ior
in the nuinlirancs immediately investing the
'"' !'"'d or abnormal .state of ccifbro-
T" honiena may, in the incipient stage,
oil i „..;.,. .iniiiinalion, be detected."

The .Vuthor then considers thefourforms into
which he has divided the phenomena of

unhealthy intelligence :— 1. Exaltation ; 2. De-
pression ; 3. Alienation ; 4. Impairment. Pre-
liminary to the exposition of these special

topics, the Author starts a series of interro-

gatories mth reference to insanity, its nature,

conditions, relations, &c. &c., which, however,
are unanswered. He then discourses on the

humane labours of Pinel, and awards to Dr
Conolly the merit of abolishing the " severer

forms of mechanical restraint "—a merit which
does not belong to Dr Conolly, but to Dr
Gardiner Hill, who originated and prac-

tised the method at l..incoln for some years

before it was tried at Hanwell. Dr Conolly,
in fact, visited Lincoln to examine its operation
and ascertain its success before be adopted it

in the large Metropolitan Asylum—another
evidence of the cursory manner in which
Jjarticular topics are handled by Dr Winslow.
't is quite time that this, the greatest improve-
ment in the treatment of the insane which
modern genius has devised, should be accredited

to its true author. The fact is, Dr Gardiner
Hill must write a big book. Amidst the igno-

rance auil barbarous cruelty of. the physicians

and lawyers of the days of Brown and Burns
in relation to insanity, it is gratifying to find

that one great lawyer. Lord lirskine, was
before his time in advocating a humane treat-

ment of the in.<ane.

" ' I consider,' says this renowned judge, ' the
various trusts with which I am invested, in a
manner, as nothing when compared with the
sacrfd duty of protecting those who are visited

with mania ; it is as much a disease as any other
with which it pleases God to afflict mankind, and
I am sure it is always cxasf>erated in its symp-
toms, and frequently rendered incurable by »«i-

kitui and rigorous treatment.
'

"

Long recitals of the cases of persons who
have recovered from lunacy, written by them-
selves, or autobiographies of the insane, then
follow. One ofthe.se, headed " Confessiong of
a Patient after Recovery," occupies not less

than fifty-eight pages, and the various histo-

ries altogether one hundred and eleven pages
—rather an extravagant amount of space to

devote in a professedly scientific book to nar-
ratives from which nothing is deduced. The
style of some of these rhapsodies by no means
attests the recovery of tlie patients.

Some judicious observations occur in the
course of^ the chapter on " Local and Unre-
cognised Insanity."

" I prcsnme it to be a generally-admitted axiom
that tlie uiiud may be disordered witliout being
insane, using this phrase in its strictly lo«al ac-
ceptation. These conditions of morbid intelle(!t

may be considered by soino as only degrees of
iiisanifi/; but 1 would suggest that this term lie

restricted to those mental disorders, accomjianied
with jKJsitive loss of control, cieavly justifying the
exercise of moral restraint, and to those morbid
conditions of the intellect which sanction an
appeal to the protective influence of the law. In
other word.s, I would confine my remaiks to thaso
cases in which the mind may be said to be patho-
logically disordered, but not invariably legaUy
insane.

" Have we in practice sufficiently appreciated
this distinction ? Fearful of conunitting ourselves
to an opinion that might authorize an inteifereaco
witli the free' agency of the patient, and justify
the use of legal restraint, there has existed an
indisposition to admit the presence of positive
mental disorder, even in cases where it has been
obviJMisly and jjainfiUly apparent 1 This exces-
sive caution— originating in motives that do
honour to human nature— has often, I fear, been
jwoductivo of serious, fatal, anil irremediable mis-
chief.

"The subject under consideration is one, I

readily admit, of extreme <ieli(«iey, but, never-
theles.s, of iucalculable iiaiwrtancc to all sections
of the coinmuiiity. It is, I admit, beset with
diflieiillies and surrounded by dangers. In the
hands of the ijiexperieuced, the ignorant, indis-
creet, and the wilfully designing, tJie facts that I

have to rumid, and principles which I am about
to enunciate, might be productive of much mis-
chief

; but, I a.'d|. ought any apprehensions of this

nature to deter the philosopher from entering
upon so important an inquiry ?

"The subject of latent and unrecognised
morbid mind is yet in its infancy. It may be
said to occupy, at present, untrodden and almost
untouched ground. What a vast field is here pre-
sented to the truth-seeking observer, who, to a
practical knowledge of human nature, adds an
acquaintance with the higher departments of
mental and morbid philosophy, as well as of
cerebral pathology ! How much of the bitterness,
misery, and wretchedness so often witnessed in
the bosom of families arises from concealed and
undetected mental alienation ! How often do wo
ivitness ruin, beggary, disgrace, and death result

from such unrecognised morbid mental condi-
tions ! It is the canker-worm gnawing at the
vitals, and undermining the happiness of many a
domestic hearth. Can nothing bo done to arrest
the fearful progress of this moral uvalancho, or
arrest the course of the rapid current that is

hurling so many to rain and destruction ?"

Here, in fact, lies the most important voca-
tion of the philosophical alienist : it is here
that he will find the greatest difficulty in the
faithful discharge of nis duty, yet nowhere is

he required to exercise more judgment or
courage. The extent to which insanity in a
subtle and evasive form prevails in domestic
life is hardly conceivable by persons unfa-
miliar with the subject : eighty per cent., we are
told, of cases of insanity are curable if treated
early, but if left late are doomed to irreme-
diable mental darkness. This is a melancholy
statement, yet true as sad.

We cannot follow out our Author through all

the divisions ofhis subject ; but we must not omit
to express our pleasure with the graceful style

in which he conveys his thoughts in some of
the chapters admitting of sentimental and
artistic composition. The chapters on Memory
are pleasingly written, and will repay the pe-
rusal of the reader. To Dr Winslow belongs
the credit of having made Pyschology an
agreeable and popular study.

Medical Law in Tasmania.—The Legislative
Council of Van Diemen's Land some time since
I)as.sed an Act for the protection of the public and
the Medical Profession. The third section of the
Act is as follows :

—"And be it enacted, that from
and after the passing of this Act, no person shall

do or perform, for fee or reward, or in expectation
of receiving a fee or reward, any of the acts follow-

ing—that is to say, practise as a physician,
surgeon or ajiothecary, or jirescribe to be taken
or administer any medicine, or do or perform any
surgical act or operation, unless some person
ftliall have received from the president, or some
member of the C!ourt of Examiners to be a]ipoiiited
under the authority of this Act, a curtilicate,

under the hand of such president or mcmlier, that
it has been proved to his satisfaction that such
person is a Doctor of Medicine of some univcisity,
or that he is a phy.sician, surgeon, or apothecary
licensed or admitted as such by some college of
physicians or surgeons, or by the Society of
Apothecaries of London or Dublin, or unless such
person shall have obtained, after an examina-
tion publicly held before sucli Court of Kxaini-
ners, letters testimonial of such C!ourt to practise
as a physician, surgeon, or apothecary, np(jn pain
of forfeiting, for every such ofl'ence, a jieiialty

or sum not exceeding 100/." This properly
stringent measure has been lately carried out
by the mayor and other magistrates of Launces-
ton. The offender was a Mr Clarke, who for some
years past has been practising as a pliysician witli-

out complying with the provisions of the statute.

In this instance, the information was laid for the
recovery of the full penalty. It n])pearcil in

evidence! that Clarke Imd attended on a child, and
prescribed for it on two occasions. He had Uiken
a fee of 5s. ; and when the cliild a|>pettred to be
in danger, refused any further assistance. The
Court, after taking into consideration all the cir-

cumstances of tlie case, bad nrrived at the con-

clusion that it was their duty to carry into cfFect

the simple, strict, and, pcrhap.s, severe aspect of

the law, and ordered the defeiulaiit to pay a fine

of lOOi., and ISs. 6rf. costs. Mr Cmike was
allowed twenty-four hours to jmy the money into

Court.
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THE MEDICAL COUNCIL.
Our life is made up of illusions and disap-

pointments. The beginning of undertakings

is usually full of promise, and allures the

fancy with brilliant anticipations of future

prosperity and happiness. The covetous man

will advance his gold, and the cautious man

his character, on the probabilities of the

venture. The mind delights in the gay

colouring with which the imagination adorns

every untried scheme ; dissatisQed with the

present, it fondly hopes that the futui-e has

something better in store, and that a compen-

sation awaits it for all past mischances.

Novelty is a gi-eat feeder of hope, for in the

absence of experience there is no limit to the

speculations of desire. The young man enters

life with a persuasion that the world lies at

his feet, and that all he need do is to walk in

and take possession. Failure is impossible

;

and if he be a young Surgeon, his humblest

expect;ition is that he shall keep his carriage

before he have been ten years in practice. He
knows the way to do it ; and the geography of

success is mapped out even to its shallowest

soundings in his lively imagination. We do

not blame him ; for it is possible that ifhe were

not inspired by these sanguine hopes, he would

never find the heart to begin at all. Age,

too, though boastful of its prudence, is almost

as easily duped by the world's many-coloured

bait. It is a delusion to suppose that credu-

lity is the characteristic weakness of youth,

and that wisdom abides with the aged alone.

The bait must be adapted to the passion ; and

however suspicious a man may be, it is scarcely

possible that his heart should be so worn out

that there should be no room in it for a new

delusion. Find his weak point, and the aged

man will be led as easily into trouble as the

young one who has no experience to protect

him against rogues. The follies of age are

notoriously vciy foolish. AVe cannot rail at

each other ; we are all prone to believe the

best of every new thing according as it jumps

with our whim, or is suited to our desire.

Our Medical Council was a new thing once
;

and how grand it seemed in its vast outline

;

how brilliant its future prospects I Its birth

was celebrated with pseans and prophecies

;

Medical Editors who had done nothing to aid

its gestation, endeavoured to out-chaunt each

other to honour its nativity, and anathemas

were ready for any unfortunate wight who

spoiled the harmony by introducing a hoarse

note of doubt or disapprobation. At last the

Profession had obtained what it wanted—

a

grand governing Council that would equalise

thestandard ofMedical Education, and putdown

quacks—or, at least, that might, should, would,

or could do it ; and therefore let us throw aside

controversy, rub our hands, and be happy.

Does anybody demur to these eloquent eulo-

giums, and, perplexed between his love of

Medical Reform and his ducats, cry, " Give me
back my two pounds!"—he is answered,

" Wait awhile ; let the Council get to work,

and you will see that it will become the palla-

dium of Medical rights, the great representa-

tive Parliament of the Profession !

"

Many wise and sober men had faith that the

Medical Council would have an honourable

and useful career, and some of them assisted

to establish and work it with a praiseworthy

zeal. It is gratifying to know that the first

men in the Profession were registered on the

Council, and committed their reputation to

the success of the experiment. Besides the

men of ex-officio dignity. Sir Benjamin Brodie

as the representative of Surgery, Dr Watson

of Physic, and Sir James Clark of Courtly

favour, lent it the influence of their names

and experience. This fine ship was latmched

under the noblest auspices ; the breath of

popular approval filled its sails ; it was

manned with a chosen crew, and men of dig-

nity and experience stood at the wheel ; and

yet, with all these advantages, it will not work :

leaky at every timber, it will not answer the

helm, and is now in so much trouble that

several of the best men of the crew have

already abandoned it to its fate.

Dr Watson has resigned ; so also has Sir

Benjamin Brodie, the President ; and Sir James

Clark anticipates a similar step.

What is this but a confession of failure—

a

desertion of a post that cannot be held with

honour or profit ? The Medical Council, in

short, has failed—failed sooner even than we

thought it would—but failed from causes that

we have always predicted would be its min.

The Council, in fact, has no functions ; it is a

huge machinery with nothing to do ; for it is

absurd to imagine that the annual compilation

of a Register is an adequate duty for such a

Council. It has no power to restrain

quackery ; it legalises Homoeopathy, Hydro-

pathy, and other eccentricities ; it, or rather

the Act it administers, has increased the evil

of multifarious qualifications ; it has no power

to insist upon an equality of qualification, and

such power as it does possess of regulating the

curriculum is neutralised by the nature of its

own constitution ; it has unavoidably helped

to exasperate the lamentable divisions that

have made our Profession the reproach of

society, and it is now brought to a dead-lock,

and is placed in a slough of difficulties from

which it can never be extricated.

It is idle to expect an important body, such

as this pretends to be, to continue in operation

without being endowed with duties corre-

sponding to its authority and dignity. If the

Medical Council cannot dominate the several

Colleges, they will overrule it, and bring it into

practical nullity and contempt. To this point

it has, in fact, descended, and the gentlemen

we have named, thoughtful for their reputation,

have quitted their posts before the final ctaAi.

may make it difficult to retire with honour.

Had the General Practitioners been more

liberally recognised in the constitution of the

Council, and larger powers given to it, its use-

fulness would have been greater and its career

more honourable. We have on numerous

occasions pointed out the defects of the Medical

Bill as the certain causes of its ultimate failure

;

but we are not yet so aged as not to hope that

the future has richer blessings in store than

legislation has yet bestowed upon our Pro-

fession. Should this, too, prove a delusion, it

will be pleasing, at least, to die in the hope.

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

REFORM OF THE MSDICAI, ACT?

The Medical Council delegated to a Com-
mittee the duty of considering what improve-

ments could be introduced into the MedicM

Act, and that Committee has presented its

Report. We have not had time to compare

the suggestions in that Report with the cla<ises

of the Bill, so that we are not in a condition

to express our opinion upon them seriatim.

We have seen enough, however, to justify us

in setting the Profession on their guard against

any attempted jugglery on the part of the

Council for the promotion of corporate in-

terests. There has been much idle talk about

the Medical Council being the Parliament ot

the Profession ; but we are mistaken if the

General Practitioners prove willing to accept

the legislation of a body which in no sense

represents their interests. We observe that

there is a suggestion for the amendment of the

iOth or Title Clause of the Act, by the inser-

tion of certain words after the word " Apothe-

cary." Now, as the word " Apothecary" oc-

curs twice in the course of the clause, we

should very much like to be informed which

of the two is to have tacked on to it the new

restriction. If the first, the clause will not be

much strengthened, and the position of Regis-

tered Practitioners will be lefl as at present ;

if the second, there will be a new prohibition

against Registered Practitioners [calling them-

selves by any title under which they are not

registered. It might have the effect of sanc-

tioning a meditated alteration of the Chartei-
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of the Royal College of Physicians, to the effect

that a person may become a Licentiate in the

College of Pliysicians without being able to

call himself a Physician—a gross absurdity in

terms, yet, nevertheless, a favourite notion

among certain would-be reformei-s. We
believe that Parliament would never suffer such

bigoted legislation ; and we believe, further,

should it foolishly do so, the judges would find

a reading of the clause which would negative

the nonsense. At any rate, the Members of the

Profession who are interested should begin to

move ; for they must not expect to find any

sympathy in the Medical Council. There

must bo a reorganization of that body on

truly representative principles, or its dissolu-

tion. Fm-ther legislation will Inevitably lead

to one issue or the other, if the Profession put

on a bold front.

THE COLLKGE OF SUROEOK^ BEFORE THE

MEDICAL COUNCIL.

Every Londoner—and almost every Member

of the Profession has been a Londoner for

three sessions—has seen announcements of a

certain Society, where a round faced lardaceous-

lookiiig layman dons a wig, and styles himself

for the nonce Judge of the Court, and a

certain number ofother lean-looking characters

are content to be boxed up and to officiate as

Jurymen during the hearing of the sham causes

that occupy the attention of the learned

assembly. The forms of our Courts of Law
are said to be ingeniously travestied in this

Society, and a liberal amount of eloquent

indignation is dissipated in irreverent jokes

and peals of laughter. As we have no pleasure

in these fooleries, even in fun, we cannot feel

anything but pain when a really dignified

assembly solemnly performs a similar farce on

an occasion when it is called to sit in judgment

on questions of vital importance to those

whose interests are pleaded before it. The

Medical Council has just suffered itself to be

placed in this position. A very large number

of memorials was addressed to the Council,

protesting against the misconduct of the

Council of the College of Surgeons in granting

the Diploma to professionally-uneducated

persons, and in obtaining a Charter enabling

them to grant a special Diploma to Dentists.

The Minutes of the Council do not say that

those memorials were read ; in all probability

they were not, but contemptuously shuffled

into a heap upon the table, or collected in

a waste-basket : we are informed, however,

that Mr Green made a statement that no

unqualified persons had been admitted since

the Ist of March, and that the practice would

not be resumed ; whereupon " the Council did

not tliink it necessary to move in tlic matter."

Discreet Council I IIow ardently their bosoms

bum for the honour of the Profession ! As

for the Surgeon-Dentist question, the Council

finds that " it has no authority to interfere,"

and so ends this serio-comic performance.

ALLEGED DANGERS OF VACCI.VATION.

It is well known that Mr Duncombe, the

Member for Finsbury, is an enemy to vaccina-

tion, and has on several occasions in the House

of Commons opposed legislation for its exten-

sion. He was one of Dr Michell's warmest

supporters when that gentleman had a seat in

Parliament. True to his antecedents, the

eccentric Finsbury vaccinophobist has moved

for a " return of the names and age of every

non-commissioned officer and private vacci-

nated in the Shorncliffe Camp during the

months of February, March, and April last

;

the names of those who have since died ; the

conditions c-xliibited in the arras of those who

dietl ; together with the number of amputa-

tions adopted to save the life of those affected

with vaccination."

This most extraordinary motion must sur-

prise any one into a smile who knows anything

of the practice of vaccination ; but among the

public, who are ready to believe any absurdity,

such allegations as are broadly implied in this

motion are likely to excite the deepest alarm.

Let us know what the motion means, without

delay. Docs it indicate facts, or is it merely

the result of a nightmare which has haunted

the imagination of the honourable Member

until he has persuaded himself tliat it has a

veritable existence ?

LECTURES FOR LADIES.

The Ladies' National Sanitary Association

has mado arrangements for a Course of Lec-

tures at the South Kensington Museum on

sanitary subjects especially interesting to ladies.

The Rev. John Armistead mil open the

Course with a Lecture on " Industrial Em-
ployments in Girls' Schools ;" Dr Lankester

will follow on " Sanitary Defects " generally

;

Mr Roberts, the architect, will expatiate on

" Healthy Dwellings ;' and Mr Ernest Hart,

" Sanitary Commissioner of the ' Lancet '"

—

[Gracious powers ! is Dr Hassall dead, or only

suspended ? or do the writers in tlie ' Lancet

'

decorate themselves with this title when they

appear before the public, as the magnifico in a

pantominc dresses himself in the gay clothes

which his predecessor Imng upon the pegs of

the wardrobe?]—well, Mr Ernest Hart will

lecture appropriately on " Dress and Social

Habits "—social habits meaning, we presume,

riding- habits, crinoline, and knickerbockers

!

By the way, have the ladies yet come to

knickerbockers ? Perhaps Mr Hart will be

able to inform us. Let us not be mistaken,

however; we think that courses of lectures,

well selected, and not imbued with puff and

pretence, will do much good in spreading

useful iuformation on sanitary subjects.

THE WATKULOO LIFE ASSUIiANCE COMPANY.

Mr Bermingham, the Medical Officer of this

Company, has recently brought it into a

Court of Law upon a point of great interest to

Medical men, and, we are glad to say, has won

his cause. In his capacity of Jledioal Officer

to the Company, ^Ir Bermingham had exa-

mined a man who had suffered IVom delirium

tremens, but who, at the time of examination,

had recovered, showing no signs of the effects

of his dissipation, and concealing the fact of

his previous intemperance. The Company
sustained an action at the man's death, and

put their Surgeons into the witness-box, not-

withstanding Mr Bermingham had informed

them that his evidence would go against them.

They were then dissatisfied with his testimony,

and eventually deprived him of his appoint-

ment, on the plea of his having fiiiled to pro-

tect the Company by want of skill. Mr Ber-

mingham thereupon brought an action for

damages. Evidence was given to prove that

a man might recover from a first attack ot

delirium tremens, and show no trace of it a
few days afterwards ; and Jlr Bernxingham re-

covered damages to the amount of £200.
This was a proper termination of the cause.

THE BRITISH ASSOCLVIION AT
OXFORD.

(^From a Correspondent.')

As there has been a kind of adjournmeirt
" en bloc" of the London Medical and
Scientific Societies this week to Oxford, it

may be of more or less interest to the readers

of the Medical CiRCt;iAR to furnish a few
notes of what has been going on here. We will

pass over the conversaziones without end, tea-

parties, lectures, plentiful as blackberries

;

we will pass by the eager sight-seers in the

park in dozens descanting on the new Museum
and Professor Owen's jaw-breaking big names
and homologies. The Oxford rifle band, too,

we must neglect in another DeuciUion deluge,

striving to make things agreeable out of door^
but succeeding very imperfectly.

It is not at all in our line to describe the

gaudeamm to-day in the '' Slioldonian," or the

degree of D.C.L. conferred on M. de la Rive,

Lord Rosse, Professor Sedgewick, or the Pre-
sident : we took, therefore, an insouciaitt

ramble into tlie Bodleian, lo sec its wilderness

of books, and to see our old friend, Mr Bul-
keley Bandinell, and our favourite picture,

Lord Burleigh riding on his mule. The
former rev. gentleman is the Mr Cliatto of the

libraries here—quite as stern, and never, by
the way, or at all, over-polite, though these

arc the two best librarians the present writer

has ever met. It may be said, too, we do not
speak out of book, for \vc happen to know a
good many of the nooks and crevices of both
fibrarics, and the Radclitfe to boot. It is gra-
tifying to find the new ^Museum so fine also, and
that in the corbels of the piers of the new walls

—with Galileo, Leibnitz, and Newton, given
by H.R.II. the Prince of Wales; Davy and
Watt, by the University— Mr Ruskin, with
exquisite taste, in compliment to Dr Acland,
has set up a statue of Hippocrates ! Any old
Oxford man need scarcely be reminded of the

marble zany with cap and bells which repre-

sents the " Faculty of Medicine " in Dr Dau-
beny's College, Magdalen, and a somewluat

similar legend painted on the walls of the
" Sheldoman." All honour, therefore, to

Mr Ruskin, who, though we have still repre-

sentatives of the anti(iue as at Magdalen
in Loudon, (</) has picfened the sage IlipjMj-

crates to the absurd figure at Magdalen.

(a) Men as antique sub-editors, wlio help to

demoralise or lireak the heart of struggling honest

but poor young medical men in tliis year of 1860,

but write biographies of Hoenan and Sayers to

sell their journals ; or the anticiuo, not honest,

advocates of i-heap Dentists' Diiilnnms or other

Diplomas at tlie College of Surgeons, for the

same not veiy digniiiod commercial purpose of

bringiiigback IJarber Surgeons and cheaj) diplomas,

the Figaros and Sangi-ailos of a time we thouglit

long gone by.
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It is not one's purpose to say much of the

other "Sections," such as the Mathematical or

Physical, where the condition of the sun has

been much discussed, with sundry grave ideas

put forth of masses of ice in the Arctic Seas

not yet melted as the cause of the present

dismal summer ; nor are we given to discourses

on the stars : so, when not engaged in the

Physiological Section, absit omen, we have

engaged a horse for a gallop in St Giles's, if

not half the road to Banbury, taking care to

procure notes of the Physiological Section.

Some amusement was caused one day last

week, as nobody could find the " Chemical

Section." Like their own phlogiston, some of

the gold-tasseled swells said chemists had. gone
away into the realms of unreality ! Mauve-
coloui-ed dyes from aniline had been ex-

plained a few hours before, to the great delight

of the gentler sex. What if the philosophers

and ladies had gone off together ? But, phew

!

bless my soul ! when one remembers the fact

and the discovery! The "Section" were, it

turned out, busy underp^ound trying experi-

ments in deodorising sewage in an atmosphere

of rotten eggs ! For chloride of iron, as held

by Dr Frankland, was being explained as the

most useful of the deodorisers ; the much-
vaunted Leister plan by lime and chloride of

lime, as tried at the east end of London, at

Hackney, having proved a failure. In the

debate of the chemists there seemed no diffi-

culty as to deodorising solid animal dejecta,

the fluid portion of the sewage being the

insuperable impossibility that none of the

Lethebys, Millers, Franklands, Spencers, or

Mechis could surmount ; and so it rests at

present.

Oxford, it need scarcely be said, is replete

with interest in the history ofour Profession. In

the physiological department, Mr Chadwick
read a paper espousing views like those ofMr
Hilton—that in our public schools there is too

much mental wear and tear of brain required

of children. The evidence of all the best

Government overseers of schools and school-

masters tends to show that the voluntary

attention of children in schools cannot be
sustained more than two hours in the morning
and an hour in the afternoon, and rest is much
called for. In an uncomfortable long address

by the President, Lord Wrottesley, a set

of facts at second-hand as to medicine

were referred to, and in aristocratic mode
blandly patronised as the latest advances in

physiology ; such as " chemical history of
nutrition," probably referring to the functions

of the pancreas recently made out ; then the
" dynamics of the blood," whatever that may
be ; next, the investigation of the phenomena of

the senses, and electricity of nerves and muscles,

with a touch of the old fudge about the path

opened by Newton and Bacon in the physical

investigation of phenomena, not physical at

all ; things of which Vlrchow, Kolllker, Brown-
S6quard and Bain tell us rather more a million

times tlian Newton. The antiquity of the

human race, as shown by the celebrated flint

implements in the valley of the Somme, was
also referred to, but not any further light

thrown on the subject.

The present meeting of the British Asso-
ciation, though of vast importance to the
individuals collected at Oxford, has not ex-
cited that attention, especially in physio-

logical matters or the medical world, that

one might have expected : if we had a
" Section" to discuss—such popular trifles as

Netley Hospital, Whitworth cannons, or some
plan of infallible rifle-shooting, or Dr Farr's

statistics, or some patent algebraic mode of
horse-taming or bull- fighting— then, indeed,
we might expect each of the Medical Journals
to send a horse-riding reporter. ^Meeting an
Italian physician, the chief practitioners in

Rome recently asked him, in an inverse order
of the simple rustics in Virgil's Eclogue, what
wonderful thing had most attracted him from

Rome ? Ho said, with simple but extraordin«ry

enthusiasm, "The chief thing. Signer, was to see

the school where Sydenham wrote his glorious

classic works ; to see where Harvey completed

the figure of 8 of the two circulations ; to see

Oxford." We could not help saying " Quantum
mutatis .'" Yet there is a religio loci still to

any one who knows Oxford, and Sydenham's

writings, and Harvey's life.

GENERAL COUNCIL OF MEDICAL
EDUCATION k REGISTRATION.

MINUTES OF MEETING, June 19th, 1860.

Royal College of Physicians, London.

Sir Brsjamin C. Bkodie, Bart., President,

took the chair, at two o'clock p.m.

'^resent—Dr Burrows, Mr Green, Mr Nussey,

Ur Acland, Dr Bond, Dr Embleton, Dr Storrar,

Dr Alexander Wood, Dr Andrew Wood, Mr
Watt, MrSyme, Dr A. Thomson, Dr A. Smith,

Dr Leet, Dr Apjolm, Dr Corrigan, Sir James
Clark, Sir Charles Hastings, Mr Lawrence, Mr
Teale, Dr Christison, and Dr Stokes.—Dr Francis

Hawkins, Kegistrar.

The minutes of the last,meeting were read and
confirmed.

The Solicitors of the Council being present

—

Moved by Mr Teale, seconded by Dr Alexander
Wood, alici agreed to— " That it having been
proved to the satisfaction of the General Council

that the entry of the name of Ricliard Organ has

been fraudulently and incorrectly made on the

Register, the General Council do by this order, in

writing, direct that his name be erased from the

Register."

Moved by Mr Green, .seconded by Mr Nussey,

and agreed to
—" That Richard Organ having been

judged by this General CouncO after due inquiry,

to have been guilty of infamous conduct in a pro-

fessional respect, the General Council do hereby

adjudge that the nime of the said Richard Organ

be erased from the Register, and do by this order

direct the Registrar to erase his name from the

Register accordingly."

Moved by Dr Storrar, seconded by Mr Syme,
and agreed to- "That a copy of these orders,

signed by the President in the Chair, and coun-

tersigned by the Registrar, be transmitted to

Richard Organ."
The adjourned debate on the Dublin Apothe-

caries' question was resumed.
Dr Alexander Wood was allowed to withdraw

the amendment which he had moved on the 16th
of June—viz., " That it does not appear to the

Medical Council, that tlxe Act of the Apothecaries'

Hall of Dublin confers on the Licentiates of that

bodyany right to practise Medicine ;—That, in the

opinion of the Council, tlie inclubion of the title of

Licentiates of that Body in Schedule (A) of the

Medical Act does not confer any new powers on
that Body ;—That the Council therefore adhere

to the opinion expressed by them on the 8th of

August, 1859,"—in order that the amendment
moved by Dr Corrigan on the 18th of June might
be substituted for it,—viz., "That the General

Medical Council having again carefully considered

the subject referred to in the letter from the War
Office, of 23rd March, 1860, addressed to the

Secretary of the Apothecaries' Hall of Ireland,

adhere to the opinion expressed by them in their

Resolution of 9th August, 1859, which is as

follows :
' That it is the opinion of this Council

that the Licence of the Apothecaries' Hall of

Ireland is not equivalent to a Degree or Licence

in Medicine from a University or College autho-

rised to grant such, as from a perusal of the

Apothecaries' Act, 31 Geo. III., there docs not

appear to be any provision or authority for ex-

amining in Medicine : and further, tliat if a Candi-

date be rejected liy the Apothecaries' Hall of

Ireland, the Apothecaries' Act, Sec. 23, declares

that the rejected Candidate may appeal to the

King and Queen's College of Physicians m
Ireland, who are then, authorised to reverse

such decision, if it seem fit to them, and to grant

to such appellant the right to practise the Art
and Mystery of an Apothecary without any ex-

amination in Medicuie.'
"

The amendment moved by Dr Comgan, and
seconded by Dr Stokes, was put to the vote, and
carried.

Dr Storrar refjuired tliat the names of the
Majority and Minority should be entered on the
Minutes.

Majority: Mr Green, Dr Acland, Dr Bond, Dr
Alexander Wood, Dr Andrew Wood, Mr Watt,
Dr A Smith, Dr Apjohn, Dr Corrigan, Mr
Lawrence, Mr 'feale, and Dr Stokes.

Minority: The President, Dr Barrows, Mr
Nussey, Dr Embleton, Dr Storrar, Mr Syme, Dr
A. Thomson, Dr Leet, Sir James Clarlc, Bart,

Sir Charles Hastings, and Dr Christison.

Moved by Dr Andrew Wood, and seconded by
Dr Christison—" That the Letter from Dr James
Murray MawuUoch, and the Opinion of Counsel

on his case, be recorded on the Minutes."

Amendment moved by Dr Corrigan, and
seconded by Dr A. Smith—"That the Letter

from Dr Macculloch be inserted in the Minutes."

Amendment canied.

'
' 38, Castle street, Dumfries,

"May 29th, 1880.
" SiK,—Although personally a stranger to you,

I take the liberty of writing to you upon a

matter personal to myself I have observed from
a notice, published in the ' Edinburgh Medical

Journal' for December 1859, that it has been
proposed to call the attention of the Medical

Council, of which you are President, to my con-

nection with the case of Mr Broatch, who was
convicted under the Medical Act in September
last year.

" I am anxious that my conduct should not be

misunderstood ; and as I am not aware whetlier

the Council may think it right to take any official

cognizance of the matter, I beg to soUcit your
impartial penisal of the facts, iu order that with
you, as the head of my profession, I maj' not

stand under undeserved imputation.
" I do not trouble you withanv of the (lersonal

and acrimonious discussion which has taken

place. It may suffice to say, that a great deal of

enmity and ill feeling has been exhibited towards

me, and I have no doubt I have myself been
heated, and in some respects injudicious.

'
' Tlie facts to which I beg your attention are

these. The Medical Act, which fixed tin; date of

its operations for the 1st of January, 1859, was
not wUy understood in the district of tlie county

in which 1 resided (Dumfries). Indeed, the only

advertisemeut on the subject (which apjwared

only once in one of the local papers of the district),

informing Medical Practitioners of the necessity

for Registration, was on the date of December 14,

1858, so that a very short time was given to

comply with the provisions of the Act.

"As one of the conditions of the Registration,

it was necessary to forward certain attestations of

qualification, one of which was the signature of a

Meiiical man to a certificate purporting to state

that the claimant had exhibited for the inspection

of the signer liis Diploma or Qualification.
" Kno\\-ing the object of the Statute to be to

prevent the operation of quacks and charlatans,

under the cloak of professional titles, I regarded
this as a mere matter of form with respect to

Medical men on whose qualifications no reasonable

doubt rested, and I have reason to know that it

was so regarded by tlie majority of the Prac-

titioners in this district.

"Mr Broatch was one of the Medical men of

this district who did not hear of or see the ad-

vertisement of the 14th December, 1858, until

nearly the entire interval had expired. He came
to me a few days before the 1st of January, 1359,

to sign his Certificate. I asked him fir his

Diploma, as the Certificate stated that I had seen

it. He told me that he had passed and got his

Diploma in March, 1822, from the E<liuburgh

Royal College of Suigeous ; that in 1826, before

leaving Edinburgh (where he first practised*, lie

had brain fever, was long ill and insensible, and
that when he recovered he found he had bean

robbed, his Diploma having tbsappeared with the

other things. Shortly afterwanls romoriiig to

Dunscore, he commenced practice again, and
finding no special use for his Diploma, he liad

neglected to apply for a DupUcate or a Certifi-

cate.

"I fully beUeved Mr Broatch, and indeed, uot-

withstanding subsequent events, I still believe

that he did not deceive me. I had known Mr
Broatch for thirty years, having repeatc^ily met
him in practice, and ever found him trutlif\il,

honourable, and skilful. I knew that he wa-s met

I

and resj>ected by aU the practitioners of the

district of any standing. I knew he was respected
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and bore a high character iu his own locality. I

knew he was and had beau parochial Surgeon to

two parishes for many years ; an appointment not

held by unqualified practitionei's in this part of

the country before the passiu;; of the Medical Act.

I had seen his name year after year in the ' Lon-

don Sledical Diiectory,' a work ofgeneral accuracy,

as a Licentiate of the Etlinbnrgh Koyal College of

Surgeons, 1822; ami I knew, from personal ex-

perience, that his story was not improbable. I

had myself lost one of my diplomas for a long

time, and recovered it bj the merest chance, and
I had experienced the delay and difficulty arising

out of an application for a Duplicate or Certificate,

even when my application was supported by the

powerful aid of my late friend Mr Listen. Ac-
cording to Mr Broatch's statement, it was simply
impossible for him to comply vrith the letter of

the requirement of the Certificate, and yet it

appeared that in a few days he mast either be
registered or professionally outlawed. I did not
see Mr Broatch's Diploma, bnt I firmly believed

in his qualification ; and as I regarded the Cer-

tificate as intended to supply what the Act calls

' Proper evidence that the person claiming Regis-

tration is entitled to it,' I signed it, profe."!siDnal

outlawry being the result in a few days if I had
not. I do not .seek to justify myself for so doing.

It was incantions, an act of the feelings un-
sactioned by the judgment and the dictates of

self-interest, and I am very willing and do ex-

jiress my regret. The circumstances yon will be
able to estimate as strongly as I can.

"I do not wish now to discuss the question of

Mr Broatch's trial. I may only say, that so far

from any desire on my part to defeat or assist in

defeating the provisions of the Act, I immediately
replied to the inquiries of the Registrar of the
Scottish (Branch) Council, in perfect frankness,

and had also to perform the ]>ainful duty of giving

my evidence against Mr Broatch, without which,

by the way, he could not have been convicted

at all.

"Such are veiy briefly the facts of tlie matter
referred to in the Minute published In the Edin-

burgh Journal.
" Of the publication of that Minute, in so far

as it refers to me, I say nothing further than to

remark that the Medical .\ct does not contem-
plate or authori.se such a pnblication. The status

and character of a Medical man should not be
injured wantonly, and it certainly was not in-

tended that tj-.-imrtf accusations should be circu-

lated in the Public Jonnials under the shield of a
Mlnnte of the (Branch) Medical Council, more
especially before the said Council, by their own
showing, knew whether they were entitled to
entertain the subject or not ; but, as I said before,
I do not wish to trouble you with personal griev-
ances or discussion.

" 1 have been anxious to state to yon the
circumstances under which I acted ; having com-
mitted an error, I have desired to express regret.
1 feel sure you will pardon my intrusion in such
a matter, and beg leave to subscribe myself,

" Your most obedient SeiTant,
" James Mtrkay McCri.Locir.

" To Sir Bksjamin C. Brouie, Bart.,
" 14, SaviUe Row, London—W."

The following Resolution was unanimously
adopted by the Council, on the motion of Mr
Crcen, seconded by Dr Andrew Wood—" HaWng
just learned that during thi« day's sitting, Dr
\Villianis, the Representative of the Royal College
of .Surgeons of Ireland, has died ; under the
nnprecccli nted and afllicting circumstances the
CouiK il record the unfeigned sorrow which they
feel under the inepaiable Inss of a colleague so
•stimable and distingui.shed."

Confirmed—B. C. Bbodie.
MLVl'TES OF MEETING, June 20tu, 1860.

Itoyol College of Physicians, Londou.
.•Ml j;i,.\,iAMi.s C. BiioniE, Bart., Presiden;,

took the Chair, at tlirof o'clock p.m.
Prtmnl—lsKt (ireen, Jli X»s.sev, Dr Bond, Dr

Enibleton, Dr Storrar, Dr Alixaiider Wood, Dr
Andrew Wood, Mr Watt, iU Synie, Dr A. Thom-
son, Dr A. Smith, Dr Leet, Dr Apjohu, Dr Corri-
L-au. Sir James Clark, Sir Charles Hastings, Mr
' "''i' Teale, Dr Christisou, and DrStokea.

- Hawkins, liigi.strar.— -'^s of the lust meeting wore read and
conij rmed.

Moved by Dr Stokes, seconded by Sir Charles

Hastings— '
' That the following letter be trans-

mitted to the War Oflice :

—

"General MedicaJ Council, June 20, 1860.

"SiB,—In reference to your letter of June 4,

1860, I have the honour to traasmit the enclosed

resolution of the General Medical Council, passed
at their meeting, June 19, 1S60 :

"'That the General Medical Council, liaving

again carefully considei-ed the subject referred to

in tlie letter from the War Office, of March 23,

1S60, addressed to the Secretary of the Apothe-
caries' Hall of Ireland, adhere to the opinion ex-

pressed by them in their resolution of August 9,

1859, which is as follows : That it is the opinion

of this CouncU that the Licence of the Aj)0the-

caries' Hall of Ireland is not equivalent to a De-
gice or Licence in Medicine from a University or

College authorised to grant such, as from a pern.sal

of the Apothecaries' Act, 31 Geo. Ill, t'lere does

not appear to bo any provision or authority for

examining in Medicine : and further, that if a
candidate be rejected by the Apothecaries' Hall of

Ireland, the Apothecaries' Act, See. 23, declares

that the rejected candidate may appeal to the

King and Queen's College of Physicians in Ireland,

who are then authorised to reverse such decision,

if it seem fit to them, and to grant to such

appell«at the right to practise the art and mys-
tery of an Apothecary without any examination
in Medicine.'
" I am further directed by the General Medical

Connoil to state that they would have been grati-

fied to put their reply in more definite terms, but
there appears to the Council to be considerable

doubt as to whatare privileges or legal qualifica-

tions of the Apothecaries of Ireland, and the

Council cannot then.' fore give any authoritative

opinion in reference to the value of their Licence
as a claim for admission to the competitive ex-

amination for the ajipointment of Assistant-Sur-

geon in the Army.
" 1 am. Sir,

"Your obedient Servant,

"Francis Hawkins, Registrar.''

Amendment moved by Or Storrar, .seconded by
Sir James Clark^" That the letter from Mr
Secretary Herbert of Juno 4 be read agaui."

—Amendment negativ(Hl, original motion carried.

Dr Andrew Woojl required that the names of

the majority and minority should be entered on
the Minutes.

Majority : Mr Green, Dr Bond, Dr Alexander
Wood, Dr Andrew Wood, Mr Watt, Dr A. Smith,
Dr Apjohn, Dr Corrigan, Sir Charles Hastings,

Mr Lawrence, Mr Teale, and Dr Stokes.

Minnrily : Mr Nnssey, Dr Embleton, Dr Storrar,

Mr Syme, Dr A. Thomson, Dr Leet, Sir James
Clark, and Dr Christison.

A jH-tition from Mr John Broatch, accompanied
by testimonials, was read, jiraj-ing that his name
might be re-inserted in the 'Medical Rcgi.stcr'
" As a Surgeon in the Public Service."

Moved by Dr Andrew Wood, seconded by Dr
Storrar— "That Mr John liroatfjh's petition to
have his name restoref! to the ' Medical Register'

be not comjjlied with."— Agree<l to.

Moved by Mr Syme, seconded by Dr Alexander
Wood— '"That the Jledical Council having had
their attention called to a practice prevailing in

some of the English Medical Institutions, of re-

quiring the I^>ndon Apothecaries' Licence as an
essential qualification, or paramount recommenda-
tion, for appointment to professional oflfices, re-

solve to record their opinion that this practice is

neither consistent with the letter and spirit of the
Medical Act, nor expedient for th£ interests of the
public
Amendment moved by Mr Nussey, seconded by

DrLeet— "The Medical Council having no power
to interfere with the practice said to prevail m the
English Medical Institutions with respect to the
qualifications they may rccinire for their Ofiiocrs,

such interference bcuig wholly beyond their pro-
vince, resolve tliat it is not desirable or expedient
to entertain the motion of Jlr Syme."—Amend-
ment negatived, original motion carried.

Mr Nussey required that the names of the ma-
jority and minority should bo entered on the
Minutes.

Majority: Dr Alexander Wood, Dr Andrew
Woo«l, Mr Watt, Mr Syme, Dr A. Smith, Dr
Apjohu, Dr Conigan, Sfr Charles Hastings, Mr
Teale, and Dr Stokes.

Miiwrily .- Mr Green, Mr Nussey, Dr Bond, Dr
Embleton, Dr Storrar, Dr Leet, and Mr Lawrence.
Dr Alexander Wood read the following Draft of

a Bill for the further Amendment of the Medical
Act, promoted by the Colleges of Physicians of
Londou and Edinburgh, and assented to by the
King and Queen's College of Physicians in Ireland.

A Bill foe the fuktiier Amendmekt of the
Medical Act, 1858.

Whereas by "The Medical Act, 1858," it is

provided that it shall be lawful for her Majesty
to grant to the Corporation of the Royal College
of Physicians of London a new charter, and
thereby to give to such Corporation the name of
" The Royal College of Physicians of England ;"

and to gi'ant to the Corporation of the Royal Col-

lege of Physicisms of Ecb'nburgh a new charter,

and thereby to give to the said College of Physi-

cians the name of "The Royal College of Physi-
cians of Scotland ;" and to grant to the Corporation
of the King and Queen's College of Physicians in

Ireland a new charter, and thereby to give to such
CorjK)ration the name of "The Royal College of

Physicians of Ireland ;" but provision is not made-
by the said Act for reserving to the said Colleges,
and the President.s, and Censors, Fellows, Jlem-
bers. Licentiates, and Extra-Licentiates thereof
respectively, by their said new names, the poweri,
privileges, liberties, and inmiunities to which they
are respectively entitled by their existing names

:

and doubts have arisen whether, in case of the
acceptance by these Colleges respectively of new
charters under such altered names respectively,

the said powers, privileges, liberties, and immuni-
ties would legally attach and bo preserved to
them ; and it is expedient that such doubts should
be removed : And whereas by the 47th section of
the said Medical Act, it is provided, that within
twelve months after the granting of such new
charter to the Royal College of Physicians
of Londou, any Fellow, Member, or Licentiate
of the Royal College of Physicians of Edin-
burgh, or of the Queen's College of Physi-
cians of Ireland, who may be in practice as
a Physician in any part of England, and
who may be desirous of becoming a Member of
such College of Physicians of England, shall
be at liberty to do so, and be entitled to receive
the diploma of the said College, and to be ad-
mitted to all the rights and i)rivileges thereunto
appertaining, on the payment of a registration fee

of il. to the said College ; and it is expedient that
the said proviso should be repealed : And whereas
by an Act passed in the 14th and 15th years of
King Henry the Eighth, intituled " The Privileges
and Authorities of Physicians in London," certain

Letters Patent, dated the 23rd day of September,
in the tenth year of the reign of his said Majesty,
whereby certain Physicians in Londou therein
named were iucoqiorated by the name of "The
President and College of Commonalty of the
Faculty of Physic in London," were ratified and
confirmed ; and by the said Act it was enacted,
tliat the six persons named in the said Letters
Patent, and two more of the said Commonalty,
to be chosen by them, should be called Elects,
and that the said Elects should yearly choose out
of tliem to be President of the said Commonalty,
and that as oft as any of the places of the said
Elects should become void, the survivors .should
choose and admit one or more, as need should re-

quire, of the said Faculty to supply the number
of eight persons ; and that no person should from
thenceforth Ije suffered to practise in Physic
through England until he be examined by th«
said President and three of the said Elects, and
have from them Letters Testimonial, except he be
a Graduate of Oxford or Cajnbridge : And whereas
the main function of the said Elect.s, viz., that of
examining and granting Letters Testimonial, has
been virtually superseded by the said Medical Act,
and they have ceased to grant Letters Testimonial
in accordance with the ]irovisions contained in the
last-recited Act, and it is therefore expedient that
the before-recited provisions should be repealed :

Be it enacted by the Queen's most Excellent
Majesty, by and with the advice and consent of
the Ix)rds Spiritual and Tfmiioral, and Commons,
in this present Parliament assembled, and by the
authority of the same, as follows :

—

I. Tlie expression in the Medical Act and this

Act, " Tlie Corporation of the Royal College of

Physicians of London," or "The Royal College

of Physicians of London, " shall bo taken to denote
the Corporation of " Tin; President and Colleg*
or Commonalty of the Faculty of Physic in

London."
II. .Any new chart4'r which, under the pro-
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TLsfoiis of the Medical Act, sliall be granted to the

Corporation of the Eoyal College of Physicians of

London, may be gi-anted to tliem either by and
in the name of the Royal College of Phj-sicians of

London, or, as provided by that Act, by and in

the name of the Eoyal College of Physicians of
England ; and any such new charter granted to

the Corporation of the Eoyal College of Pliysiciaus

of Edinburgh, may be granted to that College
either by and in its present name, or, as provided
by the Medical Act, by and in the name of the
Eoyal College of Physicians of Scotland ; and
any such new Cliarter granted to the Corporation
of the King and Queen's College of Pliysiciaus in
•Ireland, may be granted to that C'oUege either by
and in its present name, or, as provided by the
Medical Act, by and 'in the name of the Royal
College of Physiciams of Ireland.

III. The granting of new charters to the said

Corporations respectively, by and in the altered
names and styles respectively, as provided in the
Medical Act, .sliall not, in respect of such altera-

tion of name or style merely, alter or affect in any
way the rights, powers, authorities, qualifications,

liberties, exemptions, immunities, duties, and
obligations gi-anted, conferred, or imposed to or
<ipon, or continued and preserved to the said Cor-
porations respectively, and the respective Pre-
sidents, Censors, Fellows, Members, and Licen-
tiates thereof by the respective Charters and Acts
of- Parliament relating to the said Corporations
respectively, or by the Medical Act, the Act to
amend the Medical Act, the Medical Acts Amend-
ment Act 1860, and this Act respectively ;• but
the said Corporations respectively, and the respec-
tive Presidents, Censors, Fellows, Members and
Licentiates thereof, shall, notwithstanding any
such change of name and style, have and retain all

such and the same rights, powers, authorities,

qualifications, liberties, exemptions, and im-
munitie.s, and be subject to all such and the same
duties and obligations, as if such new Charters
respectively had been granted to them by and in
tlieir respective names and styles as then existing.

IV. Each of the said Corporations shall also,

notwithstanding any such alteration of name or
stylo, have, hold, and enjoy, and continue to
have, hold, and enjoy, all lands and other real

and personal heritable and moveable property
belonging to such Corporation, either beneficially

or in trust, at the date of the granting of such
new charter, and m.ay execute and perform any
use or trust for the time being vested or reposed
in such Corporation.

V. From and after the passing of this Act, the
boforc recited provision of the Medical Act, which
entitles any Fellow, Member, or Licentiate of the
Eoyal College of Physicians of Edinburgh, or of
the King and Queen's College of Physicians in
Ireland, to receive the Diploma of the College of
Physicians of England, and to bo admitted to all

-tile rights and privileges thereto appertaining,

8haIlT)'e,~and the same is hereb}', repeided.

VI. So much of the Aci, of the 14 and 15
Ifenry VIII ., c. 5, as relates to the Elects of the
said Eoyal College of Physicians of London, and
their powers and functions, shall be, and the same
is hereby repealed ; but this repeal .shall not pre-

judice or affect the rights and privileges of any
persons to whom the said Presidents and Elects

may have granted letters testimonial, and all

trusts which, by any deed, gift, devise, or bequest
are vested in, or to be executed or performed by
the Elects, or some defined number of them, sliall

rest in and accrue to, and be executed and per-
formed by, the Censors of the said College for the
time being, as if the names of the Censors had in
such instruments respectively been used instead
of that of the Elects.

VII. The office of President of the "Royal
College of Physicians of London" shall be an
annual office ; and Thomas Mayo, Doctor of
Physic, the now President of the" said Corpora-
tion, shall remain such President until the day
next after Palm Sunday^in the year 1861, when
he shall go out of office* and the Fellows of the
said Corjjoration shall, at a meeting to be holdon
by them for that purpose, on the same day, and
on the same day in every subsequent year, elect
some one of the Fellows of the said Corporationm such a manner as shall be provided by any
bye-law or bye-laws made in that behalf by the
said Corporation and for the time being in force,
to be President of the said Corporation ; but the
retiring Presidt^nt .shall always be capable of being
re-elected, and every President shall remain in

office until the actual election of a new President

;

or, in case of the death, resignation, or other
avoidance of any such President before the ex-
piration of his year of office, the said Fellows
shall, at a meeting to be holden by them for that
purpose, as soon as conveniently may be (of which
due notice shall be given) elect one other of the
Fellows of the said Corporation, in such manner
as aforesaid, to be President for the remainder of
the year in which such death, resignation, or
other avoidance shall happen, and until such
election the duties of President shall be performed
by the Senior Censor for the the time being.
Moved by Dr Alexander Wood, seconded by

Dr Storrar—That the Council approve of the
Draft Bill now read.—Agreed to.

5. A communication from the Poor-law Board,
in reference to quaUfications for Poor-law Medical
Appointments, was read.

Moved by Dr Andrew Wood, and seconded by
Mr Lawrence—Tliat the communication from the
Poor-law Board be inserted in the Minutes.
Amendment moved by Dr Corrigan, and

seconded by Dr Embleton—That the Registrar be
directed. to. thank the Secretary of the Poor-law
Board for their comniuuipation and circular.

Amendment carried.

6. Letters from a Medical Practitioner in
Jamacia, and the following from the Colonial
Office, were read :

"Downing street, March 30, 1860.
"Sir,—In answer to your letter of the 14th

instant, stating the objection of a Scotch Medical
Practitioner in Jamaica to an Island Act recently
passed, to provide for registering duly-qualified
Medical Practitioners, I am directed by the Duke
of Newcastle to inform you, that altliough the
provisions of the Jamaica Act may not be in
themselves unreasonable, they are considered to
be repugnant to the English statute, and there-
fore the Colonial Legislature will be called upon
to amend them, before the Act can receive tlie

Eoyal Assent.
"I return the copy of the Act which accom-

panied your letter.
'

' I have the honour to be, Sir,
'

' Your obedient servant,
"SirB. Brodie, Bart." C. Fortescue."

Moved by Dr Andrew AVood, seconded by Dr
A. Smith— That the foregoing letters, and the
13th and 20th Sections of the Jamaica Bill, \m
entered on the Minutes.—Agreed to.

7. Moved by Dr Christison, seconded by Dr
Alexander Wood -That a Committee, consisting
of Dr Christison, Dr Alexander Wood, and Dr
Storrar, be appointed to extract from the Minutes
of Council such regulations as have been passed
by the Council for conducting the business of the
Council, and to report such alterations and new
regulations as may appear to the Committee to
be advisable.—Agreed to.

Confirmed—Chables Hastings.

GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE.

THE KING & QUEEN'S COLLEGE OF
PHYSICIANS v. APOTHECARIES' HALL,

DUBLIN.
To the Editor of the Medical Circular.

Sir,—Your impression of the 13th contains
a long letter with the above heading, from
" A Dublin Practitioner, retired from Practice."
Reasoning on the inconsistency of this signature, it

has struck me that his letter, so far from strength-
enuig the cause -which he has espoused—the
Apothecaries' Company—tends very much to
weaken it. Thus, the " 3rd George" III., chap.

28, enacts that the minister, during his visitation

of the jail prisoners, is empowered, in case of
sickness, to employ a physician, apothecary, or
surgeon, and to pay for such medicines prescribed,"
To this quotation it is only necessary to reply,

that if the apothecary were to prescribe, there
would be no need of the ]d>ysician : or if the
"Dublin Practitioner" will not consent to this
view, he is bound to admit that the apothecary
may also act as tlie surgeon.

rhe " Dublin Practitioner's " second quotation
(17tli & _18th George III., chap. 21) enacts
the appointment of an experienced apothecary
or surgeon, at a salaiy, to each jail or prison
where malignant fever prevails.

The third, "26th George III., chap. 14, fi.ws

the apothecary's salary for his attending," not
for his prescribing for, "prisoners, and jiroviding
medicines."

The fourth, "58th George III., chap. 47, permits
the apothecary, as well as the surgeon and
physician, to admit, by means of certificate, in-
fected persons into fever hospitals."

The fifth, " 6th & 7th William IV., provides
fees for apothecaries attending inquests as medical
w-itnesses."

The sixth, " 1st Victoria, chap. 27, renders
valid an apothecarj-'s eertificate for placing
lunatics under restraint."

The seventh, "6th & 7th Victoria, chap.
107," and "12th & 13th Victoria, chap. 33,"
enact that "no ship, &c. &c. &c., proceed on her
voyage, unless there be on board some person
authorised by law to practise in the United
Kingdom as physician, apothecarj', or surgeon."

I have thus quoted all the authorities cited by
the " Dublin Practitioner." The first quotation
has been already replied to ; the second does
not specify tlie nature of the apothecary's duty,
and your correspondent cannot atfume that he is

to act the part of medical attendant.
The third makes use of the word '

' attending."
Query, administering or providing medicines ?

The fourth provides for the admis.sion into
fever hosjiitals of persons ill of fever, on the
apothecary's certificate. This surely does not
give him liberty to treat such cases ?

The fifth, a cumparativehj recent authority, calli

the apothecary giving evidence at an inquest "a
medical witness." It remains with your coire-

spondent to explain this term. I ratlier think
that, unless the apothecary had a surgical or
medical licence in addition, his evidence would
not be relied on. In any ca.sc, the above term
does not constitute him a physician or surgeon.
The sixth, a still more recent authority, legalises

the apothecai-y's certificate in cases of lunacy ; but
supposing, for argument's sake, that there is any
weight in this point, it must be remembered that
there are very few apothecaries in DubUn at
present who are without medical or surgical
qualifications. Upon these latter depends the
strength (?) of your correspondent, and not upon
the licence of the Apothecaries' Hidl.

The seventh, tlu most recent authority, I am
free to admit, places the apothecary under certain

circumstances on a level with tlie physician or
surgeon on board ship. Whatever be the meaning
of this provision, surely the " Dublin Prac-
titioner " will not maintain that the pure
aputhccai-y, without any other licence of a
medical or surgical nature, is qualified to treat

the diseases and affections which occur at sea

;

neither can he argue that, because of this pro-

vision, the Ai^othecaries' Company is entitled to

grant medical degrees.

From the foregoing, j-ou -will perceive that the

old authorities, including the time at which the

Apothecaries' Act was passed, make no reference

to the apothecary as a practitioner in medicine or

surgery, and that it is only during recent times,

wlien surgical or medical (Qualifications are obtained
by the apotliecary, that any such allusions are

made. I am, &c., A Subscriber.

SCAELATINA MALIGNA.
To the Editor of the Medical Circular.

Sir,—Scarlatina is so commonadisease, that even
severe eases of the " Anginosa" species are not
worth recording ; but the following case of

"Scarlatina maligna" ivas of so aggravated a
character, and of such a rapidly fatal termination,

that it may be assigned a place in your scientific

journal. Similar cases are now fortunately very

rare, owing chiefly to the attention paid in the

present day to those sanitary laws which influence

so greatly the health of communities.

On the afternoon of the 24th February, 1859,

I was called to sec a lad of the name of KusseU,

about nineteen years of age, a farm-labourer in

the vicinity, of a healthy constitution, and always

in the enjoymont of good health. I found him
labouring under symptoms of a very low typhoid

type : pulse weak, thready, about 140 ; tongue

moist, coated with a dark brown fur
;
papiUie of

a deep red, and enlarged, especially at the tip and
the edges ; face pale ; lips livid ; eyeballs sunken,

with dark-bluish circles underneath the lower

eyelids ; features of a pinched, anxious expres-

sion ; headache, especially in occiput ; intellect

clear ; bowels then confined ; skin about the

natural temi>erature in chest and abdomen, bu
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below it, iu the extremities, \yith a few small

dark pennaneut petecliise scattered over the body,

but chiefly over chest and abdomen ; skin inclined

to be of a light livid hue, liut no eruption observ-

able
;

gi-eat j>ain and tUfficulty in swallowing
even liquids ; eidargement and tenderness of the
salivary glands, atl'ecting the speech ; throat

greatly inllamed ; tonsils, uvula, and upper part

of pharjux, swollen, ulcerated, of a dark livid

colour, and chiefly covered with dark grey
sloughs ; breath fcetid ; thirst ; urine scanty, of

a port-wine colour ; no vomiting, nor pain in

epigastrium ; no appetite ; feeling of great de-

pression
;
pains in back and limbs, and in the

Ijones of the whole body ; occasional severe rigors

and flushes of heat. The disease appeared to be
concentrated chiefly in the throat. Ho stated
that though he had for a week previously felt

languid, weak, indi.sposed for work, with loss of

appetite, pains in his bones, and chilly sensations
now and then, yet it was only on the night of

the 23rd that he felt really ill, having then been
seized with violent fits of chillines.s, and with
great soreness of the throat, and that he had
attempted to work even on the morning of the
24th, but had been compelled to take to his

bed about noon of that day. I also elicited from
him that about ten days previously he had in his

neighbourhood visited a house, two or three
times, where there was a mild case of scarlatina,

then rapidly recovering.

On the 26th February, all the almve symptoms,
which presented themselves yesterday, had become
much aggravated ; but still no eruption on the
body ; intellect clear ; throat intensely inllamed
and ulcerated, with dark grey sloughs ; bowels
now loose ; stoob watery, frequent, of a tarry
colour, but without Idood in them

;
great dysji-

ncea, and sense of suttocation, &c. &c.
On the morning of the 26th Februaiy, about

8 a.m., for the first time a ditfuscd eniption of a
dark dingy colour, almost puqjhsh, suddenly ap-
peared, confined entirely to the chest and the
abdomen. After showing itself for about three
hours, it as suddenly recede(J, and was followed
by an exacerbation of all the syniptom.s, of the
dysmnea, sense of suffocation, impossibility of
swallowing even liquids, of the prostration, of
the (iianhcea, &c. &c. He gradually sank, and
expired at 2 p.m. of the 26th Fcbmary, having
thus died rtbout forty-eight hours after 1 liad seen
him, and Iiaving continued his work even till the
morning of the 24th inst.

The usual remedies and a])pliances were cm-
ployed, such as cold to head, blistering of temples
and nape of the neck, counter-irritation of throat,
constant application of heat to body and extre-
mities, strong beef-tea, warm drinks, brandy and
and other stimulants ; a mild alterative laxative
»t first, along with diffused stimulants, diapho-
retio), and narcotics and diuretics, such as
camphor, ammonia, sp. sether. nitros., ipccacuan,
Dover's powder, hyoscyamus and opium, and
saline mixtures, anil gargles of alum and of the
mineral acids, &c. &c.

This ease, though derived from one of a mild
type, was of the most malignant character. It

is worthy of remark, that there were neither
vibices, nor any discharge of blood from the
different emunc:tories ; that there was no affec-

tion of the chest, nor of the head, the iuteyect
being clear to the last ; and that, from the
eniption being slight and evanescent, the virulent
poison of the disease, though oJso invadiiuj the

miKoiis coat of the intMtiium, a]ipears to have con-
centrated itself chiefly in th« throat.

J. B. Nicoi^AV, M.D., M.K.C.S., L.S.A.
Robertsbridge, Sussex, June 22nd, 1860.

REFORMED ROMAN OR ORIENTAL
BATHS.

To tlu Editor of the Medical Circular.

SiK,—Your contemporary, tlie ' Lancet,' seems
to have lately dis.sectcd the merits of the so-called
" Turkish IJatlLi," not with much penetrating
fKiiiit. The ' Uublin Medical I'rcss' of the
20th .June, with the far-seeing eye of that oculist,

said of the ' Lancet' article—" Hard to say [to
see] whether this is eulogium or irony." One
would expect that these coeval corajjanioiis in
antitiuated ide.us would understand each other
bett< r uiion the works of antiquity. The ' lancet'.
traces up very correctly these ancient baths to
pre-Christian tuno»— to their origin in ancient '

Rome and Britain. It clearly shov«c that before

Mahomet was these baths were, as their magnifi-

cent ruins so fully attest. Why, then, does it

call them " Turkish ?" Are Celtic Britons and
Anglo-Saxons to learn personal purification by the

bath, as a religious rite, from the Turks ? Is the

sick Sultan to teach the brave Britons how to be
clean, strong, and healthy ? Why not recall these

ancient household institutions, the Baths of

Britain, from the tomb of obUvion, and confer

upon them their old— their proper name ; or (as

they are to be revived in an improved form,

divested of all the abuses of the ancient Roman
and the modem Turkish Bath) why not style

them " The Reformed Roman or Oriental Baths"
— " Thermo- Electrical Temples of Health ?" By
this title we get rid of the Mahomedan and the

Pagan institution, and we revive a national house-

hold institution under a title worthy of a Christian

nation. The ' Lancet' is in error if it supposes
that '

' the restoration of the Turkish Bath has
been amongst the consequences of the Crimean
war." I shall repeat a few facts from my lecture

delivered on the 12th March, and reported in the
' Sligo Champion' ofthe 24th March last. "

. . Mr
David Uiiiuhart, fomierly M.P. for Staffonl, and
Secretary to the British Embassy at Constan-

tinople, whose work on the ' Pillars of Hercules'

so enlightened the people of the United Kingdom,
that to him is due, before all others, the grand
idea of the revival of the ancient Roman Bath in

this country." " On the 7th June, 1856, the
foundation-stone of th fii-st Tuikish Bath was
laid in Dr Barter's establishment in Blarney,

when the brother of the Duke of Leiuster pre-

>ided, and Dr Barter said ' that he had placed

at Mr Urquhart's disposal all the materials

necessary for the building.' " Mr Urquhart re-

mained for some months there to direct the opera-

tions, so that to him is due the first place in

establishing these national institutions in this

country. He imported the grand idea, and by
the invitation of Dr Barter gave it typical form
in Ireland first, by means of workmen, money,
and materials, which Dr Barter supplied. Never
was there an institution that progressed more
rapidly. Sixteen of them were erected in Ireland,

representing £36,000 of capital, and one hundred
of them established in England already. Dr
Haughton also advanced the good work by those
scientific papers on the Oriental Bath he rcatl

before the British Association and Dublin Society.

He also visited Constantinople to obsei-ve their

action and constniction there. To Mr Urquhart
for the idea, and to Dr Bai-ter for the capital and
the energy, the nation is indebted for these
" most useful medical adjuvants," as Dr Corrigan
considers the Turkish Bath of the Ea.st, with more
vapour, would be ; but it appears that the
Orientals have acknowledged the improvements on
their bath.s, introduced by the Bath Medical
Authorities, iu this united kingdom, by Dr Barter
and others.

It is true that some slight opposition to the im-
{>roveinents introduced, namely, to the use of a dry
lot-air bath in preference to a humid air or vapour
bath, hasbeen offered, but which seems to have bet n
silenced by the more scientific statement to be read
in the works of Dr Carj)enter, Dr Todd andMr Bow-
man, Dr Millar, and of the late Dr Armstrong. It

appears also that the most favourable reports are
given of the beneficial influence of the hot-air bath
m the two last Reports of the Newcastle In-

firmary, which I have read with much interest. I

shall quote from these Rcjiorts. " The temperature
ranges from 130° to 160°, according to the nature
of the disease, state of the circulation, and the
condition of the patient." In .some cases of heart-
disea.se, patients have undergone the process with
unlookeil-for benefit. "The ordinary hot- water
bath either induces or iirevents relief from pal-

pitation of the heart." " Internal congestions are
relieved, and an eipiality of circulation brought
about, by this hot-air bath." Dr Armstrong sai<l,

that the hot-air bath will bring |)0und3 of blood
to the surface which were suffocating some inter-

nal organ. The ' Lancet ' states, "that when
incautiously employed by persons liable to con-
gestion of the head or organs of the chest (lungs
and heart), it is not free from dangers." It
would seem from the foregoing that the ' Lancet

'

and the Doctors differ, 'fho Newcastle Infirmary
Report sets forth the great value of this "in
rheumatism, dropsies, skin di.seasos, influenza,
catarrh, ague, the chronic bronchial afl'cctions of
old people, and in pulmonary consumption ; for

the hot-air and cold douche tend to check the

sweats."

These hot-air baths have been found infallible

remedies in the treatment of cattle-distemiwr

(pleuro-pneumonia, as it is termed). At a late

meeting of the Royal Agricultural Society, Dubliii,

Capt. Ball mentioned that one fanner lost in

the South of Ireland thirty cows- all his stock.

He was set up again; his second stock was all

attacked, but by means of the hot air-bath, under

Dr Barter's advice, all recovered and resumed thtir

milk in ten days.

I have attempted to unfold the nature and
treatment of this mysterious tlisease in my essay

on the Reformed Roman or Oriental Baths, which

I shall briefly state here. Cattle-distemper seems

to be a pestilential poison of the blood which

produces lung complication. The blood-poison is

the proximate cause, the lung-disease the proxi-

mate effect. Nature, which is the physician of

all diseases, sends the blood in larger quantity,

and in more acrid quality, to bo depoisoned iu

the lungs ; but its acrid quality and increased

quantity produce inflammation and congestion of

lungs and pleura. Precisely as in choleiu t^ne

vomiting and dianhcea mask and obscure the

blood- poison, so does pleuro-pneumonia mask
and obscme the blood-poLson of cattle-distemper.

As the lungs and skin are the life-guards that

co-operate more or less in the purification of the

blood, our efforts should be to excite copious

perspiration through the pores by means of the

not -air bath, and thus relieve internal congestions

and inflammations. By this means we treat the

blood-poison and the lung complication ; whereas
by the empirical j)ractico of bleeding, calomel,

tart, antimony, &c. we attempt to treat only
the one. I am inclined to believe that this

thermo-electrical bath will yet be found as

useful in the removal -of cholera blood-poison,

as it is now ascertained to be for cattle-distemper ;

for we should in both diseases aid Nature's life-

guards, the skin and Imigs, to eliminate the

blood-poison. Moreover, in spasmodic cholera,

the jiatient becomes so deficient of animai •

electncity, that Nature, by the extraordinary
efforts of muscular spasms, tries to repioiUice

more ; for muscular action signifies electro-gcnic

action. We should aid these cff'orts by the
thermo-electrical hot-air baths, which are calcu-

lated to develop and return electricity within and
upon the surface of the body ; whUe, as vapour and
warm water are good conductors of electricity,

they would rob the living body of its due supply,

and thereby exhaust the physical powera.

How beautiful is the animal economy of Nature
in cholcrti ! Her first effort is to eliminate the

blood-poison by vomiting and diarrhwa : in doing

so, she becomes exhausted of her electro-excitant

sanguineous salines ; for want of these animal
(tlectricity becomes deficient, and, in consequence,

there can be no clcctro-c/iemical union of the car-

bonaceous materials of the blood with the
supporter of comliustion, and, in consequence,
animal heat becomes deficient, and the collajjsed

patient becomes colder than death. Nature by
her extraordinary efforts of muscular action

—

spasms— endeavours to develop muscular elec-

tricity, for electro-chemical action and animal
heat. The Book of Nature is the book of books

;

all others are second-hand to her.

Electricity— that physical soul of matter and
vital agent of Nature, which extends beyond the
confines" of our atmosphere into infinite space,

keeps the whole planetaiy system in normal
tquilibrium, shakes the clouds in thunder, aiij,

imder favourable circumstances, will bum coke
under water, and oils, with a brilliancy that could

only be surpassed by the sun, and sufficiently

luminous to strike off our second selves photo-

graphically— perfoi-ins within the little world of

Man in all tlie parts tlie drama of animal life,

assuming simultaneously each and every cha-

racter, and acting to pei-fection in all the vital

functions, and euifiiig in the tragedy of death. The
human machine may, therefore, bo regarded very

fairlj" as electro-magnetic and magneto-electric,;

for all the vital functions are electro-chemical in

their nature and efl'ects. The muscular system is an
clcctro-gcnic apparatus. The intemuncial fimctiou

of the nervous system is a magneto-telegraphie

motive power ; for, what is physically felt in the

extremities is psychophysically ackuowledged at

the central seat of consciousness—the sensorium.

The lungs and skin are electro-positive, and the

liver and bowels electro-negative. Electricity caa
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eperate as a cathartic, expel blood from a bleeding

vein and beer from a barrel, and, upon the same

principle, expel perspiration through the pores of

the skin. When we sleep on feathers and blan-

kets, we are more refreshed, because they are

non-conductors of electricity, and therefore are

well calculated to retain it upon our^ bodies.

Upou the same principle, " dry vapour hot-air

baths are to be preferred -to vapour or warm-water

baths; for the latter being good conductors of

electricity, exhaust the system of its due supply,

and therefore exhaust the physical strength of

the man. The strengthening effects of these

thermo-electrical baths arc being established by

the pugilists and pedestrians who frequent them,

»nd we may expect shortly to hear that they

will be had recourse to in military training and

discipline, to promote the psycho-lAysical health

and the athletic energy of soldiers, and thus

fortify them for the fatigues of war. The phy-

sician who can establish these facts maybe re-

garded asthe most important life-guard of anation,

for these would become the most formidable

•lements in the profession of arms, and in the art of

•war.

It seems absurd to send consumptive patients

to warm climates when they can have higher

thermo-electrical temperatures at home, at less

expense to their physical strength and to their

pecuniary circumstances. A foreign clime is

common to all—may therefore agree with some

and disagree with others -whereas if the high

temperature of the bath disagree, you can leave

immediately—but not so quickly the hot climate.

When we consider the enormous mortaUty from

tubercular disease in which people are dragged

np into Ufe and dragged out of it, or consigned to

the indisdliminate use of cod-liver oil— which is

capital food for Laplanders, but is gross, lusci-

ous, and disorderiiig to the delicate stomachs of

more refined Englanders or Irelanders—we have

good grounds to consult Nature's tastes and feel-

ings more, and rely less upon the medical drug

art, and to ask ourselves, do we live according to

the laws of Nature ? We fear not. How few reach

the full term allowed to man ! What can be more

saddening than the vast number of verdicts after

sudden head or heart attacks, "Died by the

Tisitation of God," or "from natural causes' ?

although the whole life of the deceased was a

living contradiction to all the laws of Nature, and

the Divine precept of personal purification by the

thermo-electrical bath—so suicidal and self-poison-

ing that the living body carried its owni corpse in

a mass of morbid matters which should be

eliminated regularly weekly. The liorse is well

cared for; but tlie man, tlie lord of creation, is

neglected by himself

The tnie way to fortify the constitution against

disease from within or from without; is to practise

the physical virtue of jjcrsonal purification by the

bath. Those who neglect this may fancy thein-

selves healthy because uot suffering, but in

reality arc like ripe fruit, ready to fall victims to

the first epidemic storm—meanwhile are moving

mines of undeveloped diaease. For, in consequence

ef neglect of the sanitary code, the leaven of

epidemic disease will ferment the stagnant

materials, the dross that acciunulates and chokes

up the cuticular sewerage of the skin. As the

vital germs of animals and phiuts supermtend the

construction of their own typical forms, according

to Divine design, by means of the three vital

workmen, heat, light, and electricity, from the

three materials, air, earth, and water, we can

also understand how each epidemic leaven will

propagate its own typical disease by means of the

same three vital agents, and from the same three

materials, if they be morbidly accumulated within

the living body. One pestilential germ will

quickly propagate in such suitable soil,^ for a

"little leaven aorrapteth the whole mass."

It is due to the dignity of human nature to

introduce man to himself—to his sublime essence

Being, tliat Divine diamond-gem that sparkles in

his soul with living li'dit, and through which

alone he is man and the lord of ci-eatiou—in order

that lie may know what he is to honour with

personal purification.

Man, then, is an immortal spirit endowed with

light from eternity, and endowing flesh with

bfe pro tempore. The living photographic image

and likeness of the Almighty Creator is stamped

npon the soul of the creature, conferring upon it

immortality and the light of reason—that grand

primal idea of Being which comprehends all

other ideas, is the germ of intelligence that

expands in the growth of the brain, and, under

the influence of education, branches off into all

the sciences to foi-m the flourishing tree of human

knowledge, that diffuses light over all the senses

and their operations ;
enables man to embrace m

an instant the past, the present, and the future
;

to triumph over time and distanca, and, by the

mai-vellous power of invention, to develop new

wonders every day. Surely the living temple of

this Divine light deserves to be kept clean— to be

imritied. Man, the living likeness of his Almighty

Maker— the epitome of the universe—the beauty

of this world—the living testimony of two worlds,

of one within the other—the noblest study of

mankind,— '
' Man should keep his house in order,

even though it occupied two hours once or twice a

week. I am, &c.,

Sligo, 80th June, 1860. J. TUCKEK, M.D.

OUR NOTE BOOK.

COAL-TAR AND PLASTER.
At Milan, M. Jacqucmont particularly used

Messrs Come and Demeaux's powder with the

wounded affected with hospital gangi-ene, and no

other agent appeared to him so convenient,

prompt, or efficacious as coal-tar and plaster. He
prefers it to perchloride of iron, and even to

iodine, from which, however, he also derived great

advantages. The reason is, he says, that both

these substances remove, at each application, a

thick layer of flesh, that the depth of the eschar

to be obtained cannot be measured with precision,

that the wound continually becomes deeper, and

thus subsequently considerable time is required

to fill up the cavity formed at the expense of the

sound flesh. The disinfecting powder, on the

contrary, removes the decayed part, without in-

creasing the depth of the wound. Under this

layer appears, after a few days, a wound of a

roseate and fresh-coloured hue, without any in-

flammatory appearance, much healthier and more

prompt to heal than when the sore lias been

dressed with lint impregnated with iodine. To

these advantages, it unites that of occasioning no

pain and no apprehension to the patients, who

dread the transitory pain induced by applications

of iodine. Nothing should, however, be excluded
;

all acids, in general, have a salutary action on

wounds invaded by hospitixl gangi-eue. The best,

in JL Jacquemont's estimation, are lemon-juice

and vinegar. The application of one in preference

to another is a matter dei)endent upon indi-

vidual predispositions; a patient on whom one

acid has remained iiowerless will suddenly find

himself better from the use of another.

The author then enters into interesting details

on the utility of substantial and healthy diet,

with a view to obviating and attenuating the fatal

effects of protracted and copious suppurations.

I'rom the outset, M. Jacquemout became con-

vinced, during his attendance on some of the

Au.strian wounded, tliat hosiiital gangrene pre-

ferably exercised its influence on debilitated cou-

stitutions, whereas the most robust or the best-

fed men more surely escaped its disastrous

influence. Enlightened by this remark, M.

Jacquemont prescribed a tonic diet for his patients.

Their ordinary food was mutton-chops, veal

cutlets, beef, chickens, and other nutriment

equaOy substantial, and almost always roasted.

M. Jacquemont did not even hesitate to recom-

mend a little wine, merely checking feverishuess

or infliimmation, if either arose, but not fearing

to feed his patients. Not only did the wounded

under his care survive the suppuration, often

copious, in wounds complicated with hospital

gangrene, but not one of them suffered from the

diarrhcca commonly so obstinate in such cases.

Two at most were attacked with inflammatory

fever, and eveu this symptom did not manifest

itself until the gangrene, entirely cured a first

time, was on the point of suddenly breaking out

again the following days.

REMARKS ON SECONDARY AMPUTATION
AETER INJURIES CAUSED BY FIRE-ARMS,

il. Jules Roux read a paper before the Academy

of Jledicine entitled " Remarks on Secondary

Amputation after Injuries caused by Fire-arms,

from cases observed at Saint- Mandricr on the

wounded of the Army of Italy." Primary arapu^

tation, of course, was extensively resorted to in

this short but bloody war. 220 men, who had

suffered amputation either on the field of battle>

in the ambulances, or the adjoining hospitals'

wore admitted into the wards of Saint-Mandrier-

Secondary amputation also was frequently insti-

tuted, 26 operations of this latter kind being per-

formed at the Toulon hosiiital. M. Roux here re-

marks that one of the characteristicsof the recent

Italian war was the very extensive application of

conservative surgery ; a circumstance which af-

fordedhim an opportunity ofstudying, with greater

attention than has hitherto been bestowed upon

the subject, the consequences of the injury of the

bone. One of these conseiiuenees, which M.

Roux more specially noticed in Ids yiaper, and

which has led him to adopt a novel i)ractice, i»

the inflammation of the bone, which he deno-

minates osteo-myelitis. At first local, osteo-

myelitis gradually extends and occupies the

entire osseous substance, following a jmrallel

course with the inflammation of the soft parts.

M. Roux describes three stages— congestion,

softening, audsuppuration— to each of which re-

spectively correspond three significant expres-

sions—resolution, amputation, and death. Let us

suppose, says this surgeon, that osteo-myelitis sets

in several mouths after the infliction of the injury,

and occupies the entire extent of the bone : the

life of the patient will be placed in imminent

jeopardy, and the surgeon has the choice but

between amputation of the limb, resection, or

disarticulation. If amputation in the continuity

of the limb be resolved upon, it is certaiu that

the disease will not be integrally removed ; a cir-

cumstance which doubtless accounts for the fear-

ful mortality of secondary amputations, so great

that, in 16,000 instances, M. Kibes declares never

once to have found a single opet»tion succeasfiiL

In amputations in the coutiuuity of the limb,

performed at Saint Mandrier, death almost in-

variably ensued, and post-mortem examination

showed that the entire bone was affected with in-

flammation ; so that, no matter how high up the

operation might have been performed, a portion

of the disease must have inevitably remained.

When, therefore, ^s painful experience had taught

that osteo-myoiitis of the entire bone was the

evident cause of the fetal issue of these partial

amputations, M. Koux altered the prec^t,

changed the scat of the ojieration, and recom-

mended its performance in the joint immediately

above the injured bone. From the time this now
system prevailed, the results were immediately

diff'erent. 22 secondary disarticulations were

performed, and although the cases were of the

most severe character, 22 cures were effected,

thus : ainputatious in the hip-joint, 4 ; in the

shoulder, 13 ; in the knee, 1 ; at the ankle, 3 ;

in the finger, 1. These opei-ations, which iu 20

instances had been necessitated by gim-shot

wounds, were all performed through indurated

textmes, by the flap method, and with the assist-

ance of chloroform, inhaled from. M. Roux's hxg,

or from tlio comet recommended by M, Raj'mond,

Inspector-General of Naval Hospitals.

From the above, M. Koux considers himsell

justified in concluding :

1. That osteo-myelitis inevitably follows

gun-shot wounds, but most generally has a favour-

able termination.

2. That it usually more or less promptly in-

vades the entire bone— a general pathological

fact.

3. That secondary amputation of the limb, or

resection, too often exposes to the incomplete

removal of the disease.

4. That to these partial operations are refe-

rable the incomplete results which lead to the

death of the patients, and are perhaps the chief

cause of the fatal issue of secondary amputations

in general.

5. That during the six and iierhaps the twelve

months which follow gun-shot wounds, when a

cure is not effected, and an operation is necessary,

the surgeon should in most, if not in all cases,

remove the diseased bone from its socket, and

abandon the practice of jiartial amputation and

resection.— • Journal of Practical Medicine and

Surgery.'

Apfoixtment.*.-Dr G. N. Edwards has been

appointed Assistant- Phj-sician to St B.irtholo-

mew's Hospital. Mr E. C. Hulme, F.B.C.b.,

has been elected full Surgeon to the Central

London Ophthalmic Hospital.
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DR KOBEET C. WILLIAMS, OF DUBLIN.
The Irish Medical Profession has sustained a

serious loss by the death of Dr Kobcrt C.

Williams, late President of the Royal College of

Surgeons of Ireland, and representative of that

body iu the General Medical Council. Dr Williams

occupied a large place in the affections of those

who knew him as a private friend, and enjoyed
the unlimited confidence of those who intrusted

themselves to his professional care. He was a

highly-accomplished physician and surgeon, and
extensively learned in his Profession. For many
years he was one of the ablest contributors to

Medical periodical literature. In the ' British

and Foreign Medico-Cliirurgical Review ' his pen
was fret|uently employed. The sudden death of

such a man at the com))aratively early age of tifty-

two is an event well calculated to inspire feelings

•of dee]> regret.

Dr WiUiams entered Trinity College at a very
early age, and his career was di.stinguished. Ho
subseijuen lly studied under the late Abraham
Colles. Afterwards he passed several years on
the Continent, visiting and enlarging his know-
ledge at the various hospitals. It was during

this period of his life that he liiid the foundation

of his future eminence as a surgeon. He sottled

in practice in Dublin about the year 1880, and
very soon started to the front rank among the

men of hi.'? time. In 1836 he was elected Pro-

fessor of Materia Medica in the Royal College of

Surgeons in Ireland, but previous to that date he
had acuuired a soUd reputation as Lecturer in the
Medical School in Digges street.

In 1838 the deceaseubecame one of the Surfleons

of the City of Dublin Hosjiital. (Jn at kindness
to the sick eminently distinguished him. His
consideratioft for their feelings endeared him to

them. With the students he was an especial

ftvourite, and he at all times freely and unosten-

tatiously communicated to them the results of his

• <:losc obser\'ation, his large experience, and ex-

tensive reading. His collcaguus too, esteemed
him higlily. In difficult and obscure cases his

opinion was sought for, and valued all the more
because ever given with candonr and humility.

In 1844 he was placed upon the Coniicil of the

College of Surgeons, and henceforth took a

leading,' part in all its proceedings. His nnvarj-
ing giwd temper, his knowle<lt;e of the laws of the

College, his enlarged views of the interests of the

T>ody, and the accurateness and facility with wliich

ha expres.sed his idaA.<i, rendered liim one of the
most valuable members of the learned Institution,

and his opinions were alwavs list^noil to with
deference. L'l' ''

between the I -

i

Ireland, on a .,.,..,.... .,,i. ii-,...^ i., i,.- i .>,-

-fcssion, Dr Williams sjioke so lucidly and forcibly,

that the President of the College of Surgeons of

Kngland expres.sed himself in these words :

—

"The College of Surgeons in Ireland should feel

proud of sucli a man.
In 18.55 Dr Williams was elected Vice-President

of his ( oUege, an<i in the following year he was
luauimously called on to take the place vacated
by the lamented Crampton.

One ailditional proof of the esteem and confi-

dence of his brethren was given, when, in 1858,

they sent him to I/mdon as their representative

to the (leneral Medical Council. It was felt that

the Profession did not contain a man who would
pcrfonn tlie important duties of the office with
greater zeal and efficiency. It was while engaged
in fulfilling these duties that he died.

Dr William.s's health began to fail a few years
ago, after the death of his only daughter, to

whom he was dovotwUy attache 1. Within the

last two years it became obvious to his friends

that he was failing. So lately as a year ago,

however, there was no ascertained disea.se of a
vital ch.iraotcr. It was only during the past
winter that the affection of which he died
dereloped itself When he arrived iu London,
however, nothing sudden was anticijwted, and
the sad event has taken all liis friends by surprise.

Immediately on hearing of the occurrence, tlie

Council of the College of Surgeons met to express
their sorrow and their condolence with the family
of the (lireetLsed. Tiiey have also resolved to
pl"'* ' ,,'

'
, iriiall.

' :ii.sly attended l)y

Pr. '..-. ..„Ji, :....., .; ,.-' Medical Times
and Unsette.

Btrti)B, l^antages, anD Ucati^s.

BIRTHS.
CuoiAH.vy.—June 16, at Grange road, Bermond-

sey, the wife of H. Cuolahan, Esq., iLR.G.S.E.,

of a son.

Inoham.—June 20, at Haworth, Yorkshire, the

wife of Amos Ingham, M.R.C.S. and L.S.A., of

a son.

Marshall.—June 10, at Chard, the wife of T.

Harrison Marshall, M.R.C.S. Eng., L.S.A.

Lond., of a daughter.

Stephenson.—June 24, at Nottingham, the wifo

of T. Appleby Stephenson, Esq., M.R.C.S., of

a daughter.

WiLLETT.—June 14, at Bristol, the wife of M.
Waiett, Esq., M.R.C.S.E., of a son.

MARRIAGES.
Shortt—Blyth.—June 6, at StGeorge's, Blooms-

bury, John Shortt, M.D., M.R.C.P., Sic., of

the Madras Army, to Ellen Julia Anne, only
daughter of the late Alexander Blyth, Esq.,

Surgeon of H.M.'s ship ' Unite.'

Walker^Seabrook.—June 21, at St George's

Church, Hanover square, Thomas Houghton
Walker, M.D., of ToDeshunt D'Arcy, Essex, to

Ellen, youngest daughter of the late Thomas
Seabrook, Esq., of the same place.

DEATHS.
Anbbrson.— Juno 19, at Edinburgh, Andrew

Anderson, M.D., formerly Surgeon in the 92nd
Highlanders.

Brown.—Juno 9, at Braco, Logiealmond, Pcrth-

slrire, John Brown, A.M., Student of Medicine.

BrcKLANi).—June 24, at Shaftesbury, aged 67,

James Lush Buckland, Esq., M.R.C.S., and
for twenty-seven years Surgeon to the Queen's

Own Regiment of Dorset Yeomanry Cavalry.

CHtJKTON.—June 13, at Waterloo, near liver-

pool, Joseph Churton, SI.RC.S. Eng.

Cbaio.—June 13, at Strathaven, Lanarkshire,

William Craig, L.F.P.S. Glasgow.

Garman.—June 23, at Bow, Middlesex, Henry
Ereth, aged 10, eldest son of Henry Vincent
Garman, Es<i., M.R.C.S.

L0M.IX.—June 13, Charles Lomai, of Weobly,
Herefordshire (in practice prior to 1815), aged
74.

Lbnoir.—Adolpho I^enoir, Surgeon to the Necker
Hospital, has just died at Paris, after a long

«nd jKiinful illness, at the age of 58. He
occupied a most distinguished position iu the

French Medical scientific world, and was one of

the founders of the now famous Anatomical and
Surgical Societies. He has left an important
work upon ' Enchondroma ' unfinished, whiat
n-ill be published.

Lewis.—June 22, John P. Lewis, of Sheffield,

M.R.C.S. Eng., L.S.A. Lond., aged 50.

LORIMEB.—June 20, at Tyne nark, Haddington-
shire, William Lorimer, SI.D. Univ. Edin.,
L.R.C.3. Edin., aged 22.

Mines.—March 23, at Hobart Town, Thomas
Mines, ^Vssistaut-Surgeon 40th Regiment of

Foot, aged 28.

MONTGOMBRIE.—March 6, at Scone, Dr Mont-
gomerie, late of Ladeside, Kilbimie, Ayrshire,

aged 66.

Monro.—June 14, at Newport, William Monro,
late of Dundee, M.D. University of St Andrew's,
L.R.C.S. Edin.

Nkville.—June 20, at Great Brunswick street,

Dublin, Arthiu- Ricliard Neville, M.R.C.S. Eng.,

L.R.C.S. Irelan.L L.K.Q.C.P. Ireland, aged 52.

Rowan.—April 10, at Richmond, New South
Wales, Robert K. Rowan, formerly of Dundalk,
Ireland, aged 75.

Thcmson.—June 22, at Annoddy, Oban, Alex-
ander Forbes Thomson, of Kasdale, Oban,
Argyle.shire, L. F. P..S. Glasgow.

MEDICAL NEWS.

Royal Collboe of Puywoians.—At the
Comitia Majora, held on Monday, June 25th, the

following gontleuun was admitted a Fellow of the
College :—G. Lund, M.D., Madeira. At the same
Comitia, the following gentleman, liaving under-
gone the requiicd examination, was admitted a

.Sleniber :—W. Edward Rol)b.s, M.B., Stamford.
The following gentlemen were also admitted
Members of the College, having been previously

elected under the expired temporary bye-laws :

—

John Gallagher, M.D., Royal Navy ; Clarence
Cooper, M.D., H.M. Madras Service ; James C.

de Castro, M.B., Madeira: W. R. E. Smart,
M.D., R.N. Hospital, Bermuda; William James
Whyte, M.D., Banff; Richard Ford Foote, M.D.,
Constantinople ; Francis Isaiah Wliite, M.D.,
Perth; Joseph Marcus Joseph, M.D., Madras;
EHas Jones Roberts, M. B., Bengal ; Henry Francis

WUliams, M.D., Bengal ; W. C. B. Eatwell,

M.D., Calcutta; Joseph Fayrer, M.D., Calcutta;

Edward Ferrand Astley, M.D., Dover ; George
F. Bone, M.D., Calcutta ; John Jones, M.D.,
H.M. Indian Army; William Carey Coles, M.D.,
Bombay ; James H. Simpson, M. B. , Pontefract

;

Thomas L. Rogers, M.D., County Asylum, Bain-

hill ; Charles Elara, M.D., Sheffield; Alexander
McKechnie, M.D., Southsea ; T. W. W. Smart,

Northiam, Sussex ; Peter Fade, M.D., Norwich.
This being the Annual Meeting, the following

officers were elected for the ensuing year :

—

President :—Thomas Mayo, M.D. (re-elected).—

•

Censors : Dr Barlow, Dr F. Weber, Dr Gull, and
Dr T. K. Chambers.—Treasurer : Dr Alderson
(re-elected).—Registrar : Dr Pitman (re-elected)

Royal College of Surgeons.- The following

gentlemen, having undergone the necessary ex-

aminations for the Diploma, were admitted Mem-
bers of the College at a Meeting of the Court of

Examiners ou the 22nd inst. :—WiUiam Henry
Brecknell, Gateshead, Durham ; Henry Croucher,

Bexley, Kent ; Augustus Frederick EUiot, Exeter,

Devon ; George Harrison, Grosvouor street,

Grosvenor square ; John McDonnell, Milton road,

Stoke Nevrington ; James Mark Morris, West
Bromwich ; Christopher Williams, Williton,

Somerset.
Apothecaries' Hall.—Names of gentlemen

who passed their Examination in the Science and
Practice of Medicine, and received Certificates to

Practice, on Thursday, Juno 21 :—Thomas Young
Baker, Hargrave, Northamptonshire ; Robert
Cumniings Gibb, Newcastle-on-Tyne ; John Jones,

Llanfyllin ; Raphael Moldola, 25 Gretton torraoa,

Victoria park ; William Mitchell, Botliie, Cum-
berland ; Robert Tanner, Gloucester house, Led-
bury ; Henry Ubsdell, Pewsey, Wilts. The
following gentlemen also on the same day passed
their first Examination :—Sebastian Claude
Thomas Gardner, Highgate ; Edmund Cornish
King, University College ; Richard May Miller,

University College ; Timothy Richardson, London
Hospital ; William Bathurst Woodman, London
Hospital.

Examiners in Midwifery of the UNi\T5RsrrY
OF London.—Dr Barnes, Dr Priestley, and Dr
Graily Hewitt are candidates for the vacant
appointment.
Among the Civil Service Estimates for this year

are 11,500/. for Dr Livingstone's expedition;

4,000;. for quarantine expenses ; 7,000/. for the
Niger expedition under Dr Baikie.

St Jamks's Palace, Jitne 20tii.—The Queen
was this day pleased to confer the honour of
Knighthood upou James Ranald Martin, C. B.,

F.R.S., Physician to the Secretary of State for
India in Council, and Surgeon in the Bengal
Army, retired.

Soiree.—The College of Physicians of London
will this year give a soiric at the College on the
9th of July.

Mu.iT.VRY FtooGiNo.—During 1859 there were
22, 665 lashes inflicted on soldiers in the British
anny stationed at home.
International Statistical Congress.—

A

meeting of the Commission for Organi.sing the
Fourth Session of the International Statistical

Congress, to bo held in London this month
under the auspices of her Majesty's Government,
took place recently at Pembroke House, Whitehall
ganlens. A great many Commissioners were pre-

sent. Our Profession was represented by the
President of the College of Surgeons, Dr Guy,
Sir J. K. Martin, Dr McWilliam, Dr J. Suther-
land, and Dr W. Farr. The Organisation Com-
mission, upon a report prepared by Dr Farr,

decided upon dividing the Congress into six sec-

tions for the i)ur]>03e of considerinij the various

sulyccts which will be included in the programme
—namely. Section I. Judicial Statistics ;

II. Sani-

tary Statistics ; III. Industrial Statistics—two
branches, Agriculture and Mining ; IV. Com-
mercial Statistics ; V. Census, and Military and
Naval .Statistics ; and VI. Statistical Methods. It

is proposed to invite Lord Broii'diam, Lord Shaftes-

bury, Earl Stanhope ; Lord Stanley, M. P. ; Mr Hutt,

M.P., and tlio Master of the Mint, to act as pre-
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sklents of sections. The opening of the Congress was
fixed for Monday, July 16, and the sittings will

be continued over tlie five following days. The
meetings will be held in Somerset House, the
Council of Iving's College having placed their

large hall and other portions of that establish-

ment at the disposal of the Commission, while the
Society of Antiquaries, the Geological Society,

and the Astronomical Society have in a no less

liberal spirit consented to allow their apartments
in Somerset House to be used for the sectional

meetings. Several suggestions were offered,

evincing a strong desire to give the most hos-
pitable reception to our distinguished visitors,

and the Lord Mayor expressed a hope that they
would do him the honour to visit the Mansion
House. Mr Milner Gibson having thanked the
Commission on the part of the Government for

their co-operation in the endeavour to make the
Congi-ess as useful as possible to this country and
to others, the meeting adjourned. It may be
remarked that the object of the Congress is to
promote the collection of statistics, especially
those jiublished officially by the different Govern-
ments, on the most approved methods and upon
uniform bases, so as to admit of the international
comparison of the results obtained. The first

meeting of the Congress was convened at Brussels
by the Belgian Governmeut in 1853 ; the second
session was held in Paris in 1855, and the third at

Vienna in 1857.

Eaej.swood Asylum foe Idiots.—The report
by the Board of Management of this excellent
Institution for the jmst year has just been issued.

We are glad to learn from this document that an
Asylum so invaluable to a helpless and mucli-to-
be-pitied class of the community continues to
prosper, and that the number of its supporters
has largely increased. There are now 306 pupils
in the establishment, to be increased to 326 at

the next election. The healthy condition of the
inmates is the subject of congratulation in the
report, and the statement of the Medical Sui)er-

iuteudent, apjiended to the report, gives a favour-
able account of the results of their mental and
moral training. During the year bequests have
been made to the amount of between 1,200?. and
1, 300Z. ; the bazaar held at Brighton had also been
productive of encouraging results, and not less so
the anniversary festival, at which the Duke of
Cambridge presided.

.
The proposal to receive

cases for life is strongly recommended by the
Board of Management, who, in conclusion, con-
gratulate the friends of the Asylum on having
effected a work for the benefit of the idiot which
has no parallel, and which has been sustained by
a sympathy beyond all expectation.
French Si'RGEKy.—The question of resection

of joints, studied for twelve years with so much
interest and care by English and American Sur-
geons, is still little known in France. The
resection of the elbow-joint has alone liecome
part of our practice, that of the shoulder has been
practised several times ; but resection of the knee
and the hip have hitherto met with few partisans.
The Association of Foreion Graduates urge

the following reasons in support of their claims to
registration:— "1st. Because we arc legally
qualified medical men already, and as such duly
registered ! 2nd. Because we obtained our foreign
degrees many years ago, from legally-constituted
foreign universities, on the good faith of written
examinations, original dissertations, British
diploma.s, and other approved testimonials i 3rd.
Because the Medical Act nowhere insists that
such 'regular examination' must not be a wiitten
one ; and nowhere demands that it must neces-
sarily have been instituted at the university seat

!

4th. Because, on the other hand, the stahite in
qiiestion has actually provided a dispensation in
mir favour .'— Vide Sec. i6. Lastly. Because the
judges of our superior Courts of Law have
repeatedly, and in a marked manner, expressed
their opinion that persons engaged in practice
before the passing of the Medical Act Jiave jmt
claims to some such cmiccssion ; and that the
Senate in question should not be interpreted
cither retrosi>ecti\T5ly or oppressively ; and,
above all, because our junior brethren, who have
purchased diplomas in this country, and even
since tjie passing of the Medical Act, have been
allowed to place such qualifications upon the
Register ! ! !

"

Lahore Medical College.— The Punjab
Government has published the pro-spectus of the
Lahore Medical College, to which Sir Charles

Wood has given his sanction. The Staff is to

consist of a Principal, Professors of Medicine,
Surgeiy and Chemistry, an Assistant Demon-
strator, a Supierintendent of the Hindostance
Class, and an Apothecary. The l.st Class is to

comprise students who wish to be educated as

SubrAssistant Surgeons. Candidates will be ad-

mitted to study for a period of five years, after

passing an examination in English and Arithmetic.
The 2nd Class is intended for native Doctors, who
will bo enlisted as soldiers and placed under
military discipline. They must be natives of the
Punjab, and not under sixteen years of age. On
entrance they must pass an examination in

Hindostance, Pnnjabee and Arithmetic, and then
study for three years. The certainty of situations

in the public service and of private practice

among their own community, has made the
medical schools in India most popular with the
natives. The Lahore College will be equally so

with the Punjabees, we believe. The error of

educating the students in mere theory, committed
till recently in Agra and Madras, should be
avoided. Some Sub-Assistant Surgeons can talk

science glibly enough, but cannot stop a hemor-
rhage.
The Hot-Air Bath. — Mr Bolton, House-Sur-

geon, in his Annual Medical Report of the Newcastle
Infirmary, where a hot-air bath, with frigidarium,

tepidarium, and sudatorium, has been erected at the
cost of only 601., speaks of its great value in cases of
rhemnatism (acute and chronic), dropsy, skin dis-

eases, catarrh, Influenza, and ague. He says, "In
regard to the last-mentioned disease, I have several

times witnessed the aversion of its paroxysms by
placing the patient in the bath prior to the expected
onset of the rigor. By this means alone the essen-
tial features of the disease have been removed, and
quinine has then been used as an ordinary tonic for
the remaining debility. The influence of the bath
on persons in health is also interesting. After the
very first impression of the high temperature is past,

the sensation is rather agreeable than otherwise, and
a few minutes elapse before any marked effect is

observable. Before ten or twelve, however, are
over, the perspiration will begin to stand in drops
upon the skin, and the pulse to beat more quickly

;

in other ten or twelve minutes the pulse will almost
have doubled itself, and the perspiration will nm
down the skin in torrents, and no doubt will be en-
tertained as to the greatest luxury m the world
being the cold douche ; accordingly, after twenty or
twenty-five minutes' tolerance of this temperature of
130 or more, resistance being no longer possible, a
rush is made to the shower-bath, and its contents
are brought down eagerly. The bather feels the cold
intensely grateful, leaves the heated apartment
under its infiuence carefully ^^Tapped in a blanket,
his pulse rapidly falls to its wonted rate, and he
feels himself a very fresh, clean, hungry, and inde-
pendent man."

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE WEEK.
Wednesday, July 4.

Operations at Middlesex Hospital, 1 p.m. ; St
Mary's Hospital, 1 p.m. ; University College Hos-
pital, 2 p.m. ; Royal Orthoptedic Hospital, 2 p.m.

Obstetrical Society of London. —Mr Mitchell,
" On some of the Exigencies connected with Pi'e-

ternatural Labour :" Short Papers by Dr Drage, Dr
R. U. West, &c. 8 p.m.

Thursday, Jiilg 5.

Operations at St George's Hospital, 1 p.m.
;

Central London Ophthalmic Hospital, 1 p.m.
;

London Hospital, IJ p.m. ; Great Northern
Hospital, King's Cross, 2.^ p.m.

London Home.—2 p.m.
Friday, July 6.

Operations at Westminster Ophthalmic Hospital,

IJ p.m.

Saturday, July 7.

Operations at St Thomas's Hospital, 1 p.m. ; St
Bartholomew's Hospital, IJ p.m. ; Kuig's College
Hospital, 1^ p.m. ; Charing Cross Hospital, 2p.m.

Monday, July 9.

Operations at the Koyal Free Hospital, 2 p.m.

;

Metropolitan Free Hospital, 2 p.m.
Tticsday, July 10.

Operatimis at Guy's Hospital, IJ p.m. ; Westmin-
ster Hospital, 2 p.m.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Omega.—It is not always easy to distinguish a frac-

ture within the capsule in old people after a few
days if much pam or swelling be present. Rest is

the great remedy. Inflammation may go on, and
be very difficidt to subdue.

Mr Watson.—Certainly.

B. H.—We can see no reason why it should not be
attempted.

An Old CoRREsrosDENT.— Tlie qualification can-
not be registered.

Medicus (Reading).—1st. No.—2nd. No.
The Northern Whig.—Received.
Dr Tucker's letter received and inserted.
A. Z.— Tlie Medical Council has not power to correct

the evil. The Charter is granted by the Crown,
but the Council is not obliged to recognise it. It
is different with respect to the Midwiferj- qualifi-

cation, and the licence of the Irish Society of
Apothecaries. It is disputed whether the latter
qualification is a sufficient one for the practice of
medicine.

Amicus (Bath).— It shall be attended to.

Aleph (Carlisle).— We will answer it.

Dr W. B. -Yes.
M.R.C.S. Eng.— 1st. No.—2nd. Next September.
A Subscriber.—It is a quackish affair, without any

therapeutic value.

To the Editor of the Medical Circular.

Sir,—In your Notices to Correspondents, will

you be good enough to reply, either in a condensed
and inclusive answer, or m what remarks you may
deem necessary, to the following questions ?

1. Have the Medical Council any legal right to
refuse Registration to L.R.C.P.S (Ed.), who were
made so previous to August, 1859, by testimonials,

and not by examination ?

2. If the Medical Council, from the beginning,
had that right, could the College of EdinVjurgh
have had a legal right to make these non-examined
Licentiates ?

3. If the Edinburgh College had the discretion-

ary right to do it, should they not support these
previously-made Licentiates in demanding regis-

tration, though the College might subseque^y
Eubmit to the Medical Council in consenting to
make no more of them ?

4. If the Edinburgh College gave these diplomas
in ignorance of their having no power, or being
indiscreet in offering them, do these Licentiates

acquire nothing by their diplomas !

5. If the Medical Council of August, 1859, could
then legally enact a restriction against the regis-

tration of such Licentiates, could that legally ob-
struct the registration of such Licentiates as werg
made so previous to August ? If so, what defence
is there for the retrospective restrictions ?

6. Is it likely that the Medical Council would
refuse the right of these Licentiates to memorialise
or petition for registration ?

7. If a non-examined Licentiate sign himself
" Physician," or put it on his door-plate, is he
liable to prosecution ?

8. Or, if he insert himselfm Churchill's ' Medical
Directory' as L.R.C.P. (Edin.), would that be a
false pretence, exposing him to prosecution ?

9. Or, if he i«nuit himself, by courtesy of
others, to be styled " Dr" (not M.D.), is he liable

to prosecution ?

10. If he style himself Surgeon and Physician,
being registered only as the former, is he liable to
"prosecution for the latter ?

11. If the Edinburgh College had no right tcdo
it, what is to be said for the error of making such
Licentiates if it prove of no benefit in the result ?

12. On what moral principle is it that the College

can retain the fees (stamps excepted) if the non-
examined Licentiates acquire neither legal nor
courteous status by their diplomas?

Favouring me with the best answer you can, you
will oblige a constant reader, and

Your obedient servant.

Inquisitor
[We may obser\-e generally upon these qneries,

that the Medical Council, in our opinion, could not
refuse to register the persons in question until
notice of a restriction had been given by the Pri\'y

Council. The phrasing of the clause is obscure,
and it is doubtful whether the Order of Pri\-y

Council would be retrospective. The strict answer
to your fifth query seems to lie, that the registra-

tion would cease at the date of the Order, without
reference to the time at which the qualification was
obtained,—an injustice, no doubt, and we do not
think a law-court would allow it.

Any man holding a licence of a College of

Physicians may call himself Physician, whether
registered or not, so far as we can judge from
recent decisions ; but all is doubtful on this ]x)int.

What is law in one court is not law in another. It

does not seem to us necessary to go further into

the questions propoimded.-Eb. Med. Circulak.1

Mr Paterssen.— Article received, but we fear that

we shall not lie able to find room for it.

Mr Bermingham.—Received.

An Irish Surgeon's article touches too much on
subjects of general policy to be suitable for publi-

cation in a scientific jieriodical.

Mr Palmer.—The advertiser was associated with
the Bennetts, of whose proceedings this Journal
gave a full account at the time of theii' dispereion.

Read the Circular of March, 1859.

Letters received from J. Ewiuc. C. W. Finney,
Mr Bean, W. Cole, G. Leith, R. F. George.
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CLINICAL REPORTS.

Fractckes of the Skull with Depkession.

Ought they to be treated all alike, or
WITH THE TrEPHIKE ?—Mr Gay, MR PaGET,

Mr Erichses.

(Continued from page 2.)

The following is a case which sufficiently indi-

cates the treacherous and uncertain character of

these accidents, especiaUy about the base of the

brain. This was very strongly dwelt upon by

Mi Hilton in his recent admirable Lectures.

Case II.—A young man, apparently in perfect

health, sustained an injury of the skull in the

mesial line, from a quantity of bricks falling on

't, and was admitted into St Bartholomew's Hos-

pital under the care of Mr Paget shortly after the

accident.

At fir.st there were no symptoms either of com-

pression or irritation : there was an ugly wound of

the scalp ; it was also ascertained that the bone

underneath wa.s fractured ; the wound was there-

fore simply dressed. During the next four days

the man did remarkably well, and was entirely

free from cerebral symptoms. A shivering fit

then unfortunately occurred, and wa.s succeeded
by difficulty in forming words, as well as by a
most serious tendency to stupor, in which ho
became more and more in3en.sible. Mr Paget
therefore determined to trephine and use chloro-

form. During the oiwration, and after the removal
of a thick piece of the skull, a dark-coloured clot

was seen lying near the dura mater, wliieli latter

had given way at one spot. .Some small portions of

bone were taken away, but no large depressed por-

tion could be found.

The various means used, especially the cUoro-
fomi, seemed to have had little effect on the real

seat of the mischief, which was obviously deeper
than had been reauhed by the trephine, probably
at the base of the skull, as subsequently retention

of urine set in, and hemiplegia ^f the right side

of the body. The poor fellow sank into a state

of deep coma shortly after, which ended fatally.

It was rather unfortunate that the friends of

the party would jwrmit no post-mortem to be
made ; but there can be little doubt the nature of

the accident was what we have already referred

to, some extensive mi.schief involving probably
the base of the brain.

The next patient is an average specimen of the
class of cases of injury of the sku'l which do
well, where the dura mater is not much injured.
Cask III.—A man, aged twenty-seven, with

fractured skull, admitted into University College
Hospital two days after the receipt of the injury
of his head, was found by Mr Erichsen with the
following cnrious liistory ;— It seems that the
ponr fellow had come to hos])ital with his broken
head two days previously, but being, as it w.is

thought, stupid and only very drunk, and more
under the delicate attention of a couple of blue-

coated policemen, it was considered rather xlmi
lea rigles that they would, after the manner of

policemen—usually so moral- try him first and
trephine him afterwards ; the diagnoses, in fact,

between deep cerebral disturbance from fractured
V,..,,., nr the less formidable accident of gin, not

t any time clear in our cerulean jwlice-

I lie's mind, or in that of some of our friends,

the liospital "dressers." Nature had time to

fight out the battle herself, without the trephine

at first, and the man recovered during tlie delay
incident to his going and coming to the hospital.

No doubt the requirements of justice, too, were
gravely satisfied.

When Mr Erichsen saw the poor man, he found,
as just .said, that the most serious cerebral symp-
toms had then rontinued for forty-eight hours.
Till rn.in had applied soon after the accident, but
>•' III stupid or drunk, as it was thought, he was
taken away, and on his road from the hospital
i'came quite delirious and then in.sensible. It

\ no doubt, difficult verj' often to say, in such
cases— even for persons more astute than a police-

man—where delirium ends and drunkenness
; but a correct, gentle-minded surgeon will

rather err, far away, on the siilc of too
iiitioii f,,r l.ic ilcfenceless pnticnt, tlian

yield to the brutal instincts of mere police-officers,

and make light of a very serious case. A person,

too, very often apparently in perfect health,

will get a trifling "reeling in his head:" or

simple faintness or weakness. It is a thing of

an instant
;

yet that has been an epileptic or

apoplectic seizure—the man walks like a drunken
man, yet he's not drunk. Mr Erichsen at once

recognised this man's state : he was half comatose,

his breathing heavy, but not stertorous ; the

pupils large, but acting a little when stimulated

by light ; there had not been time yet, perhaps,

for much effusion. A fracture of the left parietal

bone, with depression, was discovered, and after

the usual careful precautions of shaving the head,

&c., the trephine was cautiously applied ; but,

what we believe is most essential to the good re-

sult of such cases, the dura mater was not cut or

injured ; between the skull and the dura mater a

clot of blood was found, and was at once removed.

Before evening of this day the man seemed
much improved ; as much from the rest in hospi-

tal, the previous use of venesection, purgatives,

&c., as tne removal of this clot. His recovery

was without intermission, and he left the hospital

well.

The careful surgeon will always keep in mind
other dangers besides those of the immediate
accident, such as death from the cutting opera-

tion it.self, or pya-mia. (a)

Case IV.—A man, aged forty-nine, was ad-

mitted to Guy's Hospital for compound fracture

of the skull from the fall of a brickbat on his

head. Paralysis of the left arm was detected; his

intellect was clear. The paralysis of the arm
persisting, elevation of the bone by the trephine

was perhaps incautiously decided on ; at least, if

the results could have been foreseen, the trephine

would not have been used : the dura mater was
not originally lacerated, but it subsegtiientlij

$loughe^ and a so-called fungus of the brain ap-

peared. The injury to the left arm pointed to

some mischief at the right side of the brain, about

the region of the optic thalamus, or other chief

ganglia, too deep ])crhaps for the trephine to

reacn. This jioor man died of pyicmia: the veins

of the diploc of the skull were filled with pus
;

the right optic thalamus was the part of the brain

chiefly diseased.

Cases of Strangulated Hernia — Evil
Effects of Prolonged "Taxis." — Mr
Johnson.
Cases of strangulated or incarcerated hernia

are amongst some of the most delicate with which
the Surgeon in everj'-day practice has to deal.

The practice of some hospitals is to operate as

early as possible ; in others, to adopt the plan of
" taxis ' reduction by the use of ice, chloroform,

Ac. A French Surgeon, very recently, of an un-

practical turn of mind, recommends, in a big book,

the forcible use of the taxis ; another Surgeon of

high position (Desault), occasionally quotedby Mr
Stanley, think.s, if thewonl "taxis" were blotted

out of surgical literature altogether, more lives

would be spared. Between these two extremes the
Medical world seems blown about by every wind
of doctrine. The following cases are suggestive.

The first is a case of congenital hernia incarcerated

or sacculated, but in which the practice of M.
Gosselin proved anything but specific ; the second

case exhibits the usefulness of early operation.

Case I.—J. L , aged fifty-three, was ad-

mitted into St George's early in the present year,

with some ill-defined affection of his rupture. The
day before admission, he said, his hernia came
down ; he was sick soon after. A Surgeon to

whom he showed the hernia, together with his

assistant, endeavoured for more than two hours
to reduce it by means of forcible taxis, as recom-
mended by M. Gosselin ; but not succeeding with
the reduction, he came to hospital. When ex-

amined in the hospital, it appeared he was not
suffering from symptoms of strangulation : there^
was no vomiting, no pain in tlie aMomen, nor"
tenderness on pressure ; there was a large hernial

(a) There appears to be not any the least shadow
of truth or fact in the recent startling idea of the
' Medical Times ' that chloroform leads to pya;mia.
It would not be necessary to state this, but that
journal still holds fa.st by this error, having once
stated it ; but it would be as wise for it to say arsenic-

eating is tnie because people in tlie Tyrol use as a
cosmetic oxide of zinc, or to say the arsenic in tiie

trial of Sinetliurst was proved because it all along
held that idea too.

tumour, the size of a cocoa-nut ; it was not tender,

but the whole scrotum was extensively ecchy-

mosed from the violence of the taxis applied

before admission. The House-Surgeon of St

George's, not deeming it a case for oiieration, ap-

plied ice externally, which is found in inguinal

hernia at this hospital more useful than the warm
bath. Next morning the report was, he had
passed a very restless night ; he had vomited

once, early in the morning ; there was still no
pain, and the tumour was soft, nor was it then

painful, though a little later it became tender and
no had pain in the abdomen. The poor man sud-

denly became collapsed, too, about mid-day ; the-

face became shrunken and dark-coloured ; the

fingers were blue and cold ; stercoraceous vomit-

ing also now told of the mischief wrought by the

excessive taxis before admission, and, as the loss

of two evils, operation was now decided on, a

consultation having been held on the case ;
Mr

Johnson wisely deemed it right to open the sac,

and did so ; when it was found to contain several

oimces of bloody serum, some large clots of coagu-

lated blood, and about eight inches of very dark
intestine ; all the tissues of the bowels were much
thickened, and there was blood extravasated under
the serous covering ; there were also patches of

extravasated blood in the mesentery. All this

ecchymosis or injury was probably the result of

the prolonged taxis. When the gut was returned,

it was discovered that the hernia was congenital,

as there was a large "diverticulum" at the lower

and back part of tne sac, into which the intestine

had descended ; there had been probably no real

stricture, as the internal ring was of large size.

The man rallied after the operation ; the bowels
wore relieved three times ; but the poor fellow

sank during the night, and died exhansted.
One of the chief uses of the best Clinical Re-

ports is, evidently, that out of the mistakes of
other Surgeons, we, or men like Mr Johnson, may
occasionally " point the moral" of the evil of such
things as the excessive use of the taxis in in-

stances like this. We hear the same story of the

taxis in eveiy one of the hospital.s, especially at

Guy's and at St Bartholomew's ; still, it is difficult

for the Surgeon in general practice to know what
to do, if not to exert himself to force the gut to

go back. The post-mortem in this case showed
that the patient, in all probability, would have
recovered, but for the rough method employed to

reduce the hernia. On two previous occasions it

had yielded to cautious, gentle use of the taxis

and ice ; and there is little doubt, if ice or chloro-

form had been used early in the case, all would
have been well. The excessive "taxis" defeats

itself; the gut becomes thickened, and pulled

about, and enlarged.

The next case is one of a more satisfactory

kind, where early operation probably .saved the

man's life.

Case II.—A man, aged fifty, admitted January
13th at two o'clock in the day, was fomid to have
a strangulated oblique inguinal hernia. The
early history of the case did not present anything
out of the common : he has worn a truss for

fourteen years ; he has never had any trouble in

reducing or " putting up" the hernia. At ten
o'clock m the morning of the day of admission,

the hernia protnuled, and, according to the notes
of Mr Rouse, the industrious Surgical Registrar at

St George's, it was larger than usual. The man
had immediately severe pain in the abdomen ; ho
endeavoured to push up the hernial tumour
himself, but, finding the pain severe, ho came to

the hospital, when an oval tumour as largo as a

fist was found ; tender, but not tense ; not occhy-

mosed, as the former ca.sc. He had also been sick

several times during the day ; tlie pulse was 76,

irregular and intermittent ; he was restless and
tossing about on his bed, the symptoms not

improving.
T)ic opcralimi, was performed at half-past four

o'clock. The usual incisions having been made,
the sac was laid 0|)en also in this case ; the

general impression in the hospitals now being, we
tliink, that it really signifies little in a given

numlier of cases, say 100 on each side, whether
the sac is opened or not. The sac was opened,

and eight or ten inches of dark congested intestine

were seen. There was some bruising of the gut,

ajiparently. The stricture, which was very tight,

was diviilcd, and the gut returned ; the edges of

the wound brought together by sutures, and water-

dres.sings applied.

Although severe inflammation subsequently
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attacked the sac, which weut iuto siippuratiou,

this patient did well, and left the hospital cured ;

all due, probably, to the comparative absence of

the "taxis" and the early operation.

OF
THE SPIRIT

THE PERIODICALS.

The ' Lancet ' opens with some clinical remarks

by Mr Skey on Tdanus. The Author commences

with some general observations on the failure of

rsBiedies to cure tetanus, not denying that cases

XAUf occaaioually recover, but teaching that no

siSgle class of remedies, either purgmg, sedatives

counter-irritants, &c., can be relied upon. Ho
then reports tlie following ease :

" A boy, aged fourteen, was brought into St
Bfti'tholomew's Hospital, with a hand greatly

mutilated by machinery. The house-surgeon
decided, on consideration,—and I thought wisely

decided,— to make the attempt to restore the

hand. For twelve days he progressed favourably.

On the thii'teeuth, ho comi)laiued of stiffness in

the back of his neck. AVhen I saw him, at tlie

expiration of some hours, spasm of the muscles
had extended to the chest and abdomen ; but none
o^ the muscles were severely or painfuUy con-
tracted. Still the signs were distinct. The boy
was the subject of tetanus ; and as I had never
had a successful case, I was the more anxious to
adopt some more promising agent than any I had
hitherto employed! With this view I determined
tq test the efficacy of the woorara poison, which
had been employed with some effect by Mr S.

Wells in tliree cases of tetanus. By the kindness
of Mr Savoiy, who had a small quantity of the
fresh poison, I was onabled to obtain sufficient for

the purpose. We dissolved two grains in an omice
of distilled water. The boy being placed under
tlie influence of chloroform, I amputated the hand
immediately above the wrist-joint. My intention
was to have applied two drops of the solution to

the wound, and, observing the consequences, to

have increased the quantity applied according to

the effect produced. On recovering his conscious-
ness, it was obvious that what had been done for

the boy, whether the removal of the hand or the
adJuinistration of chloroform, had been in the
direction of good : the pulse had fallen from 130
to 100, and the rigidity of the muscles was
greatly diminished, and continued so. The pain
was also reduced, and the countenance was more
tranquil. He could open his mouth to an extent
sufficient for the introduction of food. The
rigidity of the muscles was by no means great,
nor did he suffer the degi-ee of pain usually
attendant on severe cases of tetanus. It is very
true that the sterno-mastoiJs, poctoiuls, abdominal
muscles, and, indeed, the muscles of his trunk
generally, were involved ; but their contraction
was comparatively slight, and certainly was un-
productive of considerable pain. The use of the
woorara was postponed, and I ordered the boy
tiuctiu-e of opium, ten mmims ; compound spirit

of ammonia, half a draclim ; brandy, half an
ounce, every two hours. On the following day I

found he had had a tolerably good night : his
pulse had sh^htly risen in frequency ; the rigidity

of the muscles had not increased ; on the con-
trary, it appeared somewhat lessened. His coun-
tenance was more anxious, which apjjcarcd rather
attributable to mental than bodily suffering, for

he had only recently become cognizant of the
removal of his hand. By two o'clock on that day,
the boy had consumed four ounces of brandy,
half an ounce of spirit of ammonia, and eighty
drops of laudanum. Still I had no excuse for the
trial of the woorara. Doubtless the boy was in a
dangerous condition

; but it was obvious that the
condition was not attributable to the morbid con-
traction of the muscular system, but to something
beyond it. His bowels were constipated. 1
ordered him calomel and jalap, castor oil, enemata
of tuqjcntine, croton oil in no insignificant doses

;

but I failed to obtain the desired result up to the
time of his death. In other respects, the same
treatment was continued. On the third and
fourth days his condition was not materially
changed. He took food without difficulty, as also
his medicine at the required intervals. The

ammonia was increased to drachm doses. On the

fourth day, his pulse had increased to 135, and his

countenance was more pallid. The rigidity of his

muscles had not increased in any positive degree,

and those of the extremities were entirely free

from spasm. On the morning of the fifth day he

had taken, without producing any marked effect

on his sy.stem for good or for evil, about forty-

eight ounces of brandy, one ounce of tincture of

opium, and four ounces of spirit of ammonia.
And we may form some judgment of the severity

as well as the prostrating inffuence o^ the disease

under which this poor boy was labounng, when we
consider tliat such an enormous power was inade-

quate to produce the smallest impression on his

system. On the last visit I paid, except that he

appeai-ed somewhat weaker, I cannot say that he

was positively worse. Ho could open his mouth
sufficiently wide for the introduction of nourish-

ment, and he took food freely throughout the

greater part of his illness. His pulse was a .shade

weaker, but not luaterially so. His spaeras were

not .severe nor considerable, and assuredly they

were not a source of pain. Of this the boy gave

me full assurance on many occasions. On the

evening of the fifth d^y he died. His body was
not examined.

" If the nature of the disease we call tetanus

could be ascertained by dissection, we should have

acquired this knowledge long ago ; but, so far as

I know, we have obtained no information by such

means, except negatively, on which to found a

theory, or to obtain a guide to practice. The
total amount of knowledge consists in this ; that

at varying intervals after the occurrence of more
or less violent local injuiy, and occasionally— but
in our latitude very rarely—independently of

injury, we observe rigidity of the muscular
system, commencing with the muscles of the jaw,

and extending to the neck, trunk, and finally to

the extremities ; that it is accompanied by gi-eat

pain in the contracted muscles, a quick pulse and
respiration, and constipated bowels ; and that it

terminates, in from two to six or eight day.s, in

death. Such is nearly the sum total of our

knowledge of tetanus, and it may be doubted
whether we are even now occupied in the right

path of inquiry. We fix our attention on the

local spasm of the muscular frame, as though that

condition of the system constituted the essence of

the disease, of which it is only a symptom. We
rather search for remedies that will abate spasm,
than for such as will attack its cause. The above

case exemplifies negatively this fact. The boy
died of tetanus, but not> of si>asm. At no period

of his case was the contraction of his muscles so

rigid as to cause pain of a severe character. He
complained of his arm ; he suffered from a sense

of illness ; he desired to bo let alone, and not to

be disturbed ; his expression betokened serious

illness; but he did not die from pain nor from
spasm : he gradually sank from utter prostration

of neiTous power, which every remedy employed
was incompetent to contend against. And it is

by no means uncommon to observe, towards the
close of life, that the most ijromineut symptom of

the disease—namely, muscular rigidity—gradually

subsides, while the real disease advances towards
its fatal crisis. In tho whole range of disease, I

do not recollect any evidence of the existence of

what we term the nervous system more remark-
able or more conclusive than is derived from the

influence of anaesthetics in tetanus. How abso-

lutely is the morbid influence of the nervous

system on the heart and respiratory system sus-

pended by chloi'oform ! and how suddenly too !

The pulse falls to its natural standard, the equili-

brium of respiration is restored, all expression of

suffering subsides under the reality of ti'anquil

sleep. So complete is the external manifestation

of health, that it would astonish a bystander,

ignorant of the nature of the case, to be assured

that in a few days, possibly a few hours, it would
'terminate in death. Suspend the remedy,
remove the influence of the ansesthetic agent, .and

the entire train of fatal symptoms stai-t, as it

were, into existence—the pulse rises, the respira-

tion is quickened in proportion, and the muscular
spasm, with its usually inseparable companion,
pain, becomes again dominant. Nor do we obser^'e

that the disease, to whatever extent it may have
reached, is retarded or even diminished by the

treatment. On the contrary, its progress is un-

remitting ; and both the violence of the spasm
and the severity of the pain are regenerated with
an increase of intensity proportioned to the dura-

tion of time during which they have been si;s-

pended by antesthetic agency. In the above
case, I was fully prepared to test the curative
properties of the woorara poison, as recorded by
Mr Wells and recent French writers ; but I really
had no excuse for its emploj-ment. The boy did
not die either from or with spasm ; and I cannot
persuade myself that we shall ever discover in
the woorara poison a curative property capable of
rousing the vital powers, already oppressed by
mysterious morbid actions going on within the
frame. StOl, I am quite prepared to acknowledge
that all reasoning, more especially on a subject so
obscure as tetanus, sinks in comi)arison with
practical observation. Other authorities may
view the subject in a different light ; and it will

prove no small accession to our knowledge should
we discover in this or in any other untried agent
the power to arrest so hitherto fatal a disease as
that which forms the subject of the above brief
remarks."

Dr Henry Bennett contributes to the same

journal an article on the saoitary characteristics

of MenU/iw, a small Italian town at the foot of

the Maiitimc Alps. The climate appears to be

unusually warm, though cold after .sundown, dry,

and without fog. The Author considers the-

place adapted for the residence of consumptive

patients. Mr Hgatu contributes a case o£

Exeisimi of Diseased and Anclu/losed Knee vrit^

Good Result:

'

' Charles P , aged eleven years and a balf,

was brought to me at the St George's and St
James's Dispensary, on June 8th, 1858, with the
following history. He had scarleHiever six yean
ago, and the left knee then became swollen, and
continued so for three years ; the boy being able,
however, to walk about. Three years ago an
abscess foimed on the outside of the joint, which
was opened by Mr Blagden, who apphed a
straight splint, and the boy was kept in bed
three months, after which he was able to walk
about again, the wound still discharging slightly.
About twelve months ago, an abscess began to
form on the inner side of the knee, and he was
taken to one of the metropohtan hospitals, where
he was admitted as in-patient on SeptemVter 15th,
1857. The abscess burst, and another formed.
The actual cautery was appUed over the joint,
and he was discharged at the end of April, 1858,
.as tlie parents woidd not consent to his under-
going amputation of the thigh.

"Both mother and child agree in saj'iug that
on admission into the hospital the knee was
straight and rather stiff, but upon his coming
out it had become bent to just a riglit angle,
which is its present condition. There is an open
sore on each side of the jomt, and one over tiM
middle of it, which discharge freely. The Imee
is firmly fixed .at a right angle, and is slightly
swollen. The boy sutlers p.aiu at night, but is
otherwise in pretty good health, having improved
since he h.as been at home.

"There being evidently firm anchylosis of the
joint, upon careful examination under chloroform,
and the probe leading to bare bone through each
of the sinuses, resection of the joint was evidently
the only course to be pursued ; and this having
been explained to the parents, they consented to
its performance.

" Opcralioii, June 29, 1S5S.—Having made «u»

H-incision, I attempted to turn up the patella
mth the flap, but found that bone firmly fixed to
tho outer condyle, and the femur also anchylos^
to the tibia. I therefore removed the whole
joint in a wedge, carrying the saw immediately
behind the patella and through the upper part of
the tibia. As the parts did not come quite
readily in apposition, I next removed a slice

about half an inch thick from the femur, when
the cut ends came easily together. The edges of
the wound were brought together with a few
stitches, .and the limb was placed on a straight

iron splint with a few straps .and a bandage. Tko
small abscesses were opened during the operation,

and a quantity of gelatiniform synovial membrane
was removed. Some oozing took place in the
evening, but was easily arrested.

"The boy, although feeble, made a good
recovery, the splint being removed for the first

time on August 10th, when a gutta-j)ercha one
was substituted. In September, a siuall abscess
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formed over tlie liead of the tibia, and the limb

was replaced for a few days on the iron splint, an

inside splint being also adapted to it, to counteract

s tendency to bow outwards.

"On October 4th the boy was sent to the

Margate Infinnary, with the limb straight and
in a gutta-peixiha splint. The sinuses below the

knee continued to discharge slightly ; the rest of

the wound was entirely healed.
" The portion of bone removed showed erosion

of the articular cartilages and tliickened synovial

membrane. On maceration for a short time, it

appeared tliat the anchylosis between the patella

and the condyle, and also ou the inner side

between the femur and tibia, was only fibrous

;

but ou the outer side bone liad been develoi)ed,

a» wa.s seen on a section. The second shoe of

femur was found to have includfid the whole of

the epiphysis.

"The boy returned from Margate in December,
1858, very much improved in condition. The
limb was in good position, though a little bowed
outwards. Two »mu3es over the head of the

tibia continued to dischaige rather offensive

matter.

"M»y, 1859.—
^Boy much improved in health,

and able to get about with the help of a stick

only. The two simuses over the tibia continuing

to discharge, notwithstanding the use of injec-

tions, 4o., I "avc him chloroform and laid them
open. Found that they both led into a cavity iu

toe tibia, which was filled with strumous material.

This I gouwul out and stutfcd with lint. The
boy 111 ' 1 recovery, and soon got about
again :i boot.

"Jui.. , , ,;:. (Two yews after the oiieration.)

—The boy is well and strong, au<l gets about
admirably with a hjgli boot. There is still a

siuus over the head of the tiliia wliicU ili.scluuj^cs

occasionally, but othenvise he has no trouble witJi

it, iuiu no pain at all. He contiuues to wear a
gutta-jicrcha splint, by his own desire, since I do
not think it at all necessary, the amliylosis being

perfectly firm. The boy does not appear to h.ive

arown much, bat not having ]>reviously measured
Him I cannot speak with certainty. The measure-
ments at the jjresent time are—Heiglit : 4 ft. 6 in.

Right side ; Prom anterior superior spmc to

lower end of feram-, 1.1 in. ; from the la.st point

to inner malleolus, lOJ in. J^eft side : From
anterior superior siiinc to lower end of femur,

U in. ; from the lost point to inner malleolus,

10 ill. Thus the difference is exactly 2i iu., and
depends, as nearly as can be ascertained, upon a
.shortening of two inclK^s of the femur and half an
inc;h of the tibia. The heel of the Ixiot he wears
is two inches and a half in depth. The limb is

not, perhaps, so perfectly straight as some that

have been seen ; but it must be borne in mind
that the opemtiou and treatment were conducted
in a front kitchen, and under every disadvantage
as to attendance, &c

.

" I could have wished that, instead of a second
slice of femur, I had removed a further portion
of tibia, thereby possibly preventing the ab.scesses,

4c. ; but at the time of the operation the sur-

geon's attention had not been so forcibly called to

the advisability of leaving the epiphysis of the

femiu" as lias since been the case. I shall en-

deavour to keep an eye upon my i«tient, so as to

aseertaiii and report a[)OU the effects of further

growth."

The 'Medical Times and Gazette' contains a

continuation of M. Clauds Bebnajid's Lectuten

OD ExjKrimcntat Palholoyy. H« treats esjKJcially

of the Fraiotions of the tEsophogus aaid on Fistu-

lous Apertures of the Stomach :

"The intimate anatomical relations of the
pneiiMio;;aKtri<' iiirvcs with the resophagian tulie

have naturally sii^".;isted the idea of examining
till- iiliyi'i! '

'
"

' '
••'•-i> '.V dividing these

niivc-., li' ^tive functions.

It has h'l !i - itions of hunger
and repletion, oi i lupliiuss and fulness of the
stomacn, wore entirely aboli.ilied by this oiwra-
tion ; animals are, in fai;t, ginerally averie to
taking food under these circumstances ; and,
whenever »'- ..u....i <., .n. ..

<mptoms of
suffocation < irappear-
ance. It w ' lually in-
capable of ]>i]ieiving Die elfccts ot abstinence,
or '.f feeling thot the wants of nature hail been
fully satistiod, their indifference on the one hand,
and their voracity on the other, were the real

causes of the accidents observed. But the experi-

ment, in several respects, had not been properly
controlled.

" Having produced a fistulous aperture in the
stomach of a dog for the purpose of examining
the secretion of gastiic juice, I was led to divide

the pneuraogastric nerves, in oitler to ascertain

whether the ingestion of food gave rise to its

usual stimulating effects on the glands of the
stomach, when partially deprived of nervous
influence : but the aliments having been taken
by the nioufli, I was highly surprised not to see

them appear in the stomach ; they collected just

above the cardia, and gradually fillinf' up the

whole length of the (esophagus, reached the
upper orifice of the larynx at last, their presence

in this latter region occasioning, of course, fits of

suffocation. This result appears singular at first

sight ; for, although in a state of health the
contractions of the ojsophagus contribute to press

food into the stomach, yet when its muscular
coat is paralysed by the section of its motor
nerves, how does it occur that the contiactions of

the pharynx do not give a sufficient impulse to

the alimentary mass, which tends by its own
weight to descend into the gastric cavity ? The
reply is, that a sjiasmodic contraction of the ceso-

phagian orifice of the stomach opposes the pas-

sage of the food into its cavity, and withstands
the contractions of the pharj-nx ; but in the
course of a day or two this peculiar state ceases

to exist, and the animal is generally able to eat

when thirty-six hours have elapsed after the
oiieration. It is therefore evident that the sec-

tion of the pneumogastric nerves exerts no inihi-

ence whatever upon the .sensations connected
with the state of emptin(!ss or repletion of the
stomach. We shall now perform the exiwriment
in your presence, and the results we have just

been describing will be exhibited by the animal.
" (The pneumogastric nerves ha\-ing been

divided in a very large rabbit, the animal is pre-

sented with foo<l, wliich it swallows with great

voracity, having been purposely kept fasting for

the previous twenty-four hours. Symptoms of

suffocation are rapidly produced : the animal
soon recovers, and attempts again to eat, which
soon brings on anotlier fit. At the close of the
leetiire the rabbit is killed and opened. The
(esophagus is found entirely filled up with undi-
gested food, fVom the cardia to tiio i)harynx,
while the stomach only contains some vestiges of

the animal's last meal ; for in the Rfxientia, even
when kept fa-sting for a certain time, the stomach
is never completely empty.)

"These are not, gentlemen, the only experi-

ments that have I)een tried on the ojsophagus.
An opening has been made on this canal for the
purj>ose of extracting the alimentary bolus, in the
state in which it mokes its exit from the mouth

;

this experiment enables us to ascertain with what
proportion of saliva it 1ms been impregnated
during mastication ; by giving tlie animal dry
food, and weighing it ]j«foro and after the opera-
tion, the quantity of saliva therein contained is

easily calculated ; thus, when a horse is given ten
in'ammes of straw, which has been previously

dried with care, the mass extracted from the
' ns weighs a hundred grammes ; it might

inferred that the animal adds nine
[larts of saliva to uni: hundred yiaxtn of

food : the j>roportion, however, varies with the
different descnptions of alimentary substances.

When the parotidian duct has been opened on
both sides, its .secretion does not, of course, flow

into the mouth, so that the process of mastication
is more difficult and lasts a much longer time

;

the animal's thirst is also increased : all these

results are ea.sy to be explained, by the nature of

the gland's functions, which we have just been
studying in the preceding Lecture.

" The mechanism of ilegtutition has also been
studied by means of similar experiments. When
the (I'sophagian du't is oiieneil in a horse, and a
ligature applied under the opening, if food is

given to the animal, it escapes from the aperture
in small .se]iamto masses ; if on the contrary, the
oesophagus is divided, the aliments swallowed make
their appearance in onecontinnousmas.s, the upper
portion ijiishing out the lower parts. In other
words, the power of contraction of thtr (jssophagus

is exerted in the first instance, while the impul-
sion is entirely derived fpun the pharynx in the
second. The natural conclusion which wo arrive

at from these experiments is, that cesophagian
contractions cannot be produced, when fixed

points of insertion no longer exist at each end of

the membranous tube ; for iu all other respects

the conditions of the experiment are exactly the

same as in the previous case, and the nerves have
not been injured, as far as the upper extremity of

the duct is concerned."

The Author then remarks on the importance of

the experiments that have been made on the

stomach of animals for the purpose of ascertaining

the qualities of the gastric juice. He says that

the horse and rabbit are unfit for these experi-

ments, and that the dog is the most .suitable,

observing :

" To M. Blondlot belongs the honour of having
been the first to conceive the idea of this opera-

tion. The following is the process invented by
this able observer :

—

"The animal being laid on its back and pro-

perly secured, an incision is made over the linea
alba, from the xiphoid appendage down to the
symphysis pubis ; the stomach is then seized
with a pair of forceps and drawn forwards. A
silver wire is then passed into the walls of the
stomach and twisted round a wooden obturator,

placed outside of the abdomen. This first part of
the operation having been perfonned, the animal
is allowed to rest for a few (lays ; and when, after

a sufficient lapse of time, the walls of the stomach
have adhered to the abdominal opening, the anterior
surface of the organ is opened with the bistoury,

and a canula is introduced.

"In my own experiments I found it more con-
venient to modify the imxlus opcrmuli in the follow-

ing manner :—The stomach is, in the first place,

distended, by allowing the animal to feed copiously
an hour or two before the operation ; the incision
is then made, and simultaneously comprehends
the walls of the abdomen and the anterior surface

of the stomach, which, being distendod, is con-
tiguous to them ; the canula is then immediately
introduced, and a few sutures are made, in order
to connect the abdominal wound with the gastric

aperture. The operation almost invariably suc-

ceeds ; and within a couple of days the experi-
ments on digestion may safely lie commenced.

" M. Blondlot has lately brought before the
public a modification of his own process, which
enables the operator to dispense with a canula.

It sometimes happens that an intense inflamma-
tion of the lips of the wound is produced, and
that the presence of the instrument occasions a
jiainful irritation, which renders it necessary to
withdraw it ; when this is not done, the neigh-
bouring parts are .sometimes mortified. In my
own ex|)eriments I have avoided this inconvenience
by using a double canula, which enables me to
substitute a smaller one for the first, when too
large.

" M. Blondlot adopts a different method. After
havnng cut open the abdomen, ho provokes an
adhesive inflammation, which connects the anterior
.surface of the stomach with the lips of the
wound : he then compels the animal to swallow
a ball of packthread, allowing one of its ex-
tremities to hang out at the mouth. By means of
a forceps he then .seizes the other extremity within
the gastric cavity, after having opened it ; an
obturator is then fastened to the anterior ex-
tremity, and the string being drawn out through
the wound, the obturator passes through tlio

ftsophagus into the stomach, and occupies tho
aperture, which it entirely closes. In this manner
the oi)ening can be closed at will by pulling tho
string fastened to the obturator, and laid open
again by forcing the obturator back.

" In practice this method appears to offer con-
siderable difficulties ; and we still continue, as
usual, to make use of a double canula, iastead of
adopting M. Blondlot's new process.

" We shall now iierform the ojieration before
you, and in our next f.ecture tlu^ animal on
which the experiment is now made will no doubt
be sulHcienlly recovered to funiish us with an
abundant supply of gastric juice ; we shall then
examine successively its interesting properties, as
well as that ]iait of tile digestive act which takes

place within the stomach.
"(The (^xjieriment was immediately performed

n])on a very liU'ge and fine greyhound ; tlic animal
having fed about an hour before tho operation,

was of course in full digestion at the time ; and
as soon as the stomach was opened a large (luaatity

of gastric juice escaped from the wound.)'
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Dr CoNOLLY continues in the same journal his

Secolkctions of Insanity. We extract some pas-

sages :

"In the course of these new admissions, the

primary advantage of a kind reception of the

patients was a lesson soon learned. A superin-

tendent should alwaj-s visit a new patient with

the least possible delay, and help to associate his

kind demeanour and words with the first impres-

sions of a time full of anxiety to a helpless person,

conscious of his helplessness, and consequent de-

pendence on those to whose care he is consigned.

It was seen that the impressions made by obsei'V-

ing this rule were seldom without their salutary

influence, and seldom or never forgotten. A very
general error is perceptible in too many instances

in the manner in which insane persons are ac-

costed by those about them ; who often seem to

consider them insensible to the absence of civility,

or even to remarks of an unfixvourable nature on
their malady and the habits induced by it. The
young Practitioner anxious to conciliate his

patients, and to acipiire influence over them,
should carefully avoid this fault, and always treat

insane people, of whatever class, with a certain

respect. They do not like to be too familiarly or

even condescendingly addressed ; and their feel-

ings are too real, and even their delusions too

serious in their own estimation, to allow them to

be jested with or laughed at ; and scolding them
only excites their anger or detestation. There is

something in madness which makes the poorest

patient as sensitive in these respects as one of a

supei'ior class. A sort of refinement of feeling,

one might almost call it, is in some manner
associated with their malady, and for a time the

conventionalists of life are subjected to a kind of

equalisation. The first interview which the

patient has with the Physician under whose care

ne is to be placed, and the first entrance into an
asylum, commonly excite his faculties of observa-

tion very strongly. Every word is noted, every

look is watched ; the aspect of the entrance of the

house, the dress and manner of the servants, the

passing view caught of other patients, all are

acutely perceived, and furnish matter for sus-

picion and dread, or for something approaching

to confidence and hope. Among the poor, and
sometimes even among the rich, the distress ex-

isting in the mind is often in these circumstances

increased by the bodUy discomfort arising from
the neglects to which they have been exposed as

regards food, raiment, and personal cleanliness.

A reception, kind, quiet and friendly, the ad-

ministration of proper refreshment, a warm bath,

the prospect of a clean and decent bed, produce
so general an improvement as to place a kind
superintendent or proprietor in a difficulty as to

the written statement required from him by the
law after two clear days of observation. Patients

of the highest classes respond in some degree to

these comfortable influences ; but on the jiooror

the efl'ects of them are commonly striking. In
the days to which my recollections chiefly refer,

it may easily be supposed that taking off' long-

worn restraints, removing ragged and dirty

dresses, and supplying the unexpected comforts

of a warm bath, and a pleasant and wliolsome

meal, were sometimes even in their first conse-

quences miraculous. The patients who had been

brought into the asylum struggling or shrieking,

heated, and flushed, and irritable, were generally

found, when visited a few hours afterwards, so

altered in appearance and manner as scarcely to

be recognised. They had heard gentle words,

long unknown to them ; they perceived, in all

their trouble and confusion, that they were not
uncared for, not abandoned, not perhaps in quite

a hopeless state. Many happy examples of in-

cipient amendment, followed by permanent re-

covery, occurred in patients whose first appear-
ance was far from promising ; some apparently
ungovernably turbulent, and some so deeply de-

jected as to express their belief that there would
be for them, to use their own expressions, no
sun, no moon, evermore. In subsequent years I

have now and then met some of these patients
happy and well, and been greeted by them in the
crowd of London with a cordiality puzzling to
the bystanders. I could fill many pages with
cases illustrating these circnmstances, on some of
which, even after many years, and when some of
the suff'erers whom unexpected comfort reached

this manner have been long resting in the

grave, I sometimes dwell with a satisfaction no
earthly events and no time can weaken or fade.

'
' But there were occasional difficulties to be

overcome requiring repeated efforts and unwearied

patience ; for among the insane of cities and of

suburban villages are many whose malady has

been but the close of a life of irregularity, or

violence or crime, and whose habitual defiance of

social order has qualified them to oppose authority

of every kind, and to defy kindness as bitterly as

severity. Fierce maniacal men were to be treated,

who long regarded forbearance and civility with con-

tempt, until some chord was accidentally touched

to a sweeter tone, some subject allied in their

wild thoughts with softer impressions, or with
past events in which their better feelings had
once been interested. Examples of this kind
occurred chiefly among our Scotch patients, and
I have known the name of Burns act upon them
sometimes like a charm, and suspend what had
appeared to be endless hostilities. Discharged

soldiers, not often of the best class, were to be
reduced, if possible, to order ; skilful in evasion,

and daring in disobedience to rules. Among
these the Irish were the most unwearied in

troubling ; ever impulsive, crazy from the freest

use of stimulants, soon recovering when compelled

to temperance ; full of legal arguments for release
;

rapidly relapsing when released, and now and
then suddenly revengeful and dangerous. The
virago, the dread of many a Middlesex hamlet,

was to be managed ; whose sharp intellect endowed
her with exhaustless means of mischief, and who
knew peculiarly how to plague every officer, and
had a nickname ready for every magistrate who
fancied his position and bearing would command
her respect. Wild Irish women w-ere not un-

common, passionate and variable, alternately pro-

voking and amusing ; but sometimes also gi-ieving

and tormenting, with almost a demoniac instinct

and delight, those who were indefatigable in

their service, so that the nurses would sit down
and cry from vexation and despair. The de-

struction of clothes and furniture eff'ected from

time to time by these violent women was extra-

ordinary ; and some were so strong, active, and
ingenious, that locks, and bolts, and screws, and
guards for windows, were so many toys, which
they could take to pieces without any instm-

meutal aid ; the disjointed materials being some-

times politely presented to the astonished at-

tendants, or to the physician at his morning visit.

In some of these curious cases the commencement
of convalescence was characterised by a more
humorous mischief. One Irishwoman whose
violence had often terrified the whole staff of

nurses, becoming less malignly disposed, had a

particular satisfaction in sewing the dresses of the

female patients to those of their nearest neigh-

bours, as they sat together, sometimes their

gowns, sometimes their cloth boots ; from which
it resulted that when the one at the end of the

bench moved away, the next was constrained to

follow, and the next, so that theymoved altogether

if they moved at all. Another had particular

pleasure in hiding herself, and causing a wide

and general search to be made for her, sometimes
including the despatch of a special messenger to

one of the London workhouses, where it was
thought she might be found. After one rather

anxious afternoon of this kind, she emerged from
a large coal-box in one of the day-rooms, on the

lid of which, to her extreme delight, the nurses

had sat for a time in dolorous counsel as to the

steps to be taken to find her.
'

' Perhaps I may be unduly afraid of the possi-

bility that at some future day, in consequence of

the apparent tendency of the governing bodies of

County Asylums, who are more and more pressed

for the admission of pauper-lunatics, to enlarge

them unreasonably, that mechanical restraint

will be revived in some of those establishments

and introduced into othere in which it has not

yet been resorted to. The size to which the

asylums of Middlesex have already been extended

is clearly incompatible with the exercise of such

supeiTision as can be satisfactoiy to the Medical

Officers ; and the consequences of various kinds

will be such as to direct the thoughts of tliose

who persist in defending unlimited augmentation

of buildings for the insane to the old methods, of

restraining patients in defiiult of vigilant and nn-

intermitting and im])ossible inspection. Such a

lamentable reaction would not have the sanction

of the Medical Officers of any asylum, nor of the

Commissioners in Lunacy ; but the opinions of

Physicians and tlic authority of Commissioners
may be found as unavailing in such apijarent

necessity as they have been in resisting the en-

largement of asylums to a point incompatible

with the proper management and treatment of
the patients."

Some remarks then follow on the advantages of

the non-restraint system, and Dr ConoUy con-

cludes :

"Of all this the superintendent who would
abolish or maintain the abolition of mechanical

r straints must preserve a firm and earnest con-

viction, not to be shaken by the misgivings of

those whose indolence or indifference makes them
insensible to the state of the poor lunatic, whoss
life is literall}' in his hands. We can believe in

the interjsity of feeling which agitated Samuel
Tuke, when the struggle had begun at York,
more than sixty years since, and which wrung
from the good and quiet quaker's heart that

earnest prayer recorded in liis journal,— "Teach
Thou my hands to war and ray fingers to fight

for these my defenceless and injured fellow-

creatures, for Thou alone art the fountain of

knowledge, wisdom, and strength." Difficulties,

trials, and even griefs may be incurred for a time
by all engaged in such a task : few important
improvements are eff'ected without these draw-
backs, inseparable from all tasks assigned to this

mortal state ; but the real, and striking, and
happy results on the patients will soon afford

encouragements more powerful than them all.

Such must have been the experience, such the

trials, of Mr Gardiner Hill, at Lincoln ; of Mr
Gaskell, at Lancaster ; of the late Dr Hutcheson,
at Glasgow ; and of the late Dr Anderson, at

Haslar. Their labours have not been fruitless

;

and when they were completed, the question of

non-restraint was decided, and as respects the

insane, the battle of humanity was fought and
won."

Mr Buxton Shillitoe describes in the same

journal a New Form of Catheter for dilating

strictures. The form of the catheter recommended

is that of a short cone, commencing about one

inch and a quarter from the end.

Dr Elliotson contributes to the 'MedicalTimes

and Gazette' of Juue 30, a paper on Urethral

RheumatUm and Ophthalmia, which we quote.

'
' My first knowledge of the occurrence of the

disease was obtained from Sir Astley Cooper's

lectures, which I attended at St. Thomas's Hos-
pital in 1806-7 and 1807-8. How many years

previous he had mentioned or seen it I cannot

say. He pretended to no merit of discovery, but

related in the most artless manner the communi-
cation of the facts to him by a patient. ' Aa
American gentleman,' he said, 'came to me with

the clap, and I told him he might think liimself

well off' to be so little affected. '
' Oh, ' said he,

' a clap with me is a serious thing. When Ihadit
before, I was attacked a few daj's after the infec-

tion with an obstinate inflammation of the eyes-

that was followed by rheumatism.' 'I thought,'

continued Sir Astley, ' that he might have caught
cold while taking mercury, but he said he had
taken none. I therefore watched the disease j

and in a few days his eyes became inflamed ; and
after that one of his knees swelled, and then the
other became affected with chronic inflammation.

He was attended by Dr Relph, of Guy's Hospital,

and myself for many months. He left this coun-
try uncured, but I heard that he got well on his-

voyage. Since this case I have seen many more
such.

" It is very natural to suppose, before our ei-

perieiice became enlarged, that the disease was
the result of gonorrheal contagion : and the
appellation gonorrhceal rlieumatism, given natu-

rally to it from its alliance with gonorrhoja, must
have increased the tendency to this view. We
cannot wonder, therefore, at Sir Astley Cooper
believing that the ophthalmia was produced, not

indeed by the application of gonorrhceal secretion

accidentally to the eye, as may happen with any
careless patient, but stiU by the absorption of it

into the system, and that the proper treatment

of the rheumatism, produced to his view of course

by the same poison, was the same as of gonorrhoaa
— half-a-drachm, according to him, gradually

increased to a di'achm, of copaiba, with spirits of
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turpentine, tbree times a day. AYc have no
specific remedy for gonoirhcea, any more than for

measles, scarlatina, or small-pox : and those

drugs must in many cases aggravate gonorrhoea :

and they would aggravate many cases of the

rheumatism. Copaiba, cubebs, and some analo-

gous drugs, are useful occasionally in i;onorrhcea,

but not more so than in similar uncontagious
affections of the genital passages, and possibly of

some other mucous membranes. If there is no
reason to ascribe specific powers over gonorrhcea

to them, neither is there any to conceive that

they can be remedies of the rheumatism bearing
the distinction of gonorrhceal. Nor are they (a).

"The belief, now generally prevalent, of the
rheumatism iu question — rheumatism with
urethral discharge—and indeed of the ophthalmia,
being really the product of gonorrhceal poison, is,

I am satisfied, as unfounded as the previous
generally prevalent disbelief that rheumatism and
ophthalmia are ever connected with gonorrhcea.

It was long before this struck me : for I had
always read of tho.se forms of disease, and heard
them spoken of, with the epithet gonorrhceal :

and had not seen them except in gonorrheal
patients. After a time I received tlie assurance

of one or two patients that the affection of their

genitals could not have arisen from infection :

but it made no impression upon me, because I

am familiar with the untruths which arc often

told upon these subjects, and because patients do
really sometimes fondly deceive themselves as to

the character of those with whom they intrigue.

But, a.s years passed on, more instances of the
alleged impossibility of infection presented them-
selves to me : and some such patients, I felt

certain, could have no reason to deceive me, were
too much endowed witli self-respect to stoop
to an untruth, and were too acute to be
themselves in error. Some have told me
this long afterwards, when they had ceased
to incur the possibility of catching any diiiease

of the genital organs. I knew no one inclined

to this view till five years ago, when, accident-
ally meeting with a surgeon, a married man
and a father, who had consulted Sir Astlcy Cooper
and myself twenty years at least previously for

what we had all termed gonorrhceal rheumatism,
and since which time I had not heard of him, I

was told by him that, before he married, ho had
again suffered a few attacks of rheumatism and
uretliral discharge, on which occasions the idea of
infection was altogether out of the question, as he
had not been cxiiosed to the possibility of risk.

At this period he had no inducement to deceive
me as to his former life ; and formerly he liad
always been candid when suffering for irregulari-
ties. He added that since his marriage he had
occasionally suffered in the same twofokl manner
as when he was irregular and single. I was much
pleased, and I communicated to him that my
convictions of the.se affections being imi>ro-
perly termed gonorrhceal was as strong as his
own. Farther experience up to the present
moment has set the question completely at rest
in my mind. Indeed, altliongh the circumstance
is not noticed by the Profession, some writers
clearly entertain this opinion and state facts

which establish it, and yet lay no stress uiwn its

difference from the commonly-received views. I

have just found that Sir Benjamin Brodie, in his
' Pathological and Surgical Observations on

(a) For thirty years I have not prescribed
copaiba, cubebs, or any special drug in ^onorrli'Ea,
but contented myself with onlinary antiphlogistic
measures as long as inflammation existed and for
some time afterwards, and my practice has been most
successful. But then I fully carry out the plan,
allowing no fermented or distilleil fluid whatever,
nor any other stimulating substance

; and enjoining
the \itmo9t rest of the legs that is possible, as well
as abstinence from flesh food, even in the form of
broth. In addition, mild aperients, abundant dilu-
ents, the application of warm water, a constant sus-
pensory to prevent orchitis, narcotics when indicated
by chordce, make up by far the most satisfactory
trc.itMient that I ever adopted. I know that copaiba,
cubcl.s, and injections, sometimes arrest uninflain-
matory and even obstinate gonorrhcea ; but persever-
ance with the plan which 1 have mentioned, above
all with the negative port of it, is almost always
suftir ieut, and is the best preventive of, as \w\\ us a
most important remedy in, strictures anci all inflam-
matf.ry irriUtions of the urethra and the rectum.
Tiii^ iMifx.rtance of jjerfect aUtinencc from stimulat-
ing ilrmks and from flesh in tonio inflammationt is by
many not duly appreciated.

Diseases of the Joints,' published in London iu

1818, gives five cases of the disease witnessed by
himself, and remarks that in one the patient
could not ascribe the discharge to infection, and
in another the patient suffered from strictures in

the urethra, and, although rheumatism took
place twice with gonorrhcea, it took place twice
also when there was no gonorrhoea, but the
urethra was iu a state of irritation and discharge
through the mere introduction of bougies
employed on account of the strictures. He,
therefore, says that it may occur without in-

fection. Brandes also considers that the rheu-

matism may be re-excited after all gonorrhcea has
ceased, if the urethra is irritated by any common
cause : and speaks of tliis rheumatism as bknor-
rhagiqxie (gonorrhceal) and traumaiiqiie (such as

from the introduction of a foreign body into the
urethra). Marechal gives a case of rheumatism,
long and with all the other characters of gouor-
rlio'al rheumatism, that had followed an uretliral

discharge produced by nothing but the immoderate
use of new beer, ami such as had never occurred
in the man before.

" My own experience, extending through so
many years, renciera it impossible for me to doubt
that specific and contagious nature is unneces.sary

to the urethral irritation which in certain persons
gives rise to rheumatism and to ophthalmia also

in others—that the mere irritation is sufficient,

and, iu fact, is the cau.se, and that the gonor-
rhoea!, contagious character is incidental only.

The combination of the cases of other writers with
my own will, 1 hope, settle the question. The
single case of syphilitic infection of a lady by
secondary symptoms in the hand of her maid,
recorded by me in the ' Medical Times ' of Sept.

4, 1858, removed all i)ossibility of farther doubt
respecting the occurrence of infection from
secondary sores. The determination of the jiro-

duction of rheumatism by simple urethral irrita-

tion is effected by the repeated experience of
many of us continued through a large number of
years. The impediment to the perfect know-
ledge of what is known as gonorrhceal rheumatism
was its extremely rare occurrence among the
instances of rheumatism at large, on account of
the comparatively small number of persons affected
with irritation of the urethra, aud tne still smaller
numlwr of persons among these that have the
unfortunate peculiarity of liability to rheumatism
from it. The impediment to the knowledge of
simple irritation of the urethra being the cause
was still greater, on account Ixitli of the great
rarity of simjdc, compared with gonorrhceal,
irritation of the nrethi-a, aud of very few in-
dividuals indeed being the subjects of both simple
urethral irritation and liability to rheumatism
from irritation of the urethra. Those who from
habit regard this kind of rheumatism and oph-
thalmia when allied with gonorrhcea *s therefore
gonorrhceal, must remember that in every case of
gonorrhoea there are two ciicnmstances united

—

the irritation of the urethra and the spaoific
nature ; and that tlie latter cannot exist without
the former, although the former may exist with-
out the latter. Consequently, no case of gonor-
rhceal rheumatism or ophtlialmia proves that
the rheumatism or oplithalmia depends upon
the specific— the gonorrhceal— nature of the
urethral affection, and not upon the irritation
irrespective of specific nature.

"A little experience of this rheumatism im-
pressed me, as it has done many others, with
certain characteristics, and I detailed them in
clinical lectures above twenty years ago. 1. T
saw and see it so frequently in tl^o feet, that
wlicnever a rheumatic man has walked into my
library lame from rheumatism of liis feet, I have
startled him with tlie question how long he had
been suffering under gonorrhrtia. It not unfre-
quently affects the hands—perhaps, as I once saw,
a single joint only ; the wrists and elbows

; but
the lower extremities most frequently, the knees
as well as the feet ; the hips also. It may affect
any joints, and several at one time or in succession

;

the loins also and back of the neck. I saw it

once in the joint of the jaw. 2. Its obstinacy
and extreme duration are remarkable. Tlio
longest case I ever saw was in the jaw, and after
two or three attacks imperfect rigidity, I believe,
b(!came permanent. 3. I am not aware of ever having
seen it in a female. But gonorrlxea is compara-
tively rare in women, as one loose female con-
taminates .scores of men, and, however great the
number of loose women, the number of men who

have been occasionally loose is almost equal to tha
number of all men. i. But the most important
and perhaps an invariable point in its character is

its inflammatory nature at first, aud for a very
considerable time. This struck me before I had
seen many instances of the disea.se, and 1 did not
find that it had been noticed. But Sir Benjamin
Brodie, whose book upon diseases of the joints I

had never seen, had possibly made the same re-

mark ; for previously, in fact above twelve years
before I was aware of witnessing the disease, he
had written that colchicum was the best remedy
for it ; and the great utility of this medicine
against rheumatism I believe to be in the inflam-

matory form. Not only is the disease, but its

inflammatory nature, disposed to continue very
long. Yet at length—after a long period—the
time may anive when the iodide of potassium,
tonics, and general and topical stimulants, are

the suitable means : and forcible extension of tha
joint may be proper. Till that time arrives, the
treatment should consist of patient abstinence
from fermented and distilled liquids and flesh

food, the removal of external stimulants, rest,

and a position which favours the presence of as
little blood as possible in the affected part or
parts, the discrete use of colchicum and other
purgatives, and the repeated ajiplication of
leeches. The same kind of treatment is suitable

to the ophthalmia, which, however, is seldom so
obstinate. I believe that the rheumatism occurs
in general earlier than the ophthalmia ; it often
occurs alone ; and there may be differences in
these two particulars in the same individual in
different attacks. 5. These two affections bear no
relation to the intensity of the urethral. The
smallest discharge will produce the rheumatism,
and perhajvs the ophthalmia likewise, in the pre-
disposed ; nor is tlie intensity or duration of these
in proportion to the degree of the urethral ; and
they, or one of them, may continue after the
urethral. 6. I have known several persons suffer
from gonorrhcea more than once without either of
these consequences, and then become subject to
them ; but only one individual escape an attack
of rheumatism after every occurrence of gonor-
rhoea when once rheumatism had followed the
apjiearance of urethral discharge. 1 have seen
the predisjKisition to this urethral rheumatism in
several men of the same family, whether tho
irritated state of the urethra was gonorrhceal
or not.

"The predisposition is a great misfortune ; be-
cause, as soon as the urethral affection begins^
tho patient feels certain of an attack of chronic
rheumatism : and, though it may take place in a
few days, it may not for a consiilerable time, but
is sure to come : and the mildness of the urethral
affection does not foretell a mild attack."

Tho ' Dublin Hospital Gazette ' contains a

Report of a Cote of Obsaire Aneurimi of the,

Aorla, occurring in St. Vincent's Hospital, under

the care of Dr O'Fekjiall :

" The post-mortem appearances were submitted
to the Pathological Society by Dr Stokes, who,
in bringing it before the Society, said that he did
so as one of the Secretaries of the Society, on the
part of Dr O'Ferrall, who was unable to attend.
Dr Stokes said

—

"Tlie case was one of aneurism of a portion of
the aorta, and had some important and interest-
ing features in connection with the diagnosis of
that disease. The subject was a man aged thirty-
six years. From his earlier manhood he had
been of dissipated habits, and had led a reckless
and intemperate life. He enlisted, and had been
sent with his regiment to India ; whilst in that
country his health gave way. He became
affected with cough and pain in the left side.

Being found unfit for duty, he was invalided and
sent home ; and shortly after his arrival in this
country he was received as an intern patient into
St Vincent's Hospital, in Febniary last, under
the care of Dr O'Ferrall. At the time of his ad-
mi.ssion, he was labouring under severe dyspnse
and a distressing cough, which seemed of a
spasmodic character, and attacked him at inter-

vals. During tho paroxysms, which were violent,

the cough was characterizecl by a peculiar ring-
ing, and, as it were, metallic sound. The expec-
toration was scanty. Tliis man complained, espe-
cially after an attack of tlie cough, of sharp,
lancinating pains in tho region of the right
mamma, shooting from thence towards the axilla.
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Decubitus was generally and by ])refureiico ou
the right side. The man was much emaciated.

His countenance was of a sallow paleness, and
bore traces of gieat suffering.

" On exaniiuiug this patient, Dr O'Ferrall

found that the entire surface of the thoracic

region, on its left posterior aspect, sounded dull

On percussion ; muscular movement ou the same
side was veiy limited. On measurement of the
thorax, no remarkable difference was perceptible

between the bulk of its right and left sections

respectively. The heai't was found slightly out
of its normal position, and towards the right
side. On careful auscultation no miu'mur could
be detected along the course of the aorta, or,

indeed, within the chest at all. Neither could
any decided I'ale be recognised. In the region of

the left side of the chest posteriorly, tubular
breathing could be distinguished. There were
faint vocal fremitus and bronchophony. It was
remarkable that there was not the slightest indi-

cation of the bellows murmur, either in the
region of the heart or along the course of the
great vessels, at any stage of this case. There was
no dysphagia (although, as it afterwards appeared,
nothing would have been more likely to occumnder
the circumstances). There was no laryngeal stridor.

There was no tumefaction above the clavicles.

Ko inordinate cervical pulsations. The respira-

tions ranged from thirty to thirty-eight in the
minute. The radial pulse (equal at both wrists)
averaged about one hundred. There was no new
centre of pulsation estalJished in any part of the
chest. There was, in fact, a complete absence of
the ordinary symptoms of aortic aneurisms, the
absence of anything like murmur being not the
least remarkable. Notwithstanding these .symp-
toms, or rather despite of the absence of the
indications ordinarily relied on, Dr OTen-all un-
hesitatingly formed his diagnosis of the case,

which was, that the left bronchial tube was
pressed upon by an intra-thoracic tumour, and,
moreover, that that tumour was an aneurism of
the aorta. Dr O'Ferrall asserted and maintained
this opinion despite of the absence of the
ordinarily received rational symptoms of arterial

lesion in the chest, and he obsei'ved that he was
principally su.stained and fortified in his opinion
by, firstly, the fact of the lancinating and darting
pains exjierieueed by the patient, shooting from
the mammary region towards the axilla ; and
secondly, by the peculiar character of the hard
and ringing cough. It was true that analogous
symptoms might be produced by an intra-tlioracic

tumour, not aneurismal—a carcinomatous tumour,
for instance ; but ou reviewing the other symp-
toms and constitutional condition of this man,
Dr O'Ferrall found reason from his own jiractical

experience to adopt and adhere to the conclusion
that the disease was aneurismal. The proga-ess

of the disease was watched with great care and
attention. Eventually the man died suddenly
after having ejected a small quantity of blood
from the moutjfi.

'
' Post-mortem.—Ou laying open the thorax, the

left lung was fomid to be in a state of pneumonic
solidity. It should be observed that this man
had been in an advanced stage of pneumonia at

the time of his admission into liospital. A
large aneurism was found occupying the trans-

verse portion of the aorta. The aneurismal sac

opened by two perforations into the left bronchial
tube, against which the aneurismal tumour,
previous to its bursting, must have pressed
severely. This was really a false aneurism in the
truest acceptation of the terra, and this fact

rendered more strange the absence of all ordinary
indications of its presence during life. In cases
of what was termed true aneurism it was not
unusual to find the symptoms obscure and ill-

defined ; but, in cases like the present, the
leading indications weregenerally found sufficiently
marked and evident.

"It was truly singular that there had been no
jymptom of dysplMgia in this case ; for here was
the tumour reflected, and bent over the ojsopha-
gus. It was not possible but that there must
have been some mechanical obstruction exjicrienced
in the act of deglutition

;
yet the man had never

oomplaiued of any uneasiness of that kind. It
would be seen that the margins of the two per-
forated apertures from the sac into the bronchial
tube were edged with fungoid growth. This
growth would seem to have become deposited in
proportion a.s the intervening tissues of the
aneurismal sac and of the bronchial tube became

absorbed by pres.sure and likely to give way, as if

there had been an effort of nature to retard the
fatal bursting of the tumour.
"Dr Stokes here exhibited the preparation,

pointed out the site of the aneurism, and showed
the two apertures whereby the contents of the

sac had burst into the left bronchus, causing
immediate death."

We quote from the same journal the following

remarks, also by Dr O'Ferrall, on the Use of

Larch-Bark in Bmrnorrhages :

'
' There is no accident which occasions more

anxiety to the physician, as well as to the
patient or his friend.s, than internal hajmor-
rhage, and none that from its suddenness and
danger renders empirical treatment more justifi-

able. In such a case time is everything ; life is

ebbing away, and we cannot wait for the
development of the physiological effects of

medicines, the principle of whose action we fancy
we understand. There is no occasion therefore in

which we require to be provided with so many
expedients in the event of failure of those we have
already tried. "When a new styj)tic is jiroposed,

it becomes the duty of the clinical physician to

avail himself of the opportunities afforded by a
large hospital, and to record as early as is con-

sistent with accuracy the results of his experience.

The larch-bark has been proposed as a remedy in

purpura, and analogy naturally suggested it as a
means of controlling similar conditions of the

mucous membranes, often of an alarming nature.

The first class of cases in which I directed its

employment was the intercurrent ha-moptysis of

phthisis ; in some of those, the usual remedies

—

ipecacuanha, lead, tannic or gallic acids, &c.

—

had been employed without effect, when the
larch-bark was tried. The hsemorrhage became
diminished and soon ceased, and the remedy
rapidly Ijegan to acquire an importance in our
estimation. As confidence in the drug increased,

it took an early place in the prescriptions for

such cases, and up to the present moment has

given such satisfaction, that it is the prevailing

remedy in my wards for this affection.

" There is another class of cases, often of an
exceedingly ob.stinate nature, in which it has
proved of signal service—cases of uterine hsemor-

rhage. Some of those cases have depended upon
the presence of fibrous tumours connected with
the uterus ; others upon carcinomatous degenera-

tion of the organ. In both the use of larch-bark

has been followed by a cessation of this dangerous
accident. In some cases of heematuria from
various sources—renal or vesical—the blood inithe

urine disappeared under its use.
" In hsemateniesis 1 have not yet ventured to

try this medicine, as 1 have not experienced

failure from the ordinary remedies—turpentine,

gallic acid, &c.—since its introduction.
" The form in which I am in the habit of ex-

hibiting the larch-bark is that of the tincture, in

doses of half a drachm evei-v third hour."

OUB NOTE BOOK.

HYDROCEPHALUS.
In the March number of the ' New Orleans

Medical News and Hospital Gazette,' Dr Marsh,
of Port Hudson, re]>orts a very interesting case of

hydrocephalus, in which paracentesis capitis was
several times performed. At the time of the first

operation the patient was about nine months old.
" Its body and extremities were emaciated beyond
the power of pen to describe. It seemed as

though there were nothing but integuments,
bloodvessels, and bones left. At the same time,

it had the face of an infant, and the head of a

man." The head measured 26 inches in its

longest diameter. At the first operation '

' eleven
ounces of fluid were drawn off, clear and pellucid

at first, and of a slightly saline taste, like per-

spiration, but turbid at last." Sixteen days later

the second operation was performed, a.\\A sixty-four

ounces were evacuated, '

' with a very strong smell
of urine." Eleven days later sixteen ounces of

fluid were withdrawn, and three days later the

patient died. Dr Marsh says, " It may be proper
here to observe, that at no time after an operation

could the bones of the head be compressed so as

not to leave a cavity between them and the brain.

As the water again accumulated, it could be dis-

tinctly heard surging from one side to another, as

the child was moved."— 'American Medical
Monthly.'

H^MATTTBIA.
In the ' Medical and Surgical Reporter' for

March 3rd, Dr E. T." Blackwell reports a case of
hematuria, which full doses of gallic acid, opium,
&c., failed to relieve. He says, " Finding the
remedies entirely fail, I ordered the bladder to be
injected with a weak solution of alum, at first

tepid, afterwards entirely cold. The effect

was happy and rapid."— 'American Medical
Monthly.

'

CFRE OF FALSE JOINTS.
The Academy of Sciences has been fortunate

enough to receive, at a few days' interval, two
communications relative to fake joints cured by
different modes of operation. Our readers will

find at the Art. Learned tiocieties the summary of

an interesting paper, by M. Jordan, on autoplatsy
of the ])eriosteum applied to the treatment <H

pseudarthrosis. This method consists in th*
oblique resection of the two fragment*, at the ei-

tremities of which the periosteum has been jirevi-

ODsly detached for the purjiose of preserving a
double ridge for the reproduction of the osseoi»
structure. This method has been known for

several years, but it seemed rather adapted to

theory than to clinical piractice. If it were evea
easy to apply the process in the ojjerating-room on
healthy bone, it seemed very difficult, not to say

impossible, to obtain a satisfactory resuh with
bones enveloped with irregular stalactites. M.
Jordan, however, was not stopped by tliis diffi-

culty, and in the case of pseudarthrosis recorded in

his memoir, he was enabled to obtainthe consoli-

dation of the tibia by inserting the lower frag-

ment into a cap dissected from the siqwrior frag-

ment.
In an analogous case, 3f . Jobert de Lamballe Tisefl

with much success a seton, taking care, however,
to excite the periostic membrane only, a proceaB
difl^'erent from that hitherto pursued by the Btir-

geon of the H8tcl-Dicn, whose object rt was to
promote granulation of the o.sscous surfaces afler

after having induced superficial necrosis. TTie
case read by M. Jobert to the Academy was thrt
of a Tuscan commercial traveller, aged 45. Thfe
man had never experienced any serious disease, and
presented no symptom of confirmed syphilis.

In the month of June 1856, his right leg was
fractured in a fall h-om a carriage. The injury of
the bone was complicated by a woimd of the in-

tegument, overlapping of the fragments and
infiauimatory congestion. For six weeks the leg
was kept in Scultet's apparatus, and the follow-

ing month in a plaster bandage ; after three
months' treatment, the mobility of the fragments
]iersisting to the same degree, tlie patient placed

himself under the care of M. Seutin. This sur-

geon had recourse to his ingenicrus starch bandages,
in which an aperture, on a level with the false

articulation, admitted of the wound being jiainted

every day with tincture of iodine. "This new
treatment, protracted for two months, was not,

however, more snccessfnl tlian tlie means of con-
tention preriously used, and it was then the
patient decided on repairing to Paris. M.
Jobert found considerable mobility coinciding
with a deej) gioove in the tibia, a little above the
lower third of the bone. It immediately occmred
to him to use the seton as a means of excitement
of the periosteum, and he jiroceeded to the opera-
tion in the following manner :

A small incision was made on a level with the
line of separation of the fragments, i. e. on the
outer and inner sides of the false joint and ex-
tending above the fracture. An iron grooved con-
ductor was inseited between the fragments, aud
jiassed from one wound to the other without much
difficulty by a to and fi-o movement. A style

bearing a seton, guided by the groove of the con-
ductor, soon occupied the place of the latter.

Simple cerate dressings were then applied to each
wound, and lint steeped in cold water was laid over
the surface. This operation was performed on
the irth Jdnunry, 1SS7. Ou the 2Pth abundant
suppuration escajied from both orifices ; no fever

or pain was observed The seton, after having
been each day moved in a certain portion of the
passiigo, was withdrawn on the tenth day. On
the IBtli the sup]mration had ceased. On the
12th February the mobility had alreatly mudi
diminished, and on the 20th it was no longer per-

ceptible. The 2nd April the raticnt was able to
make use of his limb, to stand, and even walk a
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few ste)«. At present his state is most satisfactory.

Tlie promptitude of the cure in this remarkable

case is explained by the choice of the procedure

adopted by JL Jobert. Formerly surgeons ob-

taiued but a secondary callus, the formation of

wbich reipiired several months ; in the present

instance, the callus was formfld at once under the

influence of mechanical irritation of the periosteum,

without exfoliation or previous necrosis. Cica-

triziitiou immediately ensued, and M. Flourens's

theory on the jcgeneration of bones by thfiir en-

veloping membrane has thus received one more

brilliaat illustration.— ' Journal of Practical Medi-

cine and Surt'ery.'

INJURIES OF THE SKULL.
In the ' Lousiville MeiUcal Journal' for March,

Prot JlidiUeDoa GoldBmith hius an article upon

the Tniatraent of Injuries of the Skull,' in which

he proiioses a substitute for the trepliiue. It is

aa objei-tionabh) feature of the trephine that so

much soiuid bone is necessarily s&crificod. To
obviato this objection. Prof. Goldaraitli has, for

tl»e last ton year.s, used the "chisel in place of the

former ins rumciit." He says, "With a chisel,

impelled by the hand, or small hammer, just so

much bono may t)0 removed as is necessary for the

iniicrtiou of the elevator, or for the extraction of

the deta<;hed pieces, auil no more. The dura

mater is not endangered in the operation, for the

dflpressed bone protects it. It is never necessary

to out any part of the internal table.; for if

tlif '"' in the external table is as large

a.s ue of the intenml table, then the

ex !iiu<j is largo enough to allow the

re<i,uir*d ujwlraction." To our mind, the chisel or

gpuge seems to pos.sess such manifest advantajjes,

that the only womler is, that it had not long since

suggested itself, and ere this entirely superseded

the trejihine. Economy in the lo.ss of skull bono

is not a matter of trifling con.sideration.

Dr Goldsmith says further, "In the BBxt

place, the writer lias uniformly practised the im-

mediate and perfect closure of the wound in the

soalp. ' He believes " that the safety of the

l>atieut is vested more in the exclusion of the

atmosphere from contact with the dura mater
than in anv other thing, and in any other cticum-
stance in tfie wholp operation of trejihining." . . .

WliT'--' ,'
:. or when tile latter is

small, • make a semiiurcular

flail, iui -, ,-,
tile breach of bone,

aufl to exlt-ud iroiu oue-liult' to three-quarters of an
iuch beyomHt." . . . " The incisiou should have
n" " '

'
" *' '-reach of the bone."

'.* he hM operated for fraetnre of

till . , iiion- than tweuty times dujring

tilt; b,t tijii vt-a: >. !/a smgle case; and
his ooIlea,L;ufc, i'rol- . has operated seven
or-' ''• ' -ing a case. This is

C' ,, and ia, doubtless,

ill Ifect, tj the nuuiuer
ot oj"Ta*M^ and 'Ir-.'-^iui,' tli- wound.

BKITISH ASSOCIATION AT OXFORD.
The .V.s.'iociation hehl its concluding meeting a

week since, when everybody wished the "Re-
vivalists " and the Museum folk God s|)eed in

tlioir goo<l work of giving new life to medical and
physioLugical studies at Oxford—a Hercules work
in a new Augean imbroglio, of which we think a
' w woiils would be vahiahle just at ))resent.

The recent revival of tba physical sciences at
iixTmiI 1,. ;:i1 1, not without a certain gratifying

iiii'!' ' 'M !!; li' al men. The age of Oxford as

1 . i; iji jiUy.ii i.J or "secular" learning is some-
t'l u' niiraculous. In the buttery at Christ
I 11 II h one gets a gla-ss of sufierb pale ale, brewed
last week ; and tliey will show you a gridiron

belonging to Cardinal Wolsey, and shrines and
pictures and pantries belonging, once on a time,

to au exi:eUent lady, a daughter of an Oxfonl
aldennaii, a small matter of 1200 years old ! Ox-
f"i'l University itself, thus old, is comparatively
]!'> II

: l>ut the uiueteen modern coUegos outsidje

ry rich, due to tits patronage of this ex-

V Miss Fridcswidc, the alderman's daughter
' The property of the colleges available

i 'II is now worth l.'JO, 000^ a year,

ladually been sw.'dlowed up in a set

. till Parliament recently overhauled
The Liaacrc Professorship iii Medi-
of the things got back from the
who have been almost a» uncon-

'

lie, according to I)r Acland
they were our own College

"'
-, .ii its own examiners and

council. Locke is, perhaps, the mau that O.xford

is proudest of. We, the doctors, must ever

venerate the cradle where Boyle and Harvey, and
Sydeuhaui and Kftdcliffe, were nursed. There are

other men, too, of minor note—Brown of the
' Religio Medici,' and Burton ("panels notus

paucioribus ignotus cui vitam dedit Melan-
cholia"). Little, poking Pembroke College one

esteems, too, as here Dr Johnson entered in his

nineteenth year, and, probably, invited Goldsmith
to join him in his seventeen cups of tea. Boyle

is the man, perhaps, now least known of those

already mentioned. He was a curious combination

;

he was as perfect in cla-ssic literature, apparently,

as Max Miiller or Gladstone, ami, in physical

science, as Faraday or Davy. Sir Isaiic Newton
admits, in his letters, he would never have gone

on with the ' Principia,' but for Boyle's encourage-

ment and aid. This wa^i about 200 years ago.

Boyle, too, founded the "Royal Society," and
spent one of his summer vacations at Florence

with Galileo.

Oxford has no reason to be ashamed of her

science men ; but there seems to bo a gradual

dying out of science at Oxford after the time that

Harvey and Boyle lived—the well-known time

that Harvey showed Charles II. the valves of the

heart, and Boyle invented and discussed ou the

air-pump. It is a curious historical circumstance,

but true, tluit the origin of the College system at

Oxford, as well as at Paris, was due to an effort

for the spread of secular or scientific learning,

not ecclcsia-stical ; but at Oxford there has always

been a tendency to swallow up the former in the

latter. Need wc mention the well-knowu story of

Merton or New College, told a year or two ago in

Parliament by Lord John Russell ? Walter de

Merton endowed at Oxford a college for the

maintenance of twenty boys each year, like our

Bluecoat boys, who, in hobnail shoes, were to till

and cultivate the College property, and, like Mr
Mechi, learn agriculture and other secular .sciences.

William of Wyckham endowed another college

next door over the way of a like kind, the senior

pu|)il of which was to be a motlel of agricultural

industry, plainness, and secular science. How
limes are changed ! Two-thirds of these 542
fellows or scholars of colleges do not now reside

at all at Oxfonl. What were originally elee-

uvosynary fouudatious of about 26/. each liave

increased wonderfully in value to iOOl. or 500/. a

year each, and on the curt maxim, possibly, of

charity beginning at home, now all is changed
into rich fellowships amongst absentees, beneticed

clergymen, barristers, masters of schools, bisho{)s,

&c. *c. Tlie science of Boyle, or Harvey, or

Merton, has long ago gone to the dogs. William
of Wyckham' s senior pnpil, the expected model
of iudiLstry, hobnailed shoes, and .secular .science,

is a standing joke, as he drives his magnificent
carriage and pair. Many of the men in the Cliurch

have never been at Oxford but once, perhaps, in

their lives; yet all tln'^ mnni^y. Parliament decided
a year or two au'- uded forpnrelysecular

studies and phy .•. These men thus

educated were to bu the tutors, or "grinders," if

you will, to the University, in general science,

chemistr}', mathematics, physics, &c. Liiiacre,

Uadclilfe, Tomlins, even Bucklaml, in our own
day did wonders to encourage this honest in-

tention of the original founders being carried out
;

but it has been of little use. At Magdalen, in

place of half-a-dozcn Sydonhams, Linacres, or

Bucklands, or Boyles, the chief men have been
Gibbon the historian, Heylyn, Addison, Fo.x,

Collins, and forty-two bishop.s, all their pictures

on the walls. The present writer has no objection

to bishops in their right place ; but one would
rather they did not push the medioal men and
science men, like those first mentioned, out of

the way. Wa hare ourselves, however, and, jier-

adventure, our own colleges, like that in Palliuall

and Lincoln's-inn fichls, to blame for it.

The new Museum at Oxford, something like our
College of Surgeons' Museum of the great Johu
Hunter, has been got up within a year or two, to-

gether with the new Linaire Pmfessorshiiiof 800/.

a year, out of .some of tliis -excuse the vulgarity

of the term pro hdc vice—this plunder of the old

ooUeges. We owe tliis reform to Lord John Russell,

to whom be all honour for bringing it before Par-

liament, in opposition to our Medical colleges.

Our imlividnal impression is, that f>xford will

never lie a great Anatomical or Medical school
;

but the idea of Dr Acland, laid before Parliament,

is a most excellent one, and was never so true and

valuable as at the present moment. Dr Acland
says—As one of the future "schedule" require-

ments for the " college and hall," let tlie first

YEAH for all students bo physical science (not

anatomy) ; the two other years, physiological,

anatomical, and other studies. By general or

physical science, lie means that ho would leave it

a good deal to the student's own bent or inclina-

tiou; but it might bo a ticket in chemistry,

electricity, geology, or botany, but notably either

the first or the last the first year ; and these could

be best learned near the student's home, whether
Newcastle, Durham, Cambridge, Liverpool, Ox-
ford, &c. What is the state of things at present %

Wo know as a fact that students enter now as

surgical dressers, clinical clerks, &c., in shoals at

St Bartholomew's, Guy's, StTliomas's, St George's,

" Kind's," or the London Hospital—in fact, at

every large surgical hospital in London—utterly

innocent of the A B C of chemistry and pharmacy.-

One sees these poor young men constantly writing

prescriptions for luckless patients, for hydrocyanic

acid, emetic tartar, morphia, &c., in a mechanical

manner, as if they were "bole armenack," decoc-

tion of sarsaparilla, or poppy-heads, that might
be ordered by the saucerful or gallon

;
they have

not a shadow of a thought what an acid is, or an
alkali, an alkaloid or an incompatible ; they laugh

at the " rot " (that is the word), that people

advise about apothecaries' drugs and fudge of that

sort. If their rubbishy doses disagree with the

mystified patient, they double or treble them as

they like. Dozens or liuudieds of these young
men are now hanging about the hospitals pre-

scribbig, or dressing, or " clerking," having passed

the first or anatomical examination at the College.

Caring nothuig for the "matter of form," they
expect the second or pass examination to be on
pathological surgery ; idling the most precious

half-years of their life, and putting off chemistry,

pharinacy, botany, &c., tliey have placed the

cart before the horse ; in fact, they liave neglected

DrAcland's precaution, or rather, in its eagerness

for old routine, the College has done so for them.

Everything Dr Carpenter's Burlington Arcade
University boasts itself pedantically ou doing for

them three years hence, when they ought to have

left London, Oxfoi-d or Cambridge could, would,

and should have done for theiii, cheaper and more
respectably, two years ago, when they began their

anatomy and dresserships, and when chemistry

and pharmacy would have been truly valuable to

them. Oxford revivalism seeks to correct these

blunders and abuses.

The Association held its final meeting a week
since (July 4). The Secretary read a report, and

said 1,390/. had been voted for scientific purjioses,

and au increase of 400 visitors over the 1,400 at

the previous meeting, in the pre-miisoum period-
shall we coll it ?—of Oxford had taken jdace. The
poor Dean of Christ Church wound up the pro-

ceedings by. a speech, in which he expressed a

hope that by the time another meeting .shall have
been held at Oxford, the defects in the Oxford
system, as regards physical science, the close

fellowships and cxamiuerships, whereof Lord
Wrottesley had complained (close fellowships so

like those of the London College of Surgeons, and
appointments such as that of Mr Arnott, by the

coUego bedel, in that day's 'Times'), would 'oo

all done away with. Oxford Examiiierships and
Fellowships should be thrown open to general

corajMitition, and a reign of common sense and
common jiropriety be inaugurated ! Men who
know Oxford and London are, however, not so

sanguine as the old Dean. The improvement will

be of slow growth indeed ; for with Mr Greene

and Mr .\riiott, Mr Lawrence, and a few othcr.s of

the old-world men in power in the Educational

Council, there is not a chance for the coinmou
sense of Dr Acland getting a hearing. Even in

the Army Medical Board examinations, where the

good sense of Sir Andrew Smith had tinkered up
the best kind of practitioner lie could, as army
assistant-surgeon, half a))otlii'cary, half surgeon,

to take care of the bottles and pill masses of his

garrison hospital, as is the custom of the army
assistajit-surgcoii, one of the last acts of the

"Council" has been, as regards the Dublin
apothecary "ticket" on the schedule for army
a.ssistant-surgoon, at the wise suggestion of Mr
Lawrence, who liim.self despises and knows nothing

of pharmacy, to do away with the good work of

Sir Andrew .Smith, as hitherto we ha%'e all o]iposed

the Oxford revivals and Dr Aclaiid's good work of

a like kind.
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THE DUBLIN COW-POCK INSTI-

TUTION.

The ways of Government are passing strange,

and continually remind us of the saying of

Chancellor O.xenstiern as to the small amount

of wisdom necessary to statesmanship. Our

Government has professed an anxious desire to

extend as widely as possible the blessings of

vaccination, and Mr Simon, as its organ, has

described in graphic language the horrors

of a community unprotected from the ra-

vages of small-pox. Nevertheless, with a

singular retroverted logic characteristic of

itself, the Government has obstinately per-

sisted in a refusal to give the public vacci-

nators more than eighteen pence a case, vainly

hoping that a parsimonious remuneration would

prove a powerful incentive to the fulfilment Of

its benevolent object. The Government seems

to think that the less an Englishman is paid

for a case, the more strenuously will he labour

to increase the aggregate of his return by

multiplying the number of his cases; an in-

genious Machiavellian kind of logic, highly

satisfactory, perhaps, to the economical under-

standings of statesmen, but very repugnant to

the unsophisticated notions of work-a-day

vaccinators. The Government, finding on

trial that this system does not quite answer,

has with equal wisdom supplemented its

liberality to the Doctors with a fine upon

the public, and by the help of these two

financial thumbscrews it hopes to secure a

general obedience to its edicts. Such is the

system in this country.

In Ireland matters are in a very different

position—and, we are sorry to add, a worse

one. A pamphlet has been recently published

by Dr Long, exposing the defects of the

Dublin Cow-pock Institution ; and certainly we

are astonished to find that any institution

under Government patronage, and supported

by its contributions, could be conducted with

such an absence of regard for the public

interests.

Our readers know that small-pox is a pre-

valent disease in Ireland, and that for many

years there has been but a trifling abatement

its virulence in that country. We find that

in the decade from 1831 to 1841, the number

of deaths from this fell malady were 58,006,

the population being 7,039,659 ; whilst in the

next decade the deaths were 38,275, the

population being reduced to 5,334,829. This

mortality is three times that of England. In

short, the deaths from small-pox in Ireland

are still one-halfofthe average rate of mortality

when small-pox was allowed to run its course

uninterrupted by prophylactic measures.

This is a subject in which Englishmen as

well as Irishmen should feel a deep interest,

for, owing to the free and rapid communica-

tion between the two countries, the liability to

infection is kept up in both alike ; for not only

may there be, and frequently is, a direct im-

portation of the malady into England, but, in

consequence of the infusion into the mass of

our population of a large number of unpro-

tected persons, the entire community i

i-endered constantly obnoxious to outbursts of

this dreadful scourge. What, then, ought the

Government to do to repress small-pox in

Ireland? We will show what it has done

—

or, at least, what is now done under Govern-

ment patronage.

After the introduction of vaccination by

Jenner, a certain number of gentlemen esta-

blished the Dublin Cow-pock Institution, and,

as a mode of getting funds to work it, charged

half-a-crown for each " packet of infection,"

containing two points. By-and-by the Govern-

ment took the Institution under Its patronage,

and contributed to It annual donations, which

now amount to the sum of four hundred

pounds a year : nevertheless, the managers

continue to charge 2s. 6d. for their two points

as they did at the foundation of the Institution.

Now the public have a right to complain that

they get no advantage from the Government

grant. It is, indeed, very scandalous that the

managers should pocket the money and make

no retui-n. By their acceptance of the grant

they become public servants, and we have a

right to expect from them some advantage

as a requital for the money they receive. This

is a subject Into which Parliament might most

properly inquire.

Whilst the millions of Ireland are perishing

of small-pox, this Institution continues with an

inhuman avarice to levy a heavy Impost upon

the means of prevention, of which they ai-e the

appointed dispensers to their fellow-country-

men. This tax has, consequently, acted

as a baneful restriction upon the disse-

mination of the lymph. We find that the

London National Vaccine Institution has

issued In one year 43,993 charges of lymph

more than the Dublin Institution since its

commencement, fifty-six years ago !

Wliat is the use of the Government profess-

ing a desire to promote the practice of vaccina-

tion, when it permits such an incubus as this

to oppress the exertions of the Irish Practi-

tioners to spread the blessings of vaccination

among their countrymen ? Let the Govern-

ment at once withdraw its grant, and institute

a new machinery for effecting the object which

the Cow-pock Institution has so lamentably

failed to accomplish. Dr Long says :

'
' Not having any vaccine, I wrote to th«

Institution for it, but did not send any money.

I applied the same day by post to the London
Establishment, observing to a medical friend that

I would not be at all surprised at getting the

lymph from London first. It absolutely did turn

out so. I got it from London by return of post.

How did I fare at the Dublin Institution ? I

received for answer, that the supply was short,

and was requested to send the following Friday

(the third day ofl), before two o'clock. I sent as

directed on Friday ; my messenger, however, did

not arrive until a quarter past two, when he was
told that ho should come on the following Tues-

day. I, of course, did not send again, as I had
received twelve points from London, value in the

Dublin Cow-pock Institution for 15s. I wonder
would I have got two points of lymph if I liad

sent half-a-crown. I am inclined to think I

would : probably if I had sent 5s., I might have

received four. I will not stop to discuss the

courtesy of the refusal, or the fact of the supply

of lymph being so used up in a so-called Public

Institution, that it could not afford to give a

Medical Practitioner two points. I confess the

Institution presents to my mind more the features

of a mercantile establishment for the sale of

lymph, than that of a philanthropic association."

Enough, then, upon the shortcomings of this

Institution. To it we attribute in an im-

portant degree the fact that small-pox con-

tinues to be the hideous curse of Ireland, and

we hope the Government will, on the first op-

portunity, either revoke the grant, or Insist

upon a free supply of lymph to every Profes-

sional applicant.

THE ANNUAL MEETING OF THE
MEDICAL OFFICERS OF ASYLUMS.

The usual Annual Meeting of the Medical

Officers of Asylums has recently been held in

London, for the purpose of promoting the im-

provement of the system for the care and cure

of the Insane. No more momentous duty can

devolve on any class of persons than that

discharged by these gentlemen, who arc

required to bring to its performance the

highest science, associated with the utmost

tact, gentleness, and insight into the weak-

ness and perversity of our common nature.

As Dr Bucknill happily said, " In the world

there is nothing greater than man, and mind

is the greatest thing in man." How great the

responsibility, therefore, of those whose duty i'

is to deal with that subtle element of humanity

in all its csipriclous wanderings, and unquiet

and loosened perturbations

!

We observe that a few topics relative to the

status and claims of the Medical Officers them-

selves were touched upon in the course of the

meeting. Dr Bucknill especially dwelt upon

the necessity and justice of a "Superannuation

Fund" in their behalf—a proposal which has

our warmest commendation, for, undoubtedly,

there are no men whose mental and bodily frames

are subjected to a heavier strain by the incessant

anxieties Incident to their duties. Surely, after

a period—say twenty years—of ceaseless vigils.
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it is time that the Medical Officer should be

able to retire upoa the well-earned bounty of

the State. Periods of relaxation, too, during

the year are equally necessary for the retention

of the elasticity and repose of mind so necessary

to the satisfactory and efficient discharge of

his onerous functions.

For some time past a question has been in

dispute, in Ireland more particularly, with

respect to the conflicting authority of the

Visiting Physicians and the Resident Medical

Officers
; a question which, though kept in dis-

cussion by the admirers of the status qtio, is

nevertheless settled in favour of the latter

officers, in the minds of the most experienced

and enlightened friends of the Insane. It is

obvious to us, that the Resident Medical

Officers should be, in a sense, autocratic ; that

in order that their patients should have the

full benefit of their judgment, and special and

local knowledge, they should be exempt from

the interference of external authority ; that,

in short, they should be solely responsible for

the due administration of their several esta-

blishments. To admit a Visiting Physician to

the right of influencing or oven-uling the

decbions of the Resident Medical Officer, is

to divide responsibility—the most effijctual

tray of insuring misgovernment. Lord Shaftes-

bury has condemned this practice, and we arc

glad to observe that Dr ConoUy's personal

experience is also opposed to its continuance.

We commend the observations of that dis-

tinguished alienist to the perusal of our

readers.

We are pleased to find that the Annual
Meeting will be held next year in Dublin,

when, no doubt, as Dr Stewart, of the Belfast

Asylum, promptly assure<l the Members, they

would meet with a generous reception. The
proverbial hospitJility of our Irish friends will

not kck cordiality on so interesting an

occasion, and we may therefore augur with

confidence a pleasant and profitable Meeting

in the Irish capital.

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

DEATH OF DR ADDISON.

Another illustrious name has been added to

the roll of those who are registered on the

tablets of the memory, and of whom nothing

remains to us but the echoes of a useful life.

Dr Addison has departed from the scene of his

labours, and his place will know him no more.

The manner of his death, sad in the extreme,

has increased the shock with which we
should naturally have regarded the tidings.

Within the past year it has been our painful

duty to record the decease of three of the

most distinguished cultivators of Medical

Science—Dr Bright, Dr Todd, and now Dr
Addison. The Profession does not contain

three other men of equal intellectual endow-
ments, practical sagacity, and fulness of

fame. Guy's Hospital may be considered

peculiarly unfortunate in losing in the same

year its two most eminent Physicians—men

singularly alike in scientific character, and

perfect examples of the admirable school in

which they were trained, and whose reputation

they so nobly sustained.

The devotion to pathology which bore such

golden fruit in the case of Bright, was scarcely

less fertile of good results in the person of

Addison ; and each has given a name to a new

disease—an honour not attained by any other

modem Physician. Dr Addison was in the

most characteristic sense a scientific Physician :

ho traced all phenomena back to their causes,

and endeavoured to explain every symptom by

reference to local lesion. The /act had the

empire of his mind ; he bowed down to it as

the only sovereign to which his intellect owed

allegiance. He pursued it through all its

devious paths and disguises, and made it the

goal of his researches. Thus it was that his

most recent contribution to science—disease of

the supra-renal capsules— was discovered.

Like all men capable of developing truth, his

love of the fact was associated with a specula-

tive turn of thought, and a disposition to evolve

general principles. This combination is,

indeed, essential to success in scientific ex-

ploration. He was the pattern ofa philosophical

Physician, and it will be long before we shall

see his equal.

Dr Addison was a man of retirisg manners,

naturally shy and self-denying. He was con-

sidereil by those who judged of character

simply by surface signs, to be proud and

haughty ; a mistake in his case, as in a

thousand others of men who are too sensitive

for familiarity, and too timid to confront

society with the dash which is often the pre-

sumptuous man's only passport. lie was highly

esteemed by his friends and colleagues, who

have recently erected a memorial to him in the

Hospital. As a Practitioner he did not win

great popularity ; but it must be added that

he never sought it, content rather to possess the

good opinion of the experts in science than to

take fees by cultivating popular applause. He
was a tall, well-proportioned ipan, with bold,

masculine features ; but the most powerfully-

knit structure bears within it the elements of

its own decay, and Dr Addison, not yet old, was

a suflTcrer from a disease of the liver, the in-

dications of which had long been noticed, and

which, probably, quickened his observation

of the lesions of that and the adjacent organs.

This disease unfortunately induced a melan-

cholic state ofmind, which disabled him latterly

from following his Professional pursuits, and

rendered necessary the vigilance and kindness

of an attendant. He could not say with the

poet

—

" Iiisaiiire jiutas soleiinia me, ncque rides,

Nee nieilici creilis, nee cumtoris egere
A pnetore dati :"

unfortunately, he needed these aids too much '

but relief was beyond the reach of the art

of which he was himself so accomplished a

master ; his mind grew rapidly more dis-

traught, and in a moment when the eye of his

attendant was withdrawn, he threw himself

into an area and received injuries that termi-

nated in death. A bright career was thus

suddenly precipitated into darkness, and the

veil of " mystery " is drawn across the scene.

THE COLLEGE ELECTIONS.

Whether the Fellows of the College of

Surgeons, like the Medical Council, were con-

tent with the declaration of the College

Council that they were sorry for their bad

practices, and did not intend to continue them,

or whether they felt that there was no time to

send in a new list of candidates in accordance

with the bye-laws of the College, we cannot

say; but it is certain that no attempt was

made to substitute new men for the retiring

Members of the Council. As a mere matter

of routine, however, what a wretched farce is

this College Election ! Mr Kiernan, Mr
Hodgson, and Mr Partridge have been duly

elected ; whilst outside the College portals

remain Messrs Fergusson, Erichsen, Birkctt,

Adams, Curling, and several more eminent

Metropolitan Surgeons. What are the Pro-

vincial Surgeons about, moreover, that they

are content to allow the Metropolitan men to

monopolise the honours of the Council ?

AMENDMENT OP THE MEDICAL ACT.

Medical afi'airs have fallen into such con-

fusion, that we find it difficult to give our

readers timely information with relation to

contemplated changes. Moreover, it perplexes

us to discover where and how the proposed

changes originate. Private individuals and

corporate bodies propose amendments just

as it pleases them ; and the Medical Coun-

cil does nothing, except the passing of

virtuous resolutions. In their turn, the

Council concoct their amendments ; but the

Profession obtain very little exact information

of these subterranean proceedings. There is a

Bill now in Parliament to repeal a clause in

the Medical Act, enabling Scotch and Irish

Physicians, practising as such, to be admitted

into the English College upon the payment

of a small fee. Let the Scotch and Irish

Physicians look to this. It is the first step

backwards to the old class system, if indeed

wc can be said ever to have advanced a slop

out of it. Our readers may depend upon it

that the Medical Council will make it their

duty to serve the interests only of the Corpora-

tions they represent. The Licentiates of the

Scotch and Irish Colleges have a claim upon

those bodies which, vigorously urged, cannot

be treated witii indifference. There must not

be a sinister policy for Corporate aggi-andisc-

ment to the injury of the Professiou at large.
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NEW POOll-LAW MEDICAL RELIEF BILL.

By tlie time that this number of the

Medical Circulak reaches the hands of the

Profession, it is probable that Mr Pigott will

have introduced a second Bill for the amend-

ment of the system of Medical Relief. It is

premature at present to detail the clauses of

this Bill ; but as soon as it is published, an
abstract of it shall appear in this Journal.

GENERAL COUNCIL OF MEDICAL
EDUCATION & REGISTRATION.

MINTTTES OF MEETING, Thursday, Jitne 21.

Sir Charles Hastinos took the chair, at

three o'clock p.m.
Present—Dr Burrows, Mr Green, Mr TTusscy,

Dr Acland, Dr Bond, Dr Embleton, Dr Storrar,

Dr Alexander AVood, Dr Andrew Wood, Mr
Watt, Mr Syme, Dr A. Thomson, Dr A. Smith,
Dr Leet, Dr Apjolm, Dr Corrigan, Sir ,James

Clark, Mr Lawrence, Mr Teale, Dr Christisou

and Dr Stokes.—Dr Francis Hawkins, Regis-

tear.

The Minutes of the last meeting ware road and
conlirmed.

1. There were brought before the Council

eyeral Memorials, in regard to recent admissions

by the Eoyal College of Surgeons of England.
Mr Green, the representative of that oody, ex-

plained that no one had received the diploma of

the Royal College of Surgeons of England with-

out having been examined and found qualified in

Anatomy, Physiology, and Surgery, and without
having been in practice for some years before

the passing of the Medical Act, and without
having produced certiiicates of respectable cha-

racter.

Mr Green having further stated that the

practice of examining candidates who had not

gone through a fidl curriculum of study ceased

on the 1st of March, and would not be i-esnmed,

the Council did not think it necessary to move in

the matter.

2. A memorial from some members of the
Royal College of Surgeons of England resident in

the Isle of Man, relative to the examination of

Dentists by that College, having been read,

Dr Apjohn moved, seconded by Dr Storrar

—

That this Council has no authority to interfere

with the privileges, in relation to Dentistry, con-
ferred upon the College of Surgeons of England
by charter, in accordance with the 48th Section
of the Medical Act.—Agreed to.

3. A memorial having been received from an
Association of Foreign Graduates, praying for the
Registration of their Foreign Degree.;,

Dr Storrar moved, seconded by Dr Alexander
AVood—That, liy the 11th Section of Schedule (A)
of the Medical Act, the Council have authority
only to register such foreign qualifications as were
possessed by persons practising, by virtue of

them, as Physicians in the United Kingdom
before the Ist of October, 1858, and who can
satisfy the Council that such qualifications have
been conferred after regular examination.

—

Agreed to.

i. A memorial from the Royal College of

Surgeons of Edinburgh, relative to Licences in

Mi<lwifery, having been read,

Moved by Dr Andrew Wood, seconded by Mr
Watt—That as Midwifery forms a branch of the

education and examination of every Physician
and Surgeon, and is not mentioned in the body
of the Medical Act, apart from the qualification

et Physician and Surgeon, it is unnece.ssaiy and
inexpedient that Licences in Midwifery should be
specially registered.

Amendment moved by Dr -Vlexander Wood,
seconded by Dr Apjohn—That the memorial of
the Royal College of Surgeons of Edinburgh, in

regard to Midwifery Licences, be referred to the
CoTnmittee appointed to consider what amend-
ments are required in the Medical-Act.—Amend-
ment earned.

5. Dr Alexander Wood bronght up the first

Report of the Committee on special claims for
Registration ;

—

First Retort of Special Eeoistkaiion
Committee.

"She Committee have to report that there are

five applications from persons having graduated at

HomcBopathic Colleges in America, viz.—Henry
Thomas and Thomas Smith, Homoeopathic
College of Pennsylvania ; Samuel Eadon, James
Coombs, and John Marchant Davison, Homoe-
opathic College of Cleveland, Ohio. Of these,

Thomas Smitii does not profess to liavo been

examined at the College named, and the Com-
mittee have no hesitation in recommending that

las application be rejected.

In regard to the cases of Henry Thomas,
.Samuel Eadon, James Coombs, and John Mar-
chant Davison, who have got their degrees after

examination at the Colleges named, a considerable

difficulty occurs.

It seems that Charters are granted with very

great facility by the Legislatures of some of the

States of America, and it therefore becomes a

very grave question for the Council to decide,

how far they are pi'epared to recognise the bodies

so chartered as Foreign Universities or Colleges

in the sense intended by the Medical Act.

Samuel Eadou's claim was rejected by a vote of

the General Council on the 6th August last, and

ho has applied for a rc-considcration of his case.

Henry Thomas, who claims to be a Graduate of

the HomcEopathic College of Pennsylvania, has

addressed to the Registrar, and to each member
of the Branch Council for England, a letter in the

following terms :

" Sir,—I hereby give you notice that I am a

Doctor of Medicine by diploma, dated the first

day of March, one thousand eight hundred and
fifty-five, of a foreign College, to wit, the Homoe-
opathic Medical College of Pennsylvania, in the

United States of North Ameriea ;— That I have
been practising in the United Kingdom of Great

Britain and Ireland, to wit, at Chester, before

the first day of October, one thousand eight

hundred and fifty-eight ; to wit, from the

year one thousand eight hundred and fifty-six,

hitherto :—That I have produced or forwarded

by post to the Registrar of the Branch
Council for England my diploma as Doctor of

Medicine, and other documents, and evidence of

the qualification in respect of which I claim to be

registered as hereinafter stated : That I have
produced to the Council certificates of my having
taken my degree of Doctor of Medicine after

regular examination, and have in all respects

compUed with, and am ready and willing to

comply with, the provisions contained in 'The
Medical Act," 21 & 22 Vict., cap. 90 : I now
therefore claim to be registered under, and in

accordance with, the provisions of the said
' Medical Act ;

' and I demand that my name be
placed upon 'The Medical Register :' And I

hereby further give you notice, that if this my
demand be not complied with, or a satisfactory

reason be not given for the non-compliance there-

with within fourteen days, such jiroceedings will

be taken, either by mandamus or otherwise,

against you and the Members of the Branch
Council of England, cither individually or collec-

tively, or both individually and collectively, as I

may be advised
(Signed) " Henry Thomas.

"Dated this 27th day of January, 1860."

A claim has been presented by Thomas Airey,

under Section 11 of Schedule (A).

The Committee are of opinion that Thomas
Airey has failed to establish his claim, and ought
not to be registered.

Alexaxdei! Wood, Chairman.
Moved by Mr Syme, seconded by Dr Alexander

Wood—That the n.Tmes of Samuel Eadon, James
Coombs, John Marchant Davison, and Henry
Thomas be registered, in strict compliance with
the Medical Act.

Amendment moved by Dr Corrigan, seconded
by Dr Apjohn—That the names of Samuel E;idon,

James Coombs, John Marchant Davison, and
Henry Thomas be not registered.

The following letter was read from the Presi-

dent ;

" 14 Savile row, AV., June 21, 1860.
" My BEAR Sir,— I will thank yon to express

to the Medical Council at their meeting this day,

that, in pursuance of the notice which I have
already given, it is my wish to resign my office as

President of the Council before the conclusion of
the present session.

" Although circumstances compel mo to take
this step, I take it with great reluctance, liavin»

had so much experience of the kindness and
courtesy shown me by every member of the

Council since they first did me the honour of

electing me to preside over their meetings.
" I am, dear Sir, yours MthMly,

"To Dr Hawkins." " B. C. Brodm.
Confirmed—B. C. Brodie.

MINUTES OF MEETING, Jukk 22nd, 18W.

Royal College of Physicians, London.
Dr BiTRROW.s took the chuii;, at two o'clock

p.m.
Present—Mr Green, Mr Nussey, Dr Acland,

Dr Bond, Dr Embleton, Dr Storrar, Dr Alexander
Wood, Dr Andrew Wood, Mj Watt, Mr Sjiua,

Dr A. Thomson, Dr A. Smith, Dr Leet, Dr Ap-
john, Dr Corrigan, Sir James Clark, Sir Charlei

Hastings, Mr Lawrence, Mr Teale, Dr Christison,

and Dr Stokes.—Dr Francis Hawkins, Registrar.

The Minutes of the last meeting were read and
confirmed.

1. The adjourned debate on the first Report of

the Committee on Special Claims for Registration

was resumed.
Mr Syme was permitted by the Council to with-

draw his motion—"That the names of .Samuet

Eadon, Jas. Coomb.s, John >Iarchant Davison, aad
Henry Thomas be registered, in strict compliance

with the Medical Act ;"—and to substitute for it

the following motion, seconded by Dr Storrar :—
"That the ojiinion of the Attorney-General be
taken on the claims of Henry Thomas to register

his degree obtained from the Homiceopathic Cot
lege of Pennsylvania ; and of Samuel Eadon,

James Coombs, and John Marchant Davison, to

register their degrees obtained from the Homceo>
jiathic College of Cleveland, Ohio ; and that it be
delegated to the Executive Committee, after re-

ceiving the opinion of the Attorney-General, tax

take such steps as may seem to them expedient.

The amendment of Dr Corrigan was put and
negatived,— viz., "That the names of Samuel
Eadon, James Coombs, John Marchant Davison,
and Henry Thomas, be not registered."

The motion substituted by Mr Syme was thm
put and carried.

2. Moved by Dr Alexander Wood, seconded by
Dr Stokes— "Tliat, in accordance with the re-

commendations of the Report of the CouunittaB

on Special Claims for Registration, Thomas Smith
and 'Thomas Airey be not registered."— Agreed to.

Sir Benjamin Brodie, Bart., President, tbeu
took the chair.

3. Letters were read from Mr William (iwvnn,

stating that the University of Dublin had refuaai

to admit him to the Degree of Doctor of Medicine,

and to that of Master in Surgery, on the ground
that he had adopted a particular theory of Ifedir

cine, and rc(piestiiig " that the Medical Council,

in accoixlance with the Act 21 & 22 Vict., cap. 90,

sect, xxiii, will represent the same to H«r
Majesty's Most Honourable Privy Council."

Moved by Mr Syme, seconded by Dr < ndrew
Wood— "'fh.at the Council resolve that they se»
no reason for taking any step in relation to the

letters of Mr Gwynn."—Agreed to.

4. A Petition wa.s^ read, which had beeu trans-

mitted by the Registrar of the Branch CouncU £ac
Scotland, from Mr J. B. Clarkson, of Melrose, for

the reduction of a registration fee.

Moved by Dr Andrew Wood, seconded by Dr
Alexander Wood— "That the Council hare no
power to comply with Mr Clai-kson's petition."

—

Agreed to.

5. A Memorial was read from the Gloucester-

shire Medical ajid Surgical Association praying
for

'
' better securities for the cottTietion of illegu

Practitioners."

Moved by Dr Alexander Wood, seconded by
Sir Charles Hastings—"That the Memorial from
the Glouccster.shire Medical and Surgical Associa-

tion be referred to the Committee appointed to

consider what amendments arc required in th*
Medical Act."—Agreed to.

6. Information having been laid before the

CouncU, from the Royaf College of Physicians ol

Edinburgh, and also from the Faculty of PhysiciaM
and Surgeons of Glasgow, that the name of Mr
John Valentine Liverick had been struck off their

respective lists of Licentiates
;

Moved by Dr Alexander Wood, seconded by Mr
Watt—"That in couformitj' with Clause XXV'III
of the Medical Act, the uame of John Valentiue

Laverick be ei-.iscd from the ' Register.' he having

been deprived ofthe two qualifications in resjiectol

which he has been registered by the Roval C*U4g«
of Physicians of Edmburgh and the Faculty of
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Physicians and Surgeons of Glasgow respectively."

—^Agreed to.

7. Mffved by Dr Christisou, seconded by Dr
Andrew Wood— ' 'That the attention ofthe Medical

Conncn having been called to Regulations issued

Tinder authority of Her JLijesty's Pi-ivy Council,

on December 6, 1S59, requiring that all Pubhc
Vaccinators shall have undergone in the art of

Taccination, a .special education, and a special

examination, the particulars of which are minutely
laid down in the Memorandum ofthe Privy Council

—the Medical Council resolve that one purpose,

and a main one, of the Medical Act, was to ensure

that tlie Members of the Medical Profession shall

be duly educated and examined in the variou.s

branches of the Profession ;—That the Council,

with the co-operation of the various Bodies which
grant qualifications in Medicine, have assiduously

laljciired to discharge this function ; and do not
doulit tliat, among other resulLs, the important
object of the Privy Council will in coiusequencc

be fully attained ;—That it wiH be a great dis-

couragement to the Medical Council, and to the

Bodies placed by the Medical Act imder their

superintendence, if other jiublic Bodies is.sue, for

limited branches of professional practice, regula-

tions substantially constituting new and limited

brandies of the Medical Profes.sion, independent

t)f this Council ;—And, therefore, that it be re-

mitted to the Executive Committee to draw up a

statement exjiressing the views of this Council,

and to submit the same to the Lords of Her
Hiflesty'K Ihrivy Council."— Agreed to.

8. Moved by Dr Cliristi.'»n, seconded by Sir

Charles Hastings— "That it be remitted by the

Council to the Executive Committee to take such
Et(,'|i.s as they may consider advisable for pro-

inoliiig the registration of Medical Officers in the

Military and Saval .Services."—Agreed to.

8. A reference from the Koyal College of Phy-
sicians of Edinburgh, in regard to the Ordinances

of the Uuiversiiies (Scotland) Commissioners for

conferring Degrees in Medicine in the University

of Elinburgh, having been read,

Moved b}- Dr Alexander Wood, seconded by
Hr Lawrence— "That the General Council of

Medi' al l:>lucation and Uegistratioii luiving taken
into cuuiideratiou the Ordiuamjcs of the Scottish

University ( onimissioners for regulating the con-

ferring of iltilical Degrees in the University of

Edinburgh, dated 6th August, 1859, which were
laid before them by ilr Synie, on the 8th of

August lost, and also the fui
'

' ntarj'

Oriimances of the 19th Mai iiave

been circolatcd among the M<.;...,..... !, .ancil,

find—
"1st. That having already declared that the

!iif.'li'-i I ii-L'! Ml M' 'ii'iuesliould be distinguishod
by ( -I !.] m:: ,,:,. ult.-niic rank, obtained by a
full, '

'

'
,i academic

edu> tly to re-

cor<l!. .. _ .,, if carried
into til.- t. will t<ml to irustrate their efforts in

tills dirtMtioii.

"2ud. That having also declared 'That all

students sliould [>ft.ss an i-xaniination in p-nerul

Ibri-tiieage oi sev'

if tliey are to tak.

one years of age i.

enable them to i

V "' «, and niu 1

ereity Gradi
ti. d clasaeg ol

ii tiiey must do,

u'r"e at tweuty-
n as shall

al studies
r.' I lie position

' to take among
unity

"8pd. That in the O[>inion of the General
Council, the scheme proposed by the Coimnis-
nonors, by which a Degree in Medicine and a
Degree in anrffery are to lie given after one Course
'•^ '•'

' '•' niination, t«ndK inevitably
' 11, not a real disliuction
'•--

••.. .- and » <••>""•'< Wploma,
and is iipfios<d to the spirit : d Act."

AineiHlni. lit moved by Mi > ,:.. , -condcd 1 y
r>r .\ I'!, I :, "Tliat it is inexpedient for this
f "'1! •« any ojiinion at present, with
r*"

I
' ' nns upon which Degrees in Medi-

''''
• il by the University of Edhi-

burgli. Aiiieudinciit negatived.

Dr Alexander Woo*! required that the names of
the majority and minority sliould be entered on
the Minutes.

Majorily . Dr Burrows, Mr Green, Dr Acland,
Dr Bond, Dr £inUlet»n, Dr Andrew Wood, Dr

Alexander AVood, Mr Watt, Dr Smith, Dr Apjohn,
Dr Corrigan, and Mr Teale.

Minority : Mr Nnssey, Dr Storrar, Mr Syme,
Dr A. Thomson, Dr Leet, Sir Charles Hastings,
and Dr Christison.

The original motion was tlien put, and also

negatived.

Dr Alexander Wood required that the names of

the majority and minority should be entered on
the Minutes.

Majority : Di- Bnrro«-s, Mr Nnssey, Dr Aclaiid,

Dr Bond, Dr Storrar, Mr Syme, Dr A. Thomson,
Dr Leet, Sir Charles Hastings, and Dr Christison.

Minority : Mr Green, Dr Embleton, Dr Andrew-
Wood, Dr Alexander Wood, Mr Watt, Dr Smith,
Dr Apjohn, Dr Corrigan, and Mr Teale.

Dr Corrigan presented the following Report from
the Committee appointed by the resolution of the
General Medical Council of Juno 14, 1860, to

consider defects which appear to interfere with
the efficient working of the Medical Acts.

Repobt.
'

' The Committee consider tliat there wiH not
be sufficient time within the present session to

draw up a report that would contain the whole
cousidcratiou of such an amended Bill as might
embrace all the subjects which should be con-

tained in it, and thus obviate the introduction of

frequent or partially-amended Bills. The Com-
mittee desire in this Report to do no more than
draw attention to such points as apjiear to tlicm,

in the limited time they have had for considera-

tion, to require to be amended, feeling a.ssured

that, in the iutei-val that will occur between this

and the next meeting of the Council, the several

Members of tlie CouncQ will give the subject their

attention and deliberate consideration ; the Com-
mittee also expect tliat there will be received

within the same interval, from the Profession

generally, many valuable suggestions. The Com-
mittee trust that with these aids, the General
Council will be in a position, at no distant time,

to prepare such a Medical Bill as may leave little

room lor alterations for many years to come ; and
the Committee reconiiuend, with this object in

view, tliat the Council should give the present

Act, notwithstanding any acknowledged defects,

a fijl and further trial, in order that they may
become thoaou^hly acquainted with all such de-

fects, and the best means of obviating them.
"The Committee, therefore, in tliis Report,

confine themselves to observations on such Sec-

tions as at i>resent ajipcai' to them to require re-

moval or araendiueut.
" Sect. X of tlie Medical Act of 1858 is the

first that appears to require amendment. In
this Section, as it at present stands, the Regis-

trar of the General Council must be also Registrar

of the Brauch Couucil of England, and must bo
paid out of the General Fund such salary as the
General Council may direct. The consequence of

this arrangement is, that at any time the Branch
Council may be left without a Registrar, and it

might even oe for a long period ; for, in the event
of a vacancy by death or othcnvisc, the Branch
' iiicil would not have power to appoint a

^trar. And, moreover, the salary of tlie

i^trar of the Branch Council for England,
under tlie present Section, is wholly paid out of

the General Fimd, to which the Branch Funds
contribute ; while the salaries of the Rcj'istrars

of the Brancii Councils of Scotland and Ireland
are wholly paid out of their i-espective Branch
funds. The Committee, therefore, projiose that
the Section should stand thus :

—

' X. The General
Council shall appoiut a Registrar, who shall act

as Secretary of the General Council, and who may
also act as Treasiuer, uuless the Couucil shall

ajipoint another person or other persous as
Treasurer or Treasurers. Tlio General Council
shall also appoint so many clerks and servants as

.sliaU 1» necessary for the purjioses of this Act
;

and every person so appointed shall be removable
at the plcttsuie of the CouiK-il, and .shall lie paid
such salary- as the Couucil shall think fit.'

'

' The Section as amended will therefore deal
ouly with the appointments of Registrar and
Sccretarj' of the General Council. There is nothing
in the Section so amended to jireveut the Branch
Council from appointing to the office of Registrar
of that Council the same person who may be the
Registrar of the General Council.

"Sect. XI should necessarily be altered to be
in accordance with Sect. X, and would relate to
the a]ipoiiitment of Registrar, lu:., by all the

Brancli Councils, and would then run thus :

—

' XI. The Branch CouncUs for England, Scotland,
and Ireland shall each respectively in like manner
appoint a Registrar, and other officers and clerks,

who shall be paid such salaries as such Brancli
Councils respectively shall think fit, subject to

the approval of the General Council, and be re-

movable at the pleasure of the Council by which
they were apponited ; and the person appointed
Registrar shall also act as Secretary to the Branch
Council, and may also act as Treasurer, unless

the Council shall appoint some other person or
persons as Treasurer or Treasurers.'

"Sect. XIII. To the alteration proposed in this

Section, the Committee request the particular

consideration of the Council. As the Section at

present stand.s, all the monies received in fees are

payable to the respective Branch Councils ; but
m the Act there is no provision, and the Com-
mittee cannot see how any can be made, to de-

tennine to what Branch Councils the several

registration fees shall be paid ; and the conse-
quence is, that it is jiossible so large a proportion
of the registration fees might be paid into the
fiind of any one Brauch Council as to leave the
others without sufficient funds to carry out the
piu^jgses of the Act.

" Taking these considerations into account, and
further considering that there must be ouly one
' Register ' for the United Kingdom, the Com-
mittee are of opinion that all the monies sliould

be jiaid into a common fund, from which all the
expenses of General and Brancli Councils should
be defrayed, subject, as provided for in Sect. X,
to the approval and supervision of the General
Council.

"The Section thus amended would be to this
effect :

— 'That all niouies payable to the General
and Branch Councils shall be payable into one
coumion fund, from which all the expenses of the
General and Branch Councils eluill be defrayed,
subject to the supervision and approval of the
General Council.'

"Sect. XIV. The proposed addition to this

Section is, 'that if any person registered shall

notif}- to the Registrar that he has ceased to )irac-

tise, and wi.shes to withdraw his name from the
' Register,' the Registrar shall havu power to erase

lus name.
'

' Sect. XXV. It is proposed to erase the words
commencing 'in the case of,' and ending with
' Ireland,' in the said Section, to make it accord
with Sect. X.

"Sect. XXVTI. To make this Section more
clear, it is projiosed to iuti'oduce words to tlu»

effect :
— 'And that he is not possessed of any

qualification which would entitle hiiu to be regis-

tered in accordance with tlie provisious of this

Act,' to be introduced after the word 'Act,' in

the said Section.
'

' Sect. XXIX. To remove obscurity in this

Section, it is proposed to introduce the word*
'whether beloic or after registmtiou,' alter the
wurdA ' profesaiotml res|>ect.

'

"Sect. XL. It is proiwaed to substitute 'or'
for 'and,' between the words 'Medicine and
Surgery,' in two places of the Sectiou where the
words ' Mttdiuiue aiul Surgeiy ' are used ; and to
introduce the following woi-ds aftei- ' or an
AiKithccary :' 'or who shall wilfully and falsely

tike or use the title of Physician, Doctor of Medi-
cine, Bachelor of Medicine, or Licentiate in Modi-
cine or Surgei-y, Surgeon, General Practitioner, or
Apothecary.'

'• This alteration is suggested, as it ajipears to
theCommitteo that ifa person registered under this
Act, under one title, should assume in addition
some title, qualification, or degree to which he is

not entitled, the Section would not aiijily to hini,

as the poniilty, in the present words of the Section,

would be only recoverable against liim tor assum-
ing a title implying tliat he is registered.

" Sect. XLI. It is proposed that the vrmi
'shall' be substituted for 'may,' before the words
' in Scotland ;' and that the words ' or by any
other person,' after the word ' couuty,' be erai'ed,

in Older to render it compidsory on the Public
Prosecutor in Scothmd to sue for penalties under
the Act.

" Sect. XLIl. Tills Section is projiosed to be
amended by the addition of the following woi'ds

to the end of Section : 'who shall be autnoriscd,

under direction of the General Council, to hand
over to the jmrties |iro.s«cutiug the whole or any
portion of such penalty towards defraying the

Ik
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expenses of such prosecution, as may seem fit to

the General Council.'

"It would also be necessary to ascertain, by
legal advice, wlietlier any Local Acts intervene as

to the working of the first part of the said Section,

as the Committee are informed that in London
the magistrates or law authorities have decided
that such penalties are legally payable, under a
Police Act, notwithstanding this Section, into the

Police Fund of London.
"Sect. XLVII. The portion of this Section

commencing with the words ' Provided neverthe-

less,' &c., to the end of the Section, relates

merely to arrangements between the three Col-

leges of Physicians ; and tliese three Bodies liave

concurred in the propriety of the repeal of this

portion of the Section.

"There remain only some observations to be
made witli regard to the Licences inserted in the
Schedule (A).

"There is in this Schedule provision for insert-

ing the title, ' Fellow, or Member, or Licentiate

in Midwifery of the Royal College of Surgeons of

England;' and althongh no similar title is set

forth as to the other Bodies, it appears that the
Kxecutive Committee felt tliemselves constrained,

under legal advice, to insert in the ' Register,'
' Licentiate in Midwifery of King and Queen's
College of Phj'sicians in Ireland, ' and ' Licentiate

in Midwifery of the Royal College of Surgeons of

Ireland.'
" This inequality between the Licensing Bodies

appears to require to be removed, either l)y the

omission altogether of the title of Licentiate in

Midwifery from the Schedule, or by tlie insertion

of similar privileges in regard to all Universities

and Colleges which grant Degrees or Licences in

Medicine or Surgery. The latter appears to the

Committee the preferable plan ; for the omission
altogether of Licentiates in Midwifciy would lead

to the renewed issuing of certificates purporting

to be Licences in Midwifery from self-constituted

examining authorities, or Medical Oflicers of Mid-
wifery Hospitals and Dispensaries, over whose
Eroceedings the General Council or tlie Act could

ave no control ; and, moreover, some of the
Public Boards issuing regulations as to qualifica-

tions for Public Medical Appointments require

special certificates or qualifications in Midwifery.
"D. J. CoEElc.AN, Chairman.

"June 22, I860."

Confirmed

—

Joseph Henry Green.

ANNUAL MEETING
OF THE

ASSOCIATION OF MEDICAL OFFICERS
OF A.syLl-MS AND HOSPITALS FOE THE INSANE

IN GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND.

The stated Annual Meeting of the above im-
portant Association of Pyschological Practitioners

was held on the 5th inst., at one o'clock p.m.,

in the Freemasons' Tavern.
An unprecedentcdly large and influential attend-

ance of Members was present on this occasion.

Amongst those in attendance were the following,

viz.

:

Sir Charles Hastings, M.D., the outgoing Pre-

sident ; Dr Bucknill, Devon Asylum, the incom-
ing President ; Dr ConoUy, Hanwell ; Dr Kirk-

man, Sufiblk Asylum ; Dr Lockhart Robertson,

Sussex Asylum, General Secretary ; Dr Stewart,

Belfast District Asylum, Secretary for Ireland

;

Dr Manley, Hants Asylum ; Mr Ley, Littlemore
Asylum, Trea.surer ; Dr Sherlock, \Vorcestershire

Asylum ; Dr Lalor, Richmond District Asylum,
Dublin ; Dr Camjibell, Essex Asylum ; Dr Davey,
Bristol ; Dr William Kirkman, Assistant- Physi-
cian, Sufiblk Asylum ; Dr Harj'ington Tuke, the
Manor House, Chiswick ; Dr Paul, Caniherwell

;

Dr Flynn, Clonmel District Asylum, Ireland

;

Dr Meyer, Surrey Asylum ; Dr R. H. Sankey,
Assistant Medical Oflicer, Littlemore Asylum,
Oxford ; Dr William Wood ; Dr Thurnam, Wilts
Asylum ; Dr Down, Earlswood ; Dr Jephson,
Hanwell Asylum ; Dr Sutherland ; Dr Wing,
Northampton Asylum ; Dr Blount, Baeshot

;

Dr G. Birkett, Stoke Ncwington ; Dr Hitchman,
Derby Asylum

; Dr Christie, Pembroke House
;

Dr Stevens, St Luke's Hospital ; Dr. J Miller,
Bethnal House ; Dr Burnett, Alton ; Dr Hood,
Bethlcm Hospital; Mr Brushfield, Chester
Asylum; Dr Jarvis, Massachusetts, U.S.A.

(Visitor) ; Dr Fayrer, Burman House ; Dr
Blandford, Blackland House ; &c. &c.

Sir Charles Hastings having occujjied the Cliair

ino form&, stated that nothing in particular had
arisen out of their proceedings to take action upon
since the Association assembled in Liverpool last

year, and now begged to resign his office as Pre-

sident in favour of Dr Buckuill, which he gladly
did to a gentleman of such great and deseiTed
eminence and popularity. (Hear, hear.)

Tlie new President being cordially installed

into office, said that the first business of the day
would be to read the minutes of their last meet-
ing ; which having been done, they were confinned
and signed accordingly.

THE president's ADDRESS.
The President then proceeded to read his

address, wdiich was an exceedingly elaborate and
able document, being cheered repeatedly during
its delivery, wliich occupied nearly an hour and
a half, but was listened to throughout with the

gi'eatest attention and interest. In its wide
range of subjects the welfare of the insane was
first taken up, which embraced, the speaker said,

questions of morality, law, and politics ; and in

connection with this he referred to the Babylonian
monarch, whose insanity was recorded in holy
writ, in whose hands and at whose mercy were
placed the destinies of a great nation. In the

world there was nothing greater than man, and
mind was the greatest thing in man—there was
nothing equal to it. Mental hygiene, then, was
of the utmost importance in every point of view,

and could not be too earnestly or ardently studied

and cultivated. The influence of religion was a

powerful one on the mind of man. Some said

that the religion of the Gospel never produced
insanity, but how often has the reverse of this

been seen ! Look, for instance, at the recent great

Ulster revival in Ireland—how many were its

mental victims ! He then alluded to the early

history of the Association, which was originally

founded by the Medical Superintendents of the

Public Asylums. After a few meetings, however,

it fell into disuse, and was for many years nearly

dead, showing no signs of vitality, until in the year

1853, when it was revivified at a meeting held in

Oxford imder the able auspices of their excellent

Treasurer, Mr Ley- (Hear, heai-)—who then and
there mooted the question of establishing a

Journal in immediate connection with the Asso-

ciation, and which from that time to the pre-

sent had been in existence, with what effect and
success the members themselves coidd best answer.

(Hear, hear.) The Medical Superintendents of

Asylums, the speaker in proceeding said, lived

in a morbid atmosphere of thought and feel-

ing. No man can projierly undei-stand the

insane except the man that throws, as it

were, his mind into theirs. (Hear, hear.) The
number of Mental Physicians who have suffered

in the discharge of their office would bear com-
parison with military officers who had fallen in

the field of battle. (Hear.) Their duties and re-

sponsibilities were confessedly of the most aRluous,
anxious, and painfully tiying nature. (Hear, hear.)

The Medical Superintendent was a species sui

generis ; he was struck out from the world, and
secluded with his own most interesting but most
responsible charge. (Hear.) It was the Medical
Superintendent's solemn duty to leave nothing
undone to promote the welfare and well-being

in every way possible of a charge so sacred and
all-important; he was their captain, their defender

from all injustice and mistaken and miserable

economy on the part of the sane. (Hear, hear.)

Having, then, a charge so onerous, and needing

the strongest mind to bear up with its many
depressing influences, he (the President) felt

himself imperatively called upon before that large

and influential meeting of his confreres to impress

on them tlie absolute necessity of stated lelaxa-

tion from their never-ending cares, for otherwise

it was impossible for them to discharge their

office as Medical Superintendents with due
efficiency to their patients, in common justice to

themselves and those immediately depending upon
them. (Hear, hear.) There should be an entire

and a complete change of scene, and, in fact, of

country, for the mind even shaken was not so

easily restored a^ain to its healthy balance. (Hear,

hear. ) The Medical Superintendent in his seasons

of relaxation should devote himself to some study

entirely unconnected with his specialty, and thus

strengthen his mind, to enable him to begin his

labours afresh ; and field sports of all kind*
should be had recourse to, for his physical re'

invigoration. (Cheers.) Referring to the intended
new legislation for Asylums next year, the
President said that the Superintendents should,
both singly and unitedly, use all and their most
untiring energies for the new Bill to contain a
statutory provision for defined retiring pensions,

as a matter of bounden right, after a, certain

defined period of sertnce ; for, as matters at present
stood, they were entirely at the mercy of Visiting

Justices and calculating County Sessions, who, so

long as the unfortuuate Supenntendent had any
remaining power of work in him, and no matter
how long or how conscientiously he had been
engaged working in his peculiarly laborious sphere

of duty, would throw insuperable difficulties in

the way of his enjoying his well-merited reward
for years of faithful services. (Loud cheers.)

After making some excellent and well-received

observations m relation to the Medical proprietors

of licensed houses, the necessity of those houses
being limited to Medical men, the unjust
aspersions cast upon that respectable body by
those who ought to have known better, and the
very remarkable and all-important fact, that a
Select Committee of the House of Commons had
now been sitting for three years, and receiving

evidence from all sources, friendly and unfriendly,

in respect of the management of proprietary

houses—that no case had been made out of a sane
person having been confiued as insane, and this,

too, borne out by the evidence of Lord Shaftes-

bury himself, the Chairman of the Commissioners
of Lunacy, the President concluded his eloquently-

written address (of which the foregoing is the
merest outliue, our limits enabling nothing more)
with the heartiest plaudits of all present. After
a short pause,

Dr Sutherland rose, and in very complimentary
terms projiosed the marked thanks of the Asso-

ciation to the President, for the valuable and in-

spiriting address with which he had now favoured
them. (Hear, hear.)

Dr Stewart seconded the motion, which, he said,

afforded him the greatest pleasure, the whole tone
of that address redounding in the highest degree

to its author, for-its noble spirit of independence
and exalted plulanthropy. (Cheers.)

The motion was canied with loud applause.

NEXT PLACE OF MEETIKO.
The next business discussed was the place of

meeting in 1861.

Dr Robertson then read a letter he had received

from Dr Stewart, their Irish Secretary, in which
was given a cordial and earnest invitation, on the

part of Dr Lalor of the Richmond Asylum and
others, for the Association to hold its next meet-

ing in the Irish metroiwlis. (Hear, hear.)

Dr Thurnam then moved that the meeting
of the Association for 1861 he held in Dublin
as he felt that this mark of respect and attention

was due to their Irish members, and that for

his own part nothing would afford him greater

pleasure than to be present on that occasion.

(Hear, hear.)

Dr Stewart seconded Dr Thumam's motion,
observing that the Association should bear in

mind that the number of members now in Ireland
was large and influential ; besides, the Association

had met in the Scotch metropolis, and if they did
not afford the same privilege to Ireland it would
be making her a kind of step-child, and cause, he
feared, much dissatisfaction. (Hear, hear.)

Mr Ley said that, with every desire to meet the
wishes of their Irish friends, it was not con-

venient to the Association to have provincial

meetings continued ; but rather that London
should be the central point of their operations,

and this for various cogent reasons. (Hear.) So
much had been done to advance the interests of

the Association in Ireland by the continued

energy of Dr Stewart, that he (Mr Ley) thought
that they would gain nothing more by going there.

Dr Stewart, with great respect, begged to cor-

rect the last speaker as to the term provincial

being applied to a meeting held in Dublin, which
was to all intents and jnirposes a metropolis as

much as either London or Edinburgh—(Hear, hear)

—and should not be thus ignored. (Hear.)

Dr Burnett said that he aid not feel inclined to

attend at any other place but London.

Dr Fljnin begged to observe that a meeting held

in Dublin would accomplish a large amount of

good, and be the means of bringing the Resident
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Medical Officers of the Asylums there uuJer the
immediate eye of Government, they being essen-

tially CioTernment officials appointed by the
Executive, and the Asylums, too, under direct

Executive control. He farther stated that it was
a blot on the Asylums in Ireland, that the Resident
Physicians were only so by a supplemental warrant
of the Lord Lieutenant, and that, as the law at

present stood, there was nothing to prevent per-
sons without the smallest particle of professional

knowledge being placed in their charge. (Hear,
hear, hear.)

After some further remarks from several
Members, the question was ultimately put by
the President, for the meeting in 1861 to be
held in Dublin, which was carried by a large
m^ority.

APPOINTMEST OP PKESIDEKT ELECT.
Dr Lockhart Robertson moved, and Dr

Harrington Tuke seconded, that Dr Lalor, the
Resident Physician of the Richmond District
Aeyluru at Dublin, be the President for 1861,
which was carried hy acclamation.
Dr Lalor rose and said, tliat the great honour

now conferred upon him by the Association had
taken him quite by surprise, as he felt it was
quite unmerited on his part. He could only say
rarther, that he felt deeply grateful for the
distinction, and that the Association might depend
upon a right hearty welcome to the " Green
Isle." (Cheers).

PERIOD OF HEETINO IN JULY.
Dr Stewart gave notice of motion, that at their

next meeting he would move that a day in the
month of July be fixed for the annual meeting
taking place—namely, the .second Thursday—the
existing regulation being uncertain iu that
respect.

APPOINTMENT OF OFFICERS FOR THE TEAR.
Mr liCy was re-appointed Treasurer, Dr Lock-

hart General Secretary, and Dr Stewart Secretary
for Ireland. Dr Mackintosh, Sni)erintendent
Physician of the Gla.sgow Royal A.sj'lum, was
appointed Secretary for Scotland, vice Dr Wingett
deceased, and whose removal so prematurely,
since the last meeting of the Association, the
President referred to very feelingly and with
much a|ipropriatcness.

Mr Ley, in moving that Dr Bucknill be re-

quested to continue the editorship of the Journal
of the Association, said that the utmost economy
had always been used by Dr Bucknill, and that
he felt tno Association should consent to more
assistance being given to him than had been the
case, the funds in hand enabling this to be done.
(Hear, hear)
Dr llitchman said the Journal was a most

refreshing sight to him each quarter, and cor-

dially seconded the motion, which pas.sed nnani-
monsly, on the understanding that for the f\iture

the JiMitor should be at liljerty to obtain, and as
he had himself suggested, a quarterly digest of
forei^ Psychological literature and statistics for

publication in its jiagcs.

Dr Lalor could not allow that opportunity to

pass without stating the deep sense which his

Irish brethren, with himself, had of the able
manner in which the Journal was conducted by
Dr Ducknill, its pages being always replete with
invaluable matter ; and that the addition pro-
posed would greatly increase its worth, but wni(;h

of course could not be effected without entailing
additional expense. (Hear.)
Dr H. Tuke stated that the sale of the Journal

had largely and regularly increased, which showed
how highly it was thought of by the Profession
generally. (Hear, hear.)

Dr Sherlock and Dr Flynn were appointed
Auditors of Accounts.

HONORARY MEMBERS.
Dr Jarvis of Massachusetts, Dr Ijiycock of

Edinburgh, and several other distingui.shcd
Psychologists, were now duly elected Honorary
Members of the Association, their names having
been regularly noticed to the General Secretary
and circulated amongst the Members.
Dr Stewart gave notice that at their next

mfetitig he would move that Dr Hatchell, one of
till •ijveniinent Commissioners of Asylums in
Ireland, be elected an Honorary Member.

OHDIXABY MEMBERS.
Fifteen candidates for Onlinary Membemlup having

submitted and declared duly qualified, they were
-'" acconlingly

; amongst whom were Dr Korey,

Medical Superintendent of the Dundee Asylum, in

succession to Dr Wingett deceased ; Dr Samuel
Hobart, Visiting Surgeon of the Cork District

Asylum ; Br Burton, Resident Physician of the
Maryborough District Asylum ; &c. &c.

STATEMENT OP TREASURER'S ACCOUNTS.
The Treasurer's accounts were now read, having

been duly audited, and from which it appeared that
the finances of the Association were in a very nourish-
ing condition, a large balance remaining in hands
after the payment of all current expenses, and no
defaulters in the payment of subscriptions to be re-

ported, and which, it should be remembered, were
now due for the current year, being payable iu ad-
vance, according to one of the standmg rules of the
Association.

READING OF PAPERS.
Dr Conolly said that his name had appeared on

the printed programme for a paper " On the Prospects
of Physicians practising in cases of Insanity," which
he regretted greatly his inability to read to the
meeting then, owing to an attack of face neuralgia

;

but that this was of the less consequence, owing to
the truly admirable address of the President that
day, which had anticipated him in some of the prin-

cipal points he had prepareil to bring under the
consideration of the Association. I^ was most
anxious that a committee should be appointed to

watch every movement now making in respect of
new Asylum legislation, and this as well for the
purpose of communicating needful knowledge to

Members of Parliament as to officials themselves on
this most important subject. (Hear, hear.) The
proprietors of Asylums, Dr Conolly stated,

were placed in great jeopardy, and it had been
actually proposed to have Medical detectives placed
over them in the persons of provincial Commissioners
or Inspectors. (Hear, hear.) After a few further
remarks, Dr Conolly concluded by saying that the
attention of the Medical Council should be directed
to the absolute necessity there existed of steps being
taken to make it a situ quA n/m, for some practi cal

knowledge in the treatment of the insane being re-

quired of those seeking to become Medical Practi-
tioners. (Hear, hear.)

Dr Kirkman moved that Dr Conolly be requested to
permit his paper to be printed in the next number of
their Journal. (Hear.)
Dr Burnett secomled this motion, and stated that it

was painful to a degree the invidious remarks to
whicn proprietors of Asyhmis were exposed on the
part of officials. He could not sufficiently strongly
express his admiration of the President's address in

connection with private Asylums. (Hear, hear.)
The President said he hoped Dr Conolly would

yield to the unanimous desire of the meeting by
having the paper printed. (Hear.)
Dr Conolly thanked the Association for the ex-

pression of their feeling, and promi-sed that he would
endeavour to make his conanunication as complete
a* po.ssibIe for publication in the next number of the
Journal. (Hear, hear.)

Dr H. 'Tuke and Dr Lalor moved and seconded
that a committee, as suggested by Dr Conolly, be
now appointed, and tliat its nienibers consist of Dr
Hood, Dr Sutherland, Dr Canipl)ell, and Dr H.
Tuke.—Carried.
Dr Lockhart Robortiion now read his paper, as

announced, " Suggestions towards a Uniform System
of Asylum Statistics," which was well received, and
called forth an interesting discussion, which w-e

regret our limits preclude us from giving. The
President, Dr Tliuniam, Dr Campbell, and Mr
Ley, all took leailing parts in reference to its contents.
A paper by Dr Davey, in regard to Dr Purnell's un-
fortmiate case, was read for him by the Secretary in
his absence.

THE RESIDENT AND THE VISITING PHYSICIANS OF
THE IRISH DISTRICT A8TL0MS.

Dr Sherlock, Worcester, now rose and said that
there was still a very important matter to bring
under the sj)ecial notice of that large and influential

meeting of the Association, which ha<l reference to
the recently -published pamphlet of their President
Elect, Dr Lalor— a paper which reflected the greatest
credit upon that gentleman for its ability and
spirit. (Hear, hear.) Tlie present issue of their
Jiiumal had brought it before their whole body, and
the question upon which it bore—namely, the con-
tinuance in the Sister Country of officials called
" Visiting Physicians "—was one that their Irish
brethren had a ri^ht to know what the views were
of the Association in reganl to it. (Hear, hear.)
Mr Ley observed that in England it was only in

Lunatic Hospitals supported by charitable contribu-
tions that such officers as Visiting Physicians were
in existence, and that they served without any salary.
(Hear, hear.) Dr Sutherland was not paid at St
Luke's Hospital, and the Resident Medical Officer
was looked upon in the light of a paid pupil seeking
for reputation and ultimately a Iretter position.

(Laughter.)
Ill the public Asylums, however, the patients

needed the greatest experience for their care and

treatment, and that could be alone afforded by the
Medical Superintendent. (Hear, hear.)

Dr ConoUy begged to make a few remarks on the
very important subject now before the meeting, and
in reference to which he held in his hands a resolu-

tion to submit to the Association. (Hear, hear.)

Without taking too much upon himself, he might be
considered to be in a position to syxak with some
force and authority on the question so properly in-

troduced by Dr Sherlock, he (Dr Conolly) having
filled consecutively the offices of Resident Physician,

Visiting Physician, and Consiilting Physician of the
Hanwell Asyhmi—(Hear, hear)—and the result of his

experience was this—that the Resident Physician of

an institution for the insane should not be interfered

with in the discharge of his unportant duties by any
extern official. (Cheers.) When he became the

Visiting Physician of Hanwell, it was owing to a

change made by the Visiting Justices, who took up
the idea that a military man was the fittest person
to be at its head—(Hear, hear)—and accordingly

they tried this experiment, but had to abandon
it ; and whilst he acted as Visiting Physician,

he found that the less he interfered with
the immediate Medical Officers having the over-

sight of the male and female departments, the
better for the interests of both the inmates and the
Institution—(Hear)—and ultimately finding his

jwsition as such a very disagreealile one, he vohm-
tarily resigned, though at the time the pecuniary
sacrifice he thus made he could not well afford.

(Hear, hear.) The Visitors then honoured him with
the appointment of Consulting Physician, which he
still held ; but it was almost needless for him to say
that it was an entirely honorary one, and that it was
the exception to the rule his ever visiting the Insti-

tution iu that character. (Hear, hear). His decided
opinion, therefore, was an opinion founded upon per-

sonal and matured experience, that the Resident
Superintendent Physician—the man who lived with
his patients, and was alone acquainted and could be
alone acquainted with the ramute phases of their

peculiar malady—should have the entire control— be,
in fact, tlie soul and life of the Institution. (Loud
cheers.) Dr ConoUy then read his resolution, which
was to the effect that in the opinion of the Association
the Asylum for the Insane in Ireland should, as in

England, have but one responsible Medical Officer, in
the person of a Resident Physician, and that if an
extra Physician were deemed requisite it should only
be for consultation in special cases, at the expressed
desire of the Resident Physician. (Hear, hear.)

Dr Campbell had great pleasure in seconding Dr
Conolly's well-framed and well-timed resolution,

(Hear.) He did not wish to occupy the valu.ible

time of the Association, but he must relate what
occurred to himself some time since, when in Dublin,
and paying a visit to the Richmond Asylum in that
metroiTOlis, but before Dr Lalor's appointment. He,
after going through some of its wants, did not think
much of the general a.spect of the place or of its

management, and on asking the official who went
round with him some questions in relation to its

internal conduct, he (Dr Campbell) at once got the
clue of this unsatisfactory state of things, for, to bis

amazement, he was told that the Asylum was favoured
with the presence of three visiting Medical Officers

daily, ami that each gave contrary orders and different

medicines to the other. (Great laughter. ) This was
his personal acquaintance with the Metropolitan
Lunatic Asylum of Ireland. (Hear, hear.)
Dr Thuniam and others having spoken in supiK)rt

of the resolution of Dr Conolly, the President put it

from the chair, and it was carried unanimously.
After some further business, the proceedings of

this interesthig and important Association were con-
cluded with a warm vote of thanks to the President
for his very able and dignified conduct in the chair
during his arduous day's duties,

DINNER IN THE FREEMASONS' TAVERN.

In the evening the Association dined together in

the above place, between thirty and forty being
gresent on occasion of this happy reunion, Dr
uckniU presiding, and on whose right and left, re-

spectively, were seated Dr Mayo (President of the
College of Physicians), DrC. J. B. Williams, and Dr
Jarvis, who had been invited as guests. The dinner
was a most sumptuous one, and the dessert and
wines unequalled for excellence and variety.

Altogether this social jinale of the Association's

meeting this year was of th6 happiest and most
pleasing kind, and calculated to unite the members
of a specialty of such importance iu the choicest

bonds of friendship and good-will.

MollTALITY OF CHILDREN IN MiNES. — It

appears from recent reports that the mortality in

the mines, of children between the ages of ten

and fifteen, is very great. The whole mortality

is 11.i per cent. ; but that amongst children of

the ages above mentioned is 22 pcv cent.
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DE ADDISON.
It is onr painful duty to announce the death of

Dr Addison, the late distinguished Physician of

Guy's Hospital. The melancholy event took
place at Brighton, on Friday, June 29th.

Within a few mouths we have had to recoi-d the

decease of two of our greatest Physicians, Bright

and Todd, and now we have to add to them the

name of Addison, whose health began to faO soon
«fter Christmas. He used to say about that time
tliat he missed his usual holiday ; and soon
finding that he was unequal to the discharge of

liis Hospital duties, he resigned his public ap-

pointment, and soon afterwards relinquished
altogether his practice.

Addison was born near Newcastle ; but in what
year we are at present unable to say, though wo
tliink his age at death was about sixty-seven.

He was sent to Edinlnirgh to pursue his profes-

sional studies, and took his degree in the year
1815. Ho subsetiuently came to London, and
was appointed Ilouse-Surgeon to the Lock
Hospital, where he acquired so great an interest

in the subject of syphilis that, although scarcely

appertaining to his branch of the Profession, he
always considered himself an authority on the

subject. He afterwards took a house in Hattou-

farden, and attached himself to the Public
(ispensary, at the same time becoming a pupil

of the celebrated Bateman. He by this means
became so great a proficient in the knowledge of

Skin Diseases, that it was allowed by all his

friends that upon Addison had fallen the mantle of

the great dermatologist. Tliis, however, was not
generally known, as he did not wish to pur.sue

the subject as a speciality ; but it is certain that,

until within the last few years, Addison had
scarcely an equal in the power of discriminating

cutaneous eruptions—a statement which scarcely

needs corroboration by pointing to the unrivalled

collection ofwax models of skin diseases in the

Museum of Guy's Hospital, and which for so

many years were made under his entire superin-

tendence. His great practical knowledge pro-

cured Mm the appointment of Assistant-Physician
to the Hospital in 1824, when his fame rapidly
spread among the pupils, and ho became a bril-

liant acquisition to the now School. He was
among the first to appreciate the great discoveries

of Laennec ; and while some of his seniors were
sneering, he boldly put in practice all the prin-

ciples of the celebrated Frenchman. Addison
thus soon became proficient with his stethoscope,

and was distinguished for liis .splendid diagnosis
of chest afiections. Here, again, had he made
these the subject of a speciality, he might have
lapidly risen into public fame ; by his not doing
so, he has constantly been heard to say, that, as

regards worldly pnidence, he was very unwise.
His clear perception of disease was not all : he
was equally ready in imparting his knowledge to

others, and his fluency in debate at the Physical
Society had not passed unnotioed. He was con-
sequently appointed Lecturer on Materia Medica
in the room of Drs Cholmeley and Back in the

year 1827, and soon obtained the best class in
lioudon. At that time, when Metlical Students paid
fees for scjiarate courses, they sought throughout the

metropolis for the most attractive lecturer ; Ami-
strong was drawing a large class for the Practice

•f Medicine at the Wel)b-street School, and
most of his pupils remained to hear Dr Addison.
His fees for the course could not have been much
less than 700/. or 8001. In the year 1837 he
was appointed Physician to the Hospital, and at

the same time joined Dr Bright in the Chair of

Medicine. At this period he commenced to pub-
lish, conjointly with the above-named Physician,
a work on "Medicine." One volume only
apijcared, which was very highly estimated; and
now that both authors have departed from their
labours, there can bo no harm in the statement
that the greater portion of the work was from the
pen of Dr Addison. On Briglifs retirement from
the Chair of Physic in 1840, Dr Addison took it

wholly, while Dr Golding Bird succeeded to
Materia Medica. Addison's other contributions to
Medical literature can scarcely be called numerous,
considering the vast amount of knowledge wliich
he was capable of imparting to the Profession

;

the.se, though few, are mostly to be found in the
well-known "Reports" of the Hospital. The
most important, no doubt, are those pertaining
to the .subjects of pnemnonia and phthisis ; we
Believe he was the first to announce the doctrine

now generally admitted, that the inflammatory
exudation in pneumonia took pliuse into the air-

cells of the lungs, and not into any supposed
parenchyma of the organ ; and as regards phthisis

he was a ])owerful advocate for the doctnne that
the most important morbid processes in this

disease were due to inflammation. He a.sserted

this with the utmost determination, and prin-

cipally with the view of opjiosing the prevailing

opinion that the whole disorganising process in

phthisis is due to tubercle. He maintained that

tubercle was very frequently not present ; and he
was never tired of relating how in some most
advanced cases of the disease he had been asked
by Practitioners whether he believed tubercle had
yet formed or not. Addison also publislied, in

the same work, some eminently practical papers
on the cerebral affections of Bright's disease, on
fatty liver, &c. There was not, however, one
subject relating to his Profession in which he was
not deeply interested. Hia whole tlioughts were
concentrated on his business ; and being a man
of wonderful shrewdness anil acumen, he was
eminently the practical Physician. This is the
term by which, above all others, he would no
doubt have preferred to be distinguished. All
who knew him must remember how strongly his

word practical was insisted on by him in the study
of disease ; it is, indeed, the word which con-

stitutes the key to Addison's whole character and
Professional career. He was not adverse to novel
theories, and was always ready to discuss them

;

but he never for a moment allowed them to stand
in the way of his more matured exiierience.

Having immense perceptive powers—being shrewd
and sagacious above the average of men—when he
had his patient before him ho looked him through
and through, so that few diseases could escape his

penetrating glance. He never reasoned upon a
half-discovered fact, but would remain at

the bedside for a period which would often

weary his class, determined to search out the
malady to its very bottom. If he could then
lay his finger on the seat of disease, his

victory was complete. Diagnosis was his

forte ; and those who knew him best are aware
that he stood unrivalled in his power of search-

ing into the complex framework of the body,
and dragging the hidden malady to light. When
this was done, we fear that nearly all was accom-
plished ; for his very meagre and simple pre-

scriptions (if he remembered to prescribe at all)

showed that he made no study of therapeutics.

It may be clearly discerned from this what the
character of his private practice at Si)ring gardens
must have been ; why he never obtained public
celebrity, and never could have become the
fashionable Physician. Inste;wl of having his

house full every morning, he was comparatively
unknown to the public, who can scarcely do more
than appreciate the superficial qualities of the
man ; but his jirofound knowledge of disease could
not be unknown to tlie Profession, and thus he
acquired the higher houour (though the less re-

miinerative one) of being consulted by his Medical
brethren in thou- most dilficult cases, and lus

decision when pronounced wius deemed somewhat
oracular. This peculiarity of his pi-actice will

explain, in some nxeasure, the charges made
against Addison, that he was too apt to regard all

maladies as of a too serious kind, and that he was
seldom content until he could fix the symptoms
upon sonic local organic disease. His constant
work at the Hospital, where few but serious cases

are admitted, and the peculiarity of his practice

just named, no doubt, produced such a tendency
of thought. This was also increased by his daily

attendance in the post-mortem room, from which
he was rarely absent until the last two years of

his life. He was thoroughly conversant with
morbid appearances, and, indeed, it may be
safely said that few Physicians are ever so good
pathologists as Addison was. It might thus be
certain that if he had a serious case before him,
and failing to find any local organic disease, was
forced to use such an expression as ana'mia, that

it implied something seiious ; and many a

Practitioner could tell of his consternation when
Addison pronounced the name " idiopathic aure-

mia." And this reminds us of his late great

discovery, whicli, although of very little praotioal

importance in comiection with Adtlison's career as

a teacher, wUl do more than any other circum-
stance to perpetuate his name ; and in this again
we perceive his wonderful acumen. By jxiwcr of

observation and clear perception, he alighted upon

a fact coniie(;ted with the supra-renal cup.sules
of far more importance than ail which the expe-
riments ami resfcarche» of learned Germans liad
previously gained by years of labour ; one
cannot but remark an exemplification of Knglish
chai-actor in this respect. It wore scarcely neces-
sary to state to scientific readers how fallacious is

a very popular opinion that discoveries come by
chance, but that they are the fniits only of loi^
investigation. In this veiy matter, no Physician,
but one well acquainted with ail the ordinarily.

well-known morbid processes in the body, and it
the same time " well up " in cutaneous affections,

could have alighted on the discovery, and thCTO-
fore, although we consider that every novel
doctrine should be well exposed to thorough
investigation, none but those entirel)' ignorant of

Addison's character could suppose that, after

half a century's experience, he would hazard any
statements that were not worth profound con*
deration, or that could at once upaet by th»
most superficial observations. The very last
case of tne disease which came before Addison in.

hospital practice, he asserted to be the most
perfect which he had ever witnessed, and directed
that models should be taken of the dark-colour»d
skin ; the lad soon after died, verifying hia
positive diagnosis. This was the example related
to the Medical and Chirurgical Society at theii
very last meeting, it being Addison's wish that
Dr Aldis should exhibit the models at a Society
of which he had once been President. It may be
remarked that neither Addison nor his friends ever
suggestedthathisnamoshouldaccompany this most
remarkable affection, it being styled simply
melasiiui supra-reiiak, but being at once recog-
nised in France, the term Morbus Addisonii w«8
apphed, we think, by Trousseau. Thus, by a
curious coincidence, on adjoining compartments
of the Museum at Guy's Hospital may be seen
specimens of Morbus BiightU and Morbus
Addisonii, perpetuating the names of those who
were intimately allied duiing life.

We must, in conclusion, say a word in respect
to Addison's character. Looking upon it profeft-

sionally, none ever stood higher ; we have never
heard of a single instance where a word of di»-

pai-agement pas.sed his mouth against a Profes"
sional brother. His whole bearing was honoumbla
in the extreme, and anything like jealousy or ill-

will against another man never entered his
thoughts. The estimation m wliich he was held
by his colleagues is signified by the fact of their
subscribing together to present the Hospital with
his marble bust. This, an admirable likeness by.

Townc, now adorns the Museum. He was for

many years recognised as the spirit which in-

fluenced all the Medical doings at Guy's Hospital,
and to Addison is due in great measure the high
character wliich the Medical department of the
Institution has for a long time evinced. It wotdd
be unfair to our readers to overlook in Addison a
peculiarity in his maimer which no doubt mili-

tated against his ever attaining an extensive
practice, and which was displeasing to many Pro-
fessional brethren : we allude to a certain hluut-
ness or rudeness, as it was sometimes called, ia
liis expression towards them, or an hauteur, as,

others would designate it. Those who complained
were impressed at the same time with his dignity
of bearing, and assumed for him a very gi«at
physical and moral energy ; they regarded his
somewhat imapproachable manner as a h:iughti-

ncss and an assumption of a superior position.

Having known Dr Addison for several years, we
are convinced that such an estimation of his cha-
racter was wrong, and we need, indeed, scarcely

l)oiut to human nature generally to remark that
a quick or liosty manner often covers a mind
which has not in itself the greatest controllings

power. The latter is to be found rather in the
placid and even-tempered man. So with Addison
—we believe his apparent resolute and energetic

manner rather betrayed a weakness, and from
conversation with him, we have his won! that

this was the case. We know that no brain could
be more susceptible than his, and that, although
wearing the outward garb of i-esolution, he was,

above all others, liable to sink under trial. He
used to tell his class how, when a yonn^ man and
anxious about his future career, a friend touching

him on the shoulder in the street would .send a

thriU of horror through him. During the last

two years trivial matters connected with his itHiK-

mont from the Hospital were a perpetual worry
to him, aud other matters affected his susce^bn
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mnd. We use the term advisedly and purposely

to viiidicatf Addison's character from the unami-

able spirit which we have heard charged against

him. A trial in which he was engaged harassed

him, and soon afterwards tlie death of liis friend

Dr Todd seemed entirely to upset him. He had
only lately )>ad an attack of gall-stones, having

previously suffered fromthisdistrebsingcomplaint,

accompanied by jaundice. He became despondent

about his health, resigned his office at the Hos-

pital, and soon after retired from his new house

m Berkeley square. Probably nothing could have

been worse for his health, for being out of har-

ness, he SL'ttlt'd down into a state of melancholy
from whi'h iiotliina; could arouse him, and closed

his eareci- la.st Fvi<ftiy week. His last conimuni-
ostion was a letter which he sent to the pupils of

tjie Hospital, who had written a letter of condo-
lence on luK retirement. 'We have been favoured

with this note, and will give it below, as it affords

some charaiteristics of the man. We would say,

in couchi.iiuii, tliat in hurriedly writing these few
remarks, wc have not sat down to pen an eulogy
<m Addison, but we would .say to those who may
at any time have been ever vexed with his tin-

courteous manner, to take the explanation we
have ottered, and give thanks to God that they

have b<cu blessed with a calmer and less per-

turbabl'j -piiit.

The following is Dr Addison's last letter :

—

" March 17, 1860.

"Mt Dear Sib,- -A considerable break-down ia

l«y health has scared me from tlie anxieties, re«ron«i-

bilititM, and excitement of the Proles»ion, whether
temporariiy >->r ]>eniianeatly camiot yet be deter-

mined ; but, whatever may be the is.sue, be assured
that notliiiij,' was letter calculated to soothe me than
the kind intt- rest manifested by the pupils of Guy's
Hospital during the many trying years devoted to

that Institutiim.
*' I can truly affirm that I ever found my best

support and onconraReTnent in the generous gratitude
ai ;' ~ ' well as my proudest
1' md most exemplary
c

, ,
it my sincere regards

and best wishes to every utm of them, and believe

me, " Yours truly and affectionately,

"B. Gallon, Eati." "Thoma.s Addison."
—Front the 'Medical Titues and Gazette.'

]Sfrtt)0> iltaniageo, anO Dratljs.

BIRTHS.
BuKS-s.—Juue 26, at Brumpton, near Chatham,

tljc wife of Dr Burns, .Surgeon R.S., of ii son.

DouoLAB.—.fune 20, at Workiugton, the wife of

T. S.Douglas, Esq., M.K.l'.S., of a daughter.
FliETfliEli. —July 9, at Lever street, Manchester,

the wife of James Ogden Fletcher, M.D., of a

son.

Glibsan.—At I.«onard square, Finsbury, the wife

of J. Glissan, Esq., M.R.f'..S., of a.son.
LATIIA.M.—June 28, at (iroenfoi-d, Middlesex, the

wife of R. G. Latliani, M.D., of a daughter.
SuTlio.—Jnly 1, at Finsbury square, the wife of

3. Sutro, M.D., of a daughter.

MARRIAGES.
CcDDox

—

Leake. — June 27, at St George's

Cathedral, Southwark, Edward, third son of

the late .James Cnddon, Esq., of Norwich, to

Annette Catherine, eldest daughter J. Leake,
M.D., of the Old Kent road.

Hl'LKK

—

Bac'KHoUkk.—June 28, at St George's,

Blnomsbury, Frederick Tliomas, fourth .son of

William Hulke, Esq., M.B.C.S., of Deal, to

Charlotte, only daughter of the lata Thomas
Cnthbcrt Backhouse, Esq., and graniUlaughtcr
of the late John Iggaldcn, Esq., of Russell
square.

Naso.n— Riddle. —June 28, at All Saints, Ed-
monton, John James Najion, M. B. , of Stratford-

upou-Avou, to Mary W. Biddle, .second
daughter of H. BiUjle, Esq., M.li.C.S., of
E<lmonton.

SlUTii -Campbeli,.—June 28, at King's College,
AUr' "hurt Smith, M.D., of Suilgefield,

Dui 1 the R<:v. Hobert Smith, D.l).,

Sell! r of Old .'Vlaolmr, to Jane Mac-
dlarniid, clilust daughter of the Vcrj- Rev. P.
C. Campbell, U.D., Principal of the University
and King's College, Aljunieen.

DoNXELLY.—Felix A. Donnelly, Surgeon R.N.
EcCLES.—June 27, at St Thomas's street, South-

wark, William Charles Eceles, Medical Student

of Guy's Hospital, aged 30.

Fkancis.—June 28, at St Mary Elms, Ipsmch,
James Ougham Francis, M.R.C.S. Eng., L.S.A.

liOnd. , aged 68.

HrouES. ^Joseph H. Hughes, Surgeon B.N.

Isaacs.—June 18, at Brooklyn, New York,
Charles E. Isaacs, M.D.

MjVcistosh.—July 2, at 6 Bury street, St James's,

Andrew Macintosh, M.D., lateof H.M.'s Madras
Medical Service.

Nicholson.— July 1, at Phcenix street, Somers

Town, aged 7 months, Sarah Elizabeth, daughter

of W. H. Nicholson, Esq., M.R.C.S., late of

Old street, St Luke's.

Bbbve.—Jnly 3, at his residence, Moreton terrace,

Kentish Town, Henry Reeve.

Roberts.—William O. Roberts, Assist. -Surg.

R.N.
SoMEBViLLE. — June 25, at Floreaca, William

Somerville, M.D., formerly one of the Principal

Inspectors of the Army Medical Board, and
Physician to the Royal Hospital at Chelsea,

aged 91.

Strotiier.— jTine 2t, at Darlington, Btu+iam,

Arthur Strother, F.R.C.S. Eng. 1856, M.RUS.
1827, L.S.A. Lond., aced 57.

TA^•^T.a. — June 27, John Marshall Comins
Tanner, of Torquay, Devon, M.B.G.S. Eng.,

L.S.A. Lond.
WuiTMAittia.—John Whitmarsb, Assist.-Stug.

R.N.
YotTNiJ,—.Iimo 30, Jalues Forl)e8 Young, of Upper

Kennington lane, M.D. Edin., L.S.A. Ix>na., a

Magistrate and Deputy - Lieutenant of the

County of Surrey, aged 64.

MEDICAL NEWS.

DEATHS.
Pewab.—Recently, Alo.viuder Dewar, Surgeon

Rdtaii Collbgb of StTBoaoNS.—The following

Members of the College, having been elected

Fellows at previous meetings of the Council, were
admitted as such on the 4th inst. :—Thomas
Bancks, Stourbridge, Worcestershire—diploma of

membership dated April 29, 1834 ; Charles Percy

Croft, Woburn siiuarc—Dec 13, 1839 ; Thomas
Sunderland Harrison, Frome, Somerset—Dec. 7,

1821.—The following gentlemen were :ulmittc<l

Members on the 22nd ult. :—William Henry
Brecknell, Gateshead ; Henry Crouchor, Bexley

;

Augustus Frederick Elliott, Exeter ; George

Harrison, Grosvenor street, Grosvenor square
;

John M'Donnell, Stoke Newington ; .lames Mark
Morri.s, West Bromwich ; Christopher Williams,

Williton.

Apothecaaies* Hall.—The following gentle-

men pa-ssed their examination in the science and
practice of Medicine, and received certificates to

practise, on Thursday, Juno 28tli, 1860 :— Geoi-ge

Henry C^ase, Fareham, Hants ; William Hicks
Farrington, Ottery St Mary, Devon ;

Frederick

Griffiths, Huntingdonshire ; William Seton John-
son, Maidstone, Kent ; Robert Charnley Smith,
Great Ancoats street, Manchester. The follow-

ing gentlemen also on the same day passed their

first examination — William Bntho, King's

College ;
I

'

Kino an i
sicians in

Ireland.- .'..; • i , -, ., .\orth Wales,
was admitted a Licentiate of this College on the

18th ult., having previously undergone the required

examination.
Collegiate Election.—The annual election of

Fellows of the R<iyal College of Surgeons into the

Council took place on Thursday last, when the retir-

ing members, Me-isrs Hodgson, Kiemaii, and Par-

tridge, were unanimously re-elected.

ApporNT.MENT.— Dr Gliriatopher Dresser has l)e€n

appointed Professer of Botany at the London Hos-
])ital Medical College.

The -Medical Council ok Education and Rbois-
TBATION.—At a meeting of the Council of the Royal
College of Surgeons of England on the 4th inst., Mr
James Moncriefl' Amott, F.R.S., President of the

College, was elected as the representative of that

institution iu the Medical Council of Education and
Registration, in the vacancy occasioned by the pro-

motion of Mr Green to the President's chair, Dtcc

Sir Benjandn Brodie, Bart., resigned.

Thh Rank op Military Medical Officebs in

THE French Army.—An Inii>eriui decree, dated
June IStb, fixes as follows the rank of military

medical officers in the French army :—Inspectors of

Hospitals, as Major-Geueral. Principal Surgeon of

1st class, as Colonel ; ditto, 2nd class, as Lieute-

nant-Colonel. Surgeon-Major of 1st class, as Major ;

ditto, 2ud class, as Captain. Assistant-Surgeon of
1st class, as Lieutenant ; ditto, 2ud class, as Ensign.
Magnesium a Source or Light. — This rare

metal inflames at the temperature at which bottle-

glass softens. Accordiug to M. Bunsen, the light of
the solar disc exceeds that of inflamed magnesium
only by 524 '7. M. Schmitt therefore recommends
the use of the flame as a source of light .it night for

photographers, especially as the photo-chemical
power of the sun only exceeds by 36'6 that of the
flame of magnesium. M. Nickles (iu the ' Journal
de PUanuacie) says that M. Schmitt seems not to
have considered tlie volatility of the metal, which,
accordiug to DeviUe and De Bray, has its points of
ebullition nearly the same as ziuc.

A Ball in the Chest.—The post-mortem ex-
amination of the body of Prince Jerome led to the
discovery of a ball which had remained in his chest

after a duel which he fought in his youth with a
brother of Marshal Davoust.
Thb trustees of Owen's College, Manchester, in

connection with the University of London, have
resolved to found a chair of Natural Philosophy, in

which science is to l«j taught mathematically and
experimeutally. The salary is 200^ per auuum,
with a projjortiou of the fees. Candidates must
apply to the trustees, not to any individual trustee.

Ozone.—M. Schrotter (Secretary of the Academy
of Sciences at Vienna) has discovered ozone in the
mineral kingdom. A violet-coloured variety of
tluorate of lime, from the stratirtetl granite of
Welsendorf, in the Upper Palatinate, on nibbing,
giv es out an odour resembling hydrochloric acid, and
ou examination by M. Schrotter has been found to
immifest energetically all the reactions proper to
ozone. Future researches will be laid before the
Academy, iu whose reports they will be published.

StTPOsBD Discovery of the Origin of thb
Vaccinf, Matter.—The French Medic.al papers
have, for the last few days, been repeating that

M. Latosse, Professor at the 'Veterinary School of
Toulouse, has discovered the origin of the vaccine
matter. The sober truth is, tliat M. Lafosse has
inoculated the pus taken from the sores of horses
suffering from grease, upon a cow two years old,

and obtained fine vaccine vesicles, three childrea
being subsequently vaccinated successfully with
the lymph contained in the latter. Now, every
one knows that Jcnner considered the cow-pox as
originating from the grease. He had inoculated
the pus of old greasy ulcers, and not the lymph
contained in the vesicles which appear at tho
outset of the disease, and failed. The lymph ha^
now been tried by M. Lafosse, with the results

stated above ; but it should be recollected that
otliers have failed in the same experiment. It is

extremely probable, as very justly observed by
the Editor of ' La Fr.ance Mcdicale,' that the

success and the failures depend on certain

peculiarities which have not as yet been ascer-

tained.

BUFFON BEFORE THE Ac.VDEMY OF SCIENCES
OF Paris.—On the 18th ult., great sensation was
excited at the Academy of Sciences of Paris by the
following statement of M, Flourens :—In the
luxhives of the Academy a sealed eiiveloiio had
been discovered, entrusted to the secretary, by
Bufron, in 1748 ; and as more than a century had
elapsed since the deposit of the i>aper had been
made, the Academy was entitled to break the
seal. The envelope contained a paper relative to
the liistory of generation, being the analysis of
the chapters forming the ' Treatise on (fenera-

tion,' which form.s a ])art of BufTon's great work,
' The Natural History of Aiiimal.s.' It would
appear that the great iiatundist had been assisted
in his labours by persons who tliought proper to
take advantage of his original views without
acknowledgiiient ; aud Buffou therefore states, in
tlie paiwr lately misealed, that he entrusts it to

the Secretary of the Academy, in order to
established his priority.

Defiling Drinking- Fountain.s. — A case

brought before Mr Burcham, at the Southwark
Police-court, indicates the necessity for afford-

ing legal protection to the public from offence or
injury through defilement of the public driiiking-

fountaiiis. A young costermou^er was brought
up charged with washing filthy hsh in tho drink-

ing fountain attached to tho church wall in High
street. Obviously, if the fountains be not kept
clean and wholesome, they will neither attract

nor servo the public. Probably, legislation will

now take place ou tho subject, attention having
been thus directed to it.

Natural History ok Stone in the Bladder.
—A fisherman presented, says M. Zeuiiaro, of

Cliioggia, (' Gaz. Med. Ital.,' 1859,) symptoms of
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stone ill the bladder at the age of fifty-four, and
refused all surgical interference. Seven years

afterwards, a fistulous aperture showed itself in

the scrotum, and the man was obliged to keep
his bed. During the following fourteen years,

five more apertures formed between the scrotum
and penis, the patient suffering, iu the mean-
while, great torture. When seventy-five years

old, he had suddenly a sharp attack of pain, and,

during the piercing cries he uttered, a calculus

weighing eight ounces escaped from one of the

perineal oiienings. The urine then freely escaped
by this aperture ; but the man still refused all

interference, and put up with this inconvenient
mode of micturition.

Revivals and Insanity.—Dr 'Howden, in an
able Report of the Montrose Lunatic Asylum,
says with regard to some cases in which insanity

was stated to have originated in religious excite-

ment : "The number of instances in which
insanity is said to have originated in religious ex-

citement has been very considerable ; but in

seven only could I satisfy myself, after the most
careful and candid investigation, that such was
really the case. In these the patients' relatives

had no doubt whatever as to the origin of their

attack ; and each of them after recovery^for
they all recovered—most unhesitatingly corrobo-

rated the opinion of others. Four of them were
persons of strong religious convictions before the
commencement of the revival movement, and I

ascertained that the otliers had led regular and
exemplary lives for some years previous to their

illness, it is a common impression, and, as far

as my limited experience goes, an erroneous

one, that in such cases the terrors of hell and of a

future judgment, held up to the excited imagina-

tion, act immediately in disturl)ing the mental
equilibrium. The individuals alluded to above,

on the contrary, either had, or believed they had,
' found peace ;' and it was the overwhelming ex-

citement and joy attendant on this belief that

produced insanity. The mind constantly occupied

with one subject, neglect of regular hours, want
of sleep, late and early attendance on prayer-

meetings, foolish attempts to teach others—a voca-

tion for which they were ill adapted —in fact, a direct

contravention of the laws of mental and physical

health, combined to produce their natural result

—

mental disease. One gentleman succumbed to the

anxiety and distress of mind occasioned by unsuc-

cessful attempts to address an audience. Another
was so overjoyed by his conversion that he scarcely

eat or slept for a week, and his joy culminated in

an attack of most violent mania. A man who
became affected by powerful emotional disturb-

ance,- was considered by those who had seen such
cases in Ireland to be a genuine example of
' striking down,' and he was treated accordingly,

until his ' phj'sical manifestations' became of too

turbulent a character to be controlled out of an
asylum. In some instances the insanity assumed
the tjrpe of violent mania—one of them perhaps
the most extravagant case I have ever witnessed
during the brief paroxysms of excitement ; and it

is somewhat remarkable that in one individual

only were delusions of a religious cast present

accompanying a deep melancholia. As 1 formerly

mentioned, all of these persons recovered ; all of

them were convinced in their own minds of the

p^use of their illness, leaving the Asylum with a

firm determination to avoid for the future an ex-

citement which had proved .so perilous to them."

APPOINTMENTS~rOR THE WEEK.
"

Wednesday, July 11.

Operations at Middlesex Hospitil, 1 p.m. ; St

Maiys Hospital, 1 p.m. ; University College Hos-
pital, 2 p.m. ; Royal Orthopa;dic Hospital, 2 p.m.

Thursday, July 12.

Operations at St George's Hospital, 1 p.m.
;

Central London Ophthahnic Hospital, 1 p.m. ;

London Hospital, IJ p.m. ; Great Northern
Hospital, King's Cross, 2J p.m.

London Home.—2 p.m.
Friday, July 13.

Operations at Westminster Ophthalmic Hospital,

1| p.m.
Saturday, July 14.

Operations at St Thomas's Hospital, 1 p.m. ; St
Bartholomew's Hospital, IJp.ra. ; King's College
Hospital, 1^ p.m. ; Charing Cross Hospital, 2 p.m.

Monday, July 16.
Operations at the Royal Free Hospital, 2 p.m.

;

Metropolitan Free Hospital, 2 p.m.
Tuesday, July 17.

Operations at Guy's Hospital, 1.', p.m. ; Westmin-
ster Hospital, 2 p.m.

BOOKS RECEIVED FOR REVIEW.
Middle-Class and Non-Gremial Examinations : Cui
Bonoi By A. H. Wratislaw, M.A. Macmillan
and Co.

Spinal Curvatures and Deformities of the Chest and
Limbs. By Mrs Godfrey. Third Edition. Lon-
don : John Churchill.

The Wife's Domain. By Philothalos. London

;

John Churchill.

Diseases of the Heart. By W. 0. Markham, M.D.'
London : John Churchill.

The Causes of Death of many of the Animals at the
Zoological Gardens, Regent's Park. By Edwards
Crisp, M.D. London: Taylor and Francis,

Benefits of the Agricultural Museum. By Edwards
Crisp, M.D.

Thirtieth Annual Report of the Belfast District

Hospital for the Insane Poor. 1860.

Rational Medicine, its Position and Prospects.
By Stephen H. Ward, M.D. London: John
Cluu-chill.

Additional Notes on the State of the Medical Profes-
sion. By Edwin Lee, M.C.D., &c. London; John
Churchill.

Statistics of Midwifery. By Robert Dunn, F.R.C.S.
The Tegumentary Differences of Man. By Robert
Dunn, F.R.C.S.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

A Reformer, who qualifies his signature by adding
" when reform was a reality," has written us a

letter " de omnibus rebus." He wishes to know,
among other things, " What Sir Charles Locock
has done to qualify him to represent the University
of London in Parliament?"— a very perplexing
question truly. He has gained a large practice,

and, perhaps, much money ;• but we are not aware
that he is well acquainted with medical affairs, or

that he has added any new fact or principle to

science. Again,—" Is Mr Green a reformer or an
oligarchist ?" Perhaps he will kindly propound liis

question to Mr Green, for we are unable to answer
it. Further, " What is the Medical Circular
about to allow the humbug of a Medical Council

to go on extracting money for no useful earthly

purpose ?" The Circular is doing its duty : this

we can say without fear of a contradiction.

Omega.—You are right in your opinion.

Dr J. H.—Either gentleman may be relied on.

Mr Welch.—Yes.
Philo-Circulae is thanked for his communication.

X. Y. Z.—The law of the case is not yet determined,
but we have no doubt that the j\idgment will be
in favour of a liberal construction. We have
nothing to add or amend in the commentary on
the Act published in this journal when the Act
was first passed.

Dr McGregor.—1st. Yes.—2nd. Yes.

A Subscriber should write to the War-office for in-

formation.
Mr J. H. R.—1st. Not without examination.—2nd.

It could not be registered.

A Subscriber (Lynn).—Certainly.

Chirurgus cannot do better than read carefully the

numerous papers on the operation in the Medical
Circular. Mr Baker Brown has written a book
on the subject, which Chirurgus can obtain.

M.R.C.S. Eng.—You are eligible.

A Poor-law Surgeon.—The Guardians may grant

the fee ; but it is not compulsory on them to do so.

H. H.—'The Lectures (so called) were never de-

livered.

The Medical Council.—Foreign M.D.s.

To tlie Editor of tlie Medical Circular.

Siu,^ I took the trouble of wading through the

'London and Provincial Directory' to ascertain

how many practitioners had taken the M.D.
diploma abroad. I find 196 gentlemen had done
so. I then took the ' Medical Register ' to see how
many of these diplomas the Medical Council
would recognise : the result— sixty-four only are

on that ' Regi-ster '—as follows :

Diplomas obtained.—Erlangen, 71 ; Giesseu, 32

;

Jena, 14 ; Heidelberg, 22 ; Bavaria, 1 ; United
States, 11 ; Tubingen, 2 ; Havanna, 1 ; Bologna,

1 ; Padua, 1 ; Placentia, 1 ; Berlin, 11 ; Brussels,

1 ; Paris, 1 ; Wurzburg, 3 ; Leipsic, 3 ; Gottingen,

1 ; Pavia, 3 ; Leyden, 6 ; Pisa, 8 ; Munich, 3 :

total, 196.

Diplomas recognised by Council.—Erlangen, 3;
Giessen, 13 ; Jena, 1 ; Heidelberg, 12 ; Bavaria, ;

United States, 2 ; Tubingen, ; Havanna, ;

Bologna, ; Padua, ; Placentia, ; Berlin, 9 ;

Brussels, 1 ; Paris, 1 ; Wurzburg, 3 ; Leipsic, 2
;

Gottingen, 1 ; Pavia, 2 ; Leyden, 6 ; Pisa, 5

;

Munich, 3 : total, 64.

From the above statement it will be seen that

out of 196 diplomas obtained at foreign universities,

only 64 were recognised by the Medical Council.

This is weeding with a vengeance. What does it

all mean ? Yours, &c., Paul Pry.

Letters received from H. S. Leverton, R. Griflin,

A. M. Jones, &c. &c.

A Lady wishes to meet with
-^ -*" a Re-engagement to take charge of an Invalid or
Insane Patient. She can ofTer undeniable references and
testimonials of abili^ and experience.—Apply. l)y letter,

to "H. P.," Post-office, High street, St John's wood,
London.

'PoSurgeons and Chemists.

—

-*- To be disposed of. a good Ready-money Retail
Business and Practice at the West End, established
20 years. Immediate possession may be bad. Tenns,
under 100 guineas.—Api>ly to *' C. F.," Al2>ha road.

Regent's park, N.W.

T^he London Home for
-*- SURGICAL DISEASES OF WOMEN, 16 Stanley
Terrace, Nolting Hill.—This Hospital is established for
the treatment of surgical diseases peculiar to women, and
combines the oi^anisation of a hospital with the comforts
of a home.
A weekly payment, regulated by circumstances, and

varj-ing from lOs. to 40s., must be made by each patient or
her friends towards the household expenses, except in the
case of those specially recommended by Life Governors.
There are 20 beds, 16 of which are appropriated on the

above scale of pa>-ments to females of a better class than
ordinary hospital patients ; and four are reserved for j>oor

patients recommended by Life Governors.
Donations and subscriptions are earnestly solicited, and

may Ije paid to the Treasurer, R. Ruthven Vym, Esq , at
the Western Branch of the Bank of England, Burlington
gardens ; and to the Hon. Secretary, orLady Superintendent,
at the Home.

GEORGE FORBES. Hon. Sec.

^oedrs PatentVapour Bath
-^ —a very simple and useful Apparatus fur Private
Use or for Public Institutions.

Price reduced to Four Guineas, including japanntd
outer case.

A liberal allowance to the Medical Profession.

Detailed Prospectuses sent on application.

Manufactured and sold by
BENHAMS and FROUD, 40. 41, and 42 Chandos street,

Charing cross, W.C.

Huxley's Spiral Abdominal
BELT, is constructed on a princiiile which secures

the required support, without
twijig liable to disi»laceinent, and
is invaluable, when properly con-
structed, in eases of Pregnancy.
Obesity, Ovarian Drujisy, Ac.
When required, it is titled with
Air-pads for Umbilical, Inguinal,

and Femoral Hentia, an-l Band
with Air-pad for Prolaiwus Uteri
and Prolapsus Ani. These goods,

in addition to Stockings, Thigh-pieces, Knee-caps. *c.,

RU]ii>Iied 30 per cent, lower than the prices hitherto

charged, every article being of the vjry best quality.

—

Measures required : circumference at a, b, c ; depth, from
a to c—Priced and Illustrated Catalogues on .ipplication

to
E. HUXLEY,

12 Old Cavendish street, Orford street, W.

"Durrows and Co., Wholesale
-*--' WINE MERCHANTS, LIVERPOOL.

Stores : Lime street.

Offices : 54 Duke street.

The Proprietors beg to CAll the attention of the trade,

uoblenien, clergy, and the public, to their extensive stock
of choice Wines of rare vintages.

Burrows and Co. are not disposed to comment upon the
pnnty of their Wines, which is daily most laudably ackuow-
leilged by the public and eminent Medical men of alt

countries, as the increasing patronage of the highest

families in the land is a sufficient guarantee.

They beg to call particuLw attention to their pure Tonic
Wines as being so valuable to invalids and persons of we«k
stomachs. A s.ample case containing three full-sixed Wine
lx>ttles will lie forwarded to any address on receipt of Post

Office Order for 6s. 6d., or a dozen for 24s. It is a well-

known fact that impure and adulterated Wines are the

greatest foes to health, producing acidity in the stonuieh,

and debilit.tting the digestive organs, while pure wines will

accelerate the digestive powers, inrtgorating, strengthening,

and braoing the nervous system.

Their Tonic Wine is admitted to be most essential to

invalids, both old and young, and should never be absent

from the homes of the we.ak and sickly. Its properties are

duly acknowledged and appreciated by the leading men of

the Faculty, both at home and abroad.

To prevent imposition. eacJi bottle is se-iled with the

name of the firm. All onlers to be made payable to UeniT
Burrows.
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CLINICAL OBSERVATIONS
ox

CASES OF PYEMIA:
How ARE THEY TO BE GUARDED AGAIXST ?—Is

PyiMIA ON" THE IXCEEASE ?—Mn ErICHSEX ;

Mr Prescott Hew-ett.

The prevalence of pyaemia in hospitals is a sub-

ject full of anxiety to surgeons
;
peril also as re-

gards a surgeon's fame, say in private practice, in

a case of a little sebaceous tumour of the scalp,

or trivial incision of skin or fascia, when he does

not like to lose his paticut or his name ; anxiety

and mortification very often, as when he finds he

has made half of a good cure of such a ease, or a

case of excision of a knee or elbow, that it ends

in pyaemia. The nature of pyaemia is not at all

settled amongst surgeons, but its treatment is

improved. Mr Amott and Mr Guthrie, like Mr
Rose, veiy early showed that the particular form

of phlebitis from injury of a vein, where there is

a tendency to suppuration rather than to adhesive

inflammation of the coats, is the most frequent

cause of pyajmia. Mr H. Lee has gone farther,

and in repeating the experiments of Lcbert and
others he has shown that the scrum of such pus,

especially in certain depressed states of the nervous

system, is capable of producing the utmost mis-

chief in form of pya;mia. We say, is capable of

producing pyaemia, as there is reason to fear this

is not the usual mode in which this disease is

(jenerated.

Surgery, like many other of the su1«livisions of
the art Medical, ha.s its changes and fashions.
What is practical and useful in one hospital or
school, is often put out of the way for what is not
practical, but fashionable and profound, in another.
The pathological snr"eons at present are men
of deep erudition ; and to show their erudition, in
place of giving us practical surgery they offer
the public very unpractical pathology ; such dim,
unreasoning pathology as tells us that growths
with (aiir. icells are all incurable ; that the in-
fectiousness of cancer-poison has passed into a
proverb; that i)ya;miais, like this infectious cancer-
poison, beyond the reach of art ; that syphilis is
onlv to be cured, like small-pox, by fresh infection

;

and a dozon other things of a like kind, that every
day's clinical experience in hospitals helps to
negative. Those who deny such learned authorities
to be surgeons, allow them to be pathologists and
microscoi.ists

; but this does not get us over the
difficultv that they have evidently uo acquaintance
witli things as seen iu hospitals.
We have al really said, surgery has its fashions

;
(a)

but it is curious, under its many guises, how un-
changeable is disease. We are no advocates for
the " change of type" theory of diseases :

" Quo semel est imbuta recens, servabit odorem
TesU diu."

The words addressed of old to LoUius are
miserably tnic of disease ; it remains the same,
only altered by associations of early clinical
theories. The word " inflammation" in this way
has lost all its original meaning : metastatic
abscess has not fared much better ; it has scarcely
gained, under the new word " pya;mia, " clear-
ness and utility.

Pyamia in its treatment is perhaps a more
formidable and more frei^uent disea.se tlian
t«tanus. Both are curable, if surgeons would
follow the dictates of old clinical experience.
There are no diseases which so test the "stuff of
which a .surgeon is made," as to whether he is

(a) A favourite fashionable iirescription forgonor-
hcea, of the smviler in modo kind, cmlor»e<l by the
initials of an eminent 8avile-row Surgeon, is the fol-
lowinK: "Mist, mncil., 1 oz. ; bals. copaib.T, J oz.
acid, sulph. ilil., 2 dr; infiis. rosffi, ad H oz." On the
pnnriple of Corj'don

—

nimiiwi ne crede co/ori—the
patient is s\ipi,<,s...I, with this red mixture, not to be
tor, rrui,.), |„ ;, l,,i,ry to get well. Some surgeons say
ir. .;,, ,11.

1
. :il„.|,s are an abomination, making the

msea-M iv.,r|.e
; »till these d^Ucacies are much in

lasluon, made np with roses.

practical or not. A patient receives an injury, or
undergoes some surgical operation, very often of a
very simple or trivial kind, a fistula to be slit up,
a bit of bone to be sawed. He goes on well for a
.time, but soon there is a fatal " shiver." Pro-
bably pus is now ou the road to its perfect forma-
tion in the blood itself, in consequence of a
change in the fibrinc, as in the croupous diathesis,

actually as a primary affection ; there is adynamic
fever, and there is oppression. The patient's

countenance changes—it may be be but the veriest

shadow of a change, but to the eye of the hospital
habUii4 that shadow of a change, that emacia-
tion, that cachectic something, is the shadow or

mark of Death's hand already passed over his

victim. Mr Guthrie, even as early as 1S15,
though not very erudite in his jiathology,

describes the disease with his accustomed force

and accuracy ; and he found on the Continent,
where febrile diseases were endemic, this form of
constitutional irritation was very great. The stumps
opened again and sloughed, and pyaemia was the
result.

What the pathologists and museum curators
want in cvery-day, common-place facts, and prac-
tical broad inductions, they endeavour to
supply by the microscopic and the factitious.

Practical surgeons smile at their dreams of
infectious cancer-juice, deafness from marriage of
first cousins—their doctrines of crasis, syphilisa-

tion, and the like. We have seen in hospitals an
entire revolution sweep through the once-venerated
dogmas of Rokitansky, and now Virchow's star

is in the ascendant. Pyaimia raged like a plague
in the Russian hospitals at Scbastopol, but was
scarcely known in the French hospitals—all due
to different schools of surgery, different " fashions "

of treatment. Where we want clear light, the
theorists, in striving to be frigid but learned on
any given subject, analyse, as it were, the clear
light of their sunbeam with a prism ; they discuss
the shades and varieties of pytemia, or a tumour
that ought or might be cancer, and must be
malignant, but which Velpeau, or Brodie, or
Erichsen, through the unclouded wliite light of
long clinical exiicriencc, pronounces to be a
tumour non-malignant, though possibly cancerous.
We have been led into this train of thought by

some clinical remarks recently made on the
nature of pyaemia by Mr Erichsen.
The prevalence of nyajmia in hospitals is one

of those things which, as jnst hinted at, the pure
pathologists can always learnedly explain, but
never cure ; while the disease itself, the simply
practical man can nearly always roughly cure, but
he docs not care very much to exiuain. We do
not seek to explain this " discordia concors," nor
seek to discover the occult reason why at one
side of this question we should be inclined to
place snch hospital-surgeons as Mr Erichsen, Mr
Prescott Hewett of St George's, Mr Paget, Mr
H. Lee, Mr John Adams ; and on the other side,

M. Pirogoff, and an equal number of learned
surgeons picked out of our own Pathological
Society Committees : bnt every one much accus-
tomed to London visitors and London hospitals
must in some hospitals look on pyiemia or phle-
bitis with much less fear and trembling, and very
differently from what he would look on this
disea.sc in other hospitals much given to
Pirogoff fashions. Pyaemia is no doubt more
common in operations on the cancellous tissue of
bones ; but we have known it to arise after scar-
latina or typhoid fever, a bad gnm-boil or simple
gonorrhrea !

Mr Erich.sen, on a careful review of the subject,
is of opinion,that pyaemia is a very old disease ; it

was quite as prevalent, if not more so, thirty
years ago, as it is this year or last year. Many of
the low irritative fevers, congestive slow inflam-
mation.s, metastatic abscesses, &c. then described
in hospital-books were all pj-wmia, according to
his experience ; many bad cases of this kind
amongst his notes so far back as 1840, he now
think.s, on reading them over again, were cases of
what is now known as pyaemia.

Professor Carswell was the first person he
recollects using the term in London. The utmost
obscurity rested on the subject then ; but now he
believes it is well established, that deficient
ventilation, overcrowding in hospitals, and
(Ifficknt. or improper fotxl, are the leading causes of
this disease. We have made it a point to inquire
by letter of all the leading hospital surgeons of
the three kingdoms also as to whether pyaemia
has anything to do with antesthetics ; all with one

voice say the idea or '

' fashion " as broached
recently is perfectly ridiculous. (6) There is no
doubt that puerperal fever is carried about by
surgeons themselves !

An ojiinion is very strong in hospitals that
pyajmia is sometimes endemic ; and probably, like

erysipelas, or this one form of puerperal fever

(another word for pyaemia and phlebitis), in certain

patients predisposed by kidney or other malady,
the disease of pyaemia may be canied about by
pupUs, house-surgeons, &c. going directly from
dissecting-rooms to their work as dressere. Such
students, as observed by some, commonly ad-

minister chloi'oform iu the wards ; and in tliis way,
as illogically observed by Mr Syme, chloroform

gets all the credit of the pyaemia. In clinical

notes of 179 cases of puerperal fever (where there

is no doubt of tliis form of endemic mischief), we
find pus in the veins in not less than 117, and
pyiemic abscess in joints unmistakable in character

in 10 ! Some observations of the surgeons of

St George's, agreeing as they do with those by
Mr Erichsen and others by the surgeons of St
Bartholomew's, some remarks of Mr Adams at
the "London," Mr Solly at "St Thomas's, ' and
some curiously enough of Dr Robert Lee, as to

puerperal fever, we may give in the form kindly
furnished us by Mr Prescott Hewett. The serious

graveness of the subject of pytemia will be our
excxise for this extract.

"Mr Ca?sar Hawkins does not thiidi that pysemia
is more common at St George's now than it was
some thirty years ago. . . As to the causes, &c. of
pyajmia, that it is a most difficult question. But
thus much I can say : at times, and for months
together, our wards may be perfectly free from
pyaemia ; and then (without any apparent cause)
several cases occur in dift'erent wards and different

parts of the building at the same time. Opera-
tions, compound fractures, injuries of the head,
wounds of all kinds, then show the same tendency

;

but the disease is always found to develop itself

much more readily in cases where the cancellous
tissue of bone has been implicated.

" Chloroform does not, I think, in any way
predispose to pyaemia ; at least, wo certainly have
not found it so at St George's. I may mention
in connection with this question, that in private
practice I have had several cases of pyaemia in

which chloroform had not been administorod :

(i) We believe kidney disease has more to do with
pyaemia. Amongst recent "fashions," wo find an
Hospital for "Stone." The present observer is

forced to admit that he is not amongst those who
seek, on account of journalistic jealousy, to decry
such an institution. This hospital, of course, in-

cludes as its specialty all the thousand-and-one lurk-
ing, insidious forms of tirinarj- diseases, its motto
should be, " Principiis ob.sta ;" stop urinarj' dis-

eases in their early stage, in the manner so well laid
down by Dr George Johnson, Dr Bright, Dr Thudi-
chum, Jtc, before they have produced that state of
the ),lood that favours dropsy or pyaimia. In a
tolerably large experience, of ten years, of the out-
patients department of all our London hospitals—
esiiecially the small ones, which, as a royal road to
cure all diseases, boast of " free " tickets, night and
day, to all comers—we know of no class of disea-ses
so neglected and slurred over as renal diseases. We
have several times referred, of course, to the
curiously small number of actual cases of "stone"
seen in the hospitals, compared to Norwieli hospitals,
but the terrible mortality attending what are termed
our brilliant operations. We wish success to this
new institution, if it encourages—as it can scarcely
fail to do—a more practical use of the test-tube aud
microscope ; if it prevents the earlier fonns or ill-

defined milder shapes of Bright's disease from pass-
ing into incurable disorganisation, and it lessens the
practice of random prescribing, at such "free"
hospitals, of strong terebinthinate, acid, or cantha-
rides pills and mixtures, for all such mild forms of
urinary disea.ses, which notably require such remedies
rather as warm baths, demulceunts, diluents, opiates,
&c., in hospital. This institution will meet opposi-
tion, as everything good and useful meets mis-
chievous opposition ; still the men who are accus-
tomed daily to visit the dead-houses of our large

hospitals know what numbers of melancholy cases

of diseased kidneys, even in young persons, ai-e

found ; and we should say that more than half of
the a<lult male applicants at hospitals will be found
with kidney di.sease—probably from driiiliing in-

ferior kinds of adulterated beer, raw gin, &c. In
females, the pressure of the enlarged uterus on the
ureters and kidney produces allnniiinuria, in

hundreds of instances overlooked, and is a chief

cause of puerperal convulsions, peritonitis, and those
states of puerperal fever allied to, if not identical

with, the disease we have been considering -pyajinia.
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Eemoval of a sebaceous tumour from tlie scali?,

death from pyaemia ! suppuration in the gum,
pyiemia, recoveiy ; suppuration in one of the

tonsils, pyasmia, recovery ; suppuration in the

axilla, pyaemia, recovery ; suppuration in the

eavity of the tympanum, pyemia, recovery

;

gonorrhoea, pysemia, recovery. Such are some of

these cases, and the subject, as you say, is of vast

importance."

HOSPITAL EBPORTS.

GUY'S.—Monday, July 3, 1860.

Stone in the Bladder—Lithotomy—Late-
ral Operation.—Me Birkett.

The patient, a man about thirty-eight years

of age, a tailor by trade, of spare habits and
tolerably healthful, came into hospital from the

country some time since. After a few weeks, the

lithotrite was applied, and a stone was split, as

it aftens'ards proved, into two unequal parts.

Eemaining a few weeks in hospital, great irrita-

tion ensued, and some fragments came away. By
the measure of the lithotnte, the stone was found

to be about 14 inch in diameter ; the fragments

caused laceration and injury. To restore his

health, which became affected, he went home into

the country to recruit. On his return to hospital,

after a short time, he became again irritable and
feverish, with a dry rod tongue and quick pulse,

and great constitutional disturbance, under which
he at present suffers. The operation of lithotomy

was now the only resource, anajsthesia being
induced by slow and cautious administration

of chloroform : the lateral cut into the

Madder was made in the usual way, with a rather

large knife. The forefinger and forceps brought

away the small segment of the stone, and also, on a

second introduction, the larger half, which from

its position offered a .slight difficulty, the blade

of the forceps passing over instead of under the

stone. The figure of the stone was diamond or

flask-shaped, flattened ; in short, it was a minia-

ture model of the bladder flattened, the cervix

being elongated, or having a projection, and was

1 1 inch diameter at the widest jiart, very rough
and irregular, mth projecting spicule. It con-

sisted of a distinct lithic acid nucleus, surrounded

hy phosphatic crust. It was a neat operation,

with little hemorrhage—quickly performed, con-

sidering the in-egular surface, roughness of the

atone, and the number of fragments to be

removed. The patient survived only three days.

At the post-mortem examination, an abscess was
discovered in the kidney, and a stone the size of

an almond was found embedded in the lower ex-

tremity of the ureter.

BisEASED Ankle-joint—Amputation of Leg
at Lower Middle Third, with Lateral
Flaps.—Mr Hilton.
The patient, a young woman about twenty-five

years of age, in good constitutional health, had
diseased ankle-joint. Including the ends of tibia

and fibula. Suppurationhad formed at two or three

points, and sinuses established extending to the

ankle-jouit. After anaisthesia became induced by
chloroform, the operation, done in the usual way
at the lower middle third of the left leg, gave

side flaps wliich covered neatly the stump. Little

hsemorrhage followed : great care taken to detach

vessels from nerves in applying ligatures by Mr
Hilton.

MIDDLESEX HOSPITAL.—"Wednesday,
July 4, 1860.

Cataract—Anterior Capkulaii C.\taract—
Laceration op Opaque Anterior Portion
of Capsule.—Mr Moore.
Opacity of the anterior surface of the capsule

of the lens is more common with children, not
frequently met with in adults. The patient, a
young woman about twenty-five years of age, in

food health: first ojieration. Anesthesia, induced

y chloroform, and dilatation of pupil by bella-

donna. The needle was introduced through the
sclerotic coat in the usual way behind the iris, as
for depression ; the anterior layer of the capsule
of the lens was then freely divided and lacerated,
and the needle passed once or twice through its

substance by rotatory movement ; the lens was
brought into communication with the aqueous
and vitreous humours, so that absorption or
solution of the opaque particles by the aqueous
humour takes place. Double convex glasses

would, upon cure, be required to comiMjnsate

for the loss of crystalline lens. In these cases

M. Velpeau applies belladonna paint, in the
proportion of 3i. of ext. (solution of atropia),

diluted with one drachm of water, morning and_
evening, with intermissions. This practice

counteracts many untoward accidents in the

progress of cure, from adhesion to the iris of

lacerated fragments or opaque bodies. The
intermissions are to induce a return of contractility

of the iris after dilatation. By this return of

conti-afitility, sufficient motion occurs to break
adhesions formed, by drawing the pupil backwards
and foiwards like a cui"tain. After these inter-

missions or intervals in the application of bella-

donna paint, dilatation of the iris is again resorted

to by the cautious use of belladonna.

KING'S COLLEGE HOSPITAL.—Saturday,
July 7, 1860.

Perineal Fistule—Lithotomy—Hare-lip—
Ee.seotion of Hip-joint.—Mr Ferou.sson.

FisTULS in Perineo.—The patient, about
thirty-five years of age, emaciated and cachectic,

had stricture of the uretlira and infiltration of

scrotum and perineum from abscess and urinary

extravasation. Mr Fergusson introduced a

grooved sound into the urethra, and made a
median division of the tumefied scrotum about
half its length down to and through the perinieum,

cutting down to the groove of the sound, dividing

the stricture, and opening the urethra upwards
and downwards. Upon removing the sound, he
introduced a flexible catheter, and then a silver

grooved director, through which ho further laid

open the anterior portion of the urethra from the
meatus. Lastly, he introduced a silver catheter

into the bladder, to remain in the urethra, being
fastened by tapes round a bono coUar jilaced upon
the penis, and tied on each side by tapes to the

tliighs and to a circular abdominal bandage. Mr
Fergusson called this the compound operation,

and preferred it to laying ojien the several

sinuses.

Lithotomy.
This patient, a boy about fourteen years of age,

had been operated upon ten weeks before, and a

very large stone extracted, four onnces in weight.

The following very extraordinary circumstances

are to be related : At the first operation the stone

came away in two parts, but was only one stone,

of very singular fonnatiou. When the two por-

tions were adapted to each other, it formed some-

thing like a ball and socket joint, the ball and
socket of the stone being perfectly smooth and
polished. The socket portion, much the smallest,

was extracted fiLrst ; the other, brought away with

some difficulty, was found to be bound down in a

cyst to the neck of the bladder by mucous bands,

running over a groove extending round the cervix

of the hall of the stone, as was detected by por-

tions of these bands coming away with it. The
boy progressed favourably for a fortuight, and Mr
Fergusson conceived he would have a remarkably
quick recovery. At evening he became attacked

with pain and great uneasiness, to an intolerable

degree, about the neck of the bladder, extending

all over the abdomen, and Mr Ferguson thought
he would die of peritonitis. Upon examination, de-

tected a stone. Mr Fergusson did not tldnk any
stone was left after the former operation, and was
puzzled to account for its presence. He came to

the conclusion that a stone had formed in the lower

portion of the ureter, had produced inflammation

and abscess, and so become discharged into the

bladder. The stone was finger-shaped, and on
removal, broken in half by the forceps, having
imbedded in its centre a loose, smooth, detached

nucleus, enclosed by a stony ease or calcareous

cnist. To explain tliis state of things, the blad-

der having a strong tendency to form calcareous

deposits, and the stone having, as supposed by
Mr Fergusson, passed from the ureter, it became
thus quickly encrasted and enlarged, and the

outer crust, also very tender, was broken
on extraction. Mr Fergusson operated by the

latei-al section, as he had on the former occasion,

and cut in the same line and through the same
tissues as before. The operation was performed
with wonderful precision and celerity, and could

not be excelled, being over, and calculi extracted,

in little more than a mmute. Mr Fergusson
spoke of the lateral section as an old operation in

the following terms : "I may be twitted for per-

forming such an old-liishioued operation ; it was

performed by Cheselden, and is going out of
fasliion, being superseded by new ones of greater
pretensions. I apologise," he said, "for naming
this, which perhai>s will be excused on my part,

as performing a sort of decent tribute to the
memoi-y of what will shortly become matter of

history— a memorial of what has been done in
our day." He wrapt up this sarcasm in a quiet
and delicate tone of irony all his own. He further

remarked that this operation, performed on chil-

dren or subjects having small perineums like the
one of to-day, was simple and unattended with
danger, (a)

Resection of Hip-joint.
The patient, a child about four years old, had

been under Mr Fergusson's notice for .some time.

An absce.ss formed over the liip-joint, and dis-

charged. A deep-seated sinus was discovered, and
on being traced was found to communicate with
the joint ; the articular cartilage gone, the bone
being felt by the probe. Mr Fergusson pushed his
finger through the sinus down to the head of the
femur, introduced a bistoury, and divided the in-

teguments obliquely backwards on the dorsum of

the ileum, thus exposing the head of the bone, and
forthwith dislocated it from the cotoloyd cavity,

and resected it with saw and nippers. After re-

turning the neck of the bone, and vessels secured,

water - dressings were applied. Mr Fergusson,
holding up the removed head of the bone, re-

marked that a great portion of it was gone : it had
not come away by bits. This is the process called

caries, or necrosis. Physiology does not explain
these diseases, and we know nothing about the
process of caries. When we say absorption
removes it, which is all that is suggested, we
must fain be content with this explanation. (5)

He said, in these diseases Nature had been gi-eatJy

extolled. He had been much abused for this

operation, but had performed it often, and with
so much success, he could aflTord to incur a little

abuse. Nor was resection of the hip-joint a more
formidable operation than amputation of the thigh

or elbow-joint, or so much. He confessed he did
not know how to cure these diseases. A farmer
boasted of the crop of wheat, the pro<lnce of

which he spoke of as having grown. Trae, he
sowed the seed ; but Nature grew the crop, and
in .season rendered the produce, which the fanner
gathered, ami appropriated as his own. In
these diseases the Surgeon did neither the one
nor the other, and could determine nothing con-

cerning the result ; but if Nature be not directed

and assisted by the Surgeon in treatment after

operation, all will go wrong. She is generous ; hot
if help be not afforded by a proper, straight posi-

tion, and means to obviate truncal gravitation,

which, by movements of the axis of the liody to

and fro, as with children tossing about, disturbs

the limb and prevents a good apposition, the

patient will necessarily become victim of de-

formity.

Hare-lip.
Operated on an infant in the usual way, by

needle suture and ligature.

ON THE

TEEATMENT OF GONOREHCEA
WITHOUT SPECIFICS.

By J. L. MILTON.

(Continued from page 238, Vol. X\'I.)

I believe, also, that those cases of chronic

orchitis and neuralgia which are bVought on by
gonorrhoea, are much more manageable than has

been supposed. Citrate of iron and quinine ; a

moderate use of mercury and chalk
;
gixxl diet^

with an extra glass of wine, stout, or pale ale

;

(n) We are informed by Dr Conant, of New York,

who is at present iu England, th.it the recto-vesical

ojieration is performed with great success in the hos-

pitals of New York, the lips of the wound being

brought together by silver wire sutures, in the same
manner as for recto-vesical fissure; this plan pre-

venting extravasation or urinary iutiltratiou within

the jielvis, or fwcal matter passing into the bladder,

or imne tlirough the rectum. Jlr Lloyd, we are also

informed, performs this recto-vesical operation Sac

lithotomv at St Bartholomew's Hospital.

(J) ViiJe Medical Circular, AprQ 25, 1860, 2nd
col., line 23.
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plenty of fresh air, and a free use of blisters—will

generally eftect a fair cure. They wiU, of course,

iu some cases only arrest the disease ; for no sen-

sible person Tef[uires to be told that they cannot

regenerate destroyed tissue. Still they open up
such an encouraging view, that I protest against

removing the testicle until they have had a fair

trial, especially as the revelations of Komberg,
Ci'Nialc, Curling, Brodie, and others, leave no
doubt that in many cases the testicle has been
excised where a judicious employment of curative

means would most probably have rendered any
operation superfluous. Besides, it is possible that
arrest of the disease by treatment leaves the re-

maining testicle less hable to take on the same
action. In the last case of this kind I at-

tended, I had reduced the diseased gland nearly to

its normal dimensions, when some one perstiaded
the patient to have it ait off—and certainly there
was fibrinous deposit enough in it ; but three
months afterwards, when I again saw the patient,
I learned that the other testicle, which up to the
time after operation had remained quite sound,
was now nearly as bad as that which had been
lemoved.

Vfhen fundus of the testicle ensues, Mr Syme's
plan of paring the edges of the aperture, and then
uniting them over the replaced protrusion, gene-
rally answers so well, that it would be difficult to
find a substitute ; and now that this method has
received the sanction of Mr Fergusson and other
•icellent surgeons, it is to be hoped that the old
system of castrating patients bit by bit will be
put down.
Phymosh and Parajihymtms.—^The treatment

of these complications may be summed up in a
very few words. Phymosis seldom calls for more
than suspension of the penis, which may be
easily effected by any person possessed of the most
ordinarj' mechanical skill. In the more severe cases,

such as are occasionally .leen when inefl'ectiro

attempts have been made to check the disorder
with specific medicines, and which never ensue
when injections arc properly employed, evapo-
rating lotions, containing ether und acetate of
ammonia, may be nscd ; I liave never seen a case
which required more than these. The treatment
may be continued jnst the same as if tliere were no
l>hymosi.s, for the prcpuie can generally bo drawn
back so for as to admit the syringe. It is quite a
mistake to imagine that this complicjition proves
the presence of an amount of inflammation which
would render the use of injections dangerous.
As to parapki/mons little need Ik .said. The

.surgeon should careftilly cleanse the pcni.?, and
then attempt the reduction of the strangulated
part, in which, with a little jierseverance, ho will
generally succeed. Some authors, Fricke among
the number, profe.ss to have never failed. I have
not been so fortunate, and I ha^e seen much
better surgeons than myself who have made
ineffectual attempts of this kind. This, however,
is not of much importance, as in gonorrhoea, if
properly treated, the strangnlation, when not
neglected, is never severe, and rarely attains such
severity as' to require cutting of the constricting
band. If it should, the evil is easily met.

Balanitis is one of the most easy complications
to deal with, although some attempts have been
made to bring it within the category of complaints
rcquiriiij» ••^'••'''"nry vegetable astringents, (a)
M. Ricor i lerization; and if the patient
is quite in , to the amount of pain he
may suffer, or jrcrliaps rather prefers it, it will
answer as well as mild injections beneath the
foreskin : but according to my eiperience it is no
better way.

Pabt III.—On- .some of the moiir (Tnxommon
C'OMn,ICATIO!(S OP GoN"OKim(E.i.

We now arrive at the consideration of those
symptoms which are more calculated to fetter the
surgeon's liands. From their extreme importance,
I have been led to illustrate them by a few
carefully-selected cases, for which I solicit the
reader's most earnest attention, as it is these
rebellions forms of disease which have ca.st so
much doubt upon the jiowers of medicine over
this complaint.

Under this head I propose to place all those
affeetions wliich directly or indirectly interfere
with the exhibition of proper remedies. 'They
consist of—1. Strong tendency to fainti/nrf, and
great natural or induced vxahiesa. 2. Disposition

to iti/iamvuUiiJii of the lacwnm of: the urethra. 3.

Excessive sensitiveness of this canal ; strong dis-

position to stricture. 4. Extreme irritability of
the bladder and rectum. 6. Perineal abscess. 6.

Inflaimnaiion of the prostate. 7. Gonorrhceal
rheumatism or ophthalmia. 8. Hasmorrhagie
diathesis.

1. Fainting from the use of injections.—In
speaking of a strong tendency to faint from the
use of injections, I aUudc, not to the mere sense
of faintness felt on passing the tube of the syringe

down the urethra for the first time, as that is

quite a common affair, but to that form where
the disposition is so strong and recurs so con-

stantly as to constitute an idiosyncrasy. I have
seen it in very strong men.

C((sc.—An acrobat who had contracted a dis-

charge came under my care. He was a healthy,
temperate man, a solid mass of bone and muscle.
Tliis energetic method of gaining Ms BvelUiood
was practised "sub Jove," and he developed his
powerful frame to the highest pitch of health and
strength it was capable of. Yet this man fainted
so suddenly on my attempting to insert a short
syringe into the urethra, that Tie fell like a stone.

The insensibility was very prolonged ; and he felt

so ill after it, that he refused to have any more
injections.

The plan in such cases is to ^ve the injection to
the patient in a sitting or lying posture. This
will overcome the most obtinate fainting, as the
foDowing instance may show.

Case.—A very tall, delicate yonng gentleman
appUed to me with gonorrhoea. Aboijt eighteen
mouths previously he had suffered from an attack,
which, with all possible care, was not subdued
with copaiba and salines in less than nine months :

ever since then the urethra had remained ex-
tremely tender, and whenever he had a cold, a drop
of piLs was seen at the meatus on rising. On in-

serting the sjTiuge he immediately fainted, and
so soon as ammonia was applied to his nostrils the
contents of his stomach were discharged ; but the
impression made upon the disease was so evident,
that the patient willingly continued the injection.s,

which were given sitting. At the end of eleven
days the discharge was so far diminished that they
were given only every second day, and then every
third, till the twenty-fifth, which ^vas the last

;

no discharge havuig been seen for eight days, yet
the faintness was present to the last.

Some months later, during an excursion in
Austria, he again contracted the disorder ; he was
treated with specifics, and derived almost as little

benefit from them as before. Soon after his return
to England he contracted a fresh infection, and six
months subsequently he had another attack. On
both these occasions the complaint was removed
within a week by means of injections, but the
tendency to faint was still as strong as ever when
beginning with them. After tlie last gononha-a,
1 recommended the use of a gum-elastic bougie
twice a week. To tlic very last day of using it, he
always averted his sight from the instrument,
feeling sure that he would turn faint if he looked
at it. This treatment, I may obsen'C, answered
the end in view ; the i>atient, though he was soon
as imprudent as ever, contracted no more gonor-
rhceas.

Amongst numberless instances, I might jioint to
this ca.se as slroiig evidence of the .superiority of
injections over any other treatment. 'The patient
was in easy circumstances, rested as much as he
liked, consulted the first surgeons, and yet on one
occasion his disorder, when treated by medicines,
lasted nine months, and in another three, leaving
each time the urethra very tender and irritable

°

wliereas, when met with injections, one attack was
cured in eleven days, one iu four, and one in five.

These cures, too, were more perfect ; and that the
disparity was not due to a decline in the virulence
of the disorder, is shown by the third outbreak
lasting so much longer than the second.

24 Castle street, St Martin's-le-Grand.
(To be continued.)

OUR NOTE BOOK.

la) 'Medical Gazette, Jan. 6, 1831.

QUININE IN UTEEINE H^EMOERHAGES.
In the March number of the ' Charleston Medi-

cal Journal and Itoview,' Dr J. S. Kich, of Georgia,
reports seviral cases of protracted uterine hsemor-
rhage of an alanniug character speedily relieved
by the iwe of qaiuino, after thft failure of all other

known means. The following are his favourite

methods of administration :

" R.—Sulph. quinine, 5j-

Sulph. ferri, 3j-

MucO. gum Ai-abic, q. s. ut ft.
^

Pilluhe, No. xxx.
' Bt.—Sulph. quinine, 3j-

Sulph. ferri, 5j-l
Gum terebinth. 3j-

M. ft. in mass, et div. iu piUulse, No. xxx. S. —
Two to be taken morning, noon, and night."

—

'American Medical Monthly.'

PUERPERAL CONVULSIONS CURED BY
REPEATED COMPRESSION OF THE

CAROTID ARTERIES.

A woman aged twenty-one, residing at Gourdon
(Lot), had reached the end of the eighth month
of her first pregnancy, and was in perfect health,
when on the 25th of last April, after having
worked all day, as usual, in a sitting posture, she
stumbled as she rose from her chair, and fell back-
wards, inflicting at the same time a severe con-
tusion upon the region of the sacrum. An hour
after the accident, the signs of premature labotir

became manifest ; a nudwife was summoned,
natural parturition took place, but scarcely had
delivery been effected, when violent convulsions
set in.

A physician, who was then called in, pre-
scribed leeches to the temples and mastoids,
ajid mustard-ix)ultices to the lower extremities

;

but instead of being relieved by these measures,
the convulsive attacks returned with increased
violence, and with so much rapidity as to bo
almost incessant, being only separated by short
intervals of deep coma. When I visited the
woman next diiy, the 26th, her condition was un-
altered, and the fits had then persevered with
obstinacy for eighteen hours. The sullerer's
vigorous constitution, her full, throbbing pulse,
the congestion, and turgid state of the face,

seemed to indicate the propriety of copious blood-
letting, which I accordingly performed, prescrib-
ing also the following mixture, to be taken in
table-spoonfuls every hour.

ft—Aq. distill. . . 8 oz.

Liq. ammonise . 120 minims.
Syr. mintluB . . 1 oz.

This line of treatment proved as unavailing as
that which had been previously instituted. It
then occun-ed to mc to have recourse to pressure
on the cai'otids, according to the method of M.
Bland, of Beaucaire, which consists in applying
comjirossion to both arteties simultaneously, either
by flattening them with the thumb and middle
finger against the sides of the lamix, thus approxi-
mating them to each other, or by directly forcing
them back with the finger and thumb against the
anterior aspect of the vertebra;. I adojited the
former procedure, and I had the happiness to find
that, during my very first cxijeriment, the pa-
roxysm became less violent and shorter. "The
double pressure exercised upon the blood-vessels
of the neck soon enabled me to master tho subse-
quent attacks, and to check them suddenly when-
ever the convulsive tit appeared on tlie point of
occurring. I must, however, acknowledge that,
if I was at length successful in conquenng the
convulsions, the most formidable 1 had ever wit-
nessed, it was not without diiliculty, for I had to
resort to compression not less tlian 150 times
during a struggle of twenty-four hours. I shoiUd
also add tliat the unconsciousness and coma per-
sisted many hours after the cessation of tlie tits,

and yielded at last but to tho combined action of
two large blisters applied upon the legs, and of
five grains of calomel iu three doses, wliich were
taken at intervals of half an hour.

I am utterly ignorant of the cause of these in-

explicable convulsions, and refrain from idle dis-

quisition on the subject. But I must lay stress
upon a practical point, wliich appears to mc of
paramount importance, viz. , the result which was
effected by reiterated and persevering pres.sure

upon tho carotids. In the case of similar attacks,
for which, as M. I'ajot recently renjarked in a lec-

ture at the liosjiital of tho School of Medicine,

venesection alone has always proved unavailing,

the method which I found successful should bo
without delay resorted to, and I am confident

that it will render the greatest service when other
remedial agents have failed. Inhalations of chlo-

rofonn at the beginning of the paroxysms, and
renewed whenever tlie convulsions retuni, have
also been found beneficial. MM. Pajot and Blaud
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recommend them in preference even to blood-

letting. Both chloroform and pressure might be

simultaneously employed. Thus the practitioner

will at least be supjilied with some means of treat-

ment for a morbid condition which has hitherto

baffled the most ingenious combinations of the

therapeutist.—Dr Labalbary in the 'Journal of

Practical Medicine and Surgery.'

THE SPIRIT
OF THE PERIODICALS.

The ' Lancet ' opens with the Lectures on

Paralysis of the Lower Extremities by Dr C. E.

Bkown-Sequard. "VVe quote the following con-

clusions on myelitis :

'
' To understand well what we have to say of

the symptoms of inflammation of the spinal cord,

it is important to bear in mind the following

facts :

—

"1st. That the grey matter of the spinal cord in

its normal condition is not at all excitable, and
that irritations upon it are not followed by sensa-

tions or movements ; while, on the contrary,

when inflamed it is excitable and able to give all

kinds of sensations, and to produce cramps or

partial convulsions.
" 2nd. That the white matter of the spinal cord

is not composed of motor and sensitive fibres

coming from or going to the brain.
" 3rd. That a pressure upon the spinal nerves,

or upon the spinal cord, able to produce a para-
lysis accompanied by cramp.?, may either produce
anaesthesia or not, while it causes various sensa-

tions.
" It is not our intention to speak here of the

acute myelitis accompanied by fever, as in almost
all cases of that kind there is at the same time an
acute inflammation of the spinal meninges, and
also because we only intend to show what the
symptoms are in those cases of paralysis of the
lower limbs of long standing that depend upon a
chronic inflammation of a part of the spinal cord
in the middle or lower parts of the dorsal
regions.

" The characteristic symptoms of this local

myelitis are :

"1st. A constant pain at the part of the spine
corresponding with the upper limit of the inflam-
matio7i of the cord.

"2nd. Whether a constant pain exists in a
very marked degi-ee or not, it is almost always
found that pressure upon the spinous process of
the vertebne (sometimes even a slight one), when
made at the upper limit of the inflammation,
causes an acute pain.

"3rd. The pas,sage of a sponge, filled with
warm water, along the spine, gives a normal
sensation of heat in all jiarts above the seat of the
inflammation, but a burning sensation at its

upper limit.

"4th. The passage of a small lump of ice

along the spine gives the natural sensation of

cold everywhere, except at the level of the
inflammation, where the sensation is that of
burning.

" 5th. Most patients complain much of a
sensation as if there were a cord, or some other
ligature, tied round the body, at the limit of the
paraly.sis. In a few patients there is but a very
slight sensation of that kind. This symptom
seems to exist in all cases of myelitis, and to

depend chiefly, but not entirely, upon a state of

cramp of .some part of the muscles of the abdomen
or the chest.

" 6th. Various sensations, resembling very
much those which follow the pressure upon a
nerve, such as foi-mication, pricking by pins and
needles, and sometimes a feeling of burning or
inten.5e cold in the feet, legs, and thighs, less

frequently in the abdominal walls. These sensa-
tions exist with as much, if not with greater
violence, in parts deprived of sensibility, as in

parts which are still sensitive. They originate
from the iiTitation of the gi-ey matter of the
spinal cord, and are refcn-ed to the limbs and
abdomen, just as the pressure upon a nerve pro-
duces sensations in its ramifications. They are
important indications of myelitis.

" 7th. Cramps in the feet or calf of the legs
are very frequent. There are more or less of
them in every patient. Frequently there are

cramps also in the large abdominal muscles,

besides the circular and linear cramp that gives

the above-mentioned feeling of tightening. A
cramp limited to a part of one or several abdominal

muscles may remain almost permanently for days

and weeks, forming a kind of lump, which may
be mistaken for a tumour.

"8th. Whether myelitis exists only in a small

zone of the spinal cord, or occupies the whole of

the dorso-lumbar enlargement, the paralysis of

movement exists in all the parts of the body that

receive their nerves from the portions of the

spinal cord that are below the upper level of the

inflammation. The degree of paralysis varies

extremely in different patients, but it is nearly the

same in the various muscles of the lower limbs

in the same patient.

"9th. Paralysis of the bladder and of the

sphincter aui is almost always present in inflam-

mation of the lower part of the dorsal region of

the spinal cord ; but when the seat of the inflam-

mation is higher up in the dorsal region, there is

rather a spasm than a paralysis in the sphincters of

the bladder and anus. Often then there is reten-

tion of urine, owing to the paralysis of the bladder

while the sphincter vesica: is more or less in a

spasmodic state.
" 10th. One of the most decisive symptoms of

myelitis is the alkalinity of the urine. There is

no patient attacked with myelitis in the dorsal

region of the cord whose urine is not frequently

alkaline. At times, especially after certain kinds

of food, the urine is acid, but the alkalinity soon

reappears.
" 11th. Anfesthesia, or at least a diminution of

sensibility, always exists in myelitis, except when
the grey matter is not the seat of the disease,

which is vei-y rare. Usually, the inflammation
begins in the central parts of the grey matter,

and then a diminution of sensibility is one of the

first symptoms. That peculiar kind of sensibility

of muscles which serves to direct our movements
is especially impaired in the veiy beginning.

" 12th. When the dorso-lumbar enlargement is

inflamed, reflex movements can hardly be excited

in the lower limbs, and frequently it is impos-
sible to excite any. On the contrary, energetic

reflex movements can always be excited when the

disease is in the middle of the dorsal region, or

higher up.

"

Mr Braxton Hicks contributes to the same

journal what is called a New Metluxl of Version in

AlmrnuU Labour. We extract the description

ofit :

'
' The method I have found successful, and

vei-y easy of application, is conducted thus :

—

We will suppose the simplest condition, a case

where the uterus is passive, membranes unbroken,
the liquor amnii plentiful, the os uteri expanded
sufliciently to detect the presentation, which is

ccjilialic, and in the first or fourth position (occiput

to left side) ; the patient is in the ordinaiy position,

the trunk curved forwards as much as possible,

to relax the abdominal muscles. Introduce the
left hand, with the usual precautions, into the

vagina, so far as to fairly touch the ftetal head,

even should it recede an inch. (This generally

requires the whole hand. ) Having passed one or

two fingers (if onlj' one, let it be the middle
finger) within the cervix uteri, and resting them
on the head, place the riglU hand on the left side

of the breech at the fundus uteri. Employ-
gentle pressure and slight impulsive movements
on the fundus towards the right side, and simul-

taneously on the head towards the left iliac fossa.

In a very short time it will be found that the

head is rising, and at the same time the breech is

descending. The shoulder is now felt by the
hand in place of the head ; it in like manner is

pushed to the left, and at the same time the

breach is depressed to the right iliac fossa. The
fcetus is now transverse ; the knee will be opposite

the OS, and, the membranes being ruiitured, it

can be seized, and brought into the vagina.
'

' Having now the labour at command, the case

must be treated according to the circumstances

which called for turning. In obedience to the

law above stated, when the fretus is placed trans-

versely, a slight impulse will determine the final

position of the head. AVhen the leg is seized,

therefore, it is advisable to place the right hand
beneath the head in its new position on the loft

side, and gently press it towards the fundus.

The same law renders it very easy to convert the

cephalic, shoulder, neck, or even natural trans-

verse, into a breech case. In either of these con-

ditions it is merely necessary to push up the

head, and, removing the left hand from the vagina

without bringing down the knee or foot, place it

on the breech in the right iliac fossa, .so as to

depress it into tlie cavity of the pelvis. 'So extra

force should be used, for it will be found to obey
a very 'gentle persuasion.' Indeed, the change

is completed sometimes spontaneously, and the

foot is at hand before it is expected. The breech

now presenting, it is advisable to retain it till

labour is fairly set in, by a firm bandage placed

externally, and, should it be required, a jiad on

either side of the fundus. It should now be

treated as an ordinary pelvic presentation.
'
' We have in the above case supposed the foetus

to have been placed with the back to the left

side (first and fourth positions). Should it,

however, be eertainlj' ascertained to be placed in

the opposite dii-ection (.second and third jiositious),

the only alteration required is to make the

pressure and impulses in the opposite dii'ections,

following the same rules. But suppose the exact

position cannot be made out : in that case it

should be considered as being in the first and

fourth, and treated as above directed ; and for

the foUomng reasons :—1st. The foetal head
presents in that position (back to left side) in

from sixty-five to eighty per cent. ; consequently

the practice would be correct in that proportion.

2nd. Should the chUd be turned over on its back,

one side is almost certain to be the most depend-

ent ; consequently a knee or a foot will be within

a finger's reach. Should the lower limbs not be
near, it can be readily converted into a breech

case, whereby the foot or breech will be close to

hand. Suppose, again, the liquor amnii has

escaped—although it certaiiJy does make the

operation more difiicult, stUl, as the cases to be
quoted will show, it is easily managed even then,

the ])rincipal imx)ediment being the activity of

the uterus ; should that render it troublesome,

susjjend it for the moment, either by chloroform

or opium, and 1 believe the escape of the waters

will be found to be no objection to operation.

With respect to other conditions wliich may
retard or interfere with it, they must be treated in

the same manner and on the same principles as

apply to the oi-dinary method, and require the

same judgment on the part of the operator.
" In considering, secondl)', the general ad-

vantages ot this operation over the oi-dinary

method, I disclaim aU intention of unnecessarily

depreciating an exceedingly valuable and ancient

operation—one which has saved numberless lives,

and one with wliich, at present, we cannot dis-

pense. Still, if it can 'oe shown that in a con-

siderable number of cases requiring version, the

operation can be accomplished as quickly, or even

more so, without the necessity of introducing the

hand into the uterus, with the exception of one

or two fingers passed a little way into the os, I

am sure that such a modification of this more or

less hazardous operation will recommend itself

without any panegyric on my part. For in that

case it will readily be x>*''cei^*<^ tl"** ^* shtiH

avoid

—

"1. The addition of the hand, and perhaps

arm, to the uterine contents ; and the irritation,

present and future, caused by it.

" 2. Entry of air within the uterine cavity.

"3. Liability to ruiitm-e of uterus.

"4. Much of the pain and distress felt in the

ordinary plan.

"6. The removal of the coat, and baring the

arm of the operator ; and, as a minor considera-

tion,—
"6. The fatigue and pain endured by the

operator while the hand is in utero.

"I think the removal of these objections a

matter of considerable importance, even if option

were given us in all cases ; but more especially

so when we add to this the power the plan I have

suggested gives us—namely, of being enabled to

turn under circumstances totally imi«)ssible by
the older method. 1 feel confident that all im-

partial practitioners will, after a fair trial, adopt

it—l will not say to the total exclusion of the

other, but cerUiinly upon ever}- possible occasion

in preference ; for there is one thing \i\m\ which

much stress can be laid, wliich is, that the un-

successful attempts to accomplish the new
method, instead of increasing the difficulty of

delivery by the older plan, tends rather to make
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the latter more easy ; at any rate, the ftetus can

easily be returned to its original position.

"Prof. C. Esterle has shown great skill and

patience in endeavouring to detect during the

seventh and eighth months of pregnancy the

position of the fcetns, and deser\-es great praise

for practically showing the possibility of version

at that time ; but as such opportunities are

rarely to be found in ordinary daily practice, and

as it scarcely can be expected his skill and ex-

perience are to be met with except in such as

devote their time especially to that subject,—and

as, coujiled with other reasons, it is a practical

tact that the majority of the malpresentations and
complications of labour do not come to the know-
ledge of the practitioner till labour has set in, or

till, as in hfemorrhage, active interference is

necessary,—I think that I am not overrating the

value of the above easUy-applicd and safer method
of version ; for the finger inside the cervix gives a

sure indication as to progress of the pressure on
the breech above,

"It may be noticed as an advantage that the

membranes need never be ruptured, as was gene-

rally practised, though not always, by the older

method.
" The third point I proposed for consideration

was the question—To what ca.ses is the above

method more peculiarly aj)i)licable, and to what
conditions is it exclusively so ?

" From the foregoing remarks, it will be readily

seen that it can bo applied at the earliest period a

malpresentation is detectable. As soon as the

finger can enter the cer\-ix, so soon can version be

performed, converting all forms into breech pre-

sentations. In malposition of the head, perhaps

it may be found capable of improving its position

without having recourse to complete podalic ver-

sion ; in puerjjcral convulsions, diminishing the

great risk in such cases from the addition of the

hand to the contents of the uterus ; in narrow
brims, when version is decided upon, it will save

the pressure upon the os uteri against the pro-

jecting parts of the brim. To these points I shall

allude in a future communication, and shall for

the present confine myself to the advantages this

method gives us in placenta jtravia—at least, in

every form of partial insertion. I have as yet

had no opportunity of testing its applicability in

absolutely central insertion, and perhaps we can
scarcely hope for any peculiar advantage in that

condition, which becomes so formidable if the os

continue imdUated. Although in most writings

it is said the ha:morrhage \vnich in these cases

has already occurred is generally sufficient to

dilate the os, still many wUl present such a pro-

longed rigidity of that jjart, tuat death may take

place Ixforc entry of the whole hand can be

effected ; and it has so happened that this form
has in my own experience been by far the more
frequent. These cases are the more serious
because of the difficulty of obtaining a firm com-
press on tlie bleeding lart. The contracted
cer\'ix generally has been seen where the Iicemor-

rhage has begun some time before the full tci-m

(at tlie seventh or eighth month), when the lower

portion of the uterus has not fully expanded.

" The following cases will illustrate the advan-

tages of the method above described, whereby, as

soon as the finger can enter the os, it is practicable

to bring down the knee or foot, and by that means
have the command of the hsemorrhage and labour

at the same time ; for the conical form of this

natural plug is just suited to the requirements of

the case. By gentle traction on the limb, the 03
is completely and circularly filled up; and as it

lilatcs, the size of the plug, as it descends, in-

1 reascs, Jwhereby a continuous pressure can be
kept up, its force varying at will according to the
ret^uiremcnts of the case. Having then secured
this plug, by keeping hold of the limb, wo can
afford to wait till, on the one hand, the system
liiis rallied to bear the completion of the labour;

1 till, on the other, the os has dilated to (nirmit
he evacuation of tlic fostus. Thus we gain an
irlv command of the labour at a time long prior

I'j that permitted us where the Iiand must be in-

troduciid ; while we gain much valuable time, save
much blood, and husband the patient's strength,
lint, having so done, my opinion is, that hasten-
ing delivery would be highly improper. The only
tliHig that could ju.stify us is the suspicion that
liamorrhage was going on internally. As far as I

have seen, this has not occurred ; nor is it at all

probable, in thig condition of cervix, which is

pressed upon by the plug for some distance—at

least, far above the source of the bleeding."

We need not transfer the cases.

Mr Bakeb Brown also contributes some

Keports on certain l>iseases of the Rectum, the

symptoms of which have been ascribed to uterine

disease. We quote one of the cases as represen-

tative of the six reported, and as indicative of

the character of disease described :

"Case 1.—L. P. , aged twenty-five,

single, admitted into the London Surgical Home
Dec. 22, 1858. She complained that she had
suffered for a long time from heat and paiu in the

womb, with pains in the back, and a general

feeling of uneasiness in her bowels. She looked

ill and worn, and was suffering much from
dyspepsia. She had been treated by leeches to

the uterus, for dyspepsia, and for the uneasiness

in her bowels, but without deriving the least

benefit. On examining the uterus, no disease

could be found ; menstruation was regular ; there

was slight leucorrhcea. On inquiry if she had
more pain at the time of, or after, an action of

the bowels, she replied, ' Yes, always ; tha* then
she had a sharp snooting pain darting through
the womb, and that she was obliged to lie down
because the ]>ain and uneasiness were so great in

her bowels ; in fact, that she dreaded going to the

watercloset.' On passing my finger into the

rectum she complained of acute pain, and I found

a deep fissure just within the sphincter, and
opposite to it a small pendulous polypoid body,

the pea-like end of which dropped into the

fissure.

" TreaimeiU.—A dose of castor oil was ordered

early in the morning on the following day, and
after it had acted freely the rectum was well

washed out with warm-water enemas ; the fissure

was then divided by Copeland's blunt-pointed

straight bistounr, the polypus tied, and the rectum
plugged with liut soaked in sweet oil. Two
grains of opium were given, and generous diet

ordered.

"Dec. 25th.—The bowels were opened by a

castor-oil enema ; afterwards the nurse applied
sweet oil on her finger to the whole cut surface,

and repeated it once daily.

"Jan. 6th, 1869.—Discharged, quite cured. I

have heard of her since as continuing perfectly

well.

"Practical remarks.—Tliis case well iUusti-ates

the proposition which I have just advanced. I

would also wish to observe that a very lai^
number of fissures of the rectum are produced
by these little polypoid bodies, as they will be

found in almost every case if carefully sought for.

It will be observed that the dressing of lint and
oil was never repeated. This has been my
invariable practice for the last twenty-five years,

having been taught the great practical fact by my
esteemed friend, the late Dr Copeland, that it is

never necessary to interfere with the parts by the

painful process of reintroducing the lint, if care
Ite taken that the first dressing be left in for

forty-eight hours ; after that time there is no fear

of union by first intention, but, on the contrary,

a healthy granulating process is set up, which
continues till the end."

The Lectures on ExperiiMntal Patlwlogy by

il. Claude Bernard are continued in the

' Medical Times and Gazette.' The special sub-

ject of the lecture is the 'analogy existing between
the action of morbid causes and that of poisons.

We quote some paragraphs :

'
' Our purix)se is, tlierefore, to examine, in the

natural order of succession, the phenomena which
take place within the living body, when foreign

substances have been ingested, in order to leani

the mode of action which enables it to produce
baneful or salutary effects (as the case may be)
throughout the whole system. We have found,

for instance, that woorara paralyses all the motor
nerves, puts a stop to all motion, susjiends the
act of rcsj>iration, and thus brings on suffocation.

The practical result is, that by artificially insufflat-

ing air into the lungs during a sufficient length
of time, the animal is kept alive till the ])oison

has Ix'en eliminated, and all danger is past ; now,
the same takes place with all poisonous substances
which do not produce actual disorganisations of

the tissues : strychnia is in the same case as the
former poison, lor, if all the external excitement

which perpetually provokes reflex action, and
thereby brings on convulsions, which end in

death—if all these irritating causes, wliich

inevitably act upon the animal left in the open
air, are cautiously removed, aU danger is avoided,

and the animal slowly recovers, if the dose of

poison has not been too large. Place a frog under

a glass bell, in a cellar, after poisoning it with the

alkaloid, if left there during a sufficient time, the

animal is found to recover perfectly ;
while

another frog, cmteris pariT/us, rapidly ilies in

violent convulsions, when repeatedly excited.

The effects of cold may also be brought forward

as an instance ; when moderate, they benumb,
but do not freeze the tissues : a frog's heart may be

brought to stop under the influence of cold ; but

give it a more favoiuablo medium, and it will

recommence beating : if frozen, however, there

is an end of all vital properties, its tissues having

been disorganised.

"Such IS the process of reasoning brought to

bear upon physiological questions ; an entirely

similar method ought to bo followed in clinical

researches, for nothing resembles so much the

action of poisons as that of morbid causes of an
ordinaiy description : the analogy holds good
even in those cases in which the disorder is

wholly local, and does not end in death.

Oorvisart, in his celebrated work on Diseases of

the Heart, relates the case of a young girl who,
in order to commit suicide, swallowed a very
largo dose of arsenic ; some symptoms of poison-

ing followed, but the patient recovered, and,

several months later, died of consumption. In
making the autopsy, a large pseudo-membranous
cyst was found in the stomach ; mthin this cyst

was enclosed a solid mass of arsenic, which might
have sufficed to poison nine or ten persons ; this

was the residue of the primitive dose, a very
small portion of which had been absorbed, while

the remaining part, incased in tliis accidental

cavity, rested within the stomach without pro-

ducing other effects than those of an ordinary

and inoffensive tumour. Now, if the cyst had
been a spontaneous morbid production, instead of

resulting from the ingestion of a foreign substance,

the consequences would have been identically the

same, imless inflammation, suppuration, and re-

sorption had taken i)lace within the tumour.

"If wo examine some of the diseases which
most frequently produce death, we shall equally

be obliged to have recourse to general effects, in

order to explain the mechanism through wliich

the ultimate result is attained : numberless
patients die of peritonitis, and in a very short

space of time too ; how does this take place ?

—

for peritonitis, at first sight, does not seem to

interfere with any of the higher functions of life.

Inflammation of the lungs or jileura frequently

proves mortal in a few days ; and in such dis-

eases the respiratory functions are of course

impeded
; yet mere asphyxia is evidently not

the cause of death in acute cases of pneumonia
;

and, in affections which rapidly prove fatal, the
animal, although deprived of food, cannot evi-

dently be supposed to die from mere inanition in

so short a space of time. It therefore becomes
necessary to proceed to a rational investigation of

aU the diseased tissues, in order to ascertain the
mechanism through wliich death has been pro-

duced : both nerves, muscles, glands, and other
tissues—both the solids and liciuids of the body
require to be examined. If, for instance, the
substance of the liver is submitted to chemical
analysi-s, it is found to contain no more glycogenic

principles ; the total disappearance of which is,

in our opinion, one of the most ordinary causes of

death ; for animals kept fasting for several days

together still retain a certain amount of sugar in

the blood. It therefore seems that life may he
extinguished in two different ways ; firstly, by
the introduction of deleterious principles into the
blood ; and, secondly, by the total absence of

indispensable elements in that fluid. From such
instances, it is hardly difficult to judge what
degree of scientific accuracy we may expect to

find, in ordinarj- post-mortem examinations

:

local lesions are exclusively sought for, while the

general disturbance passes unperccived ; and,

even supposing its existence to have been sus-

pected during life, how difficult it becomes, in

the human subject, to ascertain the fact after

death ! Twenty-four hours must have elapsed

before we are allowed to touch the corpse : now,
although in animals recently slain the natural

properties of healthy tissues persist during a
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certain space of time, we are perfectly aware that,

(iter a few hours, they are no longer to be found :

such, for instance, is the case with respect to the

galvanic excitability of muscles and nerves in

birds and nianimiferous animals. If, therefore,

the effects of woorara, digitalis, and other poisons,

which act upou these very tissues, had been ex-

clusively studied in the human species, wo should

never have been able to ascertain by comparison

the precise nature of the injury."

A Clinical Lecture by Mr Le Gkos Claek is

published in the same journal, to which also Dr

James Arnott communicates an article on the

Treatment of Rheumatic Affections by congelation.

He thus reports a case :

"A woman, between fifty and sixty years of

age, employed as a cook in a gentleman's family,

was, after an exposure to cold and dampness,
affected mth pain, swelling, heat, and slight

redness of both ankles. She walked with great

difficulty, and her sleep was much disturbed by
an increase of pain during the night. There was
no fever, nor other symptoms of constitutional

disturbance. I saw her nine weeks after the com-
meucemeut of the disease, had learned that the
colchicum, iodine, quinine, and other remedies,

which she had taken, had proved of no avail. On
the contrar}-, her sufferings had increased, and
it was proposed to send her into the country
for change of air. On the 26th of February
last, recourse ivas had to congelation. About
three-quarters of a pound of ice, enclosed in

a small canvas bag, were, by means of a flat

iron, broken into a fine powder, and raj^idly

mixed with about half their weight of common
salt. The mixture was then poured into a piece

of gauze, and applied to both sides, successively,

of each ankle, wliilo the foot rested on the edge
of a basin. The gauze bag covered a circular

space of skin of between three and four inches
diameter, and was kept in contact with it for

about six minutes. During the last half of this

period, the skin was white, hard, and insensible.

When tliis congelation had ceased, a small
quantity of powdered ice was placed across the
ankles in order to prevent the smarting which
would have otherwise accompanied the returning
sensation, and the patient was desired to keep
the ice applied for a quarter of an hour, or longer
than this, if the smarting should return on its

removal.

"Circumstances prevented my seeing the
patient until the third day afterwards, when she
expressed in very energetic terms her thankful-
ness for the relief which had been afforded.

There had been no return of pain after the con-
gelation, and consequently no interruption of
her rest at night. All that she now felt was a
sense of stiffness of the joints. There had been
heat and tingling of the skin, particularly on
the second day after the frigoiific had been used

;

but this she had quickly removed by sponging
the part with iced water. As the congelation
had not been kept uji so long as it sometimes
is, there had been no vesication produced, and,
consequently, none of that tenderness of the skin
which follows vesication. The stiifness and
weakness of the joints continued for some time,

but not in such a degree as to prevent her walk-
ing ; and had the disease been of shorter diu-a-

tion, these effects of it probably would not have
existed. On the other hand, when the disease
has continued for a very long period, and pro-
duced organic change in the joint, though all

suffering may be removed, the stiffness will pro-
bably be permanent.
"The congelation did not last four minutes;

for being desirous to avoid vesication of the skin,

I sliould have preferred repeating the milder ap-
plication to causing this annoyance from one of
greater duration. In deterniliiing the proper
period during which the part should be kept con-
gealed, it is uecessai-y to take into the account
the strength of the frigorific mixture employed.
A large quantity of well-pounded ice and salt,

applied when the materials are acting strongly on
each other, will produce a more deeply-penetrating
and a more lasting cold than a smaller quantity
not so well prepared. The only instance which I

have known of healing by the first intention being
impeded after an operation pertbrmed under con-
gelation, proceeded from its having been too long
continued when produced by a verj- powerful

frigorific ; but even under these circumstance

there would probably have been no impediment,
had an appropriate mode of dressmg the wound
been adopted.

" To the prevalence of two errors must the im-

perfection in the treatment of rheumatism be

chiefly attributed. One of these is the undue in-

fluence which certain theories of the nature of the

disease have been permitted to exercise ; the

other is the false view that has been taken of the

disposition which rheumatic inflammation has to

extend from one part of the fibrous system to

another, or of what has been termed metastasis.
" The theory of the nature of acute rheumatism

at present in vogue is a plausible one, but
it ought not to be relied upon to the degree tliat

would render those lessons of experience which
are apparently contradictoiy to it less impressive.

That an acid exists abnormally in the blood,

there can, reasoning from chemical analysis alone,

'

be little doubt ; but whether this acid be the cause

of the disease, or only one of its numerous effects,

or what the importance of each of these effects

may be, are points to bo yet ascertained. What
has been termed by the late Dr Todd the ehniinat-

ing mode of treatment, and which mainly consists in

the administration of large doses of some alkaline

substance, accords with this theory ; but the well-

attested advantages proceeding from what are

known as the bark, opium, and lemon-juice modes
of treatment are adverse to it. So, also, though
the supposed common causes of rheumatism, cold

and moisture, are in favour of the idea that ilie

emunctories of the skin are closed by their influ-

ence, the immediate occurrence of this disease,

and of the analogous disease, gout, after sprains,

wounds, and urethral irritations, would lead to a

different conchision. One of the most severe

attacks which I have met with of rheumatic fever

immediately followed the bite of a horse ; and
one of the severest attacks of gout was the conse- •

quence of sudden dilatation or rupture of stricture

of the m-ethra.

"The common opinion respecting the meta-
stasis of these diseases is foimded partly on
imperfect observation, and partly on imperfect

theory. Inflammation of the heart sometimes
precedes inflammation of the joints in rheuma-
tism ; and is so common an event during the
continuance of the disea,se, that Dr Watson has
only known two cases of rheumatic fever occurring

IJreviously to puberty in wliich the heart was not
affected. That rheumatic inflammation of the

heart often takes place about the same time that

injBammation ceases in a joint, is indisputable
;

but this coincidence no more shows the connection
of cause and effect, than the occasional coinci-

dence of dreams and events shows that dreams
are prophetic. Rheumatic inflammation extends
to various parts of the fibrous system, just as

common inflammation attacks successively va-

rious jiarts of the respiratory mucous system
;

and, doubtless, the part last affected may act in

some degree as a counter-irritant in removing the
inflammation previously existing in other parts.

If it be true (and the idea is, to a certain degree,

supported by the pathological researches of Dr
Garrod) that the articular iuflammation is pro-

duced by the deposition of a matcrics morbi, it

must follow that, as iuflammation so produced
would imjjede this secretion or deposition, what-
ever is calculated to moderate or remove it, will,

instead of repelling the poisou into the blood, not
only promote its deposition in the joints, but, by
preventing a febrile disturbance of the system
from the violence of the local afiection, facilitate

its excretion by the skin and kitbieys. If we
take it for granted that rheumatism is a blood
disease, we must admit, with Dr Graves, that

the jioison, in certain favourable conditions of the
system, may pass off by the emunctories without
exciting local disturbance—just as electricity may
pass from the clouds to the earth without injury
to buildings on its surface."

Mr HuLME reports an interesting case of

Malkjnaiit Disease of tlw Rigid Eyeball, supposed

to have been congenital ; and Dr Osboknb con-

tributes an aiticle founded on a case of Poison-

ing by Strychnia, which we extract

:

" Prior to the discovery of Marshe's test for

the detection of minute quantities of arsenic in

organic mixtures, manj' cases of arsenical poi-

soning, probably, occurred wliich were never

brought to li"ht ; but whether cases of poisoning
by strychnia have been overlooked for want of a
delicate process for its extraction, or whether
errors in diagnosis occurred, I cannot venture to
assert. It is possible, however, that there was a
greater difficulty in procuring strychnia by the
jjublic formerly than now.
"A few mouths since a case of poisoning by

strychnia occurred in this town, and Mr Law-
rence, who was called in, made a coiTect diagnosis

of the case, as it ultimately proved to be by the
result of the analysis which I was requested by
that gentleman to undertake.

" Mr Lawrence kindly invited me to the
X)Ost-mortem examination which he performed,
and we placed in three jars, the stomach w'th
its contents, a portion of the small intestines,

including the duodenum, and a portion of the
Uver. By keeping the parts separate from each
other, we prevented the possibility of transferring

any portion of the poisou from one part to an-
other. On opening the stomach, about eight
ounces of fluid, mixed with a quantity of paruy-
digested food, was present. The mucous mem-
brane of the stomiich presented no appearance of
congestion, as is usually observed wlieu death
takes place after a full meal ; but it exliibited a
pale colour, except at the iiylorus, which was
congested.
" In conducting the analysis I was kindly

assisted by Mr l^wrence, and proceeded at once
to search for strj'chnia. One-half of the contents
of the stomach and the organ itself were sab-
mitted to the chloroform process, as recommendid
by Messrs Rogers and Girdwuod, using sulphuric
acid for the solvent. The dnodenum and its

contents were subiliitted to the same process,

using hydrochloric acid for the solvent ; but so
much colouring matter was taken up by the acids,

that a further process was necessary ere the
stiychnia could be obtained sufficiently pure for

the application of the colour tests. Owing to the
difficulty and time occupied in getting rid of the
organic matter, I used acetic acid for the solvent
for the other half of the stomach and its con-
tents ; also for the liver, substituting ether and
potash for ammonia, as recommended by Dr
Letheby, when the strychnia was obtained at

once in a state of purity for the application oi' tke
colour tests.

" After washing tlie potash solution with ether
it was treated with chloroform, and the strj-chnia

obtained equally pure by that solvent, thus
showing the superiority of acetic acid over the
two former acids, at least in the case under
consideration ; and I trust the observation af-

fords a sufficient excuse for publishing the process

which I found to be the most direct for obtaining
a satisfactory result.

"It may be ne<;e8sary to state that in the
alcohohc stage of the process we were surprised to

find the extract only shghtly bitter to the taste

(a small quantity only being applied to the
tongue), and in order to prove whether the
stiychnia was taken up by tlie sidphuric and
hydrochloric acids, we resolved upon trjing its

effect upou animals. For this purpose a kitten
was procured, imd a small quantity of the fluid

extract (deprived of spirit) admiuiatered. The
first symptom observetl was that the hair of the
animal stood on end, and within the space of
about ;m hour it died, with all the symptoms of
poisoning by strychnia. It may be remembered
that Dr Mai-.shall Hall suggested a physiological
test for the detection of stryclmia ; and although
Ml' Lawi'euce expressed his satisfaction at tie
result of the coloiu' tests, he suggested the
advisability of trj'Ufg the strj-chnia, which I had
extracted in a puie state, on a Irog ; a small
quantity being administered, weU-maiked tetanic

symptoms were produced.".

The ' Dublin Medical Press ' contains an article

on the Clumistry of Pcjisiiie, by Jlr Hakkt
Kapiek Draper, from which we make some

extracts :

" Composition of the Gastric Juice.—The best
analyses of the fluid which is secreted by the gas-

tric iolhdes show that it does not contain more
than 172 per ceut. of sohd matter, and tliat

while some small poition of this consists of alka-

line and earthy cMorides and phosjiluites, by far

the greater part is a peculiar organic body to
which the name of^«ps«»c has been given. Besides
these, the gasti-ic juice contains a free acid. It
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would seem at first sight no vcn- difficult matter

to decide what this acid really is ; but although

the question has engaged the atteutioii of many
chemists, it can scarcely be looked upon as satis-

factorily decided. Opinions have fluctuated

between the hydrochloric and lactic, and the

nature of the difficulty of forming exact conclu-

sions may be thus shortly stated. The secretion

contains, as already mentioned, alkaline chlo-

rides ; and supposing lai:tic acid to be also present,

the fluid would, if distilled, give hydrochloric

acid, for the reason that slight elevations of tem-

perature cau.se tlie decomposition of the chlorides

by lactic aciJ. Tliere are, however, two facts

which lead very noch to belief in the lactic acid

theory. The first of these is, that Professor

Grahiim has long since demonstrated by a process

not involving the necessity for distillation that

this acid is i>re,seBt in the normal condition of tlie

fluid. The other is, that by a change occurring

within the stomach i»»«lf, lactic acid is known to

be pnidured. This circumstance I shall again

have ocua.^iou to advert to.

^^ Adion of the Gastric Juice.—It was at one

time supposed tliat the gastric secretion i)os,sessed

the power of acting upon all the constitutunts of

the food—that is to say, of acting equally on M.e

nitrogcnons, the stairhy, and the oleaginous

portions. This idea, however, ha.s, since the

researches of Frerichs and others with reference

to the sali\-a, l)een aliandonctl, and it is now a

geuerally-accepted truth that the proper secretion

of the digestive cavity dissolves only the azotized

matters which arc brouglit into contact with it.

The araylaocoa'i constituents of the food are by

means of the saliva, with which the process of

inasitiration impregnates them, converted into

fflaeosu—# substance wliicli, as far as we are

aH'are, re']|iircs no further preparation to be as-

similated. The fatty matters are at the same

time merely finely divided, and form a kind of

emulsion with the chyme, undergoing digestion

only after admixture with the biliary and pan-

creatic secretions. For the proper solution of the

food in the gastric juice, heat and motion are two

essential conditions. If the temperature of the

stomach be lowered, digestion is much impaired ;

but then, on the other liaud, if it be elevated

above 120°, the function is altogether checked.

Tlie aetiuu of gastric juice upon nitrogenized

rnattrr has often been carefully observed, not

only in cases where the secretion has been

obtained by fistulous openings into the stomachs

of do^-s but, as in the well-known case of

St Martin, in the human subject. If a
! 'if cogulatetl albumen, for exam pie, be sus-

]
1 in a pliial containing grt.stric juice, and

' ^f- placed in water whicli is kept at a

of 100' Fahr., after a short time the

III' albumen becomes decomposed, and
its •ii;;ns become rounded. By slightly shaking

the pliial, the pulpy matter wliich invests the mass
is removed and dissolves in the fl

i

' ^inga
fresh surface to its action ; and if i! :iued

for a f'W hours the whole will be lii .Such

a .>.oIntion of albumen is very ditt'ercnt in its con-

stit ::i '.) and properties to the .solution obtained

1 :ig albumen in a dUnte acid ; for while

1 solution readily passes into the circu-

I'lti u It has been demonstrated by Bernard tliat

the luttor is carried off with the urine. Attempts
have I'een made to estimate tlie jirobablc amount
of tl] • L'.'i^tric fluid which is .secreted in the twenty-

four hours, from the asframption that a fixed

quautity of the secretion is capable of digesting a

certain weight of anhydrons fibrine or albumen.
'S"'> nlv must, in my opinion, such a mode of

cal' uluiin Im] decerned lalhcioiu, seeing that there

i- ' 'nee that the secretion of the dog, which
been the subject of the experiments,

1 iliat of man with sufficient accuracy to

adiiiit ct the deduction from one of facts which
should apply to the other ; but I find that the

of different chemists as regards the
M-r itself ditl'cr so widely, that we must

':.
. _;ard their results as even approximations

to (4tM' . il truth. Thu.s, for instance, according
to l,< liiDunii, about twenty parts of the ga.stric

juice of the dog are required for the digestion of

one part of alhnmen. From these data tho amoant
daily se. ri-tedby a liealthy man must l)c from sixty
to eighty ounces. But if we are to believe
Bouilalt, will, ij line of those who have most
recently ,1 in this direction, 100
grammes 'i jistric juice will dissolve and

digest forty grammes of dried fibrine—a widely
different, and, I think, ijuite irreconcilable result.

'
' Naiwre of Pcpsine.—Pepsine, the organic

constituent of the gastric juice, was first isolated

and examined by Wa-smann. He found that if

the mucous membrane of a stomach were treated

with cold water and tho infusion evaporated to

drj-ness, there remained a viscid, brownish mass,

having the odour of glue. The properties of a

solution of this substance may be thus shortly

stated.

" It is precipitated by the addition of alcohol,

tannin, or acetate of lead, foi-ming in the latter

case a compound of tolerably definite constitution

—peptate of lead. It possesses the power of

digesting uitrogenised substances if they are sub-

jected to its action under fit conditions of heat

and motion.

" If the peptate of lead be decomposed by
sulphide of hydrogen, a solution of pure pepsine

is obtained.

"This solution, which is neutral, is of itself

incapable of effecting digestion ; but if a small

quantity of an acid, as lactic or hydrochloric, be

added, solution pi-oceeds rapidly. The pepsine

seems, therefore, to dispose the acid to dissolve

the substance, .somewhat .simulating, in fact, the

action of a ferment. Indeed, the ferment theory

would seem to bo borne out by the action of

pej)sine upon grape sugar, which it converts into

lactic acid. Here I must not omit to allude, in

passing, to the manner in which the starchy

portions of the food are digested. The action of

the ptyalin in the saliva first converts the starch

into grape sugar, which is capable of being

assimilated without digestion, and by the further

action of pepsine upon tho gi-ape sugar a sufficiency

of lactic acid is produced to carr)' on the digestion

of nitrogoniscd food. The changes which take

place may be thus represented :

—

One equivalent of starch = C\, H,, 0,, becomes

Oneeouivalent of glucose=Ci, H,j O,, which is

finally changed into

Two equivalents of lactic acid=2 (C, H, 0,).

"Artificial Pepsine.—The difficulty of con-

veniently obtaining the gastric juice of animals

for medicinal purposes, and the disgust wliich

many patients not unnaturally felt at its use, soon

led to its being altogether discarded, and it is

only very recently that, under its new form, it

has been reintroduced as a remedy. It occurred

to M. Boudalt that if ho could separate the

active constituent from the inert and nseless

substances associated with it in the gastric juioe,

he would be able to pro<luce not only a much less

disagreeable medicine, but one of greater certainty

of action. This he now effects in the following

manner :—The stomachs of sheep are inverted

and washed under a very gentle stream of cold

water, and with a blunt kiiife the pepsine-secretiiig

follicles are scraped off and beaten in a mortar

with a small quantity of distilled water. Tho
liquid filtered from this, being next treated with

a solution of acetate of lead, gives a copious

white )irecipitate—peptate of lead—which is

collected on a filter, and after being freed by
washing from an excess of the lead, salt is diffused

through a small quantity of water. The sus-

pended precipitate is next decomposed by a stream

of sulpliide of hydrogen, sulphide of lead and
pepsine being produced. The fonner is separated

by filtration, and the latter remains in solution.

Now, if this sulution of pepsine were simply to

be evajiorated to dryness, all dne precaution not

to exceed a temperature of 100° being observed,

the product would be a gummy, ver}' deliquescent

mtt.ss, prone to decomposition, and altogether

unfit for medicinal use. To obviate these inoon-

venieuces and give the jicpsine a permanent form,

M. Boudalt mixes with tlie solution, when
evaporated to the consistence of a thick sym^,
starch powder in certain fixed proportions. This

constitutes the ' neutral pepsine recommended

by the inventor in cases whore dyspejisia is oom-

plicated with abuornial aci<lity of tho stomach.

But for cases where there is no undue ascidity a

j>e|>sine powder is prepared, to which Jaetic acid

IS ailded in such proportion as will give the degree

of acidity which canine gastric juice is found to

possess. There arc also combinations of pojisiue

with morpliia, stryclinia, and irou ; oUa podrida,

which I cannot but look upon as being not only

uncheuiicttl, but calculated to lead to false deduc-

tions as to the value of pepsine itself.

"Pepsine should be taken between thin slices

of bread, not either before or after, but—in

imitation of the natural secretion— fs< a meal.

As any excess of temperature beyond 120° Fahr.
totally destroys its digestive property, hot fluids

should never be taken either immediately before

or after its exhibition ; and as it is decomposed by
alcohol, if spirituous liquids be used at all they
should be very much dOuted."

Mr Draper is sceptical as to the alleged

beneficial use of pepsine, in the small doses given,

whilst such large quantities are secreted by the

stomach under natural conditions. The Author

shows that much of the pepsine sold is absolutely

inert.

Schiller as a Sckoeon.—Schiller commenced the
study of Medicine at Stuttgart in 1775, in the
Academy erected by the Duke of Wurtemburg for

the beneilt of officers' sons. For two years he pxir-

sued his Medical studies with great zeal, and wrote a
Latin treatise on the ' Philo.^oijhy of Physiology,'

which was never printed. In 17S0 he composed his

essay on the Connection of the Animal and Spiritual

Nature of Man, which ^vas published in the Monats-
schrifl of Berlin in 1821. In the same year he
received the appointment of Snrgeon to a regiment
in the Wurteraberg array, and perfoniied liis duties

most satisfactorily. Schiller's intimate friend

Scbarffenstein has transmitted a ludicrous descrip-

tion of the young Surgeon as he appeared on parade
in the full glory of regimentals. His l)ody was
squeezed into a tmiform cut in the Prussian style.

On each side of his face were three thick stiff rolls

iutentled to represent curls ; a hea\-y queue was sur-

rouuded by alittle military hatjwhichscarcely covered
the crown of his head, and his long neck protruded
&om a tight horse-hair stock. But the most won-
derful iiart of the costume was the leg and foot attire.

The feet were forced into gaiters covered with felt,

and two cylinders of great size were compressed into

narrow stockings. Schiller studied Medicine rather

from compulsion than fi^oin choice, and finding

that it seriously interfered with his literary labours,

he determined to abandon it altogether. Tliis course,

indeed, sc'ems to have been forced on liim by the
Duke, who afterthe publication of the 'Robbers' sent

for him and ordered him to confine his writings to

Medical subjects. Feeling this to be impossible,

Schiller left his regiment, in consequence of wliich he

was banisiied from Stuttgart, and was conqielled to

live under an assumetl name in the adjacent towns.

SUf-CESSFtTL Hf.KXIDTO.MY TOUR P.\YS AFTER
PARTUTimox.—M. Kuhn has jiublishcd, in the
' Gazette Hebdomadaire,' tho case of a woman
who was confined of her sixth child whilst alfected

with inguinal hernia of only a few months'
existence. On tho fourth day after parturition,

symptoms of strangulation showed themselves,

and M. Kuhn, finding the taxis extremely pain-

ful, operated at once, and succeeded in reducing.

The woman did perfectly well.

S.MALL-POX AND VaCOINATION HOSPITAL.

—

A General Court of the Governors of this Institu-

tion was held this week at tho hospital. Since

the foundation of the hospital, in 1746, it has

afforded relief to 273,699 patients ; during tho

year 1859,to 1,186 ; and during the past si.'cmonth.s,

to 669, being the greatest number admitted for a

similar time since its institution, anil several

were refused admission for want of accommo-
dation. Under these circumstances it was
resolved at the last General Court, that in conse-

quence of the frequent return of epidemics of

sinidl-pox and of the crowded state of tho

hospital, steps should be forthwith taken to pro-

vide a separate building or wards to receive the

more urgent cases, and thus atlbrd additional

accommodation to the public and security to tho

patients. In accordance with this resolution,

applications for plans and estimates were made, and

eventually a tender accepted from Mr John Perry

for building two additional wards to the hospital

for the sum of £8,358, and these wards are to be

]irocecded with at once. 117,734 persons have

been |vaccinatcd at the hosiiitnl since the year

1799, and 197 duruig the last six montlis, and

120 Medical Practitioners have been supplied

gratuitously with 600 charges of vaccine lymph

since the commencement of the present year.

The receipts for the year 1859 were £2,080 15s. 7d.,

and tho expenditure £2,210 lis. 3d., leaving a

balance at tne banker's of £469 17s. 4d.
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THE NIGHTINGALE FUND.
We suppose it must be admitted that there

is a collapse of the design to establish a

grand Institution for the Training of Nurses

under the superintendence of Florence Night-

ingale. The best wishes of mankind followed

her steps in her pilgrimage to the Crimea ; her

tenderness and assiduity, her judgment and

benevolence, in discharging the duty she had

undertaken, won for her the enthusiastic affec-

tion of all the men and women of England,

whose eyes dimmed with tears as they perused

the recital of her self-devotion ; and when she

returned to the quiet of her home, a general

desire was expressed to perpetuate the memory

of her heroism by raising a fund, the proceeds

of which should be applied to some purpose

of public utility in harmony vrith the character

and labours of this courageous and estimable

woman. A Committee was appointed, sub-

scriptions were contributed, and a design was

formed to establish a large Hospital for the

Training of Nurses ; but, unfortunately, at a

critical period of these arrangements it became

known that Miss Nightingale's health had been

irreparably injured by the trials to which it had

been subjected, and that should she happily

survive for any length of time, she would,

nevertheless, be unable to undertake the

superintendence of a large Institution.

Whether the gentlemen who undertook the

responsibility of collecting the funds felt that

to found a Hospital for such a purpose without

the advantage of Miss Nightingale's directing

judgment and large experience would be to

entail failure on the scheme, we know not

;

but we may remark, that if such a notion

guided their reflections, it was quite a mistaken

one, and has itself led to the failure of one

of the most benevolent and useful designs that

have been conceived in recent times. The
personal attention of that lady to all the

details of management would not have been

necessary ; and we are sure that there are other

ladies, her colleagues in duty in the Crimea,

who would gladly have embraced the oppor-

tunity of working out the project. It is idle

to suppose that the Hospital could not have
succeeded without the hourly supervision of

the ladywhose name it would bear—a name that

would have proclaimed the benevolent inten-

tion it embodied, and rallied round it a host

of generous and active friends.

The fault has been in relying too much upon

a name, and not venturing enough for a cause

;

a want of conviction, though, perhaps, not of

heart, that Is the certain forerunner of defeat

in all undertakings requiring long-continued

energy and determination to ensure their

success. Some of those gentlemen, we fear,

had not the leisure to devote to the work ; and

others who had, waited upon those who had

not, until the glow of eagerness cooled down,

and the project crumbled under the mouldering

influences of lassitude, disappointment, and

delay.

It is certain that the announcement of the

illness of Miss Nightingale damped the spirit

of those who were promoting the design,

and the subscriptions ceased to be collected
;

thus the idea of establishing a new Hospital

especially devoted to the Training of Nurses

gradually disappeared, and the proposal to

work out the design upon old foundations took

its place. This abandonment of the original

plan is deeply to be regretted : it is equivalent

to an utter defeat of the design of comme-

morating in an honourable manner, and for

the satisfaction of the grateful impulses of the

present generation, the noble woman whose

name will be the glory of her sex as long as

English history shall be written.

It being determined that there should not

be a new Hospital, a struggle commenced

among the friends of the several existing Insti-

tutions as to which should have the benefit of

the funds that had been collected. At one

time it was projected, under the partial influ-

ence of the Horse Guards, to connect the

Training Institution with one of the Military

Hospitals ; but, for very obvious reasons, this

notion fell to the ground, .\fter much delay,

St Thomas's Hospital has been fixed upon
;

and that Institution undertakes to instruct

fifteen probationers, and to find them board

and lodging, receiving only in return a reim-

bursement of the expenses incurred by the

arrangement. St Thomas's is one of those

shady places where the idea of a Training In-

stitution will be most appropriately hidden

from public view. The design, ashamed of

itself, and mortified with the neglect it has

received, seems to have fled to the cool

retreats of this subterranean Institution to

pine away in secret sorrow, and prepare itself

for a premature tomb. The funds, perhaps,

will sufiice to maintain the semblance of the

idea originally propounded ; but in reality the

nurses will be incorporated with the regular

staff, and the money will go as a matter

of account into a trust fund, but be applied

to the general benefit of the Hospital. Tlie

idea of a Training Institution will utterly

evaporate, and there is no place where it could

do so with less probability of exciting the

notice or the commiseration of the public than

in the quiet wards of St Thomas's.

So far as the forms of an institution can give

reality to it, not even these will be preserved

under the present arrangements. There will not

be a staffapart from the present resident Medical

Ofiicer, Matron, and Sisters, to direct the

nurses, and the only appearance of separate-

ness will be the occasional visits of the Com-

mittee and a Lady Visitor. We do not un-

derstand even that there will be an addition of

new Go\'emors to represent the Fund at the

Board, and to keep a watchful eye over its

appropriation. In short, the Training Institu-

tion will be practically incorporated with the

Hospital, and so will lose all its distinctive cha-

racteristics. We do not say that any other

engagements could be made consistently with

the good administration of the Hospital, and

we do not charge the Governors with accom-

plishing a job for their own advantage or

honour, as has been implied ; but we do say

that the Committee have not done their duty

by the Fund, and have let a grand opportunity

slip away of founding an Institiition that

would have been productive of incalculable

blessings to suffering humanity.

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

THE COLLEGE OF PHTSICLANS V. THE

SOCIETY OF APOTHECARIES.

The proposal of the College of Physicians to

create a new order of Licentiates in Medicine

practising Pharmacy, has excited the jealousy

of the Society of Apothecaries, who foresee the

utter annihilation of their educational authority

should such a proposition be carried out.

They have therefore resolved to do their

utmost to prevent its realisation. A case

has been prepared by them and submitted

to Counsel ; and the opinion given is, that

the College of Physicians have no power

to carry out their intention. The value of the

opinion, of course, depends upon the accuracy

of the statements in the case ; and experience

informs us that there is never any difficulty in

framing a new case out of the same elements,

and in getting a conclave of Counsel to upset

the opinion already pronounced. The College

of Physicians seem to be disposed to try this

chance. They, too, are preparing a case for

submission to Counsel, and no doubt they will

obtain a decision favourable to their wishes,

or, at least, sufliciently colourable that they

may be tempted to test their right in a Court

of Law. It is probable, however, that should

the College persevere, the Society of Apothe-

caries will be the body who will first moTC

the Courts. How often must we deplore the

anarchical state of our Profession, and the

wretched Corporate rivalries that spring out

of such a condition ! It would appear that the

great Profession of Physic w,<is instituted for
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the exclusive advantage of the Corporations,

and that the Members were only of conse-

quence as they enriched one body or another,

or battled for the maintenance of sectional

rights. The conventional distinctions granted

by these Institutions enlist the entire body of

the Profession in the contest, and hence we

have the misfortune to see Graduates arranged

against Physicians, Apothecaries against Doc-

tors, Members against Fellows, the public

looking on meanwhile, and pitying the men

who can indulge in such fierce warfare for

snch unintelligible objects. So far as this

present squabble is concerned, our opinion is

favourable to the principle enunciated by the

College of Physicians. We desire to see the

old Society closed as an educational institution,

and limited to its ordinary trading functions.

The knoll of Apothecaryism is sounded. At

the same time, we shall not encourage the

College of Physicians in an attempt to create

a hybrid class—Physicians by association, but

not in name ; and unless they otTer more

favourable conditions to the General Practi-

tioners, shall counsel the course of abstention

from the struggle. The General Practitioners

do not desire to be tacked on as an inglorious

appendage to the skirts of the College of Phy-

ncians. The bulk of the General Practitioners

arc quite as good Physicians as the bulk of the

Physicians themselves. We observe that the

• Lancet ' falls back this week upon the " One
Faculty " scheme as a mode of extrication

from the difficulties by which we are beset.

The ' Lancet ' has many times given worse

advice. We like to sec this journal recur

occasionally to its old principles ; for it gra-

tifies ns to find that we are not wholly alone

in the broad views we wish to take of Medical

legislation.

THE TITI,E CLAUSES OF THE MEDICAL BILL.

Another case has lately been tried, at Bristol,

which has ended in a break-down of the

Medical Act. A man of the name of Jacques,

practising under the alias Blake and Co., Phy-

sicians and Consulting Surgeons, calling him-

self " Doctor," and having the title " Surgeon "

over his door, was summoned before the

Justices to answer the charge of infringing

the Medical Act. Evidence in support of the

charge having beeen heard, the magistrate

decided that " a man might use every title

named in the Act, if he did not use it for the

purpose of implying that he was recognised as

a practitioner under the Act." We have said

that this was a break-down of the Act : this

expression was hardly correct ; it was a break-

down of the case of those who wished to put

the Act to a greater strain than it would bear.

It is very vexatious, however, to find that the

Act is inefficient against unqualified pretenders.

DR MACLOUGHLtS.

Last week Mr Brady brought the case of
l)r .Afadoiighlin under the notice of the House

of Commons. It appeared that Dr Macloughlin

having felt aggrieved at some alleged injustice

done him in promoting juniors over his head,

went on half-pay ; he was afterwards called to

active service, and declined to go ; he was then

cashiered. Mr Brady made the attempt to

reinstate him. It was, however, generally felt

by the House that the insubordination o

which Dr Macloughlin had been guilty did

not justify a lenient course towards him, and

they allowed the decision of the Board to

SKETCHES OF EMINENT
PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS

OF THE LAST CENTURY.

By JOSHUA BUTIGESS, M.D.

MEMOIR OF JOHN HUNTER, F.R.S.

Two brothers, William and John Hunter, hav-
ing obtained the highest honours and rewards,

native and foreign, in the same field and in

the same profession, is a circumstance which
demands no indifferent or hasty retrospect.

At the same time it must be recorded that

another b'other, the eldest of the family of

the Hunters, who had been trained to the
law as Writer to the Signet at Edinburgh,
became so captivated with the books he found,

and the pursuits of anatomy in the dissecting-

room, on a visit ho made in 1742 to William
Hunter in London, that he also devoted himself
to the study of physiology and anatomy. His
ardour in the prosecution of these studies was
such, that impaired health resulted from unre-
mitting application to anatomy in the dissecting-

room, and this brother diecl, from spitting of
blood, when he was twenty-eight years of age,

at Kilbride, in Scotland. He is described as hav-
ing been of uncommonly pleasing address and
quick parts, and Dr William said, "that if he
had lived to pmctise physic in London, nothing
could have prevented his rising to the top of his
Profession." Ha<l he lived, the circumstance of
three brothers Iteing rivals in the same career of
distinction and honour would have occurred, and
perhaps the more amiable temperament and
seniority of the latter of the three niiyht have
moderated the rivalship and mitigated the sjiirit

of emulation, which on many occasions broke out
into envy and jealousy between William and John
Hunter. This attachment to the Medical Pro-
fession was hereditary in the family, and the fame
of the Hunters sui-vived, and was represented by
the career of a not less distinguished physician
and eminent anatomist, their nephew, Dr Matthew
Baillie, and the distinguished authoress Miss
Joanna Baillie was his sister.

John and William Hunter explored the paths
of physiology and natural science, and carried
their inquiries where not even a track existed
to guide their ambitious aims, entirely at
their own cost, with unexampled perseverance
and lalmur. John, more especially, by con-
necting the art of surgery with natural history
and natural science, clevatal its teaching
to the level of philosophy. He found a large
province unexplored, and, with the fresh and
vigorous percejitions of an original mind, ho
eagerly investigated the relations of functional
actions with matter and organization, thus erect-
ing a framework U])on which to estaWish new
doctrines and general principles. The circrmi-
stances attending the early life of John Hunter
were wi<lely different from those of William :

John was the youngest child of a large family
; at

his birth his father being seventy years of age.
John, the son of John and Agnes Hunter, was

born at Kilbride, in the county of Lanark, on
Febniary 1.3tli, 1728. His grandfather on the
mother's side, a highly respectable citizen of
Glasgow, of the name of Paul, occupied tlie
position of Treasurer of the City of Glasgow.
Disputes have arisen about the correct date of
his birth, liis biographer and relative Sir Everard
Home having (liveu July 14th, 1728, which date

is observed by the College of Surgeons of London
in their celebration of John Hunter's anniversary.

The testimony given of his birth by his friend

and pupil Dr Adams (who has also published a

biography of John Hunter), obtained through the

Rev. James French, minister of Kilbride, from
the parish register, conclusively decides the first

date to be con-ect. John Hunter's early life was
left to the exclusive care of a mother who
became a widow when he was ten years old. The
doting affection of a mother to an only child,

remaining to claim her solicitude, permitted in-

dulgence in every possible way. A'^illage pastimes

and recreations, in the absence of the restraint

which tuition requires, induced a taste for

dissipation incident to countrj' amusements and
want of regular occupation. When at the a"e of

seventeen, being placed at a grammar-school, he
was totally unfit, from the desultory life ho had
led, for the appUcation necessary to obtain a

classical education or a knowledge of languages ;

and throughout life John Hunter was deplorably

ignorant of the first elements of tuition, and his

orthography would certainly not have sustained

the competitive examinations of our day. The
restraint this discipline imposed became in-

tolerable, and the fascination of country amuse-
ments confirmed the distaste ho felt at the con-

finement required by study, in the absence of

any emulation from the example of brothers or

sisters. Both his sisters wore married; and he
incurred a fate which marked the career of some
men, who, notwithstanding, arrived at eminence.

Men of enterprise, when once awoke to the

neces.sity of diligence, by assiduous application,

will quickly arrive at an enviable and honourable
position. Amongst those who, in defiance of
early neglect, have left lasting testimonies to

their genius and merits, we may name the

philanthropist Howard, the circumnavigator
Captain Cook, Dean Swift, and, in our own day,

Home Tooko and Lord Byron. These examples,

however, form exceptions to a rule that applica-

tion and study are essential to attain fame and
fortune, the absence of which nothing will com-
pensate.

The youngest sister of John Hunter had, con-

trary to the wishes of her friends, made an un-

fortunate marriage with a Mr Buchanan, of

London, who had commenced business at Glasgow
as a cabinet-maker. Of specious address ami
fascinating manners, fond of music and a good
singer, Buchanan gave himself to society aud
dissipation, and soon became embarrassed in his

affairs. For his sister John Hunter eutertainad

gi-cat affection, and, in his seventeenth year, he
paid her a visit, to condole with her misfortunes,
and, if possible, to help in provonting the ruin in

which Buchanan was becoming involved. This

incident gives origin to the st.atenient, "a wheel-

wright or carpenter he (John Hunter) certainly

was." (<z) If true, thi.i can in no degree diminish,

but rather enhances, the high merit to whieh
he in after life attained. It is very possible

the mechanical skill obtained as a cabinet-

maker may explain the wonderful delicacy and '

proficiency ho acquired in making anatomical

preparations. How many of ow cleverest men
of science might envy an accomplishment wliich/

could only be arrived at through such a noviciate .'

If John Hunter served an apiuenticeship to his

brother-in-law, who was a carpenter and cabinets
maker—as one of his biograjihers, Jesse Foot

*

states—when that business failed he was neces.-
sarily thrown out of employment. A rumour r

prevailed that he was compelled to leave
Glasgow, on account of a fray ho had with
some soldiers of the Pretender's amiy in defend-
ing himself from an attempt to steal his shoe-
buckles. If so, the youth miuiifested the same
spirit of adventure and resentment which fre-
quently characterised the man, a paroxysm, of the
last having caused his death. Nevertheless, liis

incredible labour, assiduity, and persevcraivcs in

.

dissection mii;lit, not unlikely, date from the-
pmctice of the art of cabinet-making. " In
originality of genius and powers of investigation
John appears to have surpassed his brother
William — industry and persovorance equally
belonged to both." (i) Pr Adams says, speaking
of William, "that, with the mildest manners, and,
I firmly believe, with the most upright, and for-

the most part the kindest intentions, he seems

(n) 'Life of J. Hunter,' by Jesse Foot, p. 10.
(b) 'Oxford Eneyc'
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nnfortunately to have considered warm contro-

vers)-, if not necessaiy, at least venial, for those

who write to become considerable in anatomy or

in other branches of natural knowledge. " (c) In

the state of difficulty John Hunter found his

sister's husband, it is probable that he occasionally

assisted, by working, to relieve their embarrass-

ment ; and in country towns a carpenter and

cabinet-maker are usually combined. Buchanan

becoming more and more involved, ultimate^ in-

solvency induced liim to relinquish cabinet-

making, and to become a teacher of music and

clerk to au Episcopalian chiu'ch.

(To be continued.)

REVIEWS.
A pile of pamphlets and small books has

long been petitioning for a notice, and the cry

shall now be responded to. The first pamphlet

that meets our eye is the Annnal Report of
the Belfast District Hospital, a very succinct

and able statement of the statistics of that

well-managed institution. AVe observe a few

eignilicant figures in the tables : thus, during

the year ending March 31, 18C0, no fewer

than sixteen persons, of whom fourteen were

females, were admitted into the Asylum from

insanity caused by "religious excitement."

To what extent is this attributable to the " re-

vivals " in the North of Ireland ? We do not

find any explanation of these remarkable

figures in the body of the Report—an omis-

sion that is very unsatisfactory. Dr Stewart,

the Resident Medical Officer, has introduced

a brass band for the amusement of the patients

with much advantage, and he has also afforded

them the relaxation of walks in the fields—

a

liberty which thoy seem to have enjoyed. We
congratulate Dr Stewart on the success of

his enlightened administration.—Mr Gay's

anniversarj' Oration before the Medical Society

of London on the Aspects of Medical Science

is a very creditable production. The style is

elegant and flowing, and the Author treats his

subject in an elaborate and critical manner.

—Another Oration, read before the Hunterian

Society by Dr Stephen Ward, entitled

Rational Medicine, and treating of its posi-

tion and prospects, is philosophical in tone and

deserves our commendation.—^Mr Robert

Dunn has reprinted a paper read before the

Obstetrical Society on the Statistics of Mid-

wifery, collected from private practice. These

statistics afford a fair sample of cases as they

occur, and are better qualified to form a

foundation for rules of practice than the

statistics of cases observed in hosp'i.ils alone.

Mr Robert Dunn has had extensive experi-

ence, the number of cases he has recorded

amounting to 4,049 — the total maternal

mortality 27, as follows :

" 2 deaths from floodiiig, 1 before delivery was

effected, and 1 four hours after it, from internal

hemorrhage ; 3 deaths from exhaustion, soon

after child-birth. In 2 of these there was ex-

cessive haemorrhage before delivery, and in the

other none, either before or after, but an advanced

stage of phthisis : 2 deaths after craniotomy, 1 in

whom there exi.sted a tumour at the neck of the

womb—the patient sank from exhaustion un-

delivered, after the head was perforated ; the other

from sloughing of the bladder and vagina : 1 death
from inflammation of the uteras ; 3 deaths from
puerperal peritonitis ; 5 deaths from puerperal

fever ; 2 deaths from phlegmasia dolens, 3 from
puerperal mania. Total 21.— 2 deaths from
disease of the liver ; 1 death from disease of the

lungs ; 1 death from disease of the heart ; 1 death
from disease of the brain ; 1 death from scarlatina.

Total 6.

"In regard to plurality of children, there wore
2 cases of triplets, in one of wliich each of the
children had a separate ])lacenta, but none of them
lived. Forty-five cases of twins, in the great
majority of which both the children were in con-
nection with one placenta. I met with 3 cases of
monstrosity."

(c) ' Adams' Memoirs,' p. 133.

Again he says

:

" 0/ still-born children, in the 4, 049 cases, after

subtracting the 228 premature births, there wete

in all, from whatever cause, 170; including in

tliis number, putrid cases, funis, and preter-

natural presentations, forceps, and craniotomy

cases, as well as deaths from pressure in tedious

and difficult labours. Of the last there were 30

cases. Of preternatural presentations I had up-

wards of 60 instances. Out of 11 cases, in which
there was a prolapsus of the funis, 8 were bom
dead ; and of these still-born children, in 3 in-

stances a coil of the cord came down with the

head, in 2 with the head and arm, in 1 with the

foot, and in 2 with the shoulder. Out of 25

breech presentations, 6 were still-bom, and of

these 5 of the children were putrid. In breech

presentations I have, more than once, lately had
an opportunity of testing the value of the ready

method of Dr Marshall Hall, in cases where ani-

mation has been suspended, and in the happy
results which followed I can bear a willing testi-

mony to its jiractical importance and value. I

had 3 face jjresentations, and one of the children

was still-born ; 11 cases of face to pubes ; 2 of

head and ami, both dead ; 3 of shoulder, and 2

still-born ; 3 of hand, and 3 of footling cases.

" I met mth one case of natural labour which
puzzled me, and I sent for ray friend, Dr Waller.

The patient was in strong labour when I arrived,

and 1 imagined at first that the child's head was
actually entering the world. It did not, however,

and upon careful examination, and in attempting

to pass my hand around it, I found it was not

the head. It turned out to be an nnniptured

hyinen, in which Dr Waller detected a small

opening, not larger than to admit a crow-quill. A
free crucial incision was made, and through this,

after the next pain, the os uteri was readily felt,

considerably dilated. The pains followed up,

and the patient had a safe delivery and a good

recovery. I attended her in two or three subse-

quent labours, which pi'esented nothing abnormal.

I need scarcely say, that her husband was well

pleased with the results of her first accouchement.

I found that he had been aware of an existing

impediment to sexual intercourse.
" I must confess that I have had but slender

experience in the use of the forceps, not having

applied them myself more than twenty times

during the twenty years I am now reviewing, and

never on any occasion, save mice, without the

presence of a medical friend or my assistant."

What question is there that demands the

serious consideration of obstetricians more
than the use of the forceps ? Dr Pettigrew

told the same Society that he used them in

one case in seven ; and here is Dr Dunn, with,

we apprehend, a much larger experience,

stating that he scarcely over resorts to them

!

Further on Mr Dunn says :

"I had 10 cases of craniotomy : 4, in conse-

quence of distortion of the bones of the pelvis
;

6, of impaction of the head ; and 1, owing to

a tumoui- at the neck of the womb. Two proved

fatal to the mothers ; one from sloughing of the

laSonibladder. One poor woman had been in laBbnr for

two days, and in the care of a midwife, before I

was called to her, and was then in a state of

great prostration. She died on the third day

after delivery. The other was a case of some
obscurity. The patient had been subject to

gushes of bloody water from the iiftli or sixth

mouth after gestation, and to frequent diarrhoea.

Her health gave way, though she went her full

period. I could not make out the presentation

—

I thought it was placental, and so did otlier

medical friends, as a spongy substance completely

filled up the mouth of the womb. Dr Bhmdell,

however, after a careful examination, declared

this to be a tumour, and said that he could, with

his finger, reach the head of the child, which was
stiU covered by the membranes. These were

ruptured, and the head, after some difficulty,

opened. But then humanity said, desist, for the

poor creature was completely exliansed and sink-

ing fast. Cordials and stimulants were useless.

She died uudehvered. At the autopsy there was
found, within the cavity of the womb and at its

neck, an cncephaloid tumour, as Dr BlundeU had
foretold.

"In two instances craniotomy was had recourse

to, for a second time, on the same woman, and in

subsequent pregnancies premature labour was in-

duced. In six otlicr case.^ I brouglit on labour a^

the seventh month, by rupturing the membranes ;

but in no instance, save one, did the child sur-

vive. Of placenta pravia I ha<? three eases, and
since 18.50, and subsequent to the promulgation

of Dr Simpson's views and mode of procedure, I

Imve had three more. In about thirty instances

I found the placenta adherent, and requiring tho

introduction of the hand ; in four I met with the

hour-glass contraction."

Some excellent practical observations fol-

low on hemorrhage.—The same Author has

recently published a pamphlet on the Tegu-

mentary Differences which exist amonej the

Races of Man, which is an attempt to prove

that these differences are produced by acci-

dent, climate, &c. &c. Mr Dunn's reasoning

does not satisfy us, though some of the facts,

which are well known, are strong and plausible.

—A pamphlet styled A Few Remarks on the

False Assumption of Medical Titles may simply

be consigned to the tomb of the Capulets,

where it will do no harm.—Mr Edwin Lee
favours us with Additional Notes on the State

of the Medical Profession. The Author, as a re-

former and an iconoclast, understands the wants

of the Profession, and writes with vigour.

—

Spinal Curvatures and Deformities of the Cheit

and Limls is a work by a lady, Mrs Godfrejr,

Phis is said to be a third edition, though it is

the first that has reached our hands. The
Author's mode of treatment consists in what

her " patients call the power of the peculiar

touch." This, of course, it is impossible for us

to comprehend or explain, not having come
under her peculiar manipulations. There is

very much said about my system in the book,

but no explanation of it is given. We gather,

however, that Ikirs Godfrey objects to me-
chanical aids, and is favourable to Ling's move-

ment cure. She points out the evils arising

from errors ofmanagement in relation to pos-

ture, exercise, gj-mnastics, &c. &c., the mean-

ing of which is that all these things are good if

directed by Mrs Godfrey's " peculiar touch."
—The Wife's Domain, by Philothalos, con-

tains much useful advice conveyed in a sober

and reasonable style.—Mr Dale contributes to

our medico-political literature a pamphlet on

the Present State of the Medical Profession,

which embraces much practical information

about hospital administration and the scho-

lastic curricula.—Dr Cockle has supplied a wsmt

very gracefully in this, the first part of a series

of Lectures upon the historic literature of the

Pathology of the Heart and Great ^'cssth. It

will requite perusal ; but the form in which it

is produced is too unassuming—a fault we do

not often condemn.—In a small pamphlet, Mt
Lee has given the Profession his view on the

Radical Cure of Varicocele by subcutaneous

incision. His practice may not be known to

all our readers. We may state that it consists

in placing a needle under the vessels, both

below and above the part to be divided, and
then winding ligatures, in the form of figure 8,

round the ends of the needles and over the

vein. He says

:

'
' When this is accomplished, there is no

necessity to wait until the vein is obstnicted by
coagulum before performing the oj-ieration of

subcutaneous section ; and accordingly, at the

suggestion of my colleague, Sir Bowman, I have

now on many occasions divided the vein imme-
diately after the introduction of the needles.

The sinall quantity of blood situated between the

needles at the time of the operation is allowed to

escape, the sides of the vein fall together, and

the whole heals by first intention,—at least, it

has done so in all the cases upon which I have

operated. But even should suppuration occur at

the seat of the wound, the vein being closed

above and below, no morbid seci-etion cau find its

way into the circulation."

The following obscr^-ations should be borne

in mind

:

"It is sometimes difficult to be sure that the

needles introduced jiassfairly under the vein ; but

this object may, in the great majority of cases, be

certainly obtained by a little manoeuvre. The
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rein is first pressed out of its bed with the finger,

and the ueedle is theu introduced, so that its

point may fall into the bed of the displaced vein.
The ueedle being then left at rest, the vein is

allowed to regain ite natural position, and in so
doing it rolls over the jxant of the needle. The
vein is then pressed with the finger in the oppo-
site direction towards the head of the needle, and
its point may be brought out without danger of
injuring the vessel.
" When a needle is passed in this way fairly

behind a vein, and left there for two or three
days only, it is almost impossible that it should
excite any mischief in the interior of the vessel,
while the pressure it exerts effectuaJly prevents
either hamorrhage or absorption.
" In operating upon large veins, it is a iKiint of

primary imiwtjmee that the needles should
always pass fairly behind them ; for if they
transfix the vessels, an inten-al may be left be-
tween the needle and the side of the vein
finthest removed from the surface. Indepen-
dently of the chance of- exciting iufiammatiou by
puncturing the coats of the vessel, the chamiel
may then not be completely closed, and a passage
to the general circulation may be left lor any
morbid product that may be present.
" The case is, however, diflerent with regard to

small veins : when a needle pierces one of these,
its small cavity must neccssanly be very nearly, if
not quite, obliterated. The .same care, therefore,
is not necessary in operating upon veins of a
small size. Clusters of varicose veins in the legs
may, fo' instance, be pierced by a needle, and
tied with impunity. If an ' 8 ' ligature is jjkced
round the ends of the needle, the small veins
which may hajipen to be punctured are subse-
quently as completely closed as if the needle had
been made to jiass under them.

" After the introduction of this operation for
varicose veins in the lower extremities, it was
not long before an opportunity presented itself of
treating the varicose veins of the speimatic clujrd
in the same manner. It was evident, in this
'^~' *' ' it would be impossible to avoid
1 the veins occasionollly when the
'. -•- introduced

; but, from the com] lara-
lively small size of these, no danger was appre-
hended

; nor has any evil, as far as I am a-nnre.
resulted."

'

always taking into account the peculiarities of
structure.'

"

The Acclimatizaticm of European Troops/or
Serikc in India, by Dr James Bird, deals with
ft subject of considerable interest at the present
time. The sugjjestions of the Author, who has
had great practical experience, deserve atten-
*'°"-~^'" Edwards Crisp's work on the bene-
hts likely to accrue from the formation of
an Agricultural Museum in London is a little
out of our line, though we fully recognise the
advantages he describes. IIis second pam-
phlet, on the Cause o/Deatfi of many of the
AntmaU at the Zoological Gardtiis, is more to
the purpose of a Medical Journal. The Author
observes

:

"I may express my belief that tke nature of
the (ii*;a*..« ij mon mil ml be tkm-oughly under-
ttood, nor cjl'ropriaiely treaUd, untU the devia-
turns frutii noiiaal structure are fully iiucstigat-d
«* pla/Us and in tJic lowtsl grade of animals
a doctnne I believe, not promulgated before,
and one that wiU be laughed at by many
but I have the greatest confidence that this mode
Of throwing hght on the dark and uncertain
nature of the art of medicine will hereafter be
adopted.
" For the purpose of pointmg out what I bclievB

to be the importance of this matter, I trust I may
be paidoned lor emoting a short extract from mv
work on the Spleen, written in 1S52 :— 'Nearly
all the great discoveries in iihysiologj- have beenmade bv experiments ujwn hving animals, in a
state of h, alth

; but why shoidd not their disease I

conditions ]„: turned to account ? Why may net
brute patlioWy hereafter clear up some of the
doubts and difficulties of oui- art ? The exaraina-bonof one of the lower animals that has beenkept in confinertient is attended with these great
advantages :-the exact nature of the food, aiid
the deviations from the natural state of the animaL
c«m be rca.hly ascertained

; and if the animal u
at once and he chain of causes is more ap-
**'*•"' """^ »" l'^««'- quadrupeds, Uie investigator

We trust that Dr Crisp will follow up this
subject. It is a new and very interesting field
of research.

—

On Diabetes and its Successful
Treatment., records the experience of Mr
Camplin in the use of bran bread. Mr Camplin
himself has been a sufferer from diabetes, and
in relating his case he remarks :

'

'
Having before this seen Dr Prout occasionall\

,

and now telling him of my ililemma, he suggested
a kind of bran cake, which was immediately pre-
pared according to liis directions : it was by no
means a pleasant composition, but that was not
the worst, for the bran acted jwwcrfully on the
bowels, and it could not be continued in that
form. We have all heard that ' necessity is the
mother of invention,' and I immediately set a
mill-maker to work to make me a mill which
should giind the bran into a very fine powder

;

this means, and careful silting, overcame the
difficulty, and enabled me to succeed in the pre-
paration of a kind of cake which was continued
for some years, and w ith the best effects.

" I had before this been more rigid in mv diet
than directed by the doctor, who, to use his own
exjiression, 'tolerated tilings which he did not
advise.' My protracted sullerings, however, now
determined me to put away everything saccharine
or amylaceous to the utmost po.s'sible extent, and
I therefore gave up wine, at the same time that
the bran cake enabled me to ihscard entirely the
use of bread. I now soon became decidely con-
valescent, anil have never had my dialSetic
symptoms return with vioknco."

As the dietectic part of the treatment of this
affection is of great importance, we have plea-
sure in extractuig the following sentences,
which convey Mr Caniplin's personal ex-
perience :

" To return to the early history of my case.
"Fat meat and eggs were more especially

directed for me, and were taken without anv
immediate ill effects

; but I am of opinion tha"t
they produce gi-eat biliary denuigement, more
especially the eg^s, the free use of which has been
laid aside long since.

"Fish is a most important article of diet for
the diabetic, but does not require particnlar
notice, as its use only requires the ordinarj-
cautions for those in moderate health.

" I have never found it necessary to disallow
the use of milk

; the sugar contained in it
certainly does not ]iass into glucose readily, or
under ordinary circumstances ; and this induces
me to notice, that, as to farinaceous substances,
their disposition to pass into sugar is not to bo
estimated simjily \n- their jiroiwrtions of gluten
and starch, and it docs not seem to me that any-
thing but experiment will determine the degree
in wliich they do tliis. Some kinds of bread
injure more than others ; and in my own i)erson
-brown bread has often produced greater sweetness
in the saUva than that made of fine Uour ; and it
ia my opinion that unfemientcd flour in the
varioas forms in which we use it is loss liable to
pass into sugar than bread. I have not, however
had opportunity to test tliis on a sufficiently lar"e
scale to be certain of the fact.

°

"With regard to vegetables, I have almost
confined myself to the enicifene, as they can be
obtained in London during the greater part of the
year

; the young cabbage is, porliai.s, at once the
cheapest and best for ordinary use. Caulillowers,
broccoli, Brussels sprouts, &c., give considerable
vanety. Sea-kale is exceUent, but rather too
expensive

: the late Dr Pcreira recommended
sour krout to me ; but having fresh vegetables at
hand, I have never tried it. Since my recoveiT
I have taken French and scarict beans, without
mjun'

; but should consider the cabbage tribe
hifjhly preferable for the actually diabetic
Spmach is generijly considered allowable, and
indeed reconiniended

; and those who re-side in
the country might add to the list other plants of
tlie same natural order, such as the C'henopodium
bonus Henricus, and the younger leaves of the
common beet, both of which 1 have tasted, and
lound them verj- agreeable. My friend, Mr
V\ ard. 111 conversation with him on the subject
suggested that the leaves of the I!eta cicla and
mantima may be used as pot-herbs ; and periiai.s
the list might be sUU furtlicr enlarged.

As to tea or coffee, I have no hesitation in
giving the opinion that, in a majority of cases
tea is to be prefen-ed. Milk may be taken with
it freely ; cream sparingly.

" As a beverage at meals, water or toast-water
may be used,, and, instead of ^ine or malt liquor,
a small quantity of brandy and water, not above
a table-spoonful of the former. Wine is better
excluded, except claret, which is too expensive
for common use. There arc several other waxes
which may be allowable as being free from
sugar, but of them I have no experience. The
pale French brandy is, no doubt, the best ; but
I have tried the Kiiglish eau-de-vie made in
imitation of it, and found it to answer very well

;

and Dr Bence Jones informs me that he has
Bometinies directed rum, whicli, being without
sugar, is, quoad hoc, as eligible as brandy.
Sponging with tepid water, followed by friction,
has been so beneficial, in more than one case in
which I have been consulted, as to call forth the
highest encomiums. For myself, I have only
practised sponging with cold salt and water in
the summer, and an occasional wann bath in the
winter : these I have used with great advantage.

I

" Warm clotldng—leather waistcoat, and gutta
percha soles to the boots, in winter, are very
important. It would be superfluous to descant
on the advantages of change of air and occupation

;
but I may mention that, when restricted to the
use of the bran cake, at home, if I left town for
a time, and took the prejiared bran with me, I
seldom used it beyond two or three days, ami
never felt the worse for taking the liberty of
substituting bread under the influence of change
of air and scene. When I retunied home I con-
tinued the bread, until warned by a partial re-
currence of symptoms to have recourse to my
bran cake. This took jdace several times before
I was able altogether to discontinue its usCi"

This is a very useful little brochure.

GENERAL COUNCIL OP MEDICAL
EDUCATION ,t REGISTRATION-.

MINUTES OF MEETING, June 23iu)> 1860.

Eoyal College of Physicians, London.
Mr GrbejJ took the Chair, at one o'clock p m
P-resc,U~i,lT Nusscy, Dr Acland, Dr Bond, Dr

Embletoii, Dr Storrar, Dr Alexander Wood, Dr
Andrew Wood, Mr Watt, Mi- Syme, Dr A. Tliom-
son^ Dr A. Smith, Dr Leet, Dr Apjohr, Dr Coi-ri-
gan. Sir .Tames Clark, Sir Charles Hastings, Mr
Lawrence, MrTeale, DrChristison, and Dr Stokes.—Dr Francis Hawkins, Kegistrar.
The Minutes of the hist meeting were read and

confirmed.

1. Moved by Dr Christison, seconded by Mr
Nussey— " That the letter from Sii' Beujainui
Collins Brodie, which announces his wish to resi-'u
his office as President of the Comicil, is received
with sincere regret

; that the Council tender their
best tlianks to him for tlie various and emiiiont
sen-ices which he has rendered to the Medical
Council

; and that they canuot refrain from adding
that he w-ill carry with him the esteem and respect
ot cveiy Member of the Council, into all the other
departments of his honourable career"
The motion was put and carried by acclamation
2. Moved by Dr Corrigan, seconded by Sir

f.'liarics Hastings, and agreed to— "That a copy
of the foregoing Resolution be forwarded to Sir
B. C. Brodie."

3. Moved by Dr Andrew Wood, seconded by
Mr Tcale, and agreed to— "Tluit the Kesolution
of the General Council of AugiLst 6th, 1859, No.
.';,
— 'That the Genci-al Medical Council have ob-

s<rved that Amendments of the Medical Act have
been introduced, at the instance of Bodies repre-
sented in the Medical Council, into Bills brought
into ParUament without jirevious communicatTon
with the General Medical Council ; and that the
Council consider it desirable that, in future, such
Amendments should be first coniinunicated to the
President of the Council' -be aiiieiRlcd, by adding
'to be by him communicated to the Members of
tlie C'oimcil.'

"

Dr Alexander Wood brouglit up the second
Ke|)ort of the Committee on S|)ecial Claiios for
Kegisti-atiou.
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Rei'Okt :

"The Committee had under their consideration

tlie following cases :

"Frederick Theophilus Webster.—This gentle-

man claims to be registered under Clause XLVI
of the Medical Act as 'a Surgeon in' the service of

a Cliaritable Institution ;' he being Surgeon to

several Benefit Societies. Mr Webster was ap-

pointed by the Guardians to the office of Medical
Officer in the St AJban's Union, there being no
other candidate, but the appointment was not
confirmed by the Poor-Lavv Board. Jlr Webster
supports his application by testimonials, which
fully prove both character and ability, and a letter

ias been received from Messrs Farrer, Ouvry, and
Farrer, the Solicitors to the Council, in reference

to it. Mr Webster's claim is opposed by Mr
Hutchinson, wlio resides close by him, and who
foi-merly supported the claim of a gentleman no
better qualified. On the whole, the Committee
are disposed to recommend that Mr Webster be
registered."

"Antoiue Eischanck claims registration on a
Surgical Licence from the Medical Faculty of

Viemia. There was produced to the Committee
a letter from the Dean of the College of Doctors
of the Medical Faculty of Vienna, stating that
Mr Eischanck ' absolved the Medical and Chi-
rurgical course of Study, formed for the purpose
of educating Country Surgeons ; he studied for

three years, and ])assed his examination on the
28th January, 1838, as Patron of Surgery and
Midwifery (Surgeon and Accoucheur) ; lie took
his oath, and possesses a Diploma of the same
date.' "—(Eecommended for registration.)

"Albert Giinther, M.A., Dr Phil., Tubingen.
—Diploma in Medicine and Surgery from the
Jtledical Council at Stuttgart."—(Eecommended
for registration.

)

"Theodore Giinther, Emil Beclier, and (Charles

Milner obtained their degi-ees of Doctors of Medi-
cine at Tubingen, after regular examination, and
are recommended for registration.

" Jonatlian Sibley obtained his degree as M.D.
from the University of New York, after examina-
tion."—(Eecommended for registration.)

" Frederic Hancome Prythereh and James
Godfrey obtained their degrees, after regular exa-
mination, at Heidelberg.* — (Eecommended for

registration.)
" Michael Lambton Esto, in addition to his

titles already registered, wishes to be registered
as M.D. of Erfurt—Diploma produced."—(Ee-
commended to bo registered.)

" Daniel B. Bascombe claims Eegistration, as
M.D. of the University of Pennsylvania. The
Dean of the Medical Faculty has failed to satisfy
the Council that his degree was obtained after
regular examination ; it is therefore recommended
that the consideration of this case be delayed, but
that power be given to the Branch Council for

England to register Dr Bascombe, should they be
satisfied meanwhile that he was duly examined."
The following qualifications are recommended

to be rejected:— "William Hitchman, M.D.,
of the Protestant University of Bavaria—with-
out examination ; Theodore Bloonienthal, M.D.
Wurzburg, obtained after the passing of the
Medical Act ; William Leger Erson, claims to be
registered as a Licentiate of Midwifery of the
Combe Lying-in Hospital.

"Alex. Wood, Chairman."

4. Moved, separately in each case, by Dr Alex-
ander Wood, seconded by Sir Charles Hastings,
and agreed to

—"That Theophilus Webster,
Antoine Eischanck, Albert Giinther, Theodore
Giinther, EmU Bechcr, Charles Milner, Jonathan
C. Sibley, Frederic Hancorne Prythereh, Janies
Godfrey, and Michael Lambton Este bo Eegis-
tered."

5. Moved by Dr Alexander Wood, seconded by
Sir Charles Hastings, and agreed to—" That the
recommeudafon of the Committee respecting
Daniel B. Bascombe be adopted."

6. Moved, separately in each case, by Dr Alex-
ander Wcod, seconded by Sir Charles Hastings,
and agreed to—"That William Hitchman, Theo-
dore Blco nenthal, aud William Ledger Erson be
not registered."

Dr Smith presented the following Report from
the Finance Committee, appointed June 13, 1860 :

" The Committee having taken into considera-
tion the matters referred to them, respecting the

Financial Affairs of the General Medical Council,

report, that the Minutes of the General Council
and the Executive Committee, and the Cash Ac-
counts of the General Council, are kept in accord-

ance with the recommendations of the Finance
Committee appointed in 1859.

"With the view of bringing all the matters
referred to the Committee under the notice of the
Council in the most concise manner, they have
been arranged as follows:

—

1st. " Matters referred to the General Council
by the Executive Committee aud the Branch
Council for England (see Resolution 7).

2nd. " Eesolutions suggested by the Com-
mittee (see Eesolutions 8 and 9).

3rd. " Eecommendations of the Committee,

—

to be referred to the Executive Committee."

7. Moved by Dr Alexander Wood, seconded by
Mr Watt, and agreed to—" That in striking the
Annual Percentage Eate in accordance with Sect.

XIII of the Medical Act, the words 'alimonies
received ' be understood to mean, all monies re-

ceived by the respective Branch Councils, from
whatever sources derived."

8. Moved by Dr A. Smith, seconded by Dr
Audrcw Wood, and agreed to— " That the Scale
of Fees adopted on the 3rd of August, 1859, for

attendance on the General Council, the Executive
Committee, and the Branch Comicils, and also

for travelling expenses, which was ajiproved of by
the Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury, be
adhered to, until altered by the Council."

9. Moved by Dr Burrows, seconded by Dr
Andrew Wood, and agreed to

—"That the non-
resident Members of the General Medical Council
shall be paid Hotel Expenses for every Sunday
while in London on the business of the Coimcil."

10. Moved by Mr Lawrence, and seconded by
Mr Nussey— '

' That the Eesolution proposed by
Mr Syme, No. 3, in No. 21 of the Mumtes of the
General Council, be rescinded."—Negatived.
Dr Chiistison presented the following Eeport

on the mode of Couduotiug the Business of the
Council :

—

" The Committee appointed on the 20th of

June, to extract from the Minutes of Council such
regulations as have been passed by the CouncU
for conducting the business of the Council, and
to re2)ort such alterations and new regulations as

may appear to the Committee to be advisable,

have to report, that the Minutes contain the
following Eesolutions passed by the General
Council for Conducting Business :

—

"1. The General Council shall meet each day
at 2 p.m., and shall not «it after 6 p.m. (August
3, 1859, p. 4.)

"2. It is expedient that the proceedings of

the Council be recorded in writing, in a book to

be kept for that purpose. (August 10, 1859,

p. 9.)
" 3. That the Minutes of each Meeting of the

Council, as well as all Notices of Motions, be
printed, and transmitted to each Member of the
Council. (November 23, 1858, p. 3.)

" 4. That the Minutes of the several Meetings
of the Council shall coutain simply such Resolu-
tions and Amendments as have been proposed
and adopted, or negatived, with the name of the
Proposer and Seconder, and without any comment
or obsei'vation of Members annexed. (November
24, 1858, p. 1.)

"5. "That a Programme of the subjects wliich

it is the intention of Members of the Medical
Council to bring forward, be forthwith prepared
by the Registrar, be printed and distributed by
him from day to day, as may be required, and
that a Committee be appointed to aid the Regis-

trar. (August 3, 1859, p. 4.)

"6. That any Motion or Motions lying over
from the previous day take precedence of new
matters, except by special permissiou of the
Council. (August 6, 1859, p. 1.)

" 7. That in all cases where a division has
taken place, any Member of the Council may
require that the names of the majority and
minority shall be entered on the Minutes.
(August 11, 1859, p. 2.)

" 8. The Business Committee shall report as to

the form in which New Members shall take their

place, both in the Branch Councils aiAi in the
General ComicO. (June 16, 1860, p. 2.)

"9. That whenever a Branch Council shall

refer to the General Council the name of any
person which it is deemed desirable to remove
from the Register, the Registrar of the General

Council shall l;e authorised to obtain the opinion
of Counsel on the facts and bearings of the case,

before it is submitted to the General Council ;

and that such opinion of Counsel shall accompany
the statement of the case when it is brought
before the General Council. (Augxut 10, 1859,

p. 9.)
'

' The Committee have considered whether it

is desirable to alter or add to these Regulations.

They do not propose that the Council should alter

any of the Regulations already passed. -They
think it undesirable to attempt at present to

constract a complete code of Regulations for

conducting the business of the Council ; that

much may be safely left to evident convenience

and well-known usa^e ; and that it will bo

sufficient to provide, by additional Regulations,

for those points in the conduct of business which
have become the subject of serious difference of

opinion among the Members.
'

' These are two in number : first, the mode of

dealing with Motions and Amendments ; and
second, the reception of Protests.

"(1.) As to the mode of dealing mth Motions
aud Amendments, the Committee Imd that three

usages prevail in various public bodies, in the

three divisions of the United Kingdom. One of

these has been adopted, and extended into precise

Rules, by the London University Convocation.

As these Rules have been found by the Convoca-
tion to answer well in practice, and appear to the
Committee well fitted to bring out the sense of

such Meetings as those of the General Medical
Council, they are now recommended for adoption,

as follows :

"a. No Motion or Amendment shall be with-
drawix, after being put from the Chair, except by
leave of the Meeting.

" b. Any number of Amendments may h»
moved.

" c. If there is but one Amendment, the Amend*
ment shall be the first question put to the Vote ;

aud in any case where a Motion and more than
one xVmendment shall be before a Meeting of the
Council, the first question put to the vote shall

be ' That the original Motion be amended.'
" d. In the case of there being but one Amend-

ment, if such Amendment be lost, or, if in the
case of there being several, it be carried that the
original Motion be not amended, the original

Motion shall then be put to the vote.
" e. If it be carried that the original Motion be

amended, the Amendments shall be put to the
vote in the order in which they shall nave been
moved.

"/. No Discussion and no Amendment shall be
allowed after the first question has been put to
the vote.

'
' This mode of procedure differs from the mode

recommended from their experience by the Scotch
Members of Council, only in so far as it is the
practice iu the Bodies with wluch they are con-
nected to put the last Amendment first. The
Committee do not consider it material which of
the two ways of putting the vote is adopted.
But they think either of them better fitted to
bring out the true sense of a Meeting of such a
body as the CouncU, than the third which has been
brought under the Committee's notice ; according
to which, no Amendment can be put to the vote
at all, or even so much as minuted, unless the
previous Amendment, or the Motion itself, be
withdrawn.

" (2.) As to Protests, the Committee considerit
very undesirable tliat these should appear on the
Mumtes, when they can be avoided. But, on
mature consideration, they are of opiuiou that
the right of a minority to protest, and to have
their Protest entered in the Minutes, is a right
which cannot be refused, without risk

. of sub-
stantial injustice to the minority, and eventual
damage to this CouncU in its relations to the
public.

" R. Chkistison, Chairman."

11. Moved by Dr Christison, seconded by Dr
A. Smith, and agreed to

— "That the Report of
the Committee on the mode of conducting the
business of the CouncU be received, and printed

in the Minutes."
LcUers having been read which had been re-

ceived from the Devonport Registration Asso-
ciation, relative to the Registration of Edwin
Bishop,

12. Moved by Dr Storrar, seconded by Dr
Christison, and agreed to— " That the decision of
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the Bi'aneh Council for England on appeal In this

case he not interfered with."

A Letter haWng been read from Dr Scott, of

Boulogne, relative to the Registration of J. M.
Cookesle}',"

13. Moved by Dr Ale.xander Wood, secondedby
Dr A. Smith, and agreed to

—" That Dr Scott's

Letter be remittedj to the Branch Council for

England."

Dr Andrew Wood presented the following Report
on the Forms to be observed on the Introduction
of New Members of the Medical Council :

" The Business Committee, to whom was com-
mitted the duty of preparing a Report as to the
forms to be observed when New Members take
their place on the Branch Councils, or on the
General Council, beg to report that in their
opinion it is desirable that the following regula-
tions be followed, viz. :

" 1. That it be the duty of the President, on
receipt of intimation of the resignation or death
of any Jlember of the General Medical Council,
to cause notice of the same to be sent to the
Begistrar of each of the Branch Councils.

2. That the President, on receiving from any
of the Bodies entitled to .send representatives to

the Medical Council, or, in the case of Members
nominated by the Crown from the Privy Council,
an official notice of the election or nomination of
a new Jlembcr or of new Members, announce the
same to the Registrar of each Branch Council

.

"3. That the Registrar summon the person so

elected or nominated to the first Meeting of the
Branch Council to be held after such announce-
ment, and before the new Member present him-
self at such Meeting, the President's notification

of his election or nomination be read, that he then
be introchiced to the Meeting by some Member of
the Branch Council.

" 4. That the same forms be observed in the case
of persons who have or have not taken their seat
in the Branch Council, when they take their seat
for the first time in the General Council.

(Signed) " A>rDREW Wood, Chairman."

14. Moved by Dr Andrew Wood, seconded by
DrEmblcton, and agreed to

—"That the Ecj>ort
of the Business Committee on the Forms to be
observed on the introduction of new Members
into the Branch Councils and General Council be
receivetl and adopted."

15. Moved by Dr A. Smith, seconded by Dr
Corrigan, and agreed to— "That the I{egistrar be
instructed to have the Standing Orders of the
General Medical Council printed, and circulated
among tlie Members of the Council."

16. Moved by Dr Andrew Wood, seconded by
Dr Corrigan, and agreed to— "That the best
thanks of this Council arc eminently due, and are
hereby offered, to the Royal College of Physicians
of London for their obliging and courteous accom-
modation during the present Session of the Medical
Council."

17. Moved by Dr Andrew Wood, seconded by
Mr Teale, and agreed to— " Tliat a gratuity of Ten
Guineas be given to the Servants of the Royal
College of Pliysicians of London."
A letter having been read from Mr Nussey, in-

timatiiig his resignation of the office of Treasurer
of the General Medical Council,

18. Moved by Dr Storrar, seconded by Sir
Charles Hastings, and agreed to— "That the
Council record their grateful acknowledgment of
Mr Nu,sscy's most valuable services."

19. Moved by Dr Andrew Wood, seconded by
Dr Emblcton, and agreed to— "That Dr Burrows
be elected Treasurer, in room ofMr Nussey."

20. Moved by Dr Andrew Wood, seconded by
Dr Emblcton, and agreed to—" Tliat the Execu-
tive Committee consist of the President, Sir
James Clark, Dr Burrows, Mr Nussey, and Dr
Acland."

21. Moved by Dr Andrew Wood, seconded by
Mr Teale, and agreed to—" That in the event of a
vacancy, or vacancies, occurring during the recess
in the Executive Committee, tliey bo emjiowered
to elect a siicces.sor or successors.'

Mr Green having tmittcd the chair,
22. Moved by Dr Burrows, seconded by Dr A.

Smith, and agreed to— "That Dr Stokes take
the Chair."

23. Moved by Dr Acland, .seconded by Dr
Corrigan, and agreed to unanimously—"That
Mr Grcf n be elected as President of the General
Medical Council."

Mr Green then took the chair, as President.

24. Moved by Dr Andrew Wood, seconded by
Dr Emblcton, and agreed to— " That the Council
now resolve itself into a Committee of the whole
Council on Education."

The Council having resumed, Mr Teale brought
up the following Report of the General Com-
mittee on Education ;

—

" The Committee on Education, composed of
the whole Council, have held several Meetings
during this Session of Council, the Minutes of
which are herewith presented.

"The Committee recommend the Council to
defer for the present the consideration of the sub-
ject of the ' Visitation of Examinations," regard-
ing which the Minutes contain a full Report from
a Sub-Committee.

" The Resolutions agreed to by the Committee,
which they recommend the General ConncU to
adopt, are as follows :

"I.

—

General Education and Examination.
" The Medical Council are of opinion that it is

desirable,

"1. That all Students pass an E.xamination in
General Education before they commence their
professional studies.

"2. That, as far as may be practicable, Testi-
monials of proficiency granted by the National
E<lucational Bodies, according to the following
list, be accepted, with such additions as the
Medical Council may from time to time think
proper to make :—A Degree in Arts of any Uni-
versity of the United Kingdom, or of the Colonies,
or of such other Universities as may be specially
recognised from time to time by the Medical
Council

; Oxford Responsions or Moderations
;

Cambridge Previous Examinations ; Matricula-
tion Examination of the University of London

;

Oxford Middle Class Examinations, Senior and
Junior; Cambridge Middle Gass Examinations,
Senior and Junior ; Durham Middle Class Ex-
amination.s. Senior and Junior ; Durham Ex-
aminations for Students in Arts in their second
and first years

;
Queen's University, Ireland, two

years' Art.s' Course for the Diploma of Licentiate
in Ai*s ; Preliminary Examinations at the end of
the A. B. Course

; Middle Class Examinations
;

Martriculation Examinations ; Dublin University
Entrance Examination

; an Examination by any
other University of the United Kingdom, equiva-
lent to the Middle Class Examinations of Oxford
and Cambridge.

"3. That the Examination on General Educa-
tion be eventually left entirely to the Examining
Boards of the National Educational Bodies recog-
nised by the Medical Council.

" 4. That Students who cannot produce any of
the Testimonials referred to in the Second Resolu-
tion, be required to pass an Examination in Arts,
estabhshed by any of the Bodies named in
Schedule (A) of the Medical Act, and approved
by the General Council

; provided that sucli Ex-
amination shall be, in every case, conducted by a
Special Board of Examiners in Art.s.

"5. That without professing to lay down any
complete scheme of General Education for pei-sons
intending to become Members of the Medical
Profession, the Committee recommend that the
.scheme of Examination in Arts of the Licensing
Bodies be, as nearly as practicable, similar to
that of any of tlie National Educational Bodies
above specified.

"6. That after October 1st, 1860, aU Medical
Students be required to be registered.

"7. That tlie list of Students registered be
closed within fifteen days after the commence-
ment of each Session or Term.

"8. That no Student beginning Professional
Study after September, 1861, be registered, who
has not pa-ssed an Arts Examination, in' con-
formity with Resolution 2 or 4.

"9. That the several Bodies in Schedule (A) of
the Medical Act, eitlicr jointly or severally, open
a Register for Students commencing their Studies
in Medicine, in the form annexed.

"10. That the said Register be opened on the
first day of each Session or Term, and remain
open for fifteen days

; and that witliin seven days
after its close, the Officer in charge be required to
transmit a duly-authenticated copy thereof to the
Regi.strar of the Branch Council of that division
of the United Kingdom to which the Body or
Bodies belong.

"11. That the Registrar of the Branch Council
lay the list before the Branch Council, in order

that the Branch Council may take whatever steps

may seem necessary to secure its accuracy ; and
that it thereafter be transmitted, with any remarks
by the Branch Council thereon, to the Executive
Committee.

"12. That the Executive Committee shall

arrange these returns, and publish annually an
alphabetical list of the names contained in them.

" 13. That the Licensing Bodies shall have
power to admit exceptions as to the time of Re-

gistration, if satisfactory to them, and shall trans-

mit lists of such exceptions to the Branch Council

of the part of the United Kingdom in wliich such
exceptions have been granted, with the groimds
stated.

"14. Thatthe various Educationaland Licensing

Bodies be requested to transmit to the Registrar

of the General Council, Returns, embodying any
alterations which they may from time to time
introduce into their Courses of General Study and
Examinations, which cjualify for the Registration

of Medical Students.
"II.

—

Professional Education.
" 15. That the age of Twenty-one be the earliest

age at which any Professional Licence shall be
obtained.

"16. That four years of Professional Study be
required, after the Examination in General Edu-
cation.

" III.— Professional E.xaminations.
" 17. That the Professional Examinations be

divided into at least two distinct parts ; that the
first be not undergone untQ after the tei-mination

of two years of Study ; and the final Examination
not until after the termination of four years of

Study.
"18. Thatthe first Professional Examination

be conducted partly in writing and partly vivd
voce ; and that such parts as admit of it be made,
as practical and demonstrative as may be possible.

" 19. That the second Examination be con-
ducted partly in writing, partly vivd voce, and
practically as far as may be convenient and attain-

able.

"20. That the Professional Examinations be
held by the several Licensing Bodies (except in
Special cases) at stated periods, to be publicly
notified.

"21. Tliat Returns from the Licensing Bodies
wider Schedule (A) be made annually, on the 1st

January, to the General Medical Council, stating
the number and names of the Candidates who
have passed their respective final Examinations,
and the number of those who have been rejected."

" The General Medical Council having, in the
course of last year, expressed their opinion on
the manner in which the General Education of
Medical Students ought to be obtained, and
stated the principles which appeared to them
proper for the regulation of Professional Examina-
tions, consider it undesirable, during tlio present
Session, to enter upon any details upon the so-
called higher Degiees and Qualifications.

"But, at the same time, they would record
their opinion, that it is not desirable that any
University of the United Kingdom should confer
a Degree in Medicine, whether that of Bachelor
or Doctor, upon Candidates who have not gradu-
ated ill Arts, or passed all the Examinations re-

quired for the Bachelorship in Art.s, or the Ex-
amhiations ecjuivalent to those required for a
Degree in Arts."

25. Moved by Dr Corrigan, seconded by Mr
Lawrence, and agreed to— "'i'hat the foregoing
Report be adojited."

'The Council then adjourned.
Confirmed—Jo.seph Henry Green.

MINUTES OF MEETING, June 23, 1860.
Royal CoUcge of Physicians, London.

Sir Green, President, took the chair, at half-

past six o'clock p.m.
Present—Dr Emblcton, Dr Andrew Wood, Dr

Alexander Wood, Mr Watt, Dr A. Smitli, Dr
Apjohn, Dr Corrigan, Mr Lawrence, and Mr
Teale.

The Minutes of the last meeting were road and
confirmed.

Poplar Hospital.—The fifth anniversary of
this Institution was celebrated tliis week at Love-
grove's Bi-uiiswick Hotel, Poplar. The sub-
scription list amounted on the occasion to up-
wards of 1,000/.
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GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE.

KECIPROCITY OF PRACTICE IN PALL-
MALL.

To the Editor of the Medical Circular.

SiE,—Will you allow me to state the following

circumstances va your spirited journal ? As Mr
Headland is again in the field, the Profession is

very much interested in what is going on at the

College of Physicians at present ; it will show
you what reciprocity of practice is ! I spent five

years at the University of Dublin, and took

several prizes in Medicine ; I am an M. D. of

Glasgow University—I resided there two seasons

for Medicine ; I spent a year at Oxford—(as you
have shown it to be) the most insignificant

school of medicine in the three kingdoms, but the

best school for classics ; I took out a year's Prac-

tical Midwifery at the Rotunda in Dublin, the

best obstetric school in the world ; I have two
other diplomas, the Hall and College. I have
left no opportunity untried to perfect myself as a

physician. I went twice to attend the hospitals

of Paris and Vienna.
I have been for the last two years Physician, as

you know, to a London Dispensary, where I was
appointed under a proviso that I should, after a

time, join the London College of Physicians ; this

I did not do, the expense hitheito was so great

:

but under the recent " year of grace," some one of

my medical colleagues at the dispensai-y—who lives

near Brighton !—suggested that as he had joined

that august body in London, I ought to do so too,

and the Committee of the Dispensary moved and
carried a resolution to that etfect. Now comes
the pait that interests your readers who are

anxious for that distinction. I sent in my paper
to the College, signed l)y three of the best men
perhaps in London ; Imt I heard by a side-wind

that 1 was sure to be rejected, as I was supposed
to be favourable or belonged to a medical journal

;

the College were determined not to admit any
"Fellows," especially any ti'oublesome Fellows,

who might bother them in medical journals. The
Dispensary Committee waited a month for the

decision ; .still no answer. Dr Pitman was written

to in vain. Then my appointment at the Dispen-

sary was voted to be "forfeited," especially as

the College of Physicians would give no reasons

for a decision come to, it now turned out, a week
before—(learned by accident)—and I had to

force Dr Pitman to say whether it were a fact or

not that my claim liad been rejected. I had not

been balloted for at all. I have written again
and again, in vain, to be told the reasons which
influenced the Board of Censors and Dr Mayo.
This, I tliink, is utterly shameful ; five gentlemen
will rive no reasons, and profess to have none. If

this Dr Pitman, their paid secretary, would indi-

cate honestly that it was because I was known to

belong to a medical journal, or if he would indi-

cate any reason under Heaven, the Dispensary

Comn ittee would reconsider their vote of dis-

missal; but Dr Mayo, like the King of Naples,

seems made of flint. I still beg and entreat of

them to state their reasons.

I next oflered to go in for examination, to save

my dispensary appoi-itment. I was then mystified,

or told that 1 should be an M.D. of Oxford,

London, or Durham—save the mark !— but

Glasigow would not do. Now, the Medical School

at Oxford you liave well described as most insig-

nificant. But mark the next stumbling-stone

—

the examination. I know Italian, French, and
German very well ; but it was liinted or stated by
Dr Pitman, that my examination would consist

chiefly of Greek ! ! which I learned some twenty-
five years ago (I am fifty years of age)—ay, and
took premiums in, too ! But what a farce ! what
a commentarj' on what is called

'

' reciprocity of

practice !" I would bo examined in Greek and pu]'e

pathology, and then I should be fit for the dis-

ponsaiy. Now at fifty years, at my age, I would
requii'o to "grind" in Greek for six months at

least to please Dr Pitman and Dr Mayo ; and my
hard-canied M.D. at Glagow, that cost me at least

200^., is to me so much waste-paper. Even if I

did grind in Greek, I am told by one or two
Follows of the College I am sure to be rejected,

as having anything to do with journalism : and
yet, every public ap])ointment in Loudon requires
this degree of Pall mall.

I know another poor fellow, a respectable M.D.,
with a wife and large family of children, who has
gone through identically 'the same course of

snubbing and unfairness at Pall mall, though this

"year of grace" was pretended to be a make-

weight to make aU smooth, and do away with the

old cnielt}', want of reciprocity in practice : this

poor fellow's hospital appointment and bread for

his children depend also on whether he knows
Greek, Aristotle, or the teiTible rabbi.sh of Aris-

tophanes. He is one of the best practical phy-

sicians in London, but an occasional writer In

journals.

This letter has already stretched to a great

length, but it would be incomplete without the

following ease or coroUarj'—one case out of a

dozen of a similar kind—the result of Dr Mayo's

conduct, aided by Dr Pitman :

A young lady under my care a year ago,

for bad hasmoptysis, vrith threatened phtliisis, a

sort of half dispensary patient, got quite well after

some steady attention by me to her case. I

flattered myself (as indeed it was), that it was a

capital cure. More recently (this month) she was

frightened, as some one said consumption would

still Ijc sure to follow ; so she came to me again
;

but now slie learned that I had lost the dispensary,

it turned out I was no phy.sician at all. In this

strait, she looked about, and she was told of a

true physician—one Dr Coffin ; and she is now in

ecstasies with yarrow-tea and lobelia, under the

care of the herbalists' king, Dr Coflin. Tliis fact

has been stated to Dr Mayo ; it is a fine com-

mentary on the whole matter, and a disgrace to

Dr Mayo's College.—Yours, &c., M.D.
P.S.— Is it any wonder that quackery thrives,

when honest men struggling as physicians are

treated in tliis manner—every wretched obstruc-

tion that old-fashioned Colleges can devise placed

in the way of the honest man ? Was it any

wonder that Jenner hated the very name of this

College, as seen by his lately-published corre-

spondence ? Some previous magnate of this Col-

lege also, when Harvey put forward his doctrine

of the circulation, was so much of Dr Pitman's

mind, that he said in pubHc that he would not

give 2d. for Harvey's bills (prescriptions) or dis-

coveries ! Men like me do not want to go inside

the door at Pall maU ; but I ask you. Sir, as the

only honest man of our present Medical Ec^tors,

is it fair that I am not eligible as M.D. for the

poorest -dispensary or hospital in London, because

College bedels must do all the literary work of the

Colleges for the newspajwrs, and it is thought I

might interfere—wliich I never dreamt of doing

—with their proceedings ? If Mr Headlam's

present Bill should jxCss, these things will be more

provokingly perpetuated.

POOR-LAW MEDICAL REFORM.

To the Editor of the Medical Circular.

SiE,— I should feel obliged by your affording

me space in your journal to inform the Poor-law

Medical Officers that smce the withdrawal of the

BiU on Poor-law Medical Relief, I have been in

frequent conimimication with Mr Pigott and the

Poor-law Board, aud I regx-et to say there is no

hope of any assistance irom the latter, as red-

tapism reigns paramount, and does not like

reform

.

I had a long interview with Mr Pigott last

Friday in Loudon, and went through every

clause in the proposed BUI, when we decided to

expunge the coroner's clause, and also that rela-

tive to sauitary measures, as a bill on the former

subject is now before the House, and we thought

it better for the present to leave the health of the

community with the Local Boards of Health and
the Guardians, and see the working of the Bill

just passed the Commons, entitled, "Nuisance

Removal and Disease Prevention Bill."

The payment clauses in the proposed BUI will

doubtless be scverol}' criticised by those gentle-

men who will not gain by them ; but I have

inserted a clause to exempt aU present Medical

Ofticers, who desire it, from coming under its

operation, and thus leave them in the enjoyment

of their present salaries. To attempt to raise all

men to the highest standard now enjoyed would

be to ensure a certain rejection of the Bill, and,

therefore, I have limited myself to a.sking for that

only which we have a reasonable right to expect

wUl be conceded to us. On trying a variety of

modes of calculation, I find the only one that

works fairly is that now proposed—viz., 5s. per

ca.se up to the first 300 in number, above which

2s. iier case only shoiUd be paid. lu addition to

this, a further sum, to be called mileage, is to be

paid for aU patients requiring to be visited at

their own homes ; and in order to insure a uni-

form rate of payment for all the patients in each

district, the same mileage shall be paid for each,

whether the patient lives next door to the

Medical Officer or at the furthest extremity of a

district : thus, if the furthest inhabited house in

a district be four miles from the residence of a

Medical man, then two shillings jier case for

mileage shall be paid on all those re(iuirin'' to be

visited at their own homes. The Medical Officer

of a Workhouse wiU be paid for his patients on

the same plan ; but instead of mileage for each

case in the Workhouse, he wiU have one shilling

per mile for each visit to the Workhouse. AU
visits under one mile to be reckoned as one mile,

ftc. &c. The extra Medical fees are left, as in

the last BUI, to be arranged by the Medical

CouncU and Poor-law Board. I have now before

me the calculations of nearly all the Unions iu

England and Wales, and I hope iu a short time

to complete the rest. These I desire to lay before

the Members of Parliament in the form of a

pamphlet, and thus show the entire working of

the projxised system ; but it will depend upon the

Profession whether I am to do this or not : at

present I have but a few pounds iu hand, and

must leave the Bill to its fate unless Medical men
will come forward speedily and give me the means
to set the printers at work. A fevonrable im-

pression, I am assured, has been made on Parlia-

ment, and I know we have in Mr Pigott a zealous

advocate of the cau.se ; he works well for the

Medical men, because he knows in so doing he

will benefit the poor, and what is for their wel-

fare he feels assured is for the benefit of the

Ratepaj'er, and the time wiU come when the

Guardians will view the subject in the same
light. In the hope of inducing the Poor-law

Board to see the necessity of aiding us iu this

much-needed reform, I sent them a summary of

the calculations of the present and projiosed pay-

ment in each Union in five whole divisions of the

king<iom, with also separate calculations of each

Medical Officer's salary in 209 Unions scattered

through the Divisions. Hoping the tediousness of

looking over these p.ipers might be a little re-

lieved by a few foot-notes, I appended several, of

which I give you examples :
—" Wolverhampton.

—In this Union (the President of the Poor-law

Board represents Wolverhampton) the .salaries

aver.age but 2s. 2d. per case, out of which the

Medical Officers have to find the medicines for

their patients. The Registrar-General, in his

Quarterly Return for April, 1860, writes of this

place :
' Several hundreds of the inhabitants are

eveiy year disabled by sickness ; funerals are a

staple trade,' &c. Macclesfield.-In this L'nion

the Guardians pay the Medical Officer of the

Workhouse but SJd. per case, out of which he

has to find medicine : the Doctor ought to be a

Homoeopathic Practitioner. Hexham. — The
Medical Officer has a district extending four

mUes from his residence, and yet he has a salary

which, divided amongst his jwtients, gives an
average of only 64d. per case, out of which he bos

to find medicines, horses, &e. No wonder
'Pmich' writes ' PUl-grinders for Paupers.'

Birmingham.—The Guaiiiians find the medi-

cines for the Workhouse at a cost of Is. lid. jier

case ; and yet they only jiay their six District

Medical Officers, who find their own medicines, a

salaiy which averages Is. SJd. per case." I

off'ered to send the Board a continuation of my
calculations, but on the 5th of this month I

received the following commuuication :

'

' The
Bo.ird do not desire to impose upon you the

trouble of sending to them any further calcula-

tions, .and they return with this letter those

already forwarded for the information of the

Board."
Before this is in print, I hope you wUl have

seen by the dailv Jiapers that the Bill has been

introduced ; if not, it doubtless will be before

long ; but it has to lie put into legal form, which

may delay it a short time. The exjicnse of this

will, I fear, leave me pcnnUess.

I am, &c., RicHAKD Griffin.

Poor-law Medical Refonn Association,

12 Royal terrace, Wc-i-mouth,

9th Julv, 1860."

P.S.—Assoonas the Medical Officers see tiie

Bill is introduced into the House, I hope they

wUl petition in its favour, and do all they can

with their Members.
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MEDICAL TITLES.

To the EdiOyr of the Medical Circular.

Sib,—There seems to l)e a notion prevalent

among a certain class of the Profession tliat none
can Ijc a Physician unless he be a graduated Doctor
of Medicine of a University : hence their desire

to have the charter of the Royal College of

Physicians altered to the effect that a person may
become a Licentiate in the College of Physicians
without Ix'ing able to call himself a Physician

;

a gross absurdity in terms, as you remark ; for

if this can be effected, it will be as likely that a
person may be a Licentiate of the College of

Surgeons without being a Surgeon.
But tliis notion proceeds on the ground that

none can make Physicians but Universities. Now,
let me say tliat the title of Doctor created by a
University is but of recent date comparatively.
" It seems to have been established for the Pro-
fessors of the Roman Law in the University of
Bologna, about the middle of the twelth century.
Antony h Wood says that the title of Doctor in

Divinity began at Paris after Peter Liorabard had
^Compiled his Sentences, about the year 1151." (a)

Then let me ask, who were the Pliy«' '-fore

the twelfth century, before there w ity

Dijctors ? It may be answered, tli- m -s of

Phjfsic" of the Universities. But let me ask
agai«, who were the Physicians before there were
I'' ' The first University in Britain

Y ^^hich is said to liavc been founded
in ^>... o; J,

"•
'

••' title of Doctor was not
adopted in t !

I Universities earlier than
the time of.

I

i nry the Third. (See Hist.
and Antiq. Univ. of Oxford, 4to, Oxf., 17»2,
vol. i, p. 62.)

Now, Sir, I n 11 UB who made the
Physiti.ms i Universities

; who
maile tlie /«</., ... i... i.,„. ..ms, and the Medici
of tlie Romans ; who made the Pliysicians of the
civilised nations of Europe before tliere were any
Universities. Let me say still further, that when
the title of Doctor was created by the Universities,
«nd for long after, it was kept to its original
meaning—that is, "a teacher,"—and it was
given to none but to teachers. The University
Degree of Doctor of Medicine prononncod
the person as qualified to teach the science
of Medicine, and was given to none but to

Professors of the Universities at first ; but after
the si.tteenth centurv* this rule seems to have
been broken through, and soon the Doctors
became so nuri •' t all could not be teachers,
and tlic titlr- • liat it did not distinguish
the teachers 1: ... :.. ,vho did not teach, so that
the title of "l'rofcs.sar" was created to diirtinguish
the latter. But what became of the ancient
Medici, the Physicians, all this time ? The
Physicians, yon will observe, jmivions to all these
innovations, were the teachers as well as the
practiscrs of Medicine, (i) The title of Doctor of
lledi. inc was created to distinguish between the
teachers and practishig Physicians ; but now the
title of Doctor of Medicine being ai>plied, not to
the teachers but to the practisers of Medicine, and
having become so numerous, and their title so
common, tht-y wish the ancient Phy.sioians to be
annihilated, and themselves to have the exclusive
claim to the title of Physician. Now, you will
observe farther that the ancient Physicians had
the exclusive claim of practising Medicine (by
charter), and that the Uni^-erSJty Doctor held
onlv the honorary title of Doctor, and had no
light to practise until he became a Licentiate of
the College of Physicians. The Medical Act,
however, gives the Doctor of Medicine a legal
right to practi.se which he had not before. But
I have to remark fartlicr, that the moment the
Doctor of Medicine descended from his chair and
became a nractisor of Medicihe, he put himself
again m the place of an ancient practising
Physician, and his title of Doctor bcc.ime no
longer the distinguishing title of a teacher •

Professor was substitnte'i; and "Doctor" now
^stingiiishes all practising Pliysicians. But now
theytcllthoi " m, "You have no right
t"l'":t''l'-" I' "The English langnago
hassoappropn.u. . ,.,. .alu, and custom andjudical
decii.ion ha« legalised it ; and if the Physician

(,
~

be

has no right to the title of Doctor, the Doctor has
no right to the title of Physician. The Physician
has as good claim to the exclu.sive title of Physician
as the Doctor might think he has to his own."
Such is the history. Inch by inch the privileges

of the ancient Physician have Ijcen encroached
upon, and now they want him extinguished
altogether. But if the title of Physician be ex-

tinguished, it is but justice he should have the

rights, privileges, and title of the practising

Doctor, who has assumed liis place.

Please let your readers know as much of this

history as you think proper, aud you will oblige

your obedient servant, MEDlcrs.
P.S.—I see that the Committee of the Medical

Coimcil, iu their Report on their proposed Amend-
ments of the Medical Act, propose that Sect. XL
be altered so as to prevent non-graduate Licen-

tiates of the College of Phj'siciaus from using the

title of Doctor. I hope it will have the effect of

also preventing the Doctors of Medicine, not
Licentiates of a College of Physicians, calling
themselves Physicians.

MEDICAL SOCIETIES.

of Medicine must have

Ti* . . ,, ,
'•- ••"does notflowfrom the

VcxU,t ,A JlMliciue, but that of Doctor of Medicme
flows from the Phyiicijlii.

OBSTETRICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
Wedjtbsday, July 4, 1860.

Dr Etoby, President, in the Chair.

Dr Habley exhibited (for Dr Newman, of
Fulbeck) a fcetus of about four months, which had
been retained in ulero for some weeks after its

death.

Dr Draoe gave a description of a case of
BXTRA-tTERlXB PREOXANCT.

An opening formed between the foetal cyst and
the vagina, through wliich a number of bones
were extracted. The woman ultimately recovered.
Mr Joseph Tiios. Mitchell read a paper on

SOME OF THE EXIOENCIES CONNECTED WITH
PKETERNATUP.AL LABOfK.

The Author commenced his paper by referring
to the ill consequences which often follow
the too strict adherence to the axiom in
midwifery, that " meddlesome midwifery is bad
midwifery." He set this forth by alluding to
the liistory of cases that had come under his
notice, in which the lives of some women had
been placed iu jeopardy, and the future comfort of
others had been pennanently destroycil, as well as
of other casesj in which children had been Ijom
dead, whose lives would most probably have been
.saved had early manual or instrumental aid been
applied. He then alluded to his strong objection
to the lue of the crotchet iu ca.ses of craniotomy,
and lus custom in such cases to rely alone on the
craniotomy forceps for dthvering, relating a case
that occurred in an extremely narrow ixdvis, in
which the practitioner obstinately refused to use
the embriotomy forceps, and would depend alone
on the former iiLstramcnt, by which lie extensively
lacerated the vagina, in consecjuencc of its often
slipping off from the head during the operation,
which case terminated in the death of tlie woman,
undelivered; the utcnis having been niptured,
and the cliild having passed into the abdomen,
when in all probability, had the embriotomy
forceps been used, delivery would have been
.safely effected, as it had been on a former occasion.
He next referred to the culp.ibility which rests on
every practitioner who undertakes to attend on
any woman in her second or subsequent labour,
who had previously been delivered by embriotomy
or by the forceps, when the child had l>een bom
dead, without inducing i)remature labour between
the seventh and eighth, orat t' - ' •' month of
gestation, as the nature of Iab<iur3
might seem to indicate. Hc)' iiiarkable
case in which a practitioner hud neglected so to
act, and the complicated difficulties which fol-
lowed, requiring the dismemberment of a very
large cliild at the full jieriod of gestation. The
abdomen and chest were eviscerated, and then
the lower half of the body was removed at the
fourth dorsal vertebra, by which alone room could
be obtained to reach the anns and head. The
patient did well. She afterwanls came under the
Anthor'scare, and was delivered safely at premature
periods on four different occasions, twice with
great difficulty at seven months and a half gesta-
tion, and .subsequently twice at six moutlis and a
n«lf, on each occasion by inducing laboar by

puncturing the membranes, for which purpose he
adopted a peculiar instrument, which he exhibited
to the Society, aud which instrument he had
found useful also in rapturing the membranes in
cases of placenta previa attended with extreme
circumstances. The instrument was made by
Messrs MiUikin and Lawley, of the Strand. In
the course of the relation of this case, the Author
stated that, on the occasion of the third labour,
at seven months and a half gestation, when the
head presented, delivery was effected by the for-
ceps, and a child was bom that lived fourteen
hours ; aud on that of the fourth accouchement, at
the same period, when the arm presented, the
woman could not be delivered except by dis-
memberment of the child. From these circum-
stances he deduced the conclusion that it was not
wise to adopt the modem recommeudation of
delivery by turning in cases of smaU pelvic brims,
whenever delivery can be effected by the forceps,
as by that means a far greater chance would exist
of delivering a livin» chUd than when turning is
adoirted. By the latter mode, the protracted
pressure unavoidably made on the funis, as the
head is passmg through the brim, is almost
certain to occasion the death of the child ; and in
cases also where delivery can be effected by
craniotomy, it is accomphshed with less distress
to the mother than bv turning. The Author also
referred to the fatal consequences to chikh-en
which often foUow doubtful or incorrect diagnosis
of presentations in early labour, especially in
cases where delivery can only be effected by
turning, which he showed iu the historj- of a casem which there was the pre.seiitarion of the
abdomen, with the child doubled up, the head
resting on the sacram, and the hips on the pubis
In this position the practitioner allowed the case
to remain for nearly three hours, not knowing
the character of the presentation, and what it
necessitated, the woman all this time suffering
under violent exiralsive labour, by which the
child was killed ; whereas, had turning been
adopted at the commencement of this period,
which would then have been a perfectly easy
operation, the os uteri being then fuUy oi.en, the
child would, doubtless, have been bom alive
Dr PKIE.STLEY thought that the Society wasmuch indebted to Mr Mitchell for his practical

paper, and he believed it would be very advan-
tageous It other gentlemen would record their
mistakes and occasional failures, instead of only
relating their successful cases. He quite agreed
with Mr Mitchell in his denunciations against
the crotchet, which he considered a most unsatis-
iiictory instrument ; and hence he very generally
resorted to the use of craniotomy forceps in the
place of It. He considered that Mr Mitchell had
increased the dilBculty of dehvery in one of the
related cases by amputating the lower half of the
child s body, by which means he had deprived
himself of the i>ower of properly emploving trac-
tion.

Dr RioBY stated that the crotchet certainly did
not fullil the wishes of those who were obliged to
employ it. This instrument was always apt to
slip

;
and when it did so, there was great danger

of Its injuring the soft parts of the maternal pas-
sages, or the fingers of the practitioner.

Dr Tanxek mentioned that, in two cases of
niore tliau usual diihculty, he had found Dr
Oldham s small hook of great service in aiding
delivciy. He confirmed the remarks of the
previous sjieig^ers with regard to the crotchet.

Dr Waller said that his old teacher always
alluded to the crotchet as an atrocious instmnient.
For his own part he never used it, except by
passing it up outside the head ; and then some-
times by fixing it in the orbit, he got a good and
serviceable hold. He mentioned a rase of great
difficulty where he had used the craniotomy
forceps successfully, when the crotchet was quita
useless.

Dr Barnes did not rise to defend the crotchet,
but still ho had had more success with it than
many other Fellows of the Society seemed to
have had. In Dublin the most eminent obste-
tricans use the crotchet, and with success. Ho
had employed Dr Oldham's hook, and found it
answer very well. He thought that the Author
was wrong in assuming that turning ought to bo
discarded in cases of contracted pelvis. Ho
believed there were instances when the only
re.source was craniotomy or turning—the forcepa
coidd not be used : in these ho had succeeded m
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safel^' oH'ecting delivery, both for mother and
child, by turning.

Dr J. Braxton Hicks read an Appendix to a
paper on

CONCEALED ACCIDENTAL HaaiOlillUAGE.
Tins was an addition of eleven cases to the ten

already described ; the majority not having been
published, the Author was indebted to the gentle-

men whose names were mentioned with each
report. These cases, it was observed, might be
concealed totally till death or the termination of

labour, or temporarily for a longer or shorter time.
During the non-appearance of htemorrhage ex-
ternally, the diagnosis of the case was as difficult

as when wholly concealed. After reporting the
cases, an analysis was given, showing that fifteen

died and six recovered ; and that it was much
more fatal at full temi than at any other period.
The diagnostic symptoms were then pointed out,—namely, 1st, severe fainting or collapse ; 2nd,
the enlargement and doughy feel of the fundus
uteri, the outline of the ftotus being lost, and very
frequently a sensation as if about to burst ; and,
3rd, in nearly every case the absence of true
labour-pains. These, taken together, were held
sufficient to point out the true nature of the
accident. When no pain was present, the state
was very liable to be mistaken for ordinary
syncope ; and the Axithor urged that in all cases

of severe and protracted faintness during the
latter months of jiregnancy or labour, the state

of the uteras should be carefully watched. It

was also advised that the same treatment as is now
adopted in all ordinaiy accidental haemorrhage
should be employed as early as possible in this

form, though the usual good results could scarcely

be expected, because, although the contents of
the uterus were thereby diminished, yet as the
effused blood, being bound down by the placenta,

prevented the uterus from contracting at that
part, the bleeding siirases were kept patent. This
was borne out by the analysis of tlie twenty-one
cases.

Dr Tanner stated that he had recorded a case

of concealed accidental haemorrhage, which had
escaped the notice of tlie Author of the paper.
The communication was to be found in the
' Medical Times ' of October 18, 1851. In this

instance the sejiaration of the placenta was due to

a violent fall ; and the ])atient would doubtless
have died, had not the labour been hun-ied, and
the delivery effected by the forceps. As it wa.s,

large quantities of stimulants were required, and
the infant was still-bom.

PARLIAMENTAEY INTELLIGENCE.

HOUSE ^OF COMMONS.—Tuesday, July 10.

DR MACLOL'GIILIN.

Mr Brady moved for a Select Committee to

inquire into the dismissal of Dr Macloughlin from
the Government Medical Semce. The hon.
member, after detailing the requirements of the

Medical Services, said Dr Macloughlin entered it

under the existing circum.stances, and was sent to

Portugal, where he rendered most efficient services,

not only to their own soldiers, but to the French
prisoners during the Peninsular war. He trusted

the Government would grant him the Committee,
as Dr Macloughlin had laboured for a number of

years in the service of the arn^. The hon.

Member read testimonials from Sii^as. M'Grigor,
Sir Eobert Grant, and others, to the ability of Dr
Macloughlin, and said that after returning to this

countiy he was recommended by the late Duke of

Wellington and Sir Eobert Grant for promotion,
but in consequence of having no private influence
he could not obtain that recognition for promotion
which liis seiTices desei-ved. Notwitlistanding
all he had done, a Mr Lyons, without experience
or a particle of qualification, was raised over the
head of a man who had faithfully served his
country. Dr Macloughlin, indignant at the treat-

ment he received, remonstrated with the Horse
Guards, and, contrary to his wishes and inclina-
tions, he was placed on half-pay, upon which he
remained for six years without ever being called
upon to serve. At the end of six years he was
called upon to serve, but under what condition ?

Why, that he should serve under about 200 others,
junior to him, who had been appointed to active
service during the time that Dr Macloughlin had
been on half-pay. He then declined to enter into

active .service unless his previous services were
acknowledged. He (Mr IJrady) found tliat in
consequence of Dr Macloughlin declining to go on
active service, he was dismissed by the Com-
mander-in-Chief from the Semce . In this case
the articles of war were altogether ignored and
set at nought ; and although Dr Macloughlin had
complained of his superior officer from 1814 to

1824, the articles of war were entirely disregarded.
At this stage of the proceedings an hon. Mem-

ber moved that the House be counted, upon which
some members came into the House, and as soon
as the required number was made up they as
rapidly departed, leaving the House as empty as

it was before.

Jlr Brady resumed. He contended that Dr
Macloughlin' s dismissal was not only unjust, but
illegal. The Commander-in-Chief stated, through
the medium of Sir Charles North, that he saw no
reason why Dr Macloughlin should not be re-

instated, if Lord Panmure, who was at that time
Secretary-for-War, would assent. That as.sent

was withheld, and Dr Macloughlin, who had made
a renewed application to the War Office, was still

without redress. He therefore begged leave to

move that a select committee be appointed to in-

vestigate the case.

Sir G. BowYER seconded the motion.
Mr S. Herbert said all the persons who could

have given evidence on this case were dead, and he
therefore thought that a committee ought not to be
appointed. It was admitted that Dr Macloughlin
refused to enter upon active service when called

upon to do so. Such insubordination would be
disgi-aceful to any officer in the army, however
respectable he might be ; and the authorities acted
rightly in dismissing Dr Maclouglilin from the
Ser^'ice. Mr Alexander, as well as the present
Surgeon-General, protested against Dr Maclough-
lin's reappointment, on the ground that it would
be an exceedingly bad precedent. If Lord Pan-
mure, whUe Secretary-for-War, acted unfairly in

refusing to listen to the appeal of Dr Macloughlin
for redress, he had certainly many partiwps
criminis, for amongst those who took the same
view as the noble lord were Sir Henry Hardinge,
Lord Francis Gower, Sir E. Pamell, Sir Thomas
Fremantle, Mr Fox Maule, and Mr Vernon Smith.
He hoped the House would not agree to the
motion.

The motion was negatived without a division.

BtiifjB, iWavrtagcB, an5 Bfatiju.

BIRTHS.
Currie.—July 6, at Queen's terrace, Bayswater,

the wife of Samuel Currie, M. D., Deputy In-

spector-General of Hospitals, of a daughter.
MacFarlane.—March 14, at Sydney, N.S.W.,

the wife of the Hon. John MacFarlane, M.D.,
of a daughter.

Newham.—July 6, at AVestern House, Wiuslow,
Bucks, the wife of Thomas Newham, M. D. , of

a daughter.
Scott.—July 9, at Portland villas, Plymouth, the

wife of U.'T. C. Scott, Esq., of Melby, Zetland,

Staff-Surgeon E.N., H.M.S. 'Impregnable,' of

a daughter.

MARRIAGES.
Allinson—Farnfieli).—July 4, at St Margaret's

Church, Lee, John Allinson, Esq., M.R.C.S.,
of Spital square, London, to Anne Charlotte,

eldest daughter of S. Farnfield, Esq., of Wood
street, Woolwich.

Tayler—Hkale.— July 10, at Cross Church,
Winchester, Captain Francis Tayler, of the
Itoyal Military College, Sandhurst, to Eliza,

second daughter of J. N. Heale, M.D., of

Winchester.

DEATHS.
Carson.—June 17, at the residence of Mr Milroj-,

in Hamilton, the Hon. Samuel Carson, M.D.,
Member of the Legislative Council of Newfound-
land.

Gallaoher.—At liamhaquqoe, Peru, Hugh Moss
Gallagher, M.D., L.R.C.S. Ireland, of Lettcr-

kenny. County Donegal.

MoFFiT.—July 5, at Howdon-on-Tync, North-

umberland, William Moffit, L.S.A. Lond., aged
64.

Kodham.—July 3, suddenly, Richard Rodham,
of Sunderland, fonnerly of Wreath, Yorkshire,
aged 43.

SCHOFIELD.—May 21, at BrockviUe, Canada, Dr
Peter Schofield, aged 74.

Torr.—June 29, at Barnstaple, Devon, Thomas
Berry Torr, M.R.C.S. Eng., L.S.A. Lond.,
aged 55.

Van Oven.—July 9, at 22 Manchester square,
Barnard Van Oven, M.D. Jena, M.R.C.S.
Eng., L.S.A. Lond., aged 64.

MEDICAL NEWS.

Apothecaries' Hall.—The following gentle-
men passed their examination in the science and
practice of Medicine, and received certificates to
practise, on Thursday, July 5th, 1860 :—ilatthew
Blackman, M.R.C.S., Eamsgate ; Danvers Ward
Bush, Weston, near Bath ; Edward Strickland,
Kirby Moorsidc ; E<igar Beckit Truman, Poultry,
Nottingham.— The following gentlemen also on
the same day passed their first examination :

—

Samuel Annstrong, Woodbridge, Suffolk ; Charles
Addams Buckmaster, King's College ; Stonard
Edye, Exeter ; H. Dowling Ellis, St Bartholo-
me^v's Hospital ; Chas. Walter Ehves, University
College ; Edwin Broughton Fenn, Ardleigh,
Essex ; Henry Grenfell, King's College ; William
Froude Langworthy, St Bartholomew's Hospital

;

Thomas Martin ; Manchester School of Medicine

;

William Henry Julius Murrell, St Bartliolomew's
Hospital ; John Dee Shapland, University
College ; Thomas Starkey Smith, University
College ; William Stephenson, St Bartholomew's
Hospital ; Henry Sutcliffe, University College.
Soiree at the College of Physicians.—

On Wednesday evening a brilUant and crowded
convtrsazUme was held at the College of Physi-
cians. Many objects of scientific interest were
exhibited. Amongst them we would especially
notice the excellent microscopes of M. Nachel, of
Paris, who also contributed an ophthalinoscojie,

which is said to be the most perfect example of
this instrument yet made.
Middlesex Ho.spital.—The annual Distri-

bution of Prizes took place in the Board-room of
this Hospital on Thursday, the 21st ult.,—th«
Eight Hon. J. T. Coleridge in the chair. The
jiroceedings opened witli a report from Mr Nunn,
the Dean of the College, who gave a verj- favour-

able account of its condition, and expressed the
thanks of the professors to the governors of the
hospital for their liberality in making the ex-
tensive enkrgements and improvements, which
are now nearly completed. 'The names of the
successful candidates were then read by the Hon.
Secretary to the College ; after which the Chair-
man gave an address full of excellent advice to

the students, founded in great measme on hi»
personal experience in his own profession, which
was cordially and warmly applauded by a
ci'owded audience. Thanks to the chaii-man were
then moved by the Hon. Capt. Maude, and cirried

by acclamation. Su7nmcr Session, 1859.— Prizes
and Certificates of Honour awarded to First

Year's Students.— Mr F. W. Spurgin, first

prize ; Mr J. Harper, second piize. — Materia
Medic* : Messrs J. Harper, F. W. Spurgin, and
T. Gambler.—Botany : Mes.srs F. W. Spurgin,

W. N. Marshall, R. "P. Tyley, and A. D. Hunt.— Practical Chemistry : Mr F. AV. Spurgin.
Winter Session, 1859-60.—Messrs W. Eagles and
W. D. Spanton, prize (equal). — Anatomy •_

Messrs E. Morgan, W. Ei»gles and W. D.
Spanton (equal), R. Freau and A. J. Newman
(equal), and C. P. Langford. — Physiology :.

Messrs AV. E.igles and AV. D. Sjianton (equal),

C. P. Langford, R, Frean, and E. Moi-gan.

—

Chemistr)' : Mr- R, Frean. Summer Scssimi,

1859.— Prizes and Certificates of Honour awarded
to Second A'ear's Students.—Mr T. Jones, first

prize ; Mr R. AVrixon, second prize.—Midwifery ^

Messrs T. Jones, R. Williams, R. AA'rixon, and
AV. J. Bonnor.—Forensic Medicine : Messrs T.
Jones, AV. J. Bonnor, E. AVilliams, and R.

AVrixon. Winter &s«on, 1859-60.—Mr F. W.
Spurgin, first prize ; Mr W. E. Elsdalc, second

prize.—Medicine : Messrs J. Harper, F. W.
Spurgin, AV. E. Elsdale, and J. M. Phillips.

—

Surgery : Messrs F. AV. Spurgin, AV. E. Elsdale,

J. M. PhilHps, and J. Haqior. — Anatomy

:

Jlessrs F. AV. Spurgin, J. M. Phillips, J. Harper,

E. P. Tylev, AV. N. Marshall, and J. E. Bennett.

—Physiolog}- : Messrs W. R, Elsdale, W. N.
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Marshall, F. W. Spiirgiu, J. Harper, J. E.

Beunett, aud J. M. Phillips.—Prizes to Third
Year's Students.—Mr F. H. Watts, first prize iu

CUuical Surgery ; Mr J. Walker, second prize

ditto.—Mr T. Jones, Governor's Prize, for the

best Reports iu Clinical Medicine and Clinical

Surgery.—Mr J. Harper, prize offered by the
Memcal Society for the best paper of the Session.

—Messrs F. 15. Bell, T. Dane, F. B. Fowler,
S. Havwartl, T. Jones, T. H. Muncaster, C. H.
Rasonj! J. Walker, R. Williams, and F. H. Watts,
Honorary Certificates of general Good Conduct
and Diligence.

Militia Sckoeons.—Mr Sidney Herbert re-

ceived a deputation at the War Office on Friday,
the 6th iust., when the subjoined retiuisition,

signed by 47 colonels of regiments, and 109
members of the House of Commons, was pre-
sented. The following members attended :

—

lord Burghley ; Colonels the Hon H. B. Bernard,
i3ir E. l^acon, Sir James Fergusson, Dickson,
Vandeleur, and Forde ; Major Edwardes, Sir H.
Stracey, Cant. Gladstone, Capt. Esmoude, and
Mr Beamish. Several other noblemen and
gentlemen of the House of Commons had promised
to attend, but in consequence of two previous
postponements they were prevented doing so.

Lord Burghley intrtnluced the deputation, and,
after reading the rwjuisition, made some forcible

remarks upon the justice and economy of placing
the surgeons of militia regiments upon the staff

of their resiicctive regiments. He informed Mr
Sidney Herbert that, besides those who had
s^ea the requisition, 71 more members of the
Hoase had promised to vote for any motion
which might be introduced for that purpose,
and 80 more colonels were favourable to the
step. He then introduced the following militia
surgeons : G. B. Childs, Esq. , Royal London ; J.

P. Nicholls, Royal Wiltsliire ; Dr Barr, and Dr
MHSormack, which latter gentleman, as the re-

presentative of the militia surgeons generally,
entered very fully and forcibly into the ano-
malies aud injustice under which the service
stUlfers, aud showed, from returns carefully pre-

rjd, the great saving to the country that would
ensured by placing these gentlemen on the

staff. Mr Herbert gave the statement a most
T»reful and patient hearing, but declared his
nnwillinguess to come to any decision at present,
as the case was of too important a nature to do
so ; he, however, promised in a few days to
pre his answer to Lord Burghley. The deputa-
tion, haviiip thanked Mr Herbert for his courtesy
and attention, then retired. The following is a
copy of the requisition above referred to :

—"To
the Right Hon the Secretary of State for War.
We, the undersigned members of the House of
Commons, and colonels of militia regiments, beg
respectfully to direct the attention of the Secre-
tary of State for War to the present unsatisfactory
position of militia surgeons. In consideration of
the valuable services rendered from time to time
by these officers during the embodiment of their
regiments, and in consequence of the continued
duties requircil of them during the disembodi-
ment of their corps ; being also compelled by Act
of Parliament to reside at their resj)cctive head-
quarters, and unable (as they have proved before
tne Royal Militia Commission) to obtain any
public api)ointment, or any amount of private
practice, owing to their liability at all times to
DC called away for active service ; a majority of
these gentlemen having also served during two
embo<liments, extending over a period of from
four to five years, which in the regular service
would entitle tliem to permanent half-pay ; and
as the remuneration at present granted to them
is insufficient in amount and uncertain in its

character ; aud having carefully considered
their case,—we respectfully urge upon you the
justice and propriety of introducing into the con-
templated Bill for improving and reorganizing
the militia a clause placing these officers upon a
more permanent and remunerative footing."

—

(Here follows a list of colonels of regiments and
members of Parliament who have signed this re-
quisition. )

I.vsoLVKNT Dbbtors" Court, July 7th.—In
Rb J. O. WiiAY.—The insolvent, a young man
who described himself as a patent medicine
vendor, trading as " Henry and Co.," appeared
fiir ju.IgTji.;nt. The case was before the Court on
th' pi -virmsday, when a novel point of opposi-
tion wa^ raised. Mr Sargood opposed on the
I>art of a young man, and Mr Dowse supported.

It appeared that the insolvent, who is now only
twenty-tive, had purchased in 1856 a business in

Dorset street, Dorset square, of a Mr Henry. Ho
had carried it on as "Henry and Co.," and had
adopted pamphlets issued in the name of "Dr
Henry," in which relief was promised to thou-
sands, and the doctor was described as "A.M.,"
and also as a member of the College of Surgeons.
Mr Sargood contended that the petition must be
dismissed. His client had paid a fee which he
was ordered to refund. Seeing the way in which
the insolvent liad appeared before the world, it

was not sufficient to say he had dealt in quack
medicines. Mr Dowse instanced the case of a
young man named Sutton, who was required to

amend his description, and his petition had been
sustained. Mr Commissioner Nichols, on the
former hearing, said he would consider tlie point,

and now he said the petition must be dismissed
;

and if the insolvent should again petition, he
must take care and insert the appendages he had
used to the name of "Henry,' or his petition

would share the same result. The protection
petition was ordered to be dismissed.

TuE Liverpool Poisoning. — On Monday
morning last the prisoner Thomas Winslow,
charged with poisoning the late Mrs James, of

Liverpool, by the administration of antimony,
was again brought before the local stipendiary,

Mr T. S. Raffles. Mr Walters, prosecuting
solicitor, stated that, iu consequence of the in-

vestigation having assumed a much more serious

character than was at first anticipated, it was
desirable to have a further remand, as poison had
been found in each of the bodies which liad been
exhumed, and it would be necessary to obtain
the evidence of the most expert aud scientific

analysts. To do so would require a fortnight.

Mr liaffles remanded the prisoner in the mean-
time for seven days. The bodies which have
been exhumed are those of Mrs Townsend (sister

of the late Mrs James) and her two sons Samuel
aud William.
A Fatal Passion for Hasoino.—A lady,

inhabiting a pretty little house near Paris, i>os-

sessed of ample means, of a charitable disposition,

and very fond of reading, writing, and purchasing
books, was found hanging the other day. She
left a document of an extraordinary character, in

which she stated that, no .sooner had she deter-
mined uiKJU hanging herself than she executed
the deed. She always had a remarkable pre-
dilection for people who had been hanged, and
she left in her library a manuscript in which she
had inserted accounts of all celebrated persons
who had been hanged ; aud in another MS. all

the proverbs and sayings conccrniug hanging
were collected. " Hitherto, liowevcr, the idea
of hanging myself had not entered my head, but
becoming ennuyed, aud having lost my taste for

everything, even for my favourite pastime of
re-iding, the idea of susiiension has occurred to
me, and as soon as I have completed this note, I

shall put it into execution. I desire that the
rope I employ may bo divided between my two
neighbours, and that all my projierty be reahsed :

First of all, a pension of iOl. must be reserved
for my old servant, and then all that remains
must Ije so disposed of as to produce ten equal
portions, which are to be distributed to the first

ten poor families, one of the members of which
may liappen to hang him.self, dating from the day
of my death. This is my solo will and testa-
ment."
QCARTERLY RETURN OF THE MORTALITY OF

THE Metropoli.s.—In the thirteen weeks ending
Saturday, Jiuie 30th, the total number of 14,894
deaths was registered in London. The mortality
was high, for in the corresponding quarters of the
four years 1856-9 the numbers ranged from
13,252 to 14,541. That this result was due to
unsea.sonable cold will become apparent when it

is stated that, whereas the mean temperature of
the air in any of those four quarters was not
lower than 52-3'', and in those ol^lS58-9 exceeded
64°, the mean temperature of the quarter now
terminated was only 505'. As a consecjuence of
the cold, the deaths from pulmonary disease.?,

exclusive of jdithisis and whooping-cough, rose
from 1,974 in the June quarter of 1859 to
2610 in the last quarter. Phthisis was also
fatal : it increased from 1993 deaths to 2133.
Whooping-cough was rather more fatal than it had
been in the same rjuarter of 1859, but in a much
less degree than in those of 1857-8,^wlien the
mean temperature wag much higher. As might

be expected under atmospheric inllueiice, to which
all persons are exposed, and of wliich all more or

less are susceptible, the mortality from diseases

generally was increased. But there was a per-

ceptible decrease iu the aggi'egate of zymotic
complaints, which in two previous spring

quarters caused 3604 and 3135 deaths, and last

quarter 2917. Though fatal cases of small-pox

(240) were numerous, yet they scarcely exceeded
those of the same period iu 1859. Of the 240,

exactly a fourth part occuiTed at twenty years of

ago aud upwards. Measles, from which 563
young pei-sons and 3 adults (at twenty years and
upwards) died, was more fatal than any other
zymotic disease. Scarlatina carried off 356
jjersons, aud diphtheria 107 ; they were both cou-

sidei'ably less fatal thau in the same quarter of

last year. Diarrhcea also exhibited a marked
decrease on that of previous springs ; and no
death from cholera was returned. 5 persons died
from privation, 89 infants from want of breast-

milk, 15 persons (chiefly young) from purjjura
and scurvy, 32 from delirium tremens, 24 from
intemperance. Deaths from heart disease rose

to 685 ; those from bronchitis to the unusual
number of 1456. There were 80 suicides in the
quarter.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE WEEK.
Wediiesdai/, July 13.

Operations at Middlesex Hospital, 1 p.m. ; St
Mary's HospitJil, 1 p.m. ; University College Hos-
pital, 2 p.m. ; Royal Orthopredic Hospital, 2 p.m.

Thursday, July 19.

Operatioiis at St Geoi-ge's Hospital, 1 i).m. ;

Central London Ophthalmic Hospital, 1 p.m. ;

London Hospital, IJ p.m. ; Great Northern
Hospitiil, King's Cross, 2 J p.m.

London Home.—2 p.m.
Friday, July 20.

Operations at Westminster Ophthalmic Hospital,

li p.m.
Saturday, July 21.

Operations at St Thomas's Hospital, 1 p.m. ; St
Bartholomew's Hospital, 1^ p.m. ; King's College
Hospital, IJ p.m. ; Charing Cross Hospital, 2 p.m.

Monday, July 23.

Operations at the Royal Free Hospital, 2 p.m.
Metropolitan Free Hospital, 2 p.m.

Tuesday, July 24.
Operations at Guy's Hospital, IJp.m. ; Westmin-

ster Hospital, 2 p.m.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.
A Poor-law Surgeon.—The Bill hiis not yet been

introduced : we cannot tell whether the clauses re-

lating to the appoiutnieut of two Medical Ollicers

to one district will tic in the Bill or not.

B. B, (A Metropolitan Medical Officer) wishes to
know if " the new Poor-law Medical Relief Bill has
received the sanction of the Profession T" We hope
the Medical Ollicers will wait patiently until the
Bill is before them. There will be plenty of time to
study its provisions. We think it (luite time that
something was done. Read Mr Griffin's letter in
this week 8 Circular.

M.R.C.S.—1st. No.—2nd. DrAcland, Dr RoUeston,
aud Dr Ogle.

Mr John H.—1st. Yes.—2nd. Forwarded.
Medicus.—The new theory of natural selection is

really a very old one, the name aloue"being new.
The subject is ingeniously treated by its advocate.
The theory means, that certain individuals of a
race being placed in favourable conditions not en-
joyed by other members of the race, will develop
in some extraordinary way, until, iu succeeding
generations, they become iiiiportantly different
from the original type. This is essentially the
doctrine q#jjxternal causes acting upon and
modifying race.

Gamma.—We are unable to comply with your re-

quest.

Mr Wood.—It shall be attended to.

Mr H. Evans is th.anked.

A. Z.— Case received. The publisher will write to
you.

A Student.—Yes ; from the date of apprenticeship.
Mr Wilson.—Send to Millikin and liawley's in the

Strand.

Dr J. B. NicoLSON'S coinraunication has been re-

ceived.

Mr Henry W.—The College has no power in such
circumstances.

O. F.~-Yes.
Mr G. K. H. Paterssen.—Note received. A private

letter shall be sent.

M.R.C.S, (Bradford).—Your request shall be com-
plied with.

Lettehs received from Dr E. Cronin, E. Lyon, C.

Enright, B. F. Matthews, Dr R. Crothers, S. W.
Sproulle, R. G. Buckley, Dr Nottingham, R. P.

Roberts, J. A Young, W. Meadowcroft, B. W.
Brwon, 8cc. &c.
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r^hlorodyne.— R. Freeman,
^^ Pharmaceutist, Kennington road, London, S., in-

forms the Profession and Trade that he has p'or years
JiADE. and extensively used in his business, Chlorodyne

;

and that he is supplying it in one-ounce stoppered bottles

at Is.Cd. each, aud in four-ounce bottles, ^s. each. He
guarantees it to b» miifomily and properly prepared, and
superior to any other makei-s', though their charge be ever
so exorbitant ; and he trusts that the lowness of jirice at

which he offers it will allow the Profession to use it in
common practice and at public institutioms, so that its

extraordinary beneficial effects may be enjoyed by the
poorest sufferer. Sold by all Wliolesale Druggists.

Tmportant to the Medical
-- PROFESSION.

GLOVER and Co., Wholesale Druggists, are smiplyuig
GENUINE DRUGS, CHEMICALS, and PHABHACEU-
TICAL PREPAEATIONS of flret-class quality at a very
low figure.—Price Lists nmy be had on application,

GOODGE STREET, LONDON.

Flour — (Essex)— War-
ranted free from adiilteration, to any part of London

(not less than 141bs0 caiTiage free. Whites, for pastry,

per bushel (561bs), lis.; Households (recommended for

bread-makhigj, 10s. 4d. ; Seconds, 0s. Sd. ; Wheat Meal for

brown bread. 9s. Sd. Best fine and coarse Scotch Oatmeal.
Address HOESNAILL and CATCHPOOL, Bullford Mill,

Witham, Essex, or 97 Goswell road, City road, E.G. Di-
rections for bread-making gratis. Terms Cash. A half
sack delivered free to any rail statical 200 miles. German
Yeast.

T)iphtheria, Clerical Sore-
-*-^ Throat, Loss of Voice, and other diseases of the

tn'-cous passages of the throat, successfully treated with
Solution of Caustic by Tompson's Patent Hydro-Pueuniatic
Inhaler (easy of self-use), without pain or inconvenience.

To be seen at the Industrial Exhibition of Society of Arts,

Adelphi (Art. 155), and the Agents, Milliken and Lawley,
Surgical Instnuaent Makera, 161, Strand, adjoining King's

College, London.

Tramptulicon Floor Cloth,
-^^^ warm, noiseless, indestructible by damp, ex-
tensively used at the Houses of Parliament, Somerset
House, British Museum, Museiun of Patents, South Ken-
sington Museum, and the Great Eastern, and especially

adapted for Hospitals, ikc.—E. GOUGH and Co., Original
Manufacturers and Patentees, 12 Bush lane, Loudon, E.C.

Pure Country Milk and
CREAM.—Messrs EDMONDS and BAYNES,

OXGATE FARM, WILLESDBN, liave received the most
flattering testiinonials from several eminent Members of

the Medical Pi-ofession in favour of the purity and fresh-

ness of their MILK and CEEAM, which they undertake
to supply Twice Daily to any part of the West-end.
Orders received as above, or at the Office, 16 Marchmont
street, Russell square; and at St Petersburgh place,

Bay.swater, W.

CREAM being now recommended as a substitute for

COD-LIVEE OIL, Messrs E. and B. beg to inform the

Pl'ofe.ssiou that they can supply it in any quantity with
punctuality.—A prospectu,s free by post.

Galvanic Institute,
52 Euston road.

These rooms have been opened under thp suporintendence

ofregistered qualified Medical Men, for the legitimate appli-

cation of Galvanism in the treatment of Nervous Diseases,

Paralysis, Rheumatism. Asthma, Indigestion. It will also

assist in affording the means of taking this branch of prac-

tice out of the hands of the unqualified. Hours of at-

tendance twelve to five (Sundays excei)ted).

Ordinary Medical Attendant, Mr J. Smellie, Surgeon

M
TO THE PROFESSION.

essrs M^Gowan & Danks
(THE PRIKTERS OF THIS JOURNAL)

Are iprepared to forward Estimates, to those requiring the

same, for any descrii)tion of Work connected with the
Printing Business.

Messrs M'G. aud D. are enabled, from tho facilities

which they possess, to execute; whatever may be eiiti-usted

to them with economy and despatch.

Letters addressed to No. IG GREAT WINDMILL
STREET, HAYMARKET, will meet with immediate at-

ention.

\* There is at the present time an opening for l^ie Print-
ing (and Publishing if wished) of a 'Wueldy Periodical.

^ATER BEDS. EDMISTON AND SON,
5 CHARING CROSS (LATE 69 STRAND),

Beg to call the particular attention of the Managers of Hospitals and Dispensaries, and the Medical Profession g
to the price aud quality of their Hot or Cold Water Beds.

WATER BEDS, according to si2e, £i 4s., £5 5s., and £6 16s. 6d.
W.iter Cushions, all sizes, from 7s. 6d. to 3Cs. Cotton Elastic Stockings, 4s. 3d. ; SUk, 53. 3d. Knec-Caps, Le^ings,

Anklets, &c. Day and Night Urinals, from 3s. 6d. to 12s. 6d. Injection Bottles, Bed Sheets, Accouchement Belts, ic.

India-Rubber Chamber Utensils for Lunatic Asylums, 7s. 6d. each, or 75s. per dozen.

INDIA-RUBBER MATS AND SOUNDLESS ELASTIC FLOOE-CLOTH.
Water Beds can be had on hire. Terms 7s. 6d. ^kj- week.

LONDON : EDMISTON AND SON, THE POCKET SIPHONIA DEPOT, 5 CHARING CROSS
(LATE Q^ STRAND).

LEVEB ESCAPEMENT.

Benson's Watches. '' Per-
fection of Meclmnism."— ' Morning Post.'

Gold, 4 to 100 guineas. | Silver, 2 to 50 guineas.
Send two stamps for Benson's IllustratedWatch Pamphlet.

Watches sent fi-ee to any part of the Kingdom on receipt
of a remittance.

S3 and 34Ludgate Hiu, Losdon, E.C. EsiABUsaEDl749.

London, June 22nd, 18«0.

T.eeches Wholesale and for
EXPORTATION.

GEORGE HERMANN'S LEECH DEPOT.

32 Wilderness lane, Salisturj- square. Fleet street, London'
E.C.

BEST HAMBRO' SPECKLED, 14s. per 100.

BEST GREEN 7s.

SMALLER GREEN, 5s. „

G. n. don't keep the smallest sizes (best known as
Leeches for Hospital use).

The SAME (if desired) sent Carriage Free to all parts
of the United Kingdom, Is. 6d. more per 100.

Testimonials as to quality may be had.

Gazogenes.— Messrs
MATHIEU, FRIQUET, and CO. beg to inform

Chemists, Di-uggists, and all concerned, that from the
15th of July nuxt thev will be tho sole Agents for the
celebrated BRIET'S 'PATENT GAZOGENE, or Soda-
Water Apparatus ; and that they will be ready to

execute orders from the above date on the most reasonable
tenns.—Address, MATHIEU, FRIQUET, and CO., 5a
Little James street, Bedford row, London, W.C.

"KTotice.—To induce a trial of
-'-^ SOUTH AFRICAN WINES, at 208. and 24s. per doz.

,

bottles included, the consmnption ofwliich has now reached
420,000 doz. per annum (" Vide Board of Trade Returns"),

a Case containing four samples, sealed and lalielled, will be
forwai-dedon receipt of THIRTY POSTAGE STAMPS, vis!.,

Half-pint bottle of best South Africjm SUerrj'.

Half-pint bottle of best South African Port.

Half-pint bottle of best South African Madeira.

Half-pint bottle of best South African Amontillado.

COLONIAL BRANDY, very superior, 15b. per gallon.

BEST GIN, full strength, lis. 3d. per gallon.

Price lists free on application.

Address—Mr ANTHONY BROUGH, Wine and Spirit

Importer, 29 Strand, London, W.C.

S Bowles (late Windsor and
• Co.), PHIAL and BOTTLE MERCHANT, Dealer in

Druggists' Sundiics, Ac, 6 J.ames street, Covent garden.

W.C. The cheapest house in London for everj* description

of MEDICAL GtASS of the best quality.

Samples and prices forwarded free on application.

REDUCTION OP THE DUTY.
WINES AND SPIRITS OF ALL SHIPPERS.

Her Majest-y's Wine
MERCHANT — (Established ISll) — JAMBS

MABKWELL, — Cellabs, 35 to 40, and 44 Albemarle,

and 4 and 5 Stafl'ord streets, London ; and of Bordeaux,

Hockheim, Oporto. Xeres, and Pestli. Ports, fVom 30«.r

Sheiries. 28s. ; Mad.iras, 42s. ; Moselles and Hocks,

40s. ; Sparkling Hocks and Moselles 4S8- ; d'tto St

Peray, 54s. ; ditto Burgundy, fiOs. : Clarets, 28«.

ChabUs, 30s.; C6te Kotie, 48s.; Champagne, 44s.

;

Sauteme, 40s. ; ditto Yquem, 80s. ; Essence of Turtle

Pimcli, 56s. ; Old Tom. lis. 6d. All kinds of Foreign

Spirits and Liqueurs. Particulars aad direct ShipmeotB
of Montilla, Viao di Pasto, AmMitUlado, Oloroso,

Xeres -Viejo and Miinzanilla—J. M. is Agent for the

celebrated American Bitters (Stonghton and Sickle's).

Longworth's Sparkling and Dry Catawba ; MonongaheU
and Bourbon Whisky; Schappes ; Peach Brandy;
Gin-Slings ; Brandy Cocktails, Ac. ix.—3. M. is always

ready to give full value for Old Bottled Wines, to any
amount. — Stock, 16,000 dozen. — Cash or referenae.

Bankers : Sir CtAVtCE Scott, Bart.

Wines Reduce d.

—

EXCELLENT DINNER CLARET, 24a. and 30s.

SHEBKY', PALE or GOLD, 24ii. and 305.

CHABLIS, m-st quaUty, 86s.

STILL HOCK and MOSELLE, 36s., 42a.

SAUTERNE, 428. ; BURGUNDY, 3«s., 42s.

SPARKLING CHAMPAGNE, 42s. ; SPARKLING HOCK
and MOSELLE, 42s.

OLD BOTTLED PORT, 42s., 4Ss. per dozen.

Carriage paid by rail. Price Lists on application,
.

MARSHALL AND SON,
IMPOBIEBS OF FOEEIGS WISES, PURVBVOaS TO IHX QOEl)*.

20 STRAND, LONDON,—W.C.

Reduction of Duty.

—

HEDGES and BUTLER having reduced the Prices

of their Wines in accordance with the new TatiS, are now
selling cai>ital Dinner Sherr>-, 24s., 30s., and 36s. per dozen ;

high-olass Pale, Golden, and Brown Sherry, 42s., 4Ss., 54s,

Good Port, 3Us. aud 36s. ; fine old Port, 42s., 4Ss., 54s

,

and 603. Pure St Jalien Claret, 24s. and 30s.; very
superior ditto, 36s. La Rose, 36a., 42s. Finest-growta
Clarets, 00s., 72s., 84s. Chablis, 36s., 4Ss. Red and
White Burgundy, 36s., 4Ss.to S4a. Champagne, 423., 54s.,

60s., 728. Hock and MoseUe, S6s., 48s., 60s., to ISOs.

East India Madeira, Imperial Tokay, Vermutli. Froa-

tignac, Constantia. and every other description ofWiae.
Fine old Palo Cognac Brandy, 60s. and 73s. per dozen.

Schiedam Hollands, Maraschino, Curacao, Cherry Brandy,

&c. On receipt of a post-office order or reference, aay
quantity, with a Priced List of all other Wines, will be
forwarded immediately by HEDGES and BUTLER, 155

Regent street, London, W., and 30 King's road, Brighton.

Originally established A.D. 1667.

wood and Watson's South
African Port, Sherry, tc, 20s. per dozen. Pint

Samples or 12 stamps each. Excellent Brandy, 168. pel

gallon.

Pale India Ale andStont, 43. Cd. pier dozen quarts, 2s. 9d.

per dozen pints. Scotch Ale, 5s. 6d. per dozen quarts, 2s. 9d.

per dozen pints.

Address, 16 Clement's lane. City, E.C.

Kinahan's LL Whisky v.
COGNAC BRANTiY-.

This celebrated old IRISH WHISKY" rivals the finest

French bt»udy. It is pure, mild, mellow, delicious, and

verv wholesome. Sold in bottles, Ss. 6d. each, at most ot

the'respectable retiiil houses in London ; by the appointed

agents in the principal tomis in England ; or, wholesal^

at S, Great Windmill street, HajTiiarket.—Obserrethe red

seal, pink label, aud cork branded
'

' Kinahan'sLL Whisky.
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ON FEACTURES IN CHILDREN
By M. GUERSAXT.

BELIVBRED AT THE hSpiTAL DES ENFANTS.
M. Guersant has devoted seyeral of his

recent lectures to a practical consideration of
fractures in children, and the r^um^ here
presented contains the results of a lengthened
special practice in and acquaintance with

» their surgical pathology.
Fractures in children present, especially in

their diagnosis, treatment, and progress towids
a cure, pecuhanties and shades of difference
with which the surgeon should be well ac-
quainted. Before entering on questions of apurely practical nature, I slall say a few wordson the frequency and the etiology of fractures
occurnnff in the different perioJs of life

I'rom long practical observation, we hareyarned that children become the subject* of
fractures as often as adulu or old pcople-a
fact about which you may easily satisfy
yourselves by walking through the Wards of
tills hospital. A comparative study of the
predisposing causes of fractures will easilr
account for this equality of frequency. Thusas regards the texture of the Lnes, we findan important analogj- existing between thetwo extreme penods of life. In childhood asin age, the medullary canal of the long bones
>s larger and the walls of the diaphyses
thinner

;
but whilst the osseous tissue infold

persons is hard and fragile, in children thesame tissue IS soft and flexible. In the latterthe physical properties of the bones might besupposed to render them more capaCle ofresisting the cause, that produce fractures-

.T . ^'V""' ^"^ y '"^^"^ e^'Perience showtbit the bone, of infants, notwithstanding the''
el^ticity, cannot be bent to any extent with-out being broken. In adults, the bone,wanting tHe same anatomical predispositions'owe their relative frequency of fractures to therelative multiplicity of the occasional causes towhich they are exposed. Another predispo 'in^cause, common to children and old peoK
to be seen in the state of the muscular masseThe muscles in both are, in fact, feeble, andboth are consequently more exposed to fid",and, for that reason, to fiactires. Let u^remark, however, that falls do not so often

n^duUr""?-^" ^•''''•-'^d oldpe«ons

thi^fK„,V'
*'''*^«'-e"ce evidently owing tothis—that the former fall down as it were in a

rmVves'ThiTlir^ ^">; ^^'^ '^^onZ'Zl
voT llZ * theage<l experience in their

fra7tur:f
"^ ^ "'" P-'J'-^Po-'g cause of

rn»f^'"''"^'!-P^u-!'?
'''""*''' ">« "nprndence and

he irreflection and bravados of old j^ople. /fthe former pass before cars and carriages

w-H" TT',-"'^ set on the roofs of hou4without thinking of the danger they incur
•'

?ower"'V^^'"'''S
that their^ace ha^become

slower with age, traverse the streets in the

tW„ rir'¥'''°.'"^'="""-« »'°"<= on roadsth..t are difficult or dangerous
; and hence bo hbecome victims to the accidents under con-ndera ion. It is thus that most of the acddent, that occur in the street happen to childrenand old people. I„ ehildren, among the specTa"

which, as wo shall see, sometimes has an influcnce on reunion. If ^e look next It thedcterni.ning causes, we shall again have he

Which authors assign as the cau.«es of the aimo

Th^s in rh"n '
^'^^"\ """^ peculiarities

hoZ of tt T "• '•'
""« '"'J-Jl^ part of the

contTn^ftv I "i"''""
''^^"' ""= "^'-ti"" of

tares of".!,,. flT!!.'''" '^"'•'.v years, frac-uresot the forearm occur most frequently in

the middle part, and, contrary to what takes

fracture of the lower extremity of the radiusihis inverse difference arises from the differentways that ehildren and adults have in opposfng
external violence. When the latter faUtllevthrow out an arm in order as much as possible
to save themselves ; but the former make nosort of resistance, but fall just as any masswould, and with their arms between the rbodies and the ground. This difference of in-
stinctive action explains why the wrists are so
generally the seat of fractures in adults, and

chfldref
' °^ *'^^ '"P^""'' ^^''e'nities in

h ^ilT^"*""
*"™.**' the pathological anatomy,

't wi 1 be seen that m children the same
vaneties occur as in adults—fractures more or
ess transversal, and fractures oblique, and even
^ngitudinal. There is, however,\ 'variety offracture recently described, that I have not vetencountered in children-I mean the fractu^'
tn co,n Observe that I do not deny the exis^ence of .nch fracture, but I believe it is lessfrequent than in adults-a circumstance I would
also point out to your notice.
A variety to which I desire particulariy todraw your attention, since it is in some mej^ure

peculiar to infancy, is the incomplete fracture

wli'''''"^.'^I:°
"^'"^ ^'"= fragments preserve

with each other a certain degree of continuity.

vL-
'*'^".!'"'ely m an anatomo-pathological

V ew In he one, the bony substance is com
pletely broken

;
but the periosteum, which re-

ment. In the other, the osseous matter andthe ponosteum together resist effectually the
traumatic force. I'ou already see all the im-portance of this fact. The frequency of in-complete fractures in children 'explains therareness of displacement and riding of the frac-ured ends-a circumstance highly favourable
to the rapid and even consolidation which weare accustomed to see in the fractures of chil-dren. From this fact also is derived the pre-cept of examining with much caution the frac-tured bone., in order not to aggravate the evil
b>- disunitmg parts that are stiTfin their placewith a view to cause crepitation, which it iisometimes difficult, if ^ot impossible,"

"

Fractures present in children the

Ji^l.y 25, I860.

members^ or to the infrequency of displace-ment. Hence it is reasonable to look &;
pain IS lelt. It ,g unnecessary to add, thatwhere there is striking deformity, the sign fi.cancy of this IS the same in all subjects,Ch •

this triflmg distinction, that in children the
reduction is easier. Children usually cry themoment you touch them-some of them even
outrageously-and then nothing can begathered from the effects of pressure in augfmentmg the pain. ''

rp,«r^l"°2-i
'"^

l'-''°"«'y
'nc«Jeate a cautiou.

reserve while making your manual examina-
tions; for, independently of the fatigue whichyou may occasion the little patient%ou run

I
,3 P^ °^ breaking completefy parts that arebut imperfectly disunited, and so of changing
an incomplete into a complete fracture, ft is
sometimes difficult to ascertain the existence
of fracture in such young subjects; for their
resistance on the one hand, and the small
dimensions of the limb on the other ad"ed
frequently to the firm and elastic state of the

,o ^ „"
r-"!f

'°^'""" *>« '"J"^^'! parts, areso many hindrances to a perfect examination.
iJut in doubtful cases especially, where thepain IS acute, I do not try to arrive at certainty,
seeing It can serve no purpose. I think it

t^Tv K I ^""T'''^^.
a"*! apply an apparatus

to a limb where there is only a simple contusion,
than to complicate a fracture by imprudent
tentatives that could but satisfy my curiosity

JJnn'"^!-^"!-^"*-'' "^P""'^- ^^''^'^'' '^ ehildren
consolidation is so rapid that there can be nogreat inconvenience m treating such accidents

80 Short. I would even say, tlat were the casione of mere contusion, the state of immobility
would be an excellent curative me^ns, by
hindering the painful concussions and move-ments which children know not how to avoidAow where fracture really exists, what isthe prognosis? I do not hesitate to say thatnon-comp icated fracture is, in children, asimple and unimportant accident. You may

to

same
as the

complications as in adults; but
^tter are, on account of their occupations,more exposed to graver causes of traumatic
violence so in them complications are morefrequent and of a character more serious than

Jn /i''ri-1';'^
°''' P*""""- You can imaginetoo, that children, being under the eye of fh"i;

fnZt: ""' "ge.!, being no longer engagedm dangerous occupations, escape usualTy thefrightful mutilations that so often accompany
complicated fractures in adults. InthechiEwh ch we have seen mutilated by wheels infactories or crushed in the street, d,^compl^
cations other things being equal, have"eenattended with less Janger tLn the'same accUdents at any other period of life.

Clinical examination shows that, in theyouthful subjects under consideration,'fractures
of anj. bone of the skeleton may be producedYou thus see them in the long bones, as well as

•iMn tTe
"'

"JT '^ bones,^Gust ^ in IVuI.ind in the aged,) and in every situationexcepting the neck of the femur
; though twibone I have seen dissevered from its epiphysis-a circumstance essentially different from «hattakes place in the aged.

As regards the symptoms, it may be said
generally, that the %aL functio"a? disturb:ances correspond to the same lesions in

n»i.- V '"'""" " ^"^ °«'"g to the com-parative shortness of the limbs, or to the rare-ness of displacement, fractures in the formershow less to the eye than in adults-a™ct
owing either to the more limited extent of the

-r-- »..v. >.,...Mj,uii;iiii acciuent. lou may.
therefore, in every case, reassure the patientsby saying that fractures at that age are in no
respects to be compared with the same lesions
in adults and old people. The medium time
for consolidation is from eighteen to twenty
days

;
but of this we shall speak again whenwe come to mention the proper period for the

entire removal of the apparatus.
I must further direct your attention to themanner in which consolidation takes place inyoung subjects. The bones usually re-unite

with perfect regularity and without any visible
shortening

;
and where the treatment has beenproperty airected, no trace even of deformity

IS perceptible, m such cases at least as are

m-T.tlv'"
'^"°"1 complications, for these may

greatly modify the progress of the lesibn.
1 am every year visited by conscripts, whocome at the time of conscription for' c^rUfi-

cates
;

and often I cannot ascertain that afracture has ever existed but by the house-
registers

;
and my opinion is so much that ofthe Council of Revision, that these younc menare always considered fit for service.

I have said that consolidation t'akes place
without apparent shortening

; but there almost
alwavs pTcistn n clmkf .i: :— *:_„ _/» ,, ialwaj
of the

exists a slight diminution of the length
fractured fimb, as may be ascertained

by very careful measurement". Yet such in-
dividuals do not halt in their gait, but accustom
themselves when walking to a compensating
degree of deviation in the pelvis.
You may see at this moment, in the Salle

»t 1 aulme, a girl of four years, who, in 1858,
was twenty-five days in the same salle for a
fracture of the thigh. It is impossible now to
discover the slightest trace of the accident.
When the patients are somewhat older, they
walk lame for the first months ; but their
lameness soon disappears entirely, although

fh 'P?"'"'""y
" '^'*' b"*^ s'ight shortening
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FRACTURE OF THE THIGH.
By J. B. NICOLSOK, M.D., M.E.C.S., L.S.A.

The sciences of Medicine and Surgery even

within a very recent period have still continued,

both in theory and in practice, to make great and

solid progress, notwithstanding the brilliant dis-

coveries made in former days—a progress corre-

sponding even to tliat made in the other sciences.

The consequence is, that iiwst of the cases

occurring in the present day, whether they be

Medical or Surgical, rarely present the slightest

degree either of novelty or of originality. How-
ever, the foUowing surgical case may possess some
details worthy of notice, inasmuch as it shows,
in the treatment even of the severest cases of

fracture of the thigh, the great superiority of the
" straight position," as eii'ected by Desault's long
^lint, over any other, especially in the periods

01 youth and of middle ago.

A boy of the name of Sanders, fourteen years

of ^ age, of a healthy constitution, sustained in the

month of April, 1859, a fracture of the right

femur, caused by the broad wheel of a heavy
waggon having passed over it. The accident

occurred in this way :—He was driving a heavy-
loaded waggon, and, while walking before it, by
an accidental slip of the foot he fell to the ground,

and, before he could recover himself the wheel
passed over the thigh. The site of the fracture

was about the junction of the superior and the

middle thirds of the femur ; and, though
neither compound nor commimited, the bone was
broken in two places, within two inches of each
other, the fissures being oblique, not transverse.

Owing to the great breadth and weight of the

wheel, the soft parts were much contused, con-

siderable injury haviug been done apparently to

the viiscular, nervous, and muscular tissues ; con-

sequently great swelling, pain, increase of heat,

and lividity of the surface, from the extravasation

of Wood into the soft parts at the seat of injury,

soon followed in the affected part. From the
powerful action of the " adductor muscles," the

lower fragments of the bone were drawn upwards
and behind the upper fragment, causing gi-eat

shortening of the limb, to the extent of nearly

two inches, mth invcreion of the foot ; the iliacus

intemus and the psoas maguus muscles no doubt
also assisting in producing the shortening and
tlie deformity.

Strong and steady extension and couuter-ex-

tension of the limb, continued for some length of

time, were had recourse to. A bandage was first

rolled round the foot, ankle, leg, and thigh
;

Desault's long splint, of an appropriate size and
length, extending from a little below the armpit
to four or rather five inches beyond the foot, and
suitably padded, was applied to the outside of the
limb, the perineal bandage, with a jiad placed in

the j)erineura, not being omitted. Witli a view
to ensure with the utmost certainty the complete
rest of the fragments of the bone, it was thought
advisablofto apply also another smaller splint,

padded, to the inner smfaee of the tliigh, e.x-

tending to a little below the knee, the whole
having then been retained by suitable bandaging,

A few turns of a bandage were finally woimd
round the waist and body, so as to approximate
to the side the upper portion of the long splint.

In consequence of the great contusion of all the

soft i)arts, it was necessary to bandage so tliat

easy access might always be had to the seat of

the fracture, for the purpo.ie of applying warm
fomentations of camomile flowers, &c., with at

first an occasional poultice, until the swelling and
increased heat had abated. For the first two
weeks considerable constitutional disturbance
supervened, which was treated with saline

mixtures and ettervescing draughts ; an opiate at

night being sometimes required, and strict atten-

tion being also paid to the condition of the
stomach and bowels. At the end of eight weeks
the splints were removed, and he was permitted
to leave his bed, and to move about by the aid of
crutches, with the foot of the injured extremity
supported by a sling round the neck. By-and-by
for these was substituted merely a stick, and at
the end of three months he was able to walk
about without any support.
Owing to the fragments of the bone having

been brought uito complete apposition and kept

so, there was not the slightest shortening of the

limb nor the least deformity perceptible, the sole

resttlt of the accident at my last examination
Ixjing a little thickening of the circumference of

the femur at the site of the fractures from the
previous deposition of callus ; and even this

result would in the course of time by the process

of absorption be gradually lessened, and most
probably would ultimately disappear altogether.

As this was a most severe accident, attended

with serious injury to the vascular, nervous, and
muscular tissues, complicated also with great

shortening and deformity, and as a perfect cure

was effected by the use of certain means, without
either shortening, or deformity, or ultimate weak-
ness of the limb in the slightest degree resulting

therefrom, the case has been considered deserving

of being recorded. Practical results are the only
true and safe criterions whereby we can satisfac-

torily judge of the superiority of oue mode of

treatment over that of others.

Kobertsbridge, Sussex, July 14, 1860.

OF
THE SPIRIT

THE PERIODICALS.

We extract the ftillowing report of a discussion

on Osteo-MyilUis coiiseqiumt on Fraetwres inOun
shot Wounds, from the ' Journal of Practical Me-

dicine and Surgery :'

" An important question of surgery, and more
especially of militarj' surgery, was raised before
the Academy of Medicme by oue of its most active

and learned correspondents, M. Jules Roux, Head
Naval Surgeon at Toulon. Our readers are al-

ready aware from the minutes of previous meetings
that we allude to the still mooted point of the
most eligible part for secondury amputation and
for disarticulation, substituted for amputation in

the continuity of the limb, to avert the incessant

danger of ostco-myelitis. Osteo-myelitis is, in M.
Jules lioux's estimation, the cause of the com-
monly fatal issue of secondary amputation per-

formed in the continuity of the shaft. Compelled
to resort to a further mutilation, after protracted
suppuration, the surgeon has not unfrequently
rendered but an unprofitable service to the pa-

tient : the bone, still diseased, where the saw has
for the second time divided it, docs not cease to

suppurate, and few subjects can withstand this

persevering drain upon their constitution—an in-

evitable consequence, according to M. Roux, of
inflammation, when, from the fractured point, it

has reached the medullary membrane and the
texture of the entire bone. Hence the precept to

amputate to the joint, in obedience to the prin-

ciple universally accepted in surgery, that an
operation, to bo rational, must remove the whole
of the evil.

" We have recorded the astonishing success
which has given authority to M. Jules Eoux's
theory. Of eight soldiers, consecutively auipu-
tated in the continuity of the limb, two only sur-

vived. M. J. Roux, on examination of the bones,

observed that they were totally invaded by the
inflammation, which he denominates osteo-myelitis,

and he accordingly at once modified his practice :

twenty-two patients, who had reached the ad-

vanced stage, which he calls j)criod of ostfo-myditis,

were amputated in the joints, and M. Roux
numbered twenty-two cures, four of which were
disarticulations of the hip, and thirteen of the

shoulder-joint. Assuredly, were these magnificent
results alone couiiidered, and were they suscep-

tible of no otlujr plausible explanation than the

theory of osteo-myelitis, all surgeons should hasten
to adopt M. Roux's ideas ; but such does not ap-

pear to be the case. The too few speakers who
who took part in the discussion raised by our
learned fellow-practitioner of Toulon, Messrs
Larrey, Robert, Jobert de Lamballe, and M.
Legouest, in a letter addressed to the Academy,
stated in reply that osteo-myelitis is not so con-

stant as M. Koux imagines ; that it is often sus-

ceptible of sjiontaneous cure ; that clinically and
anatomically it is diflicult to discriminate between
the fii-.skand second degi-ccs, the benign from the

grave variety of the inflammation ; that surgeons,

when amputating in the continuity of the limb,

have often found in the medulla and the Iwne the

anatomical characters of serious osteo-myelitis, and
yet have saved some of the patients ; and finally.

that sup])uration of the medullary caual itself is

not necessarily fatal.

" Sucharetheobjectionsurged against M. Roux's
doctrines ; but as it was, however, desirable

to account for the success of the eminent surgeon,
it was ascribed to the occult influences of medinm,
season, constitution, i. e. the contingencies of

chance. This, as M. Jules Gnerin correctly ob-
served in the ' Gazette Medicale," was but imper-
fect justice to the sagacity and surgical skill of

the' operator ; 'That M. Roux is mistaken in

attributing to his princijile the excellence of his

results may be possible ; but why deprive him of

the benefit of his unfailing practical instincts, and
of the advantages of his great surgical experience ?

Traditional practice teaches that there are oppor-

tunities to be chosen, circumstances to be preferred,

precautions to be taken, dangers to be avoided, re-

medies to be emjiloyed ; M. Roux is doubtless in-

debted to his tliorough knowledge of these parti-

culars for his constant success.' M. Guerin's
opinion was, if we err not, .shared by the majority
of his colleagues of the Academy. Yet, acknow-
ledging with our eminent fcUow-practitioner that

M. Roux's sound sense, exquisite tact, and know-
ledge have considerably contributed to the results

he has achieved, one element more must perforce

be introduced into their interpretation. Otherwise
how are we to account for the disastrous conse-
quences which the same sound sense, the same
exquisite tact, the same knowledge were unable to
avert in the wounded who underwent partial am-
putation of the limbs ? There is obviously a some-
thing beyond the product of these high qualities

which distinguish M. J. Roux, and that can
scarcely be a mere caprice of chance. Caprice is,

from its very nature, trancient ; and when it ap-

j>ears to last too long and to recur too often, some
unnoticed truth, some (Ksrregarded principle lurks
beneath the fortimate or unfortunate series of

facts, a truth or princijile which .should be brought
to light by diut of patience and perspicicity. In
a question involving interests of so momeutoog A
nature, the impatient public obseiTed with painful

smprise the silence of Messrs Veljieau, Cloquet,

Laugier, ilalgaigue, Denonvilliers, Nelaton, Hn-
guier. Was their silence merely the expression

of doubt and the sign of philosophical abstinence ?

We must presume it was, but M. Roux's paper
seemed to deserve a more cncoun^ng reception.

All possible objections and abstentions united can-

not prevail against the .significant fact that, in the
case specified by the surgeon of Toulon, eight am-
]nitations in the contintiity of the shaft resulted in

death, and success attended the entire number of

his tweuty-two ilisarticulatiou.s."

The ' British American Jonmal ' contains the

following case of Mechanical Ohstmctvm of th

Intcstiius, and Gastrolemy, eudiug in death, by

Dr P. 0. TE.SSIEB :

" Mrs C. G., a yonng woman of good consti-

tution, took sick on the 8th of last month. I

was sent for in the afternoon, and I found hex
with a slight fever, a hot but not very diT qlp",

a quick pulse, headache, a glossy and slightly

furred tongue, with an irritable stomach, and
colicky pains around the navel ; her bowels had
been moved the previous evening. She blamed
getting her feet wet for all this difficulty. I

prescribed chloride of mercury and compoond
ipecacuanha powder for the evening, to be fol-

lowed by some eracnant medicine in the morn-
ing.

" On the 9th, she was a great deal worse ; her
stomach, more irritable, had rejected the medicine,

and lier bowels had not been moved. Sixteen
oimces of blood were abstracted from the arm, a
prescription of chloride of mercury and opium
was ordered, and low diet enjoined.

" On the 10th and the 11th, the ]>atient was a
good deal better, but her bowels had not been
moved. I ordered castor oil, which the stomach
rejected.

" On the 12th, purgative doses of chloride of

mercury were administered with olive oil ene-

mata, but all to no purpose ; she threw up the

contents of the stomach and liad no passage

through her liowels, though her urine was free

all the time. The train of symptoms observed at

the onset of the malady rcturneti with increased

violence. After having .ascertained that the

abdominal and pelvic .apertures were all right,

and having made a close examination of the

rectum and vagina, I began to suspect the pre-
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sence of an internal mechanical obstruction, al-

though the sjmptoms were not well defined.

I was advised to trj- frequent fractional doses of

sulphate of magnesia, with turpentine clysters,

fomentations over the abdomen, and general hot
baths, all which was strictly carried out.

" On the 13tli, she threw up some stercoraceous

matter and presented au aggravation of all the

symptoms previously noticed, but as yet there

was no evidence of the precise locality of the

internal mischief. Dr Lemieux had been called

in by the family, and I suggested the names of

Drs Blanchet and Bardy, jr., w^ho were imme-
diatelj- sent for. We agreed to resume the pur-

gative doses of chloride of mercuryj the enemata,
and the baths.

" On the 1-tth, the distress of the patient was
greater ; and as 1 felt something like a tumour
•on the left aide of, and a little below the navel, I

came to the conclusion that I had to deal with a

volvulus of the flexure of the colon, causing a
mechanical obstruction irremoveable by any out
operative interference. My professional brethren
confirmed my judgment, and I and they apprized
the patient and her friends of the i)recarious

state she was in, and told her what a small
chance of life au operation would leave her. She
was-ted six valuable hours in deciding upon sub-

mitting to the operation. At first her vital de-

pression was not very great.
" \\Tien her mind was made up, she was placed

on a table, in a good position, and in a room
projieriy Iieated. As soon as she was fully under
the inliueuce of chloroform, I placed my.self

between her knoes aud made an incision in the
mesial hue, from the umbilicus to about an inch
of the puliis, through the cellular tissue, the
sheet of the left rectus,—the relation of parts

having been deranged by the miumesceuce,—and
then through the aponeurosis of the oblique
muscle.s, when 1 reached the peritoneum, which 1

divided on a tlirector with a probe-|)ointe<l bis-

toury
J
a gush uf scrum ensued, followed by coils

of thickened, distended, and discoloured intestine,

ctirling over the wound, so much so as seriously

to interfere with a proiier examination. I then
extended miy incision to about two inches and a
half above the umbillcu-s whilst the intestines
were supported Ijy my assistants.

" I immediately searched for the flexure of the
colon, which 1 found readily, but so convoluted
that I could hardly recognise the direction of the
twist. Wliilstexnminiugit, a.softencdpatchabove
tlie constriction ^ve Avay, which allowed the
contents of the intestines to flow out ; but a
ligature waa itumediatuly jilaced on the aperture,
which was about a quarter of an inch large. 1

then divuled an adventitious band crossing the
convolution, aud the obstruction was at once
relieved, wlien another jwitch gave way at the
twist, which allowed the contents of the intes-
tines to flow out, a small quantity of which fell

into the abdominal cavity. This was sjrongcd
out as carefully as j)Ossiblc, a ligature was applied
to the mpture, and the intestines were replaced.

The wound was closed and dressed with twisted
sutures and long strips of pla.ster across the
abdomen, the whole 8up])orted by a broad ban-
dage round the body. After the operatiim was
over, the patient was put to bed, quite ex-

hausted. She was given stimulant.s, which
rallied her for a while, but she sank again and
died about two hours after the ojieration.

" Tlie case was not very satisfactory in its

results ; but I had a duty to iierfonn, and the
moment I could satisfy myself as to the nature
and the seat of the obstnictiou 1 operatetl, and 1

do not regret having done so. ITnder similar

circumstances, I have no hesitation in saying I

would act in the same manner.
" The only thing I regret is the length of time

the patient took to decide on submitting to thv
operation."

The ' I>ondon Medical Review' is a new candi-

date for popularity. Its first number does not

contain any imjurs of iKtrticular interest, most of

tlicm being on subjects already workc<l out in the

other journals. The following observations, how-

ever, on a philosophical arrangement of Tumour)
ami Nm> Ormrtha, Ijy Dr Wii.KH, deserve attention :

" The leading idea which jiervades the wiitings
of Surgeons .ind Pathologists with res[K'ct to new
I^Towths is that they consist of two kinds, the

malignant and innocent ; the former corresponding
to cancer, or to a mass of nucleated ceUs, according

to the mieroscopists, or to an heterologous forma-
tion, if we adopt the expression of Carswell ; the

latter being the opposite of all these. This great
division of tumours into malignant and benignant
is no doubt a natural one, and to understand the

distinction and have a thorough knowledge to

which class any given example belongs, is of the

utmost importance to the Surgeon as well as the

unfortunate subject of it. Moreover, this division

involves in its consideration the whole pathology

of the subject of tumours, including the question

of the respective influences of constitutional aud
local causes in their production, as well as their

physical and microscopic characters.
" What is meant by anew growth ? We make

use of the term gi'owth to express that constant

reproduction of the tissues which we suppose is

always in progress throughout the body ; that as

the various structures are in a state of i)erp€tual

decay, so are they as constantly being renewed,
eitlier from a plasma supplied by their blood-

vessels, or by some more subtle method of 'Towth
from their own elements. This process, of what-
ever kind it may be, is physiological ; now if we
.suppose this plasma or exudation from any part

should occur in excess, a pathological process is in

operation and a tumour is the result. The
diflcrence between the two cases is this, that in

the first every structure produces its like, whereas
in the latter the affinity is in great measure lost

between the exudative material and the tissue

whence it springs, and consequently development
is impossible except into structures of the simplest

kind. For example, we find that no exudation
from the viscera, as from brain, liver, lung, or

from a tissue, as the muscle, can produce a tumour
resembling in the slijjhtest degree the original

organ whence it has its origin, but one >vnicli

consists only of the simplest elements, viz., cells

or fibres in various combinations and degrees of

development. And thus it is that the great

majority of tumours are composed of nothing else

than these constituents. If, however, the stnic-

ture from which the exudation takes place be of a
simple kind, or not of that complex organization

.seen in the riscera, a developmental process may
occur in it, and thus it is that a tumour growing
from bone may become os.scous, or (since cartilage

precedes bone in gro^vth) enchondromatous ; or, if

arising in the medullary stnicture, myeloid. For
the .same reason, if the growth be near the female

breast an adenocele is produced ; if in the utenis

or prostate, a inu.scular tumour ; if in the skin,

an epithelial or sebaceous one : aijain, sliould

pigment Ije jiresent in any part this may be re-

produced, as lu melanosis.
" We should inquire in the next place, what

are the causes in operation whicli produce the

exudation which we style pathological, and which
results in a tumour or now growth ? Tlie general

answer to such a question is in accordance with
the idea already alluded to, resj>ecting the

malignancy and beniguancy of all tumours, that

in one oa.se a constitutional, and in the other a

load cause is in operation for their production.

This is no doubt in great measure correct, for

we cannot but distinguish Ijetween a tumour
arising, for example, from an injury in a healthy
jwrson, and the ease of manifold growths existing

111 a patient whose ancestors were the .subject of

the same disease. It will also necessarily follow

from what was just now said, that owing to the

modifying influences of the various parts of the
fiody upon the new gnjwths, every feature of

the latter which resembles the part from which it

springs is due to a local cause, and as far as that

local element is concerned the tumour is innocent.

if this be not admitted, it mu.st necessarily follow

that the same structures as bone are at one time
malignant and at another time iiuioccnt, as in the

(ase of osteoid cancer and exostosis. Also in the
ca.se of those more complex structures which can-

not produce tumours resenibUng themselves, we
must take, as evidence of the innocency of the
latter, the attempt at production of a tissue of

the highest possible grade which the circum-
stances will allow. We will .start then from this

pro]>osition, that the fact of the jiroduction, in

any new giowlli of elements similar to the healthy
j)art whence it springs, exhibits a healthy influence

111 ojHiration ; aud if from the complexity of the
original organ the fonnation of a growth re-

sembling it be not possiWe, then that the highest

grade oi tumour under the circumstances be taken

as evidence of the same fact. On the contrary,
all morbid products which have no developmental
power, but consist simply of cells, show a want
of healthy influence, whether these cells arise in
a complex organism or in a simpler structure.
Such are generally styled cancer, and evidencing
some fault or vice in the constitution, are also

called malignant. It will be seen that this

opinion tends to the belief that a cell gi'owth
exhibits a malignant, and a fibrous an innocent
influence in operation, and that the production of
one rather than the other depends on a consti-
tutional cause. It would be too much to assert
this dogmatically, seeing that the subject is beset
with many difliculties, but we shall sec, as we
advance, to what extent we think local causes
alone may influence the character of tumours.

" Suppose, then, that from some cause an
exudation should occur from a soft organ, or from
the surface of the body, and that this blastema
or plasma should produce nothing but a mass of
cells or nuclei which show no tendency to develop
either into tissue or any higher formation, and
that these are constantly increasing in number ;

we see in this a state of things which is so far

removed from every healthy action that no other
term can be adopted towards it than one expressive
of a highly morbid state, and one to which the
term malignant is especially applicable. In this
production of cells, which may be called objectless

or having no purpose in the healthy economy, we
perceive the very essence of malignancy ; for if we
consider on the one hand that the fluids of a part
are employed in its nutrition or constant re-

growth, such a departure from the process as is

exemplified in the production of a mass of cells,

similar to those which constitute the foundation
of the tissues in the embryonic state, must
necessarily e^dnce a highly morbid state. In call-

ing these cells embryonic, we do so advisedly, for

from a long study of the subject we are unable to
ascertain in what respects they differ from those
elements which constitute the basis of the healthy
tissues. A very jirevalent opinion we know exists

that cancer-colls are heterologous, or of a kind
altogether foreign to the system, and are to be
distinguished as such by certain peculiarities from
the cells ju.st named. Indeed, there are eminent
microscojiists who maintain that cancer-cells are
characteristic and always distinguishable. With-
out denying the capabilities of these observers,

we may state our own incapacity to recognise

these peculiarities, and moreover, from the
writings of these mieroscopists, we cannot dis-

cover what are the distinguishing characters by
which they describe them. We agree, indeed,

with these pathologists, that a cancer-cell is one
which generally contains a large oval nucleus with
a distinct nucleolus, and that a new growth com-
posed of a mass of such colls should bo regarded
as malignant ; but, if unacquainted with th6
source of the tumour, we should hesitate in pro-
nouncing a verdict of malignancy uiK)n any given
cell. Moreover, all must admit, in the most
virulent forms of cancer, it often happens that no
cells of any kind arc present.

" Wo repeat then, for the sake of exactness,
our belief that a cancer consists merely of a mass
of embryonic cells ; that owing to a morbid in-
fluence being in (qieration at the site of the
disease, the ordinary nutrient fluids, instead of
being employed for the healthy maintenance of
the part, produce these nuclei or cells, which
showing no tendency to develop into a higher
formation, but having an utterly purposeless
object, evince by this very fact the existence of a
disease to which no other term but that expressive
of malignancy can be ajiplied. It would follow
from this that the mere existence of a mass of
cells constitutes a malignant disease ; and on the
other hand, should these cells show auy dia-

iwsition to develop into fibre, so far is that an
evidence of a corresiionding healthy or innocent
intluence in operation. Such a view will bear the
test of clinical observation, and tlierefoie, that

just in proportion as we lind iu any given tumour
presented to us for examination, a crude fonnation
of cells and nuclei, or a tendency to the fonnation
of fibre, so can we )ironounco upon its degree of
malignancy or innocem y. In the more marked
forms of cancer wo think the naked eye apjiear-

ance, as shown especially by the presence of milky
juice, is as characteristic as the micro8CO|iic.

" Now, since it is generally considered that a
nucleus exists before a cell-wall, we may regard
the latter as evidencing, when present, a higher
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state of development than the former, and conse-

quently affording a jiroof of tlie existence of a more
healthful influence in operation than where the
nucleus alone is present (always understanding
the term development as identical with the dis-

position to progressive organization). Therefore,

it is in the acutest form of cancer, as the cnccjiha-

loid, that we often fail to discover any cells, the
great mass of the tumour being composed of

nuclei inclosed in a delicate homogeneous matrix
;

these, with the bloodvessels, being the only con-
stituents of this form of cancer. It is worthy of

remark, therefore, that the worst kinds of cancer
are those in which we fail to find the cells which
are supposed to be characteristic of it, and thus
we can understand the dissappointment of
learners, who generally choose such well-marked
examples of the disease for microscopic exami-
nation.
" Should, however, the materia] which intervenes

between the nuclei form a good cell-wall, then we
may regard the growth as having a disposition to
develop, and consequently it has one degree less

of a morbid character than that consisting merely
of nuclei. Thus we find the well-marked nucleated
cells in tumours of slower growth, and in those
less disposed to spread ; and further, should the
cells tend to develop stOl more, and become
pointed or angular, so much the more would they
show a certain amount of healthy influence in

operation. It is in scirrhus that we often find

such cells, and it is from the fact that it was the
class of tumours bearing this name which were
mostly examined by our early microscopists, that
a very general opinion prevailed that cells having
this form were characteristic of cancer. The
fact also of the matrix which holds these cells to-

gether being composed of a tough fibre tissue is

another evidence of the disiMsition to develop-
ment, and this is fjuite in accordance with the
observation that scirrhus is a much less virulent

form of cancer than the encephaloid.
" Let us now suppose that in the exudation from

a part, the cells should have a still greater dis-

position to grow, and distinct fibres should be
formed, the tumour so constituted is of a less

malignant character than that consisting merely
of cells or nuclei Such a growth is called recur-

rent or malignant fibroid ; it may return many
times after removal, and in the course of years
may even propagate itself intemally, as in tlie

lungs. It may be designated semi-malignant, as

holding an intermediate place between cancer and
a simjlle fibrous tumour. It was a tumour of this

kind which puzzled the older microscropists, who,
impressed with the notion that all growths were
either malignant or innocent, did not understand
the character of one which did not consist of

cells, but yet returned after removal. An unpre-
judiced conclusion, however, expressive of a hesi-

tation between the extreme views of malignancy
and innoceucy, would have been correct. The
outward apiiearance also of such a tumour
exhibits the true position it should take ; its

softness and vascularity, its disposition to return
on removal, and its occasional propagation inter-

nally, are properties sufiiciently marked to claim
for it the name of fungoid ; wliile, on the other
hand, its fibrous nature, its absence of milky
juice, and its circumscribed form, would all point
to its benignancy. If to these be added its slow
growth and microscopic character, its tnie charac-

ter is evident.
" In the third place, let us suppose that the

exudation should change into a simple fibre ; that
the cells according to Schwann should slit up
until a simple fibrous tissue be formed. 'We
should then have a still further developed struc-

ture, and the highest, indeed, which seems pos-
sible in the complex organs ; a fibrous tumour
may therefore be called benignant, as it consists
of the most innocent adventitious material which
can be found in the body. The microscope shows
it to consist of ordinaiy areolar tissue dis-

lilaying the usual nuclei on addition of acetic
acid.

" It will be seen that although we have .spoken
of innocent and malignant tumours, and of the
recurrent fibroid holding an intermediate position,
yet as between these there must necessarily be
many other grades of development, so the tu-
mours composed of each of these grades will have
different degrees of malignancy. For instance,
there is a tumour called gelatinous sarcoma or
collonema, composed of delicate fibres .springing
from nuclei, and which sometimes returns after

removal ; also a tougher growth composed of nu-
cleated fibre, having small oat-shaped nuclei,

displaying a more innocent character. These we
need not allude to, but regard the three main
divisions of innocent, semi-malignant, and malig-
nant, as typical, and suflicient to exemplify our
present views. These intermediate varieties,

however, deserve a careful practical study both
clinically and microscopically, by which means we
shall be enabled to discover by their anatomical
structure what degree of mahgnancy attaches to

each."

Tlie ' Lancet ' opens with a Clinical Lecture by

Dr W. T. Gairdner of Edinburgh on the Dis-

tinctimis of Typhtis and Enteric (Typhoid) Fever.

The Author agrees with Dr Jenner as to the non-

identity of these forms of fever, and after a

description of the enteric fever he observes :

"Have we, then, here before us tioo distinct

fevers with two distinct eruptions, or only one

fever with two varieties of eruption ?—that is the
question. Let us look at it, first, in the light of

the six cases at present in the ward.
" Two of these cases, I have already told you,

were recognised, not by a careful investigation of

symptoms, but simply by a single glance at the

eruption, as cases of typhus. What is the history

of these cases ? They are two sisters of a family
of five—namely, a mother, three daughters, and
a son,—who, with a lodger, occupied a house in

in St Mary's wynd, in the immediate neighbour-
hood of a large tan-work. Of these six persons,

five have had fever ; and we know positively that

in all of these it has been typhus with eruption.

The brother and the lodger you may see for your-
selves in the male fever ward ; the mother was
the very last case of typhus we had under treat-

ment in onr own ward, and it is now more than a

month since she died (Hay 1st). We do not
know whence this fever origmated ; there is some
ground for suspicion that the mother was visiting

a fever case in another ward in the hospital before

she was attacked, but as I cannot trace the story

distinctly we had better not insist upon it. Be
that as it may, we have here evidently a group of

five cases having a common contagion ; and all of

them prove to be typhus witli distinct typhus
eruption. Excepting this group, there has not
been a single case of typhus in the Infirmary, I

believe, since the 25th of April, and then only
one, from the New Town. In March, there was
only one case—a girl from Dalkeith. In Fe-

bruary, there was only one case— the last of a

little group which, like the present group, was
composed of typhus cases only. In January there

were one or two other cases. In the Dispeusaiy
books I find no case of typhus recorded since

March, except one of those which I have noticed
as admitted here. So that for three months at

least (we may say confidentlj-) Edinburgh has
been almost clear of typhus fever, with tlie ex-

ception of the cases now enumerated.
"As regards the four cases of enteric fever, I

find that three of the four are ajiparently quite

isolated cases. This is in accordance with what
we know of this disease, which has much less

tendency than typhus to ran into groups of cases,

and is, I believe, much less contagious ; but in

the fourth case we have got hold of a link in a

chain or group of cases, and this time the locality

is not in Edinburgh, but in Penicuick, a village

at nine miles' distance. I can tell you nothing
about these cases from my own experience ; but,

fortunately, they were seen by Dr Thin, of

Penicuick, who sent in the girl as a case of enteric

fever, and assures me that her brother had the

same fever, with a like eniption, in a severe

form ; and that other cases of the disease oc-

curred in the same house. And I know that Dr
Thin's observation is most implicitly to be
trusted upon this subject, because he was a most
valued pupil of mine a few years since, and had
ample opportunities of studying fever during his

attendance in the Royal Infirmary. Nothing
short of having seen these cases with my own
eyes could give me more confidence than tliis in

telling you that thej' actually were cases of un-

questionable enteric fever. Now, besides the

cases under observation at present, I find recorded

in the books of the fever wards only one case of

enteric fever in May, two in April, one in March,
one in Febraary, two in January— all, so far as

known to me, isolated cases ; and, furtlier, I

find the Dispen-sary books quite void of any
reference to the disease.

" Here, then, is the kernel of my argument.
Fever has not been epidemic in Edinburgh for six

months at least ; on the contrary, it .seems pro-

bable that there have been hardly a dozen cases

of typhus in all, and about as many of enteric

fever, in the entire town during the whole of

tliat period. But five cases are found in a single

household, and these are all, without exception,

cases of eruptive tj^ihus. One case of enteric

fever is sent from Penicuick, and forms part of a

little epidemic or local visitation there, which, we
are assured by Dr Thin, consists of enteric fever

only, and not at all of typhus, as distinguished

by eruptiou. The two diseases are, therefore, as

distinct as they can possibly be. No case of
typhus has given rise to anything but typhus

;

no case of enteric fever has given rise to, or been
associated witli, anything but enteric fever.

"Now this is only a small contribution to a
kind of experience of which Dr Jenner has
availed himself with great care and exactness in

the much greater field of London. Here, again,

therefore, I may refer you to his paper, already

mentioned, for further details. But there is this

advantage in a small field, that you can be much
more sure of exhausting your facts. No one can
pretend to have had access tp all, or nearly all,

the fever cases of London, during however short

a period. But in Edinburgh, Dr Bcgbie and my-
self probably have seen, or have had the means of

knowing about, ver)' nearly all the fever cases ;

and, therefore, when I declare to you that within
my experience for ten years past no instance has

occurred of a decided origin of enteric fever in s

group of enteric cases, I am entitled to say that

I have obtained very strong evidence in corrobora-

tion of the view, that these two diseases are, in

realit}-, difl"erent diseases, and not mere varieties

of the same disease.
" Last summer I made a very careful survey of

the whole fever-field of Edinburgh (if I may call

it so) for several months together. It was not an
epidemic season ; but I gathered about thirty

cases of typhus and twelve of enteric fever, and
into the whole details of these I Inquired with
the greatest possible minuteness, visiting every

one of the fever localities, except one or two in

which I was quite sure the cases were isolated.

The result was that in no case could I light upon
a suspicion that typhus had given rise to anything

but typhus, or enteric fever to anything but
enteric fever. The details of this inquiry you
will find in the ' Edinburgh Medical Journal ' lor

September, 1859.
'

' We had, however, in the Infirmary a melan-

choly proof that although typhus cannot give

rise to enteric fever, or enteric lever to typhus, it

is possible for persons who have passed through

enteric fever to take typhus very soon aftenvards.

Last summer we were unable to avoid, during a

certain period, the association of the two diseases

in the same ward in rather excessive amount.
Now, mark what followed. No case of typhus
was seized with enteric fever ; but no less than
four of the dozen cases of enteric fever were
attacked within a few weeks with tj'phus, and I

am sorry to say that a mother of a very interest-

ing family of five (who all, except the father,

passed through enteric fever) died of this

secondaiy attack of typhus ; but although one of

them was excessively debilitated, we succeeded

in saving both. Another young girl had the two
diseases in succession, but in each case mildly.

" 1 beg you to notice very particularly these

facts ; for not only are they full of instruction as

to the danger of associating tj-phus ca-ses with
enteric fever, or indeed with any other fever, in

the same ward, but they form the most conclu-

sive of all possible proofs that the two diseases

are distinct diseases. Tyjilius fever is not sub-

ject to a relapse ; and it is a curious and indis'

putable law with respect to it, that it almost

never attacks again, at least within a period of

years, those who have had it before. Vet liere

we have three membcis of one family, within a

few weeks, seized with two distinct febrile

attacks, with two distinct eruptions, the attacks

being separated the one from the other by a

perfectly distinct convalescence. To make these

out to be mere varieties of typhus fever, would
require the whole laws of that fever, as ascer-

tained by innumerable obsei-vations here and
elsewhere, to be set at nought in this particular

instance."
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Dr Bkaxtox Hicks continues his papers on
a New Method of Yernmi in Abmrmal Labour,
which we have already described. Mr Weedex
Cooke contributes to the same journal, Obscrva-
tmis 0,1 some Rare Acckknts. The special subject
of this article is a case of, Cut ThrocU with division
of the larynx and pharynx, ending in recovery.
After some general remarks on the necessity of
being very exact in determining, for medico-legal
puri,oses, whether such injuries were self-inflicted
or not. Sir Cooke remarks :

"From a careful review of the cases which havecome under my notice at the Koyal Free H^ ftlldunngthe last fifteen years, I derive thr'conelusion, that in all instances of attempted suidde

or aW thf''''^''*t''^*" ^i'^-^^j^^t beneathor aboi,e the os hyoides ; and that in cases ofattempted murder the injury has bee,rmuchlower down in the throat, generallv Ijcueith tl,.pomum Adami. The r^afon ^PtS^^t v^mamfest. The suicidal act is one of nSphysia.1 as well as mental excitement The^Jividual throws back his head with great

J^e th'i^'J''
""

'"''^"'i"
""turally carried a^r^tsthe throat as near to the chin as may be. Thisthrowing back of the head is not obtained by t emurderer, and he is obliged to carrj- out 1 isI.urpcse with the chin much overlapping thelaryngeal region. These positions wuf all^accomit for another distinguisfiing circumstonc^-

VIZ.. the division of the Sirotid arteiyTrTrteries

THE MEDICAL CIRCULAR.

I., ii ;

—

"^"ruiiu anery or arteriesby the murderer, and their escape from "jury

leltehte7"Zn' f '-*--- of "ttem ,tS•sell Slaughter In the former case, these arteries,running as they do close upon the side of thetrachea, in the middle of tile neck, are ahno ?necessarily implicated in the incision; wiS hthe latter case, where the wound is inflicted ustabove or below the os Iivoides, the carotid havebfun.ated and somewfcat retired towards theangle of the lower jaw, and so escape injinr 1^e cases of attempted murder tha I ha^aeenthe wounds have been superficial as «^ll .7-

'

the middle of the neck. irtt;'had ^^"etm 3the trachea, ,t is not likely that in thifsUu^ onthe carotids would have eia^.d. ThrsnSa"«oui.ds in this region which result from se

Wrorof\«'""'r"^' '""^ '=«'•-'=''' "f J^'-l^en

«trL rialTy'^t^wTthp^rdll;;^^^^^^^^
and succeeds in dividing t^e larynx a" eas"'fBot the pharvnx also. The .^vision of botwindpipe an<r gullet, without inju™ o the^.rotids. IS, however, a rare circumstance and t

fcatu",er'tZS°(.*^;^ T'>'
""-^ '»^ ^^^leatures that I venture to recor.1 the foUowintr

tim^^y^t^'!!!— -"ich haare'cTnUy^

«.onth ago an attack of fever accompanied wthdel.num, which lasted several day! On hi,

«e was of an anxious disi^sition, and businessmatters excited him, but noth ng mrticularoccurred untU a few days before iTis w'fc wasconfined, when he became extremely d«ress*dsomnch so as to excite the attention' of the

watr lud, and medicine administered
; but he

OS hyoides above, so that the opening of theglottis was quite undefended in the efforts ataeglutition untU reunion was eff-ected. Passing
through the posterior wall of the larynx Ih?

S'ofTh:"ff
^'^'^^'^ *.'"' -t"---ilamsiues ot the pharynx, so that the back of tliepharynx lying ui.on the cervical verteb.^ wisful y exposed. Tie patient was quite trTnouiland essayed to speak, but the separation ortheWynx from the mouth of course prevented tleu terance of the sounds which the lips and toiig leendeavoured to express. I diminished the woundby two sutures on the left side, leaving the forepart open for the escape of mucus andX

purulent discharge whicll wa^ T be 'exitedThe head was bent upon the chest by means ofpillows, to keep the wound in apposition ad as

duCtrrr'""'' '""' '"^'°"'' t« ge well, Idid not find It necessary to bandage tlTe head to

tj^T'^T'^- ""''"""S and\ncomfor?abe
proceedui^. A pint of strSng beef-tea with a.iounce of Irandy was injected into the rectumevery three hour,. The room was kept warm

.ulitly S/Edr ' '"^' «"-«!-*' -at coul

f)J'^"'^'' ^° 'r''«M°« '=°"K''' *'"c1i was due tothe increased bronchial secretion, the patientprogressed favourablv and without changed hfirst hree days. TLen he l«=gan to sip smallquantities of egg and lK.rt.wint some oFwhic
passed into his stomach, but some also esSh the wound. The enemas were assidSy

wine were swallowed without escape^ The vokewas stiU extremely feeble, and trieie was muchpurulent d,.scharge. with an irritating co""hwhich was re icved by small doses of laudanZr'

it, „»,
"'^.'''^^"'tl" day, the voice had recovered

ts natura iK,wer ; he mrtook freely of beeftea iKirt-wine, and beer V the mouth ; and the

oxtremUier"'.^"'". ^^8'"~'"°e '« un te at i s
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the plan adopted. There are four means of
administering tbod to a patient whose phaiyn^ isopened a tube being used in all. This instr"nient has been passed into the o^sotos
nostril T e fourth mode of sustainine thepatient nnt the division of the pharynxT fea el

!„^ '"J'fi^S ""^ "•<'<^'«"- The obvious ad-

of swfM •

"" 'f? P™«'^«=J"'g is that the actof swaUowmg, which necessarily disturbs the

iei^i I. ''"""^fl
altogether; whUst it willreadily be conceded that the irritation set up iithe fauces by the presence of the instrument^

na2'.v"1'^ M
**% objectionable manSnamely, by the nostril-must be sufficient tointerfere very injuriously with the process of

conceive any surgeon passing the tube in throughthe womid, were it not that instances of this pro-

W^'^^'T '*" ''•"'''^
=
^""1 *''« consequence hasbeen, that no umon was efl-ected until the edgesof the parts were viviJied by the knife and broufhtintocontac by position. As alter laryngotomy

uZ ti!
*'''"^'"" "P""""?' «° '^ it '-^corded

tliroat. The plan of covering the opening with asinal piece of skin from the neck api^ars to be asimple and successfiU mode of cimpleting thefinal cure. The duty of restrahung the^ firs?hiemoiThage III this case did not come under mynotice
; but 1 think it may be su<'-ested ^

conclusion, that no surgeon should ever b^without a solution of the perchloride of iron.

mL'l/'f'" ^T.f '> '° •""arkable, that I have

Uie ,lfi,?r1-""
''^""'":'"%'« from a wound of

dm,l.iff f 'n"""f ,^'y '"^ '^'1; ""J Jo not

th,s fl„n ' Y'
'' * P''-'*^«'^' of lint saturated withthis fluid and by pressure, even a wound of thecaroUd may be sufficiently controlled to give timelor operative procedures."

- is. A few davs after this, he began totake meat-panada, fis5., and light puddingr A

Mr John Hunteh, of Manchester, reports a
case of Nuvu:rous Calculi in the Female BladderHe says :

'-^^^i.

managed, nevertheless, on the night of April' 2nTto cut h,s throat with a carving-fnife. Consider'

the medical men called in, and he was then^^rned to the Koyal Free Hospital in a dul^ng

aftl'rtaSr' H^^rrr, er "'r
Tl' "".^'i'lf

"•'"'•""-" &^" my '.rival "atthe hospital, I found him very blanched and t'-pulse scarcelv perceptible. T^heCd extend d

to wi hin"? If"''^*'
^'

V'"
''"^"=' ---"^^ the tW

Wtlde -^ •""• •"''
"f

*''^' 'o«<'- jaw on theleft side. The incision took effect betw-een the os

^e" th?r:"^,
""^ 1''^"''' cartilage-in facr"liroagh

these t*r.rT """»'""'<' «hich connects

Ada^ ^'f' "'T/ »," "'"^^ -'"'^^ the pomum
bvX ft, '"^f attachment of the epiglottisby tie thyro-epiglottic ligament to the t^ roid

XferitTr*'' '"? 't therefore reSdaiiacliul by its hyo-ep.glottic ligament to the

tonic also wasfo^d^red, "i;: hrcrtZefvei^
«eak and am^mic. In one month he was Mo?o

;... go home, the wound being healed, with thelal exception of a few exuberant granulation and
\{- he soon aftenvards went to the^a-side to rec^^U
""

wonmrT^ ?""'8 '" ''"' cicatrisation of X'wound, the head was somewhat bcu.t upon the

tf.' t^"',
«''"'"')"y "'« "'-•^ tissue 1°

, no

er^tV^tt"^*''"'
'"-^ »'"' "^"'^ -» --e'r it^

' I5c.yond the medico-legal value of this case
t has Its surgical teaching!. It will be oWed
iSd ceZ-T- '" ""^ "'."tnictions of some author'

,

t^e thrr^ i^
'° °FP?-^'t'o° to the popular notionsthe throat was not '.semi up.' 'The two sutures

kfn IT ^^' "\ '"'^ ">" ''^''' of lesseni.^ ho

avln I?»V^ r'r- • ^1* ""'''' these were of no

ThlK^l -^t
healiiig there did not take place by

ton H,;"h'"""''
^'t by subsequent granula^

s^tnr.. f.
" ^"'^''^ ^'"^ "^'osed entfrely bysutures the purulent discharge would un-doubtedly have passed into the la^nx and kil^d

LCv'^ "%"""'''
f'^"

""yP^rticle of foodthat may have Wii taken before the wound inthe pharj-nx was closed. Mr Liston relates the

to the then custom, and who was only saved fromsuflocatmn by a timely ielea.se of ^the sut u eTAlthough this eminently practical surgeon entereda herec protest against the use of*^ sutures inthese cases, 1 believe that it has not beensufficiently a tended to ; and that, both in booksand 1,1 actual i.ractice, the contrary proceeS
IS still advised and carried out. It may be that
1.1 some instances the position of the headrequisite to obtain union will not be so eSmaintained as in the case above reconled Mv
Sr.Tn" '

.''owever, teaches me that the largelossof bloojl which necessarily ensues from tiedivision of the superior thyroid and superiorhirjngea arteries afinost invariably subduertt

calmly to aU the means emjdoye.l for his restora-
tion, if there be restlessnes.s. however, thepatient may bo made to wear a nightcap ;ith apiece of elastic webbing attached to each s c

belt or bandage. Lastly, the method of feedingthe patient is a matter of such nractical im
portance that his life may be said toTepend upon

.,n. ? .^"V',«
'!"' ''K'^'"' "'"J introducing the

catheter, the bladder seemed to be full of stones!iUl her fonner symptoms had returnea in anaggravated degree, and the pain she was sufleringwas intense I'he next day'l introduced (hav nfin the meantime exhibited paUiatives) a piece ofgentian root,-a hint derived from the Frinch —
cut smooth to the exact size of the uiethra. Afterbemg left in for twenty-four hours, the calibre ofthe urethra was en arged, so that the Uttle fingercould be introduceu, and with a forceps I was able

L^l "tT^ " °"'''" ?'""'''='• of ^"''" "tones and
debris. -These were also of phosphatic formation.
I repeated my e lorts, the patient being under th«influence of chloroform, on the two succeed ngdays washing out the bladder with tepid waterf

.i?,i"?
"' °"^ '"""* """^'"ted all attemptsethei to remove or crush it. Under these c-ir-

f. ™ iTh'
•".'"'

""'i
''"^ "'^'^ »*«'"taiice of my

fi end Dr Brabazon, I proceeded to operate in the(oUowing manner :-Tl,e patient being undej le

uretra'a^c ^'''riT'"' ' "'"oduce'd into eurethra a concealed bistomy, and made two iu-

nnbis'' ""tl r^ ^'"' '"^'"'^ the rami of thepubis. Not being yet able, by the additionalspace thus affordejC to get away t^.e stone I madea curved forcep.s, introduced through the urethra,
project in the vagina, and cut upon it Still'however, there was not sufficient room, the forcepsgrasping the stone being locked in the wound fnattempts being made to withdraw it. At last Iwas obliged with one cut, to throw the woundand the uretlira into one, when 1 was able to ex-
tract the stone, which is neariy the siiie of a hen's
egg, and lithic acid in character. The after-
treatment consisted in perfect rest, tying theknees of the patient together, strict cleanliness,
tonic medicines, and good diet. There were no
bad symptoms following the ojwration, the dis-
charge from the wound gradually abated, the luirts
being left entirely to themselves, and in four
weeks and two days after the operation,- namely,
on the 31st of May, 1860, when paying my last
visit,— tiie patient was fomid to be free frcm iiain
the wound perfectly healed, no discharge, the
urine quite healthy, and the bladder able to retain
Its unne for three hours. The general state of
tlie patient was also quite satisfactory."

l>rj. Y. Simpson continues his Lectures on
the IHseases of Wonun in the 'Medical Time*
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and Gazette.' The special subject is Droiisy of

the Fallopian tube. We quote his remarks on the

diagnosis— nothing satisfactory being known

as to prognosis and treatment.

"To resume, then. The characters by which

you will be enabled to determine whether a cystic

tumour lying in the j>elvis is due to the dilata-

tion of a Fallopian tube, ai-e, .shortly, these ;

—

"First. Its free and indepeiuUnt Molnlily.—The
tumour is freely moveable in the cavity of the

pelvis, and does not move synchronously with the

uterus ; but, on the contrary, it remains at rest

when the womb is moved, and can be readily

moved about by the exploring finger when the

womb is kejit firmly fixed, either by the hand
placed above the pubcs, or better still, by means
of the uterine sound introduced into its cavity.

" Secondly. Its elimgcded Form,—As the iluid

eollects in and distends the tube in nearly all its

length, the resulting tumour is of an elongated

conical form, with the rounded base corresponding

to the obliterated fimbriated extremity and the

apex at the upper angle of the uterus.
" Thirdly. Its wavy (htlliiie.—ln all cases the

imrface of the tumour feels more or less undulating

and indented, for, in most instances, the distended

tube is folded once or oftener on itself, and tor-

tuous ; and when it is not thus wavy and con-

voluted, the smooth outline is interrujjted by the

pressure of bands of plastic tibriue stretching

over and indenting it.

'
' I have also referred to the comparatiire size of

the tumour and its situation in the ordinary posi-

tion of the Fallopian tube as guides—though cer-

tainly of less value—in enabling you to discover and
recognise the disease. If you have siitisfied your-

selves in any case as to the existence of the

characteristics which I have attempted to pour-

tray, you may proceed at once to confirm j'our

diagnosis of the disease, and to initiate your treat-

ment by introducing an exploring needle into the

interior of the cyst, and examining the fluid that

escapes, which, as I have stated, is usually per-

fectly linij)id and clear. It is, no doubt, a matter
of considerable difficulty to make out clearly in

certain cases the actual presence of a tumour with
all the characters I have described ; and to decide

positively that it is a drojisy of the Fallopian

tube will demand a certain amount of experience

on your part, and no small care and caution in

conducting the examination. But the difficulties

of the case will be lessened, and the diagnosis will

be rendered more certain, if you always take the

precaution to investigate the pelvic organs by
means of both hands simidtaneously—one being
placed over the fundus uteri, and pressing down
upon the pelvic organs through the abdominal
walls, while two fingers of the other hand are

passed into the two canals at the outlet of the

pelvis, for the purpose of examining the state of

Its contents from below. Where the patient has
previously had a family, the abdominal walls are

soft and flabby, so that the ])elvic organs can be
readily felt through them ; and where they are

firmer and less yielding, by putting the patient

under the influence of chloroform they will be so

far relaxed as to enable you to have all the parts

thoroughly at command."

Dr GoODFELLOW contributes the first of three

Lectures on Urighl's Disease, and Dr Oole reix)rts

ft ease of Delirium Tremeiis in which acetate of

morphia was injected into the cellular tissue of

the aim. We take up the report about the middle
of the case.

" Jime 10, Half-pa.st Five a.m.—The nurse sent

for me, as he had something like a fit, turned
cold and pale. He tells me he has slept com-
fortably, but on cross-questioning admits that he
can remember very little of what has transpired
during the night. The nurse says he has had no
sleep, has been out of bed tw-o or three times not
knowing what he did. Pulse is above 100, is 136
when he sits tip, and is more feeble. The con-
junctiva; are injected, and the pupils are, as they
have been hitherto, dilated. Tongue dark, venous
in colour, not so woolly as yesterday. Skin waim.
Has passed about an ounce of urine, not more, I

remain with him two hours, trying to compose
him with chloroform, for the nurse says that the
chlorodyne seemed to excite rather than soothe
him. I administer the chloroform on my hand-
kerchief ; the compoauig ell'ect is veiy transient

;

as soon as ever I try to press it, he becomes ex-

cited, and says he wiU have no more, so 1 give

3ss of chlorodyne in an ounce of brandy, and
leave twenty minims to be taken at noon. His
pulse (probably the right), during the inhalation

of the chloroform, became rather more slow and
steady. Sponging his forehead and behind his

ears quiets him more than anything.

"Three p.m.—Pulse (probably the left) 112,

feeble. Is tolerably himself now, but does not

remember my morning visit. Has been sick

twice after the medicme ; but his pupils are

slightly contracted. His appetite is not amiss,

"Ten p.m.—He is perspiring profusely, pro-

bably frOm the resistance to the attendants. It

requires two men to hold him. His pupils are as

dilated as ever ; he is talking about business

matters incessantly. I give chloroform another

tiial (for two hours). Once only he passed beyond
the stage of excitement, but at the same time his

breathmg stopped, and he became rather dark in

the face, so I was afraid to push it ; his pulse

varied very much. 1, therefore, inject into the

cellular tissue of the arm solution of moi-phia

TH_ vj, (= gr, j. according to Hunter's recipe).

He is quiet almost immediately, so far as to lie

still without being held, but he continues talking.

After waiting an hour I resolve to inject another

dose, but the pulse being feeble 1 give an ounce
of brandy in soda-water, and while 1 am preparing

my syringe in the next room, I have the gratifica-

tion to hear him snore. Breathing sixteen in the

minute, quite regular. Pulse 120, full ; intermits

occasionally. The pupils are only the size of a

large pin head.
" 11th, Ten a.m.—Nurse reports that he ceased

to snore soon after I left, when he turned over

on to his side, and that he slept comfoi-tably for

five hours. On waking he did not know where
he was, but was soon reassured, asked for soda-

water, and turned to sleep again. He wakes up
as I enter the room, if he was not awake before

;

says he has had refreshing sleep, and that he is

pretty well ; but he looks towards the door in

an exjMJctant, lialf-frightened way ; and when he
dozes, which he is quite ready to do, his hands
are at work feeling as if for something which he

camiot find. His pupils are slightly contracted,

about as much as yesterdaj' at three p. m. Pulse

intermits when he is asleep, not otherwise, I

think ; it is not so full nor so frequent ; it is

quicker and weaker when he sits up. He has not

jiassed water since the last note ; the bladder is

not much distended ; he says that he cannot

usually make water readily, except when at stool.

He asks for, and is allowed, a couple of eggs for

breakfast.
" 14th.—Circumstances made it desirable that

should be at home as soon as possible. I gave
permission, on the condition that he abstain from
business for a fortnight at least : and go with his

family to the sea-side ; and not touch wine, beer,

or spirits, except his Medical attendant order it

for him.
" Remarks.—Some surprise may reasonably be

felt, both that 1 did not give stimulants more
freely, and that 1 did not persevere with the

chlorodyne. 1 think it quite possible that, if the
chlorodyne had been given in water instead of

with the nitric ether and acetate of ammonia, it

would not have made him sick ; and it was the

idea that the opiate made him sick which made
mo hesitate to press it. Also, the ap])arent ad-

vantage of the brandy after the injection of the

solution of morphia, makes it probable that more
brandy might have been given with advantage.

On the other hand, the small amount of stimulus

that was given jnade it much more easy for me to

insist upon a total abstinence when he was conva-

lescent ; and the marked benefit of treatment by
injection into the cellular tissue is the more strik-

ing, in that a single gi'aiii was successfulwhen chlo-

roform had failed, and that it was used at a time
when the effect of any opiate that had been admi-
nistered had entirely passed awaj-. It is but justice

to add, th.it it was owing to the papers of Mr
Hunter which have appeared in the ' Medical

Times and Gazette' tliat 1 was led to try this

mode of administering morphia in delirium

tremens."

Dr Stuttek contributes to the same journal a

Case of £.rtra- Uterine Fcetatiun in which the child

was successfully removed by abdominal section.

We extract it

:

" The subject of the following case is a deUcate

V.

woman, aged 40, the mother of four ehildren.

Her first three labours were natural and easy
;

but her last, which took place ten years ago, was
a breech presentation, and was attended with
severe suffering, and followed by inflammation,
which confined her to her bed for three months.
After this her catamouia continued regular until

October, 1858.

"In the beginning of December, 1858, two
months after the suspension of her menses, Mrs
T. was under my care on account of a severe ill-

ness, many of the symptoms of which closely

simulated those of strangulated hernia. She had
general abdominal pain and extreme tenderness

over the whole belly, which was, however, most
marked in the left iliac region. There was in-

cess^it vomiting, constipation of the bowels,

great tliirst, and a quick small pulse. On the

second day the vomiting matters were of sterco-

raceous character. Opiates, enemata, and i«oul-

tices to the abdomen were the remedies em-
ployed, and after a few days the symptoms men-
tioned passed oU'. In the latter ^lart of the month,
however, she had an almost similar attack, and a
third occurred in the end of January, 1 soi>. At
this time there had been no morning sickness,

and the breasts remained flabby and undeveloped.

In the beginning of February, however, I ob-

tained positive evidence as to her condition by
discovering the pulsations of the festal heart,

and about the middle of the same mouth she
quickened.

"Sarly in June, 1369 (eighth mouth of preg-

nancy), Mrs T. again liad a severe attack of the

kind described above. In the beginning of July
an illness less severe in character than the former
ones, but accompanied by nmch forcing jwin and
procidentia, occurred ; and during this she ceased

to feel the movements of the child, and the latter

never afterwards returned. At this period her
abdomen was of a size equal to that of the full

period of pregnancy ; it was generally tender, and
especially so on the left side : the feetus could be
very distinctly felt through the parietes. During
the prolapse which occurred I found the os uteri

open. The cervix formed a canal with the body
of the uterus, into which the sound was admitted
for a length of an inch and a half. There was an
escape of blood fiom the interior of the uterus,

and a shreddy mucus continued to be disohaiged

for some days attei-wards.
" After the illness last adverted to, Mrs T. was

not able to leave her l)ed. Through July and
August she continued to get more and more feeble,

and was troubled with vomiting of ahnost eveiy-

thing that was taken. Her pulse ranged between
140 and 150 ; her mouth became covered with
aphthae, and it was evident that she was fast sink-

ing. On several occasions, Mr Itay, of Dulwich,

had kindly given the advantage of his able

advice, and to him I was indebted for the first

suggestion as to the real nature of the case. At
length 1 determinetl to remove the foetus by in<a-

sion through the abdominal walls, a proceeding

which Mr Kay fully agi^ed witli me in considering

justifiable and necessary.
" The operation was performed ou Monday,

August 21, Mr Hay and Dr F. H. Hewitt assist-

ing me. The patient's state at the time may h«
described by saying that she was almost mori-
bund, troubled with constant hiccough, and
bathed in cold pei'spiration. For several days
she had vomited almost incessantly, and had also

sufl'ered from profuse diarrhoea. The surface of

the abdomen below the umbiliens, that is, over

the most prominent jiart of the tumour, was
becoming discoloured, and there was distinct

tiuctuation to be Jolt. Chloroform having been
administered, 1 plunged a trocar into the most
prominent i«rt of tlie tumour, in the median line,

a few inches below the umbilicus. About sixty

ounces of turbid brownish fluid escaped. This
fluid had a fetid odour. With a bistouiy passed
down through the abdominal wall by the side of

the canula, a free incision was made directly

upwaixis, and another dowuward.s, to the extent

together of alwut six inches. The back of the

child now presented. The hand having been
passed into the abdomen, the child's feet were
seizeil, and extraction was accompU-shed without

difliculty. The child was a female, weighing five

and a half i>euud8 : skin peeling utt', and the body
undei^oiiig deoomjwsition, and smelling very
oft'ensively. The placenta was found to be firmyr

adherent over the sui'fijce of the intestines, and no
attempt was consequently made to get it away.
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In dividing the abdominal parietes no cyst-wall

had been noticed, the structures beius; all closely

agglutinated by inflammation. Neither omentum
nor coils of intestine were exposed to view in the
optnition. The latter were probably protected
by tlie placenta, which was of large size, and
Spread ont over them. Having sponged out the
otvity, tiie edges of the wound were loosely

brouglit togetlier by strips of plaster, aud sponge
Having been placed over it, the whole was con-
SbM by an abdominal bandage.

" I may condense my report of the subsequent
Egress (if our patient. For about a fortnight
she remained in an extremely critical condition,

though cacli day gaining a little. The irritability

of stomach subsi<led, and she became able to take
l»»g*r quantities of food. The cavity which had
contained the child suppurated freely, and was
re^larly sjTinged out with warm water twice
daily. Opiates, tonics, and stimulants were used
asocca-sion required. The placenta loosened, and
was removed en masse on the fifth day. After
the placenta had come away her improvement
was more rapid. In about three weeks from the
date of the operation she might I>e cimsiderod
out of danger ; in six weeks the wound was
clo.sed ; and in three months she left her sick-

room, and was able to resume her household
avocations.

*' I Inny state that Mrs T. menstruated four
months after the operation, and has e/)ntinued to

do so ri'gnlarly .since. She is now (eleven months
aftenvarcU) in her ordinary health. The cicatrix

in the alidominal wall is very small, and there is

llopcrce])tible indnration or enlargement beneath
it"

The ' Dublin Medical Press ' contains a report

of SiiTffkal Cases by Professor HAiUiRAVE.

We ijiKite it :

"Effusions of blood' the result of injuries may
nwseiit one of the following appearances :—Ist.

Ecthymosis, more or less extensive, indicating its

characters by the alteration in colour of the

•bin, and limite<l principally to the capillary

vessels. 2nd. A general difiasion of blocd
through the parts cimtu.sed, with more or less

pitting on pressure, and not for some days
causing any discolouration of the integument

;

this occurs when it is effused in the dee|ier tissues

close to tlie bones, after which period the change
in the colour of tlie akin often becomes verj-

similar to what is seen in suiierficial ccchymosis.
3hl. The blood may Iw located an<l circum-
soribed in a cavity, giving all the characteiv of

the blf)ody tumour or sanguineous deposit

;

x»hen it Is etfVued under the scalp, forming the
pecoliar ' f this kind of tnmour so well

know?i ill ,. so likely to be confounde*!
•with depLn-.i i,.i.ture of the cranium. This
kind of tumour is generally considered special to

this region ; still, where blood becomes effused

from violence over bones, or other resisting

surfacis in other situations, wo find it presenting
analogiHis symptoms, giving rise to the possi-

bility "f an error in diagnosis. In a case of this

kind over the fibula, the bone presented all the
phenomona as if a circular piece of it was driven
into the interosseous space by a puncli, snr-

TOBnded by a firm resisting rim ; bnt the hard-

ness and crepitus which here were present
disappeared under pressure, returned after a

little time, agHin by the same means dis-

ap|»e«r<-d, whi'li led me to a diagnosis which the
suliviiunt treatment proved to be correct. A
more rernarkalilij case was in a man admitted
Novenilicr 12th, 1857, John M : he was
carrying a hea\-y trunk across his loins, and
made a false step, which caused it pnrtly to slip

from itM position, Imt not to fall off; the result
was, the I'ellular membrane connecting the skin
to the lumbar region was lacerated, and a large
quantity of fluid blood was efTiised in this region,

mnning a I«>g or sac as large as my entire hand.
The cinumferencc of this tnmour was as well

defined in resistance by a firm ring as any scalp
bloody tumour that was ever presi'oted to the
practitioner; this large nnantity of blood never
caused any cutanfwnre discolouration, and was
completely absorbed in one month, being dis-

(•haived from hospital December 12th.
" When these tumours are very deep-acated,

t' I long tiijie before they come to the
«" ining blood ; sometimes the colour-
ing ; it is absorbed, and after the lapse
of many months the characters of a serous cyst are

recognized by the surgeon, who, by a careful in-

vestigation of the case as to its history, will form
a correct opinion of its formation ; while, in some
rare cases, the fluid contents of the cavity are

absorbed, and a reddish brown kind of tnmour is

the consequence of the accident, and in others,

still more rare instances, the effused blood has re-

mained for years donnant, undergoing no altera-

tion in its physical qualities, the cavity when
opened presenting the fluid of its normal appear-

ance. The following cases are examples of a long

period elapsing before the tumour in any way
approached the sxirfaee :—Patrick F , a

brewer's labourer, was admitted into hospital,

having met with the following accident three

months before admission : the lower part of the

right thigh wias severely bniieed, alracot crushed,

between two porter barrels. On examination, a

large fluctuating soft swelling was detected above

the knee and to the inner side of the thigh,

evidently containing a fluid which was considered

to be a punilent collection ; it was very super-

ficial, with no tegnmcntary discolouration. This
man was of a bigldy sanguineo-ncrvous toinpera-

ment. Before the abscess was opened he asked
for chlorfiform, and when sHrjhthj under its influ-

ence I passed a lancet into the most prominent
part of it, avoiding the saphena vein

;
pus first

issued firom it, then mixed with fluid, and some
coagulated blood. The wound was immediately
closed and maintained by suitable apjdiances. A
smart attack of irritative fever followed, which
required some days to subdue ; cold evaporating
lotions were applied to the swelling, conjoined

with rest, and bandages caref\illy applied ; the

contents were absorbe<l, the man leaving the
hospital convalencent, and experiencing no incon-

venience from a bloody tumour containing pus
being opened.
"The next case is one of some novelty :—James

K , a discharged soldier, admitted into the

City of Dnblin Hospital, August 30, 1858, fbr

secondary syphilis. In the following month of

January he called my attention to a very pro-

minent swelling occupying the left nates, bulging

up into the gluteal fossa ; in fact, making it con-

vex. No uneasiness or distress of any kind, but
evident fluctxiation. As abscesses at that time
were almost of daily presentation, both at the
dispensary and formation in the hospital, I

passed a lancet into it, when a quantity of

grumons blood, speckled with pus, issued from
the wound, and continued to flow through it,

which was immediately closed and so maintained.

On qaeationing him if he ever received an injury

on this region, he stated he was at the relief of

Lwcknow in September, 1S57, was struck with
the butt of a musket on this part, and was felled

by the blow. On recovering fiimself he was able

to walk, though badly ; the eftects of this injury

so soon subsided that he took no further notice

of it, when, after the lapse of some inonth.s, the
swelling began to appear to which he called my
attention, which 1 opene<I as an abscess, but in

reality a sangtiineous tumour which lay dormant
fcr nearly sixteen months, and was slowly and
most chronically pa.ssing into the suppurative
stage, as evidenced by the purulent dottings
mixed with the blood. He experienced no in-

convenience whatever from its being opened ; the
wound healed, the swelling subsided, and he left

the hospital convalescent, February, 18.^9. This
man suffered no irritative fever of any kind ; the
former had a smart attack of it— lie was of
sanguineo-nervous temperament, the .soldier of a

bilions one. Could the.se temperaments be the
cause of the difference in the results of opening
these tumours ?

"In the treatment of sanguineous effusions, the
abstraction of blood is often indirated, either by
leeching, by cupping, or by venesection. The
trwo first nave almost superseded the last.

Venesection may be considered the exception in

mediral practice in its widest sense as a remedial
Bgrnt at the present day. Of late this practice

has been much canvassed and completely re-

jected by some practitioners of authority, and is

likely to become a mere historic record of what
was formerly the rule. I confess that at the
period I entered the Profession venesection was
actively, and T'^eill add sticvssfuHi/, jtractisrd,

cuftipf^w rivo ad vncias viijhUi, ret ad deliquvwtn

aiiimi. and many recoveries ami few deaths were
the result. Of the juvenile operators I might
say of myself, qiun-mn. magna pars fui. My early

training and observations then made on this

practice is so implanted in ray mind that I have
not abandoned the lancet, as others have done,
bnt use it not in the same heroic way it was at
the time I refbr to. We all acknowledge that a
remarkable change has come over our organisa-
tion ; the vis vita; is no longer above par, or at
par, but in most cases below it. Is it for this

reduction of onr forces that so useful a means of
combating disease is to be abandoned ? Certainly
not ; but proportion the quantity of blood to be
drawn to the strength of the patient, and no
unjilea-sant result, bnt benefit, will follow from it.

To prevent the possibility of my being misunder-
stood, in place of taking a dash of blood of

twenty ounces at once, as was formerly the
hos])ital parlance and practice, let bnt f^-omfour to
six be abstracted, and much relief will attend it,

by which the oppressed organ and condition of
the parts injured will be relieved ; wliile the

venous vascular system being qnickly emptied, a
stimulus is thus given to the absorbent system,
and the rapid disappearance of effused fluids

follows this practice, and which I have no reason
regret tip to the present time ; wliile the scarifi-

cator will not be required with its markings, nor
the annoyance of the application of leeches bo
endurexl, or tJie unpleasant consequences which
sometimes follow their bites when made in the
integuments which cover extrnvasated blood. I

feel satisfied that all classes of practitioners have
gone into the opposite extreme by ignoring the
rancet too much. I have been speaking of vene-

section as applied to the bend of the arm; but
there is another —namely, that of the external
jugular vein—an operation in some cases of great
value, whidi not many young men passing from
the schools into practice know how to perform
single-handed and with success, without any
dnsd of air being suddenly absorbed into the
vein and killing the patient with intense rapidity
by being hurried along it to the heart. The
feeling alone of being considered egotistical

prevents me giving such directions for opening
the jugular vein, ajiparently a simple operation,

as wonid guard against all mishap.
"At .some future period I may assign my reasons

for the decadence o4' the vis vita; at present so

patent to all oliservers ; but it is only temporary
;

the coming-on-0}clc will show to those who see

it that the human system will again rally and
with benefit will bear the lancet as a remedial
agent."

MURIATE OF AMMONIA IN NERVOUS
CEPHALALOIA.

Profes.sor Barallier, of Toulon, reports that

within the last three years he has administered

this sabatance in Sfi9 casesof nervous cephalalgia,

and with success in 202 of those. He gives

forty-five grains, combined with mint-water and

syrup of orange-peel, divided into three doses, to

be taken at inteiTals of half an hour, amendment
commencing after the first ilose, aud the third

frequently not requiring to be taken. To prove
effectual, however, the remedy should not be
given at the very commencement of a paroxysm,
but when it has acquired great intensity. This
agent not only gives ivlief to the urgent pain of

the paroxysms, but, after having been had
recourse to on several occasions, diminishes the

number and frefjuency of those. To be of use, it

must not be indiscriminately used for every

cephalalgia ; and the result of the analysis of M.
Barallici-'s experience leads to the following con-

clusions : 1. The muriate almost constantly

dissipates paroxysms of idiopathic migi-aine, and
of migraine consecutive to too abundant men-
struation. 2. It is powerless in the hemicrania

which is dependent upon irregularity or suppres-

sion of the menses. 3. It is tolerably .successful

in ci-anial pains dopendent upon disorder of the

stomach, and in the accidental cephalalgia

frequent in women and feelilo persons under the

influences of sudden changes of the atmosjJicre,

prolonged intellectual labour, or moral emotion. 4.

It operates beneficially in cephalalgias consecutive

to rejicated paroxysms of intermittent fover,

those which are observed during the decline of

severe fever, and in the course of the irritative

period of typhus.— ' Bull, de Therap.,' February

11, 1860, and 'British American Journal.'
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ST GEORGE'S HOSPITAL IN

TROUBLE.
, Alieni appetens, std profustis. Sallust's

description of the character of Catiline is

extensively applicable in modern England.

The spirit of that description is so prevalent

that it has become superior to apology, and

there are men who do not hesitate to elevate

into a rule of right a characteristic that was

considered, even in the days of the commencing

corruption of old Rome, as the most striking

evidence of a bad character. We have,

indeed, organised the vice into a system, and

we prostitute the holiest causes to feed the

passion . The social end of all men seems to be

to get money, and the most successful method

of attaining that object to squander it. Tliere

is a spirit of recklessness at the bottom of this

policy. The advertiser throws all his capital

jnto a grand issue of bills and posters, in the

hope of striking the imagination of the public

and entrapping their confidence. If he fail, he

robs his creditors ; if he succeed, he may be-

come rich, or, at least, win the credit of being a

clever fellow. The prize is worth the risk ; and

the risk is, after all, not great to a man who
places but a small value on that which he

possesses, Hope is stronger than conscience
;

and if success follow, or if even the semblance

of it can bo maintained, the speculator's

conscience will appear to the world quite as

sensitive, and to be as strictly regulated by the

canons of moral and religious discipline, as

that of the most vii-tuous exemplar of

Christian rectitude. There are Sir John

Dean Pauls among us yet,— good men,

charitable men, until they shall be found out

!

There is little differencebetween thesegentle-

men and your Robsons, Redpaths, and Pullin-

gers
; the main distinction being, that whilst

the latter are greedy of other people's money,

they also spend with profusion the same money,

not their own. It is risked from the same

motive,—to get more, to keep up appearances,

to balance accounts, or to return that which

they have misappropriated. The governing

moral law among all these men seems to be—" Spend !" No matter whose may be the

money—" Spend !" Be it the man's who,

foolishly confiding in your rumoured wealth

and integrity, made you the trustee of his

hard-earned savings—" Spend !" Be it the

man's who for years has taken you into his

confidence, and deposited with you the key of

his coffers and the care of his reputation

—

" Spend !" The money must try its luck, and

the reputation must take care of itself.

The idea that an extravagant expenditure

is necessary to obtain funds, and that debt is

a sure first step to solvency, has become a

guiding principle in the management of some

of our charitable institutions. Here the bane-

ful principle has been organised, and carried

out without shame or remorse. Corporations,

as Lord Thurlow said, have no conscience

;

consequently, no nice qusilms of feeling in

the commission of rash or questionable acts.

It was with much regret that we read a

letter last week in the ' Times ' newspaper

from a " Governor of St George's Hospital,"

in which the Board of that Charity were

directly charged with having systematically

acted upon the most mischievous recklessness

in the management of their affairs. Had we

not read this letter in the ' Times,' we could

not have credited the statement that so respect-

able a body as the Governors of this Hospital

undoubtedly are could have knowingly and

habitually handled the funds in so ruinous a

manner.

We are informed that thirty years ago the

income of this Hospital was 10,000?. a year,

which was made up in the following way—viz. :

4,000?. from annual subscriptions, 4,000?. from

the interest of 125,000?. in tlie funds, and a

small amount from the rental of a house, and

2,000?. more from small legacies and donations.

The marvel is yet to be stated. Between the

years of 1830 and 1859, additional legacies,

donations, and life-subscriptions have been

received to the amount of 225,000?., of which

25,000?. have been expended in building a

new Hospital ; leaving the Governors the large

sura of 200,000?. to deal with for the mainte-

nance of the Charity.

Now begin the troubles and follies of the

Board. Having erected a splendid structure

—

too small indeed for their ambition, yet too

large for their means—they desired to support

it in the grand style which its pretensions

seemed to make obligatory. Here were the

temptation and the difficulty. Like many

men who have built large mansions with clock

towers and oriel windows to gratify their

ostentation without due regard to their in-

come, they were induced to gratify their ambi-

tion by living upon their capital, and the

result is that such a course of imprudent prodi-

gality has reduced them to a condition of

bankruptcy and financial ruin. The large

sum of 200,000?. is gone—gone irretrievably

!

As the " Governor" shows, had this noble sum

been placed in public securities, the interest,

together with the previous income, would

have sufficed to endow the Hospital in per-

petuity, and to make it entirely independent of

eleemosynary contributions. Now, alas ! that

hope is forfeited ; and instead of being inde-

pendent, the Governors are suing for public

charity to help them out of the mire of trouble

into which they have been plunged by their

own improvidence. Never did a culpable

policy more quickly bring round its own

punishment. It is condemned in the face of

all wise and prudent men ; and the Governors

are, we trust, ashamed of the peril into which

they have dragged the affairs of their noble

Charity.

The example which such a Charity as St

George's presents to humbler institutions of a

like kind, and to the public at large, is more

pernicious than even its results upon the

Hospital itself. It encourages a practice of

improvident expenditure and of perpetual

indebtedness—an immoral course, whether

exhibited in the affairs of individuals or of

Boards. Economy is another word for justice,

—by what term shall we characterise habitual

extravagance ? For many years the expendi-

ture of the Hospital has been 6,000?. per

annum above its income : is it likely that the

public can be whipped up by means of appeals,

and dinners, and fancy fairs, to subscribe an

additional 6,000?. per annum to meet the

current expenditure ? If not, then the benefits

of the Institution must be considerably dimi-

nished, several wards must be closed, and a

blight will rest upon the Institution from

which it may never recover.

Surely " Hospital Reform " is not a vain

cry. AVe believe that this extravagant ex-

penditure—which, when it does not ruin an

Hospital, as it may in this case, nevertheless

diminishes its usefulness in behalf of those

classes for whose benefit these Charities were

originally erected—is incurred generally to

maintain that huge parasite—the OuT-

Patiknts' Department—a department which

is attended by more erils and abuses than wc
can now find space to describe. We shall,

however, revert to this subject, and do not

mean to spare a system which demoralizes the

industrial classes, degrades the Medical Stafe,

and wrongs the Private Practitioners.

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

THE DUBUIT COW-POCK INSTITUTIOJJ.

A fortnight ago we drew attention to the

shortcomings of the Dublin Cow-Pock Institu-

tion, and suggested thtit it was a proper

subject for Parliamentarj- inquiry : we have

now the satisfaction to state that Mr Brady
has brought the subject under the notice of

Parliament, and that Mr CaRDWEll, the

Chief Secretary for Ireland, has promised that

the fullest inquiry shall be made into the

matter. We hope that the interference of the

Government will lead to a re- organisation <rf
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this establishment, so that it may be better

adapted to fulfil the ends it affects to serve.

That any institution supported by public

money should be permitted to charge a Medi-

cal Practitioner two shillings and sixpence for

two points of lymph, is so outrageous that we

cannot conceive that it will be permitted by

the Government longer than the moment when

it becomes publicly known.

THE INTERSATIOSAL STATISTICAL CONGRESS.

The Fourth Session of this Congress has been

held at Somerset House, and has been at-

tended by savant from all the countries of

Europe, and from the chief of our colonies

and dependencies. The Prince Consort inau-

gurate 1 the Session with a very able address,

in which the application of statistical science

was well defined, and its importance indicated.

We are sorry that we cannot reproduce the

entire speech ; but some paragraphs of it

deserve to be noticed. After adverting to

the abuses of statistics, and stating that they

fall short of participating in the highest view

of all science—viz., the discovery and ex-

pounding the laws which govern the universe

—but that, nevertheless, they render self-

apparent those discoveries in the rigid figures

placed before the inquirer; and after defending

the importance of statistics, as evidenced in

the fact, that although the fallacies traceable

to them may be decried, yet they continue

to be employed as the basis of inquiry by all

searchers after truth ; he observes :

" We hear it said that its prosecution leads

necessarily to I'antheism and the destruction of

true religion, as depriving, in man's estimation,

the Almighty of His power of free self-determi-

nation, making His world a mere mai-hine. work-
ing aceonling to a general pre-arranged seheme,

the parts of wliich are capable of mathematieal
mea-surement, and the scheme itself of numerical

expression ; that it lea<ls to fatalism, and there-

fore deprives man of his dignity, of his virtue

and morality, as it would prove liim to be a mere
wheel in this machine, incapable of exercising .i

free choice of action, but predestined to fulfd a

given task, and to run a prescribed course, whe-
ther for good or for evil. These are Rrave accu-

istions, and would be terrible indeed if they were
true. But are they true ' Is the power of God
dtatroyed or diminisheil by the discovery of the

fact that the earth requires 365 revolutions upon
its own axis to every revolution round the sun,

giving ns so many days to our year, and that the

moon chances thirteen times during that periotl,

that the tide changes every six hoiirs, that water

boils at a temperature of 21 2 degrees acconling to

Fahrenheit, that the niglitin^'de sings only in

April and May, that all biiiLs lay eggs, that 108

boys are born to every 100 girls ? Or is man a

less free agent l)ecause it has been ascertained

that a generation lasts about thirty years, that

there are annually posted at the post-offices the

same number of letters on which the writer had
forgotten to place any address ; that the nuinlxr

of crimes committed under the same local, na-

tional, and social conditions is constant ; that

the full-grown man ceases to find amusement in

the sports of the child ? But our statistical

science docs not even say that this must be so
;

it only states that it has }>ecn so, and leaves it to

the naturalist or political economist to argue that

it is probable, from the nnmt)cr of times in which
it has b«cn found to X«; so, that it will be so

again as long as the same caiises are operating.

It thus gave birth to that part of mntheniatical
science called the calculation of probabilities,

and even established the theory that in the
natural woriil there exist no certainti'.'- at nil, but '

only jirobabilities. Although this docti'ine,

destroying man's feelings of security to a certain

extent, has startled and troubled some, it is no
less trae that, while we may reckon with a
thoughtless security on the sun rising to-morrow,
this is only a probable event, the probability of

which i^ capable of being expressed by a deter-

mined mathematical fraction. Our insurance-

offices have, from their vast collection of statis-

tical facts, established to such a precision the

probable duration of man's life, that they are

able to enter with each individual into a precise

bargain on the value of this life ; and yet this

does not imply an imperious pretension to deter-

mine when this individual is really to die. But
we are met also by the most opposite objection,

and statistics are declared useless, because they
cannot be relied on for the determination of any
given case, and do only establish probabilities

where man requires and asks for certainty. This

objection is well founded, but it does not aff'ect

the science itself, but solely the use which man
has in vain tried to make of it, and for which it

is not intended. It is the essence of the statis-

tical science that it only makes apparent g^nieral

laws, but that these laws are inapplicable to any
special ' Case ; that, therefore, what is proved to

be laws in general is uncertain in particular.

Herein lies the real refutation also of the first

objection, and thus is the power, wisdom, and
goodness of the Creator manifested, showing liow

the Almighty has established the physical and
moral world on unchangeable laws conformable to

His eternal nature, while He has allowed to the

iniliviJual the freest and fullest use of his

faculties, vindicating, at the same time, the

majesty of His laws by their remaining unaffected

by individual selfdetermination."

Tliese are admirable observations, always

timely and never misplaced. His Royal

Highness then proceeded to show the condi-

tions under which statistical science must be

prosecuted, and concluded a very able address

amid the cordial approbation of his audience.

THK VOLCNTEEn FORCK AND MEDICAL STAFK.

The rapid formation of a Volunteer Force

has involved the necessity of providing it with

a largo Staff of Medical Officers. We, of

course, assume that our Riflemen mean fight-

ing, if ever the opportunity or need should

occur ; and as fighting and campaigning mean

sickness and wounds, the Force must bo ne-

cessarily provided with an adequate number

of Surgeons. This is a question for the War
Office. Surgeons cannot be expected to give

up their private engagements without some

kind of recognition. We understand that the

Government ir.tend to make arrangements with

respect to this matter, and we hope soon to

sec an adequate Medical Staff associated with

the Volunteer Force.

THE UNIVERSITV OF ABERDEEN.

For many years a war has been waged

between King's College and Marischal College,

Aberdeen ; the former endeavouring to ex-

tinguish the latter, and the latter to make good

its right to grant degrees as a bond Jide

independent University. The contest was an

unseemly one ; and as it was damaging to both

interests, the Government at last appointed

Commissioners to arrange the questions in

dispute. Those gentlemen decided for an

amalgamation ; but as this would be the ex-

tinction of the lettered pride of both Colleges,

they resisted the proposal, and contended for

the maintenance of the Institutions ns in-

dependent schools, in favour of which there is

a considerable amount of plausible argument.

The Government was, however, obdurate, and

the two Colleges are to be amalgamated under

the title of the " University of Aberdeen ;"

and we hope the change will add to the dignity

of the old city, and increase the prosperity of

the united Colleges.

THE BRIGHTON " RUBBER."

A remarkable case appears in our Legal In-

telligence, under the heading " Gardner v.

Harrap," in which an illegal practitioner has

for once met with his deserts. This person is

the famous Brighton "rubber" and "pickler,"

and, happening to have the care of a patient

who was suffering from chronic rheumatism of

the knee-joint, and, as appears in evidence,

also a condition of brain described as being

" Tery soft," he managed to obtain a very

large amount of fees as a reward for hi»

scientific manipulations. Mr Gardner, how-

ever, not being so " very soft " as he chose to

represent himself, brought an action against

Harrap for malpraxis, and the latter was

mulcted in the sum of 300?. This was a very

sensible decision.

REVIE'WS.

Diseases of the Heart ; their Pathnloiiy, Diag-

nosis, and Treatment. By W. O. Markham,
M.D. Second Edition.

The Author of this work has long distin-

guished himself for his opposition to that

method of practice represented by mercury
and bloodletting. The Medical Journals

bear frequent record to his earnestness in

this controversy ; and although, at first, his

supporters wore few, he has now the satisfac-

tion to find that the views he has advocated

have a very extensive prevalence. In no class

of diseases is a more cautious and philosophical

treatment required than in those of the heart.

Time was when bleeding was systematically

resorted to in these affections, and impera-

tively so should a fit occur in consequence of

extensive disease of this organ. So settled

was this maxim of practice, that if a Aledicafc

Practitioner had neglected to bleed a patient

in such an exigency, and a Coroner's Jury
had been cnqiancUed, he would in all proba-

bility have been censured for his want of skill,

and lost his character. Now all these tilings

are changed, and Medical men enjoy greater

liberty of judgment—thanks to Dr Todd, Dr
Bennett, and in his degree, too, Dr Markham.
Medicine is yet on the threshold of great im-

provements. New principles derived from the

rich fields of pathology, and a more faithful

observance of natural phenomena, are making
their way into practice and revolutionizing all

our old dogmas. There is a fear, of course,
.

that the new doctrines will be carried rashly

to extreme propositions, and that a reaction,

will be necessary to trim the balance ; but it.

docs not appear to us that the modern views

have received that general recognition, or,

as a rule, have been so unwisely urged, as to

call for the discouraging restraint ofsevere criti-

cism. We have no doubt that the practice of

Medicine will derive great advantage from tho

cultivation of pathology, and from the demoli-

tion of that unquestioning confidence in Iha

agency of mere drugs in all forms and shades

of disease. Disease is not to be cured by
drugs alone, but by whatever influences tho

human body through its varied functions. This

13 tho philosophical way of regarding th?
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practice of Medicine, and provides the only

effectual weapon that will extinguish prejudice

and quackery.

This treatise commences with a description

of the Inflammatory Diseases of the Heart,

then treats of vascular disease and the various

murmurs, with fatty degeneration, angina

pectoris, cyanosis, and functional affections,

ending with diseases of the aorta. There are

five Appendices, severally treating of the Uses

of Venesection, Fibrous Arterial Clots, Sounds
of the Heart, Impulse of the Heart, and
Rupture of the Heart.

With reference to the complications of peri-

carditis, we find these remarks :

"The cause of rlieuinaiic pericarditis is, as I

have already said, the cause which ecxcites the

rheumatic fever. Statistics have not yet given

us any sure information witli regard to the fre-

quency of pericarditis in rlienmatic fever. M.
Bouillaud and Dr Hope found pericarditis present

in about ore-lialf of their cases of acute rlicuma-

tism. Dr Taylor makes tlie number about one

in nine ; Drs Budd aud Latham make it alxmt

one in eight.

"Results, however, on this sUbjebt, derived

from the ob«'ei"vation of cases which Irave been
taken indiscriminately, witliout regard to age or

sex, are of very little value ; for it is a fact, that

at certain periods of life the coineideTiee of rheu-

matism and pericarditis is much more common
than it is at other periods. Thus, adult persons

attacked by acute rheumatism are infinitely less

liable to cardiac complications than the young
aYe. After the age of thirty, pericardial and
endocardial inflammation are, comparatively,

rarely met with as the a.ssociates of rheumatism
;

whilst, on the other hand, before the age of

twenty, and in early life, they are more frequently

present than absent, in connection with that

disease.

" Observation, indeed, sliows ; that rheumatic

pericarditis attacks those of weak rather than of

strong coastitutions ; tliat it is more common in

the delicate and young, tlian in vigorous persons

at the prime or middle periods of life ; and that

the degree of inflammation—that is, the general

febrile reaction and the local exudation—is also

greater in them than in the strong ; and that it

is often especially severe in young females.

Climate, also, may have something to do with
the matter ; for, as Dr Chevcrs tells us, the

association of pericanlitis and endocarditis with

acute rheumatism is very rare in India, although
articular rheumatism is very prevalent there.

"The causes of 7K)n-rA«!«m«ft'c pericarditis are

of two kinds, local and constitutional. The chief

local causes are, cancerous diseases, arising within

the sac, or, as much more frequently happens,

spreading into it from some of the parts around
the pericardium ; tuberculoses, pleuritis, aud
peritonitis, by acting as local sources of irritation

;

abscesses of neighbouring organs or jiarts, and
hydatid cysts, by opening into and di.scharging

their contents into the sac.

"The chief constitutional causes, or, to speak

more coirectly, the diseases in connection with
which the non-rheumatic pericarditis is observed,

are diseases of the kidney, pleurisy, pneumonia,
pyffimia, scarlatina, peritonitis, and variola.

" Bright's disease of the kidney has been
especially referred to by authors as a very fre-

quent exciter of the inflammation. My onm «x-

perience does not at all agree with this conclu-

sion. Out of a gi'eat number of cases of kidney
diseases which have come under my observation

in the pathological department of St Mary's
Hospital^ I have met but with very few where
there existed any recent signs of pericardial in-

flammation. Tile same results have been arrived

at in Edinburgh, where kidney disease is very
Common. Professor Bennett ('Principles ami
Practice of Medicine ') tells us, ' that in none of

his cases of pericarditis has there been a compli-
cation with Bright's disease. Dr Ohristison also

says, ' that pericarditis is rarely seen among the
sequela) of kidney disca.se.' Frerichs also ( ' Die
Bnghtische Nierenkrankheit,' p. 120) found in-

flammatory exudations in the pericardium in only
thirteen out of two hundred and ninety-two cises
of Bright's di.sease."

Perhaps there are few pathological points
more interesting or important than the relation

of heart affections with kidney disease. Much
is yet to be determined on this point. With
reference to the comparative mortality of
complicated and uncomplicated eases, Dr
Markhani observes

:

" Non-rlwiimatAc
^
pericarditis, on the other

hand, occnrs at a later period of life than the
rheumatic kind. Forty-two was the average age
of persons affected by it in twenty-four cases re-

ported by Dr Ormerod. The subjects of the

disease were, with a single exception, all of the
male sex. The inflammation does not so much
attack the healtliy, as those whose constitutions

are originally weak, or have been debilitated

through ill habits of living. It is far more serious

than rheumatic pericarditis in its immediate con-

sequences.

" Dr Ormerod informs us that 91 '6 per cent, of

his non-rheumatic cases were fatal ; whilst of the
rheumatic sort, 18 pCr cent, only were fatal. The
local symptoms, again, of non-rheumatic peri-

carditis are at times very obscure—often, indeed,

so obscure as not to direct the observer by any
local signs to the seat of the disease ; and thus
it not fre(iuently happens that the existence of
the pericarditis is discovered only after death.

As corroborative of this fact, it may be observed,

that the local inflammation does not appear to

exercise, by reaction (as happens in the case of
rheumatic pericarditis), any particular influence

over the patient's general condition, so as to ap-

pear in any direct way a canse of death.
" It is not, therefore, by the violence of the

immediate effects of the local inflammation, that

life is destroyed in cases of non-rheumatic peri-

carditis. Death rather results from the other
effects of that particular disease which has, in

fact, preceded, and given rise to, the pericarditis.

Thus, for example, when pericarditis appears in

the course of kidney disease, it usually super-

venes at an advanced period of the renal disorder

;

but kidney disease (of the character here inferred)

is, as we well know, for other reasons fatal in its

consequence, and quite independent of its action

uix)n the heart.
" Thus, then, in nnn-rhntmatic pericarditis,

the local inflammation plays a subordinate part.

Its share, as a disturber of the system, is but
small ; so that it is, in fact, usually little more
than a local sign (unimportant in its immediate
effects) of a serious general disorder. In rheu-

matic pcricarditifi, on the other hand, the peri-

cardital inflammation must be considered as the

all-important fact ; its consequences fall at once,

and with violence, upon the heart, both impeding
mechanically, and otherwise seriously deteriorat-

ing, its powers."

A word or two now about the treatment

of Pericarditis, which affords us the key to our
Author's views. He says :

"Bleeding bij ivneseclion in the treatment of

pericarditis has been liighly extolled ; but at the
present moment its practice is rarely resorted to.

It is admitted by common consent that its value,

as a remedial agent, has been overstated by
Bouillaud, and other extreme admirers of the
practice.

" A better pathology and truer method of ob-

servation have forced upon the physician, during
the last few years, a conviction of the inutility

and sometimes injurious effects of large venesec-

tions upon the progress of internal inflamma-
tions ; and even they, happily few, who still

follow the practice of former days, in the

treatment of acute internal inflammations,
admit that it is only during the very early

lieriods of the pericardial inflammation, and in

patients of strong and robust constitutions, that

venesection is of service. That a moderate bleed-

ing may lie practised with impunity, untUr such

cmiditions, there is little doubt ; and that it often

is of much benefit in giving temjiorary relief to

the sufferings of the parient, and in relieving the

congestion of the heart and lungs, is certainly

true ; but that such a bleeding has any other

henffidal effect or any direct influence over the pro-

gress of the inflamnm,tion has yet to be proved.
" In considering the question of the value of

venesection in pericarditis, we must remember:

—

That every inflammation is a disease of weakness,
a condition which, in reference to health, is an
asthenic condition ; That heat, redness, and in-

creased vascularity are no more signs of a sthenic

circulation, than is the hyperaesthesia of a para-

lysed limb a sign of increased vi<»our of its nerve
force ; That rheumatic pericarditis occurs excep-
tionally only in persons of robust constitution

;

That an organ is involved in this inflammation,
the constant performance of whose functions is

indispensable to life ; And that one of the most
immediate effects of inflammation and its pro-

ducts is to introduce a paralysed condition of the
muscular stnicture of the heart ; That in peri-

carditis, the reaction of depression, consequent
upon the excitement, is great, and sets in early ;

and that it is in those cases in which the inflamma-
tion appears most violent at the onset, that we
are most cautiously to watch for and to expect
the greatest amount of subsequent depression :

that bleeding, moreover, will not arrest the exuda-
tion, but, on the contrary, in certain states of the

body, will hasten and increase the amount of it

;

and that, inasmuch as endocarditis is very com-
monly associated with the pericarditis, bleeding,

by promoting the tendency m the blood to the de-

Sosition of its fibrinous particles, will increase the
anger of permanent injury to which the valves

are exposed, through the deposition of fibrine upon
them ; and that venesection, as we well know,
increases the amount of fibrine in the blood, and
diminishes that of the red globules—the increase

of the one aud the diminution of the other being
both indicative of weakness.

'

' Another special danger has been strongly

pointed out by Dr Todd. (Xtjial Diseate*,

p. 412.) He says :

"'An active antiphlogistic treatment creates

asthenia ; asthenia gives to both rheumatic fevBr

and gout what I may call the shifting character,

which in both diseases is most perilous. When
you find this shifting tendency, depend upon it

that the asthenic condition of the patient is that

which demands yonr earliest attention.' ' In this

case of acute rheumatism,' he says again at p. 12,
' the loss of large quantities of blood from
hajmaturia at an early period of the disease, has

not sufficed to keep off a severe attack of peri-

carditis .... nor has it saved the patient

from swollen and exquisitely painful joints. On
the contrary, the articular, as well as the cardiac

symptoms, have been much less tractable thau
u.sual.'

'
' Experience has also shown Us that venesec-

tion has no directly beneficial influence over peri-

carditis ; and that large bleedings are prejudicial,

and therefore inadmissible, in this disease. Never-
theless, that small bleedings are often of very

great service in relieving the congestions of the

heart and lungs, which so often arise as conse-

quences of and coincideutly with the pericarditis,

is, I think, an undoubted fact. I have elsewhere

sjioken of this particular mode of action of vene-

section ; and if the conclusions there arrived at

arc, as I firmly believe, correct, it necessarily

follows that moderate venesection, practised for

the object indicated, viz. to relieve the congestion

of the heart and lungs, may lie often resorted to

with great benefit to the patient.
" In all stages of disea.ses of the heart in which

congestion of the organ occurs, such venesection

—duly adapted to the individual ca.se—is of great

service. 1 consider that I have even seen life

preserved by timely abstraction of blood iu cases

of chronic valvular diseases of the heart, where
the organ was so overwhelmed and labouring as

to render death imminent.
'

Again, of mercury he remarks

:

"Mercury.—The induction of specific ciTccts

of mercury was once considered essenrial in the

cure of acute pericarditis, but the practice is now
generally abandoned. Dr Taylor's observations

first demonstrated its inutility. He showed, that

of forty well-observed cases, only fbur improved
after mercurial action was established ; and there

was no proof that in these four the improvement
was other than a simple coincidence. Subseqnent

exjiorience has fully confirmed Dr Taylor's

opinion. The practice never seems to have been

much resorted to on the Continent, and in

Germany is imtried and unknown. Gendrin's

opmion, that mercurj- is completely useless in

pericarditis, is the general opinion of his country-

men.
'

' Mercurial preparations, however, are un-

doubtedly of great service when used to rigulate

the secretion.^!, which are always more or less

disturbed during the progress of the inflammatory

disorder."

The salts of potash are highly recommended
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by Dr Markhani iu the treatment of this

affection, than which, he says, there is no better

lemedy.

" When one or two scruples, aceonling to the

age of the jjatient, of the bicarbonate of potass,

much diluted, are given every second hour, in

cases of acute rheumatism, a marked amelioration

of the symptoms is generally—thou^li, I admit,

not invariably—observed to follow its adminis-

tration in the course of about twenty-four or

thirty-six hours,— iu fact, whenever the urine

becomes alkaline.
" My own observation fully bears out the follow-

ing statement of Dr Garrod, and the authority

of maiiy competent observers might be cited iu

support of it. ' Besides the influence on the dura-

tion of the articular affection which has been
alluded to, I cannot help thinking that an effect

is likewise produced on the cardiac disease, to a
yery considerable and important extent. In no
case did the affection of tne heart ensue after the
patient had been more than forty-eight hours
under tlie influence of the medicine ; and it has
appeared to me, that even when present on
idmiasion into the hospital, or coming on within

a short jieriod, its progres.s was jiowcrftiUy

checked by the treatment, and prevented from
producing the terrible mischief whiuli, when un-
controlled, it so frecineutly induces : thi.s I .should

be incUued to a.scriDe to the altered condition of

tiie blood, and especially of that portion giving

rise to tibrinous defiosits on the peri- or endo-
cardium.' (Loc. cit.)

"Now, ina.srauch as it is highly probable that

the nuUtriea tnorbi which produces tne rheumatic
arthritis i.s identical with that which produces the
rheumatic pericarditi.s, aud as the ])atash treat-

ment admittedly lias a beneficial influence over

the arthritis, we may reasonably conclude that

the remedy will be also efficacious in preventing
or arresting the progress of the pcricarditic in-

flammation. Whether the potash acts by
neutralising or eliminating tlie jmisonous element,
or whatever be its action, is a niattrT "f v.-mular)'

consideration."

Occasional doses of opium arc aiso iidvised

to tranquillise the nervous system ; these are to

be rej>eated as oilen as necessary to reUeve
pain. We pass over the intermediate chapters,

and come to that on fatty degeneration. On
this subject Dr JMarkham docs not agree with
Mr Canton in thinking the arcus senilis as

pathognouiooic of this form of cardiac disease.

Ue observes

:

" The existence of the ' arou senilis

'

—a fatty

degeneration of the outer border of the cornea

—

was first (lointed out by Mr Canton as a sign
corroborative of the existence of fatty degenera-
tion of tlie heart. There can be no doubt,
however, that its value as a sign has been much
overstated. The frequency with which the arcus
senilis is met, in the most healthy individuals

in advanced life, justifies us in consideiiiig it in

them as little more thau a natural conseimence of

old age. From a general review of the facts

known ou this subject, I am led to conclude that
arcus senilis i.s, iu old people, in the absence of

othiT -> ""''^"u, a sign of little value as an in-

dicii' defeneration of the heart ; but
that ^^ lit in a marked degree, associated

with other «>yiu)>tom.s, it corroborates the diagnosis

of the fatty degeneration : and that iu eaily life

it is much more frequently absent thau present
incases of fatty degeneration of the heart."

Dr Markham considers that the hitherto

obscure al1(:ction, angina pectoris, is attiibut-

able to fatty degenerutiou as its pathological

cause. On this point he remiirks :

" I hare said that angina pectoris had been
noticed by observers to exist iu association with
all the recogiiLscd abnormal states of the heart

;

and if we look into tlie hi.story of the subject, w<!

shall observe that it has been at various times
ascribed by different writers to each one of those
States. There was, how«vor, one particular alj-

normal state of the heart— namely, calcification

of its coronary arteries—which was found more
frequently tluin any other to exist in connection
with tlu; symptoms of angina ; and this diseased
condition of tlie arteries wa.s, conseciuently, con-
sidered by the majority of observers to be the
cause of th« angina. Now, it happens, as we

have seen, that a very close relation is found to

exist between calcification (or partial obstniction

of the coronary arteries) and latty degeneration

of the muscular tissue of the heart, the latter

condition being verj- frequently associated with
the former, and apparently iu some degree

dependent upon it. The fatty degeneration has

indeed been sometimes observed solely in that

particular portion of the muscular tissue to which
a calcified branch of the coronaiy arterj' was found

to bo distributed.
" Symptoiiis.—The connection of anguia pectoris

with this fatty condition of the lieait, thus uidi-

cated by pathological anatoniy, ii> likewise con-

firmed by the symptoms of the disorder. The
paroxysms which occur in well-marked eases of

fatty degeneration of the heart resemble those

of angina pectoris. Sudden, violent, rending,

oppressive, aud even ozonising pain at the

epigastrium, extending more or less over the

thorax, the pain passing down the arm aud
reaching even to the fingers ; a weak and almost
imperceptible pulse ; nurried respiration and
shortness of breath, ajiproachiug to choking and
suffocation

;
pallor of the face, which is bedowed

with iKispiration, and expressive of extreme
suffering, consciousness the while often remaining
undisturbed ; or occasionally syncope and coma,

aud even sudden death itself—these are all

symptoms alike of fatty degeneration of the heart

iu its exquisite fomi, andof aiigiua pectoris.

"And there are other points of resemblance

between them. Both disorders are rare, com-
paratively speaking, in females ; both occur

chiefly in men, and at advanced periods of hfe
;

both may be associated with every kind of organic

diseases of the heart. Au attack, in both
instances, is generally induced by excitement of

the mind, or some unusual exertion of the body

—

that is to say, by caiLscs which suddenly disturb

and increase thi' heart's action ; and for this

reason, also, it occurs more commonly in the day
than duringthe night. In both, during the intervals

of the attacks, tne patient seems tolembly fi'ee

from disorder. In both, one attack is pretty

surely, sooner or later, followed by another, and
on each occasion it recurs at shorter intervals

and with an increase of severity. Both have,

sooner or later, one iasue, and tliat a fatal one.

The treatment required iu both is alike : anti-

spasmodics and diii'usive stimuli during the

attack ;
quietude of mind aud body, nourishing

diet, and careful regulation of the animal functions

during the iutei-vals. These facts, I tlunk, inevit-

ably lead us to the conclusion, that there is a close

connection between the symptoms of the disease

called angina an<l of fatty degeneration of the

miLscular structure of the heart."

We must now close our notice of this

volume, which we can frankly recommend ns a

judicious and well-written treatise ou the

subject of heart-disease, and a safe handbook
for reference in practice.

GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE.

iUi I'lGOTrS PROPOSED NEW BILL.
To the Editor of llu Medical Circular.

SjR, — In the last number of the ' British Medical

Journal,' Mr Uiiflin, in amiouiicing to the Poor-

law Medical Officers the mode of remuneration

for their ser^'iccs wlii<h he fiually proposes to

adopt in the forthcoming Poor-law Medical Reform
Bill, says, " On trying a variety of modes of

calculation, I find that the only one that worki?

fairly is that now proposed, viz., 5s. per case up
to the fii-st 300 in number, above which 2s. per

case only .should bo paid. In addition to this,

a further sum, to be called mileage, is to bo paid

for aU patients requiring to be visited at their

own homes, &c." Notwithstanding the assumed
fairwss of this mode of remuneration in the

above (luotation, the mode will be found to work
most unfairly, for the two following reasons :

1. It is founded on the principle of more vxtrk,

less pay, which is intrinsically unjust to all. The
time, medicine, aud attention required for fifty

ca.scs of sickness are of equal monetary value,

whether they be given by fifty sejiarate Medical

men or by one only. 2. It is ;«rt!Ci(/ar^i/ unjust

to the Metropolitan men, because it is to them
that the diminished rate of payment aliove 300

cases particularly applies ; 877 being the higliest

average number attended by Provincial men,
whereas 1,429 is the average number attended by
Metropolitan men. From this it is seen how
little the Provincial and how much the Metro-

politan men will be affected by the diminished
rate of payment above 300.

Tliat portion of the above mode of jiayment

called mileage is simply impracticable. With
these objections before him, I hope that Mr
Griffin will reconsider the matter before commit-
ting himself to a plan so replete with injustice.

At the same time, I ventm'e to pouit out the

principles and conditions wluch apjjear to be
es.sential in the determination of tliis difficult

question, as follows :

1. The interests of the whole body of Poor-law

Meilical Officers, Provincial aud Motrojiolitan, are

identical ; auxl, therefore, any mode of payment
to be adopted should be based upon the principle

of fairness aud equality to all coiicemcd.

2. But although their interests are the same,

the circumstances under which they jierform their

duties are different ; the difference consisting only

in this—that the Provuicial men have, com-
paratively, fewer cases, of greater severity m the

aggregate, aud distributed over a large space;

whereas the Metropolitan meu have, conversely,

a very lajfge number of cases, of less severity in

the a^i'egate, aud contained in a suiajl spiu;o.

3. Tlie conditions under which the Provincial

men do their duties are such as to necessitate

raoic expense of time aud money than is required

for similar dutieji iu the Jletropolis.

i. Therefore, the Provincial should be paid

more per case thau the Metropolitan Poor-law
Medical Officcii in proportion to the ditjeience ^f

the foregomg conditions.

These data will, 1 think, be found to embrace
the whole question. There may be great differ-

ence of opiuion as to the amount which ought to

be paid for each case of sickness throughout the

kingdom. In reference to this, it need only bo
remarked tliat we can never exjiect to obtain a
projier professional payment except by a universal

"strike;" ui the absence of which we must,

therefore, endeavour to get what we are likely to

have given us. But the relative proportion of

payment to the Provincial and Metropolitan

Poor-law Medical Officer, as determinable by the

different circumstances affecting each, would
appear to be contauied in the sum per case of

3s. Cd. to the latter, aud 5s. to the former.

It is for the consideration of the Poor-law

Medical Officers whether this ratio of payment be
a fair one, and whether, for the sake of its

simplicity and the avoidance of the evila arising

from several modes of payment, it would be
acceptable to all pai-ties. If so, I would beg to

submit to Jlr Griffin that the foDowing clause

would meet the case, viz. :

"That from and after the quarter-day next
ensuing after the passing of this Act, the services

of every Poor-law Medical Officer ui England aud
Wales shall be paid for in the followiiig mamier ;

that is to say, in the Metropohtiui Districts at

the rate of not less than Ss. 6d. for every case of

sickness, aud in the extra Metropolitan Districts

at the rate of not less than 6s. for eveiy case of

sickness."

By this, all that we a-sk is for the Law to step

in, and, by determining a luiuiinuni rate of pay-

ment, to prevent the great injustice which toe
majority of us suflVr, leaving tliose fortuuato

pos.'icssors of higher payment to remain in the

cujoymeut of the same. If this, together with

clauses for permanence of appointment, an en-

larged scale of extras, and greater facility to the

poor for obtaining ordiis iu the country, com-
prised the wliole of Jlr tiriflin's Act of Parha-

ment and became law, he would achieve as much
as can be reasonably expected.

I am, &c., G. E. Nicholas.
i Church row, Wandsworth, S.AV.,

July 15, ISOO.

Miuiii.EHRX Hospital.—Dr Priestley has been

appointed Lecturer on Midwifery ut the School of

the Middlesex Hospital. It is expected that ho

will shortly succeed Dr Frere as Physician-

Accoucheur to the Hosjiital. We undei-stand that

no less than ten Physician-Accoucheurs, all of

them of considerable eminence, competed for the

Lectureship. Dr Priestley's appointment will

end to a vacancy at the Samaritan HospitiU.

1
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HOSPITAL REPORTS.

GUVS HOSPITAL.—July lOrit, 1860.

Kemoval of part of a Fatty Tumouk of
Neck.—Me Cock.

The patient, a strong-built, robu.st man, was
singularly deformed by a diffused fatty tumour
extending from the mesial line of the neck and
chin, continuously half round the neck to the
spine of the occipital bone, and cervical vertebi^e

posteriorly. The tumour had neither neck nor
lobes to guide the division, but was extensively
diffused. Mr Cock removed about one-fourth part
from the posterior portion of the tumour, beginning
at the back of the neck and extending the incision

to a slightly indicated septum in the mastoidian
region. It consisted of hardened or condensed
fatty matter, had no capsule, and had to be de-
tached with the knife from sun-ounding tissues.

It manifested no malignimt, but rapidly-mcreasing
growth. Mr Cock did not think it would be
advisable at a future time (if possible) to remove
the remaining portion of this extensive tumour,
which was not encysted, but continuous with tlie

tissues and integument, and very condensed.

ST THOMAS'S HOSPITAL.—July IIth.
Lithotomy—Lateral Operation.—Mb Le

Gbos Clark.
The patient, a boy of fifteen years of age,

showed the seam of a cicatrix in the perineum
of a former operation performed in a provincial
infirmary nine years since (we understood at

HuU), which had not penetrated the bladder.
From the site of the scar, it would have been
impossible to have found the bladder, or to have
penetrated it mth safety. The father of the boy
stated that another operation, performed at the
same ])lace and on the same day, had failed to
Teach the patient's bladder ; to use the man's
words, " they hadn't got into the bladder, and
therefore didn't find a stone." The knife in this

case had penetrated the integuments much below
the proper site for the lateral operation, and must
have been jjlunged under the tendon of the
gracilis, amongst the large muscles, behind the
tuberosi ,y and ramus of the ischium, and was
more likely to reach the recto-vesical region than
the bladder.

The patient, a good subject and in good con-
dition, suffered excessively from stricture of
urethra and irritable bladder, the fonner of wliich,

Mr Clark suspected, might have been produced by
division of the urethra, or its having been injured
or cut in the false operation referred to, perfonned
nine years a^o. Mr Clark attempted to pass the
staff into the bladder before administration of
rhloroform, without success. The staff passed
fi-eely into the bladder, when the patient came
under its full influence. He cut the integimient,
tissues, and into the urethra with one knife, when
he changed it for a beaked knife with a convex
edge. This beaked knife he guided into the staflT

with the index-finger of the left hand, carrying
the beak through the membranous part of the
urethi-a, behind the bulb, forward into the bladder,
land reLurned it with a sweep the contrary way
outward. This operation gives a free internal

incision ; being divided into two stages by the
act of changing knives, it is necessai'ily more slow
in pcrfonnarce. The axial line of the internal

and external sections is tolerably parallel and
good. It is a question if the internal section is

not more free than the external in this operation

—

whetlierthe unit}' of section is observed, the external
incision co Tesponding with, and having the same
degree of space and freedom with, the internal

one, as is the case when the operation is con-
tinuous'y performed with one knife ; and whether
you do not secwe, by section with one knife, a more
ea.sy introduction of forceps and extraction of
stone. These are questions of some importance
to be decided. In this case the stone was large,

and Mr Clark found the bladder strongly contracted
from its vcrj' irritable state. The forceps passed
over it, and some Uttle delay and difficulty, with
a forcible traction, occuiTcd in removing the stone.

It was a rough mulberry crusted stone, with a
l)hosphatic nucleus.
The value of chloroform was instanced in the

want of success in passin" the .staff, in the pre-
liminary examination before its adrninistration,
which was consequently productive of delay, and
some avoidable sufTering to the patient. The
value of the straight staff is acknowledged as a

great improvement. The art and .science of Sur-
gery is indebted to the skill of the instrument-
maker for the only improvement since the day
when Cheselden operated, more than a century
past, in this hospital, for the lateral operation. The
tradition of the gorget, upon which the beaked
knife is a decided improvement, lingers at St
Thomas's. Although the gorget is spoken of in

connection with C'lieselden's name and the lateral

operation, it is very doubtful whether he used it

—

at any rate, after liis success became confirmed
;

in short, it is affirmed that he did not. Cheselden'

s

operations could scarcely have had the celerity

recorded of them, if performed with a change of

knives and the adjustment of the beak of a gorget

iu the urethra ; namely, fifty-four seconds, in per-

formance, on one occasion. At first Cheselden
called the lateral the direct operation, which
plainly exj>resses the mode and way he operated.

ST GEOKGE'S HOSPITAL.—July 12th, 1860.

Amputation of Thioh foe Diseased Knee-
joint. —Mr CiESAE Hawkins. Necrosed
Tibia after .severe Compound Fracture-
Free Incisions of Sinuses down to Bone,
AND trephining Bone.—Mr Cutler.

Amputation of Thigh—Disease of Knee-joint.
The patient, Annie Lawrie, a healthful-lookmg

woman about twenty-five years of age, had been
in hospital near upon eighteen months. The
disease in the knee-joint commenced nine years

since. She had latterly suffered great torture

and excruciating pain, under which her health had
failed. Mr Hawkins said this determined a resort

to amputation, instead of treatment for excision

of joint and anchylosis, which practice had been
previously decided upon . Numerous sinuses had
formed amongst the tissues communicating with
the joint. The amputation was perfonned by
circular incision in the usual manner, under in-

fluence of chloroform. Upon examination of the
knee-joint after removal, the cartilages were
gone, and the heads of the three bones found
diseased, extensive degeneration and necrosis of

bone having occurred. The absence of all sufl'er-

ing was singularly manifested in this case. The
patient sang a Scotch air during the performance
of the operation, in a manner she could scarcely

have equalled under other circumstances.

Necrosed Tibia.

This patient is about fifty years of age ; came
into hospital with severe compound fracture of

leg, and extensive injury. Abscesses fonned, and
disease of bone took place. Numerous sinuses

indicated formation of matter deeply seated.

Under influence of chlorofonii, a longitudinal in-

cision was made upon the front of the tibia, from
the superior sinus to the lowest, in extent about
five inches down upon the necrosed bone. The
diseased tissues and integument being dissected

from the bone on each side, a trephine was applied

over the diseased tibia twice, and pieces of Done
removed on each occasion with forceps and
elevator. No abscess in the bone was discovered

by the trephine, or discharge of pus occurred.

The usual water-dressings applied.

KING'S COLLEGE HOSPITAL.—July 11th.
Amputation op Breast—I'rolapsus Uteri—
Operation by Suture upon Foubchette of
the Vulva. — Me Febgus.son. Varicose
Veins.— Acupre.ssure, and Subcutaneous
Section.—Mr Henry Lee.

Amputation of Breast.
The patient, a woman between thirty and

forty years of age, was operated upon when under
influence of cliloroform for tumour of right

breast. The nii)ple being a central point, a

horizontal incision of an oval or oblong form
was carried through the integument and tissues,

dissecting away the tumour, which was free of

adhesions, from fascia and muscles beneath.

Scarcely any hemorrhage occurred, and only one

artery required to be secured. In sjx'aking of

this tumour, Mr Fergusson remarked that it had
all the characters of malignant tumour—nipple

retracted or drawn down below the level of the

surface of the skin. On cutting into the tumour
and pointing out a diseased cyst, which lie

divided, Mr Fergusson observed, this disease is

what some have called cncystic .sarcoma : it is,

as you see, a cyst of a distinct character, and is

malignant ; and where you find encysted cells

with matter iu them, there you have malignant

disease. The skin and surface of the breast were
little altered or diseased, and no puckering, except
at the nipple, was manifested. Mr Fergusson
had watched the case some time, and had recom-
mended an operation, which he was sorry was
disregarded, as the chances of success were now
doubtful.

Prolapsus Uteei.
The patient, a middle aged-woman, had been

under Mr Fergusson's eye for some years, and he
had performed an operation on a former occasion.

On tliat occasiou the bladder, with the posterior

wall of the vagina, prolapsed ; on the present
occasion the vagina and uterus prolapsed. Under
the influence of chlorofonn, a portion was cut

from the margin of the posterior commissures of

the vulva, and for more than an inch—about an
inch and ahalf—on the sides, when needles and .sUk

sutures were applied as for hare-lip, the edges
of the cut surface orought nicely in apposition, and
water-dressings ajiplied. MrFergus.son explained
that in this operation he used the common silk

ligature, not metallic. Having, he said, during a
lengthened practice used as many metallic

sutures as most, he found the old silk ligatures

were best. He said it was all very well for

gentlemen to talk about what they do not practise,

and consequently do not understand ; they talk

and write, but know nothing of surgery. This, we
beUeve, is the first announcement of secession

from the recently-introduced practice of metallic

wire ligatures, to return again to silk, and we
shall probably hear more of objections to their

use.

Varicose Veins.
Mr H. Lee operated upon a i>owerfully-built man

for varicose veins ou the right leg. He operated
upon two veins upon the anterior aspect of the
leg, at the anterior part of the uj)per third. He
introduced two metallic steel needles under each
vein, leaving a space of about half an inch
between them ; he then made a subcutaneous
section of the vein. He stated tliat this r>atient

came from the Sailors' Home at Tower hill, from
which place many cases were constantly sent

to King's College Hospital. In two or tliree

days after their admission they were operated
ujx)n, and discharged cured in ten days. In this

way King's College had been able to give a body
of serviceable recruits to her Majesty's navy of no
inconsiderable amount—to say notlung of lolun-

tecrs. ill' Lee referred to the various modes of

treatment of varicose veins. That of formation

of clot, he said, answered very wellfor a time ; then
soft fibrine became generated, inducing abscess of

the coats of the veins. Soft fibrine might become
absorbed, and no more deadly jwison than it

conld be received into the system. Or matter
might form, when incisions would be required,

au'l a troublesome and tedious cure result.

Pressure was another mode. Many years ago
Mr (uow Sir Benjamin) Brodie recommended and
practised subcutaneous section, but not accom-
panied with acupressure. The advantage of this

o]>eration is, there is no external wound, and the
acupressure induces sufficient adhesive iuflamma-
tioii to cause the internal coats of the veins to

throw out fibrous lymph, which completes the
obliteration of the vessel.

Formation of Bonk.
Dr Oilier of Lyons being present, Mr Bowman

introduced him, and exhibited specimens of the
experiments he had made to demonstrate the for-

mative force of the function of the jieriosteum in

the production and growth of bone, and which
had been recentl}" brought before the British

Association at Oxford. A jiiece of tibia and
fibula had been sawn away from the leg of a

rabbit, and a portion of periosteum from another

animal having been transposed to the part, and
become attaclied to the denuded bone, laminte

of new bone became deposited in a state of inci-

pient or imperfect ossification. Another eii>eri-

ment of a similar kind showed, after a longer

period, considerable growth of the bone—in short,

to its complete restoration. In another experi-

ment a portion of the skin of the head and neck,

including the ears, was dissected from a large

portion of the occipital region of another rabbit,

and transposition upon it of periosteum, iu which

the formation and growth of a lamina of new bone

was demonstrated, and the parts being injected,

the vascular communication was beautifully mani-

fested. In another experiment the tibia of s
rabbit was exhibited, from the upper part of

which the periosteum had been denuded, and
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folded down over the lower, and wrajiped round
the leg, showed a rim or collar of new bone
formed round it. Again, a portion of periosteum,

placed upon a living surface, showed first the for-

mation and growth of a cylinder of bone without
medullary cells, or cancelli yet produced. The
same experiment in another part showed a

cylinder of bone with both meduUaiy cells, and
cancelli perfectly formed after a longer period. The
ossific secretion is produced in a line with the
periosteum.

Mr Bowman made a few remarks upon the.se

interesting experiments, which, he said, clearly

and comjiletely established the formative force

inliercnt in periosteum to secrete and promote
the growth of bone. He said this had been
announced and promulgated some years back by
Professor Sharpey and others, and nine years
ago he himself had maintained this doctrine in

hj8 physiological lectures at King's College ; but
its establishment is completely confirmed by
these interesting experiments of Dr Oilier. We
believe Professor Syme, many years since, demon-
strated this physiological fact at Edinburgh.

BRITISH ASSOCIATION AT
OXFORD.

THE DARWIN TIIEOEY OF SPECIES.

Two papers on Saturday, the 30th ult., were of

great imix)rtancc to Medical men, as bringing
under debate a subject on which their opinion ana
advice of late have been often sought in mixed
society—viz., as to what they think of Mr Dar-
win's book ? One was a communication by a Dr
CoLLiMGWOOD ' On Kecurrent Animal Form and
its Significance in Systematic Zoology.' The object
of this paper was to call attention to the frequent
recurrence of similar anatomical forms in widely-
separated groups of the animal kingdom. The
Author thought that no principle of gradation
would sufficiently account for these analogie.'i,

but tliat deviation from typical form is usually
accompanied by modifications of typical habits

;

and the somewhat dubious principle was sup-
ported, that agreement of habit and economy in

widely-separated groups is always accompanied by
similarity of form. 'Tlie appearance, in fact, of

the Phraiological Section during the reading of
this and the following paper, the crowds collected

for some purpose, told that there was .something
" in the wind "— some snbject of con.siderable

interest to the Profession at large about to be dis-

cussed.

The other naper was by Dr Draper, of New
York, ' On the Views of Mr Darwin and others
on Development of Intellect and Progression of

Or^nisms. This communication, ratlier American
in its peculiarities of diction, was only of im-
portance as eliciting a most remarkable but moat
conflicting discussion, in which Sir B. Krodie, the
Bishop of Oxford, Professor Huxley, Dr Lionel
Beale, Mr Lubbock, Professor Hooker, and others
joined, as to origin of "Species." Tlie object of
the paper of Dr Draper was to show tliat the
advancement of man in civilisation does not

occur in a fortuitous manner, but is determined
bylaw. "In three great lines of life," DrDraper
established that "the general principle is to

differentiate instinct from automatism, and then
to diil'erentiatc intelligence from instinct ;" that
it is impossible also to separate the individual
from the race, and what holds good for the one
holds goo<l for the other; man, too, being the
archetype of society.

The discussion commenced by the Rev. Mr
CuK.sswEi.1, who clenied that any parallel could be
drawn between tlie intellectual jiroprcss of man as

this archetype, and the physical development of

the lower animals. The Americans are wrong,
totally wrong, as to the ' Iliad ' of Homer, to wit,

being produced when Greece was perfect as a
nation ; it was produced during the babyhood or
infancy of (! recce.

Sir B. Hbodie, in a long and ma.sterly ex-
position of the subject of Mr Darwin's Itook,

stated that he could not subscribe to its hypo-
thesis. The "primordial germ" in this hyiwthesis
has not Ijeeo cfemonstrated to have existeil. The
great thing, Sir Benjamin believes, which
separates man from the lower animals, is a power
of s<;lf-con.sciou8ness — "self-responsibility," as
teniicd by some writers—(Dr Kiddj—conscious-
ness. This principle differs from anything found
in the material world, and it is difficult to sec how

this could originate in lower organisms. This,

in fact, is identical with Divine Intelligence ; and
to suppose it could originate with matter, as held
by Mr Darwin, involved the absurdity of sup-

posing Divine Power to be dependant on ana-

tomical and other arrangements of matter.

The Bishop of Oxford also attacked the Dar-

winian theory at considerable length. Medical
men must know^, if they were properly instructed

or at all on a level with general knowledge in

physiology, that even the remains found in

Ewyptian catacombs all speak of their identity

with existing physiological forms. The Rev.

Prelate entirely agreed with the masterly argu-

ments of Sir B. Brodie, even in the great case of

the pigeons of Mr Darwin, which were altered

physiologically by training, so forcibly urged even
in medical journals as conclusive. It proved
nothing at all ; the thing was ridiculous, for no
sooner were these animals set free than they re-

turned to their primitive fixed type. Everywhere
sterility attended interference with species, well

seen in the closely-allied forms of the ass and
horse. Medical men ought to teach and preach

these things, for the greatest names in science are

opposed to Mr Darwin's theory.

Professor HrXLEY agreed, on the contrary, that

the Darwin theory, if not strictly true, is the best

explanation of the origin of species which has

ever yet been published. The question is not so

much as to transmutation or development of

species, as production of forms which become per-

manent : tnus the short-legged sheep of America,

like the new pigeons, originated in the birth of an
original parent of that stock, still kept up, with
short legs. This single fact is at the bottom of

the whole subject.

Dr Lionel Beale referred to some of the diffi-

culties of the Darwin hyi)othesi.s, more especially

those vital tendencies of allied species which now
seem to be independent of external agencies. He
spoke of the unnecessary " verboseness " of Dar-

win's book.

Mr FiTzRoY denied Professor Huxley's state-

ments ; but Mr Lubbock accepted them, and
thought Professor Huxley right.

Professor Hooker being called upon by the

President, went over the subject with considerable

ability, and showed that the Bishop of Oxford
misunderstoo<l the gist of Mr Darmn's book,

which is in fact a strong protest against the ana-

tomical transmutation of si)ecies. Mr Darwin
holds the doctrine of the successive development
of species by variation and natural selection. Dr
Hooker's experiences of the vegetable would lead

him to agree with the Darwin liypothesis. One-
half of the known kinds of plants are disposable

iu groups, the species (?) connected by various

characters common to all in that grouj) ; iu fact,

the general characteristics of orders, genera, and
species amongst plants afford the strongest coun-

tenance to Mr Darwin's hypothesis. After a

further elucidation of the subject as bearing on
the views of Edward Forbes of the unchange-
ability of species, also liable to discussion. Pro-

fessor Hooker said he had no hesitation in publicly

taking up or adopting the Darwin hypothesis.

He Would lay it down, however, should a better

one be forthcoming, or should the now-abandoned
doctrine of original creation of species regain all

it had lost in his experience. [Professor Hooker's
views seem to have rather staggered the j)rcceding

speakers.]

Dr DAfBENY at a former meeting having
brought under notice the final causes of sexuality

in plants as bearing on Mr Darwin's work, one
use, he thinks, is the dis.semination of species ; for

many plants, if propagated by buds alone (as

they may be so propagated) would in a manner
be confined to a single .spot. Flowers have been
provided, too, probably in order to prevent that

confusion that would arise from the uniformity in

the aspect of the vegetable kingdom if plants had
been exclusively multijilied by buds ; in fact, a bud
is a mere counterpart of the stock from whence it

springs, .so that we are always sure of obtaining

the very same description of fruit by merely
grafting a bud on another plant of the same
species—more so, in fact, than by the use of

seeds ; so much is this the case, that by the latter

some variations from the primitive typo are sure to

result. Dr Daubeny gave his assent to the

Darwin hypothesis so far as the origin of spe<'ies

by natural selection is borne out by the final

causes of sexuality in jdauts : he did not at all

advocate it to the extent, however, Mr Darwin
himself did.

Dr Wright, as a curious instance of quasi
reason in a gorilla, mentioned how near it came
to man in one instance he had known,—the female

gorilla to go of itself to the sea-shore, taking its

young with it, and feeding it on shell-fish and
oysters, which they take with gi'eat facility !

Professor Owen, whilst giving all praise to

Mr Darwin for the courage with which he had put
forth his theory, felt still it must be tested by in-

duction from facts by the Bacon method : as a

contribution to these facts, he would refer to the

structure of the gorilla, whose brain presented

more differences as compared to the brain of man,
than it did when compared with the brains of the

most problematical form of quadrumanous animal.

The deficiencies in the cerebral structure between

the goriUa and man are immense : the posterior

lobes in man's brain present parts wholly absent

in the gorilla ; the same is seen in the other

parts of the body. The gi-eat toe also in man is

intended that he shall stand erect, whilst in the

lower monkeys this is impossible, and they must
always walk on "all-fours" or climb.

Professor Huxley denied altogether Pro-

fessor Owen's statements as to the brain of the

forilla, and appealed to Tiedmanu's dissections.

le maintained al.so that there is more difference

between the monkeys without big toe and the

gorilla, than there is in this re-spect between the

latter and man. The gift of speech, he thought,

is the great feature, and distinguishes man from-

the goriUa.

The debate, we may say, fiually concluded

leaving everything very much as it found it

;

Professor Owen and the party of dissent being

very much like a still more recent party, who say,

" We defer all to a matter of feeling, though in-

clined to assent to the argument."

MEDICAL SOCIETIES.

ROYAL MEDICAL AND CHIRUEGICAL
SOCIETY.

Tuesday, June 26, 1860.

F. C Skey, Esq., President, iu the Chair.

A paper by Mr J. W. Hulke was read, on
glaucoma and its surgical treatment.
The Author refers to a paper ' On the Morbid

Anatomy and Pathology of Glaucoma,' communi-
cated by him to the Society in December, 1857.

Since then, the treatment of glaucoma by
' iridectomy ' has been extensively practised in

the Royal London Ophthalmic Hospital and in

private, and the results have been so very
successful that the Author is desirous of bringing

the operation under the notice of the Society. In
order to prevent any misunderstanding respecting

the nature of the cases in which he advocates the

performance of iridectomy, Mr Hulke gives an
outline of the symptoms, the ophthalmoscopic
sign.s, and tlie morbid anatomy of glaucoma.
There are two forms of this disease—an ai'ute

and a chronic ; but many cases have an inter-

mediate character. In 75 per cent, or more of

all cases, the active stage is preceded by a pre-

monitory period— 'prodroina.' In acute cases

the transition is abrupt ; iu chronic cases it takes

place by insensible gradations.

Prenwnitory Symptoms. — Rapidly - increasing

presbyopia ; the appearance of a coloured halo

rounil the flame of a candle ; the spontaneous

appearance of flashes and other .spectra. Inter-

current obscuration of vision, attended with

vague orbital and frontal jiains, slight hardness of

the eyeball, and contraction of the field of vision.

The pupil is large and sluggish ; the size of the

anterior chamber is much diminished. The dura-

tion and intensity of these symptoms are very

variable, but they are rarely absent.

AcxUc, Olaucoma.~'V\\o active stage .sets in as

sudden and violent outbreak, often at night.

Violent racking pain in the eyeball, often

attended with sickness, and followed by rapid

extinction of sight. Tlic pupil is widely dilated

and motionless ; and the lens has sometimes the

peculiar greenish tint which was formerly con-

sidered so cliaracteristic. The ciliary vessels are

swollen ; the conjunctiva is red and often

cheinoscd ; the globe is very hard ; the cornea

is dull, and its sensibility is lowered. Remissions
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are followed by fresh paroxysms, and complete

iiTcmediable blindness always ensues.

Chrmiic Glaumnm.—The premonitory period

slowly glides into the active. The obscurations,

which were at first evanescent and separated by
long intervals, become more frequent, and last

longer. The contraction of the visual iield pro-

gresses. The tension of the globe increases.

The iris becomes dull ; the aqueous humour
turbid ; the cornea dimmed and flattened. Mr
Hulke lays stress on the flattening of the cornea,

which is easily demonstrated, because it has been
recently stated that the cornea becomes conical

in glaucoma.
Ophthahrwscopic Signs. — Excavation of the

optic nerve entrance, and pulsation of the retinal

vessels. To these capillary apoplexy of the retina

is often added ; and sometimes there are small

blood-clots in the vitreous humour, which is un-
natixrally firm. It is only late in the disease,

when all the component structures are under-

going atrophy, that the vitreous humour becomes
fluid.

The Nature and Causes of the Glaucomatous
Process.—All the leading features of the glaucoma
are due to excessive tension of the eyeball from a

superabundance of fluid within it, which distends

the vitreous humour. This iluid—serum— is

derived mainly from the choroid. Many cir-

cumstances show that the retina is only passively

concerned. Glaucoma might be considered a

serous choroiditis. Mr Hancock has advanced
the theoiy that spasm of the ciliary muscle forms

an essential part of glaucoma. The Author has,

however, found complete atrophy of this muscle
in dissections of glaucomatous eyes ; hence the

inference that this muscle is concerned in main-
taining the glaucomatous condition. The Author
has been unable to trace any connection between
glaucoma and gout or rheumatism. Some otlier

diseases and injuries of the eyeball occasionally

assume a glaucomatoiis type. This is especially

the case with wounds of ciliary region and
sclerotico-choroidal staphyloma.

Treatment.—Generally the age and broken
health of the subjects of glaucoma forbid anti-

phlogistics ; venesection is inadmissible ; leeches

and counter-ii'ritants are useful as adjuncts, but
cannot alone cope with the disease. The excessive

tension of the globe is suggestive of the evacuation

of some of the superabundant fluid by tapping.

The old surgeons, Antonius, Nerck, Jobus a

Meckrcn, and others, were familiar with this

operation, but they practised it chiefly in hj'popion,

onyx, and hydrophthalmos. Wardrop ( ' Med. -

Chir. Trans.,' 1813) tried it extensively. With
a view to les.sen fulness and congestion, he tapped
the anteiior chamber in superficial and deep-

seated inflahimations of the eye. The operation

was at first warmly taken up by other surgeon.s,

but soon fell into disuse. In our o^vn day it has
been strongly advocated by Desmarres, but it has
found little favour with Engli.sh surgeons, though
most have occasionally performed it. In glaucoma
the relief that jjaraccntesis coniese affords is too

transient to render it of much value. Paracentesis

scleroticae has been practised by Desmarres and
Hancock in glaucoma, though with different

objects. Mr Hulke reverts to this, after fully

describing the operation of iridectomy as proposed

by Dr A. von Graefe.

Iridectomy consists in excising a segment of the

iris, in its whole breadth, from the pupillary mar-
gin outwards to its insertion. This is effected

through an opening of corresponding size at the

extreme edge of tlie anterior chamber. Iridectomy
may be practised at any part of the iris. Graefe

usually makes it outwards ; but adds that, when
desirable for the sake of ap])carance, it may be made
upwards. This latter position has been adopted by
Mr Bowman, and is that which Mr Hulke has gene-

rally chosen. By removing the iris in this

manner, the j)upil is at once enlarged up to the
corneal incision, which form.s, as it were, the base
of a coloboraa iridis, and the edge of the lens,

with the suspen.sory ligament, stretching in front

of the vitreous humour and the ciliary processes,

are exposed to view. The little blood which
oozes into the anterior clianiber from the cut
edges or surface of the iris should be at once
pressed out or removed with a scoop. Tlie after-

treatment is very simple. A light compress may
be applied for a short time as a precaution against
hemorrhage. This may be replaced after an hour
or two by a piece of wet rag. The room should
be shaded. Usually nothing else is necessary.

At first the aqueous humour trickles away ; but
the corneal wound soon heahs, and the anterior

chamber fills again. The hardness of the eyeball

is at once lessened, and a natural tension is

gradually attained ; the pain abates, and soon

altogether disappears. As regards vision, the

ultimate results are intimately dependent on the

period at which the iridectomy is performed, being

more perfect where it has been early undertaken
than where it has been postponed. In the pre-

monitory period, where the symptoms are well

marked, the propriety of operating cannot be

doubted. In acute glaucoma, where the operation

is done during the first inflammatory attack, or

soon afterwards, vision is very completely

restored. In chronic glaucoma, the results are

less unifonn and less decided. This is in conse-

quence of the insidious nature of the disease

—

structural changes of the retina creeping on pdri
passu with the gradually-increasing tension.

Alleged Objections to Iridectomy.— 1. Its reported

uniform failure in the hands of some surgeons.

This is in great probability to be generally attri-

buted to its having been practised in cases which
were not true instances of this disease. Many
failures have ju-oceeded from its having been done

at far too late a period. 2. The great diificulty

of the operation. This has been much magnified.

It does not require more skiU than most surgeons

possess, and when chloroform is used it becomes
really a simple matter ; but even were it diSicult,

which it is not, in the absence of other known
means of cure, we should be no more justified in

rejecting it on this account, than we should be in

refusing a patient the benefit of herniotomy where
the taxis and other measures had failed. 3. Tlie

disfigurement produced by the coloboma iridis is

so slight that it cannot constitute a real objection.

4. Its supjiosed injurious action on accommoda-
tion. Further experience has cotrCcted some
misiniiiression which at first prevailed resijecting

its influence on the adjustment of the eye. The
previously existing presbj'opia is not increased by
removal of a portion of the iris ; indeed, the

refracting power of the globe sometimes actually

increases after iridectomy—probably, as Graefe

has .shown, in consequence of the flattened cornea

resuming its natural cun-ature. To avoid these

alleged disadvantages, paracentesis .scleroticte has

been advocated by Middlemore, Desmarres, and
Hancock, as a substitute for iridectomy. Middle-

more proposed to evacuate the turbid, diftluent,

vitreous humour with a grooved needle, and to

replace it with a syringeful of clear water. But,

except in very old cases, tlie vitreous humour is

much too firm to flow out along a grooved neciUe

;

and probably few English surgeons would adopt

Desmarres' suggestion, of introducing a probe

and breaking it up. Mr Hancock, considering a

spasm of the ciliary muscle to be an essential

part of glaucoma, divides this muscle by striking

a knife through the ciliary region backwards and
inwards towards the axis of the globe. But Mr
Hulke has demonstrated, by microscopical ex-

amination, advanced atrophy of this muscle in

many glaucomatous eyeballs ; whence it follows

that the ciliaiy muscle is not actively concerned

in maintaining the glaucomatous process. In all

probability, the success of Mr Hancock's opera-

tion is solely due to the draining away of some of

the superabundant fluid. According to this view,

it is simply a peculiar mode of paracentesis, and
cannot rank as a substitute for iridectomj' until it

has been thoroughly established that it per-

manently relieves excessive intra-ocular tension,

which, in common with most surgeons, Mr Hulke
has found that tapping the vitreous humour fails

to do.

THE INTERNATIOITAQu STATISTICAL

CONGRESS.

This Congress was opened on Monday, Prince

Albert delivering the inaugural address.

On Tuesday morning the various Sections of the

Congress met at Kings College, at ten o'clock.

The first section (Judicial Statistics) was presided

over by Lord Brougham, the second (Sanitary

Statistics) by the Earl of Shaftesbury, the third

(Industrial Statistics) by Sir Roderick Murchison,

the fourth (Commercial Statistics) by Nassau W.
Senior, Esq. ; the fifth (Census Statistics) by Earl

Stanhope, (hid the sixth (upon Statistical Methods)

by Professor Graham.

.SECOND SECTIOX.—SANITARY STATISTICS.

The Section met on Tuesday, at ten o'clock, the
Earl of Shaftesbury in the chair.

A paper, by Miss Nightingale, was read, " On
the Method of Reporting Hospital Statistics."

The proposals were thirteen in number, and re-

ferred to the following matters :—Separating the
record of " cases of disease " in Hospital from the
'

' persons " treated. The adoption of a nhiform
system of record of transfer of patients from the

Medical to the Surgical side of an Hospital, and
vice versd. Registering the date of attack as well

as the date of admission of the patient. "Weekly

or monthly record of admissions, as well as annual
summaries. The adoption of a system of regis-

tration for out-patients of Hospitals and Dispen-

.saries. Recording the locality whence patients

are received. Recording secondary disea.scs arising

in Hospital, and registering the deaths from
secondaiy diseases, as well as from disea.ses for

which the patients were admitted. The propor-

tion of empty beds for the Whole year, and fer

each season. The cos-t of each in and out-patient,

given under diflerent heads. In Hospitals sup-

ported by voluntaiy contributions, the number of

in and out patients, and also the number of letters

of recommendation given. This papef Was dis-

cussed on AVednesday, when two of the proposi-

tions were withdrawn, as being better expressed

in others. All the others were adopted, except

that referring to the registration of deaths from
secondaiy diseases, which was withdrawn for futore

consideration.

The consideration of Dr Sutherland's paper on
a " Uniform Scheme of Sanitary Statistics," was
resumed. The propositions were discussed, and
adoptetl, with several additions and modifications,

excepting Nos. 14 and 15, the discussion on which
was adjourned.

An important jiaper, by Dr Farr, was read on
Thursday.

PARLIAMENTARY INTELLIGENCE.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
VACCINE BOARD.

Mr Brady asked whether it was the intention

of the Government to institute a Vaccine Board
in Dublin similar to that which exists in Loudon.

He also asked the Chief Secretary for Ireland if

his intention had been directed to the fact that

the Board of the Cock-Pock Institution of Dublin

charges 2s. 6d. for two ivory cliarged points of

vaccine lymph to medical men, while the said

Board receives an annual grant of 400?. for the

better sujiply of pure lymph for the protection of

the people.

Mr Caruwell was understood to say that he

had caused inquiries to be made into the subject

to which the lion, geutleman referred, but tieir

result had not yet reached him.

BR GtTTDIK.

Colonel Greville asked the Judge-Advocate
whether it was true that Dr Guydir, Assistant-

Surgeon, Royal Lougford Rifles, who was tried h^
a general court-martial on the let and 2ud days

of June last, was placed in arrest on the 10th day
of May last, and still remained under arrest, and
debarred from practising his profession, in conse-

quence of the finding of the Court not having

yet been promulgated by the authorities ; and if

it was true that six field otticers and seven captains

of disembodied regiments of Militia were stiU

kept under dailj' pay and allowances, awaiting the

promulgation of the sentence ujion Dr Guydir.

Mr Headlam said that some delay had neces-

sarily arisen after Dr Guydir was placed under

arrest, before the conrt-martial could be summoned
to aftbrd the means of making the ne<»ssary in-

quiries and fonvarding the facts of the case to the

Judge-Advocate. After the finding of the Court

he had two audiences of her Majesty on the sub-

ject, and it was not until the third audience, on

Juno 22, that the sentence was confirmed. On
the following day it was sent to the Commander-

in-Chief, and he was happy to say the result was

that Dr Guydir would be released. Tlie only in-

conveniences the officers conii«)sing the Court

were subject to, were to hold themseives liable to

be called upon to reconsider the facts.

adulteration of food and drink Bnx,

The Lords' amendments to this Bill were agreed

to.
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OUE NOTE BOOK.

INVESTIGATIONS CONCERNING
HYDROPHOBIA.

From a series of returns made npon this sub-

ject, from different departments in France, during
several years, and epitomised by Dr Tardien, in

the ' Annales d"Hygifene Publiiine,' we glean some
intj^.rpi^ing inf^rmat^^^f^ np->ii thp f<i]]tuviiij7 points :

I. Th: species of anivial by which the Hydro-
phobia was cmMnmm«aUd.—Oat of a total of

228 cases in which reference was made to this

point, 133 were stated to have been produced by
the bite of a dog, 18 by that of a cat, 26 of a

wolf, and 1 by the bite of a fox. In two cases in

which the bite of a cat produced the di.sea.se, one
aaimal is reported to have become rabid in cou-

8«quence of an extensive bum, another owing to

its having boen robbed of its young. These cases

are of considerable interest, as they tend to re-

solve the still doubtful question of the spon-
taneous development of Hydrophobia in other
.apecies of animals than the canine.

n. The smson of the year at tchich this dUorder
is most frtqiuntly developed.— This circumstance
was noted in 181 case.s, 110 of which occurred
•during tlie hot seasons of the year, 71 only during
the cold. There is, doubtless, a marked differ-

ence ill favour of the montlis in which the tem-
perature is most elevated ; but it does not remain
a less constant fact that no season is really

opposed to the development of Hydrophobia, or

««n render its efifcct less formidable.
III. The artrnr/f number ofpersons who escaped

Ok malady afh.r being bitten.—On this point we
have the records of 198 cases of jiersons who were
IStten, in many instances by the same animal

;

of these, 112 were subsequently siized with
Hydrophobia, whilst the remaming 86 experienced
Bo ill effects. We need spnrcely remark that
munerous adventirio'! mces, such as the
interposition of an ar iiingto whiclithe
aRKva of the rabid animai mi^m udhere, the state

t/t the pjttienf s mind or healtli after the injuri',

Ac. , woiJd considerably influence the results in

this particular.

IV. The length of the Mage of Incubation.—In
a. large majority of cases this was not more than
a few weeks. Out of 117 cases referred to, the
period of incubation was under a month in 26,

more than a month but under three months in 93
cases, whilst in the remainder the length of time
occupied was from six to twelve months. The
incubatory period appeared shorter in very young
persons than at any other age.

V. The lerujlh of thru beliccen M« developmeni

of the disease, and its fatal ierminoHon.—On this

poin; M. ta'.iStics collected corroborate too fully

the preconceived ideas as to the raj)id profi^ss
of the disorder. Out of 161 cases, death put an
end, within a week, to the horrible .sufferings of
the patients in 158, more than oue-half of that
number dying within four days, even, from the
time at which tV ' '• *= ' '''^sted itself.

VI. The rclc' >ts emphyyed
U) prevent the (I _ // ^ '"hia.— Ujion

this all-important portion of the subject Dr
Tardien olwerves tnat the fact cannot be too

strongly insisteil njron, that the only lio]>es of

security from the fatal effects of this dreadful
disease consist in immediate cauterisation with
the red-hot iron, and that every other method
only comprises the future safety of the patient

by the irreparable loss of the guly moments during
which the preventive treatment is applicable.

VII. Curative treatment of Hydrophobia wlien

it has bcccmie developed.—Dr Tardien makes the

disheartening statement, that of all the remedies
which have as yet been suggested, chloroform
included, for the treatment cif Hydrophobia when
fully develojied, he has found none to have been
attended with sufficiently promising results to

enable him definitely to .say that it will effect a
Ctirc.

— 'The Ix)ndon Medical Review.'

A NEW .SYSTE.M OK BATHING.
"We borrow from the Transactions of the Aca-

demy of Medicine, some very curious details rela-

tive to a hydraulic apparatus which threatens the

old system of baths with utter revolntioii.

We noticed in this Jonmal (Art. 5622) that one
of our honourabli' contemporaries of the Press,

Dr. Sales-Oirous, had sik reeded in reducing water
to ^pray, and in intro'lucing it in this condition
into the respiratory organs, each of its spherical

molecules containing all the volatile and fixed

elements of the integral from which it was de-
tached, and in the same proportions. This im-
portant peculiarity, now demonstrated, is sufficient

to establish a clear distinction between the respi-

ration-rooms of the ancients and those instituted

in 1856, ou the new principle, inaugurated by M.
Sales-Girons. In the former, the pulmonar)' mu-
cous membrane was brought into contact with the
gasexnis principles only of mineral waters, to the
exclusion of the JiMd iii/freditnts ; in the latter, it

is the eiMre water which is conveyed into the

respiratory organ.s, in the same way as on the sea-

shore, the water, reduced to spray by the wind,

and clasely mingled with the atmosphere, is di-

rectly inhaled by the patients. We have not to

consider here the breathiug-rooms, to the utility

of which we have called attention, nor even the

more or less ingenious portative apparatus, with
which M. Sales-Girons and M. Jlathieu, surgical

instrument-maker, have endowed therapeutics.

We are merely desirous of bringing to the notice

of practitioners an equally ingenious derivation of

of M. Sales-Giron.s' felicitous idea, realizing on a

larger scale the advantages of the reduotion of

water to spray. We refer to the hydrofire bath,

devi.sed by M. Mathi«u (de la Dr6me).
Formerly a representative of the people, M.

Mathieu is no less known by his meteorological

studies than by the honourable position he ac-

quired in our political assemblies. M. Mathieu,

of an ardent and iuvostigating mind, does not
confine himself to the introduction of a few drops
of mineral water into the respiratory organs. M.
Gavarret, in a concise and elegant report, recently

informed the Academy that M. Matliieu replaces

the sixty or eighty gallons of water, containing an
ordinary batli, by six or eight pints of liquid

comminuted by his hydrofire. M. Mathieu rightly

thought that in a bath of stagnant water, the por-

tion of liquid in immediate contact with the skin

alone, exerci.ses a topical action, and supplies ma-
terials for absorption. This being admitted, he

sought to keep up on the sirrfece of the skin a

very thin layer, constantly renewed, of active

liiiuid. The apparatus invented to solve this

problem is very simple, and operates with perfect

regularity.

The liquid, enclos«<l in a copper box, is divided
into very fine particles by a current of air supplied

by a Ian, working under a pressure of abont two
inches of mercury. The subject seated in a

bathing-box similar to that used for fumigations,

the jet of gas and of comminuted Uquid escapes

by a discharge-hole situate on a level with the

knees, rises obliquely, spreads, and is broken into

an excessively thm rain, which is incessantly thrown
upward on the body of the jwtiont. The head
may, at ]ilea.suro, Ije kept outside the box, or re-

main expo.sed to the action of the rain, the tem-
perature of which may be regulated according to

the peculiar indications of each case.

Frequent experiments, instituted in M. Hardy's
wards at the H6i)ital Saint-Louis in Paris, admit
of the affirmation, that with M. Mathieu's system
of bathing by aflusion, baths into which cuter

high-priced substances, such as iodine, mercury,

or aromatic essences, may bo administered (U a
very trifling cost. With the hydrojire the medical
practitioner may, at all places and in all seasons,

subject his patients to the influence of sea-water

or natural mineral water baths ; for M. Hardy's
experiments peremptorily establish, and that whs
the i>rincipal question, that the physiological and
therapeutic action of the hydrofere baths is iden-

tical with that of the mixtures or solutions used
in the ordinary baths. One advantage more
which M. Hardy points out in the hydrofere baths
is, that the water, l>eiug constantly renewed, more
easily carries away with it the scales and foreign

matter a<lhering to the surface of the skin. A
great number of persons labouring under grave,

and for the most part stubborn affections, have
been radically cured or much relieved by the hy-
dnifcre medicinal Imths. In the treatment of those

diseases of the skiu especially which extend to

the lace and scalp, the superiority of these baths
is incontestable. The exjieriments conducted at

the H6pital Saint-Louis ])rovc that patients, far

from desiring to keep tlieir heads outside the box,

generally prefer exposing it, like the rest of the
body, to the action of the spray.

If this latter advantage bo confirmed by .subse-

quent observation, it will plead pnwerfully in

favour of the hydrofire. We are not surprised to

learn that the Admiuistratiou of Public Assist-

ance has required a special and detailed report on
the subject. The Academy has taken the requisite
measures for the accomplishment of this necessary
formality. From these circumstances, it may be
fairly inferred that M. Mathieu's system, which
is so economical, wiU soon be iu general use, and
reali.se one of the most desirable and the least fore-

seen improvements of balueatory medication.

—

' Journal of Practical Medicine and Surgery.'

GLYCEROLE OF LEAD.
The following is suggested as a substitute for

Goulai'd's cerate. This cerate, as is well known,
becomes speedily rancid, and in that state is

more irritating than soothing to inflamed surfaces.

The substitute docs not change, is easily washed
off with water, and can be reduced to any desired

extent, for the purposes of a wash, with rose or
distilled water :

—

Pure glycerine, .... 134 oz, (fluid).

Solution of sub-acatate of lead, . 24 oz. "
Camphor, 1 dram.

Triturate the camphor into powder, with a few
drops of alcohol ; add the glycoriuo ; heat in a
water-bath until the camphor is dissolved ; when
cool, add the solutiou of lead, and shake well
together. These proportions are those for

Goulard's cerate, substituting glycerine for the
oil aud wax.— ' Journal and Transactions of the
Maryland College of Pharmacy,' aud ' British
American Jouinal.

'

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.

OXFORD CIRCUIT.—OxTOKD, July U.
Crvit Court.—(Before Mr Justice Hill and a

Special Jury.)

GAEDSEll V. H.VRB/U'.

Mr Serjeant Pigott and ilr Gray appeared for

the plaintiff; Mr Huddleston, Q.C., and Mr
Phipson, for the defendant.

The |ilaiutilf in this action, Henry Gardner,
was a farmer at Chipping Norton, d.xford, and hef
sued the defendaut, Heiu"y Harrap, a sort o
surgical practitioner of great repute at Brighton,
to recover damages for negligent and unskilful

practice as a surgeon in treating the plaintiff for

the cure of a bad knee.

It appeared from the plaiutiirs evidence that
in the year 1857 he had taken ,1 cold, which
brought on a rheumatic attack in his knee.
The joint Avas inflamed, aud he was confined to

his bed for several weeks, ami, as the result, the
knee became contracted. Under the advice of

liis medical attemlant, Mr Farwell, he went to

Bath, and remained there for several weeks,
under the care of a Mr Wood, a surgeon, who
atlvised rubbing the knee. On the 11th of
October, 1857, he left liath iu improved health,

and returned to Chipping Norton, where, under
Mr Farwell's directions, the knee was rubbed
every day for two hours. On the 18th of De-
cember he went to Brighton, and consulted the
defendant on his stiff joint. The defendant was
an iiTcgular practitioner, but he had a great
reputation and large practice. He assured the
plaintiff that there wa.s no disease in the knee,
out the joint was drawn up in consef[uenco of
very improper treatment. The defendant rubbed
in some white ointment, and then put on some
large ]»lastors, which covered the limb from
above the knee to as low as the ankle. The
plaintiff told the defendant he thought he must
nave come to the wrong man, as he expected to

be shampooed ; but the defendant said there was
no mistake, as he was the only Ilairap in

Brighton, and he was a sjiiual surgeon. He said

he could cure him in six weeks, as ho had no
disease iu the joint. Uiwn this the plaintiff put
himself under the defendant's care .and treatment.

The treatment cou-sisted in the application of a
strong lotion laid on wet cloth.s, which the defen-

dant called putting the log "in pickle." The
lotion was very strong, and smelt like ammonia,
and caused the jilaintiff great ]pain and infiam-

mation in the leg. The plaintiff complained of

this to the defendant, but he consoled him by
telling him that he could not expect to bo cured

without going through a considoraldc degree of

pain. However, ho put on a milder lotion, and
substituted a milder plaster—viz., a lemon-

coloured plaster for one of orange colour. Mat-
ters went on tlius till Febmary 1858, when .some

reference was made to jmyment at the rate of
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21. for tliree visits ; but the deleiulant told tlie

plaiutiif that he had never charged him anything,
neither would he till he cured him. In the

month of April, 1858, the plaintiff had taken
cold and felt very ill, and was satisfied that some
matter was forming in his leg, and, by the advice

of the defendant, a Dr Hilbers was called in to

prescribe In a few days a swelling in the leg

broke, and the plaintiff in the month of June
complained of a shivering in his back, and said

he believed more matter was forming. The
defendant then said the plaintiff's spine was
affected, and he applied his lotions and plasters

to his back and body. The plaintiff soon after-

wards complained of pain in his head, and the
defendant assured him that he had a softening of

the brain, and applied his white lotion to his
head. Upon this point the plaintiff admitted the
defendant was right, for, he said, if his brain had
not been "very soft" he should not have con-
tinued under the defendant's treatment so long.

However, the plaintiff left Brighton on the 11th
of October, 1858, and was confined to his bed for

seventeen weeks
; but he had since recovered his

general health, tliough his knee, owing to the
defendant's unskilfulncss, was permanently con-
tracted, and he could not walk without a cnitch.
The defendant used to speak in strong tenns of
condemnation of the practice of medical men,
and said that they wanted a "hanging day"
amongst them, because they applied leeches.

It nppeai'ed on the cross-examination of the
plaintiff that the defendant had attended him a
hundred and seventeen times, his attendances
extending from half an hour to two hours each
time. The defendant had also brought an action
against the plaintiff to recover payment ; upon
which the plaintiff brought the present action to

recover damages for the defendant's negligent and
unskilful treatment.

Several surgical witnesses were called, and gave
evidence that the defendant's treatment of the
plantifTs leg was unskilful and improper. These
were Mr Farwell and Mr Wood, and a third
surgeon, named Taylor, who attended the plaintiff

when he left Brighton ; and their evidence was
supported by a surgeon of the city of Oxford.

On the part of the defendant, evidence was
given that he was ill, and unable to attend the
trial ; but his assistant, a young man named
Bennett, was called, and also a Dr Hilbers, and,
according to their opinions, the defendant's
treatment was very skilful and generally success-

ful. There appeared to be no doubt that the
defendant enjoyed a considerable reputation, and
had a great number of patients, and it was urged
on his behalf that this action was brought only
with the view to evade payment of the defend-
ant's demand for his long and attentive services.

The jury ultimately found for defendant-
Damages 3002.

YORK, July 14th.
(Before Mr Baron Willes.)

AILEGED MANSLATJGHTER BY A QUACK DOCTOR.
George Swinson, a quack doctor, was charged

with the manslaughter of Johii Batty, on the
22nd of March last, at Sheffield. The features of

the case were of an extraordinary character,

differing materially from ordinary cases of man-
slaughter, the prisoner having, it was alleged,

caused the death of John Batty, by gross and
culpable negligence in the treatment of a disease

under which that person was labouring. Batty,

it appeared, was a sheep-shear maker at Grimes-
thorpe, and the prisoner was a toll-bar keeper at

Pitsmoor, both of which places are in the neigh-

bourhood of Sheffield. The prisoner had obtained
considerable popularity in his practice as a quack
doctor ; and Batty, having a wound upon his

leg, was induced by Swinson's reputation to visit

him. The prisoner, on looking at the wound,
which was in the neighbourhood of some large
bloodvessels, made an application to it which
caused considerable |iain. On four other occa-

sions the prisoner treated the wound, which on
each visit was enlarged in size. The last occa-
sion was the 22ud of March. After leaving the
prisoner, the deceased proceeded ou his way
home ; but when he had got about half-way, the
pain which he was suffering became so intense
that he cried out for assistance. A ]>erson com-
ing up to him found blood flowing fi-oni the leg
of deceased's trou.sers, and endeavoured to re-

move him to a stable close by. The deceased
fainted on his way, and died from loss of blood

after he had been laid down about twenty
minutes. A post-mortem examination of the

body of the deceased was made, when it was
found that caustic had been applied to the

wound, and had eaten through the vein in its

vicinity. The deceased's death had resulted from
loss of blood. The prisoner, on hearing of the

death of his patient, remarked that it was a bad
job, and that it would be a 'York job' for him.

For the prosecution, it was urged that the death

of the deceased had been caused by the ignorance

and rashness of the prisoner. Mr D. Seymour,
however, urged in defence that the evidence

showed that the vein which had been raptured
was in a varicose condition, and had burst from
oxer-exertion. The jury acquitted the prisoner.

18ftti)», l^aniagcs, anU Ocatl&s.

BIRTHS.
Brown.—July 12, at Hampstead, the wife of E.

G. Brown, Ex.-L.R.C.P., of twins, son and
daughter.

Beck.—July 14, at Belfast, the wife of John
Woods Beck, M. D., of a son.

Cannon.—July 17, at Rockville, Cheltenham,
the wife of Dr Henry Mills Cannon, Surgeon
H.M.'s Bengal Army, of a daughter.

Davis.—July 18, at Addison road North, the wife

of Henry R. Davis, Esq., L.R.C.P.E., of a

daughter.

Sturt.—July 17, at Margaret street, Cavendish
square, the wife of T. J. Sturt, M.D., of a son.

MARRIAGES.
Fish—Chestekman.— July 17, at the Parish

Church, Banbury, the Rev. John D. Fish,

M.A., to Henrietta Barnes, youngest daughter
of Shearman Chesterman, Esq., M.E.C.S., of

that town.
M'Andrew—CocKRELL.—July 13, at St Mary's,

Twickenham, Wm. Henry M'Andrew, M.D.,
of H.M.'s 57th Regiment, Bombay, to Julia

Margaret Cockrell, Woodlands, Twickenham
park.

Merryweather—Hill.—July 12, at Ledbury,
Henry Merryweather, Esq., M.R.C.S., ofSheffield,

to Mary Emmeline, second daughter of the late

Thomas Hill, Esq., of the Old Rock, Dymock,
Gloucestershire.

DEATHS.
Anberson.—July 8, at Tyree, James Anderson,

L.R.C.S. Edin.

BowEN.—July 13, at Park villas, Ilford, Essex,

aged 26, Jane, the wife of Dr Bowen, late Sur-

geon to the Koyal Hibernian Military School,

Dublin.

Chick.—July 13, at his residence, Great Jackson
street, Hulme, Manchester, Edwin Reynolds
Chick, Esq., L.R.C.P. Edin., M.R.C.S. Eng.,

L.F.P.S. Glas.

Crawford.— May 23, at Secunderabad, Clara

Frances, wife of Thomas Crawford, M.D., 18th
(Royal Irish) Regiment, and daughter of the

late Richard Morrison, Esq., of Dublin.

Drew.—July 5, at Milford, Pembrokeshire, John
Drew, Surgeon E.N., Admiralty Surgeon and
Agent, and Surgeon to the Hon. Trinity Cor-

poration at Milford, aged 69.

Fyfe.—July 9, at 37 Pleasant street, Clarence

street, Liverpool, James Corson Fyfe, L.R.C.S.

Edin.

Graves.—July 13, at Barton street, Gloucester,

Standish Ryves, eldest son of R. W. Graves,

Esq., F.R.C.S., aged 11 years.

Gorman.—May 30, at Trincomalee, of phthisis,

James Gorman, L.R.C.S. Edin., StaffAssistant-

Surgeon, Army, aged 29.

Hickman.—July 12, at Duke street, St James's,

William Hickman, Esfj., M.RX.S., aged 28,

second son of— Hickman, Esq.

LiND.—July 10, at Corstoi-phine Lodge, Ryde,

Isle of Wight, James Player Lind, SI.D., late

of Wadliam College, Oxon, Justice of the Peace

for the County of Hants, and for many years

Chairman of the Bench of Magistrates at Ryde,

in his 70th year.

Morgan.—May 21, at Old Calabar, West Coast

of Africa, John Steane Morgan, Esq., late of

Whitby, Yorkshire, second son of the late Wm.
Hoskyns Morgan, Esq., Surgeon R.N., of Here-

ford, aged 37.

Parkin.—July 11, at Hightown, Yorkshire, Joh"
Parkin, M.R.C.S., aged 37.

Reid.—May 26, at Allahabad, East Indies, of
typhus fever, Harry Reid, L.F.P.S. Glasgow,
M.D. University of St Andrew' .s, Assistant-
Surgeon of H.M's 75th Regiment.

Williamson.—July 4, at his residence, Aberdeen,
Jo.seph Williamson, M.D. University of Min-
burgh, M.R.C.S. Eng., aged 50.

MEDICAL NEWS.

Apothecaries' Hall. — Name of gentleman
who passed the Examination in the Science and
Practice of Medicine, and received his Certificate

to Practise, on Thursday, July 12 : —Henry
Chrippes Slierwin, Pulborough. The following

fentlemen also on the same day pa.ssed their

irst Examination :—Charles Broot, Lincoln ;

Nathaniel Engleheart Cresswell, St Mary's Hos-
pital ; Humphry Davy, St. Mary's Hospi-
tal ; Richard Dawson, University College

;

Thomas Griffiths, University College ; Horace
Sydney Howell, St Bartholomew's Hospital ; John
Talfourd Jones, University College ; George Albert

Miskin, St Thomas's Hospital ; Thomas Neatby,
Bamsley ; Frederick Thomas Roberts, University

College ; Nathaniel Gilbert Scott, St Bartholo-

mew's Hospital ; Richard Lewis Shone, University

College ; Thomas Galston Wollaston, King's

College.

Royal College of Subgeons.—At a Meeting
of the Council of the College, on the 12th in«t.,

Mr John Flint South was elected President ; Mr
Ciesar Henry Hawkins, F.R.S., and Mr James
Luke, F.R.S., were elected Vice-Presidents, of the
College. This is the second time those honours
have been respectively conferred on these distin-

guished Surgeons.

British Medical Assoclation.—We learn

that at the meeting of the Metropolitan Counties
Branch, held on Tuesday last, it was unanimously
resolved to invite the Association to meet in

London in 1862.

Legacies.—The late Mr J. Mayer, of Hanley,
has left several Uberal legacies to public institu-

tions ; amongst them, 1, 000?. to the Royal Free

Hospital, 500?. to the Brompton Hospital for

Consumption, and 1,0002. to the North Stafford-

shire Infirmary.

The Sckgeox's Daughter.—The 'Indeiien-

dance Beige ' announces the intended marriage of

the daughter of Professor Velpeau with a member
of the French Legislative Assembly and chamber-
lain of the Emperor. The portion of the young
lady is to be 25,0002. and an outfit worth 2,0002.

Braidism in France.—The FrciuV ar; very

fond of connecting proper names with the designa-

tion of new theories in science or art. Faradiza-

tion is now, amongst our neighbours, as common
an expression as Galvanism ; and now we find

the following book announced :
' Theoretical and

Practical Course of Lectures on Braidism, or

Nervous Hypnotism, considered in its relations

with Psychology, Physiology, ay^ "athology."

Militia SuBGEONS.^Mr SidS^j Herbert has
received a deputation to present a requisition,

signed by 47 colonels and 109 members of Parlia-

ment, directing his attention to the present un-
satisfactory state of the Militia Surgeons, and
urging on him the justice and propriety of placing

these gentlemen in a more remunerative and satis-

factoiy position.

Marriages of First Cousins. — Dr Bermis,

of Kentucky, has found that ten i)er cent,

of the deaf and dumb, five per cent, of the

blind, and fifteen per cent, of the idiots, ad-

mitted into the various charitable institutions

of the United States, are the issues of marriages

of first cousins. These unions are now prohi-

bited in certain States, and esjiccially in Ken-
tucky.

Somnambulists Fined.—In Paris, professional

somnambulists have frequently been condemned
to fine and imprisonment for obtaining money
on pretext of indicating occult facts. TVo per-

sons named Nicolas, man and wife, were this

week committed to prison for one month, and
each fined 50 fr., for swindling out of 20 fr. a man
who had been robbed, and to \vhom they protended

falsely to indicate the thieves.

Poor-law Medical Rfjorm Associatiok :

Students' Branch.—A meeting of the com-
mittee was held on Thursday evening, the 12tli
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instant, at the Freemasons' Tavern. In the

absence of Mr E. Hart, Mr Felch, of the Middlesex

Hospital, was voted to the chair. Mr Sutton

read a letter from Dr Tilbury Fox, stating that

his numerous engagements compelled him, with

j^eat regret, to resign the office of secretary. A
similar communication was received from Mr
Felch, resigning the treasurership. A vote of

thanks was proposed to the retiring officers, for

their assiduity in carrying oii the work. Mr
Galton (Guy's) and Mr Sutton (Middlesex) were

•then requested to undertake, solely, the duties of

treasurer and secretary, which had hitherto been

fulfilled by two gentlemen. It was announced

that Mr Pigott, M.P., was about to bring in a

new Bill for Poor-law Medical Reform, thougli,

from the lateness of the session, it was feared it

would not pass into law this year. Mr W. Brett

^Westminster) strongly urged the committee not

to allow the attention of the profession and the

riiiblic to be turned from this important measure,

lie suggested that a circular should be sent to all

the provincial schools of medicine, calling upon
the students to hold meetings and to i)etition

Parliament. Handbills should also be printed,

and affixed to the notice-boards of the London
hospitals, inviting the students to sign the petition

which was drawn up at the late aggregate meeting

in St Martin's Hall. Mr Brett thought it would

be well to call meetings of the working classes,

and lay the question before them. It concerned

the poor more than the medical man. His sug-

gestions were adopted.

Coboneb's Covet.—The annals of our criminal

«oarts have recently furnished us with a case of

aome medico-legal interest. Geo. Solloway, an
inmate of Wiodaor Workhouse, was cliarged at the

Abinedon assizes on the 10th ult. with the man-
slauguter of Wm. Wickens, a pauper, on March 6th

last. From the evidence it appeared that deceased

was an idiot, and wa.s suffering from hemiplegia.

He required a bath, and the prisoner, as a part

of his dnty, placed deceased in a warm bath, in

which be remained half an hour. During this time

he was seen to shiver. Ue was taken out and put to

bed, when almost immediately afterwards he died.

The medical witness attributed " his death to apo-

plexy. Had made no post-mortem examination,

as the coroner had given him no order to do so. De-
ceased might have died of apoplexy of the lungs or

disease of the heart," Mr Justice Hill observed,

"that as death might have an.sen from natural

causes, it would be wrong to convict the prisoner

;

but if proper care had been used, the necessary evi-

dence might have been got." The jury acquitted the
prisoner. If it were a mere question of economy
that no post-mortem was made, the authorities can-

not but Dear the blame of a short-sighted policy ; for

had an autopsy exhibited to the surgeon facts suf-

ficient to account for the man's death by natural
canses, then there would have been an end of this

case, the costs of the prosecution saved, and the
accused relieved from the horrible imputation which
lias attached to his name during the last four months.
If, on the other hand, evidence had been affonled
indicative of death by any act or by the wilful

neglect of the accused, then the case could have
satisfactorily gone into court, and the prisoner's

alleged guilt f«t«bUshed. Now, however, the case

resolves itse'.' jo one of two propositions—either

that an innocent man has been committed to await

Ilia tri.al on a charge of manslaughter, when such

committal might have been avertedby proper medical

evidence, or a guilty person has esca|ied punishment
through the absence of a most important branch of

evidence. This case, however painful in some respects,

is gratifying to the Profession, as exhibiting tlic

rapidly-increasing importance of the medico-legal

branch of science ; and it is our earnest wish that

the observations ma<le by the learned judge may
have due weight upon prosecuting authorities in

future, and induce them to set more value on medico-
legal eviilence.

APPOrN-fMENTS FOB THE WEEK.
Wednesday, July 25.

Operationi at Middlesex Hospital, 1 P.m. ; Bt
Mary's Hospital, 1 p.m. ; University College Hos-
pital, 2 p.m. ; Koyal Orthoii»:dic Hospital, 2 p.m.

Thursday, July26.
Operations at St George's Hospital, 1 p.m.

;

Central London Ophtlialmic Hospital, 1 p.m.
;

London Hospital, 1^ p.m. ; Great Northern
Hospital, King's Cross, 2^ p.m.

Lo.Niiu:« Home.—2 p.m.
Friday, July 27.

Operation* at Westminster Ophthalmic Hospital,

IJ p.m.
Saturday, JiUy 28.

Operations at 8t Thomas's Hospital, 1 p.m. ; St
Bartholomew's Hospital, IJ p.m. ; King's College
Hospital, IJ p.m. ; Charing Cross Hosoital, 2p.ra.

Moniuy, July 30.

Operations at the Royal Free Hospital, 2 p.m.

Metropolitan Free Hospital, 2 p.m.

Tuesday, July 31.

Ojyerations at Guy's Hospital, IJp.m. ; Westmin-
ster Hospital, 2 p.m.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Medicus.— It is difficult to know what to recom-

mend, as you seem to have exhausted the Pharma-
copoeia. Sciatica is sometimes a very obstinate

affection : we have known hot-air baths do great

good ; injection of a solution of morphia under

the skin, between the tuberosity of the ischium and
the hip, has been found beneficial in some cases,

but it has failed in others. We have noticed

sciatica to have often had an intermittent charac-

ter ; in such cases quinine and arsenic are bene-

ficial, with change of air. We should rot despair

of these latter resources, although in your case

they may appear formerly to have failed. Try
the effect of a mild galvanic current.

J. W. H.—It is unlikely that the proposition^wiU

be carried out.

A Subscriber.—We have no confidence in it; we
have tried it frequently, but it has failed to pro-

duce a beneficial effect.

Omega's letter on " Special Hospitals " received.

Dr Chas. W. is thanked.

The MuJiSTER News.—Received. The case reported

is a very singuLir one, but the evidence is not

clear enough to endow it with medical interest.

Mr Johnson. —1st. No. —2nd. Yes.

Edinensis.—We are obliged. It shall be attended to.

M.R.C.S. E.NG. and L.A.C. — We are not aware of

any separate treatise on the subject.

A Poor-law Medical Ofeiceb. — Received. We
are unable to answer your question satisfactorily.

A Stpdent.—You will come under the old regula-

tions.

Mr Davis.—Yes.

A Subscriber (Ramsgate).—You had better write

to Weiss, in the Strand, who will inform you.

Mr S. B.—The qualifications are sufficient.

Dr Gibson's Cases of Diptheria shall appear next

week.
H. H. G.—No. The appointment of District Vac-

cinator is indejwndent of that of Medical Officer.

"The publisher will attend to the requests contained

in yonr note.

M. A. B.—Such an appointment as you describe

would be most desirable for you, and might be ob-

tained by application to the great shipowners. A
recommendation would be an advantage.

Mr Benson.—1st. Yes. 2nd. Yes.

CHiRUitGus (Boston).—It was so formerly; but the

rule ha.s been rescinded.

Dr W. H. T.—Apply to the Registrar.

A General Practitioner. —The Medical Council

have nearly completed their arrangements for a

new Pharmacopoiia for the three kingdoms. It

will prolmbly be ready by the beginning of next

year. The inconvenience resulting from the pre-

sent discrepancies must be, as you say, very great

in some districts.

MxDiOAL Crotchets.

•• A learned doctor of wry law.

And would make three to cure one flaw."
HUDIBRAS.

To the Editor of t/u Medical Circular.

Sir,—We are at present in a whirl of new, but
false, excitements on paper : might we not all as

well go easy ? We are to have midwifery ** made
easy, false presentations corrected by fanciful

external manipulation. We are to have syphilitic

eruptions cured by arsenic, or " short and energetic

courses of mercury," which would get well with-

out either. But " syphilisation," it seems—as you
suspected a little while ago—is not only not or-

thodox, but it is a blunder, as bad as the arsenic

and mercury. Patients are occasionally seen ad-

mitted in such hospitals as Guy's or St Bartholo-

mew's, who have been turned out "cured" from
the Lock Hospital by the so-called brilliant

"syphilisation' method, quoad their simple

primar>' sores on the genitals ; but their legs or

limbs, poor wretches ! present a miserable mass of

nasty ulcers, which are the result of the brilliant

inoculating process ; nay, what is more, in ninety-

nine cases out of a hundred, these nasty experi-

ments, or ulcers, are admitted to be new Haws to

cure an old one, ami have done neither goo<l nor

harm ; in other wonls, they are flaws or blunders
' from beginning to end. It answers the book-pub-

lishers, but nobody ought to be misled by their

(Ireanis. One need not say what mischief—greatly

to the discredit of legitimate medicine—the
"energetic" courses of mercury do, too, in this

disease. We have an hospital for urinary diseases

and "stone," probably much needed, but, it is

said, violently opposed by Dr Hassall ; and, per-

adventure, an hospital for crooked elbows and
knees is said to be in process of orthopojdic incu-

bation—to be opposed by some Great Northern

somebody else yet there is room for all, as ou
largest hospitals are becoming careless and in-

adequate to the great work devolving ou them
and such jobs, that men like MacWhinnie are

obliged to cut them !

The "Educational Council," at theeleveuth hour,
have published a much-required code of regula-

tions on the education of young medical men in

future, very much needed ;—one of the good,

much-desired results of the Oxford "revivals"

and parliamentary interference : and as to Apothe-
caries—as wisely suspected not long ago in the

Medical Circular, the Apothecaries' Hall Cor-

poration refuses to permit the College of Physicians

to establish another grade of General Practitioner

or Apothecary. So far so good.

Some one asks, what is the Medical Circular
doing ? We owe the chief of these reforms to it,

and yonr correction of medical "fancies" are in-

valuable. Yours, M. D.

M.R.C.S. (Birmingham).—We believe the practice is

founde<l on an error. There is nothing gained by
placing a patient two or three times under chloro-

form the week previous to the day of operation.

We know it is very common, but it is now decided
to be a custom more " honoured in the breach
than the observance."

Foreign Graduates and the Medical Council.
To the Editor of the Medical Circular.

Sir,—Permit me to say that I think "Paul
Pry " falls into an error in the conclusion he draws
from his statistics, as published in his letter in

your last impression. He seems to imagine that
all the foreign graduates whose names do not
appear on the 'Medical Register' hold diplomas
that the Council liave refused to recognise. I take
it that this is by no means correct. Many foreign
graduates, in common with a great number of
British ones, look upon the new Act as a sham and
a delusion, and have not, therefore, thought fit to
apply to have their names enrolled in a useless

register, at an expense of a couple of guineas.
For my own part, I hold a foreign diploma, ob-
tained after a regular course of study and a rigid
examination, and do not, therefore, see how the
Council could refuse to register it, were I to make
application. I have not, however, done so, and
until some much greater advantages are to be ob-
tained for my two guineas, do not intend— more
especially as the Medical Directory publishes a
far more complete list of practitioners, and levies

no tax upon them for inserting their names. The
truth is, that the ' Register ' does not at present
contain the names of half the qualifieil medical
men in the country, and never will until they are
inserted free of charge. Regi-stration literally

confers no advantages, and large numbers, there-
fore, object to pay for it.

July 14th, IStiO. A Foreign Graduate.
Mr Milton will have seen that the continuation of

his excellent lectures was inserted last week.
Mr Wuitton's communication has been received,

but declined, having been published in another
journal.

Letters received from T. Webb, H. Tucker, S.

Davidson, R. Jones, J. Tufnell, Dr C. Phillips,

H. Berkeley, H. H. Taylor, J. Popjoy, T. M.
Clewley, J. Tucker, J. T. Hussey, Dr Wilkinson,
G. G. Smith, Dr Lowne, W. II. Oliver, Dr
FfoUiott.

"Rriet's Celebrated Patent
-*-' GAZOGENE or AERATED WATERS APPA-
RATUS, for the immeilinte production of SODA WATER,
GINGER BEEli, SPARKLING WISE, LEMONADE, 4in.

SOLE AGENTS FOB GREAT BRITAIN,

MATHIEU AND FRIQUET,
5a Little James Street, Bedford Row, London, W.C.

Tliis agency was first establish-
ed f>y one of the Partners (Mr F.
Mathieu). who kept it from 1851
to 1854, and is now a Branch of
the Patentees' Paris Establishment.
It is the only house in ttie United
Kingdom HUp])Iie(l l*y the Patentees,
and there is no other having the
right to use the name of Agents for
for them.
MATHIEU and FRIQUET are

manufacturing the GENUINE LE-
HON SYRUP made from the actual
FRUIT. When used with the
Aeratcil Water from the Gazogene,
it produces a pure and wholesome
Sparkling Lemouaile of the most
exrpii.site and refineti flavour.

Powders for Generating Gas in

the Apiraratus. Special and able

Workmen from the Paris Manu-
fac,t«»ry are kept on the premises for

the prompt and sound repairing of

tlie Gazogenes, at low charges. No
ottier repairers apixjinted by the
Manufacturers.

W1I0LES.\LE AND FOR EXPORTATION ONLY.

Price Lists sent on application on receipt of Busine
Card.
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"Paper and Envelopes.
-*- A SAVING OF FU, '- 6s. IN THE POUND.
Cream Laid Note, 2s., Ss., i^v •rxeam.

Large Bhie Wove ditto, sig i O yfl 4s. 6d. per ream.

SuPEK Thick Cream Lrp '^jStelopes, M. per 100.

Manuscript Pap«r, 43. 6d., and Foolscap, Cs. Cd. perream.

Bordered Note, Pi™ Quires for Is.

Straw Paper, 2.s. 6d. per ream.

No Charge for Plain Stamping. Dies engravedfromSs. 6d.

White and Blue Demys, and other Wrapping Papers, at
fl small commission on the mill prices.

Price List post free. Sample packet for six stamps.

CARRiAaE Paid to the country on orders over 20s.

PARTRIDGE and C02BN8, Manufacturing Stationers,
^^o. 1 Chancery lane, and 192 Fleet street, E.C'.

Neuralgia, Nervous Headaches, Rheumatism, and Stiff
Joints Cured, and

Grey Hair Restored to its Natural Colotir, hy

F. M. HKBRING'S PATENT

agnetic Brushes,
lOs. and 15s. ; Combs, 2s. M. to 20s.

N.B. — The Electro-Galvanic Brushes were fbitncrly
made and .sold by F. M. H., hut the dirt and trouble
inseparable from a galvanieapparatiis were insanaountable
obstacles to their use.

Offices, 32 Basln^all street.

M

TO SURGEONS, DENTISTS, Ac.

T'he Best House in London
-- for SECOND-HAND INSTRUMENTS is Mr WM.
IjAWLEY'S, Lombard House, 78 Farringdon street. City.

Kstablished upwards of a century.

A flrst-class full SURGEON'S ARMY CASE bv
^J WEISS '—(Quite New).

'

'N. B. The largest stock of Second-hand Dissecting Cases
in London. Al.so, A great variety of Now and Socond-
nand Army and Na-vy Regulation Cases.

Instruments Bonght, Solil, or Exchanged.

"W^ines, guaranteed Pure
X.- ,

,
^"1 Genuine, at per Dozen, including bottles

:

i^'r., '
^*^-

'
superior old Sherry, 24s. ; superior

old Claret, 26s. ; finest old Sicilian Sheiiy, 24s. ; superior
Champagne, 32s. ; fine old Pale Cognac Brandy 44sSamples foi-warded, free on application.

T. W. REILLT,

33 Fimsbury place North, Finsbuiy square, London, E.C.

Post-office Ordei-s wit Country Orders.

TT Silverlock's Medical
* I«bel Warehouse, Letter-Press, Copper-Plate, and

Lithographic Printmg Offices, Wardrobe tenaee. Doctors'
Commons, London, B.C.

H. Silverlock's stock of Labels for DisPBNsrNO purposes
ha^nng been recently rensert and enlarged, now consists of
upwards of SIJO diffijrent kinds. Yellow and Green Labels
toi Dnig Bottles, Drawers, &c., at per book or dozen ; a
Book, containing a selection in general use In Smceries or
Dispensaries, lOs. 6d.

Printed Catalogues of the above may be had, post free
on application.

Printing of every description afrnwxleate prices.

A New Discovery.—Mr
• . ,

HOWARD, Surgeon-Dentist, .12 Fleet stjeet, has
mtroduced an entirely NEW DESCRIPTION of ARTI-*1CIAL lEETH, hxeil without sjirings, wires, or ligatures
liiey so perfectly resemble the natural teeth as not to lie
distinguished from the original by the closest obsen-er

;

Jhey will never chakge colour or decay, and will be
found very superior to any teeth ever Ijefore used Thismethod doesnutrequirotheextraction ofroots, or«ny painful
operation, and will give supjiort and preserfe teeth that
are loose, and is guaranteed to ri-storc articnlati.ui and
mastication

; and that Mr Howard's improvements may Ije

S^Il ! I' m'"'
'

"'' ""^ ""O"*- economical, he has fixed hischarges at the lowest scale possible. Decayed teeth ren-
dered sound and useful in ma-stication. 62 ncet street.

At home from ten till flro.

REDUCTION OF THE WINE DUTIES.

'Phe European and Colonial
-*- WINE COMPANY,

122 PALLMALL, S.W., LONDON.

.,'^':J''^o'^'>ieTs of the above Company berto announce
that they have reduced thi»h- Tariff ofPrices, and now offer
their Patrons the fall benefit of the new enactment.

Per DozSOUTH AFRICAN 8HERBT . . . . 20s. and S4s.

SOUTH AFRICAN PORT .. .. 308. and S4s.
The finest evT!r intiodueed to this oountry.

ROYAL VICTORIA SHEEBT 27s.
The Standard of Exeellonc«.

SPLENDID OLD PORT (Ten yews in tlra wood) 3Ts.

SPARKLING EPERNAY CHAMPAGNE . . S4s.
Equal to that usually charged 60a. jier dosen.

ST JUUEN CLABET 24s.

PALE COGNAC BRANDY .. ., 52s. and Ms.

Bottles and p.ackag«3 included, and Six Dozens free to
any railway station in England or Wales. Terms, cash
or reforence. Price Lists free on application.

WILLIAM REID TIPPING, Manager.

Tfor Family Arms, sendname
and county to the HERALDIC OFFICE. No charge
-"** for Search. Correct sketch and

description, S«. 6d. ; in oolour, Ss.

Monumental brasses, seals, dies,
and dijiloina plates, in Mediieval
and modem styles. Lever-press
and Crest dies, one guinea. Illus-
trated price-list per post.
ARMS, CHESTS, &c.—Gold Me-

dal for engraving Crests on rings
or seals, 8s. ; on dies, 7s. ; amis,
crest, and motto, 253 : book-plate,
2,5s.

T -MORING, Engraver and Heraldic
Artist. 44 High Holbom, London.
SOLID GOLD, 18-carat, Hall

marked S.ird, or Bloodstone RING, engraved with CREST
two guineas ; seals, desk-seals, pencil-cases, *c Send
size of flncer with orders for rings.

lyrillikin, late Bigg and Milli-
kin, Surgical Instrument Maker and Anatomical

Machinist to Guy's and St Thomas's Hospital, No. 9 St
Thomas's street, Southwark, S.E.

RUPTURES. BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

"V^^hite's Moc-main Lever
TRUSS is allowed by upwanis of 200 Medical

Gentlcmeu to be the most cflfectiveinvention
in the cnrative treatment of HERNIA. The
use of a steel spring, so often huitful in its
effects, is here avoided a soft bandage being
worn round the Ijotly, while the requisite
resisting power is supplied by the MOC-
MAIN PAD and PATENT LEVER, fitting
with so much ease and closeness that it
cannot be detected, and may lie worn during
sleep. A descriptive circular ni.iy be had,
and the Truss (which cannot fail to flt) for-
warded by posti on the circumference of the
body two inches below the hips being sent
to the Manufacturer,
JOHN WHITE, 22S Piccadilly, London.
Price of a Single Truss. 16s., 2is., 26s. 6d.

and 31s. 6d.—Postage. Is.

Price of a Double Truss, 31s. 6d., 423.
aiul 52s. (Sd.—Postage, Is. 8d.

Piice of an Umbilical Truss, 42s., and 52s. 6d.

Postage, Is. lOd.

Elastic Stockings for Yari-
COSE VEINS, and all oases of Weakness and Swelling of
the Legs, Sprain-s, iic. They are porous, light in texture,
and inexpensive, and are ilrawn on like an ordinal^ Stock-
ing. Price 36. o'd., 7k. tjd., 10s., and 10s.- each. Postage, 6d.

JOHN WHITE, MANDFACTUHKR,
22S Piccadilly. London.

JV^otice—Behenna and Co.
ACCOUNTANTS, condact all business entrusted

to them, with secrecy, econeiny, and despatch. Accounts
prciiared in Bankruptcy and Insoivencv. Arrangement*
made with Creditors. 'lYadewnenlgjSooks regularly kept.
Partnerships and Loans ueg»ti«t«d. Offlc«», 11 Beaufort
buildinKS, Strand Loudon W.O. Hours from 10 till i

Important to Surgeons.

—

.., r
The old-established and wsll-known Business ofJOHNMILLIKIN, now MILLIKINand LAWLET, 161 Strand,

ajoining Kings College. A change in the proprietorriiip
oilers to Surgeons the opportuaity of purchasing aay kind
of Instrument from this well-maaufaetured stock, which
cannot be surpassed in style, quality, or price.

Messrs MILLIKIN &. LAWLET b^ to draw the attention
of their friends and customers to the superior stock of Ma-
thematical Instruments, their great- variety of Cutlerv, and
the selection of first-class MicnMoaes, Oneta aalBiico
Glasses.

A great variety of Skeletons, aottii finds, Fa^Ae
of superior qiuOity, at laodente chaigas.

'

Erery description of Sorj^cat Iwinments made to
order, witli the utmost PR£ci.sioN.aadiJsaBA.Tca.

Surgical InstruiBents and CMtotyJtepaijed Daily.

ft W. Silver and Co.'s
[Z'^ OHTFimSG WAEEH0USB8, Of, and 67 Com-
hill, E.C.—OUTFITS for AustraTla, India, and China, for
Naval and Military- Officers, Cadets, Midshipmen, and
Civilians

; clothing for gantlemen's home use—viz. Naval
and MiUtary unifonus and civilian dress of tfas best
material and workmanship ; shirts, hosiery, gloves, *c •

ladies' outfits; furniture for camp, barrack, cabin, anif
colonial use, embracing every variety "f cabinst work,
canteens, trunks, portinaideans, &c, suited to all it'rm^rn

Manulaotorj-, aivertown (opposite H.M. DoelcTatdaX
Wool*-iah.

(gluten Bread, Semola,
^-^ CHOCOLATE, BISCUIT.S. CAKES and PATES,
for Di.nl)ete.s, (•,,.,.,im,,ti..„ i„-.,.,.,...,„ Asthmas, Invalids,
and Infants. '

st eminent Phy-
sicians and ^ principal Keti^
politan and 1 ii^.^,.. .,...,—.„iiii Bell and Co.,
338 Oxford street ; Thomas lusating, Ja St Paul's ehmcll-
yard ; Glaisyer and Kemp. Brighton : Alderton. Ha&tinsrs :
Tylee, Batli: Fcrrif • • • — °

Randall and ^Sou, :

castle : Rendall, Toi
Lolthouse, Hull ; M
of

fton;
N'ew-
nth,
only

G. VAN ABBOTT, 13 ""'"n^ill straet, S.a

"Medical Practitioners Sup-
plied with ASSISTANTS, gratis, by MAI&and

SONS, 34 Bedford street. Strand. aOw also DISPOSK of
PKACTICfiS on. luoderaU tsrms.

TTealth, Fresh Air, and Pure
-'--- WATER.—By her Majesty's Letters Patent.—
CONDT'S FLUID cootaius nascent Oxren!.-, Nature's
true and only purifying agnat; ingtanUv rvmovas all
offensive smells ; renders impure water fresh, and the
air pare ; when diluted for use, is of a beautiful rese-
colour, not soiling the finest linen ; is harmless and
particularly adapted for toilet use, being both refreshing
and exlularating. The Medical Profession have expressed
their unqualified approlwtion of its merits.—One galloa
makes I'OO gallons adapted for use. The cooling, healing,
fently stimulating, and invigorating properties of th&
uid, render it, wluju diluted, a lotion i<essessiug peculiar

and valuable cluuactciistiijs, whether for baSung tha
body of invalids, incor]xirating in poultiees, washing and
healing wounds, or for general purposes of ablution whenm health. Patronized by the Boar,! of Health and most
public departments. Hospitals, Sihools. and adopted by
the India Council in preference to all other disinfectaats.
In bottles, Od., Is., and 2s.; stronger and purer, la.,.2s.,
and 4s.

CONDY'S PATENT HEALTH POWDER also contains
nascent O.xtges, is odourless and destrovs all smells.
Sold in bottles. Is. 6d, and Ss. ; and in c.isks. 1 cwt;
36s. Wholesale Agents, John Bell and Co.. Chemists,
S88 Oxford street ; Savory and Moore, New Bond street,
Butler and Crispo, 4 Chaaiisidc ; W. Twinberrow, t
Edwards street, Portman square; and Twinberrow and
Co., Chemists, Worcester.—Chen^oal Works, Batteisea.
S.W.

^^

Rennett's Watches, 65 & 64
•^^ CHE^VPSIDB, in gold and silver, in gnat rmhty,
of every eonstruotion and price, fn^m 3 to dO Ottineaa.
Every Watch skilfully exaiuioed, and its correct perform-
ance is guaranteed. Free and safe by post

Money Orders to JOHN BE2CXETT. W*tch ManotectoiTr
65 and 64 Clieapside.
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CLINICAL LECTURES.

ON THE DIFFICULTIES
THAT ATTEND THE

DIAGNOSIS OF THE NERVOUS
AFFECTIONS

K^OWX AS.IXTEBJIITTEST TETANUS, TETANILLE,

miOPXTHIC MrSCULAE SPASMS, ETC.

DELIVERED AT THE h8tEL-DIEU,

By M. trousseau.

There is at present in the Salle St Bernard

a woman, twenty-five years of age, whose

morbid state is one of great practical interest,

on account chiefly of the many possible errors

that beset the diagnosis. For s^eral months

she has had a severe diarrhoea, but unac-

companied with either fever or nocturnal

perspirations, or any lesion on the part of the

respiratory organs. To the great privations

she has had to endure have sometimes been

added the painful torments of hunger. Her

husband, attacked with typhus fever, was

admitted two months ago into this hospital,

and his lengthened convalescence has only

contributed to prolong the privations of the

menage.

This woman has seven or dght stools during

the day, and as many in the night. I ordered

for her preparations of bark and sub-nitrate

of bismutn, and then a good alimentary

regimen. Things were in this state when,
yesterday, she complained of numbness of both
arms, so that she could neither dress herself,

nor hold a spoon so as to eat her polage. In
the evening she had, as well as this morning
again, several attacks of contraction ; and it

is to this singular affection I now wish to direct

your attention, for it is one that does not
fail to frighten many persons when they do not
know that they have to do with an affair

destitute of all danger.
If this affection existed in the times of our

fathers, which I do not deny, it was at least

all but unknown, and for a description of it

we are indebted to our own times. The
archives of science possess here and there
cases, such as those collected by Dance
(On Intermittent Tetanus), by Laberge and
Murdoch, and by Imbert Gourbeyre, professor

to tlie Preparatory School of Medicine of
Clermont, who, in 1844, endeavoured, in his

inaugural thesis, to collect the scattered

fragments that had been then written on
the singular disease I am going to describe to

you : but from all these vague cases there was
not deduced any complete body of doctrine at

the time that M. Delpech, one of my internet,

published his memoir (1846) on Idiopathic

Muscular Spa.sras, in which were contained
many cases that had been carefully observed.
Then, in 1852, we had, lastly, the thesis of
Lucien Corvisart on Te'tanilk (Little Tetanus).

In my practice at the Neckar Hospital,
during the years 1840, 1841, and 1842, I at

least met with cases in wet-nurses, and then
thought I had a right to give to this aflection

the name of the uet-nttrse's rheumatic con-
traction. But since that time I have seen the
disease in men, children, and women who
were not in the puerperal state. To enable
you to seize more exactly the diagnostic
characteristics of this affection, 1 will admit
that it assumes three forms—a division, how-
ever, that is purely arbitrary. 1st, a benign
form

; 2nd, a middle form ; and 3rd, a
severe form.

1st. The Benign Form.— In this variety,

which mostly attacks women, the patient ex-

periences formication in the hands and feet,

stiffness of the fingers and toes ; the fingers

next become rigid and firmly drawn together.

The thumb is in a state of strong adduction,

and the fingers are more or less bent on the

thumb, so that the hand resembles a cone, or

the hand of a person holding a pen, or, better

still, the hand of the accoucheur. The palm
of the hand becomes concave from the action

of the adductors and their opponents, and

the transverse diameter of the metacarpal por-

tion is lessened. The singular way in which

the fingers are placed is often sufficient to

point out the disease. The spasms under

consideration are accompanied with hardness

of the muscles of the arm and forearm, which

soon disappears and soon returns. The formica-

tion and contractions extend now to one of

the superior extremities, now to one of the

inferior, or to the superior extremities only, or

to the inferior ; but at other times, and simul-

taneously, to the two sides and to all the mem-
bers. But all this is so little painful and
attended with so little severity, that the

patients themselves pay but little attention to

it ; the more so that in this benign form there

are no general symptoms.
2ud. Middle Form.—Besides the local dis-

turbances which I have just enumerated, there

is in this form a slight degree of fever, the

duration of which is about seven or eight days,

and which generally does not persist unless

the spasms are renewed. The appetite is

lessened, and there is a certain degree of dis-

comfort ; but these general sj-mptoms show
nothing of a serious nature. As to the con-

tractions, they occasion more suffering and
return more frequently ; they attack the

muscles of the face, the motor muscles of the

eye, and the muscles of the pharynx. In some
instances the muscles of the tongue are affected,

and then the patient can no longer speak ; but
this is not usual while the bands and feet are

the seat of the spasms. The fingers are always

drawn together.

3rd. 7'he Severe Form.—Four years ago my
colleague and friend, Dr LasOgue, was at the

Prefecture of Police, where his duties required

his attendance, when there was brought to

him a young man, a shoemaker, eighteen years

of age, who was attacked, it was said, with

epilepsy, and who had beeen found in a state

of complete drunkenness Ijing on a heap of

stones near the H6tel de ViUe. He was rigid

like a bar of iron, the jaws firmly clenched

together, and the hand transformed to the

accoucheur's hand. After talking with him,

and becoming convinced that the disease was
not epilepsy, 51. Lascgue sent the young man
to the HOtel-Dieu, when he came under my
care. The following are the curious phenomena
which we then remarked :—The patient, as if

suddenly struck, fell to the ground in a state

of tetanic rigidity; the muscles of the neck,

chest, and abdomen became convulsively rigid,

and bent the trunk forward. The respiration

after some moments became extremely difficult,

and there was a true attack of orthopnoea,

which, happily, was but of short duration, and
could only be accounted for by suspension of
the functions of the larjTigeal muscles. The
face was red and animated, the lips violet, and
the jugular veins swollen.

I have been witness a great many times to

attacks of this kind, all of terrible vehemence,
and accompanied with pulmonary choking,

resembling in these respects attacks of tetanus.

No sooner had the spasms ceased, than this

person began to talk with a certain degree of

gaiety, though he expressed himself with diffi-

culty
;
got up, assisted his comrades, swept,

made their beds, &e. ; in short, lived the

ordinary life of those who attend to the

patients. In the intervals between his crises

ne had quite recovered his health, and ate

with appetite. This patient usually ex-

periences, just as the paroxysm begins, formi-

cation in the arms ; he can still move the

hand, tut this soon becomes concave like the

hollowed hand of the beggar, then bends, and
the arm becomes rigid, while acute pain, that

has been compared to cramp, now takes place.

The numbness, formication, and cr.ainp are

then the first phenomena that characterise an
attack, which does not reach the summum of its

intensity for ten or fifteen minutes ;
and then

the spasms have invaded the superior and in-

ferior extremities, as well as the face, the jaws,

and the tongue. The rigidity is thus marked
by its migration, by its short duration, and _a

slight degree of fever (middle form) ;
or it is

accompanied by violent pyrexia (the severe

form).
Even should a patient have no symptom

for twenty-four, forty-eight, seventy-two, or

a hundred hours, it is yet always possible to

cause their renewal. In fact, chance showed
me how these spasms may be brought on at

pleasure. One day at the Neckar Hospital,

(in 1839,) I was occupied with the case of

a wet-nurse, the subject of violent spasmodic

attacks, and I then entertained, as I do now,

the notion that this affection is one of a rheu-

matic kind. I asked for a bandage, placed it

on the arm, and desired one of the pupils ta

practise venesection in my presence, cutting the

vein longitudinally, and not transversely ; for

it is in this manner I think the operation

should be done. All at once there was another

attack. The ligature was removed and placed

on the other arm, and the same thing followed,

accompanied with an identical state of the

lower extremities. Every time I have since

wished to repeat this experiment, I have con-

stantly remarked the same occurrence ; and this

morningyou yourselves have seen, in thewoman
in the Salle St Barnard, with what rapidity

an attack can be induced. I thought, at first,

that an explanation of this fact could be found

in supposing that this artificial contraction

miglit be owing to momentary venous conges-

tion ; but when I compressed the artery so

much that no more blood was felt in the arm,

a similar efiect was still produced. You are

ready to say in reply, that the cause lies in

the momentary interruption of the arterial

circulation—a supposition as groundless as the

former, for the whole must be referred alto-

gether to the nervous system.

(To be continued.)

DIPHTHERIA.
Analysis of six Cases occurring in my Prac-

tice IN THE winter of 1858-69. Attended
BY Thomas Gibson, M.D., Oiton.

1. M. A., female, aged six years ; duration of

disease, three weeks ; recovery.

2. W. B., male, thirty-seven years of ago ; ill

nine days ; recovery.

3. S. A., aged eleven years ; observed six hours

died.

4. A. S., male, aged eighteen months ;
ill one

month ; the exudation on the fauces, &c., re-

curring during the last week of the illness, and
resulting in deatli, with symptoms of cramp.

5. Aged tlurteen years, female ; observed twen-

ty-four hours ; death resulted as in the former

case, with similar symptoms.
6. Aged seven years, male ; observed for threa

weeks ; recovery.

All the above cases put on the same symptoms,
corresponding exactly in the nature of the exu-

dation and the affection of the respiratory appa-

ratus, with a decided tendency to coma in the

fatal cases.

No. 1. The patient expectorated large quan-

tities of tubulated false membrane, and with

great relief, tlic paroxysms nniformly abating in

intensity, and the cerebral symptoms mitigating.

The treatment pur.sued was a mixture of the

stimulating with the antiphlogistic, with a liberal

supply of port-wine, witli beef-tea, alternating

when the exudation was more than usual in

quantity, and when the breatliing was oppressed,

with an emetic of the tartarised antimony, inhala-
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tion of steam, purgative doses of calomel, &c.,

pencilling twice daily the fauces with tr. ferri

mur. 3ij., aq. pune ad 5ss., and the administra-

tion of a mixture composed of nitro-muriatic

aeid in bitter infusion. In Nos. 2, 4, and 6,

the same treatment was adopted with beneficial

effects, except in No. 4, which, owing to the

relapse and the great difficulty of elfectually

sponging the throat of young cliQdren, unfor-

timatoly terminated fatally.

As a rule in this country, I find, on inquiries

rigidly made, that when the patients have been
seen by the medical attendant early, and treated
on this principle, they have uniformly done well

;

but very often the patients themselves have not
observed any serious illness until the disease had
ao far advanced as to be beyond the reach of

"-edical aid : for when the fauces have been in an
pthous condition for a length of time, the

isysteni gives way, and every attempt is rendered
futile by the croupy respiration and the speedy
death of the patient, which not unfrequently is

preceded by convulsions, owing to the non-
arterialisartion of the blood in the lungs. In cases

Nos. 3 and 5 the imfortunate patients were in that
condition. I hold that diphtheria requires sup-
port at the very commencement ; and in this the
treatment differs from scarlatina, which will not
tear this kind of treatment until the fever is

subdued. .

THE SPIRIT
OF THE PERIODICALS.

Dr S. H. HoBART, of Cork, reports in the

* Dublin Quarterly Journal ' the following Case of

Double Monster :

" On September 23rd, 1860, I was called on
to see Mary Barber, then in labour of her first

child. On examination I found two feet pro-
truding from the vulva, one being rather lower
down than the other. This was about 1 o'clock

p.m. The membranes, as far as I could ascer-

tain, had ruptured about 8 o'clock a.m., and tlie

feet had been protruding about two hours previous
to my visit. Very little uterine action was
going on. I attempted to draw down the foot

which had least descended, but found it un-
yielding, and obseiTed that it was turned nearly
at right angles to the other ; and the idea sug-
gested itself tliat tliey might be the feet of dif-

ferent children ; but the fact of their being right
and left rendered this less probable. A second
attempt to draw down the upper foot having
failed, I passed the index and middle finger into
the vagina, and could just reach what proved to be
A third foot, and, on then follovring the line of the
lowest leg, the breech of this cliild could be felt,

its second leg being flexed on the abdomen.
Not being able to bring down tliis child by
moderate traction on the leg which was pro-
truded, I returned home for a blunt hook, and,
at the same time, availed myself of the assistance
of my friend Dr Bernard.

" On applying the hook over the groin of the
first child, or that which had advanced most, we
divided the force, Dr Bernard drawing on the
protruding leg, while I assisted with the hook, at

the same time endeavouring to push up the feet of
the second child. In this way considerable advance
was made, without exercising undue pressure on
one part ; and by the time the breech of the
first chUd had descended into the hollow of the
sacrum, the feet of the second liad gone up com-
pletely above the brim of the peWs. Further
advance now became more difficult, the force
required steadily increasing as the child advanced
more and more. At length the breech was
brought down beyond tlie external parts, and the
second leg liberated from the vagina ; beyond
this, however, no force which appeared warranted
could move the child.

" On now examining the posterior part of the
vagina, and higher up, the feet of the second
Child could be felt descending into the pelvis

;

they appeared to embrace the body of the first

child, and, on applying extension to the latter,
they descended with it, as if entangled in it, and,
on relaxing the extension, all retreated toge-
ther. On passing my hand along the abdomen
of the first child, which was turned towards the
mother's pnbes, I could not discover any cord,
though the hand passed higher up than the

proper umbilical region ;
liut it apijeared as if

a fold of integument occupied its place, and this

.seemed to be forcibly drawn up into the mother's
abdomen. At this stage (my father not being in

to-wn) I called on Dr Harvey, and de.serilied the

state of the case as I have now done, adding that

I was strongly inclined to think that there was
imion between the abdomens of the two children,

that the fold of integument I have referred to

was the isthmus of connection between them, and
that jierhaps a cord more directly attached to the
other foetus suppUod the wants of both. With
his usual kindnes.s, he immciliately volunteered
to accompany me to the poor woman's house,

when, after a good deal of investigation, he
succeeded in hooking his finger round a cord.

On endeavouring, however, to draw it down
sufficiently to ascertain to which child it belonged,

it gave way under the finger as if rotten ; but on
catching the short end between the finger and
thumb, its attachment could be traced to the
first child.

" Di' Harvey now .suggested that what I have
described as a fold of integument as the upper
part of the child's abdomen might be deceptive,

and the state of parts present be owing to the
lateral compression causing a sort of puckering of

the integuments in front ; and the tact that the
finger could be sunk into a deep sulcus at the
side of this fold, and that the lower margin of

the ribs could be traced from either side to the

mesial line, rendered it difficult to conceive that
the abdomen could be extensively united ; be-

sides, the height at which the parts were placed
made it impossible to arrive at a jxjsitive diag-

nosis. These points, together with the extreme
improbability of the thing, caused us almost to

lose sight of the idea of abdominal union, espe-

cially as the remarkable manner in which the

legs of the second cliild embraced the body of the
first appearetl in some measure to account for the

difficiilty of bringing the latter down. More
unsparing efl'orts were now made to accomplish
this object, it being no longer necessary to

avoid injuring the child, as it was of course dead,

the cord ha^ving been accidentally ruptured some
time before, as I have mentioned ; but the ut-

most extension that Dr Bernard and I could
exercise together scarcely brought it down an
inch farther. Dr Harvey now succeeded in

passing the blunt hook over one shoulder, and in

bruiging down the ami ; but this, though it allowed
one leg of the second child to pass up, did not
appear to improve matters in the slightest degree.

Nearly two hours having been thus spent in

these almost fruitless efl'orts, the woman became
very impatient and much exhausted, and it tras

thought advisable to postpione further inter-

ference for the present ; and Dr Harvey recom-
mended that I .should, in the meantime, get my
father, Dr Hobart, to see the case, and consult

with him as to the advisability of giving ergot,

and so establishing uterine action, which was
still very feeble, and suggested the foUowmg
points for consideration : viz., that if the parts at

the brim of the pchis wore incapable of passing

through it in their present state, they would
become so impacted under uterine action as to

render operative interference much more difficult,

if not impossible ; but that, if this disproportion

did not exist, uterine action would be a most
important agent in completing the delivery.

" After allowing the woman about two hours
to recover herself, I again ^'i3ited her with my
father and Dr Bernard, when we agreed that it

was better to defer the use of ergot for the

present, owing to the entanglement of the feet ofthe

second child about the fii'st, and the consequently
greater probability of impaction. 1 now suc-

ceeded in passing the hook over the second

shoulder and drawing the arm down, but this

had no better effect than the descent of the first
;

the legs of the second child, which had before

surrounded the body of *he first, now embracing
the neck with a firm hug, and no further pro-

gress could bo made. I was again obliged to

trespass on Dr Harvey, who immediately accom-
panied me, and devoted all his skill and energy

to the ca.se. Traction on the child in its present

position appeared utterly useless, while every

effort to alter its position, and turn its abdominal

aspect towards the mother's sacrum, or to free

its neck from the grasp of the second child's

legs, tliough modified in every conceivable way,
also failed. At length Dr Harvoy having

passed his hand along the back of the child,

and got Ids fingers well over the shoulders
(a manipulation which had several times been
attempted before ineffectually), he succeeded
by a strong effort in bringing them down
into the pelvis, through which they then ad-
vanced readily, and soon passed the perineum,
followed by the head. Amd now there could Ije

no longer any doubt about the cause of the pre-
vious delay and difficulty, as the child hung
from the vagina by the upper part gf the abdo-
men, showing evidently that this part w^as ad-
herent to the other child.

"Nothing further remained to be done than to
see that the second child was advancing in a
position favourable for delivery ; and Dr Harvey,
having discovered on examination that the arm
was presenting, immediately turned, and the
labour was completed in a few minutes more.
The uterus now contracted well under the in-

fluence of a dose of ergot, and the placenta was
expelled in a short time ; it and the cord being
single, and similar in every respect to those of an
ordinary child.

"The children (both females) proved to be
united by th? abdomen from the lower edge of
the thorax to about the umbilicus. There was an
extensive laceration of the abdomen at the lower
part of the united portion, from the %'iolence used
m dragging on the first child. From this the
intestines protruded, and the cavities were seen
to communicate freely, no appearance of a septum
existing at the united portion. The insertion (^
the cord was rather obscure, in consequence of
its ha-ving broken short, as already described, and
of the lacerated state of the abdomen in its

vicinity. On a subsequent and more eareftti

examination, one umbilical vein could alone be
found, and, on injecting this, the wax flowed
readily into the right auricles of both hearts,

showing that this vessel continued single until
after its entrance into the common alxlominal
cavity. I next proceeded to examine the intes-

tinal canal, and, commencing with the stomach
of one child (which we may call No. 1), to which
I ascertained it Ijelonged, by passing a bougie
down the ojsophagus into it, 1, with some
difficulty, followed the course of the intestine,

until I reached to about the junction of the
jejunum and ihum. Here it suddenly dilated
mto a pouch at least four times the size of the
stomach. It was somewhat triangular in shapei
and from the opposite angle of this the smafl
intestine was again prolonged, and could be
distinctly followed till it terminated in a ciecum,
passing on to the colon and rectimi ; but, strange

to say, they were those of the other child, or ISo.

2. A second examination, made with great care,

proved the correctness of the first. I had, in

both examinations, found some obscurity about
the commencement of the canal ; as, at a short

distance from the stomach, it apppeared to be
entangled in, or adlierent to, another fold ; bnt
I was quite satisfied that I bad followed it

correctly.
'

' 1 then commenced with the stomach of
child No. 2, and, after finding a some'what
similar obscurity near the commencement of the
canal, distinctly followed it into the same dilata-

tion already referred to ; and, as the intestine

which I had now traced into it from the stomach
of No. 2 proved, on examination, to be the same
which I had before followed from No. 1, it was
evident that union had occuned higher up
between the two alimentary canals, and that
they had then continued as a common tube into
the dilated portion. Accordingly, a close ex-

amination showed that the two duodena ran
towards one another, and, uniting, appeared to

connect the stomach by a tube of about three or

four inches long ; and from near the centre of

this a common jejunum ]iassed off, and descended,

as already described. On again examining the
dilatation of the small intestine, it appeared that

the third angle of the triangle was prolonged
into a sort of infundibidum, and from tliis could

be distinctly traced what appearetl at first to be
a mere thickening of the edge of the mesentery ;

but, after following it for about three inches,

it began to assume more the appearance of an
intestine, and, about two inches farther on, it

had become a well-formed ilium, which again

passed on to the cieenm, colon, &o., to terminate

in the anus of child No. 1, or that with whose
stomach «e first commenced. The livers were so

united by their right lol)Cs that they could not

be separated into two distinct organs."
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The Autliur then makes some observations ou

the mode of development of double monsters
;

he believes that they originate in a single em-

bryo.

"We extract from the same journal the follow-

ing Case of Phlebitis, by Professor O'Conkok :

"There is scarcely any subject in medical
science on which greater light has been thrown
by the researches of modern pathologists than
that of plilebitis. The advantages of these dis-
coveries have passed beyond the point they were
intended to elucidate, by awakening attention to
the doctrines of the humoral pathologj-, wliich
had passed into unmerited obhvion. Chemical
analysis and the microscoiie have given jxjsitive
proof of the humoral origin of many diseases
discarded previously as mere conjecture.

"The true nature of phlebitis was scarcely
known to the world before the writings of John
Hunter appeared. And even he had but im-
perfect ideas on the subject, confined to the
primary eti'ects of inflammation on the disea.sed
veins. The opinions of his pupil, Abemethy,
were still more va^ue. According to him, the
manner in which phlebitis destroyed life was by
the extension of the inflammation to the lining
membrane of the heart. As late as 1818, Mr
Travers sjieaks of the innocuous quality of pus
when mixing with the blood ; asserting that all
the evil in such cases was produced by the diffuiw
inflammation of the veins. The collections of
pus found in various parts of the body were
supposed to be caused by a metastasis of the pus
ori^ually secreted in the diseased veins. The
discoveties recently made, that pus globules are
too large to pass through capillar)- ves-sels into
the general circulation, rendered necessary another
explanation of these jinnilent de)M>sits, which
was readUy affn- ' '

'

''iat every pus
globule, entci; i, the jmrtal
veins, or the li: , ^.. :.. ^ :,t.ral circula-
tion, becomes a centre of suppurative inflamma-
tion in these organs ; ami, accordingly, that
.superficial abscesses cannot apjwar in ca.ses of
phlebitis without the Inngs being first in a state
of suppuration. This opinion is pnt forth in
the following words by Simon, in his lectures on
Pathologj' :

' I have never seen scattered
abscesses in the course of the aortic circulation,
except where the lung itself was in a state of
suppuration.' A similar opinion, founded, I

believe, more on theorytlian fact, is held by the
majority of writers. The following case will, I
think, show that there arc some exceptions tb
this general rule

; it will 1)e necessatj- subse-
quently to see how far thes<: cases can lie reconciled
with the physiologiciil facts above referred to :—
" Mrs M. was attended in her confinement by

a physician in this city. Tlie hibour was natural,
but some fever, with tenderness over the uterus,
arose some days after. She had frcpient rigors,
with heavy perspirations. 1 was called to .see

her about three weeks after her confinement.
The tenderness in the abdomen had entirely
ceased, but the fever still continued, and
ab.sccsse» presented in various parts of the body,
along the legs and thiglis, in the neighlwnrhood
of the joints, and on tiin abdomen. I am ipiite
sure that during four weeks that I attended her,
I opened not less than twenty abscesses. They
had all this character in common, that they
formed rapidly, and healed as rapidly when
opened. .Ml the cases of phlebitic abscesses I

observed had this peculiarity. The foregoin"
was, I am sure, a ca.se of blnod-poisoniiig from
Home obscure inflammation of the uterine veins :

still, there never was the least trace of inflamma-
tion or suppuration in the lungs ; neither cough,
pain, dysjiniea, nor any of the stethoscopic
phenomena indicative of such state. Indeed,
her jKrfect recovery would almost preclude the
idea of the existence of so formidable a disease.

" Mary Murphy was admitted into the Mercy
Hospital some weeks after her rojilinement,
fiufl'ering from phlegmasia doleus, with the usual
svnipl.jms. After some days, the swelling in
till It;^' subsided, but abscesses formed in rapid
succe.ssiun, which left no doubt of their phlebitic
origin. Ilirtir; foyer ensued, and the patient
gradually sank fro7u exhaustion

; but at no time
WiLs there di«covere<l any suspicion of disease in
111' lungs, though carefully looked for.

" Alxiut three months «nc«, I was called on to

attend a young man who was .said to be in fever.

He had a quick pulse ; heat of skin ; gieat pros-
tration, pi'ecedetl by rigors ; and I should have
left the case, believing the diagnosis made bCfore
my arrival to be correct, had the patient not
alluded to a slight hurt ou his shin, which he
stated he had got some days before. On looking
at the .seat of uijury, I saw an unwholesome ulcer
discliarging a small quantity of ichorous pus,
and, proceeding from it towaids the gioiu, a
number of red lines. This showed me at once
that the fever was only symptomatic of venous
inflammation or purulent absorption from the
wound. On the following day the thigh was
extensively swollen, and most tender to the
touch, resembling in all respects a case of phleg-
masia doleus. He had, besides, severe pains
through the abdomen, with retention of urine,
which had to be drawn oflT for several days.
Abscesses soon fonued on the tliigh, the leg, and
the abdomen, on the opening of which the
swelling of the thigh and the pain subsided.
However, the fever continued, and "in a few days
the other leg and thigh became swollen, and
went through nearly the same course. The
constitutional symptoms were very severe, and
at times little hope was entertained of his
recovery, wliich, however, ultimately took place.
In this case, too, we had proof of extensive
venous inflammation, without the slightest trace
of pulmouaiy disease. If, then, pus globules
cannot pass tlirough the lungs into the general
circulation, how are we to account for the facts
wliich I have brought forward ? This may be
done in two ways : first, that pus globules may
be so broken down before reaching the lungs, that
their nuclei may pass into the general circula-
tion, and produce sucli a tendency to coagulation
of the blood as must produce inflammation, ajid

consequent suppuration ; or fibriue, altered by
the iuUammatory process, but not converted into
pus, may take the same course, and produce the
same eflccts. From this we may come to the
conclusion that there arc other forms of blood-
poisoning, the result of inflammation, besides
pyemia. This conclusion affords an explanation
01 many anomalous cases of puerperal fever, which
frequently end in death without suppuration
hving discovered in any part of the body. Might
not tJiis fever bo the result of some foreign body,
not pus, being aljsorbed by the uterine veins ?

ilaoy cases of plUegmasia doleus would admit of
a similar explanation, though some of them arc
manifestly the result of adhesive inflammation
in the veins. In one such case, many mouths
after rccorvery, I found the superficial veins of
the abdomen completely obliterated, and con-
verted iuto hard, cord-like substances. I may
also instance hydrotic fever, whidi sometimes
ends in manifest pyemia, and sometimes kills by
the simple inUueiiee of irritative fever. I have
some hesitation in adducing as simihtr instances
the eruptive fever sometimes met after coufiue-
mcnts, and called puerjxjral scarlatina. 1 cannot
imagine that, of all contagious diseases, scarlatina
should be the only one met under those circum-
stances. Why not puerperal measles, small-pox,
tv-phus, &c. ? They are at least as contagious as
the former ; and one of them, 8mall-[K)x, more
likely to occur at the late i)eriod of life in wliich
this disease occurs. The cases of this fatal
disease wliich came under my notice were persons
in whom scai-latina had occuiTed earlier in life,

and wu know how rarely a second attack of tliis

di-scase is found in the same individual. I maj-
also mention the great fatality of jiuerperal
scarlatina, as distinguishing it from ordinarv-
scarlatina, which is occasionally very mild.
Without attempting to dogmatize on the subject,
1 would simply suggest for future ohsenation the
jKissibility that this disease umy be only a rash
symptomatic of some uterine affection. If such
should bo found conect, it would remove from
physicians the painful ajipreheusion that they
sometimes arc the cause of inlliitiug a contagious
disease upon those whom they profess to cure."

Wo quote from the ' London Medical Keview

'

the annexed account of a case of Cancnim Oris,

by Mr KICH.VBD Mahlky :

" On the 1st llaj-, IStiO, I was requested to see
Ellen J , a httle girl, aged seven years.
Upon my arrival, I found she luul been rather
ailing for some dajs, and the iwreiits had (as is

too olten the case in country districts) applisd to

a chemist. He gave the cliQd some .synips and
powders, but as she got worse, I was sent for.

" She appeared to be suffering from a mild
attack of infantile remittent fever. The sto-
mach was in so irritable a state as to cause the
almost instant rejection of food, whether solid or
liquid, and the bowels were obstinately confined.
The jiareuts had administered two or three doses
of castor oil and senna tea, with no effect, save
vomiting.

"I prescribed

:

Calomel, one grain
Potas. Sidph.gr. vij, as a powder,

but which was immediately rejected.

"The incessant vomiting was of so debilitating
and hanvssing a nature that I determined, if pos-
sible, to aUay it. I prescribed :

Tinct. Hyoscyami, 3iss.

Acid. Hydrocyanic, gtt. vj. «
Aqua3 Pimeiit. Jiss.

A teaspoonful of this mixture every two hours
was given and retained. This, and a cataplasm,
one-hall' mustard and one-half flour, effectually
stopped the irritability of the stomach. There
was no abdominal tenderness, and only a slight
soreness over the epigastric region, resulting from
the application of the mustard. In all cases of
constant and apparently irremediable vomiting
(as in that of early pregnancy) I find great benefit
from homojopathic doses, as far as regards quan-
tity, of medicine or of nourishment. A tea-
si)oonful every hour or two may fail to excite
vomiting, when a tablespoonful may have a con-
trary effect.

"A little cold weak sherry and water was
administered in teaspoonful doses, and was re-
tained.

"Having by a strict inquiry ascertained that
the bowels had been constipated for nearly aweek,
and fearing to cause a return of the sickness by
administering purgatives, I administcrod an in-
jection of

01. Ridni, 5j.
01. Olivae, 5ss.

Decoct. Hordei, 5j.
Tinct. Opii, IH_ viij.

" She retained it for about half an hour, when
it came away inefl'ectually.

" May 8rd.— I gave her another injection, con-
taining, in addition to the former.

Magnesia" Sulphas. 5ss.
"This acted thoroughly, and brought away a

cojtious stool, containing hard scybalte and
thinner fo!tal matter of a highly offeiisiye nature.
The sickness being allayed, and the bowels well
opened, 1 thought sufficiently light of the case to
tell the mother to let me know how she got on,
not intending to put her to the expanse of
any more daily visits.

" May 8.—Mrs J • called and said the child
was about the same in herself, but she fancied
' her mouth was a bit sore, as her right cheek was
a bit hot, and upon her gums and tongue were
little white spots, like she had seen in infants
with the white mouth.' These were about her
words. I .sent her some powdered Borax mixed
up with Bol. Armeu., honey, and a little Tinct.
Benzoin, comp.

" May 9.— I saw the child, and to my surprise,
I may even add consternation, I found that the
disease Cancmm Oris was unmistakably estab-
lished, and gangrene rapidly spreading.

"Aptha- were still jiresent : the gums were
spongy, bleeding, and ulcerated

; the inside of
the right cheek, as far at least as I could see,
jjreseuted one uniform, dark brown, gangrenous
surface. The teeth were loose, and the discharge
and breath very oftensivc.

"In the centre of the cheek, externally, could
be felt a hard lump, that might be compared to a
kernel, of a livid colour. The mouth could not
be closed

;
and the saliva, vitiated in quality and

increased in quantity, mixed with blood and
sanies, dribbled continually away. Altogether
the child presented the picture of a dreadful and
rapidly-progressing fatal disease.

'

' The treatment amounted almost to nil, the
child resolutely refusing all internal applications.

But such was the extent, depth, and surface of
the gangrenous and sphacelated surface, that
Acid. Isitric, or Argent. Nitras., or, indeed, any
other iiowerful caustic, would, 1 feel assured, have
never penetrated the mass. She washed out her
mouth occasionally with a deodorising wash.
Kating was impossible, and drinking almost as
imprat^ticablu.
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"May 10.—Tenderness of the abdomeu :

relaxed motions, and other symptoms of eutoro-

colitis, now appeared.

May 11.—In the angle of the mouth, a dark

sphacelated spot became manifest ; this rapidly

spread, the livid and now dark 'kernel' on the

cheek ran into it ; and on the 12th, the whole
cheek, internal and external, was thoroughly

gangrenous ; the teeth were visibly loose, and the

sphacelated parts were covered with a slimy thin

ichor, alike unsightly to the eye and offensive to

the nose.

"May 13.—The motions passed away under
her, slimy and bloody. Low muttering, rambling
delirium was now constant. The disease, more
gradually but surely, seemed involving the deeper
and harder structures ; and tilings went on in

this state, getting from worse to worse, until early

in the morning of the 16th ult., when death put
an end to her sufferings.

'^Remarks.— This case presents oue or two
points worthy of remark.

" Independently of any peculiarity, Canerum
Oris is happily so rare a disease, that a well-au-

thenticated and well-marked case is worthy of

record.

"Had the previous and slight illness before

anything to do with it ?

" For it has been known to follow fever before.
'

' Was it cause or effect, or a mere coincidence

of a fatal disease, seizing upon an already debili-

tated constitution ?

'
' Some months ago I had attended this child

with mild scai-let fever, and beyond an incipient

and transitory sore throat, she had had a good
recovery.

'

' Canerum Oris is usually found amongst the
children of the poor, where they are ill-fed,

poorly-dressed, and allowed to revel in uncleanli-

ness and filth, sleeping in badly-ventilated, over-

crowded rooms. Here was a child of respectable

parents, living in an open and beautiful country,
well-fed, well-clothed, well-cleaned ; and yet

this disease appeared, and rapidly ran its fatal

course.
" Its extreme rapidity and the apparent insidi-

ousness of its approach are remarkable. On the

3rd, I left her convalescent. On the 8th, I found
a hopeless case.

'
' The state of the bowels was a deviation from

the course usually observed in this disease. Ob-
stinate constipation prevailed at the outset

;

diarrhcea and entero-colitis being almost always
the complication from the first, and frequently
before any local affection of the mouth is

observed. Pain over the abdomen and muco-
purulent bloody stools occurred about five days
before death, and showed that the affection of the
mucous membrane, commenced above, was con-
tinued downwards throughout the whole alimen-
tary canal.

" Pueumonia, a most frequent complication,
was absent.

"The only dose of mercury given was imme-
diately rejected. This is worthy of remembrance

;

for a gangrenous affection of the mouth from the

use or abuse of mercury, very much resembUug
Caacrum Oris, has been known to result from the

exhibition of seven grains of calomel, and,

according to Dr Stokes, even of gr. iss.

"The i)rimary stage of inflammation and of

ulceration was over before I saw her ; on the 9th
it was gangrene.

" Most authors, I believe, agree that it is not
contagious. A sister of the patient, very im-
prudently, was given and allowed to suck a piece

of barley-sugar from the mouth of the diseased
child. As yet, I have not seen (nor indeed do I

expect to see) any symptoms of taint.
" In conclusion, the points most worthy of

consideration in this case are, the previous
obstinate constipation, the iusidiousness of its

approach, its rapidity of progress, and the absence
of pneumonia, either primary or secondary, which
is present, according to Eilliet and Barthez, ie
eighteen out of twenty cases."

M. Claude Beiinamd's Lectures on Experi-

mental Pathology are continued in the ' Medical

Times and Gazette.' The Lecturer treats this

week of the Gastric Juice. He observes, with

respect to its properties :

"Although its chemical composition slightly
differs in various animals, the gastric juice is

constantly endowed with a strong acid reaction,

a fact established towards the beginning of the
last^ century by the ingenious expjeriments of
Keaumur. This property of the secretion jiersists

throughout the entire scale of being, and compara-
tive anatomists have often been enabled in conse-
quence to determine the precise seat of the
stomach in doubtful cases, the reaction of all the
other parts of the digestive apparatus being
neutral, or even decidedly alkaline. The use of

coloured tests enables therefore the observer to

point out with perfect accuracy that portion of

the intestinal tube which corresponds to the
animal's stomach. In certain fishes, for instance,

no modification whatever in the shape or size of

the alimentary canal corresponds to the place
which the organ occupies ; so that, without the
use of coloured tests, to discover its position

would be altogether impossible.
'

' But the glandular cells, which pour into the
cavitj' of the stomach this powerful solvent, are

not collected into a conglomerate mass, but dis-

seminated over a large surface. In former times,

the inventive powers of anatomists had been
strongly tasked for the purpose of discovering the
organ which produces the gastric juice ; and,

among other viscera, the spleen had been invested
with this property, but it is now universally
acknowledged tliat the small tubular glands,

which the microscope exhibits in the mucous
membrane of the stomach, are, in reality, the
only source from which this fluid is derived. But
how is this to be experimentally demonstrated ?

The secretion of these little bodies cannot, as in

the case of large conglomerate glands, be collected

by means of a tube introduced into the excretory

duct, and afterwards analysed. Now the mucous
membrane which contains them possesses at the
same time a considerable number of small mucous
follicles, the structure and properties of which
are entirely difl'erent from those of the above-men-
tioned glaiidulse ; direct exiieriments are, there-

fore, evidently required to settle the question.

The first satisfactory solution of this dilficulty is

due to Provost and Leroyer, of Geneva. These
gentlemen have proved, by the following experi-

ments, that the pyloric portion of the stomach
alone enjoys tlie property of secreting the gastric

juice. 'The stomach is opened in a living animal
by an incision made upon its anterior surface, the
abdominal walls having been previously divided.

Its inner surface is then gently wiped dry with a

fine sponge, imbibed with a weak alkaline solu-

tion, care being taken, of course, not to rub off

the epithelium ; lastly, blue litmus paper is intro-

duced into the cavity, the wound is closed, and
after the lapse of a few hours the animal is killed.

It will then be found in making the autopsy that,

towards the pyloric extremity of the organ, the
blue test paper has turned red, while in the
other portions of the cavity it has retained its

primitive colour, a result which proves tliat the

pyloric portion of the stomach containing the
little tubular cells previously alluded to is the
real seat of the gastric secretion.

"The experiments may be repeated on various
kinds of animals, and invariably leads to a similar
conclusion. Thus, in tlie horse, the pyloric por-

tion of the stomach, and in the Ruminautia, the
red or pyloric portion of the apparatus, are alone
endowed with the property of secreting this fluid,

as the coloured tests sufficiently evince. We may
therefore consider it as an incontrovertible truth,

that towards the pylorus alone is the gastric juice

produced.

"But the secretion of these little glands is an
intermittent one, in man as well as in the lower
animals. Dr Beaumont states that in the case of

his Canadian patient, the fluid only made its

appearance when food was introduced into the
stomach ; but as soon as the digestive process was
over, no secretion whatever took place within the

gastric cavity until the patient had made another
meal. In the same manner, when a canula has
been introduced into a dog's stomach, not a drop
of liquid escapes, provided the animal has been
previously kept fasting ; but as soon as it begins

to feed large quantities of gastric juice are at once
seen to flow from the outer orifice of the tube,

and the result may be obtained by merely show-
ing the animal its food, as in the case of the
salivary glands. In the dog which we exhibit

here, the stomach is at present in a state of rest

;

but the sight of food will immediately stimulate
the physiological activity of its glandulai- ele-

ments.

"(The experiment is performed, and jwrfectly

succeeds : a piece of meat being brought in, the
gastric juice immediately flows m abmidance from
the open tube, before the animal has begun to
feed.)

'
' You perceive gentlemen, that, as in the case

of most other glands, the process of secretion is

not continually going on in the stomach. During
the interval which separates one meal from
another, the mucous coat is lined with a thick

layer of greyish epithelium, and its reaction is

alkaUne ; but as soon as the digestive ^'ocess

commences, it swells, becomes ingested, and
grows red ; the epithelium falls off in scales, and
the gastric juice appears on the inner surface of

the stomach, in the same manner as perspiration

on the skin. It seems probable that some similar

process takes place in all glands during the
period of rest. Saliva, for instance, when it

begins to flow, contains a considerable proj>ortion

of epithelium at first ; but the liquid soon
becomes transj^arent, and contains only a few
epithelial cells.

'
' There exists a remarkable difference between

the gastric juice and these secretions we have
already studied, with respect to the substances

eliminated from the economy by the respective

glands, after having been introduced into the
vessels. We have shown you, for instance, that
prussiate of potash and the salts of iron, in

general, were not admitted into the salivary

secretion ; now, the reverse takes place in the
case of gastric juice. When prussiate of potash
is injected into an animal's veins, if one of the
salts of iron is introduced into the stomach, the

mucous membrane soon assumes a deep blue

colour in its pyloric portions, while digestion is

taking place : the two substances having been
brouglit into contact at the orifices of the tubular
glands which secrete the digestive fluid, Pmssian
blue has been formed on the very spot. The
same result may be obtained, but with much
greater difficulty, by reversing the experiment,

and injecting the salts of iron into the veins,

while the prussiate of jjotash is taken by the

mouth ; and, lastly, when these two substances

are sejiarately injected into the vessels, the same
effects are still observed ; the reaction does not

take place as long as they are contained in the

blood, but is produced immediately after they

have been set at liberty by the process of elimina-

tion.

"In making the above-mentioned experiment,

I had entertained the hope of discovering the

precise seat of the gastric secretion : the two sub-

stances being introduced into the circulation on
distant points, I had expected to find the Prussian

blue which results from their combination con-

tained in the very glands which separate them
from the blood ; but, in this resjiect, my expecta-

tions have not been realized ; for on examining
under the microscope, the mucous membrane in

which the reaction had taken place, I found

that the ferrocyanuret of iron was deposited on its

surface, and not within the cavity itself of the
secreting tubes.

" AVe have just stated that the secretion is an
intermittent one, and that this is the case in all

animals ; but how can the fact be proved in

rabbits, and other Rodentia, the stomacli of which
is never empty ? The inspection of the urine

allows us, by an indirect method, to anive at this

conclusion ; for, in all herbivorous animals, this

fluid offers, during the process of digestion, an
alkaline reaction, and becomes acid as soon as

the process is over : in the Carnivora, the reverse

takes place ; and this difference results merely
from the nature of their food ; for dogs exclusively

fed upon potatoes, and other amylaceous sub-

stances, acquire in this respect the properties of

herbivorous animals : their urine glows acid

while the digestive organs ai-e at rest, and alkaline

as soon as they enter into an active state ; while

in rabbits, exclusively fed upon meat, the urine

becomes, on the contrary, entirely similar to that

of the Carnivora. If, therefore, one of these

animals is examined when fed as usual upon
vegetables, it will be found that, after a long

period of abstinence (twenty-four hours, for in-

stance), the urine becomes quite acid ; we arc

therefore entitled to believe that digestion has

been awhile suspended, although tlie mucous
coat of the stomach remained perjietually in con^

tact with portions of undigested food. But in

certain cases of disease, the natural conditions of

the gastric secretion being altogether i>crverted.
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an uninternipted flow of liquid takes place. We
liave informed you, in a previous part of this

course, that the stomach often eliminates certain

bodies which for various reasons can no longer

escape through their usual channels. Prevost

and Dumas ascertained, many years ago, that

when both kidneys were removed in a dog,

several days would elapse before it was possible

to prove tile existence of urea within the blood

by means of chemical tests : another, and a differ-

ent mode of elimination had therefore been pro-

vided for this substance ; but these gentlemen
had made no attempt whatever to give an ex-

planation of the fact, when I discovered une-

quivocal signs of the presence of urea and salts of

ammonia in the gastric juice of dogs which had
recently been deprived of both kidneys. It

therefore appears that in this part of the body
does the elimination take place during a certain

lapse of time ; and the animal's appetite does not
diminish under these circumstances, nor is diges-

tion impeded, but when the stomach can no
longer perform its office in this respect, the noxi-

ous substances pass into the blood, and the sjrmp-

toms of unemia make at last their appearance
."

Dr C. D. DoiQ contributes to the same journal

on article headed The Forceps and Perforator

Compared. After briefly relating two cases, and

reciting some statistics by Dr Ricker of Nassau,

and Dr Davis of London, the writer goes on to

»ay:

"Tlie preceding data indicate that deficient

pelvic space is one common condition requiring

operative procedure ; in what cases, then, of

pelvic contraction may the forceps be applied

with success, and in what must the perforator be

resorted to ? It is difficult to come to a definite

conclusion on this point, as each ca-so requires to

be considered individually. In the mstance

detailed, craniotomy was performed in consequence

of disproportion between the child's head and the

pelvis, attended by comparative feebleness of the

pains. In many cases, however, requiring this

operation, or the less serious one, the forceps, the

pelvis is distorted, as well as of unequal size.

Although it is impossible to lay down rules

applicable to every individual instance, we can
come to conclu.sions which admit of general

application. The conjugate diameter of the
normal pelvis varies from lour inches at the brim,

to four and a half inches at the outlet. Dr Simp-
son, of Edinburgh, used to lay down the follow-

ing rules : that the forceps could be applied if the
conjugate diameter was three and a quarter inches,

and that embryulsio was to be adopted when the
coiyngate varied from one and three-quarter
inches to three and a quarter inches.

"We come next to inquire, what is the
frequency of these operations compared with other
obstetric operations, an<l with midwifery jiractice

in general ; and what is the mortality attending
the operations ? The results of the statistics of

different authors are more various than is desirable,

And are exhibited by the following figures :
—

e i i- tk ^
3 « Re =3 g.d
5 i tl i| P

I In 1 in
DabUn ....Clarke lO.lM 14 728 49 248

CoIllM .... 16,(»4 27 617 118 141
Paris Baudelocqne 17,988 31 SOI S 2,SB8

Lachapelle.. 22,243 76 293 12 1,854
„ Boivin 20,517 9« 214 16 1,282

Vienna .... B.)n 1>,68» 34 274 13 737
IleicleU*ri;...Vaegele .... l,ni 58 31 1 1,711
Berlin Kluga 1,111 68 16 8 185
Dresden Canm 2.549 184 14 » 283
Berlin Siebold 2,093 300 7 1 2,093
London ....Davia 7,.302 6 1,217 9 811
Haaaan .... Riclter .... 304,150 4,223 72 165 1,843

" The following figures give more minute par-
ticulars with reference to the frequency of these
two operations in British Midwifery :—
Blmpaon — 1 3 fATlcuea. 1 a /'1.417ca»ea.
LeTCr 1 • 518 „ 1 -Ar. 186 „
ChurehUl .... 1 &

-J
546 „ 1 g 5 < 149 „

Bamabotham 1 C 611 „ 1 o3 805 „
CoUlna 1 £ Uu „ 1 = L 141 „

" It may therefore be with .safety inferred that
in Britisli Midwifery forceps cases occur once in
650 births, and craniotomy once in 630 births.
"With regard to the mortality attending

forceps cased, Dr Ricker mentions that out of
4,223 instances 93 women died either during, or
soon after, the operation, and 684 children were

still-born. Hence 1 woman out of 45|f deliveries

by the forceps died, and 1 child out of 6J-|4-
" Dr Ricker also states the results attending

tlie breaking up of the foetus, which may be

arranged uuder two divisions :

—

"Perforatum, 143; proportion, 1 in 2,126;
lived, 88 ; died, 35 ; nor information, 20.

"Embryotomy, 22; proportion, 1 in 13,825;
lived, 16 ; died,' 6.

"In the course of the preceding remarks have
been considered—1. The mode of usiug the

forceps ; 2. The method of practising craniotomy
;

3. The circumstances demanding the performance

of these two operations ; 4. The diameter of the

pelvis that admits of the use of the forceps or

the performance of craniotomy ; 5. The compara-
tive frequency of the two operations ; 6. The
success attending each. The investigat ion might
be profitably carried to a much greater length,

but the object of this paper has been rather to

associate this statistical inquiry with actufil cases,

than enter into minute details."

Assistant-Surgeon Chapple communicates a

report on Sudden Mortalityfrom Coup de Soleil.

We quote the following :

"To what cause or causes was the mortality

attributable ? In enumerating the cause likely

to be productive of mortality, I shall also draw
a comparison as to Barrack Accommodation,
Dress, Duty, Habits, &c. between the Battery

and a detachment of the 4th Regiment stationed

in Baroda at that time, and which (with the

exception of one death) continued perfectly

healthy. The strength of the Detachment was,

non-commissioned officers and men, 171 ; the

strength of the Battery, non-commissioned officers

and men, 210. Now it has been seen that

between May 27 and June 2, there were ten

death.s and almost half the Battery on the sick-

list ; the Detachment of the 4th Regiment during

that period lost one man from coup de soleil ; but
the men were remarkably healthy, not the

slightest increase of sick ; on the contrary, there

were fewer in hospital at the time than tor some
months previous.

" Barrack Accommodation.—The barracks are

high, well-ventilated, and commodious, allowing

an average cubical space of 12,000 feet per man.
They were similar for the Detachment of the 4th
Regiment and for the Royal Artillery.

"Did.—No cause likely to affect the health of

the men could be traced to the diet, as the rations

were good, and were similar for the Detachment
of the 4th Regiment and the Royal Artillery.

" Dress.—'The head dress-worn by the Detach-
ment of the 4th Regiment and the Royal
Artillery was the cap cover of equal thickness

but of different colours ; it would be sufficient

protection against a morning or evening sun, the

only one to which a soldier in cantonment is

likely to be exposed, but against a mid-day sun
it would be totally inadequate. The clothing

light and loose, and alike except in colour for

Detachment of the 4th Regiment and the Royal
Artillery.

" Duty.—th.e duty performed by the Royal
Artillery was more severe than that of the 4th
Regiment, and the men were consequently more
exposed to the sun. Five days out of the seven
the Royal Artillery turned out for duty at day-
light, and did not return until seven o'clock.

In the evening again the men turned out to

stables about half-p,ast five o'clock p.m. The
u.sual ab.sence of the slightest breeze about that
hour renders it the most oppressive time of the
day.
" InUmperaiux.—The quantity of arrack con-

sumed in the canteens of the Royal Artillery and
4th Regiment respectively having been ascer-

tained, it was found that the consumption per
man in the former was more than twice as much
than in the latter.

"It will be thus seen that the Royal Artillery

had more duty to perform than the 4th Regiment,
and that the latter were of more temperate habits

;

in all other respects they were similarly situated.

Of those who died, some were said to be free

drinkers, and others hard drinkers. I have no
doubt that when the nervous depression seized

the men, many had resort to drink as a relief.

" The heat during the latter half of May was
very oppressive, the thermometer registering an
average of 106°; at four p.m., in the barrack-
room, on the 1st and 2nd of June, it was 110*.

The nights also showed a corresponding rise in
temperature, the thermometer during that time
at ten p.m. averaging 97°. Thus the continuous
high temperature, and to a certain extent the
exposure while at duty, especially evening duty,

acting on men of intemperate habits, no doubt
caused the mortality. The Detachment of the
4th Regiment, having no duty to perform at

times, whicli compelled them to leave their

barracks before they could do so with safety, and
being of more temperate habits, they suffered less

in proportion to the Royal Artillery.
'

' Symptoms.—The following symptoms are in-

variably present : — Severe hesidacho, which is

sometimes not mentioned, owing to drowsiness

and stupid insensibility to pain ; face generally

pale. In severe cases the patient may become
suddenly pulseless, but generally the pulse is

quick and full ; indeed, the pulse as a decided

symptom cannot be depended upon, as it differs

almost in every case. Skin intensely hot and
dry, constriction of the chest, great debility. As
the disease advances, the vessels of conjunctivsE

become suffused, the pupil contracts, face pale or
of a leaden hue, head and extremities cool, the
rest of the body hot and dry, pulse weak, action

of heart violent ; the patient is with difficulty

made to comprehend what is said to hini ; the

act of deglutition is with much difficulty per-

formed. I have seen the stage of coma frequently
ushered in by vomiting. When the patient

becomes comatose, the breathing is slow, laboured,

and accompanied with loud moaning ; the pupils

are contracted to a point (though on one or two
occasions I have seen them dilate for a few
minutes, and again contract). The vessels of

conjunctiva; are highly congested
;

pulse very
irregular, action of heart intermittent. Skin in-

tensely hot and dry, extremities cold, head cool

;

I have remarked a very peculiar pulsation of
iliac and femoral arteries in every ca.so of sun-
stroke which I have treated. Immediately pre-

ceding death, vomiting frequently occurs, the
pupils dilate, respiration is performed in ga.sps,

and not accompanied with the loud moaning before

mentioned. 'The skin remains hot for some time
after death.

"In the early stage of the disease, when the
head is hot, skin hot, and the patient conscious,

I cause cold water to be poured on the back of

the head in a continuous stream, administer a
brisk purgative, and give frequently-repeated

doses of ammonia or brandy, according to the
feeling of debility or depression present. If the
head does not become cool, and the jiatient com-
plain of severe headache, I apply a couple of

dozen leeches to the temples, ami, having cut the
hair close, apply a cold evaporating lotion to the

head, and counter-irritants to the extremities.

As the disease advances, and coma sets in, I

usually apply a blister to the back of the head,
administer stimulants by enomata, apply strong
mustard sinapisms to the calves of the logs and
inside of the thighs, or have thoin rubbed with
aqua; ammoniie fort. ; but I have seldom by these
means succeeded in reddening the parts : hot
water I have found much quicker and more
effectual in action. The skin being always in-

tensely hot and dry, I have tried cold sponging
of the whole body, and with evident relief ; but
in most cases, immediately the sponging was
stopped, the temperature of the .skin again rose

rapidly. I have wrapped patients in wet sheets,

by whicli means I thought I might get the .skin

to act, but without any benefit. I think the chief

reliance, in the treatment of sun-stroke, is to be
placed in application of cold to tlie head, frequent

administration of stimulants, and the application

of counter-irritants to the extremities. The
patients generally die worn out, and therefore

stimulants should be persevered in to the last, in

order to enable them to battle against the disease.

I have saved a few cases which had advanced to

the stage of coma ; and I attribute the recovery

to the frequent exhibition of stimulant eneraata,

assisted, of course, by other means. There is a
failure of nervous energy from the commencement
of this disease, and our chief endeavours ought to

be directed in supplying this defect.

Post-Dwrtem Appearances.— I have never seen

satisfactory evidences to account for death in any
of tlio bodies which I examined. On one occa-

sion I met with serous effusion to the extent of

half-an-ounce at the base of the brain. The
vessels of the membranes of the brain, .and those

of the surface of the brain itself, 1 have occasion-
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ally found congested, but never highly so ; on
cutting into the substance of the brain, I have

always found it quite natural. In those cases not

treated by the application of leeches to the head,

the scalp, on being cut into four or live hours

after death, bled profusely. On one occasion

more than twenty ounces of blood was thus
poured out. The kidneys were unusually highly

congested. The other viscera presented no
changes worthy of note.

"

The 'Lancet' opens with Dr Bkown Sequakd's

Lectures on Paralysis of the Lower ExtremUus.
We extract the Lecture :

"The very striking symptoms of myelitis

which we have described do not always exist in a
very marked degree. According to differences in

the seat of inflammation in the sjjinal cord, there

are great differences in the intensity of the symp-
toms, and, still more, some of them may be
missing. When the ^ey matter of the spinal

cord is the seat of the inflammation, all the cha-

racteristic symptoms exist, and to a notable

degree ; but in those rare cases in which the in-

flammation is limited to the white columns of

the spinal cord, there is a marked difference from
the preceding kind of myelitis. If the posterior

columns be the seat of inflammation, the symp-
toms are much less marked, but they all exist.

When the disease is in the anterior columns,

there is no ansesthesia, and the morbid sensations

referred to the paralysed parts of the body hardly
exist. We will return to this subject when we
speak of the paraplegia due to pressure upon the
spinal cord by a tumour, a displaced or broken
bone, &c., and wo pass now to the history of para-

plegia due to a chronic meningitis.
" Ohrmiic Meningitis.—The paraplegia due to

this cause presents several characteristic features,

of which we will say but very little, on account of

the usual facility of diagnosis. These features

are the following :

—

" 1st. Pain usually of a rteumatic character,

and more or less diffused along the spine. Gene-
rally there is no great increase of this pain when
pressure is applied on the spinous processes, as

m cases of myelitis ; wliile, on the contrarj',

every movement of the spine forward, backward,
or laterally, increases the pain, sometimes to a
Tery great degree.
" 2ud. The nerves originating from the part

ofthe s])inal cord where the meninges are inflamed
are the seat of acxito pain, which is very much
increased by mechanical causes. The sciatic

nerves, for instance, when meningitis exists in

the lower part of the spine, seem to be the seat

of very gi-eat pains, which are much increased

when the lower limbs are moved. When inflam-

mation is confined to the ]>art of the membranes
at the place where the nerves of the upper limbs
originate, the movements of these limbs cause

great pain.
" 3rd. There are frequent, and in some cases

constant, spasms in the muscles of the back. Those
spasms which render the spine almost immovable
are produced or increased when an attempt is

made to move the trunk. When they exist in

the cervical region, they bend the head backwards,

just as in tetanus.

"4-th. In cases of meningitis, the degree of

paraplegia may vary from the veiy .slightest to the

most complete. Sometimes a slight paraplegia

increases and then diminishes rapidly, owing to

rapid changes in the quantity of the cerebro-spinal

fluid or to the degree of congestion that accom-
panies the inflammation of the meninges.

"5th. Aiicesthesia is very i-are in spinal menin-
gitis. Sometimes there is a real liypenesthesia,

or at least a morbid sensibility and an increased

susceptibility to reflex movements.
"6th. A curious symptom is a spasm of the

sphincter of the bladder, which prevents the
evacuation of the urine. In some cases this spasm
is followed after some time by a paralysis of the
aphinct«r.

"These symptoms are sufficient to characterise

meningitis in a chronic and even in a subacute
state. We will say a few words more hereafter on
the diagnosis of this affection.

" Congeslicm of the Spinal Cord and its Meninges.
—Several of the symptoms which coexist with
paraplegia, in cases of myelitis or meningitis, are

often observed in cases of simple spinal congestion,

as shown by Ollivier d'Angers, in his important
work on the spinal cord. This affection is fre-

quently produced in cases of suppression of the

menses or of the lochia;, and of diseaise of the liver

and other abdominal organs in which there is .some

obstacle to the return of blood from the spinal
cavity. The paraplegia caused by excesses of
sexual intercourse very often depends upon a con-
gestion of the .spinal bloodvessels. It is very rare

that this congestion exists without an increase in

the amount of the cerebro-spinal fluid, so that two
causes then coexist to produce tlie paralysis of the
lower limbs. The symptoms which characterise

a spinal congestion are the following ;—
" 1st. Formication, alternating with numbnes-s,

especially in the beginning of the affection. Tlio

skin of the toes and fingers are the principal places

where formication appeai-s, but it often exists in

various portions of the skin in the paralysed parts.
" 2nd. Only a slight jiain in the .spine, naixlly

increased by pressure.

"3rd. Frequently a morbid increase of sensi-

bility, even when there is numbne.ss.
" 4th. In many cases the power of moving the

jiaralysed lower limbs is much greater when the
patient lies down than when he stands up, which
IS due, however, not to the difference in the degree

of congestion, but to the cerebro-spinal fluid, the
amount of which in the lower part of the spinal

cavity is greater when the patient stands up than
when he lies down. On the contrary, the con-

gestion of the spinal bloodvessels increasing when
the patient is lying down, especially when he lies

on his back, it is observed that the degree of

paralysis is notably increased after a night's rest,

when the patient first gets out of bed, and tries to

stand on his feet and to walk. The fact that the

degree of paralysis is always greater then than in

the course of the day, when the patient does not

lie down in the day-time, is one of the most
important .symptoms of spinal congestion.

"6th. The bladder and the rectum, and their

sphincters, are usually more paralysed in this

affection tlian in cases of paraplegia due to most
other causes.

" 6th. An ulceration upon the sacrum or nates

is not rare in this affection.

"7th. Slight spasmodic movements are some-
times observed in some of the paralysed muscles.

" 8th. It is usually difficult, and very often im-

possible, to produce reflex movements in the
Tower limbs.

"9th. Usuallythe paralysis is not limited to the

lower limbs : when it begins in them, it rapidly

extends to the upper limbs, and to some of the

respiratory muscles ; and when it begins in the

upper limbs, it quickly reaches the lower ones.

"One of our objects in presenting here the

principal features of paraplegia cause<l by myelitis,

meningitis, or a simple congestion of the spinal

cord and its membranes, is to call attention to

the analogies and differences presented by these

three affections. Pressure, and therefore excita-

tion, upon either the spinal cord or the spinal

nerves, is the principal cause of the phenomena
observed in these diseases. As already stated,

the vital properties of the spinal cord are changed
in myelihs ; the grey matter, which normally has

no excitability, becomes excitable, and acquires

the same properties as a nerve of sensibility and
movement ; and all the effects of pressure upon
such a nerve are observed. In fact, the spinal

cord is then just like a large comixiund nerve,

comprehending the various ner\'ous fibres that

originate fi-om it, not only at the place inflamed,

but also most of those fibres which proceed from

the parts of the cord below the scat of the disease.

In consequence of this new condition of this

nervous centre, the causes of excitation developed

in inflammation (pressure by effused liquids, &c.)

produce the various phenomena belonging to the

three principal kinds of nervous conductors

existing in the spinal cord ; and several effects

are then produced which are also observed in

meningitis and in spinal congestion, owing to

pressure upon the spinal nerves. It is interesting

to compare, as we will do, myelitis, meningitis,

and spinal congestion as remrds the phenomena
belonging to these three kinds of nerves.

"1st. Alterations of motor condnctors.—I'nra-

lysis and cramps are the results of excitations of

these conductors. The degree of paralysis in

meningitis and in spinal congestion is different

fromtliat existing in myelitis, on account of the

mode of its production. In myelitis, the number
of motor conductors submitted to alterations is

much larger, and also the degree of excitation is

greater, than in spinal congestion and meningitis ;

60 that both the degree of paralysis ana the

frequency of cranifjs are greater in the first than
in the last two affections. A pressure upon the
spinal nerves in the narrow canals by whicli they
pass out of the .spinal cavity is the cliief cause of

paralysis in cases of meningitis and s|rinal con-
gestion. This pressure being very variable
according to circumstances, great variations exist

in the degree of paralysis. The rigid spasm of
the muscles of the back in meningitis seems to
be due to a reflex action, as in tetanus.

"2nd. AlteroMcma of Conduetcrrs of SensHiva
Impresmms.—It is extremely interesting to wit-

ne.ss the variety of sensations referred to paralysed
parts in cases of myelitis. AH the sensations

that we may have, in health, in the skin, muscles,

and other jiarts, may then be generated in the
cord itself, although they are felt as if they came
from the skin, muscles, &c. ; and it is well known
that this fact may be observed even when the
skin and other parts are completely deprived of
sensibility. In cases nf spinal congestion and of

meningitis, not complicated with myelitis, the
referring of sensations to the skin and other parts

is almost null. It might seem strange that a
pressure upon ueives of sensibility and movement
should be sufficient to produce paralysis, with or

witliout cramps, and not be able to generate those
sensations which are so easily produced by a
pressure upon tlie ulnar nerve at the elbow ; but,

as I liave tried to prove eight years ago, nerve-
fibres able to transmit .sensitive impressions may
or may not be excitable and able to give origin

to sensations. In some parts they are excitable,

in others they are not ; and therefore the absence
or slight degree of sensations referred to the skin,

muscles, &c., in cases of meningitis, only show
that the conductors of sensitive impressions, in
their passage out of the spine, where they are
subjected to pressure, are not excitable, or, at
least, that they have but a slight excitability.

"3rd. Alterations of Vaso-molor Nerves.—It

is not the place here to insist upon the distinction

between the effects of a paralysis and those of an
excitation of the vaso-motor nerves. We will

only state that in the three affections we are now
comparing, the most important feature is, that

there are striking effects of excitation of these

nerves. In myelitis, especially, these effects are

verj' marked : the alteration in the urine, the
formation of sloughs on the sacrum, the nates,

&c., the serous inflltrarion in the subcutineous
cellular tissue, the rapid atrophy of the paralysed

muscles, the dryness of the skin, Ac, arc phe-

nomena that clearly indicate a great excitation of

the vaso-motor nerves of the paralysed parts. In
cases of spinal congestion and of meningitis, it is

not rare to observe these alterations of nutrition,

but they are usually to a less marked degree than
in myelitis. One of the most interesting effects

of excitation of the vaso-motor nerves in myelitis

—i. e., the alkalinity of the urine—does not exist

in meningitis nor in spinal congestion. It is not

rare in these three affections that, near a place

where some effect of excitation of the vaso-motor
nerves is observed, there are effects of paralysis

of these nerves, such as a dilatation of blood-

ves.sels, increased heat, and sometimes an abundant
perspiration."

Dr Stephen Ward contributes to the same

journal an analysis, in a tabular form, of 1,000

consecutive cases admitted into the Seamen's

Hospital ' Dreadnought,' the prevalence of the

more important diseases being as follows; Fevers,

109 ; agues, 102 ; rheumatism, 97 ; scurvy, 96 ;

bronchitis, 66; dysentery, 56; diarrhcea, 47;

pneumonia, 41 ; aiuemia, 40 ;
paralysis, 24

;

diseases of heai-t, &c., 23; delirium ti'cmens, 19;

c&c. &c. Dr Chuckerbuttv contributes to the

same journal a report of a case of Abscess of the

Right Kidmy, and Dr John Housley the follow-

ing case of Bronzed Skin :
—

"Henry , aged thirty-thi-ec, fami-labonrer,

unmarried, states that he had gonorrhcca in No-
vember, 1S58 ; was ill in Marcli, 1859, which he
attributes to extra work during the lambing
season. He consulted the late Mr Hammond,
and was a week absent from his work. After re-

suming his occupation for two or three weeks (he

cannot fix the exact tiuiel he Wivs again compelled

to rest. He was now ordered to live as well as

he could, and take ood-Uver oil. On this ooca-
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sion, he was away from work for three weeks
;

then returned to his occnjiation, and continued

tmtil the end of Juno, siuee whicli time he has
been unalple to work. At this time I saw him.
He complained of weakness, loss of appetite,

nwtsea, occasional vomiting, pain at the epigas-

trium, and constipation of the bowels. The
coionr of his face and hands was brown, wliich I

thooi^ht might be caused by thfi hot weather, for

he was not confined to the house. About August,

1839, I considered the case might be one of Addi-

soB% disease. In the beginning of September, at

my request, he was seen by a medical friend, who
looked upon the case as hepatic disease. This
gentieman advised him to have as good diet as he
could procure ; at the same time I had prescribed

the tincture of the sesriuichloride of iron. After

thia, I saw very little of him until Feb. 26th,

1880, when he sent for me. I was now informed
that he had been at home during the last five

mootln, and was becoming weaker. Appetite
bad ; at times feels sickly ; complains of pain a

little to theleftofthe'navel ; bowels ratlier consti-

jratwl ; stools dark-coloured ; urine acid, lightish

colour
;
pulse 94, soft and feeble ; slight dulness

on percussion below the left clavicle ; sounds of

heart feeble. The brown colour of the face and
hADils still remained ; over the chest it is almost
natural, but becomes much darker over the ab-

domen ami thighs ; that of the penis and scrotum
is a dingy black, which he has noticed for the
last two years. There is also a <lark ring round
the umbilicus. Xo odour is perceptible about the

bo4y of tlie patient. I attended him for a short

time, and h'^ felt somewhat better. I was again

reqn him on the 20th of April. My
note l>«ws :

—

'.'viMM _ ill.—Bowels constipated; sickness;

railial pulse scarcely to be felt. An ounce and a

half of compound genna mixture to bo taken im-
mediately.

"21st.—Bowels acted twice; sickness con-

tinues. To take two minims of Scheele'i hydro-

cysaic acid every four hours.

"22nd.—Takes scarcely any food, and what he
doaa t:>ke is y«mit«il. Continue medicine. To
sock ice occasionally.

"23rd.—Ha.s slept during the night; bowels

ceastipated ; there is nausea, but no vomiting.

To tal^e the compound senna mixture (an ounce
and a half), with the addition of ten minims of

chloric ether to each dose.

"24th.—Has taken only cold water during the

last twelve hours ; aicknegs subsided.

"25th.^Has vomited a largo quantity of

bilious matter.

"26th.—Takes only cold water ; anything else

is immediately rejected.

"i!7th.—Has slept during last night. Takes
no food whatever. Died at half-past nine in the
evening.
" I obtaiaad permisaioa to examine the abdo-

men. The post-mortem inspection took place

twenty hours after death, Mr. Ward, of Wcllow,
kindly assisting me. Rigor mortis well marked

;

the l)o<ly somewhat wasted. The colour of the

skin was lighter over the legs and chest, and
darkest on the penis and scrotum. The kidneys,

portions of liver, &c., were sent to Dr Wilks, of

Guy's Hospital, who has favoured me with a note

from which I estract the following remarks:—'1

have no doubt that yours is a genuine example of

the disease (Addison's), and tliat the capsule

which is now before me is a true specimen of tho

morbid change. It consists of a hardness of a

fibro-albuminous ti.ssue degenerating in part.s,

exactly as we have before seen. This tissue is

smootli, firm, and of a pinkish colour. When
examined by the microscope, it is found to be

composed of nucleated fibre. In the midst of this

are some yellow softer masses of the some in a
state of degeneration, and resembling what is or-

dinarily called scrofnlous matter. The skin

shows tlic true pigmental cliauge in a very beau-
tiful m.iiiner. I have made a section, and the

colouring matter is seen beneath the cuticle in the

rote mucosum following the course of the papilles,

such as is met with in the skin of dark races of

mm. The kidm^s, liver, and spleen are quite

heoltliy. The liver has near the surface some
creta*-eous masses, which are probably tho remains
of some old tuhercnlar disease.'"
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Although much has been written on the sub-

ject of pulmonary emphysema, there are yet

many points in connection with it which require

investigation. There Ls, perhaps, no disease the

symptoms and physical sigus of which are so

readily explicable, from a knowledge of the struc-

tural changes by which it is accompsinied, as this

particular affection, and Iience an aciiuaintauco

with the minute anatomy of the healthy lung
tissue becomes of the utmost importance, in

order fully to appreciate the morbid changes
which take place.

(Here follows a brief description of the arrange-

ment of the "ultimate pulmonary tissue.";

Pulmonary emphysema is of two kinds—1.

Interlobular emphysema ; 2. Vesicular emphy-
sema. The second, or vesicular, is by far the

most important, and will bo alone considered.

It exists in three forms, differing only in the

extent to which they involve the lung.

1. Partial Lobular Emphysuma, involving a

few air-sacs, or at most only a single lobulette.

This is not often seen as an independent atfeo-

tion ; but in lungs which are tho seat of tlie

second form, it occasionally exists in small

patches along the margins of tho lobes. These
patches resemble small vesicles, and whan nume-
rous have somewhat the appearance of a row of

beads.

2. Lobular Emphysema.— This is the form
most frequently met with. It involves one or

more lobules in different parts of the lung, and is

especially found along the margins of tlio base,

the anterior border, ami at the apex. It frequently

exists in connection with phthisis, and occasionally

with pneumonia. In this form it is easy to trace

the divisions of the lung ; the Wumlary walls of

the lobules have not usually given way, and
generally no interlobular emphysema exists. The
air-sacs of a lobule are not necessarily all equally

dilated, those at the circumference being most so

.

The emphysematous lobules may be seen pro-

jecting above tho level of the lung, and in some
instances they become developed into " appen-
da^s."

3. Lobar Emphysema.—This form involves the
whole of a lobe, or an enrire lung, or very fro-

qoently both lungs. It constitutes a very formid-

able affection, and often destroys life at an early

period. The lung is much increased in size. The
outlines of the lobules frequently cannot be dis-

tinctly seen, in consequence of the rupture of

their boundary walls, and the production of inter-

lobular emphysema.
In investigating the morbid anatomy of emphy-

sematous lungs, tne same methods of preparation

were used by the Author as had been previously

employed in the examination of the healthy organ
—viz., injection, inflation, and desiccation.

With regard to the stmotnral changes which
take place in the disea.se, we recognise, in tlie

early stages, a simple dilatation of tho air-sacs,

and a diminution in the height of the alveolar

partitions. A further dilatation takes place, with
more or less complete obliteration of the alveolar

septa. This distension produces a divergence of

the elastic fibres of the air-sacs, and is soon fol-

lowed by a perforation of the walls themselves, so

as to give in tho advanced stage a perfectly cribri-

form appearance to the membrane of which the

walls are formed. This is followed by nipture of

the elastic fibres, a further distension of the air-

aoos, with a general breaking-down of their walls,

so that in the most advanccil stages of the disease

large cavities are found, traversed in all directions

by membranous shreds or fibrous conl.s. The inner

surface of the emphysematous lung tissue presents

the .same microscopic appearances as that of the

healthy tissue.

In some lungs in which lobular emphysema ex-

isted, the air-sacs were found much distended, but

no perforations existed ; whilst in otiiers, and es-

pecially where the disease was of the lobar kind,

extensire perforations wore found, with not more,

and in. some inatanoes leas, dilatation than in the

former. This would seem to indicate some dege-
neration of tissue in the one case, which might be
ab.sent in the other.

Tho condition of the bloodvessels explains tho
aosemic appearance of tho emphysematous lung.
In the earlier stages, the capillaries of the pul-

monary plexus are wider apart than in health
;

and as the walls of the air-sacs are perforated, and
the latter more distended, the capillaries become
ruptured and absorbed. The vascularity of the
lung in a condition of advanced emphysema is

very slight.

Tho bronchial tnbos are usually dilated iu old-

standing cases of emphysema, their mucous mem-
brane is pale, and there is increased development
of the circular muscular fibres.

An important question in connection with em-
physema is, wliether the disease is preceded by,

or attended with, any degeneration of tissue.

With regard to the existence of fatty matter iu

the emphysematous lung, a considerable number
of specimens were examined with great care ;

and although in one or two instances indications

of its presouco were found, as a rule it was entirely

absent. Dr Jenner has stated that a fibrous de-

genoration frequently exists. A number of

specimens were examined to ascertain whether
any alteration of this kind could be observed iu
the elastic fibres, as compared with those of the
healthy lung. The results arrived at ou this

point were imperfect, and the question is left for

future investigation. Some kind of degeneration

is believed in many cases to exist.

With reference to the determining cause of pul-

monary emphysema, the view that tho disease is

produced by expiratory efforts appears to the
Author the most tenable.

Serious objections present themselves to the
theory advocated by Dr Gairdner, that the disease

results from increased distension, during inspira-

tion, of one part of the lung, in order to fill the
space previously occupied by a collapsed portion.

During inspiration, the chest expands to

make room for the dilating lung ; air is drawn
equally to all parts of the lung, and is not driven by
any external force to one part more than to

another. It is difficult, therefore, to understand
how an excessive quantity of air should find its

way to any particular portion. If the chest must
reach a certain expansion, it would rather ajipear

that the entire lung would be everywhere slightly

dilated, except where collapsed ; or else that those

parts nearest the collapsed portions would be
most ilistended. Such parts, however, are not

the most frequent seats of emphysema. Further,

the lungs can undergo very considerable disten-

sion witliout suffering any injury. Although the

lungs undergo equable pressure during ordinary

eocpitation, this by no means proves that such is

the case during acts of coughing ; in fact, the con-

trary is true, as shown by Dr Jenner.

The conformation of the walls of the chest, and of

the lungs, seeiua to render it necessary that the

latter should undergo unequal compression during
violent expiratory efforts with a partially closed

glottis, aud that the air should be driven first to

those parts of the lungs where the walls are least

resisting, and, secondly, to those portions which
contain the least volume of air. The least resist-

ing part of the thoracic walls is that which
covers the apex of the lung ; it consists of a mem-
branous expansion, .and playfl no active part in the

expiratory process. As a fact, we find, in coughing,

that tho lung bulges into the lower part of the neck.

The parts of the long which contain the least

volume of air are the niarj^ins. Tliese are out of the

direct line of pressure which the lung undergoes in

violent expiratory efforts, which are chiefiy effected

by the abdominal muscles, especially the recti. The
contraction of these latter ninsoles, forcing upwards

the abdominal viscera and the diaphragm, pi-oduces

the greatest amount of compression at the base of

each lung ; the air is driven upwards in a strong

current, which overcomes the current from the other

portions, and these, instead of becoming emptied,

remain forcibly ilisteudcd.

The phenomena mtnessed in M. Groux, probably

seen by many of the Fellows present, may be

adduced in support of the view that durins cough-

ing the lungs become distended iu any part where

the walls of the chest offer but little resistance.

Lastly, tho cases recorded in a paper written by

M. Ouillot-dn which what he descrilies as sub-

pleural einiihysema was foimd after death, preceded

by long-contiiuioil and violent spasmodic rough-
may tje cited in favour of the expiratory theory of

the proiluction of the disease, a theory to which

anatomical arrangement and physiological phe-

Bomeaa team to poiaU
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THE EASTBOURNE CASE.

The ignorance of the public of the simplest

matters in psychological medicine has often

been the subject of remark in this Journal.

The capricious judgment with which Medical

men are either praised or condemned in re-

lation to their treatment of the insane, has,

in numerous instances, tended to frustrate the

timely application of remedial measures. Sur-

geons are unwilling to incur the risk of

reproach, and the impeachment of their

judgment or motives, when the mind of a

wretched man is undergoing that insidious

change which the vulgar eye cannot detect,

but which is of critical exigency to the

victim.

A recent case in which this ignorance of

the evidences of disease has resulted in fatal

consequences, calls from us a few remarks

with the view of directing attention to the

necessity of referring many of the forms

of moral perversity or intellectual peculi-

arity to diseased conditions of the brain,

and of thereby inducing a more considerate

and watchful regard of these anomolous

cases. The influence of cerebral organisa-

tion and disease upon the mind is received

in general terms, but is scarcely recog-

nised as a practical fact. We admit the

principle, but deny or are blind to the infe-

rence in actual life. We know the latent

danger to morals in a too easy and general

application of the principle, but we do not

apprehend that men's instinctive respect for

their character and interests will ever suffer

that peril to aiiect our moral obligations.

An extreme jealousy of it leads, however, to

mistaken rules of conduct, and to a bar-

barous behaviour towards individuals under

drcumstances where the tenderest care and

gentlest moral suasion are necessary for

the correction and guidance of their in-

telligence.

Our observations have been elicited by the

report of the trial of Mr Ilopley for the

manslaughter of his pupil, the shocking

details of which must be familiar to most of

our readers. The pupil was characterised by

slowness of mind, and, what seemed to be,

a sulkiness of temper, which induced his

master to beat him with severity as the only

way he knew of sharpening his intelligence

and making his heart cheerful. On one

occasion, when the boy was unusually dull

and failed in learning correctly a lesson in

arithmetic, Mr Hopley took him into a room

and privately flogged him with a skipping-

rope. He then remonstrated with him with

paternal tenderness ; but the boy's mind re-

maining as obtuse as before, he dragged him

np-stairs to his bed-room, and for two hour

continued to beat hira round the room with

the rope, progglng now and then with the end

of a stick, whilst the boy cried with agony.

During the intervals of the punishment, Mr
Hopley prayed with the youth, to soften his

obstinate temper ; and at last the fountain of

contrition was opened, and the pupil, we are

told, wept upon the master's bosom and said

his lesson. There is something shocking in

this alternate flogging and praying, when we

know that the result of It was the death of

the child. Within a few minutes— or, as in all

probability the truth, at the time when his

head sank on his master's bosom—the boy's

spirit left his tortured body. A Coroner's

Inquest was held, and the after-death appear-

ances, as Interpreted by Mr Prcscott Hewett,

showed that the cellular tissue had been

beaten into a jelly, that there were two holes

In his body an inch deep which had been

evidently caused by "jobbing" with a stick,

the subcutaneous tissue was extensively ecchy-

moscd, and the head was hydrocephalic.

Here, then, was the cause of the poor

lad's mental sluggishness : the brain was

diseased, and, apart from the horrible bar-

barity of the beating which terminated

in death, the use of the stick was of all

methods the very worst to cure it. AVe

may be assured that, as a rule, flagellation is

the resource of the idle or angry man. The

human, like the equine mind, is best tamed by

kindness. The stupidity of the pupil is only

the excuse, and not the justification, of the

cruelty of the master. In this particular

instance physical punishment was in Itself a

crime against nature, and the brutality admits

of no palliation.

It is remarkable that Mr Hopley was a

lecturer and writer on educational and philan-

thropic subjects. Hb printed lectures were

forwarded to us on vai-lous occasions, and,

without doubt, to the other organs of the

press, with the evident object of forcing

his exertions into publicity. We cannot

say that we regarded with much favour the

pretensions that were set forth
;
yet it is not

the less worthy of notice that a person who

pretended to enlightened views on the subject

of education, who ostentatiously claimed for

himself the character of a philanthropist, and

who was not without knowledge, should have

been guilty of the atrocious conduct which we

have described. Perhaps this overweening love

of popularity is the key to his character. Let it

be a warning to all fathers how they trust

the authority of the cane out of their own
hands. Let them keep it ; for whilst we may
hope that a father's heart will not let him

abuse his right, we cannot rely with the same

confidence on the forbearance of a stranger.

Our schools, public and private, are not now
the scenes ofsuch cruelties, under the name of

discipline, which formerly characterised them

when Dr Busby wielded the rod at West-

minster, and was the model for imitation by

every rural pedagogue ; but even now the

cane is too frequently employed, and many
children are barbarously flogged solely be-

cause the master is idle or ignorant.

The science of education will never attain

perfection until it ceases to be a routine, and

the peculiarities of the mental and physical

constitution of each child be made the study

of the educator. The spirit of all modem
systems is to classify children according to

their degree of instruction, to use them as

mere parts of a machine—to merge, in short,

the individual in the mass, irrespective of

idiosyncrasy, taste, or powers ;—a hard, me-

chanical spirit, qualified by iteration to give

imitative speech to parrots, and in accordance

with the mechanical genius of our age, but

utterly unphilosophlcal and unnatural in rela-

tion to the essential functions of the educator.

It is a spirit that breeds Hopleys, and, we
hope, has found in this man its last expression.

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

A MEDICAL ESTABUSHED CBUBCH.

Sir George Lewis is angry with the Union

Officials throughout the country that they are

not satisfied with the administration of the

Poor-law Board, and accordingly, in the

course of a debate last week on the question

whether that Board should be continued in

its functions for another five years—and in

which, by the way, the Government sustained

a defeat—exhibited a little more acrimony than

befits hb usually even and placid demeanour.

He charged the Medical Authorities with a.

desire to institute a system which would

legalise payment out of parochial funds for

the Medical relief of persons not paupers

—

to set up, in short, a " Medical Established

Church." tf the system be a right one, we

care not out of what funds the money comes,

and Sir George may make the pajTnents out

of the Consolidated Fund if he wish to get

rid of the anomaly ; nor do we think the

sarcasm will injure the soundness of the prin-

ciple, that it is advisable to adopt some

method by whlcli poor persons should bo

enabled to obtain Medical relief without being

declared paupers, and thereby degraded in

their self-respect, and deprived of the right
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and privileges of free citizens. Let Sir George

Lewis think over this matter, and endeavour

to emancipate his mind from the enslavement

of the routine system in which his early years

Were trained. He is one of our rising poli-

ticians, and we hope that his views will expand

as he rises.

THE PROTEST AGAINST SPECIAL HOSPITALS.

The contest between the Greneral and

Special Hospitals has reached its acme in the

form of a Protest against the latter from some

of the more important Members of the Medi-

cal Council, and the Physicians and Surgeons

of the General Hospitals. We can easily

ima^oe the indignation that some of our great

London operators would feel at losing their

"stone" cases, through the invitations which a

Special Hospital for sufferers from these

maladies would incessantly offer to the public.

It is asserted that no cases of stone are ever

sent away fi-om the doors of our General

Hospitals : if this bo true, there can be really

no need of a Special Hospital. We do not

expect that Messrs Smith and Jones will be

able to propound more instructive views of

these affections, or delight us with more

brilliant operations, th.in Messrs Fergusson,

Erichsen, or Skey. The question of Special

Hospitals does not, however, stand upon this

limited basis ; there is much to be said about

it, which we shall reserve for another op-

portunity.

DEATH FROM CHLOROFORM.

One of those cases showing the imprudence

of lay persons administering chloroform has

recently occurred at Liverpool. A pauper in

the Liverpool Workhouse, had lately become

lunatic, and daring one of her fits of violence

Dr Nevins, the Medical Officer, ordered her

to bo soothed with chloroform. This was

done by Mr Lupton, a student of Dr Nevins.

On the next occasion, when a maniacal fit

supervened, the Governor of the House ap-

plie<l the/chloroform. The woman was held

down in bad, and the Governor administered

chloroform on lint : in the course of eight or

ten minutes a change took place, and the

" master tailor," who was one of the specta-

tors of the proceeding, said, " She is gone !"

She, indeed, was dead. Here is another proof,

if another were wanting, to demonstrate the

extreme impropriety of lay persons havinw

recourse to so powerful and dangerous a means

of medication. Chloroform is safe in judicious

hands; but, if administered by one who is

ignorant of its mode of action, and of all the

licato precautions that are necessary to be

ved to insure safety, it may become, as

this and many previous instances, the cause

of instant death. It is possible that in some
of these cases it is not, in reality, the chloro-

form that causes death, but the absence of it

;

the patient dying of simple suffocation.

Dctween the fear of giving too much and

the desire to induce insensibility, enough is

not given, and the insensibility, at length

forced, is produced by asphyxia. The Jury

acquitted the Governor, and suggested that

a Resident Medical Officer should be ap-

pointed to the Workhouse—a recommendation

that, we hope, will be carried into effect.

THE >-E'W LICENTIATES OF THE COLLEGE OF

PHYSICIANS.

It is now fully understood that the scheme

of the College of Physicians to create a new

body of licentiates is illegal ; the Attorney-

General, Mr RoundeU Palmer, Mr Bovill, Mr
Wilcox, and Mr Cleasby—a phalanx of high

legal authorities—having concurred in opinion

on this point. Nothing can, therefore, be done

without an Act of Parliament. We are glad

of this ; because it will give the Profession an

opportunity of petitioning against the Bill,

should it contain any clauses which would tend

to create an inferior grade, or deprive exist-

ing Licentiates of their rights.

A RELATIVE OF JENNER.

Mrs Elizabeth Jenner, the wife of Jenuer's

grand-nephew, has been twice defeated in her

candidature for admission to the Royal

Medical Benevolent College. She now makes

a third appeal to the subscribers. Will not

the subscribers for once forego the pleasure

of a contest, and combine their votes to pro-

vide an asylum for one of the family of

Jenner in her distress? The Profession ought

not to allow this lady to sink unaided under

her misfortune. It would be an unspeakable dis-

grace to us if we should suffer a lady bearing

that illustrious name to ask for shelter under

the roof of our own Charity, and bar our doors

against her appeal. The excitement arising

out of a contested election to a Charity

affords, no doubt, an agreeable kind of amuse-

ment; but if indulged in to the prejudice of

those who have peculiar claims to the help of

the Institution, it becomes an unpardonable

abuse.

THE MEDICAL DIRECTORY.
The Annual Circular of the Medical

Directory is about to be issued, when an
opportunity will be afforded to every member
of the Profession to show their estimate of
the value of the work by complying with the
Publisher's reijuest and ordenng a copy. No
expense is spared by the enterprising Publisher
to merit general support ; for we hear that
for the future the three Directories for the
three divisions of the Kingdon will be included
in one handsome volume exten(Ung to more
than one thousand pages, and all for the very
moderate sum of 8s Cd. Considering the
large expenses attending the compilation of
such a work, we should think that there is not
such another instance of cheaimess in the
whole range of literary undertakings. We
quite concur in the recommendation of our
contemporary in the current number of the
' Medical Times,' who says : " Evcrj' well-
wisher to the I'rofession must see the import-
ance of supporting so valuable a work of
reference as the ' Alcdical Directory.'

"'

SKETCHES OF EMINENT
PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS

OF THE LAST CENTURY.

By JOSHUA BURGESS, M.D.

MEMOIR OF JOHN HUNTER, F.R.S.

(Continued from page 42.)

Visitations of adverse fortune read wholesome

lessons, and if sustained with fortitude, temper the

feelings, and expand the affections. John Hunter

finding the regrets and sorrows of his sister not

capable of alleviation, barren sympathy being all

he had to bestow, was assailed by serious mis-

givings at the improfitablo life he had hitherto

spent, the consequences of whicli, arising from a

similar source, he found reflected in the difliculties

and distress of his beloved sister. The blandish-

ments of country sports, no more than the fascina-

tions of music, and society, would compensate or

recall lost opportunity and misspent time. The
results of idleness, dissipation, and indulgence he
had witnessed afforded bitter fruit, made these
attractions fade, and better as) liratious took place.

Becoming restless at his position, and anxious for
occupation, he addressetl, with much hesitation, a
letter to his brother William in Loudon, whose suc-
cess wasnow established, rciiucstiugto be permitted"
to pay him a visit, and offering to assist in the
dissecting-room. If this proposal had not been .

accepted, he iuteuded to go into the army

;

being of an enterprising and adventurous tempe-
rament. By absence from home he had become
weaned of boyish attachments, and Mrs Hunter
had also become reconciled to the absence of
her son, being troubled for his future welfare,
which her daughter's misfortunes more strongly
prompted. Dr Hunter returned an affectionate
reply to his request, with an invitation to come
up immediately to London to assist him in ana-
tomical pursuits. This was cheerfully accepted,
and in company with a Mr Hamilton, who was
visiting London ou business, they travelled
together ou horseback, and iu September, 1748,
reached London. John Hunter was eighteen
yeaas old when he entered William Hunter's
dissecting-room. This occurred about a fortnight
before the winter session of lectures commenced.
William, to test the disposition of John for
anatomical pursuits, and to form some opinion, as
well as to estimate his abiUties, after preliminary
instructions, gave him an arm to dissect tho
muscles ; the nerfonnancc of which, it is recorded,
greatly exceeded the anticipation of William
Hunter. This, in some measure, decided his
fate. Upon his accomplishing a much moru dilFicult

dissection to the entire satisfaction of William^
namely, a prep.aration of the arm, showing all the
muscles, with also the arteries injected for pre-
servation—William determined to engage John
in regular employment iu the dissecting-room, and
declared his conviction that he would soon
become a good anatomist, and should not want
for employment.

All the dissections of that day iu I^oudon wore
performed in William Hunter's School of Ana-
tomy

; John therefore did not want opportunity
and practice. He quickly excelled iu the tact and
neatness of maniimlation required to attain
excellence in dissection, and making preparations,
which, as in other arts, to be successful should be
attained early in life. His efforts were much
assisted by the instruction he received from his
brother's dissecting assistant, Mr Symonds. Not-
withstanding latent manifestations of thatjealousy
which ultimately broke into open liostility
and undignified contention, Dr Hunter at tin's

time showed great interest for the welfare of his
brother. He interceded with Mr Cheselden to admit
John Hunter to tho sick wards of Clielsea Hos-
pital, of which that eminent man was surgeon.
Under this tutelage, he very early in life, being
oidy nineteen years of age, received the first in-
stalment of the largo experience which afterwards
distinguished him — derived amongst veterans
of the armj-, to the service of which ho after-
wards devoted his matured experience on foreign
service, and on the field of battle. The oft-told
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tale of adventure, of danger, and of suffering,

would leave impressions in the vicissitudes of liis

future career, not unprofitable upon a mind pre-

disposed to cnteqirize. He continued his attend-

ance at Chelsea Hospital during the next
summer. It was at this period John Hunter first

manifested an interest in physiological inquiry,

and those speculations in which he afterwards

indulged.

From the observations he made in the
wards of Chelsea Hospital, he expressed
doubts of the doctrine, that in the process of

ulceration, solid parts are held in solution by pus
or matter. His advance in anatomical dexterity

was steady and rapid : in the next session, he
relieved Dr WUliam from demonstrations in the
dis.secting-room, to devote his labours exclusively

to the duties of giving lectures in the lecture-

theatre.

In 1751, he became pupil of the celebrated Perci-

val Pott, one of the senior surgeons of St Bartholo-

mew's Hospital,—attended his lectures, and also

the clever operations performed by that skilful man.
He thus enjoyed the singular privilege of receiving

early instruction from the two greatest reformers of

the art and science of surgery. These two eminent
surgeons may be considered the Calv^ and Luther
of surgical reform : one boldly assailed the monks
and barbers who had usurped the practice of the

ait, and got possession of hospitals and lazar-

honses endowed by royal munificence. The other

had ratlier more of the amiable and learned Me-
lancthon in his nature, and by gentle and per-

suasive means established a humane and skuful

practice. Improved pathology and surgery thus
fomided, could not have received worthier culture,

or possessed a disciple more zealous and talented

than John Hunter to hand down its traditions,

enlarge its field of inquiry and labour, and es-

tablish the claims of medicine and surgery to the

dignity of science. Although in after-life he
assailed some of Mr Pott's pathological doctrines

and opinions, he always exijressed the greatest

esteem and respetft for him, notwithstanding the

Tmfortunate quarrel, in which he took no part,

BetB'een Dr AVilliam Hunter and Mr Pott.

This dispute necessarily produced between them
some coolness and, perhaps, jealousy, but it

was manifested more by Pott than Johi Hunter,
who was now beginning to take a high position as

a surgeon. No two men could be more opposed
in their manners, and modes of thought than
John Hunter and Porcival Pott. The last, a man
of refined and cultivated tastes, and an excellent

scholar, considered surgery essentially a practical

art, which he vindicated and illustrated^being a
most elegant and fearless operator—and in his

lectures displayed learning, eloquence, and re-

search, appealing to the authority of writers of

antiquity in support of the opinions he promul-
gated. It is not improbable that the confusion

and blunders of Pott in regard to congenital

hernia— or, as he rather affectedly termed it,

hernia coiigeniaHs—led to those further discoveries

which, by the inquiries and experiments of Haller,

the two Hunters, and Monroe Secundus, ultimately
settled this vexed question. But John Hunter
had no better claim to the discovery of the hernia

congenitalis than had Percival Pott ; that merit
belonged to Baron von Haller, of Gfottingen and
Berne. Hunter's discovery—and perhaps the

most important, most appreciated, and least dis-

puted of his life—was the transition and progress

of the testis from the abdomen into the scrotum.
John Hunter held surgery to be a subject for

speculative inquiry and physiological research,

and had no veneration for authority ; he was a

genuine reformer, maintained the right of private
judgment and freedom of thought with indepen-
pendence and boldness. But physiology nad
made no progress as a science at this time, to give
sufficient faith in its conclusions to satisfy the
convictions of Percival Pott.

The turning point of John Hunter's career was
now in the eddy. He hesitated which department
of practice to adopt, and the circumstance of

entering as a gentleman commoner in St Mary's
Hall, Oxford, in 1752, would indicate the inten-
tion of ultimately graduating, with the object of
becoming, at a future time, a Fellow of the College
of Physicians, for at this time William had not
decided to relinquish the practice of .surgery.
But not matriculating—in short, he did not reside,
since his Ix)ndon employments were not inter-
rupted for a moment by his absence—this plan
was relinquished, and lie entered as a surgeon's

pupil at St George's Hospital the following year.

The inclination manifested by John Himter was
decidedly for the practice of surgery, and he thus
early entertained the ambition of becoming surgeon
to a hospital. The prospect of succeeding Che-
selden at Chelsea was very remote. So far as re-

gards surgical practice, Chelsea Hospital was un-
equal to the ambition he entertained, since, in the
instance of Choselden, it was bestowed more as a
royal favour to smooth his retirement from the
labours of the Profession. Theregulations of St Bar-
tholomew's requiring of the candidate for the office

of surgeon, that he should serve an apprenticeship
with one of the surgeons of the hospital, pre-

cluded his prospects in that direction. Dr William
Hunter possessed some interest and influence with
the Medical Officers of St George's Hospital,
through which John hoped for more success, and
to be able to gratify, in due course, the ambition
of becoming surgeon to that hospital. As a
stepping-stone, he obtained the situation of House
Surgeon at St George's Hospital, about 1756. The
temporary position of house-surgeon being a most
desirable one in which to obtain practical know-
ledge of responsible surgical duties, requiring

constant attendance in case of accidents brought
to or occurring in the vicinity of the hospital.

The different early training of the two brothers

became now more manifest. From the ago of

fifteen, William had been accustomed to the
discipline of College life at the University of

Glasgow, to qualify him as a candidate for the
Church. He thus became a good scholar, and
able to sustain any position in which fair classical

acquirements might be necessary. This, com-
bined with a taste for public speaking, made him
unequalled as a lecturer, and gave a cultivation

to his style of address always popular and pleasing.

John Hunter, on the contrary, never having en-

joyed similar opportunities of instruction, and the

few which had offered having been neglected, he
could not retrieve his disadvantages by any later

efforts, since the active and laborious pursuits of

the dissecting-room, of practice, and ultimately of

lecturing, afforded little time for mental culture.

He felt this ilisadvautage keenly, and it gave a
tone to the future pursuits of John Hunter,
whose vigorous mind nevertheless acquired by
these impediments a more forcible rebound.

(To be continued.

)

CLINICAL REPORTS.

Extra-Utekinb Gestation (Interstitial ?)

—

Operation by External Inclsion, and
Removal of a nearly full-grown Child—
Rf.covery.—Dr Ramsbotham and Mr John
Adams.
Cases like the following are not often met with

in hospitals ; but, as they may arise at any mo-
ment in the practice of any surgeon, it is well to

be able to decide as to their nature. The case

has occurred in the practice of Dr Bamsbotham,
at the London Hospital, and is now thought to

have been one of "interstitial" extra-uterine

gestation. Dr Ramsbotham has had sixteen

somewhat similar cases.

Extra-uterine gestation differs from super-

fcetation in the now well-recognised fact, that in

the latter (as in anomalous cases of twins in the

West Indies, where one child is white, one
black), one gestation having commenced, a

second supei-venes or may supervene upon it

during the continuance of the first : whereas in

the former, or extra-uterine gestation, the ON-um
may be impregnated, and oecome abnormally
attached and developed, as in the case about to be

related, at some or any point between the upper
part of the utenis and the Graafian follicle ; or

it may fall into the abdominal cavity itself, giving

rise to the varieties of this accident known as

ovarian, tubal, ventral, and interatitial. In the

first, the ovum is impregnated in and attached to

the Graafian follicle, or external surface of the

ovary itself. A marked case of this kind has
been given by Dr Granville. A lady, aged
thirty-nine, was the mother of seven children

;

the tumour, four times the size of a hen's egg,

contained a foetus of about four months' growth,
which, as such tumours are generally found to do,

burst in several places, the poor lady dying of the

hssmorrhage and general '
' shock " to her

system.

The " tubal," or second variety of extra-

uterine gestation, is, however, the most frequent
of these abnormahties. We give twe cases by
Dr R. Lee ; they also show the usual termination of
these very serious accidents.

" A patient died suddenly in 1829 from internal

haemorrhage," saysDrLee, "produced by rupture
of the right Fallopian tube, which contained an
ovum. On opening the tube a deciduous membrane
was found everywhere surrounding the chorion, ad-

hering to the tube, as the decidua usually does to

the lining membrane of the uterus. The chorimi,

jdacenta, amnion, and embryo were distinctly

seen.
" A second patient, M» K , after suffering

under sjrmptoms of inflammation and retroversion

of the uterus, was seized with great faintness, and
soon expired. A large quantity of fluid blood

was found in the abdominal cavity, and the right

Fallopian tube was lacerated, which contained an.

ovum with deciduous membrane also."

One of the causes of extra-uterine gestation is

believed to be emotional excitement or fright om
the part of the woman at the time of coitna

or impregnation. The sj-mptoms in such cases

as these are at first not very woU marked or

distinctive. The uterus is felt to be deve-

loped ; it is high up, and at one side ; men-
struation ceases ; there is an absence of nansea
and vomiting ; the patient feels very uneasy

;

fcetal movements are indistinct ; there is a
sense of weight and uneasiness deeply seated

in the i)elvis, extending to the kidney, no doubt
from irritation of some common nervous supply.

In tubal gestation, from the confined space of tha

tube, the ovum is continued in it rarely beyond
the third month, when the cyst or tube is ruptured,

and the embryo escapes. In some rare cases it

goes on to the full time ; but when it bursts, the
poor woman, without any idea of what has hap-
pened, is seized with agonising pain, followed by
ghastly pallor, fainting, hurried breathing, and
collapse. On di-ssection, the ovum is found in the

abdomen ; a rent exists in the tube, and a large

quantity of blood in the peritoneal cavity. In the

"interstitial" variety, as compared to the "tulrnl,"

the infant in the former case usually goes the ftill

time ; but, as there is a something absent in the

womb to set up ordinary labour at that time,

as in the following case, the child dies. Matters
then go on more or less quietly for some time,

not without injury to the health of the mother,
but without danger to her life. The crisis, how-
ever, must come sooner or later, when the cyst gives

way, and symptoms of collapse set in, followed by
those of inflammation. This crisis may be hastened

by various circumstances, sneh as riolent action at

the abdominal muscles, sudden shocks, coughing,

vomiting, &c. It was with the object in view of

anticipating such evil results in the case appended,

that tne surgeons of the London Hospital decided

(now that tlie operation is so easily done under
chloroform) to operate ; for Dr Campbell, it may be
remembered, gives seventy-five cases of this

disease, in seventy of which the fcetus —shall we
say ?—after the mamier of Ariel and Sycorax, con-
tinued interstitially confined for several years in

the walls of the womb itself,
'

' within which rift

Imprisoned it did painfully remain."

Dr Dyce, indeed, of Aberdeen, gives a case in

which the foetus was thus retained for a period of

eight years. The patient was twice pregnant
afterwards, and delivered of living children, but
sunk ultimately from the hectic bronght on by
the extra-uterine foitus in process of decay.

The case which we have deemed it right to

preface by the preceding remarks is only the

second known of its kind in our hospital annaU,
operated on as this was : they may arise, how-
ever, at any moment, and the question of surgical

operation become a very serious one.

M. A. J , married eight years, a young-
looking woman under thirty years of age, was
admitted in May of tha present y»ar, nader
the cars of Dr Ramsbotham, at the London
Hospital, with the following curious history

:

—Though married eight years, she has never

boon ))regnant till her present trouble. She ceased

menstruating last February twelve months ; this

was succeeded by oramp-luce jmins in the right

side of the abdomen ; sne was siok, but did n«t

vomit ; had no ensuing sickness : the pain reached

from the ])elvis up to the region of the liver. In
June '59 she first felt a movement as of a cliild ;

her breasts began to enlarge also, and the veins

of the left leg became varicose ; i» sluwt, slie
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expenenred the fii-st familiar indications of bein.^

Lu^ f?"^'' T-" ^^^ '^'"tinned in goo3health in this condition up to the end of October

^f. X™f '"'^v*T'f-
About this time, how-

ever, she fancies she had a severe fall, followed bvOT^p and soreness in her side, with pain running

month she received intelligence of the death of a
fflster, which cansed considerable " shock

"

though there was nonewabdominal sensation, onlvthat from this time forward she ceased to feel thimovements of the child, and, as she now thinkLWme sensibly smaller, though the period ofgestation should tcnninate in November ac-£ kVr'
"" '""' calculations-that is. some

diiw ''fZ'^,''^^^'^
Ae movement ceased, a

b^cV^rr
}'^'^ commenced from the vagiLa,W^ckish and occasionaUy pinkish, sometlm^wrth pieces of coagulum like flesh, not offensh-f

t^l TZT P"",', '^"""^^ ? ^'^'^- She d?d 1 ot

^rv^ 1 !»^«-'" '''•
"l"^'; *« f«l' Sleepy and

miT'7v^!!^r?'''*'"'°g ™'^' occurred thismonth, but that she was veiy anxious about

«<^!^T'^v'""
March—Whflt she considered

^^T^ T ^mwenc'-d in these months,and was regular up to the time of her admissi^m
to hospital. Thert! is milk in the breasts, but

stiH l',!:ST''"^ '", *^''"^^- ^"" K™'^™! health
still surtors .indeed^ since October she has been

Cfier^^t ''"' *'^"' "^^ ^"^y -«-y

h«^^.^L"v
*'«y--StiU very apprehensive about

iZ^ ""' ^"'^ ^'^^^ ^°'' '"""^ midwifery
interference or operation, to rid her of what proveson examination by Dr Ramsbotham, i hardtumour, of the size of a man's head, Jasily de-
tcctetl, chiefly on the right side of the bellv ' notmm ul or sore to the touch; the os uteri IkZ
^L f\ ^\ *"'

T^J^^- S*"" l-'-'d improve!wmewhat ,u Wtal ; her appetite ,va« good, sheslept weU, and had a good j„ifse. A consultation

^ the surgeons of the London Hospital was heHand as the woman had evidently gone nearly simonths "over her time,"andassLUpa" ticl yvnshful her^telf for some operation, it 4as deemeJadvisable though veiy seri'ous surgeiy, to oSe^the case being supposed to bo one ofixtra-En;
ge tation, probably of the "tubal" or intS-
tial kmd or variety.

'"loisu

jjThe operation (ifay 31st) was performed withMr Adamss u^ual steadiness and anatomiclla^waey. After chloroform liad been adS-tered, an mcision about five inches in len^hcommencing on a level with the umbiHcuf andabout two inches to Tts right side, was m?de, Zlearned to al)ont an inch of the imbes, also on tWmde, going of course, through /ntegumentsof^

tehrm-™**^'""'"^'!'^" r-eritoueum, muchM m the minor incision for ovariotomy (an opera

whfcb ^r "P''
°l " T"" '•«™'i<IaMekind,^Cwhich has now been done 395 times with 212

Z'f T^",
tmnour at once came into 2'^, andwas found iulherent to the abdominal wall at "tslowerpart The tumour or cyst wa.snow ,.u cturedand aWt a pint of greenish yellow ^uid, withsome flakes of " remix caseosa '' and some loosehairs, came away The cyst (or membrune,) wasthen opened, and a loop of funis escaped MrAdams next introduced his hami, and ,lrew out afcta arm. The child (a female) was fo^nTl Tc,^

r^^T'T' '",'""'""*>•. »-clI nourished, but df

^Tl '\l^- ^^'^ I'lacenta, of a very eniAnatica

the funis tied
; some omentum Imving protn dedI»rt of ,t was cut off, its vessels li^.ture,! andthe ren^.nder returned; the cyst was S^^efuHv^nged out as in ovariotomy, "the eles ofZexternal wound brought together by .simires a,^

m,man was careful/y removed to b d, whereXwon recovCTed from the eff-ects of the chSorm
and^wa.,deiight«lto find the opc-ratioi, v)::™!

pain'fort, '

;.''»)^'^ver, of feeling .some

She fell an I,
.: ,?f

*'"' "I-eratlon
; hut then

Loter in ((..'.„^" •"''fV>'»"', and awoke refreshed.

^;i:^^s^it;:-r=brz}«--
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siick^ and the laudanum was repeated every fourhoure pulse was reported gooi and she Massed(all things consKlei-ed) an expedient ^ht ^ '

June 1st.-Had some beef-tea for" breakfastfelt refreshed, pain less. Took iced bwndy andwater, as al,so her beef-tea, freely tliC i thelay. Later in the day, felt a pain in thT woundthis was relieved by the laudanum.
'

/lid.—Slept well; no pain ; tongue clean and

"piun.;
''^' ''"'^^ ^'''^^^ ^»- the

nesJ'^' frlM^f'^
'
«~'V>''?*

' "° I^^ « tender-ness felt hungry, and had some fish. Banda<re

wfh^brt^d'T"^"**^ r""''
looking healthy!«ith slight discharges; bread poultic? appliedTowards evening slight .spasm of the chest.^

iucrjising ' *" ' ""'»'""»<^kingw«ll, discharge

5th --Lass pain
; pulse 130

; tongue furreil •

wound healthy, but discharging freely a grumons-ooking matter, which Mr Idams believ?.s to Tebroken-up placenta, the remains of the coni, toohaving been observed in the poultices. She ZiSIX ounces of goo<lsheriy.«i„i, beef-tea, and fts^
.

6th.-Passed a good night: tongue, however

nc7 Vb?"
"' *":* '«''«'« ^"'V"' "ot^en reUeTe ismce the operation, Mr Adams ordered twodrachms of ca.stor.oil, which acted freely

/th.-Had some jeUy and a chop, and eight

lowif \^"^ intention,- with exception oflower end^ whence the ligatures hang, and
di.scharge freely escapes.

bv^^lfT^*""^
of the ligatures removed, foUowedby half an ounce of offensive grumous fluid.

Sh„ ;!!','""''" "'' '•>« ligatures removed.She IS now able to sit up. Takes fonr ounces of

de'c",^Un7' ""' ''"* "' ^'"'"- ""'"^"^^
Jul^- Hth.-Kow six weeks since operation.

Som« vr.V"«u'''^"* ^^' ^'1' eonklesent
Sorne slight discharge still continues, but other:wise she seems a miracle of good simery, amimany strangers (medical) hav? come t? sTc herThe case, ,„ jK,,nt of fact, has proved to be one of

fie?dTf1u='^''^ ""'^ '"«S^^«^« - '"^^ -««
Wo need onfy ^y, h, conclusion, of this form of

o^mT7'"'^''.?'="''^^yB™'<=het, that the

t,^n„i,
*'"!,"''" ""- I*"'t «t "''•i'^h the Fallopiantube enters tlie utents, and forms, as it were anidus ,n he walls of the uten.s itself, where i?becomes "surrounded by a layer of the musclar

SoP.l "?r i*"""""" = '* '= 'loveloped in a

onenfH P ,r'y^^''T" *'>" "terino /ayers at

^se a^'i.!"''^'-''Vf'''V'
^"^^'"^ one or twoM.ses arc given in whicfi the ovum was found in

ut mranr.'K
*''" 1'''"=^"*" ^»'' occupied theuterus, and the rest of the ovum l^ad been

FaiStX* '^ '""^'^ "y *•"> J"»*^<i

EyrRA-UTFRiNE OtsTATioN, Arra.vt.En by

^'l^^^
~ BOXE.S or F(ETU,S PA.SSED lIFR

S^I^Kv'jT^k^
"'="'" -—ABn. -m

As a pendant to the former case, we may here

parts of a fo-tus of a snp,«,scd extra-uterine

rvrSe-ershSr^'rnX'rSt "^o^-f
f"Zr^ "^ **' Sy<ine/jon'es;*Th': ^"T:.

v.tjZ^\"Tf^"^ ^y-"^^' "ay.' that tvrelvByears ago she had many, if not ill, the usualsymptoms of pregnancf-enlargement of he

nwTc"' ''rf^'r?""
"f "teohe^•ound the nip!

pics, Ac In due time .symi.tora.s of labour sH„er-vened, but, to her mortifecation and ast™ shment pas.sed off a^aiu. She then coiS I ame<iicar man, and the uterine enkrgement wasexamincl, but found more at one sifThe rf^side) than the other. For the next twelve yearsshe ha<l no further annoyance, though the tu-

ZZ/TTl'.^'"' "' '^' '="'' "f^l""* time,dunng the last two years, the cyst or absoeshas given way or got le.s,s, and she has passed, prr

ofri.?ur'''^"^''°"'^^^'?''^'"r™^« to bethSe

Bood I eiub ^K "T"^ " """ '" "markabiogood health. The "vis mcdicatrix " in thisinstance has proved herself c,uite e.jual to the

t L '."^'T'^^t'fM » ,<">'"
;

Ix't, on the other hand

cndTT i-''rV'",r'''y
^''* t''« «'^'-' might havecmled fata ly, hke those just referred to in thepractice of Dr GmnviUe and Dr Robert Leo
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n.V '\BSTRAOTS OF PAPEBS.

Of Tea ^'r?, I"'/'
'"'^^P^P'^^on " The Action

moiistra?pH ^ f'
contrasted," in which he de-monstrated, m reference to tea, that it excites orincreases vital transformations, increasi;g thelre-quency, depth and chemical changes of respirationas well as the action of the skiif a. ho«S by In-crease of pei-spiration. Fat and acids le^eu tMaaction on the skin, but alkalis increase t^ea'chiefly of use after food, but is not applicable as asubstitute for food; and, to descend to the nur."er^

,?r,fiH°i7''T''''li'*''^'
^' ^">it'' thinksteaisv^

«mfitted for breakfast, as well as for persons^spare and active habits
; nor is it fittWl fTpri-soners^ the ill-fed and destitute, oryoun^ It7smost fitted for the old, the corpulentfor thesedentanr, for soldiers or for hot cWes and i?

'^:vSZ%Tr'''r''W'^ traiXmation ^fstarch and fat foods. Coftee, on the other hand.

theskln^e«^'%r^"''''^^">
^<''*^'^"^ the action 5

I of f.KMl W .
' "'" ncces.sity for transformation

01 fixKl by acting upon the kidneys and bowels

crea.ses It
,
the fomer conserves animal heat, thelattercUspersesit. Ofthe alcohols, beers, andwineitrue to an old legend, mm seems to be the moScomplete and perfect stimulus; but DrCtth

wT'^' .
<^?'"P<">"'1-^ are 'poisons, and notfoods. Beers he thought to bo viuable accord"n^

which thTlr'-^'"'™.' ^r- '''''^'' •-'"'l --^"^

better InrV-lT' '''!"' "^-fashioned ales are

tAsh mL A'l*'^
?'*"'?*•'' *''*" the thin bittertrash (Bass- nase,^' and " all .slop "-Al.sop ass^mo one remarked) now so fhshiona'ble. Tea^indgoo.1 beer have an analogous action. The Authorreproba cd the introduction of fashionable alesnto Iiuha, be leving, from their power to le.ienthe action of the skin, their u,sefitlness would bovery donhtful in that country; but tlii.s poiu?seemedopen to discussion, as 'well as thrrea

action, in disea.se, of wine, brandy Ac ic, b»l,l iw
the late Dr Todd! The '' SecS" se'emeA how^

Ts""' '^',b tl"''^' ?f"'"' '^'' the old-fashioned
ales, with their gluten, sugar, acids, salt.s, and

Klforri'^"-;'";','""
"'^"'«*'''« percent.^,

of Imlf-formed alcohol (one or two of t^e collo|es

mau/nl H "I'^
celebrated for their inimitablemalt and hops), were all that could be desired, anddeserved Dr Smith's oiilogium

"«>"-^". ana

of^DeS:"!-!'''" '^r.'i"."'
'"''P'lPC'-onthe "Nattm.

?;«'*"' ,,'^'T'n <^l'loroform," introduced to th.

«f I,'°" u
" '?V''-''<^-'^c(l question of the class

andth.f/'^"'
-^^h'"^'*'™ i' comparatively saf^and that class where caution is required in the

administration, Dr Kidd fun,i.,hed in the pape?a care „1 analysis of all the recorded deaths^
about I'oT ^"T ^"^ "P"?''™''- which amount S
tin^J^i A l^!^"^ "? """^y^'^ of twenty-five addi-tional deaths from the a,lrainistrationof etherand

iT^tr^f'"""- J,^''
'^''^'' '^ "'^'"'*^'l to doubt if hedeaths from chloroform have been, as held by DrSnow, from carthac syncope, from overdose ofchlo-reform, sinking of the heart, &c. The fact of tei^or hundreds of thousands of patients taHu°chrroforn, ,v,th perfect .safety, even in the Taraestpossiole doses of six, or eight, or ten ouncefofclUoroform at a time, .nany*'remaining an Cr ortwo hours nn.ler chloroform in deep sleer thepulse little If at all affected, the heart undisturbed

^''ii VV''r""J
cconcile with the other fact thatin all the fatal cases the dose of chlorotWn hasbeen very small (a drachm or half-drachm)? hodeath lia.s occun-ed before deep ana.>sthesia hadcommenced

; m many deaths, also, the heart had

fnrHnVr**"'^'
''"' *''" ''^•^thing had ceased!Judging from experiments on animals, and what

ion"^f .IT^'f
'"". "' '^' P«-^t.inorteiA exanTina-

t on of patients m hos],ital.s, who have died from

1 riw? I™' !^
^"'^

."f '"^'«'"S ^'y tl>c view 5
tbcT" ''*"*'l

"n chloi-ofonn,°Dr Kidd thinksthe larger number of ,leaths ari.se from an excitant
reflex action of the chloroform in the eariy stage,and notadeei,, direct, an.l later depressing acffon
or exhaustion

; and that the base of the brain, not
tlie heart, (througl, a ,.,.flex irritability from thepulmonary organs, esjwcially from the pneumo-

f'l wf^f'.*' '™'' '"<P'"i"cd by Einbrodt
and Weber,) is the part reaUy at fault. Wohave accordingly to ,lread hysteric and nervous
complications in the brain, as well as trivial opera-
tion.s where chloroform or bad chloroform is given
in a tnvial maimer in small doses, infinitely more
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than we have to fear diseased valves of tlie heart,

or the fullest doses of chloroform continued with
due care even for an entire hour. Tliis reflex or

excitant action of the pneumogastrics may even
stop the heart, if not huiTied over by cautiously

increasing the dose of chloroform, as any other
excitant of the pneumogastric is found to do ; or

this reflex action may, by vaso-motor disturbance

and dilatation of vessels in the brain, lead to in-

crease of blood and sudden " fit.

"

This paper, which it is difficult to make clear to

the general reader without the diagrams and sta-

tistical tables, gave rise to a long discussion, in

which Sir B. Brodie, Mr Busk, Dr Sharpey, Dr
Priestley (Profes.sor Simpson's chief assistant),

and several others took much interest.

Mr. BtJSK thought the .statistics of the 125
deaths very remarkable ; but he still believes,

what is not antagoiustic to Dr Kidd's theory, but
supports it, that some deaths arise from mere
surgical "shock," and are then put down to
chloroform, (rt)

Dr PKIE.STLET, in the only case of death he saw
from chloroform, the heart continued to beat,

though the breathing had stopped. This corrobo-
rates Dr Kidd's views.

Mr Durham, of Guy's Hospital, brought before
the Association some experiments on the " Physi-
ology of Sleep," already referred toby us in Mr
Hilton's recent Lectures at the Royal College of

Surgeons. This question, though apparently so
simple, is one of the most unsettled in the entire

field of physiology and practice of medicine. Sleep
was defined by the Author to be a state of cerebral

repose which is essential to the nutritive repair

of the brain substance ; a state in which con-
sciousness, sensation, and volition are temporarily
suspended, but so suspended as to be easily re-

stored by the action of stimuli external or internal.

Mr Durham, by removing portions of bone by the
trephine from the skull of animals, and substitut-

ing watch-glasses as "windows," was enabled to
investigate the state of the brain during sleep :

he found that in this state the brain is compara-
tively bloodless ; the veins are NOT distended, as

usually .stated by jiliysiologists, and the capillaries

contain very little
'

' corpusculated " blood ; during
waking the circulation i.s much more active,

and at that time arteries, veins, capillaries, all

higlily injected with rapidly-moving blood. The
relation of the intracranial circulation with that
of other parts, and the theory of the cerebro-
spinal fluid and veins, as in Mr. Hilton's lectures,

were next dwelt upon. Coma and lethargy, and
aniesthesia from cliloroform, were proved to be
very distinguishable from healthy sleep ; the
nature of dreams was also explained, and some
very admirable suggestions were made as to the
best method of inducing sleep under various con-
ditions of wakefulness in disease. Mr Durham's
communication excited considerable interest ; the
experiments, taken in conjunction with those of

Dr Burrows and others, were very valuable and
suggestive.

M. Ollier exhibited some specimens illustrating

the production of bone from periosteum. "VVe have
so frequently referred to these experiments of M.
Ollier in the Medical Circular, especially in
connection with the phosphorus disease of the
inferior maxillary bone, that we do not see much
use in again going over exactly the same ground.
Dr RADCLiFrE'.s paper on "Muscular Action " is

in the same category of communications as that by
M. Oilier.

Dr RicHARD.sox brought before the Section bis

views on '
' The Process of Oxygenation in Animal

Bodies." The inhalation of oxygen has also been
very fully discussed in some original papers in this

journal; and partly to reconcile some of these
conflicting statements and discussions, seems to
have been the chief object held in view by the
Author. The influence of pure oxygen as an exci-
tant differs according to the kind of animal on
which it is tried, being (as one would d priori
expect) most marked in animals of quick respira-

tion and high temperature, and least marked or
nil in animals of feeble respiration and lower
temperature. Oxygen when breathed over and over
again, tliough freed from carbonic acid, loses its

power of supporting life ; and oxygen, while it is

essential to muscular irritability and muscular
power, exerts its influence over muscle, not as a

(a) Dr Barnes gives a recent midwifery case, death
seventeen hours after chloroform ; the patient in the
interval quite conscious and apparently well.

direct excitant, but by supplying to the muscle
an agent or force by which the muscle is fitted for

contraction on the application of an exciting cause.

Dr Richardson thinks, too, that there is a with-
drawal of some principle extant in primitive oxy-

gen in the finer experiments ; but, like voltaic

narcotism and ammonia as the sole cause of coagu-

lation of the blood, this compound nature of oxy-
gen was doubted.

INTERNATIONAL STATISTICAL
CONGRESS.

THE SANITARY SECTION.
The papers announced in the programme at

the opening of the Fourth Section were—on
General Sanitary Statistics, by Dr Farr ; on a

Uniform Scheme of Sanitary Statistics, by Dr
Sutherland ; and on the Statistics of Hospitals,

by Miss Nightingale. Additional topics were
announced by Dr .larvis, on a Uniform System
of Reports in Lunatic Asylums ; by Dr Milroy,

on Simultaneous and International Registration

of Epidemics ; by Mrs M. A. Baines, on the
Statistics of Wet-nursing ; by Sir David Brewster,
on Colouring Blindness.

Taking these subjects in the order in which
they were entertained in the Section, we notice

first the paper of Miss Florence Nightingale, on
the Method of Reporting Hospital Statistics, read

on Tuesday, 17th July, to which we briefly re-

ferred last week. In this paper it was proposed
that each hospital should tabulate its annual
work according to " diseases, " "ages," "sexes,"
and that under each disease .should be shown—1,

the numbers remaining at the beginning of each
year ; 2, the numbers admitted during the year

;

3, the numbers cured ; 4, the numbers discharged

incurable, unrelieved, or at their own request
;

5, the deaths ; 6, the duration of cases ; 7, the

numbers remaining at the end of each year.

The forms prepared for collecting this infor-

mation, and submitting it to the Congress, had
been already tried in several hospitals, and the

results were considered sufficient to show how
large a field for statistical analysis and inquiiy
would be opened by their general adoption.

They were considered sufficient to ascertain

the relative mortality in diiferent hospitals,

as well as of different diseases and injuries at the

same time and at different ages, the relative

frequency of various diseases and injuries amongst
the classes which enter hospitals in different

countries, and in different districts of the same
country. They would enable us to ascertain how
much of each year of life is wasted by illness

;

what diseases and ages press most heavily on the

resources of particular hospitals. For example,
it was found that a very large portion of the

limited finances of one hospital was swallowed up
by one prcventible disease—rheumatism, to the

exclusion of many important cases or other dis-

eases from the benefit of the hospital treatment.

It had been shown that most of the cases ad-

mitted to the hospitals, where the forms have
been tried, belong to the productive ages of life,

and not to the ages at the two extremes of exist-

ence. The paper stated, that the relation of the

duration of cases to the general utility of an hos-

pital had never yet been shown, although it must
be obvious that if, by any sanitary means or im-

proved treatment, the duration of cases could be
reduced to one-half, the utility of the hospital

would be doubled, so far as its funds are concerned.

The proposed forms would enable the mortality

in hospitals, and also the mortality from parti-

cular diseases, injuries, and operations, to be

ascertained %vith accuracy ; and these facts, toge-

ther with the duration of cases, would enable the

value of particular methods of treatment and of

special operations to be brought to statistical

proof. The sjinitary state of the hospital itself

could likewise be ascertained. The statistics of

rare diseases and operations are still very imper-

fect ; but by abstracting the results of such dis-

eases and operations from the tables after a long

term of years, trustworthy data could be obtained

to guide future experience. The proposed hos-

Eital forms were all alike, differing only in the

eadings, which it was proposed shall be those

given above. The nomenclature is the one agreed

to at the Paris meeting of the Congress, and the

classification is essentially the same as that used

by the Registrar-Genei-als of the United Kingdom)
with a few modifications to include rare diseases^

tumours, &c.

Dr Varrentrapp, though acknowledging the
necessity of making a distinction between di-seases

and diseased persons, did not approve of making
two statistics, which would be an unnecessary
and useless labour. He said, " out of 100 cases

of typhus fever, there may be 14 who will have a
different disease

;
you must see what the second

disease is, or you will not have any particular

result." He thought it important to give the
day of entrance into the hospital. He a^ecd
with Dr Neumann as to the imjiortance of giving

the result of typhus ; that on such a day came
the crisis, en such a day you bled for the last

time, and that on a certain day the patient left

the hospital cured. He thought that transference

from one part of the hospital to another should
be avoided, unless one disease had been cured and
another had commenced. Speaking of his own
hospital, he said, " If a patient goes in with a
broken leg, I dismiss him after the lapse of a
certain time with regard to that, and enter him
the .same time in another part of the hospital for

the itch, or whatever his other complaint may
be ." He thought the diagnosis was often pub-
lished prematurely, observing that we may
think, in the beginning, that we have a case of
typhus fever, which, after a few days, turns out
to be a diff'erent disease. It was not always the
case that in those months in which the greatest

number of cases occurred, there were the greatest

number of deaths ; but there were months in

which the disease occurred less frequently, and
the deaths were more numerous. He would,
therefore, wish the ages and the months to be
marked.

After much discussion on various collateral

subjects, the paper of Miss Nightingale was
adopted by the Section ; and it was resolved that
its recommendations be made known to the dif-

ferent Governments.
The proposals for a uniform scheme of sanitary

statistics were embodied by Dr Sutherland in

fifteen propositions, referring to the influence of
age, sex, occupation, locality, climate, and general

sanitary condition, on mortality ; the propositions

to be embodied in tabular forms. These forms
would include the conditions under which the
population of any particular town or district may
be placed as to local climate, soil, drainage, pav-
ing, area occupied by the population, with the
facilities for external ventilation afforded by the
structure or position of the town ; the length of

the streets, with their breadth in relation to the

height of the houses, and the internal condition

of tne latter as regards repair, cleanliness, light,

ventilation, and cubic space for the inmates ; also

the water supidj', its nature, quality, and amount;
the statistics of food and drink, and their con-

sumption ; the classification of trades and occu-

pations influencing health ; and the statistics of

interments.

These proposals were adopted, subject to certun
additions as to the sanitary statistics of hospital^

schools, drained and undrained houses, common
lodging-houses, and sleeping-rooms.

On the subject of dwellings provided for the
labouring classes, and adapted to their require-

ments, by societies, &c. , Dr Greenhill proposed a
series of inquiries relating to the influence they
exert on sanitary interests, and also their cost

and value as investments. These inquiries were
to embrace the occupation of the inmates, includ-

ing the mothers, and the number of children

attending school. Dr Ballard suggested that the
inquiries should refer also to "class," and the

portion of Irish occupants. These recommenda-
tions were adopted.

On the fourteenth proposition, for a classifica-

tion of trades, &e., it was doubted whether the
proposition referred to the influence which trades

exert over the sanitary condition of a neighbour-

hood, or on the jjcrsons engaged in them. Dr
Sutherland was not prepared to propose a scheme
on the latter point. Dr Ballard suggested a

method which he handed in, and which was
referred to a Committee, who adopted it on the

following day with a few modifications, leaving it

as follows :

That any scheme for the classification of occu-

pations, trades, businesses, and manufactures^

having regard to their influence upon the jwrsons

engaged in them, should be based upon their

character as respects the following points :
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1. Whether they involve severe or moJeratebodUy exertion, or the reverse.
"'"""ait

.
2. Whether they are carried on in the open

ro'nfi"dp.a:er
"''"'""^^^' "ffi-.orotL

3. Whetlier they involve exposure to vanoursor m.ymata of any kind, or Ly kind IFdu

&t° ^U'r ""'"' '""^' "'^^^'^''>'

,pl'„y''''"'r"'^y
"^''°^''^ '''« maintenance of

""i^trained posture, or any local pressure.
0. Whether they involve an unusual amountof exposure to the *-eather, to heat or co^Hrsudden alternations of heat and cold

of n,»tL? '"T" «f
trades, &c., the distinctions

St tl,"" f r'*'°y'^'^ t^"'^'^
^^ recognised.

That the following should be the primarv
divisions of the classification:

primarj

1. Persons ofrank or property, including manu-iacturmg and trading capitksU
^

T>r»-^«.^
''"''"" '° ^""""""^ professions, and personspractising superior arts.

^
in. Persons actuully engaged in the defence

^J^nLuT'' ^P"^^« ™"^ '^'"1 partic„h.rf

«,iyi;
^*^'" ^''^^g^d "> the mercantile marine,or otherwise on tie sea, rivers, or canals.

'

tions t^rtl^ .
r'-^nal/y engaged in occupa-

tions, trades, businesses, and manufactures, or

rectlom,'^''"^''"'"'' ""' ^'"^^^''^J '"^ f™
1. Involving severe bodily exertion

;
2. Involving moderate bodily exertion :

3 Not involving bodUy exercise.

1. The samtary concUtion of each nation, andof each circumscription, such as district in Kng
^iV'^^Tf'^.'^Zi '" ^'^°''«' ^'I'oii'i I'e dis-tinctly exhibited. The rate of mort,dity ,,er 1000over a scries of yean., should be determined. '

2. The mortality, the mean lifetime (vk mo„-

lor (a) the healthiest districts, (6) the unliealthiest
districts, and(c)aUthe con^demble c^es Forthu pun>o»e hte tables should be constructiMl.

f),r„
,''''•"*.'''' *'"' numbers suilering fromthe pnncipal infirmities, and from the d^seas^whicl. disaile Iconic from following their ordtmrv

occnpatioiu., shoufd be ascertained.^ The immlTeri

Son n"f ^r*"'^n'
'^'^ ^^on^l^ty, and the Surl-toon of their illnesses, sho.Ud be investigated •

and wherever it is practicable, the investtationshould be extended toother classes o the p,^ Z
S^^tTe's

'""**'^^' '" ""^ "'^'°''«" "f aU Sdly
4. The stature, the weight, the strength theworkmg power, and the intelligence of the ,1, 1,

l^^^r'r^^ "^ ^'"^'^'' ^''ich shouh be eip&
KsTr^cticlbr"^""" "' «-'' ^''' -t'-er

^.»
^,"""'««t the cau.ses which are found toh*ve the greatest effect on the health of thepeople are the air they breathe and its various

food and driidc, the action of their minds andmuscular effort, or exercise and labour. I„T
h^but 'n° f''^^"*<••^

'^« effect of varieties ofMbitation, density, proximity, elevation, ktrines^^income of the population, should rtherX^
especially investigated.

"'i-reiore

the ht^aJthTfT"™' ^"^^ a marked influence onthe health of the pcoi.le, and it is found that by««ly.arranged modifications the tr«les most iljunous to health can be made innoxious. CSection, therefore, recommends a special inquiryin every State into the effect of the prii^iS
occupations of its people on health. ToSrenniformity, the forms of which exainpleraregiven, as applied to the miners of C/a ,d arerecommencfed for adoption, with such others I^circumstances may suggest.

gT«« the niopnety of appointing Health Officersand of a(fopting the most eflectual measum. tosecure the publfcation of their periodicaTreTortsamongst the people of each locality, showiiJ thesUte and progress of their sanitary condition^
0. J liey suggest that in cverv- State fiiiarterlv

returns should be pubhshed oi the ni riages

di^^t '^'^i'""'
''•=^''"'"«

'-'i''''""'--- «f v-y
aid ft'.I^ir"

*"""""?' '«»""'» »' the deaths

Ufe
''',

V n'*-'" t' 'f?''
'inin-iucnnial period ofUte. I),,. t;d,les should, in all cases, be accom-Paiucd by popiUar and scientilic reports
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9. In large cities, iccekly tables, such as thoseof London, should be published.

each mrt n^t)"'''""";
*?"" '"'^''^'y eondition of

and tL ffi
'^" population will become known,and the efficacious measures which may be Scovered m any country can be appUed in allothers

;
so the health of the human race wSl be

The Section cordially adopted Dr Fan's re-commendations, with one or two slight modifica-
tions, mvolvmg the quarterly and moiit% pibU-

Sositl."^"^'^
''''-''

''^ - t'^^ 'A
th^ r.?,tn« ^r"PT'^ ^.'"' importent addition,that returns of sickness should be furnished in amamier simi ar to the returns of mortality HecalJed attention to the very valuable 7etm-ns of
s ckiiess wInch for some time were pubhsiicd bythe General Board of Healtli, having been prepared by the Metropolitan MedicalSTeifofHealth, at considerable expense to themse vesand regretted that financial 'considemtion^sloud

Jriii^ttr
''^ ^""™""^"* todiscontinuetht

IJr Ballard observed, that the importance cfsuch a publication could not be ove.?estS^a?edand the withdrawal of the Government aid nitins matter had been a source of great discourairement to the Health Officers of^t^e mcro,«^
IJeturns of mortality in no measure afforded^
wT f' l""^'

"^ ascertaining the relative preva-
lence of diseases, as their fataUty varied, not only
iiUerse, but at diliereut seasons.

^
These views were supported by Dr Trine andher members of the i^ction, and it w^'^dete"?

.^, 1 f ?,
"5,o"ini,e"datiou to this effect shouldbe made to the British and forei^i Governments.The paper of Mrs M. A. Ijaines, on WetNuising, read by Dr. M'WUliam, oj^ned w^ththe statement that out of 100 childr n in Paris

B.^,1, t

"" we -nursed they are 29 per annum
Besides the mortahty amongst children of mothersbelonging to the m ddlc an5 upj^r classes, it may-be faidy assumed that the children of wet-nursesforni ayery Urge proportion of those who die pre-maturely from this custom, whether those deathsare recorded as caused by u:a.U of brcast-mltX:cWd under couvKlsim^, or any of the mune ousd^orders arisin. out of ignoran't management, owilful-j. ,., culpable-neglect. It is not an uu-

on the books of two, three, or even four burial
societies. Where this is the case, suspicion mi stnaturally be attached to the motive of' the pare t,parents, or nurse

; and when death occuJ3ersuch cucumstances, investigation should takepbce a.s to the cause, and a Reliable mediatl cer-
tificate be obtamed. It would be interes^g Td.mportant to know, in connection with the pri?ntsubject, how many of the mothers of " stiU-boin "
children foUow the occupation of wet-nursiig-
i. e., how many had decided upon taking uu thatvocation before the birth of\he " sifil^bCn.'

'

I or the consideration of the Sanatory Section ofthe Congress, a few practical suggestions wereoffered relatuig to some simple mSfus by Which

1. Members of tlie medical jirofession in obste-tncal practice might be recommended or requSwio keep no es with reference to the numbrTftheir patients who employ wet-nurses, the fate ofthe mfan so reared and that of tiie won an^
cluld. This mformation should embrace the firsttwelve months after birth, supposing the chSdrenshould survive so long.

n 6 " ciuiuren

2 The Medical Officers of Health in each dis-trict might undertake the duty of collecting thenformat.on desired, so that they might furn shto the Kegistrar-General the necessaiy^figVres and

3. Tlie Registrars in the various districts and
provincial towns might be instructed to ascertain

o 1 TT Tn' 'H^'^'"''
who die under one yearold, such children having been consigned to wet-nurses or discarded by^heir mothc?rs to enablethem to do duty as wet-nurses.

It IS a fact, to which the secretaries of burial

on the;;."h 'f"^^^
*'f'

^''''y "f the infants enteredon their books, and who die prematurely, are thechi dreii of wet-nurses put out to " dry-nurse"
au.l are there made use of as the victims andmnocen agents of a profitable speculation bytheir ostensible but inhuman " guardians ' ^

Dr Bal ard called attention to the fact thatEngland IS ahnost the oidy country iL wllhstill-births^are not registered. He com,,la ned

led ^n
"''^"' ^^'"'^ ''''' "°t officiiuyen

!nl,t t
,°"""^'^*" ^'"^ the Coroner on thesub ect of suspicious deaths, and that this im-

ftT.l'^%TY\f'"'}^'^ the discreti;Zfa beaOle. Three deaths of infants were rerrisleredfrom one house in his district, within a tbrtmV it

r ritrthaT?™"
l^ydr^feplialus-a disease&

r "o7d
'''^,^°

'"^f
'^''1 nian could credit the

were c'a,,,^,\
'^''-^'''^ suspected that these deathswere caused by opium, m some of the forms em-

triHnfii ^TI"' °" "^'^ International Kegis-tiationof Epidemics proposed an mquiry wlfich

^^corTLlf
'-'? ''ttempted-the n^otatin andrecord loni year to year of some of the i.rincipal

:£."rT."^" '^^'T'
-^"""tries of boiii her

spfiues. The researohes of inquirers having tothe present time been necessarily confined to

ot It, It IS obvious that uidess like researches arebeing cirned out simultaneously in other countries!

protof'
"!"'"

''f
""^' ^°"'« "uost interesting

nn,^^„ r
epidcmiology-such as the migratorycourse of certain epidemics, their recurrence atirregular intervals, their subsidence at one rimeand their reappearance at another-can neverXhoped to be elucidated, It is worthy of note tha^the last sixteen or eighteen years have atlbrded

wL'thrh^'^f'^^';''-'
'"^'''"'^"^ «f the khidWhat has beeu done of recent years with so much

rec;rd'r di^ '\
^yuehronou's observatLm

mT.nJ '•'^'^'''"t regions of the phenomena of

UieX ?^^' ""S'^^tism, and other branches ofthe physcal sciences, might probably be under^

tt"^i'p,::rof'''^r"'
'^""^ regitratZ^:;ine same plan of epidemic stat sties. From theaid which the Earl of Shaftesbury gave t^ heCommi tee, a large amount of valuable data

3d w5r'""^^!'^T''^^ « most parts of thi

Cdinil^ nm'"' ""'Tf """"ell the Foreign and(-olonial Offices, and from the Medical Depart-

fromthfs rime'T"'^^^'^^»
^he instSou

cer?iin enidm,?-
" ^y^tematic aimual record ofctrtam epidemics occurrmg in the various coun-

tries represented at this ingress, woid be themeans of obtaining such diversified kiformlt onas when collated at the next meetly g^f hoCongi-ess, might serve to throw much light on thenaturd history of that class of diseases'" and lead

EpaemlcT'"'*'^'""^
'" ^'=''="- auJ humaidt;^

eZT r'"'"
"""y- '^'^ '"th like beneficial

eflects, as ordinary meteoric storms have been ofrecent years by Sir W. liead and other goodobseiTers. The diseases to which attentions

^dtmTtte,^/^f "'
'-""^

^ri''"!^ '''=^'-' "'terndtten

t^rv h fl f
""""• y^}^""' t"''""' 'Cholera, dysen-tery mflueiiiia, small-pox, and perhaps alsoscarlatuia and diphtheria, with other mi t„an?forms of sore-throat. The points in their us orvspecially deserving to be noticed are-lTheperiod of their commencement; 2. The total

t"et:Asm-d^trfJtr.1 ^illll'tf
topography of

the public healtt'lol.W'ne"o/l:o^nrth"sTfThf
and f5l>" ^?l^P'Jemic, and also tlii exteu?and fatality of that invasion and of the presenton^j^so that a comparison may be made b^Cn
Dr M'WUliam stated that yellow fever had oflate years shown itself at altitudes and in latitud^never before invaded, and observed that w^not imixissib c that England may some day be

visited with this scourge. He recommended thatsome responsible persons should in all ports notethe first occurrence of this disease and if cholera,
recording the first case, and the conditions unde^r
wliicfi It appears.
DrDelany, a coloured gentleman from Caiia.la,

"rclmler
""^"'"'"'' observations on the spread

Dr Neumann referred to leprosy, or "spedalskhed "
by which term it is well known iu Sweffand Senorthern countries of Em-ope. He stated that OtV rcliow, of iJeriiu was engaged in making inquirieson this subject, and suggested th.-it the .lisease may
tll^,^':^''.'"

the ""rtheru parts of Scotland anfithe Scottish islands, and he begged that inquiries
niigiit be made on this point.

Sir David Brewster, in a note to Dr Farr, suggested
that returiLs regardmg colour blindness and certain
diseases of tlie eye such as conical and cylindrical
cornea, &c., should be obtamed by the Section. He
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..Ill intended to submit a paper on the Influence of

Light as a Curative Agent, and on the Development
ji Animal Life, which he was unable to complete in

lime. His wish was to call attention to the method
oi throwing light into the windows of hoiises in

narrow streets and lanes, where hundreds of human
oeiugs in the principal cities of Em'ope carry on
tlieir occupations in what seems to a stranger almost
total darkness.

Professor Simonds laid before the meeting the
importance of ascertaining the extent and fatality of
epizootic and other diseases amongst those animals
tiiat are ordinarily used as food, which could be
easily carried into effect by the appointment of
veterinary surgeons or other officers in the various
kiountries represented in the Congress.
Dr Jarvis, of the United States, recommended

that the superintending officers of lunatic asylums
in all countries should publish their reports on a
uniform plan.
Dr Neumann, of Berlin, read a paper on the Pre-

valence of Cholera in Prussia from 1831 to 1855,
which was illustrated by the exhibition of three
maps, specially designed to show the origin and pro-
gress of the disease in that countiy, and which were
veiy highly appreciated by the Section.
Dr M'William proposed, and it was recommended

by the Section, that the various Governments repre-
sented by delegates should adopt a uniform method
of obtaining statistical information as to the liealth
of seamen engaged in the mercantile marine.
The business of the Section then concluded.

GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE.

fOOR-LAW MEDICAL REFOEM ASSOCIA-

TION.

To the Edilor of tM Medical Circular.

Sir,— I must again ask the favour of your
allowing me through the medium of your pages
to address the Poor-law Medical Officers. Since

my last communication, I have received a letter

trom Mr Pigott, who stated he had met with
difficulty in getting the Bill drawn, as ho did not
wish to incur an expense of 20Z. I was obliged to

hx a limit to the amount for which I should
render myself liable : the Poor-law Medical
Officers must therefore blame themselves for the
loss of the Bill this Session ; for had they enabled
me to give a carle blanche to Mr Pigott, the Bill

would have been speedily drawn ; but the only
subscriptions 1 have received this month have
been 10s. 6d. from a Poor-law Medical Officer,

and 10s. from a Medical gentleman unconnected
with the Poor-law ; and in the previous month I

received less than il.

Mr Pigott concludes his letter by saying, '
' I

fear 1 must follow the advice generally given me
by my friends here (House of Commons), namely,
to lay a good Bill on the table this Session, and
then work it through next : I like the principle

of the Bill," iSc. &c. 1 regret the apathy of the
Poor-law Medical Officers as a body, though I can
quite understand the motives that influence many
of them. 1 have ascertained each Poor-law
Medical Officer's salary under the present regime,

and calculated what it would be under the pro-

posed plan. 1 have also ascertained the number
of patients attended by each Medical Officer ; and
when 1 nan-ate there are 360 Medical Officers wlio

attend less than 60 patients each annually, and
as many of these officers have as much or more
than 20s. for each case they attend, it will not bo

suriirising that they are either indiflerent or

adverse to the proposed cliange. Again, there

are 94 Medical men who have more than
1,500 patients annually under their charge ; some
of these attend from 2, 000 to 5, 000 each, and one
has upwards of 10,000 patients. Some of these
gentlemen object to the proposed limit of 1,500
patients, aud one has written to me that many of

the London men will oppose the Bill unless this

clause be withdrawn ; the old adage " Everyman
for himself" is here verilicd—to please all is im-

possible. The variations between these extremes
may be interesting to your readers ; 625 Medical
men attend Ijetween 60 aiul 100 patients each
annually, 744 between 300 and 500 patients, 442
betweenSOO and 1,000 |Kiticnts, and 176 between
1,000 aud J, 500 patients. On a future oooa.sion I

will lay before your readers a continuation of my
calculations, if you » ill kindly allow me to do so

;

though you perhaps, like my colleagues, may be

tired of the subject : if so, I must succumb to

the fate which many wiser men than myself have
experienced.

I am. Sir, &c.,

RiOHAKD GeIFFIN.
12 Royal terrace, Weymouth,

25th July, 1860.

P.S.—Since the alwre was written, I have seen
the letter of Mr Nicholas in youi- journal of this

day. The objection to his plan is, that it raises

the salaries far higher than mine, and also raises

a distinction between the metropolis and the
provinces, and therefore incurs the risk of a

clause being inserted to except the metropolis
from the operations of the Bill. Mr Nicholas
says the highest average number of patients at-

tended by Medical men is 377, and therefore

assumes that number may be legislated for ; but,

had he carefully studied the figures, he would
have found that 2,139 Medical luen attend an-
nually le.ss than 300 cases eacli, and that 1,260
attend far higher numbers, and some of these

upwards of 3, 000 cases each. Surely he would
not give them more than 5s. for each case they
attend ; if he would, I fear the Guardians would
not quietly acquiesce in such an arrangement.

POOR-LAW MEDICAL SERVICE.
To the Editor of the Medical Circular.

SiK,—At this advanced jieriod of the Session,

when scores of Bills in every stage of jirogress

are daily being thrust a.side on account of the
crowded stat« of public business, it is not likely

that Mr Griffin's new Bill for Poor-law Medical
Reform will make much progress, even should it

be allowed to creep in ; there is, therefore, no im-
mediate hurry to discuss its provisions ; indeed,

we have not yet .seen a draught of it. My object

in adverting to it just now, is to offer some com-
ments upon a letter in your last number from Mr
Nicholas of Wandsworth, who, in stating the case

of the Metropolitan Surgeon.s, does so, I think,

unfairly as regards his brethren in the country.

He admits in limiiu; that the circumstances under
which the provincial men and the metropolitan

severally discharge their duties are very dift'd'ent-

—

few cases aud large space for the former, nume-
rous cases and small space for the latter. But,

while fuUy admitting this, he does not carry out

the legitimate inference, viz., that the payment
per case should be greatly more where the eases

are few and widely spread, than where the locality

is denselj' populated ; for, besides the expense of

horses, time is a most important element iu the

calculations of the country sui-goon. There can-

not be a doubt, that one parish surgeon may see

twenty cases in a small compass, in the same time
that it will require to visit one case four or five

miles distant : therefore, I contend that Is. 6d. a

case does not fairly represent the dift'erence be-

tween metropolitan and country cases ; it is one

case at 6s. to twenty at 3s. 6d.—and though that

may not always be the proportion, yet, even taking

Mr Nicholas' average of numbers of 377 in country

districts and 1,429 in metropolitan ones, it would
make the pay of the latter more than double that of

the provincial men. It is evident, therefore, that

we cannot give up oiir mileayc, as Mr Nicholas

proposes ; nor, indeed, is there any reason why we
should, as it is nothing more than a reasonable

demand, and would be a check upon the Guar-

dians making the districts too large, as they are

very much disposed to do. If mileage is not

stipulated for, the cases must be paid for at an
increased rate in straggling districts, and accord-

ing to numbers ; say, up to 200 at 10s. ; 300,

73. 6d. ; 400, 5s ; and so diminishing to 3s. 6d.

I do not at all grudge my metropolitan brother

3s. 6d. a case upon his large average, but he must
allow me a large difference upon my smaller one.

I am, &c.,

Audi Alteram Partem.

ST GEORGE'S HOSPITAL.
To the Editor of the Mc<lical Circular.

SiE,—In the remarks on tliis subject which

appeared in the la.st number, the Governors of

the Institution ajre spoken of as being ameuable

to the charge of improvidence and a wasteful

disposal of the funds : but the body of Governors

who pay their subscription take no jiart in the

management of the Hospital, which, as the

"Governor" who addressed the 'Times' justly

observes, "practically rests with a very small

number of individuals, (the fifteen or sixteen

gentlemen who are luxkUuia of the weekly and

quarterly Boards), although it is theoretically
supposed to be under the control and supervision
of many hundred Governors, over whom, how-
ever, the blame of any mismanagement can be
spared should anj'thing go wTong."

Another 'Times' cOTrespondent, who, it ap-
pears, was requested to reply to this letter, ad-
mits that a worse choice of a defender could
scarcely liave been made, inasmuch as he cordially

concurs in the justness of the "Governor's"
observations. He comments upon the com-
paratively little support the hcspital receives

from its wealthy neighbourhood, many of the
residents being liberal contributors to charitable

objects and even to other hos]>iials in London.
May not this circumstance be ascril^d to the
same cause that induced a late respected Treasurer
(Mr Holland) to resign, and to record his disap-

probation of the system pursued in the Minutes
of the Board ? It must ha obvious that those
residing in the neighbourhood would be more
cognisant ofthe reprehensible proceedings ofwhich
St George's lias been on more than one occasion

the theatre, tlian distant subscribers ; and some
Irave, doubtless, on that account withheld the
cordial support that would otherwise have been
given. The "Governor" says that, as far as he
knows, there are no grounds for imputing to any
one malversion of the funds or jobbing. Impro-
vidence and a reckless expenditure of pnblie
money have, however, not unfrequtntly served as

a cloak for malversion. What other term can
be given, for instance, to the grant voted by a
Board in 1848 of 200i. a year for the support of

the Anatomical School in Kinnerton street, which
was declared at the time by eminent Counsel to

be an illegal appropriation of the 1

:

' iiey!

This smu, however, is still paid, 'bng

that the school for several yeara ,.,i,,i ....j, been
able to cover its own expenses by the receipt rf

pujjils' tees, (a)

A glaring instance of the embezzlement of

the funds of a charity is recorded in the jonmaU
of last week ; the Vice-President and Slanager

of tlie Livei-pool Northern Hospital—a man
of independent fortune, and moving in the first

society of that city—having been committed for

tiial, for forging receipts, &c., and emtjezzUng

money to the amount of 4, 000/.

It is greatly to be regretted that there exists

no efficient legislative supervision of the pecuni-

ary as well as of the general management of

charities for the relief of the sick poor, by means
of which the.se noble institutions might be made
more conducive in effectually carrying out the

purfxises for which they are designed, and tlie

benevolent intentions of their supporters.

Yours, &c., Edwin Le».

69 PallniaU, July 26.

[There is no subject conneoied with hos|)ital

management of greater importance than that

referred to in Mr Lee's letter. Would it not be
advisable to institute an annual Government Audit
of Charity Funds, to be published for the infor-

mation of the subscribers ? We are inclined to
thiuk that subscribers would give their money
with more confidence if they felt that the Board
of Governors was under the check of a higher
power.

—

Ed. Medical Cibcdxar.]

SPECIAL HOSPITALS.
(We have been requested to publish the annexed

statement, which, in addition to the signatures

attached to it, has been signed by the majority of

the Phj-sicians and Surgeons of the London Hos-

pitals.—Ed. ilED. Circular.)

We, the undersigned, are of opinion that much
detriment to the public and to the Medical Pro-

fession arises from the modern practice of opening
small Institutions under the name of Hospitals,

for particular forms of disease, in the treatment

of which no other management, appliance, or

attention is required, than is already supplied in

the existing General Hospitals.

The practice is injurious—first, because in the

maintenance of numerous small establishments,

the funds designed for the direct relief of the sick

(«) The particulars of this transaotion are stated

in the 'St George's Hospital Medical Staff," and the

names of the Committee of Management of St

George's are given in the ' Additional Notes' which

have recently appeared.
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poor are wasted in the useless multiplication of

expensive buildings, salaries, and hospital ap-

pliances, and in the custom of constantly adver-

tising to attract public attention.

Secondly, because the public is led to believe

that particular classes of diseases can be more
succcssfiilly treated in the small special Institu-

tions than in the General Hospitals ; an assump-
tion directly contrary to evidence, the fact being

that the resources of the General Hospitals are in

every respect superior to those of the special In-

stitutions alluded to.

Thirdly, bocauae it is essential for the interests

of the public with a view to the efficient educa-
tion of Students preparing themselves for the
practice of the Medical Profession, that all fonus
of disease should, as far as possible, be collected

in the General Hospitals to which Medical Schools
aie attached.

As an example that the evil referred to is in-

creasing, we regret to observe that an attempt is

being made to set on foot a Special Hospital for

the treatment of Stone and Diseases of the U rinary
Organs. We desire to exprass our opinion that
such an Institution is especially unnecessary : the

existing General Hospitals provide ample accom-
modation for the treatment of all these maladies

;

mo case U ever refused admissum into them ; there

are no diseiises which receive more care, attention,

and skilful management ; and there are no men
in tliis or any other country who have greater ex-

perience in treating them than the Surgeons of

oar Genei-ol Hospitals.

Signed by
Sir BbkjaMIN C. Bbodik, Bart., President

of the lioyal Society.

JoKKrH H. Gke£x, F.K.S., President of the
Medical Council.

Tiios. Mato, M.D., F.B.S., President of

the Hoyal College of Physicians.

J. F. South, Ptesideut of tlie Hoyal Col-

lege of Surgeons.

James Moncrieff Abnott, F.K.S., Lite

President of the BL College of Surgeons.
Sir Charues Locuck, Bart., Physiciau-

Accouoheur to the Queen.
P. M. Latham, M.D., Pbysiciau-Bxtra-

ordinary to the Queen.
Thomas Wat.son', M.D., F.E.S.,Pliysician-

Extraordinary to the Queen.
TiV. Gibson, M.O., C.B., Director-General

of the Army Sledical Department.
Sir John Liijuell, C.B., F.U.S., M.D.,

Director-Geueral of the Navy Medical
Department.

Sir J. Rauald Maetis, C.B., F.K.S.,
Physician to the CVmucil of Imlia.

B. G." BABiyr.TON, M.D., F.B.8., President
of the Epidemiological Society.

Sir CiiAs. Hastinos, M.1)., Pr&sident of
the British Medical Association.

8. H. James, Esq., F.R.C.S., Consulting
* Su

:
:' '• von and Exeter Uosp.

J. -\ '

, Consulting Physician
t' — .;.....,. uuueral HaspitiU. .iVnd

many others.

The following letter accompanied Sir Benjami"
Brodie's signature :

"Broome Park, Betchworth, Surrey,
"July 10,1860.

"Dear Ribs,—Agreeing in the views expressed
in tli. ' Ml you have sent me, I am happy to
add 1 to it.

" A
. n, indeed, may be made, on grounds

which meet with the general concurrence of the Pro-
fMsion and the public, in regard to Ophthalmic In-
finnaries. Otherwise it seems to me there are very
great olijectiuns to the estahlinhmt-iit ol' si>ecial hos-
pitals for the treatment of jartic.ilar di.sca.ses.

" First,— Disf:a.se.s ^-iierally are so couuected with
each other, .and u knowledge of one is so neces.5ary
to the right umlerstanding of another, that no one
who limits his attention to any fpvcn disca-sc can be
so mmpptt-nt to invcwtipati-. its nature, and to im-

Ei"^''--
'i;^' it, as tliofle are who

avK ! ion, and who are better
acqiu.;.: _ _. , ulogy.

"Secondly,—The ettect of establishing apecial
luxpitala and intinnaries is to aljstract particular
clasMs of disease from the geiicral hospitals, and
thns to prevent the students of those hospitals from
bavinfjtLe opportunity of studying certain branches
of their Profession, an acquaintance with which is

necessary to make them useful practitioners after-
wards.
"Thirdly,—The system of establishing special

hospitals, whicli now prevaibi, is a source of much
nimecessary expense to the public ; aach one of these,

however humble it may be, requiring a separate
house, and a separate establishment of matron,
nurses, and servants. At least two-thirds of the ex-

pense thus incurred would be saved, if the patients
who are there admitted were sent to the existing

general hospitals instead ; and it cannot be said that
in these last there is no room for their reception,

there being several which are languishing for want of

funds, with their wards empty because the means of

supporting them have been drawn away to other in-

stitutions. " I am, dear Sirs,
" Yours truly,

"Benjamin C. Brodie.
"To the Members of the Deputation appointed by

the representatives of the Medical Staffs of

General Hospitals."

OUB NOTE BOOK.

ON THE EMPLOYMENT OF IODIDE OF
POTASSIUM IN DISEASES OF THE BILVIN

IN CHILDREN.
Dr John Coldstream, says : It is now uiiwards

of twenty years since iodide of potassium was
commended by Rrcser and others, as a remc dy of

special power in hydrocephalus. It is sui'pria-

ing how few seem to recognize its value, and
what slight references are made to its employ-
ment in the various works on the diseases of

children. In all cases when, from the course of
the symptoms, there Ls reason to believe that
the central organs of the nervous system, or
their envelopes, are in any degree afiected with
strumous inflammation, (tubercular cerebritis, or
menin^tis,) or its consequences, after moderate
purgation, the writer is in the habit of employ-
mg the iodide of )>ota8sium in doses of from half
a grain to three grains, every three or four hours,
in some carminative water, and continuing it

for many days, according to the symptoms, or
until convalesence is fully established ; and with
the occasional use of blisters to the shaven scalp,

he believes he has produced more prompt and
decided effect upon the dijiease tlian by any other
treatment. "When the opportunity lias been
afforded of commencing the use of this remedy
early, it has appeared to anest the progress of
the disease rapidly, so that the effects of effusion,

indicated by squinting and convulsions, have not
supervened. In less favourable circumstances,
wlicre considerable jirostratiou had succeeded

freat febrile ai'tion, whore startii»g and squinting
ad become prominent symptoms, in not a few

instances, the free use of iodide of potassium has
been followed by amendment and recovery. In
such cases it should bo given in large doses, even
to four grains several times a day, to childxen of
from four to ciglit years of age.

Tlie medicine is very seldom refused by the
patient, nor does it increase the nausea so fre-

quently existing in the earlier stages of the
disease ; nor has it induced salivation, which
seems sometimes to follow its nse in other
ailments. Although it is more especially useful
wliero there exists more or less of the scrofulous
diathesis, yet it has been found of sciTioe in cases
where uo taint was present.

The writer is not prepared to assert that this
agomt is more useful than calomel in all cases of
inflammation of the brain and its n|)pcndage.s.

\Vheii we have to treat robust and futl-bloixlcd

cliildrcii, in whom there is reason to believe that
the threatened disease of the nei-vous .system
stands more or less directly comiected with
preceding disorder of the digestive organs, there
is no doubt of the superior efficacy of the
mercurial treatment, combined with antimonials
and salines ; bnt when, after having duly ad-
ministered these remedies, .symptoms of cerebral
disorder i!oiitiiiiie, the iodide .should then be
employed. The writer, in concluding, is satisfied

that the iodide of potassium never produces any
bad effects, though it may fail to do good.-

—

'Edinburgh Medical Journal,' Dec. 1869.

REM.VRKS ON EXCISION OF BONE IN
GENERAL, AND ESPECIALLY OF

THE KNEE-JOINT.
The difficulty of forming a correct estimate of

the injuries requiring excision in preference to
ainjiutatiou, acoounts for the restricted per-
formance of the removal of portions of bone.
On the field of battle it is seldom resorted to

;

although in the war of the Duchies, Stromeycr
and Langenbeck did so with success. Various

foreign works on the subject, .and especially a
memoir of Professor George Adelinan, of Dorpat,

recently translated into French by M. Benard
(' Archives Beiges deMed. Mil.'), seem, however,

to show that, when excision is performed at

leisure and under favourable circumstances, its

results are not on an average more fatal than
those of amputations or disarticulations.

The first part of the paper refers to thirty

operations of excision performed for various dis-

eases of the bones of the upper extremity : 8

cases terminated fatally, and in 18 the functions

of the limb were preserved.

Resection of the knee-joint has been so

severely judged by most surgeons, that Professor

Adelman has deemed it desirable to gather on
this point the most extensive and accurate

information possible. The number of cases he
has collected amounts to 163. The procedures

adopted may be classed under three heads :

1. Two lateral cuts united by a transverse in-

cision below the patella. 2. A semi-hmar incision

running below the patella, from one condyle to
the other. 3. A crucial incision. The result of
these various processes is the same, and there-

fore, in M. Adelman's opinion, the surgeon may,
according to circumstances, have recourse to

either. 86 of these cases terminated favourably
;

61 patients died, 24 of whom were carried off by
puriform absorption. M. Adelman recommends
the removal of the patella when it is diseased

only ; in this respect, his opinion is at variance

with that of Messrs Fergusson, Canton, and
Price. — ' Journal of Practical Medicine and
Surgery.'

ERYSIPELAS OF INFANTS. POWDER OF
STARCH, TAN, AND CALOMEL.

The dangers which attend the erysipelas of
new-born children, especially when it originates

in the umbilical cicatrix, are well known. In
this ca.se, says the ' Gazette des Hupitaux,' Dr
Legroux ha-s for some time used, in his nursling

ward at the H6tel-Dieu, a method which appears

to yield most satisfactor}- results.

It consists in smearing the diseased parts with
glycerine, and applying a powder composed of

equal parts of starch, tan, and calomel. The
dressing should be renewed two or three times in

the course of the twenty-four hours.— ' Journal
of Practical Medicine and Surgery.'

ULCEROUS OZENA. ASSOCIATION OF
TONICS AND CHLORATE OF POTASH

IN THE TRE.VTMENT.
The ' France MtJdicale ' records the case of a

girl, who, having suffered from glandular en-

i.argemeiit, and other symptoms disjilaying a
lymjmthic predispo.sition, evinced uninistakeable

signs of ozena. A fetid and copious nasal dis-

charge was present, which became particularly

intolerable at the period of menstru;ition. The
Schneiderian membrane was red and slightly

ulcerated. Under these circumstances, the
medical attendant iirescribed the following course
of treatment :

1. To sniff up seven or eight times daily the
following solution :

R. Potassai chloratis ... 2 drachms.
Aq. destill 8 ounces.

2. Morning and evening, one pill of

—

R. E.vtr. cinehoiire 1 gr.— gentianaj 2 gr.

Fcrri sesquicarbonatis . 3 gr.

3. Bitter infusions, &c.

Under the influence of the above medication,
tlie discharge decreased, and at the exjiiration of
two or three weeks the fetor had lost much of its

intensity. Three months had barely elapsed
when all trace of the disease, which kiid la.sted

eight or ten months, altogether disap]ii^ared.

—

' Journal of Practical Medicine and Surgery.'

CHLORODYNE : ITS HISTORY, PREPARA-
TION, PROPERTIES, THERAPEUTIC

EFFECTS, DOSES, &o.
Jlislorij.—Chlorodyue was invented in the year

1848, by Dr Browne, while officiating in his me-
dical capacity during the jirevalenco of cholera
and diarrhiea amongst our troops in India, and
was introduced to tho notice of the Faculty in this

country by him as " combination of perchloric

acid with a new alkaloid."

Preparation. — From Dr Ogdon's analysi.s, it

appears to be composeil as foUow.s :—Chloroform,
.SIX di'achms ; tincture of capsicum, half a ilrachm ;

oil of peppormiut, three drops ; moiiato of mor-
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pliia, eiglit grains
;
perchloric acid, twenty drops

;

Steele's hydrocyanic acid, twelve drops ; tincture

of Indian hemp, one drachm ; treacle, one drachm.

Dissolve the morphia in the perchloric acid ; then

add the tincture hemp, capsicum, peppermint,

and chloroform, and lastly the treacle and prussio

acid.

Properties. — Chlorodyne is a volatile liquid,

possessing a pungent smell and taste. It is solu-

ble in alcohol, but insoluble in water ; but may
te conveniently administered in that liquid by
suspending it in a little mucilage. The alkalies

and alkaline salts decompose it. In colour it is

dark brown, and in weight equal to twice its

bulk in water. It is anodyne, sedative, diapho-

retic, astringent, antispasmodic, diuretic, &c.

Unlike the preparation of opium, it does not

produce headache, giddiness, prostration of

strength, nor stupor ; but in large doses, and
from a constipated state of bowels, it is liable to

produce nausea, which in the former case may be

relieved by a small dose of sal volatile, and in the

latter by recourse to aperients.

Therapeutic Effects.—The changes produced by
this preparation on the system are : first, a gentle

heat at the stomach, followed by a general glow
and total absence of pain ; second, a calm and
refreshing sleep ; and third, an increase in the

pulse, from a "small, weak, thready, hurried, or

boundingone, toafull, yielding, elastic, natural sort

of one, decreasing iii frequency of beats as well as

resistance to a healthy condition." — ' Chemist
and Druggist.'

EADICAL CUBE OF HERNIA.
'

Dr Chopphi, referred to, is an .earnest advocate of

the Wurtzer plan of operating for the radical cure of

heinia. He has operated many times with success,

and has demonstrated, by post-mortem examinations

of subjects operated upon years before, that positive

occlusion of the canal liad taken place ; thereby
rendering the recurrence of the hernia impossible.

The Editors of the ' Medical News and Hospital Ga-
zette,' referring to Dr Clioppin's operations, and his

lecture upon this subject in the Charity Hospital,

say, "We have several times before called attention

to this most valuable operation, and offer no apology
for repeating our opinion, that it is one of the most
important surgical innovations of the age, if not ab-

solutely the most important." Several eminent
surgeons have ridiculed this operation ; but, really,

we hope the views and experiences of Dr Choppin
may be proved to be correct by subsequent clinical

observation.

Tn the 'Medical Press' for February 11th, Dr J.

W. Rosebnigh reports a case of heniia apparently

cured, after two operations after the plan of Wurtzer.

He says :
" The inguinal canal was so large that

three good-sized fingers could be introduced into it."

Hopes of success were entertained after the first ope-

ration, but after a month the patient felt something
give way, and a fold of intestine descended into the

scrotum. On reducing the hernia again, "the canal

was found to be so small that the point of one finger

could scarcely be insinuated into it." Encouraged
by a partial success, the operation was repeated, and
three months after there is every porspect of a radical

cure.

Prof. J. C. Nott, of Alabama, writing from
London to the ' New Orleans Medical and Surgical

Journal,' and speaking of this operation, says :
" In

Paris, I talked with Velpean—the Nestor of French
Surgeons— with Nelaton, and others, and they all say

that Wurtzer's operation, or any other on similar

principles, cannot be relied on, the disease returning

in the gi'eat majority of instances,. In fact, the

operation is scarcely performed at all now in Paris."

Opposed to these views, we may instance the follow-

ing, as the most recent, in addition to those

previously referred to. One of the Editors of the
' New Orleans Medical News and Hospital Gazette,'

in the February issue, says ;
" The fact that the

radical cure of heniia can be nearly always accom-
plished by the method mider consideration is no
longer to be disputed, and he who sneers at it is

only furnishing a stick with which to have his own
head broken,"

In the ' Charleston Medical Journal and Review

'

for January, Dr T. L. Ogier reports twelve success-

ful operations by Wurtzer's method, and he says he
has performed nineteen other successful operations,

not included in his report. Dr Ogier concludes his

report thus ;
" Recent cases, in subjects under forty

years of age, are always successful, and, as far as my
limited experience goes, quite free from danger."

In the paper of Dr Rosebrugh, in the ' Medical
Press,' the Author says he was not aware that the
operation of Wurtzer !iad ever been repeated in the
same individual. In tlie 'Medical Times and
Gazette ' for August 6th, 1859, Dr Redfem Davies
reports forty cases of this operation, in^wof which
the operation had to be repeated. He says, "Where

the rings are very large, and relaxed, the operation
is sometimes imsuccessful, and has to be repeated."
Out of Dr Davies' forty cases, "but two were
complete failures, and of these one was owing to

supervention of small-pox."
If the operation for the radical cure of hernia is

seldom resorted to in Paris, as we are led to believe

by reports, it is frequently and successfully per-

formed both in England and America.— ' American
Medical Monthly.'

IODIZED OIL OF JUNIPER BERRIES.
Dr Heller, of Vienna, found the use of this solu-

tion preferable to that of the ointment of iodide of

potassium (which shows no action on the system,
except when it has become yellow and decomposed,
and contains free iodine), and of the tincture of

iodine, which sometimes in prolonged use produces
very disagreeable effects. Iodine is readily soluble

in oil of juniper berries, but must be mixed with it

cautiously, and in small quantities at a time, in

order to avoid explosions. The solution is brown,
and loses its colour by standing, according to Dr
Heller ; though a solution of 20 grains of iodine in

1 oz. of oil, which had been prepared for an experi-

ment in order to determine the percentage of

solubility, had not become colourless after several

months. The preparation must be considered a
chemical compound ; for there is no free iodine

detected in it by a solution of starch. It has, further-

more, not the oflfensive smell of iodine ; it does not
stain or destroy the epidermis like the tincture of

iodine, and after its application iodine can be found
in the urine as well as in the saliva of the patient.

Oil of lavender may be substituted for oil of jimiper

berries.—' London Meilical Review.'

iStrti)S> i^arrtages, anO 13catf)».

Sole.— June 27, of dysentery, on board th*
Peninsular and Oriental Company's steame'^
' Benares,' John Sole, Surgeon, Royal Navyi
late of the ' Retribution ' steam frigate.

Wendell.—July 11, at his residence, 31 Pierre-

point street, Brooklyn, New York, Matthew
Wendell, M.D., aged 81.

BIRTHS.
Black.—July 19, at Amelia place, Southgate

road, the wife of Robert J. Black, M.D., of

a son.

Pemberton.—Jul^ 22nd, at Temple row, Bir-

mingham, the wife of Oliver Pemberton, Esq.,

M.R.C.S., of a daughter.

Tkaer.—July 19, at Hans place, the wife of J.

Reeves Traer, Esq., F.E.C.S., of a son.

MARRIAGES.
Fakqtthak—FisHEE.—July 18, at St Mark's

Church, Pennington, Hampshire, Thomas
Farquhar, M.D., H.M.'s Bengal Army, to

Charlotte, daughter of the late Captain A. S.

Fisher, H.M.'s 72nd Highlanders.

Mackobin—Cattle.—July 24, at the parish

church, Kirkleatham, Yorkshire, J. Macrobin,

M.D., Professor of Medicine in the University

of Aberdeen, to Eleanor Isabella, eldest daughter

of the late Christopher Cattle, Esq., of Easing-

wold.

DEATHS.
Baktlief.—July 14, at New Malton, Yorkshire,

George Bartliff, L.R.C.P. Edin., M.R.C.S.
Eng., L.S.A. Lond., aged 51.

Bell.—July 14, at Great Malvern, Frederic Bell,

of Aldborough, Suffolk, M.R.C.S. Eng., L.S.A.

Lond.
Booth.—May 25, at Dinapore, of cholera, Ed-

ward Booth, Surgeon of H.M.'s 73rd Regiment

of Foot.

Gaihdnek.—July 24, at Northumberland street,

Edinburgh, Mrs Gairdner, the wife of Dr John
Gairdner, F.E.C.S.

Gladstone. — Recently, W^illiam Gladstone,

Deputy-Inspector General of Hospitals and

Fleets (Retired).

Hill.—July 22, at Wotton-under-Edge, Glou-

cestershire, William James Hill, M.R.C.S.

Eng., L.S.A. Lond., aged 41.

HiNcsTON.—July 13, at his residence, Liskeard,

Cornwall, Richard Hingston, Surgeon (in

practice prior to 1815), aged 81. He was one

of the oldest inhabitants of the town, and

practised his Profession there for upwards of

iialf a century.

MoLiNE.—June 17, at Cawnpore, James Prichard

Moline, Staff Surgeon, aged 44.

MousLEY.—July 18, Thomas Mousley, of Elles-

mere, Shropshire, L.S.A. Lond., aged 52.

O'Brien.—May 10, at Calcutta, Thomas O'Brien,

L.R.C.S. Ireland.

Silver.—July 24, at Duncan terrace, Islington,

John Bye Silver, Surgeon, late of the Bombay
Araiy.

MEDICAL NEWS.

Royal College of Surgeons.—The following

gentlemen, having undergone the necessary exa-

minations for the diploma, were admitted Mem-
bers of the College, at a meeting of the Court
of Examiners, on the 20th inst. : — William
Atkinson, Wallingford, Berkshire ; Edward
Henry Beaman, Up Holland, near Wigan, Lan-
cashire ; Robert Byers, Pateley bridge, York-
sliire ; Francis Richard Cruise, Dublin ; Frede-

rick Deyns, North Walsham, Norfolk ; Natha-
niel Batt Grigg, Salisbury ; Henry Lewis
Harper, St Luke's Hospital, Old street ; Thomas
I'Anson, Newcastle-on-Tyne ; Alfred Sinclair

Kingdon, Bideford, Devon ; Edwai-d William
Major, Exeter, Devon ; Bartholomew Shaw,
Cambridge road, Bethnal green ; James Lodge
Wilson, Nottingham.
Apothecaries' Hall.— The following gentle-

man passed his examination in the science and
practice of Medicine, and received his certificate

to practise, on Thursday, July 19tli, 1860

:

Lionel Buirell, Westley, Bury St Edmunds;
James Neale Earle, Brunswick street, Dover
road ; Stonard Edye, Exeter ; Frederick Hall,

Bangor, North Wales ; James O'Brien Kough,
Shrewsbury ; John Lakeland, Manchester ; Isaac

Morris, The Cliff, Lewes, Sus.sex ; W'illiam

Park, Lnverstone, Lancashire ; John Ullathome,

Heighington, Durham.—The following gentlemen

also on the same day passed tlieir first exami-

nation :—Thomas Dobson, Charing-cross Hos-
pital ; M. Hale Humphreys, Charing-cross Hos-

pital ; Morris Jones, Aberystwith ; George

Okell, King's College ; Caleb Carey Richards,

King's College ; Thomas Savage, the General

Hospital, Birmingham ; William Watson, Uni-

versity College.

Royal College of Schoeons, Edixbueoh.
—The following gentlemen, having finished the

cour.se of examinations, were adiniittcd Licen-

tiates of the College during the recent sittings of

the Examiners ;—John Baxter, New Bi-unswick ;

Robert Erskine, Ayr ; Alexander Grant, Aber-

deenshire ; John Greig, Kincardineshire ; Arthur
Renwick, Sydnev, New South Wales ; Alex-

ander Scott, Aberdeen ; Walter Scott, Stir-

lingshire ; "ft'iUiam Sheriff, Northumberland

;

George Stevenson Smith, Ajt ; Heuiy Cunard
Stevenson, New Brunswick.

Api'OINT.ments.—Dr Robert Lcc has been
elected one of the three Examiners in Midwife^
in the Royal College of Surgeons, in the place of

Dr Charles West.—Mr Luther Holden, F.R.C.S.,

was unanimously elected Assistant-Surgeon to

St Bartholomew's Hospital, on the 25th inst., in

the vacancy occasioned by the resignation of Mr
A. M. M'Whinnie.
Women and Crime. — On criminal charges

more women are acquitted than men. Of the

men who were proceeded against summarily in

the year ending at Michaelmas, 1859, 687 per

cent, were convicted by the magistrates ; of the

women, only 53 9 per cent.—a difl'ereuce of nearly

16 per cent. Mr. Redgrave states that it is so

throughout the criminal statistics, and therefore

it must extend to the graver offences ; but in com-

piling the 'Judicial Statistics," he has distin-

guished males from females fn the commitments

for indictable offences, but not in the convictions.

The cause he assigns for this good luck of women
is leniency towards their sex ; so that Justice is

not so blind as she is jiainted.

Longevity in a Lunatic.—James Coyle, a
patient at St Patrick's (Swift's) Hospital, Dublin,

died on the 17th inst., in the 106th year of his

age. He was admitted May 28tli, 1802, in his

forty-eighth year, and was for upwards of fifty-

eight years an inmate of the institution.

Social and Sanitary Science.—The Social

Science Association wiU hold its meeting shortly

in Glasgow ; a full attendance is anticipted.

The next meeting of the International Statistical

Congress will be held in Berlm, probably at the

end either of two or three years.
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Thh Death by Ovekdo.se of Hydrocyanic
Aero.—The painful charge against Mr. Bull, a Sur-

geon, of Lewes, of manslaughter, for neglect in

administering to his mother an overdose of hydro-

cyanic acid, was tried during the week at Lewes.

Mr. Bull had watched his mother carefully and affec-

tionately through illness, and administering, as he

believed, seven drops of dilute hydrocyanic acid, had
the unhappiness to see the dose prove fatal. The
charge of criminal neglect was not sustained by the

evidence, and the jury immediately returned a ver-

dict of " Not Guilty." Some important points were
prominently brought forward in the course of the
evidence relating to the variable strength and doses

of the preparations of hydrocyanic acid commonly
employed, to which it will be desirable again to

return.

Aid to the Wousided is Itai.t.—The ' (Jnita

Italiana' relates that Carini, a philanthropist of
Brescia, having bequeathed a sum of 12,000 fr. to

the college of that place, the interest of which was to

be devoted every year to the purchase of a gold
medal of the value of 50Q fr., and two silver ones, to
be given to those persons who shouhl distinguish
themselves most by acts of charity, the gold medal
this year was awarded to Angelina TorineUi, a young
female of Brescia, who, with the assistance of seven
of her companions, organized, furnished, and directed

an hospital for thirty-four wounded persons. The
generous young girl said that the merit and the
medal belonged as much to her companions as to her-
self, and begged that the value of it should be sent
in their joint names to Garibaldi, as well as a further
sum of 120 fr. which they subscribed to add to the
gift.

Cholera rs Spain.—According to late reports
this epidemic is now committing terrible ravages in

several southern districts of the Peninsula. For ex-
ample, at Malaga 2267 deaths t4X)k place by that
malady, from the 1st of May to the 29th of June
last ; of whom a large proportion were young per-

sons. Accounts further state that, along the Medit-
tnranean coast—at Motril, Adra, and Almeria, the
£sease has proved very prevalent ; as likewise in

Granada and Jaen, but especially at a place called
Oualchos, where 178 deaths occurre<l during the
first six days the malady broke out, while only two
cases recovered. It has more recently attacked the
inhabitants of Baylen, which is on the great highway
to Madrid ; where, however, public health is said to
be at present satisfactory. In consefiuence of this
outbreak of pestilential cholera in Amlalusja, much
terror prevails amongst the population. .

New Method of producino Local Asms-
THE.SIA.—Mr Richardson, the dentist, has sent us
a communication, in which he says—"The sub-
ject of local anaesthesia has much excited the at-

tention of the Profession lately. Dr Richardson,
Mr Nunneley, and others, nave devoted much
time and research to it. Narcotics, congelation,
inhalation of ether and ciiloroform, and, lastly,

electricity, have all been tried, but, from some
practical di-sadvantages in their application, and
from the occurrence of dangerous and even fatal ef-

fects, none of these have met either the wants of the
case or the general concurrence of the Dental Pro-
fession. In pursuing a series of exiieriments for
effecting certain improvements in the ' Tooth Pro-
lector,' a notice of which apparatus was inserted in
the 'Lancet' of 1858, I have devised a plan for
cansing local amesthesia during the extraction of
teeth without producing a corresponding effect on
the system generally— viz., by immersing the affected
port in chloroform, and including in the part im-
mersed as much of the a<liacent structures as may be
Teqairod. It is obvious that a plan so simple must be
tDUversallf applicable, and, should its reputation be
maintained, prevent the escape of chloroform, and
thus intensify its local effect. The cup is about half
filled with cotton wool, which is then saturated with
a snfScient (juantity of chloroform, generally from
ten to fifteen drops. The time within which local
insensibility is produced varies from seven minutes
to a quarter of an hour. It is true that the local
anssthesia is not in all cases equally complete ; but
erven where pain occurs, the remcdv will be found
to moderate it to a point within which it becomes
perfectly tolerable, and has lost the distressing
agony of tooth extraction. It is important for the
operator to remember, that as soon as insensibility of
the part ensues, the cup should be removed, and
extraction instantly performeil. Of sixty cases on
which the foregoing statements are based, only two
occurred in which the remedy failed to mitigate the
pain

;
whilst in ten cases the local insensibility

onring extraction was complete."— 'Lancet.'

SuOQESTrONS FOR SANITARY INFORMATION.—The
fallowing inifiortant remarks are from a letter of Miss
Nightingale to I^ird Shaftesbury :—" It is stated to
ba a fact demonstrated by statistics, that in im-
proved dwellings the mortality has fallen, in certain
cases, from 25 and 24 to U per 1,000 ; and that in
common lodging-houses," which have been hotlieds

«r epidemics, such diseases have almost disappeared

as heads of statistics, through the adoption of sani-

tary measures. It is also stated that in the British

army large bodies of men living under certain im-
proved sanitary conditions have presented a death-
rate about one-third only of what the army has suf-

fered in past years. Would not your Lordship con-
sider it of great importance that the statistics of

these and similar cases should be carefully collected

and presented for comparison with the statistics of

ordinary mortality ? Again, it is stated that in our
Colonial Schools for aborigines, we have in many
instances exposed the cliildren to the risk of scrofula

and consumption while christianising and civilising

them. Might not this be avoided by sanitary ar-

rangements ? ... If facts already existing re-

garding the points I have mentioned above were
carefully abstracted and made accessible to the public

through the medium of the Congress, there cannot
be a doubt of the great benefits which would accrue

to science and humanity. And if, as it is the cost

which frightens communities from executing the

works necessary to carry out sanitary improvements,
it could be shown that the cost of crime, disease,

and excess of mortality is actually greater, it would
remove one of the most legitimate objections in the
minds of Governments and nations against such
measures."

1 p.m.
;

1 p.m.
;

Northern

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE WEEK.
Wedneaday, August 1.

Operatums at Middlesex Hospital, 1 p.m. ; St
Mary's Hospital, 1 p.m. ; University CoUege Hos-
pital, 2 p.m. ; Royal Orthopa.>dic Hospital, 2 p.m.

7%ursday, August 2.

Operation) at St George's Hospital,
Central London Ophthalmic Hospital,
London Hospital, 1^ p.m. ; Great
Hospital, King's Cross, 2J p.m.

London Home.-2 p.m.
Friday, Aiigust 3.

Operations at Westminster Ophthalmic Hospital,

IJ p.m.
Saturday, August 4.

Operations at St Thomas's Hospital, 1 p.m. ; St
Bartholomew's Hospital, IJ p.m. ; KingsCollege
Hospital, IJ p.m. ; Charing Cross Hospital, 2p,m.

Moniay, Aitgust 6.

Operations at the Royal Free Hospital, 2 p.m.
Metropolitan Free Hospital, 2 p.m.

Tuesday, August 7.

Operations at Guy's Hospital, I J p.m. ; Westmin-
ster Hospital, 2 p.m.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

J. R. (Medicus.)—The operation would not be at-

tended with success.

A Sdbscribeb is thanked ; but the letter referred to
is unworthy of notice.

Mr J. H. B.—Certainly.
Chiron.—Syphilitic ulceration of the fauces is oc-

casionally seen in large cities. It was described
in this Journal a few weeks ago, in our " Spirit of
the Periodicals," as an unnoticed form of disease.

We have seen instances of it,—one of them in

which the entire fauces were ulcerated away,
nothing being left but the cartilaginous-looking
walls of the excavation. After death the pharynx
was so much contracted that a quill could scarcely
be passed through it. It is a form of disease that
should l)e further noticed.

Senex. —Ist. Yes.—2nd. You would be eligible.

Medicus.-Two guineas, payable after a written
summons only.

A Subscriber (Portsmouth).—We cannot inform
you.

Delta.—The illegality must be first proved ; so long
as the diploma is supposed to have been obtained
in compliance with tne regul.itions, it would be
held to be a qualification for the appointment.

Dr Lono is thanked for his note.

Mr S. W. Smith's note received : we will look into
the matter.

G. B.—The circular has not reached us.

Iota (Greenwich).—Renshaw is the publisher.
M.R.C3.S. Esq.—The examination in preliminary

learning would not, we presume, Iw strict ; but
competency would be required in all the more im-
portant professional branches.

A Student.—You must pass the College of Sur-
geons first,

Mr Baker.— Forwarded.
Mr Grant.—We are unable to inform you.
Mr J. H. S.—1st. No.—2nd. No.—3rd. There is no
examination required.

*»* A Correspondent has forwarded to us the fol-

lowing ailvcrtisement in the 'Carnarvon Herald,'
the object of which is to procure funils to testi-

monialise the skill of a country bone-setter. This
man has, we understand, been recently appointed
Medical Officer to a Slate Quarry, to the prejudice of
a duly-qualified Practitioner. It is only merciful to

hope that there may not be many broken bones on
which to exhibit the ability of this "skilful
operator." There is one class of animals to whom
we should not throw pearls, and there is a class of
Cambrians in whose behalf it would be sheer
waste to throw away science.

"Testimonial to Mr Richard Evans, Bone-
Setter, Llanllyfnl

" The Friends of the above skilful operator having
frequently expressed their opinion that a Substan-
tial Token of Respect is due to him for the numer-
ous benefits they have received from him ; they
feel that the time is now arrived for closing a sub-
scription so that a Testimouial may be presented
which shall be worthy his acceptance, while it

testifies to the superior advantage of skill when
combined with that kindness of heart which dis-

tinguishes him. The following parties have kindly
agreed to receive Subscriptions where lists are

now lying, and which wLU be closed at the end of

the present month.
Mr Robert Huohes, Staj's head, Peuygroes.
Mr Owen Jones, Pencarmel, Cilgwyn.
Mr Evan Hughes, Blue Lion, Llanwnda.
Mr DAvro Thomas, of the Victory, Carnarvon.
Mrs Jones, of the Harp Inn, Carnarvon.
Mr Rich.vrd Jones, Cwmyglo, Llauberis.

" A list of all Subscribers with their donations
will be published shortly previous to the presenta-
tion.
" Carnarvon, July, 1860."

Mr Rix will see that his request has been complied
with.

Dr Tucker's letter shall appear next week.
*,* Will the Correspouilcnt who sent us the infor-

mation respecting the Skin Doctor who advertises

under an alias favour us with further particulars?

Foreign Degrees.

To the Editor of the Medical Circular.

Sir, --A short time since I addressed a note to
you, requesting to know whether if then, or at any
future time, a person were to leave England to
study in any foreign College or School of Medicine,
European or American, and if, after a regular
course of study and examination, he obtained a
Diploma from such College or School of Medicine,
he could be registered in England as a legal Prac-
titioner under the present Medical Act? You were
kind enough to answer as follows :

" Yes : such a
Diploma would be refistered in England.'

'This reply appeared to me very satisfactory ; but
on reading an account of the recent sittings of the
General Council, I find that several gentlemen
holding foreign Diplomas applied for permission
to be registered, which application was refused,

the Council replying that they had no power to
register foreign Diplomas, except obtained after

examination, and held by persons practising in
England by virtue of such Diplomas previous to

the passing of the present Medical Act. Now, Sir,

this is a direct contradiction (I mean the latter

part) to the answer you were kind enough to furnish
to my question : I shall therefore feel greatly
obliged if you will endeavour further to enlighten
me on the subject, by informing me whether, in
your view of tne Act of 1858, a jjerson holding a
foreign Diploma, of whatever date, can claim to be
registered in England, or whether his admission to
be registered depends on the mere caprice of the
Council? Will you also please to uiforra me
whether, in case of the Council refusing to put his
name on the Register, he can, without violating
the law, call himself by the title given him by the
College from whence he obtained his Diploma ?

Of course my questions refer wholely and entirely

to such Diplomas as have been obtained after exa-
mination.

I will only say. Sir, in conclusion, that if the
law of England, or any power sanctioned by the
law, is so very narrow and exclusive as to refuse to
register such Diplomas, our brethren abroad must
inevitably contrast the selfishness of our Medical
authorities with that broad and liberal spirit so
characteristic of Englishmen generally, and the
sooner the Medical Profession wipe out such a
stain on their escuteheon the better.

Yours, &c.,

Sunderland, July 27, 1860. Ignoramus.
[The Medical Council have a discretionary—that

is to say, an absolute—power to make any regula-

tions they please. To entitle the holder of a foreign

Degree to have it registered, it must have been
obtained after examination, and before the passing

of the Act. Our previous answer must have been
given on this supposition. There is no law to

prevent a foreign Graduate from styling himself
"Doctor," or using the letters "M.D." That is

our opinion, though our corresjmndent must be
aware that attempts have been made to prove the

contrary. —Ed. .Medical Circular.]

Letters received from F. Ridd, W. Price, H. Seatle,

J. Kenyon, R. F. Dill, R. P. Weston, A. S.

Lawrence.
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Paper and Envelopes.
A SAVING OF FULL 6s. IN THE POTINI).

Cream Laid Note, 28,, 3s,, and 4e. per ream.

Large Blue Wove ditto, 3s. 6d. aud 4s, 6d- per ream.

StTPEB Thick Cbeam I*aid Envelopes, 6d. per 100.

Manuscript Paper, 4s. 6d., and Foolscap, 6s. 6d. perream.

Bordered Note, Five Quires for Is.

Straw Paper, 2s. 6d. per ream.

Ko CaABQE for Plain Stamping. Dies e&grav«dfr<»n 2b< 6d.

Wliite and Blue Demys, and other Wrapping Papers, at
a enaall commission on the mill prices.

Price list post free. Sample packet for six stamps.

Cakriaoe Paid to the country on orders over 20s.

PARTRIDGE and COZENS, Manufacturing Stationers,
No. 1 Chanceiy lane, and 192 Fleet street, E.O.

Xeuralgia, Nfljnrous Headaches, Rheumatism, and Stiff

Joints Cured, and

Grey Hair Restored to its Natural Colour, "by

F. M. HERRING'S PATENT

agnetic Brushes,
lOs. and 15s. ; Combs, 2s. Gd. to 20s-M

N.B. — The Electro-Galvanic Brushes vexe formeriy
made and .sold by F. M. H., but the dirt and trouble
inseparable from a galvanic apparatus were insurmountable
obstacles to their use.

OfSces, 32 BasiitghaU str^ ..-

T
TO SURGEONS, DENTISTS, &c.

he Best House in London
for SECOKD-HAND INSTRUMENTS is Mr "WJI.

IiAWLJSyS, Lomljard House, 73 Farrjngdon street, City.

Established upwards of a centniT.

A first-clasa fuU SURGEON'S AEMY CASE by
" WEISS "—(Quite New).

N.B. The largest stock of Second-hand Dissecting Cases

in London. Also, A gi-eat variety of New and Second-

lumd Army aud Navy Regulation Cases.

Instruments Bought, Sokl, or Exchanged.

Wines, guaranteed Pure
and Genuine, at per Dozen, including bottles

:

Fine old Port, 2(ie. ; superior old Sheiiy, 24s. ; superior
old Claret, ^Os. ; finest old Sicilian Sherr>', 24s. ; superior
Champagne, B'la. ; fine old Pale Cognac Brandy, 44s.

Samples foi-waided, free on application.

T. W. REILLY,

38 Finsbui-y place North, Fiusbuiy square, London; E.C.

Post-office Orders with Country Orders.

B

H. Silverlock's Medical
Label Warehouse, Letter-Press, Copper-Plate, and

Lithographi<: Printing Offices, Wai'di'obe ten-ace, Doctors'

Commons, Loudon, E.C. •

H. Silverlock's stock of LASELsfor Dispensing purposes,
lia\'ing been recently revised and enlarged, now consists of

upwards of yOO dilferent kinds. Yellow and Green Labels

for Drag Bottles, Drawers, &c., at per book or dozen; a
Book, contiiining a selection in general uite iu Sui^eries or

Digpcnsarius, 10s. Gd.

Printed Catalogues of the above may be had, post free

on ai)pIication.

Printing of every description at moderate prices.

Bed Bugs, Green Fly, Red
SPIDER, MILDEW. — GISIIURST COMPOUND,

patented fur killing and keeping away these and otlier

animal and plant jiests. Names of eminent authorities

who have given testimonials to its success are advertised in

the 'Gardener's Chi'onicle,' 'CottAgeGar(U'.ner,'and *FieId.'

Sold in boxes at Is., Ss., and lOs. 6d., with rtijiorts of trials

and full instructions for use, by Chemists and Nurserj--

men. Wholcbule by

PEICETS PATENT CANDLE COMPANY, LIMITED.

riet's Celebrated Patent
GAZOGENE or AERATED WATERS APPA-

RATUS, for the innaediabe production of SODA WATER,
GINGER BEER. SP^VRKLING WINK, LEMONADE, &c

SOLE AOENTS FOR GREAT BRJTAIN,

MATHIKU AND FRIQUET,
5a Little James Street, Bedford Row, London, W.C.

This agency was fli-gt establish-
ed by one of the Partners (Mr P.
MaUiieu), who kept it from 1851
to 1864, and is now a Branch of
the Patentees' Paris BstaJjlishment.
It is the only house in tlie United
Kingdom supplied by the Patentees,
and there is no other having the
right to use tlie name of Agents for
for them.
MATHIEU aBd FBIQCBT are

manufacturing the GENUINE LE-
MON SYRUP made from the actual
FRUIT. When used with the
Aerated Water from the Gazogene,
it produces a i>urc and wholesome
Sparkling Lemonade of the most
exquisite and lelined flavour.

Powders for CteneraUng Gas iu
the Apparatus. Special and able
Workmen from the Paris Manu-
factory axe kept on the premises for

tlic prompt and sound repairing of
the Gazogenes, at low chaigee. No
other repairers appointed by the
Manufacturers.

WHOLESALE AND FOR EXPORTATION ONLY.

Price Lists sent on application on receipt of Business
Card.

For Family Arms, sendname
and county to the HERALDIC OFFICE. No charge

for Search. Con-ect sketch and
description, 2s. 6d, ; in colour, 5s.

Monunieni)al brasses, seals, dies,

and diploma plates, in Mediaeval

and modem styles. Lever-press

and Crest dies, one guinea. Illus-

) tratcd price-list per post.

ARMS, CRESTS, &c.—Gold Me-
' dal for engraving Crests on rings

or seals, Ss. ; on dies, 7s. ; arms,

crest, and motto, 25s ; book-plate,
25s.

I T. MORING. Engraver and Heraldic
Artist, 44 High Holbom, London.
SOLID GOLD, 18-carat, Hall

marked Sard, or Bloodstone RING, engraved with CREST,
two guineas ; aefuLS) de»k.«eal«, pencil-oases, &c. Send

size of finger with orders for rings.

Strnve's Seltzer, FacMngen,
VICHY, MARIENBAD, and other MISEB.\.L

WATERS.—ROYAL GERMAN SPA, BRIGHTON. Under
her Majesty's especial patronage The Pump-room and

Promenade are now open for Urn 36tU S«ason. The
I>ottled waters are sold at the Pump-room, and by
GEORGE WAUGH and Co , Pharmaceutical Chemists

to the Queen, 177 Regent street, London, W., and by
other respectable houses in London and the provincial

towns, where a prosiwctus witii the highest medical

testimonials may be obtained gratis.

—

Cautiok : Owing to

the use of Struvc's bottles by otlier jiarties, ple.-ise to

observe tliat Struvs's name is on the label and red-mk

stamp affixed to every bottle of Stnwe's manufactur*.

kin, late Biggand Milli-
kin, Surgieal Instrunieut Maker and .Vnatomical~—

- " - " OStMachinist t*j Guy's and St Thomas's Hospital, Ko,
Thomas's street, Southwarlc, 8.E

RUPTURES. BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

ite's Moc-main Lever
TBUSS is allowed by upwards of 200 Medical

Gentlemen to be the most effective invention

in the curative treatment of HERNIA. The
use of a steel spring, so often hui-tful in its

effects, is here avoided : a soft bandage being
worn round tjie body, while the requisite

resisting power is supplied by the MOC-
MAIN PAD and PATENT LEVER, fitting

with so much case and closeness that it

cannot be detected, and may be worn during

sleep. A descriptive circular may be had,

aud the Truss (which cannot fail to fit.) for-

warded by post, on the circumfeitince of the

body two inches below the hips being sent

to tiie Miinufacturer,
JOHN WHITE, 228 Piccadilly, London.
Priie of a Single Truss, 16s., 21s., 26s. 6d.

and 31s. 6d.—Postage, Is.

Price of a Double Truss, Sis. 6d., 12s.

and 62s. 6d.—Postage, Is. Sd.

Price of an Umbilical Truss, «e., and 52s. 6d.

Postage, Is. lOd.

Elastic Stockings for Vari-
COSE VEINS, and all cases of Weakness and Swelling of

the Legs, SiToins, he Thoy arc porous, light In toxture.

aud inexpensive, and. are drawn ou like an ordinary Stock-

ing. Price 3s 6d., 7s. 6d., lOs., aud 10s. each. Post«ij«, Od.

JOHN WHITE, MANUFACTURER,

228 Piccadilly. London.

"VTotice—Behenna and Co,
-*-^ ACCOUNTANTS, conduct aU business entrusted
to them, with secrecy, economy, and despatdi- Acc^iuntft
l>reparcd in Baukrupt<a- and Imsolvenoj-. Arrangement*
made with Creditors. 'IradesmeB'sB9&lu regularly kept.
Partnerships and Loans aeg^diated. Offices, 11 BeauXort
buildings, Strand London W.C. Houis.from 10 till 4.

Tmportant to Surgeons.

—

-*~ The old-estabiisfeed and well-known Business ofJOHN
MILLIKIN, now MILLIKIN aud LAWLEY, ItJl Strand,
adjoining King's College. A change in the proprittorehip
offers to Surgeons the •pportunity of purchasing any km*!
of Instrument from this well-manufactured stock, wlufib
cannot l>e surpassed in style, quality, or price.

Messrs MILLIKIN & LAWLEY beg to draw the attention
of their friends and customers to the superior stock of Ma-
thematical lostnunents, their great wnetv of Cutlerj-. and
the selecttou of Hafb-akm ]fierofleopc». Opera and Baoe
Glasses.

A great variety of Skeletons, SkuHs, Hands, Peet, 8sc„
of sujierior quality, at moderate changes.

E^'ery description of Surgical Instruments made to
order, with the utmost precision and oespatch.

Surgical Instrumeids and CuU£i> Bepaij«d Daily.

s.
W. SUver and Co.'s

OUTFITTING WAREHOUaflS, dG aud 6T Coro-
hiU, E.C.—OUTFITS fur Australia, India, and China, for
Naval and Military Officers, Cadets, Midshiitmen, a»ii>
Ci\Tlians ; clotliiug for gentlejnen's home use

—

viz., Nairal*

and Military imifonns and civilian dress of the best
material and workman.ship ; shirts, hosiery, gloves, Ac. j
ladies' outfits; furniture for camp, barmck, cabin, and
colonial use, embracing every variety of cabinet work,
canteens, trunks, portmanteaus, &;., »iitedto alleliiuate&.

IWannfatitory, Silveitown (oppoute H.M. Dockj-ards),
Woolwich.

Gluten Bread, Semola^
CHOCOLATE, BISCUITS, CAKBS and PATB8,

for Diabetes, Consumption, D76i>epsia, Astlunaa, Invaiids,

and Infants. Reuommeitded by the mo«t emixkent Piiy-

slciaua aud Surgoong, and used at the principal Metro-
politan and Provincial Hospitals.—John Bell and Co.,

338 Oxford strtet ; Thomas Keating, 79 St Paul's church-
yard ; Glaisver and Kemp. Brighton ; Alderton. Hastings J
Tylec, Batli": Ferris and Co., Bristol; Sihaclit, Clifton;

Ralidall ami S<ui, SouthamptxMi ; Prt;«tor and Son, New-
castle ; Reudall, Torquny, ExeUir, TAunt«.>it, and Plymouth.
Lofthouse, UuU ; MackaV, Edinbiu:gh; and wholesale only
of

GL VAN ABBOTT, 13 Bimlnghall 8ti«et, E.C.

lyredical Practitioners Sup-
-^-*- plied with ASSISTANTS, gratis, by JLilR mmJ
SONS, 34 Bedford street, Strimd, who also DISPOSB of
PRACTICES ou moderate Uaaa.

Fresh Air. — ''McKinnell's-
PATENT VENTILATOR does tliat which is t3i»

great object in keepiiiK buildings he«dl4tj". It ridfi them of
the foul air, and iirovides for the free iiUet of a fresh»upp^
It is suni'licity itself^ai?. indeed, are most of ta©-

Meehanisms adapted to Natural Laws. It can be fitted

with ease ,to carnages, ships, horses, coal-mines, scboola,

churches. &c. The system, too, is cheap."— 'Medical
Times,' July 7, p. 11.

JOHN McKINNELL, Patentee, 9 Gloucester terrsoe.

Clarendon road, London, W. Descriptive Famphl^
sent ou receiiitof one stamp.

For Infants.—The British
FEEDING BOTTLE (registered) may IwpUtced in any

position without the food rumiing out The supply canb«
regulated by a stop-cook ; being electro-plated, it may b«
iustautaueo'usly cleaned. Unlike wood, ivory, or bono, it i»

impcnious to moisture, cannot erack or become sour;

there is no possibility of the infiant drawing air with the

food.

By W. T. COOPEB, Phannaceatical Chemist, 26 Ox£oi4
street, London.

Price 7s. 6d., or ft«e to any niilvray •tatian, Ss. ei

G alvanic Institute,
52 Eustou road.

Theseiwoms have l>een opened under the superiutendenc«

of ivgist«nHl qualilied Medical Men, for Hie legitimate appli-

cation of GtUvauisui in the treatment of Nervous Diseiisea,

Paralj-.sis. Blieiuuatism. .Vsthma, Indigestion ItwOlalso

assist in affonling the means of taking tliis branch of pisc-

tioe out of the hands of the unqualified. Hours or «»
tendance twelve to five (Sundays excepted).

Ordinary Medical Attendant, Mr J. Smellie, Surgeon
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CLINICAL LECTURES.

ON THE DIFFICULTIES
THAT ATTEND THE

DIAGNOSIS OF THE NERVOUS
AFFECTIONS

kjtown as iktermittent tetaxits, tetanille,

idiopathic muscular spasms, etc.

delivered at the hotel-dieu,

By M. trousseau.

(Contiuued from page 69.)

In some patients it is only necessary to make

pressure above the clavicle, on some part of

the nerves of the brachial plexus, in order to

bring on spasm. It is possible, then, to recog-

nize this flisease whenever, by com^iressing the

origin of the nerves that go to any member,

you can at pleasure bring on contraction.

The importance of this diagnostic means is at

once apparent.

This kind of contraction comes on suddenly,

and rapidly attains a degree of great intensity,

reaches its ynaximum, and then begins to de-

cline. The duration of the disease in its ex-

plicit period varies from ten days to two or

three months ; but in this last case it is in a

latent state ; that is, it can at any time be pro-
duced by the influence of pressure.

Among the causes which I have to mention,
I should say that obstinate diarrhoea seems to

predispose to this affection : hence, during the
epidemic of 18o4, a great number of cases

might be seen. This fact at first quite escaped
my notice ; but M. Las^guc and M. Aran have
very strongly called the attention of Practi-
tioners to this precursory- circumstance. A
clinical confirmation of this fact you have now
under your eyes ; since the woman in the Salle

St Bernard, as well as several other patients

whom you have seen during the last twelve
months, had all been suffering, before their

admission into the U6tel Dieu, with intestinal
flux.

The young man who was taken to the Pre-
fecture of Police in the state I have described
to you had not experienced any previous
diarrhcE:t, but he had been exposed to cold
and wot ; and I have already noted atmo-
spheric impressions as one of its frequent
causes. Typhus fever, cholera, cholerine, and
the action of external agents, thus far arc as
nothing ; but the etiological circumstance that
exerts the greatest activity, beyond contra-
diction, is nursing. We have here twelve
beds appropriated for wet-nurses; among those
we meet with a far greater number of cases
than among all who occupy the other fifly

beds. At the Neckar Hospital, where, in my
service, there are thirty-six beds for women
who suckle, and forty for adult women who do
not, I have observed forty cases of rheu-
matismal contraction in the former, and only
one in the latter. I have reason, therefore,
for saying that lactation is a circumstance of
great importance. But why is it so ? Oh ! do
not ask me, for I know nothing of the reason,
absolutely nothing.

The disease, even when lefl to itself, seems
destitute of everything like gravity. The
organic life seems to derive no taint from it,

and to be in no measure disturbed, with ex-
ception of the febrile movement. No fear
need, tlierefore, be entertained regarding the
issue. Yet, in exceptional cases, and in its

grave form, the spasm is seen with such a
degree of intensity that you will be under the
necessity of meeting it with very active means.
Four or five years ago I had such a case for

four months, and the patient, a woman, did

not recover without the use of the most
energetic treatment.

Were you not aware of the possible occur-

rence of such facts as I have just related, you
might easily suffer yourselves to be imposed
upon by the apparent severity of these symp-
toms, and mistake them for symptoms depen-

dent upon some very serious pathological

state ; but it is easy to see, from the fleeting

and fugacious nature of the phenomena, that

they cannot be dependent upon any very pro •

found or permanent organic lesion. For more
than twenty years, during which time my
attention has been called to this disease, I

believe I have not seen a single case where
death followed

;
yet I am told that the young

man who was shown to M. Lasegue as epileptic

has come to a sad end at the H6tel-Dieu,

under M. Rostan. Six weeks after leaving

my wards, he was seized, it seems, with

renewed spasms, cough, dyspncea, sweats, and,

in the last days of his life, feebleness of the

limbs, which was well marked, and consider-

able orthopnoea. The autopsy showed the

existence of ramoUissement of the superior

fiortion of the spinal marrow, and the usual

esions seen in pulmonary phthisis. In this

case, it is plain that the tubercules contributed

not a little to the fatal result.

What is the nature of the disease ? That it

belongs to the neuroses, no one doubts ; neither

can any one doubt that it should be ranked

with epilepsy, hysteria, eclampsia, and cata-

lepsy. The organic lesions evidently should

be slight and quite superficial, since motility is

not suspended, excepting while the contraction

lasts ; nor is the perfect integrity of intellect

impaired, for such patients are gay and con-

verse as usual, and all the functions are per-

fectly executed, while tliey have, in the in-

tervals between the attacks, all the appear-

ances of good health. There are not, therefore,

I repeat, serious lesions of the brain or spinal

marrow. My opinion is that this neurosis is

rheumatic. Its extremely fleeting nature, and
the rapidity of the attack, and the superficial

character of the symptoms, all induce me to

consider it as such. Besides, blood taken from

a vein is coated as in articular rheumatism, and

in several cases, as remarked by M. Delpech,

rheumatism and spasms are found to alternate.

When I first began to notice cases of con-

traction, I was seized with alarm, and really

believed that such were grave aflections of the

brain or spinal marrow.
Bleeding from the arm, and cupping along

the spine, have, I must say, been of great

service ; and I do not hesitate to declare that

detraction of blood is in such cose a means of

incontestable power whenever there is no
counter-indication in the general state. I shall

not be much doubted when I speak of the

efficacy of blood-letting, for you know that I

do not abuse the lancet. I must, then, be
well convinced that opening a vein is a good
therapeutic means, or you should not hear me
recommend it.

The notion I formed of intermittence led

me, in this aflection, to prescribe quinine,

which has done me good service, though under

its use patients do not recover so surely as

with bleeding from the arm. Four years ago

I had a patient, a woman, who was suckling

twins, and who was seized with rheumatismal

contraction afler a persistent diarrhoea. After

treating the intestinal flux, the nervous affec-

tion was attacked with sulphate of quinine.

As you may suppose, loss of blood in such case

is not to be thought of. Inhaling chloroform,

during the attack, is occasionally of some
benefit ; and, thanks to this anaesthesic agent,

though the rigidity disappears only to return

a little after, some amelioration is always the

result. Opium and belladonna, in moderate

doses, are medicines the good effects of which

I must also mention, though they do not in

the least diminish the value of venesection and

sulphate of quinine, which maintain their right

to the best place.

I would, m conclusion, recommend you all

to follow with minute attention the various

phases through which our patient in the Salle

St Bernard will pass. No doubt she will get

well, and that, too, ere long; do not, then,

lose sight of her case, for I am convinced you
will be able to derive from it more than one
useful lesson.

ON THE
TREATMENT OF GONORRHCEA

WITHOUT SPECIFICS.

By J. L. MILTON.

(Continued from p. 35.)

OrecU Natural or Induced Weakiuss.—By tliis

is meant, not great physical exliaustion, but that

weak, irritable state of the system under which

the stomach loathes the mildest and sraallost

doses of medicines of any class—a state of matters

sometimes induced by inordinate quantities of

copaiba. The patient is gloomy and weary j

sometimes prostrated by sick headaches, at other

times scarcely able to rise from mere lassitude.

A cold confines him for a week ; his bowels are

costive- his tongue coated—his enjoyment of al'

comforts is lost or weakened. Active purgatives>

in the form of aloes, colocynth, and blue pill

—

effervescent mixtures with syrup of orange peel

—

mild sedatives, and, as soon as possible, quinine

in grain doses three times a day, generally prove

quite effectual. Injections are indispensable ; but

as many of these patients suffer from excessive

sensibility of the urethra, they may bo made very

weak at the outset, and not employed more tlian

once a day till the bowels have been repeatedly

purged, when they can be used as in other cases.

A moderately tonic diet, with a fair allowance of

meat—a little spirit or wine daily—total absti-

nence from ixirter, .lie, stews, hashes, pastry, &o.,

will be found of great benefit.

As an instance of this complication in its most
severe form, I may quote here the history of a

case in which it appeared to liave been cliiefly

induced by large doses of copaiba. The patient

was a member of the medical profession, who
placed himself under my care after having made a

most unsatisfactory attempt to treat his own case.

I found him low, weak, and dejected ; he was
suffering under enlarged prostate, with a painful

bearing-down as if the rectum were coming out,

60 that when walking he constantly felt ao
urgent desire to keep his hand pressed upon the

anus. There was a moderate amount of discharge,

with no great pain in making water or during

erections. The tongue was brown, furred, tre-

mulous, and indented by the teeth—the breath

was foul—his face looked coarse and dusky—ho
said he had lost all his colour^ along with his ap-

{)Ctite and strength. Great part of his sufferings

ic attributed to the amount of copaiba he hivd

taken ; and as, according to his own estimate, he
had for some time past managed to get do^vu five

oz. a week, the supposition was very feasible.

The use of these enormous doses was always fol-

lowed by nausea and loose stools. To complicate

the case still further, it appeared very doubtful,

from the patient's description, whether there was

not some stricture to be appreliended, as six

years previou.sly he had suffered under gonorrhoea,

which, after having been duly treated with co-

paiba, slowly changed to a gleet, which every now
and then reappeared ; so often, indeed, that I

doubted if it had ever been cured. Latterly also

there had been a good deal of dribbling after

making water, and, the patient thought, some

slight narrowing of the stream.
" All this," he said, " I could endure, and

hope to see cured. There is some visible cause

for these sufferings, but I cannot luiderstand why
I have this dreadful irritability of temper and

gloominess always hanging aliout me. I feel no

plca.sure in anything I do, and I am quite certain

many of my patients have remarked my inat-

tention."

On examination by the rectum, the prostate

was found greatly enlarged, and a blister was or-
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dered to he apjilied. A Irougic was also passed,

and a most irritable state of the urethra disco-

vered : no stricture, however, was eucountered.

Within fortj-eight hours after this operation, the

rieht testicle swelled in a most extraordinary way.

The patient for several days could not allow me
to touch it, and the attack was accompanied by
Buch prostration that he was obliged to confine

himself to his room. Morphia in large quantities

was ordered, and relieved him so rapidly, that he
said "he could hardly describe the comfort this

•dreamy, quiet state inspired, compared with his

first night's suffering. Hot water to the scrotum,

80 as almost to excoriate it—a well-fitted suspen-

sory bandage— a brisk aperient, and a diet from
which all cold, ascesoent, heavy articles of food

were rigidly excluded, soon relieved all the most
severe symptoms.
At the end of a week I examined the testicle

;

and though this was the worst case of orchitis I

CTer 6aw, I was not prepared to find such evi-

dences of active disease. The epididymus was
greatly enlarged and of almost cartilaginous hard-
ness, as was also great part of the testicle ; and
though all pain was gone, yet the patient stiU

•shrank instinctively from the slightest touch. I

now asked him if he had ever strapped the tes-

ticle for orchitis ; to which he candidly admitted
4hat he had. Then I said, " How would you
Jike to have your own testicle subjected to the

process ?" To which he simply and touchingly

answered, " Not at all."

The discharge was now treated with mild in-

jections of nitrate of silver, followed by the use

of gum elastic bougies, every second day. Two
blisters were applied to the perinseum, and two to

the penis. Iodide of potass was given in doses

of ten grains twice a day ; calomel and black

draught were given twice a week. A full meat
diet was ordered, and a bottle of claret daily.

The discharge soon ceased entirely. The urethra

became so healthy, that the bougie couldbe passed
•with scarcely any discomfort. After the first

three weeks the prostate gave him no furtlier an-

noyance ; and finally such a steady and rapid sub-

sidence of the hardening of the testicle ensued,

that when he paid me his last visit, about four

months from tlie beginning, Uttle more than a

slight thickeuing remained to mark the seat of

disease. His tongue became clear, moist, and
firm—his appetite returned, and he soon gained
flesh and strength. From having been ixuable to

walk a mile without fatigue, he was now almost

as well as he ever had been, and in better health

than he had enjoyed for years. He has never
strapped a t«sticle from that day.

3. Morbid Sensibility of the Urethra.—In exces-

sive tenderness of the urethra, it is sometimes
necessary to wait a day or two, that the action of

the potass may be set lip, and to give a sedative

every night before beginning with injections. The
first two or three of these may consist of warm
water ; the next, of weak solution of nitrate of

silver, beginning, in some persons; as low as one
tenth of a grain to an ounce : after this no further
precaution is necessary. Where this extreme
sensibility seems dependant upon rheumatism or

gout, a grain of the extract of oolchicum every
night is often very serviceable.

Strong Tendeiicy to Stricture—that is, where the

<MJial begins to contract within the first week or

fortnight after the appearance of the gonorrhcea

—

though not very uncommon when this disorder is

neglected, has oidy occurred in my experience

three times in cases treated properly with potass

and injections. In two of them it yielded quickly

enough to the solid nitrate applied by means of a

sheath and stilette (a)—an instrument which has

also often stood me in good stead in those cases

where isolated parts of the urethra remain tender
and throw off shreds after the removal of old

gleets. In the third case, the patient, quite a
lad, was suddenly despatched on business, which
enabled him to indulge in the pleasures of the
table to any extent he liked. , Not having enjoyed
such a privilege before, he made the best use of

it now—lived on game, salmon, champagne,
puncli, &c.^—and returned to London with the
urethra closely strictured for about two inches ; a
state of matters wliich required about eight months
to set right again.

(a) For a full description of this instrument and
the best method of using it, see ' Treatment of
Spermatorrhcea,' by the Author, 5th edition,
page 38.

In five cases this affection could be traced to

the use of chloride of zinc injections ; and though
I believe these may, under proper care and when
made to follow the exhibition of potass, be used
with impimity, my cxi>erience of their employ-
ment without such precaution is, that they are

always painful, and at times dangerous.
(To be continued.)

FEACTUEE OF THE FOEE-AEM
—FATTY TUMOUE OF THE
VAGINA—HYDATID GROWTHS
SIMULATING PEEGNANCY.
By THOSUS FALCON, Esq., Sttrgeon.

Three years ago I was requested to visit J. Wood,

a stone-mason, who had received a severe injury

to the fore-arm and elbow-joint, in consequence of

a large stone post (which he and another man
were removing to an excavation prepared to

receive it) falling upon and crasliiug the limb.

The fore-arm and joint when I arrived were so

swollen, contused, and occhymosed, that it was
utterly impossible for any one to ascertain the
exact amount of injury received. That there was
a fracture of both bones of the fore-arm at the
upper third, was evident from the distinct crepitus

felt on each side of the limb. After the inflam-

mation had been subdued and the tumefaction

had subsided by the repeated application of

leeches, fomentations, and general constitutional

treatment, then for the first time could I discover

that not only had there been a fracture of both
bones of the fore-arm, but that the upper portion

of the fractured radius had been dislocated upon
and thrown into the hoUow above the external

condyle. 1 explained to the man that it would
be utterly impossible to reduce the outer bone of

the fore-arm, and that though for a considerable

time the motion of the limb might be imperfect,

yet that ultimately he would be likely so far to im-
prove that he would be able to follow his usual
employment. I had recourse to passive flexion

and extension of the joint after the fractured

bones had become consolidated, but could only

bend the fore-arm to about a right angle with the

humerus. 1 then told him ho might consult

some other surgeon, if he thought proper. Mr
Teale, of Leeds, saw the case, and advised the

passive motion of the joint to be continued. A
quack was afterwards consulted, who gave it as

his opinion that the couplings of the joint were
out, that I ought to have thrust them in, and
that the patient would easily obtain heavy
damages from a juiy in compensation to the man
for the bad management of the case. This opinion

was very modestly given by a man who some
years ago employed five men to reduce a disloca-

tion of the hip in a man seventy years of age—the
case being one of fracture of the upper third of the
femur (unless he had fractured the bone by his

manipulations), with the edge of the fractured

bone immediately beneath the skin. The
hideous appearance of the limb in consequence of

the diffuse inflammatiou which followed, and the

agony which the patient endured, may be as easily

imagined as described. Is it possible to reduce a

dislocated radius with fracture below ? or would
such an operation as cutting down upon the radius,

and removing that portion of the bone above the

insertion of tlie biceps, be advisable in such a case ?

I thought that such an operation would be utterly

unjustifiable, although I should suppose it might
be performed with care without injury to the

brachial artery. The result proves how admi-

rably Nature adapts herself to altered circum-

stances, for he can now use the injured arm in his

business as a stone-mason as well as the other.

Tliis man threatened me viiih. an action at law for

malpractice.

2.

—

FATTT TuMOfE OP THE VAGlN.i SEPAKATED
FBOM ITS ATTACHME.N'T BY THE HEAD OF THE
Child, and expelled ditbing Labocr.
Three months ago I was summoned early in the

morning to attend Mrs Hardy, of Pudsey, in her

confinement. The child was born when 1 arrived,

and the placenta, being in the vagina, was easUy

removed. Syncope, however, came on to an
alarming extent, which I was unable to account

for, as there was no hiemorrhago and the uterus

had contracted. Mr_Wade, of Stanningley, had

been in attendance on the woman previous to her
confinement, and had found on examination a
tumour depending from the anterior jiart of the
vagina. Ho was summoned on the morning of
her confinement, but was unable to attend. He,
however, arrived previous to my departure, and
whilst I was administering stimulants to the pa-
tient. On heariiig the previous history of the
case, the obvious ioference of both of us was that
some laceration had occurred. The tumour was
found on the bod after she had recovered from the
syncope. It was about the size of a large potato,

and consisted wholly of condensed fatty sub-
stance. The case went on favourably, no bad
.symptom occurring after the syncope had sub-
sided. She made water freely soon after : I there-

fore did not make any further examination per
vaginam. Are fatty tumours in the vagina eom-
mon ? Would any surgical interference during
the existence of pregnancy be considered correct

practice in such a case by the aavatis in the Ob-
stetrical department ? That, I should suppose,
would depend upon the nature and extent of theii

attachments, and the amount of obstruction and
laceration wliich might be anticipated.

3.

—

Hydatid Geowths simuiatikg Pregnamct.

I was summoned in a great hurry at midnight
on the 22nd of June last to see Mrs Richardson,
of Pudsey. The messenger (her husband) informed
me that she was rapidly sinking from flooding,

and was far advanced in pregnancy. I found
that a large quantity of coaglUated blood had been

rissed : the system had experienced a great shock,
examined ^(T vaginam, and found what I thought

to be a pla!cental presentation, the fundus nterl

on a level with, or rather above, the umbilicus ; and
I saw no reason to call in question the impression
of the patient, that she was in the seventh or
eighth month of pregnancj'. I succeeded in re-

straining the heemorrhage by cold applications to
the vulva, &c., aud exhibited the mineral acids

more as a placebo than with any idea of deriving
much benefit fi'om their use. I had resolved to

employ the tampon soaked in a saturated solution

of tannin, should the haemorrhage return. Other
attacks of haemonhage had occuiTed previously

to my being called in ; and she had been attended
in the first place by Mr Machill, and afterwards
by Mr Field, surgeons. I gave it as my opinion
to the husband that .she was in a most dangerous
state, and that it would be neccs.sar)- to induce
premature labour should she so far recover from
the shock as to render it justifiable and necessary

by reason ofa recurrence of the haemorrhage. I was
summoned at 5 a.m. on July 6th, and found that
uterine contraction had commenced, and the
vagina distended, apparently by the placenta. This
substance was soon expelled, and quickly followed

by other dense masses of coagula. I saw by the

expression of her countenanee that no time was
to be lost, and was about to introduce my arm, in

order to turn if practicable, when I found, on
applying my hand over the abdomen, that the

utei-us was rapidly emptying itself, aud in a very
short time the whole of its contents was eipelleo.

She fell into a death-like swoon, vomiting and
tossing about from one side of the bod to the
other. I succeeded in inducing permanent oon-

tractiou of the uterus by gi-asping that organ over

a na]>kin soaked in cold water, and she gradually

rallied after the administration of brandy and the
application of heat to the extremities. What
would have been the proper practice had a correct

diagnosis been made at an earlier period ? Would
the exlubition of the ergot of rye have stimidated

the uterus sufficiently to produce a detachment
and complete expulsion of tliis immense mass of

hydatid, embedded in dense fibrinous deiwsit, as I

believe the unaided efforts of nature had suc-

ceeded in effecting in this case ? or woidd introdu-

cing the finger or hand, aud scooping out the uterine

contents, have been preferable ? The patient was
in such a weak and prostate state when I was
first called in, that I am now perfectly satisfied

with tlie course I pursued in having left the case

to nature, enjoining the most perfect quietude,

supporting her strength by nutritious bi-oths, and

employing the cold applications which succeeded

in restraining the hemorrhage. It w,a3 the

opinion of the females in attendiuico that the

ndliole of the mass expelled when the utefos

finally emptied itself could not have amounted to

less than a gallon. The hydatids varied in size

from that of a currant to a grape. Writers stato

that the size of the belly does not correspond to
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the 3u])posed period of preguaiicy. In this case

the wouiau believed herself to be ill the seventh

or eighth month of pregnancy, and the uterus

had ascended to the umbilicus. It was this

coincidence which deceived me, and led me
without further rellectiou ou the case to the belief

that she was pregnant. The same view of the

case, I understand, had been taken by the two

«urgc>ou3 pie™usly iu attendance. There was a

profuse and oliensive watery discliarge, which

continued from the 22nd of June, when I was hist

called iu, to the 6th of July. It might be

objected to this case, that it would be almost

imiiossible to mistake a clot of blood at the os

uUri for a placenta. But some of these masses,

having probably remained for mouths in the

uterus, liad become so firm and solidified aa to

render it very ditlicolt indeed to distinguish them
from an afterbiith. Medical writers assert that

these hydatids are formed, ill the great majority

of cases, in consequence of the destruction of an
ovum. There was a blighted ovum in this instance;

but I remember seeing them counected iii one
oase to tlie placenta of a well-developed and
healthy child. The patient is now (July 30th)

gradually recovering her strength, and ia able to

walk about the room.
Fulneck, near Leeds.

THE SPIEIT
OF THE PERIODICALS.

We extract the foUoving article on Perforating

Tumours of the Dura Mater, by Dr C. T. Ooote,

from tlie ' London Medical Review :'

" Perforation of the cranial walls may be duo
to a variety of causes. Of these, if we exclude
mcohanicul injuries, the most frequeut are
syphiliti' : i ''iviiiatous disease of the peri-

crauium ; .uid carcinomatous degene-
ration of i

;

_ ; aad the pressure of the in-

tracranial tuiuuurs.

"It seems probable that tumours of every
description, and growing from wliatever part of
the biain or its membranes, are capable oi^ eHuct-
ing a p.r!'-' •' •" !' <'• bony wall. Thus, an
hydatid >

j
ith and elevating tlw

dura mall 1 ,vii to erode the inner
table of the skull ; and tlie same fact has been
often observed in tlie case, of hypcrtiophiod
Pacchionian bixlies. Hut by far the most fre-

quent seat of perforating intracranial tumours is

the extern (1 'i'>f the dura mater. Tumours
situated J ;tyarc undouljtedly for the
most part

, Ijelongiu;' gt-nenilly to the
meduUary, rarely to the epithelial, variety of the
disease. But there is a form of tumour to be
met with 'i!

' liaraijters of which (.ilthough
it is unli' I.issed by Eokitansky among
mediillaiy render its nature still a
matter of cimtroversy. It is that to which Lebert
}ias assigned the title of ' fibro-plastic'

" Whether these growtlis are or are not
cancerous, is a question which nuiy safely be left

on one sicle until path ' '

'i.dl liavc arrived
at suDie agreeuii'iit a- titiou of cancer.
But, however this m.i> v^...aally determined,
it seems certain tliat they (losseits muj^ .sulli-

ciently characteristic to entitle them ^be le-

gardeil as a natural group distinct Ijoth from
epithelial or from medulkry cancer. These
marks are, that tliey contain no milky juice

;

that they do not soften from the centre ; that
they occur in one ]«art only of the same individual

;

and that they possess none of the histological
elements of epitheUum.

" The above cliaractors apply to all fibro-
plastic growths, wherever situated. It will be
seen farther on, that, when growing from the ex-
ternal surface of the dura iimter, they are equally
distinguislied from ordinary cancer by the mode
in which they perforate the bones of the skull.

" Unfortunately we possess very few authentic
and well-re|>orted cases of this disease. It ii,

indeed, probablu that the 'sarcomatous' tumour
which perf'iiatid the left parietal bone, and to
which the name ' i'ungus of the dura mater'
was lirst assigned by Loiii- "•- fibro-plastic
growth; and a similar ]>r. iches to a
few more of the earlier re v ,. But, on
the whole, the older literature of the subject

affords embarrassment rather than assistance.

For, from the year 1774 (when attention was first

drawn to it by Louis, the secretary of the Royal
Academy of Surgery in Paris), to within quite

recent times, all diseases capable of producing per-

foration of the skull seem to have been indis-

criminately heaped together under the appellation

of Fungus of the dura mater.
" Under this heading, for instance, may be

found a case of caries after fracture ; of congenital

eucephalocele ; of fatty subcutaneous tumour
;

and three cases of caoicor of the diploe. And,
even when there is reason to suppose that the
author has been correct in regarding the dura
mater as the piimary seat of the disease, it is in

most iiLstanocs a hopeless task to endeavour to

determine, with any approximation to certainty,

the nature of the tumour which grew upon it.

" I gladly avail myself, therefore, of the oppor-
tunity (for wliich I am indebted to my friend Mr
De Morgan) of placing on record a recent and
highly-interesting case of this obscure disease.

Two meagre and unsatisfactory cases by H.
Cloquet, and a valuable one by Ur If. Friedrich,

of \Viirzburg, constitute the whole remaining
stock of authentic cases available for purposes of
comparison.

'
' Alfred Chapman, aged fifteen, was admitted

into tlie Middlesex Hospital on the 8th November,
18£&, under the care of Mr De Morgan, suffering

from total blindness and inability to walk.
" He complains of severe frontal headache.

Botli pupils are widely dilate<l, and quite in-

sensible to light. He has also strabismus, and an
incessant twitching of both eyeballs and eyelids.

His tongue and uvula are drawn to the left side
;

the angle of the mouth slightly to the right. On
the left frontal eminence is a hard swelling, about
as large as a small bean, flattened, immovable,
and apparently attached to the bone. It is a

little painful on pressure, but not otherwise.

Neither the patient nor his friends were, at the
time of his admission, aware of its existence.

" His inability to walk seems to depend merely
uixm a want of tlie power of co-ordinating the
movements of muscles, and upon no loss of

muscular power.
" He can use his hands, but he generally

allows them to hang listlessly by his sides, flexing

tliii thumb on the palm, and the fingers over it,

in a very peculiar manner.
'

' There is no loss of common sensation any-
where.

" His memory seems pretty gix>d ; but he
answers questions very slowly, and not in a lucid

manner.
" The left fibula ia enlarged and curved

slightly outwards a' ' '-.irds at the lower
third, where tlie ini re thickened. This
enlargement is at tiiji , lI.

" y/wtor^.—His fatiier is living and in good
health. His mother died some years since insane.

Three sisters died in infancy j two of 'atrophy,'

the other of fever. There is no history of cancer
nor of syphilis in the family.

" He is by occupation a farm-labourer iu

Northamptonshire, and enjoyed good health up
to the date of this illnes.s, except that, for about
six mouths, lie had suffered from frequent
' weakness of sight,' which compelled him to

discontinue work for the time.
" On the morning of September 17, 1859, a

very warm day, he went, as usual, to his work in

the fields. He was soon seized with violent

headache, nausea, and lieavy dragging pain in the
legs. He went home, ami was there attacked
witli vomiting, which continued incessantly during
the night, and was followed the next day by
diarrhoia and ' failure of sight.' Two days later,

when first seen by a medii;al man, ho seems to

have been in a very weak state : the diarrhoea

was persistent ; loss of vision was total ; and the

pupils had become diluted and fixed. During
the next week or ten days he suffered from fever

and delirium ; he then began slowly to improve.

No change, however, took place in his vision,

exejipt tliat he now occiisionally fancied that he
saw fiashes of light, or even a candle, iu a per-

fectly dark room. (Photopsia.)
" Between two or throe weeks since he began

gradually to lose the power of locomotiou, not
apparently from muscular weakness, but from
want of ilirecting power ; and at the same time
couiplainod of {uiii iu his knees. Three days
before admission he had had another attack of

fever, headache, and vomiting ; but these symp-

toms, with the exception of the headache, had
passed away.

" He was placed on ordinary diet, and a mild
mercurial treatment was adopted, consisting at

first of hydr. c. creta, and subsequently of the
liq. hydr. bichlor. iu small doses, and iu the
application of strong mercurial ointment to the
frontal tumour.
"The headache speedily disappeared ; but no

other change occurred until

—

'
' Nov. 23, when he had a convulsive attack of

a peculiar character. His limbs were forcibly

extended, the twitching of his eyeballs increased
greatly in rapidity, and he rolled restlessly about
in his bed, crying in a strange childish maimer,
and muttering a few unintelligible words. There
was no dyspnuja, nor did ho foam, or bite liis

tongue. His pulse rose during the fit (which
lasted five minutes) to 100—104.

" He is said to have had a similar fit before

admission. These fits continue to recur through
the month of December; but after the 11th of

that month were accompanied by dyspnoia and
lividity. During the same period other important
changes were noticed.

" On Dec. 11th, the distortion of the face,

which had hitherto been directed towards the
right, was now suddenly changed to the opposite

Bide ; while that of the tongue aud uvula remained
unaltered.

" The frontal tumour, also, was observed to

increase very much in size from the 4th December.
Ou the 11th, it measured two-thirds of an iach
iu its longest vertical diameter.

" On tlio 17thj it was not only found to bo
much increased in size, but the bone felt as
though split asunder iu the centre, $o as to admit
of the protrusion of a soft substance, which com-
municated an impulse to the hand when the
patient coughed.

" On the next day (18th), it is noted—' Had
three fits, during which the tumour became very
much swollen ; but no pulsation can bo felt iu it.

Headache very severe.'
" Omitte Jledicamenta.
" Dec. 23rd.—Pulsation can now ba readily

detected iu the soft centre of the tumour, whi(i
projects through the bone.

" From this period the tumour continued to
increase in size, and was accomp.anied by increased
facial paralysis of the right side until January
12th, 1S60, wlien it was noticed that the corner
of the mouth was .again drawn to the right, aud
this was soon followed by paralysis of the left

orbicularis oouli.

" This fresh attack of paralysis continaed
until Jau. 23rd, when it began suddenly to abate

;

and by February 5th, the left eyelids could be
completely closed.

" Ho had now had no fit for twenty-nine days ;

he ate and slept weU. In this comparatively
favourable couditiou, aud with entire immunity
from fits, he continued for nearly ten weeks.
On March 17th, however, the fits recommenced,
and were accompanied by headache and sickness,
aud (in April) by an attack of diarrhoia.
" On the 4th April, a bad attack was induced

by excitement (a case of severe accident having
been suddenly lirought into the ward). On this
occasion there was marked dyspnoja and increased
squinting, and twitching of the eyes ; but no
foaming at the mouth.
"During this month lus health and strength

seem to have uudorgone rapid detcrioratiou. The
fits again became frequent, and the note of April
22 lid runs as follows :

" 'April 22ud.—Another fit to-day. Severe
frontal headache. Skin cool

;
pulse 92, of

moderate power. Tongue dry and brown. Appe-
tite bad. Tumour, if anything, larger. Pupils
still dilated. 1.15 p.m. was suddemy called to

liim, as he has been seized with dyspnuea. His
face is livid, and covered with drops of sweat.

Respiration has almost ceased. Pulse too rapid

to count. The pupils are contracted, especially

the left, which is about tlie size of a pinhole. He
is quite insensible.'

" In the cour.se of a few minutes he died. The
post-mortem examination was made twenty-four

hours after death.
" The calvaria aud brain were removed to-

gether ; the former being so separated as to in-

clude the orbital plates of the frontal bono. On
the brain being raised from the base of the skull,

both lateral ventricles and the tlurd ventrical

were seeu to bo immensely distended, so as to
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project upon and comiiress tlie structures at the

base of the brain. The distension was so great,

that a very sliglit accidental puncture made at

the base of the anterior lobe of tlie left hemi-

sphere penetrated the lateral ventricle, and allowed

the esjape of a large quantity of pellucid serum.
" The dura mater was found to be uniformly,

but slightly, adherent to the calvaria over the

frontal and both parietal bones, and the greater

wings of both sphenoids. On its being gently

detached, the inner surface of these bones pre-

sented the very peculiar appearances of that form
of atrophy to which the name of Usuri or

Detritus Ossium has been applied. These are

essentially three, viz. :—
" 1. In patches, of very variable extent, the

inner table of the bone was merely roughened
and eroded. The diploe was entire.

"2. In other similar patches tlie inner portion

of the bone had been entirely removed, leaving
deep excavations often large enough to contain an
almond. The external layer of bone was, in

many of these instances, only 1"'—2'" thick. But
these excavations had not been effected merely by
the destruction of the inner table of bone, and
the exposure of the diploii. On the contrary,

as the process of absorption extended outwards,

the diploe seemed to have converted itself, by a
deposition of new bone, into a hard ebuniated
tissue, presenting no trace of its original can-

cellated structure.
"3. In other spots, solitary pits or cavities had

been excavated in the bone, varying in size from
that of a pin's head to that of a split-pea. Of
these fifteen were counted, of which five had per-

forated both tables of the skull, and were
covered only by pericranium. The great majority

of these pits were situated in the upper portion

of the left parietal bone.
" The largest of these perforations was that

which had been recognised during life, on the
frontal bone. The external aperture, covered by
pericranium only, measured 1.062" dm. ; the in-

ternal aperture only .75" dm. The latter was
surrounded by a ring of firm hard white bone, in

which no trace of diploe was visible. The former
Was also suiTounded by a smooth elevated ridge

of pew bone, .125" in height.
" As in the case of the wider and more shallow

excavations noticed above, the sides of these pits

consisted invariably of a layer of hard new bone.
" Tlie Dura Mater.—The condition of the dura

mater corresponded strictly with that of the

inner surface of the skull.

"1. On smfaces answering to the patches of

eroded bone, the dura mater (generally injected)

was covered externally with innumerable minute

frowths, scarcely larger than a grain of sand,

ut communicating a sensation of roughness
to the finger'. They were very readily detached
from the membrane on which they grew. This
condition appeared to represent the earliest stage

of the disease.
" 2. The large shallow excavations were also

lined with dura mater, bearing numerous flat,

roundish gi'owths reaching the size of a split pea.
" 3. The solitary pits and spots of perforation

were filled with similar growths, of very variable

size. Some of these scarcely exceeding a pin's

head in thickness had yet completely perforated

the skull.

" Where the perforation was only partial, it

was easy to withdraw these tumours from their

cavities, by gently detaching the dura mater from
the bone. They evidently, therefore, had no
intimate organic comiection with the latter.
" In the case of the older tumours, which had

nearly or quite perforated the bone, the dura
mater had undergone a very remarkable alteration,

which has not, so far as I know, been hitherto
noticed. After forming a very firm adhesion around
the internal aperture, it had passed up with the
tumour into the cavity. Here it seemed to have
Buffered partial absorption, and losing its mem-
branous character, to have been converted into a
series of fibrous bands, radiating from the border
of the internal to that of the external aperture,
where they appeared to lose themselves in the
pericranium. This peculiar condition was very
well marked in the frontal tiunour.

'

' The arachnoidal surface of the dura mater
was considerably injected in several places, but
otherwise healthy, except upon the upper surface
of the left hemisphere. Here a very considerable
number of growths (none exceeding a split pea in
size) connected the dura mater with the subjacent

arachnoid, and were in some instances insepara-

ble from the grey substance of the hemisphere.
" Both lateral ventricles and the third ventricles

were enormously dilated ; the lateral ventricles

being each capable of containing half-a-pint of

fluid. The brain presented no other morbid ap-
pearance.

'

' The chiasma and the nerves at the base of

the brain had undergone no apparent structural

change.
" Slruchire of the Tumours.—For the purpose

of examination, portions were taken from tumours
of all sizes. Their general characters were, how-
ever, identical.

"1. They were soft and of an olive brown
colour. No milky juice escaped on section.

"2. They were extremely vascular. Some of

the smallest appeared to be merely loops of

gigantic capillaries, supported by a slight fabric

of areolar tissue.

"3. The liistological elements consisted of («)

Recent areolar tissue, with elongated spindle-

shaped cells in various degrees of development.

(6) A small proportion of round cells, containing
each one minute nucleus. In the growths as large

as a split pea, these cells had already undergone
fatty degeneration, and had the appearance of com-
pound granulation corpuscles.

'
' The enlarged fibula was very vascular, and in

its upper two-thirds was thickened by a deposit
of new bone to about twice the diameter of the
lower third. The medullary canal was normal.
No foreign growth could be discovered. AU the
other organs of the body were remarkably
healthy."

' The British American Journal' contains the

following article on Impromptu TracheoUnny, by

Dr Horace Nelson, which is worthy of remem-

brance by General Practitioners.

" How many persons have perished, perhaps in

an instant, and in the midst of a hearty laugh,

the recital of an amusing anecdote, or the utter-

ance of a funny joke, from the interception at the
glottis of a piece of meat, a crumb of bread, a
morsel of cheese, or a bit of potatoe, without a
suspicion, on the jiart of those around, of the real

nature of the case !" — ' Foreign Bodies in the
Air Passages,' p. 43.

In exemplification of the above remarks of

Pi'of. Gross, the recital of the following case may
not prove uninteresting to the readers of the ' Bri-

tish American Journal,' at the same time it shows
what could or should be done in cases of great

emergencies. On the 19th January, 1857, while

coming from the Post Office, in Plattsburgh, I was
stopped at the door of a grocery-tavern, and called

in to meet Dr Hall, to see a man supposed to be

dying. Stepping in, I found an old soldier, of

the Peninsular War, named Davis, and for many
years an inmate of the County Poor House, evi-

dently expiring—his face was blue, suffused and
bedewed with cold sweat ; the eyes staring wide,

fixed and glas.sy ; the mouth opened
;
pulse just

flickering at the wrist : in one word, the cold hand
of death was pressing upon him with fearful rapi-

dity and certainty. In a few seconds I ascertained

the following particulars :—-That morning he had
deserted—as was his wont frequently to do—from
the Poor House, and came to the village for a

glass of grog, obtained ujion the proceeds of beg-

ging from a few who pitied the lone and decrepit

soldier ; and on this occasion, having been more
than usually fortunate in his foraging expedition,

he resolved to indulge in something of a dinner
;

after taking a ' hasty plate of soup,' he went to

work in demolishing a piece of shank beef, and
with hunger and the loss of his teeth, he was dis-

posed to do justice to his coarse food, when, after

taking the first mouthful—and not a small one—at

tliat lie was noticed by the landlady to gasp,

turn blue in the face, and drop from the chair

upon the floor. Dr. Hall was immediately sent

for, when, seeing tire danger and urgency of the

case, he requested my assistance. Presuming that

the suffocation resulted from the impaction of a
piece of bread or meat in some portion of the

larjmx or trachea, I opened the man's mouth as

wide as possible, but neither with the eye nor
finger could I detect anything ; the all-certain and
prompt death of the pwor fellow staring me in the

face, left me no time to speculate upon the course

of treatment to be adopted, and still less to run
to my surgery, a few squares off, to procure the
necessary instruments ; therefoje, I at once pro-

posed to the Doctor, in which he readily acqui
esced, that desperate as the case was, there re"
mained but one chance, and that was to make an
opening in the trachea. Seating the man on a
cliair near the window, the head Ijeing thrown
back as far as possible, with a thumb-lancet I cnt
through the integuments, cellular tissue- and
fascia, from opposite the cricothyroid space, in
the median line, over the cricoid cartilage down
to the two upper rings of the trachea ; separating,
by scratching witli the finger-nail and handle of
the lancet, the steruo-thyroid and hyoid muscles
from their congeners, the cricoid cartilage and
rings of the trachea were exposed to view, to
divide which with my lancet was quite out of the
question ; they were so old and ossified, that I had
to resort to a good sharp penknife ; steadying the
larynx and trachea with the thumb and first

finger of the left hand, I cut, not without much
difficulty, through the cartilage and rings, when
at once froth and mucus issued from the wound,
and the sucking in of air told me that the obstruc-
tion, whatever it might be, could not altogether
be below the opening. The immediate danger
being in some respects now passed, I took time to

look around, if not to breathe, for the operation
had been performed before I had scarcely any idea
that it had been begun : there being nothing in
the sliape of spoons, except big pewter ones, one
of which of itself would have completely filled the
wound, to keep the lips of the opening apart, I

called for a smoking pipe, and breaking the stem
three-quarters of an inch from the bowl, passed it

into the trachea, and although the opening was
certainly very small, there was still a sufficiency

of air introduced to carry on the respiratory pro-
cess ; the suffusion of the face began to decrease,

the colour returned to the lips, and the cold and
glassy appearance of the eyes gradually and slowly
gave way to a more natural and less dreadful
expression.

'
' Looking about me for something to act as a

probang to explore the trachea, I seized upon a
whalebone rib of an umbrella, and rounding off

the end, passed it downiwards to the bifurcation

of the trachea, when finding everything clear in

that direction, I next turned it upwards, when its

progress was soon stopped by something which,
for a moment, effectually prevented the further

advance of the whalebone ; but I was determined
that an opening should be made there, and that
something ought to be removed : opening the old

man's mouth, and pushing with considerable

force from downwards, I fancied that glottis, epi-

glottis,and the components of the regionalanatomy
of the posterior fauces were being pushed up into

the mouth. I now thrust in two fingers, seized

hold of some substance, and with a good pull drew
away a large piece of beef that had become firmly

impacted in the rima glottidis. At once the

trouble was at an end : the old fellow looked ra-

ther surprised, if not foolish, at the figure he was
cutting, and staring at the laughing crowd, won-
dered what the trouble was, and why he was not
eating liis diimer. The edges of the divided inte-

guments were brought together by two sutures

carried through a large cambric needle, and a
compress and bandage completed the dressing.

The next morning Davis returned to his quar-

ters, and was quite well in a few days. W hen
my bill was j)reseuted to the County Poor Autho-
rities, I was allowed five doUar^ (Isacause I had
not hem employed by them) for saving the poor
creature s life, witli the gentle hint that had I

allowed him to die, they might have had no ob-

jection in paying the whole amount charged—fifty

dollars—as I would have done myself and my
' fellow-citizens ' a service as tax-payers, in rid-

ding the county of a man who had been a burden

upon It for over thirty years ! The poor fellow had,
seen hard sei-vice in Spain ; was wounded three times

at the battle of Albuei-a ; a ball passed through the

shoulder, producing partial paralysis of the right

upper extremity, and during the same action he

lost sight of one eye : a few years after he became
deaf, and to finish the chapter of his infirmities,

in 1854 I removed one of his testicles for cancer-

ous tubercle, and in 1857 a piece of tough beef

came near putting an end to his precarious

existence.
" The novelty of the accident, the promptitude

of the operation and its unexpected success, toge-

ther with the weU-kuown name, if not history, of

the old ' Britisher,' invested the case with more
than usual interest, and the Editors of the three

Plattsbuigh papers called upon me for a few
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Dotes, whidi were published under the head of
' Local Items.' A couple of weeks after, a copy of

the ' Albany Argus ' was placed in my hands,
with the notice that a gentleman, dining at the
Stanwix Hall in that city, fell back in his chair to

aU appearance dead : the medical maa of the
house was immediately summoned ; he came, ex-
amined tlie case, diagnosed that something had
lodged in the windpipe, and that he sliould have
to go to liis surgery for the necessary instruments.
This he did, and returned with his armamenta-
rium in about twenty minutes, when he found the
man stone dead, and stretched out upon a table
in a private room. An examination .showed that
a piece of beef had become impacted in the glottis,

closing it and inducing almoiit, if not truly, in-

stantaneous death.
" Auotlier case in illustration of the crimina-

lity in not being prepared to meet emergencies.
Dr Allen, ofRockv-ille, Indiana, was sent for to go
a distance of four miles in the country, to see a
child, without being apprised of the nature of the
ailment. On his arrival, he found out that tra-
cheotomy was required ; he rode back homefor his
instruments, and before his return the child had
expired ?—Gross, ' Foreign Bodies, &c.,' p. 208.

" When the danger in any case is so great and
impending, it is not only folly, but culpable neg-
ligence, on the part of the medical man to wait till

he has procured all his instruments, and, per-
chance, consulted some book to renew his ac-
quaintance with anatomical facts and boundaries
long since studied, and as long since forgotten :

the patient dies, and although from the nature of
the accident non-professional persons may not
directly attach any blame to the physician, still

the latter cannot entirely divest himself of the
idea that he should have attempted the operation
let the result be what it may.
" Another cause of postponement on the part

of the junior practitioner, is the fear of performing
this, as well as many other operations ; and this,

to a certain extent, is principally attributable to
the course adopted by some teachers of surgery
and anatomy, who clothe their descriptions of the
rarious surgical regions, and the operations occa-
sionally necessitated therein, with such anato-
mical niceness and minuteness, the innumerable
difficulties to be encountered, the vast dangers to
guard against, the whole shrouded in such a cloak
of apparent forubwiing-s, accompanied with smh
shmgs of the slioulders and kno»-ing turn of the
eye, as much as to say—though they truly mean
it
— 'Boys, don't touch them ; send them here; we

are the men to do these things !' Many young
men are Uterally scared out of the performing the
most trivial operations, by the recollection of
what they had heard and seen in the lecture-room.
Well do I remember listening to the teachings of
some most distinguished surgeons and anatomists,
and with all eyes and ears, 1 was amazed at their
erudition, astounded at their boldness, if not reck-
les8nes.s, in undertaking some of those grand ope-
rations which have she<l such a bright lustre on
their names, and made them the Napoleons of the
Surgical World—the various steps of which they
detailed with such rrusto, led me almost to think
that there were but few, if indeed any, who could,
or had a right to perform such owrations except
them-selves ; and it is more particularly for this
reason, that some of the surgeons of all large
cities enjoy such a large country consnltation and
practice, as the young physician, cither UMrilling
or unable to perform any operation, selBs the
subjects to the city, where they are always well
received, and in some instances their expenses
are not only paid, but a bonus is thrown in to
secure the ca.so.

" On another occasion I will make a few prac-
tical remarks upon the operation of Tracheotomy,
and show tliat it is ea.sily performed, far from dan-
gerous, and, in the great majority of cases, fol-
lowed with successful results."

Tlie ' Lancet ' opens with Mr Hilton's Lec-

tures on Pain and Rfst in accidents and surgical

diseases, copious reports of which have already

appeared in the Medical CinccLAB. Dr Robebt
Rabnes continues, in the same periodical, his ob-

"^rvations on the value of the operation oi Turning
in labour obstructed through coarctation of the

pelvic brim. We extract the case.

" Case 4.—On the 8th of March last, my as-

sistance was required by a midwife of the Eoyal
Maternity Charity in a case of obstructed labour.
The patient—aged twenty-six—had borne one
child before ; the labour had been very lingering,

but the child lived. I found her at 7 p.m. in
labour at term. She was weakly and ill nou-
rished

;
pulse feeble, and getting excited. She

had been in labour twenty hours ; the membranes
had been ruptured eight hours, and it was repre-

sented that no progress of the head had been
observed for five hours. The pains had flagged,

and ultimately failed nearly entirely. I found
the head lying on the brim in the transverse dia-

meter, forehead to right ilium. The feeble con-

tractions of the uterus had no effect in driving it

into the pelvis. The apposition of the parietal

bones to the pubis and promontory was very close
.;

the occiput filled the left half of the brim, and in

the right half a small space was left by the frontal

part of the head. The head was mo'v able, and,
pushing it a little up, I took the dimensions of

the jtelvis. The conjugate diameter barely ex-
ceeded 3 2S" ; the two sides of the brim seemed
equal, so that the circumference of the brim was
kidney-shaped. On withdrawing my hand, I

found it soiled with meconium. The fcetal heart
could not be heard. Believing that modeiate ex-

tractile and compressing force would bring the
head through, I endeavoured to apply the Dublin
forcep.s, but, owing to the shape and contraction
of the pelvis, the instrument could not be made
to lock. I introduced my left hand to turn. I

passed this through the right half of the brim
over the child's face. Laying my finger on the
child's chest, I felt a pulsation, so feeble as to bo
almost doubtful as to its nature. Passing on, I

felt the umbilical cord ; there was no pulsation in

it. I then seized the left knee. By upward
ODunter-pressure effected by the light hand exter-

nally, pushing up the head, the leg was readily

brought down. This being secured by a tape and
held steadily, the evolution was completed by
pushing up the head by the hand in the pelvis.

The breecn was soon bom. The head was de-
layed at the brim ; it entered in the transverse

diameter, occiput to right ilium. By moderate
force exerted for three minutes, pressure being
maintained on the uterus externally, the head
came through with a slight jerk. Whilst the
head was in the brim, I felt a slight convulsive
movement of the child's arm—the first sign of
life. It was bom breathless ; not cyanosed ; its

limbs quite flaccid ; no pulsation in the cord ; a
very feeble pulsation at the heart. At first,

respiration was inexcitable. 1 kept up semi-rota-
tory movements for five minutes, with occasional
cold aspersions over the area of distribution of the
respiratory nerves. The heart began to beat ra-

ther tumultuously ; respirations, at first imper-
fect and at long mtervals, occurred. Presently,
on dipping the body into warm water, and (juiekly

withdrawing it, the child cried. Taken to the
fire, it soon cried strongly, and seemed safe. It

showed no depression on the skull or distortion,

and the caput succedaneum was very small. The
child was a female, of full size ; head of ordinaiy
dimensions. The placenta was cast in ten mi-
nutes.

" Cmimentary.—'nas case afforded me unu.sual
satisfaction. It exhibits the superiority of
turning over craniotomy in a new fight. Here
was a cliild saved, which, if auscultation and the
escape of meconium had been relied upon as
evidence of death, would, under the accepted
doctrine, have had its head perforated. It may
be urged that the child might have been delivered
by natural pains stimulated by ergot. A first

child had been born alive. But in women of
defective organisation, exposed to hardships of
poverty and toil, it is not uncommon to find the
parturient power exhausted by the first labour.
I think it possible that energetic uterine con-
traction might have sufficed to drive the head
through the pelvis. But uterine contraction,
and, indeed, the woman's general strength, bad
long given way before the obstacle. Ergot might
have failed to rouse them sufficiently, and womd,
in all probability, not have done so at all under
half an hour. Moreover, there was the risk of
rupture of the uterus. My experience is not
favourable to the attempt to lash the exJiausted
uterus into spasmodic energy by ergotic stimula-
tion. The half-hour woubl have been a period
of protracted suffering to the mother, and de-
struction to the child. The long forceps might
have been successful. I entertain a strong bias

—a prejudice, perhaps—in favour of delivery
head foremost. But the forceps could only have
been applied in the transverse diameter of the brim,
one blade over the forehead, the other over the
occiput, or a little obliquely. The grasp under
such circumstances would have had the effect of
causing the bi-parietal diameter of the head to
bulge out more strongly against the promontory
and pubis, increasing the disproportion and
difficulty. The operation would have been severe,
and the risk to the child great.

"I am satisfied that the delivery by turning
was, in this case, the least distressing to the
mother ; admitting of being performed with
greater ease and celerity than any other. And
if we recognise the right of the child to a share
in the appliances of Conservative Midwifery, then
must this case be regarded as one of leading im-
portance."

Dr Beee also reports a case of Myelitis and

extensive spinal irritation, with paralysis o^

left leg. We give it

:

" Susannah C , aged thirteen, admitted
into the Essex and Colchester Hospital, Fob. 24th,
1859. The following history, down to the middle
of November, was obligingly furnished to me by
Mr. Johnson, the house-surgeon :—The account
this girl gives of herself is, that she has never had
any particular illness until about two years ago,
when she had fever, which laid her up for about
seven weeks

; but she has always been delicate.
On admission, she complained of feeling weak,
and being unable to follow her employment, that
of factory hand. She states that she has been
accustomed to work in a room heated by steam
pipes, and that she was in the habit of fainting
away at her work. She dates her present illnesa
from running home one day in the wet, when she
felt pain in the side, with slight cough, wliich
confined her at home for a few days, when she
resumed her employment for two days. She had
medical advice, but received no benefit. On
April 22nd (whilst in hospital), she had a good
deal of pain in the head and back ; and, on coming
up stairs, she fell and lost consciousness, and
remained insensible from 7 p.m. till 2 a.m., during
which time she was very rigid, but did not strug-
gle. On recovering sensibility, she felt pain in
her left leg, which she attributed to rlieuinatism,
and did not mention it until she discovered that
she had lost all power of using it, and that it had
no sense of feelmg. About this time she com-
plained of pain in her back. She was put under
the influence of mercury, and had the tartrate of
antimony ointment nibbed along the course of the
spine. From this time she had attacks of insensi-
bility about once a week, until Sept. 29th, when
she left the hospital on five weeks' leave of ab-
sence, much improved in health. She was read-
mitted at the expiration of her tei-m of leave,
having had several of her old attacks, and waa
altogether not so well in health as when she went
out. Her leg was now more particularly examined,
when she was found to have neither motion nor
sensibility from the knee downwards. "The musclea
and integuments of the thigh appeared scarcely,
if at all, affected. She was ordered tonics and
good diet, and the leg to be galvanised daily, and
frequently rubbed with a rough cloth.

" The patient came under my care about the
middle of November, and I continued the above
treatment for another fortnight, without any
benefit.

"On the Ist of December, I carefully examined
the spine, which was extremely tender on pres-
sure from top to bottom. So sensitive was this
region, that she could not bear the slightest pres-
sure without pain, and even gentle percussion
made her cry out. This tenderness was more
pronounced in the lower part of the dorsal re-

gion, just below the antero-posterior curvature in
this situation, but not localised over any particular
vertebra. She had had no fit since she came
under my care. Her complexion was sallow, and
expression dull. She had never menstruated.
Appetite bad ; bowels regular ; urine normal.
The left leg was completely paralysed below the
knee, and insensible to pain. She coidd use the
flexors of the thigh so as to bend it partly towards
the abdomen, and there was no anesthesia above
the knee. I ordered her to have two grains of

ergot twice a day, and the spine to be rubbed
night and mornings with a liniment containing
extract of belladonna ; the leg to bo well rubbed
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with the flesh brush, and the diet to be liberal,

with moderate allowance of beer.

" The only alteration in this treatment up to

the 25th of January, 1860, was that of increasing

the dose of ergot to four grains after a slight

appearance of the catamenia on the 22nd of

Decemlier. After the first fortnight she began
gradually to amend, and the notes in my hospital

book are

—

" Jan. 14th.—Begins to walk nicely without

assistance ; sensibility has in a great measure
returned in the limb.

" 23rd.—She is daily gaining more use of the

limb ; spine is still very tender.
" 25th.—To be made an out-patient.
" On the 6th of Febniary she walked up to

the hospital from her residence in the town. She
had quite regained the natural use of the limb,

but the spine still remained tender. To continue

the liniment, but omit the ergot. I have not

geen her since.

" Remarks.—Wow, what was the pathology of

this interesting case ? We have, in looking over

the history, evidence of a lesion of the cerebro-

spinal system and its consequences—loss of con-

sciousness, tonic spasms, paralysis, anaesthesia.

The spinal curvature I satisfied myself did not

depend upon disease of the bony column, and
the tenderness along this tract indicated, I think,

inflammatory action, as well as that combination

of symptoms, as Dv Bro\vn-Sequai'd has it, termed
' spinal irritation.' I think it will be admitted

that the amendment was entirely due to the

treatment. It was founded upon the above view
which I took of the pathology of the case, and
upon the priueiiiles so ably set forth by Dr
Brown-S^quard as to the therapeutical action of

ergot and belladonna in the treatment of myelitis.

In my notes of the lectures I heard delivered by
that distinguished physiologist in Ediubiu'gh, I

find the following ;—
" ' Strychnine is almost useless in all lesions of

the spinal cord, and especially hurtful in con-

gestions of that structure. It acts by producing
paralysis of the bloodvessels of the cord, and
therefore in its lesions it can only increase the

morbid effects. In sympathetic paraplegia, how-
ever, it is veiy useful. Ergot of rye and bella-

donna may both be used where strychnine

cannat ; they excite reflex action by acting upon
the bloodvessels of the nerves.'
" In the summer of last year I saw two cases

of myelitis with paitial paralysis of the lower
extremities, the bladder, and rectum, successfully

treated with ergot of rye and belladonna by Pro-

fessor Bennett, in the Royal Infirmary of Edin-
burgh, such treatment being founded upon Dr
Brown-Sequard's views. I therefore venture to

draw the attention of the Profession to the subject

by the details of the present case."

Mr Holmes Coote contributes to the same

journal a paper on the Nature and Treatment of

Deformities, and Dr Richaed Hughes an article

on Periodicity as a character of disease.

The ' Medical Times and Gazette ' contains a

Lecture by Dr Goodfei.low on Brighfs Disease.

We quote some of his remarks upon the chemical

conditions of the urine ;

" Thus we find by comparing the two sets of

Tables—those of health, with those of disease,

—

that the proi^ortion of urea ranges in health from
11 or 12 to between 32 to 33 parts in 1000 parts

of urine, while in these affections of the kidney
it is only found in one of the cases noted in the
tables as high as 11, and this was when the quan-
tity of water was much below the average pro-

portion, and at the outset of the disease. In
nearly every other instance it was found varying
in proportion from 7i to below two parts in 1000.
The uric acid seems to undergo a less notable
difference. In health it inms from 0-891 to 1 -098

;

in these diseases it varies from 0-6 down to '2.

Another very important, but rather indefinite

ingredient in the urine undergoes a great dimi-
nution in this disease—those substances called
by chemists the ' extractive matters.' These
are, however, important to us in connection with
these diseases. These matters are, 1 believe,
universally considered by chemists to have their
origin in the metamorphosis of the tissues, and in
the effete matters which are ao longer useful in
the body, but ought to be excreted from it.

These matters in healthy urine vaiy from 10 to

16 grains in 1000. In these diseases they are

reduced from 5 to 2 grains in 1000, being from

4 to 4 the usual proportion. The fixed salts also

are diminished. In health they vary in amount
from 11 parts in 1000, the lowest, to 16 parts or

more, the highest ; while in these diseases they
vary from 11, the highest, down tol'8, the lowest.

There is also a great difference in the proportion

of water. In health it varies from 981, the high-
est in any analysis, down to 932. In these

diseases that we are now considering, it runs
from 948, the lowest (and in this ca.se it was in

the earliest stage and the most acute form of

these affections), up to 989. On the whole, the

contrast in the amount of solid residue in health
and in these diseases is most striking. In
Berzelius it is 67'00 in 1000 parts, and in Mar-
chand's 30 in health. In these affections it varied

from 36"0, the highest, down to 10'9, the lowest.

And it should be noted, in connection with this

residue, that in Bright's Disease the amount is

increased by the adventitious substances present,

—albumen, casts of tubes, lilood-corpuscles, &e.
;

so that the nominal amount of solid residue in

these affections is greater than the real or absolute
amount.

" So much, then, for the alteration in pro-

portion in the natural constituents of the urine
in these affections. What are the adventitious
constituents ? Tlie first and most important is

albumen. The quantity of this proximate prin-

ciple is found, by the most approved analyses, to

vary from 22 '64 to O'l in 1000 parts. I need not
here occupy your time in describing the manner
in which albumen is detected in urine. Most of

you are practically acquainted with it ; and for

those present who have not as yet fjcon much in

the wards, it is described in the ' printed in-

structions ' in the case-books. It would be well,

however, in some cases to weigh 1 000 grains of

urine, and filter, to separate extraneous matters.

Then coagulate the albumen by heat, wash and
carcfiilly dry it, and weigh. You will then
discover yourselves, what was first pointed out by
Dr Christison—namely, that although the pro-
portion as estimated by its volume in tlie fluid

is very abundant, it weight is insignificant. Ten
parts by weight in 1000 parts of urine, will

render it almost a thin uniform pulp when heated.

Less than this is seldom met with in the early

stage of the disease. The highest Dr Christison

has found has been 27 in 1000. Here, as in all

similar instances, heat converted the uriue into a
gelatinous mass, from which no fluid issued on
turning the test-tube upside down. With refe-

rence, however, to the presence of this principle

in the urine, I ought to state that it has been
found occasionally in the urine in persons
apparently healthy. Christison foimd it tempo-
rarily in persons after eating plentifully of cheese,

pastry, and other indigestible articles which are

known to have the eft'ect of increasing the solid

ingredients of the urine. He has found it also

follow the application of a blister, wlien this

happened to have given rise to renal irritation
;

when the system has been effected by mercury
also. When I come to speak of the blood, you
will find that not only is albumen occasionally

present in the urine in apparent health, but that
urea is present in the blood under the same
healthy conditions.

" IJayer has detected albumen in the urine in

pregnancy ; and tliis is the state most calculated

to mislead as to its true cause, because in many
cases there is more or less cedema of the feet and
ankles. But, knowing as you do the symptoms
of these affections, and the way in which the
anasarca makes its appearance, I apprehend that

you will have very little difficulty in ascribing

the presence of albumen to its true cause. Many
have detected this principle in the urine in the

crises of some fevers, in inflammations of the
thoracic organs, in acute articular rheumatism,
intermittent fevers, typhus, measles, and especially

cholera. In gout also it may frequently be
observed. But in all these oases its presence is

not permanent.
'

' Besides the albumen and other constituents

of the seram of the blood (for I look upon it that

its presence in the urine is principally owing to a

simple transudation of the serum into the
iiriniferous tubes and Malphigian capsules), we
may have the blood-coi'puscles and blood-casts,

fibrinous filmy matters and casts of tubes,

epithelium particles or epithelial and other kinds

of casts, granular, fatty, wax, and so on, and
occasionally (and especially in advanced stages)
puriform mucus-globules from the urethra,
bladder, utenis, and even pelvis. Now these
casts and adventitious constituents, with the
exception of albumen, are only to be seen by the
microscope, and to recognise them with certainty
is one of the most valuable accomplishments
which you can attain ; and I would emphatically
recommend you never to lose an opportunity of
making yourselves practically acquainted with
these casts—measuring their diameter, and so on.

Here are diagrams of all the difterent forms. But
no diagrams vniX convey an idea of their appear-
ance under the microscope like that which you
will derive by examining the tube-casts them-
selves, as well as the other consrituents, the
different kinds of epithelium, the tessellated and
columnar from the bladder, the columnar from
the ureter, the smaller and fine tessellated from
the pelvis, the globular and glandular from the
convoluted tubes, and the same kind of epithelium
but somewhat flatter and more resembling the
scaly variety in the stjfaight tubes. Of course,

with this you may ha^ both scaly and columnar
epithelium from the urethra, and this last and
the vawina. It is important al.so to be able to

recognise the extraneous matters that are always
found in the urine, such as cotton fibres, blanket,
hair, &c. But a perfect acquaintance with the
casts is essentially necessary, for it is by the
character of these casts, when taken in conjunction
with the history and symptoms, that you will be
able to discriminate the several affections which
we are now considering, and which I shall

describe more at length in a future Lecture."

Some obser\-ations on the condition of the blood

follow. Dr John CokollY oontinaea his Rteol'

kclimis of the Varieties of Insanity, and Dr

Meadows reports the following unusual case of

the delivery of a living child weighing more than

eighteen pounds. He says ;

'

' I am induced to record this case becanae, to
far as I know, the cliUd was the largest ever bom,
and certainly the largest ever born ahve

.

"I was called on the 13th iustant at 10 a.m. to

Mrs K., aged thirty-five, who was in labour with
her second child. She stated quite positively that

she was at least a fortnight over time ; and she
fully expected to have twins, as she was such an
enormous size, andhad been greatly inconvenienced

thereby for the last month. Fatal movements
had sometimes been so strong as to be quite pain-

ful.

" The present labour began at 6 a.m., with pain

which regularly increased up to the time of my
visit. The membranes were still uutii'e. On ex-

amination, I found the parts soft ; the os uteri

dilated to about the size of a sliilling, but I could

not make out the presenting part, the child being

still very high. By the abdomen I believed I

detected the head at the fundus, with the back of

the child looking forwards. Auscultation gave
distinct e\-ideucc of fcetnl life, for, notwithstand-

ing Dr Adams's disbelief in tlie use of tho stetho-

scope in pregnancy, I am still disposed to have
some faith in my own ears.

'

' I left the patient, desiring to bo sent for

should any urgent symptoms arise. At 10 p.m,
I made^iother examination, the luljour having so

far gom on steadily and well. The membranes
were still entire. 1 now made out a breech pre-

sentation. The OS was well dilated and soft,

the patient in good condition, and the pains regu-

lar and strong. The breech descended but very
slowly, and seemed, notwithstanding poweriul

uterine action, much jammed in tlie pelvis. How-
ever, at 4 a.m. on the 14th it had so far descended
as to enable mo to get a purchase on it with the
fingers hooked round the groin, and with strong
eft'orts I succeeded, at 5. 30, in bringing down the

breech and lower extremities. Tlie cord was ptil-

sating. Great difficulty was now experienced in

extracting the head, but after some little force I

liad the satisfaction of bringing this down, and in

a few minutes the child recovered and breathed

comfortably.

"All the lower part of the body and thighs

were of a deep purple colour, as if violently

bruised, but the child was otherwise well. The
placenta was expelled in half an hour, and the

mother subsequently did well.

" I called five hours afterwards, and to my
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surpnse fouud that the child had died suddenly
aK)ut an hour before, while lying at its mother's
side. No reason could be given for this, as a
short time before it appeared quite well. No post-
mortem examination was permitted. On weighin-'

10 ii'*'^*''
'* "^^ found of the enormous weight o(

18 lbs. 3 oz. Its e.xtreme length was 32 inches •

the circumference of the head, 171 inches. TheseM8 post-mortem measurements. It was most
perfectly formed aiid beautifully developed. The
placenta was of proportionate size, and weighed
3 IBS.

"

°
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F. C. Skey, Esq., Preadent, in the Chair.
A paper, by Dr C. J. B. Aldi.s, was read, onA CASE or BEOXZED SKIN CO.V>fECTED AVITH DIS-

BASE or THE SCPRA-aKJAL CAPSULES.

ft, . i^~~' '^^'^ '*'^'*'''' was admitted under
the Authoi's care a.s a patient at the Surrey Dis-
I^nsary on Mardi 29 1869, with the following
symj.toms .—The body goneraUy was of a dark
oUve colour, and the pulse feeble, with occasional
vomiting pain in the back, langaor, and dis-
position to he down. The eyes weie sunkeu. and
the conjunctiva; pearly white. Tlie illness com-menced about four months preyiously, at which
penod he was in very good condiUou. The dis-
colouration of the skin had been uoticed during
two months

; aoon aftenrards the urine began to
dribble away, and loss of flesh supervenedf with
extreme prostration. The Author, believin<' the
complaint to be that mentioned above, placeS the
ptient under Dr Addisou's care, at Guv's
Hospital, on August 17, who confirmed UieAagnoss made before he entered that institution.

18»», I>r\\ilks, wlio took much interest in the
CBe, kindly sent an account of the ),ostmortcm
Manunatioii to the Author. A model was made
of the diiie.tse.1 organs The body, spare andimtversaUy tinged of a brown hue, 'pre-sented no
disease jatemaUy, e^epting in the safnt-reDal
capsules, which were converted into a touah

3i»^ ?kl'"'
*'"'''" ""^""^ *'''^°*' '"'"°« «°*'''«'y

behi.I?''''
^^ *'' ^"^^ ^- ^^^^^^ was read,

RHl-ORT OF CASE.S ILWrSTBATRJG THE rSE OF
FOUCKI's IS E.XTBACT10.V OJ- CATAEACT.

^diUoT^olf "^f
""'^ ''y employing fo«ep,, i^aailitiou to the oRluiiiry means of fixiuir tlie skbain extraction. The Author, aftergiS a thlneed felt for some such auxiKary fmm th^^krliest

as pio>edm a foi-mer communication on the sub

^c^u hil 7 '
'^"t*"/ f'^''*''

pointed out ?he

globe I., ajit to g.ve rise-viz,, premature esc.-iDe ofrtK, aq„eous humour, fHuIty se'ction of the cor'^e^M«ur> to the uis, lo«, of vrtrcoua humour
; and

nltimate n»ue. He then briefly explained thewode of mni^f forcep, for the pV,e in riew^d, having luiticed the complete command of tieeye oM,-,ine"^by this means, Vroceeded to a condaMsed m-.to of twoBtyoni ca«,s not hithi^o
published, exhibiting the practical working of hismiggcstion. These exampL comprised even one'without exception, m which the Author ha3 perfr..me.l extraction, from the date of his p«v^Lpubl,,..t,on to that of tlie twenty-first ca.fe a^^u. collatmg them with the former series, he ahowti

TO, and the high average of success under tlie

^hTexrd^r-- ,
^"^ ^"'''- claimed weiS

of forK
''^ *''','^"'"^'' thus yielded by a aatenaof fortvon,,- examples, affording as thev do tleBt»nge»t testimony in fovour of the mHh^ rf

the rei»;rt of Dr Stevento,,, of fluudlo ,v]myeakH highly of tlie advantage he had him el^env«« from adopting this method. uTd a«

W

S^lty\ ^"^^ "^^""'•* l^J "efore the

* ""'••"Kations confirm the obser-

V a ions on the vital capacity of the lungs in MrHutchinson s paper, read to tlie Society in 1846He gives the results of the measurements, by the
spirometer, of the recruits, 1,126 in number!

(^"t^ '^^'ic*''"
Grenadier Guards betwee^

October, 18*8, and March, 1853, with themortahty and invaliding among them from the

fill it'' '='i^t"'^"t till the end of March,
1864 After certain corrections pointed out bv
tlie Author as necessary to render a comparison
accurate, the results of the measurements in theUoarjls are almost identical with those made bvMr Hutchuison, as will b. seen by the foUowinisummary .showing the average "vital capacitP
of men of ditferent heights :— ^

93
by a table m which are recorded, for each of theseventy-two cases, tlie . age and sex of the.ndi,^dnal, the period at*'which ha^matemesis
occuiTed, any miportant events prior to the attack!the symptoms observed at tlfe time, and thetreatment of the case, with its result

Vital
capacity

(Balfour 231 5
Huteh-

inson' 231'5

Height of Grenadier Guards.

6ft. Sin.Isft. 9in. 5tt. lOin. oft.Uin. 6ft,

240-5

245-6

24Sfi

251-6

252-0

258-9

358-8

The Author observes that the identity of those
results IS very remarkable, and may fairly be
accepted as evidence of their accuracy He nextexamines the question whether a lowv^tel capacitymay be taken as .an indication either of a tendency
to pulmonary di.sea.se, or of a feeble constitutioii:
rendering the individuals liable to a high rate of
mortality To test this, the men l^ve been
divided into three cksses, according to the extent

cL, ?' T"^ "f'*"'^' "rJ."^
*^" ™°rtalrty in each

class has been traced. The results show a most
remarkable coincidence in the mortality of the
three classes, the difference amounting only to
6 per 1 000 m favmir of men having a rital

capacity above the average. But a ditlcr«,t result
w^sobt^nedmre^rdtothe men discharged as
mralids, the number who became non-effectivebeing niuch greater amongst those liaving a vital
capacity Wow the average than in the other two
classes. The Author next di.scusses the value ofthe spirometer in the selection of recruits, a^indicating the men having a tendency to pulmon-
ary disease, and pomta out the neoeisity, in s«h
.11 investigation, of including the total& arisingfrom consumption, both by death and invaliding^

that ttfi"?
""'^ cakulations submitted show^

having a vital capacity equal to or above theaverage. From the results obtained the Authorcondyles that a vital capacity below the avengemay be considered rather as indicating a gencrafv

fr. l"'^"''*"'""'
'*** '^T'al.le of Resisting the

i,'

^ to which a soldier is

^_ .

" that a definite relation

. ,
---"apacHy and a tendency

to pulmouary consmnytion. Although this con-chsion would seen, to justify the opinion that the
spirometer might 1« advantageously employed in
testing the htncss of recruits, the AutLr' pointsout praeical objections to it which appear Lsur^mountah e

; but he admits that it might be usefol
as an indK^tiou to the inspecting officer of thene.xs.s,ty for a carefiU examination by thestethoscope m cases of a very low rital capacityainong men coming forward for enlistS
wli-';;. T.l"" '" ^l">, views expressed by MrHutchinson of the practical value of the .spirometer

tci^es.'^'^'^
^''""-^ "^ ^ ^»-"

A paper by Mr C. HAVi,FrE.,D Jont.s wascommnn.eated by Dr H. Bencb Jones, boh ^ TTABULAR STATKMEN-r OF SEVE.NTV-TWO CAsIs OF
TU ,"f^''*^'^'«RSIS, WITn REMARKS.
The Author stated that the seventy-two easesof Inematomesis contained in the talile are aillSthave been met with among 2,500 selected caseso M kind.s, and about 10,«0o\,,.e«king ronX)

^.""S-" <"^"""r«
° ordinary ModicSlpr^iil?The chiet practical points which a perusafof thesecases suggests axe-1. The nunibe'r of cases r^t

iTa m'"ttTr"r
'^' .'^'"'"'- "' '^'"'^ "J^*^"

IS a matter of g,-,.,it uncertainty, and in wliich oneeannot avoid asTcing oneself wllether the h^mor-

h»mn^.; •
"'" " ^"""'''le, even when thehffimorrhage is copious, is .shown by the record ofaca.se given by Ijr Brittan. 2. The numbw ofcases ,„ which all complaint of d^ s,"" sia waseither absent or so slight that it would have b^c"i

^Sri e!S
'li«tiiiguisl. it from that attondai

3 Ih^^^e ff'\.«n'"''«''^
or gastric debility.

3. The great benefit of a tonic pfan of treatment
steadily carried out. The i«.pe/was accomS

UKINE SUSPECTED TO BE CHYLOIJS^
Ihe present case of chylous urine differs' insome respects from that described in page 11 ofthe first volume of the 'Archives.' For thespecimens of urijie and for the following notes of

Tunbrid^'w^i^'^l^''^*''^'- Milner^Barry, ofTunbndge Wells, who has taken great trouble todiscover the real nature of the affection

inffff'~ /"''" ^^"F' T'^ ten, a staid-look-

nounshed for his age, has always been delicate
his spirits outrunning his streng^li, but does notappear to have suffered from any serious at-
tack of illness, until last summer, when ha;mate-
mesis and discharge of blood from the bowelscame on, after a school foast, where he had dis-
p ayed too much prowess as a trencher-man. This
.Unes.s passed off without, apparently, leavinfany ill effects Three weeks agi'he began toSffrom constant weakness and vomiting Soon after
s.v-allowing his food, he has to rise °up from the
table, and the food is immediately elected from
the stomach He also vomits " wlte^^ phTe^^when he gets up m the morning. There is some
tenderness at the epigastrium, but not to any
gi-eat amount, and no pain complained of in any

llfZ\ ?"f"u ™* T^l *'^« commencement Ifthis attack of illness, he has been passing " milkvimiie having never done so prcWously. It r?sembles milk more or less diluted with wlter doesnot vary much from day to day or from night today, seems to have no uiinous smell, is acit andusually about of the sp. gr. of 1018. AfterTposing fM- some hours, a cream-like layer forms onthe surface which becomes diffus/d ag,iiii b^a^tation. By the application of heat Sr iiitri^
a^ d a scanty c«ndy precipitate is produced.Shaken up with aither it becomes transparent.

Xr\'nd'tnrinT
""^' "^ ^^^^« ^^^'-^ '^

This urine contained numerous oU globules likethose present m milk, and a substaiiTe pos.sessing
the ordinary reaction, of caseine, and it appeared
therefore very important to avoid all possiblediance of being misled by imposition. Di- MilnerBarry h<w been at very great pains to settle the
question^ but luis not yet siwceeded in satisfyinghimsdf beyond a doubt that the case is a genuiim
one of chylous urine Ho has not actually seen
the boj- passmg the urine, but has obtauied the
fol owing statement from the boy's mother --

She poatively states that she has repeatedly
obserred the boy parsing the white urine. Severalweeks before he had medical aavice, she noticedthat the water was white in the chamber-vessel of
the^httle bedroom where he slept by himself.That she had seen the water white when he had

Th. 7L" "L^" ^""'-y^'^^ behind the house.

JJlf 1",
'^'' ^""^ ^^^ dreadful sickness

fnghtened her very much. When he sat down atmeals they always had a basin at hand, but thesiekntss used to come on so sudd<-nly that the
content, of the stoma<,h were ejected before herewas time to lav hold of the batin. For the las?

nT„eT*'"^T ^'^'^''' ^'^ '-^ft '""'. «n • theurme has not been white, but he does not lookwen She had .seen him herself pa.ssing the urine."Dr Barry goes on to say that "This is the sub-sUnco of the boy's mother's replies and st-ite-ments. If there ,s deception, it seems to belong
to the boy, and to be motiveless. There is onf
point, perhaps, worth noticing, viz. : tlmt iu cot-
tages of tlie labouniig popuL-ition in town.s, milk
IS not reiy cxten.^vely consumed, and therefore itwould not always be at haiid to euable this boy toplay the imposter I asked to have some of theunnc sent to me if it should ever become white
again.

If tlii.s was a genuine case of chylous urine, it
would afford much interest, as the fatty matter
was in the form of globules, and not merely in a
granular state. I have never m-.ea a speciiii.n of
chylous urine in which the fat occurred in the
state of globules like those of milk, liut think it
not improbable that such cases occasionally occur
riie prreeiit instance cannot be regarded 'as con
elusive, and Dr Barry hopes that before Ion<r he
niay bo in a jiosition to deterniiiio the nature

i the case with certainty.—
' Archives of Medicine.'
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SPECIAL HOSPITALS.
When thought and enterprise exhibit a

strong tendency to develop themselves in a

particular direction, we may be sure that

there a vacuum requires to be filled up. As

certainly as water flows into hollow places,

does the tide of opinion run into the voids of

social life. When the water has reached its

level, stagnation begins. Every new move-

ment meets with opposition ; becai^e it is

itself opposed to established facts, institu-

tions, interests, and prepossessions. The very

flourish of self-assertion with which new ideas

and undertakings are heralded to the world,

helps to organise against them all the slow-

going, quiet-loving people, who are satisfied

with things as they are, because perchance

they have earned wealth and credit by their

instrumentality. That " there is nothing new

under the sun," is the favourite wise-saw of

aged experience ; and it always comes oppor-

tunely in aid of the equally venerable opinion,

that the world is very well as it is, and

cannot be bettered by the new-fanglements of

young men and the saucy professions of

adventurers. When we are young, we love the

hubbub of fife and drum, and the sheen of

bayonets and banners, and, marching step for

step with the troops, fancy ourself a soldier

;

when we are old, we shake our heads at all this

noise and vanity, and as we hear the drum

beat, know its hollowness, and turn away our

steps to our own door, where peace and con-

tentment dwell with feather-beds, easy-

cushioned chairs, and turkey carpets. There

is nothing new in the Riflemen, or the proposed

Toxopholites either : were there not Volun-

teers fifty years ago—and, for that matter.

Bowmen too, as far back as five centuries?

Pooh ! the Nineveh ruins present us pictures

ofArchers defending their towers against bands

of resolute assailants. As for straight shoot-

ing at a bull's eye, what can beat that of the

man who labelled his arrow for " Philip's

right eye," and hit it, too, with the only shafj

he had the chance of sending?

But the Rifle is a specialty, you say ; is it

the better for that ? It is only a new way of

doing an old thing. And what will become

of the regular army, we should like to know,

if Riflemen become numerous? Why, the

Guards and Line must be all Riflemen ! Horri-

ble thought ! The art of military warfare

consists in a knowledge of the organisation of

armies—of strategy, drill, and the natural

dispositions and idio.syncrasies of troops. A
good aim, indeed, goes for something in the

account ; but any man in the ranks can take

a good aim, so there is no necessity for

Riflemen. Thus argues our antiquated old

friend. Sir Stedfast Stickleback, who grumbles

at every new thing, and believes with all his

heart that the nation will go headlong to ruin

if these novelties are not authoritatively put

down.

A similar conflict of opinion is now waging

between General and Special Hospitals. Dur-

ing these last few years there has been a rapid

extension of the practice of Specialism, and

therewith a smouldering feeling against it

among the Stafis of the older Institutions—

a

feeling which has at length burst into a blaze

We printed last week a Protest signed by some

of the most eminent members of the Profession,

denouncing the practice, and invoking the aid

of the public to abolish the nuisance. Sir

Benjamin Brodie's respected opinion was en-

listed on behalf of the malcontents ; but it is

somewhat amusing to remark that Sir Benja-

min makes an exception in favour of the Oph-

thalmic Hospitals ; though what claims beyond

that of relative antiquity these Charities can

have upon the writer's benevolence, it is not

easy to conceive. Ophthalmic Hospitals are

as strictly special as Aural, Orthopajdic, or

Cancer Hospitals : why, then, should a lenient

judgment be passed in their favour, when aU

other similar Institutions are unmercifully con-

demned ? Is it possible that the fact that these

Institutions have been and are ofiicered by

some of the most distinguished members of

the General Hospital Corps, has influenced the

decision of our surgical Minos ? Lawrence,

Guthrie, Bowman, Hancock, Critchett, and

Walton, are names that cannot be scouted.

The opponents of Special Hospitals found

their main argument against them on the plea

that the pursuit of a Specialty tends to di-

vorce the mind from the study of the general

laws of the animal economy, and that, conse-

quently, a Specialist is less likely to advance a

knowledge of his art than a general Surgeon,

who has at the same time all descriptions of

cases under his care, and has therefore larger

opportunities of observation and comparison.

This is a plausible, but by no means a satisfac-

tory argument. It answers the purpose of

those who want a plea for the justification of

Special Hospitals only when they are ofiicered

by General Hospital men ; in short, it is the

argument of the thorough-going monopolist,

who having already the General Hospital,

would like exclusive possession of the Special

Hospital too.

So far as the argument is worth answering,

it may be met in this way : that all qualified

men are already presumed to be well versed

in physiological laws and the phenomena of dis-

ease generally, and that the extensive opportu-

nities which a Special Hospital affords for the

study of particular forms of disease enable a,

Surgeon to examine all the phenomena more

completely and exhaustively than can be ex-

pected from a man whose mind is so much
distracted by the endless variety of cases in a

General Hospital, that he is quite unable to

find time or leisure to devote his attention to

unravel the intricacies of any one order of

maladies. We ask the General Hospital men
themselves who happen to be connected with

Special Hospitals, whether they have not re-

ceived more instruction and experience firom

their Special Hospital, in the particular class

of disease there treated, than from the more
pretentious General Institution ? Every man
can predict the answer to this question.

Should any one of these gentlemen, however,

answer perversely in the negative, we can

only reply that he is acting very dishonestly

in retaining office in the Special Hospital.

Again, it is said that the General Hospitals

Afford, adequate accommodation for all classes of

cases. This is undoubtedly incorrect. Cases

of stone, probably, are never turned away,

because they minister to the reputation of the

operator, and for these, therefore, there may
not be a necessity for a Special Hospital ; but

it is not so with the large majority of cases,

for which provision is made in Special Institu-

tions. As for the financial argument, that

does not deserve notice : if there were no

Special Hospitals, the General Hospitals would

be no richer. Some of them were poor before

Special Hospitals were established, and poor

they have remained.

Our conclusions upon this matter are, that

Special Hospitals are beneficial, inasmuch as

they provide an asylum for numerous poor

persons who cannot obtain admission into the

Charities instituted for general cases ; that the

collection of a large number of persons

labouring under the same malady provides

more constant and fuller opportunities for

studying disease than are likely to occur at a

General Hospital ; and that the division oflabour

which is so efficient in advancing other arts

and sciences is equally beneficial in the science

of Medicine. We admit the possible evils of

Special Hospitals, as stated by the Protesters
;

but they do not, in our judgment, counter-

balance the advantages. Then it .must be

remembered that General Hospitals have their

evils too ; but we would not like to see those

institutions closed on that account. There is

no unalloyed good in this world, and he is a

foolish man who expects to find it.

A final word upon this subject must be pro-

nounced. There can be no doubt that there

is a larger amount of available surgical talent
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ID our metropolis than our large Hospitals can

employ ; and this talent, finding itself shut out

from a fair competition for distinction in the

old paths of fame, strikes out into new and

unauthorised courses. This is the pinch of

the complaint. Our old Hospitals are exclusive

and illiberal ; at one time none could attain

ofiBce in one of them unless he had been ap-

prenticed to a member of the Staff; that prac-

tice has been abolished, but the etil is con-

tinued in another form, and none now can

hope for an appointment unless he have been

educated in the Hospital. John Hunter was

ineligible in his time for St Bartholomew's,

because he w#s not a pupil of one of the Sur-

geons ; and a similar custom would have made

him equally ineligible at the present day.

We are aware that general laws cannot be

made to include special cases, and that all

ambitious men are not John Hunters ; on the

other band, it is unseemly to assail men for

endeavouring to be useful, and to attain dis-

tinction in some unaccustomed way, who are

inevitably excluded from an honourable rivalry

in the beaten paths of fame. We think that

it would be more decorous on the part of the

General Hospital men, if they would leave the

specialists to pursue their own course, unmo-

lested by their jealous machinations.

Should a Specialist do anything derogatory

to Professional honour, he is equally as

amenable as any other man to the law that

governs the whole body in such cases ; but

there wc stop : wc disapprove of the attempt

to disparage Specialism as a mode of promoting

Medical Science, believing most confidently

that, ere long, we shall be indebted to it for

most of the improvements that will increase

the usefulness of our charitable avocations.

We already owe it much, from anaesthesia to

the ophthalmoscope.

SUMMARY OP THE WEEK.

THE EDINBURGH LICENTIATES AND THE
LO.NDON COLLEGE.

A Committee of Edinburgh Licentiates have

lately been successful in obtaining the erasure

from the Medical Act Amendment Bill of a

clause repealing the right, as conferred by

the Medical Act, of the Licentiates of the

other Colleges of Physicians to be admitted

into the London College by the payment of a

small fee. We congratulate those gentlemen

on their success, as whatever tends to intro-

duce Collegiate uniformity into the Profession

will nieot with our approbation. In a circular

letter which the officials of this Committee

have addressed to the general body of Licen-

tiates, wc remark these words :
" You will

probably have observed that the Medica^

press has failed to impart to its supporters a

single word of warnituj of the attempt to

deprive us of our legal righU." This assertion

surprises us by its extraordinary inaccuracy.

These gentlemen issued their first circular on

July 17th, and one week previously, in the

No. of the Medical Circular dated July

11th, there was an editorial article on this

Bill referring especially to the obnoxious

clause.

We then said, " Let the Scotch and L-ish

Physicians look to this. It is the first step

backwards to the old class system—if, indeed,

we can be said ever to have advanced a step

out of it," &C. " The Licentiates of the Scotch

and Irish Colleges have a claim upon those

bodies which, vigorously urged, cannot be

treated with indifference," &c. &c. Thus, one

week before these gentlemen began to move,

we warned them of the attempt to denude

them of their legal rights
; yet they now state

that such warning was not given. The

omission has been on the part of the Com-

mittee, who failed to communicate their pro-

ceedings to the Medical Circular, or, as

we believe, to any one of the other Medical

journals. We think that they are right in

organising themselves into an Association ; for,

as we said on July 11th, " there must not be a

sinister policy for Corporate aggrandisement to

the injury of the Profession at large," and the

best way to defeat such a policy is to be ever

on the watch against it.

We have deemed it necessary to make these

remarks in justice to this Journal, which has

been ever foremost in pointing out the dangers

of probable legislation, and denouncing the

wrongs it may have accomplished.

THE ROYAL COLLEGE OP PHYSICIANS IN

CHANCERY.

The College of Physicians .ind the Apothe-

caries' Society, having taken Counsel's opinion

upon the right of the former body to

create a new order of Licentiates, and each

being satisfied that its own Counsel has given

the just one, find no way of settling the

antagonism but by a suit in Chancery. This

might, of course, have been expected. No
Corporation ever yet consulted a lawj-er with

a rational hope of escaping law. Law is a

calculation of probabilities, and Counsel have

an art of exaggerating the likelihood of par-

ticular probabilities to suit the case of their

clients. This suit, it is said, will be a friendly

one : we hope so, for it is not ofien that

friendship is pledged in the Court ofChancery

;

and if it be, there is but a poor expectation

that it will ever be redeemed.

8T George's hospital.

The continuance of the expose of the affairs

of St George's Hospital has led to a corre-

spondence in the ' Times' on the subject of

the Out-Patients' Department. Our readers

already know our opinion of this feature of

oui' Metropolitan Charities, so that we need

not dilate. A writer, however, signing himself

" An Assistant," and representing himself to

be one of the Staff of the Hospital, has very

clearly pointed out the evils of the system as

they affect, particularly, the Assistant Medical

Officer. He shows that it would require six

hours of hard, unintermitting work to see two

hundred patients a week, supposing that only

three minutes were devoted to all the new cases,

which would amount to forty in number, and

B minute and a half to each of the remainder
;

and he considers this apportionment not fair

either to the patients or the Medical Officer,

the latter being required to waste a large por-

tion of his time and to employ his intellect

upon a large number of trivial maladies. If

the case be so bad at St George's, what must it

be at St Bartholomew's, where it is boasted

that 90,000 patients are seen every year ? We
have several times affirmed that it is impossible

that this amount of work can be done by the

Hospital Staff, and we challenge the Governors

to prove that it can be properly discharged.

We cannot help saying that we think this

statement one of the most extraordinary

mystifications, put forth as bondjide work,

which can be lighted upon in this great city.

As it is, the duty falls with great hardship upon

the shoulders of two or three Assistants. This

is quite wrong.

THE weather and THB HEALTH OF
LONDON.

Is it possible for an Englishmen to get

through the year without grumbling at the

weather ? This is one of our constitutional ma-
ladies, breaking out in the form of rheumatisms,

coughs, sore-throats, rashes, diarrhoeas, and a

general distemperament of humours, mental as

well as bodily. Perhaps we should be seriously

disappointed if we had not something to

complain of, and should grumble at the

monotony of our own satisfaction. So our

best philosophy is to take the world as wc
find it. We cannot but feel some commiseraticai,

however, for those unhappy people who have-

lefl our splashy streets to luxuriate under the

umbrageous and floral beauties of Bonchurchr

or to spread their limbs sub Jove upon the

beach at Margate. Fancy pale ladies looking

mournfuUy out ofclose casements upon the rain

driving over the misty sea, or, determining not

to be done out of their enjoyment, doing " all

the sights " in a covered carriage, and con-

sequently resolved to admire the scenery and

believe themselves happy. As for us London-

ers, we are getting used to it ; we are told

the crops are abundant, and accept the news as

some compensation for the present famine

prices; but our greatest satisfactipn is, that

notwithstanding the unseasonable state of the

weather, the amount of sickness has been low,

and there is not at i)resent any appearance of

an epidemic visitation. August is usually our

worst month, and wo have now entered it

with a cheerful expectation of a salubrious

.lutumn. Wc owe something of this, no

doubt, to the efficient ministrations of our

sanitary officers, and to the fact that the unu-
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sually large rain-fall has thoroughly purged

our river, for the time, of its varied pollu-

tions.

ANNUAL MEETING OF THE BRITISH MEWOAL

ASSOCIATION.

This Society has just concluded its anniver-

sary meeting at Torquay. The meeting was

-well attended, and an animated discussion

took place, as usual, upon the state and

prospects of the ' Journal.' This is the thorn

VI the side of the Association, keeping up a

festering sore past all associative surgery.

That surely cannot be right which is the

source of continual division and disquiet.

REVIEWS

Tie Management of Infancy, Physiological and

Moral. By Andrew Combe, M.D. Ninth

Edition, revised and edited by Sir James

Clai-k, Bart. M.D.
Advice to a Mother on the Management of her

Offspring. By Pye Henry Chavassc,

F'.R.CS. Fifth Edition.

Andrew Conabe was the pioneer of the

cause of sanitary science in relation to personal

hygiene. It was he who first stated the

principles of the science in that pleasing style

that made the subject popular, and induced

a body of imitators who have only advanced

beyond him by following out his indications.

Sir James Clark could scarcely perform a

more acceptable service towards the close
_
of

his professional career, than that of editing

this book, and endorsing its sagacious counsels

by his long experience. There is a sad want

among £he public of a due appreciation of

the truths of physiology. It is a fact to be

lamented, that young women become wives and

mothers without the slighest preparation for

the responsible duties they undertake by any

preliminary instruction in those matters apper-

taining to their own and their ofispnng's

health, which are absolutely necessary to be

known to ensure an intelligent direction of

the hygiene of the household, and of the phy-

siological and moral training of the family.

On the contrary, we fear that an unwise

silence is generally observed upon these points,

and the young woman is left to discover by

her own sad experience that which she ought

to have been taught from the experience
_
of

others. Were mothers more impressed with

the importance of these topics. Instruction in

physiology would become a part of the general

education of young women, who would then

become better qualified to discharge the

duties enforced upon them by the inevitable

laws of Nature. Ignorance of these matters

is not bliss, but sickness, pain, and premature

death. We can scarcely believe that the

households of the humbler classes—and of

thousands, too, among the better classes

—

would be so dirty, unwholesome, and ill

adapted to maintain the healthy action of the

human organisation, if women were better

instructed in the elementary laws of hygiene.

The charge of the young especially rests with

them ; and it is an unquestionable fact that

the enormous mortality among children is

almost entirely to bo ascribed to the ignorance

or negligence of hygienic rules.

Hygiene is comparatively a new application

of medical science, and even our own Profession

is not yet sufficiently convinced of its import-

ance. The only Medical School requirmg a

knowledge of hygiene from the candidates for

its diplomas is the University of London ; and
it is only since the Crimean War that the

officers of the Army have been expected to

have a sufficient knowledge of sanitary science.

Where human beings are grouped together

in masses, there is a powerfiil tendency to the

evolution of disease ; consequently, preventive

is of equal or even of greater importance than

curative medicine. The history of all military

campaigns proves this, and demonstrates the

necessity of a careful study of all those con-

ditions that generate and propagate disease.

Of the two volumes that head this article

Dr Combe's has precedence, not only by

priority of publication, but by its more philo-

sophical tone and spirit. Dr Combe sets forth

the principles of hygiene in an easy and elegant

style ; Mr Chavasse follows out these prmci-

ples in dogmatic instructions on every imagina-

ble detail incidental to the management of

children. Both works are good of their kind ;

the latter, perhaps, likely to be most satisfac-

tory to a young mother who has no wit or

judgment of her own, and wishes for a

counsellor at her elbow to tell her how to

put a pin into a napkin, and give her the

reason why ; the latter will be regarded as the

haud-book of the science by the better-

informed, laying down, as it does, sound

principles for guidance, but not superseding

individual judgment in points of detail. In

some respects we think that Mr Chavasse's

work would bear the use of the prunin^-knife,

since it gives occasionally very doubtful advice

and sometimes descends into trivialities. For

example

:

" Is there any objection to butter for children I

"I myself can see no objection to it ; on the

contrary,' if the child be healthy, I consider bread

and butter more nom-ishing than dry bread,

provided the butter be used in moderation. Of

course, if too much be given, it will disorder the

cliild's stomach and produce sickness. Hot
buttered toast should never be allowed ; nor

should melted butter."

Why did not Mr Chavasse make his anxious

mother inquire whether bread also was a good
thing for children ? Of course new bread

would be pernicious, like hot buttered toast

;

but still the question would be open whether

bread made from the best wheat, one day stale

and spread with fresh spring butter, is a suitable

food for children? The answer would, we
anticipate, be, "I myself can see no objection

to it." This ex-caihedrd dictum would, no

doubt, appease the anxieties of the young

mamma.
Again, if change be required,— as no doubt

it would be beneficial,—where is the propriety

in a teacher of hygiene recommending an

unhealthy site, or a farm-house as perhaps the

best place, though it is nearly certain to be

surrounded with dung-heaps and stagnant

water ? Why not a house in the country with-

out the farm ?

" In an obstinate case of Uooping-cougli, whaiis

the host remedy ?

"Provided there be no active inflammation,

change of air to any healthy spot ; nay, clMtuje

even to an unhealthy one frequently efl'ects a

cure when other remedies have failed. A farm-

liouso is as good a place as can he shoseu."

We observe that Mr Chavasse strongly

urges that the child should, whether milk be

secreted or not, be placed at the breast

immediately after labour, or at most within

twelve hours, and reapplied every two hours,

should there be no milk, until it shall be

secreted. As a general rule this advice is

good ; but we regret to find that there is no

caution expressed against a useless perse-

vermice when there is little or no milk, or the

nipple too flat to enable the child fairly to

seize it. Reiterated attempts under these

circumstances are almost sure to induce thrush

in the infant by mere mechanical attrition of

its own lining buccal membrane—thence dis-

order of the prima; viaj and atrophy. Even
grown persons are obliged to discontinue

their eflbrts to draw such a breast by the

abrasion of the mucous membrane—how much
more so in the case of a young infant? In

these and other points, Mr Chavasse, as it

appears to us, does not surround his adric«
with sufficient precautions, and interferes a
little too much with the duty of the medical
attendant.

There is another remark in this book which
we coiTect for the sake of biographical

accuracy. Spesking of the failure of mental
power in precocious children, Mr Chavasse

says:

'
' The young Roscius, who made such a u<Wi«

in the world some years ago, and whose brain

was overworked, when he grew up to man's
estate lost that remarkable genius for which his

early life had been distinguished. Had his brain

been spared when young, when the excitement

of youth had worn off (as then there would not

have been that danger in study), he might have
improved his intellect, and he might now (if he
be still living) have possessed talents to hav«
delighted and enraptured mankind."

This young Roscius died three or four years

ago at a ripe old age, and in the last year of

his life we had the satisfaction to hear him
recite one of his most striking passages with

all the fire and power of which he was ever

capable. Having grown very plethoric, his

energy was more alarming than agreeable.

The miracle consisted, not in his being so great

an actor absolutely, as in being so "reat a one
for a youth. His style was not reflective, but

impassioned, and therefore was not improved

by age. Hence his failure. He was, how-
ever, always fine. We suspect that many
similar anecdotes that are current in boolos

would prove to be equally baseless if the facts

were accurately stated. Facts are too

commonly tortured to suit the Procrustes'

bed of doctrine.

Here are a few paragraphs, however, which

have our cordial assent. We quote them
with the greater willingness, as we should like

to deal a strong blow at the brutal practice

of flogging which is now the rule in schools,

and which has recently culminated in the

horrors of the Eastbourne bedchamber.
'
' Do you a'gprovc of corporeal punishmerU in

scJwols t

" I do not ; 1 consider it to be decidedly in-

jurious both to body and mind. Is it not painful

to witness the pale cheeks and the dejected looks

of those boys who are often flogged ? If their

tempers are mild, their spirits are broken ; if

their dispositions are at all obstinate, they become

haidened and wilful. A boy who is often flogged

loses that open ingenuousness and fiue^ensibUity

so characteristic of youth. He looks upon his

school as his prison, and his master as his

gaoler, and, as he grows up to manhood, hates

and detests the man who has flogged him.

Corporeal punishment is revolting, disgusting,

and demoralising to the boy, and degrading to

the schoolmaster as a man and a Cliristian.

' So far am I from holding with the dictum.

Spare the rod and spoU the child, that I

believe there are more children spoiled, ivndered

dogged and bad, and put into the wrong waj-, by
the application of persoual chastisement as a

panacea for all evil—I believe m,my more mode-

rately good children have been thus made perverse

ajid incorrigible, than perverse children have been

rendered mild and docile by the softening

influence of the omnijwtent stick. The French

law forbids flogging children, except in extreme

cases of rebeUiou.' ' Do not leave hearts to ache

and break when it depends on yourself ; nor, by

impatience and passion, cause unnecessary per-

sonal chastisements to be inflicted, which only

debase the mind and harden the disposition.' _A

writer in the ' Dubhn University Magazine,' in

speaking of his schoolboy reminiscences and of a

master fond of flogging, makes the follow.ng pithy

remarks :— ' I said he had done much ti harden

the feelings of children—to create bid men
therefore ; I said that it had been well in- all of

us, had Mr Earey appeared long since in the

school-room, instead of the stable. It ten

guineas per pupil, he might have taught tutors

the secret of governing children, as well as lorses

—by kindness. He might have told then to

approach the boy gently, to pat him on tlie held,

to T)e quiet and 'kind with him, and to conqier
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his timidity. Did the boy appear restive, and

inclined to rebel, he might be softened by
Mking quietly—very quietly—to him. Bydegrees

the school-roora Rarey would gain an ascendency

over the boy ; the child's heart would be touched,

Mid he would follow his master most cheerfully.

This Rarey doctrine taught in school- rooms

might bring a goodly fortune to a bold professor.

It may be said, that I am travelling out of my
province in making remarks on corporeal chastise-

ment in schools. But, with deference, I reply,

that I am strictly in the path of dnty. Jly duty

is to inform yon of everything that is injurious to

your children's health ; and corporeal punishment

u most injurious to the health and happiness of

children . It is the boimden duty of every man

—

and of every Sledical man especially—to lift np
his voice against the abominable system of

flogging, and to warn parents against sending

their children to those schools where flogging is

permitted."

We shall now leave these books ; and
omitting from view minor faults, we mayjustly

My of them, that they comprise everything

that can be said on the subject of which they

treat, and that what is said is said well and
pleasantly.

SKETCHES OF EMIXENT
PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS

OF THE LAST CENTURY.

By JOSHUA BURGESS, M.D.

MEMOIR OF JOHN HUNTER, F.R.S.

(Continued from page 78.)

In the winter of 1755, William admitted his

brother Into partnership in the anatomical lec-

tures, a portion of which John undertook to

glre, and also to take the Doctor's place when
occasionally absent by the demands of his in-

creasing practice. No doubt ho felt the dis-

paragement under which he laboured in deli-

vering lectures from the same chair in which the

oratorical abilities of Dr Himter were conveyed
to the same audience. He always performed
this office with great difficulty, and certainly no
man was lessmjalifiedto undergo such comparison
and rivalrv. Fortunately there were two oppor-

toaities of competition, and two fields of emula-
tion, in one of which John was unrivalled. His
dexterity, accuracy, and skill in dissection, and
preparation of specimens in anatomy and natural

history—a department at that period very little

known—aided by his careful and painstaking de-
monstrations in the public leoturc-room, were
perhaps more convincing and important than the
textual correctness and didactic eloquence' of his

brother ; the specialty of John, in his public

lectures, being simply practical. His capacious

mind made this a physical circus in which to ex-

piUd his energies, and to give vent to the realities

of science by displaying the relations and types of

comparative anatomy, which afforded him sufijects

for Qcei) and profound iiKuiiry and investigation

during his whole life. Even his hesitations,

doubts, and delays were virtues, and, perhaps, if

properly estimated, manifestations of genius and
judgment in grapplina the mysteries of Nature.

The sulijects John Hunter investigated to the
present day remain in doubt and unsettled, and
nave progressed but little since he put his mark
upon tlitin. Being no reader, ho knew little of
the o^Muious and labours of others until informed
by third parties and could with great difficulty

coin language to convey and express his own ; in
short, 80 much perplexity and obscurity frequently
occur and pervade many of his views, that it was
stated that he did not himself understand them.
In his pursuit of inquiry, he was often injudicious
and intemperate, but always sincere, honest, and
laborious. Abemethy says of him, " Hn had re-

ceived but little education ; his mind had not been
taught to act in imitation of others ; he disliked

to read as much as he liked to think, and had a
tendency to distrust opinions, and examined every
subject for himself." Mr Cline also observes that
"he (Hunter) used to say his delight
think." Not cc.ti' "* - " llie discovf'rie.''

temporaries or

Malpighi, Mccki

was to

ries of con-

,
-of Haller, Ruisch,

1, or his brother, he did

not limit the field of his labour to surgeiy or

pathology, but boldly approached, through com-
parative anatomy, the higher laws of life and
physiology.

To forward this strong passion for natural his-

tory, he cultivated a good understanding with the

keepers of menageries, and of the wild animals in

the Tower. To conciliate and secure their good
will and amity, and to obtain specimens, he sent

them numerous curious animals, which had been

given to him, or which he had purchased while alive,

on condition that they would allow him to dissect

and make preparations of them after death. He
thus prosecuted inquiries into the types of organi-

sation—the analogies that would help to unravel

the difficult and complex functional combinations

of the human machine.
Sir Evei-ard Home, in speaking of John Hunter's

labours at this time, says :

'

' Mr Hunter worked
for ten years on human anatomy, during which
period he made himself master of what wrs already

known, as well as made some additions to that

knowledge. He traced the ramitieations of the

olfactory nerves upon the membranes of the nose,

and discovered the course of some of the branches

of the fifth pair of nerves. In the gravid uterus,

ho traced the arteries of the uterus to their

termination in the placenta. He was alsi the

firet who discovered the existence of the IjTiijdia-

tics in birds." On another occasion Sir Evcrard,

in speaking upon this subject, says: "Of tho
wonderful extent of these laljours some idea may
be formed when I state, from good authority, that

the records of them occupied no less tlian nine

volumes in folio, and a tenth on the natural

history of vegetables. This is the more wonderful

when it is conceded that he was extcnsivelj* en-

gaged in tho practice of an anxious and la'iorious

profession." (n) His collection of comparative

anatomy cost him more than 10,0001., and he spent

2,000i. in purchasing dead animals. Before going

abroad he had been present at tho dissection of

more than 2,000 bodies.

The great devotion of John Himter to the

museum and the labours of the dissecting-room

inflicted the usual penalty of untiring applica-

tion, and in 1760, in tho thirty-second year

of his age, symptoms were manifested which de-

manded serious regard, and a milder climate was
recommended to counteract incipient symptoms
of pulmonary consumption. Having an ap]>oiiit-

ment as Surgeon on the Stafl" conferred upon him
tlirough Mr Adair, John Hunter in the follow-

ing «]-••: '"''irked with the army for BiUeisle ;

whii nice brought the talented Jlr Hew-
son II I wn with Dr Himter, as his assistant,

during this necessary but temjiorary absence.

For three years John Hunter remained in the

Service as Senior Surgeon on tho Staff with tho

army in Belleisle and Portugal, iluriiig which he
collected a series of imjiortant facts, materials for

his valuable work on Gun-shot Wounds.
During his absence on military service, he took

advantage of the many opportunities which offered

to examine tho bodies of those recently killed in

combat, tf> learn tlie healthy structure of tho

animal economy in cases suddenly carried off in

the vigour and ]irime of life, and also tlic chaiacter

of the liealtliy secretions. On tho return of peace

in 1768, Jolin Hunter came to England fully con-

vinced of the 8Ui>eriority of his native land, and,

at the same time, sensitively alive to the ]>08ition

of isolation in which he found himself, at the age
of thirty-six, amo-'ttst active and smressful coiu-

I>etitors, in a larg^ eity, with only very limited

means and few fritn \.-. During the short ab.senco

of two years, the jdace of John Hunter had been
most ably supplied by Mr Hewson in Dr Hunter's
dissecting-room, and in superintending the ana-

tomical tlieatre and museum. Surgical practice

at this time offered no opening for liim, all the

avenues having been occupied by successful wen
in family practice, amongst whom may be named
Sharpc, Hawkins, Broomficld, Fott, and many
others, whilst the practice of the army was carried

from him by his seniors in the service. These
were gloomy prospects ; but the ardour with which
John lluntcr resumed his anatomic.il labours and
pursuits was significant of the type of the man,
and ho soon resume<l the teaching of practical

anatomy and operative surgery.

Before we proceed in our narrative, we must

(rt) ' Hunterian Oration,' by Sir Everard Home,
p. 30,

pause to make a slight notice of that eminent
anatomist, Mr Hewson.

William Hewson arrived in London from Cum-
berland in 1759, and attended Wm. Hunter's
anatomical lectures, given at that time in Covent
garden. Upon John Hunter going abroad to join

the army, Hewson undertook to instract his fellow-

pupils in the dissecting-room of that school, for

which he was paid. After the session he went to

Edinburgh, and took with him letters of recom-
mendation to the Professors, from Sir John
Pringle and Dr William Hunter. On Mr Hew-
son's return to London, in 1762, he entered into

partnership with Dr Hunter, gave some lectures,

and received a share of the profits. Their lectures

became well attended and prosperous ; and upon
the completion of the building in Windmill street,

Mr Hewson required, and had, an assistant in liis

labours. This partnership continued until 1771-

2, when Hewson, upon a dispute with Dr Hunter,

left him, and commenced lectures on his own ac-

count in Craven street.

To record the many disputes in which the
brothers Hunter were engaged would be unpro-

fitable, and in bad taste. 'Tlie memoirs published

of AVilliam and John Hunter, numerous as they
are, especially of the latter, are unsatisfactory,

from the tone and temper in which they have
been written. Biographers, contemporaneous or

living nearly upon the period in which these

eminentmen flourished, prejudiced by tho influences

prevailing, have given either injudicious praise,

or manifested an envious and jealous spirit un-

worthy of their indisputable talents, 'fhus, Dr
Joseph Adams, who was tho pupil and friend of

Jolm Hunter, gives a record of his life coloured

with panegyric, generously proving his devoted
attachment to the man. Dr Adams, nevertheless,

was not blind to the infirmity, pugnacity, and
irritability of John Hunter's character—of which,
having lived with him, he must have often been
an eye-witness, and not unlikely a victim, and
had ample opportunities of appreciating his fail-

ings and disposition. His memoir—which is

wntten in a good style, and proves him to have
been a man of judgment and learning—deprecates
these disputes and contentions, especially between
the brothers John and William, and speaks of

them with impartiality and unreserved censure,

Mr Jesse Foot, on the other hand, who wrote a

memoir of John Hunter couched in language of

undisguised animosity and viralence, is neverthe-

less constrained to bear testimony to the in-

domitable labour, perseverance, and honest zeal,

in pursuit of discoveries in ])hysiolog)', anatomy,
and natural history, of John Hunter. Jlr Aber-

nethy, Mr Clino, and Mr Thomas sought every

opportunity to eulogise John Hunter,—often in

that warm and sincere style charateristic of idol-

worship. Mr Abemethy anived on the field of

labour and entciiirise at the time, Dr Hunter
and Peraival Pott being dead, John was in the

ascendant, when honours, emoluments, and even
patronage lay at his beck. At that time his

opinions were oracular ; he was the last .apjieal on
all occasions of dispute or difficulty, and his de-

cisions were final. He, notwithstanding, mani-
fested gieat hesitation and timidity both in public

and private, as instanced on the occasion of the
memorable trial of Donella, in tho case of Sir

Tlieodosius Brought on's poisoning by laurel-water,

at Wai-wick, in strong contiaist to the bold aud
unscnipulous e^-idcnce given on that occasion by
the Professor of Anatomy at Oxford ; and
another for murder by stabbing at the Old Bailey

In the first, lus doubts aud confusion rendered it

impossible for the court or counsel to obtain from
him any satisfivotory conclusion or opinion ; on
the second, which was a very plain and clear case,

tho ingenuity tuid talent of one of the comiscl,

only by a leading question, stole from him an
affirmative reply on cross-examination. In private,

he was never satisfidd with the results of his own
investigations, inquiries, and discoveries ;

and tho

confusion displayed in his writings and language

explain his long delay in publishing. Mr Abor-

nethy's sympathies wore genuine ; lie was a pet

of John Hunter, and their temper and eliaraeter

were somewhat alike ; and his enthusiasm was
natural and creditable.

Mr Hewson, during his oonuectloi* vdth Dr
Hunter, had been prosecuting a series of anatomi-

cal ex]ierimeiits to elucidate his inquiries into tho

properties of the blood, which were ]iublislied in

1771. Whether this was the subject of dispute

between William Hewson and William Hunter is
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imknown. Two years after their separation,

Hewson communicated several papers to the Royal

Society, upon " The L}'mphatic System in IJirds

and Fishes," which gained him the Copleyan
Medal and election to the Fellowship of that body.

These investigations—in which the Hunters and
Monroes, and afterwards Cruickshank and others,

were engaged—produced much contention and
animosity. Wifliam Hewson's lectures became
popular, and his amiability and mildness of man-
ners conciliated numerous friends. Dr Adams,
speaking of him, says: "Hewson was an able

man, eloquent, diligent, and agreeable in his

address ; he was freely chosen on account of his

industry and fitness for the purposes required. " (a)

He married a lady of considerable attractions and
worth, who enjoyed the friendship of the cele-

brated Benjamin Franklin. Mr Hewson termi-
nated a most promising career in his thirty-fifth

year, from fever caused by a wound received in

dissecting a diseased body. Franklin, while in

England as delegate from the new Republic of the
United States to negotiate the establishment of

their independence, lived in Mr Hewson's family

fifteen years; "in short, formed a part of it."

Mrs Hewson, on the death of her husband, .ac-

companied Benjamin Franklin to Passy, and re-

sided with him in France, and afterwards took her
famOy to Philadelphia, in America, to bo his

neighbour, where she died in 1792. (i)

(To be continued.)

HOSPITAL REPORTS.

GUY'S HOSPITAL.—July 17th, 1860.

Amputation of Thigh—Necrosis of Tibia.—
Mr Hilton.

This patient, a man about forty-five years of age,

had received injury of the left leg, in which the
head of the fibula and knee-joint were implicated,

and became diseased. About seven weeks since,

the head of the fibula had been removed in hos-

pital. On cutting down to the joint, pieces of

Done and cartilage were found carious, necrosed,

and eroded ; but no communication had at that

time become established with the knee-joint, by
sinuses or otherwise ; although considerable dis-

ease of integuments and tissues was mani-
fested. After this operation, 'for a few weeks
tlie knee-joint improved. Then a deep abscess

formed amongst the tissues, communicating with
the knee ; and sinuses were also formed in the

surrounding integuments and tissues. Mr Hilton
performed the flap operation, under chloroform, at

the lower third of the thigh, on the anterior and
posterior aspects of the limb, in the usual way.
Suture and water-dressings applied. Upon exami-
nation of the joint, the cartilages were gone, and
bones diseased ; but no communication existed

with the fibula, as suspected.

Neckosis of Tibia—Removal of Bone.—Mb
Hilton.

This patient had received extensive injury of

the leg at its middle and lower third—abscesses

formed, and several sinuses amongst the integu-

ments and tissues, but no communication with
the ankle-joint. After administration of chloro-

form, Mr Hilton made an oblong incision upon
the anterior aspect of the tibia of between three

and four inches, then a crucial one. On dissecting

the flaps, he removed a piece of dead bono, about
one inch long and one inch broad, with elevator

and nippers, and then a smaller portion.

Tuesday, July 24th.
Amputation of Leg—Amputation of Conical

Stump of Aem.—Mn Hilton.
The amputation of leg was done for extensive

and long-existing disease of ankle-joint. Tliis

patient, an emaciated, bad subject, was operated
on in the usual manner by the flap operation on
the anterior and posterior aspects of the limb.

Conical Stump.
This patient, a young woman eighteen years of

age, had the arm removed by amjiutation when
a child, and it appeared to have formed a good
stump. As the girl advanced in years, outgrowth
of bone occurred— the bone continuing to grow
after muscles and tissues had ceased ; and the
bone extended about an uich and a quarter beyond

(a) 'Memoir of John Hunter.'
(J) A new edition of Mr Hewson's work ' On the

Properties of the Blood' has been recently edited
by Mr Gulliver.

a mobile and well-looking stump, in all respects

free from disease, deformity, or any signs of retrac-

tion. In consequence of this outgi-owth, an exten-
sion of the thin cuticular tegument over end of

the bone, by drawing the nerves with it, had in-

duced great irritation and neuralgic pains : failure

of health resulted. This stretched integument
showed over it a blush, with a few inky spots

here and there ; indications of degeneration of

tissues at those points, probably implicating the
extremities of nerves. Operation.—Incision at

end of the stump on each side of bone to give
side flaps ; sawing off bone about an inch witliin

the stump, by dissecting back and retracting the
muscles and integuments.

ST THOMAS' HOSPITAL.—July 20th, 1860.

Lithotomy—Lateral Operation.—Mr Solly.
This patient, a fleshy, vigorous-looking man,

about fifty years of age, in tolerably good appa-
rent health and condition—Mr Solly tliought he
had been of free habits of living—was on the

Ijrecediug week brought into the operating-room,
and the lithotrite applied without di.scovermg the

stone. The stone was easily sounded to-day.

Under the influence of chloroform, the lateral ope-

ration was done, in the same way as last week, by
Mr Le Gros Clark, with a common knifa for

the external incision, and beaked knife to pass
through the grooved staff into the bladder. In
this case the beaked knife used was longer,

straight, and not so convex on the edge. The
stone (small) was broiight away in two pieces with
some delay and slight difliculty, appeared to be
of phosphatic crust, and lithate of ammonia
nucleus. Little hajmorrhage attended the opera-

tion, which was favourably over. This patient

died at 3 o'clock p.m. on the following day. The
boy operated on by Mr Le Gros Clark the pre-

ceding week goes on well.

KING'S COLLEGE HOSPITAL.—July 21st.

Removal of Diseased Lymphatic Glands—
Resection of Elbow-joint—Amputation of
Ankle-joint ; Pirogoff's Operation.—Mr
Feegusson.
Removal of Diseased Lymphatic Glands.
The lymphatic glands, extensively diseased in

this patient, were situated below and partly upon
the parotid gland, and directly over the carotid

artrey ; they had become hardened and enlarged.

Mr Fergusson stated that, if left, they would have
increased much in size. 'This operation, he said,

was formerly called " extirpation of the parotid

gland." Although seated near or upon, they had
nothing to do with the parotid gland. He said

this might have remained, perhaps, five years

longer. After a certain time, the active or

acute state of disease in these glands subsides

into a passive, chronic condition ; but, if left till

much enlarged, from their position upon the

carotid, Mr Fergusson said they would be danger-

ous to remove, and would go on to form deep-

seated chronic abscess, or proceed to rapidly-ex-

tending ulceration. It is an awkward afi'air to

detacli and remove diseased and indurated

lymphatic glands from such a locaUty ; and the

condition of ulceration they may assume is, if

possible, even more embarrassing. Under the

most favourable circumstances, they require to be

very carefully dissected away. Mr Fergusson
showed an extii'pated gland. He remarked that,

having no capsule, they require nice dissection in

their removal. He said,
'

' You sn w in this wound
a portion of a gland not remov i-a, which I cut

away afterwards. This patient desired not to

have chloroform administered ; but I gave it, to

avoid delay from struggling in so delicate an ope-

ration. In the previous case of fistula—a slight

operation— I did not give it, thereby avoiding

what little danger attends the administration of

chloroform."

Reskction of Elbow-joint.
The patient, an intelligent-looking boy, about

sixteen years old, of good appearance and condi-

tion, had disease extending amongst the soft parts

and tissues into the elbow-joint. Mr Fergusson
remarked that it showed more disease at present

than it would ujjon much longer duration ; being

now in a state of active disease and inflammation,

—if it remained five years or any longer period, it

would exhaust itself, and become succeeded by a

chronic state of disease. He further said, thelonger

the patients live, the diseased action becomes
gradually more exhausted, and wears out. With

it the system also becomes worn out ; but they
may survive for twenty years, and may even then
be o]ieratedupon. This patient had suffered great
pain, the indications of which might have been
noticed in the careful way the boy carried his arm
on coming into the room. By this operation of
resection, you get what is called a false joint

;

osseous union is prevented, and a ligamentous
capsule is formed amongst muscles and mobile
tissues, which gives a greater sphere and limit of
motion than by anchylosis, or osseous union, and
we gain a useful limb.

Tnis was a curious case. The cartilages were
sound; there was no disease of cartilage. Ths
synovial membrane had begun to be inflamed.

Bones are rarely diseased—in short, they are
never considered to be so—when cartilages are
sound, and especially if the .synovial membrane is

not diseased. These diseases are generally con-
sidered to be curable. If you wait ten or twenty
yeans, patient surviving such long suffering,

you might have a cure of limb, but jjerhaps, and
more likely, a loss of life. If the first, it would
be with an awkward limb and stifl' joint. In this

case, incipient disease of synovial membran*
already indicates future degeneration and disease

of heads of bones. Mr Fergusson operated by
the single incision, which seems now to be the
mode preferred. He cut, guided by the line of
sinuses, down to, and dislocated the elbow-joint ;

removed, with saw and nippers, the extremities
of the bones, the condj-loid of humerus, olecranon
of ulna, and head of radius. The tissues and soft

parts were extensively diseased. He said, in some
parts of Britain this practice of resection in in-

firmaries is known nothing of to this day, and
has never been heard of. Amputation goes on,
or, all at once, we hear of an isolated case of
resection which has been performed after twenty
years of sufiering which might have been avoidei
We had a man who had his elbow-joint cut away
at this hospital, who afterwards became a good
sailor. Another case, a shoemaker, undergone
this operation of resection of elbow-joint, became
afterwards a good Crispin ; and another, a young
woman, became a good sempstress. 'These tri-

umphs of surgery cannot be too liighly cherished.

Amputation of Ankle-joint—Pirogoff's
Operation.

This operation has received more notice and
discussion than M. Pirogoflf could have dreamed
of. An operation which he has relinquished as a
failure, or as not a safe one, has set all surgical

Britain by the ears and caused plenty of ink as
well as blood-shed. The want of faith cf M.
Pirogofi' in his own operation may be probably
explained by cases of frost-bites, of frequent oc-

currence in Russia, being cases upon which he
may have declined to operate by the calcanean

section. The low circulation and vitality in such
cases might justify his want of confidence. But
the controversy so much bruited is witldn small

limits, and the envious rivals to whom the eminent
Russian surgeon relinquishes his honours are really

fighting for a shadow.
Some perform a given operation better in one way,

and under particular circumstances, than another ;

and very few eminent surgeons slavishly copy or
implicitly foUow the mode of any other operator.

The bone of contention in tins operation has
been between Dr Eben Watson, on the one hand,
and Mr Synie and Dr Pirrie, of Aberdeen, on the
other. It has turned upon the mode of operating
with or u-ithcut disartiadation of the ankle-joint.

When the conditions of disease of the joint will

permit, a better and quicker operation may be
done without disarticulation than with dislo-

cation, and a cleaner stump be given. It takes

some time to dissect the skin of the heel from the

OS calcis. Perhaps greater safety may be also

obtained for the arteries ; but this is a matter for

prompt decision during operation, and to be
decided suh litem.

Pirogofi"s is a more rapid operation than Syme's,

and parts of low vascularity and vitality are less

compromised and disturbed. It also gives a longer

stump, and firmer, larger, and better pad to bear

upon. The portion of calcancum left on flap

makes full ij inch difl'erence in length of limb ;

the difference between the amputated and sound

limb being only at most half an inch. Mr Fer-

gusson operated upon a woman about twenty-fire

years of age, midcr narcotism, in the usual way.

He made uie section of the os calcis from below

upwards, instead of from above downwards, having
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first disarticulated the joint. A larger portion of

calcaueum was preserved than by Pirogott' ; but Mr
Fergusson found it desirable to slice off a small

portion more, and also to gouge out a soft Jiart of

diseased os calcis. He then sawed off the articu-

lating surface of the tibia and extremity of fibula,

and both malleoli, and brought up and held the

posterior flap in sitit by ligature, applying water-

dressmgs. Mr Fergusson spoke nighly of M.
PirogoU' and his operation. He observed that

in this case the bones were very brittle, very little

calcareous matter being deposited, which makes
them soft, as he showed by cutting into them.

He said this was not disease, but resulted from

the limb having been out of use for a length of

time, and in consequence a sluggish secretion of

calcareous matter.

GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE.

THE BATH. -^ HOT AIK VERSUS VAPOUK.
To the i'dilor of the Medical Circular.

Sir,—Having personally observed the con-

struction of the improved form of hot-air bath
boilt by Dr Barter, and exi^erienccd it.s salutary

influence, I can recommend any medical gentle-

man disposed to patronise and support these

improved thermo-electrical baths to visit Dr
Barter at Blarney, where he can see the imper-

fections of the tirst Turkish bath constructed
under the direction of the gentleman wlio was the

first to introduce them into this United Kingilom,

and the improved form since erected, and
then judge by comparison. The first bath
erected being found imperfect, the remains of a

Roman bath of ancient Britain were examined,
from which Dr Barter was enabled to introduce

the mode of heating adopted by the ancient

Bomans, and to abandon that Turkish innovation

of admitting vapour. Tlie question next to be

considered is—Are hot-air baths to be prefeiTed

to vapour baths ? In other word.s, is the ancient

Roman hot-air, "dij-vapour" bath to be pre-

ferred to the modem Turkish humid-air or vapour
bath ? Wliich of them will aid Nature most in

her efforts to eliminate morbid matters—pesti-

lential poisons—from the blood ? Which of them
can refer back to the most glorious history

—

that of Rome or of Turkey ? It is true tliat

there were abuses in the ancient Roman, which
the " Reformed Roman bath" will avoid and
correct.

A few physiological facts established by ex-
periments seem to me to decide in favour of the
ancient, or rather the Reformed Roman hot-air
bath, and against the modern or humid-vapour
or Turkish bath, which I venture to submit for

four consideration and that of your readers,
t appears that the President of the DubUn

College of Physicians, referring to the "deficiency
of vapour" in these improved baths, considered
this " a dangerous and serious mistake ;" but,
when rectified, he stated that " tliese baths will

become most u.seful medical adjuvants." He
Sublishcd this opinion upon the report of another
octor, not in practice, without having person-

ally inspected these baths. Such a statement
can have little or no weight, until it lie supported
by personal observation and experience.

The great capacity of water and the little

capacity of air for caloric is an important fact

worthy of notice. It will take one jwund of coal

to heat one cubic foot of water one degree, and
the same quantity of coal will heat 2,850 cubic
feet of air one degree ; which shows that water
has a vastly greater capacity for caloric than air.

If ice (temperature 32°) be dissolved, its water,
remaining at 32°, wdll absorb 142° of caloric,

which becomes latent—lost in the change from
ice into water.

When boiling water at 212° evaporates into
steam or vapour, and remains at tlie same degree
of heat, it will expand into 1,700 times its bulk
as water (Pereira), and absorb and render latent
100, 8° of caloric without any increase of sensible
heat (Fownes). Here we have an example of the
enormous capacity of water for caloric, and of the
Cooling power of evaiKiration.
For further proof of it :— Tlie hygrometric

thermometer was placed in the hottest room of
a hot-air bath, in which the dry bulb indicated
160°, and the wet bulb 98° ; hut when water was
poured upon the floor of the hot-air chamber, it

became charged with va]>our in consequence, and
the wet-bulb thermometer was raised to 150° of

heat, because the cooling process of evaporation

was prevented. The human body, three-fourths

of which is supposed to consist of water, repre-

sents the wet-bulb thermometer ; so that whatever
prevents the evaporation from respiration and
{icrspiration must increase the temperature of the

)ody. Dr Marshall Hall stated that respiration

and perspiration are cooling functions. It is also

estimated that if evaporation from the livin"

body could be completely obstructed, the animal

heat would in a few hours be accumulated and

increased to the boiling point of water ; but this

being incompatible with life—impossible, it can

only be estimated. Had the learned President of

the College of Physicians reviewed this question

with the scientific light I have now furnished, he

never could have recommended a bath charged

with vapour to be preferred to one of pure dry

hot air, when taken with all the prudent pre-

: cautions suited for each particular case, which
are so scientifically prescribed in thebathniles or

instructions that I have read in those esta-

blishments. For instance, if the bather feel any
unpleasant fulness or pain of head, or diflSculty

of perspiration—dry skin, he is treated, like the

wet-bulb thermometer, to some warm water

poured upon his head and body, the evaporation

from which into the dry hot air cools and relaxes

him into a more pleasiii" and agreeable coudition :

but if the whole atmosphere of the hot room were

charged with vapour, there could be no cooling

evaporation ; the animal heat should then in-

crease to a fever heat ; there could be little or no
elimination of morbid matters—animal poisons

—

from the blood in such a sad state as this.

I perceive, in your Journal of yesterday, a

report from the ' Transactions of the Academy
of Medicine,' of a new system of bathing, by
means of an hydraulic apparatus—"a hydrofere

bath," which Dr Sales-Gilons has use(l for re-

ducing water into spray, and in that condition to

be introduced into the lungs. I .shall only ob-

serve that whenever novel notions run contrary

to the immutable laws of Nature, they may live,

like French fa-sliions or follies, for a day, but they

can never stand the test of time. The stomach
is the organ destined by Nature to receive food

and medical remedies ; the lungs, to discharge

morbid matters, and to receive the pure air of

lieaven, which no proud philosopher of Nature can

improve by any amount of spray beyond that

which Nature supplies. I have just shown that

if we overcharge pure air with an excess of mois-

ture, we must obstruct the elimination of carbonic

acid poison, and of other morbid matters, and
prevent the purification of the blood by respi-

ration from the lungs. Surely this hydrofere

spray bath will not increase the elimination of

carbonic acid poison from the blood through the

lungs, which, Dr Marshall Hall stated, decreases

after thirty years of age and under the influence

of alcoholic liquors, and ceases entirely during

collapsed cholera, because there is no animal heat

or carbonic acid generated in that disease. The
hot-air bath seems well calculated to eliminate

carbonic acid and other animal poisons by re-

spiration and perspiration, and thus aid Nature
in her own efforts to purify the lilood, " the life

of the flesh
"

The exjicrimeiit by Berger and Delarocljo throws
clear scientific light upon this question of evapo-
ration from hot dry air.

They introduced a porous vase, containing two
wet sponges and a frog, into a furnace at 126°

—

143°. The temperature of the sponges and vase

was previously raised to 101°—105° ; that of the

frog was 70°. After fifteen minutes the tempera-
ture of the yase, sponges, and frog was uniform

—

that of the blood, and remained so for two hours,

so that the vase and sponges fell about a degree
and a half and the frog rose 29° in fifteen minutes,

and all three remained at from 20° to 45° hchw
the temperature of the furnace, thereby showing
the cooling influence of evaporation produced
by high heat. It is on this principle that ices

are baked. The ice being envelojied in pastry,

the evaporation from the latter, on being baked, is

sutficient to keep the ice cool an<l solid ; so that

the ejiicure, after thrusting his tooth through a
burning crust, may cool his tongue in ice. (G. H.
Lewis.) Kvaporation of fluid is the most powerful
means of producing artificial cold : for instance,

when carbonic acid gas is condensed into a liquid

and allowed to escape from a narrow aperture, the

intense cold produced by the evaporation of a

part freezes the remainder into a solid snow.

(Fownes.) It is estimated that if evaporation

from the living body were completely obstnu-ted,

the animal heat would in a few hours be increased

to that of boiling water ; but this high heat,

being incompatible with life, can never be shown.

Having read your able review of Dr Marklmra's

work on ' Diseases of the Heart,' I fully sub-

scribe to your scientific sentiments, that " Medi-

cine is on the threshold of great improvements."
" Disease is not to be cured by drugs alone ;

but

whatever influences the varied functions of the

human body, is the philosophical way of regarding

the practice of Medicine, and provides the only

weapon that will extinguish quackery and pre-

judice." The Professor of Medicine of the Oxford

University declared that to separate the study of

Physiology

—

i. c, the Science of Nature—frcon

that of Medicine, was to reduce the latter to a

mere empiricism." In Ireland an empirical pre-

judice seems to be industriously circulated by
some few Medical Practitioners, who ou^lit to

know better, ag.iinst the " Reformed Roman
or Oriental Bath"— that of ancient Britain,

although it is based upon sound scientific tnitb

—

" magna est Veritas et prevalebit." This bath is

not put forward as a panacea, but as one of the

friendly allies of Nature, to aid licr in the varied

functions of the human body, and in her efforts

to eliminate morbid matters ; for she, after all, is

the pliysician of all tliseascs ; let no man usurp
her jxiwers or resist her efforts. I have seen some
few patients maltreated for heart-disease by
bleeding, blistering, and mercurials—a practice

now deservedly exploded. I was called to one
whom I saw dissolving down under mercurial

alteratives and a perpetual blister over the heart
for six weeks, given up to die in two days, but who
overcame the mercurial poison and the jirediction,

which ,were given up for tonics, &c., iodide of

iron having replaced iodide of mercury, &c. &c.

I perceive in a Dublin paper, the ' Warder,'
14tli July, a letter from a surgeon, dated Chincha
Islands, Peru, in which lie dwells upon the im-
propriety of sending consumptive patients to

Australia, in the forioni hope that such a long

voyage would improve their condition, whereas
it only aggravates their state, and pronounces it

a cruelty to send such patients in the last stage

away from home, comfort, and the sjTnpathy of

friends, to i)erish miserably on board ship, in a

cold, moist ocean atmosplicre. " They, no doubt
have a constant ' hydroffere spray bath.' " He
concludes—" The insertion of this letter in

your (Dublin) paper may be productive of much
good, for the majority of the patients who fell

under my care were Irish, chiefly from Cork and
Dublin."

Here is a warning to those medical men how
drive their patients out of sight, beyond the seas

,

to foreign climates, although they can have at

home a warm atmosphere in a hot-air bath, better

adajited to the physical strength and the pecu-
niary circumstances of each particular case, and
which is found by experience to have such a

beneficial influence in renovating the constitutions

and recruiting the health and strength of many
invalids.

In the hot-air bath, cold water to drink and
hot air to breathe are the natural elements to

promote perspiration, to purify the blood, and to

cool the body by evaporation from the surface.

I am, &c.,

SUgo, 26th July, 1860. J. Tuckek, M.D.

THE DIETARY OF THE IRISH WORK-
HOUSES.

To the Editor of tlie Medical Circular.

Sir,—As I observe by the newspapers ihat

Mr Maguire, during a discussion which took place

in the House of Commons the other day on the

Poor-law Relicf'(Iieland) Bill, very forcibly and
most judiciously called the attention of the

House to the wretched state of the pauper

children in the Cork Workhouse, wishing to know
the cause why hundreds of the children in that esta-

blishment were suffering from scrofula—recom-

mending that further Medical inspection was

urgently required to ascertain the nature or cause

of the calamity, and proiiosing that in all cases

five out of the ten inspectors should be Medical

men,—may I beg leave, through the medium of

the Mkdioai. Ciuculak, to express my humble
opinion as a Medical man, and to state that the

principal cause why so much scrofula prevails
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amougst the children coufined, not oiily in the

Cork Union 'Workhouse, but every other work-

house in Ireland, is through a niggardly and

mistaken economy on the part of the Poor-law

Guardians ? There is not a morsel of animal food,

fish, or flesh of any kind allowed to the jioor

inmates of our Irish workhouses from one end of

the year to the other ; so it is no^wonder that

scrofula should prevail to so great an extent

amongst so many helpless and unfortunate chil-

dren as are doomed to stop in them ; and I consider

that it would be a very great benefit, and even a

kind of real luxury, to a great many of those poor

creatures, were they only to be allowed a little

dried fish, or salt herrings even, occasionally,

instead of the cold, insipid, milk-aud-watery sort

of diet that is only afforded to them at present.

This could be done at a very trifling expense to

the Poor-law Guardians. But a great many. Sir,

harbour the opinion that salt fish of every de-

scription is bad or injurious to the blood of

children—a very erroneous opinion indeed, as far

as my experience in the matter goes. No—salt

herrings even, the most plentiful and cheapest of

all kinds offish, arc both salutary and invigorating

to the systems of those pale-coloured and emaci-

ated children, and act also as a most powerful

check upon the tendency towards scrofula and
serous deposits. The poor of this country, and
the Medical Profession, are under a deep debt

of gratitude towards the right hon. gentleman,

Mr Maguire, for having brought this very impor-

tant subject so ably and prominently beraro Par-

liament. Yours, 4c.,

Am laiBH SUEGEON.
[This subject was referred to some months ago

in the Medical Circular. The condition of the

paupers in the Cork Workhouse is disgraceful to a

civilised community. Ked herrings would no
doubt be a "real luxury ;" but animal food is a

real necessity (not, however, in the living form of

"carouges"), and the children ought to be pro-

vided with it.—Ed. Medical Cikculak.]

OUB NOTE BOOK.

INDUCTION OF PREMATURE LABOUR.
In the ' Louisville MedicalJouruttl ' for Febru-

ary, Prof Henry MiUer has an article upon the

induction of premature labour and abortion, with
cases. We refer to it for the purpose of quoting
his method of using the tUcrine dcmclie. Ho says,
" For this purpose an apparatus was constructed

according to the directions of the German Pro-

fessor (Kiwisch), with only a slight and important
variation, consisting of a tin box ten inches
square, holding about four gallons, with an india-

rubber tube, twelve feet long, attached to the

bottom of the tin bo.x by a screw and nut, and
having a metallic tube, six inches long, affixed to

its other extremity—the end of the metallic tube
being fa.shioned like the nozzle of the common
enema syringe. Instead of arranging the apparatus
to act on the jirinciple of the siphon, as recom-
mended by M. Kiwisch, a stop-cock was adapted
to the india-rubber tubing, about two feet from its

metallic end. To put the apparatus in operation,

the box must be suspended on a uaU driven into

the wall, near the ceiling of the room, say nine or

ten feet above the ftoor ; the india-rubber tubing
must be screwed on, and the stop-cock turned, so

as to prevent the flow of the water till it is wanted.

The jjatient takes her seat on a stool placed in a
bath-tub to receive the water ; the metallic nozzle

is introduced into the vagina, and in contact with
the OS uteri, and the tin box having been pre-

viously filled with water, the stop-cock is turned,

so as to pour a continuous stream upon the os

uteri until all the water in the box is discharged."
Prof. Miller uses the water warm at first, and, if

need be, subsequently alternates cold and warm.
In the successful case reported, the douche was
used but once on the first day. On the second,
third, and fourth days, it was used twice each day.
On the fifth and sixth days he used warm, and
then cold immediately after, using the warm and
cold douche each twice each day when labour
set in.

The fact that the douche will sometimes fail in
inducing laboiu-, and the number of times it has
to be repeated before success crowns the effort,

wiU always operate against this procedure. We
prefer the separation of tlio mombraues, which
can be done at one sitting, i« usually safe when

properly performed, and is always successful.

—

'American Medical Monthly.'

INFLUENCE OF THE MOTHER'S MIND
ON THE FCETUS IN UTERO.

In the ' NashviUo Journal of Medicine and
Surgery' for February, Prof. John M. Watson
has an able article upon the influence of the

mother's mind on the foetus in utero. He believes

the mother's mind may, under certaui circum-

stances, produce changes in the organisation of

the embrj'o in her womb, and the reasons for his

faith are well stated. We have not the space to

follow his arguments, and will content ourselves

with stating his fifth and sixth propositions :

—

"5. The mind, when improperly employed, may
develop premature puberty, premature ova, and
premature menstruation, to which may succeed

premature conception ; and all the energies of

both soul and body being directed to this uterine

function, may not certain images, under strong

mental excitement, be transferred to the embryo ?

Seeing that the mind can exert such remarkable
and undeniable influences over the female
organism, may I not add a sixth fact ? 6. That
the embryo is sometimes altered or changed in its

organisation in various ways, through the mother's
mind or imagination ; or shall we admit the m-
fluence of the mother's mind over her in every

other respect, and then exempt the organisation

of the embryo from its influence?'—'American
Medical Monthly.'

TRANSFUSION.
In the ' Cliicago Medical Journal ' for February,

Prof. Brainard reports a case of amputation of the
thigh in a feeble subject, in wliich life was tem-
porarily saved by transfusion of blood. He says :

" In order to obviate the dangerfrom loss of blood,

I had an assistant hold a bowl under the member
at the moment of the incision ; in order to catch
the blood, and stu' it, so as to separate the fibrin,

the bowl was placed in another containing water
at the temperature of 98°. When the bone had
been sawed, and the small vessels secured, the
patient appeared to be dying from syncope. I then
fixed the tube of the transfusion syringe into the
femoral artery where it had been divided upon
the stump, and the syringe at the proper tempe-
rature ; I charged it with the defibrinated blood,

which had been actively agitated, so as to be of a
bright red colour, and threw gently into the artery
nearly all the blood which had been secured. A
light tremulous movement followed, and for about
a minute no change was perceptible ; but at the
end of this time the respiration and the action of

the heart became more regular, and he was soon
as well as before the operation. The blood thrown
into the artery was just two oiuices." Wo have
space only to quote another practical remark in

this connection. Prof. Bi-ainard .says :

'

' The
choice of the artery instead of a vein for the
transfusion was made for these reasons : 1st. It

obviates the danger of fibrinous clots passing to

the heart. 2ud. It diminishes the danger of air-

bubbles passing to the heart. These are the great
dangers of transfusion." — ' American Medical
Monthly.'

TONGUE REMOVED BY THE ECRASEUR.
In the ' New Orleans Medical News and Hospital

Gazette ' for February, Dr S. Choppln reports a case
of removal of the tongue, for cancer, with the ecra-

seur. Tlie operation lasted fifteen minutes, and was
accompanied with no ha:morrhage. The operation
is usually accompanied with considerable ha;mor-
rliage, and it is highly probable that the Scraseur is,

in such cases, a valuable surgical appliance.

Westminster Hosi'Ital.—The Prizes, Certi-

ficates of Honour, and Medals, awarded to the
successful competitors in the Medical School of

this Hospital, were distributed in the Board-
room of the Hospital on Tuesday last. Lord
Charles Russell, one of the Vice-Presidents of the

Hospital, presided, and, after a few appropriate

remarks, distributed to the following gentlemen
the rewards of their diligence and industry :

—

Mr F. Little—Certificate of general proficiency in

subjects of first year's study. Mr A. W. Edis— Cer-

tificate and Silver Medal, lor proficiency in subjects

of second year. Mr F. P. Edis—Certificate and
Silver Medal, for proficiency in subjects of first year.

Mr A. W. Edis— Prosector's Prize Case of Instru-

ments. Mr Wilson—Sjwcial Certificate for Anatomy,
Mr WUsou—Special Certificate for Physiology. Mr
Kampster—Special Certificate for proficiency in Phy-
siology. Mr Wilson—Mr Cleudon's Prize of Dental

Instruments for proficiency in Dental Surgery.

SIR J. OUTRAM'S MINUTE
ON THE INDIAN MEDICAL SERVICE.

[We publish \rith much satisfaction the an-
nexed Minute on the subject of the amalgama-
tion of the Royal and Local Medical Servicas in
India, As a part of a general question of vast
political importance, it is no part of our duty
to express an oijinion upon the policy advocated
by the writer ; but we feel that the Profession

generally are under an obligation to Sir James
Outramfor his generous testimony to the " noble
and ill-used Service " whose particular interests

he defends,]

67. There is one class of officers in respect of

whom I would fain make a special appeal on this

score, as they are a cla,ss which, to our disgrace

be it said, has been treated with singular harsh-
ness and illibcrahty, alike by their Military and
Civil superiors. 1 allude to the Officers of the
Medical Department, — a body of men who
not only are unsui-passed by any other body
in the Service for professional zeal and skill,

gallantry, and devotion to their duties, but have
especially distinguished themselves by the success

with wliich they have cultivated general science,

and the earnestness with which they have applied
themselves to the promotion of education and
other philanthropic objects. These men, especially

those of the Bombay Establishment, liave been
treated by us with such unfairness, that a late

Physician-General of that Presidency, a man
whose name is held in honour both in and out of
his Professional allude to Dr McLennan—£alt

himself authorised to assure the late Lord
Frederick Fitzolarence, that had any officer

treated his dog-boy in the manner in which the
Court of Directors and Board of Control bad
treated the Medical Service, he would have been
brought to a court-martial and cashiered for dis-

honourable breach of faith. The Physioian-
Geueral's illustration was a strong one ; but,

after explanation, its justice was admitted by the
Commander-in-Chief, who thenceforth felt as

warmly on the subject as the head of the Medical
Department.

68. In behalf of this noble and iil-used Service,

Lord Dalhousie made a generous interposition
;

and though his Lordship's efforts were at tie
time unsuccessful, his appeal was so forcible, and
his general views have been so earnestly and ably

supported by Lord Canning, that justice caunot
long be denied them if the Army of India be
kept a local one. But to the Medical Service

amalgamation would be ruinous.

69. Than Dr Alexander, the Director-General

of her Majesty's Medical Sei-vice, I am sure that

no worthier or more honourable man exists. But
he is only a man—of finite knowledge and homaa
feelings. He knows the officers of his own Ser-

vice—he knows that many of them are eminently

deserving of tliat promotion which at present it is

not in lus power to bestow, but for which amal-
gamation would afford an opportunity. And, not
kno«ing the men in the local Army, his i>artiali-

ties woiUd needs be in favour of the men of his

own Service, to an extent that would prove
ruinous to the just claims of the Medical Officers

of the local Service, And even if he should deem
it his duty, on the first opportunity, to promote
to higher giades those Medical Officers the
seniority rules of whoso service prevented their

obtaining promotion for the same services as

seciu'ed promotion for their more fortunate

brethren of the Royal Army—the very number of

promotions that liave recently been made to the

grade of Deputy-Insjiector iu the Royal Service

would, for a considerable length of time, prevent

him doing justice to those of the local Service

whose names had been honourably mentioned by
the various Generals commanding iu the field

And ere these arrears of promotion were disi)09ed

of, the claims of those in whom as members of

his own Service he naturally feels more interested

would have again accumulated and pressed for

favourable notice.

70. Amalgamation, then, would prove injurious

to the moral daims and legitimate expectations of

the Military and Medical Officers of the local Ser-

vice to an extent which only very urgent pubhc
necessities could justify ; and I have endeavoured

to prove not only that no necessity has arisen for

destroying the local character of the Indian Ser-

vice, but that its destruction would, iu many-

ways, be productive of iujmy to India. But I

would not be imderstood as claiming for the offi-
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cers of the local array any exclusive right to Staff

employ. And in Appendix B to this Slinute will

be found a scheme, the adoption of which would
secure for the various Staff and departmental

offices of the State an amount of general profes-

sional and special Indian qualification of very

high order. Throw these appointments open to

expectant officers of the line equally with local

officers, and this probably would tend, more than

any other possible arrrngement, to make Indian

service popular with line regiments. The fullest

and purest competition of a practical—not a

pedantic —nature would be introduced ; and the

best men would be preferred to the best appoint-

ments. The efficiency of the whole Indian Ser-

vice—line and local—would be increased ; no new
btirdens would be imposed on the people of India

that did not bring commensurate advantages ; and
no injustice woiUd be done to those six thousand
gallant and honourable gentlemen who have long,

and faithfully, and successfully toiled in this land
of exile.

Apfendix B.

76. Medical appointments to local service to be

by competition, a.s at present.

11. Medical Officers of the local forces to undergo
the same course of instruction at the Military

Clinical Schools, a.s Medical.OfEoers of the Boyal
Service.

78. Their period of serricB to reckon from the
date on which they arsgtzettsd as successftil com-
petitors for Mwlical apfBtnUMUts

.

79. To receive a free passage out to India.

80. To be equally with military officers eligible

'Ibr all the appointments enunciated in para-

jraph 74.

81. Surgeons and Assistant-Surgeons in Medical
charge of political offices and rssioences to be per-

mitted, if »o minded, to enter as pn >bntioners in

the political department ; and on passing a satis-

factory examination to be eligible for permanent
•mployment in that department.

82. When the exigencies of the Seryics permit,

Medical Officers, having served two years in India

—who have passed the Interpreter's examination
in two Indian languages—who can produce testi-

monials from their military and professional

superiors of undcviating good conduct, personal

•nd professional—and who may believe them-
Mlves possessed of special aptitude for civil duties,

to be permittefl to attach themselves to A col-

lectoi's or a mni." *• '•
'

• ftice fortwo years in the
charartcv of a

j
.n the regimental ]iay

and allowance ':
: uit; and on creditably

passing the same examination as is prescribed for

civilians, to be eligible for permanent employ-
aent in the civil service of the State.

83. Under the same conditions to be per-

manently attached to the Public Works Dejirt-
ment.

84. All Medical OfHeers who, after <jualifying

for employment in the Civil or Public Works
Department, shall elect to be permanently
attached to these Departments, and all Medical
Officers appointed to the offices enumerated in

paragraph 74, to be placed on a separate " List

of Mccftc.il Officers on permanent extra Pro-
fessional Em]iloy ;" their promotion to the
(honorary) ranks of Surgeons and Surgeons-
major, to proceed as if they were still on the
effective list ; their retiring pensions, as well as

subscriptions to, and claims on, the Military

Fund, to bo regulated by their honorary rank
;

but their connection with the Medical Retiring
Fund to cease on removal to the non-effective list

—the amount of the actual payments already
made by them being refunded without interest.

85. So soon as tlu- state of the puljlic finances

pcrmitB, the following .ippointmeuts to lie made,
for which Medical (^llicers shall be alone eligi-

We :- ^

(1.) "Minister of Public Health" for each of
the I'residencies, whose duty it shall be to exercise
a surveillance over the sanitary (Civil) arrange-
ments throughout the Presidency.

(2.) A "Sanitarj- Commissioner" for each Col-
lectorate, whose duty it would l«i to devote his
entire time to the sanitary welfare of the different
towns and villages of the Collectorate (and to Uie
pen ' vaccination) under the control of
the

'

Public Health.
(u ; ^1 .^;uiitary Insjujctor" for each division

of the army, whose duty it should be to devote
his whole time and energies to the sanitary ar-

aogements and reqtiirementg o( the various can-

tonments, ban-acks, forts, &c., within the division,

under the orders of the superintending Surgeon.

(4.) A "Commissioner of Lunacy" for the

whole of India, under whose general control all

the Indian Asylums should be j)laced, till by the

multiplication of these institutions sufficient duty
be found for a Commissioner of Lunacy for each
Presidency.

(5. ) A " Registrar-General" for each Presidency,

whose duty it should be to collect, tabulate, and
analyse the vital statistics of India.

86. All the advantages above offered to the

Military and Medical Officers of the Local Force
to be extended to the Officers of the Royal Army
so far as may be consistent with the Rules of the

Royal ^Vrmy.

THE MEDICAL ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
[CIBCULAK LETTER.]

London, July 27, 1860.

Dear Sib, — We have much pleasure in

annoimcing to you tliat the obnoxious clause has
been strack out of the Medical Hill.

In our former note wo were in error in assuming
that it had passed the House of Commons. Wo
were in time to get the alteration made at the
third reading.

We are indebted to Lord Derby for our sn'-cess
;

but Lords Clielmsford and Elniry most kindly
Intended to oppose it in the Lords.
The only other provision in the Bill of any

interest is to render the office of President of the
London College annual.

We iBceived so many and such satisfactory

replies to our former Circular, that we have
deemed it proper to form ourselves into a perma-
nent Association, designated "The Associated
Licentiate Physician.s."

A Subscription of Ss. per annum constitutes a

Member—this will meet our necessary expenses,

and enable us to communicate by circular any in-

formation we may obtain touching our interests.

You will probably have observed that the Medical

Press has failed to impart to its supporters a

single word of warning of the attemfrt to deprive

us of our legal rights.

We hope this step will meet your appro-
bation, and tliat we may enter your name as a
Member of the Association.

The Subscription may be forwarded in Postage
stamps, or by Post-oflice Order, either to DrJoiix
Gamjseb, 28 Montague street, W.C. ; or to Dr
De Lisle Allen, 18 Hunter street, Brunswick
square, W.C.
At a meeting on the 24th inst., a Committee

was formed, of which every resident Licentiate in

London may become a Member, and also any
Country Member who may be in town on the days
of meeting.

It was resolved at the meeting to take up the
matter of titles, and we sliall esteem it a favour

to be informed of your views on the subject.

Your obedient servants,

John Oardnbr, Chairman,
23 Montague street, W.C.

De Lisle Allen, Secretary,

18 Hunter street, Brunswick .square, W.C
By order of the Committee.

B I K T H S.

Fitch.—On the 26th ult., at Chaddcsley Corbott,
near Kidderminster, the wife of Dr Fitch, of a
.son.

Stevens.—On the 27th ult., at Biggleswade,
Bedfordshire, tlie wife of Chas. P. Stevens, Esq.,

F.R.C.8., of a daughter.

AsniJO^VN.-On the 30th ult., the wife of Geo.
Ashdown, Esq., M.U.C. 8., Northampton, of a
son.

Hale.—July 17th, at Barrow hill, Stavcley, tear
Chesterfield, Derbyshire, the wife of Thomas
Fredk. Hale, M.K.C.S., L.A.C., of a daughter.

MARRIAGE.
Deas-HETBtTRN.—On the 31st ult., at Hollycot,

Lasswade, Dr David Deas, C.B., *c., Inspector-

General of Hospitals and Fleets, to Margaret,
youngest daughter of the late William Hep-
burn, Esq.

DEATHS.
Atkinson.—July 81, at New Cross, William Bold

Atkinson, M.K.C'.tl. Eng., late of Margate, and

of the E.M. West India Steam Packet Com-
pany's service.

Banks.—July 19, at Newport, Barnstaple, How-
ard Ralph Banks, Surgeon Royal Navy, M.R.C.S.
Eug., late Surgeon H.M.'s ship 'Cumberland,'
Sheerness, aged 44.

Bell.—July 15, at Malvern, Worcester, suddenly,
F. Bell, Esq., M.R.C.S., of Aldborough, Suf-
folk.

Collingwood.—Recently, at Greenfoot, Seberg-
ham, Carlisle, William C. Collingwood, L.S.A,
Lond, L.M. Edin. ; late Surgeon H.M.'s steam-
ship ' Bentinckj' aged 44.

Davies.—July 24, at Eldon row, DolgeUy, Grif-

fith Davies, late of Canarvon, Student of
Medicine, aged 19.

Davis.—July 22, at Pontypridd, Glamorgan-
shire, Evan Davis, L.S.A. Lond., aged 51.

Gairdnkr.—July 24, at Northumberland street,

Edinburgh, Susanna Tennant, vrife of Dr
Gairdner, F.R.C.8. Edin.

Henderson.—July 12, at Bankhonse, Stow,
Edinburghshire, Robert Henderson, L.K.C.S.
Edin.

Maclao.Wi.—June 27, at Ruatan Bay Islands,
Honduras, David Philip Maclagan, M.D. Uni-
versity of Edin., L.R.C.P. Edin., L.R.C.S.
Edin., Assist. -Surgeon to H.M.'s ship ' Icarus.'

Maclauan.—July 25, at No. 63 Schoolhill, Aber-
deen, William Maclaran, M.D. Univ. Edin.,
L.R.C.S. Edin., L.F.P.S. Glasg.

MEDICAL NEWS.

HoYAL College of Phtbicians. — At the
Comitia Majora, held on Friday, July 27th, the
foUowin" inemt)ers of the College were admitted
into the Fellowship :—John Peet, M.D., Bombay

;

Alexander Armstrong, M.D., B.N., Hospital,
Malta.

Royal College of StrnoEONS. —The following
gentlemen having undergone the necessary exami-
nations for the (liploma, were admitted Members
of the College, nt a meeting of the Court of Exa-
miners, on the 81st ult. : — William Alban
Atwood, Abervstwith, Cardigausliire ; George
Bartlet, Culsalmond, Aberdeenshire ; Thomas
Bell, Upjiiiigham, Rutland; Robert Thomas
Burrows, Westlx)nmc park place ; Edmund
Walter Coleman, Portsdown road, Maida hill

;

John Mark Bernard Grant, Newcastle-on-Tyne
;

Francis James Hammond, Sherborne, Dorset

;

Jose^>h Hooking, St Ives, Cornwall ; Frederick
Wilham Houghton, Portsmouth

; James Francis
liOvegrove, Maidenhead ; Henry Tliomas Marsh,
Upton-oii-Scveni ; Robert Rosier Merry, Hemel
Hem])stea(l ; Alfred Monckton, Brcnchlcy, Kent

;

Evelyn Pocklington, Walesby, Notts ; John
Williams Pridham, Llanclly, Carmarthen ; James
Seott Sc(|ueira, Jewry street, Aldgatc ; Absalom
Harvey Smith, Palermo, Canada West ; Mark
Batt 'fanner, Exeter, Devon ; Henry Tofts, Cam-
bridge.—The following gentlemen were admitted
Members on the Ist inst. :—Thomas William
Blake, Ilurstbourne Tarrant ; Edmund Henry
Camerford, Kilkenny ; Joseph Thomas Capo,
Cheltenham ; Henry Charles Chune, Colebrook-
dalc, Shropshire ; Doughis John Dutton, Bristol

;

Charles Hilton Fagge, Guy's Hospital ; James
Joseph Foley, Cork ; Charles Ferdinand Keele,
Highbury ; Isidore Beniadotte Lyon, Euston
square ; William James Mallett, Bolton-U-Moors

;

Courtney NedwUl, Maghcrfelt ; James Keid,
Exeter, Devon ; John Smith Croslaiul Richards,
Bedford S(iuare ; Robert Harinan Smith, Halifax

;

Francis Patrick Staples, Wexford ; Arthur Edwin
Hutchinson Trotter, Stockton-on-Tees ; Edgar
Beckit Truman, Nottingham ; Richard Wil-
liams, Kingston Bagpuize ; William Homy
Williamson, Wimbledon.

.iVroTUBcARiEs' Hall.—The following gentle-
men passed their examination in the science and
practice of Medicine, and received certificates to

practise, on Thursday, July 26th, 1860 :— Ben-
jamin Evans, Dutfryn, near Newcastle Emlyu,
South Wales

; William Gimson Gimson, Walton,
Leicestershire ; Henry Lewis Harper, St Luko's
Hospital ; Edwin Matthews James, Shrewsbury

;

Arthur Samuels, Eldon place, Livenjool.—For
Assistant :— Edward Ixio Bailey, Maida vale.—
The following gentlemen also on the same day
passed their fii-st examination :—Decimus Curmo,
King's College ;

William Date, King's College ;

Edmund Gwymie, London Hospital ; BartnO-

lomew Lumley, King's College ; Irederic Meggy,
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Guy's Hospital ; Herbert M. Morgan, King's

College ; Thomas F. Morrish, St Bartholomew's

Hospital ; Richard Jones Owen, St Bartholomew's

Hospital ; Daniel Taylor, Bury, Lancashire.

Appointment.—Dr George Buchanan lias been

appointed Lecturer on Anatomy at Anderson's

University, Glasgow, in room of his late father,

Dr M. S. Buchanan.
Dr Robert Lee has been appointed Examiner

in Midwifery at the College of Surgeons, in place

of Dr West.
Dr West has been appointed Examiner in

Midwifery at the University of London, in place

of Dr. Higby, resigned.

Dr MuiiCHisoN has resigned the post of Assist-

ant-Physician to King's College Hospital, and has
been appointed Pathologist and Lecturer on
Morbid Anatomy at the Middlesex Hospital.

Anniversary of the Opening of the Sus-
sex Lunatic Asylu.m, Hayward's Heath.—
On Wednesday, the 25th ult., the anniversary of

the opening of the Asylum at Hayward's Heath
was observed as a holiday by all tlie inmates and
employes of the asylum. In spite of thej many
difficulties attendiug the opening of a new a.sylum

and getting it into working order, the whole year
has liappily passed without one untoward accident.

The general Iiealtli of tlie patients in the asylum
is excellent, and has steadily been improving. The
bracing air of Hayward's Heath, and the excel-

lent dietary, have combined to produce tliis

result ; and for the rest the unremitting care of

Dr Robertson is to be cited as the chief cause of

the satisfactory result attained. The numbers in

the asylum have been steadily augmenting ; and
on the day of the anniversary there were 166 males
and 205 females; total, 371. This number, we
understand, wiU shortly be further increased by
the anival of the patients belonging to the City

of Chichester. The asylum was lately inspected

by the Commissioners in Lunacy, who recorded
their most favourable opinion of all the arrange-

ments and the management of the patients.

Testimonial to a Surgeon.—A circumstance
highly honourable to the poor, and to their medical
attendant, has lately occurred at Barnsley, a
parish in the Cirencester Union, Gloucestershire.
ilr. lies, surgeon, having resigned his appoint-
ment, the inhabitants of Barnsley, whose respect
he had won by his skilful and assiduous attention

to them when sick, presented him with a proof of

their gratitude in the form of a handsome ormolu
clock, with the following inscription:—"To
Albert lies, Esq., M.R.C.S., from the parishioners
of Barnsley, Gloucestershire, in grateful acknow-
ledgment of his unceasing attention, kindness, and
liberality to the poor, as Meilical Officer of the
Cirencester Union. June, 1860."

The John Hunter Statue.—The Medical
Profession in this country will learn witli satisfac-

tion that Mr South, the President of tlie Royal
College of Surgeons, has received, through Dr
Bowditch, of Boston, U.S., 451. as a first instal-

ment from the State of Massachussets towards the
statue. Mr Weekes, the eminent sculptor, has
already commenced his work.

The Thame.s at the present time (March,
1860) is fuller and cleaner than it has been for

some years, mainly owing to the large rain-fall at

the end of the last year and during the present
year, and to the frequent agitation and conse-

quent increased exposure of the water to the ac-

tion of the air by the long prevalent gales. Dace
and other fish, seldom of late years found below
Kew, are now taken as low as Chelsea. The smelt
has come up the river in unusual quantities to

deposit spawn ; and the fishermen from the
Medway, the Lee, and other places in the lower
part of the river, state that from the present pu-
rity of the water they are enabled to bring fish to
BiUingsgate, in their well-boats, without loss,

whereas many were before de stroyed by the pol-
luted and comparatively still condition of the
water at London.

Apothecaries' Hall of Ireland. — At the
annual meeting of the General Council held, ac-

cording to Act of Parliament, on AVednesday,
August 1, the Governor, Dr. Madden, jun., in the
chair, the following officers were elected for the
ensuing year:—Christopher Shaw, M.R.C.S.E.,
Governor

; Charles Holmes, M.D., Deputy-Go-
vernor ; who, with the following Directors, con-
stitute the Court of Examiners :—Dr Betty, Dr
BoUand, Mr Collins, Dr Loet, Dr Madden, Dr
Madden, jun., Dr MoMunn, Dr Mulock, Dr.

Nolan, Mr O'Flaherty, Dr Owens, Dr Shee, and
Dr. Wyse.
Sanitarium at the Cape of Good Hope.—

It has been finally resolved by the Indian autho-

rities to institute a sanitarium at the Cape of

Good Hope for invalid soldiers from India. This
measure has long been debated, but, being re-

solved on, will be carried into execution without
delay. Three hundred sappers are now under-
going a special course of instruction, with a view
to fitting them for the neccessary duties in con-

nection with the establishment of this extensive

sanitarium. They will very shortly leave for the

Cape of Good Hope.
ventilation.—A novelty in ventilation may

be seen at 142, High Holborn, which appears
likely to be beneficial in many cases which have
hitherto been beyond the art of man. Unlike
ordinary ventilation, which only changes the air

of an enclosed place, by admitting the external

air, which in populous places is fouled by smoke,
dust, and every kind of impurity, this venti-

lation separates every kind of impurity from the
air in its passage through the machine. The
change is effected by forcing the air into extended
contact with water, or with water containing dis-

infectants in solution. The process is founded on
the natural law, that water has the property of

heterogeneous adhesion for all substances that
come in contact with it. Common observation

and chemical analyis show that the descending
rain brings down every kind of impurity of the

air, and Mr White has ingeniously imitated this

natural process. By means of various machines,

he forces the air into contact with water in a

manner tliat will be useful to the cottager in his

sick-room, and that provides a luxury and means
of health to the denizens of hot climates ; for by
his process the air can not only be purified, but
cooled or warmed at will. The inventor has also

pointed out, what has long been a desideratum
with sanitary reformers, popular means of testing

the amount of impurity of air, and thus the uti-

lity of his macliine is made a matter of common
observation.

Pay in the Indian Army.—In a late number
of the ' Medical Times and Gazette,' I noticed an
extract from one of my letters. I forward you
more details about the pay and allowances of an
Assistant-Surgeon of her Majesty's Army when on
service in India. I fear it will be stale news,

though. To give you a better idea I will con-

trast the pay of an Assistant-Surgeon of her

Majesty's Army serving in India, witli the pay of

an Assistant-Surgeon of her Majesty's Indian

Army. The following is the bill you have to send

to the Paymaster of the Queen's Troops at the

end of the month ; and then you wait eight or

ten days while your little account is being audited

and pulled about by a lot of indolent natives

before you receive the cash in new rupees. To
get that money it costs me gurree or carriage

hire, two rupees, sometimes four or even eight.

Pay at a central station :—Pay and Indian allow-

ance, 145 rupees 12 annas, or 14/. 10s. and a frac-

tion per month ; extra batta, none ; regimental

house-rent, 30 rupees, or 3?. ; tentage, 50 rupees,

or 51. ; jialkee allowance, 30 rapees, or 31. ; total,

255 i-upees 12 annas, or 251. 10s. In England I

drew 161. 10s. for thirty days. A smaller sum
than the above, to all appearance, yet really it

was greater. I lived easier on English pay than
I do on the Indian rupees, and you know I am
prudent. My expenses are, per month :

—

Servants, including washing and everything re-

lating to servants, 29 rupees ; messing, 62

rupees ; beer, &c. (indispensable), 21 rupees

;

moonshee, 30 rupees : total, 142 rupees. This

list does not include horse expenses. Horse exer-

cise, I may add, is absolutely necessary, as it

helps to lessen the intensity of constipation, from
which all Anglo-Indians suffer more or less. I

have not included either price of quarters, cab

hire, or extras (such as ice, brandy, dinners,

tailors, who are awfully expensive here), and
other things as necessary as the above. At the

end of the month I can assure you I have very

few rupees to spare. I forgot to mention, too,

that you must also furnish your rooms, and when
you are ordered off, sell at a loss. You must put
up with being robbed right and left, and with

your washerman, who also pounds your linen to

rags in a fortnight. All these little tilings are

never thought of by our Indian Nabobs, or else

would their hearts have softened to^vards the

hard-used, over-worked Assistant-Surgeon of her

Majesty's Army. The pay of a friend of mine, an
Assistant-Surgeon of the Indian Army, is 421
rupees a month. We ought, and shall, be better
paid, for we nm risks from diseases wliich kill

more than the sword ; and we have the same
chance of carrying about a congested liver as have
the servants of the Indian Government. Shame-
ful to say, we are in the Queen's couutiy and yet
her noble Warrant is not recognised. I tell these
things so that you may not, if you enter the
Queen's Army, apply for Indian service as I did,

with the idea that I should be better paid here
than elsewhere. No one would come here for

glory now, for the mutiny is over. If you wish
to serve in India, serve in the Indian Army.

—

Extract from Letter of an Assistant-Surgeon of

her Majesty's Army, May 20, in 'Medical Times
and Gazette."

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE WEEK.
Wcdiiesday, August 8.

Operations at Middlesex Hospital, 1 p.m. ; 8t
MaiVs Hospital, 1 p.m. ; University College Hos-
pital, 2 p.m. ; Royal Orthopaedic Hospital, 2 p.m.

Thursday, August 9.

Operations at St George's Hospital, 1 p.m.

;

Central London Ophthalmic Hospital, 1 p.m. ;
London Hospital, IJ p.m. ; Great Northern
Hospital, King's Cross, 2\ p.m.

London Home.—2 p.m.

Friday, Auffust 10.

Operations at Westmmster Ophthalmic Hospital,

IJ p.m.
Saturday, August 11.

Operations at St Thomas's Hospital, 1 p.m. ; St
Bartholomew's Hospital, IJ p.m. ; King's College
Hospital, 1^ p.m. ; Charing Cross HospiUl, 2 p.m.

Monday, August 13.
Operations at the Royal Free Hospital, 2 p.m.
Metropolitan Free Hospital, 2 p.m.

Tuesday, August 14.

Operations at Guy's Hospital, IJ p.m. ; Westmin-
ster Hospital, 2 p.m.

NOTICES TO COREESPONDENTS.

J. C. H.-Certatnly.
Chircbous.—Mr Fergusson and Mr Syme are, we

believe, the only great surgeons who have frankly
expressed their non-conformity with the general
opinion about the superior advantages of the metallic
suture. Our opinion is that there has been a great
deal of exaggeration about the e^ils of the silk and
the advantages of metal ; and we are, at the same
time, certain that the silk threads are much more
easily applied in difficult situations. It is a satis-

faction to find a man like Mr Fergusson giving his

candid opinion, uninfluenced by fashion.

L.S.A.—The Bill will not affect your position.

A Licentiate.—We have done" our duty ; the res-

ponsibility of self-defence necessarily devolves on
[hose whose interests are attacked. The present
Bill, however, is not so important as supposed.

Mr H. Jones.—1st. Yes.—2nii. Yes.
M.B.C.S.—Ist. No.—2nd. Undercliff, Isle of Wigh^
during the winter and spring would be eminently
suitable.— 3rd. There would be no advantage in
going further south.

Alpha.—We think your complaint justified by the
facts.—2nd. There is no legal remedy.

Mr Hodges is thanked.
Dr H. T.— The publisher will attend to your re-

quest.

Pater.—Under the regulations now in force.

A Subscriser.—Yes; by examination.
Medicus (Brighton.)—The best remedy for psoriasis

in its acute stage, that we know, is liq. potassie,

from forty minims to a drachm, diluted in half a
pint of milk, three times a day. It is important
to observe the proportions. Small doses are of very
little use. Afterwards arsenic may be adminis-
tered.

Peter Pindar. — Communication received ; but
poetry being imsuitable to our columns, we decline
the verses.

A Subscriber to the Rotal Medical Benevo-
lent College.—The fault does not lie with us, if

fault there be. We trust that Mrs Jeuner will be
admitted.

Dr Hill.— Received.
An Iwsh Surgeon.—Received and inserted.

Mr Falcon (Fulneck.)—Communication received and
inserted.

Dr Tucker.—Received
;
your request shall be at-

tended to.

Letters received from Dr Smart, W. Graham, A.
Furlong, Dr Palev, Dr BuUocke, R. B, Moow,
W. H, Johnson, W. Batten.
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ON THE

TREATMENT OF GONORRH(EA

WITHOUT SPECIFICS.

By J. L. MILTON.

(Continued from j). 88.)

4. Tendency to Inflammation ofthe Lacuna! of the

Urethra.—However hazardous the statement may

seem that inflammation of the lacunte rarely—

perhaps never—ensues under the use of the treat-

ment recommended for simple gonorrhcea, pro-

vided this has had time to act before the lacunse

are involved, I believe I am warranted in

making it ; but, whether it ensues or not, the

treatment of the parent disorders may be safely

pursued, even though the previous experience of

the patient is that this complication will follow.

A surgeon, at that time a student, placed liim-

solf under the care of Sir Astley Cooper for

gonorrhoea. Tlic great surgeon ordered him an

injection of nitrate of silver, five grains to an

ounce. The inflammation and ]>ain, however,

became so unmanageable that he was soon laid

up with orchitis and abscess of the lacunai. The

latter burst externally, leaving a fistulous opening
which healed in a few weeks, and a gleet which
lasted ten months. Subsequently he had a second

attack, which healed in four months by means of

copaiba and injections. This time the lacuna-

suppurated. He contracted a third gonorrhoea,

and treated it himself with small doses of copaiba

and cubcbs, which purged and nauseated him so

much that he was quite prostrated. Dyspepsia
and total loss of appetite camo on, making nim
.so irritable and weak that he could not mount
hi.s horse or attend properly to business. Within
a fortnight, three of the lacunte had run into

suppnratifjii, and one had burst externally. He
then I'nnsulted me. A mild saline aperient with
full doses of morphia at night was ordered, along
with sulphate of zinc injections. Subsequently
quinine and purgatives were given, and blue oint-

ment was directed to be rubbed over the lacuna;.

H« sill- -lil'- improved ; no more lacunar .suppurated
— til' li-iinrge rapidly subsided, and in a few weeks
g.ive wiiy entirely.

5. Ejxxssiic Irritability of the Bladder and Rec-
tum.—Sudden and almost irresistible irritability

occtirs at times in very healthy persons, often
when the gonorrhcea is yielding to the influence
of medicines ; but there is also an extreme and
rare fonn wliioh is encountered in dclirate persons,
and appears to arise from the gonorrhwal inflam-
mation extending back to the Dladder within the
first few days of its existence. It is sometimes
accompanied by a strong tendency to evacuate
the bowels on administering a urethral injection.

I regret to .say that, notwithstanding all my
attempts, I have failed to discover any remedy
on which we can rely in either form of irritable

bladder. I h.avc tried everj- means recommended
in standard works, along with most of our
sedatives and antispasmodics—such as snmbul,
chlorofonn, &c.—with no bctterresult ; and now,
after accurately noting every case that came
within my ohservation-dtiring the last ten years,

I am oblige<l to confess that in at least half of
these, medicines in safe doses produced no effect,

and in the other half it was often doubtful if im-
provement was not rather a concomitant than a
result. In the form, however, to which I allude,
and which I have not often .seen, I found the
nliniirj- remedies so injurious, that 1 soon
ihandoiKil them in favour of tonics and mild
sedatives— an antacid pnrgative, such as a dose of
Henry's magnesia or the effervescing citrate, and
thi: ...teadv use of injections. The following
hist..iy will, 1 hope, exemplify this cla.ss of cases
b'-'tt'-r thiti nny formal description ;

—

A j."ijil> iiiiiii iii;'.!;.^. d in speculation of a very
hazariloii^ ri.iturr, aiiil subject m consequence to all

the variations between the extremes of excite-
ment an<l depression, consulted me respecting a

vhich he litid just contractefi. As he
irrit.able and nervous, 1 inquired into

.-, and found that, after having been

long in indifferent health, he had two years be-

fore been attacked with influenza, for which ho

placed himself under the care of a well-known

physician.

The disorder slowly gave way, but he had never

regained his flesh and strength ; his digestion was

impaired, his appetite capricious—bowels often

costive, urine loaded with phosphates and mucus,

tongue coated and marked by the teeth. He was

haunted by a feeling that he was growing smaller,

which, he said, in spite of its absurdity he could

not shake off. The discharge from the urethra

was thin, yellow, and profuse, much like that

occasionally seen, without any very manifest

cause, in elderly men. There was no particubr

uneasiness about the parts of generation ; no pain

in making water, chordee, or swelling of the pre-

puce. The discharge had appeared only two days

previously.

A mild saline aperient was ordered, and, as the

patient was very timid, only a weak injection was

employed. In a few days the irritability of the

bladder became so excessive, that the injection was

instantly thrown out again with a little urine,

and the patient had to make water three times in

the first half-hour after. This state continued to a

certain extent up to a late hour in the evcnuig. He
was ordered meat and a glass of port daily—quinine

and sedatives were given, and as it was fonnd

that the occasional use of brisk cathartics induced

much less irritability of the bladder and rectum

than the mild aperient had done, they were sub-

stituted. Injections of nitrate of silver, however,

were principally relied on to remove the dis-

charge.

The first effect of these was to increase the

irritability of the bladder for an hour or two after

using them, when it quickly ceased, and did not

return till the injection was repeated the next

day. Having syringed out the anterior part of

the urethra, the tube of the long syringe was

passed down, and, when withdrawn, pus was
found adhering to its point. This symptom,
coupled with the extreme tenderness of the whole

of tnc urethra, led me to believe that the gonor-

rhneal inflammation had extended backwards to

the neck of the bladder, if not also to the cavity of

this viscus. The long syringe was .substituted,

and the injection was gradually raisetl to the

strength of ten grains to an ounce ; an amount I

have always found neces.sary whenever it was
requisite to apply injections low down. This

alteration had the desired effect, the discharge

diminisliing steadily, though it did not entirely

disappear for six wei'ks. The irritability of the

bladder grew gradually less, but to the very last

the patient wa.s always compelled to sit down
immediately after an injection, and hence, as they

were continued occasionally for some weeks after,

it may be assumed that this irritability endured,

in all, fidl ten weeks in a rather severe form.

There was no relapse—the patient gained flesh

and strength under the use of quinine, and
married soon after.

EMessive IrrilahiHly of the Rectum seems prin-

cipally due to the sudden and irregular distension

of the urethra by the injection. I injected a

gentleman with solution of nitrate of silver for a

gleet which had been treated with chloride of zinc

injection and copaiba ; he was compelled to make
a precipitate retreat to the water-closet. The
next day I made the injection quite weak, al-

though the first had occasioned no great pain.

Tlie irritability of the rectum was still as great :

I then passed down a short sheath and stilet, and
introduced a strip of calico soaked in a strong

solution of nitrate of silver. This did not

induce any irritability of the rectum, and four

applications removed the discharge. It came
bai'k a little, and he never summoned up resolu-

tion again, saying that for a mere drop of dis-

charge it iras not worth the trouble.

5. Perianal Ahacess.—Of gonorrhcea accompa-

nied by this complication I cannot give so favour-

able an account, not having found it so amenable
to treatment as might have been expected.

Fortunately enough, it is rather rare.

It is laid down as a rale of treatment, that

leeches, antimony, calomel, and black draught
should be exhibited for this affection. Those
who have succeeded with these remedies in check-

ing the progress of perina'al abscess, have had
better fortune than has fallen to my share, as

they h.ive never appeared to mo to exert any
material inflncnce over its course.

The only remedy from which I have ever found

benefit ari.se, is the potassio-tartrate of antimony,

in large doses, aided by the application of water

at a very scalding heat to the periuaium, and

sometimes the free application of the nitrate of

silver to the surface.

24 Castle street, St Martin's-le-Grand.

(To be continued.

)

CLINICAL REPORTS.

Rupture of the Urethra, wrrii H.«morrhagii
AND " Retention," from Stricture—how
SHOULD they be TREATED ?

—

Mr ClARK.

Two cases recently under treatment iu St

Thomas's Hospital indicate how useful it is

occasionally to try cautious medical temporising

measures previous to the adoption of hazardous

and heroic cutting surgical operations : indeed,

there are few thoughtful persons who have been

a series of years observing operations in our

larger hospital, especially operations on the

urinary organs, amputations, &c., that would

recommend unnecessary cutting of any kind.

Case I.—One case was that so frequently seen

in our large hospitals—rupture of the perineum

in a young man, who in this instance fell vio-

lently with his perineum in contact with the

sharp edge of a chair-back straddle-wise, lace-

rating the tissues of the part, and causing pro-

fuse hemorrhage from the urethra. This class

of case, though seen so frequently, is yet well

calculated to test a surgeon's skill, whether he

wouU try temporising mean.s or have recourse

to .something more showy and brilliant. Mr
(Uark, called to see the lad, at once obtained a
large full-sized catheter, which he passed into

the urethra as a sort of "tampon" without

difficulty, ami he ordered a bag of ice to bo
applied to the perineum. The urine drawn off

was clear, proving that the blood was derivsd

from the urethra, and not from any injury to the

neck of the bladder. Mr Ckrk observed at th»

time, that it was important to pass a catheter

before the patient made water; and his reason for

selecting a fuU-sizeil instrument with a blunt

point was, that he was thus less likely to meet

with obstniction or to do mischief than with a

small one : moreover, it would effectually fill the

urethra, as just said, and prevent the urine from

finding its way along the side of it. The success

of this plan was quite satisfactory.

Case II. —In a case of retention, the patient

had not been able to micturate for several hours.

His bladder, as felt over the pubes, was very much
distended. The man .said that, at the best of

times, his water was " twisted like a cork-screw,"

and lie felt there was something incontrovertibly

wrong in the passage : atteinptsto pass a catheter

out of doors, before he came to hospital, had
failed. Warm bath and opium (in which, we may
say, " en passant," Mr Skey and Mr Erichsen

also have very great faith) did not seem to act as

quickly as expected, audit was in contemplation

to puncture the bladder by the rectum, when
Mr Clark tried a little exjiedient or "knack"
which he has frequently seen succeed. This is, to

introduce a firm bougie as far as it will go, and
while passing it through or against tho stricture,

directing the patient to strain as if making an
effort to pass water, and then suddenly draw out

the instrument. The opium, we believe, assists

this mancfuvro also, or chloroform assists it. A
small stream of water followed the experiment,

and after a .short time the man had passed six or

eight ounces. He was then ordered an active

saline pnrge to take the strain off the kidneys,

and on the following morning the man had passed

abundance of water, ami has had no retention

sinoc.

This man was saved a disgusting and not at

all a safe ojicration—perforation of his bladder

through the rectum. He now passes water fairly,

but still even a small catheter cannot be got ou
into tho bladder : the urethra, as the surgeons at

St Thomas's lielieve, is most probably quite tor-

tuous l)y tho irregular deposit of lymph at differ-

ent sides or points of its track in the submucous

cellular tissue. It is not iini)Ossible that in this

little expedient or "knack' of passing a bougie,

and directing the man to strain as if bringing the

bladder and urethra into "consensus" for mictu-

rition, the delicate muscular fibres and dotensor

muscles are all brought into action.
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How IS H/EMATOCBLE TO BE DIAGNOSTICATED
FBOM Extra-Uterine Gestation 1 or Extra-
uterine Gestation from Fibrous Tumour
OF the Uterus ?

—

Dr Jones.

Ha;matocele iu the female is a new disease,

liable to be mistaken for what we described (ante,

page 78) last week as extra-uterine gestation. As
this is now "all the talk" of the hospitals,

we believe it will make the subject more com-
plete to refer to this and a case recently at the

Metropolitan Free Hospital. Some cases of extra-

uterine gestation, like that giren by us last week
in the practice of Dr Kamsbotham, might be mis-

taken for haimatocele, or another ditl'erent disease,

fibrous tumour of the uterus ; so that we deem it

important to give the particulars of the diagnosis

in such cases: indeed, this case of "tumour,"
thought to be extra-uterine gestation, has been
for some time under care at the Metropolitan Free

Hospital, but turns out to be a different case alto-

gether. Fibiions tumours of the uterus, perhaps,

if well marked, would be recognised by their his-

t«iy, their consistent hardness, their attachments,

&c. ; hfematocele, by gi-otving more quickly, being
less moveable, and the like ; extra-uteritie preg-

nancy, by the usual signs of pregnancy, with the

ortiinary alterations in the mammte and cervix

and body of the uterus. This all seems clear

enongli ; still we are not so sure tliat the signs and
tokens so easily laid down in special treatises

are so easily I'emembered, or ever at all taught by
onr "pures,"—or that oven the boasted tactiis

eruditus of our most solemn pure surgeons or

general physicians, who join in a useless enisade

against obstetricism and specialism, (our Baker-

Browns and Simpsons,) would not be, and iu

point of fact is not often at fault, (they will ex-

cuse us, ) iu these odd things taught us by the

special hospitals and specialists.

Hfematocele in the female has been noticed as

a very rare, if not mythical affection, by Dr West,
as also by Professor Simpson ; but Voisin gives

twenty-seven cases. It has been recently imagined
as seen also in Dublin ; but, except in the out-

patients' department of our larger hospitals or in

private practice, we think it is not Ukely to come
under notice in our usual visits to hospitals. Dr
West with much assiduity got together eight ])ro-

blematical cases. It is sometimes very sudden in

its appearance, and a patient may even die before

she can be carried to hospital
;
yet it is a disease,

like extra-uterine gestation, that may be met at

any moment in general practice.

But what is the disease ? some one asks. The
name is perhaps not a fortunate one. The disease

as originally noticed and its history perfected

amongst the specialists of Franco, and nowknown
as "retro-uterine hiematocele," consists of certain

hsemorrhagic tumours of a fluctuating nature,

situated between the uterus and rectum ; this

true Inemactoele, so to call it with the spe-

cialists, existing essentially, as it is now found
to do, as an accident or en"or of menstrua-
tion, the blood lying almost alwaj's in the

peritoneal sac between the utenis and rectum.

Another form of the disease, not so specific, exists

where blond is extravasated into the cellular

tissue behind the uteras and outside the perito-

neum, of the nature of thrombus rather than as

encysted blood from menstnial disturbance. Or,

again, in a tliiixl form, blood may collect in the
folds of the broad ligaments, caused by any un-

usual violence of the parts. Here it is, at a glance,

quite obvious that in the first variety only are

the active organs engaged in menstruation—the

ovary, Fallopian tube, or uterus at all implicated.

The disease in the woman is usually caused by
some violence during coitus or menstniation ; as,

for instance, with a violent drunken man ; in

this particular agreeing in some measure with
the eliief cause of extra-uterine gestation refeiTcd

to by us previously (p. 78), viz. fright on the
part of the woman also at this time ; this, of

course, is easily understood. The mischief
generally in uterine hsematocele, but not always,
dates from a menstrual period ; nor is it difficult

to understand how this comes about, as, in

addition to the organs just named as so much en-
gaged by reflex action or emotion, or congested, we
have also the entire uterine system in a congested
•tate, as well as the hfemon-hoidal vessels, &c.
The blood in the simpler forms of the disease is

found to be extravasated and coagulated in
masses, and is probably absorbed ; but in the
other more comjdicated .shape in which the

disease appears, the blood becomes altered, sup -

jmration takes place, and the contents of the
cyst, as in extra-uterine gestation already re-

ferred to, escape externally ; nay, it has been
found that the haemorrhage may be active in

some cases, though passive in others. As to the
causes of the disease, diminution or alteration of
the fibrin iu the blood is thought to be a pre-

disposing cause. A patient with measles has
been known, for instance, to die immediately
after the commencement of menstruation from a

hsematocele which originated in the left Fallopian
tube ; another patient in slight small-poi, also

has been similarly affected from the same cause.

This disease, it is well to remember, is not
associated with amenorrheea, but rather with
the conditions already referred to of emotional
excitement, or a condition of plethora with
abundant and habitual menstrual flow, usually
light red with clots. There is also jiain, and very
often pain is felt at the time already referred to,

when the woman suffers violence. The disease is

very likely to be met with in manufacturing dis-

tricts, where women mix in a rough manner and
drink in company with men, and it has been more
than once mistaken for poisoning !

A very essential difference is found to exist

between what is known as the encysted and the
non-encysted forms of hsematocele. If the ex-
travasation be slow, it becomes encysted and sur-

rounded on all sides by lymphy adhesions ; but if

rapid and abundant, the blood spreads over a
lai^e surface of the peritoneum, and if the patient

does not sink from the loss of blood, death is un-
fortunately sure to result from the extensive peri-

tonitis set up ; the blood from the uterine cavity,

if it should reach to or remain in that part, la

a!.so mixed up with a very iiTitating mucus.
" Hardly have some drops of blood penetrated
into the serous cavity," says the chief authority

on this disease, " than it inflames. This results

in speedily establishing adhesions between all the
pelvic organs, or rather between their peritoneal

coverings. The coils of intestines are jiushed

upwards ; the collection of blood encysts rapidly,

by means of the inflammation of the serous
membrane and formation of cellular adhesions."
In the non-ency.sted hajmatoeele the disease is so

sudden and alarming, that poisoning will probably
be suspected. The symptoms are intense ab-

dominal pain, with intense distress and agitation

:

the poor woman is anaemic from loss of blood
;

the belly becomes hard and tender ; hiccup and
vomiting are sometimes present ; syncope follows,

and death in a few hours. A tumour is felt above
the pubes, on the right oftener than the left side

;

or where the disease is more pereisteut, examined
through the vagina, it is felt pushing forward the
cervix uteri, flattening the rectum, and stretching

the walls of the vagina, it fills the inferior open-
ing of the pelvis ; it may become as large as a
child's head, and rarely increases in size after its

first formation ; the serum of the blood in the
hsematocele is absorbed, but the eoagulum
remains. When menstruation is established again,

it is followed by a diminution of the tumour, and
it may even all go away in three or four months.
In twenty-seven cases, six emptied themselves by
the rectum, three by the vagina, and four burst
into the peritoneum.

So far we have said what the disease at the

Metropolitan Free Hospital is found NOT to be,

though in some measure not unhke hematocele.
It is useful, sometimes, thus to have ajieg-on
which to hang something of the thin tissue, the
web and woof of diagnosis, the hair-splittings of

the talk of hospitals, especially as we ever and
again, notwithstanding the utmost industry, come
on men who will misrepresent us. (a) In our

figures we always strive to be rigid and correct

;

though many other portions of oijr clinical

reports we wish to l>e of the nature of diagrams,

giving the rough, broad outlines of hospital prac-

tice, which are many times more useful than dry,

unreadable details of second year's students, as to

every-day common CAsos, mirrored for us week
ofter week. Diagrams are like statistics, finger-

posts in the cross roads of medical and surgical

(a) Of such is Dr Eben Watson, a young surgeon,

a " pure" who deems it infra dig. to look into the

specialism of Mr Baker-Brown's vesico-vaginal fistulae

cases, of which we have in this place reporteil thirty

cases—about twice as many as all our larger hospitals

or Dr Eben Watson's picked milder cases put to-

gether.

science, and many cases like the following are
mere diagrams.

Mrs W., aged twenty-nine, applied la.st June
with a history of what would be called " spuri-
ous pregnancy," from January, 1859, to October of
that year, when, although a midwife had been en-
gaged, and everything ready for her confinement,
a consulting accoucheur having been sent for, the
case was declared to be an abdominal tumour,
perhaps fibrous, but not ])regnancy. This is a
case which we might spread over an enrire page.
Admitted to hospital eighteen months after Uie
suspension of menstniation, the woman's abdo-
men was about as large as it would be in the
seventh month of pregnancy ; it is, in fact, occu-
pied by a large firm mass, which may or may not
be an extra-uterine gestation, hsematocele, or
pregnancy. The breasts are developed and con-
tain milk, the areolas are dark ; the fact that the
woman has had no haemorrhage or injury mili-
tated against extra-uterine gestation, and as the
OS uteri is felt high up, the cervix short, and s
flexible sound may be introduced for the length of
four inches, and as the tumour is easily felt and
peculiarly hard, it is now deemed to be a fibrous

growth. For some time, however, it had the
character of "hsematocele," anew disease as iar

as our London hospitals are concerned, and of
which and extra-uterine gestation we have deemed
it right to give the preceding description.

THE SPIRIT
OF THE PEEIODICALS.

The ' Dublin Quarterly Journal ' opens with an

article on the Natural Conttanls of the Urint of

Man, by the Rev. Samuel Haughton. This

reverend gentleman appears to follow out his

physiological inquiries with remarkable zeal and

acuteness. We are unable to give an abstraot

of this very elaborate paper ; bnt we may remark

that some curious conclusious are stated : for ex-

ample, the Author says that it requires 297 '7

grains of urea to keep 1501b. of man aUve for

twenty-four hours, and that the actual value of

vital work this represents is calculated at 769"45

tJDns lifted one foot. He says :

" This enormous force is requisite to keep
1501b. of man living during twenty-four hours,

and yet it is not all that is required ; for, in

addition, there is the Opns calorificimi, or work
necessary to keep the skin at a constant tempera-
ture of 90° F. The amount of this latter work
will vary with climate and season, and appears to

depend altogether on the excretion of carbonic
acid, and not on that of urea."

In another place he says that the vital force

required to keep '

' a man of any weight alive for

twenty-four hours, is capable of lifting his body

through 218 miles in the same time."

Some observations then are made on the vital

force exjXinded on mental work ; we can only,

however, append the conclusions arrived at

:

"1. The quantity of urea passed per day by
men in health varies with their food and occupa-

tion, the latter being the principal cause, and
regulating the other.

" 2. Men employed only in manual or routine

bodily labour are sufficiently well fed on vegetable

diet, and discharge on an average 400 grs. of urea

per day, of which 300 grs. are spent in vital, and
100 gi-s. in mechanical work. This conclnsiou is

iu conformity with the experience of the mass of

mankind employed in manual labour ui all ages

and countries.
" 3. When the work is of a higher order, a

better quality of food must be supplied, sufficient

to.allow of a discharge of 533 grs. per d.iy of urea,

of which 300 grs., as before, are spent in vital

work, and 233 grs. in mental work and tie

mechanical work uecessar)' to keep the body in

health.
" 4. The quantity of urea discharged per day
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The pain, thoujjh severe during exercise, was
diminislied, but did not cease, during rest.

"Witli imjirovemont of health, wliicli liad

been somewhat impaired, tliis gentleman was
relieved of liis local pain, and now, after the

lapse of twelve years, he is able to take any active

exercise on foot, without suffering ; he feels no
pain, but t\\e swelling conlimus undimmixhcd.

'
' That, like the case tlie history of which I

have read to you, was an examjile of swelling of

the bone confined to the upper end, and accom-
panied with pain. We are seldom without
examples of enlargement of the shaft of the
tibia, attended with more or less suffering from
pain. The enlargement or hypertrophy in these
cases commonly affects the thickness of the bone
only, but occasionally its length as well. The
wor.st cases of thickening of the bone that I have
seen have been connected with syphilitic taint

of tlie system. In suoli cases, tlie sliaft is the
part chiefly affected.

"Let us turn now to the pain and the swelling

in the case recited, as the guides in forming the
diagnosis. First, as regards the pain. After
careful examination, it was plain that the pain
did not arise from any general or constitutional

state of the patient. He had never been subject

to any local pain without a local disease. He
was a laborious and healthy man, not one of the
class of persons in whom pain witliout a local

cause is found to arise. There was not, moreover,
any disease in the limb, except in the place

referred to, to account for the pain, and no other
conclusion seemed possible but that tiie pain
arose from the swelliiig at the jjoint at which it

was felt.
'

' The character of the pain was not mthout
its importance. The patient described the pain
as like that of a ' gathered finger ;' it was such,

in fact, as might be expected when pus was being
formed.

"Again, as to the swelling, it was confined to

the end of the bone, and it is at that part of the
bone that collections of pus have been met with.

It had not lasted for a great length of time, and
there was tenderness to the touch over it.

" These were the circumstances which led to

the conclusion that the patient's sufferings were
owing to abscess in the cancellated part of the
bone, and to the practice pursued."

Dr SissoN of Cheltenham contributes a paper

on T/k Value of Tonics in Asthenic Dropsij. As

there are some points of interest in the case, we

quote it.

" Whilst Dr Handfield Jones's case of ascites, in
' The Lancet ' of the 7th ult., shows that some
forms of dropsy are curaMe by tonics, and unaf-

fected by diuretics, the following points out the
fact, that others, though benefited by drugs of
the latter description, require the former to com-
plete a cure :

'
' Mrs , aged forty-five, has been ailing more

or less for the last ten years, during which time
she has been fre(juently under treatment with
only temporary benefit. For the last three years
she has had sweUuigs of tlie face, abdomen, and
legs. Catamenia have appeared only once in that
time, and then in excess. Has had an eruption
on the skin, unaffected by treatment. For the
last two years or more, she has lived on slops,

forced down without appetite. Has had frequent
vomituigs, with diarrhoea, blood being often
passed with the stools.

" Jlay 16th.—Found her in bed, presenting the
following symptoms :—F'ace much bloated ; ab-

domen very protuberant ; body generally aiiasar-

cous, with large dropsical swellings in depending
parts ; much emaciated in pai-ts not concealed by
effusion

;
patches of eczema on back of hands,

feet, and front of legs
;
great dyspncea ; horizontal

position intolerable ; incessant cough, expectora-
tion thin and frothy ; complains of great pain in
the chest ; on percussion, marked duluess on the
right side, over lower half of lungs posteriorly
and anteriorly

; loud crepitations ; mucous
rales

;
pulse 100, feeble ; urine turbid, scanty, of

dark-brown colour, not coagulable by heat and
nitric acid ; stools liquid, dark, and offensive.
To apply turpentine stupes to chest ; chloride of
mercury, three grains

;
powdered rhubarb, ten

grains. To be followed by an aperient draught.
"17th.—Ordered bitartrate of potass, one scra-

pie ;
vinegar of squills, spirit of nitrous ether, of

each ten minims ; compound decoction of scopa-

rium, two ounces, thrice a day ; beef-tea, and
half an ounce of brandy every four hours.
"The patient improved most satisfactorily up to

the 25th, when her husband summoned me in

haste, stating that his wife was dying. I found
her gasping for breath

;
pulse at the wrist scarcely

perceptible ; had complained of great jiain in the
chest. Apjdy turpentine stupes to the chest

;

hot bottles to the feet, and give one drachm of

brandy.-i' Nutrients more frequently j continue
diuretic mixture and brandy.

" 29tli.—The patient was delirious la.st night
;

fot out of bed, and went into the adjoining room,
liis morning she is nervous and fidgety. Pulse

120, weak. Half an ounce of brandy every two
hours ; continue diuretic ; twenty minims of

tincture of opium at bedtime.
" 30tli.- Slept well last night ; much im-

proved ; dropsy disappearing, except in face and
legs ; urine much increased, clear. She called

my attention to a swelling in the right iliac re-

gion, for which she had been previously under
treatment. Now that the ascites was removed, I

perceived a tumour in this situation, of the size

of a large fist
;
painful ; movable ; outline dis-

tinct ; iiuctuation jierceptilile. As vaginal ex-

amination was objected to, I did not pi'ess it

in her present state, intending, however, to do
so at a future time. To apply six leeches, and
fomentation.

".Tune 1st.—Pain in iliac region removed.
Apply six more leeches.

'

' 6th.—At this time all the more urgent symp-
toms had disappeared ; but the legs became enor-

mously distended, and covered with one mass of

potechiie. Tlie catamenia reappeared ; excessive

and pale. Discontinue the diuretic mixture. The
legs to be bandaged. Ten minims of tincture of

muriate of iron thrice a day.
" From this time the patient recovered most

rapidly : the bloated clieeks, however, remained
unchanged, showing that the cure was not yet

complete. Ordered to bandage the face tightly

witli handkerchiefs, and to continue the iron. In

a few days my patient had the satisfaction of

seeing her face reduced to its normal proportions.

The eczema entirely disappeared, and by the end
of June she liad not only regained her strength,

but stated that she never felt better in lier life.

I now pressed for an examination of the swelling

in the side, when she assured me that, after a

minute examination, not a vestige remained.
" Here was a case of acute pulmonary cedema,

supervening on chronic ascites and general

anasarca, in a patient debilitated by long disease

and inability to take substantial food. Her history

was most unpromising, lier brother having died of

drop.sy, her mother dropsical, and a sister, about
whom I have .since been consulted, in the same
state. To a young practitioner like myself, it

may be supposed that the case was one of no little

anxiety ; but still, after a most minute exami-
nation, being satisfied that no organic disease

existed, and believing in the wonderful power of

drugs when properly employed, I predicted a per-

fect recovery. But when the ascites had disap-

peared, and my attention was called to the tumour
in the iliac region, my favourable prognosis was
shaken. Had I continued the routine practice

with diuretics, not only should I have failed in

effecting a cure, but 1 anticipated a return of all

the symptoms which had disappeared. What
diuretics failed in, iron accom]disned, and has, I

believe, rendered permanent a cure which would
otherwise have been of short duration. What
would nature—what would the much-vaunted
homoeopathy have done in such a case ? Allowed
disease to have its sway, and hurry the p6or
patient with rapid and unerring strides to a jjre-

mature and unnecessary death. Ujion what
pathological condition did the dropsical effusion

in this case depend ! Doubtless thojnore liquid

portions of this greatly-impoverishecftlood found

a ready exit through the walls of the capillaries,

relaxed from want of their proper stimulus—

a

healthy blood. The action of the iron is then
obvious.

" And now comes the most important question.

What was the tumour in the iliac region ? Could
it be ovarian dropsy ? Such was my diagnosis.

But wo are told that the contents of an ovarian

cyst are never absorbed. The vaginal walls,

however, may give way, and the contents be dis-

charged by that channel. Was the supposed

return, then, of the catamenia on the 6th of June
such a discharge ? I tliink it possible ; but as a

vaginal examination was not made, a doubt may
exist whetlicr the tumour was ovarian at all.

Here is a tumour dating from a miscarriage ten
years ago, gradually rising out of the pelvic
cavity towards the abdomen, increasing as it pro-
ceeds ; at times painful : movable ; with defined
outline and perceptible fiuetuation. I ask, if not
on ovarian tumour, what was it ?

" The extracts I have made of this case seemed
to me as few as were compatible with the right
understanding of so important a subject."

Dr Hakri.s, of the 15th Regiment of Bengal

Infantry, reports a case of Fissure of the Anut

which was cured bj- the knife in the usual way ; and

Dr Thorn, of the Harrow road, reports a case of the

Induction of Premature Labour, slowly and suc-

cessfully brought on by the agency of a drachm

of the biborate of soda, three times a day, after

the removal of the idug from the os uteri,

M. Claude Bkhnard's Lectures are continned

in the ' Medical Times and Gazette.' Dr Good-

fellow continues in the same journal his Lec-

tures on BriglU's Disease. We extract the fol-

lowiug remarks on the Proximate Cause of

Anasarca

:

" Proximate Cause of Anasarca. — Various
causes are in opefation in the production of ana-
sarca from kidney disease. That which is the result

of the acute aflfections—when drops}' comes on
rapidly in a few hours, aud is almost the first indi-

cation of tlie disease—is not probably produced
by the .same causes as those which, singly or in

combination, are so influential in the production
of anasarca in the more chronic forms. Tlie same
may be said with regard to the nervojis symp-
toms. There is no doubt that a cause suddenly
coming into operation, before the system is in a
manner prepared for it, may be productive of
consequences which, if it came on, or acted, more
slowly, so as to allow the system to accommodate
itself to it—to acquire a tolerance for it—woold
not be of any serious nature. It may not be the
same poisonous substance in the one case as in

the other. L^nfortunately we know nothing for

certain with regard to whether urea, as urea, is a
poison. Some allege that it is so, but only in

considerable quantities ; others affirm that it is

only the salts into which it is prone to be con-

verted. Some, again, assert that in the blood it

always exists as urea, and becomes converted into

different salts of ammonia by a ferment, when
passing through mucous membranes, or shortly

after it has passed through them. The experi-

ments of Dr Hammond of Philadelphia, wliich

were conducted with great care, conclusively

prove that urea, when retained in the blooc^

either by disease or extirpation of the kidneys, is

highly poisonous, and is sure, sooner or later, to

kill ; for however strongly the experiments of

Bernard tend to show that after extirpation of the
kidneys, the lives of the subjects of his experi-

ments were preserved for some days by the eumi-
natiou of the urea by the mucous membrane of

the stomach and intestines, under the form of

salts of ammonia, yet the animals invariably died
as soon as the stomach became no longer capable
of performing this vicarious office.

" Dr Hammond's experiments are of such great
importance, aud prove so conclusively the poison-

ous nature of urea, that I shall make no excuse for

detaining you a few minutes in stating the results

of them. I know you are aware (for I hare
always mentioned it in my systematic Lectures

here) that Wahler and Frerichs explained the
urwmic intoxication by supposing that the urea is

converted, through the agency of a fennent, into

carbonate of ammonia in the blood. Dr Ham-
mond was induced to perform his experiments for

the purpose of deciding upon the correctness of

this theor}-. The experiments upon which
Frerichs fouuded his theory were these :—In the

first series he injected a solution of the urea into

the blood of animals whose kidneys had been
previously removed. In from an hour and a
quarter to eight hours they became restless and
vomited. Ammonia was detected in the expired

air, aud, simultaneously, convulsions ensued.

Death occurred in from two and a half to ten

hours from the commencement of the experi-

ments. Ammonia was found in tlie blood, the
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contents of the stomach, and in the bile

and other secretions. In the second series

a solution of carbonate of ammonia ((Quantity not

stated) was injected. Convulsions ensued almost

immediately, and were quickly followed by stu-

por. The respiration was laboured, and the ex-

pired air was loaded with ammonia. The sub-

stance, however, gradually disappeared, and the

animals recovered their senses.
" Now, with regard to the ammonia discovered

ju these cases, it must be mentioned that it has

b«en found in the expired air of healthy indi-

viduals, and that, on the other hand, it frequently

cannot be detected even in persons dying of

Briglit's Disease, when the urinary secretion h.is

been in great part, if not quite suppressed. Some
of you have seen the experiments tried in the

wards, by means of a glass rod dipped in hydro-
chloric acid, without discovering a trace of am-
monia. But this substance has also, like urea,

been detected in the blood in health, and has
often been met with as a constituent of the ex-

pired air of healthy persons.
" Dr Hammond's experiments also consisted of

two scries. In the first, the substances were in-

jected into tlie blood of sound animals ; in the

second, the kidneys had been previously extir-

pated. The substances injected were nrea, urea
mixed with vesical mucus, carbonate of ammonia,
nitrate of potash, and sulphate of soda. I shall

only give you the results of those made with the

three first. They were iujected into the jugular

vein in drachm 4oses, dissolved in four ouuces of

distilled water ; and in the case of the second
experiment, the urea was mixed with 115 grains

of the mucus. AH the animals exhibited some
uneasiness soon after the injection, slight spasms
of the limbs, followed by a disturbed sleep of two
or three hours' duration ; and on awaking out of

it, they pas.scd a large quantity of water, soon
after which tliey were as well as ever. The car-

bonate of ammonia seemed to produce more im-
mediate and violent symptoms, but yet the
animal sjieedily recovered. In the two experiments
with urea tlie dogs pas.sed a much greater quantity
of water after tlian beforo the injection, and also

an increased quantity of urea, amounting to within
about six grains of'^ that whicli had been intro-

duced into the blood. No ammonia could be
detected in the expired air or in the water ; while
in the case of the injection of the carbonate of
ammonia it was detected in both. In these ex-
periments the urea produced some symptoms of
poisoning, but, in consequence of its speedy
elimination by the healthy kidney, they very
quickly subsided, and the animals recovered. Much
the .sjiine results have been observed with regard to
other jioisons ; when, for example, arsenic, in
no very large dose, ha.s been taken into the
stomach, and it has been speedily removed by
vomiting. ,Symptoms of jioisoning may have
been present before the vomiting took place ; but
after the removal of the poison by vomiting they
have gradually subsided. But let the jwison
remain, by the absence of vomiting in the one
case, or the suppression of tlio excretion in the
other case (with urea), and the sj-mptoms will

continue, and death more or less speedily
supervene.

" In the second series, Dr Hammond, previous
to the injection, extirimted the kidneys, and after

the animals liad completely recovered from the
effects of the operation, antf appeared lively, the
same substances, in precisely the same quantities,

were injected. In from forty-five minutes to an
honr after the urea liad been injected, the two
dogs were seized with convulsions, which con-
tiuuc<l, witli alternations of stupor, from six and
a quarter to eight hours, when they died. There
was no vomiting, no ammonia in tlie breath, nor
any ammoniacai odour perceived in the examina-
tion of the bodies after death. Pretty nearly the
same .lyiiiptoins were observed after the injection
of tile rarUniate of ammonia, and death occurred
n about the same time. The symptoms came on
siimewhat earlier, and there was vomiting. Am-
monia was detected in the vomiting matters, and
in the breath.
" The condition of the system after extirpation

of the kidneys is in many respects analogous to
that present in Hright's Di-sease. In many cases,
especially in the early stages of the acute fonns,
and in the later stages of the chronic forms, there
is almost a suppression of the secretion. The
•tatemeiitK of Dr Recs and others, that urea has
b«en found (and these are very exceptional eases)

in the blood in large quantities, when no very
evident symptoms of urajmic poisoning have been
observed, ought not to weigh against such evidence
as this. In the case mentioned by Dr Rees, the
kidney disease may have come on so slowly that

the system may have had time to acquire a

tolerance for the poison. There is no reason why
a tolerance to some extent may not be slowly
acquired for this, as we know it to be acquired
for other undoubtedly poisonous substance.,. As
I stated in my last lecture, urea is always present

in healthy blood. It must of necessity be so.

No physiologist, I believe, denies that the urea

is merely separated from the blood. It is uni-

versally acknowledged now-a-days tliat the kidneys

have no converting power. It cannot be supposed,

therefore, that all the urea contained in the blood
goes directly to the kidneys ; and, therefore, it

follows that only that quantity which passes

through these organs is separated of this excre-

ment at every successive revolution of the cir-

culation.
" But not only has it been shown by experi-

ments that urea is poisonous when introduced

into the blood ; M. GaUois has detected its

poisonous properties when injected into the
stomach. He injected urea (about five drachms)
into the stomach of rabbits, and he fouud that it

became absorbed, and passed through the circu-

lation, and was excreted by the kidneys as urea,

and that the animals died, all having exhibited

the same .symptoms. They were—acceleration of

the respiration, weakness of the limbs, tremblings

and startings of the muscles, general convulsions,

tetanus, and death. Making allowance for the

animals operated upon—rabbits—these symptoms
resemble in many respects those which we observe
in the human body in rapid poisoning by ursemia.

But apart from the results obtained by chemists,

vivisectors, and experimenters, the practical Phy-
sician has constantly irrefragable evidence, in cases

of acute anasarca, of the undoubted poisonous in-

fluence of the urinous excrement when retained in

the blood. No vivi-sector or experimental physio-

logist has either extirpated the kidneys, tied the
renal arteries, destroyed the renal nerves, or in any
other way arrested the renal functions without
greducing the symptoms of unemic poisoning,

ut in all the cases of removal of the kidney the
animal survived for several days, and the .symp-

toms were not observed for a considerable time
after the operation. In those, however, in which
the urea had been introduced after extiqiation,

the sjTnptoms invariably came on within the hour,
and death occurred in from six to nine hours."

Having come to the conclusion that the urea it.

self is poisonous, or that the urea and extractives

together are so, the Author proceeds to inquire

how they act in the production of anasarca. Ho
concludes that one way is by relaxing the walls of

the capillaries, and converting them into inert

tubes ; and another way is by inducing the same

effect upon the tubes, through an effect upon the

nervous system, and also by impairing the chemi-

cal affinities, which exercise an important influence

jU carrying on the renal circulation. All these

modes may assist, according to our Author, in

indncing the result. He says :

'
' By one of these ways, jierhaps by Ixith com-

bined, the transmission of the blood through the

system is delayed—the red corpuscles accumulate,
the vessels become distended, and their walls at-

tenuated. During this condition the heart is

acting tumultuously from the general inflamma-
tory erethism present, and it is constantly pro-

fielling greater quantities of blood into the arterial

system. You know the eft'ect of all this. The
blood in the arterial system is enclosed and jiressed

in canals, more or less elastic, more or less mus-
cular

; it cannot recede because of the valves of

the heart, and it is only able to escape by travers-

ing the narrow minute capillaries. Now, although
the sum of the.se cajiillarics may be greater than
that of the arteries with which they are continuous,

yet anything which arrests or impedes the circu-

lation through these capillaries, or the veins be-

yond, must augment the arterial tension— the
arterial prcs.sure. The force, then, with which
the blood is pressed against the capillaries, dis-

tended, as I nave shown thein to be, by the action

of the uriemic poison upon them—whether directly

or indirectly, mediately or immediately— must
inevitably lead to one of two things : either th
escape of the serous part of the blood, or of

that of the blood itself. If it be serum alone,

there is anasarca ; if blood, there is hsemorrhage."

Some interesting remarks follow on the causa-

tion of anarsaca in chronic cases.

Dr "W. D. MooEE contributes an analysis of a

discussion that took place in the Swedish Society

of Physicians, relative to the death-wound of

King Charles the Twelfth. This paper is interest'

ing in an historical point of view. It appears,

upon a recent examination of the body, that the

chivalrous king was not killed by an assassin, but

by a missile shot by the enemy, and penetrating

to the brain.

Dr Ch.\rles Tayi.ok, of Liverpool, reports a

case of Saturnine Paralysis. "We extract it :

"W. H. G., male, aged forty-seven, married, a
ship captain, came under my care on December
14, 1859,—a melancholy-looking, emaciated man,
with cadaverous complexion and yellow conjunc-

tiva;, vascular and respiratory organs normal,

functions of abdominal viscera well performed

;

pulse 65 ; tongue moist, steadily protruded ; no
defect of articulation, skin clammy, senses and
sensibility normal

;
gait steady. Tlie breath has

a peculiar fetor, and the gums are marked with a
blue line at their junction with the teeth. (Jrine

loaded with lithates, free from albumen, and
yielding, on analysis, a trace of lead. States that
he has had good health all his life, with the excep-
tion of an attack of fever, which occurred twenty
years ago. It is upwards of a year and a lialf since

lie left the sea, and resided at Egremoiit, where
his wife and himself habitually used rain-water
that was stored in a leaden cistern. The effects of

this water (which I found on examination to con-

tain lead) were developed in both cases within
seven months, when my patient began to feel ill,

complaining of loss of appetite, dull gnawing
pain in the epigastric region, succeeded by vomit,
ing and obstinately-constipated bowels. Two or

three Medical gentlemen were consulted ; but not
improving, he applied to the Northern Hospital,

and on September S, 1859, was admitted into the
Royal Infirmary, where he remained upwards of

two months. The principal symptoms were re-

lieved by the treatment adopted, and he was dis-

charged at the end of that time, suffering from
complete wrist-drop of both hands.
"On desiring the patient to stretch out the

superior extremities, the wrists fall in a straight

line, and are neither adducted nor abducted (indi-

cating equal paralysis of the extensor carpi ulnaris

and extensor carpi radialis). In this position he
finds it impossible to extend the fingers ; but on
supporting the first phalanges, the second and
third are readily extended by the iuterossei and
lumbricales muscles. The foreams generally are

emaciated, and the thenar and hypothenar emi-
nences are atrophied to a marke(l degree. Ho
states that complete wrist-drop has existed for

six months. On proceeding to asceitain the
effect of the electric current 'on the paralysed
muscles, I found the whole of the superficial layer

of the posterior brachial region unaffected by the
most powerful cniTent, with the exception of the
anconeus and supinator longus, in which the

excitability was normal. Of the deep layer the

supinator brevis was the only muscle on the right

side that preserved its contractility ; but on the

left the e.xten.sor ossis metacarpi pollicis, ext(n»or

prinii internodii, and extensor secundi internodii

pollicis, in addition, acted readily. These and
tlie su|iinators of both arms were also subject to

the will. The muscles of the anterior brachial

region acted well, as did, to a less degree, those

of the thenar and hypothenar eminences ; while

in the palmar regions, the iuterossei and lumbri-

cales preserved their electro-muscular contrac-

tility.

" I commenced the treatment on December 14,

1859, by passing a strong, ra))idly-interrupted

current, from primary and secondary vnrea,

through each paralysed muscle in the posterior

brachial region, for the space of two or three

minutes ; and this operation, with occasional

omission.s, which it is needless to detail, was
repeated thrice weekly up to February 20, 1860,
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wheu the natural tension and voluntary motion

in these muscles was restored, although they still

remained quite unaffected by the most powerful

Fai-adic current. Those of the hand were not

subjected to the electric stimulus, and remained

in much the same condition, although slightly

improved.
"This case appears to me to present some

points of interest, to which I will briefly call

attention :

—

"1. The atrophy and paralysis of the muscles
of the thenar eminences in both hands, as a
result of the imbibition of lead, is worthy of

note, as being opposed to a recent observation

of Dr Ducheniic of Boulogne, who attributes this

atrophy, as formerly noticed by writers on satur-

nine disease, to the compression exercised by
the handle of the paint-brush, in that class of

workmen most frequently the subject of the
affection. He says :

—
' Je viens de dire que les

muscles de la main ne sont pas ordinairemeut
atteints par le poison. II est vrai que j'ai vu deux
ou troisfois les muscles de 1' Eminence thenar con-

sid^rablement atrophies du c6te droit, chez des

pcintres atteints de paralysie saturnine; les muscles,

qnand Us ne sont pas entierement ti'ansform^s,

conservent leur contractilite electrique. J'attribue

eette atrophic i, la compression exercee par le

manche de la brosse, et non k I'influence toxique

du plomb.'
" 2. The exemption of the supinators, although

receiving their nervous supply from the same
source as the affected muscles, is almost constant

in these cases, although I have seen the contrary

stated ; but the fact that the three extensors of

the thumb wore paralysed only ou one side is some-
what singular, and worthy of note.

" 3. The subjection of muscles to the influence

of the will by frequent applications of the electric

current, although still rebellious to the most
powerful shocks of that agent, is a singular fact

that has been noticed by Ducheime and others,

and might be a means of enabling us to diagnose

pre-existing lead disease after recovery of the
patient.

"4. The return of voluntary power in the
wasted and completely paralysed muscles, by
the treatment adopted, while those only partially

affected, and not subjected to the electric stimu-
lus, remained in statu quo, is illustrative of tlie

value of Faradism as a thei-apeutic agent in such
eases.

"5. The ease with which the electric stimulus
may be localised in deep-seated parts was well

illustrated by this case, as I could readily pass

a current tlu'ough the superficial and deep layer

of insensible extensors, causing violent contraction

of the excitable flexors on tlie other side of the

isan.
" 6. I beg also to direct particular attention

to the value of elastic straps in supporting the

hand, in patients sulTeringfrom saturnine paralysis.

The idea of employing these substitutes for

splints was original, aud I, at the time, believed

it to be a novel contrivance. 1 learned, however,
sub.sequently, that Dr luman of this town had
used an instrument precisely similar four years

ago, which he described in the first volume of

the ' Liverpool Medico-Chirurgical Transactions ;'

nevertheless, although vastly superior to splints,

it does not appear to be generally known. 1 may,
therefore, mention that it consists simply of a

piece of flat elastic, sticthed by one end to the

back of an oi-dinary glove, the other being tied

by tape above the elbow ; it costs a few pence
only, and when applied, eflfectually supports the

wrist, and permits the extensors to be exercised

in proj)ortion to their power ; it does not interfere

with the action of the flexors, and by the support
afforded to the first phalanges materially facili-

tates free play of the second and third. Its

contractile nature also as.sists the patient in

voluntary efforts to move the paraly.sed muscles,
which gynnuu^liquc 'lurvcusc to no slight degree
aids in their restoration."

Anottieu Specific Remedy for Cancer.—
Three medical practitioners coming from the

steppes of Kirghiz, a vast tract of land situated

between tlie boundaries of China and Russia, have
lately arrived in St Petersburg to offer a specific

lemedy for cancer. The Academy of Medicine
of St Petersburg has refused permission to insti-

tute experiments in the hospitals to test the new
iremedy.

MEDICAL SOCIETIES.

ROYAL MEDICAL AND CHIEURGICAL
SOCIETY.

Tuesday, June 26, 1860.

F. C. Skey, Esq., President, in the Chair.

A paper, by Dr Sydney Rinoek, was read, on
THE RELATIVE AMOUNT OF SUGAR AND UREA

IN THE URINE IN DIABETES MELLITUS.
Two cases, patients in Uiiiver.'rity College Hos-

pital, under the care of Dr Parkes, are given, in

which tlie observations were made hourly over a
considerable period, thus enablmg the sugar and
urea to be compared, under various circumstances,

with greater accuracy. The following are the
conclusious at which the Author lias arrived :

—

1st. That after the influence of food on the urine

has entirely disappeared, a constant ratio is main-
tained between the sugar and urea. 2nd. That
after a purely non-amylaceous and non-saccharine

meal, both the sugar and the urea are increased,

but that during this increase the same ratio

between them is observed. This ratio is 1 of

urea to 2'2 of sugar. 3rd. That under both these

circumstances the sugar could only be derived
from the nitrogenous elements of the body, and,

therefore, that some such a ratio might on a
priori grounds have been expected. The Author
next shows that after saccharine food has been
taken, the sugar in the urine, as is well known,
is increased, but that this increase of the sugar is

accompanied by a decided increase in the amount
of urea. Thus the sugar must cause a consump-
tion of nitrogenous matter, probably resolving it

into sugar and urea. Various kinds of sugar were
given, each of which caused aji increase in the

amount of urea, though whetlier one kiud more
so than another is not shown. These facts are

sufficient to explain the cause of the loss of flesh

in diabetic patients. The Author next shows that

the amount of urea excreted in proportion to the

amount of .sugar taken in as food varies m
different patients, and in the same patients at

different times ; and that the severity of the

symptoms is in proportion to the amount of urea

eliminated through the influence of the sugar,

while no relation necessarily exists between the
amount of sugar excreted and the severity of the
symjitoms ; indeed, as is well known, the quan-
tity of sugar in the urine may gi'eatly arise in

amount with the improvemeut of the patient.

The method of arriving at the influence of an
ordinary mixed diet is to ascertain the ratio

between the urinary sugar and tlie urea ; at least

this method is sufficient in comparing various

days together, provided the diet ou these days
be tolerably similar ; for, he states, it is possible

to conceive that though the amount of amylaceous
matter may cause a much smaller quantity of

urea to be eliminated, yet by increasing the

former in the meal, the latter may be maintained
at the same amount, or even increa.sed, but a

more nitrogenous matter would have been taken
in with the amylaceous ; the proportion of the
former consumed would be much less, and con-

sequently there would be more left to nourish the

tissues. From this he thinks it is evident that

the ratio must be obtained ; for as most, if not all,

the sugar generally passes off, it can be taken as

a fair guide to the extent of the meal. This will

explain those cases in which the improvement of

the patient is accompanied with a decided increase

in the amount of urinary sugar. The Author
shows, from the above cases, coupled with two
others Dr Garrod allowed him to take, that a

ratio of 1 to 4 of urea to sugai- is ra))idly fatal
;

that life can be prolonged with a ratio of 1 to S,

while a somewhat rapid improvement is com-
patible with a ratio of 1 to 15. He next states

tliat as the increase of the urea after a meal in

health i.s .probably due to the same cause as the

increase under the same circumstances in diabetic

patients, and as the sugar rises with it, main-

taining the usual ratio (after a non-amylaceous

meal), showing that tliey both come from the

same source, if it can be further pointed out to

what this increase in the sugar is due, it will ex-

plain the rise of the urea in health. After

stating that it is possible that it may come from
two sources, that it may be either due to some
organ endowed with this function, which in

diabetes is altered, or be the product of the retro-

grade metamorphosis of the tissue, he advances

arguments to show that in these cases the sugar

is due to the former, probably the liver. He
thence concludes that the ordinary rise in the
urea in health after a meal is due to that organ,
which, ill diabetes, produces a less highly elabo-
rated sugar, the urea passing off unconsunied with
the sugar. Tlie Author concludes his pajier with
a few facts of lesser importance, showiug that the
sugar, after a mixed diet, reaches its maximum
in the early stage of the disease, during the third
or fourth houi' ; while later, the maximum is not
arrived at till the .sixth hour. That after taking
sugar in solution, the maximum is reached during
the second hour. That the duration of the in-

fluence is longer later in the disease than at an
earlier period : thus, at the commencement of
the disease, the influence was lost in nine hours,
while later in the disea.se it still continued after
fifteen hours had elapsed. He also shows that
tlie urea has a tendency to pass off earlier than
the sugar, probably because it is more pernicious.

Lastly, charts are given, showing the elevation of

the temperature ou several occasions after meals.
A paper, by Mr Hugh Croskeby, was com-

municated by Dr A. W. BAfiCL.4.y, being
OBSERVATIONS ON THE INTEBMITTENT FEVES8
OF THE WEST INDIES, AND OK THE ACTIOK
OF (JUINIA AS A SPECIFIC IN THEIR TREAT-
MENT.
The object of tlie Author in this commuuicatiou

was to jjoiut out tlie necessity of a sedative treat-

ment during the hot stage, and free jiiirgation

before the administration of the specific. The
mixture he had fouud most beneficial was com-
posed as follows :—Solution of acetate of auiuionia,

two ounces ; spirit of nitrous ether, and spirit of
jumper, of each half-au-ounce

;
potassio-tartrate

of antimony, four grains ; tincture of byoscyamus,
two drachms ; tincture of opium, one draclun ;

to twelve ounces of camphor mixture. Of this a
tablespoonful is given to an adidt every half-hour
until diaphoresis comes on. The mixtuie may be
either preceded or followed by ten grains of
calomel, with a .saline aperient a few hours later.

He considered that the action of the mercurial
purgative tended to assist the subsequent action

of tlie quiuia. He coiidemuej the administra-

tion of (juiuine in large doses, aud stated that he
had obtained the most satisfactory results from
its employment in small doses at repeated inter-

vals. He believed that to almiuister it in any
form during the paroxysm was injurious, and that

the exhibition of large doses at this period of the
disease was fraught with the greatest dauger-

The formula adopted by the Author for its admi-
nistration is the following :—Disulphate of quiuia,

forty grains ; tincture of oranges, half an ounce
;

dilute suljihuric .acid, one drachm ; to ten ounces
of water. Of this mixtiu'e he gives to an adult a
tablespoonful every hour during the intermission,

until singing in the ears, or the presence of head-

ache, shows that the system is saturated by the

remedy, when it is to be repeated at longer inter-

vals, and even continued in small quantity for

some days, so long as any unpleasant feelings are

experienced at the time when the paroxysms
ought to occur. He has fouud that in this manner
from forty to sixty grains may be given before the
recurrence of the attack, and that in the majority
of instances the next paroxysm is either entirely

prevented or is veiy much modified. One large

dose of the salt very often produces disagreeable

head symptoms, which prevent its repetition so

as to get tlie .system saturated with the remedy
sufficiently early to obviate the return of the hot
stage. In cases of severe quotidian he had occa-

sionally given with benefit tcu grains of quinine at

once, along with the calomel ; this, however, he
considered rather as the exception. The paper
concluded with the narration of five cases illus-

trative of the Author's method of treatment. Of
these cases four were adults, and a chUd nine

years of age. In most of these tlie attack was
quite recent, but in one case it had continued six

weeks. The Author remaiked that in such cir-

cumstances the prolonged use of quinine during
conviilesceucc was essential to ultimate recovery.

Mr T. lloLMES, M.A., Cantab., laid before the

Society an
ACCOUNT OF THE KB-DISSBCTIOS OF A I'REPARA-

TION OF TUBAL GESTATION WHICH WAS PRE-

SERVF.D AND DESCRIBES BY THE LATE DR JOHS
CLARK K.

The paper describes a recent dissection made of

a ease of tubal gestation, which was described and
fii'ured by Dr John Clarke, in the ' Transactions

of a Society for the Improvement of Medical and
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Chirnrsjiial Knowledge,' in the year 1793. Dr
John Clarke's description pointed out only two
membranes—the amnion and chorion—aronnd the

ovnm in the tube. The principal object of tliis

paper is to call attention to the existence of

another membrane, external to the chorion, se]ia-

isble into two layers, and not forming part of the

wall of tlie tube. The paper was accompanied by
the original jireparation, and a careful drawing of

it in ita present state.

THE DUBLIIf COW-POCK INSTITU-
• TION.

The following is the official answer to the state-

ments that have been made respecting the manage-

ment of this Institution :

Cow-pock Institution, Sackvillc street,

July, 1860.

Sir,—In reference to your communicatiou, bear-

ing date 14th July, 1860, i-equestiug to bo in-

formed '

' on what grounds the Governors of the

Co^v-pock In.stitutiou make a charge for vaccine

lymph, and whether they are prepared to reduce

it," I am directed by the Governors of the Cow-

pock Institution to inform you, for fhe informa-

tion of his Excellency the Lord-Lieutenant, with

respect to the first query, that the Cow-pock

Institution, since its foundation in 1S04, has been

of necessity more or less a self-supporting one.

Government has from time to time, through

the existing Lord-Lieutenants, accorded a grant

to a-ssist the Governors of the Cow-pock Institu-

tion in carrying out the intention thereof, viz.,

that of affording vaccination, yrads, to such of

the inhabitants in and about Dublin as might

please to avail themselves of it ; and to be a

source from which pure Ivmph, guaranteed as such
by the Direrlors, might be obtained for piiblic

vaccinatiug institutions— for example, dispensa-

ries, &c., and for jfrivate practitioners, for the

vaccination of their patients. The sums that,

from timy to time, have been granted to the Cow-
pook Institution by the Irish Executive never
having, at any perii»l of its existence, Iweu suffi-

cient to maintain 4fc iu proper working order

without other resources, it was agreed that /«wr-

housfs and dispenaaries should ]iay an annual sub-

scription, iu order that they should have an un-
limitetl supply of fresh vaccine, whenever they
required it ; and as the Government grant was
increased, this ' '".i was reduced to one-

half, viz., ffii »/ si'jtpencc ptr annwm.
Though tliese suL

,
, added considerably to

the ijicomc of the lii.-stitntion, the demand upon
it increawd ; its busim-ss aniimented, and conse-

quently its ex|icns(!s. The Directors, therefore,

aid not deem it pnident, as yet, to do away with
the - i'

• •
' 'titionens, of tm

skill . and the original

chari, , h bjmph asiCo)dd

kexfi up a lourc oj sti/>j)h/, for dwnemintUion
amongul tlutir patirjUe, to such practitioners as did
not subscribe. These arrangements were sanc-

tioned by the Executive.

The Directors re<piest that it may V borne in

mind, tliat tliis half-irown charge for lyrnph does

not affect any but the richer cla-s.ses of society,

viz., those who have their private physiciim or

surgeon to vaccinate them ; that it iu no way
acts upon the vaccination of the people, directly

or indirectly, and tliat the ma.sfies can avail them-
selves of free vaccination at any dispens,iry

throughout the country, all of which liavc it in

their power to call on the C'ow-pook Iiistitntion

for an unlimited supply of fre.sh lymph.
The Directors t>eg alsr) to draw attention to the

fact, that to those practitioners, and to snch of
the richer classes wlio may have failed in pro-

ducing the char.ic^teriftic vt^sicles, they invariably

forward, (pn intimation of such failure, another
supply free of expense. They continue to fur-

nish it thus till the vaccination has been success-
ful, from which, if rare be taken, a continuous
supply Bi:i ilicd.

Vi"'lh r second (juestion, " Wliether
thi- l>irf' I .: ,1 i.i.|i.irid to reduce the charge.

viz., half-a-crown a packet for vaccine lymph ?

"

I am directed to inform you, for his Excellency's
information, that the Directors of the Cow-pock
Institution have ever been anxious to bo placed

in such a position as to require no subscription

whatever from workhouses, dispensaries, or pri-

vate practitioners. Iu March, 1852, they ad-

dressed the Commissioners for the Relief of the

Poor in Ireland, on the necessity of an uniform
system of gratuitous supply to the workhouses
and dispensaries under their coutrol. And they

requested to bring under the notice of the Poor-

law Commissioners, and through them under that

of the Executive in Ireland, a statement of the

changes which would be required in their existing

constitution, to enable the Directors to furnish all

these bodies gratuitously. The document for-

warded to the Poor-law Commissioners contained

their reasons why the Directors of the Cow-pock
Institution could not undertake such witliout

further assistance from Government ; and after a

careful calculation, which was also forwarded,

they came to the conclusion that a sum of 600/.

in addition to their then grant (200/.)—which
would be but 100/. per annum over its present

average yearly income—would effectually carry

out this arrangement. The Poor-law Commis-
sioners forwanlc<l the Directors' statement to the

Chief Secretary for Ireland, who, by the direction

of his then Excellency, transmitted it to the

Lonls Commissioners of her Majesty's Treasury,

when the following reply to the Poor-law Com-
missioners was enclosed to the Directors :

—

"Treasury chambers, Dec. 13, 1852.

"Sib,—The Lords Commissioners of her

Majesty's Treasury having had under considera-

tion your letter of the 2.5tn ult., enclosing copy of

an application made to the Poor-law Commis-
sioners by the Directors of the Cow-pock Institu-

tion, Dublin, to be allowed to furnish a gratnitous

supply of vaccine lymph to the workhouses and
dispensaries throujliout Ireland, I am directed to

acquaint you, for the information of his E.xcollcncy

the I»rd Lieutenant of Ireland, that ray Lords

are not aware of any change of circumstances

occa.sioned by the Medical Charities Act which
should exempt the workhouses and dispensaries

from payment for vaccine matter for their use,

according to previous custom, in the same manner
as they have jiaid and wilj continue to jmy for all

other meilicines, means and appliances necessary

for the discharge of their functions. Their

Lordships therefore see no grounds for enter-

taining the apjilication which has been made on
l)ehalf of the Cow-pock Institution.

"I am, Ac. 0. E. Trevelyan."
His Excellency the Lord Lieutenant will thus

see that the Directors of the Cow-pock In-stitution

were anxious to do away with all subscriptions

from public institutions, aiul tliey are equally

anxious not only to reduce the price of, but to

remove the charge for, vaccine lymph, even to

private practitioners, for tho vaccination of those

for whose vaccination they are either directly or

indirectly paid. The Directors will be glad to be

placed in such a position by Government as to

give, gratuitously, guaranteed vaccine lymph to

all who may require it. In conclusion, I am
directed to inform you that the memljers of the

army and navy, puldic schools, and county
infirmaries, may obtain ljTii|)h free of subscription.

1 have tho honour to be, Sir,

Your obedient, huralde servant,

H. L. DwiXR, M.D., Secretary.

To the Under-Secretary, Castle, Dublin.

DIKEOTOR.S OF THE DUBLIN COW-POCK INSriTUTlON.

Surgeons.—J. W. Cu.sack, Esq. ; Robert Adams,
Esq. ; H. Irvine, Esq.

Physia'ans.—C. Johnson, M.D. ; R. Collins,

M.D. ; Evory Kennedy, M.D.
ScfrelxiTies.—H. L. Dwyer, M.D., Secretary

;

E. B. Sinclair, M.D., and G. Montgomeiy, M.D.,
Assistant-Secretaries.

LEGAL INTELLIOSNOE.

ClIABaE OF MaNSLAVGHTF-H AfiAIKST A DkUG-
<1I.ST.—On Monday week an inquest was opened
at the Grand Turk Tavern, Hockley hill, Bir-

mingham, on the body of a married woman,
named Sarah Sanders, before Dr liirt Davies and
a respectable jury. Deceased, thirty-nine years
of age, was the wife of a carjienter, living in

Hockley hill, and the mother of three children,

two of whom are living. On the previous Wed-
nesday, deceased, who had been out in the town
walking about during the afternoon, returned
home, and, after partaking of a hearty supper,

retired with her husband to bed soon after eleven

o'clock. In about half an hour after she was
seized -with severe pain, which continued to come
on at intervals for more than three hours. She
was about five months advanced in pregnancy,
and at her request her husband fetched Mr "White,

draogist, Handsworth, who had attended her in

her last two Confinements. A respectable married
woman, Mrs Tocknell, was also called in by
Sanders, and remained some time with deceased.

Mr Wliite came about a qiiarter-past four that

morning, and stayed with deceased nearly three-

qiiarters of an hour, administering medicines as

the pains continued. He came again between
eleven and twelve, but before his arrival Mrs
Sanders had been delivered of a female child,

Mrs Tocknell being present at the time. In tliis

state of things Mr White, after giving the usual
medicines (deceased being in a very weak state

from hajmorrhage), advised that Dr Nelson .should

be called in. 'That gentleman came as soon as

possible, and prescribed, for the patient
; but,

before the medicines could be ]>roein'ed, Mrs
Sanders died. It was also shown that, the
"after-birth" adhering to the side, Mr White
forcibly removed this with his baud. During the
period referred to deceased had lost a great deal

of blood.

Mr White was called, and, after receiving a
caution from the Coroner that he was not bound
to stato anything which might criminate himself,

gave the particulars just narrated, setting out
very minutely the nature and quantities of the
medicines he had administered to the deceased.
The witness added that he had seen Mrs Sanders
abont six weeks previous to her death.

Dr Nelson stated that the immediate cause of

the deatk of the deceased was hiemorrhage. He
had formed an opinion as to the cause of such
discharge, but declined to expre.ss it in the
absence of a post-mortem examination of the
body. In answer to questions from the jury, Dr
Nelson, referring to tue medicines administered
to the deceased by Mr White, said that they were
the proper and nsual remedies applied in auoh
cases.

At this stage of the inquiry Dr Davies intimated
his opinion that it was indispensable a post-

mortem examination should take place, and the

jury, after a short conference, unanimously se-

lected Mr Oliver Pemberton.
On the following night the inquiry was resiimed

by the examination of Mr Pemberton. He had
made a careful and mintite examination of the body
of deceased, in company with Dr Nelson, who also

again attended the inquiry. It has been already

stated that Mr White, finding a portion of the
placenta still remaining in the body, remove<l such
])ortion with his hand. Mr Pemberton's exami-
nation of the organs of deceased showed that

a laceration of a fearful character (six inches in

length) had been caused, and the consequent
shock to the system, and the ensuing hiPinorrliage,

ended in the death of Mrs Sandera. Mr Pember-
ton also saiil that, seeing the fictus was only of

between four and five months' formatioti, the
removal of the placenta was quite uncalled for,

unnecessary, and inexpedient. It was in the
effecting of such removal by Mr White that the

fatal injury just mentioned had ensued, as it was
not possible for the passing of tho fietus to have
caused such a disruption.

Dr Nelson confirmed the main features of Mr
Pemberton's medical testimony, and evidence was
called to show tliat no other person than White
had in any way interfered with deceased.

Dr Davies, in summing up, said it was not for

the jury to consider wlietlier Mr White was qua-

lified or unqualified medically ; the que.stion was,

did he ignorantly or rashly act in the manner
described. If the jury were. of opinion that ho

thus acted, bearing in mind the medical testi-

mony of Mr Pemberton, then they, in the proper

discharge of their public duty, would find a ver-

dict of manslaughter.

After some time spent iu deliberation, the j«ry

unanimously returned a verdict of "manslaugh-

ter" against Mr White.

Mr John Powell attended the inquiry at tho

second examination on behalf of the accused, who
was not present.
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WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 15, 1860.

THE COLNEY HATCH LUNATIC
ASYLUM.

Many of the philanthropic undertakings in

which Englishmen engage are perverted from

their beneficent purpose by an overweening

passion for economy. We love to glorify our

country as the home of Charity, and to gem

our green vales with the turreted roofs of

edifices dedicated to the alleviation of want

and pain. We take a pleasure in carrying out

any benevolent project ; but, with a truly

national reflectiveness, we sober our zeal with

the pertinent question, " What will it cost?"

We can never give the reins to a grand en-

thusiasm, and resolve to embody a principle in

all its amplitude. We settle it by a unanimous

resolution in full Committee assembled, that

a good thing shall be done ; and having

chuckled at the success of this first step, we

turn to the Estimates, and then the question

arises, "How cheap !" If the aforesaid unani-

mous Committee do not divide and adjourn

many times upon this perplexing considera-

tion, they will scarcely deserve to occupy the

responsible posts they are deputed to fill. It

is possible that the benevolence of the des gn

may be seriously perilled by the result of these

discussions on the Estimates ; still it behoves

every honest and independent Committeeman

to be on the watch against a job ; and to

effect a saving of 10,000/. is a triumph upon

which an arithmetical philanthropist may

glorify his name for the rest of his naturaj

life.

It was a pious thought to take the poor

lunatic from the hands of the parish overseer,

who chained him in a filthy cell in the village

workhouse, or locked him up in a cage that was

planted in a shady part of the wild-wood away

from the beaten paths of man, where his yells

should ring unheard upon the passing gale, and

his story become a legend of horror to stir

the hearts of rustics by the winter fireside.

It was a pious thought, too, to strike the

manacles from his wrist and the hobbles from

his feet ; to learn to look upon him as the

image of God broken—an object of compassion

rather than of wrath, of sympathy rather

than of punishment; to assuage the ebullitions

of his distempered thoughts by a calm and

tender sobriety of word and look, and to

restore him to the liberty of a right mind by

a perpetual forgetfulness of his transgression,

and a vigilant searching out of all those vestiges

of consciousness which might guide us by

certain yet tedious steps to that dim retreat in

the tangled maze of his intelligence where

Reason still sat trembling upon her disputed

throne. These were, indeed, divine aims

;

it is right now to ask, how have they been ful-

filled?

The answer to this question is comprised in a

report of an investigation, at Bow street, into

the circumstances attending the death of an in-

mate of the Lunatic Asylum at Colney Hatch.

It seems that the deceased had been liable to

occasional fits of violence, and on one of these

exacerbations was placed in the padded room,

where he was subsequently found dead. After

death, it was discovered that there was a large

bruise on his abdomen, that his sternum was

stove in, eleven ofhis ribs broken, and, on open-

ing into the abdomen, that the liver had been

ruptured, and that there was a large effusion of

blood in the sac of the peritoneum. These

are not the evidences of death from natural

causes : when, therefore, the Commissioners of

Lunacy became acquainted with the facts, they

ordered the necessary legal steps to be taken

to ascertain the perpetrators of the outrages

that had so fatal a termination. Two of the

attendants have been charged with having been

guilty of acts of brutal violence towards the

deceased, and have been committed for trial.

We do not pretend to pronounce an opinion

upon the culpability of the individuals so

arraigned ; there are, however, circumstances

connected with the treatment of the insane,

and with the establishment of Colney Hatch

in particular, that deserve to be noticed.

The principle of the abolition of restraint in

the treatment of lunacy as promulged by Gar-

diner Hill, and taught and practised by

ConoUy, is, in its entire .and consistent develop-

ment, one of the most praiseworthy and hu-

mane that have characterised the social pro-

gress of England during the present century.

To carry out this principle, however, it is

absolutely necessai-y that, besides a suitable

construction of the hospital, there should be a

sufficient number of attendants. It is an ex-

pensive system. Human forethought, watch-

fulness, and care must do the work of bolts

and chains—than which they are, of course

somewhat dearer, though more efficient.

When the non-restraint principle was origi-

nally introduced, this was the difficulty with

which it had to contend. Dr Conolly encoun-

tered it at Ilanwell ; though, happily, being

seconded by the energy and benevolence ofMr
Sergeant Adams, he was enabled to overcome

opposition.

This point gained, who shall keep the

keepers ?—who shall watch them, to see that

they do not abuse the trust confided to them,

and convert the hallowed principle of non-

restraint into the most terrible and brutal

tyranny which man can exercise over his

fellow ? It is obvious at once that this charge

must devolve upon the Medical attendants
;

the only persons who, by knowledge, training,

habits, character, and feeling, are competent

for the task. But even they cannot do it

unless they be sufficiently numerous to enable

them to give a frequent personal superin-

tendence to every case under their charge. In

the present instance it is apparent that the

Medical Officers did not or could bestow that

personal care on the patient which his par-

ticular circumstances demanded. He had on

more than one occasion been maltreated, even

at length unto death ; and yet the Medical

Officers were utterly ignorant of his having

been subjected to anything beyond the ordinary

routine of the establishment. It does not

appear that any record is kept of the daily

state of the patients, or even of their ex-

ceptional fits of violence. How can Messrs

Tyerman, Tucker, and Rose expl^n these cir-

cumstances .'

Our view of the matter is this—that these

gentlemen did their duty as well as they were

able uuder the circumstances in which they

were placed. The number of lunatics confined

in the Colney Hatch Asylum is nearly two

thousand ; and the Medical Officers who are

appointed to take charge of them are only two,

exclusive of an Apothecary ! How is it possible

that these gentlemen can give that attention to

the individual cases which humanity requires?

We blame them not ; the parties in fault are

the County Justices, who have parsimoniously

screwed down the establishment to this

miserable standard of inefficiency. In place

of two, there should be at least ten qualified

men in charge of so gigantic an institution.

An unwise and unchristian economy is at

the root of this abuse of philanthropy. In

order to save an outky of capital, a huge

edifice is ei-ected for the accommodation of ten

times the number of lunatics that ought to be

kept together under one roof; and, in pur-

suance of the same policy, not one-fifth the

number of JIedic.il Officers that would be

sufficient to superintend such an establishment

is allowed.

AVe believe this tendency to erect mam-

moth Asylums for the insane to be alto-

gether wrong in principle and practice. It

is unfavourable to the lunatic, whose well-

being in a truly philanthropic system of treat-

ment should be the first consideration ; for it is

absurd to suppose that a wretched creature

who is surrounded by a little colony of persons

as insane as himself can have a fiiir chance of

improvement. It is unjust to the Medical

Officers, who must be overwhelmed with

anxiety if they endeavour conscientiously to

discharge an impossible duty, or subside into
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indifference under a sense of impracticability.

Some time ago the Justices meditated the en-

largement of this asylum ; we earnestly hope

that this intention will not be carried out,

eince it is obvious that the establishment is

already much too vast and incommodious for

efficient superintendence.

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

THE DUBLIN COW-POCK ISSTITUTION.

We know that it is dangerous to cast a missile

at a'public institution—about as perilous indeed

as to upset a hive of bees. A fortnight ago

we called attention to the shortcomings of the

Dublin Cow-pock Institution, having been

moved thereto by the statements in a pamphlet

published by Dr Long. Soon after, by the in-

terposition of Mr Brady, M.P., the Govern-

ment made inquiries into its government, and

the result is a statement by the Directors, in

•which they endeavour to justify their pro-

ceedings. The Directors are very good men,

and being so, we are only surprised that it

should require so many of them to do the work

of this Institution. There are three Physicians

and three Surgeons, who are assiste<l by three

Secretaries. No doubt those gentlemen are

heavily taxed by their labours. They do not,

however, rebut the accusation that Private

Practitioners, who are non-subscribers, arc

charged two shillings and sixpence for two

points of lymph ; but they state that any

Practitioner who subscribes ten shillings and

sixpence a year may obtain a supply when-

soever it may be required. They do net deny

that Government grants the Institution 400^

per annum ; but then there is a singular state-

ment in the Report which puzzles our powers

of comprehension. They say that in 1852

they were desirous of abolishing this charge

of two shillings, and sixpence a packet on

Dispensaries, Workhouses, and Private Prac-

titioners, an<l sent a document to the Poor-law

Commissioners, showing that they were too poor

to give the public the benefit of their generous

intentions, but stating that " a sum of 600/.

in addition to thoir then grant (200/., which

would be but 100/. per annum over its present

average yearly income) would effectually carry

out this arrangement. " Now, after consulting

all the Actuarial tables at hand, and knowing

something, too, of the value of money, we

cannot discover how an investment of 600/.

can produce 100/. a year, or—or— but we

really cannot understand the statement. What
is their present income? Dr Long says that

the Directors receive 400/. a year from Govern-

ment, and the answer is furnished in this

enigma. We hope that tlie Directors will

oblige us by solving the riddle. Meanwhile

we beg to reiterate that two shillings and six-

pence is an exorbitant charge for two points of

vaccine lymph ; and when they assert tliat

this charge " in no way acts upon the-vaccina-

tion of the people directly or indirectly," we

are sorry to say that we totally differ from

them, and so does Dr Long. Such a charge,

at any rate, in this Metropolis would not long

be tolerated.

RESIGMATION OF SIR JAMES CLARK FROM THE

MEDICAL COUNCIL.

We intimated some weeks ago that Sir James

Clark intended to retire from the Medical

Council—an intention that has at length been

accomplished. The most important Members

of the Council have now withdrawn from it,

and it is deprived of the advantage of their

experience, disinterestedness, and moderation.

Those who have been left behind are, with

scarcely an exception, there to combat for

class and corporate privileges, without much

regard for the interests of the Profestion in

their broad and general sense. Dr Baly has

been appointed l)y Her Majesty to succeed Sir

James Clark.

MEDICAL REFORM AND THE BRITISH MEDICAL

ASSOCIATION.

The Medical Act, which the British Medical

Association allowed to be mangled and

emasculated, but which it did not originate,

though its advocates are prone to assert

that it did, has proved to be as distasteful

to that body as to the rest of the Profes-

sion, if we may form a judgment as to its

feelings fi-om the proceedings at the recent

meeting at Torquay. On the motion of

Dr Richardson, a Committee was appointed

to devise measures for the reform of the

Medical Act, with espccialreference to three

points : viz., the deprivation of the power pos-

sessed by the Corporations of instituting special

qualifications (the Dental qualification of tlie

College of Surgeons, for example) ; the recon-

stitution of the Medical Council, so as to obtain

a direct representation of the General Practi-

tioners ; and the introduction ofsome method of

prosecuting persons illegally using any Medical

title, so that the responsibility shall not

devolve upon Private Practitioners. We con-

gratulate Dr Richarilson and the Association

upon taking this step—albeit not altogether

pleasing to Sir Charles Hastings—and we hope

that it will not be long before they produce

their Report. It is an attempt to repair the

laches of which they were formerly guilty.

The appointment of this Committee justifies

every word that we have written in condemna-

tion of this Act.

FRENCH SCnoiCAL I'ltACTICE.

There was a time when the fact of a young

Surgeon having been a student for a session

in Paris was a certificate of competency before

which any advantages enjoyed in this Metro-

polis paled into insignificance. Parisian

Surgery had the advantage of London igno-

rance; and as omne iynotum passes pro mayni-

fico, it was estimated accordingly. Happily,

however, the more liberal literary intercourse

which has prevailed between the two countries

during these few years past has furnished us

with a better estimate of the relative scientific

advance of the two Surgical Schools than we

formerly possessed. Last week the ' Journal

of Practical Medicine and Surgery ' gravely

reported a new method of treatment of ulcers

and bums that had been adopted by M.

Rossignol of Belgium, on the recommenda-

tion of M. Alex. Achard in the ' Journal de

Bruxelles ;' and this new method is described

to consist " of a compress impregnated mth

cold water, protected by a water-proof texture,

such as oil-silk or brown paper." Shade of

Liston ! Art is long ; but it is longer still

from London to Paris. Parisian practice

would be improved, we think, by an oc-

casional importation from the London Hos-

pitals.

UNCERTIFICATED SURGERY.

The subjoined case is so astounding in all

its details, that we can hardly find words to

describe the gross ignorance of the man who

had the presumption to undertake its mal-

treatment. It is equally astounding how the

Jury could bring m a verdict of "Not

Guilty."

"The deceased, Josei)h Gregg, had been for

some months afflicted with an aneurism of the

aorta, or large artery adjoining the heart. The
aneurismal sac had by pressure caused the absorp-

tion of a large portion of the sternum or breast-

bone, and of the ends of the third, fourtli, and

fifth ribs ; and having forced its way through,

appeared like a large tumour or abscess, dis-

coloured and whitish under tlie skin. The
deceased had been to the Liverpool Infirmary, and

had. been attended by thirteen doctoi-s, who told

him thev could not do anything to the tumour,

and could do nothiii" for him. Ho was in iiitolc-

rable pain, and sought out the prisoner, who told

him he thought the abscess was not ripe, and lif

would see him in a week. The prisoner siiw him,

and the deceased begged of him to lance the

tumour, as he could not bear the pain. The pri-

soner accordingly applied hi^ lauce to the surface

of the tumour, and a quantity of yellow fihrine

escaped, followed by clotted blood, and eventually

by arterial blood. The prisoner tried to .stanch

the bleeding by sowing up the wound, and by
applying flour and cobwebs to it. The deceasetl

lingered from the 25th of February to Hie 3rd of

March, when he died from exhaustion. Ou the

part of the prosecution, it was contended tliat to

lance an aneurism betrayed sucli a gi-oss ami

cul])able ignorance and rashness, that, the man
having died in consequence, the prisoner wa«
guilty of maushaughter.

"On the p;irt of the prisoner, It was contended

that he was a person not devoid of skill ; tliat he

had acted in good faith, and had exercised his best

skill at the earnest request of the deceased ; and

that the fact of his not being a Medical Practi-

tioner made no difference in point of law. It was

ehcited in the cross-examination of the Medical

witnesses, that, excejit from the pulsation of sucli

an aneurism, it would be very difficult to distin-

guish it from an abscess or a carbuncle, and that,

covered as it was by fibrino and coagulafwV blood.

the pulsation would be very weak ; and oil tbi.'>

evidence it was contended by the learned counsci
for the defence that the prisoner, bringing fair

skill and acting only at the urgent request of the
dccea.sed, was not guilty of cither gross ignoranco
or culpable rashness, niul, although he had made
a mistake in the treatment of the deceased, acting
to the best of his skill and ability, he was not
on tli.it necoiint to be convicted of manslaughter.

" His Ijordship, in summing up, referred to the
dictum of Lord KUeuborough in Williamson's
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case— 'that to snlistantiate the charge of man-
alanphter the prisoner must hare been guilt}' of

criminal miscondiut, arising either from the

grossest ignorance or the most criminal inatten-

tion. One or the other of them was necessary

to make him guilty of that criminal negligence

. and niisconJuct which ai'e essential to make out a

case of manslaughter.' His Lordship left it to the

jury to say whether the evidence led them to

either conclusion.

"The I'ury almost immediately found a verdict

of 'Not Guilty.'"

REVIEWS.

On Asthma : its Patholnqy and Treatment. By
Henry Hyde Salter, M.D.

A Treatise on Asthma is a novelty in our

Kterature. For many years past, otir observers

and writers have ceased to regard Asthma in

its concrete form, but, in pursuance of strict

pathological theories, have referred its symp-
toms to special local lesions. Thus Asthma
has been regarded as only a Tulgar and old-

fasbioned term for heart- dise.ase, emphysema,
or chronic bronchitis. Indeed, Asthma is too

vague a jihrase to convey any satisfactory

meaning, and even unlearned patients desire

information more explicit than this term con-

TCys. There is, however, a great convenience

in practice in retaining terms which describe a

synthesis of symptoms irrespective of the local

alterations accompanying the disease, or the

efficient causes that have produced it. Albu-

minuria is not a disease, but only the sign of

one, or rather of many diseases
;
yet there is an

advantage in retaining the term in our clinical

nomenclature. The time has not yet come for a

nosology based exclusively on the pathology of

the solids ; and it may be fairly questioned whe-
ther such a system would be much more accu-

rate than one founded in the observation of

symptoms, inasmuch as it would represent

only certain effects of disease : in short, it

would be a classified record of dead materials

;

whilst a nosology based -on symptoms is, at

any rate, a representation of actions in and

states of the living body. The precise func-

tional or molecular causes of disease may,''for

ages yet to come, elude our grasp ; and, if

known, would probably be too simple in their

nature to afford anything more than the gene-

ral rudimentary elements of certain groups of

diseases, which would require more special

classification to be brought within the sphere

of science. We must be satisfied, therefore,

at present, with the existing rudis indigestaque

moles of medical nomenclature.

It is the misfortune of Dr Salter—though,

with reference to the production of this trea-

tise, not an equal misfortune of the Profession

—

that he is a sufferer from the horrors of asth-

ma : hence his desire to record his experience

of its phenomena, and to acquaint hi? profes-

sional brethren with the means which he has

proved to be most efficacious in relieving the

malady. Numerous articles from the Author's

pen on this subject have already appeared

m the Medical journals ; so that our readers

are in some measure prepared for a perusal of

this book.

In the first chapter, the Author treats of the

various theories that have been held respecting

asthma. He objects to Laennec's division of
asthma into two forms—one, " asthma with

puerile respiration," the form called " nervous

asthma " by Copland, and " hoemic asthma"
by Walshe, though differently explained ; that

in which the " vital expansibility of the lungs

is increased from a temporary augmentation of
the respiratory necessities uf the system,"—and
the other, " spasmodic asthma," from a spas-

modic contraction of the air-tubes. Dr Salter

thinks that the first form is not asthma, any-

more than bronchitis is asthma. He says :

"There is an absence of the distress, of the

characteristic wheeze, of the intolerance of the

recumberft postiu'e, of the evidence of deficient

oxygenation, of the repetition of the attacks, of

the periodicity, of the exciting causes—indeed, of

every feature characteristic of asthma. It cer-

tainly is dyspnoea, and so is asthma, and that

is just what they have in common, and nothing

more ; but to make that the warrant for calling

them both asthma would be to call all forms of

dyspncea asthma—bronchitic, em))hysematous,

cardiac—indeed, it would be to make asthma and
dyspnrea synonymous terms."

The Author agrees with Dr Walshe in con-

sidering that this dyspnoea most frequently con-

sists in a diminished oxygenation of the blood.

Dr Bree's theory, that the paroxysm of asthma
is an attempt to get rid of peccant mucus

;

M. Beau's theory, which is verj' similar to it,

and which regards asthma as a form of bron-

chitis ; Dr Todd's theory, that it depends upon
a poisoning, by a special viateries morhi, of the

nerves of respiration, or those portions of the

nervous centres with which they are connected

;

Dr Budd's theory, that asthma is but the

dyspnoea of emphysema, or heart-disease ; Dr
Walshe's, that it is in some instances caused

by paralysis of the bronchial tubes—are all re-

jected. His own conclusions upon this point

are thus .stated :

"1. That asthma is essentially, and, with
perhaps the exception of a single class of cases,

exclusively, a nervous disease : that the nervous

system is the seat of the essential pathological

condition.

"2. Tliat the phenomena of asthma—the dis-

tressing sensation and the demand for extraordi-

nary respiratory efl'orts— immediately depend
upon a spastic contraction of the fibre-cells of

organic or unstriped muscle, which minute

anatomy has demonstrated to exist in the bron-

chial tubes.

"3. That these phenomena are those of excito-

motory or reflex action.

"4. That the extent to which the nervous

system is involved differs very much in different

cases, lieing in some cases restricted to the nervous

system of the air-passages themselves.
"5. That in a large number of cases the pneu-

mogastric nerve, both in its gastric and pul-

monary portions, is the seat of the disease.

"6. "That there is a large class of cases in

which the nervous circuit between the source of

irritation and the seat of the resulting muscular

phenomena involves other portions of the nervous

system besides the pneumogastric.

"7. That there are other cases in which the

source of irritation, giving rise to the asthmatic

paroxysm, appears to be central—in the brain
;

consequently, in which the action, though excito-

motory, is not reflex.

"8. That there is yet a cla-ss of cases in which
the exciting cause of the paroxysms appears to be

essentially humoral."

The considerations that have chiefly in-

fluenced the Author in coming to these

conclusions are

—

"a. The causes of asthma; b. its remedies;

c. its associated and prcciirsoi-i) symptmns ; d. its

periodicity; e. the absence of organic change;

f. the circumstance that the phenomena of the

disease are muscular."

Among the causes of asthma, the Author
enumerates fatigue, sudden fear, venereal or

other excitement, and gastric irritation

;

among the remedies, " antispasmodics, seda-

tives, direct nervous depressants, &c.—tobacco,

for example, stramonium, antimony, chloro-

form." With reference to chloroform, he

remarks that a few whiffs will dispel the

paroxysm, and

—

" Remembering the action of the drug, that it

is the nervous system to which it appeals, it is

impossible to help seeing in this the most con-

clusive proof that the symptoms are due to a

neiTous cause."

This mode of argument is not convincing to

us in proof of the exclusively nervous origin

of asthma. The paroxysm is controlled by

chloroform, it is true ; so is the spasm in the

convulsive diseases of children dependent upon
disease of the brain, or upon dental or intesti-

nal irritation. Quoad spasm, the chloroform

acts beneficially ; but is there nothing beyond
the spasm which creates an extreme suscepti-

bility of the nervous system? Again Dr
Salter says

:

'

' Nothing, indeed, in the whole range of patho-
logical phenomena is to my mind more remark-
able than the effect of emotion upon asthma. Dr
Todd has told me that he has had patients come
to him who have lost their asthma the moment
they have entered his house ; suddenly, and with-

out any apparent canse, except the mental per-

turbation at being within the precincts of the

physician, the difficulty of breathing has vanished.

AVe see just the same thing in toothache—the
sight of the dentist's house is enough to cure it."

Surely toothache is not " essentially ner-

vous " in the sense that there is no positive

pathological cause for it. We have known the

pain arising from a carious tooth disappear in

the manner stated ; but there would have
been no toothache had the tooth not been
carious. So we say of cases of hysteria;

there is .always some abnormity in the system

apart from the hysterical paroxysm. It does

not answer the question, to reply that pain and
spasm are essentially nervous. Pain and spasm
are not essential properties of healthy nerve,

but casual conditions of nerve in a morbid state,

or under a morbid influence. AVhat we want
to know is, what are the causes that lead to

these morbid sensations and actions of the

nerves ? W^ doubt, moreover, that in the case

of toothache, or hysteria, or convulsive

disorders generally, the cause is usually

seated in the nerves themfclves. Our belief

is, that there are certain morbid states of the

system that disturb the functional activity of

the nerves, and thus produce the phenomena.

We should like a little more explanation than

we find upon the two propositions, " that the

nervous system is the seat of the essential

pathological condition," and that the "pheno-
mena are those of excito-raotory or reflex

action." What is meant by the phrases
" essentially nervous," and " essential patho-

logical condition ?"

Again the Author says that the periodicity

of asthma implies its nervous character. Let

Dr Salter explain himself:

"There are three kinds of jieriodicity in disease.

One, in which it is produced by the periodical

return of its cause, as in the recurrence of hay-

fever eveiy summer, the morning expectoration

after a night's rest, indigestion every day at a

certain time after dinner. Another, in which the

periodicity seems to depend upon that ryhth-

mical impress which is stamped "u the functions,

that sort of <liurnal oscillation in which the body

is swung, by the constant recurrence, at one

unvarying dailv interval, of the habitual actions

and passions of the body ; I think that hectic and

ague acquire their periodicity from this diurnal

heat into which the body falls. But there are

other diseases whose rhythmical recurrence can-

not be explained on either of these suppositions,

whose periodicity has no relation either to the diur-

nal interval or to the renewal of the cause, but which

must be intrinsically periodic ; such are epilepsy

and asthma. In these the intci-val is long .•md of

no certain standard— that is, thougli tolerably

constant in the same individual, it differs very

widely in different cases—the period is peculiar to

each case, is aTi integi'al part of the pathological

condition . This last kind of periodicity, and this

alone, it is that points at all to the nervous nature

of a disease."

Seeing, evidently, that the theory ot

periodicity would carry him too far, he assumes

a periodicity which "has no relation either to

the diurnal interval or to the renewal of the

cause, but which must be intrinsically periodic,"

—" in these the interval is hrttj and of no certain

standard,"—in short, a periodicity that is not

periodic. We cannot say that, in the course

of our observation of asthma, we have been

able to trace any kind of iutnn.':ic periodicity

u-hich has no certain standard; in fact, we
cannot comprehend the phrase. We may ob-

serve upon this point, that iicriodicity is rather,

to our minds, a law of organis.ition generallv
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than of a particular organ. The entire phe-

nomena of life and motion prove this. Perio-

dicity does not, then, necessarily imply the

nervous character of a disease. What is ague?

We go further: is even the existence of a

nervous system necessary to periodicity ?

Vegetable life supplies the answer. The Author

expresses himself in another part of his work

more satisfactorily.

Another reason assigned for our Author's

opinion is the possible " absence of ap^ireciable

organic change, as shown by post-mortem

examination " when death has occurred from

gome other cause ; and the last reason is " that

the phenomena of the disease are muscular,"

Uiereby implying that the cause is nervous.

We may have no difficulty in assenting to the

proposition that the muscles are excited to

action by the nerves, yet may not admit that

the nerves would induce this action unless

themselves disturbed by some organic change,

or irritated by some remote disorder. The
theory of the " essentially nervous" character

of asthma does not convey a positive idea ; it

teaches nothing but a negation. Our observa-

tions apply to tlie insufficiency rather than to the

positive incorrectness of the arguments put

forth.

Wo have put our Author's views thus

strongly, not from a captious feeling, but that

his theory may bo the better understood by

the aid of his own explanation. He says :

"What, then, is the cau.se of the asthma in

these cases ? I do not see that wo can say auy-

thinj; more definite than tliat it consists in the

a.sthniatic tendency itself ; in that special

irritiibility of the pulmonary nervous system (as

in the case of ipecacuan-asthma), or that general

irritability of the whole nervous system (as in

emotional asthma, tc. ), which con.stitutes the

tsthiuatic idiosyncrasy with which the individual

was >)om.

"That in some cases a congenital asthmatic

tendency does exist is strongly implied, I think

we may say positively proved, by the undoubted
hereditariuess of the disease : in some families

asthma is as much t/u disease as gout is in others.

I have lately had under my care a gentleman
whose father, paternal grandmother, and two
paternal uncles, as well as himself, were a-sthmatie.

Now, there is no doubt that what is inherited

must be congenital—inborn.
" But, is any congenital peculiarity neassary t

No ; there appears to be no rea.son that a person

may not become asthmatic ; that the tendency to

the disease may not be acquirtd—indeed, evidence

as positive as can be imagined for believing that

it may ; that an asthmatic may at one time have
differed in no respect from othei-s, but that the

tendency to his diseaae may have been engrafted

on -him by .something that has happened to him.
For example, the case of asthma as a sequela of

measles, which I instanced just now. It is not
conceivalili! tliat all the children whom this dis-

ease, or whooping-cough, leaves asthmatic, had
any antecedent jicculiarity. In no respect do
they seem to differ from other cases, except that

the disease from which the asthma dates has
generally been of unusual severity.

"It would appear, then, that in respect to

causation, all cases of asthma may bo broadly

divided into two groups :

—

"1. Cases in which the essential cause of the

disease—that which constitutes the individual

an asthmatic—is some organic lesion, possiVdy

not appreciable, either in the bronchial tubes, or

in some part pljysiologically connected with
the brouLliial tubes.

"2, Ouses in which any organic lesion is not
only inappreciable, but non-existent ; in which the
tendency to asthma is due to something from
within, not from without ; in which the essential

cause of the disease is a congenital, and possibly

inherited, idiosyncrasy.
" I stter, thi'icfore, a middle course between

those who s;iy tii.it asthma always has at the root

of it some organic disease within the chest, and
those who deny that genuine spasmodic asthma
ever depends on orgamc lung disease, and main-
tain that it is always a pure neurosis. I think
I have shown, on the one hand, that there are
nomberless cases in which the supjioBitiou of any

organic cause would be purely gratuitous, and in

direct contravention of all clinical evidence and
pathological reasoning ; and, on the other, that

we have every reason for believing that many cases,

of the pure spasmodic variety, do really depend
on some organic though inappreciable injury that

previous disease has inflicted on the lungs."

So much, then, for the pathological cause of

asthma. The following riuotations give the

Author's views of the proximate cause of the

disease

:

" But the dyspnoea of asthma tells a plainer tale

than this ; it tells us not only what it is not, but

what it is. It gives the most positive evidence of

narrowing of the air-passages. The asthmatic's

breathing is what our forefathers called 'strait,'

and what we call ' tight ;' he feels as if a

weight were on his sternum, as if his chest were

compressed, as if a cord bound him, as if it would
be the greatest relief to him if some one would
cut his breast open and allow it to expand ; he

rushes to the window to get air, he cannot tolerate

fieoide or curtains about him. his clothes are

oosened, and all the muscles of respiration tug

and .strain their utmost to fill his chest."
" In spite of the violent muscular effoi't there is

liardly any respiratory movement ; the parietes of

the chest cannot follow the action of the muscles

;

on listening to the chest, the respirator}- murmur
is inaudible, even when not drowned by the

wheezing ; respiration is almost nit. Where,

then, can this obstruction to the introduction and

exit of air be ? It must be in some part of the

air-passages—the larynx, trachea, or bronchial

tubes. In the larynx and trachea we know, from

the symptoms, it is not. The fact of bronchial

stricture, then, is certain."

This, then, is our Author's theory of the

di«e;»se, and we cannot refuse his testimony,

not only because he is a sufferer from the dis-

order, but because he has eliminated the

question with extraordinary acuteness and in-

telligence.

We pass over the chapters relating to the

clinical history of asthma, with the graphic

descriptions of the paroxysms and the feehrgs

and condition of the suUtirer with which the

book abounds, and come to that which relates

especially to treatment. Br Salter has great

confidence in the influence of df/jre-isd/its—viz.,

ipecaeuan, tartar-emetic, and tobacco ; the

latter being his favourite remedy. He says :

'
' As soon as their characteristic effect is

established, the dyspucea ceases—completely

ceases from that moment ; no matter how intense

the spasm may have been, the moment the sensa-

tions characteristic of collapsct are felt, it yields,

the res)jiration is fre«, and the patient [lasses

from agony to case. It is one of the moat striking

things to witness in the way of the effect of a

remedy, that can be iuwgiued.
'

More particularly he remarks :

"The effect of antimony nearly resembles that

of tobacco, and it acts in the same way, but the

nausea and collapse it produces are long and
tedious.

" Of the three drugs, I should say ipecacuanha
is the most manageable, and entails the least

suffering ; tobacco the most speedy and effectual.

"There are one or two practical points on
which I would add a few words.

" Remedies of tlus kind, given with the view
of cutting short the paroxysm, should be given as

early as possible ; and for two reasons. First,

because it is much ea.sier to break througli the
asthmatic condition when it is but just established

;

while the louj'er it is allowed to go on, the more
inveterate and imcontroUable it becomes, and the

more difficult it is to arrest it : indeed, its giving

way at all may depend on the carliuess with "which

the remedy is applied. 1 have known treatment

powerless after the dyspuoDa has continued for

some hours, which never failed if administered as

soon as it declared itself.

"Just at starting, in the earliest stages of the

paroxysm, a very slight thing will determine its

advance or retreat ; and in proportion asitadvances

and deepenis, in just such pro|K)rlion do remedies
become inoperative. The other reason is, that if

the spasm does yield in spite of having been some
time estahlishcil, the recovery is not so complete

as if the remedy had been apphed immediately

on its appearance. The longer the bronchial

stricture lasts, the greater ace the arrears of

breathing and the resulting pulmonary congestion

;

and if this goes on unchecked and increasing for

many hours, the disturbance of the vascular

balance becomes so great, the capillaries of the

lungs so loaded, that it is a long time, many
hours, or perhaps even days, before that balance

is restored, and the vessels recover their normal
condition : and although the bronchial spasm
may completely give way, there remains a certain

amount of shortness of breath and an incapacity

for exertion, and it is not until an abundant
expectoration of mucus has taken place, by the

pouring out of which the loaded vessels have
relieved themselves, that the chest becomes clear

and the breathing free. In asthma at once cut

short there is uo such accumulated congestion

—

no mucoivs exudation, and when the bronchial

spasm ceases all dyspntea vanishes. If on first

awaking with the sensations of asthma the

asthmatic nauseates himself with tobacco, or

smokes his nitre-paper, or keeps himself in a
standing posture, or in any other way cuts short

the paroxysm, he will be throughout the suc-

ceeding day exactly the same, with the exception

of the sleep ho has lost, as if nothing had
occurred ; mit if he suffers the figlrt between
asthma and sleep to go on long, and then on the

first remission of the dyspnoja lies back and goes

to sleep, he will protract the asthmatic state,

deepen the consequent piUmonaiy arrears, and
not oiuly ]>ostpone his recovery for many hours,

but make it then slow and iinjierfect. I know an
asthmatic who now never loses a day by his

disease, in consequence of the promptitude with
which he meets its first appearance in the early

morning, but who formerly, from continuing to
lie in bed and try to get sleep after the asthma
had begun, protracted his sullbrings through the
day. He is attacked as often as ever, and at the
same time—about three or four o'clock in the
morning—but the moment ho finds his asthma on
him he takes measures to keep himself wide awake,
stands leaning against a piece of furniture, and,

if necessary, induces tobacco collapse, so that

instead of a day's astlima he has half an hour's,

and, as far as all the engagements of Ufe go, has

ceased to be an asthmatic.
'

Dr Salter objects to the use of opium, on
the ground that sleep favours asthma by
giving the ascendency to excito-inotory action,

and therefore would tend to increase rather

than relieve the distress. He has also little

faith in stramonium, it having, according to

his experience, mitigated rather than cured
the paroxysm. He is inclined to think, how-
ever, that the failure of the drug is in some
degree owing to the mode in which it is prer

pared. Dr Salter has had but small experi-

ence of lobelia, and none of Indian hemp ; his

observations on these drugs have reference

therefore to the testimony of others. Some
excellent remai'ks conclude the volume, on the
regiminal and dietetic treatment of the
disease.

We cannot lay down this treatise without
expres.sing our opinion that it is one of the
ablest monographs that have appeared for

many years. The subject is treated in a com-
prehensive and discriminating manner, with
great power of analysis, in a style at once
graphic, terse, and elegant. It will take its

place in our library as the work on Asthma,
and by the side of the host standard works
on any subject.

tiiAL-TAK.—At a recent meeting of the French
Academy of Sciences, a memoir by Dr Lemaire, on
a new com]K>und of coal-tar and its uses, was
read. He says that coal-tar owes its properties to

jihenic acid, benzine, and naphthaline. Alcohol

se))arates from ix)al-tar its active jiropeities.

When sajionine, which dissolves fatty matters, is

added, the result is a substance stated to lie ex-

(wediiigly valuable for its applications in hygiene,

thera|>cutios, and natural history. The process is

a disjovery by M. Lebeuf, a chemist of Bayonne.

Saponiiie is a peculiar principle e.\.tractcd from

saponaria officinalis, or soapwort.

The Library of the Royal Medical and Chinir-

gical Society will be gloscd from Monday, August

13, to Saturday, Septembers, both days inclusive.
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SKETCHES OF EMINENT
PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS

OF THE LAST CENTURY.

By JOSHUA BURGESS, M.D.

MEMOIR OF JOHN HUNTER, F.R.S.

(Continued from page 98.)

It is .surmised tliat Jolni Hunter went into the

army on account of imiuful disputes with his

brother. It would appear that the envy and

jealousy of William were not appeased or mode-

rated by the unclouded success of his professional

career, which at this time was unparalleled. That

two such men should brood over passions which

sullied and embittered their intercourse through

life, is a painful phase of humauity, when a little

concession on either side might have added much

to the fame of both, and avoided criticism and

censure. This unusual and extraordinary feud,

commenced at an early period, and continued un-

abated to the end of their career, caused much

scandal, and in John's case was attributed to

defect of early education. The tics of blood, and

similarity of pursuits, notwithstanding, held them

together for twelve years. John Hunter took

great delight in augmenting his brother's museum,

and on his part the separation was regretted and
long deplored. No doubt these circumstances,
with the unsatisfactoiy state of his health pro-

duced by close confinement and application,

decided his acceptance of the appointment on the
staff of the army for foreign service. The break
and change in his jiursuits, a foreign climate and
scenes, and active professional engagements of an
army surgeon's occupation, were well suited to

eft'ect an improvement of his health.

This separation of the brothers had a good
result iu the temporary revival of William's latent

affection for John, whom on his return he received

most cordially. It is recorded by Dr Cogan, that in

1762-3 he would frequently speak, in his lectures,

duringhisbrother'sabseuce, in the following terms:
"In this I am only my brother's interpreter. I

am simjjy the demonstrator of this discovery ; it

was my brother's." Dr Cogau adds, "The
frequency of such expressions natui'aUy inspired

all his pupils with Mr Hunter's skill in anatomical
researches, and of the Doctor's ingenuous con-

duct. («) By thus keeping up the recollection,

Dr Hunter established a high appreciation of the
anatomical skill and research, as well as venera-

tion and respect for John Hunter. He, moreover,
promoted his interest by inserting tliroe papers,

prepared while his assistant, on anatomical sub-

jects, which he also published in his absence, in a

volume of the ' Medical Commentaries, ' and thus
kept his name alive amongst scientific inquirers.

These papers related to the experiments on absorp-

tion, performed in the presence of a number of

gentlemen who, as well as William, assisted and
joined in the discussion on that occasion.

This campaign gave to John Hunter the hon-

Iwmie of a military man ; he was extremely com-
panionable, mixed freely in society, took his bottle,

told his adventures, and enjoyed a laugh over a

good story ; and Mr Abernethy speaks of him as

being, " moreover, a man ofconsiderable Immour."
But liis anatomical and surgical pursuits .soon

occupied all his time. It must, notwithstanding,
be recorded that he was naturally playful. His
slow method of speech, by affording him time to

collect and condense his ideas, and point his

Immour, facilitated the display of that dry, droll

repartee, — sometimes amusing, sometimes sar-

castic, and never censorious,—which was so nearly
allied to wit as to make him most agi'eeablo

society. His opportunities of studying varieties of

character were numerous, to which his early train-

ing in country pastimes and manly pursuits gave
a zest. They were not confined to scenes in his
own station of life

; he would pursue the instinct of
contemplating the eccentricities of human charac-
ter in various spheres, and under exceptionable yet

(a) Adams' 'Memoirs,' p. 128.

grotesq^ue conditions, as did Hogarth ; and his
professional engagements, no doubt, gave facilities

to gratify this taste. He paid severely in his ad-
venture to obtain the body of the Irish giant,
O'Byrne. O'Byrne gave instructions in his last
illness that his body should be taken out to sea
and there deposited. For this object, he left a sum
of money, took secret lodgings, and it was arranged
that his body should be watclied until that oc-
curred. This came to the knowledge of Mr
Hunter, who traced out where he dietl, the
public-house where the watchers resorted when on
relief from watching, and laid his plan to obtain
the body by bribing them. He accordingly went
to this place of resort, and personally undertook
the negotiation by offering lOOZ. for the body,
which was accepted. The watchers, finding they
held a prize of no common value, and their
customer very eager, threw out impediments, and
demanded more and more money. At length
John Hunter advanced the sum to 500Z. on pos-
session of the body. His real difficulty now com-
menced : possession of such a prize, under the
circumstances, not only gave no security, but
exposed him to serious implications, and com-
promised him for the moment both morally and
legally. At a time when prejudice against dis-

section ran higli, to be at the mercy of such
people was a dangerous and imprudent position.
On the removal of the body, he had his own
carriage ready at hand, on the route, to carry it

off to Brompton, where he had it immediately "cut
up, and the flesh boiled off the bones to avoid
detection—which explains the dark hue of the
skeleton, the bones not having been proi>erly
bleached during preparation ; in other respects it

is a beautiful skeleton, at iiresent in the Hunterian
Museum at the College of Surgeons. He now
devoted himself assiduously to anatomy and the
cultivation of natural history. To aid in the
prosecution of labours which conld not be con-
ducted in the confinement of a densely-populous
city, he purchased a piece of ground at Earl's

Court, near Brompton, and built a house about
two miles from town, where he could carry out
his investigations and numerous experiments.
John Hunter's embarrassments were great—in

consequence of which he taught practical anatomy
and operative surgery for several winters, liis half-

pay and private practice not being sufficient to

support him. Nevertheless, with very gloomy
prospects, his industry prevailed, and the im-
mediate difliculty of paying for the ground was
liquidated, perhaps with some little helj) afforded

by friends, from the arrears of pay remaining
in the hands of the army agents, accumulated
during active service. John Hunter took great
delight in this suburban retreat, which he called

his Tusculanum, where he spent in the summer
all the after-part of the day, dined and slept, and
found great relief from the fatigues of practice

and lecturing. It was here that lie projected all

his schemes and experiments, and brought to-

gether that incongruous collection of beasts, birds,

reptiles and insects, with fossils, shells, and
numerous heterogeneous objects of natural history,

including vegetables and plants, which formed the

extraordinary family in possession of the house
and grounds at Earl's Court. It is stated that iu a

paddock in the rear of the house, the most curious

insects and reptiles would be seen crawling about,

and associated together, des'cribed " as the
strangest selection in nature." The front equally

attracted notice : on each .side of the parapet of

the entrance portico was the figure, in stone or

lead, of a lion passant painted red, and two more
cmichant on the ground on each side of the double

flight of steps leading to the vestibule ; and over

the front door the mouth of a crocodile widely open,
and a mound of shells piled up. This house soon
became filled with his numerous collection of

specimens and preparations ; and upon marriage,

great .taste was displayed by Mrs Hunter, who
possessed considerable skill as an artist, iu the

embelli.shment of a suite of rooms for occupation
;

inlaying the panels with her own drawings by an
ingenious device, so that in the winter their re-

moval to town could bo easily effected. He was
here enabled to make experiments to show the

changes animal and vegetable substances undergo
by the influence of gastric juice iu the stomach

;

also by feeding animals with madder, which gives

a red colour to the newly-deposited laminse of

bones, to show the process of their formation and
growth. He at this time also discovered the pro-

c»ss of exfoliation, by which dead is separatsd

from living bone. To some of these experiments
his brother William had alluded in the ' Medical
Commentaries,' as named before. Inquiries and
unceasing labours in comparative anatomy did not
interfere with a series of numerous experiments
John Hunter at the same time prosecuted upon
living animals and vegetables, reared and collected
at Earl's Court. In these favourite pursuits, no
time or money was spared, and devotion to natural
histoiy and science found resources, notwithstand-
ing the neglect and injustice wliich he considered
had been liitherto bestowed by the world : he thus
raised a lasting monument to his industry, perse-
verance, and enthusiasm." (A) It should have
been named that in the year 1754-5 he discovered
the structure of the placenta, and the communica-
tion between the mother and placenta. Dr
Mackenzie, an assistant at that time to the cele-
brated Dr Smellie, and a friend of John Hunter's,
showed him a specimen of a very curious and in-
teresting kind ; and John Hunter, in the pre-
sence of .several others, succeeded in unravel-
ling this structure, the anatomy of which had
not been discovered. Upon reporting this to Dr
Hunter, he at first treated it with good-humoured
raillei-y, but accompanied John to Dr Mackenzie,
and became satisfied of the importance of the
demonstration. They afterwards took opportuni-
ties of making further and conclusive examinations
to demonstrate the functions ofthe placenta. '

' Not-
withstanding this, Dr Hunter in his lectures never
took any notice of his brother's share in the in-
vestigation ;" and in his splendid and elaborate
work on the 'Gravid Uterus,' he accurately de-
lineated and minutely described the anatomy and
physiology of the parts, without once mentioning
the author or the mode of the discovery." (?)
"In May, 1754, Mr Hunter informs us that Dr
McKenzie had been particularly successful in in-
jecting the veins and arteries of a placenta : the
appearance being new, he proceeded no further
till he procured Mr Hunter's assistance in his ex-
amination. After having dissected, and made the
whole into preparations," says Mr Hunter, " I
returned home in the evening, and communicated
what I had discovered to my brother, Dr Hunter,
who at first treated it and me with good-humoured
raillery, but on going with me to Dr McKenzie,
was soon convinced of the fact." (d) It is related
that Dr Smellie took so much offence at his pupil
Mackenzie for thus supplying without his per-
mission this specimen for John Hunter's demon-
stration, that they parted in consequence. The
following is Mr Hunter's note appended to this
article ;

— " Dr McKenzie being then an assistant
of the late Dr Smellie, the procuring and dissect-

ing this woman without Dr Smellie' s knowledge
was the cause of a separation between them, wr
the leading steps to such a discovery could not be
kept a secret. The winter following, Dr McKenzie
began to teach midwifery in the borough of South-
wark."

GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE.

POOR-LAW MEDICAL REFORM ASSOCIA-
TION.

To ilu Editor of the Medical Circular.
Sir,—In my last communication I laid before

you a summary of the number of patients at-

tended by each Poor-law Medical Officer. I now
forward to you a list of thirty Unions, extracted
from one out of the eleven divisions into which
the Poor-law Board have divided England and
Wales. Iu this list will be apparent the entire want
of any plan in fixing the salaries of the Medical
Oflicers, and the absolute necessity that exists for

an Act of Parliament to determine the course to

be pursued by the Poor-law Board and Boards of

Guardians on the subject. At present the pay-
ments are capriciously made— the man with the
least to do having, in many instances, the highest

salary. This it is that prevents unanimity
amongst us, and enables the Guardians to t^iTannise

over us, and the Poor-law Board to disregard our
complaints. Within the last few days I have had
remitted to me from ten officers of the Grantham,
Auckland, and Narbeth Unions subscriptions to

the amount of U. 5s. I have also received from

(6)
' Encyc. Edm.'

(ci ' Naturalist's Library,' vol. x, p. 32.

\d) Adams's 'il»moirs of John Hunter,' p. 125.
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the students of the ilanchcster Royal School of

Medicine 21. , which assistance I value exceedingly,

as it has been spontaneously afforded, and comes
from gentlemen who are only indirectly interested

in the success of our appeal for justice. I trust

the Poor-law Medical Officers generally will sec

the necessity of supplj'ing the Association with
pecuniary assistance, as 200?. at least will be re-

quired to enable me to lay before the Members of

flie Legislature early next .Session the calculations

I have already made, and without which I fear

the influence of the Guardians will have more
weight than that of the Medical Officers.

I am, &c., Richard Griffix.

12 Royal terrace, Weymouth,
August 6, 1860.

SOUTH-EASTERN COUNTIES.

Name of Union.

Epsom

.

Guildford .

Hambledou .

Croydon

Kingston

Mailing

Sevenoaks .

Tcmbridge Wells .

Hollingborne

Craubrouk .

Tenterden .

Sbeppey

Eastrey

Dover .

Emam .

Eailsham

Ticehurst

Uck&eld

West Firle .

West Hanapnett .

Midhurst

Westboume

Portsea Island

Fareham

Isle of Wight

Lymington .

Fordiugbridge

Sooth Stoneliam .

Andover

Wantage

^1 ' ® Oi s

1000
171
335
162
227
109
1715
943
905
775
284
169
736
303
1551
813
561
309
154
158
225
91

161
61

71

35
230
37
120
11

167
161
1030
394
447
250
152
53
230
43

395
132
116
135

1146
447
167
89

1377
90

1648
95

666
490
202
110

1350
198
278
137

Miles.

5

34
8

3

4

3

54
34
5

3

6

5
6
4

4
S
4

4

6
4
3
2
4

5
4

5
6
6
1

14
4
5

34
5

7
6

4

5

44
44
6

5
6

5
2

24
5

5
8
5

64
64
7

6

54

o J

g S V

26 j

30
60

I

«0
22 I

21

100
100
60

100
66
66
lOO
100
76

105
75
80
30
43
28
30
50
75

35

30

35
25
32
28
44

80
44
52
65
70
25
20
45
42
30
38
25

45
42
42
38
47
70
60
50
32
56
90
50
50

55
65
30
60

8. d.

6

3 6

3 4

7 4

1 11

3 10
1 1

2

1

2
4

7

2
6

1

2
2 8

4 10

3 10

5 5

2
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any account of herself. She had probably en-

dured cold and exposure, and had received liut a

Tery small allowance of food for a considerable

period of time. She was admitted into the hospital

in a state of extreme emaciation, and was placed

under the care of Dr Todd. She lay in a dull,

listless st<ite, bnt never rallied, and died five or

six weeks after her admission. No inorbi<l con-

dition of any organ could be discovered bj' the
unaided eye. There was generally extreme ema-
ciation, and an almost total absence of adipose
tissue. The liver was the only oi^n I examined
microscopically. It (iresented nothing remark-
able on general inspection, and its size, colour,

and consistence were normal. It contained little

blood.

Now, in this case, it is clear that the presence

of the fatty matter cannot be attributed to the

existence of a large quantity of fat in the portal

blood. It can therefore hardly be referred to in-

creased nutrition of the cells. It is veiy im-
probable that in such a case the cells should have
possessed an increased power of attracting fatty

matter from the blood. It would seem as if the
nutritive processes were almost entirely .suspended,

and although life was prolonged for a considerable

period, the waste seems to have continued in

spite of every attemjit to introduce a sufflcient

quantity of nutrient materials into the organism.

"Why did not the cells at the circumference of the
lobules, which are the oldest, undergo a morbid
change before those in the centre ? The most
important changes occurring in the healthy organ
nndoubtetlly takes place in these cells. The portal

blood, rich in fatty matters and other constituents

recently absorbed from the intestine, reaches these

cells first, and before it arrives at the centre of

the lobnle, certain substances entering into the
formation of bile are doubtless almost entirely

removed. Here the circulation is slowest, and in

this part of the lobule the mo.st active secretion

of bile undoubtedl}- occurs. It is in this situation

that the changes in fatty liver and those in cir-

rhosis of the liver undoubtedly commence. It

must be borne in mind that the cells grow from
the centre towards the circumference of the lobule,

the youngest culls being always found in the

former, the oldest in tlie latter situation. The
development and multiplication of the cells then
appear to take place near the hepatic vein, where
the circulation is most rapid ; their growth, as

they pass towards the circumference of the lobule

where the blood is distributed over a great extent

of surface, and the circulation comparatively
slow.

The accumulation of fatty matter in the pi-esent

case would seem to be due to changes affecting the
development and early growth, rather than upon
those connected with the secreting action of the
cells. It is difficult to explain the manner in

which the fatty matter is produced, but it is not
unreasonable to suppose that the material so

closely resembling oily matter in its microscopical

characters, which seems so intimately connected
with the formation of nuclei, should accumulate
to an unusual extent in a case where the con-

ditions necessarj' to the complete development of

the nucleus, and the material which surrounds it,

are not present. There would seem to be a gieatly-

incrcaseil proportion of fatty matter in this i)art

of the lobule without any absolute increase, and
possibly even vnih a diminution in the total

amount of hepatic tissue entering into the forma-

tion of the lobule. Probably some constituents

present in a normal state are entirely absent in

this instance. The force to which their separa-

tion from the blood and their conversion into

the materials of the normal cell is due is wanting,

and substances which ought to have been con-

verted into the material of which the cells are

composed, and from which the bile is formed, re-

main in a crude state and assume the form of fat

globule.?, as has been described. At the same time,

it must bo admitted that this explanation is not
very complete or satisfactory, and it is oflfered only

in the hope that more light may be tlirown uiwn
the subject in future investigation.

In Fig. 1, Plate 11, the general appearance of a

thin section of the liver in which the portal vein

had been injected is .'4iown — a portion of a
lobule more highly magnified in which the
branches of the hepatic were injected is figured

immediately below this (Fig. 3). The large oil

globules in the centre of the lobule are well shown,
and tlieir gradual diminution towards the circum-
ference, wliere the tubes appear to be filled with

brown granular matter, is represented. Below
this figure some of the collections of oil globules

are seen. In Fig. 7, the branching of the duct

and its connection with the tubular network is

very distinct.

In these drawings there is little indication of

the existence of true cells ; indeed, it is very
diflicult in many diseased specimens to detect any-

thing like a liver cell as it is usually described.

The free portions obsen'ed are certainly not en-

closed in a cell membrane, but appear to be frag-

ments irregularly broken off from the mass which
occupies the tubular network. Many portions

were observed closely resembling those figured in

which there was not the least cellular appearance.

I have' already alluded to this subject in the

'Anatomy of the Liver,' page 47, and I propose

to discuss this important (juestion in its numerous
bearings in a future communication.
The conclusions derived from an examination of

this liver may be summed up as follows :

1. The fatty matter exists in the central part

of the lobules, and diminishes in quantity towards

the circumference.

2. The changes probably are connected with the

development and early growth of the cells, not

with their secreting acHon.

3. The nuclei of the cells are destroyed and
degenerate, or arc not formed at all in that part

of the lobule where their multiplication takes

place in health, and oily materials which would
have been altered during the development and
multiplication of nuclei remain in a crude and
unaltered state.

— 'Archives of Medicine.'

CAUTERISATION.—A CURE FOR FISSURE
OF SOFT PALATE.

Professor J. Cloquet communicated to the
Academy of Sciences a highly interesting surgical

case, forwarded through him to the Academy by
XL Benoit, Profe.s.sor of the Faculty of Medicine
of Montpellier. It was an instance of congenital

fls.sure of the soft palate, cured by reiterated

cauterisation.

The deformity, which interested the soft palate

only, was attended with all the symptoms it is

capable of producing. Merely a few words could

be pronounced, and so disfigured that even the

child's parents were unable to understand them
;

deglutition was impeded, solid and more especially

licjuid subsstances returning through the nose ; ex-

spuition was utterly imjiossible, the saliva or

mucous secretions involuntarily dropping from the

mouth, or being expelled by autoinatic^ovements

of the tongue. The (loor child had attained his

eleventh year, and time had in nowise ameliorated

his condition, when M. Bcnott undertook the case.

The treatment was begun on the 8th of May,
1857, and was twice interrupted, once by a

journey, and on another occasion by the measles
;

the time thus lost being deducted, the cure occu-

pied nineteen months.
The soft palate has now entirely united, the

uvula only remaining bifurcated. The symptoms
have all disappeared ; the articulation of words is

easy, but the tone of the voice still somewhat im-

paired ; the patient speaks a little through his

nose, a circumstance referred \>y M. Benoit more
to habit than to the insignificant fissure which re-

mains. The Author supports this assertion by
adducing the case, still under his observation, of

a man bearing a congenital division of the uvula,

nearly similar to that which persists in the patient

whose history has been related above, and in

whom the articulation of words is perfectl}' natural.

M. Cloquet has had occasion to make the same
remark in one of the cases he has published.

In M. Benoit's patient the favourable result was

effected by thirty-three cauterisations, fourteen of

which were performed with the proto-nitrate of

mercury, and nineteen with the lunar caustic, ap-

plied, in accordance with M. Cloquet's precept, at

the angle and edges of the fissure in an extent of

one or two lines only. The child, who at first

dreaded the operation, has become so indiflerent

to it that he now spontaneously reque^its to have

it performed : M. Benoit therefore intends to at-

tempt the union of the bifid uvula, and entertains

no doubt of ultimate success.

This is, therefore, a fresh instance of union of

cleft-palate by reiterated cauterisation, in a }-oung

and timid child, for whom st.iphyloraphy could

not for several years have been thoufjht of. The

treatment was so free from pain, and interfered so

little with the boy's occupations, that his educa-

tion, hitherto entirely neglected in consequence of

the deformity, was entered upon during the pro"
gross of the treatment, and has been prosecuted
with .such success, that in October 1858 he was
admitted into the Montpellier College, where he
gradually rose to the first places in competition
with his school-fellows, and obtained at the close

of the year six nominations and one prize for

rccitatimj. "Tlie latter premium," justly ob-
.serves M. Benoit, "is a superabundant proof of
the satisfactory pronunciation of this cliiM, who^
previously to the treatment, spoke unintelligibly

even for his parents."

"There are cases, however," said M. Cloquet,

"in which cauterisation is insufficient to cure

split-palate ; I refer to those in which the palatine

bones are divided ; here autoplasty becomes ne-

cessary ; but, as M. Hippolyte I^arrey has re-

marked in a recent publication, cauterisation may
be of much assistance in promoting the cure. It

would be possible," says this eminent surgeon,
"to turn this procedure to profitable account,

even in those cases in which otherwise it might be
unavailing, when, for instance, autoplasty has
achieved but incomplete results and a small aper-

ture remains."

The method of cauterisation seems to have be-

come more general, and M. Cloquet mentioned aa
admirable result obtained by M. Gaillard, surgeon
of the Hotel- Dieu of Poitiers, not, it is tme, on
the velum, but on far more complex organs, in

the case of a little child who was bom with de-

formed liands and feet. Both feet were bifid in

almost the whole of the anterior halt and re-

sembled the claw of a lobster. It would have
been difheult for the infant even to walk, and the

use of common shoes would have been utterly

impossible. M. Gaillard rendered the edges of

the fi.ssui'es regular, and, by successive cauterisa-

tions of the angle of the division, effected suf-

ficient union of the di-sunited halves of each foot

to allow of the child, who is now four and a half

years of age, wearing tight shoes and walking
with perfect ease.

U]iwards of thirty years since, by the same
procedure, M. Cloquet succeeded in effecting the

union, in the case of a young man, of the two
halves of a congenital bifid thumb (two small

phalanges existed, each provided with a narrow
but distinct nail). A deep longitudinal furrow
prsisted at the junction of the two nails, which,

instead of being divergent, became iiarallel to

each other, and the thumb, thus nearly restored

to its natural shape, recovered the regularity

of its functions.
— 'Journal of Practical Medicine

and Surgery.'

ON THE TREATilENT OF PRURIGO.
The Author (Dr von Bareusprung) warns his

readers against the employment of stimulating

agents. Local anajsthetics, as, for example,

chloroform, are also useless. On the contrary,

cold baths, cold ablutions, and apjdications to

the skin, procure relief and quiet ; tepid baths,

bran baths, and vapour baths, allay the increased

excitement. Anointing the skin with miM
fatty matters, and inunctions with lard, are also

suitable means of procuring alleviation of the

patients sufferings. The Author enumerates the
preparations of sulphur, tar, and sublimate, as

specific remedies. Slight cases of prurigo are

undoubtedly often cured by sulphur baths and
sulphur ointments. Inobstinateca.ses the Author
olitained remarkable effects from baths of sub-

limate. The patient takes every second day, or

at longer intervals, a bath at 95' Fahrenheit, in

which two drachms of Gublimate are dissolved

;

in general six such baths are suflicient to effect A
perfect cure. The absorption of the subhmate is

m this case vary trifling, and its action is mainly
local. It is necessary to remark that the bath-

ing-vessel should be constructed of wood, and
not of zinc or copper, as, if these metals be em-
ployed, not only is the vessel itself destroyed hj
the decomposition, but the liath is rendered ineffi-

cacious.
—

' Vicrteijahrschrift fiir die Praktische

Heilkunde,' 1860. Baud Ixv., 'Analektcn,' p. 65.

ON A NEW PORSr OF CHLORIDE OF
SODIUNL

By M. Tcsos.

Lately, on opening a tightly -fitting tin box, in

which a quantity of salmon-roe jwi^te had been
allowed to remain for nearlj' three years, it was
found that the organic matter was covered by aa
efflorescence of acicular crystals. One of mV
pupils collected some of these crystals, analysed
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them, aud pronounced them to consist entirely of

chloride- of sodium. As I had never heard of

chloride of sodium crystallising in needles, their

examination was repeated, but still the same re-

sults were obtained. Some of the crystals were

next dksolved in water, and the solution produced

submitted to spontaneous evaporation, when the

whole of the salt deposited in the ordinary or

cubical form. This result, therefore, fully con-

firms the conclusions deduced from analysis.

The crystals, some of which are neaily half an
inch long, apjwar to be rectangular prisms termi-

nated by four-sided pyramids. They are beauti-

fully clear, colouries.s, transparent, elastic, longi-

tudinally aud transversely striated, and many are

bent or contorted in a manner similar to the na-

tive hydrated sulphate of lime called selenite by
mineralogists. The acicular crj-.stals are anhy-

drous, and undergo uo change in form or diminu-

tion in transjiarency when exposed to air at

ordinu-y temperatures, or even at a low red heat.

The needles of chloride of sodium possess one pro-

perty which is a very familiar characteristic of

the cubical .salt—namely, that when heated they

decrepitate. It is sing\i1ar to remark that, at all

events as far as we know at present, the acicular

varieties of the chlorides of potassium and of so-

dium are only developed in the presence of organic

matter, just as the production of octahedral

chloride of sodium appears to be due to the solu-

tion from which it crjstallises containing urea.

Since writing the foregoing, I have obsei-vcd an
efflorescence of acicular chloride of sodium on an
animal deposit which was sent me for analysis,

and wliich hail been originally mixed with a solu-

tion of common .salt to prevent it undergoing

putrefaction,

ON RETENTION OF URINE IN F(KTAL
LIFE.

M. Depaul, the eminent Paris obstetrician, has

just concluded, in the ' Oazctte Hebdomadaire

'

of the 8th instant, an important paper on tlie

above subject. The research, lucidity, and
practical valae of the essay are very great ; and
•WB are sure that it will be read with benefit by
all who are interested in obstetric practice.

A- * *tiP concluding propositions, we remark
t ng :

—" Till' difficulties which may
ui- . tlie distension of the ftetal bladder are

snch that, in .several eases, the head and limtra

were torn off without surmounting the obstacle.

This distension cannot be detected before partu-

rition, but may be suspected during labour. It

can bo made out clearly only by the hand intro-

duced into the ntcms. Wlien tractions are use-

less, we should think of puncturing the bladder

;

and this should be done with the utmost nicety,

as the diirtension of the urinary receptacle does
not le.ssen the viability of the child. After birth,

it may become practicable to perform a .second

operation, by which the obstacle to the escape of

the urine may l>c removed and the child eventually
be saved."— ' Lancet.'

COLOURATION OF THE BONES OF THE
F(ETrS BY MADDER GIVEN TO THE
MOTHER.
M. Flourens says :

" It is near twenty years

aince I presented to the Academy (8rd Feb., 1840)

two or three skeletons of iiigeon.s, reddened by
the action of middcr, which had been mixed for

a certain time with the food of those animals.
The last experiments of this kind, made in France,
were by Duhamel in 1739, just a century before

mine. The experiments of Duhamel were almost
forgotten, mine were received with curiosity by
physiologists. At the meeting of the Academy
on Feb. 24, 1840, passing from my observations

on birds to those of mammals, I presented to

the Academy the skeletons of two or three puny
pigs whose bones and teeth were completely
reddened by the action of madder mixed with the
food. Today I present to the Academy a fact

much more curions, and, as 1 believe, quite new.
Not merely are the bones of the animal itself

noiirishexl with madder, but those of the fcetns

also are reddened, and of much deeper colour, by
the single circum.stancc that the mother has been
•nbmitted to a diet mixed with madder during the
last forty -five days of gestation. Not only have
•11 the bones become red, but the teeth al.so, and
what la remarkable, in a manner much mon^ com-
plete and uniform tlian when the foetus being
boni, is itself submitted, so soon as it can eat, to
the madder regime. Ho much greater permeability
docs the tissue of the cmbrj-o aflbrd to the cir-

culation of the blood of the mother. But it is

only the bones and the teeth which become thus
affected. Neither the periosteum, nor the carti-

lages, nor the tendons, nor the muscles, nor the
stomach, nor the intestines—nothing, in a word,
which is not bone, is thus coloured . I can show
to the Academy three pieces which are three parts
of the same .skeleton. The first is the right tibia.

All the bone is red, but neither the jieriosteum nor
the cartilage is at all so . The second piece is the left

tibia ; a shred of periosteum has been detached at

one point, and it is .seen to preserve its ordinary
white colour. The third piece is the rest ofthe skele-

ton. One may remark above all the teeth which are

perfectly coloured. The sow which gave me this

foetus produced five at the birth. Two were dead,
and both were found equally coloured. Three others
live, and we may judge by the colour of the teeth
that of the rest of the skeleton. The motfier does
not communicate directly or immediately with the
interior of the foetus except through the blood.
Now, the connection of the blood of the mother
with that of the foetus, in whatever mode that
may be, which I shall examine in another
note, is a fact full of consequences. How does
the foetus respire i How is it nourished ? Evi-
dently through the blood of the mother. All

phyaiolc^ists have also thought and said so. But
does the blood of the mother communicate with
that of the foetus ? Here is the Avhole question,
and by the sjiecimens which I bring before the
Academy one may see that it is resolved. The
blood of the mother communicates so fully with
that of the f(ctu.s, that the colouring principle of

madder, the same principle which colovirs the bones
of the mother, colours also the bones of the foetus."— ' Comptes Rendus ' and ' London Medical
Review.

*

APPLICATIONS OF IODINE TO THE CERVIX
UTERI IN THE VOMITING OF PRBG-
NANCY.
Dr Miller relates some eases in proof of the

frequency with which the vomiting of pregnancy
is (iependent uixm an inflamed state of the cervix
uteri, and of the efficacy of the practice which
consists in jiainting it freely with an ethereal
tincture of iodine, composed of half a drachm to
one drachm of the iodine to one ounce of sul-

jihuiic ether. Dr Miller adds that he and his
Medical friends have during the last ten years
employed this formula as far prefi'rable in inliam-
matoiT iiffection.s, especially erysipelas, to tincture
of iodine.— 'Boston Medical Journal,' vol. Ixi.,

p. 70, and 'Medical Times.'

DEATHS.

CampbrI/L.—July 20, at 221 Gallowgate street,

Glasgow, suddenly, from the bursting of a blood-

ves.scl in the head, James Camiibell, L.F.P.S.
Glasg., ageil 50.

Henkv.—June 27, at his residence, Belleville,

Canada West, Walter Henry, M.I)., late In-

spector-General of Hospital.s, aged 69.

Knu!HT.—June 14, at Bijiiore, East Indies, Dr
K. C. Knight.

Lamb.— June 21, at Mussoorie, East Indies, Dr
M. B. I^mb.

Macke-hev.—June 21, en route for Calcutta, Dr
William Mackesey, aged 32.

Rendeu,.—July 30, at 111 Euston ro«d, William
Reiidell. He was Surgeon in the anny in the
Peninsula under the late Duke of WelUngton.
He also served in the Walcheren Expedition
and in Canada.

RoBEUTS. — M:iy 14, suddenly, at Butcher's Is-

land, Bombay, William O. Roberts, Assistant-
Surgeon to H.M S. ' Retribution,' aged 28.

RoBiQUPr.—Edmond Robiquet, Professor at the
Paris School of Pharmacy, and one of the most
distiiiguislied I'hannaceutical Chemists, has
just died, in the 38th year of his age.

ScHuis.sBEKGER.—July 9, at Stuttgart, Dr Julius
Schlossberger, Professor of Cliemistiy at the
University of Tiibingen, formerly Assistant to
the late Professor Gregory. Edinburgh.

Turner.—August 4, at Bexley Heath, Kent,
John t\isson Turner, formerly of Brighton,
M.D., &e., ;iged 47.

MEDICAL NEWS.

RoYAi, CoiXBOE OK SuiioEWNs.—The following

gentlemen having unilergone the necessary exami-
nations for the dipltnna, were admitted Members

of the College, at a meeting of the Court of Exa-
miners, on the 2nd inst. :—James Jackson Adair,

Douglas, Isle of Man ; Ponsouby Kelly Adair,

Lincoln' s-inii Dispensary ; William Sliepheard

Bennett, Plymouth ; George Colby, New Malton,
Yorkshire ; William Heury France, Sheffield

;

Goorequer Griffith, Dublin ; Robert Ilifi'c, Coven-
try ; Thomas Auchmuty Keating, Sprin^'tiold,

Gnelph, Canada ; John Henry Charles Erridge
King, Portsmouth ; Alexander NeU, India

;

Arthur Henry Non-cU, Richmond ; Coruthwaite
Hector Rason, Eastbonrne ; William Arthur
Rush, Southminster, Essex ; Samuel Coseley
Smith, Staffordshire ; Charles Gordon Sprague,
Kimbolton ; Charles Henry Hilton Stone, Man-
chester ; WiUlam Thomas Winter, Cotham,
Bristol.—The following gentlemen have lately

passed the Anatomical and Physiological Exami-
nation : — Messrs Wm. Michael Whitmarsh,
Philip B. Henry Ayres, Thos. P. Wright, Haslar.
HaiTis, John Thomas Henry West, Douglas John
Dutton, John Nash Smart, Ponsonby Kelly
Adair. Heber Dowlin" Ellis, Louis Ernest Du-
maine, Henry Ed^vard Jessop, Henry Geo. Wil-
liamson, Chas. Maslew Deane, Thos. Heath
Curtis, Henry Chas. Woods, John Fleming,
Michael Benny, Lynch Thomas, Henry HoweU
Parry, Philip Rich. Tomlinson, Christopher M.
Davidson, Warner Atkinson, Wilmot Horton
Trevor Power, Joseph Silverthonie Belcher, John
Dnnstan, Wm. Henry Dixon, John 01i)ihant,

Theophilus Geo. Husband Nicholson, Henry
Edward Langford, Wm. Spalding, Anthony
Robin.son Oliver, Edmund Willett, Samuel
Henrj- Ramsbotham, Francis Griffiths, Edw.
Claphara, Edward Dodd, Fred. Steel, Thos.
Simpson, Fred. Augustus Palmer Haines,
Courtney Nedwill, Robt. Nash, Edward Ellis,

Wm. Qiiarrell, Rich. Dawson, Henry Chas.
Wine, Edm. Spooner Machin, 'Thos. Spilsbury
Swinson, Christopher Casjier John Kotze, Francis
Patrick Staples, W. Thos. Davies, John Nichol-
son, Martin Briingcs, Thos. Jones, Henry Col-

lins, Joseph Hainsworth, Walter Leaf, CEded
Lan.slcy, Wm. Henry B. Clapp, John Lidderdale,

Stephen Joseph Manook, Sam. Linley ilealil,

George Edmund Young, John Andrew Ferris,

Thos. Hubert Wadd, Albert Dunning Hunt,
Peter (ieutlc, Thos. Thomson Dick, Fred. Wm.
Ricketts, W. Barnes Thomson, W.izir Beg, Jas.

Capron Roll, and John Trofourd Jones.

Ai'OTUECAKiEs' Hall. — Names of gentlemen
who i>assed the Examination in the Science and
Prictice of Medicine, and received Certificates to
practise, on Thursday, August 2 :— Eugene Francis
Croniu, Kennington ; Adam Fletcher, Bury, Lan-
cashire ; Allen Lankester Hayiies, Evesham,
Worcestershire. The following gentlemen also on
the same day passed their First Examination :

—

Thomas Wemyss Bogg, Louth, Lincolnshire ; John
Dustan, Jer.sey ; Thomas Holmestcd, Guy's Hos-
pital ; Sidney ITiorp, Guy's Hospital.

UNivERsrry of London. — Matriculation,
July, I860.—Tlie following is a list of candidates
who have obtained honours in the respective
subjects :

—

MatlKinatics mid Natural Philosophy

:

Edmund Lodger (Exhibition), City of London
School ; George Camiibell dc Morgan, University
OoUeue ; Henry Charles Wat.son, University
College

; John Grimes, Wesleyuii Coll. Inst.,

Taunton ; John Williams, Normal College, Swan-
sea ; Frederick Wm. Richards, Merchant 'faylors'

School.— Cliemislrii : Alex. Morri.son Thomson
(Prize), King's College; William Hackney, Uni-
versity College, and James Millington, Cambridge
House, Hackney, equal ; Edw, Casey, Upping-
ham Grammar School, Julian AuL;ustus Michael
Evans, University College, and Walter Flight,

Queenwood College, equal ; William MansliaU
Watts, Owen's College ; Frederick Wm. Kicliards,

Merchant Taylors' School ; Bushell Aiiningson,
St Bee's College, and Charles Albert Hiiigston,

Portland Grammar School, Plynioutli ec|ual.—

•

BoUmy : Frederick \Ym. Itichard.s Mi^rcliant

Taylors' School ; Henry Triinen, King's College

School.

—

Zoolacfy: "Wm. Hiickney (Prize), Uni-
versity College ; William Sheldon, Stratford-on-

Avon Gram. School ; George Edward Shuttle-

worth, City of London School ; Henry Law
Kempthorne, Marlborough ('ollcgc ; .Inlin 'I'anner,

Guy's Hospital.

—

Classics: John George Chan-
cellor (Exhibition), Clare College, Cambridge;
Benjamin Reiishaw, Stonyhuret Coll<;ge ; Augus-
tus Sam. Wilkins, Bi.shop Stortfiird Collegiate

School ; Robert Cardwell, Stonyhurst College

;
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Edward Ford, Wesley College, Sheffield ; Jolm
Ryan, Stouyliurst College ; Thomas Geo. Osboni,

private tuition ; Charles Alfred Payton, New
College ; Francis Frederick Eigg, Wesloyan Coll.

Inst., Taiinton.

UxivEHsrrY College, London.—At a Meeting
of tho Professors and Students of the Medical
Faculty, held in the Botanical Theatre of

the College, Professor Williamson, F.R.S.,
Dean, in the chair, the result of the class ex-

aminations and competition for prizes at the close

of tho summer term of the Faculty was announced
as follows :—Practical Chemistry. — Professor

Williamson, F.E.S. (Dean).—Gold medal, Alex.
Bruce, of London ; certificates of honour, 2nd,
Thomas Foggitt, of Sandhutton, Yorkshire ; 3rd
(equal), Fiedcric Fowke, of Ryde, Isle of Wight

;

Edward Thomas Tibbits, of King's Norton,
Leicestershire ; George W. Knox, of London

;

George Walker, of Wigan ; Julian A. Evans, of

"Pinner ; and Palemon Best, St Ives, Cornwall.
Materia MetUca and Therajieutics.—Professor
Garrod, M.D.— Gold medal, William Henry Griffin,

of Banbury ; 1st silver medal. Walker llickards,

of Leicester ; 2nd silver medal, William Saul, of

Banbury ; certificates, 4th, George E. Walker, of

Wigan ; 5tli, Thomas Griffiths, of Carmarthen-
shire ; 6th, Edward Lloyd H. Fox, of Broughton,
Hants

; 7th, William M. Rogers, of the Mauritius

;

8th, James Augustiu Greene, of Calcutta ; 9th,

Alexander Bruce ; 10th (equal), George A. Cubley,
of Derby ; and Reuben T. Warne, of Plymouth.
Medical Jurispnidence.—Professor Harley, M.D.
—Gold medal, Henry Charlton Bastian, of Fal-

mouth ; silver medal, William J. Smith, of West-
heath, Hants. Midsvifery.—Professor Murphy,
M.D.—Gold medal, John H. Hutchinson, of

Catterick, Yorkshire ; 1st silver medal, Henry C.

Bastian ; 2nd silver medal, William Saul

;

certificates of honour, 4th, Edward C. Bury, of

Mitchelstown, Ireland ; 5th, James Augustiu
Greene ; 6th, George B. Phillips, of Clapham

;

7th, William Henry Brotherton, of London.
Ophthalmic Medicine and Surgery. — Professor

Wharton Jones, M.D.— Silrer medal, William
Pile, of Barbadoes ; certificate of honour, 2nd,

John Henry Bridgman, of Bridimrt. Botany
(senior class).—Professor Lindley, M.D.—Gold
medal, Thomas Griffiths ; silver medal, Richard
T. Key, of London ; certificates of honour, 3rd,

Thomas F. H. Green, of Burnley ; 4th, Henry
Curtis, of Wellingborough.
UNIVEnslTY AND KiNG's COLLEGE, ABERDEEN.

—The Degree of M.D. was conferred on the fol-

lowing gentlemen, after examination, on August
3rd : — George Brotherton Barron, Lancashire

;

Daniel Beaton, Isle of Wight; Henry Vareke
Bindon, Staff Surgeon, Chatham ; Henry Billing-

hurst, Islington ; Samuel Blakeley, Tyrone ; Edw.
Hugh Blakeney, Deputy Inspector-General of

Staff; Edwin Henry Bolton, Suri'cy; Miles Vernon
Bourke, Limerick; Lewis George Broadbent, Bam-
bui-gh ; John Candy, Sussex; John Clarke, As-
sistant Surgeon, 95th Regiment ; William Connon,
Abcrdeensliire ; William Coward, South Shields;
James Coutts, Aberdeen ; William Hany Cooke,

Stall'ordshire ; Francis John Corbould, Kent

;

Thomas Crowther, Yorkshire; Alfred Baker Cut-
iieid, Deal; David Deas, Inspector-General of

Hospitals and Fleets ; William Deamer, Newcastle-

upon-Trent ; Oliver Evans, Deputy Inspector of

Hospitals, R. N. ; Albert Fleming, Sussex ; Thos.
Balle Forster, Devonport; George Gib.son, Chester-

Ic-Street ; Jolm Greig, Kincardineshire ; Alfred

Harvey, London ; Leonard H. J. Hayne, Green-

wich Hospital ; Harrison Hanna, Belfast ; George
Henry Jackson, Tottenham ; David King, Ayr-
shire ; Alfred Kitching, Hull ; James Lawrence,
Ayrshire ; Frederick William Le Gi'and, Staff

Surgeon, li.N. ; Tliomas Logan, Ayrshire ; Au-
gustus Kingston Mayljury, Richmond ; William
JIactyre, London ; John Macnab, Lanarkshire

;

Thomas Mackern, London ; James Bell Metcalfe,

London ; Samuel Smith Millar, Enfield ; Alfred
M'Kiulay Milman, New Galloway; JohnMorison,
Durham; Michael M'Harg, Co. Antrim ; Thomas
John Murphy, 6fitli Rifles; JbhnO'Connell, Cork

;

Tliomas Bacon Phillip.s, 15righton ; John Raines,

Manchester; James Rae, E.N., Haslar Hospital;
Joseph Rix, Huntingdonshire; Charles Slesser,

Aberdeenshire ; Charles Somerville, Staffordshire

;

,Tolin Augustus Sommcrs, Liverpool ; Lawrence
Spencer, Lancashire ; William Stephen, Aberdeen

;

olm Grant Stewart, Greenwich Hospital ; William
S utherland, Croydon ; John Sutton, Nottingham-
shire; John Taylor, London; Thomas George

Tebay, London ; John Henry Thomas, London
;

William Thursfield, Shropshire ; Charles Williain
Turner, Gloucestershire; John Tulloch, 10th
Regiment; Edward Thomas Tylecote, Stafford-

shire ; James Watt, Aberdeen ; William Warr-
wick, Belfast ; Thomas Henry Waterworth, Lon-
don ; Samuel Jardine Windowe, H.M. Indian
Medical Service.

University of Edinburgh : Degkees in
Medicine.—AVcdnesday, the 1st inst., was the
" capping-day" oftho.se graduates of the Univer-
sity who have passed the prescribed examination
for the degree of Doctor of Medicine. The pro-

ceedings took place in the chemistry class-room,

which was, as usual on such occasions, densely
crowded. Principal Sir David Brewster presided,

and around him were Professors Christison, Syme,
Bennett, Crawford, Kelland, Frazer, Traill, Swin-
ton, Mot'e, Balfour, Allman, and Laycock. The
Rev. Professor Crawford opened the proceedings
with prayer. The following are the names of the

fifty-seven graduates ; — Scotland : James Allan,

cWm. Anderson, Alex. Balantyne, JAndrew Bon-
thron, Colville Brown, cGeo. Cowie, aAlex. Dick-
son, Robt. Erskine, Wm. John Fairbairn, Geo.

Hood, Robt. Inglis, JRobt. Little, cDavid Lyell,

Jas. Nairn M'Dougall, «Wm. Carmichael, M'ln-
tosh, JRobt. Craig Maclagan, Thos. John Macla-
gan, cJames Middleton, cGeo. Monteath, John
Black Nicol, cJohn O'Neil, Wm. Borwick Ro-
bertson, John Ross, Gideon Rutherford, cJas.

Saidler, Walter Scott, cRobert Stirling Sloan,

Robt. Spence, John Jas. Tliom, Ebenezer Thom-
son, Thomas Warden, Peter Plenderleith White-
field.

—

England : cChristopher Jas. Allan, nThos.
Annandale, Jolm Broster, Wm. Wilson Cusworth,
Jolm Henry Chas. Erridge King, Henry Edward
Langford, Wm. AVard Leadam, Wm. Cook Low,
JHenry Scott, Wm. Scott, Wm. Sheriff, cOffley

Bohun Shore. — Ireland : Wm. Riddall Bell,

cSamuel Gamble White America : John Curtis

Jones.

—

Canada: John Racey.

—

Nova Scotia : Ar-

thur Moren.

—

India: Valentine Mun bee M 'Mas-

ter.

—

Port Louis : Horatio Lazare Beaugeard,
John Etienne Arthur Le Deaut. — Barbadoes :

Wm. John Branch, cWm. Cummings Piggott.

—

Trinidad : cGustavus Chas. Philip Murray.

—

Cape of Good Hope : cAlex. Abercrombie, John
Philip de Landsberg. [Those who have obtained
prizes for their dissertations are marked thus, a ;

those deemed worthy of competing for the disser-

tation prizes, J ; those commended for their dis-

sertations, c] At the close of the ceremony of
" capping," medals were awarded to Dr Thomas
Annandale, Dr Alex. Dickson, and Dr Wm. C.

M'Intosh, for their dissertations. Professor Ben-
nett delivered the graduation address, which was
chiefly devoted to medical politics.

GtJY'.s Ho.spiTAL.

—

Examination of Students
in Medicine and its Allied Sciences, July 28,

1860.—Third year's students : E. Beckit Truman,
first prize, 40Z. ; F. Mark Cann, second prize,

35Z. ; E. Beckit Truman, the Treasurer's gold

medal for Clinical Medicine ; F. Mark Cann,
the Treasurer's gold medal for Clinical Surgery.
Second year's students : Thomas Holmested, first

prize, 35?. ; James F. Stamjier, second prize, 30/.;

P. R. J. B. Minns, third honorary certificate
;

John Makens, fourth honorary certificate. First

year's students ; Thomas Stevenson, first prize,

30?. ; J. St T. Clark, second prize, 25?. ; J. H.
Evans, P. Proctor, W. R. Grove, Joseph WUles,
AVilliam Murdoch, Henry Hicks, Joseph Lamb,
J. A. Taylor, Robert Slade, candidates to whom
honorary certificates were awarded (in order of

merit).

—

EiUrancc Examination in Classics, Mathe-
matics, ttc, Oct., 1859 : First and second prizes,

AVm. Murdoch and T. D. Welch (cq.), 22?. 10s.
;

third prize, A. G. Wilks, 15?. ; J. St T. Clarke,

T. Stevenson, Joseph Willes, F. Woodman, candi-

dates to whom honorary certificates were awarded
(in alphabetical order).

A State Asylum for " Criminal Lunatics " is

in course of erection at Broadmoor on Bagshot

Heath. At present accommodation is to be pro-

vided for 400 males and 100 females. The total

number of Criminal Lunatics confined in Asy-

lums, Hospitals, and Licensed Houses was, on
January 1st, 1860, 731. It is supposed that a

merciful administration of justice will reduce this

number greatly, so as to bring the Bagshot accom-
modation up to the demands upon it.

A New College for the Teainikg of
Idiots.—In 1857, we favourably noticed a little

work by Mr Abbott, M.A., of Queen's College,

Cambridge, in which he urged the utility of a

Government grant for the education of the twenty
thousand idiots, now placed in our lunatic asy-
lums or Jiving at liome. Mr Abbott's appeal met
with no response, and we are glad to find that,
instead of waiting for parliamentary support, he
has put his slioulder to the wheel, and opened at
Lansdowne House, Greenwich, an institution for
the training of idiots of the upper classes. To
reclaim the idiot, he must be tutored by a more
impartial authority than can be found in the
family circle ; by a tutor well acquainted witi
the wonderful cunning by which the idiot evades
discipline, and that tenacity of will by which he
has all his life shaped his family to his own im-
perfect ends. We are glad to find that the in-

stitution is placed under medical supervision, and
that two physicians, Dr. H. Osman, and Dr. J.
R. Hancorn, reside on the premises.
The Dust Nuisance Abated.—Experiments

have of late been undertaken at Lyons to allay
the dust by keeping the streets in a state of per-
petual moisture. The agent used is hydrochloric
acid, wiiich prevents the rising of the dust by
forming chloride of calcium, a deliquescent salt.

The method originated with the proprietor of a
manufactory of chemicals, who perceived that a

terrace of his always presented a moist surface.

The New Species of Man.—M. Payle denies
that the Niams-Niams, inhabitants of Soudan,
have any prolongation of the coccyx. They are,

therefore, improperly called tailed men. These
people attach an animal's tail to the place where
a tail should be fixed, and this is all their cloth-

ing. This it is which has led travellers into
mistakes on the matter.

In the Principality of Anhalt-Dessau a new tax
has been established on the practitioners of medi-
cine and surgery, a new law on vaccination, and
an order for the dispensing of medicines bj"

physicians.

Cholera in Spain.—Recent accounts received
from Spain state that cholera extends its mortal
influence throughout the southern provinces, Va-
lencia being now the seat of its ravages. In con-
sequence, the steamers sailing from Barcelona
thitherward have suspended touching at th«
first-named port.

Aemt Mortality Returns.—Mr Freeland has
given notice of his intention to a.sk the Secretary-

at-War whether the death-rates in the different

regiments of the army, and the causes of death,

cannot in future be given in the Registrar-General's

quarterly reports. Hitherto the sanitary statistics

of the country have been made imperfect by the
abstraction of the military portion of the com-
munity. There are many obvious reasons which
render it highly desirable that Mr Freeland's pro-

position should be carried out. The army autho-

rities boast, and we believe not without reason, of

the accuracy and completenessof their health sta-

tistics. The next subject for congratulation, we
hope, will be their publication and utilization.

The Tomb op Harvey.—It has been deter-

mined by the College of Physicians, with the coiv-

sent of the next of kin of the illustrious Discoverej

of the Circulation, to restore his tomb at Hemp-
stead Church in such a manner as to secure his

remains from the desecration and destruction to

which they are now exjwsed.
Another Death from a Dissecting Woukd..

—M. Dumaj^ demonstrator of anatomy at the
dissecting-rooms of the Faculty of Paris, has just

died in consequence of a slight wound received

whilst demonstrating. The deceased was much
esteemed as a teacher, and had been attached to

the school for many years.

Fi.'iSirAROUS Geneeation.—M. Balbiani has

performed further experiments on the subject of

fissiparous generation. According to him, it is a

very common, instead of a very rare phenomena,,

as is sometimes thought. To witness its produc-

tion, however, requires great delicacy of observa-

tion and manipulation. He says that he has seen

one microscopic animal give birth by fissiparity to-

more than 2,000 individuals in the course of

seventeen days. M. Balbiani counts them by
taking one from the number under the microscope,

when they have reached fifty. He puts it in

water containing none of the auimals, and leaves

it there until fifty more are formed, and continues

thus as long as the phenomenon continues. He
does not, liowevcr, consider the fissijiarity as

indefinite ; a moment artives when sexual genera-

tion becomes necessary for the transmission of life.

A new argument this against spontaneous genera-

tion.
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Carmakthenshibe Ixfihmaky. — A special

general meeting of the subscribers of this insti-

tution \fas held on the 1st of August at the In-

firraaiy, for the purpose of electing a Physician

and House Surgeon ; the former in the room of

the late Dr Bowen, and the latter instead of Mr
J. L. Thomas, who has resigned. It was resolved,

on the proposition of T. C. Morris, Esq., that

Thomas Lewis, M.D., be appointed a Physician

to this institution, in the room of the late Dr
"Bowen. Resolved, on the proposition of Mr
Hughes, that David Lloyd, Esq., be appointed

House-Surgeon and Apothecary, at a ssjary of

1001. per aunum. Resolved, that H. Lawrence,

M.D., lie appointed Honorary and Consulting

Physician to this institution, having resigned the

office of Physician. In accepting the resignation

of Dr Lawrence, the grateful acknowledgments of

the subscribers were tendered to him for his

valuable, zealous, and unremitting services from
the opening of the institution to the present

time.

Female Pharmacien.s.—Mrs Mary Fajarde

and Mrs C'aroUne de Matos have lately obtained

diiilomas as pharmaceutists from the Medico-

Chirurgical School of Lisljon. It would appear,

according to the Gazette Midicalf, that these ladies

had already been admitted in the same capacity

at Oporto m 1829.

Increase of Lunatics.—The experience of

all countries has shown that the numbers of the

insane increase so rapidly that the accommoda-
tion provided, however sufficient it may at first

liave apjicared, has in a short time been found in-

adequate. In France, for instance, the number of

the insane in public and private asylums amounted,

on January 1, 1835, to 10,539 ; whereas, on
January 1, 1854, they had increased to 24,524.

In England and Wales the number of pauper
lunatics amounted, in August 1843, to 16,764;

of whom 3,525 were in county asylums, 2,298 in

licensed houses, and 4,063 in workhouses. On
January 1, 1859, the number of jjauper lunatics

had increased to 30,318; of whom 14,481 were
-placetl in county or borough asylums, 2,076 in

registered hospitals and licensed houses, and
7,963 in workliouses. It thus appears that in

sixteen years the number of pauper lunatics in

England and Wales had nearly doubled, and that

in 1859 nearly an many were in public and private

asylums as were on the roll iu 1843.—(Rejwrt of

Commissioners.

)

State of the Pvblic Health.—The follow-

ing interesting paragraph is from the last quar-

terly return of the Kcgistrar-(!eneral ; — "The
deaths registered in the three months that ended
June 30 were 110,878, a larger number than was
returned in any previous Juno quarter (1848-59).
The extent to which life was invaded and de-
stroyed by causes that have been described, bad-
ness of weather and dearness of food, can be oidy
partially discovered by comjiaring the mortality
with an average derived from seasons both healthy
and unhealthy ; but it may be stated that the
annual rate of mortality last quarter was 2 '228
per ceut. of the population, while the average of
ten previous springs was 2-195. In other words,
the mortality was such, that if it had been main-
tained for a year, out of 100,000 persons 33 would
have died in excess of the number to wliom a
season that could not bo represented as healthy,
but only of average character, would have been
fatal. If the mortality had been at the rate of 17
in 1,000 annually, which is ascertained to be
the rule of .selected healthy districts, instead of

the actual rate (22), the deaths in the whole of

England and Wales last quarter would have
been 85,283 ; and 25,595 persons would, when
the period had closed, still have formed as

•many units in the sum of human existence. An
excess of deaths which is not decreed by inex-
orable fate may very properly be termed 'un-
natural ;' though it is quite true that, only the
conditions Ijeing different, it is Nature that killeth
as well as giveth life. It is a remarkable and in-

teresting fact, if two millions of acres on which
the chief towns of England are situated bo distin-

guished from the remaining tliirty-fivo that hold
small towns and country parishes, it is found that
the rate of mortality on the former (2 305 per
cent. ]ier annum) was below the average of last

qoarter, whereas on the latter the rate 2155 was
above the average. The aver.Tgo rates were
respectively 2-346 and 202S. Although the time
may Ite distant when cities will be as healthful as
rural districts, or the inferiority which our Eng-

lish poet ascribed to ' tlie town ' as the handiwork
of man become much less apparent in point of

salubrity than it is at present, it cannot be ques-

tioned that large populations have even now ad-

vantages of a nature favourable to health which
villages do not possess. The highest attainable

healtli is probably to be sought in a happy combi-

nation of both states

—

rvs in urbc. The words of

an excellent popular writer may prove to be no
dream, but a well-founded expectation ; he believes

that we shall ultimately obtain ' a complete inter-

penetration of city and country, a complete fusion

of their different modes of life, and a combination

of the advantages of both, such as no country iu

the world has ever seen.' But it may be asked,

whether it is forbidden by this last expression to

accept as a perfect model even Nebuchadnezzar's
Babylon, which the distinguished writer himself

has extolled."

Meteorology of the Second Quarter of
1860.—"The temperature of the air, barome-
trical pressure, rain and other elements of the

weather, which has been of unusual character,

are minutely and skilfully described by Mr
Glaisher, in the appendix to this report. Ho
states that both days and nights in April were
remarkably cold ; those in May were both some-
what warmer than usual ; in June both were cold,

particularly the high-day temperatures, wiiich

were lower tluin in May, though usually they are

higher by seven degrees. April was colder than
it had been previously in any year since 1839

;

and we must travel back to 1821 to find so cold a

June. June was colder than May at Guernsey, in

Cornwall and Devonshire, and near the sea, south

of latitude 53°. The mean temperature of the

quarter at Greenwich was 50° -5°, which is less by
2'3° than the average of the same quarter in 19

years. At Greenwich the rain-fall in Juno was
5 8 in. ; as far back as 1815 there is no instance

of so large a fall in June. This fall was, how-
ever, greatly exceeded at stations south of Green-

wich, particularly in Hampshire."—(Registrar

General.)

APPOINTMENirS FOR THE WEEK.
Wtxlnaday, August 15.

Operations at Middlesex Hospital, 1 p.m. ; St

Mary's Hospital, 1 p.m. ; University College Hos-
pital, 2 p.m. ; Royal OrthopasiUc Hospital, 2 p.m.

Thursday, ^U0tst 16.

Operations at St George's Hospital, 1 p.m.
;

Central London Ophthalmic Hospital, 1 p.m.
;

London Hospital, IJ p.m. ; Great Northern
Hospital, King's Cross, 2 p.m.

London Home.—2 p.m.

Friday, August 17.

Operations at Westminster Ophthalmic Hospital,

IJ p.m.
Saturday, August 18.

Operations at St Thomas's Hospital, 1 p.m. : St
Bartholomew's Hospital, IJ p.m. ; King s College
Hospital, IJ p.m. ; Charing Cross Hospital, 2 p.m.

Monday, August 20.

Operations at the Royal Free Hospital, 2 p.m.
Metropolitan Free Hospital, 2 p.m.

Tuesday, August 21.

Qperatimis at Guy's Hospital, 1^ p.m. ; Westmin-
ster Hospital, 2 p.m.

By
BOOKS RECEIVED FOR REVIEW.

The Refftmied Roman or Oriental Baths, &c.
James Tucker, .M.D. Dublin : Wm. McGee.

Poor-law Reform. By Wm. Gilbert. London : Judd
and Glass.

Homicidal Mania. By C. L. Robertson, M.B.
Exeter: Wm. Pollard.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Mr G. BitoOKS. -No.
C'HIKI'BGCS.—Neither the Medical Council nor the

College of Surgeons has any power in such a case.

If injury be done, the person sustaining it would
have his redress in a court of law.

Mr Edw.vkd L.—Dr Sims, of America, introduced
the silver wire suture. Bozeman's method is ap-

plicable cliielly to vesico-vaginal fistulas. No doubt
the method is very successful in such cases.

A Subscriber. — We apprehend that Dr Todd
carried the stinmlating system to its highest [xiiut,

from which there will be a gradual ebb from
henceforth. No man can push the practice more
resolutely than he did, and very few will make the
attempt. We decliue to give an opinion ujx)!! the
case stated.

B. B.—Certamly.

Alpha (Leeds).—You are not compellable to comply
with the requirement. The interpretation is far-

fetched.

A Subscriber (Cheltenham).—The law was so
formerly ; but the Medical Act has altered it.

A Student.—1st. Yes.—2nd. Churchill.
An Alienist.—The suggestions are good ; but we
hold the opinion that modern asylums are much
too large, and are, consequently, supervised with
difficulty. Even supposing that every attendant
on lunatics were required to have a certificate of
competency and good conduct as a licence to pur-
sue his calling, that would not supersede the ne-
cessity of a strict supervision by the Medical
Officer. A certificate might be easily obtained by
a very indifferent man.

A Country Subscriber.—Tlie number containing
the review of Dr Todd's book shall be forwarded.

J. H. S.— 1st. We cannot inform you.—2ud. Yes.

—

3rd. Written and oral.

An Apothecary.—There has not been any proposal
to include the Licentiates in the scheme.

Dr Lyon.—We have not seen the Address alluded
to, but it would no doubt give us pleasure to peruse
it. With respect to the points mooted iu our
Correspondents' note, we can only say that we
desire to hold an even beam. More than half of
the Profession now possess the Doctorate ; the
honour, therefore, is less exclusive than formerly.
We are pressed on all sides. " Sac urguet lupus,
hoc cants."

E. C. W.—We do not imagine that you would be
refused ; whether your certificate would give you
a legal right to attend is a question we cannot
answer, as we do not know the wording of the
certificate.

Inquirer.—If a man binds himself not to practise
in a given district, and, notwithstanding, continues
to see patients who reside within the district at
his house out of the district, sending the medicines
within the district to the houses of the patients,
there can be no doubt that he is acting dishonour-
ably. Whether he could be punished or not would
depend uixju the legal interpretation to be put
upon the term " to practise." There is no doubt
in our mind that the supplying of medicines is
exercising one of the functions of, and therefore
practising as an apothecary ; and wo should think
that a surgeon would consider such conduct a
violation of the agreement. Engagements of this
nature cannot be drawn up with too much pre-
cision.

*.* (Stonykirk).—You would be liable to attend
the patient ; if you have any objection to give the
attendance, the ground of your objection should
be stated to the Guardians at the next weekly
meeting.

Letters received from R. Millingtou, S. W. Hudson,
&c. &c.

PULVIS JACOBI VER., NEWBERY'S.

GlENTLEMEN,—We beg to call

your attention to the fblllowing paragraph
by " y. Cheyne, M.D., Phyfician to the Hardnuicke
Fever Hofpital, Dublin, in his paper on the

•virtues of James' PotvJer in the Apoplectic

Diathefis ."

" She began a courfe of James' Powder in

the latter end of September : the firft night (he

took only two grains, and every fucceeding
night an additional half grain, till the dole
amounted to twenty grains. She took tiventy

grains every night for fi've --weeks, wlien fhe

found herfelf fb well that fhe difcontinued the
medicine."

—

'^Dublin Hofpital Reports" 'vol. i.

To fecure the difpenfing of the original pre-

paration, which, for 114 years, has been fold by
the Newbery family in St. Paul's Churchyard,
it is neceflary to prefcribe it as " Fulvis 'Jacohi

AVr., Neavbery's," otherwif'e another article

(wanting in the beft properties, and recom-
mended to be given in a different code of dofe,

though called by the fame name'), will be subfti-

tuted for (he original medicine. This, of
courfe, cannot but have an effect other than

that expefled, and will thereby lead the practi-

tioner totally to difcard it from his daily Phar-

macopoeia, as a preparation whereon no de-

pendance can be. placed. W^e hope the above
extract will prove that when the genuine medi-

cine is ufed, faith may be rcpofed in it.—Yours
faithfully,

F. NEWBERY & SONS.
45, St. Paul's Churchyard.
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Paper and Envelopes.
A SAVING OF FULL (Js. IN THE POUND.

Cream Laid Note, 2s., 3s., aud4s. perream.

Large Blue Wove ditto, 38. 6d. and 4s. 6d, per ream.

SuPEK Thick Cream Laid Envelopes, M. per 100.

Manuscript Paper, 4s. 6d. , and Foolscap, Gs. 6d. perream.

33ordered Note, Five Qwires for Is.

Straw Paper, 2s. 6d. per ream.

No Charge for Plain Stamping. Dies engraved from 2s. 6d.

White and Blue Demys, and other Wrapping Papers, at

a email commission on the mill prices.

Price List post free. Sample packet for six stamps.

Carriage Paid to the conntiy on orders over 20s.

PARTRIDGE and COZENS. Manufacturing Stationers,
No. 1 Cliancery lane, and 192 Fleet street. E.C

Neuralgia, Nen-ous Headaches, Rheumatism, and Stiff

Joints Cured, and

Grey Hair Restored to its Natural Colour, by

F. M. HERRING'S PATENT

agnetic BrusheSj
IDS. and 15s. ; Combs, 2s. 6d. to 20s-M

N.B. — The Electro-Galvanic Brushes were formerly
made and sold by F. M. H., but the dirt and trouble
inseparable from a galvanic ajtiiaratus were insurmountable
obstacles to their use.

Offices, 32 Basinghall street.

T
TO SURGEONS, DENTISTS, &c.

'he Best House in London
for SECOND-HAND INSTRUMENTS is Mr WM.

liAWLEY'S, Lombard House, 78 Farringdon stit'ct, City.

Established upwards of a century.

A flrst-flass full SURGEON'S ARMY CASE by
" WEISS "—{"^uiteNew).

N.B. The largest stock of Secondhand Dissecting Cases
in Ii<Hidon. Also, A gieat variety of New and Second-
hand Army and Navy Regulation Oases.

Instruments Bought, Sold, or Exchanged.

Tl/^ines, guaranteed Pure
_"

" and Genuine, at per Dozen, including bottles:
Fine old Port, 2t>s. ; suiicnor u\-} tsherry, 248. ; superior
old Claret, iCs. ; finest uid Sicili;m ?5n«i.j, 2'"

; superior
Champagne, 3'.:8. ; fine old I'ale Cognac Brandy, 44s.
Samples loi-warded, free ou ai>plication,

T. W. REILLY.

33 Finsbury place Noi-tli, Finsbuiy square, London, E.C.

Post-olBce Orders with Couatry Ord»rs,

H. Silveiiock's Medical
Label Warehouse, Letter-Press, Copper-Plate, and

Lithographic Printing Offices, Wardrobe terrace, Doctors'
Commons, Loudon, E.C.

H. Silverloek's stock of Labels for Dispensing purposes,
having been recently revised and enlai^ed, now consists of
upwards of sou ditterent kinds. Yellow and Green Labels
for Drug Bottles, Drawers, Ac, at per book or dozen ; a
Book, containing a selection in general use in Sui^eries or
DiBpeusaries, lUs. t5d.

Printed Catalogues of the above may be liad, post free
on application.

Printing of every description at moderate prices.

Bed Bugs, Green Fly, Red
SPIDER, MILDEW. — GISHUBST COMPOUND,

patented for killing and keeping away these and other
anim^ and plaut pests. Names of 'eminent authorities
who have given testimonials to its success are advertised in

the 'Gardener's Chronicle,' 'Cottage Gardener, 'and 'Field.*

Sold in boxes at is., 3s., and 10s. (id., with reports of trials

and full instructions for use, by Chemists and Nursery-
men. Wholesale by

PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY, LIMITED.

H, Potter, Leech Importer,
in again soliciting a trial of Itis LEECH

AQUARIUM, can now refer
to an established reputation
for it of four years' standing.
Leeches have been kept healthy
in it for more than twelve
months without any other
nourishment. Price, complete
with Smyrna Clay, &c., £1 5S.;

or a Glass one with oval top,
at 12s. 6d. ; at the Depot, 65
Farringdou street, London.
Wholesale Warehouse for

Assorted Turkey Sponge, and
Eau de Cologne in original
cases.

H. P., as an Importer of
Hungarian and other Leeches,
solicits a trial of them ; they
are not to be excelled for
quality and cheapness.

A Priced Catalogue of them and his Medical Herbs
sent free to any address.

65 FARRINGDON STREET.

~Por Correct Family Arms,
-*- CREST, or PEDIGREE, send name and oountrv, and
rs. 6d.. to J. LOCK'S City Heraldic Office, No. 201U Jewry,
E.G., London, and in a few days you will receive a neat
drawing of your Arms, &c., in Heraldic Colours, to be en-
graved on Seal, Ring, or Family Plate. Ony parlePrancais,
Italien, Allemand, et Hollandais. Weddingordereexeouted.

"Por Family Arms, sendname
-^ and county to the HERALDIC OFFICE. No charge

for Search. Correct sketch and
description, 28. tid. ; in colour, 53,

Monumental brasses, seals, dies,

and diploma plates, in Mediaeval
and modem styles.. Lever-press
and Crest dies, one guinea. Hlus-

) trated price-list per post.

ARMS, CRESTS, &c.—Gold Me-
dal for engraving Crests on rings

or seals, Ss. ; ou dies, 7s. ; arms,
crest, and motto, 25s ; book-plate,
25s.

,
T. MORING, Engraver and Heraldic
Artist, 44 High Holbom. London.
SOLID GOLD, 18-carat, Hall

marked Sard, or Bloodstone RING, engraved with CREST,
two guineas ; seals, desk-seals, pencil-cases, .fee. Send
size of finger with orders for rings.

Qtruve's Seltzer, Fachingen,^ VICHY, MARIENBAD, and otlier MINERAL
WATERS.—ROYAL GERMAN SPA, BRIGHTON. Under
her Majesty's especial patronage. The Pump-room and
Promenade are now open for the 36th Season. The
bottled waters are sold at the Pump-room, and by
GEORGE WAUGH and Co , Pharmaceutical Chemists
to the Queen, 177 Regent street, London, W., and by
other respectable houses in London and the provincial

towns, where a prospectus with the highest medical
testimonials may be obtained gratis.

—

Caution : Owing to

the use of Struve's l>ottles by other parties, please to

obser\-e that Struve's name is ou the label and red-ink

stamp affixed to every bottle of Stnive's manufacture.

RUPTURES. BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

ite's Moc-main Lever
TRUSS is allowed by upwards of ?00 Medical

Gentlemen to be the most effective invention

in the curative treatment of HERNIA. Tlie

use of a steel spring, so often hui-tfui in its

effects, is hereavoided* a soft l^audage being
worn round the body, while the requisite

resisting power is supplied by the MOC-
MAIN PAD and PATENT LEVER, fitting

with so much ease and closeness that it

cannot be detected, and may be worn,during
sleep. A descriptive circ4ilar may be had,

and the Truss (which caimot fail to fit) for-

warded by post, on the circumference of the
body two inches below the hips being sent

to the Manufacturer,
JOHN WHITE, 228 Piccadilly, London.
Priceof a Single Truss, 16s., 21s., 2fis. 6d.

and 31s. 6d.—Postage, Is.

Price of a Double Truss, 31s. 6d.. 42s.

and 5&B. 6d.—Post^kge, Is. Sd.

Price of an Umbilical Truss, 42s., and 528. 6d.

Postage, Is. lOd.

Elastic Stockings for Vari-
COSE VEINS, and all cases of Weakness and Swelling of

the Legs, Sprains, /'C Ahey are porous, light in texture,

and inexpensive, and nvQ diawn on like an orduiar>- Stock-

ing. IMce 3s 6d. 7.s. 6d., 10s., and 16s. each. Postage, 6d.

JOHN ^HITE, MANUFACTURER,

228 Piccadilly. London.

ISJotice—Behenna and Co.
-*-^ ACCOUNTANTS, conduct all business entrusted
to them, with secrecy, economy, and despateh. Accounts
prepared in Bankruptcy and Insolvency. ArraTigement*
made with Creditors. Tradesmen's Boca's regularly kept.
Partnerships and Loans uegotiated. Offices, 11 Beaufort
buildings, Strand London W.C. Hours from 10 till 4.

Fmportant to Surgeons.

—

-*- The old-established and well-known Business of JOHN
MILLIKIN, now MILLIKIN and LAWLEY, 161 Strand,
adj<jining King's College. A change in the proprietorship
otters to Surgeons the opportunity of purchasing any Idnd
of Instrument from this well-manufactured stock, wblch
cannot be surpassed in style, quality, or price.

Messrs MILLIKIN & LAWLEY beg to draw the attention
of their friends and customers to the superior stock of Ma-
thematical Instruments, their great variety of Cutlery, and
tlie selection of ftrst-clAss Microscopes, Opera and Race
Glasses.

A great variety of Skeletons, Skulls, Hands, Feet, *C^
of superior quality, at moderate charges.

Every description of Smgical Instruments made to^
order, with the utmost precisjon and despatch.

Surgieal Instnimonts and Cutlwy Repaired Daily.

s.
W. Silver and Co.'s

OUTFITTING WAREHOUSES. 60 and (>7 Cora
hill, E.C—OUTFITS fur Australia, India, and China, for
Naval and Military Officers. Cadetu. Midshipmen, and
Civilians ; clothing fur gentlemen's home use

—

viz,. Naval
and Military unilbrms and civilian dress of the best
material and workmanship ; shirts, hosiery, gloves, Ac.;
Ia«lie8' outfits; furniture for camp, barrack, cabins and
colonial nse, embracing every variety of cabinet work,
canteens, trunks, poi-tmauteaus, iic., suited to all climates.

Manufactory, SUvertown {cppoaltc B.M. Dockyaxda),
Woolwich.

Gluten Bread, Semola^
CHOCOLATE, BISCUITS, CAKES and PATK8»

for Diabetes, Consumption, Dyspepsia, Asthmas, Invalids,

and Infants. Becouuiiended by the must eniineut Phy-
sicians and Surgeons, and used at the principal Metro-
politan and Provincial Hospitals.—John Bell and Co.,
33*! Oxford street ; Thomas Keating, 79 St Paul's church-
vard ; Glaisyer and Kemp, Brighton ; Aldcrlon, Hastings ;

Tylee, Bath; Ferris and Co., Bristol; Scliacht, Clifton;

Randall and Son, Southampton; Proetor and Son, New-
castle ; Rendall, Torquay. Exeter, Taunton, and PhTuouth,
Lotthouse, Hull ; Mackay, Edinburgh; and wholesale only
of

G. VAN ABBOTT, 13 Basinghall street, E.C.

IVTedical Practitioners Sup-
^-^ plied with ASSISTANTS, gratis, by MAIB and
SONS, 34 Bedford street. Strand, who also DISPOSE of

PRACTICES on moderate tenns

Tj^resli Air,— " McKinnell's
•^ PATENT VENTILATOR does that which is the
great object in keeping buildings healthy. It rids them of
the foul air, ami provides for ti^ free iulet of a fresh supply.
It is simplicity it.self—as, indeed, are most of tha
Mechanisms adapted to Natural Laws. It can be fitted

with ease to carriages, ships, houses, coal-mines, schools,
chiurches, &c. The system, too, is cheap."— 'Medical
Times,' July 7, p. 11.

JOHN McKINTiELL, Patentee, 9 Gloucester terraw.
Clarendon road, London, W. Descriptive Pamphleta
sent on receipt of one stamp.

Pure Country Milk and
CREAM—Messrs EDMONDS ami BATNK8,

OXGATE FABM, WUAiKSDES, have received the most
flattering testimonials from several eminent Members of

the Medical Profession in favour of the jiurity and fresh-

ness of their MILK and CREAM, which they undertake

to supply Twice Daily to any part of the West-end.
Orders received as above, or at the Office, 16 Marchmont
street, Russell square ; and at St Peteraburgh place,

Bayswater, W.

CREAM being now recommended as a substitute for

COD-LIVER OIL, Messrs E. and B. l>eg to inform the

Profession that they can supply it in any quantity with

punctuality.—A pni^ectas ftse by post.

"IVfillikin, late Bigg and Milli-
-^'-^ kin. Surgical Imitrument Maker and Anatomical

Machinist to (iuy's and St Thomas's liospital, Ko. iSi
Thomas's street, Bouthwark, S.E.
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HOSPITAL REPORTS.

KING'S COLLEGE HOSPITAL.—July 21st.

Cure of Hernia—Invagination-.— Mr Wood.
(Aug. 5th.) Lithotomy—Lateral Oi'era-

TioN— Necrosis of Sternum and Costo-
Sternal Cartilages, with Strumous Ab-
scess OF Breast,—Mr Fergusson. Plastic
Surgery on Face and Neck.—Mr Bowman.

Cure of Hernia.—Mr Wood.
Cure of hernia is a distinguished practice of

modern surgery, aud the advances and improve-
ments in its practice which have occurred within

the last three or four yearshave been rapid and im-
portant, until we have arrived at the last, Mr Wood's
operation, whicli has hitherto pro^d, under his

practice, Ijoth permanent in its results and quick
in recoveries after operation, patients out aud
walking atwut at the end of a fortnight. Even
now there are manifestations that this effec-

tive and successful operation is not eudowed
with finality, but that it is destined on many
occasions to give way. Advances in simplifying
it, and in removing complications attending, have
already been some time proposed by Mr Curling
and Mr Henry Lee, and changes and modifications

are being suggested in daily practice to meet
particular contingencies by ditfereut surgeons.
Several Continental surgeons had proposed and
practised modifications for effecting a similar

treatment ; amongst whom we may name MM.
Ragg, Bonnet, Cerdy, and M. Kothmundo of

HuTiich, before the discovery of either Wiitzer's

or Mr Wood's plan. Mr Wood's operation, which
we shall presently describe, is a motlification of and
S very im])ortant improvement upon Wiitzer's.

Wiitzer's was uncertain in its success, which has
not been the case with Mr Woo<rs operation. It

is a subject of curious remark, that a curative

treatment of hernia has been slowly arrived

at, notwithstanding for that object its con-

ditions are good. Cure by ligature of umbilical

hernia was |
ractised with invariable success

'

by the writer forty j'ears ago, solving the
problem of safety aimn inducing adhesion by
lymph deposit on strangulation of sac ancl tissues

after reduction of hernial contents. This suc-
cess is especially manifest in operating upon
young subjects, where no altei-ation, thicKening,
or degeneration of structures have occurred. It is

clear the time has arrived when old ca.ses of
hernia will become extinct, and we shall have only
those cases resulting from accidents late in life,

since all young subjects will be o))erateduiion forth-

with for cure of Itrrnia. Mr Wood's operation
has been attended with almost invariable success.

Ojieration. — Mr Woml has given a very clear
and interesting history of tlie oiwration before the
Fellows of the Medico-Chirurgical Society, and
demonstrated its success by oringing to their
notice several cases cured upon whom he hail
operated, aud others have also given descriptions
on ditfereut occasions, yet, as it is a rather com-
plicated performance, we may bo permitted to
refer to its details.

The patient, a man about thirty years of ago,

was placed under chloroform. Ijiid on his back,
and rupture being reduced, the skin was detached
from the superficial fascia by introducing tenotomy
knife at upper part of scrotum, below lowest
part of hernial prominence, and about an incli

below the line of the spine of the pubis. An incision

was then carried through the skin to the superficial

fascia, about an inch in length, which was detached
all roimd by subcutaneous section for about two
inches in diameter. When this was effected, the
forefinger was intro<luced by forcibly pushing up
and inviiginating the fascia as high as the inguinal
ring. To effect this, the finger must bo introduced
well under the skin to invaginate effectively as
high as bchinilPoupart's ligament, and external
IPillar. A large convex well-curved needle upon a
strong handle armed with ligature of thick thread
is then guided especially to protect the ejiigastric

and circumllex iliac arteries, by the end of the
left forefinger, through the invaginated passage,
through conjoined tendon and triangukr fascia
'

terior wall of ring, and then through
1 pillar of the ring which forms anterior

- .. ...jl, close to Poupart's ligament. The
armed needle having been thnist through the
pillar and skin, the ends of the ligature were
brought through the ojiening and a central
loop in the latter, and the needle withdrawn.
The internal pillar was then also readied through
the invaginated canal, and pierced with needle

in same way, raising the external and depressing
the internal pillars, thus humouring the mobile
parts to facilitate passage of needle to reach the
same opening in the skin of the groin. A cylin-

drical roll ofglass or flattened compress ofboxwood,
24 in. long by 1 wide, being laid firmly over the
canal, the ends of Ugaturc being passed through
the loop and tied over the compress, the forefinger

should, before fastening, be passed through the
external ring to ascertain if the ligatures draw
upon the posterior wall. The opening in the
scrotum should be tucked well up to, but not
within, the external ring. In recent and young
subjects, when no adhesions or thickening of

parts from callus exist, and tissues are vascular, or

when the sac is small, without connection or ad-

hesion with cord, the ligature in such cases

may be ajiplied through the fascia and ring, with-

out including sac. Avoiding puncturing the sac

in this maimer, danger of inducing peritoneal

inflammation is avoided. In old cases attach-

ments are formed independent of peritoneum, with
scrotum and cord, through which the ligatures

necessarily pass, they being all invaginated with
the sac and fascia. But after the upper orifice is

closed by the ligature, inflamniation of peritoneum
from the sac is not so likely to happen o.- take
place in the abdominal cavity. In Mr Wood's
skilful hands great success occurs, but such
might not attend the operation in other hands.
Tlie structure of the parts offer considerable

facilities for invagination. The loose areolar tissue

of the lower surface of the fascia, its synovial

character and absence of fat, as also its tough-
ness, compactness, and elasticity, all facilitate

that process, giving firm hold to ligatures, and
inducing adhesion by lymph deposit, and secure

success of operation in such cases. Wiitzer's, and
other plans do not get hohl upon the posterior

wall of the canal by the ligature, so that the
posterior invagiuated fascia remains patent for

intrusion of future portions of intestine. If to effect

this great pressure was obtained, which is often the
case, sloughing might occur. In Mr Wood's
operation, the skin in process of ci<'atrization by
contraction Iwcomes elevated to the approxi-
mated margins of the external abdominal ring.

The scrotal fascia, being a highly-organised and
vascular tissue, forms a medium of union by
lymph adhesion between the tendinous structures

and the anterior wall, and also becomes united to

the spermatic cord, and thus a kind of valve is

formed. The ligatures have a beneficial tendency
after operation to counteract the action of the
rectus muscle upon conjoined tendon, and conse-
quently upon the inguinal canal ; which action
tends to draw the posterior wall of hernial sac

backwards, and thus dilating it, encourages the
growth and early production of hernia by facili-

tating escape of gut. The action of rectus is thus
directly counteracted. Tlie fascia-, superficial and
intercolumnar, so much increased in surface from
the dilatation of herniie, being tough—they also

being denuded during operation by laceration and
subcutaneous section—adhere from lymph deposit
to sides of canal, and thus form a plug in this

eul dc snc. This is rendered complete by the
adhesion of sides of ililated external ring, effected

by the ligatures pa.ssed through them, and
through the same holes in the skin, having united
them by adhesion of lymph to the invaginated
canal. The ligatures Iikewi.se being firmly secured
over the glass or boxwood cylinder, obtains great
torsion, and thus effects by compression a degree
of vigour in the union and cicatrices of these
loose, flabby tissues, which otherwise could not be
effected, as the lymph deposit might degenerate,

and give spongy, false, and weak a<lhesion,

especially in old and large-dilated sacs, with
future complications in consequence. The com-
jiress is allowed to remain from the fourth to the
seventh day, dependent upon the vigorous or

feeble adhesion in course of formation. The
ligatures are not removed so long as they channel
away pus or other secretion, and servo like setons

to compress and keep alive the action required to

give density and firmness to union of sides of in-

vagination. This is especially valuable in the
loose conditions of hereditary hernia;. This
operation ref^uires little use of knife—no cutting
after first incision— and is attended with no
scars of skin and fascia after ligatures have
sloughed oi"; the scrotum and jiarts become
natural, and certainly no danger is incurre<l when
performed by ft skilful anatomist. Mr Wood lias

operated successfully upon fourteen cases, some

time back, aud no doubt has increased thati

number since. These cases were not selected, but.
taken as they came to him. In one varicocele'

was present, and the varicocele was also cured by
the operation. The patient wore no truss, and
was able to lift 1001b. weight, aud the side

operated upon was quite as strong as the otlier

a few weeks after cure. In another, varicocele

occurred on the third day from the operation,

necessitating the removal of pad and dres-

sings, which was the only doubtful case.

Mr Wood does not uow recommend a truss after

operation ; it tends to produce absorption of

ncwly-fonned tissues within canal and ring, w'hicli

tissues form a plug to prevent return of Kie

hernia. The treatment has been generally a
fortnight, and not exceeded three weeks. A light

truss might for safety be worn on occasions of

great exertion or uiuisual exercise. Mr Heniy
Lee has practised invagination of skin of scrotum,

with fascia into inguinal ring, by pushing it witli

the forefinger of left hand up to the inguinal rin».

The needle armed with ligature guided by this

finger is thru.st through the external wall of

inguinal canal, and out through the skin of the

parietes of the abdomen. One end of ligature is

left free, and armed needle returned through the

same aperture in the scrotum, but pierced and
passed through the inknial wall of inguinal

canal. Needle removed, the two ends of ligature

are secured by fastening them together, and they
are left to ulcerate out.

A successful case of Mr Curling's is recorded in
' Medico-Chirurgical Transactions,' in which, in

an omental hernia, he performed a similar opera-

tion " by passing the needle through the anterior

and posterior walls of the canal.

"

(August 5tii.)—Lithotomy.— Mr Fergus.sok.
This patient, a man about forty years old, Mr

Fergusson had examined a week since. Found
urethra large and a good subject for lithotrity,

but he was a very irritable subject. He readily

acceded to ojieration for lithotomy, and the lateral

operation was performed by Mr Fergusson,

attended with a little difficulty in extracting

stone. Showing three forceps, and taking up the

largest of the three, Mr Fergusson said, " I

usually extract the stone with these forcejis, which,

you see, are large, and have convex wedge-formed,

blades. This advantage results from their u.se—

•

you dilate well the neck of bladder and prostate

gland by these wedge-like and expanded blades.

Their large surface and solidity assist in finding

the stone, and on withdrawing them by the semi-

rotary movement their wedge-like action brings

away the stone with facility and .sureuess. On
this occasion I used the smallest forceps, wliicli

obtained firm hold of the stone with facility. On
withdraiving them, their force and .size were not

sufficient to give easy and quick dilatation of the

urethra and prostate, aud the stone slijiped out

of the blades. I then introduced a scope, and
obtained firm hold of the stone between it and iny

finger, Init it slipped away again. The dilatation

after these three attempts became complete, and
upon introducing the largest forceps you saw I

easily withdrew the stone. Another advautage of

large forceps is, they cover well the stone, and
prevent rough sides, as in this instance, from
coming in contact with soft parts during extraction.

For this particular stone these large forceps are

exactly suitable : you see," showing the stone iu

the blades of the forceps, " they nearly cover its

circumference." From having recommnuled
lithotrity, Mr Fergusson, 110 doubt, concluded

that the stone was small. It was a circular

stone, of more than medium size, Uattened ou
both sides. To hear a great operator expose a

source of impediment and difficulty in suij^ical

operation, is always profitable. The knife

used on this occasion shut like a pocket-knife,

had a lonj' spare blade, straight back to point,

cutting edge slightly convex from point for

about two-thirds of its length, aud then had a

.sHghtly conc'ave sweep to heel ; a construction

giving it great facility and freedom for withdrawal

with a cut. the line of action corresiionding with

the axis of external incision ; its Icngtii giving

power and freedom of use, and di.stal convexity

rendering it light, ami able to give unity to ex-

ternal and internal incision.

Neckosis of Sternum and Costo- Sternal
('AKTILAOES, with STRUMOU.S AB.SCE.S.S OF
Breast.
Suppuration and abscess on the breast occun'cd

to this patient about five years since, evidently
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having a strumous cliaracter, leaving sinuses.

The patient being so irritable, she coulil not bear

introduction of a probe, chloroform was adminis-

tered. The upper sinus, which implicated only the

soft tissues between the skin and bone, and which
MrFergusson freely opened by incision, guided by
finger, would no doubt quickly heal. The lower

sinus communicated in a burrowing manner with
others in different directions, and also with the

sternum aud costo-sternal cartilages. It was traced

with probe, and laid freely open. In the diseased

tissues a small spicula of necrosed bone, super-

ficially situated, was removed. Upon dilatation,

the sternum was rough and denuded, denoting
necrosis of bone. Mr Ferguson introduced a scope,

and gouged out a portion of dead bone. This small
«picula acting uj^on degenerated tisssues having
low vitality, had long prevented a healing ])rocess.

The spioula of bone being removed and a free

opening made, would induce reaction, and throw-
ing off remainder of caries, if there be any, these

free incisions and scraping of bone would act by
stimulating a healthful process. " Usual dressings

applied.

Plastic Sitegbry on Face and Neck.—
Mr Bowman.

A patient of Mr Bowman's, a woman about
forty-five years of age, was introduced, to have
further plastic operations performed upon face,

eye, mouth, and neck. She had had repeated
operations done already of an interesting kind, to

restore lost, and repair deformed and destroyed
parts. The series of operations had commenced
about five months since. It was a most extraor-

dinary case ; the whole of the left side of the
»voman's face having been destroyed by burns,
including left eye, quite gone—tissues and inte-

guments of the lateral part of the head and face,

the chin, lips, and front of the mouth entirely

lost, exposing alveolary processes, fauces, and
tongue, and great destruction of parts about neck
and throat. This state had induced Mr Bowman,
at different times, to perform a series of compli-
cated dissections and manoeuvres on all the in-

jured parts within reach, to accomplish restora-
tion aud renewal, as well as removal of parts, by
plastic means. It appears that by dissecting
portions of cuticle and integument from the
forehead, Mr Bowman had obtained required
flaps, which he transfonned to the eye and other
parts of injured face, keeping their connection,
and thus obtained restoration, or renovation of lost
tissues and integuments, and a great mitigation
of deformity almost revolting to witness. The
-Same plastic means were practised in transposi-
tion of skin and tissue from right side of the face

and neck, to be readapted to form the outline of
the chin and lips. By bringing the dissected integu-
mentand skin into the places required ; forexample,
from the neck, to form plastically, the intended
lips, was brought into contiguity with the mucous
membrane of the mouth. The mucous mem-
trane had its margin converted into fi'ee edges,
by dissecting their surface ; union being thus
obtained by adhesive lymph effusion. The great
restoration of destroyed tissues and lost parts,
and the amelioration of deformity, were a pleasing
and extraordinary demonstration of the results of

plastic surgery, and of the gi-eat patience and
kill displayed in these successful operations. It

appeared that slits, scarification, and incisions

here and there, especially U|)on external angle of
the right eye, and left angle of mouth—the in-

cisions to obviate contractions of cicatrices, &c.

—

had to be occasionally done during treatment.

THE SPIRIT
OF THE PERIODICALS.

We extract the foUowuig article on Foreign

Sadies in tlic Bladder from tho ' Journal of Prac-

tical Medicine and Surgeiy :'

" On tho 26th September, 1859, a woman,
aged forty-nine, suddenly experienced exquisite
pain originating in the presence of a calculus in
the urethra

; this concretion was crushed, and
partly extracted, tlie remaining fragments being
«xpeUed with the urine. A month after, the
jjame sudden pains recurred, occasioned by reten-
tion of urine, which was produced by a tuft of
hail's agglomerated and united by a soft substance,
forming a Hat mass of | inch in diameter, and

rather more than \ inch in thickness, covered

with an earthy crust. A fortnight after, the

permanent symptoms of stone were present ; and
in the space of a few weeks they increased to

such a degree, that life became insuppoi-table.

Admitted into hospital on the 28th April last,

the woman, already exhausted by pain and sleep-

lessness, underwent an operation on the 3rd May
following. A large and friable stone was seized

and crushed ; but in closuig the lithoclast to

withdraw the calculus, M. Civiale observed a

larger and more resistant body, which he did not

attempt to pulverize. Having ascertained that

it did not project beyond the instniment so as to

injure the duct, he easily extracted the substance,

which jiroved to be a small human tooth. No
accident ensued, and many fragments of calculus

were subsequently expelled. On the 8th May,
large fragments presented themselves at the in-

ternal orifice of the urethra, and were extracted.

On the 16th, two other teeth were withdrawn
with a large amount of stony concretions. On
the 14th, tho excretion of water was painful

;

M. Ciavale removed, with a peculiar lithoclast, a

portion of bone, another tooth, and a mass of stony
fragments, which, by its volume, would have been
alarming, were not the dilatability ofthe femaleure-

thra so woU known. From that time, the pains

ceased, and the patient's health has been restored

with extraordinary promptitude.
" M. Robin examined the bones, hair, and

teeth extracted from this woman's bladder, and
he recognised that they were the remnants of a

fcctus proceeding from a cyst in communication
with the urinary reservoir.

" In other cases, hair found in the bladder

comes from the pubes and has ascended through
the urethra. M. Civiale performed operations on
eleven patients, in whose bladder were found
pieces of straw and grass, peas, kidney-beans,

barbs of corn, cotton, &c. The most curious of

these cases refers to a man, with a large calculus,

which had formed around a medallion an inch

long and 4 inch broad. This man informed M.
Civiale, that, beiu" intoxicated, he had fallen

asleep near a wash-house, and that the laundresses

had introduced into his urethra the medallion

which one of them wore. The skilful surgeon

remarked that when a foreign body has remained
any time in the bladder, the urine instantly pre-

sents a predominance of phosphatic salts, a cir-

cumstance which explains the rapid formation of

the calculous shell which envelopes the extraneous

substance.

"In all cases of the kind, lithotrity is the only

rational method of treatment ; but its application

requires much precaution, careful tentatives, and
sometimes peculi.^r instruments. M. Civiale was
compelled to resort to many successive attempts,

in the case of a patient who had inserted into his

bladder the handle of a brush three inches long,

and to divide this body he was obliged to use a

lithoclast, -with sharp blades like those of pnming-
shears. In another instance, in which tlie body
introdiiced was the glass tube of a thermometer,
the tube was seized by one of its ends, but it

broke, and M. Civiale, after having extracted a

fragment one inch long, was obliged to remove in

succession sixteen distinct pieces proceeding from
the broken portion.

"It will be readily understood that most per-

sons, belonging to the category we have just de-

scribed, are disposed to conceal the presence of a

concretion which betrays their vicious practices
;

but instances of dissimulation of a calculous affec-

tion must be very rare, and in this respect the

following case, which M. Nelaton lately related

at his clinical conferences, appears to us both in-

structive and eccentric :

'
' A boy from ten to twelve years of age, in the

apparent enjoyment of good health, comjilained of

vague intra-articular pains. His medical adviser,

a very enlightened man, believed however his

•tatements, ' and instituted various medications

which proved unavailing. The child continued to

complain, but nothing could be detected of a na-

ture to justify his affirmations. The physician

then suspected the presence of goutj' arthralgic

diathesis ; he analyzed the urine, which was of a

higher specific weight than in health, and con-

tained uric acid. The child was placed imder the

influence of alkaline treatment, ami every day
concretions were expelled from the urethra, and
collected with scrupulous care by the paticut's

mother. M. Nelaton exhibited these substances

to his auditory. They were of all shapea and all

origin—pieces of ashlar, mortar, silex, river-.saud

—but in no wise did they resemble calculi.

" This would assuredly appear an inexplicable
and impossible fraud on the jrart of a lad of
eleven. Nevertheless, he had contrived, every
now and then, to introduce into the urethra one
of those fragments, aud he called his mother to
see them issue with the urine. All the persons
around the alleged patient believed and still be-

lieve in his candour, and in the virtue of lithon-

triptics. M. Nelaton respected this belief, but
he made a memorandum of^ the case, to illustrate

the importance of the practitioner lieing on his

guard against similar attempts at imposition."

Mr WEST,/of Birmingham, continues in the

' Dublin Quarterly Journal' liis articles on

Syphilitic Stricture of the (Esophagus. We quote

the case reported :

" Mary H., widow, aged twenty-five, was
admitted into the Queen's Hosjiital, July 12th,

1859, with secondary syphilitic rupial crusts and
ulcerations over the face and legs. The general

health was extremely bad, and she was much
emaciated. She stated that she contracted sores

from two to three mouths before the rupial crusts

appeared, but that she underwent no treatment
for them, and was unaware of their nature until a
week Ijefore admission, when a surgeon who
examined her declared them to be syphilitic.

" On admission, poultices were applied to the
crusts, and stimulants and tonics, with hbcral
diet, were given internally. In the course of a
week she rallied, and improved in strength and
appearance ; the crusts cleared off, and displayed
the usual excavated circular livid ulcers of secon-
dary syphilis. Dry calomel fumigation was or-

dereil, and used on four successive days, when, its

effects having become evident on the gums, it

was discontinued. For ten daj-s from this time
there was considerable improvement in the ap-
pearance of the sores ; some of them filled up,

and all took on a more healthy action ; however,
there was no corresponding improvement in het
general condition ; her appetite was very bad,
aud her debility seemed to increase rather than
diminish. Wine, with beef-tea, eggs, and arrow-
root, were allowed daily in addition to the ordi-

nary hospital diet ; decoction of bark and nitric

acid were given also.

" In the beginning of September the sorca

were looking very unhealthy aud callous, aud the
application of nitric acid to them was therefore

tried, and followed up by charcoal and linseed-

meal poultices. Under this treatment the sores

cleaned slightly, but showed no tendency to

cicatrize. Iodide of potassium in 5-gi'aiu doses,

aud a mUd stimulant lotioji of hquor sodse chlo-

rinatie were ordered on the 7th of October, aud
continued uutil the loth, when it was found
necessary to suspend them in consequence of

violent diarrhcea having set in, and a new rupial

sore of large dimensions (3 inches by 1) bin iiig

formed on the right ala nasi. Acetate of lead

and opium soon checked the diarrho?a ; but the
ulceration of the nose and cheek having extended,

it was again necessary to resort to the use of

nitric acid and cjiarcoal poultices. The slough
having cleared away, iodide of potassium in

smaller (3-grain) doses was then tried ; but its

tendency to jiroduce diarrhoea having again

manifested itself, it was discontinued. Bichlo-

ride of meroury in small doses was then had
recourse to, but without avail ; she became more
debilitated ; the sores increased in size aud num-
ber, in spite of the oft-rej>cated apphcatiou of

nitric acid, and of eveiy kind of astringent and
stimulant preparation that could be thought of.

Difliculty in swallowing food aud medicines began
to be noticed about the end of December ; it

attracted little attention, however, as her general

condition was so bad as to preclude the hope of

satisfactorily treating any affection of the faucos

or (esophagus to which it might be owing. Con-

stant exhibition of stimulants aud fluid nourish-

ment was necessaiy ; ether aud ammonia were in

requisition every few hours, to ward off the fatal

termination which was anticijiated, and even

thought to be imminent every day during the

month of January, 1S60. In this feart'ul state,

unable to leave the hospital, or even to have her

bed changed, she lingered ou till the 4th of

Februaiy, when death put an end to her saf-

feriuigs.
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"The post-mortem examination, made 45 hours

after death by Dr Walker, revealed the foUowiug
•condiliou :—T)ie body was that of a small ema-
ciated woman, whose legs were drawu up to the ab-

domen, incouseijuenco of the contraction caused by
cicatrization of ulcers about the knees, and whose
face, legs, and trunk presented numerous patches

of rupia in various stages, interspersed here and
there with cicatrices of old spots of ulceration.

The nose was almost destroyed by a recent ulcer,

and the back was the seat of a large sloughing

bed-sore. The head was not examined, in conse-

<]uence of vennin swarming about it.

"The heart was healthy in texture, but the

foramen ovale would ailniit a goose-quill ; weight,

«6z.
" The lungs were healthy.

"The CK.sophagus presented a redilish, livid

«rosiou of the mucous membrane at its lower jKirt

for about two inches, more especially just above
the cardial orifice of the stomach. There was no
deep ulceration or marked constrictions, but con-
siderable tibrous deposit in the submucous tissue,

which apparently dimiuished the calibre of the
canal immediately above the chief erosion.

"The liver was pale and fatty, but not hyper-
trophied. The knife became very greaay on a sec-

tion being made ; weight, 43 oz.

" Spleen uonnal, 4 oz. ; kidneys anaemic, eacli

3 oz. The supra-renal ca|>sules presented a li-

mited deposit of grey exudation in the central

cavity.
'

' The mucous meuibrano of the aicnnarh was
throughout soft«ncd, and an irregular shallow
ulcer, the size of a shilliug, was formed on the
lesser curvature.

" There was slight congestion and abrasion of

the vaginal .surface of the cervix uteri ; but the

utenis was otherwise normal, and the ovaries were
free from disease.

"Hero, then, is another instance of the exist-

ence of ulceration in a canal whii'h has hitherto

been looked upoTi as more free from the influence

of the syphilitic poi.son, and less frequeutly the
scat of its organic lesions, than most of the other
jwrts of the body. Its extent and intensity were
not 80 great as to seriously impe<ic tlic passage of
fluids ; but solid nutrinient was, during the last

five weeks of the patient's life, taken with con-
siderable difficulty, and it is more than proba'ble

that, had the reparative powers of her constitu-
tion been greater, the ulcer of the oesophagus
would have shown a tendency to cicatrize, and,
from its cicatrization, diminution of the calibre of
the canal would almost inevitably have resulted.

"The situation of the ulceration at the lower
jiart of the ttsophagns, close to the cardial orifice

of the ^stomach, is remarkable, particularly as,

towards the same end of the tube, a similar con-
dition had evidently existed in the case of Jane
M., jirevious to the stage of constriction coming
on. The ulcer found in the stomach may most
likely be referred to the same origin as that in the
ocsophaj^us, though smaller in size, and its apj)ear-
ance was very similar ; it was altogether distinct
ill character from that which is tcnncd the 'per-
forating ulcer,' and more nearly resembled that
form of hemorrhagic erosion which is found in
cases of death from burns.

'

' The absence of tubercular di.sease of the
lungs, and, in fai;t, the ron-cxistence of any vis-

ceral lesion whatever, that would be suBicient to
cause death, further assist us in arriving at the
coni'lnsion that to syphilitic cachexia, together
with ulceration of the a-sophagus and stomach,
which must be reganled as phenomena of that
condition, the fatal t«rminatiou in this intorestiug
«ase must be assigned.

"Tliegiri, H. P., whose case 1 related in my
last paper on this subject, is still living, but her
con lition is daily becoming more ]ierilous. She
is vr ly irregular in her attendance at the hospital,
and declines to become an in-jmtiint. I have
l.itely, at the suggestion of Jlr Acton, who was
' "nough to exjiresa an interest in the case,

much larger doses of iodide of potassium
1: I had ])reviousIy exhibitcil, as much as
tv.' lily grains \,v\w^ nr.w given for a dose, but its
elitets cannot l>e clearly determined from the cause
before stated."

The ' lAncet
' opons'with a |continuatiou of Ur

BKOw.v-SEQr-Mtn'H Lectures. TIic present pajicr

treats of the PrognotU and TrtalmttU of MyelUU,

ufiSjjinal Meningitis, and of Spinal Cotu/estimt.

We extract it :

" ProgHosis of Paraplegia diK to Myelitis.—
Myelitis, either chronic or acute, has long been
considered as au almost incurable disease. It is

true that in a very acute form this inflammation
is almost always fatal. Not so, however, as
regards the subacute or chronic myelitis if it

exists in the lumbar or the dorsal regions, where
this inflammation is most frequently located.

Chronic myelitis is an affection of slow develop-
ment, and still slower progress. Wlien not
properly treated, it extends gradually upwards,
and slowly causes a more and more complete
paraplegia ; but it destroys life only after several
years of paralysis. I have known a case in wliich
it has lasted twenty-one years. When properly
treated, myelitis is very frequently stopped in
its progress, and sometimes an almost complete
cure may be obtained. Out of nineteen cases
now under my care in private or in hospital
practice, there are three in which there has been
rather an increase of the aflcction than an amelio-
ration ; two in which the amelioration approaches
to a cure ; seven in which there is a marked
amelioration, though less than in the preceding

;

two in which, after a decided improvement, a
relapse has occurred ; and five in which the
treatment has not yet been employed for a
sufficient timeto lead to any opinion as to its

efficacy.

" From these facts, and also from the effect

of the treatment in many cases under my care,

or that of several medical men during the last

few years, it restilts that the prognosis of the
chronic, or even the subacute, form of myelitis
should be considered as much less grave than it

has been luitil lately. However, it is true that
when the affection is altogether stopped in its

progress, and when many of the symptoms have
cease<l to exist, the paraplegia remains, although
the inflammation of the spinal cord may ne
cured. Tlie patient can command the motions
of his bladder ; he may walk as much and almost
as fast as he coiUd before he was attacked with
myelitis, without feeling fatigue ; but however
great may be the amount of his motor power,
he cannot dinct his movements so well as can be
done by even a weak but healthy man. This is

due to the fact that the alterations caused by
myelitis in the spinal cord are almost irreparable.

"Treatment fif Chronic Myelitis.— \. The first

and most important rule is to diminish the con-
gestion* of the spinal cord. For this purpose
tlie various following means ought to be em-
ployed :

—

"1st. If pos.sible, the patient should never lie

on his back. Whether at night or in the day-
time, if he lies down, he ought to place himself
on the right or the left side of the body ; and, if

he can, he should even lie flat on the abdomen,
so 03 to diminish by the effect of gravitation the
amount of blooil in the sjiinai cord. At the same
time, his arms and legs ought to be covered with
flannel, and placed on a low er level than that of
the spine, for the purpose of attracting blood to
them. If the patient cannot avoid lying on his
back, he must have a hard bed, or at least not
a feather-bed. I ueed hardly say that a water-
bed will be necessary if there is any appearance
of ulceration or sloughing on the nates or the
sacrum.

"2nd. Applications to the spine of those
means tliat may attract blood outside of the
spinal canal should be made as often as possible.
I'erhaps the best means is the application of a
hot douche to the spine. The water qught to'

fall from at least four or five feet through a tube
three-quarters of an inch or one inch in diameter.
Its temperature ought to be between 98° and 101°
Fahr., and the application should bo continued
two or three minutes and rejieated every day.
The cold shower bath may also be employed with
advantage, if, immediately after it, the spine be
rubbed with a warm flannel, so as to produce a
dilatation of the bloodvessels of the skiu and
muscles of the back.
" 3rd. Dry cupping applied daily, alternately on

the various jiarts of the sjiinc, will prove of .ser-

vice if its use be persevered in for a long whUe.
" 4tli. The ap{)lications of blister.s, moxas,

cauteries, &c., may certainly be useful ; Imt the
pain thi-j- give, ond the danger of their lieing the
origin of a slough, ought to be taken into great
consideration. I generally prefer employing the

hot douche and diy cupping. However, where
the myelitis is caused by a caries or some other
organic affection of the spine, applications of the
actual cauterj-, or of moxas, and other local re-

vulsives on the diseased spot of the spine, are to
be preferred to the simpler means (hot douche,
cupping, &c.)

'

' 5th. Amongst the remedies to be employed
internally, the most active are those which have
the jiower of diminishing the congestion of the
spinal cord. The two which seem to be most
powerful in this respect are belladonna and ergot
of rye. Experiments upon animals have shown
to me, in the most positive manner, that these
two remedies are powerful excitants of unstriped
muscidar fibres, in bloodvessels, in the uterus, in
the bowels, in the iris, &c. Both of them dilate

the pupil ; both are employed with success to
produce contractions of the uterus ; but each of
them has more power in certain parts than the
other, so that we find belladonna acting more
than ergot on the bloodvessels of the iris (which
is the principal cause of the dilatation of the
pupil)^ou the bloodvessels of the breast (which
is the princiiial cause of the cessation of the
secretion of milk)—on the muscular fibres of the
bowels (which is the mode of its action in cases
of strangled hernia)—on the sphincter of the
bladder (which is one of the causes of its .success

against nocturnal incontinence of urine), &c.
;

while, on the contrary, we find that ergot acts
more than belladonna on the muscular fibres of
the womb, on the bloodvessels of the spinal
cord, &c. AVe cannot give here the proof of the
exactitude of these assertions on the mode of
action of these two remedies, but we must at
least answer an objection wluch probably will
arise in the mind of many persons. It will be
asked—How is it that, of two remedies that are
able to excite contractions in smooth inu.seular

fibres, oue produces them more in one place, and
the other more in another place ? The answer to
this objection is indeed very simple. The excita-
bility of smooth fibres, as well as that of striated
muscles, varies exceedingly iu different parts of
the bo<ly. An exciting agent (whether galvanism,
cold, heat, or belladonna and ergot of rye) will
produce powerful contraction in some places, and
hardly any in other jilaces. The smooth fibres of
the uterus contract more than those of the bowels
or the bladder, and less than those of certain
bloodvessels when stimulated by galvanism ; the
smooth fibres of certain bloodvessels contract
more than those of the uterus under the excita-
tion of cold ; still more, the bloodvessels of the
cerebral lobes and of the face, which contract so
much when their neiTC (the cervical sympathetic)
is irritated, contract but very little when excited
by belladonna and ergot, while these f«o excitants
produce powerful contractions in the bloodvessels
of the spinal cord.

" Not only have I seen the dimiuution in the
calibre of bloodvessels of the pia mater of the
spinal cord taking place in dogs after they had
taken large doses of belladonna or erg(]t of rj'e,

but I have also ascertained that the reflex power
of the spinal cord (most likely as a consequence
of the contraction of bloodvessels) becomes very
much diminished under the influence of these
two remedies, which in so doing act just in the
opposite way to that of strycluiiuo.

" Led by the knowledge of the above facts, we
have employed belladonna and ergot of rye in
ca.ses of paraplegia due to a simple congestion or
a chronic inflammation of the spinal cord and its

meninges, and we have obtained a greater success
than we had dared to hope for. Wliatever be the
value of our experiments on animals as regards
the mode of action of these remedies, it is now
certain that they have really a great power in
diminishing the amount of blood in tlie spinal
cold and its membranes. It is very well known
that many French physicians, especially Breton-
ncau, Payan, Barbier, and Trousseau, have for

many years employed with success belladonna and
ergot of rye inca.ses of paraplegia. Of course wo
do not claim to have been the fu-st to make use of

these remedies in paraplegia, any more tlian wo
claim priority as regards emjiloying strychnine iu

various forms of i)aralysis. But we claim to have
pointed out, as clearly as we could, in what cases

of imraiilegia strychnine or belladonna and ergot

of rye are to be employed or avoided. To indi-

cate this distinction is the iirincipal object of

these lectures.

" In the bcgiiuiing of the treatment of clu'onic
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myelitis, we usuallj' employ ergot of rye alone in-

ternally, and belladonna externally in a plaster

apijlied to the spine, over the painful spot. The
dose of ergot, when the powder is used, which is

almost always the case, is at first two or three

grains twice a day
;
gradually the dose is increased

until it reaches five or six grains twice a day ; and
in a few cases we have given eight grains tw'ice a

day. We do not think it is necessary to make use of

the very large doses employed hy M. Payan. The
belladonna jjlaster applied to the spine must be a

very large one, four inches wide, and si.x or seven
inches long. If there is no amelioration in a few
weeks, we give the extract of belladonna in-

ternally in doses of a quarter of a grain twice

a day.
" When we find that the patients, after six or

eight weeks of treatment by ergot of rye and
belladonna, do not get better, we give iodide of

potassium in doses of five or .six grains twice a

day, in addition to the preceding remedies. When
there is any reason to suspect that there is a

degree of meningitis together with myelitis, we
begin at once the treatment by the iodide of

potassium with the ergot and belladonna.
" II. The second rule of treatment of myelitis

is to prevent the formation of sloughs, or to cure
them when formed, and to prevent other altera-

tions of nutrition in the paralysed parts.
" 1st. Ulcerations and sloughs on the nates,

the sacrum, or other parts, may be prevented or

stopped in their development, if they have not

acquired a great extent, by very simple means,
which I have found perfectly successful in experi-

ments upon animals. Led by the view that

sloughs are chiefly due to an irritation of the
vaso-motor nerves, producing alterations in the

nutrition of certain parts of the skin, I have
thought that alternate applications of cold and
heat to the parts where there is a threatening of

sloughing, by acting upon the bloodvessels, so as

to produce in them considerable contractions and
dilatations, might prevent the effects of the irri-

tation of the vaso-motor nerves in the spinal

cord ; and the success I have obtained shows that
this view is probably quite right. The means I

propose is the alternate application of pounded
ice in a bladder, and a warm poultice ; the ice to

be left ten minutes, or even less, and the poultice

an hour. It is in cases of fracture of the spine,

followed by myelitis, that I have employed these
means ; but hitherto only on animals, I hope
surgeons will soon decide what is the real value of

this means in man.
"2nd. To prevent the alterations of nutrition

(oedema, atrojihy, &c.) in the paralysed limbs in

myelitis, the best means are, shampooning, appli-

cations of.^alvanic currents, and the iise of the
flesh-l.ii'ush. When there is no cedema, a warm
foot-bath every night is of service in those cases

where tlie feet are very cold.

"3rd. The morbid alterations in the kidney
and bladder may be prevented or alleviated by
he exhibition of licjuor potassie, turpentine,

opaiba, tolu balsam, &c. We need hardly say,

hat if nephritis or cystitis occur, it should be
treated enejgetically.

"4th. The bowels must be kept open, on
account of the increase of the congestion of the
spinal cord that results from constipation. The
narcotics which produce constijiation and con-

gestion of the spinal cord, especially opium,
should be avoided ; and, in case of sleeplessness,

hyoscyamus, conium, lactuca virosa, and can-

nabis indica, are amongst the remedies that

should be resorted to. Wo usually prefer

hyoscyamus.
"III. As regards other remedies, we some-

times give cod-liver oil in those cases where
rheuftiatic pains seem to exist. As regards
dietetic rules, nutritious food, and a little wine
and ale (not containing strychnine), are to be
prescribed. The patients should take moderate
exercise in the open air.

'
' Prognosis and Treatment of Paraplegia due

to Chronic Meningitis.—The prognosis of this

affection is nearly the same as that of chronic
myelitis, with this difference, that the paralysis

may be more completely cured after a meningitis
than after a myelitis.

"The treatment of chronic meningitis is almost
the same as that of chronic myelitis, with the
following exceptions ;— 1st. Blisters oiight to be
the principal means employed in cases of menin-
gitis : every fortnight a new one should be applied
•while the preceding one is drying up. 2ndly.

Iodide of potassium, in doses of six grains twice
a-day, is to be preferred to ergot and belladonna
in cases of chronic meningitis. If there are signs

of considerable effusion, diuretics should be used
in conjunction with the iodide.

"Prognosis and I'reatnunt of Paraplegia due to

a Congestion of tlie Spinal Cord and its Mem-
hranes.—This affection is much less fatal, and
much easier to cure completely, than myelitis or

meningitis. However, when the paraplegia due
to congestion is of long standing, it is almost as

difficult to cure as paralysis due to meningitis.
" The same general rules are to be followed in

the treatment of congestion as in that of inllain-

mation of the spinal cord and its meninges. In-

ternally, at the same time, ergot of rye, bella-

donna, iodide of potassium, and sometimes
diuretics, should be used. Ijctemally, the cold
shower-bath should be employed rather than the
hot douche, or any other revulsive ; and if the
shower-bath cannot be borne, the alternate appli-

cation of two sponges, one with very cold water,

the other with hot water, should be made every
morning along the spine."

Mr Hilton's Lectures on Pain and Rest are

continued in the same journal. Dr Patrick

Fkaseii contributes an article on Stimulation

versus Depletion. As there is a certain literary

interest in the article, we quote the more important

portion of it :

" FiEST Epoch.—(From tlie earliest ages dovin to

tlic time of Uippoerates.)
" Bleeding was practised by the ancients under

various impressions, such as that its effects were
evacuant, revulsant, derivative, alterative, exci-

tant, depressive. Prolix disquisitions on these

various sujiposed powers prevail in their writings,

and the fact of these ojjposite powers having been
attrilnited to venesection exerts no small influence

on the practice of medicine in the present day.

"Our information as to the origin of bloodletting

is imperfect, owing to the dark traditions of the
ancients.

" The Egyptiansdisapproved ofbleeding, but the

following is the version by that people of its rise :

— It was observed that when the hippopotamus
had a headache (whether after an undue potation
is not stated), he emerged from his watery bed,

and performed the operation of bleeding by
striking his ponderous foot upon some convenient
sharp stone, thereby causing a flow of blood,

which he arrested at pleasure by a pledget of mud.
This interesting animal has thereby the credit of
having been the earliest surgical operator, as well
as having taught mankind the value and use of

styptics.

"Phny (Hist. Nat, viii., 25, 26), in a more
elegant fiction, states :

' The sea-horse, when
too full of blood, scratches himself on rose-

bushes, and then staunches the flowing of the
blood by rolling in the mud.' Our rose-bu.shcs

must have deteriorated in their strength of

prickles, for very few of the present day would
much affect the hide of the modern hippopo-
tamus. But however this may be, it is clearly

recorded, like all other matters of ancient history,

that Podilarius, one of the sons of ^feculapius,

practised venesection A.c. 1134, and that the
first bleeding was made on the daughter of King
Dametus. The fee was liberal, being not only
the patient in marriage (who, we are bound to

believe, was both young and beautiful), but the
Chersonese to boot for a dowiy.

" From the earliest period of our race, the nasal

and catamenial fluxes would be obsciTcd, and
noticed as often beneficial ; and down to the

present time there have been practitioners who
have taken spontaneous bleedings as indicative of

the need for general depiction. We are therefore

justified in concluding that artificial means of

relief would be resorted to—if not, like the

polished Tahitians, by opening a vein, at least,

like the rougher natives of Guinea, by plunging
a knife into the flesh at hap-hazard.

" Arrivmg at more authentic periods, we know
that Pythagoras (B.C. 580) disapproved of bleed-

ing ; that Hippocrates (B.C. 420) speaks of it as a

practice well known, and that he himself prac-

tised it ; for the name Anaxion is given as that

of one of his patients who was bled on the eighth

day of a plenrisy. This being the only recorded

case in which bleeding was practised by Hipipo-

crate.s, is by many persons considered a proof

that he did not often bleed. This conclusion is

not supported, however, in other parts of his
writings, for this truly wonderful man gives
repeated and careful directions as to the veins to
be opened, and the manner of the operation ; and
he gives a sjiecific recommendation to practise it

in cases of apoplexj-, pneumonia, and plcurilis
;

and also advises that the bleeding from woun.l.s,

except those entering the ' ventrem intenmu),'
should not be suddenly arrested, as by its flowing
inflammatory action mi^ht be lessened.

"In Sjirengell's translation of the ' Aphorisms,'
Sect. 10, Ajih. 29, we have the ancient oracle

speaking thus :
' But if a violent fever should

require bleeding, to do it in its full force and
height would be to kill the jratient ; we mu.rt
stay, therefore, till the fever abates, and not
bleed so much at once, but repeat it rather."
This axiom is rei)eated by Celsiis. At Sect. 10,
Ajih. 23, he again speaks :

' Letting blood by tlie

ojMJuing of a vein is rjo new thing ; but to do this

ujion account of every disea.se is entirely new.'
Verily the ora«Ie sjwke then as would truly now
apply.

" Second Ei'OCH.—{Frmn Hippocrates to

Paracclmis.

}

" In the work of M. Freteau on 'Bloodletting,'

there is a brief account of the successors of Hip-
pocrates, of which, with some alterations and
additicjus, we now give an abstract.

'

' The most distinguished disciples of Hippocrates
—namelv, Diodes and Praxagoras (B.C. 340

—

practised venesection ; wlule C'hrysi]ipus and
Erasistratu* denounced the practice ; and shortly
afterwards Cleophantes employed wine extensively
as a remedial agent. We may suppose, ther«-

fore, that at this remote period the discussion

began, and has continued with varying fervour to

our own time, as to the respective merits of
depletion and stimulation in the treatment of

disease.
'

' The successors of these physicians departed into

the different countries under the lioman goveni-
ment, and disseminated and supported the doc-

trines of their masteis according to tlieir ad-

herence. For instance, Asclepiades (i>.c. 90)
rejected all evacuant remedies, especially bleed-

ing ; while Thcmisou apjjioved of its moderate
nse. This latter passes as the first physician

who employed leeches, although there is mention
made of their use so early as B.C. 140. lelsus

(a.d. 10) bled children, old men, and pR-gnant
women. Aretaus (a.d. 90) speaks of venesec-

tion, leeching, and blistering. G-alcu (a.d. 131)

declared himself an adherent to the principles of

Hippocrates, and bled frequently : his cliief

indications were to evacuate the redundant blood

in a plethora, or as a revulsant ; and he appears

to be the earliest writer to specify the exact

quantity of blood to be extracted in special ca;*cs

of disease ; and in certain ca.scs he bled to the

extent of inducing 'deliquum animi.' About
the year 280, Severus, Antjilus, and A]'«llonius

practised ateriotomy and scarifications. The suc-

cessors of Galen pursued his mode of treatment.

For example, Orabasius, in 360 ; jEtius, in 540

;

Alexander of TraUes, in 570 ; Paul of .-Egina, in

670 ; Mesne, Serapion, Rhazes, and Aviceuna,
during the ninth and tenth centuries. The latter

states that the usual quantity of blood in a roau's

body is 251b., and that a man may lose 2ulb. at

the nose ' and not dye.' Was this ever proved ?

Avenzoar, Averrhoes, and Albucasis, in the

twelfth century ; and the doctrines of the schools

of Salernum, a.d. 1000 ; / of Mont]>ellicr, a.».

1200 ; of Paris, A.D. 1300 ; also Gui de Cauliac,

were Galenistic. The sect of Chemists ap})eared

A.D. 1400, and their influence rather retai-ded the

progress of the healing art, and the act of bleeding

was reprobated. Further information upon the

opinions of the ancients on venesection will be

found in an excellent comnieutaiy in Adams.°s

'Paulus jEgineta,' ]>. 319.
" In the works of all the men whose names have

been mentioned, although bleeding is more er

less reconuuended, then, as now, long and imgry

disputes occurred as to the prophylatic and cura-

tive powers of bleeding, as well as to what veins

or arteries should be opened in certain liiseases.

One and all, however, agree in the necessity for

care in the adoption of venesection, and that so

powerful a remedy should be employed only
' when the disease is of a strong nalni'e, the

patient in the vigour of life, and the strength un-

exhausted.' Celsus goes so far as to say, that
' to bleed a man in the first stage of fever is to
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kill him ;' and Galen takes the precaution to

give lists of diseases in which venesection should

never be practised, as follows : cacochymia,

plague, dysentery, low fever, intermittent iever,

serous apoplexy, dislocations ; and in those in

which it should be only rarely practised—viz.,

fractures, renal calculi, small-pox, measles, in-

flammatory fever : but he recommends it strongly

iu sanguineous apoplexy, phrenitis, and cere-

britis ; and we shall see that the modems have

not much more to say on the matter.

Sir Olivek Pembertox contributes to the

same journal an article on an Extfitslvc Laceration

ofihc Uterus and Vagina between the fourth and

fifth months of pregnancy, the particulars of

which, although aheady noticed, are so inte-

resting as to justify the reproduction of Mr Pem-

bcrtou's article :

" Ou Tuesdaj', JiUy 24th, under the Coroner's

warrant, I examined the bo<ly of Sarah Sanders,

aged thirty-nine, a married woman, residing at

Hockley hill, Birmingham, who, 1 was informed,

had died in consequence of a miscarriage on the

Srevious Thursday, the lyth ult. Dr David
eli^on, of this town, who had seen the woman

immediately before her death, whilst she was
attended by a druggist of the name of \Vhitc, was
present during the inspection.

" The body was that of a stout, well-formed

Tromau, presenting no external marks of injury

whatever. Decomposition had not advanced.

Immediately adjaccut to the uterine outlet was a

Urge collection of clotted blood, that appeared to

have passed out subsequent to the death.

—

Thorax : There was no effusion into the pleural

sacs. The lungs were healthy, their ]iosterior

parts being congested from position. The heart

and its covering were healthy ; its cavities were
completely emptied of blood ; its valves and the

great vessels were healthy.—Head : The cover-

Jugs of the brain and the brain itself were pale in

appearance ; otherwise they were healthy.

—

Abdomen : The intestines were greatly distended

hy air. The liver, pancreas, spleen, and kidneys
were perfectly liealthy, but paler than natural.

The iielvic viscera were in their ordinary position.

The uterus presented the external apiiearances of

haviuf,' recently contained a fcetns at about the
fifth month. On turning its back from the
rectum, the peritoneal coat covering its posterior
surface was seen to be split to the extent of an
inch near the upper jiart ; whilst the subperi-
toneal tissue about this point, and stretching
onwards along the situation of the right broad
ligament, was extensively filled by extravasated
blood, but there was no blood in the cavity of the
peritoneum. The urethra wa.s natural. The
bladdir was nattiral and empty. The rectum also
was natural. The vagina presented a laceration

on the right side, near the upper part. This
extended onwards through the adjacent lip of the
08 uteri, and through the uterine wall beyond.
The edges of this laceration were irregular and
torn, and were infiltrated with blood. It mea-
sured six inches in length, about equally divided
between the uterus and vagina. The hand
passed readily through this aperture amongst the
tissues of the pelvis, the fingers lifting up the
peritoneum behind the situation of the broad liga-

ments, in the direction of the extravasated blood
previously descrilwd. The parts around, forming
the walls of this cavity, were jagged and torn,

but the i)critoneum had not given way. The
uterus was enlarged to correspond to between the
fourth and fifth month of gestation. In all other
rcsjicit.s the uterus, v^ina, and appendages were
perfectly healthy. Tlie jilacenta had not been
separated from its attachment to the upjrer and
posterior part of the fundus. Its structure was
pcrfc tly healthy. Its fa'tal surface was ragged
Olid torn, and there were no traces of the mem-
branes or cord.

'

' The fii.tus measured between eight and nine
inches in length. It was well formed and well
nourished for the age at which it had arrived, and
P««ented no evidence of intra-uterine maceration.
deemed it to have reached between the fourth

and fifth month of gestation.
"The previous history of this case, as detailed

at the inquest, was as follows :—
"Sarah Sanders was pregnant with her fourth

cliild, and believed herself to be gone about four
months. On the 18th July, she was in her ordi-

nary health ; but iu the course of the night she
was seized with pains, which subsequently turned
out to be those of premature labour. Some dis-

charge of blood had taken place on the previous
17th and 16th. Her husband gave her gi-uel, and
adopted the usual homely remedies ; but as these

did not tend tojrelieve.her, a neighbour, a respect-

able woman in the habit of attending at biiths,

was sent for between two and three o'clock in the
morning of the 19th. At about five, AVhite visited

her, and gave her a mixture containing tinc-

ture of ergot, diluted suljihuric acid, tincture of

opium, and infusion of roses. He then left. At
a quarter past eleven she was delivered of the

fcctus. Up to this time there had been no bleed-

ing beyond a little draining. Between eleven and
twelve. White again visited her. She was then
losing blood, and the after-birth had not come
away. At a quarter past one in the afternoon,

this was stated to have been removed by White by
the introduction of the hand, and was further de-

scribed as being in a decomposed anddiseased state.

After this so-called removal of the after-birth the

bleeding continued, she became very low, and died

at a (juarter to three o'clock, about an hour and a
half subsequently.

"At the coroner's inquest, held on the 2*th of

July, I gave evidence to the efl'ect

—

"1st. That deceased had died in consequence of

the combined effects of shock and hiemorrhage
produced by the laceration in the uterus and
^%giiia.

"2nd. That such an injury was inevitably mor-
tal, death ordinarily taking place in a few hours.

"3rd. That the laceration occurred in conse-

quence of attempts having been made to remove
the after-birth by the introduction of the hand
into the uterus.

"4th. That any sncli introduction of the hand
into the utenis at that period of gestation (the

fourth and fifth month) was uncalled-for and im-
proper.

"5th. That, regarding the size of the fcettis,

the absence of any enlargement of the head or

abdomen, and the hcaltliful condition of the

uterus and vagina, it was imj>ossibIe for such a

laceration to have been jiroduced during natural

labour.
'

' The result of this evidence was, that the jury
found a verdict of manslaughter agauist White

;

and on the 4th of the jiresent month he under-
went his trial at Warwick, before Mr. Justice

Williams.

"The description which I have given of the

parts as they apiX!ared at the post-mortem ex-

amination was assented to in all particulars by
Dr Bell Fletcher, one of the i)hysicians to the
General Hospital ; and by Mr John Clay, one of

the physician-accoucheurs to the Queen's Hos-
pital in this town, who both of them carefully

examined the structures removed from the

iwlvis.

"At the trial, despite the attempts made by
counsel to attribute the death to the etfects of

diseased action and placental hemorrhage, I

maintained the o]>inions I had given before the

corner as to the impro[)riety of the treatment,
the nature of the injuries, and their infiucncc on
the cleath, being supiwrted to the fullest extent
by the testimony of the gentlemen to whom I

have referred.
" In summing up, the judge, after presuming

that the prisoner's mode of treatment caused
death, narrowed the evidence to this question

—

' Is it a want of ordinary skill to be ignorant of
that which may be done at one stage of preg-
nancy and not at another ?' It was a fact also

to be taken into consideration, in judging of the

man's skill, that the patient was in humble cir-

cumstances. Was it a want of ordinary skill and
ordinary care ? If in doing his best he did that
which, in the knowledge of the medical wit-

nesses, was most certainly fatal, then did he
bring such an inefliciency of skill and care to his

task as to render him.sclf amenable to the law of

the country ?

" The jury, after a short consultation, acquitted
the prisoner."

M. Cl^UDE Bernard's Lectures on Experi-

mental Patlmlogy are continued in the ' Medical
Times and Gazette.' The A naliyij hctineen Morbid
Cajtscs and Poisons is the sj^cial subject of this

article. The following remarks are interesting :

" Morbid anatomy must not, therefore, bo con-
sidered as a key to all the iihenomena of disease :

viewed by itself, it is utterly incapable of point-
ing out the hidden sources from which they
spring ; and mere anatomical investigations, how-
ever minute, are altogether insufficient in this

respect. In making experiments upon the abdo-
minal nerves, 1 have frequently seen animals die

before any symjitoms of inflammation had made
their appearance ; and Chossat's interesting re-

searches on the cft'ects of starvation equally
afford instances of sudden death under similar
circumstances. Thus, in animals entirely de-
prived of food, a given period usually elapses
before life is altogetlier extinct ; but, when the
process is already far advanced, the slightest

shock is sufficient to destroy life at once. A
Eigeon, which has been kept fasting for a considera-

le length of time, falls down, and instantaneously

dies, when its claws are nipped ; while, if not
interfered with, the animal's life is usually pro-

longed for several days. It would, of course, be
quite necessary to state, that in making the
autopsy, no alterations besides those which
ordinarily result from inanition are met with.
In what manner, therefore, is death to be ac-

counted for in such cases ? Chossat attributes it

to syncope ; an opinion which our own experiments
tend to corroborate. In fact, the heart's motion
(as we have elsewhere stated) is momentarily
arrested when a sensitive nerve is jiainfully ex-
cited ; it would, therefore, be quite possible that
in animals reduced to ^ state of great debiUty,
a slight sensation of pain should immediately
produce death. There also exist, in such cases,

other conditions, which the mere anatomist is

unable to appreciate. The temperature of the
medium in wuich animals are kept during the
process of starvation, has a considerable influence
upon the duration of life : for cold accelerates,

and wannth opposes, the destructive process

;

and, in experiments iu which circulation has
been arrested in some of the larger vessels, we
also find this to be the ca.se. When the vena
porta, for instance, has been tied, the animal is

soon deprived of its natural heat, and rapidly
dies, if the temperature of the body is not
maintained in a proper state by artificial means

;

but when this precaution has been taken, the
results of the operation seldom prove fatal.

" It would not be difficult to accumulate a still

larger amount of evidence ui>on this jioiut ; but
you have no doubt been fully convinced, by the
facts to which we have just drawn your atten-

tion, that nothing beyond the mere mechanical
causes of death is explained by morbid anatomy,
and that other and more comprehensive modes
of investigation are indispensable to those who
wish to acquire a deeper insight into the secrets

of living nature. To fill up this void as far as
possible, is the chief purpose of our present
researches ; but in pursuing this object we must
never lose sight of the example left us by those
illustrious observers to whom the biological

sciences are indebted for all the progress they
have accomplished in moderations. The concate-
nation of natural phenomena, their mode of

precession, and the laws according to which they
are produced, must alone become the subject of
our studies ; as to the intimate nature of things,
it lies entirely beyond the reach of human
knowledge. It would not, for instance, be
sufficient to state that certain poisons act upon
the nerves, others upon the muscles or the
blood ; but when the peculiar mode of action of

such bodies upon our tissues and the mcchaiiisni
through which life is extinguished have been
thoroughly ascertained in each case, we can go
no further ; to explain the mysterious properties

which enable a given poison to disorganise a
given tissue, is not within the power of science.

You remember, no doubt, the efl'ects produced by
oxy<le of carbon ujiou the blood-globules—you are

aware that a chemical combination takes place

between these two bodies, which opposes the

absorption of oxygen, and brings on a peculiar

kind of asphyxia ; the mechanical process of

respiration still continues, but is no longer

attended with the revivification of the blood in

the lungs. Here, then, we have a satisfactory

exidanation of the deleterious influence exerted

by this substance ; but if we were asked why the

combination takes place, we shoiUd of course be

imable to answer the question. The affinity of

oxyde of carbon for the blood-cells is evidently

superior to that of oxygen, but the primitive

reason of this dilference lies beyond the limits of

our scientific knowledge.
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"The physiologist must therefore be contented

wth tracing back the ertects produced by disease

to some primitive cause, the discovery of which
puts an end to his inquiries ; and the influence

exerted by toxic agents upon the organs of the

living body will iu this respect bo found to exhi-

bit a striking analogy witli that of morbid causes.

In what manner is the agency of poisons to be
conceived ? Ought tlieir effects to be viewed in

the light of cliemical combinations, wliich sujier-

sede the physiological changes that support life ?

Such is in fiict the explanation we have adopted,
as regards the action exerted by oxyde of carbon
upon the blood-globules ; but would it be jiroper

to extend these views to all the diifcrent poisons
with which we are at present acquainted ? Are
we to suppose that woorara is chemically combined
with the substance itself of the motor nei-ves,

so as to impedo the progi-ess of the nervous fliiid ?

A similar hyjiothesis would evidently not be in

accordance mth facts : we find tliat when life has
been protracted by artificial means, the deleteri-

ous agent is gradually expelled from the economy:
now, if a permanent impression liad been protluccd
upon the nerves, we should not find this to be the
case.

"It therefore appears that toxic agents'exert dif-

ferent modes of action upon the fundamental con-
ditions of life : in some instances they seem to be
chemically combined with the histological ele-

ments of the disorganized .tissues : such, aocord-

ing to Liebig, is the case with respect to metallic

salts. Other poisons, on the contrajy, circulate

freely with the blood, and destroy for the time
being its vital properties. Now, the blood, as we
have already stated, is the common medium in

which all the tissues exist : if therefore a deep
change occurs in its physiological properties, both
muscles, glands, nerves, and other organs, are

liable to experience a total derangement in their

usual functions. The well-known experiments of

Bichat upon the injection of venous blood into the
arteries afford a etriking example of this ; and it

can scarcely be questioned, that such is the mode
of action exerted by woorara, strychnia, and all

the other substances which are speedily eliminated
from the body, when death has not been almost
immediately the result of their presence.

" It would therefore appear, that poisons
might, in this respect, be divided into two princi-

pal classes : some of them give rise to stable and
definite chemical compounds, are retained within
the economy, and may be discovered by the
process of analysis after death ; othei-s are

speedily expelled from the body, and leave no
visible marks of their passage. In the first case,

permanent and incurable effects are produced
;

in the second, a transitory action is alone exerted,

and when the patient recovers, the noxious
principle has entirely disappeared. In short,

gentlemen, wo find, in all respects, a jierfect

resemblance between the effects of poison and
those of ordinary diseases ; and in our next
Lecture we .shall endeavour to complete the
parallel between them.

"

Mr Le Gkos Clark contributes a Clinical Lec-

ture on various cases. We extract the following

reports of oases :

" The details of this case are too interesting

and instractive to pass over siunmarily, and 1 will

therefore read to you an abstract from the report

of my dresser, Mr Ward :

" G. S., aged 30, a sober and healthy man, was
admitted into the hospital on June 11. While at

work he was struck by the revolving arm of a

crane on the left temple, and thrown violently to

the ground. Ha was quite insensible when
brought iu

;
pupils inactive, pulse quick and

feeble, surface generally cold and clammy. He
was bleeding profusely from the left car,— I say
profusely, for 1 have rarely seen blood escape so

freely from the auditory canal : it was of a bright
florid colour. He had three scalp wounds,—one
on the forehead, where the arm of the crane
struck him, and two on the back of the head,
occasioned, apparently, by the fall. There was
also a punctured wound over the left scapula, the
spine of which was broken across, and a con-
siderable quajitity of blood had been lost from
this wound. Ice, in a bladder, was applied to his
shaved head, and his w-ater was drawn off.

" The bleeding from the ear did not cease until
eight hours after the patient's admission. During
the succeeding two days ho continued in nearly

the .same condition, swallowing a little soj) and
miUc when he was fed. His water was cither

drawn of!', or passed unconsciously ; the action of

the bowels was also involuntary.
" About the fourth day ho could be roused so

as to answer questions, but immediat<ly relapsed

into a state of stupor. Bleeding fiom tlie ear re-

curred, and la.sted for some hours, about this time.

On the fifth day there was commencing paralysis

of the left facial nerve, evinced by tlie usual ap-

pearance of the mouth and forehead, and by
inability to close the eye. It was evideat that

this loss of power was limited to tlie seventh
nerve, as tlie tongue could be thrust out without
perceptible deviation to eitlier side ; and there was
no apparent interference with the movements of

the jaw, or with deglutition. My dresser tliought

the whole of the left side of the body was affected

in a degree ; but I cannot .say I detected any
satisfactory evidence of tliis. He continued in

this state for some time, the bowels being regu-

lated, a light diet supplied, and the head kept
cool. Tlic paralytic condition of the facial muscles
increased, until it became very decided on the

tenth day ; and then swelling and redness ap-

peared on the left ear, which extended gradually
over the upper part of the face, like erratic

erythema. On tlie eleventh or twelfth day he
began to ask when he wanted to make water or

evacuate the bowels, and to answer questions

rationally. His diet was gradually and cautiously

improved. There were occasional paroxysms dl

flushed face and quickened pulse, requiring the

exhibition of an aperient.

"There is but little further to report beyond
his gradual improvement up to the jrresent time,

which is nearly six weeks since the occurrence of

the accident. He is now up, and walking about.

The paralytic condition of the face continues,

though in diminished intensity. He is of course

very feeble, and requires careful watching ; but he
is recovering strength.

" The diagnosis which I originally foi-med in

this case, from the character, intensity, and per-

sistence of the symptoms, was, that the base of

the skull was fractured ; and 1 see no reason to

withdraw this ojiinion, although the issue has

belied my prognosis.
'
' Free bleeding from the ear is a suspicious,

but by no means conclusive evidence of injuiT to

to the petrous bone ; indeed, it not unfrequently

occurs, as in the case I narrated to you iu my last

lecture, where speedy recovery from concussion

may be accepted as proof that no bony lesion

existed. In the present case, however, the state

of the patient for many days was such as to con-

firm the suspicion of fracture, and some severer

mischief than simple concussion of the brain.

The subsequent pai'alysis of the facial neive

would seem to admit of an explanation on this

supposition ; for it may bo readily conceived that

this nerve, while in the Fallopian canal, might
have escaped the immediate effects of a fracture

of the petrous bone, but have been subsequently
pressed upon by the deposition of new material

during the early stage of reparation,—at least,

such is the iuter)pretation I am disposed to put
upon tlie symptoms. Doubtless the patient will

still have a tedious convalesceuce ; and I shall be

very anxious to keep him under my eye for some
time to come, as we have already had proof tliat

he cannot bear any mental agitation, or physical

excitement, without suffering. He is a quiet,

well-conducted and sober man, and owes much to

this temperament. I may remark that I watched
for serous exudation from tlie auditory canal, but

could not discover that there was any appreciable

discharge of this sort. His fractured scajiula,

which was of course attended to by careful

bandaging and suitable dressings, has quite

uiiiteil, and the limb is already serviceable.
" 1 will now direct your attention to a case of

not frequent occurrenoe, viz., suppuration of the

globe of the eye :

—

" F. P., aged thirty-five, was admitted into the

Hospital on July 10. He states that ho lost his

sight in the right eye when young, but that it

presented the same appearance as the other, with

the exception of o))acity of the coniea. Eight

months since this eye was acutely iufiamed.
" This attack was relieved ; but a second

attack, still more acute, came on four days ago,

attended by violent pain in the head shooting up
to the crown, distressing sense of distension of

the globe, with swelling and inflammation. On
admission, these symptoms continued iu an

aggravated degree. Wlien approaching the
patient, my first impression was that I had to
deal with a case of acute purulent ojihthalmia.
There were the swollen red upper lip overiianging
the lower, the purulent discharge clinging about
botli, and the projecting fold of chemosed con-
jimctiva, characteristic of this fatal complaint.
But, on more careful inspection, I found other
indications of deeper seated mischief. The pro-
minence and projection of the upjier lid was duo-
priuci]ially to a conespondiug projection of th»
globe itself, the tunics of which were evidently
excessively distended. The pain was aggravated
by pressure. The cornea was, as 1 remarked,
opaque before the attack ; the conjimctiva pre»
sented a chemosed fold around it. I then
learned that this affection of the lids succeeded
the acute, deep-seated pain and suffering in th»
Itead. The constitutional disturbance was less

than 1 should have cxjiected, although consi-

derable. Under these circumstances 1 came t<v

the conclusion that 1 had to treat a case of deep-
seated inflammation of the globe, terminating in
suppuration ; and the indication was clearly t<>

give relief by puncture. 1 accordingly introduced
a bistoury tlirougli the coniea. At first tho
aqueous humour escaped in a limpid state, and
on carrying the knife deeper, a considerable
quantity, probably nearly a drachm, of pus es-

caj)ed, mixed with vitreous humour. The j)atient

expressed himself as feeling immediate relief.

Fomentation and poultice were ordered, a sup-
porting diet permitted, and four grains of
extract of henljane with a quarter of a grain of
morphia at night.

" On the following day tlie discharge was
evidently confined, so that 1 thought it expedient
to extend the opening in a crucial direction

through the cornea, which was attended by a
fresli discharge of pus and humour ; and I also

made some radiating incisions through the che-
mosed conjunctiva, to relieve the distension of
the vessels. Since this visit nothing further has-

been done, except to regulate the bowels, improve
the diet, and continue tlie local palliative appli-

cations. He is now using a mild astringeat
wash, and the eye is gradually resuming its

normal dimensions, and the suffering has almost
entirely ceased. This case sx)eaks for itself, and
scarcely needs comment ; though I may remind
you, that a superficial examination of the eye
might, and probably would, have led to a wrong
diagnosis, and neglect of suitable treatment.

The sight was already lost
;

yet 1 apprehend if

this had not been the case, the treatment must
have been the same ; for the vitality of the cornea

was sdready impaired, and would probably soon
have been lost. I can trace no constitutional,

accidental, or specific cause for this attack : the

rapidity of its course proves its formidable acute-

ness, and the issue is a simple and natural conse-

quence of the treatment, as that of an ordinary

abscess, which involves sensitive, and is sup-

rounded by dense textures.
'

' I operated last week on a boy, aged 15, for

stone. The case presents nothing unusual, except

that he had been previously, as much as six years

since, operated upon iu liis native county ; but, as

the father of the lad writes, ' the attempt was
not successful, his bladder not being entered ; and
consequently (as he rather quaintly adds), no
stone was taken out.' Previous to tlic removal
of the calculus, the sufferings of the boy were very
great, unusually so ; but, since the operation, he
has not had a bad symptom. I have often re-

marked, that patients who suffer most before ope-

ration give least cause for anxietv afteiwards ; I

suppose because the felief is relatively greater.

The stone weighs about au ounce, and is rough
and modulated on the surface like the oxalate of

lime deposit, but it is light in colour : it has
not yet been analysed. . . .

"Lastly, I may tell you that the patient whose
carotid artery 1 tied six or seven months ago,

has recently presented himself at the Hospital,

looking and expressing himself as feeling perfectly

well and free from any inconvenience. In this, as

in another similar case, reported in vol. xxx. of

the ' MeiUco-Clurargical Transactions,' 1 tied the

trunk of the common carotid for a jienetrating

wound of the neck behind the angle of the jaw,

attended by profuse arterial lianiorrhage. I re-

member the former case was criticised by an au-

thority of much weight, the late Mr Guthrie ; but

I am convinced the course I pursued was the

right one, as 1 could not be satisfied in either in-
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stance thcit the interual carotid was not impli-

cated in the mischief ; and, moreover, I think the

external carotid oilers a very unsatisfactory pros-

pect to tho operator, dividing as it (toes so imme-
diately into numerous and large offshoots to tho

sttrrounding stmctures."

Mr W. MicHErx Clahkb reports a case of

Epithflial Canevr. The woman suffered from

haemorrhage from the bladder, snbsequently dropsy

in liie right leg caused by the blocking-up of the

right femoral vein. Then an abundance of cells,

many caudate, api>eared in the urine. We give

tiie post-mortem ajipearanoes of the case :

" On the 22nd an examination of the body was
made. It remained very yellow. It was thin,

but not much emaciated. The right thigh and
^eg were very much swollen, and the pitted

deeply on pressure. The braiji was in a healthy
condition. The right pleura was inflamed ; tho
inflammation wa.s recent, and evidenced by a small
quantity of fluid and a patch of yellowi.sh lymph.
The lungs and the heart presented no mark of

diseaiw, exocjit that tho mitral valve wsn slightly

thickened.
" The liver and spleen were heahhy. The

tight kidney, as it appeared to tho baked eye,

wa.s in a state of fatty degeneration. The left

kidney was a good deal larger than natural. Its

surface wa.s studded with rounded nodules, of

various sizes, tlie largest, however, not larger

than a pea. Tlie capsule was elevated by these

nodules, and j>as.sed over them. When a section

of this klilney was made, it was found tliat its

lower third was occupied bv a 7norbid growth,

vhiuh was deiwsited iu the sluipe of three or four

masses of roundeil outline. These masses were
quite soft, and readily j-ieldcd to pressure a

gnimoos material. The colour of the cut section

was pinkish brown. The uretera were of the

Tisu.il sizo, and did not appear unhealtliy, but
they were not cut open.

" Upon examiniug microscopically one of the
nodales above mentioned, I found that it was
made up almost wholly of cells. Tlieso for the
mo.st part had the size of the cells which line the
tnbuli uriniferi, but there was also iutermiiig!e<l

with these a large number of cells h:iving the
charai:tei^ of squamous epithelium. These were
of !ar;.;e size, aud contained a large and well-

foimod nucleus, and sometimes the nucleus
nhowed a well-marked nucleolus. Some of these
cells liad the appearance of containing two or even
three nuclei, but the outline of these apparent
nuclei was ilini aud coufuseiL Tliere were also

fouud, iu the fragment of the no<lule, .some jjor-

tions of tulmli uriniferi.
" Iu the portion of the deposit from tho lower

part of the kidney, which I examined, there were
a less number of cells liaviug the size and «pj)ear-
anci. ,,r r, iial cj.itlielium cells. Tliis was almost
entirely niadc^ up uf large rolls, having the
ajjpearanco of tesselateil epitlielium, with large

single nuclei. Most of these cells lu'esented a

frcatcr or less number of niiniite lat-globoles.

he whole field was olisciired by greasy matter,
end one or tw. .its of tubuli were .seen,

wliich were st Ikt -globules, aud their
epithelium wa.i ... .,..,,..ure.

"The bladder was very much thickened, the
thickening being due, as was found wlien the
organ was cut open, to the mu<;ou8 membrane.
Over the posterior part of this membrane there
wa^ ' lit a thick Hhitc-ooloured deposit,

.SOI. ulated on the suifare, and quite firm
to t: , ... l"["m t.-t: .., .. Mirfacc of the same
«ol*ur, smooth and ',

i-, was ^T^ibeutcd.
Upon inicioscopi.: ( 'i this deposit was
found to be composed ol very minnte molecules,
with nuniliers of minute fibrils ; also sodk ap-
parently " ' '

lis; also large mimbej-s
of large i-hosphate ; and, la-stly,

large u:...._ ,. . ,.ulu:Uum-CBlJB, pi'obal4y
bladder epithelium.

"Around the orifice of the left ureter there
was a fringe of delicate vegetation tu wludi
numer'ius vessels were very evident. These
"««

i
'.• soft, am! contained a matter

"'" of the colour uf etcajn. 'ITiey
W"!

' "-''israetory section. .A thin
!'''

: ial, which was contained
'" lie micro»coi)e, was seen
to be lua.le up of epiihelium, of tes.selated cha-
racter, with krgo nuclei. Tlie cells were dis-

tinctly arranged in dense, concentric, rounded, or
oval balls (epithelial globes).

"The fringe above described afforded the most
characteristic features of epithelial growth ; but
other parts of tho mucous membraue were studded
with small tubercles about the size of peas (be-

tween which the membraue presented a natural
appearance), which were made up of delicate

fibrous tissue, and epithelium cells of squamous
chai^acter, arranged apjurentlyasepithelialgiobes;
but I could not not get any out distinctly.

"The right ureter opened through a firm and
thick mass of whitish colour, which presented
upon section the characters of medullary disease.

Some more deposit, similar to this, was spread
out towards the entrance of the urethra. When
submitted to minute examination it did not turn
out to be soft cancer, but was found t') be made
np of delicate fibres densely interwovei-., and also

of epithelial cells between the meshes. I could
make out no epithelial globes m this.

" Perhaps the -most interesting feature in the
above history is the dejiosit of epithelioma in tho

kidneys, affording, as it does, another ease in

evidence of the malignant character of this dis-

ease. The rarity of secondary deposit iu i'lternal

orgiins might appear to tell against the evidence
which is derived from the destruction which this

disease effects by continuity ; but sufch cases as

the present afford this additional character of

malignancy—that this disea.se, which is like the
more acute cancers in its other teatures, is also

like them in its capability of reproducing itself in

internal organs.

"There were other morbid changes iu this

woman's body of considerable interest. On the
airterior surface of the ntcrus there was a small
fibrous tumour ; on the jiosterior, there was
another ; in its cavity there was a small and soft

polvpns attached just within the cervix by a
narrow i>edicle, and standing np tlurough the cavity
until it rBuclied the I'uiidiLs. In the ovarian veins
there were several phlebolitcs.

" The light femoral vein 'was densely plugged
with coagulated blood, wliich w«s ]uirtly adherent
to its inni-r coat, and softening in the centre. One
of the clots contained a ditliueut materiid, closely

resembling pus in outward characters. There
were large clots also in the external iliac vein of
the right side. »

"In the treatment there was cmly one point of
interest. Creosote was effectual every time in

staunching a haemorrhage over wliich tho more
commonly vumX styptics txereiscd no ooutrol. Tliis

I consider well worth bearing in mind."

Mr Gaff.vev reports in the same journal a case

of Comminuted Fracture of Skull with, loss oj

Brain Substan/x, treated successfully. After tho

core, tlio only appreciable alteration was a

slight reetlesanees. Mr <iatfney attributes much
of the sucx^ss to the plentitiil supply of ice and

the coustaut ap(iUcation of wetted lint.

The ' Dublin Medical Press' contmns the fol,

lowing article, by Mr Donovan, on the medical

cffleacy of the Liquor of HychnodtUe of Antnic

and Mercury :

"In the ' Medical Press' of May 2Srd, I tind it
stateil that Professor Hebra, finding no benefit to
be derived from the usual remedies in psoriasis,

confines himself to the use of arsenic. ' He em-
liloys Fowler's, Pearson's, and Donovan's solu-
tion.s.' ' Donovan's solution he finds easiest borne,
hut the least efficacious.' This statement is diame-
trically oppo.sedtolhoscof JIaisli, Graves, Crokcr,
f'ollcs, Ciisack, Williams, O'Ferrall, CarinichacI,
Kirby, Irvine, W. T. Hamilton, J. C. Korgnson,
iiigger, O'KciUy, Osluty, Hickson, White, Jones,
and many whose <'ases have not been publisln-d.

By these practitioiioi-a the liquor of hydriodate of
^arsenic aud mercury, or, as it is for the .sake of
brevity called, 'Donovan's solution,' has been
"fonnd to succeed when every other medicine had
failed. It was aUo, in several eiisoB, iiscertaiued
that arsenic, luereiiry, and ioiline separately ex-
hibited were unsuccessful, but the eomiionnd of
the three succeeded. The curative ]>oWBrs of the
compound were not confined to psoriasis, but were
equally beneficial in some other skin diseases.

"Did Professor Uelnii satisfy himself with re

-

gnid to tUc composition of the .solution he em-
ployed ; was it prepared with the somewhat la-

borious care which is essential to its success ; wa"
the exact ratio of jnirc ingredients made use of >

was the iodine resublinied and dry ? Without
attention to all these particulars, diminution of

medical efficacy would not be surprising.
" I ask these questions in consequence of some

circumstances which have long since come to my
knowledge ; but which, however I might regret

them, I did not hitherto feel called upon publicly

to notice. I publislied my pi'ocess many years
since : M was unavoidably tedious and troublesome:
many persons were induced to prepare tlie liquor,

but, owing to causes which I have elsewliere ex-

plained, they in several instances obtained a worth-
less result. One cause was the mistake of the

meaning of the word 'arsenic,' directed iu my
published process. I of course intended the metal
arsenic ; the article employed in the easies alluded

to WBS the white arsenic of commerce—the oxide

of arsenic—which could not enter into combina-
tion with the other ingredients. Accordingly, the
so-called liquor of hydriodate of arsenic and mer-
cury, which was unluckily employed in the prac-
tice of some physicians, contained no arsenic, and
totally fiiiled. Such specimoiis were frequently
brought to me by disappointed prescriber.s.

"But the mistake about the nature of arsenic

to be used in preparing this medicine was not the
only cause of its inefficiency ; frequently, the
full quantity of the three elements, although
present, had not been brought into combination,
aud therefore they diil not entirely dissolve ; tho
result was a solution more or less feeble, and tjie

conseqttent failure of doses calculated on sujipo-

sition of full stitngth. The same ill effects, to a
corres])onding extent, would bo produced by the
impurity of even one of the elementary in-

gredients.

"But eveu were the three elementary bodies
pure, if due care were not taken in efl'ecting theii-

eoiabination, a variable quantity would combine
and dissolve, ajul even a considerable ratio of them
might remain insoluble in tho liquid, instead of

forming a perfect aud transparent solution.
" When all these circumstances are taken into

consideration, we shall be at no loss to nndi^rstand

the cause of the less elBcioncy of this mediciuoiu
the pmctice of some physiciiuis. Fortunately,

its character is sufficiently established by its ex-

tensive employment, aud by the published state-

ments of practitioners whose eminence is suflicieiit

.security for their competence to form a sound
judgment."

] ,

I'l
. ,1,

,

'. Ii

ACTION OF DENSK MEDIA tTPON BLOOD
CORPUeiCa.E.S.

M. Serge Bothine finds tliat liematosine does not
always take part in tho exosmotic current which is

produced liythe action of couceotrated media upon
the blood corpuscles. Although the latter contract
more or less under the inllueuee of the exosmotic
action, they do notbeconie less coloured than before,
and even acquire a more vivid tint. Tlie globules
eventually collect at the bottom of the vessel, and
leave the fluiil above colourless ; after some time they
regain their original form without tho liquid under-
going any change.
To observe this phenomenon, the red globules of

mammalia must be ,'K-ted up'Mi l»y exmeeniruted so.
lutions of sugar or siilph.ate of niagnesium. If in-

stead of these two sutistances we employ concentrated
solutions of chloride oi' snJidiate of sodium, the glo-
bulins contract as they always do under the iuHuence
of tlie exosmotic current, but lose at the same time
their colour, and leave tlie liquid of a luiUiant red.

Experiments were also made upon tiile. The bile

of im ox or sheep confined in a little bladder, or tube
closed with the membrane of an egg, was placed in a
concentrated solution of sugar or sulphate of mag-
nesium. Under these circumstances the colouring
matter was perfectly retained. In the solutions were
found acids of the bile, but no trace of the coloui'-

in.<: matter. If the solutions were replaced bytho.se
of chloride or sulphate of .sodium, they ocijuired a
Bbfong colour in the s]j.ace of a fe^v moments, and
contniued a large quantity of the acids of bile.

These experiments may throw some linht on the
curious fact of the distriliution of the principles of

the bile in the liver, viz., why the bile formed in

the calls of tho liver is carried into the excretic

canals, without ever beinc; diffused in the blood of

the vessels, except in pathological cases. The sugar
of the blood of the hepatic veiUK plays probably a

certain jiait in this phenomenon. Some cases of

jaundice, in which it is inqiossible to discover a
niechanieai cause for the retention or absorption of

bile, may perhaps, after these experiments, find

their explanation in some chaui^e in the conditions

of diffusion.— ' London Medical Review.'
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THE OUT-PATIENTS' DEPARTMENT.
If the Special Hospitals be in principle un-

sound, the General Hospitals are not without

their abuses. The harm done by the Special

Hospitals is problematical, that done by the

General Hospitals is too positive to be ques-

tioned. It seems odd to declare it, yet it is no less

true, that the very largeness of the resources of

some of the General Hospitals is the immediate

cause of their chief evils. The funds having

outgrown the necessities of the Hospitals as at

present organised, a need has been created for

the employment of the income in a collateral

channel ; and hence the Out-Patients' Depart-

ment has been allowed to undergo a dispro-

portionate development. The vast numbers

said to be attended at some of these Institu-

tions are the boast of the Governors, and are

set forth as a proof of the immense benefits

conferred on the community. The utter

delusiveness of this fallacy could be easily

proved on a close examination of the mode in

•which the attendance is given, and of the

results attained. We have frequently exhibited

the anomalies of this system : it has been an

invidious duty, but its necessity and advantage

to the public and the Profession are now proved

by the fact that the Medical Officers themselves

are coming forward to advocate the views and

to wield the identical arguments which the

Medical Circular for a long time single-

handed battled to maintain.

In consequence of the larger Endowed Hos-

pitals having set up their Out-Patients' De-

partment as the criterion of their usefulness,

the other Hospitals which are maintained by

voluntary subscriptions have been compelled

to follow their example ; hence pecuniary

embarrassment has become among them a

chronic m.alady, and in more than one instance

has threatened the Institution with ruin. This

is, however, the least of the bad results of this

artificial system.

Perhaps the worst evil is the cursory and

inadequate attendance given to the poor per-

sons who attend these Charities in the hope of

obtaining the best advice. Here, again, we

are trespassing upon forbidden ground. It

seems to be almost an act of professional trea-

son to call in question the quality of the pro-

fessional aid bestowed at these Institutions

;

yet there must be hundreds of Medical men in

this Metropolis who can testify to the over-

sights and negligence arising out of the rapid

and perfunctory way in which the duty is

generally discharged in the Out -Patients'

Department. Facts are " plentiful as black-

berries," but we need not recapitulate even

a dozen : the point is, how is the system to be

rectified ?

In the first place, (recognising, for the sake

of argument, the existing extension of the

Out-Patients' Department,) it becomes a duty

on the part of the Governors- to be consistent,

and to secure for the poor that amount of

competent professional assistance which they

profess to give. The liberality of the Medical

Staffs has not grown with the increase of the

funds of the Institutions ; hence the de-

velopment of the system of Hospital relief

has not been accompanied by a proportionate

Increase in the number of Medical and Surgical

Officers. The jealousy of the Officers them-

selves has prevented this augmentation. The

honour and profit are the greater as they

are the more exclusive ; and those who are

already In office have no wish to see the ad-

vantages participated in by ambitious men

outside the circle 8f privilege. On the sup-

position, then, that the Out-Patients' Depart-

ment is to be maintained at Its present mag-

nitude, it Is but just towards the poor, and

equitable towards the Profession, that the door

of office should be thrown more widely open,

and a much larger number of Physicians and

Surgeons be appointed to discharge the rou-

tine duties of these Charities. Retain the

Out-Patients' Department, and this must be

done. Let the public but once fairly under-

stand how the work Is gone through at these

Hospitals, and they will not tolerate the con-

tinuance of the system for the exclusive bene-

fit of a few individuals. An Assistant-Physi-

cian at St. George's Hospital has helped to ex-

pose the unsoundness of the system, and a few

more voices, speaking with equal authority,

will Inevitably accomplish the desired change.

These gentleman can reform the system if they

please : we ask them for their help ; for It is

discouraging to be suffered to fight a hard

battle alone.

Another and the fundamental evil of the

gigantic growth of the Out-Patients' Depart-

ment consists In the admission to eleemosynary

advantages of thousands of persons who are

able to pay a private Practitioner for his

advice. Indeed, unless such a gross and

shameful abuse of Charity funds were en-

couraged, the patients could not be found.

Dr Guy has proved this very clearly by an

analysis of the persons attending the Out-

Patients' Department of King's College Hos-

pital. He has shown that a very considerable

number of those patients must consist of well-

paid mechanics and respectable tradesmen, and

their families. Is this right ? Most assuredly

not. Charity funds were never subscribed to

relieve those persons of the duty of providence,

and to acquit them of the moral obligation

of honestly paying for benefits received.

We regret to say it, but we have been

assured of the fact, that the attendance of

this class of persona is encouraged by the

Medical Officers of some of our Metropolitan

Charities. One gentleman has been named
to us who makes 200?. a year by visiting

patients at their homes after he has acquired

their confidence as out-patients of his Hos-

pital. He has organised his opportunities

into a system which he finds so profitable, that

the higher office In the Hospital fails to have

any temptations to his ambition. Other gen-

tlemen are noted In our Memoranda as

remarkable for turning to pecuniary account

this abuse of Charity. But, in fact, the evil

is a frequent topic of Indignant remark in

certain Metropolitan circles : It is, moreover,

a growing one. The sentiment of justice

itself is made a cloak for the acquisition of a

private practice through the medium of the

Out-Patients' Department.

We conjure our brethren in office and out

of office to ponder anxiously over these

matters. Rigorous Inquiry and reform are

demanded, in justice to all the parties con-

cerned. The Out-Patients' Department has

grown up imperceptibly to its present mag-

nitude without due regard to the strength of

the Hospital Staffs, the just claims of the sick,

or the interests of the Profession. Vigorous

remedies must be applied ; we have pointed

out the nature and extent of the morbid

growth, the duty of excising it rests with

executive hands.

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

SPECIALISM.

The attack upon Special Hospitals is gradu-

ally losing its vigour, and our contemporaries,

originally so vehement In their opposition,

are beginning to think that, after all, it is a

case for inquiry. In our opinion, the inquiry

should have been made before sentence was

pronounced. We have published in anothei'

place a full report, from the ' Britbh Medical

Journal,' of a discussion that took plac*

upon this subject at the Annual Meeting ol

the British Medical Association, and we con-

fidently appeal to the judgment of our

readers, whether the preponderance of argu-

ment was not on the side of those who

justified a special cultivation of Medical and

Surgical Science, such as Special Hospitals

afford the only means of prosecuting under

the existing arrangements for Charitable

relief Little can be added to the vigorous

and pointed good sense of Drs Thudichum,
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Routh, and Richardson. The truth is,

nearly all the recent improvements in Medical

and Surgical Practice have been either in-

troduced or perfected by Specialists. Did

our General Hospitals introduce Orthopccdic

Surgery, or the operation for vesico-vaginal

fissure, or the ophthalmoscope, or inhalation

for anaesthesia ? Some of these improvements

are now practised in those Institutions, but

not one of them originated there. Again, is

it not notorious that patients afflicted with

cancer, phthisis pulmonalis, exanthematous

fevers, chronic affections of the nervous system,

and, in short, chronic diseases generally, are

systematically refused by (he General Hos-

pitals ? Why, then, should not Special Hos-

pitals be established for the accommodation

and cure of persons so afflicted? Are the

patients who suffer most hopelessly to be least

provided with the means of relief? AVhen we

wrote our article on " Special Hospitals," we

were aware that Sir Benjamin Brodie was

then under the treatment of a Surgeon of one

of our Ophthalmic Hospitals ; but, from con-

siderations of delicacy, we refrained from ad-

verting to the fact. Sir Benjamin's case

having been made public, there is no longer

any necessity to attempt to conceal his in-

firmity. It seems to us very clear that Sir

Benjamin's exception in favour of Ophthalmic

Hospitals was influenced by the consideration

of his individual case, and this circumstance

consequently destroys hit argument. Sir

Benjamin, anxious to have the best treatment,

did as everj- other man who h:id the oppor-

tunity would : he consulterl the Practit'oner

who was supposed to have the largest ex-

perience in the Specialty ;—an act which is

a tacit confession of the importance of the

special cultivation of certain branches of

Surgical Practice. We are not the advocates

of an infinitesimal subdivision of Medical

Practice, and should deplore it : on the other

hand, we think that many of our Special
|

^^'^ '•'*' " *••« reward of his crime.

Hospitals are a blessing to the community,

and we do not wish to see their efliciency

impaired. It must not be overlooked that

the chief leaders of this onsLiught npon

Special Hospitals are the Members of the

Council of the College of Surgeons, who have

themselves done all in their power to legitimize

Specialism by granting Special Diplomas.

The motive for such contradictory conduct

appears obvious : they desire to obtain more

fees in the one case, and fear to lose them in

the other. The argument that the Medical

Schools will be deprived of the means of

educating Students by the withdrawal of

several forms of disease if Special Hospitals

continue to be erected, is too absurd for

serious notice, when we remember the vast

population of London and its rapid increase.

Tlie great advantage of a Medical Education

in Paris, is the extent and number of its

Special Hospitals.

MEDICAL EEPRE8ENTATI0X IN PARLIAMENT.

Ardent upon the subject of Medical Re-

presentation in Parliament, Dr. Mackcsy ot

AVaterford has induced the British Medical

Association to come to a resolution recognis-

ing the importance of the principle. We
confess to the desirability of our attaining this

end ; but, in the present state of the Profession,

we do not conceive that we should be much

the better for it, unless—and this is the point

—the Representatives were elected by the en-

tire body of the Profession. We woidd strenu-

ously oppose any attempt to limit the suffrage

either to the governing or the electoral bodies

of the Corporations
; and we may be quite sure

that the Corporations would not like to see it in

the hands of the general body of the^Profession.

Let Dr Mackesy define the mode in which he

wishes to see this representation of the Profes-

sion carried out, and we shall know better how

to deal with his proposition. In the abstract

there is no public principle of greater import-

ance.

The sentence on toonoman.

In the course of the trial of Youngman,

who was charged with the murder of his

mother, brothers, and sweetheart for the pur-

pose of securing an insurance of 100/. upon

the life of the latter, Dr Duncan, in whose

service the prisoner had lived as footman, was

asked certain questions relative to his sanity

.

and he deposed that it was possible that a man
might have an irresistible homicidal propen-

sity, notwithstanding that he might have a per-

fectly clear knowledge of right and wrong as

regarded the crime he contemplated, and

might be in all other respects sane. We have

nothing to say in opposition to this opinion
;

alienists put their faith in it, and facts confirm

it ; but we do most sincerely hope that no

Medical man will ever voluntarily put forth

such an opinion in the witness-box with the

hope of screening a malefactor from the sen-

As

there is no doctrine more critical, so

there is none more dangerous. How is it

possible to decide upon the guilt of a man in

any atrocious case of murder, if this theory

be admitted into our Courts of Law ? Who
shall define the limit between a settled

spirit of revenge or malignant passion, and

this impulse of homicidal propensity? The
heart of man is " dcperately wicked ;" but

we firmly believe that even its " homicidal

propensities" may be kept in check by the

conviction on the part of bad men, and

even mad men, that the law will not grant an

immunity to their crime upon such a doubtful

plea. On the contrary, once allow it, and

there is scarcely any villain who will not have

the wit to turn it to account ; and the effect

will be an indirect encouragement of crime.

We must set our faces against Doctors and

Counsel hatching such a plea to screen great

offenders ; otherwise the Courts of the Old

Bailey will soon be filled with monsters af
wickedness and puling philanthropists. W»
are glad to exempt Dr Diiiioaa from any

censure on this point ; his explanation in the-

' Times ' showing that he merely gave aa

opinion as a scientific man in answer to a,

question put to him by Counsel. The danger,

however, in these cases is, that a few isolate'l

facts may be advanced to support a theory

with the hope of excusing the enormity of

particular crimes.

PROFESSOR BEXNETt's ADDRESS.

In his capacity of Professor of Medicine in

the Edinburgh University, Dr Bennett has

pronounced a good address on the occasion of

the capping of the Students who have obtained

their degrees. A vein of good sense aad

temperance runs through this oration, althongB

some sharp things are said about the conduct

of the Edinburgh College of Physicians ; bnC

we trust the College will not be offendeJ-

What they did was done in a liberal spirit ;

—

at any rate, the matter is over, and the Govern-

ment have approved it by refusing to allow a

change in the Medical Act, proposed to be

made in it to the disadvantage of the Licen-

tiates. " Let bygones be bygones " is the wisest

policy.

CRIMINAL LUNATICS.

A very salutary change of the law has-

recently been made with respect to CriminaL

Lunatics confined in Bethlehem. Hitherto a
prisoner remitted from the penalty of the

gallows on the plea of lunacy has been con-

fined for life in Bethlehem Hospital : for the-

future, however, this custom will be altered^

and those persons certified to be sane will be
dealt with as such, whilst the insane will be:

removed to other Institutions and placed.

under the provisions of the Lunacy Acta^

The Government arc about to build a new
Asylum for Criminal Lunatics.

THE OPERATION ON SIR BENJAMIN BRODIE:.

Our contemporary, the 'Medical Times ao>l

Gazette,' has chronicled some of the particu-

lars of an operation recently performed on Sir

Benjamin Brodie for the cure, as was believeJJ

of glaucoma, /ipropos of a paragraph in tha

' Times.' We reproduce our contemporary's

remarks

:

" This public allusion to a subjcrt ill which the-

Profession naturally take a deep interest rendersr

a longer silence on our part impossiWe, and it

1>ecome.s our duty to let our rciulers know tliaff

the operation of iridectomy was performed on 1)oth

Sir Benjamin's eyes on July 12. His sight had
been failing since Chri.stma.s last, but was not.

painfully defective until the completion of his"

seventy-eighth year in June. About that tiiiio

vision became rajiidly more and more impaired^

especially in the left eyo. Up to this time the-

disease had been regarded as senile cataract, more-
advanced in the left eye than in the riglit ; but
after the return of Sir Benjaniin from the meeting
of the British .\890ciatioii at Oxford, the defective-

vision was ascribed to glaucoma. Iridectomy wa.f
performed under cliloroform. We deeply regret'

to say tliat the result is not so satisfactory as the
paragrajili in the 'Times' might lead the Profes-

sion to nope. Tlie left eye wo believe to be mu;'h

in the .same state as before the operation—-if any-'
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tlilug slightly improved ; but in the right, or

letter eye, vision is quite lost. The great gi-ound

of hoi>e in this case is that as there is now a

cataract very evident in the right eye, this is the

cause of the impaired vision ; that the eye is not

gl8u«omatoii6, and that hereafter vision may he
restored by extracting the cataract. We have not
alluded to this subject before, as it is to some
Extent a private matter ; but the whole Profes-

sion halve so filial an interest in all that relates to

the respected President of the Royal Society and
of the Medical Council, that all have a right to

kuow as much as is freely talked, afbout in the

Medical coteries of the metropolis—especially at

tile present time when a conijtarativcly new ope-

ration like iridectomy is on its trial."'

Our readers will hear with much regret of

the unfortunate issue of this operation.

LETTER FROM THE KEGISTRAR.
To the Editor of the Medical Oiivtliar.

Sir,—A geod deal of uncertainty uppeare to

prevail as to the Itegalationa proposed by the

Sledical Council respecting the Gone»al Education

and- Examiuation of Students.

This uncertainty has probably been increased by

the circumstance that in the EepM-t of the Com-

niittee on Education, as it ajjpears in the 24th

number of the Jlinutes of the General Council,

the present year, 1860, has, through a misunder-

standing, been fixed for the compulsory Registra-

tion of Students, instead of, as it shottld be, the

SDSuing year, 1861.

I think, therefore, that it would be useful and

. acceptable to many of your readers, if the fol-

lowing Resolutions of the Medical Council, which
Bear upon the subject in question, were placed be-

flwe them in the following order :

6. That after October 1st, 1861, all Medical
Students be required to be Registered.

.8. That no Student beginning Professional

Study after September, 1861, be registered, who
has not passed an Arts Examinatron, in conformity

with Resolutions 2 or 4, viz. :

,2. Tiiat, as far as may be practicable. Testi-

monials of proficiency granted by the National

Educational Bodies, according to the following

list, be accepted, with such additions as tlie

Medical Council may from time to time think
proper to make.
A Degree in Arts of any University of the

United Kingdom, or of the Colonies, or of such
other Universities as may be specially recognised

from time to time by the Medical Oonncil.

Oxford Responsions or Moderations.
Cambridge Prcvioijs Examinations.
Matriculation Examination of the TTniversitj' of

London.
Oxford Middle Class Examinations, vScnior and

Junior.

Cambridge Middle Class Examinations, Senior

and Junior.
' Durham Middle Class Examinations, Senior and
Junior.

Durham Examinations for Students in Arts in

their second and first years.

Dublin University Entrance Examination.
Queen's University, Ireland, two years' Arts'

course for the Diploma of Licentiat* in Arts ;

Preliminary Examinations at the cud of the

A. B. course

;

Middle Class Examinations

;

Matriculation Examinations.
An Examination by any other University of the

United Kingdom, equivalent to tlie Middle Class

Examinations of Oxford and Cambridge.
4. That Students who cannot produce any of

the Testimonials referred to in the Second Resolu-

tion be required to pass an Examination in Arts,

estaldished by any of the Bodies named in

Schedule (A) of the Medical Act, and approve*!

by the Ocuei-al Council
;
provided that such Ex-

amination shall be in every case conducted by a
Special Board of Examiners in Ai-ts.

1 am. Sir, &c.,

Tnes. Hawkins.
Medical Registration Office,

^2 Soho square, London, W., Aug. 15.

SKETCHES OF EMINENT
PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS

OF THE LAST CENTURY.

Br JOSHUA BURGESS, M.D.

MEMOIR OF JOHN HUNTER, F.R.S.

(Continued from page 114.)

In December, 1768, John Hunter was made a

Fellow of the Royal Society, chosen entirely and

expressly in acknowledgment of his .scientific dis-

cbveries and researches, as yet overlooked or their

irtiportanoe disregarded by the public. This elec-

tion preceded his brothel's, which, as he was ten

years older, and known ten years earlier in Lon-

don, must have been highly gratifying to John

in his circumstances, and, '^no doubt, an incentive

to further exertion, and to bear up against the

difficulties which hitherto had retarded his pro-

fessional advancement. He did not rush precipi-

tately before the public to obtain present dis-

tinction, since nothing was published by Mm
until 1772,—only what in 1764 appeared, through

his brother, in his absence. This reticence to

challenge rashly the public tribunal and judg-

ment was sound wisdom, and showed a tenacity

for future fame. Thus, ho took twenty years

patiently to correct and revise the doctrines he

promulgated iu his lectures, before he gave them

to the public. The plagiarisms and misrepresen-

tations of the opinions he communicated, gave

him annoyance and cause of just complaint.

C/Onnection with the Royal Society afforded the

earliest notice of every discovery in science, and

improvement in medicine and surgery, in Europe.

Honours thus spontaneously conferred, neverthe-

less did not exempt him from cahimny and
abuse. It was said he passed ten years, from
1762 to '72, of idleness, at a period of leisure, iu

which, if lie had had abilities, he might have ob-

tained an elementary knowledge of living and dead
languages, and also of the construction of his

native tongue, of which he certainly was singu-

larly deficient. He was accused, amongst other

unscrupulous and scurrilous charges, of plagiarism,

—and, strangely enough, of plagiarism from the

ancient Greek and Latin writers ; also, of hiring

writers. Jesse Foot says that "John Hunter
nearer was the author of any production which
appeared under his name. The writing part was
always peiformed by another: he pre]iarcd the
skeleton, and another coveiW it with composition

;

he formed the materials, and another made them
up into dresses for the public. He was incapable

of putting six lines together grammatically into

English ;
and at his lectures was often found so

far incapable of making out the sense of his own
notes, as to pass over the subject they were meant
to explain." Again, that "the celebrated Dr
Tobias SmoUett, who was one of the proprietors

and editor of the ' Critical Review," was the

cham]iion of the Hunters on all occasions when
wanted." (a) Smollett, an unsuccessful medical

practitioner, and the friend and countrj-man of the

Hunters, took their part in the ' Critical Review'

against the Monros, father and sons, in the claims

for the discoveries of the injection of the tubuh
testis, and of the lymphatics. In this instance,

malignity stands self-revealed. Foot further

taunted John Hunter with having been only *ve
months House-Surgeou of St George's Hospital,

and with total ignorance of prescribing, and of

matena nudica.

John Huuter, unknown by the public and
unappreciated, without practice, in poverty,

and repining at what he considered undeserved

neglect and obscurity ; flanked in his scien-

tific career by a jealous and envious brother, and
numerous competitors, foreign and native, the

first sufficiently advanced in popularity and
worldly success to look do^^^l upon John, to use,

(«) Jesse Foot's ' Life of John Hunter,' pp. 60, 61.

snub, control, and convert his discos cries to him-
self, and api>ro]iTiate his labour in the preparing
of 3j)ecimen8,—in defiance of all was elected Fel-

low of the Royal Society before Dr William Hunter,
totally unexpected by him.self, and by every one.

This was rather one of those rare instances of

blind justice in the di.spensation of honour and
reward, from its sparseness on that account
worthy of record, and equally creditable to re-

cipient, and Koyal Society, of which Sii- John
Pringle was at that time President.

Dr A<lams says, " It does not appear that Mr
Hunter had offered any paj)er to the Royal
Society till five years after his admission, when
the President forced from him the only important
experiments that have ayipeared from his hands.

From that time, 1772 to '76, .several of his ]ia])ers

were published in the 'Philosophical Transactions;'

after which, till 1782, he seems to liave been so

much occupied in preparing for the Gulstonian

Lectures, that, excepting the dissection of the Free

Martin, nothing is to be met with under his name
in those valuable memoirs." (6)

Notwithstanding their little jealousies, his

brother Dr William iutere.*te<l him.ielf, and,

singularl}", was his only patron, if he may be so

designated, to obtain his election as Surgeon to

St George's Hos])ital, in which he succeeded in

1769, in the fortieth year of his age, and the year
following his election as Fellow of the Royal
Society. In this position he had the opportunity

of carrying out his observations, and confirming
pathological doctrines.

Disputatious squabbling is unfortunately stereo-

t)"ped in the traditions of the Medical Profession,

so as to denote its normal condition. Injurious to

individuals, and treacherous to the undoubted
merits of the Profession, it denies it tlie position

it deserves, and would claim, if asserted with
better manners, and indications of better training

and culture. In modern times we need only re-

vert to the squabble between Mr Abcrnethy and
Mr Lawrence, and the recent jx>sthumous attack

of ])v Granville, and his analysis of the practice

of the late Dr Todd ; both showing bad taste and
want of self-iiespeot. In these contests, the

victorious Jiaity can reap only censure. Rebuke
of dogmatical opinions does not imply di.sappro-

bation, or deny free exercise of candid criticism,

however severe, if just. The liberalism and
speculative induction which characterised the

views of Mr Lawrence, at a time whcu the opiiiionji

of the day were unprepared and liad not sanc-

tioned their acceptance, and facts in science and
natural history not thrai ripe, but of more recent

establishment, would not have, jjerhaps, at this

day rendered his views so subject to harsh con-

stniction and censure, if the mode of advancing

them liad been cautious and conciliatory, instead

of incurring, by their bad taste and fli]>pancy, the

implication of ingiatitude to a proved and generons

friend aiid patron, and tendency to infidelity aad
materialism. A ncver-fittling Nemesis awaits such

instttbihty, in reaction fraught with humiliation,

loss of self-respect and public esteem. Mr Law-
rence asserted his opinions not only with acri-

mony, but with singular inconsistency ;
]iainfally

disappointing expectations which a manly intel-

lectual liearing gave in his early career, aided by
considerable ncqnirements, handsome features, and
a fine figure, indicative of talent, and promising

great results, but all marred by

"Vaultinf; ambition, which o'erleaps it^f.
And falls ou the other . .

."'

" O.esar was aiubitiotis. If it were so, it were a
grievous faidt, and giievously hath C;esar answered

it."

Destiny had stamped the form and features o

young Lawrence for greatness, and almost declared

him the champion of a profession whose teachings

are free of exclusiveuess, and its policy essoalial^f

rei>ublioan and lilieral. He start*il Wloved, ad-

mired, and almost worshipped ; was granted length

of years, greiit accouiplishmonts, opfiorlunity,

patronage, and conuections. Had William Law-

rence been deprived of fifty years of that eventful

life, he would have gone tirora amongst us lieloved

and admired. But Lawrence proved false to him-

self false to his sincere early friend and master

;

deserted a generous c;uise, and the interests of «
rising profesbiou, \\4iich, from seltish iustiacts, he

treated with contumely. In the race cf younft

aspiring, and eager competitors. l>e has found rivals

(h) ' Memoirs of the Life of John Hnuter,' by Dr
Josh. Adams, p. 129.
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amongst whom lie will scarcely maintain his pro-

fessional position: it is time "broad-fronted"

Lawrence should draw his mantle around him.

The feuds between Pott, the two Hunters,

and the three Mouros, respecting discoveries,

in which the gradual and simultaneous approxi-

mation of all parties ultimately left nothing

to be discovered by any, were characterised by
jealousy and envious assertion of priority. Ex-
periments conducted to a certain extent by one,

when made known, were carried to a conclusion

by another : thus, one party claimed to have
demonstrated them first in public lectures, and
the other to have first published them. Baron
Haller, in the midst of these contentions, main-
tained a dignified moderation, worthy of his name
and of science ; his complacent temperament
practised the golden nile of Give mid take, by
which he justly obtained the larger share of dis-

tinction and approval.

On Dr Hunter's removal, in 1768, to his new
residence, now comjileted, in Windmill street, in

which he collected and arranged his museum,
John, who had hitherto had lodgings somewhere
in the neighbourhood of Covent garden, adjacent

to the dissecting-rooms, removed to the residence

lately occupied by William in Jcrmjni street. This

house was commodious, and well situated for pri-

vate practice ; and he remained in it fifteen years,

until the term of the lease expired, in 1783. He
also resided a short time in Golden square. In

this year, '6S, he became a member of the Corpo-

ration of Surgeons. About this time he broke the

iendo Achilles, in dancing. During tiie necessary

confinement he made experiments upon ruptured

tendons ; he passed a couching needle some dis-

tance through the skin, and with the edge cut

through the tendons upon dogs, to ascertain tlieir

mode of miion ; lience originates the practice of

Mlbcutaneous section. He improved upon Dr
Alexander Munro's plan, who at a more advanced

age had the same accident. By keei.ing the knee
straight, comjiressing the muscles, and raising the

heel, he was enabled to walk on the third day, and
avoided keeping his bed.

At Earl's Court, Mr Hunter kept wild animals,

and amused himself by showing their peculiar

habits and instincts,— and thus they became
familiar. The following is related of the danger
he incurred on one occasion :—Two leopards left

chained in an outliou.so had broken from their

confinement, and got into the yard among some
dogs, whom they attacked. Tlie howling alarmed
the neighbourhood. John Hunter, on reaching
the spot, found one of the leopanls making its

escape by climbing up the wall, and the other,

surrounded by the do"s, immediately laid hold of

them botli, and carried tlicm back to their den. The
revulsion produced was such, that after they were
socure.l, and he had considered the risk incurred,
he became greatly agitated and in danger of faint-

ing. This instance disjdayed the control which a
courageous man obtains over savage animals.

In 1770, John Hunter received as house-pupil,
amongst manj' others who aftenvards obtained
professional distinction, the celebrated Jenner ; it

Deing the custom of hospital surgeons to receive,

for one or two year.s, pupils who liad finished their

apprenticeship in the countr)-. A friendship was
tnu« fostered between them, and the intimacy
continued through life. Jenner always spoke in

high terms of gratitude of his friend and master,
and sent several patients to consult liim from the

country.

It must bo named that Government, in com-
pliance with an Act of the I^egislature, erected

last year (1859) a statue of Jenner in Trafalgar

square, to commemorate his discovery of vaccina-

tion. Ill the same year the remains of John
Hunter, also by an act of Government, were dis-

interred from their ixstiiig-]ilaoe in St Martin's
Church, to be deposited with eveiy honour in

Westminster Abbey ; attended by his surviving
relatives, and a numerous body of the Medical
Profes.siou. A sab.scription has been also opened
to erect a statue, to be cvucuted by Mr H. Weekes,
A.R.A., and placed in the Hunterian Mu.seuni of

the rollcgc of Surgeons, which has been liberally

respciu.lirl to. Although nearly a century lias

elapsed since their ilecease, poetic justice Ls done
to the memories of these two eminent men, who
through many years, and during their lives, were
in relations of close friendship ; and at the com-
menrcment, the one in the relation of master, and
the other of pupil. These posthumous tributes
arc not the less valuable and complimentary from

the acknowledgment of their claims—fully sanc-

tioned, especially in the instance of Jenner,
throughout the civilised world—having an-iv'ed

late, since the appreciation, tlms confirmed by
time and mature judgment, stamps them with
dignity, and secures to them durability.

In 1771 he published the first part of his treatise

on the Human Teeth, which is a work still referred

to, and not superseded by any later production.

This was the only one of his works published by
the booksellers ; all liis others were published by
himself.

At this time a Scotchman of the name of Spence
—a clever and intelligent man, who had ri.sen

from a humble position as barber-surgeon—was
residing in Soho square, in extensive and fashion-

able practice as a dentist. A tale is told by those

who were envious of John Hunter's fame, that he
formed a connection with this dentist, who had
formerly phlebotomised and drawn teeth .nChny's-
inn lane amongst the poor of that district ; that

by the acquaintance he formed with the fusliionable

people wlio resorted to the skill of Spence, he
forwarded his interests in practice. The experi-

ments of transposing ana supplanting teeth,

practised conjointly with Spence, gave him the
practical knowledge of the human teeth ht, pos-

sessed. Spence is related to have referreti to

the great naturalist witli complacency amongst
his patients, as his patron. It is also stated that

this intercourse became broken by some unfortu-

tunate syphilitic inoculations occurring in the

practice of transjiosing teeth. Of one thing in

this history we believe no doubt exists—that
Spence was a very ingenious, worthy man, in large

and fashionable practice as a dentist ; and being
countrymen, both Hunter and Spence having
mechanical tastes, they not unlikely cultivated an
advantageous and agreeable friendship.

THE MEDICAL ACT AMEND-
3IENT ACT.

The following is a copy of the Act which has
just received the Koyal Assent :

CAP. LXVI.

An Act to Amexd the Medical Act (1858).

[6lh August, 1800.]

21 & 22 Vict. c. 90.

Whereas by " The Medical Act, 1858," it is

provided that it shall be lawful for her Majesty
to grant to the Corporation of the Royal College

of Physicians of London a new Charter, and
thereby to give to such Corporation the name of

"The Royal College of Physicians of England,

"

and to grant to the Coriioration of the Royal
College of Physicians of EtUidiurgh a new
Charter, and thereby to give to the said College

of Physicians the name of " The Royal College of

Physicians of Scotland ;" and to grant to the
Corporation of the King and Queen's College of

Physicians in Ireland a new Charter, and thereby
to give to such Corporation the name of " The
lioysl College of Physicians of Ireland;" but
provision is not made by the said Act for reserv-

ing to the said Colleges, and the IVesidents and
Censors, Fellows, Members, Licentiates, and
extra-Licentiates thereof respectively, by their

.said new names, the powers, privilege.s, liberties,

and immunities to which they are re8|>ectively

entitled by their existing names, and doubts have
arisen whether, in case of the acceptance by these

Colleges respectively of new Charters under such
altered names respectively, the said powers,
privileges, liberties, and immunities would legally

attach and bo preserved to them, aud it is expe-
dient that such doubts should be removed ; and
whereas by an Act passed in

14 and 15 Hen. 8, c. 5,

the fourteenth and fifteenth years of the reign of

Kingllenry the Eighth, intituled "The Privileges

and Authorities of Physicians in London," certain

letters patent, dated the twenty-third day of

September, in the tenth year of tiie reign ot liis

said Majesty, whereby certain Physicians in

Ix)ndon therein named were incorporated by the
name of " The President and College or Com-
monalty of the Faculty of Physic in London,"
were ratified and confinned ; and by the said Act
it was enacted, that the six persons named in the

said letters patent, and two more of the said

Commonalty to be chosen by them, shoidd be
called Elects, aud that the said Elects should
yearly choose one of them to be President of the
said Commonalty, and that as oft as any of the
places of the said Elects should become void the
survivors should choose and admit one or morei
as need should require, of the said Faculty to
supply the number of eight persons, and that no
person should from thencefurtli be sulfercl to
practise in Physic through England until he be
examined by the said President aud three of
the said Elects, and have from them lattei"s testi-

monial, except he be a (iraduate of Oxford or
Cambridge ; and whereas the main function of tha
said Elects, vix., that ot e.xaniiuiug and grauting
letters testiinpnial, has been virtually superseded
by the said Mfldioal Act, aud they luivo ceased to
grant letters tftstinionial in accordiwice with the
provisions contained in the last-recited Act ; and
it is therefore exjwdieut that the before-recited

provisions should be repealed : be it enacted by
the Queen's most excelleiil Majesty, by and with
the advice aud consent of the Lords Spiritual aud
Temporal, aud Commons, iu this present Parlia-

ment assembled, and by the authority of tho
same, as follows :

—

Interpreiaiion of Terais.

I. The expression in the Medical Act and this
Act, "The Coqioration of the Itoyal College of
Physicians of Ijondon," or "The Royal College
of Physicians of London," shall lie taken to
deiioto the Coqioration of " The President and
College or Uommonalty of the Faculty of Physic
iu Loudon."

New Chanters may be granted to the Colleges.

II. Any new Charter whicli, luider the pro-
visions of the Medical Act, sluiU bo granted to-

the Corporation of the Ittiyal College of Phyiucian»
of London, may be granted to them either by and
in the name of the Koyal College of Physicians
of London, or, as provided by tliat Act, by aud
in the name of the Koyal College of Physi<;ians of
England ; and any such now Charter gifujted to*

the Corporation of the Royal College of I'hysiciana
of Edinburgh may be granted to that College-

either by aud in its present name, or, as provided
by the Medical Act, by and in the name of the
ItoyalCoUege of Physicians of Scotland ; and any
such new Cliarter granted to the Corporation of
the King and Queen's College of Physicians ia
Ireland may be granted to tliat College either by
and iu its present name, or, as provide*! by the-

Medical Act, by and in the name of the Koyal-

CoUege of Physicians of Ireland.

Colleges to retain uU ceisliiui Rights, nolunth-

standing change of name.
III. The granting oi new charters to the said

Corporation respectively by and in the altered

names and styles respectively, as provided in the
Medical Act, shall not, in respect of such altera-

tion of name or style merely, alter or att'ect in
any way the rights, powers, authorities, quali-
fications, liberties, exemptions, immunities,
duties, aud obligations granted, conferred, or
imposed to or upon, or conrinued and preservod
to the said Corjioiations respectively, and the
resiicotive Presidents, Censors, Fellows, Members,
and Licentiates thereof, liy the respective
Charters and Acts of Parliament relating to the
.said Corporations respectively ; orljy the Medical
Act, the Act to amend the Medical Act, the
Me<lical Acts Amendment Act 1860, and this

Act respectively ; but the said Corporations re-

spectively, and the respective Presiileiits, Censors,

Fellows, Jlembers, and Licentiates thereof, shall,

notwithstanding any such change of name and
style, have and retain all such and the same-
rights, powers, authorities, qualiiications, liber-

ties, exemptions, and immunities, and be sub-
ject to all such and the same duties and obliga-

tions, as if such new Charters respectively had
been granted to them by and in their respeotivo.

naines and styles as then existing.

Colleges to hold Profierly, iwtvjilbstatiding chemge-

of wtytui.

IV- Each of the said Corporations shall also,

notwithstanding any such alt«i'ation of name or

style, have, hold, and enjoy, and continue to

have, hold, and enjoy all lands, and other real

and personal, heritable aud moveable property

belonging to such Corporation, eitlicr beneficially

or in trust, at the date of the granting of such

new charter, and may -execute and jiert'orm. any
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use nr trast for the time beiug vested or reposed
' iu such Corporation.

PiMisions in 14 and 15 Hen. 8, c. 5, as to the

Elects, rejKalcd.

V. So much of the Act of the fourteen and
fifteen Henry the Eighth, chapter five, as relates

to the Elects of the said Koyal College of Physi-
<ians of Loudon, and tlieir powers and functions,

shall he and the same is hereby repealed, but
this repeal shall not prejudice or affect the rights

and privileges of auy persons to whom tlie said

Fresidcut and Elects may have granted letters

testinmnial ; and all trusts wliich, by any deed,

giJ't, devise, or bequest are vested in, or to he
executed or perfornjed bj- the Elects, or some
•defined number of them, shall vest in and accrue
to, and be executed and performed by the Censors
«f the said College for the time being, as if the
nanie of the Censors had in sxich instruments
resiwctively been used instead of that of the
Elects, and the ofiice and name of Elects of the
said College shall henceforth wholly cease and
determine.

Meetion of the- President of the Royal College vf
Physicians of London.

VI. The office of President of " The Royal
College of Physicians of London " shall be an
annual office ; and Thomas llayo. Doctor of
Phj-.sic, the now President of the said Corjiora-

tJon, shall remain such President until the day
Kcxt after Palm Sunday in tlie year 1861, when
he shall go out of office ; and the Fellows of the
said Corporation shall, at a meeting to be holden

• by them for that purpose, on the same day, and
on the same day in every subsequent year, elect

some one of the Fellows of the said Corporation

in such manner as shall he provided by any
b3'elaw or byelaws made in that behalf by the
soid Corporation, and for the time being in force,

to bo President of the said Corporation, but the

retiring President shall always be capable of

beiug re-elected, and every President shall

remain in office until the actual election of a new-

President ; or in case of death, resignation, or

other avoidance of any sTicli President before the
expiration of his year of office, the said Fellows
sliall, at a meeting to be holden bj' them for that
purpose, as soon as conveniently may be (of

which due notice shall be given), "elect one
other of the Fellows of the said Corporation in

such manner as aforesaid to be Pi-esident for the
remainder of the year in which such death, resig-

nation, or other avoidance shall happen, and
until such election the duties of President shall

be performed by the Senior Censor for the time
Iseing.

BRITISH MEDICAL
ASSOCIATION.

THE DISCUSSION ON SPECIAL nCSPITALS.
Dr Thudiclium rose to propose a resolution in

connect ion with Special PIo.spitaLs, and, in doing
so, confessed that he wished it had fallen into
ojher and more able bands. But he believed
there was a pecuhar qualification for him, that
lie was neither connected with a General oi- Special

Hospital. He believed that the majority of
members of the Association had read, as he had,
with gi'eat regret, and perhaps some had with
«jirprise, a document which had emanated from
some of tlie lughest of the Profession. [The
document in question was the Protest, a copy
•of which was published m this Journal for Aug.
1, IL 82.] This document was a protest m
emphatic language against certain institutions,

the mode and object of which were to divide
liarticular cases in particular Hospitals for allevi-

ating human sufleriug, and for the advancement
• of Medical science. He believed the members
wniild give due weight to the imj)ortance of this
protest. In the first instance, let them consider
how that protest was obtained. It was by gen-
tJeiD'Cn who were particularly op])Osed, for jier-

sonal reasons, to the establishment of one
particular institution. He would not say that
it was jealousy which called i]ito operation this
activity. The protest was directed against
Spoeial Hospitals in general. From this protest
they excepted only those Haspitals which were
for treating the diseases of the eye. All Hospitals
Asere included which conferred immense benefit
*jr treating consumption, &c. ; aud consumption

was a disease excluded from all but a small
portion of the General Hospitals. These diseases

were excluded from their common Hospitals.

Then there were other disea.ses. A great many
cases of chronic cancer were by the rules of

.General Hospitals excluded, 'together with epi-

lepsy, &c. Yet all those Hospitals which were
for their particular treatment were opposed or

objected to in this protest. He knew fully the
objections which might be brought against them

—

that they were for certain purposes, for personal

aggrandisement ; that they were instituted for

tlie purpose of bringing luonc}' and influence to

those Medical Officers who were connected with
them. It was also objected against Special

Hospitals, that it was impossible for them to

serve the cause of education. The student would
lose half of his time in passing from one to the
other. It had been also objected, that gentlemen
who treated specialities were not always the best

qualified to treat speciaUtie-s, but that it was
requisite for them to know the whole arrange-
ment of Medical science. That was true. He
believed there was not any one gentleman con-

nected with Special Hospitals, or who practised

speciality, who did not claim and really possess
a knowledge of general Medical science. Again,
how could it be proved that, because these gentle-

men practised some speciality, they did not possess
a knowledge of general Medical science ? Until
that was proved, he could not admit on that

ground that Special Hospitals were objectionable.

But there was one great reason for the establish-

ment of Special Hospitals. Their General Hos-
pital were established, in the first instance, for

the relief of the sick poor. That was the first

object of all Hospitals. In many cases, it aflbrded

opportunities to Medical students and Medical
men of studying diseases and the cure of diseases.

He spoke especially of Metropolitan Hospitals,

where, as in others, these different objects were
attempted to be obtained. But it was almost
impossible for these objects to be obtained in the

way in which they were attempted. Then, in

the large Hospitals, the Physician had to see the
patients under his care, and prescribe for them,
although they might amount to a considerable

number. There was also a most numerous class

of most honourable men, well known in science,

who would make very good use of their time, if

they had the opportunity to show their skiU
and perseverance. These gentlemen were ex-

cluded ; and a vast amount of talent, which
was excluded from General Hospitals, was
taken in by Special Hospitals. The establish-

ment of Special Hospitals might be called a
" necessary evil. " (A laugh.) Let the number
of subscribers to General and Special Hosjntals be

compared. They were nearly equal. If the

amount of money subscribed to General and
Special Hospitals were comj)ared, he believed the

advantage would be found in favour of Special

Hospitals. The number of beds and the accom-
modation afforded to the sick poor in Special Hos-
pitals and in General Hospitals would be found
almost equal. If the benefits which Special Hos-
pitals conferred upon the i)oor were compared
with those confen'ed by General Hospitals, in this

instance they were almost equal. A sweepmg
combination, therefore, against Special Hospitals,

he should very much regret. But when the com-
bination came from such high authorities as those

gentlemen who signed the protest, he was afraid

that, if the members of the Association did not
throw themselves into the breach, very great

damage might be done to Special Hospitals.

What was the issue at which he arrived ? He
believed that Sir Charles Hastings, in signing this

protest, had a twofold object : first, to advance as
far as possible Medical education ; and, in the
second place, to preserve for the purpose of
Medical education those establishments which
were especially devoted to it. He believed thers
was no man in this country who had more at

heart a desire to improve Medical education than
Sir Charles Hastings. (Hear, hear.) He was
certain that Sir Charles Hastings was far from
intending any injury of any kind, or passing any
reflections ujion Hospitals which conferred bene-
fits upon patients who were excluded from the
Ordinary Hospitals, and which offered a field for

the researches of gentlemen who were excluded
from General Hospitals. He knew by this time
that one very enduent member of the Profession
regretted having signed the protest. The issue
was this—that when General Hospitals would

reform. Special Hospitals would cease. (Hear.) The
resolution which he was going to move, he believed
Sir Charles Hastings himself, after having signed
the protest, would not object to second. It was
intended to be a mediative resolution, to mediate
between two parties, which he was afraid were
now separated. Let the Associates throw them-
selves into the gap and stop the breach, both in
the name of the public and of the sick jwor. The
following was the resolution which he wished to
propose :

'

' That this Association obseiTes with great
regi-et the dillerence of opinion in the Profession
on the suliject of Special Hospitals. That, while
it cannot but express that the existence of S^iecial

Hospitals is attended with many disadvantages,
the abolition of such Hospitals is impossible until
there is a great reform in the public and Profes-
sional management of the General Hospitals."
A Member asked the President if it could be

so arranged that each speaker who spoke should
not occujiy more than five minutes.
The Pp.ESIl)E^T had suggested that proposition

in the Journal about six weeks ago, but he wa.s

sorry to say that he had received nothing but pri-

vate communications in reference to the point.

Sir Chahles Hastings thought five miuutes
quite sufficient.

After a short discussion, it was agreed that each
speaker should only occupy five minutes.
Dr Pourii (London) said that he would just

enumerate some of the Hospitals which were at
present taken up by Sjiecial men, aud he would
ask the members present, simply as men of com-
mon sense, whether it was possible in the arrange-
ment of the Profession that these could be set

aside upon the request of any men, however ex-
cellent. There were Lying-in Hospitals, Chil-
dren's Hospitals, Eye Hospitals, Skin Hospitals,
Epileptic Hos]iitaIs, Consumption Hospitals,

Smallijox Hospitals, Fever Hospitals, &c. Would
any man of common sense venture to assert that
in any General Ho-spital any of these jjarticular

diseases could be treated as specialities ? He
could not follow his friend Dr Thudichum in

declaring himseh not to be a Specialist ; but irre-

spectively of this, he would ask the meeting, for

instance, to consider the diseases of women. In
some General Hospitals they had three or four
beds ; but what were three or four beds in large

Hospitals comjiared to vast multitudes of women ?

To tell him that because the peojile saw the bene-

fit of Special Hospitals, aud also tlie efficiency of

those Hospitals for special subjects for which they
were instituted, these Hospitals were to be done
away w ith, seemed to him to be quite an opposite

proceeding to that which ought to be followed. In
Special Hospitals there were large numbers of the

same kinds of disease. Instead of three, four,

five, or six, there were fifty, a himdred, or two
hundred patients. The Medical attendant could,

therefore, reason on all of them. This was the

way to come to general conclusions. Ko man
could come to any positive conclusion as to the

treatment of special diseases till he had had many
examples. The remarks he had made came close

upon the five minutes, although he coidd wish to

have extended them. But he would simply put
the matter to them as men of common sense

;

and in reference to Specialists, why their I'lesii^ent

was a Specialist ! They all knew that he particu-

larly devoted himself to the investigation of pnl-
monaiy consumption. They know that in all

their Hospitals, especially so in London, these cases

were excluded, and they could not, if they would,
get in a consumijtion case. (Hear.) 'then let

them look at l>r Brown-Sequard ; the fact of
him being a Specialist had brought him to this

country. It was because he understood, more
than the genemlity, the subject of epilepsy, that
he had come forward. He hoped that his example
would result in gi-eat advantage to the public
(Hear.)

Dr KiciiAEDsox said that in 1854 he wrote a
series of articles in the Journal on the snbject, in

which he had as thoroughly condemned Sj)eciali-

ties as any of the modern protesters. Since that

time he had served an appi-enticeship of nearly

seven years at a Special Hospital ; and his

opinion remained unchanged. At the same time,

he could not accept the manner in which the pro-

test had been brought fonvard. He believed it

fair to assert that Special Hospitals at first origi-

nated out of sheer charity towards those sick who
were excluded from General Hosjiitals ; such as

fever cases, lying-in cases, diseases of women, the
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diseases of children, pUtlisis, cancer, and epilepsy.

Thus the Special Hospitals were establisheil to

i-uppleraent so-called General Hospitals, which
'were in fact Special. Why this tumult against

Special Hospitals ? Because some thought that

they trenched on the supjiosed duties of General

Hospitals. Now, that abuses had crept into

the Special system was certain ; but these

had existed for years, and had not been criti-

cised by any protest of a general kind. Why
not ? Because the Special Hospitals had not

interfered with the General. But the moment
that a Special Hospital was set up, which took in

cases acceptable to the General Hospitals, that

moment it was discovered that Special Hospitals

were injurious. On the public side of the question,

he asserted that such a decision was neither

logical nor just. But there was also a professional

side to the question even more important. When
a young man settled in London, and saw the
great field for professional exertion, he naturally

yearned to participate in the labour, and to ad-

vance not himself only, but his profe.s.sion. But
if such an one did not choose for many years to

hang on to an institution with the chance of

being a full officer at sixty, or if he had not some
powerful extraneous inllueuce, he coulil never get

into work at the General Hos]iitals, and was
therefore by necessity, and even against his tastes,

driven into the Special Institutions ; and such
was the main reason why such Institutions were
supported by Medical men—a support which
would at once be withdrawn if the overwhelming
labours of the General Hospitals were equalised

aud utilised. lu conclusion, Dr Kichariison said

that he believed that he had learnt a great deal in

a Special Hospital. Ho would, however, give up
his post to-morrow if he saw an indication of

liberal reform in the grt'atcr Institutions; mean-
time ho could not allow the present opposition to

go forth without speaking what he thought about

it, which was, that, traced to its primitive root,

it carried with it a vast amount of selfishness,

exclusiveness, aud (he mast add the word)
hypocrisy.

l)r Makkham agreed with a great deal of what
had been add by the speaker wlio had preceded
him, but could not go the whole length with him.
He thought that he had taken the matter uj> on
much too jKTSonal grounds. He would put it as

a matter of principle. He would, in one sense,

second Dr Tliudichum"s proposition. He ailmitted

that some evils which existed with respect to

Special Hospitals, were carried on also in General
Hospitids. With regard to the origin of Special

Hospitals, he believed they arose in a matter of

self-interest. (No, and Yes.) Gentlemen had
started these Special Hospitals for their own
private pur|ioses. (No, and Hear.) The great
bulk of the Special Hospitals in London were es-

tablished for oue simple reason by Medical men,
for their own special purposes. (Cries of " No,
no," and "Yes, yes.') He a.sscrted the fact

without any fear of contradiction by those who
knew the matter well. He belonged to an Hos-
pital for many years, and he said t hat they were
got up solely and simply for the interest of pri-

vate individuals. He would say that all Hospitals,

and the whole medical charitable system, was
founded on an utterly wrong ba.sis. He wished
that the A.ssociation could appoint a Committee
to investigate and report upon the condition of
their Hospital and Dispensary Medical system.
That would draw the question away from personal

considerations. He confessed that he believed
their Hospital system was at the root of the great
evil that affected their social system. Those who
knew what was going on at this moment knew
that they were abused to an incredible extent.

But this was not only in London, but elsewhere.
It atfeoted the Profession in every part of Eng-
land, and was widening with the extent and growth
of tlicso Special Hospitals. The evil was there
more distinctly shown than in General Hospitals.
But in all Hospitals it was excessive. The first

and proper objects of iliarity, were the poor and
lalx)uring classes. There were two other great
classes,—paupers, and well-to-do citizens. There
was imposed upon Medical men in General
Hospitals a robbery ujion their services, but he
would say that in Special Ilospitals the i-obbery
was going «n to an extent fifty times more. A
gentleman being asked to operate on a patient,
said tliat his fee wsis fifty or sixty guineas. That
sum he merely mentioned for argumcjit. The
patient's medical attendant said the patieut could

not give it ; but the Surgeon could not take a

farthing less than sixty guineas. But, he said, if

the patient came into his Hospital, he would operate

on him for nothing. (Disapprobation. ) Look at the

Special Hospitals, .»ud see what they did. The
Special Hospitals took in all England, while the

General Hospitals were generally limited to their

own tlistricts. In Special Hospitals there were
crowds of patients who came from every part of

England. Could the gentlemen engaged in these

Hospitals investigate their circumstances ? Could
they tell whclher they could pay their own Prac-

titioner ? It was true that the gentlemen engaged
in these Hospitals got their names spread all over

England, but in the mean time the Profession was
bein^ rained. He knew another instance. A
gentleman, who was able to give his daughter?

15,000/., put himself under one of tlieir Profession,

who asked liim iOl. ; but this gentleman dressed

himself as a poor man aud got the operation done
for 51. ! How were they to look for reform ?

There was only one way. It must be through the
public ; and the public knew nothing of what was
going on in this matter. He was perfectly satis-

fied that if they knew it, they Avould not permit
it. (Hear.) He would, therefore, ask the Asso-
ciation to appoint a Committee to investigate the
whole subject— to state what were the Ijest

grounds on which Hospitals ought to be esta-

blished, their jtroper objects, how these could
be best carried out, and to propose a remedy.
Such a report, accepted by this Association, aud
published to the world, would, he was certain,

have an immense effect upon the charitable public

of this country. They would know what was
wanted. He believed that it was most important
that they should issue a report, stating the pro-

per objects of charity, and how it was be.st to

cany out charitable objects. He, therefore, pro-

posed the apiiointnient of a Committee, whose
business it should be to investigate the present
condition of the Medical system, aud to report
upon it at the next meeting of the Association.

He hoped it would go forth to the world, and
then the charitable public, wishing to know what
they luid better do, would have the solemn report

of the British Medical Association. He proposed— " That a Committee of twelve be appointed to

investigate the whole question of Hospital ma-
nagement throughout this country, and to rep'ort

npon it at the next annual meeting."
Sir Charles Hasti.nos seconded the amend-

ment, which he believed was the only solutiou of

the difficulty. He Vvas one of those " hypo-
crites" who signed the prot<-st. (A laugh.) But
he was not aware that he was hypocritical, nor
could he believe that any who (lid sign it were
open to the imputation. He thought it was not
well to assign motives to gentlemen. There should
be a good feeling among members of this Profes-

sion, and hard names should not be used. He
thought, with Dr Jlarkhauf, that the present
system of Hospitals was a gigantic evil in the

sense in. which he signed the protest. But he
did not find in the protest the words which were
.said to be in it, that there were to be no Special
Hospitals. There was no such thing in the pro-
test. He thought a good deal of good would
arise from the protest. He was glad to have had
an opportunity of signing it, if it led to the for-

mation of a Committee. He trusted the Com-
mittee would give a good, solid report.

Dr Stewakt (London) said that the subject of
their dispensary system had occupied his atten-

tion for the last fifteen years. He thought the
evil was great, socially, and a very grievous
wrong to the Medical Profession. He had great
pleasure in supporting the amendment. The evil

was become of such magnitude, that it required
some strong measures. With regard to the spe-

cialities, there were the Skin Hospitals, the Small-
jiox Hospitals, and the Consumption Hospitals.

Consumption, it had been well said, was a special

case, because the air of their General Hospitals

was such that consumption cases became rapidly

worse. He (Dr Stewart) thought there was a
debt of gratitude due to tlieir editor (Dr Wyiiter)
for the manner in which he had brought forward
the subject of Special Hospitals. He had done so

with spirit and talent, and in a manner which
had set the puldic talking about it. He believed

that it ha<l something to ilo with the stir which
had taken place upon the subject. As an Asso-
ciation, they owed him thanks for the part he had
taken. (Hear.)

Dr EuwAKD Smith (Loudon) thought that

these resolutions should be taken separately. He •

took it that Dr JIarkham's might stand by itsolf.

He thought the meeting could unanimously con-

cur in the resolution, provided that the Com-
mittee was particularly selected. With regard to •

the origin of Special Hospitals, he did uot be-

lieve that there was any more selfishness in their-

origin, than in that of the General. The origi-

nator of the Eronipton Consumption Hospital

was a Mr Rose, a lawyer. There was not a Me-
dical man as.sociated with the question. The-
origin was purely voluntary. While, theiefovc,,

ho said that Hospitals were established for self-

interest, it did not ap\dy to all, and certainly iiot.

to his own. When Medical men went to Paris to»

complete their education, did they spend ihtiir

time by going where they could see a large va-

riety of cases ? They went to the Special Hospi-
tals—one for the skin, another for childriui, &o_
This was an advantage. Another coiupkuntr.

wdiich they heard was the l;abit of some Medical.

meii seeing their patients at home gi'atuitous[y_

He knew a gentleman, occupj'ing a high posit i<ui^

who saw patients at home, and charged thent.

half-a-guinea, if they could not afford to pay- »
guinea ; and in some instances, where tliey could
get nothing more out of them, they sent the-

patients to the Hospital, lu conclusion, hi^ tUA
uot see why they should reflect on the manaije-

meiit of General Hospitals.

Mr HuTCHixsox (London) hoped tliat tJie-

matter would stand over for a year, when tliey

would be able to arrive at a better conclusion than
if they came to any sudden resolution at the pre-
sent moment. He should like, if the Comiiutv.co:

were appointed, for it to recommend strongly
upon General Hospitals having specialities iiiecwi-

nection with them. He hoped Dr Markhaui would
let his suggestions be put as an aniendnient.

Dr Richardson explained that, in using tlia

terms " selfi.sh " and " hypocritical," he did not
use thein with regard to the gentlemen signing ,

the protest—(Hear, hear)—but only as to the-

mode in which the protest originated. That waa
a very ditt'ercnt question, and he hop«l Sir
Charles Hastings would accept the explanation.

Mr South AM (Manchester) thought tliat the
system of speciality had become such an a1>use,

that the Associates ought to do what tltvir

friends in London did—express their opinions as

to the prcpriely or impropi-iety of going on witli

those establishments. Could they suppose, a*
they had been told, that the gentlemen signing,

this protest had interested motives ? It was im-
possiole to suppose it. They had seen, no doubt,
that the public, as well as the professional Pra'ti-

tioner, had witnessed the injury of speciality in the
Profession. He believed, if these gentlemen luiil

thought speciality better than generality, not i«iio

of them would have signed it. (Hear, hcar.)^

He thought they should do something to tlie-

same effect as had been done in the metropolis,

that Special Hospitals were detrimental. He
would propose a substantive resolution.

Sir Chaki.es Hastings hoped that Mr Southanr
would not do it.

Mr Southam said that his opinion wao, that
Special Hospitals were detrimental to the IVoCes-

sion. He believed there were few Physicians who
were not annoyed by the special gentlemen. Ha
could adduce a number of iustauces of the kiud,
showing how their patients were annually drawa
away from them, under a pretence. He thought
they should say something with regard to tlu'se

Special Hospitals. If the Committee were to ex-

press its opinion on speciality, he had no objection

to withdraw his proposition ; otherwise lie should
press it.

Dr WiLi.iA.M BUDD (Clifton) remarkeii, that-

there could be no doubt that there must be S/)o-

eial Hospitals- for small-pox, fur instance; luitho

always looked upon Sfieclal Hospitals as necessaiy

evils. He thought the only ground on which
cases should be treated in Sjiccial Hosjiitals was,

that there shoidd bo something inherent in tho

nature of these particular diseases rendering it

necessary that they should be special, and exclud-

ing them from General Hospitals. This ap|ieared

the only ground for Special Hospitals. But thuro

were several things inherent in the nature of sonio

of these specialities wliich constituted a great

drawback. The great class of infectious diseases

were dangerous to the attendants. He believed

statistics would prove a largo mortality amotig
those giving assistance in these Special Ilospitals.

No one could estimate the importance of hav iiig a
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person of sucli Jistingiiished ability as Dr Browii-

Seijuard. (Hear). But he must confess that he

thought the diseases of the nervous centres were

the last that should be brought together, espe-

cially when the diseases produced paroxysms
frightful to witness. He thought it necessary to

make these remarks on behalf of the Physicians

and Surgeons of General Hospitals, of whom he
had the honour to be one.

Dr Brown-Skquard (London) said he hoped
they Vi"ould have an opportunity of finding out

what he had said to be trae, that when cases of

epilepsy were received into Genei'al Hospitals, ho
would resign his situation at once.

Dr Vo.sE (Liverpool) could not help entering

his protest against the way the debate had taken.

He thought it of the greatest im|X)rtance to avoid

invidious corai>arisous. After alluding to the dif-

ferent diseases which they were told .should bo
specially dealt with, he said that he thought there

should be some limitation to this subject.

Dr Thudichpm would not further enter into

the merits of the case. That morning he had
entered into an an'angement with Dr Markham by
which his present amendment was to follow his

resolution as a rider. He was, tlierefore, rather

astonished. (A laugh). He felt confideut that

inquiry would report the case to be ten times worse
than he had represented it. He had great plea-

sure in withdrawing his resolution. He had no
doubt that if the Committee was formed on a

basis—and he made that the condition on which
he v/ithdrew his resolution—it would confer upon
them greater benefit than if his proposition had
been carried. (Hear, hear.)

After further remarks, the President put Dr
Markham's resolution, which was carried. The
formation of the Committee was defen-ed to the

next day.

OUR NOTE BOOK.

ON THE MORTALITY OF INFANTS IN

THE MOSCOW FOUNDLING HOSPITAL.

Dr Blumeuthal, Senior Physician to the Moscow
Foundling Hospital, the largest establishment of

the kind in Europe, in tliis paper passes in review
the various causes which favour the mortality of

the inmates of that institution.

1. The first jioint ho notices is the miserable
condition in which most of the infants are, the
fruits of concealed and illicit connexions, their

mothers often midergoing great privations during
the period they bore them. In conformity witli

the experience of all countries, the mortality of

illegitimate far surpasses tliat of legitimate chil-

dren. Moreo^'cr, owing to the central position of

Moscow, these childrcu are brought from a largo

radius, and often only reach tlie establishment
4ays after their birth, frequently exhibiting
various signs of neglect and severe injury. Thus
in the year 1856, one of mean mortality, of

11,762 infants admitted, 135 died within thefii-st

24 hours after admission, 280 did not .sui-vive the
third day, 238 were preuiatmc, and 1,268 ex-

hibited well-marked atro]ihy, giving a total of

1,921, doomed to speedy death independently of

the action of other causes of mortality to be found
within the walls of the hospital.

2. One of the greatest evils is the occasional

deficiency of nurses. At certain times of the
year, especially in summer, the nurses are

obliged to leave the establishment to resume
their field labours, and a number of childi-eu are

deprived of their breasts, and have to bo dis-

tributed among the diminished number of nurses
who remain. In spite of the addition of artificial

food, the infants become the subject of various
di.seases, especially of atrophy. The most careful
efforts have been made to supply the necessary
nutriment by means of the milk of cows kejit

with the greatest care at the establishment, their
milk being administered by means of the sucking-
bottle, and complete watchfuluess and cleauliness

insisted ujion—but all in vain, the infants fast

sinking under diarrhoea, or peiishing from atrophy
witheuteritis. On the other hand, when, after a
defective supply ol nurses, these women return
«gain in numbers suflicient to give each deprived
infant its new nurse, it is fomid that the number
of diseases and the amoiuit of mortality soon
undergo an increase. This arises in part from
the eagerness with which the hmigry infant takes

the rich milk of the new breast, and in part from
the .sudden change of nurse and milk.

3. The Author regards the change of nurses,

which the arrangements of the establishment

renders unavoidable, as a great evil for the infants,

even when the milk they continue to obtain is

sufficient as regards quantity, such change becom-
ing, even in healthy, thriving children, fre-

quently a cause of sudden and severe disease.

4. The next cause assigned by tlie Author is

founded upon a somewhat fanciful idea, viz.,

that disease is generated, not merely by the fact

of a conglomeration of individuals, but especially

when such individuals are of foreign and varied

origin—a kind of, so to speak, human acclimati-

sation being necessary to produce exemption.
Tliis he exemplifies by the breaking out of disease

on the passage of healthy troops through healthy

districts of au enemy's country, &e.—facts expli-

cable on more probable hypotheses. In the
Moscow Hosjatal the 13,000 children and 18,000
nurses annually brought together are derived from
the most opposite regions and difteront conditions

of life ; and these numbers are constantly going
and returinng, so that tlio daily 12,000 chil-

dren and nurses are being made up continually

of difi'erent individuals.

6. Next, we have the more tangible cause-
overcrowding. The number of admissions is so

rapidly on the increase, that while during the
ten years 1764-74 there were only 9,457 infants

admitted, this number had risen to 90, 184 during
the ten years 1844-54, and continues to increase

even still more rapidly. The building not having
been proportionally enlarged, the air, in sjiite of

every attemjit at ventilation and the most anxious
endeavour.s, becomes excessively deteriorated,

especially at night.

6. Epidemic visitations exercise but little direct

influence on children at the breast. It is true

that towards the end of winter aud the spring,

catarrhal and iuflammatoiy atfections of the

re.spiratory organs prevail ; while in the summer
and autumn diarrhoea and inflammatory condi-

tions of the abdominal viscera are frequent. But
any prevailing epidemic wliich may be afl'ecting

the general ]iopulation exerts very little influence

on the health of these infants. Thu.s, during his

nine years' superintendence of the establishment,

the Author has not met with a single case of

scarlatina, although, during this period, the
disease has frequently prevailed in the town, and
has even attacked other inmates of the establish-

ment. Isolated cases of measles have alone been
met with ; and although instances of \arioloid

aud varicella have been of more frequent occur-

rence, they have never taken on any extension.

When cholera or ague have been prevailing in

the town, they have been only met with excep-
tionally and in isolated cases in the hospital.

Small as is the dii-ect influence of epidemic visi-

tations upon these infants, the Author feels con-

vinced that their indirect influence is not insig-

nificant, by reason of the injurious ettect they
exert ujion the mother during i)regnauey. Thus,
when ague or cholera have i-aged epidemically, or

when the genus morborum has given rise to

diseases characterised by depravation of the blood
and di.s2)ositiou to purulent formation, the chil-

dren admitted have been especially feeble aud
miserable.

Such, then, are the circumstances which chiefly

favour the mortality of the establishment. It is

remarkable, however, that while these causes are

more or less stationary, the amount of mortality

occurring among these infants undergoes con-

siderable variation, two successive years scarcely

ever resembling each other in this respect.

During the thirty years 1829-58, it has varied

from 15 '42 to 32 '09 per cent. ; but repeatedly
decreasing or increasing within these limits. Yet
more, tho mortality has never on one occasion

been iu an exact proportion to the amount of

disease. Thus, while in 1S51 the percentage of

disease was 64 '62, that of raortahty was 25 '77;
but in 1857 the jwrcentage of disease was 56'54,

and of niOTtality 32 '09. In the yeara 1855-56
the percentage of disease was almost alike, but
there was almost 5 per cent, dilference in the
mortality : and in the years 1857-68 a diilereuce

of about 1 j>cr cent, iu disease was :u;comi)auied

l>y one of 8 per cent, in the mortality. The year

1854, which furnished .so favourable a percentage
of moi-tality as 16 '64, exhibited the high per-

centage 51 of disease. It is evident that mor-
tality depends upon other causes than the mere

production of disease. Dividing the last thirty

j'ears into three categories accordingly as a mini-
mum, medium, or maximum mortality prevailed,

the Author finds that each of these nearly em-
braces the ten years ; but although convinced
that these variations in amounts of mortality
depend upon some general cause, he is quite un-
able to indicate its natiu'e.

For an exact apjireciation of the rate of mor-
tality in the hospital, it would be very desirable

to compare it with that of other children of the
town of the same age—viz., two montlLS, this

being tlie average ago at which the infants are sent

from the establishment to the village nurses.

The materials for such a comparison, however, do
not exist. An ajiproximative comparison the
Author has attempted from an examination of the
St Petersburg and Mo.scow registers, at least as

regards a large pro)X)rtion of births. In the ten
years 1847-58, of 138,626 infants born in St
Petersburg, 34,746 died within the first year,

giving a mortality of 25'05 for that first year

;

while iu Moscow, for 95,272 births there were
25,953 death.s, or 27'24—the mortality in both
cases being, in the Author's ojiinion, actually

greater. Endeavouring to se|iaratc from these

figures the mortality which affected only the two
first montlis of life, by supposing the proportion
to be similar to that furnished by the Belgian
tables, the Author deduces that such nioi'tality is
13 '46 for St Petersburg, and 14 '64 for Mo.scow.
But these figures relate only to legitimate chil-

dren, wlio are not only conceived aud bom
uuder so much more favourable circumstances,

but are provided afterwards with all the ad-
vantages of a mother's care. To bring the two
conditions at all to an equality, judging from
tables which have been published for Prussia and
elsewhere, at least from 6 to 8 jier cent, must be
added to the mortaUty, which would raise the
mortality to be expected in the hospital to from
20 to 23 per cent. And such is the fact ; for of
245,184 infants admitted between 1829-58, there

have died 55,602, or 22-27 per cent.
— 'Med. Zeit.

Russland,' 1859, Nos. 30, 31, aud 'Medical
Times aud Gazette.'

CAi^'CER OF THE BREAST. — INTERNAL
TREATMENT RECOMMENDED BY PRO-

FESSOR YELPEAU.
In the case of a stout, lymphatic woman, most

probabh' alfected with lardaceous medullary sar-

coma of the breast, with .suspicious swellings in

the axilla, M. Velpeau, imable to pei-suade the

patient to submit to an operation, prescribed the
following mediiation :

1. To take, night and morning, in a cup of in-

fusion of hojis, a tablespoonful of

Aq. destill . . .16 oz.

Potassa" hydriodat. . . 2^ dr.

Tinct. conii . . -14 dr.

2. To drink at meals the mineral water of Bos-
sang or Condillac mixed with wiue.

3. Every eight or ten days to take, a8aua|>enent,
a bottle of Seidlitz water.

4. To take twice a week an alkaline bath.

5. Morning and evening to .anoint the breast

with a mercurial ouitment containing iodine.

—

'Journal of Practicivl Meilicine and Surgery.'

ESCHAROTIC GUTTA-PERCHA AND
CHLORIDE OF ZINC ARROWS.

The amalgamation of gluten powder with chlo-

ride of zinc has iully answered the ex|>ectations

of the inventors, particularly in cases of naso-

pharyngeal polypus. But when it is necessary to

insert these an-ows into sinuses, tliey do not pre-

serve their rigidity, and the softened caxistic soon
becomes a foreign body, which the surgeon has to

extract piecemeal. M. Somme, fir * ' ; -the-

cary, in order to obtain harder an : wer-

ful cylinders, substitutes gutta-per. „ ,_ :iten.

The preparation of this -aBVi escharotic, says

the 'Journal do Chimie Medicale,' is of the

simplest. The gutta-percha .should be softened in

boiling alcohol, and incorporated, in a heated

porcelain mortar, with the chloride of zinc finely

powdered. A mixture of equal jmrts of the in-

gredients is thus effected, wliich is rajudly rolled

on a marble slab into eylindriciil sticks pointed

at their e.xtrcmities ; these aie at once enclosed in

well-dried phials with wide necks, filled with
powdered quicklime and hermetically sealed.—
'Journal of Practical Medicine and Surgery.'
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ox THE DISEASES OF PRINTERS.
Dr Van Holsbeek having enumerated the

diseases resulting from ovemork, from intem-
perance, want of cleanliness, vicious hahits, pro-

tracted watching, &c., proceeds to speak of the
morbid affections more specially belonging to the
printer's art. Fissures of the lips, of varying
depths, are of frequent occurrence ; at other
times tumours are developed on the inner surface
of the same parts, which are nothing else than
follicles whose excretory ducts are closed. These
tumours sometimes inflame, become highly pain-
ful, rapidly ulcerate, and assume a cancerous
appearance. Such aBections of the lips are
owing to the habit some compositors have of
putting into their mouth the types still moist
with the fluid which has served to wash them.
Dyspepsia is frequent, as is diarrhcea ; the latter
is, however, of a transitory and mild nature.
Among the most common affections are those of
the respiratory jias.sages, of which laryngitis and
bronchitis are the principal

;
pleuritis is rare

;

pleuropneumonia is frequent and severe. These
diseases are favoured by the curved position which
the printers are obhged to maintain during their
work, particularly when they correct on the forms,
and still more by the night-work, by gas-light, by
the dust and emanations in places often confined
and badly ventilated. Nearly twenty-five per
cent, of printers die of tuberculosis, either
hereditary or acquired. Disea.ses of the heart
prevail among the pressmen ; hseraorrhoids aic
rare

; varices and varicose ulcers are of frequent
•occurrence ; the compositoi-s wlio correct on the
form frequently suffer from cerebral congestions
and hicniorrhage. Among nervous diseases we
observe tremor of the hands, against which the
Author successfully employs the electric current.
Saturnine colic and paralysis are rarer than
formerly

; an improvement due principally to the
difference in the composition of the materials of
which the type is made, to the precaution of
cleaning it from dust, as well as frequently rub-
Ding the bo.ves which contain it : lastly, to the
care of the workmen, who no longer put the
letters in their mouth. Hernia is common, par-
ticularly among the pressmen ; in them we occa-
monally observe distortion of the joints of the
fingers. Fissures and callosities form on the
thumb and index fmger of the right hand, on
account of the rouglmess of tlie characters, par-
ticularly if they are new and damp with the
matters \vith which they are polished ; moreover,
in consequence of the habits the printers have of
wasluiig themselves with alkaline water or bad
Boaj). Amblyopia and myopia, so very prevalent
among typographists, terminate the sketch drawn
by the Author of the diseases of this interesting
class of artisans, with whom we are in daily con-
tact, and whose intelligence and diligence we
have constant reason to admire.— ' Lo Spcri-
meutale, December, 1859, p. 560, and ' DubUn
tiuarterly Journal.'

BIRTHS.
HowisoN-.—August —, at Cambo, Northumber-

land, the wife of James Howison, Surgeon, of
a son. '

KiRBY.—August 13, at Taviton street, Gordon
s<iuare, the wife of E. A. Kirby, M.D., of a
daughter.

Tai-nton.—August 13, at St Austell. Cornwall
the wife of W. Taunton, M.D., of a son.

MARRIAGES.
Oamoee-Pabker. -August 9, at the Pari-sh

Church, Handsworth, Joseph Sanip.son Garagee,
Esq M.R.C.S Surgeon to the Queen's Hos-
pital^ Birmingham, to Marion, second daughter
of the late William Norton Parker, Kwk, of
fcughaston. i > '

Ransom.—Bkamwell.

DEATHS.
FosBEOOKE.—August 2, at Loughborough, Lei-

cestershire, Edward Fosbrooke (in practice prior

to 1815), in his 90th year.

Meggison.—August 3, at Bolam Vicarage, Dr
J. N. Meggison, aged 41.

MoTT.—August 13, at Church Strettou, Shrop-
shire, aged 70, Mary Jane, wife of Charles
Mott, Esq., M.R.C.S.

Parsox.s.—July 21, at New York, Henry L.

Parsons, M.D., aged 39.

Thomas.—August 4, of consumption, David
Thomas, of Trefigsi, Llandilo, Medical Stu-
dent at tlie London Hospital, aged 28.

Thompson.—August 11, at the house of his sister,

Vale Lodge, Sutton, Surrey, Theophilus Thomp-
son, M.D., F.R.S., of llpper George street,

Portman square, aged 53.

TowLE.— June 28, at the Island of St Thomas,
West Indies, on his passage home. William
Henry Towle, of Nuneaton, Warwickshire,
M.R.C.S. Eng,, aged 25.

TnoTTER.—August 4, at Summei-hill, County
Meath, David Trotter, F.R.C.S. Ireland,

aged 66.

W1L.SON.— August 6, at Terallv, Kirkmalden,
Robert Wilson, M.D.

Wright.—June 17, at Ootacamond, East Indies,

Senior Apothecary John Wright, late in Medical
charge of Vingoria.

MEDICAL NEWS.

wray square Tynemouth, Northumberland

ChZl'''^^T'i~^"f^^*' 2, at Marylebone

1 son of Samuel Sedgwick, M.D., of the Island

*1 Louu Bos«, Esq., of St John's wooJ.

Apothecaries' Hall.—The following gentle-
men passed their examination in the .science and
practice of M'dicine, and received certificates to
practise, on Thursday, August 9th, 1860 :—Frank
Harvey Biowne, Stowe Maries, Es.sex ; James
Howard Clarke, Gerrard street, Soho ; Henry
Boothby Dow, Hanwell, Berkshire ; John Jones,
Tir Bach House, Llanelly ; William Jas. Mallett,
Bolton-le- Moors ; George Henry Stnitt, Tutbury,
Staflbrdshire.—The following gentlemen also on
the same day passed their first examination :

—

James Appleyard, London Hospital ; Charles
Ballard, Guy's Hospital ; John Edwin Davey,
Guy's Hospital ; Edward Green, Guy's Hospital

;

Baker Greenwell, Qneen's terrace, St John's wood
;

Henry Thomas Lauchester, St Bartholomew's
Hospital

; John Tanner, Guy's Hospital ; Joseph
Todd, Birmingham.
Royal College of Surreoks.—The Museum

and Library of this Institution will be closed
during the month of September.

^
UNivER.siTi- OF London.—At a meeting of

Convocation, held at Burhngton House on the
8th inst., for the purjwse of nominating three
persons out of whom the Crown is to select one
to fill up a vacancy in the Senate, the followuig
gentlemen were returned :—Mr George Jessef
M.A.

; George Johnson, M.D. ; and the Rev.
Albert Crick, M.A. Their names are arranged
according to their places on the poll.

St Thomas's Hospital.—The Rev. Ottywell
Robinson, M.A., of Trinity College, Cambridge,
Curate of St Mary Magdalene Church, Bermond-
sey, ha.s been ajipointed an Assistant-Hospitaller
of St Thomas's Hospital, Southwark.

Wf,.stmin8ter Hospital.-The Governors of
the Westminster Hospital have determined upon
erecting a new post-mortem theatre, and making
certain alterations in the buildings occupied by
the anatomical department of the medical school,
with the view of affording better accommodation
to the increasing numljcr of [mpils of this rising
institution. We hear that these improvements
are already in hand, and will bo completed by the
winter se-ssion.

Epizootics in RtT.«iA.—The Rnssian papers
state that a contagious disease has just broken
out in the neighbourhooil of St Peterslnirgh,
called Pestis Syberi», or Carbunculus. It princi-
pally attacks domestic animals.
Marriages in Paris : Relative Age.s of

THE Brides.—Out of 1000 marriages, it was
found, in lately consulting the official register,
that 32 women were from 15 to 16 years old • lOo'
from 16 to 17 ; 219, from 18 to 19 ; 233, from 20
to 21 ; 105, from 22 to 23 ; 103, from 24 to 25-
60, from 26 to 27 ; 45, from 28 to 29 ; 18, fron!
30 to 31 ; 14, from 82 to 33 ; 8, from 34 to 86 •

2, from 36 to 37 ; and 1, from 38 to 39.
'

Mortality in Government Emigration.—
The mortality on the whole cnngration conducted
by the Emigration Commissioners during the

year 1859 amounted to 104 out of 10,581, equal
to '98 per cent. This satisfactory result is due,
the Commissioners say, in great measure, to the
reduction which they constantly keep in view in
the number of young children on board their

ships, and also to the experience and ability of
the surgeons whom they are now able to retain
in their service. In the seven years that have
elapsed since the 1st of Jamiarj-, 1853, the mor-
taUty in 524 emigrant ships sent out by the
Commissioners, carrying 172,233 souls, has
amounted to only 2266, equal to 1-31 per cent.
Of the 52 surgeons despatched to Australia, the
Cape, and the East Indies, in their .ships last

year, 2 only were untried men : of the remaining
50, 3 had made one previous voyage ; 3 had made
two previous voyages ; 10, three ; 13, four ; 8
five ; 7, six ; 3, seven ; 1, eight ; 1, nine ; and
1, eleven.

Lay Medical Missionary to Africa. —

•

The Committee of the Church Missionaiy Society
have accepted as a lay medical missionary to the
Yoruba Mission in Africa, Dr Arthur Aylett
Harrison (B.A. 1853, Trinity College, Cambridge,
24th Wrangler and 1st Class Natural Science
Tripos). Dr Harrison was previously educated
at Rugby, and has, subsequently to his first

degi-ee, after visiting Natal, been pursuing the
study of medicine in St Bartholome^v's Hospital.
MM. Martin Magron and Buis.son have made

a very extensive experimental investigation into
the comparative action of strychnia and woorara
on the central nervous system, and the results of
their experiments lead them to the conclusion
that woorara acts on the motor nerves in the same
way as stiychnia ; and consequently, that, in this
respect, there is no antagonistic action, such as it
has been stated exists between strychnia and
woorara.

Criminal Lunatics.—An Act has just been
jxissed to amend the Act regulating the Queen's
Prison. Prisoners sent to Betldehem Hospital
under the former Act may now be removed, and
be dealt with as if they were persons of sound
mind. All lunatics removed to places from Beth-
lehem Ho.spital are to be under the provisions of
the Lunacy Acts.

Increase of Population in the Second
Quarter of I860.—The Registrar-General says :— " In the 91 days of the quarter the births ex-
ceeded the deaths by 63,036. Tins excess repre-
sents the natural increase of the jiopulation in
that period : the increase aided by ingress from
Scotland, Ireland, and more distant parts, is more
considerable

; and at the present time it is proba-
bly very near the truth to state that Ejigland and
Wales contain a population of twenty millions.
The emigi-ation of the last quarter consisted of
48,626 persons, who sailed from ports in the
United Kingdom at which there are (tovenmient
emigration officers. By distributing 8260, who are
not distinguished as regards the country of their
birth, proportionally over the re.st who are thus
distinguished, it appears that 9437 were Enghsh,
3461Scotch, 33,4381rish, and2290;weif.foreigners.
'The United States was the destmatiou of Siree-
fourths of the whole number. Of the English
•migrants, 5945 chose the United States, 2792 the
Australian Colonies. Although in the einigration
to America the Irish were five times as numerous
as the English, a considerably less number of the
former, as compared with the latter, went to Aus-
traUa

;
while as regards persons of Scotch orji'iu

it is remarkable that nearly as many went tolhc
North American Colonies as to the United States
and more than twice as many went to Australia as
to either of those parts of America. National
character is in part the cause of these differences

;
but they are chiefly to be referred to the better or
worse condition in life of the emigrants."
Report of the Select Committee on

Lunatics.—The Report of the Select Committee
appointed to inquire into the operation of the
Acts of Parliament and regulations for the caro
and treatment of lunatics and their pro[ierty, has
just been published. The number of lunatics is
on the increase. Taking the figures as they stand,
it appears, that out of 600 people in England and
Wales, one at least is incapable of managing him-
self and his affairs. Evidence shows that public
nsylunis are so carefully attended to, that but little

alteration is required in the law ; the chief evil is
the detention of a large number of pauper lunatics
in workhouses. The Committee are of opinion
tliat no jierson should be detained iu a workhouse
resijecting whose sanity a doubt exists without a
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Medical certificate, renewable quarterly, stating

that the patient is a proper patient to be kept in

the workhouse ; that there should, if possible, be

distinct wards for such patients, with distinct at-

tendance ; that tlie guardians of the union should

specially visit such patients once in each quarter,

and make a special entry on each such visit of

their state and condition ; that the commissioners

should also visit them at least once in each year,

and that the same power of removing any i)atient

to an asylum should be given to the commis-
sioners as tliat which the justices now luive.

Private asylums are considered under various

heads. The Committee think that some liouses,

both in the metropolis and in the country, are

not well suited to the pm'pose, and they tliiuk it

would be advisable that, except in cases to bo

specially allowed by the visitors or commissioners,

the proprietor, or, in case of joint ownership, one
of the proprietors, should, as regards futiu'e li-

cences, be required by law to reside on tlie spot.

Under the second head, namely, tlie circumstances

under which the patiinit may be placed under
restraint, and the safeguards provided for the pro-

priety of his couiiuement, they observe that the

Medical certificate should be clear in its state-

ment, and accurately framed. If such certificates

were verified before a magistrate, it would operate

as a check on too hasty a conclusion. Secondly,

the Committee recommend .that the certificate

authorising the detention should be limited in the

first instance to three months. It is now granted

for an indefinite pei'iod. Thirdly, they recom-

mend that the order for receiving the patient into

the asylum should not be effective unless the ap-

plicant had himself seen the patient within tln-eo

months of his signing the order. Fourthly, tliat

a copy of the order and Medical ccitfiicates should

be sent to the commissioners within twenty-four

hoiirs ; and fifthly, that the patient should, as

soon as possible, be visited by the commissioners,

or by some persons acting directly under their

authority. The next subject considered by tlie

Committee is the treatment of the patient wliilo

in the asylum. The Committee think tlie late

recommendation of the commissioners, that it

should be made compulsory upon the friends of

all private patients to see them periodically, de-

serves consideration. The j;*-i)»(t fanic right both
of receiving visits and of corresponding should,

it is remarked, be secured to the patients, and
should never be refused by the authorities, except

on specified grounds. A power might with ad-

vantage be given to the commissioners and visitors

of ordering the temporary discharge upon trial of

a patient in a private asylum. It would be an
improvement in the law if the Jiotice of recovery

of patients, which is sent to the commissioners or

visitors after fourteen day.s' interval, were required

to be sent simultaneously with the notice of re-

covery which is sent to the relations. On the ad-

vantages and disadvantages of confining patients

in single houses other than their own, there is

considerable conflict of opinion. In one thing,

however, all the witnesses are agreed, that this

class of patients ought to be brought under su-

pervision of the commissioners, and the Commit-
tee think it .should be made penal for any Medical
man to receive any such patient without ap])ris-

ing the commissioners of it. As respects criminal

lunatics, the measures which have been recently

taken, and tlie State Asylum which is being

erected at Broadmoor, will, the Committee think,

ensure better classification and supervision. The
commissioners may advantageously be required to

visit this State Asylum, but the discretionary

power of partially or entirely restoring a patient

to liberty should be vested in the Secretary of

State for tlie Home Department. The foregoing

recommendations would probably require some
alteration in the law as regards the commission

;

but, as tlie.commissioners are of opinion that they
could discharge the increased duties without any
permanent addition either to their number or to

their staff, tlie Committee abstain from any
recommendation on the subject.— ' Medical Times
and Gazette.'

The Colney Hatch Case.—The following
Medical evidence in this case will be read with
interest :—Mr James Luke, Vice-President of the
Royal College of Surgeons, Senior Surgeon of the
London Hospital, and Surgeon to St Luke's Hos-
pital for Lunatics, deposed ; I have had cousider-

able experience as a Surgeon, particularly with
reference to tb.c treatment of lunatics. I see all

the patiei;ts as lulmilted to ,St Luke's. I have

heard the evidence in this case, especially the
Medical evidence with regard to the post-mortem
examination. In my opinion the deceased man
Swift died from the general injuries described,

which, ill my judgment, must have lx;en inflicted

at one and the same time. I should think that
death followed speedily on those injuries. I be-

lieve it to be impossible that a person who had
received such injuries coidd walk about in appa-
rently good healtli, his constitution exhibiting no
derangement, and his pulse giving no indication

that he had been injured. The fact of the person
injured being a lunatic would not make auy ma-
terial difference. The injuries might be produced
by external pressure without producing any ex-

ternal marks of violence. I do not tliiuk the

injuries could have been inflicted on the previous

AVednesday. There is no statement in the Medical
evidence of inflammation having occurred, which
I should have expected had the injury been in-

flicted on the Wedjiesday. Had tliere been
inflammation, the pulse would have been affected.

The respiration also would have been extremely
difficult— that is, supposing the patient could

so long have survived such injuries. Cross-ex-

amined : I do not judge solely from the absence
of evidence of inflammation in forming my
opinion that the injuries could not have been re-

ceived on Wednesday, but that is one of my
reasons. A man might have his sternum and
eleven ribs broken without any external cccliy-

niosis. That might be, though the injury was
done by kicks or blows, if he had his clothes on.

I do not think that blows with the fist alone

could have done all this mischief. I differ fi'om

the other Medical witnesses in saying that these

injuries must necessarily have been accompanied
with ecchymosis, and that the injuries miglit have
been inflicted on Wednesday. A man with one

or two ribs broken might go on a day or two
without exhibiting much inconvenience, but not

without any. His being a lunatic would make no
material difference. I dilfer from Dr Tucker in

thinking that it would. I have known cases

where lunatics have injured themselves and have

made no complaint. Among lunatics there are

occasional instances of insensibility to pain, but

in such cases there are other symptoms. There

are other symptoms in this case. My impression

is, that the fractured ribs and sternum would
have caused death immediately. Maniacs some-

times hurt themselves and do not complain. Mr
Lewis : If the ribs had been fractured on the

Wednesday, would that have caused death on the

Saturday ? Witness : I think it would have

caused death at once, and he certainly would not

have lii'ed till Saturday without exhibiting very

distressing symptoms, which could not have been

masked.—Mr Kichard Partridge, one of the Coun-

cil of the Royal College of Surgeons, and Profes-

sor of Anatomy at King's College, confirmed the

evidence of Jlr Luke. He knew from his own
experience that injuries precisely similar to those

described might be produced wit Lout the slightest

external mark. Cross-examined : It is impos-

sible that a man could have received these injuries

on the Wednesday without exhibiting signs of

them until Saturday. Re-examined: 1 have no
doubt that all tlie internal injuries—the fracture

of the ribs and sternum, and the rupture of the

loin—were caused at one and the same time. All

might be produced by a man kneeling on the body

of the deceased. To Mr Lewis : Those injuries

might be produced by a man falling from a height,

but certainly not by his falling in a fit while in a

room.
Routine.—Mr T. Duncombe lately moved for

a cojiy of aU instructions sent by the Privy

Council Office or Poor-law Board to Boards of

Guardians authorising expenditure on prosecu-

tions of persons for refusing or neglecting to have

their children vaccinated, with a number of other

particulars respecting vaccination. The return

was ordered, but the proper authorities answered

that no such instructions had been issued, and

there were no means of supplying the other

iuformatiou asked for. As the return, therefore,

was useless, it might have been sujiposed that

nothing further would be done with it ; but the

House of Commons sent it through the usual

course and ordered it to be printed, and several

hundred copies have just been printed accordingly.

Twenty-eight columns are drawn out in solemn

array, each headed with a descrijition of the

information it was to contain, but all left blank ;

and then at the foot is a statement that there is

nothing to state. Every compositor, printer's
reader, and ]iressnian concerned might as well
have been at craukwork.

Piio.spi[oRrs IX Pla.nts.—M. B. Coreuwindcr
read lately before the French Academy of Sciences
a rlsumi of his studies,oii this subject. Young
jilants give ashes rich in phosphoric acid ; but
after maturity the grain, or fruit, stalks, and
leaves contain but a small proportion. Pho.sphoric
acid in plants is found in close combination witli

nitrogenous matters. The organs of the jilant

destitute of nitrogen and not required for its

alimentation are also destitute of phosphates ; but
the pollen of flowers and the sjiores of crypto-

gamia contain a considerable portion of pho.>phoric

acid. Marine plants growing on rocks also con-

tain much phosphate.
Statistics of Ampdtatioxs.—A fearful iiistanc-e

of the mischief arising from operations and bad hos-
pital atmosphere is related of the result of the " puns"
surgery ofthe Constantinople Hospitals from the ])eriod

of the battle of the Alma to the end of the campaign.
All amputations at or near the hip-joint died at onc«

;

whereas those exactly similar cases sent away and
operated on under better hospital conditions by tb£
French at Marseilles or in Paris did very welL
Nearly all amputations engaging large bones, even
fractures of such bones, were rapidly followed by
pya;niia. Of 490 amputations of all kinds— several

of them of the upper extremity, which ou'jht never
to die—192 terminated fatally, and 32 out of 49 dis-

articulations exhibited a like issue ; nor is the
general result of the treatment under the malignant
influence of the hospital atmosphere of the French
hospitals anything better. Their total number of
amputations was 639, of which 419 were primary
and 220 secondary ; the primary of all o]>eration8

(but that at the hip-joint, which seems to be an ex-
ception to the otherwise general rule) furnishing
more than one-half cures—the secondary o]>erations

(whatever Mr Skey may urge to the contrary), baing
by far the worst cases, yielding, from their long coi>-

tinuance in hospital, 73 cures and 147 deaths.

AFFOlNTilEXTS FOK THE WEEK.
Wednesday, A ugitsl 22.

Operations at Middlesex Hospital, 1 p.m. : St
Marj''s Hospital, 1 p.m. ; University College Hos-
pital, 2 p.m. ; Royal Orthopaedic Hospital, a p.m.

Thursday, August 23.

Operations at St George's Hospital, 1 p.m.

;

Central London Ophthalmic Hospital, 1 p.m..;

London Hospital, IJ p.m. ; Great Northern
Hospital, King's Cross, 2 p.m.

London Home.—2 p.m.
Friday, August 24.

Operations at Westminster Ophthalmic Hospital,

IJ p.m.
Saturday, August 25.

Operations at St Thomas's Hospital, 1 p.m. ; St
Bartholomew's Hospital, IJ p.m. ; King's College

Hospital, li p.m. ; Charingtross Hospital, 2 p.m.
Monday, August 27.

Operatiotis at the Royal Free Hospital, 2 p.m-
Metropolitan Free Hospital, 2 p.m.^

Tuesday, August 28.

Operations at Guy's Hospital, 1.^, p.m. ; Westmin-
ster Hospital, 2 p.m.

BOOKS RECEIVED FOR REVIEW.
On the Invention of Stereoscopic Glasses for Single

Pictures. By T. Wharton Jones, F.R.S. Loudon :

John Churchill.

Proceedings of the Second Annual Meeting of the.

London Surgical Home.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

A SuBscniKEB FROM THE Beginxixg shoiild coni-

muuicate with the Editors of the ' Directories.'

Dr PiEKSOX.—Communication with enclosure re-

ceived.

Omeoa. —The New Sydenham Society is prospering.

You should apply to Mr Hutchinson, the secretary.

No entrance-fee is required.

Medicus (Bridport).—1st. No.—2ud. No,

Dr H. C—We cannot see the probable advantage of

the course you suggest. Yon had better wait to

see what the Committee of the British .Medical

Association will recommend. Unity, and not di-

vision, should be the end arrived at
Mr Fleming.—Received.

Mr Simpson.—Yes ; in October.

A Union Surgeon.—Note received. We cannot

gii'e you a satisfactory reply.

Dr Mackenzie is thanked for his inthnation.

An L.S.A.—Not at present.

W. W.—1st. You would be eligilde for examination

after due attendance npon the required course of

study.-2nd. Glasgow, if convenient to you, is a
good school.

Kerpov wishes to know if a General Pnictitioner,

not conducting a i-etail business, is liable to bava
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his weights and measiires inspected by the ordinary

officer ! We are not aware that there is any ex-

emption in favour of Medical Practitioners ; but

as it is a power that may be exercised offensively,

perhaps some of our readers may be able to give

more specific information.

Mediccs reminds us that the principal writers in the

Medical journals are engaged in denouncing

Special Hospitals and Specialists. We are aware

of the fact in two or three instances ; or at least

that these gentlemen are trying to become such,

and are looking out for a chance. It would not

surprise us to be told that the most rabid articles

have been written by a tolerably well-known
Specialist. Oar correspondent ought to know that

it is too common for public writers to express

sentiments not so much in accordance with their

own practice, as in accordance with the supposed

opinion of the majority whom they address. This

practice has led to the" inconsistency and humbug
-of raotlem journalism.

A>" Old Subscriber.—1st. The question is an open

one ; but it seems to us that the College must ob-

tain a new Charter beforehand.—2nd. We do not

know; you should write to the War Office.—3rd.

We are unable to inform you of the amount of

salary paid to Inspectors of Mines, or the amount
of their travelling expenses.

As Aduieeh.—Who is "Winslow?" Our admirer

speaks in parables ; and, unfortunately, we are not

quick at unravelling mysteries or jokes. Our
correspondent, if he be not insane, evidently

means to be sarcastic— either upon us, or the per-

son he calls " Winslow ;" but we cannot compre-

hend the enigma. We hope "Admirer" will ex-

plain his own joke ; we can see nothing in it but

its spitefulness.

Chlobodtne.

To the Editor of the Medical Circular.

Sib,—Injustice to myself ami the Medical Pro-

fession at large, I beg you will insert these few

lines to correct an erroneous impression. Your
observations in last week's journal are suggestive

respecting the composition of Chlorodyne.

The formula publ).shed as Dr Ogden's Analysis

purporting to be Clilorodyne is cjuite incorrect
;

synthesis will readily prove this. Not only dues

it differ in appearance and taste, but its action on

the system will be found quite dissimilar.

Yours obediently,

J . T. DAVENroBT.
8-3 Great Russell street,

Bloomsbury, August 18th.

Mr Milton's continuation of his papers has been
received, and shall have early insertion.

Dr P,iBK (Broughton Feny).—Received.
Dr Aldruxje's communication has been received,

but arrived too late for consideration this week.
A Subscriber.—The Degree would not be recognised.

iii Warry.—Note received.

St Bai'tliolomew's Hospital
amIMBLiICAL COLLEGE —Tliu WINTER SESSION

will comincnce on OCTOBER 1st. with an INTRO-
DUCTORY ADDRESS by Mr SAVORY, at Eight o'clock

p m.
LECTURES.

Medicine—Dr Baly and Dr Kirkes.
8urgt*n'—.Mr Lawrence.
Descriiitive Anatomy—Mr Skey and Mr Holdcn.
Phy>*i'>l'>Ky and General Anatomy—Mr Savory.
Chemistry—Dr Franklan*!
8iirM.'riiit('n'k-nee of Dis-sections—Mr Callender and Mr

Smith.

BUMMER SESSION, 1861, commencing MAY 1st

Materia Medica—Dr F. Farro.
Botany*

—

Forensic- Medicine—Dr Black.
Midwifery, ic.—Dr West
Comparative Anatomy*

—

Pra«;tical Chemistry—Dr Franklandand Mr Atfield.

* Tliese Lectureships on Botany and Comparative
Anatomy lia\',; been recentlj- vacated, but the names of
the Lectiir.;rs will \tc shortly announced.
Hospital Practice.—The Hospital contains C50 beds,

and reli<-f is atTtmled t4j more than 90,000 Patii-nts annually.
The In-Pntifnts are visited daily by the Physicians and
R 1 Clinical Lectures are delivered—On the
^' by Dr Burrows, Dr Farre, and Dr Black

;

'' l1 Cases, by Mr Lawrence, Mr Stanley. Mr
Liny. I. .lun Mr Skey. Tlie Out-Patieuts are attended
daily liy the Assistant-Physieians and A-wiataut-Surgeons.
Coi.LKoiATK FIsTABLisHMCMr. — Students Can reside

within the Hospital walls, subject to the rules of the
C"ll'-Ki''ite system, estaljlisht-d uniier the Direction of the
Treasurer and a Committee of Governors of the Hospital.
Seme of the Teachers and other Gentlemen connected
with the Hospital also receive Students to reside with
thejn

"
- - PiuzF-s, ETC.— .\t the end of the Winter

•~ a will l>c held fur Two Scholarshljis
'. tf>r the year. The Examimition for

*'"'* '-s of Merit will take i)lacc at the end
of till'

'.

1 r lime r Sessions.
••''"" >n may t« obtained from Mr Paget,

D^Kil^ -, .',ii li .I'ien, or any of the Medical or Surgical
OfTicvj « or Lecturers ; or at the Anatomical Museum or
XlUrary.

J. ALDERMAN,
PATENTEE INVENTOR, AND MANUFACTURER

' OF THE

GRADUATING SPINAL FRACTURE AND GENERAL INVALID COUCHES, CHAIRS,

CARRIAGES AXD EVERY OTHER DESCRIPTION OF ARTICLE KEQUIRBD BY INVALIDS.

MANUFACTORY, 8 DENMARK STREET; SHOW ROOMS, 10 SOHO SQUARE,

st Thomas's MedicalSession.

A General INTRODUCTORY ADDRESS will he delivered

by R. D. GRAINGKR, E.sq., F.R.b., ou MONDAY, lat

OCTOBER. 1n6i). at Ei>,'ht o'clock p.m.

The DISTRIBUTION of PRIZES wiU take place early

in the Session. * i. , *

Gentlemen liave the option of paying £40 for Uie n.-.st

year, a similar sum for the second, and £10 for each

succeeding year ; or £90 at one payment, as perpetual.

A rumour having been current tliat this Hospital will

shortly be removed to another site, it la thought desirable

to contradict such report.

PRIZES AND APPOINTMENTS FOR 1860-61.

Voluntarj' Matriculatinn Examinations are held early

in Octoljer, and Prizes arc given in each of the three follow-

ing divisions

:

Ist. In Mathematics, Classics, and Ancient History.

The President's Pri2c of 20 Guineas. *
2nd. In Physics and Natural History. A College Prize

of £20.
3rd In Modem Languages and Modem Hutory. A

College Prize of £J0.

THE TITE SCHOLARSHIP, founded by W. Tite,

Esq.. MP, F.R.S., the proceeds of £1,000 Consols, tenable

for three years.

To the Three most distinguished Pupils for General

Proflciency in each year, the following Prizes are awarded ;

FIRST YEAR'S STUDENTS.
lat. The Trea8urer"s Priie of 30 Guineas. 2nd. A College

Prize of £20. 3rd. A College Prize of £10
SECOND YEAR'S STUDENTS.

Ist. A College Prize of £30. 2nd. A College Prize of £20.

3rd. A CoUege Pri7.e of £10.

The Dressers and the Clinical Clerks arc awarded to

merit, after examination.
THIRD YEAR'S STUDENTS.

Ist. A College Prize of £30. 2nd. A CoUege Prize of £20.

Srd. A College Prize of £10.

Mr Geo. Vaoouan's Cheselden Medal. The Treasurer's

Gold Medal
Mr Newman SmxH'a Prize of £5 for the best Essay on

"Neuralgia."
Th(* Two House Surgeons, the Resident Accoucheurs,

and the Dressers are periodically selected, and are provided

with Rooms and Commons in the Hospital, free of

expense.
Two HospiUl Registrars at an Annual Salary of£40 each,

or one at £80.
Students of each year are classed acconling to their

respective total merits in the examinations, and all of the

First Class receive Certificates of Honor.

MEDICAL OFFICERS.
Dr Roots. Consulting Physician ; Mr Green, Consulting

Surgeon ; Dr Barker, Dr J. Risdon Bennett. Dr Goolden,
Dr Peacock, Dr Bristowe, Dr Brinton, Mr Stjuth. Mr
Ma-kniurdo, Mr Solly. Mr Le Gro.s Clark. Mr Simon, Dr
Waller, Dr Clapton, Mr Sydney Jones, Mr Whitfield.

Clinical Instruction is given at stated times by the
Medical and Surgical OfHcers ; and Special &fcdical Clinical

Lectures, by Dr Barkwr. Ophthalmic Surgerj-, Mr Mack-
murdo ; Midwifery, Dr Waller and Mr Ger\-is ; Dental
Suigerj', Mr Elliott ; Medical Tutors, Mr Allingham and
Mr Oervis.

Medicine—Dr Peacock. Suigery, Mr Le Gros Clark.

Physiology — Dr Brinton. Descriptive AnaU^my — Mr
Sydney Jone«. Anatomy in the Dissecting Room—Mr
Rainey. Assistant Demonstrator—Mr J. Croft. Chemistry-

and Practical Chemistry—Dr All>ert J. Bernays. Mid-
iniferj-— Dr Waller. Practical Midwifery — Mr Gervis.

General Pathology — Mr Simon. Botany— Dr Clapton.
Comparative Anatomy—Mr W. M. Ord. Materia Medica

—

Dr Bristowe. Forensic Medicine — Dr Stone. Public
Health—Dr Headlam Grecnhow. Demonstrations Morbid
Anatomy — Dr Edmund Montgomery. Microscopical
Anatomy—Mr Rtiney.
Students can reside with some of the Officers close to the

Hospital.
The Committee of tlie " Nightingale Fund " has arranged

with the authorities of St Thomas's, for educating women
as Hospital Nurses, who, on the satisfactory comjdetion of
one yearns training, will l>e considered eligible to receive

appointments as Nurses in the Metropolitan or Provincial
Hospitals.

Ai'plications can be macle imor to next Midsummer to

Mrs W. W. Wardroper, at St Thomas's Hospital.

The Patients are admitted daily at Half-past Eleven a.m.,

and the Out- Patients seen at Ilalf-jiafit Twelve daily.

To enter, or obtain Pmsiwctuses. the Conditions of the
Tite Hrh.ilarship, and furtlier information, apply to Mr
WHITFIELD, Medical Secretary, resident at tlie HosplUl.

8t Mary's Hospital Medical
SCHOOL.—Tiic WINTER SESSION will commenc

onMONDAY. OCTOBER 1st, at Eight o'clock p.m., with

an INTRODUCTORY ADDRESS by Dr TYLER SMITH,
after which a Conversazione will be held in the Museum.

It is a distinctive characteristic of St Mary's Hospital
that its Mc'lical Appointments are conferred upon the

Pupils without additional fee. Three Resident Medical
Officers are appointed for Twelve Mouths, and one^ the

Obstetric Otticer, for Six Months, all of whom board free

of every expense in the Hospital. The money-value ofthe.se

five appointments far exceeds as many Scliolarships of £oO
each. Four non-Resident Medical Officers are also selected

from the best-qualified Students.

Physicians—Dr Alderson, Dr Chambers, Dr Sibson,
Dr Hautlfleld Jones, Dr Sicveking, and DrMarkhara.

Surgeons—Mr Coulson, Mr Lane, Mr Ure, Mr Si>eucer
Smith, Mr Walton, luid Mr James Lane.

Physician-Accoucheur—Dr Tyler Smith.
Ophthalmic Surgeon—Mr White Cooi>er.

Aural Surgeon—Mr Toynbee.
Surgeon-Dentist—Mr Sercoinbe.

LECTURES. —Clinical Medicine — Dr Aldei-son, Dr
Charaber.-i, and Dr Sibson. Clinical Sui-gisry — Mr
Coulson, Mr Lane, and Mr Ure. Medicine—Dr Cham-
bers and Dr Sibson. Surgery — Mr Coulson and Mr
Si>encer Smith. Physiology and Morbivi Anatomy—Dr
Markham and Mr James Lane. .^Vnatomy—Mr James Lane
and Mr Ga-scoyen. Opemtions on the Dead Body—Mr
Walton. Dissections — Mr Gascoyen and Mr Davy.
ChemLstry and Practical Chemistry—Mr Field. Mid-
wifery—Dr Tyler Smith and Dr Graily Hewitt Materia
Medica—Dr Sievekjng. Botany—Dr Dresser. Medical
Jurisprudence—Dr Sanderson. 0]dithalmic Surgery—Mr
White Coi>per. Aural Surgery— Mr Toyulx^e. Dental
Surgery—Mr Ser«*omlje. Comparative Anatomy—Dr Graily
Hewitt. Natural Philosophy—Mr Smalloy.

Tae In-Palients are visited daily by the Medical Officers,

and the Out-Patients aie also attended daily by the
Physicians and Surgeons in c.liarge of them. During Uie
past year relief was affi>rded to 1.j49 In-Patients and to
13,727 Out-Patients. A Maternity Deiwrtnient is also

attached to the Hospital.
Students are required to perform the duties of Clinical

Clerks and Dressers, in each Session, during the last two
years of their curriculum.
SciiOL\asHiP, PaiZKs, etc.—In addition to the Medical

Appointments mentioned above, a Scholarship in Anatomy
of the aimual value of £25 is offijred to the Studeuts.
Examinations for Prizes will take place at the end of each
Session.

Tlie Fee for the Hospital Practice and Lectures required
by the College of Surgeons and Society of AiMJthecariea is

£89 .'js., which may be paid by instalments.
Furtlior infonnation may be obtained on application to

the Dean of the School, who will also furnish the name* of
Gentlemen in Practice near the Hospital willing to receiye
Pupils to reside with them.

GEO. G. GASCOYEN. Dean of the School.
St Mary's Hospital. August, 1S60.

Huxley's Spiral Abdominal
BELT, is constructed on a i)rinciiile which secures

the required support, without
being liable to disi>lacement, and
is invaluable, when proi)eriy con-
structed, in cases of Pregnancy,
Obesity, Ovarian Dropsy, &c.

/•
, When required, it is fitted with

''''"C_^ .
-

,

'' Air-pads for Umbilical, Inguinal,
^«Aw^nfii"r«*«'«FnF and Femoral Hernia, and Band

with Air-pad for Prolapsus Uteri

and Prolaitsus Ani. These goods,

in addition to Stockings, Thigh-pieces, Knee-caps, ire,

supplied 30 per cent, lower than the prices hitherto

charged, every article being of the V3ry best quality.

—

Measures required : circumference at a, b, c ; depth, from
a toe.—Priced and Illustrated Catalogues on application

to
E. HUXLEY,

12 Old Cavendish street, Oxford street, W.

l^otice of Kemoval.—W. F.
-^' DURROCH, Sumcal lustmment Maker to the

Royal Navy, Greenwich Hospital, &c. &c.., respectfully

infonus the Pi*ofeasion that, in consequence of his jiresont

premises. No. 2 New street, coming down, he is removing
to more extensive premises, No. 28 ST THOMAS STJIEET
EAST, where he will continue to manufacture Surgical

Instruments of every description upon the most libera

terms.
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Mr yEAESLETS AVORKS OF THE EAR
AJfD THROAT.

D
DISEASES OF THE EAR.
Fifth EtUtioB, price 28. 6d., by post 2s. 8d,

eafness Practically lUus-
TRATED, as to its Nature, Causes, and Treatment.

*' A careful pemsal has convinced us that the author is

«orrect in his views ; his experience has been ample, and
his powers of obsei-vation and research have been by no
laeans inferior to his opportunities."^' Medical Gazette.'

" A thorough acquaintance with the facts and views
which it contains must be regarded as essential to the
Medical Practitioner."—' The Lancet.'

** Contains much practical Infonuation." — 'Medical
Times.'

"Well deserving attention."— ' British and Foreign
Medico-Chirurgical Beview.'

" The authoi's ol^servations will be read with advantage,
aind will afford maixy usoful hints for the detection aiul

mauagemeat of disease,"
—

' Provincial Medical Joocnal.*

DISEASES OF THE THROAT.

Alio Jnst published, price Ss., by post 5s. 4d., the Seventh
Edition, with new Plates,

On Throat Ailments, more
tspeeially the ENLARGED TONSIL and Elongated Uvula,
in connection with Defects of Voice, Speech, Hearing,
Deglutition, Respiration, Susceptibility to Cold and Sore
Throat, Cougli, Nasal 01)structiou, and the Imperfect De-
velopment of Health, Strength, and Growth in Young
JPersons.

** Mr. Yearsley's groat experience in diseases of the
throat and ear, and in affections of the voice and speech,
entitles all he says to much attention and eoasideration."—

' The Times.'

THROAT-DEAFNESS.
Price Is., by post Is. Id.

On Throat Deafness^ and
the PATHOLOGICAL CONNECTIONS of the THROAT,
KOSE, and EAR. Reprinted from the Author's larger

work, 'Deafness Practically Illu-stratcd.'

On the Artificial Tympa-
NUM. A New Mode of Treating Deafness, when attended
l>y Partial or Entire Loss of the Membrana Tympaui, asso-

ciated or not with Discharge from the Ear.

Beprinted from the ' Medical Circular,' i>rice Is.,

by post Is. Id. Second Edition.

On a New Method of Treats
ING OTORRHCEA.
" The sensation of comfort, and the removal at once of

all offensive ftetor which is so distressing to the patient

are not the only advantages gained by this novel mode of
txeatment."—Preface.

London; John Churchill, 11 New Burlington street.

TO SURGEONS, DENTISTS, &c.

The Best House in London
for SECOND-HAND INSTRUMENTS is Mr WM.

LAWLEY'S, Lombard House, 78 FarringUon street, City.

Established upwards of a century.

A first-class full SURGEON'S ARMY CASE by
* WEISS "—{Quite New).

N.B. The largest stock of Second-hand Dissecting Cases
in London. Also, A gi-eat variety of New and Second-
hand Army and Navj' Regulation Cases.

Instnmients Bought, Sold, or Exchanged.

Ty^ineSj guaranteed Pure
' ' and Genuine, at per Dozen, including bottles

:

Fine old Port, 26s. ; superior old Sherrj', 24s. ; superior
old Claret, 2es. ; ilnest old Sicilian SheiTj-, 24s. ; superior
Chamimgne, 32e. ; fine old Pale Cognac Brandy, 448.

Samples forwarded, free on application.

T. W. REILLY.

33 Finsbury place North, FJnabiuy square, London, E.C.

Post-oflBce Orders with Country Orders.

N'otice—Behenna and Co.
ACCOUNTANTH, conduct all business entrusted

to them, witJi secrecy, economy, and despatch. Aecouuts
prepared in Bankruptcy and Insolvency. Arrangenienl.'j
made with Creditors, Tradesmen's Books regularly kept.
Partnerships and Loans -.legotiated. OHiees, 11 Beaufoi-t
Ituildings, ytrand London W.C. Hours from 10 till 4,

New Remedies by Savory
AND MOORE.

HYPOPHOSPHITE OF QUININE,

SYRUP OF HYPOPHOSPHITE OF QUINIXE AKD
IRON,

which have been employed with highly satisfactory result

in debility and low vitality.

LIQUOR NASTURTII (Fluid Extract of Watercress
of great therapeutic value in ibe vaxiooa forms of
scorbutic affections.

CARBONATE of LITHIA; Hypophoephite of Lime,
Soda, and Ammonia ; Syruia of Phosphate of Iron, Lime,
Manganese, &c.

GENUINE MEDICATED COD-LIVER OTIB (intro-

duced by Messrs Savory lUiU Moore), are also prepaj-cdin the
Laboratory, 143 JSTeiw- Bond street, London.

THE NEW EYE DOUCHE,
invented by SAVORY and MOORE, has elicited ttie

approbation of the most eminent Oculists. Vide ' Ihe
ijancct' of March. 3l6t.

JE.BURTONSI
NtACHROMATIC M!CROSCOPEt
Cannot be surpassed at the price. An excellent (Student's)

Microscope, with set of Achromatics, Pliers, andCondenscr,
in Cabinet, £3 3s.

Microscopes wtth powers. Live and Water Boxes, 6

objects, &c., packed in polished mahogany case, at 123, 6d.

218., Sis. 6d., 60s.

Manufactory, 47 Cinrch street, Minories, London, E.

An Illustrated Catalogue upon aj>pllcation, or receipt of

two stamps.

Paper and Envelopes.
A SAVING OP FULL 68. IN THE POUND.

Cream Laid Note, 23., Ss., and 48. per ream.

Large Blue Wove ditto, 3s. 6d. and 4s. 6d. per ream.

Super Thick Cbeam Laid Envelopes, ^d. per 100.

Manuscrii)t Paper, 4s. 6d., and Foolscap, 68. 6d. perream.

Bordered Note, Five Quires for Is.

Btkaw Paper, 2s. 6d. per ream.

No Charge for Plain Stamping. Dies engravedfromSs. 6d.

White and Blue Demys, and other Wrapping Papers, at

a small commission on the mill prices.

Price List post free. Sample packet for six stamps.

Carriage Paid to the country.on orders over 20s.

PARTRIDGE and COZENS. Manufacturing Stationers,

No. 1 Chancery lane, and 193 Fleet street, E.G.

White'
' ' TDITSf

RUPTURES. BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

s Moc-main Lever
TRUSS is allowed V)y upwards of ?00 Medical

Gentlemen to be the most cfi'ective invention
in the curative treatment of HERNIA. The
use of a steel spring, so often hurtful in its

effects, is here avoided a soft bandage being
worn round the body, while the requisite

resisting power is supplied by the MOC-
MATN PAD and PATENT LEVER, fitting

with so iiuich ease and closeness that it

cannot be detected, and may be worn during
sleep. A desoiijitive circular may be had,

and the Truss (which cannot fail to fit) for-

warded byi'ost, on the circumference of the
botly two' inches below the hips being sent
to tiic Manufncturer,
JOHN WHITE. 228 Piccadilly, LondoB.
Priceof a Single Truss, ICs., 21s., 26s. 6d,

and 31s. 6d.—Postage, Is.

Piice of a Double Trues, Sis. 6d., 425.

and 52s. Gd.—Postage, Is. Sd.

Price of an. Umbilical Trass, 42s., and 52s. 6d.

Postage, Is. lOd.

Elastic Stockings for Yari-
COSE VEINS, and all cases of Weakness and SneUmg of
the Legs, Sprains, /:c. They are porous, light in texture,

aud inexpensive , aiid ai"e drawn on like an ordinary Stock-

ing. Price 33 6d. 7s. 6'!., 10s., and 16s. each. Postjige, 6d.

JOHN *HITE, MANUFACTURER,

228 Piccadilly. London.

lyrillikin, late Bigg and Milli-
-^'-*-

kin. Surgical Instninu-nt Maker and Anatomical
Machinist to Guy's and St T)ioma.s'8 Hospital, No. 9 8t
Thomas's street Southwark S.E.

Important to Surgeons.

—

-*- The old-*8tablished and well-known Bnt^incss ofJOHX
MILLIKIN, now MILLIKIN aud LAWLEY, 1(31 Strand,
adjoining King's College. A change in tlu; proi^rietorship
offers to Surgeons the opportunily of purchasiag any kind
of Instrument from thia well-manufactured stock, whiclfc
cannot be surpassed in style, quality, or price.

Messrs HILLIE IN A LAWLIT beg todnw the attention
of tji«ir ftieods and customers to tbe superior stock of Ma-^
thematicai lustrumeutH, their great variety of CuUery, and
the selection of first^cla^ Miciroficopes, Opera and Race
Glasses.

A great variety of Skeletons, Skulls, Hands, Feet, kc,.
of superior quality, at moderate chaigts.

Every description of Surreal Instraments made to-

order, with the utmost precision and despatch.

Surgical Instruments and Cutlery BeiMiired Daily.

s.
W. Silver and Co/&

• OUTFITTING WAREHOUSES, 0« and 67 Com-
hill, E.C.—OUTFITS for Australia, India, and China, for
Naval and Militarj- Officers, Cadet^ Mid.-ihipmen, and
Civilians ; clothing for gentlemen's home use—viz., Nav^d
and Military uniionns and civilian dress of the best
material and workmanship ; shii-t*, hosiery, gloves, &<j.;
ladies' outtitt>; furniture for camp, burauk, cabin, and
colonial use. embracing every variety of cal/inet work,
canteens, tj-uidk;«, portmauteaue, iM., salted to aUeUmaXes.

Manufactory, Silvertown (ojipoaite H.M. Dockyard»X
Woolnich.

IVfedical Practitioners Sup-
^'-*- pUed with AaSISTANTS, gntii, by MAIR and
SONS, 34 Bedford street. Strand, who also DISPOSE of
PRACTICES on moderate temui

Thresh Air.— "McKinnell'^
-*- PATENT VENTILATOU does that which is the
great ohject in Iteeping buildings healthy. It rids them of
the foul air, and provides for the free inlet of a fresh supp^.
It is simplicity itself—as, indeed, are most of Ma
Mechanisms adapted to Natiual Laws. It can be fitted
with eafie to carnages, ships, houses, coal-mines, schools,,
churches, iiL'. The system, too, is cheap."—

'

MwHftti
Times,' July 7, p. 11.

JOHN McKINSELL, Patentee, » Gloucester terrace.
Clarendon road, London, W. Descriptive Pamphlets
sent on receipt of one stamp.

"Dure Country Milk and
-- CREAM.—Messrs EDMONDS and BAYNES*
0X6ATK FARM. WILLESDEN. hare veceived the most
flattering testimonials from several eminent Members of
the Medical Profession in favour of the purity and fHsh-
uese of their MILK and CREIAM, which they undertake-
to supply Twice Daily to any part of the West-end.
Orders received as above, or at the Ofllice. 10 Marchmont
street, Russell square ; and at St Petersburgh placJ?,

liayswater, W.

CREAM being now recommended as a substitute for
COD-LIVER OIL, Messrs E. and B. beg to inform the
Profession that they can suj'ply it in any quantity with,
punctuality.—A prospectus free by post

H. Silverlock's Medical
Label Warehouse, Letter-Press, Copper-Plate,and

Lithographic Printing Offices, Wardrobe tenace, Doctcrs"

Commons, London, E.C.

H. Silverlock's stock of L.4.bels for Dispeksistc. purposes^
having been recently revised and enlarged, now consists of

upwards of SCO different kinds. Yellow and Green Labels

for Drug Bottles, Drawers, &c., at per book or dozen ; a.

Book, containing a selection in general use in Surgeries or

Dispensaries, 10s. 6d.

Printed Catalogues of the above may be had, post Awe-
on api»lication.

Printing of every description at moderate prices.

Bed Bugs, Green Fly, Eed
SPIDER. MILDEW. — GISHURST COMPOUND,

patented tor killing and keeping away thesa and other

animal and plant )*sts. Names of eminent authorities

who have given testimonials to its success are advertised m
the ' Gardener's Clironide,' 'CtittagcGaniencr.'and -Field.'

Sold in boxes at Is., Ss., and 10s. tid.. with reports of trials

aud full iustnictious for use, by Chemists aud Nuiseiy-

nien. Wholesale by

,. PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY, LIMITED.
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OJT THE
TREATMENT OF GONORRHCEA

WITHOUT SPECIFICS.

By J. L. MILTON, Esq., M.R.C.S.

(CoutinueJ from page 103.)

In six cases out of eight in which I collected

the history, and had an opportunity of tracing

them to their clo.sc, a complete though slow cure

of the abscess took place : the gonorrhoea, how-

ever, proved more ditlioult to subdue than in any

other cases. In the seventh, the patient, just as

the abscess was a little improved, gave up the

moditiue iu disgust, and soon returned with a

larger and more painful swelling. This was also

subdued by the use of the antimony ; but though

he was attended regularly, the urethra long felt

hard and tight at the scat of the absces.9, and a

gle«ty discharge remained, which proved very in-

tractable. On passing the bougie, the canal did
not appear much narrowed ; but it was somewhat
twisted, and peculiarly hard and inelastic : there
was also considerable dribbling after making water.

More than a year after this I met him, when he
informed me that he had had no return of the
gleet, but the unea.sy feeling of hardness was still

there.

The eightli case was that of a gentleman iu

whom the abscess had been cheeked eighteeu
months previously by the heroic use of leeches,

poultices, &c. Since that time the discharge had
never diminished, and was now thick and yellow.

He had taken large quantities of medicine, princi-

pally copaiba and cnbebs, but without any result

except that of increasing disgust for all physick-
ing. For three or four months he tried blisters,

ajwrients, and injections with unwearied perse-
verance, but with no effect. I wanted to cauterise

the urethra and use bougies, but he said he had
suffered so much that he could not bear the idea
of instruments. At last he permitted me to in-

troduce a gum-elastic bougie : on reaching the
seat of the abscess, the urethra was found exces-
sively tender and irregular. Three years subse-
quently he again consulteil me for two confirmed
and very tight strictures of the urethra, ouo of
which was only an inch and a half from the orifice.

He had for some time always carried a small
bougie, which he occasionally i)asscd a little way
down. The discharge had never cea.sed ; his health
seemed rjuite broken down, and he presented a
melancholy picture of a constitution, never very
sotind, now to all appearance ruined for want of
resolution to undergo a mild operation. He still

persisted in refusing to allow bougies to be used.
Tliese cases, coupled with others which I could

not watch so completely, led me to believe not
only that perina-al abscess should be attacked
with the utmost vigour, but also that the treat-
ment ought to be continued till the hardness has
entirely disappeared. Subsequent experience has
enabled me to verify this opinion ; and of late

years I have always, so .soon as the antimony had
checked the inflammation, used the iodide of
potass in combination with liquor potassa', till

some cireft wiis produced. The perinieum should
be blistered as often as the patient will allow it,

and during the intervals blue ointment combined
with camphor may be nibbed in every night. The
bougie is also to be passed twice a week, .so soon
as the state of the urethra will permit.
On Abscess or InflamiiuUion of the Prostate

J need not dwell, as the case 1 have given in the
section on "weakness" will exemplify the treat-
ment better than descriptiou. It is one of the
few com]ilication.s, if not the sole one, in which
leeches appear to be of service

; in all other
respects it may be treated the same as abscess in
the pi rina-uin, and the cure of the gonorrhoea may
proceed without a check.

l.~(lmu>rrhrr.nl RlieuDuUixm aiui OplUhalmia.
Of all the varieties of complication, this is, I

think, without exception the most formidable, and
the least amenable to treatment. Whether a
simultaneous affection of the eye and fibrous
tissue depends Ufwn a conjunction of two varieties
of diathesis, or whether, when one alone appears,
it owes its origin to a less developed form of the
same disease, I must—though my own convictions

lean rather in favour of the latter view—leave to

be determined by more able pathologists than

myself. I refrain from discussing subjects upon
which I can throw no light.

The question, however, of whether these dis-

orders are constitutional effects of suppressed

gonorrhoea, appears to me of so much importance,

that I wish to examine it a little more fully.

Having been led to adopt views difl'ering widely

from those generally received, I offer them with

diffidence.

I have in different papers (a) endeavoured to

show that the organs of which the human frame

is composed naturally divide themselves into

four great classes : 1. Those of generative life
;

2. Those of animal life ; 3. Those of organic life
;

i. Those of extinct life— as the thymus, thyroid

gland, &c. : that maladies commencing iu one

cla.ss have little tendency to pass to auothjr set of

structures, although one class may sympathi.se

with another ; and that this sympathy, this slight

tendency spoken of, are obedient to some law
which has yet to be worked out.

Thus in gonorrhoea—an aflection of the organs

of generation—such structures as the eye and skin,

fibrous tissues, &c., .sometimes, though rarely,

become involved ; those of organic life, never ;
yet

one or both may sympathise. When gonorrhoea

first attacks a patient, the weariness, lumbar
pains, &c. , show a sympathy between the genera-

tive and the animal life. If subsequently ill-health

(an affection of the organic life) ensue, it is chiefly

from the prolonged action of mediciues, and the

mental irritation caused by the tedium of the

disease. And if one of the structures of extinct

life, as the prostate, becomes involved in the

extension of the gonorrhueal inflammation, it is

mechanically— it is by the sympathy of contiguity

only ; the distant organs of this class—the thymus
gland, spleen, &c.—never suffer.

If these inductions bo correct, the diseases at-

tributed tc suppre.s.sed gonorrhcea are simi)ly due
to the disturbance occasioned by gonorrhoea calling

into play a latent tendency to disease. Indeed,

there is no such thing as a suppressed or repelled

gonorrhcea, esi)ecially here, where the discharge

is almost always present. It may be temporarily
ke])t in abeyance,{ns by cholera or fever ; but what
really suppresses, cures it. Moreover, I have
frequently seen it where neither medicines nor in-

jections had been used. So sudtlen is the outbreak
of this terrible affliction, that the pain has some-
times begun within forty-eight hours after the
outbreak of the discharge ; and I have even known
patients uncertain as to which began first. It

may appear as late as three months after the dis-

charge. I have seen it attack the hip, loins and
great pectoral muscle, and Dr EUiotson has seen
it fasten on the jaw, with great .severity.

In respect to the treatment of gouorrhceal rheu-
matism, I can only copy at a distance that incul-

cated by the best practitioners of modem times
—such as Mr I>awrenco, Sir B. Urwlie, &c. (i)— in

their use of colchicum and purgatives ; but, at the
same time, I must candidly avow that with them
alone we cannot meet the disease. Iodide of
potassium is essential, and equally so is the free

use of blistering. I have seen cases where the
patients, after many months of suffering and lame-
ness, began to improve so soon as these remedies
were freely employed.
To my thinkmg, it is useless with adults to try

anything le.ss than half-drachm doses of colchicum
wine ; even drachm doses often fail. No fear need
be felt about giving this quantity. I have pre-
scribed twenty drops at a time to a child eleven
years old, and seen the do.se taken without any
ill symptoms. Where blistering fails, I would at
once resort to tartar-emetic ointment ; and 1 have
seen atropine in the same shape i)rove of great
service.

The tenacity with which this rheumatic form of
action continues in some persons is extraordinary.
In the beginning of January, 18.57, a young,
healthy-looking man applied to me with chronic
gonoiThceal rheumatism, which had incapacitated
him for four successive winters from doing any
work. It was principally seated in the sole of the
foot, and the pain was so severe that he could not
stand more than half an hour. If he attempted

(«) See one read before the Medical Society of
London, Dec. 2nd, 1853.

(4) Langston Parker. ' Modem Treatment of Sy-
philitic Disease,' p. 69. Schmidt's ' Jahrbuch,' 37,
1843, pp. 43, 46.

to exceed this time, a hot, burning pain attacked
every part on which the weight of the body rested

;

and this soon became so severe as to compel him
to lie down. Even when resting, the pain became
so excessive towards night that he could not wear
a boot. He had wandered about from one surgeon
to another, till at last, from sheer poverty, ho
was obliged to enter a hospitiil, where he remainodi

eight weeks. He came out as bad as he went in.

This seemed a strange state of matters ; however,
the iodide of potassium and stiong blisters to the
feet relieved him so rapidly, that in five or six

weeks he was able to do a little work. I learned

from time to time that he was steadily improving,

but 1 never knew whether he was cured, though
I was informed by his landlady that he could get

through a fair day's work.
In this case the pains began three days after

the appearance of the gonorrhoea, and resisted

three separate salivations, carried so far as to

loosen the teeth. What else he had used, he could

not tell; but I gathered from his account 'that

galvanism, cramps to the feet, and mustard-
poultices had been tried.

In another case, the patient could not carry his

hand to the back of his neck, and was almost in-

capacitated from doing any work
;
yet the fii-st

blister so relieved the shoulder iu which the pain
was principally seated, that he informed me
the ointment (employed after the blister) had
" soupled" the joint. At the end often daj'S he
could place his hand on the back of liis neck

;

and a second blister so far imjiroved him, that, to
my regret, he left off his treatment and wont to

sea again

.

AV'ith regard to ophthalmia, it is on account of

this rheumatic tendency, most necessary to dis-

tini'uish that form in which the patient is attacked
with ophthalmia and rheumatism, from that iu

which the gouorrhceal matter is conveyed to the
eye, this being a much more rapidly destructive
disorder. Mr Lawrence (c) observes that this so-

called metastatis is peculiar to males ; as to either

arising from repulsion, the idea is sim2)ly absurd.
The only application of any service is the nitrate

of silver iu solution, which I have never seen fail,

if used early enough. Opium iu large doses is of
great value ; and the treatment, to my thinking,
should be essentially tonic. The horrors recorded
by Waidrop, LiV ce, Adams, (rf) is that at
least half the victVii?\i the destructive influence

of antiphlogistic treatment lose their sight.

8.

—

Bkeding is the last of these complications.
All those I have seen affected with it had suffered >v
from disorder of the liver. The mildest injections

produced bleeding from the urethra, and I wa-s-

obliged in all cases to give them up until this

tendency gave way, which it generally did JTPa
little while under the use of aperien_tsajiiitiucture
of steel. The gonorrhcea was very mild in the.se

patients.

Part IV.

—

Oket and Inveterate Gonorrhoea.—
At first sight nothing seems easier to cure than a
gleet

;
yet even slight complaints are more diffi-

cult to subdue, and the number of remedies
suggested by authors only proves how often all

their resources have failed.

Some authors—as Professor Graves, M. Ricord,
Mr Whately, &c.—candidly confess that they have
met with nstances where the disease did not yield
to any treatment ; but, in general, writers are
rather careful how they commit themselves to any
very decided statements. The manner, however,
in which the subject has been handled, leaves no
doubt on the mind of the reader that the author*
in question are quite familiar with those obstinate

cases which go on for months, or even years, till

at last the patient gets so thoroughly sick of

medicines, that ho makes up his mind to endure
an evil he cannot remedy.
The following digest will, I think, comprise the

pith of all the directions and suggestions by those

authors 1 have consulted :—The specific remedies
having failed, they may be tried combined or

along with steel or canthariiles ; then ^the bougie

is to be used, or the urethra may be cauterised :

these failing, constitutional treatment is to be
suggested, or change of air, sea-batliing, or the

cold plunge bath, or perhaps an alterative course

of mercury. Finally, wo are told of cases where
the coup-dc-gr(Kc has been given to the rebellious,

disease by some strong remedy, warranted only

by a desperate state—such as an injection of

(c) 'On Diseases of the Eye,' 1841, p. 280.

(d) ' Lancet,' 1852, vol. ii, p. 289.
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braudy, a violent debauch, a drastic purgative a

seton, or a blister to the periuajuui—so that the

despairing reader has a method of getting out of

the difficulty equally safe to himself and useless

to the patient.

It is very safe to go into geiierahties, to oner

simply collective exi)erience, but it does not meet

the difliculties of the subject. A surgeon who has

aa obstinate gleet to cure does not feel much wiser

after reading over a hst of remedies which would

take two or three years to master thoroughly.

Now, when a case of gonorrhoea or gleet has

been regularly treated for tliirty days, and at

the end of that time is no better ; if during all

this time the surgeon has reason to think that

the patient has given the treatment fair play, and

finally, if there be no complication, suck as swelled

te.sticle or abscess in the perinreum, my opinion is

that it will not be cured by the ordinary remedies

more than once ill fifty times ; nay, I question if

any benefit result from employing them : and

could we attain to a sufficiently accurate diagnosis

.at the outset, it would, I think, be better to resort

at once to a ditterent plan. But I know of no

means of doing this,—and the only rule 1 can find

for using extraordiiiary measui'es is the failure of

others.

Again and again have I in such cases, at the

-wish of the ))atient, or from a desire to avoid re-

curring to my last resource, tried one medicine

after the other, and injections of all kinds. The

result always was, either that the patient left un-

«nred, that some comjilication sprung up, or that

a, cure— if etlected at all—was wrought by some

totally different ineaus. I have now given up this

plan, convinced that if one medicine fails, a second

has just as little chance.

It may be said that this is a veiy short time to

fix for a trial, but I can scarcely lecal a case of

cure where there were no signs of amendment

within a month. Delay is perilous ;
while we

are trying to cure the dischai^'e, stricture may be

at the bottom of the mischief.

When a ijatient with long-standing gleet only

comes undiu- treatment at an advanced stage, the

first step of all is to make out the history of the

treatment. Many of these cases last so long solely

because no pains have been taken to secure a dif-

ferent result.

Thus, in one case the disease had existed twelve

montli-s, but the j)atieiit had only taken pure co-

paiba and sweet spirit of nitre : a cure was effected

in three weeks by the daily use of an injection of

nitrate of silver. In a second, the gonorrhoea had

lasted five months ; but on cross-questioning the

patient ho admitted having neglected it,: it was
'4 in a few days liy mild ajierient.? aiid sulphate

«f zinC-ytiSctions. 1 u a tliiiil^tlie patient said he

had had It cJIT'ilii-tnt-fer eighteen months. His

plan had been to go to a surgeon for three or four

months, and if not relieved to betake himself to

another—thus jierpctually beginning treatment

anew. He reaped the results in the form of a

stricture. A fourth patient had been treated at

intervals for twelve mouths by injections, and at

the end of the time had not yet learned to give

himself an injection properly.

In order to malce a purely practical an-angemont

of the subject, 1 purpose to eliminate all cases

with such conipUcations as stricture ;
next to join

all varieties of gleet, except discharges of pure

jnucus, to gouorrhcea, for they are only one dis-

ease ; and finally, divide this disease iuto four

classes.

(To be continued.)

CASE OF
MUSCULAR EHEUMATISM

CUBED BY NAECOTIC INJECTIONS.

By J. H. PARK, M.D.

D. P., aged about forty, a man engaged in

cleaning the locomotives at the railway, consulted

me .about the middle of June for a pain in the

left hip, which had rendered him so lame as to

incapacitate him for work. The nature of his

employment obliges liim occasionally to he on

his back on the ground under the engine, the

ground being occasionally damp,—and he attri-

butes this as the cause of his complaint. His

general health is not great, but still he is able for

a good day's work. On examination, the muscles

of both hips were much the same in appearance,

being rather flaccid. The pain complained of

corresponds pretty accurately with the space occu-

pied by the gluteus maximus, and is increased by

pressure ; it afl'ects him most when rising up in

bed, or from the sitting posture. 1 came to the

conclusion it was a case of muscular rheumatism.

I ])ut him on cod-liver oil with iron, gave Idni

sharp purgatives, and ordered warm hiji-baths at

night. This treatment, persevered in for a fort-

night, gave no sensible relief. He next tried change

of air, and took iodide of potassium for about

three weeks, obtaining a little relief, whicli, how-

ever, was only temporary. The pain increased,

with frequent paroxysms of great severity, oblig-

ing him to scream out. He lost sleep, strength,

and spirits ; and, to use his own expression, the

constant pain or aching was "tearing the flesh

olf his bones." He was confined entirely to bed
;

the moment he attempted to stand up, he fell, or

would have fallen to the ground had he not been

supported.

On two successive nights he took half a drachm

of the liq. opii sed. (Battley) without any eilect

whatever. I then determined to try the narcotic

injections, and 1 am hapjjy to say they had the

ettect of entirely curing him. 1 injected at four

difierent parts of the muscle 5 minims of Battley.

After injecting in two places, I allowed an interval

of two or three days to elapse, to observe the

efi'ect. The very day after it was done, he was able

to stand ; the pain was not entirely removed, but

very much better. The next two injections com-

pleted the Cttrc, and he now walks about almost

with Ms usual freedom. I only regret now that I

had not recourse to the operation earher, as I have

no doubt it would have saved the man much
suffering. With Wood's syringe the injections

are simply and most effectually accomplished, as

in this instance ; and, I doubt not, in all similar

cases will be found of the utmost service.

Broughtou Ferry, Aug. Kith, ISOO.

M. Schiff's experiments on the subject of Dia-

betes seem to settle the heretofore debated ques-

tion—how the sugar conies to accumulate in the

blood. The two theories held on tliis subject

.were ;—1. That the actual quantity of sugar formed

was abnormally great, hi cousequeuce of increased

activity of the liver in its formation; and 2. That the

Quantity formed in the liver was not actually greater

flian normal, but that the ferment (an hypothetical

agent) which caused its transformation in the blood

was defective, and therefore the sugar accumulated.

M. Shift apparently decides the question. According

to him the excess of sugar in the blood, as found in

artificially-produced diabetes, csults from an exces-

sive formation of sugar in the liver. M. ShifT found
that diabetes could be produced by the induction of

an hypera;niia ! He found the same thing result on

removal of the sjileen, whereby the liver was con-

gested. * Medical Times and Gazette-'

OF
THE SPIRIT

THE PEEIODICALS.

Mr Hilton continues the publication of his

Lectures on Pain and Rest in the ' Lancet,' and

Dr Pateiok Eraser his papers on Stimulation

versus Depletion. We quote the present part.

"Third Y.i'OC\i.—(From Paracelsus U> Barecy.)

" In the fifteenth century Paracelsus cominenced

a reformation in medicine— a man who, ' with all

his faults,' did good sen'ice as a thorough reformer

to the science of Physic. It is quite certain that

a man of his temperament would not stop short

in the employment of any remedy promising to

effect sharp and speedy cures. We consequently

find that he practised venesection : but under

what, if any restrictions, we have no information.

A reaction now took place, and BotelH, in 1577,

advocated excessive bleeding, to the extent of two

or three pounds atone operation, and this repeated

four or five times at short intervals.

" The cases on record of the large quantities of

blood which have been lost without apparent

injury, would lead to the conclusion, that the

average quantity of blood in the body—viz.,

301bs. in the adult— has been under-estimated :

for example, ' A phlegmatic man lost by the uose,

mouih, and urine, eighteen pounds of blood ;
and

yet there remained so much in hun, that on the

a}jplieation of euj)])ing-gla.sses, they were instantly

filled with blood.' (Schenck, Obs. Med., i., )). 172-)

Brapavolus had a lady under treatment, in whom
twenty-two pounds of blood passed from the nose

;

she recovered by the use of several remedies,
' one whereof was phlebotomy." (Comment, ad

Aplior., xxiii., 15.) Marcellus Donatus (C. xxiii.)

gives a case of eighteen pounds of blood issuing

from the nose. Amatus Lusitanus relates a case

where, within five days, twenty poiuids of blood

passed from the nose ; another, forty pounds ia

six days, ' whom he yet cured by phlebotomy.'

Montauus says he ' cured one of the emeroida,

which bled every day for forty-five days, two

pounds of blood and more.' (Schenck, Obs. Med.,

xiii., p. 342.) Anculanus gives a case of twenty-

five pounds of blood being lost in three days from

a wound, and recovered ; and several others are

related, in which six and twelve pounds of blood

were voided by the nose in a few hours, or days,

but recovery always took place. Kiolan has

taken, in twelve hours, five pomids of blood with-

out injury. He estimated that half the quantity

of blood in the body might be extracted without

danger ; and as he considered the whole quantity

of blood varies in different nations, he arrived at

the estimate, that a German may lose fifteen

pounds ; a Frenchman, ten pounds ; Spaniards,

Moors, Asiatics, less iu the order of their standing.

That Botelli had supporters in the practice of ex-

cessive depletion, we know from Asteus, a writer

iu 1583, who argued that ancient as well as

modern jihysicians erred in bleeding too little

rather than too much. Van Helniont, at the same
period, although he did not denounce venesection,

exposed the evils arising from excessive depletion.

jUthough we are not prepared to subscribe to his

celebrated motto, ' Ego saue nemiiii sauguiaem

mitto,' still it is a fair question whether the ex-

cessive bleedings eujoined by BotelU and his

followers were not more iujiuious than the total

rejection of venesection by Van Helmont and hi«

followers. Various writers—for exanijile, Almai-ico

Blondelo in 1620, J. F. Buchone in 162i*, Stahl,

Thouveual, Martianus, Laneisi, Baglavi, Pascoli,

Forestus, I'eater, Hofl'man, Amatus, and, last,

Victoris Trancavellus, supported more or less the

doctrines of Van Helmont ; but, to the credit of

most of these men, theii- condemnation of bleed-

inf did not extend to the utter exclusion of it aa

a remedial agent, but to the avoidance of its abuse

only. The last-named writer entei-s more minutely

iu his condemnation by designating the disease*

in which venesection oiight not to be practised

—

viz., delirium, epile]>sy, paralysis, catarrh, oph-

thabnia, nephiitis, hypochondriasis, coutiuued

fever, scirrhus uteri, suppressio meusi, menor-

rhagia ; ending by saying, ' Nos non debere uimis

proclivis nimisque hberales esse in detraheudo

sangume, ne dum Scyllam fugimus iu Charybdem

incidamus.'

" We see from the foregoing, that bleeding has

been employed as a remedial agent from the

earliest period of the history of the human family,

but upon the most opposite and sometimes illogical

principles.

•' Fourth Epoch.— (Front Harvey lothe middle oj

the EUjhtcenlh Century.)

"We now arrive at the imiiortant period when

Harvey, in 1619, first publicly taught the doctrine

of the circulation of the blood It might be ex-

pected that, upon this gran, discovery, the

wavering opinions as to the pr.. i of bleeding

would have become fixed and certain ;
but this

consummation, ' most devoutly to be wished,'

lias not been realized ; the same discrepancy of

opinious and vacillations in practice are raanilested

in the writers of the jwriod now under considera-

tion. Unable, apparently, to determine on the

real question whether, in "certain diseases, vene-

section should or should not l>e performed, the

writers now busied themselves in angry discussions

as to which vein should be opened in certain

diseases, such as veins of the ai-m, hand, ankle,

foot, tongue, uose, canthii majores, temple ;
in

fact, each part of the bodv had some one to assert

its priority. Mattha-us Curtius, in the fourteenth

centurv, enters fully into this question ;
and about

,1534 several writers gave opinions very learnedly

on the subject. For example; Lcouaixli Fuchsu—
' Apologia coutro Hieremiam Thriueriim de Vene-

sectioue iu Pleuritide'—taught that the vein of

the all'ected side ought to be ojiened ;
whereas

Andrea- A'aesalii at the same period affirmed just

the contrary ; and it is not untU the year 1741
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that JI. ilartiii, iu Iiis treatise, gives sncli iu-

slructions as may be followed with sal'ety and pro-

priety at the present day. He tells us that

lileediiig is indicated when the patient is iu the

flower of his age, the strength unimpaired, the

complexion good, the pulse equable, full, and

strong ; if he has had previously good nourish-

ment, and il there is general heat of surface and

uo organic disease ; that it is contra-indicated

when tlie patient is enfeebled and the constitution

not strong, the skin and extremities cold, the

pulse feeble, soft, and intermittent ; if the i)aticut

lias led a laborious and badly-nourished life ; and
if there should be organic disease. Sebastiono

Bado, in 1663, asserted the absolute necessity for

Tenesection in small-pox, and the other exanthe-

mata. Also M. I'atiu, a famous physician of

Paris, writes in the year 1680, ' There is no
remedy in the world which does more miracles

than bleeding.' On the other hand, we find

Kamazzina, Kichter, and others strongly con-

demning it.

" At the same period, equal diiferences of

opinion prevailed amongst our own countrymen.
Sydcnliam (A.ii. 1666) says; ' Primuni iu cuia-

tioiic locum phlebutouiia; attribuo, qme sine salutis

poricnlo hie omitte nequit.' Heberden says :

' Febres ardcutes raro .s^iuantur sine detractione

sanguinis copiosa et re|>etita.' We have a treatise

iu 16S5 by Joanuis Franciscus do Francisco,
' De Hodieruo Practicantium abusu Sanguinem
Mittendi semper in Fcbribus.' There is also a

most elaborate treatise by Henry Stiibbe, a (ihy-

sician in Warwick iu 1671. He defends tlie

practice of phlebotomy against the ' audacious

and impertinent strictures, ' of ' one G. Thomson,

'

coutomptuously called ' Bacon-faced,' a ' jweudo-

-chcniist,' and a ' pretended disciple of my Lord
Terulam.' This said G. Thomson saenis to have

had certain strong and not always incorrect

opinions upon his subject. He tolls us that ' We
arc taught by Divine Writ that in the blood—the

siiiritus rubcus— is life ;' that ' one would think
that it should put a stop to their prodigal, profuse

bleedings, if they did but consider with what
ditliciilly nature brings this solar li([Uor to per-

fection. He was no fool when he observed,
' 'I'liey should never attempt-—yea, rather abhor

—

to enervate in the least, by the lancet, the

strength witli its corielutive blood and spirits,

without which there is uo ho[ie of a cure ; for,'

be adds, ' mauonte causa, manet ett'ectu.s.' That
L)r Stubbe was honest iu his beUef as to the
eflicacy of veiies-ection is fully eviucod by his
' jiractising what he preaches.' He tells us : 'in
short, 1 have myself been let blood above four-

score times, and yet am lean ; and so far from
being feavourishly inclined, that 1 never had any,
«ieept the measles once, and small-jiox twice,

and twice a tertian ague.' Kejoiie, ye physicians
of the present time, at your exemptions :

" Au array of learned theses during this epoch,
and closing iu upon the cud of tlie century, upon
this uuiver.sal subject, — ' De liccta Sanguinis
ili.s.sione, '—suliiciently attest the ilivided spirit of

the time :— I)r White, iu 1712; John Van (Joxie,

1723 ; Dr Jleutyies, 174f ; Johu Huggaii, 1771
;

Francis Ciiel, 177i ; William Dreniian, 177S.
" Fifth Kvi)cH.—(FroM 17iO tv ilu fircseiU iimc.)
" It is maiiifi'st tliat our furelathei-s wuie fully

alive to the ditliculties involved in tlie questiou
of tl<

' ..ii'iit of venesectifju in disease, also

toll; tur rare and discrimination iu its

appli , ...ul they held iu view the age, sex,

tenj|ieranient, condition of patient, climate, and
prevailing diseases ; that they wore, as we are,

ofteu sorely puzzled i>y discordant opinions ; and
it is jminfully eviilent that in auuieiit, as in

modern times, blood has been let when it liad

better not, and not let wheu it had belter been
let . Cluttcrbuck felt this strongly, and he, not very
logically, comes to the conclusion that bleeding is

useful when it is useful, aud hurtful when it is

liurtfiil ; .somewhat like the justice, who, in his
suiiimiiigupiuadoubtfulia.se, consoled himself
by reina iking, 'If I'm right, I'm right; aud if

I'm wrong, I'm wrong.'
"Several writers allege that the change from

depletion to stiuiuiatinn dates from the lirst inva-
«ioi> of the cholera morbus in ISilU ; but we have
in evidence that it began much earliur—iu liict,

that similar discussions date from a very early
fieriod. Lind, in 1774, in his essay on the
'Health of Seamen,' p. 159, says that the jiliy-

fijcians in tlie West Indies began to duubt the
benelits of venesection. Hcwson, in hia original

paper, (vol. Ix., p. 406, 'Philosophical Transac-

tions,') doubts the propriety of bleeding. That
Cullen had misgivings is obvious. In book i.,

])ar. 139 and 362, of his ' Practice of Physic,

'

lie says, ' Kothiug is more evident than that blood-

letting IS one of the most powerful means of

diminishing the activity of the whole body.'
' It is, however, to be attended to, that a greater

evacuation than is necessary may occasion a
slower recovery ; may render the person more
liable to a relapse, or may bring on other disesises.

'

(Par. 140.) ' From all this it must appear that

the employing bloodletting iu certain fevers re-

quires much discernment and skill, and is to be
governed by the consideration of the following

circumstances :—1st, the nature of the prevailing

epidemic ; 2nd, the nature of the remote cause
;

3rd, the season and climate ; 4th, the diathesis

present ; 5 th, the period of the disease ; 6th, the

age, vigour, aud plilethoric state of the patient

;

7 th, the patient's former diseases aud habits of

living ; 8th, the appearance of the blood already
drawn out ; 9th, the ett'ects of the bloodletting that

may have been already practised.' (Par. 142.)

It may be seen that Oalen and Trancavellus had
long before laid down Similar rules.

'' M. Freteau, in 1816, says :
' De uos jocrs les

constitutions .sont moius fortes, les iudividus

moins plethoriques, les maladies franchemeut
iuilammatoires moius communes.'
"So early as 1817, Dr Clu-istisou noticed a

change in the treatment of fever ; but especial

atteution was drawn to this subject by him in

1834. He writes thus :
' Our patients ceased to

sustain free venesection, a few ounces of blood

bringing on iaintness, and the oonstitutiou re-

fusing to rally afterwards.' The contrast of the

foregoing observation with what he writes in his

thesis in 1819 is most remarkable. He there

describes the ' jjulse being at 100, hard, and in-

compressible ; the temperature of the body at

107 ; and the blood spouting out with amazing
force on opening a vein.' At the same period of

time, Dr alackiutosh, a man of great energy and
originality, who had for many years advocated
strongly the practice of bleeding, especially iu

the cold stage of ague, writes, in vol. i., p. 472,
of his 'Practice of Physic,' 'within the last

liftuen years I have seen several cases where con-

siderable injury had been indicted by very largo

bleedings.'
" Iu the year 1820, a strong reaction party ex-

isted iu the College of Edinburgh, as indicated

by several theses of that date, in favour of vene-

section. The following arc examjjles : William
Garland says :

' Inter omnia remedia ad inorbos

varios sanaudos, quibus corpus liumanuiu obnox-
ium est, nullum inajore ell'ectu vel eventu feli-

ciore quam sauguinisdetractio adliibetum.' John
Baruo (1821) says :

' Medici oinniljus sa;culis

raissionem sanguinis remediuin es.se eximium arbi-

trati sunt.' John Halkeuston (1821) :
' No.stro-

ruin tempornm opiniones variie sunt sed in uni-

vcrsuni medicorum animi inagis de hoc remedio,
quam de plerisque aliis cousentiunt.'

" It was about this time that we have it also

recorded by truthful and acute observing lihy-

sicians,— for exam|>le, Gregory, liadcliffc, Alison,

WatiMMi, and others, —that they required in their

own jK'r.sons, for acute disorders, large depletions,

wluch were followed, as attested by all of them,
with great and uninistakeable relief to their

sufferings. We liavc seen also, in our explora-

tions of the writings of ancient as well as modem
authors, that the employment of bloodletting, as

a remedial agent, was not always in a fixed ratio.

Unfortunately, the Medical writers of the
ditlerent peiiods simply state the fact, but have
not left us inibrniation as to their opinions of the

cau.ses. That cjiuses do exist seems certain,

for surely the ces.satiou in the employment of

bloodletting has followed, aud not preceded, the
change.

" We have now reached a period in wliich even
more angry aud ccu.sorious discussions took place
than heretofore, between men whose ojiinions

demand reverential, careful, and watchful atten-

tion. Dr Alison and Dr beuuett weic the
clianipions. liolh agieed as to the fact of a
cliange iu treatment having taken jilacc, but
diliered iu opinion as to the cau.se or causes.

The former attributed it to an alteration in the

tyije of disease, thereby inferring some occult

eliange iu the humau constitution ; and if this

be the trutli, we may also truly infer tliat the

excessive bleedings practised by our forefathers

were probably quite right aud necessary, thus
rescuing their mode of practice from the unmerited
obloquy which has been cast upon it by several
writers. Dr Bennett places the change to an
increased knowledge iu the art of diagnosis. We
have uo intention of entering minutely into the
merits of the late controversy, but we would
observe, that it appears to us that Dr Alison, in
allowing his antagonists to apply their arguments
to pneumonia alone, weakened his ground ; for

if this improved diagnostic power be worth any-
thing, it ought to apply to all diseases, which is

not attempted ; but to all diseases the limitation
in bloodletting applies. Again : we admit that
through our increased diagnostic power, we are
better warned not to bleed in pneumonia after

consolidation of the lung has taken place. But
this docs not explain why oven iu the acute stage
of crepitation bloodletting is seldom resorted to

now, but which would have been practised
thirty years ago, plow rivo, even in the absence
of the assumed su])erior diagnostic power, and
with great benefit to the sufferers ; neither will
it explain the advance iu the use of stimulants
paripassu with a decrease in the employment of
depletants.

"Drs Christisou, Alison, aud others, have
alleged the change iu the type of disease to
proceed from certain atmospheric influences.
The former dwelt strongly upon the impoverished
state of the poor populatiou, evinced by the
scorbutic diathesis, and the ])revalence of cholera

;

but the fact that all ranks of the people, from
the patriciau to the peasant, have become sub-
servient to the change, invalidates poverty as
the main cause, aud we know that the change' had
begmi long before the modern cholera appeared.
This party does not, as has been alleged, declare
that the «wdus operaiuU of inflammatory action,
or its ell'ccts, is changed

; but simply tliat inflam-
mation is not now attended by high arterial

action.
" It has not been, aud probably never will be,

proved what causes are in operation to effect the
remarkable variations which have occurred in the
symptoms of disease ; and in our anxiety to
appear to have some definite views, we are almost
impelled to the iwn cuusa pro causa.

" We can scarcely avoid the conclusion that
certain causes are operating in cycles ; that, in
fact, the human family are subjected to periodic
changes, impressing, as it may happen, a sthenic
or asthenic character on the prevaliiig diseases.

If this idea should be recognised as a fact, the
extraordinary discrepancy of ojiinion as to the
curative value of bloodletting would be reconciled
and explained. That this change is not merely
local, but pervades the length and breadth of the
land, and that it has been recognised throughout
Europe and America, is shown by the general
intolerance of bleeding, not only in man, but
amongst domestic animals, as proved by veteri-

nary practitioners. In oiu' own experience we
have witnessed exemplifications of this change.
We remember cases similiar to those commented
upon by Stephens, TurubuU, Watson, Symonds,
Hastings, Iticharclson, and others, where the
injected eye, flushed face, burning heat of the
.skin, violent arterial throbbings ; the incompressi-
ble, sliarp, and wiry radial jiulsation ; urgent
dyspncea, a red tongue, intense headache, and
other local pams, unattended with muscular
deliility, appeared to render bloodletting im-
perative. Contrast such cases with those, with
few exceptions, now witnessed in town and
coiuitry practice, in which there is little or no
heat of skin, no arterial excitement, feeble and
easily-compressed radial jiulsation ; a white,

loaded, and flabby tongue ; a pearly-white con-

junctiva, not much jiain, but extreme prostra-

tion, uigiiig to the employment of stimulants.

"We have reason to beUeve that these cliangos

iu the type of disease occur sometimes at very

short intervals. In China, during the month of

February, 1830, an epidemic fever occurred

amongst the English sailors, in which the

tongue was white and loaded, no arterial excito-

meut, and uo jiaiu. In the month of May
following, a second epidemic appeared, during

which the symptoms were—headache
;

pulse

from 80 to 110, full, aud bounding ; tongue clean
;

severe epigastric pain. The following comment
was made at the time ;

' We believe this fever to

he of a difl'ereiil type from that witnessed iu

February ;' and the question is i.ut, 'Is bleeding

uecessary iu both tyjies ?'
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" The history of iiiflu?iiza will furnish many
similar instances. Every one knows the variations

whicli have cci^urred in the symptoms of this

malady, rcMjuiring a complete change of treat-

ment. We know, indeed, that from the earliest

ages the symptoms and organic lesions have

varied in similar epidemics. There have been

variations noticed even in the same epidemic at

different periods of its history."

Dr W. Baker, of Howden, contributes to the

same journal a case of DoiMe Traiisvcrse Hemi-

plegia. It is thus described :

" Master H , aged four years, a quick

little boy, was slightly unwell on the evening of

the 23rd of September. He was thirsty and
feverish, passed a rather restless night, and com-
plained of pain ill the back part of the head and
neck. Without much change he continued
slightly complaining till the 2fith, on which day
it was perceived ho could not carry his head
steadily, or bear the erect position, without
complaining of greatly-increased pain in the neck.

No great importance was attached to his condition

by the parents, and their medical attendant, Mr
Kewstead, was not consulted till the 27th. Even
then the serious symptoms which soon followed

were not indicated or suspected, and it was
ho])ed that the pain might be muscular. On the

29th, it was perceived that the left arm was para-

lysed, and the paralysis gradually extended to

the right leg—the right arm and left leg being

still perfect. On October 1st, the right arm was
invaded, and the paralysis gradually increased,

and extended to the left leg. I visited him on
the 3rd of October. The paralysis was the most
complete in the first-invaded limbs ; the only

power over them was slight movement of the

fingers and toes. The right arm and left leg he

could flex in a trifling degree, and continued to

do so to the last. Occasionally, some slight

improvement took place in this arm, to which ho
would exultingly call the attention of his mother.

The spirits and appetite of the little fellow were
generally good, and the control of the sphincters

was perfect. In this condition he continued,

without any important alteration, till the 24th,

on which day ho showed increased weakness and
loss of spirits, and some slight gurgling was
occasionally heard in the throat. This symptom
continued. He was supposed to be slightly con-

vulsed in the night, and died on the 25th. The
intellect throughout was undisturbed ; sensation

and the sphincters perfect ; the respirations

rather quick, but never embarrassed
;

jiulse

variable, frequently quick ; and temperature
__jatber exalted. The treatment adopted ""
gently a».,(i persistently antiphlogistio -"'<' posi-

tion recumbent.
'

" I greatly regret that my rejiort of this inter-

esting case .should be so defective in the most im-
portant part of its pathology ; no after-death ex-

amination having been made, the anatomical

change by which the paralysis was caused, as well

as the site of any such lesion, must ever remain
in doubt. When the four limbs lose their power,
either simultaneously or in succession, and the

cause is in the brain, it is presumed that both
hemispheres must be implicated ; we likewise

know that similar eff'ects may follow lesions of the
spinal cord alone. In this case I think the mis-
chief was not in the brain, intelligence and facial

expression being unchanged, and all the nei-ves of

special .sense and also those of common sensation

perfect. When the brain sustains an injury above
the decussation in the medulla oblongata, and
paralysis is the result, the cause and efiect are

presumed to be invariably opposite or crossed
;

but in lesions confined to the spinal cord, the
effect is said to be as regularly direct, and pro-
bably never crossed. Here we have a paralysis
of the four limbs— a well-marked double transverse
hemiplegia ; and in spite of a crossed manner of
invasion, I am disposed to place the cause of the
malady in the spine. On my visit on the 3rd of
October the paralysis was in its most complete
state, and, from the history of its approach, with
the attendant symptoms, 1 most certainly deemed
it an idioi)athic allection of the s]iinc, and pro-
nounced it spinal apoplexy. The pain was
confined to the cervical region, greatest at the
upper part ; there was likewise morbid heat and
tendcniess, and I presume this was the site of
effusion and extravasation, if any such existed

—

whether of blood or serum is unimportant. Any

effused fluid beneath the pia mater of the medulla
might travel from the neck to the cauda equina,

and the result would be either a complete ex-

tinction of sense and motion, or any other degree

of modified lesion of either. ' I certainly am not

acquainted with any particular symptom that

maybe deemed pathognomonic of spinal apoplexy
;

and for the production of such a condition as I

have described, I presume it is not necessary that

there should be either effusion, extravasation, or

any other detectable lesion, either in the cord or

brain.
'

' Baron Cuvier, in his last short illness, suffered

from a transverse hemiplegia ; the power of de-

glutition was destroyed, and his speech greatly

altered. He first complained of being unwell on

the Monday,— a slight irremdarity in the bowels.

An enema was administered, and on Tuesday he
was well, and delivered his usual lecture at the

College, displaying great and unwonted energy,

and likewise on the same day used more than or-

dinary bodily exertions. On Wednesday he felt

pain in the right shoulder and arm, with some
slight loss of power in the hand. He still attended

a state council on that day, and on his return

was most urgent for his dinner, during which he

experienced great difficulty in swallowing solids.

On Thursday he could not move his right arm.

There was some headache, and deglutition more
difficult, in fact impossible, and for the convey-

ance of matters to the stomach the (esophageal

tube was used. The night was restless, and on

Saturday morning there was palsy of the move-
ments of the left leg ; all mentioned sjTiiptoms

were worse, and, in addition, the hands were cold,

and the nails blue. On Sunday he was calm, com-
plained but little ; his voice was greatly changed,

and his appearance ten years older. Harassed
and exhausted as he was by treatment and disease,

his intelligence still was perfect. At nine o'clock

he said his mind was leaving him, and he died a

quarter before ten, sitting upright in his chair. The
spinal column was cautiously opened, and its con-

tents most critically examined, but no trace of

disease was found. The brain, phamyx, and oeso-

phagus equally failed to present any morbid con-

dition— in fact, in no part of the body could any
change be discovered to which the sufferings and
death of this illustrious man could be attributed.

The Baron was sixty-three years of age. He had
taxed his mental and bodily powers imusually,

and, in the absence of every morbid change of

structure, it is not unfair to presume that his ill

ness was the consequence of-—"'*—"-*'" "'"ue.

If such was his cor"*^*"") ^'"^ repeated local and
,,i3j,e,.nljjt<tiiigs, blisters, and nauseating enemas,

sr diligently and vigorously used, must have
lessened, if not destroyed, every chance of the

restoration of this great man.
" Presuming that my little patient had effusion

in the spine, what was the result consequent upon
the same within the cranium ? There was un-

doubtedly inflammation, as indicated by heat,

pain, and tenderness in the upper cervical region,

and the great benefit found by leechings. It is

probable that death was caused by an extension of

inflammation to the brain.'

Mr Raphael Ward, Surgeon to the 30th

Kegiment, reports a case of Hydrocele radically

cured by the wii-e seton.

The ' Medical Times and Gazette' opens with

a continuation of M. Claude Berxaed's Lec-

tures on Experimental Pathology ; his present

topic being the Pancreatic Secretion. After some

remarks on certain anatomical points connected

with the pancreas in the human species and dogs

respectively, M. Bernard says :

" The dog is of course the animal usually em-
ployed in making experiments on the pancreatic

secretion ; and the accessory duct is generally

chosen for this purpose. The operation is per-

formed in the following manner ;

"An incision is made upon the abdominal
parietes in the median line, in the vicinity of the

pylorus ; the muscles being drawn aside by an

assistant, the operator seizes the duodenum with
a forceps, separates it from the adjoining parts,

and draws it out through the wound. The pan-

creas, the intimate connections of which with this

portion of the digestive tube are well known, is

in this manner extracted from the abdominal

cavity ; the vessels are then drawn aside, the

utmost care being taken not to injure them ; and
a small jiortion of the accessory duct is thereby
lai'l bare. On this point the incision may be [ler-

formed, without iiTitating the delicate gland,

which the slightest touch would inflame. A
thread being passed under the duct, it is opened,

and a silver tube is fixed by means of a ligature

in its cavity ; it is often found necessary to fa.stcn

the tube in the duct in two separate places, in

order to prevent it from escaping. The duode-

num and pancreas are then carefully replaced

within the abdominal cavity, the extremity of the

canula still protruding from the wound. The
tube employed for this purpose must be four or

five inches long, and provided with a stylet, to

clear it from obstructions.
" The pancreatic .secretion has not exclusively

been studied in the canine tribe ; its properties

have been examined in several other animals.

"In the cat the disposition of these ducts

is so irregular as to baffle all description ; in most
cases, there exists several of them. In the

rabbit this distribution is highly favourable to

the exiieriment ; they spread over the mesentery,

in the shape of a fan before penetrating into the

duodenum ; nothing, therefore, can be easier than

to open them and insert a tube into their cavity.

The anatomical jireparation which we place here

under your eyes, exhibits the above-mentioned
arrangement.
"In the ox the pancreas is equally provided

with a large number of excretory ducts ; tlic

greater part of these are anastomosed with the
biliary apparatus : some of them fall into the

ductus choledochus ; others arrive at the gall-

bladder itself ; and the biliary ducts are not un-

frequently connected with little pancreatic glands,

w hich pour into their cavity the fluid which they
produce. There alwa)-s exists, however, one in-

dependent duct at least, which opens separately

into the duodenum ; on this point is the opera-

tion performed : but even after tying most of the

accessory ducts, it is impossible to collect the

whole of the liquid secreted bj' the pancreas, a

large proportion of which flows directly into the
gall-bladder. We here place under your eyes the

duodenum of an ox, with the neighbouring por-

tions of the stomach ; and in this preparation

you see the ducts whii"'"-^'*"-*'''^"^be pancreas,

freely anast'^~-^'J with the various ramincatiii^is

of ti oiuiary canal.

"The method of obtaining pancreatic juice

which has just been described, is altogether dif-

ferent from the one adopted by De Graaf ; in his

researches on this subject, he used to make a

wide incision on the abdominal walls, which
allowed the whole intestinal mass to escape ;

the
pancreas being then separated from the neigh-

bouring parts, a tube was introduced into its

principal duct ; but the subsequent results of this

somewhat brutal separation appear to have
vitiated the secretion of the gland, for De Graaf's

description of the properties of this fluid is far

from coinciding with the notions actually enter-

tained on this point.
" Other observers had opened the duodenum,

in order to obtain a supply of pancreaticjuice ; but
Tiedemann and Gnielin had recourse to the opera-

tion we have described, and were thus enabled to

obtain large quantities of this fluid without
wounding the intestine. The advantage of avoid-

ing this useless injury is too evident to be ex-

plained.
'

' The operation must in every case be performed
while the animal is in full digestion, for in the
healthy state the secretion only takes place at

that moment, and the ner\-es of the pancreas

being imperfectly known, we are unable to bring

galvanism to bear upon them, for the purpose of

stimulating the activity of the gland. On the

other hand, it is of the highest importance to

obtain a certain quantity of the fluid at once ;

for if several hours are allowed to elajise after the

operation before any is collected, an acute in-

flammation may have taken place, and a vitiated

secietion is obtained instead of the normal pro-

ducts of the gland. In most cases, however, if

the operation has been properly perfonned, these

accidents do not occur, and the animal funiishes

a healthy secretin in abundance, for the space of

several days."

Mr Bowman contributes a contixivci^ial article

to the same journal on Iridectomy in Glaucoma.

After some remarks in disparagement of a reviewer
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in the ' Dublin Quarterly Journal ' who con-

demned the practice of iridectomy, and eulogistic

of Professors Bonders and Yon Graefe, who have

given especial attention to the nature of glaucoma,

he observes :

" The treatment by iridectomy has been no
hap-hazai'd guess, but a rational conclusion gia-

duiUy worked out. The dominant idea guiding
the mind to the appropriate remedy has been that

of the existence of augmented intraocular pres-

sure, as the main characteristic of the glaucoma-
tous process. In fact, whatever the essential na-

ture of that process, its concomitant seems to be
a marked tendency to hardness or tension of the
eyeball ; and thereupon arise the most serious

secondary effects,—paralysis of the retina, often-

times interi-upted circulation, congestions, inflam-

matory attacks, with their various consequences,
—ending sooner or later, and with more or less of
intermissions, in total loss of sight and a spoiling of

all tlie tissues of the eyeball. The general states

met with in practice, and falling under the general
heads of amaurosis with excavation of the optic

nerve, chronic, sub-acute, and acute glaucoma,
all seemed to be allied to one another, and
may be termed 'glaucomatous diseases.' Some
are very slow iu their progress, and the loss of

power in the retina very gradual ; there is no in-

flammation, or even congestion ; in others there is

congestion, slight or considerable, intermittent or

continuous. In others, again, acute anil inteii.se

intlaniniation arises. A glaucomatous state may
also come on in the course of other diseases, cho-
roidal, retinal, or cataractous. To relieve intra-

ocular pressure seems to be the prime indication

iu all, and it is rational to suppose that it will be
the more effectual, the less deterioration of struc-

ture tilt retina has previouly suffered. To relieve

this |)iessure is to ui.sami the glaucomatous state

of its chief peril, and apparently to restore the
eye to the influence of the reparative powers be-

longing to it as a living organ. The tension once
relieved, and so long as it remains so, the circula-

tion tends to its natural eijuilibrium, and the
retina which lias been compressed recovers itself

more or less, or cea.ses to degiuirate, in a degree
usually corresponding inversely with the intensity
and duration o( the preceding jnessure.

" it is certain that this critic would never have
attacked tlie new practice had he really read
Graefe's memoirs, orbelieved the cures, rejiortedby
others, to be genuine. He says, ' Graefe's doc-
trines, as published by the Sydenham Society, are
plausible, hut in a practical science of this nature
wc rt<|iiire something more than doctrines ; cases
must be given, and Graefe was wiser than his coun-
tryman of the London Oplitlialiiiic Hospital, and
kept his cat iu his bag.' Will it be beheved that
the reviewer can have read the memoirs of Von
Graefe which he criticise.s, which are enriched
with numerous cases, fully detailed and epi-
tomised, and constantly referred to, illustrating
all the main doctrines advanced ! As for the
experience acquired in England, I shall at present
speak only for myself; and I can a.s-surc the
reviewer, in the most decided terms, of the
reality of the influence of this oin-ration in reliev-

ing, even [icrmanently, the unnatural tension of
glaucomatous eyes, and of its eflcct in arresting
tlic glaucomatous procesn, and often in restoring
sight in a marvellous manner. My own cases iu
the hospital and in private have been numerous,
and bear out the alxive general statement. This
it is that makes me go anxious that the I'rofession
filiould be rightly informed as to the signs of
glaucoma in its reiievable stages, and should be
ready to sanction the timely application of the
only knoivn real remedy. 1 can hardly conceive
a greater comfort in jiractice than to be able, by
this operation, to rescue sight thus imiierilled,
and to escape the disheartening ta.sk of treating a
disease, evidently tending to blindness, by the
old, ineffective remedies. The reviewer may
class the eminent author of so great a boon with
' Hahnemann, Prei.s.snitz, and De Leeuw,' but
he may depend upon it he will lj« |iowerles8 to
' anest the spread of the " glaucoma epidemic "

in Kiigland.' 1 could, indeed, heartily wish
that, when he has further examined into the
evidence, and dispassionately ]>enised what he
criticises, he will make trial of the operation for
himself, in which case I doubt not he will be
satisfied with his results.

" In speaking in these terms of iridectomy

in glaucoma, I must carefully guard myself
from being supposed to uphold it as a sovereign

remedy equally valuable in all forms and stages

of the disease, and under all its various compli-

cations. At present the operation is being exten-

sively tried in cases where augmented intra-ocular

pressure evidently exists ; and the proved ten-

dency of the operation to relieve this injurious

tension, the certain cause of secondary mischief,

makes it our duty to employ it, when the patient

is otherwise apparently drifting into inevitable

blindness. It may be our misfortune, and that

of our patients, that our experience is as yet less

complete than a few more years will make it

;

but meanwhile we can only act on the light we
possess, and store up the results for the future

benefit of others.
" While the modern doctrine and treatment of

glaucomatous aft'ections is so new, it is to be ex-

pected that errors in the diagnosis may occur

even among well-instructed practitiojers ; and
the operation is doubtless in some danger of being

brought into discredit by being undertaken in

cases to which it is not I'atioually applicable, or

by being defectively executed. I do not see how
this can be avoided ; it is the necessary fate of

all novel proposals, and this one must face the

ordeal. It is the part of intelligent men t.i make
allowance for these incidents of human progress,

rather than to allow them to prejudice the march
of truth.

"In the present state of our knowledge it may
be right to try the operation experimentally in

some cases to which more extended experieui e.

may show that it is not usually applicable.

Experience hitherto shows that it is most valuable

when jierformed early in aciUc cases, in which
turbid effusions exist, the absorption of which

foes on rapidly when the tension is relieved,

eniporisiiig mca.sures in such cases, such as

bleeding, mercury, colchicum, and even simple

puncture of the eye, whether of the aqueous or

vitreous regions, are not to be relied on, and
occasion dangerous delay. It is also most useful

if performed iu the subacute form, when the

visual field is not as yet seriously contracted, but
where the symptoms are steadily advancing. If

postponed here till the sight becomes greatly

impaired by gradual alteration of the tissues of

the retuia, aud of the optic nerve-entrance, the
ultimate advantage is smaller, though usually
lasting. In many instances we arc called on to

treat patients already almost blind from the
progress of the <lisease under one or other of its

various fonns. Here it has often been the means
of sparing them a little siglit, .sometimes per-

manently, at others not. 1 liave also tried the
operation in some examples of blind and tense
glaucomatous globes, the seat of excessive or
wearisome pain, and on several occasions have
been well satisfied with the result. How in-

tractable such cases are apt to be under the usual
palliatives is well known.
"As for the operation itself, a large experience

has convinced me that, though usually a simple
proceeding, not liable to accidents, it is occa-
sionally one of the most delicate and critical in

its nicety of all the operations on the eye. The
anterior chamber has to be entered at its extreme
rim, where the sclerotica overlaps the cornea,
close in front of the iris, which often bulges
much, and which must on no account be pricked,
lest the vitreous hninour or the lens, immediately
behind, should Ix: wounded ; in cither case a
most serious complication. The bulging of the
lens, in many cases, and the dilatation of the
pupil, add to the risk of injury to the lens. A
little blood, too, escaiiing into the anterior
chamber, either before or after the excision of the
iris, may obscure the parts from view, and add to
the chance of involving the vitreous humour or
lens. It is obvious that these difficulties and
contingencies ought to be acknowledged and
recoguLscd in order that they may be guarded
against. In very few instances indeed can they
lead to accidents in skilful hands. When blood
occupies the anteiior chamber in the course of the
ojieration, it is wise to remove it, either by a
gentle stroking movement of the atretle over the
cornea towards the incision, or, if that do not
sulBce, by carefully introducing the end of the
curette within the incision itself. On two occa-
sions only have I known the lens to become
opaque alter the operation, where the capsiUe was
not directly injured (as it ought never to be) by
the iustrumcnt. One of these was in my own

practice, another in that of a highly-esteeme'l

colleague.

"I am unwilling to extend this already long
comment on the review by any inquiry as to the
ratimmlc of the operation ; but there is much in

favour of Von Graefe's original suggestion, that

the diminution of intra-ocular pressure may be
largely due to the lessening of the iris as the
surface secreting the aqueous humour. My own
opinion, however, was, and is, that the more
direct communication opened between the vitreous

and aqueous regions of the eye facilitates the play
of currents between tliem, and thus allows an
excess of fluid behind to come forward to the
corneal surface, through which exosmosis is much
easier than through the posterior coats, the

sclerotic, choroid, aud retina. This would go far

to explain the ajiparently contradictory influence

of the operation in raising the tension to the

natural degree when previously diminished ; for

this aUo it is capable of doing in some cases, as

shown long ago by Von Graefe himself. That the
size of the piece excised in glaucoma has a direct

relation to the effect produced is true according to
his latest observatioii.s, confirmed, I believe, by
those of Uonders, and of Arlt, the distinguished
and most able Professor of Viemia. 1 can also

add my own corroborative testimony. Von Graefe

is thus led (iu his latest memoir, just published)

to insist once more, as he had done in his first

paper, on the necessity of removing a considerable

portion of the iris (not, however, so much as a

third, or even a fourth, of its circuit), where it is

wished to reduce permaueutly the intra-ocular

pressure. A small iridectomy is insufficient, much
less any mere i)uiictuie, such as some are still

inclined to rely ujion.

"In conclusion, I may remind the reviewer,

that after the reading of Mr Hulke's excellent
pajier on the Pathology of Glaucoma, at the
Medical and Chirurgical Society, on January 12,

1858, both Mr Gritchett and myself endeavoured,
from our own experience, to enforce the impor-
tance of Von Graefe's new proposal (see the
' Medical Times and Gazette,' January 23), and
that in our weekly operations at Moorfields all

cornel's have had the opjiortunity ever since of

watching the progress of our numerous cases, as

well as of those of our colleagues. Mr Hulke
advocated and explained this treatment in detail

ill an able paper ' On the Surgical Treatment of

Glaucoma, in the 'Medical Times and Gazette,'

March 27, 1858 (vol. xxxvii., p. 310), referring to

the favourable experience of Moorfields and to my
own private practice, in which at that time I had
the advantage of his assistance. He has recently

reverted to the sulyect in a second paper at the

Medical and Chirurgical Society. To both these

latter coinmuniciUioiis 1 venture to draw the
attention of Practitioners. The reviewer is in

error when he states that there has been any
holding back of opinions or of facts on the part of

those who have introduced the operation into

England."

Mr Spkncek Wells contributes to the same

journal a report of Pour Cases of Ovariolomj/.

The first case was a successful one, the second

case unfortunate, aud Mr Wells thus explains the

cause of death :

" I am disposed to attribute the death in this

case partly to imperfect recovery from the shock
of the operation and the consequent cxiiaustion,

and )iaitly to the absorption of some morbid
product of the decomposing cyst. When a
peduncle is secured outside the wound on the
surface of the abdomen, the portion of cyst or

pedmicle strangulated by the ligature becomes
quite putrid iu a very few hour.s, and a black
ollensive discharge is generally very copious.

The same thing must occur when the stunij) is

within the jieritoncal cavity, and the effects

might be expected to resemble those produced by
the injection of putrid substances into the veins.

It is known that Ur Clay thinks it better to

leave the stump within the abdomen, and acts

up to his lielief; but, with two excei)tions, I

liave always kept it outside,—this case, and one
in which the patient recovered."

The third and fourth cases were also success-

ful. We quote the Ibllowiug remarks upon the

cases

:

" I am anxious to direct special attention to
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tlie simple after-treatment pursued in these cases,

—as I am convinced that in many unsuccessful

cases the fatal result has been principally due to

OTer-actire or meddlesome medication. The
published reports of more than one case clearly

point rather to opium than to ovariotomy as the

cause of death. In other cases stimulants seem
to have been given in mischievous excess ; while

the opposite treatment by staiTation and pur-

gatives is not yet absolutely exploded. I have
made a great number of experiments on dogs,

rabbits, and guinea-pigs, in order to determine
the best mode of uniting wounds of the abdo-
minal parietes ; and nearly the whole of the

animals operated on recovered,—yet the rabbit

is peculiarly liable to peritonitis, and the guinea-

pig in about the same degree as in the human
subject. But, although no after-treatment what-
ever was adopted, and the animals were left

with their ordinary supply of food, and to their

natural instincts, they recovered with hardly an
exception. This experience has led me to regard

perfect rest in a well-ventilated room, comfortably
warm bedding, and extreme cleanliness, while
simple food and drink are given in small quan-
tities as the patient's feelings sugge.st, as the
principal things to be attended to. The applica-

tion of warmth and moisture to the abdomen is

very pleasant to all such patients, and undoubt-
edly useful. Opium in sutficient doses to relieve

pain is also of great use ; but in larger quantities

it is unnecessary and injurious. If given by
the mouth in any form it is apt to be followed

by vomiting, but this evil is in a great degree

avoided by injecting it into the rectum. Here
also it seems to have a local soothing etfeet,

especially in relieving irritability of the bladder,

which is sometimes troublesome. Purgatives on
the one hand, or artificial constipation by opium
on the other, seem to be equally mischievous.

Over-excited peristaltic action may produce peri-

tonitis directly, while the opposite condition may
do so indirectly, and certainly leads to distressing

flatulent distension of the intestines. It seems
to be a perfectly safe rale to allow both stomach
and intestines to adapt themselves to their

altered circumstances with very little, if an}',

medical interference, and certainly rather to do
nothing than to ran any risk of doing harm."

Sr MooKE contributes an article, translated

from the 'Hygjea' for October 1859, On Malforma-

Hon of the Root of the Nose, by Professor A.

Bbtzics. a Case of Lithotomy in a Female, in

which a large stone was removed with success, is

reported in the same journal, by Mr Edward
Atkisson. The case is interesting.

"Esther , a Jewess, aged fifty-four, resi-

dent at Jaffa, came to Jei'usalem last Marcju-Ou
account of great pain and difficultv ^ r"s§ilig

her urine, wliich had pvistp'. '"<"<' o"" '''^S 'or

nine years On -simulation, the presence of

stone was' detc-*«.'l '» }\ '^'a'^^f.''-
She was

admitted an ^'-patient of the Englisli Hospital

on Anril "' "'"i consented at once to an opera-

rton, as ncr sufferings were extreme. On the 19th
I introduced "Weiss' dilator (without ansesthcsia)

in order to relax the urethra preparator}' to the

operation, which was fixed for the next day, and
gradually separated the blades until I was able

to touch the calculus with the point of the
finger ; but, as the bladder was empty, and the
dilatation caused considerable pain, I desisted,

and withdrew the iustraments, without having
formed any estimate of the size of the stone.

"20th.—Tlie patient being put in position,

«nd brought under chloroform, I introduced a

straight -grooved staff into the bladder, and,
striking the stone, earned the point of the in-

strument round a portion of its circumference,
to get an approximate idea of its size. Finding
it much larger than I had anticipated, I relin-

quished the hope of remo\nng it without dividing
the fiiTO fibrous ring at the neck of the bladder

;

and, at once turning the groove downwards and
outwards towards the left side, introduced a
blunt-pointed bistoury, and incised the whole
length of the urethra, increasing the dimensions
of the wound as the blade passed outward. Next
I made a similar incision on the right side, with
the exception of leaving the neck of the bladder
nntouched. I now applied the dilator (Weiss')
slowly, and with occasional pauses, until I

could easily jdace the forefiuger upon the stone.

Tlien, withdrawing the dilator, I introduced the
forceps, and with some difficulty adjusted its

blades over what I now perceived must be a
very large stone. Had I possessed a lithrotrite,

I should now have broken the calculns before

proceeding further ; but, as I had none, and
di-eaded the thought of being obliged to put my
patient to bed again without having relieved her,

I gave the forceps carefully into the hands of an
assistant, and bidding him use gentle traction

toAvanls the left side, 1 again passed the staff on
the right, between the stone and the neck of the
bladder, which was now on the stretch, and with
the bistoury freely divided the tense fibrous

band, which seemed too tough to yield to any
degree of dilating force. Even then, on making
traction with the forceps downwards, and in the

niesian line, with oscillating movements, I made
but little advance, and it was not until I hud
again recourse to the knife to deepen the left

incision, and after some rather hard, but steady

pulling, that I at last extracted a stone, whose
circumference, in its short axis, measured tour

and a half inches, and in its long, six inches ; it

weighed nineteen drachms.
" So complete!}- did the chloroform answer its

mcreiful end, that the patient did not recover her
consciousness for a quarter of an hour after her

removal to bed, though the operation had
occupied, from first to last, au hour and a

quarter.
" After such extensive injury to the nrethra,

&c., it was to be feared that serious consequences

were inevitable ; but, strange to say, not a single

bad symptom showed it.self. Half a groin of

muriate of morphia, nibbed up with a little

lai-d, was introduced into the rectum by means of

a bone suppository syringe, and fomentations

applied to the \nilva. On the next day a piece

of a gum-elastic catheter was introduced into

the bladder and retained there, with a morsel or

two of soft sponge upon the wounds, which were

changed occasionally. For several days there

was a good deal of fever, but this gradually sub-

sided. The patient slept well with the aid of

mild ojiiates. Appetite soon returned.

" On the sixth day a small slough came away,

and a healthy contraction of the wounds set in.

The catheter was now changed, and a stopper

fitted into it, which was removed fri^quently, so

as to prevent as much as possible the urine from
flowing over the wound. She drank copiously of

water and weak lemonade, so that there was a

constant secretion of urine going on. Finding

the catheter irksome, the patient removed it

herself, and on tlie tenth day she was able to

hold her water for a quarter of an hour. A week
later she retained it for half an hour, and was
able to walk about the ward a little. Eighteen

days after operation she left the Hospital, and a

to consult me about a slight pruritic eruption on
her chest. I have seen her again lately (two

months after operation), when she was walking
in the street at Jaffa, in excellent health, though
still troubled with inabUity to retain her urine
for long together."

Mr Thomas iIooH£ Susteb contributes to the

'Dublin Medical Press' notes on Dtlirnim

Trancns. We quote the history of the cases :

" No. 1.—A European ser^^eant seiving in one
of the West India regiments, who had been
eighteen years soldiering in India, and who,
accorxlmg to his own statement (if it could be
relied on), had had several previous attacks of
' D. T.' (as delirium tremens is somewhat
familiarly styled in the West Indies), was
attacked with this disease at Nassau, in the

Bahamas, in the moulh of June, ISaS.

"He was an Irishman, of spare, wiry frame,

and apparently of an iiritable, excitable tempera-
ment, between thirty and forty years old, but
looking more. His complexion had that tarnished

hue supposed to be symptomatic of chronic in-

temperance. He had been some days ill when I

was called to see him by one of the Assistant-

Surgeons, and had been treated with calomel and
jalap pui^s, purgative eiiemata, a blister to the

nuchie, and was then taking chloroform, brandy,

and ojiium, but without any effect on his symp-
toms, as he had not slept, it was said, for several

nights, was talkative, &c. ; in fact, he presented

the usual symjvtoms of the malady. His face

was Unshed, and manner very excited.

" On thinking over his case, I said to myself.
Here is a man who has \ieea plied continuously
with brandy, with no other effect apparently than
to excite him the more ; so 1 shall stop all alco-

holic stimulants with him, and as his .symptoms
seem to be of a cliaracter that will be met liy the
combination, I shall give him tartar emetic with
ojiium. 1 did so, adding ammonia and camphor
to the mixture. After he had taken some half-

dozen doses of it, he fell into a sleep of three or
four hours' duration, and awoke comparatively
composed and sensible. He continued to improve
for the remainder of that day, nighty and next
day. The following morning, however, ho waa
reported not to have slept, ami all his symjitoms
had evidently returned, with the addition that

he began to shew symptoms of debility.
" 1 was hardly prepared for this relighting of

his symptoms ; the conventional idea in the
last cases of delirium ireuiens 1 had seen some
nineteen yeara previously haring been, that if

you could get the jiatieut tosleejiall would go on
well. So, calling to mind that 1 liad either read

in that invaluable refuge for the destitute of

medical resouree, Graves' ' Clinical Medicine,' or

hoard Ur Graves .state some time or other that he
had fnuud turj'cntine a valuable medicine in cer-

tain anomalous conditions of the neiveus system,
1 prescribed it in a mixture of camphor, ammonia,
and laudanum, an ounce every second or third
honr. Alter a few doses of it bad been taken, be
fell into a profound slumber which lasted a day
and a night, and awoke quite well.

" No. 2.—A few mouthb later, I was called in

the middle of the night to another Euroi>«au, or
white sergeaut, as they are called in the West
India Kegiuients. I found him under the iuttu-

euce of hquor, and with one ot the alar cartilages

of his nose cut open from a wound sup^iosed to

have been inflicted by his wife, of whom he was
said to be jealous, auii who was in the room with
him.

" The wound was dres^seil, and he was directed

to attend at the hospital in the morning. He
did so, and, from the symptoms he presented

then, he was admitted. He was an EugUshman,
of phlegmatic temjierameut, rather jiowerftil

frame, and had seived about eighteen months in

the West Indies in a black corjis, so well as I can
recollect, and for some mouths there in a white

regiment also. From tlie symptoms he pre-

sented on the moniing of admission, he was
given by n very intelligent medical officer (who
had seen a good many cases of " D. T.' during
his seven ye;irs' sen-ice iu the West Indies) at

eight a.m. a drachm ot laudanum in an ounce of

brandy. This was repeoled at noon, and again

at SIX o'clock p.m. From having been suspi-

ciously quiet in the morning, he became so

violent as the day advanced, and made so many
"**"»iuits to jump out ot the hospital windows,
although atttantet^ b^ *yr^ p^mtni^^u^t^aga^-TObrnf

that, much against the will of the young gentle-

man who had called me to see the case, and my
own, wc felt obliged to have recourse to a strait-

waistcoat. On visiting him at half ]>a«t-six

o'clock p.m., I found him Ixithed in a warm
persjiiration, face pale, and making continued
efforts to set his hands and amis free ; his pulse
being very weak and quick, and he appeared to
be about to commence sinking. As the ilmught
he had taken of brandy and laudanum at six

o'clock appeared to have produced no more effect

on his symptoms than it bo had taken so rnoch
cold water, 1 at once prescribed him a drachm of
aromatic spirit of ammouia, an ounce of camphor
mixture, a drachm of tincture of henbane, and a
quarter or half a grain el tartar emetic. In an
hour after be became comatose, and died at ten

o'clock p.m. It was his third attack ot t he dis-

ease. At the ]>ost-moitem examination, iu

addition to the usual evidences of chronic irri-

tation presented by the gastric mucous mem-
brane, the brain was fotmd to be pale on section

and as soft as soft butter, with red effusion into

the ventricles and at the base of the brain. The
heart was large, soft, pale, and Habhy.

"No. 3.— in Augtist, 1859, at Belize, British

Honduras, 1 was called by my assistant to see an
officer ot apjiareutly thirty-eight or tbrty years

old, au Irishman, sanguine tcmjierameut, lull

habit, his comjilexion when in liealth being of a

beeUiKit colour, and at times, as alter dinner, of

even a purplish hua No account could be got of

his previous history, but he looked like a ' votary

of the jolly god ;
' yet, as the authoress of that
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W.ful ta e Jlr GilliPs Love Story in Scenes
of ClerK^l Life,' rem..rks, ' Glutton/ are ofteu
thui, ami sober men are ofteu ruliicuuii; It wasthought he had been for some day., nn.ler thetreatment of a cml practitioner before a military
incdical officer was called to him. He was firstseen by my coadjutor, a rlever practitioner, who^urmg his seven years' West In.lian service, must
iiave had a pretty considerable experience ofdehnum tremens. He prescribed five grains ofcalomel at bed-time, and followed it np nextmorn.ng with a Seidlit. powder, which fried his
bowels, and m the course of the day brou"ht me
te see lum. At this time he presented the
fidgetty nervous manu,r of persons about to be

i?l^d ,;,„ f
'" "" Tr «*

••'''"P'""- ™i-«<>re

« n„r u!
"'"^ """"•^'^ '""> *''« attendance of

? w„ ,, ,'?fr?"''' '™** reported to be tolerable.

found he ha,l closed the door of his house and

^eT I^V'"' "":"= '"""• "^^ "•» inmates, who
rri .

' ''"'"? '" •'' f"«'"' "'forming mo thatho h>d got possession of his pistok, and threatened

opened the door, and fonnd him walking abou

ZZl^t I'^T'T"-"^"^ **"'<"'^'-^ .lirectedto
rernam alwit the house on pretence of minding it,bat to prevent lusn.juring himself, as he did not
hcsiiul, want any attendance whatever, thouo-hhe

jzr: ^"^ ''
^'r "i'^

f^-^- "*« fupiis-wV^
contracte.l to p.n-holes, and conjunctiva; of a
fiery-red colour (ferrety-eye). He at ouce wasgiven a drachm of lau.lannm, with directions to
roi«at u i„ two liours if he did not sleei..

_
^"011—Gotaseconddraughtatuiuea.m.

; nonnprorement whatever in his symptoms ; he
«ould not be got to rest quiet a minute in any
position, but kept lying down in bed, getting up
again, .sitting down, and conversing on some
«lb|ects sensibly

; appetite reported to \k good.
Ordered to take every second hour one ounce ofthe foIIowiii<T mixture : R Chloroform, Ki
Uttdannm, 5..; aromatic spirits of ammonia,'
5u.

; camphor mtxture, gvi. Brandy in smaU
<iuantitics allowed all through.

torni^'^
p.m.—No change whatever in the symp-
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niTf?^ ^'! r" ?"™ "''7 hour of the following
fixture

: Chloroform, .^ij
; tinct. opii, 5ij ; cam-phor mixture. Svj. After taking one dose of tlus

mixture, the only and the last dose he got of any
m..bcii,e, he was reported to have become ve.4-

lnr>n\
^,"'**»t e'«''t o'clock p.m. he was re-ported to have had a fit, after l.aviiig tried tojnmp over the veran.lah attached to his^honse. I

IjiiM on a sofa
; face pale

; breathing calmly, as
If axleep but m iking no reply to questioi", imbeem.ngly unconscious. Continued iu this wayand died at ten o'clock p m ^'

loaded with fat
; brain soft pale ; red effusiouinto ventnclcs and at base

; i„cous memlZe
of stomach soft, pale ; at greater curvature it

Woorly pr.ints i„ters,,er,sed
; liver was three timeslU natural sue

; its colour extemally and onsection like gl„„,,,.,tty. fatty liver (n ; splo^
j!„"; ;

'

•'"'neys large, congested

;

vahul r W"" P"!™rdial eflunion
; novanui.i ...„.,„

, „ir„sion of about a i)ii,t of redsen in into peritoneal cavity of right side
; pdlblmlderfidl of yellow bile ; cnormo,« tympkna

"•

eornc-e and arachnoids opaque. The fori^r wastransparent during life.

" I shall now give the notes of the cage of aman who died of poi.soning by alcohol -

T r D --^ -^''""" '*'''^'"r of one of the WestIndia Regiments, in the month of February. 18«0was observed to pass the guard-room dn.nkahalf- la.st twelve n the dav Ha ,i-.. • .

^ '"

confined
;
and when l^ked^it by h^i^rg^ant'cfthe guard at half-pa.st nine p.m., he w^ nomna,ke,l b,r|-ond any of the other prT^nenAt ha If.past five on the following morniig, ono"fthe o her prisoners (it was quite dark) heiring a

Crterr I .
'" """ '* on™ '-•"•icd to my

?owe,l ..?• p?"' '"" "" ^ "'« ho-spital, and fol-

toms :

"^"P'*"'' '!'« following were his synip-

".Six a.m. -Ho Uy on his back insensible;

breathing stertorons
; skin cold «s death con-acted pupils

;
glassy, exprcs.sionloss eye fiot .

iiig at the mouth
; teeth rigidly clenched • hesnapped the wooden mouthpiece of he stomachpump m two as I tried to introduce the 1^:

pulse very s ow and full
; heart beats ditto witha strong laboured action; arms and le4 onbeing ra.se.l, fell dea.l on the bed back again

'

tn; [."'f
""«(• -Cold airu.sion; tried, Uit failed

ulS'T "" ^tT^-^h-pump ; thre'e emeticsofsulphate of zinc, and one of sulphate of coppergiven at quick iutervals. ThreJ purgative 'ene:mata, which brought away no solid nfattcr
; tur-

I entine frictions
; bli.stered with blisteriug collo-dion in precordial, temporal, and epigastric

regions, in nucha, an! calves of legs
; hot bricks

to soles of feet
; hot bottles to axiL 'and to h neside of thighs
; warm bedclothes. Ho h.v Perfectly in.sensible, notwithstanding the aifove

reatment. until half-,«.st eleven arm., when hebegan to vomit a dark-green colou -ed fluid

said. What I saw wa.s inodorous. The vomitin.^and retching continued one hour. He then gotroused and restless
; complained of pain in t'he

blistered parts
; pupik became dilatid

; naturaltempcmture returned, and he complained of pain
in the belly, which was uneasy under pressure. Idirected hot fomentations to it. aud ordered hima pint ..1 boof-tea, which he took well. I left i.iniat three o clock p.m. in a fairway to recover, as
1 thought, and 111 charge of tWo fatigue-men.
Ihoy I learned permitted him to get out of bod,and do a,s he liked, so soon as mv back wasturned instead of not allowing him to move Iwas called to him again at sijc p.m., and found
11... just dying I was told that he got up to go
to the night-chair, and on returning to bed he
relap.scd into coma.

" Posl-mnrU;m.~-Boi\y well nourished, muscu-
lar. Brain, some red cHusion into ventricles
small in quantity, in other respects not remark-
able. Lnngs, left strongly adhering to its pleura
costalis; adhesions ,«.rtly soft and partly ri.id
b.-«eofleftlui.gsoa.lhcrout to dia dii-agm Ihaton being torn a^yay from the latter, part of t was
left a tached to it (I had never known the mancomplain of his chest)

; this lung floated iwater and was infiltrated with bhuk Hui.l bh.od,
like black-currant jelly

; right lung in a similar
condition at its inferior portion.s but in a less
intense degree, and it was not attache.l to its-

Ilt"™J.
" '"•'"' "?"'"' '" "'"•'' """' of normal

»i«, njuscuiar. f,r„ . attached edges of aortic
valves felt ng,d. A small white .,%ck on theining mpmbrane of the aorta immediately abovehem I^ver »ma i, weight 21h. 11 ot. ; its ex-

coZr '","'?''"' '•''^"''"^ •'"•l " seammony
colour, no nutmeg appearance. .Stomach pre-sented aymjitoms „f chronic ga-stiitis (he was re-ports to have been of intemperste habits)Large intestines contained some scammony-co-
loureJ fan-OS. Il,„m of a acammony colour, andstrongly alhorent to peritoneum of right pnbic

"^Sr:., i^.'"""
';"'f » pint of mudd"y-loikiug

fluid, smelling of turpenti'ne, found in right pubic

s^t™m
^"^"''^^'"^ <» m^t'leJ appearance on

"No. 6. --Within the last month (.lune,' 18«0)a case of delinum tremens occurred in a yonn-
officer nndor twenty,.-, Creole, The rcinarkabfe
features in it were his having relapsed three

4Tr' '""."^ '^«"' '''"'• "' »'« opinion theexperienced physician who attonded him. to tl enurse having allowed him to drink a quantity ofbrandy. Li ,he .second relapse lie had .strabismuswhich was fii-st thought to be owing to a con'-mencing softening of the brain, but which disap-
peared after the .-iction of a moicnrial purge thatbrought away a considerable quantity of darkcoloured discharges. The treatment consi.stod in
amnionitt, camphor and laudanum, beef-tea. &cJuly 9tli.-I vi.Mted this officer yestenlayHe IS (juitc recovered of the attack of delirium -

but he cannot walk, ho states, unless auppoTedby two men He feels numb pains from TlTplown, and the soles of his foot' tingle and burn as

fcrv'7? ^"\^:' ^'•'""'" ''""'' °" W"

11th 7 «W'""-^
"'"'•'''" "'" 'noriiii'K of December

•;,v,'l
^' ,""'' ?*'" ''" *" «" "" board the

J

_al mail packet that plies between Jamaica and
li. Iizo, to see .-in ofln-or who had come as n pas-
«..gflr from the former place. I found hinfTnhis berth m irons. It would koo,,, he appearedwhen sent on hoard four days prciou.s. VXol^,
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any other p.-issenger

; but on arrival at Belize hbecame .so v-,olent that at night he jumped overboard, .and had to bo put in iron.,, as bcfo istaledIt was told to me by one of the passcn<a4 preivious to this officer leaving the slip (whfch 'tllerewas some difficulty in getting him to do) for thebarracks, that his habits dining the voya-^e weretemperate (he took a stiffish glafs of br;^^land!

Crin'
'.?'''.''• '? "VP^^'^'-^^ee before he^em.Ouring the day he walked about, and talked

beinl .^ 't'''."",'"",^' r'^j''^'^-
H« e'om;iaincd ofbeing watched, which was the fact. Thinkin-itnghly probable he would become violeii at n diI took the precaution to have four steady, atUetiesoldiers to watch him. It was well I did as hebecame quite violent during the night, thou-rh?

o jump out of the window! and n^iin'taii^ed anup-and-down • struggle with the men forsevera hours during the night, tryiii-. to breakopen the door of his bedroom, 'whi^cli Ye ne.^riysucceeded m doing. He was a very powerful^
athletic man. upwards of six feet in hoicdit andwas near y a match for the four men. Hk illnesswas atti-ibuted to the loss of his wife, who had od ofyellow fever at Jamaica a few woks previoi s towhom he had been nine yoar.s married, ha iwochildren, audw..s reported as Irnving been much at"tached to her. His face, however, bore the ma rk.^ofchronic dis.,ipat,on. Tartar emetic and opium incaiuplmr mixture, in the pronortions recommendedby Graves, cured him completely in two days. I

con H f? r'rs °^ '"' Pf''^'""^ '""tory, ex-copt that he had been fifteen years in the anny.

miVh '.Tot h
''•?'" """y y«"-s old, but probablymight not have been more than twenty-five, and

tn^lifce?^ "T' ^-7" '" ^"'"''- Tliis case 'is in-

tvnl o? H? .f"""'^'"''S ^ K"0<1 example of thetypo of delirium tremens, which is generally besttreated with tairtar emetic aud opium "

CASE OF ANEURISM BY COMPRESSION.

of^L^r"i^ r'""n"""<=»ted a case of aneurismof the brnchia artery cured after comiuession
continued two liours and a half
The iMtient w.as a vine-dresser, a^od fifty-twowho p,...sented at the upper thinlof the arm a

quired this magnitude in the space of twoyears and a half Tho swelling wa's the seat ofthrobbing, expansion, fremitus, souffle, &c
M. Deiiuce a|>plje.l instrumental pressure withan apparatus originally contrived for tlio femoral

aitery, wh.ch h,- adapted to the iiresent case.The patient, being in great pain, removed the
pressuiv after two hours and a half. The throb-
bing ha.l much decreased within the aneurism
an.

I
next morning was found to have entiroly

Tt p!"..*'"" "'"""'K '' leturned feebly, and
:

*^'^t'ts compressor was resorted to" for aquarter of an hour, and subsequently several
times for a few minutos only, as the man could not
liear a longer application.
One month after the patient had left thohosp, al. the tumour was hard and presented no

throbbing. Above the swelling, the artery pul-sated vigorously
; the pulse at the bend of tlie

el OW and at the wrist was weak, but more dis-
ntt than formerly^ .some pain was still com-

pla.m-d of at the wrfst. and also some degree ofnumbness in the middle finger.
°

111 this interesting case "the shortness of thetimo ro,in,red for the obliteration of tho aneurism
IS truly remarkable. In the most successful
instances on record of the application of thomethod lu-essuro was continued for seven and 3
halt, elcvon. and twelve hours. .^' Journal of
t radical Medicine and Surgery.'

CHLORIDE OF ZINC MOULDED INTO
STICKS FOR THE PURPOSE OF CAUTE-
RIZATION.
Soften gutta-jiercha in boiling alcohol, and

inr-orr<.rato it with finely-pulvoiizod chloride of
imie 11, a w.arm porcolaiu mortar, taking equal
parts of oa.<li. Then roll rapidly on a porphyry
slab, to the diameter of a quill, and divide in
li-a;'monts, onch of which shall be poii.tid at ono
end. Keep these in a wide-inomhod bottle in
powdei-od hmo. These sticks romaiii i.oifoctlv
nanl are easily handled, cauterize with .^rcat
rogulirity, and act as a sponge throu-,di which tho
chloride will slowly exude, becoming li,,uid by
the acti.m of the air and the skin.—' Lancet

'
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RECENT CASES OF ANTIMONIAL
POISOlSriNG.

The question has been often raised, whether

the publication of the details of trials for

poisoning be beneficial or pernicious to the

community. It has been frequently urged,

that Editors of lay papers should be advised to

refrain from the publication of such particulars,

as they suggest to evilly-disposed persons the

most successful means of accomplishing their

object with the least probability of detection.

We fear that any attempt to suppress that

kind of information would be viewed as so im-

portant an interference with the liberty of the

press and with the right claimed by the public

to the most complete publicity of all things

that transpire in our Courts of Law, that it

would bo impossible to give it effect. On the

other hand, the danger of not telling enough,

and of conveying a knowledge of the bane

without also convej'ing the warning that

attends the publication of the means of detec-

tion, seems to have induced the conductors of

the press to dilate upon all such portions of

the evidence with unusual minuteness and par-

ticularity.

It cannot be denied that this mode of fur-

nishing malignant persons with a knowledge of

the nature «nd uses of poisonous substances

has led to the resort to those subtle agencies as

a means of compassing murderous intentions.

When bad men are made acquainted with the

obscurity that sometimes cloaks the symptoms

and effects of poisonous substances, and the

difficulty with which they are occasionally dis-

tinguished from the characteristics and effects

of ordinary disease, they are tempted to fly to

these agents to gratify their satanic passions,

—

if, indeed, the horrible thought of murder may
not be actually engendered in the mind by a

consideration of the facility by which, with

these means, it is believed to be accomplished.

At any rate, the subject is a most important

and painful one, and our only hope at present

is that the science of diagnosis and the chemical

means of detection will soon be made so certain

and effectual that the escape of a poisoner from

iustice will be an impossibility. We may hope

that the publication of the evidence will then

deter rather than invite the attempts of the

secret murderer.

For some time past there has been a pro-

pensity among murderers to resort to the use

of antimony; and, unhappily, the effects of

antimony upon the system are not so marked

and positive as to enable Medical men to come

to a definite conclusion in every case of alleged

poisoning by this drug. Two cases have

recently come under our notice : one occurred

several weeks ago in the West of England, in

which the Coroner's Jury brought in a verdict

favourable to the supposition of the secret

administration of antimony, and the other is

now undergoing investigation at Liverpool.

In the first instance, an inquest was held on

the body of Mrs Peters, whose case having been

obscure to the Medical attendants, a suspicion

of poisoning arose in their minds. Dr Garland

of Yeovil, thereupon, on the 20th of June,

sent the urine of the patient, and subsequently,

on the 8th of July, some poisonous fluid taken

from the cavity of the abdomen, together with

the intestinal viscera, to Mr Herapath for the

purpose of analysation. At the post-mortem

examination, it was discovered that there was

in the right lung a considerable deposit of

tubercle, which was beginning to soften ; slight

deposit also in the left lung : in the abdomen,

the mesenteric glands were found in an ex-

tensive condition of disease ; the duodenum,

liver, and colon were bound together by the

results of inflammation ; and at the lower edge

of the large lobe of the liver there was an

abscess which had burst, and its contents

partially drained away. There were also two

openings into the colon ; and there were inflam-

matory patches in the stomach and intestines.

Here, indeed, was disease enough to kill any

unfortunate woman, even though she had been

blessed with nine lives. The question was,

how did this disease occur? Was it the

result of antimonial poisoning? How does

Mr Herapath answer these questions ?

He deposed, " I submitted nearly all these

parts (the solid parts) to analysis ; testing some

portions of the liver and of all the matters

sent to me, but could not detect the presence

of antimony, or other metallic or mineral irri-

tant." With respect to the urine, however,

he deposed that " it contained antimony in a

small quantit}', of which I produce a specimen

as precipitated on copper by Reinsche's pro-

cess." Here, then, there was a trace of anti-

mony in the urine, although the body eighteen

days afterwards contained none. These ques •

tious then arise upon the evidence :—Is it

likely that antimony could have produced this

particular form of disease? Is it likely that

the extensive disease here present could have

been induced by the small amount of antimony

which must have been administered? Is it

likely that if antimony had been administered

in sufficient quantity to act deleteriously on

the system, it could not be found in the dis-

eased abdominal organs eighteen days after the

last supposed dose ? Or, if these questions be
not probable, was it likely that small doses of

antimony were clandestinely given for the pur-

pose of accelerating the progress of the disease,

though not of violently killing the woman?
Or again, supposing Mr Herapath's analysis to

be reliable, might not some of the drugs ad-

ministered have contained sufficient antimony

as an adulterant, to account for the minute

trace discovered in the urine ? In the evidence

we have read, there is nothing specific stated as

to the drugs administered, so that we are

unable to form a conjecture upon this latter

point.

We have alluded to this case because there

seems to be considerable difference of opinion

among the Medical gentlemen who attended

the post-mortem examination as to the cause of

death. Mr Walter, Dr Aldridge, and Dr
Warry believed that the antimony had no rela-

tion to the disease ; on the other hand, Dr
Garland and Mr Thorpe, who attended the

patient, and Mr Moore, seemed to think that

the mischief had been induced by poison.

The case is an instructive one, as it shows

upon what slight evidence these cases some-

times depend. In our own judgment, there

is not the slightest reason to believe that the

more prominent symptoms and lesions were

in any respect caused by the administration

of antimony. It would be absurd to say that

the tuberculosis was so caused ; and where

there is tuberculosis, you will have in the

latter stages the other lesions described. Even

the patchy character of the inflammation in

the intestines is observable in advanced cases

of mesenteric disease. There is not a shadow

of doubt, therefore, in our mind that the

suspicion of poisoning was quite gratuitous,

and unfounded in any reasonable evidence.

Still, there was the antimony—at least Mr
Herepath says so ; and was it administered

with a felonious intention ? Upon the evidence

adduced, and without some proof of this drug

having been purchased by or in the possession

of some suspected person, we think it was

exceedingly rash to press the opinion ; and we

do not think that the jury acted judiciously

in sanctioning such a notion, and thereby

keeping alive a feeling of distrust and odium

against respectable persons. The case in a.

Medical point of view is abundantly clear,

without the importation of the theory ol

poison.

The other case to which we adverted is that

in which the man Wiuslow is concerned. A»
this case is now undergoing inquiry, it does not

become us to express our opinion prematurely

upon the evidence. We must observe, how-

ever, that it is of a very different character

from that on which we have just commented ;

and we sincerely trust that the law will have

its own.
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SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

THE ASSOCIATION ' JOURNAI,.'

For some time past we have taken little

interest in the affairs of the British Medical

Association. There was a period when we en-

deavoured by modifying the Association to

increase its usefulness, whilst at the same time

its status was maintained : but finding efforts

to effect any important improvement useless,

we have left the Association to take care of

itself; but it appears to be scarcely equal to

the duty. At the late .Vnnual Meeting, a

Tigorous debate was maintained, as usual, about

the ' Journal.' All the members appeared to be

ashamed of their own offspring. One gentle-

man thought it was ricketty, and required cod-

liver oil and phosphorus—a combination of

tbc oily and luminous ; another, that it

squinted, and didn't look great questions

straight in the face ; another, Dr Edward

Smith, that it was without a character—which

is a very severe remark to make about any-

thing that has a soul in it, though it be ever so

humble an one ; another, Mr Southam,

thought that it was altogether too weakly, and

he de^idented an annual volume of ' Transac-

tions' as a more respectable and healthy sub-

stitute ; whilst a fiftli considered that it was but

too obvious that it was going off in a galloping

consumption, and suggested that the Editor,

who resides at Brompton, should tiike up his

abode nearer to the office of the ' Journal,'

that it might have more constant nursing. We
cannot see the wisdom of tliis suggestion : our

opinion is that it would be far better to send

the ' Journ.al' to Brompton, where there is an

excellent institution for the cure of consumptive

patients, and where it might have the benefit

of the advice of Drs Smith and Richardson.

Dr Dayman of Southampton wrote a letter, in

which he recommended that the ' Journal' should

be placed in commission, and that the produc-

tion of leading articles should be entrusted to

twenty-six gentlemen, each of whom should

write two every year. This was a novel and

comprehensive suggestion ; but it grievously

disappointed Dr Thudlchum, who thought it

was only consistent with the dignity of the

Society that the ' Journal' should be made the

medium of the scientific intelligence of the

whole world. We are only surprised that,

after that. Sir Charles Hastings did not rise

and propose that, as the Association was fond

of big names and extensive purposes, it

should be styled ' The Olympian Totally-terres-

trial fEcumcnical Association.' This phrase is

indeeil hardly equal to the ambition of the

Society, which might very properly engage in

the investigation of the phenomena of the

celestial world, and adopt as a secondary title,

' or Fraternity of Eleusinian Spirit-Uappers.'

Poor Dr Wynter looked very gloomy at these

disheartening observations, and threatened

resignation. As that, however, would be an

awkward issue for all parties, especially for the

si.x -and-twenty members of the Commission

who would then be entrusted with the editorial

duties, he recommended, as an alternative, a

proposal made by Dr Seaton, that each sub-

scriber should pay the postage, and thus save

the Society 450?. a year—in other words, add

this amount to the subscriptions. This was a

most ingenious move : it was, moreover, the

only practical remark that was made during

the debate ; so Dr Wynter deserves great credit

for it. It is the easiest way of trapping 450/.

a year that we have seen for a long time, and

we can wish Dr Wynter no worse I'lck than

that the subscribers may fall into the suggestion.

Tin: LIVEKPOOL MURDERS.

Since wc wrote our leading article, the in-

vestigation into the circumstances ofthe alleged

murder of Ann Jones of Liverpool has termi-

nated, and the prisoner, Thomes Winslow, has

been declared " Not guilty." The poor woman

died of cancer of the stomach ; but inasmuch

as considerable quantities of antimony were

found in the urine and viscera, there can be no

doubt that this drug was clandestinely adminis-

tered by some unknown hand, and accelerated

the death of the victim. It is ardently to be

wislied that the culprit may be discovered and

punished.

COUNTY CORONERS.

The Bill for effecting certain changes in the

mode of election of Coroners, and the payment

of their officers by salary rather than fees, has

passed both Houses of Parliament. It will,

therefore, speedily become law. The present

arrangement with respect to payment by fees

will be allowed to continue until the conclusion

of the year : in other respects the Bill will

come into force as soon as it shall have re-

ceive<l the sign-manual of the Queen.

SMITHFIELD MARKET ACT.

It is a source of much satisfaction to us to

be able to state that this great sanitary mea-

sure has received the assent of the Crown, and

that steps have already been taken preliminary

to carrying out its provisions. As this has

been a labour of love to us, we are correspond-

ingly gratified by its successful termination.

We were always convinced that opposition to

the design would fail ; and, more than that, we

were determined that it should, for we knew

that the object was both a necessary and salu-

tary one.

mS.MISS.\L OF DR MAUNSELL, THE REGISTRAR

FOR IRELAND.

Some time ago we pointed out the excess

of expenditure incurred by the Irish Branch

Council of Registration, and it seems that

our observations prompted the Council to

effect a reform. It was too much to expect

that they would begin with themselves ; but

it is quite natural that tlicy should begin with

their Officers : so they orderod the dismissal

of a Clerk. Dr Maunsell mot this order with a

tart reply
; he did not think that the dismissal

could be justified by the requirements of the-

law, and he asserted that it was a breach of the

agreement with himself; and, in short, that

whilst the amount payable for rent and

salaries is only 430?., " the sum appropriated to

the six Members of this Branch Council for

the year 1859 amounted to 926?. 2s." Bravo !

Dr Maunsell! Here is a candidate for

martyrdom, and it would be a pity If the

ambition of his heart were not gratified.

Accordingly, the Branch Council resolved :

" That having fully cousiJered the proceedings

of the last meeting of Council, in reference to Dr
Maunsell's absence ; also his letters of June 2 and
July 20, inserted in Minutes of August 6 ; and,

further, his refusal at the meeting this day to

remain in attendance,— the Council are reluctantly

obliged to concluilo that they cannot continue Dr
Maunsell in the office of Registrar, and they there-

fore resolve that Dr Maunsell be and is hereby re-

moved from the office of Registrar to this Council.

"That the salary of the Registrar and Secretary

shall be and is hereby fixed at 200Z. per annum.
"That an advertisement be inserted in the

'Saunders,' 'Freeman's Journal,' ' Daily Express,*

and ' Irish Times,' for the appointment of a Regis-

trar and Secretary at the salary of 200?. per
annum ; the election to take place on Friday, th«
24th inst."

Honour before pelf at any time ; and Dr
Maunsell will go into retirement with the

consolatory reflection that ho has told the

truth and suffered persecution for its sake;

He must take to hoeing potatoes, like the

Roman CIncInnatus, and find virtue its own

reward. Seriously, wo think the Branch

Council rather shabby that they did not begia

by setting the example of self-sacrifice.

SKETCHES OF EMINENT
PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS

OF THE LAST CENTURY.

By JOSHUA BURGESS, M.D.

MEMOIR OF JOHN HUNTER, F.R.S.

(Continued from page 131.)

A further allusion to the discoveries which at

this period, and for some years previously, had

attracted so much attention, and provoked such

eager discussions, is necessary. The avowed op-

ponent of the Hunters, Jesse Foot, says, that

"IluUer had given tlic result of experimental injec-

tions of the testis in the ' Philosophical Trans-

actions ' before 1747, and Monro, sen., in tb«
' Medical Essays,' at tlio same time ;" which
experiments, ho says, " were commenced before

William Hunter liad begun to teach anatomy

—

and before Joliu had lierjun to leani." Haller,(a)

the Mouros, and William Hunter, were engaged
making experiments ujion the testis at the same
time, and iiulepeniluiitly and unknown to each

other, published their experiments. The dispute

about the injection with i[uicksilver of the tubuli

testis was between Dr William Hunter and Dr
Alexander Monro, jun., of Pjlinburgli. William

Hunter says upon this subject :
" About the

beginning of Novoiuber, 1752, in the preseuce of

Dr Galhie and others, I injected tlie vas deferens

in the human body with mercuiy," ....
(«) Havinj; carefully referred to the 'Philosophical

Transactions' of the dates indicated,we find no trace of

papers of this description comiuunicated by Baron .

Haller.
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" showed it next uiglit at my public lecture."

He fuvther says, " Dr Alexander Monro inib-

lislied the same discoveiy in the ' Kdinburgh
Essays' .... and then in an Inaugural
Thesis, in October, 1755, without acknowledg-
ment."

Dr Hunter also, from the commencement of
liis lectures, eleven years before, taught and
claimed the discovery in those lectures, that the
lym])liaties were the system of absorbent vessels,

but did not publish this discovery. In 1755, Dr
Alexander Monro, jun., " advanced this doctrine
in a general way, and first puhlwhcd it, and, to

his own satisfaction, established this claim ;" and
he further published this guasi discovery in his

Thesis, in elegant Latin, at Berlin. He had,
notwithstanding, attended W. Hunter's lectures,

with Dr lieimarus, iu 1755 ; and in that year,
and 1856, Dr Reimarus candidly refers, in his own
Thesis, published at Leyden, to the full exposi-

tion of Dr Hunter, of the lym])hatic ves«cls,

during that course. '

' Disregarding these circum-
cum stances, Dr Alexander Monro never referred

to William Hunter's lectures, althongh he re-

ferred to every other author who had treated that
subject." In 1755, immediately after, Munro pub-
lished, and hinted an intention of treating it more
fully on some future occasion. In face of all these
conflicting circumstances, as we have above re-

lated, Dr Alexander Monro came to London, and
attended AViliiam Himter's lectures that season.

In consequence of this inconsistent conduct, Dr
William Hunter took the opportunity, in his

public lecture, " blandly and in a conciliatory

manner," to remind him of these proceedings.

The controversial tendencies of the Monros,
father and sons, and the brothers Hunter, were
well matched, and in weighing their claims it is

difficult to adjust the balance rightly. The
Monros were in stronger force, and, with equal

danism and polemical ability, disjilayed great

fi'Mssc in resorting to early publication. The
merit of being first in the field is due to the bro-

thers Hunter ; they relied upon announcement in

public lecture as being sufficient, sought no fur-

tlier notoriety, and waited leisure and opportunity
(as Dr Hunter, some years aftenvards, quietly

explained) for publication of these so-called dis-

coveries. Discoveries in science propounded in

public lecture in London must be considered suffi-

cient to initiate and give paternity by .such publi-

cation. Tims, with equal pugni\city and une-
qualled pertinacity, the brothers Hunter, by no
means deterred by these unworthy pretensions

and stealthy manoeuvres, waged unmitigated
warfare with the Monros for the triumph of the

discoveiy of the absorbent system, in the lympliatic

vessels, and for the injection of the tubuli testis.

Dr William Hunter says— "In reply to the
challenge of Dr Alexander Monro to produce the
testimony of some few of the number who saw
the preparation in question in my anatomical
course for the year 1752, he (I) published letters

some years afterwards in the ' Medical Commen-
taries,' from six medical gentlemen residing at

that time in Loudon, who were present at the
lectures."

We are constrained to say that these clever and
eminent men never were more in their element or

more self-complacent than in the midst of these

wordy feuds. Dr William Hunter seemed to feel

like one of the Greek warriors described by
Homer, and certainly maintained a dignity and
preserved a good temper that even Agamemnon,
king of Argos, might have envied and imitated
with advantage in his wordy war.

" When Greek meets Greek, then comes the tug
of war."

Dr Adams, the devoted friend of the Hunters,
says " the discovery of hernia ccmeienita was
Haller's ; and though the experiments on absorp-
tion were conducted in a manner which com-
pletely showed Mr Hunter's sagacity and ac-

curacy, yet the result was not entirely new."
John Hunter, in speaking upon this subject,

•says, " This use of the absorbents I have been long
able to demonstrate, and the first hints I received
of it were in the waste of tlie sockets of the teeth,

as also in the fangs of the shedding teeth. ...This
Imay assert, that whenever any solid part of our
bodies undergoes a diminution, or is broken in upon
in conse(|ncnce of any disease, it is the absorbent
system which does it....Whcn it becomes necessary
that some whole living part should be removed,
it is evident that nature, in order to effect this,

must not only confer a new. activity, (but must
throw the parts to be absorbed into such a state

as to yield to this o]ieration. (a) This is the only
animal power capable of producing such effects,

and, like all other operations of the machine,
arises from a stimulus or an irritation, all other
methods of destruction being either mechanical
or chemical : the first, by cutting instruments, as

knives, saws, &c. ; the second, by caustics,

metallic salts, &c." Again he say.s, " The con-

sequence of these two processes taking place

together iu bones is very singidar. For the
ulcerative process destroying the inside of a bone,

while the ossifying makes an addition to the
outside, the bone often increases to prodigious

size, as in cases of spina; ventosm. But in the end
the ulceration on the outside gets the better, and
the matter makes its escape." (I) Again he con-

eludes, " These uses I claim as my own discovery.

I have taught them pulilicly since the year 177"2."

Dr Foast Symonds, in his Life of Dr Hunter,
gave the comparative merits to each. Mr Henry
Watson had the first claim in the injection of the

testis ; Haller, to the discovery of the hernia cmi-

geniia, to which discovery four anatomists laid

claim—namely, Baron Haller, ^\'illianl and John
Hunter, and Percival Pott. It is not a little remark-
able that the last and William Hunter, the only con-

troversialists in this particular instance, were the

only two engaged who had no .share in any part of

the discovery. " Mr Pott never understood the

subject, and blundered egrogiou.sly in the very
terras he used, and in the later editions of his

works omitted all he had ^v!itten on the subject.

Dr Hunter never appears without quoting his

brother's notes, (c) The description of the

situation of the testis in the fcetus, with its

descent into the scrotum, was exclusively John
Hunter's ; and of all his labours none ever ])ro-

curcd him fame so justly earned, and so universal

with those who were best able to appreciate its

merit." Ruysch, Nuck, Baron Haller, and M.
Noguiez jireferred earlier claims to having made
experiments leading to the discovery of the func-

tion of absor])tion, to those of John and William
Hunter. " Baron Haller and John Hunter each

gave to the other an undisputed title to liis

respective claims." (d)

'These incidents manifest the tone and temper
of the brothers. The disputes in which they were
involved, the tenacity and jealousy in a.sserting

claims against each other, was an indispensable

excitement, and seemed part of their nature.

When they waived family feuds to .sustain claims

and pretensions against third parties, fthey incurred

the censure of rivals and contemporaries, and their

quarrels contributed to the professional gossip and
scandal of the day. Nevertheless, science reaped
benefit and advantage fi-om their pertinacity

and industry, by which they established an
honourable fame, and laboured hard, and made
great sacrifices creditable to the time and country
in which they lived.

John Hunter now rose rapidly into notice, and
had for some time formed an attachment to

Miss Home, daughter of Surgeon Boyne Home,
of Burgoyne's Regiment of Light Horse, a la<ly of

most amiable character and accomplishments.
This was an additional incentive : for although
this lady's prudence forbade for the present their

union, ho increased his labours that he might
have more leisure for the enjoyment of her
society. His great expenses and numerous
engagements delayed the marriage until 1771.

The brother of Miss Home, afterwards Sir Eve-

rardllome, was at this time a boy at Westminster
School, and John Hunter offered to bring him
up to the Profession, to which his father con-

sented. This afterwards brother-in-law was
early trained in the family and under the

eye of John Hunter, and necessarily arrived

at considerable distinction, and had a baronetcy

conferred upon him. It is a painful duty, in

relating the history of human affairs, to have to

record perpetration of dishonour and breach of

tnist under any aspect, even when the agent is

sordid and servile ; how much more when the

delinquent has been trained under good circum-

stances and conditions—taught and confided in

by the party whose trust he betrays—who had

(a) 'Medical Circular,' May, 1860, p. 336, No. 411,

and April 26th, 1860, p. 2S3, col. 2, I. 23.

{h) Hunter on the Blood, pp. 440 and 450.

(c) Adams' ' Memoirs of Life of John Hunter,'

p. 32.

{</,) Adam.s' ' Memoirs of John Himter.'

placed implicit reliance and unbounded de})en-
dence, shamefully betrayed by a Punic trea-

chery ! Living, as did Everard Home, in the
house of John Hunter, or a.s.sociatiug in it as
familiarly as in his own, he enjoyed free access
to the papers, manuscripts, and experiments
upon which the labours of his life had been
devoted. In short, Everard Home had been an
amanuensis to his brother-in-law, and had as-

sisted in copying and arranging his papers. This
confidence was most sacrilegiously abused. He
owed advancement in his jirol'e.ssion, attaining as
he aftenvards did to its highest'honours, under the
auspices of John Hunter. Everard Home was
appointed Sergeant-Surgeon to the King, was
Vice-President of the Royal Society, served the
office of President of the Royal College of Sur-
geons three times, was appointed by Government
first Curator of the Hunterian Museum, filled

innumerable distinguished and honourable offices,

and was ultimately made a Ixironet, all of which
honours may be traced to this connection. He was
left executor and trastee, and had custody of John
Hunter's manuscripts and pajicrs, which were
afterwards to be deposited in the Museum. During
this time he was giving lectures upon Natural
History, and publishing at different periods pa|)ers

on various subjects of Physiology, as well as
Natural History, mostly derived from these
papers and manuscri))ts. The Council of the
College of Surgeons and Tnistces, ap],ointed
by Goverment, of the Hunterian Museum,
had made repeated unsncce».sful applications for

the papers, documents, and manuscripts to be
surrendered, to be deposited in the Museum. At
length, upon the demand becoming peremiitory,
from long procra.stination and continued delay ia
conforming with the conditions of the trust, the
discovery of a most flagitious' incendiarism could.

no longer he delayed. Sir Everard Home, Bart.,

the Jiupil, protige, and brotlier-in-law, had burnt
the manuscripts, papers, and documents of John
Hunter. It is right thus early to name this

nefarious transaction. In the historical record

of the remaining incidents of John Hunter's
life, Everard Home must bo often named and
reverted to in familiar connection and union.

To guard this association, which under other
circumstances would have conferred honour,

from being prostituted for a moment, we exjwse
the delinquency, to prevent even the ))asi!ing

existence of injustice. If it be any {Killiation,

we freely relate that Everard Home was early in-

spired with a tatfe for physiological inquiries, and
for Natural History. Even during his holi-

days from school he displayed this attachment,

and was fascinated with the great talents and
extent of research of John Hunter. How
such peifidy could, with unhallowed step and
brazen front, pro.''ane the sacred haunts of science,

is incredible, when, if no higher principle existed,

they ought to have been sanctified and juo-

tected from such invasion by ties of friendly

intercouree and of near relation.ship. A brief

liistory should be given of this affair, which may
be compri.sed in a few words. It will expo.se a
web of villany, almost if not quite unequalled in

the history of literature. Everard Home and
Dr Matthew Baillie were left trustees and execu-

tors of the will of John Hunter. After the pur-

chase of the Museum by Goveriuuent for the sum
of 15,000?., including everything collected therein

—estate, preparations, specimens, manuscripts,

and documents,—the Government transferred

their custody to the Council of the College of

Surgeons. It gave another 15,000/. for erection

of a .suitable building to receive them iu Lincoln's

Inn Fields, and afterwards nearly doubkd the
grant. They were wholly received into this

building, and )ia»sed into the custody of the

Council of the College, who appointed I'urators,

with whose aid the Council intended to have
prepared a descriptive catalogue of the whole
Museum. Everard Home being one of the cura-

tors, took away from this custody " ten volumes of

Minutes of Dissections, and many other valuable

papers, without any previous ponni.s.^iou of the

trustees, with the avowed intention of employing

them in preparing acalalogue, which he undertook

to do gratuitously." Time passed, ou and no cata-

logue was forthcoming. Repeated a]>jilications

were made to Home for restoration. At length

he turned round on the Council, iuaint>iii)ed that

no mention was made of them iu Hurler's will,

and that he had burnt them in accor.liuuo with

the directors of his will. The falseness of this
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averment is confinnecl by liis not liaving destroyed

them, when in his hands, and before they were
delivered up to the custody of the Council of the

College, whoso property thoy had now become.
In explanation, it should be stated that Sir

Everard Homo contributed more papers to the

Hoyal Society than any other single member of

that distinguished body since its foundatiou.

(To be continued.)

HOSPITAL EEPOETS.

ST GEORGE'S HOSPITAL.
Amputation of Tuuiii foii Disjusf.u Knbf^ axd
Ampittation of Lf.u foii Diseaskd Ankle-
joint—TcMon Tkstih—Nf.cbosis or Tibia.—
M» C.«sar Hawkins. Fistula in PeiiinvKO.—Mk TaTUM. Fi.STULA in PERINiBO.

—

Mk
Pollock.

(July 26th.)—Amptt.^tios of Thigh.
The patient, a woman about fifty years of age,

under chloroform, had the thigh removed at the
lower thiol by circular section. The di.sease had
existed in the knee-joint about live years ; latterly

the soft parts became extensively diseased, and
sinuses formed. The patient was a fleshy woman,
and of full habit. Mr C'spsar Hawkins did not

consider her a good subject for resection of joint.

The extensive disease of soft parts at her age

rendered excision an extremely hazardous opera-

tion.

ExnminaHon of Knre-join/.—Tlie condyloid ex-

tremity of the femur found diseased and partly

necrosed, cartilages destroyed, and synovial mem-
brane inflamed and diseased. A large quantity of

matter was found in the joint, and the tissues

^vere extensively diseased.

(August 16tu.)—Amputation of Thigh.
Mr Hawkins performed amputation upon a

patient, a young man about twenty years of

age, who previously, rather more than two years

since, had performed resection of knee-joint

in one of the Metropolitan Hospitals, and was de-

clared to be cured. It appears, notwithstanding,
in this case, that the incisions and tissues had
never closed, or a healthy proit.ss taken pla:e.

According to the history of this case, about
five years since the man had been admitted
a ]>atient at St George's Hospital for dis-

eased knee, found relief, and was scut to Margate
to restore his health. At tliat time the synovial
membrane was not diseased, but ligaments were
beginning to be altered. Ho applied again, after

resection of knee-joint, to a metropolitan hospital,

about eighteen months since. At that time a large

8U]>puratin)^ abscess was formed, communicating
with knee-joint, bones found diseased through
sinuses communicating with them. Circular in-

cision under (hluroform was performed by Mr
Hawkins. Cantiil examination of joint, amla pre-
paration of diseased .structures will bo made for the
museum. A report of the conditions of the joint

shall be given on a future occasion. The patient
was a bad subject, worn down by long-continued
sufl'ering. A careful examination was made of
this leg, rfiiiivril by amputation, after a former
oiM.iatiiiii i.r . >, i.^iou had been performed. The
di.ssectioTi iliM/vired only a verj- partial union
to luive taken place between the tibia and feiniit.

Tlie latitude of motion it gave could have been
hut very limited. No union or junction had
taken place in the popliteal region. Synovial
Dieinbrauo and ligaments were entirely destroyed,

except a small iiortion of Winslow's ligament.
We are indebted to llr Holmes, Curator of St
George's Hospital Museum, for the above.

Tumor Tf.stis.

This was a case of injury of the testicle IVom
a blow reeeived upon it some years since : the
testicle was greatly enlar^xed and indurated.
Mr Caser Hawkins recommended oporatio]
for amputation of testicle, as the only mean.
of relief; an ojiinion which was supporteil by the
other surgeons of tlio hospital. Mr Hawkins
stated that the patient had i)een under mercurial
treatment on two several occasions without bene-
fit : the tumour hail Iwnn tap(i«<l previous to the
oiier:itioii, when siroiis l|\ij<l came away. He was
V'' ' '"•' '' '' -Tu during operation. On
'

II- was found to consist of
''' iig .scrum and bloody fluid.

(AnousT 16Tn.)- Nk< rosih ok TiniA.
This was strumous disease of the shaft of the

tibia. The patient, a very intelligent, healthy-
looking boy, about twelve yeara of age, was
placed under ana'sthesia. The diseased bone
was situated on the left leg ; the integuments
and soft parts on the lower portion of the
cylinder of tibia being discolonred, thickened, and
three sinuses communicating with the bone.
The ankle-joint was free from disease. Mr Haw-
kins made a free incision from the lower to the

upper sinus ; exposed the bone, which was found
to be denuded of periosteum, by dividing tissues

around, and removed a portion of, necrosed bone
with bone-nippei-s and forceps.

Mr Hawkins also operated upon a woman
about tweuty-iive years of age, for strabismus,

in usual way.

FtBTtlLA IN PER1N:E0.
This injury to the urethra was produced by

a kick received/upon the perinajum many years

since, destroying a portion of the urethra, which
consequently became obliterated. It is^ well

known that reproduction of urethra upon destruc-

tion by injury does not take ])laoe. Division of

the urethra through the pcrinseum, in oousequenoe,

was decided on by Mr Tatuni. No passage ex-

isting through the urethra, the urine of late

passed from tlie bladder in very insutficient

quantity, causing great irritation and sntferii.g to

the patient, llr Tatnm made a vory cautious

and free dissection in the raphiB of the periu»um,
commencing at the base of scrotum. After great

care in searching, he found the urethra, cut into

it, divided the cicatrix or condensed stnictnro

fomiing the obstruction, and rpach«l the bladder
with flexible catheter. A quantity of fetid urine

escaped. The usu.il method of seonring flexible

catheter in bladder was adopted.

Fistula in PEiiix.i:o.

—

Mr Pollock.
This patient, a man about forty years of age,

had stricture of urethra for many years. A sinus

had formeel in periuteum immediately below the

scrotum, fi'om which urine had for a long time
passed. On Mr Pollock making incision into the

grooved staff, considerable cartilaginous stnicture

Lad to be divided in reaching the urethra. The
operation was done in the usual way, introducing

and securing flexible catheter by bandage round
the hips and thighs.

U^'^IVERSITY C0LLEGE_HG8PITAL.
Apoust IST."

Hajrf.-lip—Yabicocele—Vidal's OPBaA.TlOK.

—

Mr Ericusen.

Harb-i.ip.
This was an unusual condition of malformation,

and con.seqnent deformity, in a child about a.x

months old. The fissure, of extraordinary dimen-
sions, exposed a chnsm from loss of soft parts,

and a portion of the intermaxillary bone ; and
there was a cartilaginous cleft projecting into the

niouthi After operating in the usual way, Mr
Erichsen broke down tissneseoinposing thealveolar

process, dividing vciy freely the li-ajuum, and
then with necrosis forceps smashed the malformed
iutermaxillaiy cartilaginous projecting cleft. One
of the milk incisors was removed, which would
prove an advantage, since its presence might have
iuterfereil in the healing process : the ])ci-nianont

incisor would arrive when wanted, in due season.

Varicocele—VmAi.'s Operation.
No surgical disease aftbrds such a variety of

modes of uperatiou as varicocele, several of which
have now become obsolete. By ])ressure of vari-

cocele upon the spermatic vessels, innutrition

and conseciuent atrophy of the testicle occurs.

.Mr Ericbsen has performed Vidal's operation with
gicat success of late. Formerly he used hare-lip

pins and twisted sutures, separating the diseased

veins fii-st from the vas deferens. Mr Hilton of

Guy's Hospital and Mr Partridge of King's Col-

lege Hospital have peiformcd a simple and efl'cc-

tivc cnre by ligature and subcutaneous section in

the following manner :—A needle armed with silk

ligature pa.^sed through skin and superficial fascia

of scrotum behind the enlarged veins, and m front

of vas deferens, is then jjasscd through the same
opening through the superficial fascia, under the

skin, ill front of the enlarged vessels, carrying the
other end of the ligature with it, and thus by
tying the two ends producing strangulation of

varicocele. Mr Hilton cured four consecutive

cases by this treatment in a very fhort time. Mr
Jjownian of King's College has also pcribrmcd a

simple mode :—Two needles, an inch asunder, are-

passed under the varicose veins in front of 'v'as

deferens and artery, and a silk ligature is twisted
over them as for hare-lip, sufliciently tight to
occlude the veins and stop the cin-ulation,

but not to cut them. The tenotomy knife

being then introduced, the veins are divided
by a very small incision between the needles,

a pad and compress being laid over all. This
operation has given very satisfactory results

under Mr Bowman's treatment. It is attended,

with no hsemorrhage, no suppuration, no decom-
posed clot causing mischief by absorption, and
no phlebitis. The cure is quick, the lower needle
being removed in two days, and the upper in four

days. Mr Erichsen now gives preference to Vidal's

operation.

The patient, a mau aboirt thirty years old,

was ojperated upon under chloroform. Mr
Erichsen iuti'oduceil a strong silver pin behind the

varicose veins, and in front of tho vas del'crensand

artery, taking especial care to avoid and ]>rotect

them by f»>parating tbcm fixira the veins, and
passed tlie pin through the skin and tissues. He
then pushed a silver wire through the integu-

mente of tho scrotum and superficial fascia in
front of tile tumour forming the varicocele,

twisted tho wire tightly over tho pin, and thus
obliterated the enlarged veins. The wire is

twisted sevei-al times by turning round tho pin
between the forefinger and thumb, thus effec-

tually strangling varicocele.

WT,STMINSTER Ht)SPITAL.—Aw,. Stii.

Removal op fleshy Tu.mouu ik Axilla—
Operation for Sthahismu.s — Wutzer's
Oper-\tion (.modified) for the Cure of
Inguinal Hernia.—Mh Holtiiouse.

Fi,.K8HY Tumour in Axilla^
This patient, a tall, well-formed, active, ond

strong-looking woman, about thirty-five years of
age, had for a long time been atllioted with strumous
abscess over her lni,snNi, breast, back, and axilla.

She was oompletely covered witli old scars and
scams on tht«o parts. Until they discharged, they
assumed a dark copper-coloured appearance, and
an elongated form. Mr Holthouso stated that there
was no reason to suspect they procoetled from a
syphilitic taint, but were strictly of a strumous
character, and thought the preparations of iodine

were strongly indicated in the treatment, and
might be beneficially administered in this case.

The tumour or excrescence iu tho axilla to bo
removeil had all these characters, was of a reddish
purple colour, and of ab(jut two inches in length,

and certainly maniicsted very much of the cha-
racter of condylomata, and caused gi'eat irritation

and pain to the patient. The tumour was removed
by an oval incision carried round its base, and
thus dissected out.

Strabismus.
A young man, about twenty-fiveyears of age, was

operated upon in the u.-ual way. Mr Hollliou.se

dissected tlto Hclei'otica, with more freeiiom than
is usually practised, giving greater facility to dis-

sect and divide tendons of rectus muscle.

Operation for Cube of Inguinal Uebnia.
The patient, a man about sixty years of age,

had an oblique iiijjuinal hernia of enormous di-

mensions, the hernial tumour reaching nearly to
the knee. Mr Uoltliouso decided to operate by a
modification of Wiitzer's operation From the
depending condition of scrotum and great size of
the canal, a very large jilug was required, which
was mailo for the occasion. The ojieratioii, under
chloroform, was conducted by invagination in the
usual manner. Mr Holthuuse ilid not tliink, from
the great size of the hernial sac, and the ago of

patient, that it was a suitable case fur Wood's
operation.

KING'S COLLEGE HOSPITAL. — Arc. Urn.
Varicose Vkiks — Ohmtekation ok Vena
Saphena, iiv Transfixion with 1'ins and
and Lioatuub- Stridtuke of URirrHUA re-

moved BY sucden Dilatation— Lithotiuty.
—Mr Fe!icu.ss<jn.

VAiiifosE Veins.
In this case, a female patient about twenty

years of age, Mr l'"ergiis,',(iii transfixed the vena
s.aphena at the superior and anterior aspect of the

limb, by introducing a pin under, and (lien another

over, the vein. Having tlms tniiisti.\i'd tlie vein,
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he adopted the following method :—A slip of lint

about half an inch wide, and several inches in

length, was wound round and uuder the pins, thus

to give a firm bite to the silk ligature, afterwards

to be applied, without endangering breach of tegu-

jnent. A silk ligature was tlien apjjUed several

turns tight round the liut, and also uuder and
round the pins, thus effectually strangling the

yein.

Mr Lee also operated upon a case of varicose

veins—a sailor from the Sailors' Home—iu his

usual way, by pins, ligature, and subcutaneous
section. This man formed one more of the nu-
merous sailors Kmg's College has returned cured
.into her Majesty's service.

Stricture of Urethra—Cure by .sudden
Dilatation.

This patient, a man about thirty-five years of

-age, who had suffered from stricture of urethra
more than five years, came into hospital about five

w«eks since. His urine dribbled away. Mr Fer-

'gusson described the case. He stated that the man
had ague—it was so-called ague. He was seized

with rigors, or cold all over him, shivering—

a

very common condition attending stricture of the
urethra, especially on attempting to pass a bougie

or catheter. The instrument used to effect sudden
dilatation was invented by Mr Holt, of Westmin-
ster Hospital. It was catheter-shaped, but split

into two halves, having a wire running along a

groove in the bottom half Mr Fergusson had
great difficulty to pass a catheter through stricture,

and it ref[uired considerable jjatience and time to

effect this object ; the resistance, he stated, being
in tlie region of the triangular muscle. He then
passed Mr Holt's instrument through the stricture.

Having a series of tubes graduated in size, lie

passed the smallest size first down the groove in

Holt's instrument, until it became fully dilated

thereby. He then passed the next, and after-

' wards a still larger size. The jiassage of these

tubes causes considerable pain by the dilatation of

the stricture they effect. Mr Fergusson desisted

\ipon the passage of the third-sized tube, in con-

sequence of the great disturbance it caused. He
said the modes of curing stricture are various.

The old, slow dilatation by bougies gives a healthy
action to, and induces absorption of, parts thick-

ened in the passage of the urethra, and thus
effects a radical cnre. Mr Simpson's (of Edin-
burgh) is another method, by division ; and this

method of Mr Holt's, by quick dilatation, he said

he highly approved. It sometimes brings on fever,

and cannot be persisted in ; but it is a good plan,

and the instrument is an excellent invention.

Lithotkity.
The patient, a man between fifty and sixty

years of age, applied at the hospital about two
years since, on which occasion, upon sounding,
the stone could not be found. He came again
about a year and a half since, when the stone

was found, and Mr Fergusson broke it, and brought
it away, and the patient seemed to be cured. He
<;anie again last week. Upon sounding, tlie stone
»Fas easily found. Mr Fergusson used a new in-

strument, which he described as a scope, made of

two blades. He further said, the constraction of

the blades is just opposite to that of the litho-

trite. It is made with a channel, and expands
at the end like a scope, so that when it opens, it

receives bits of .stone, crushes, breaks them be-

tween tlie blades, and brings them away in the
scope, as was done on the present occasion.

Marine Sanitarium at Culpee.—Mr Kirwan,
of the Army Medical Staff, has published a pro-
jiosal for establishing a maruie sanitarium at
Culpee, composed of a fleet of first-class troop-
ships. C'ulpee is on the left bank of the Hooghly,
at the point where it widens out into an estuary.
He is of opinion that invalid soldiers, if sent
(there, and allowed to enjoy sea-trips in the bay,
would not require to be sent to England to the
same extent as now. He suggests the fitting up
of the Government pilot-brigs as floating sea-

ban-acks. This would prevent the great mortality
amongst invalids while waiting for an order for
removal to England. JJow that the comfort and
eflSciency of the European soldier is really a
.political question with the Indian Government,
"''Y*-i^"'"''s intelligent suggestions on this .sub-

JJ' "I on troop-shijis generally, have a chance
inai sonv at least considered.— ' Friend of India,'
it 13 ^' vH

MEDICAL SOCIETIES.

ROYAL MEDICAL AND CHIKUEGICAL
SOCIETY.

Tuesday, June 26, 1860.

F. C. Skey, Esq., President, in the Chair.

A paper, by Mr T. B. Curling, F. E.S., was
read, being an
inquiry into the treatment of congenital
imperfections of the rectum by opera-
tion,

Founded on an analysis of 100 cases, 9 of which
occurred in the practice of the Author. With
the view of ascertaining and estimating the

results of the operations which have been re-

sorted to in the different forms of congenital

imperfections of the rectum, either for the pre-

servation of life or its futuie comfort, and ol

assisting to establish the best modes of pro-

ceeding in these cases, the Author has collected

and tabulated 100 cases iu which operations

have been performed by himself and other Sur-

geons. Of these cases, 68 were males and 32

females. He classes the congenital malformations

of the rectum as follows : 1. Imijerforato anus,

the rectum being partially or wholly deficient.

Of this form the table furnishes 26 instances, 21

male, and 5 females. 2. Anus opening into a

cul-de-sac, the rectum being partially or wholly

deficient. Of this the table includes 31 ca.ses, 17

males and 14 females. 3. Imperibrate anus in

the male, the rectum being partially or wholly

deficient, and commuuicuting with the urethra

or neck of the bladder. Of this the table contains

26 cases. . 4. Imperforate anus in the female, the

rectum being partially deficient, and communi-
cating with the vagina. Of this the table

furnishes 11 cases. 5. Imperforate anus, the

rectum being partially deficient, and opening ex-

ternally, in an abnormal situation, by a narrow-

outlet. Of this fonn the table contains 6 cases.

A few other congenital deviations have been

observed, but they are of a very rare occurrence,

and the five forms enumerated above are alone

included in the table. The Author briefly relates

a case of fa-cal fi.itula, passing from the back of

the sacrum to the rectum, which fell uuder his

own observation. Alter briefly reviewing the

causes of these malformations, and showing that

though in most instances consequent on an arrest

of development, they sometimes result from a

pathological change due probably to inflammation

occurring duiing intra-uterine life, the Author
notices the relations of the peritoenum to the

bowel in the different forms of atresia, as having

an important bearing on the operations per-

formed in the perineal region, and states that

in several instances in the table the fatal n-sult

was due to the opening made iu the serous sac.

He also calls attention to an imperfect develop-

ment of the pelvis in those cases iu which the

rectum is wholly deficient. 1. The 26 cases in

the table of the fii-st form furnish the following

results :— In 14 cases the gut was opened in the

anal region, and in 12 the operator failed to

reach it. Of the fonner, 8 ended fatally and 6
proved successful. Of the 12 cases iu which the

gut was not reached, 2 ended fatally without
anything further being done. In 7, colotomy
was performed in the groiu ; 1 only proved fatal.

In 3, the colon was opened in the lumbar region
;

I recovered and 2 died. The Author gives some
particulars of the 6 successful cases, and notices

that there is only 1 of complete success in which
the rectum was wholly wanting. In 3 of the

cases in which the bowel was simply incised,

more or less difficulty was exiierienced iifterwards

in maintaiuuig a free passage for the faeces, but

in 2 of the cases subsequent contraction was
prevented by drawing the bowel down to the

anal region. 2. In 16 of the 31 cases of the

second form the gut was reached and opened. In

II the operator failed in finding it. Of the

former, 6 were fatal and 10 recovered. Of the 11

cases in which the gut was not reached, 6 ended
fatally without any further operation. In 2,

colotomy was performed in the groin with a

fatal result. In 3 instances tlie colon was
opened in the loin ; 2 were fatal, and 1 recovered.

In 4 cases colotomj- was performed without
any previous subpubic operation ; three times
in the groin with successful results, and once in

the loin with a fatal termination. In analysing
the 10 cases of success after a subpubic operation.

the Author shows that in several cases i"
which the septum was slight the passage was
readily estabiislicd ; that in others, wiiere a
space of some extent intervened between the two
ends of the bowel, great difficulty was experienced
in preventing contraction, unless the bowel was
drawn down aiu'. attached to the skin ; and he
gives the particulai-s of a case treated by himself
in this way with complete success. 3. The
Axilhor adduces some cases of the third foi-m, in

which, the communication between the rectum
and urethra being more free than usual, life has
been preserved lor many months, the fseces

escaping entirely by the urethra, until the j)as-

sage becoming at length blocked up, death has
ensued. Of the 26 cases in the table, the gut w-as

reached in 15 ; in 9, the operator faUed to find

it. Of the former, 9 recovered and 6 proved
fatal. Of the 9 cases iu which the gut was not
reached, 7 ended fatally without any further

operation. In 1, colotomy was performed in the
groiu ; in the other, in the loin. : both ended
fatally. In 2 cases no attempt was made to reach
the bowel from the j;erina;um, but the colon was
o)jened in the loin. One did well, the other
died. In 7 of the successful cases treated by
incision, more or less difficulty was experienced
aftei-wards in maintaining the jiassage. In the
only case in which the bowel was drawn down
and secured to the skin, no conti action took
place, and the boy was well and thriving at five

years of age. After the establislinient of a jias-

sage at the anus, the escape of la;ces by the
urethra did not always cease, and several
instances are given in wlxieh serious inconveni-
ences resulted from non-closure of the abnoimal
communication. 4. The Author, after alluding
to instances of persous born with iuijierforate

anus, the rectum opening into the vagina, who
have passed through life submitting to the annoy-
ances consequent upon it, states that the recto-

vaginal commuuieation is not always sufficient,

and that obstinate constijiation sometimes ensues.
As the rectum descends low in the pelvis in this

form, the ojierator cannot well fail to reach the
bowel. In all the 11 instances in the table, the
gut was opened, and only 1 ended fatally, from over-

distension ofthe rectum, consequent on the opera-

tion having been delayed too long ; 8 ofthe 1 remain-
ing eases are reportedas successlid, and 2 as unsuc-
cessful, owing to the tendency to contraction and
neglect by the pareuts of the means recommended
to maintain the passage. In one of the successful

cases the bowel was drawn down and secured to

the skin. The Author gives the particulars of two
cases, w hich came under his notice, one successful,

the other unsuccessful. In this malformation the
establishment of a new- passage at the natural site

is not all that is required. A\ e have also to obtain

the closure of the abnormal communication of the
vagina. A case in which this opening is reported

to have closed sjiontaneously is the only one of

comjilcte success in the table. The Author is un-
acquainted w ith a single case iu which, after the
formation of an artificial anus, a successful opera-

tion has been jierfoi-med for the closure of the
recto-vaginal ajierture. 6. Of the fifth form there

are 6 cases in the table—4 males and 2 females.

In the males the abnormal outlet was iu the
periua;um, just behind the scrotum, in 2 ; in I in

the scrotal raj he, and in 1 anterior to the scrotum.
In the females the ojieniug was in the periua;um,
close to the vagiua, or at the posterior commissure
of the vulva. In all the cases the vent was insuf-

ficient, and defecation more or less difficult. In
this form, as in the last, the rectum can be easily

reached, and it was opened in all six cases. Two
different operations have been practised to remedy
this imperfection :—1, the enlargement of the
original outlet, which was done in two instances

;

anil 2, the establislmient of a new anus at the
natural site, which was performed in the four
other cases. The Author, after giving a detailed

account of one oi the cases in wliich he had re-

course to the latter operation, contrasts the advan-
tages of the two methods. In cases of inqierfo-

rate anus, in which a passage is successfully esta-

blished, the reteutive functions of tlie bowel gene-

rally exist m sufficient force. Satisfactory evidence

on this point is fiunished by several of the oases

in the talilc, and the existence of an external

sphincter has been frequently recognised in dissec-

tion. The Author, after noticing that in cases of
imjierforation unremedied by operation, death is

sometimes caused by extreme distension and rup-

ture of the colon or the teiminal pouch, remarks,
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that tlio most conmiou causes of death after

operation are peritonitis and diffuse inflamma-
tion of the areolar tissue. Tlie former is

generally produced by a wound of the serous

membrane, the latter by tlie jiassagc of fiecal

matter through the tissues of the pelvis, both
being chiefly due to faulty methods of operating.

He condemns the use of a trocar as a most unsafe

instrument, and advocates the plan of drawing
down the bowel and attaching it by sutures to

the margins of the wound in the .skin, an operation

first performed by Amussat in 1835, and since

described and recommended by Dieffenbach. The
important advantage olitaiued by it is the securing

a lining of mucous membrane for the jiassage

traversed by the fieces. By this means we guard,

not only against the tendency to contraction, with
its consequent miseries and dangers, but also avoid
the early risks of inflammation and faecal absorp-

tion. In some instances troubles in defecation
have continued after a sufficient passage for the
faeces has been fully established, owiug to an
organic change in the bowel, consequent upon an
obstruction of long continuance, subsisting after

removal of the cause. The Author gives an
account of some dis-sections in which the muscular
coat of the rectum was found remarkably hyper-
irophied and its mucous follicles enlarged, and
states that when the vent for the fieces has long
remained insulKcient, and the bowel has undergone
these changes, its expulsive functions become
seriously impaired and weakened, and the infant

consequently suffers in the same way as adults
labouring under stricture of the rectum. Having
Investigated the results of the operations performed
in the pcrinaium, the Author proceeds to inquire

into the degree of success which has followed the
operations for opening the colon in the groin and
in tlie loin, to ascertain the iuconreniences con-

sequent upon an anus in these regions, and to

estimate the comparative value of the two opera-

tions. Colotoray was performed in twenty-one of

the cases in the table —in fourteen by the inguinal

operation, and in seven by the lumbar. In nine
of the former an unsuccessful attempt had been
made to reach the gut from the perinseum—four
proved fatal, and five recovered. Of five cases in

which no jnevious operation had been performed,
one only proved fatal, and four recovered. Of
the nine recoveries after inguinal colotomy, one
survived only a month, two died of cholera within
fourteen months, and a fourth was doing well at

.seventeen montlis ; a fifth survived three years,

and a .sixtli was doing well at thirteen years of

age. M. Kochard lias recently given an authentic
report of the remaining three. One died at the
age of forty-three ; the two others arc alive and
well— one at forty-six years of age, the other at

forty-three. Of the seven cases in which colotomy
was performed in the left loin, attempts had
previously l)een maile to open the bowel from the
periua:uui in five, of which three were fatal. In
anotlier fatal case an attempt was made after the
lumbar operation. The Author relates the par-

ticulars of a case operated on by himself, in which
death was caused by injuries inflicted in the
perineal ojpcration before the infant came under
his care. Of the two recoveries after lumbar
colotomy, one infant lived to the age of seven years,

•nd of the other there was no report more recent

than seven weeks, and the child is sup^iosed not
to have long .survived. The Author considers the
two operations in reference chiefly to three ques-

tions—the dilliculties of the operation, its dan-
gers, and tlie condition and convenience of the
artificial anus. The operation is admitted to be
one of greater difficulty in the loin than in the
groin ; and after remarking on some of the causes
of thi.s, the Author notices the irregularities in the
disposition of the colon, which render it impos-
sible to open the bowel in the left loin without
wounding the peritoneum, and which prevent the
operator finding the colon in the left groin. The
Author jiracti.sed both operations on the bodies of
twenty infants, and in two ho was unable to open
the colon in the left groin, in consequence of the
colon making a sharj) curve and passing over to

the right side before reaching the ]ielvis. In six
subjiits 1

1
unbar colotomy was impossible without

opening the peritoneum, owing to the colon being
attached liy a distinct mesentery and being loose
in the abdomen. This serious impediment once
occurred to the Author in performing lumbar
colotomy in a case of imperforate anus. In re-

spect to the dangers of the two operations, the
results of the cases in the table are much in

favour of colotomy in the gioiu. The Author
quotes the description given by Eochard of the

condition of the anus in the groin in two patients

who had been operated on many years previously.

Both were in good health, and suflered very little

inconvenience. One had married and borne chil-

dren. In all the patients observed by Rochard,
prolapsus had taken place from the lower part of

the bowel, but it was easily restrained. The Author
also gives a particxilar description of a case, which
has recently come under his own notice, of an
artificial anus in the loin in a boy eight years of

age, born with an imperforate anus, the rectum
opeuing into the urethra. The anus was sufficient,

but faeces escaped occasionally into the lower part

of the bowel and caused difficulty in micturition.

To obviate this difficulty, he had suggested the
lodgment of a sponge-plug in the lower opening.

The Author sees very little to justify a preference

for either operation on the ground of the jiosition

of the anus ; but the greater difficulties aiid dan-
gers of lumbar colotomy would induce him in

future to select the inguinal operation. The Au-
thor controverts the views recently advanced by
Nuguicr in favour of the performance of colotomy
in tne right groin in preference to the left, and
shows by several examinations of infant subjects

that the passage of the colon from the left iliac

fossa to the right fossa is not so constant as iie

states. The Author, iu conclusion, gives par-

ticular directions for conducting the operative

treatment of imperfections of the rectum based
on the results of this inquiry.

QUESTIONS FOR CANDIDATES FOR
ASSISTANT-SURGEON IN THE ARMY.

AvGVST 13th and 14th.

ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY.
Mk BC8K.

1. Describe the general characters of the ribs,

and the peculiarities by which certain ribs are

distinguislied. Enumerate the muscles engaged
in their elevation and depression.

2. Give a description of the caecum and the

ileo-colic valve ; and state the difference in point

of stnicture between the large and small in-

testines.

3. Describe, in the order in which they occur,

the parts brought into view in exposing the
anterior surface of the anterior scalenus muscle.

4. Describe the several parts brought into view
in dissecting and removuig the short muscles of

the thumb and abductor indicis.

6. Give the physical and chemical characters

of yellow ela.stic tissue, and notice the principal

situations in which it exists in the human body.
6. Mention the circumstances which increase

or diminish the amount of carbonic acid exhaled
by animals.

SURGERY.
Mr Paget.

1

.

Enumerate not less than five kinds of wounds
which you would not attempt to heal by the first

intention ; and state how you would treat each
of them.

2. Describe the most frequent appearances,
after death, of enlargement of the middle lobe of
the prostate gland ; and the symptoms by which
that condition may be known, or suspected, during
life.

3. Describe fnlly the proper treatment of a
periiiiEum recently and completely ruptured during
parturition.

4. What are the conditions on which secondary
hemorrhages after amputation depend, and what
are the best modes of treating them ?

6. Write Latin prescriptions for the following

medicines for hospital use—namely, colocynth
and calomel pills

;
jalap and calomel pills ; com-

pound senna draught ; zinc lotion ; hydrochloric
acid gargle.

6. Describe the several forms of hydrocele con-
nected with the testicle and sjicrmatic cord, in-

cluding those that occur in infancy, and mention-
u\^ particularly the characters of the fluids con-
tained in them.

7. Describe the usual symptoms and progress
of an ordinary case of cancer of the rectum.
Under what circumstances, in the course of such

a case, would you think it proper to open the
colon ?

MEDICINE.
Dr Parkes.

1. What are the causes of anasarca ? How is

the effusion produced in each case, and how would
you treat the principal forms ?

2. Describe the appearances seen after death in

the abdomen in the following diseases ;—Typhoid
fever

;
phthisis, with intestinal complications ;

dysenterj-.

3. What are the physical signs of the following

diseases'!— 1. Pleurisy on the right side, with
great effusion. 2. Obsolete pleurisy on the left

side, with great contraction. 3. Cancer, com-
mencing in the mediastinum, and infiltrating the -

whole of the upper lobe of the right lung. 4.

Extensive tuberculosis and cavities throughout .

the left lung. 5. Great enlargement of the •

bronchial glands in a child.

4. Describe the symptoms produced by the
passage of a renal calculus. 'Wliat is the com-
position of the principal calculi ? How would you
treat a case of presumed calculous pyelitis ?

5. What are the chief diseases to be watched
for in the first week after delivery ? Give their

symptoms and treatment. A
6. What are the preparations of mercury in the

Pharmacopaia ? How n ould you test for mercuiy
in a complex fluid ? What arc the chief symp-
toms and the measures to be adopted in chronic
poisoning from mercury ?

NATURAL HISTORY, Ac.

Dr Hooker.

Answer five or more of the following ques-
tions :

—

1. What is meant by the respiration of plants,

and how is it effected ?

2. Give the botanical characters of the natural

orders Labiata-, Val-riancw, and Solauea;, and
mention the medical plants they contain.

3. Contrast the reproductive systems in phane-
rogamous and cryptogamous plants.

4. By what characters are the orders of Dico-
tyledons grouped into four divisions, and of
Monocotyledons into three ?

6. What are the kinds of aloes used in medi-
cine, how are they distinguished, and where do
they come from ?

6. To what constituents are the nutritious pro-

perties of wheaten bread due ? Give their chemical
composition, and explain the changes they re-

spectively undergo during the operation of masti-

cation and digestion.

7. Describe the nature and products of acetous

and vinous fermentations.

8. Give the dentel formula and peculiarities of

the alimentary canal in ruminants. •

9. Describe the stnicture and mode of develop-
ment of a bird's feather.

10. Indicate the parts of the alimentary canal
in which the different intestinal entozoa are chiefly

met with.

11. Give the chemical composition of sea-water,
and contrast hard and soft waters.

12. Define tersely the terms—etiolate, diluent,
demulcent, viscid, plastic, elastic, dense, trans-
parent, and translucent.

Qijf.kn's Medical College, Birmingham.—
At a Meeting of the Council of the Queen's
College, it was resolved to complete the arrange-

ments for the final conduct of the establishment.

The following arrangements were made for the

Medical Department :—The resident medical

tutor to receive out of the warden's endowment
40/. ; fees from twenty students, estimated at

80^ ; and residence free. The west wing to be
devoted entirely to the Medical Department. The
resident pnjfessors to find their own board, and
the resident students to be boarded by tlieir

respective professors. The nou-resideul pro-

fessors to have the free use of the lecture-rooms,

chemical laboratory, anatomical room, library,

museums, &c. &c., and to receive, without dciliic-

tion, the fees from the students whom tlieir

talents and industry may draw around them, but

to be answerable for the coal and gas consumed in

their depnrfinnnt, also the wages of the porter

employed by them, and all expenses incidental to

the lectures—namely, prospectuses, advertise-

ments, Ac.
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OUR NOTE BOOK,

ACCUMULATED MENSTRUAL FLUID.—IM-
PERFORATE UTERUS, WITH DEFECTIVE
VAGINA.
Martlia Smith, set. twenty-three years, admitted

intii the Aylesbury Infirmary, May 2ud, 1859,

under the care of Mr Hooper. Light hair, fair,

and healthy complexion. With the exception of

fever three years ago, her general liealth had been

good. "When she had attained her seventeenth

year, ."ihe states she observed a slight appearance

of menstruation ; but since then there has not

been any recurrence of it, though at irregular in-

tervals she has had paiu in the lower part of her

back and hips.

About six months prior to admission, she ob-

served tliat the left and lower part of her abdomen
had become enlarged ; the pains also, to which
allusion has been made, weie much aggi-avated,

and she occasionally experienced difficulty in mic-

turition.

The abdomen, as high as the umbilicus, is found

enlarged and hard, the enlargement extending

higher on the left side ; it is not tender upon
pressure.

Upon separating th^nlva, a tumour Is visible

a short distance within its lips ; it is elastic, ad-

herent throughout its whole circumference, so

that scarcely any trace of vagina is discernible,

nor can any os uteri be detected.

Rotation of tumour in hypogastric region in-

fluences the tumour just within the vulva, clearly

indicating its uterine character.

On May 8th a ])un. ture was made into the

elastic tumour with a trochai', and a dark fluid of

a chocolate colour, inodorous, slightly coagulable,

and of the consistence of treacle, amounting to

40 02., was evacuated. Upon introducing the

finger into the aperture, after the expulsion of that

fluid, it passed directly into the dilated cavity of

the uterus, the fundus of which coiild not be felt

;

its interior was smooth anteriorly, posteriorly

corrugated, and it was evidently contracting.

The distance from the orifice to the ftmdus

measured 6^ inches.

After the operation no hypogastric tumour could

be felt.

14th.—There has been a considerable quantity

of discharge since the operation, at first florid,

subsequently assuming a pale colour ; the cavity

of the uterus has hecome contracted into a narrow-

passage measuring 4^ inches in length, and the

aperture scarcely admits the point of the fingers.

Microscopical Examination.—The microscopical

examination of this fluid afforded interesting re-

sults. It contained a vast number of the large

compound cell-like bodies, whicli are so common
in the blood of the spleen, called "blood corpuscle-

holcling cells." Such bodies are not unfi-equently

detected in blood which has remained for some
time in contact with living tissues, as in cerebral

lia;moiTliagc, extravasations of blood into cavities

or into cysts, Ac. The bodies in question arc not

in fact cells, but mere collections of blood cor-

puscles which assume more or less a spherical

form . There is no cell-wall on the exterior of the

mass, but the viscid material which causes them
to cohere fills up the iiiter\als between them, and

thus the outline of the mass appears smooth, and

even an outline like that of a cell-wall is produced.

In this specimen of retained menstrual fluid, were

. obseived masses of every .size and form ; and

amongst them were numerous altered and partially

disintegi-ated blood discs, and much dark-brown

granular matter, consi.sting, no doubt, of altered

colouring matter of the blood.

The chemical composition Of the fluid is showm
in the i'ollowing analysis :

V/aler 792-00

Solid matter .... 208-00

Soluble \ Insoluble in alcohol 3-18

in water ) Soluble in alchhol . 3-78

Albumen and blood corpuscles 182-44

Fatty matter . . . 2-80

Alkaline salts . . . 6-24

Earthy salts . . . 9-56—
' Archives of Medicine.'

CONSOLATION FOR DRUNKARDS.
Dr Smirnoff states that he has become con-

vinced by repeated tiialB that the Asarum Micro-

j)wum well deserves the reputation it has obtained
in Russia of being an excellent remedy for the
tffects of drinking. The iullueuce of a continuous

abuse of alcoholic drinks is first exerted locally,

but afterwards dyspepsia is produced ; and the

nutrition and functions of the entire economy,
especially of the central portions of the nervous

system, becoming interfered with, tlie blood itself

being loaded with an injurious foreign material,

the dijscrasia potatmtim is at last comjiletely

established. The asarum fulfils various indica-

tions, acting beneficially on the alimentary canal

in those cases in which the di_,estive powers are

so much at fault. Its aromatic principle confers

upon it a stomachic power, and regulates the

condition of the intestinal disharges, producing

vomiting and purging when given in large doses.

Its most beneficial action, however, is manifested

on the defective a])petite, and by its counter-

acting the invincible longing for alcohol. The
hon-ible sensations with which the drinker awakes

in the morning, and which impel him to seek

temporary and delusive relief from renewed

libations, are much blunted and mitigated by
means of a glass of strong infusion of asarum and

some other nervine

—

e.g. valerian. Its immediate

effect is often to jiroduce vcmiiting, and sometimes
purging ; but the painful sensations at the

epiga.strium undergo relief, and the apperite

becomes invigorated. Persons who have been

long habituated to alcoholic drinks cannot, how-
ever, have these suddenly suppressed with im-

punity ; and in such cases the Author gives the

asarum in brandy, applying at the same time a

blister or an issue to the pit of the stomach. By
this means the normal activity of the stomach
becomes excited, and the longing for alcohol

diminished. The Author, however, cannot agree

with those who would still allow a small quantity

of spirits to habitual drinkers, even when the

morbid desire for it has become appeased. The
continuous use of a decoction of asarum, even

when it does not succeed in extinguishing the

desire for alcohol, always supports the powers

of the patient ; and it is remarkable in some
cases, in which the individuals have been long

accustomed to periodical intervals of drunkenness,

ending in delirium tremens, how much longer

those intervals will become, and how much less

likely delirium tremens is to recur. The patients

themselves are sometimes surprised at the com-
parative impunity with which tliey can continue

their drinking. The Author prescribes three or

four glosses a day of an infusion made with 5iy-

of asarum root, 3j- ef valerian root, and 54 "f

orange peel; but he does not state the quantity of

water employed. In cases of drunkenness,

auother formula is composed of decoction of asarum

(made by boiling from 34 to 5j- of the root) 5vj.,

tinct. of valeiian 5ij- to 3iij-> Sydenham's
laudanum gtt xij., syrup of orange peel gj. A
tablespoonful of this is taken every two hoiu's.

He finds from two to five grains ofbismuth taken four

times a day a valuable adjunct. He has also

found the following jjopular Russian remedy of

service in cases of drunkenness ;—li. Amnion,
carb., 34; aceti vini, Ibj. ; oxyniel scilL, gj. Two
tablespoonfuls every two hours.— ' Med. Zeit.

Russland' and 'Med. Times.'

ON THE RESORPTION OF PLEURITIC
EXUDATIONS.

Professor Skoda says : The resorption of pleuritic

exudations frequently takes place very slowly,

because the capillary vessels in the sub-plenral

connective tissue are obliterated. Tliis may be the

result of slrrivelling and disappearance of the con-

nective tissue newly formed from the exudation, as

then, in consequence of the arrest of the metamor-
phosis of tissue between the blood and the exuda-

tion, endosuioes and exosmose cannot duly take

place. It is not until after the lapse of months or

years, when the fluid portion of the exudation has

penetrated through the false membranes investing

the.iileura, that its resorjition occurs. In the first

ca.se, intenial medicines cau, of coui-se, avail nothing,

as in them we possess no means of exciting the re-

formation of vessels. What has been said explauis

the action of iodine injected in exudations, iuasnuieh

as, by exciting iufiammation, it causes the develop-

ment of new vessels, and so induces the resolution

of the effusion. But this view does not, perhaps,

encourage us to the frequent employment of thora-

centesis and subsequent injection of iodine ; for this

proceeding is by no means so sate as the correspond-

ing operation for hydrocele. But, apart from that

consideration, the injection of iodine or nitrate of

silver into the pleural sac can answer no useful pur-

pose ; as, on the one hand, in consequence of the

presence of the albumiuous exiulation, the caustic

influence of these agents cannot reach the pleural

sac, particularly as by the chemical conil..iiiation

which these substances" form with the effusion, their
power is altered and exhausted, so that the Huid must
in the first instance )>e pumped out, which violent
and sudden evacuation may tx; attendee! with evil

constjquences. But, on the other hand, in effusion*

of long standing, which have already attained to
partial organization and shrivelling of the product
of iufiammation, the injection will be inelUcacioua,

because the lung can now no longer till the space
I>reviously occupied by the fluid exudation, espe-

cially as the investing false membranes niunt first

be broken up by the luugs, which is not conceivable.

But even if this should take place, a sudden evacua-
tion could be followed by no tavoui-able result,

because necessarily there must be ruptures of the
pleuritic adhesions and bursting of the conipresfied

jjulmonary parenchyma. Therelore, in a pleuritic:

ettu>siou of long standing, it is only exceptionally
that pmicture is admissible, when the exudation is

so considerable as to depress the diaphragm, to dis-

place the mediastinum, and so to compress the lung
that danger of suffocation supervenes. But how
can the resorption of pleuritic exudatirus be in-

duced ? Experience shows that all those meani
which lower the pressure of the blood or augment
the secretions, and therefore pronmte the sejjaration

of water from the blood, etfect a dimiuutiou of the
fluid effusion. Accordingly, venesections and diu-

retics may be indicated in cases of effusion ; but
these effects also occur sijoutaneously. In chronic
exudations, which are ah'eady orgauizud, such means
will even bie rather injurious, and the indication will

be to employ remedies capable of dissolving solid

exudations. Such remedies are iodine and mercury.
The cautious employment of these meaus may there-

fore be adopted, and they are particularly suitable

lor external application. Prolesnor Skoda has for

some years employed these means experimentally,
and has often seen pleuritic exudauous rapidly

diminish after the use ol' mercurial ointment, iodine

ointments, iodide of glycerin, and black oxide of

copjier in the form of ointment. It is self-evident

that in all chronic pleuritic effusions the diet must
be good, in order as much as possible to counteract
their injurious effects upon the syst«m at large.

—

* Vieiteljahrschrift fur die praktische Heilkimde/
186(1, Band Ixv. Analekten, \>. 53.

ANCHYLOSIS OF THE INFERIOR MAXILLA
CURED BY THE METHOD OF PRO-
FESSOR RlZZOLl.

(From ' L'Sperimeutale et Racoglitore Medico (It

Fano. ')

The patient, who was named Louise Vaiola,

and was about twenty-thiTe years of age, appeared
to be of a Ijmphatico-veuous tempeianitut, and
had menstruated regularly for nearly eight years.

A short time after the appearance of this tuuctionj

she jierceived that the lelt commissure of the lips

was visibly drawn away from the same side, wilhont,

however, any cause being discoverable for the

change. About the same time a slight but con-

tinuous pain made itself evident at the left posterior

angle of the lower jaw, and went on increasing, as-

suming the lancinatini; character, and accompanied
by tumefaction about tTie bone ; the surrounding soft

jiarts became red, swollen, and ]>ainful ; and, in a
word, all the synqitoms ol the formation of an abscess

showed themselves. Without consulting any sur-

geon, the patient herself applied local foiueutatiou%
which probably hastened the formation of the pus, and
which eventuated in the bursting of the abscess in-

tenially nearthe last molartooth but one ; immediately
the pain, redness, and swelling disappeared as if by
enchantment, and the only symptom which remained
was a cei-tain stiffness of the jaw, the movements of
which became gi-adually more difficult, jmuiiui, and
finally altogether impossible, and for eight years she
remained in this miseiable state.

On the Ith of December, 1868, the patient wa«
admitted into an hospital. At this tune the left

cheek was more depressed than that of the opposite

side, and an exploration being made along the
horizontal ramus of the jaw, the tact was esta-

blished of a loss of osseous sill istance nearthe pos-

terior angle of the jaw. The finger when introduced
inside the cheek was also stopped by strong adhesicn*
of cicatricial tissue, and the teeth were to be found
in their alveoli, all except the two upper incisors,

the absence of which allowed of the inu-oducliou of

some liquid nutriment.
It is not om- intention to enter into the question

of the cause of the disease, as that would lead us too
far from om- subject. It remains for us to describe

the actual operatiou, as performed by the Author on
the 12th of December.

Tiie patient being seated, and her head supported
against the bi-east of one assistant, while another
drew dowTi the lower jaw, the oiwrator made aa
incision in tlie cul-ilc-sac which luiited the lip aad
gum of that side, exactly at the sjiace which coiro-

sponds to the second and tliird molars : this incision

divided not only the mucous membrane, but also the

sabjaceut soft ixirt.s, so as to lay bare the lower bor-
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derol'tlie jaw ; by this wound was then introduced the

straight and blunt branch of the bone forceps, which
embraced the internal border of the jaw, so that the

cutting edge of the instrument was easUy placed on
the outside. A slight force only was necessary to

completely divide the maxilla at one stroke, and
thus restore to the jaw the motion which it had lost

for eight years. The oi^eratiou was not interrupted

by any complication, either during or after its per-

formance.
Tlie following is a short report of the consequences

of the operation :

—

December 14th.—The girl is quiet ; a slight

hflemorrhage which broke out in the wound was
quickly stopped by the insertion of a piece of lint

steei-ied in Pagliari water. In the evening, fever
and headache.

15th.—Wound painful
;
pulse nearly normal. In

the evening, pulse febrile.

16th and 17th.—Improvement.
18th, 19th, and '20th.—Pain less severe. Tepid

fomentations to the seat of the disease. To have a
scammony purgative.

21st.—Pain more intense; deglutition difficult.

22ud.—Slight improvement ; the separation of the
jaAvs accomplished with some ease, and witliout much
pain.

25th, 26th, and 27th.—Steady improvement ; apiece
of cork was introduced into the angle of the Jaw, in
order to keep the two jiarts separate.

2iith.—A small abscess appeared at the left side
of the chin, which was opened on the 8th of January.
This was caused by the presence of some small frag-

ments of bone which were necrosed and detached.
The formation of the false joint, however, which was
to render permanent the movements of the jaw, was
somewhat delayed, and it was not till after the
extraction of the two teeth next the fracture that
the false joint was completely established, while
during the greater part of the time ho.spital gangrene
was present in the neighbouring wards.
The girl who was the subject of this proceeding is

now quite cured : .she is able to separate her jaws
widely ; to chew her food—to eat, drink, laugh,
speak, as in the'nomial state, and will soon return
to her family, among whom she is at jiresent on
object of woniler and delight.— ' Presse Medicale
Beige, ami 'Dublin Medical Pre.ss.'

PAELIAMENTAEY INTELLIGENCE.

H0U8E OF I. OllDS.
Fbiday, August 17tu.

cask of mr cieokge bull.
The Earl of Haruingt(j.v moved for reports of

the Coroner's inquest and C'rowu trial at Lewes,
of George Bull, a surgeon, tried for the man-
slaughter of Sarah Anne Bull, his own mother,
by an overdose of prussic acid administered by
him when in a state of excitement and intoxica-
tion, and found guilty at the inquest, though
above sii.fpicion of bad intention, and acquitted
by the Assize Court. The noble Earl read ex-
tiact.s from tlie evidence gircn before the Coroner
and the Judge at the trial, with a view of .showing
that portions of it taken at the inquiiy before the
Coroner were not given at the Crown trial, and
that the verdict of acquittal was therefore not to
be ju.stificd.

The LoKD Chanoisixor said he knew nothing
of tlie case himself ; but the speech as well as
the motion of the noble Earl wa.s, in his opinion,
greatly to be deprecated. A British subject had
been properly tried and aMjuittcd by a jury of his
countrymen

; and the noble Earl notwithstanding
thought it consi-stent with hi.s duty to call in
question that verdict, and to impute guilt to tlie

party charged. The man was tried before a
judge and jury in the face of a numlier of jwrsons,
and was entitled to the verdict given in his favour.
There never was a judge more devoted to his
duty than Sir Alexander Cockburn, and inas-
much as this man had had a fair trial, and ob-
tained au lionourablo acquittal, he thought it

would not be well that tiie papers asked for
should bo jiroduced, a.s the production might tend
to the idea that there had not been a fair trial.
It was quite clear that their lordshijm luul no
right to compel the production of the notes made
by the judge at the trial for his own guidance.

Lord Grasviltj!, on the part of the Govern-
ment, declined to accede to the motion.
The motion was negatived without a division.

TOESDAT, Al-GUST 2lHT.
''"tmrv 0OKONKK8 BILL.

The Lords resolved not to insist on their amend-
ment.s, with wliich the Commons had disagreed.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Fkiday, August 17th.

irish militi.4. surgeons.
In reply to Colonel Dunne and Mr O'Connell,

Mr S. Herbert stated that he had not yet been
able to make any change in the position of militia
surgeons. In Ireland their case seemed harder
than it was in this country. Here the head-
quarters were generally at some large town, where
there was a good private practice to be got ; but
in Ireland the head-quarters were often in some
insignificant place, which did not afl'ord the
militia surgeons the same advantages. If in

another year he could do anything to improve
their condition, he should be glad to do so.

Satutidat, August 18th.
On the vote of 2,500/. for the expenses of the

inspection of burial groimds, &c.,

Sir G. C. Lewis ex|)lained that, under certain
Acts of Parliament, the Government weri diiected
to close burial-grounds, and also to interdict in-

terments within churches ; and in order to carry
out the provisions of these Acts two iusjiectors

were appointed, and their expenses constituted
the sums mentioned in the vote before the com-
mittee.

Mr E. James asked when these two gentlemen
were appointed to perform these melanclioly
duties, as tio other statement in reference to the
vote had been made to the committee than that
which they had just lieard.

Sir G. C. Lew IK said that the inspectors were
appointed in 1855.

The vote was agreed to.

It was proposed that a .sum of 6,010/. should
bo voted for salaries and expenses of the office in
London uudei the Local Government Act, in
connection witli the late hoard of Health.
Mr Williams considered the establishment

was jierfectly useless.

Sir G. C. Lewis defended the vote, and ])ro-

mised, if possible, to avoid the necessity of lilliug

up an existing vacancy in this department.
The vote was agreed to.

The following votes were also agreed to :

—

2,721/. to defray the salai-ies and otiier expenses
of the ofhce of Inspectors of Lunatic Asylums in

Ireland; 6,160/. to pay contingent exiwnaes of
the office of the Commissioners in Lunacy in

England, and the salaries and expenses of the
Board of Lunacy in Scotland ; 36, 400/. to pay
salaries, coutingeut and other exjicnsfs, in the
department of the (icuerai Hegistur-office, Eng-
land and Wales; 3,831/. to pay salaries, con-
tingent and other expenses, in the department
of the General Register-office, Dublin

;
5,81'2/. to

pay salaries, contingent and other expenses, in
the department of the Begistrar-Gencral of
Births, Deatlui, &c., Scotland.

Monday, August 20th.
mortality of the 'TASMANIA.'

Mr Wakre wished to be informed by the
Secretary for India of the result of the inquiry
into the equipment and victualling of the ship
Tasmania, which brought troops liome from India
some mouths ago.

Sir 0. Wood .said, as the ship arrived in this
country- in a most melancholy state, he wrote by
the mail to Calcutta, desiring that some iiuiuiry
should be made into the state in which it left

Calcutta. The only answer he had received from
Calcutta was that the inquiry had been instituted.
He had not received the result of the iii([uiry.

Butijft^ |«avitagce, auD i3f.-itlj».

BIRTHS.
BlDDLE.—June 7, on board the troop ship

'Sevilla,'on her homeward passage from Cal-
cutta, the wife of Assistant-Surgeon T. J.
Riddle, 8th (the King's) Itegiraeut, of a
daughter.

Godfrey.—August 18, at Carlton House, Enfield,
N., the wife of a Dr Benj. Godfrey, F.K.A.S.,
of a son.

Hicks.—August 18, at Old-street road, the wife
of George Borlase Hicks, M.D., of a .son.

JoNE.s.—August 20, at Trebandy House, near
Itoss, Herefordshire, the wife of Edmund Jones,
M.D., of a sou.

LOE.—August 7, at Leeds, the wife of J. S.
Loe, Es<j., M.R.C.S., of a daughter.

Milieu.— August 17, at Oak House, Enfield, the
wife of Samuel Millar, M.D., of a son.

Plowman.—August 13, at St Austell, Connvall,
the wife of W. Taunton Plowman, M.D., of
a son.

TiBBiTS. —August 17, at Warwick, the wife of
John Tibbits, M.D., of a son.

•MARRIAGES.
Davis.—Lewis.—August 15, at St Mary's, West

Bromptoii, Cresswell Davis, Esq., M.R C.S.,

of Broinpton, to Louisa Jane, fourth daughter
of the late Richard Lewis, E.sq., of Dawley,
Salop.

English.—Mander.—August 16, at St John's,
Hackney, Thomas English, M.D., to Jane, the
only surviving daughter of J. G. Mander, Esq.,
of Albion square.

Graham.—Elliott.-August 16, at St Mar/s,
Islington, Thomas Hore Graham, Esq.,

M.R.C.S., of Lamberhurst, Kent, to Charlotte,
eldest daughter of Robert William Elliott,

E.sq., of H.M.'s Inland Revenue Office, Somer-
set House.

King.—Glynes.—August 16, at St John's, South
Hackney, Wm. Talbot King, Esq., M.R.C.S.,
of Thurloc place. Hackney road, to Lily, only
child of the late George Glynes, Esq.

Laing.—Glennie.— Au^just 9, in the Trinity
Presbyterian Church, Church road West,
Islington, John Laiug, M.D., to Susanna,
daughter of the late John Glennie, Esq., of
Kingsland.

Rayneu.—Lea.—August 16, at St Michael's
Church, Highgate, Thomas Rayiier, Esq.,
M.lv.C.S., of Uirstal, Yorkshire, to Anne, eldest
daughter of Thomas Lea, Esq., of Fitzroy park,

DEATHS.
BcsH.—August 2, at his residence, 57 North
Moore street, New York, Dr Ralph J. Bush, in
his SOth year.

Clere.—July 30, at Brookljni, New York, Dr
Edward Clere, aged 64.

CooLEY.— August 25, in Devoushiie, Matilda
Jane, second and beloved daughter of Mr
Arnold J. Cooloy, of Piinlico, in her 20th year.

DuMJiRlL.—Professor Duineril, the eminent
French naturalist, has just died at the advanced
age of 86

Fox.—August 10, at Wood lane, Falmouth,
Samuel TregcUes Fox, M.R.C.S. Eng., L.S.A.
Loud., aged 30.

Guthrse.- August 11, at Dunblane, James
Guthrie, Surgeon R.N., L.R.C.S. Ediu.

Haweeswoutu.—August 16, of fatty degenera-
tioe of the heart, Charles Adolphus Hawkes-
worth of Burton-ou-Trent, JU..K.C.S. liiug.,

L.S.A. Lond., aged 48.

Hay.—August 18, at his residence, 2 Newgate
street, City, James Hay, JII.K.C.S. Eng.,
aged 70.

Hegeman. ^August 2, at Orange, New Jereoy,
United States, America, Frederick Augustus
Hegeman, Associate ofthe College of Pharmacy,
New York, aged 39.

Kennedy.—August 15, at Apledale Hall, Staf-
fordshire, Anna Maria Kennedy, daugliter of
the late Hugh Alexander Kennedy, M.D., and
sister of the late Sir Robert Hugh Kennedy,
Comniissary-Genei-al-in-Chief under the Duks
of Wellington in the Peninsula.

MoLLOY.—July 16, of paralysis, at Malone, New
York, Dr P. E. MoUoy, aged 60.

Toone.—July 11, at Salisbury, John Tooue,
M.R.C.S.E., aged 70. Ho was for forty-six

years a itsidcnt in that city. He had lormerly
served as au Assistant-Surgeon in the Royal
Navy.

Webb.—July 31, at Brooklyn, Long Island, Dr
Edwin Webb, jun., aged 21.

MEDICAL NEWS.

AroTHECARiE.s' Hall.—Names of gentlemou
who passed the examination in the sciciico and
practice of Medicine, and received certificates to
ju'actise, on Thur.5(lay, August 16 ;—John Erskine
Chalmers, Hull ; William Foster Giles, Chelten-
ham ; T. Allies Hill, Clifton, Bristol ; Emuel
Downos Moult, Marple, near Stockport ; Henry
Williams, Framlinghain ; Charles J. Workman,
Reading.—The following gentlemen also on the
same day passed their first examination :—John
Cooke, University College ; William Soper, Guy's
Hospital.
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University of London.— The',following is a list

of candidates who passed the recent First M. B.

examination :

—

Pirst Division—John Bayldon, University of

Edinburgh ; John William Bell, Hull School of

Medicine ; Paleinon I?est, University College
;

Thomas Wemyss Bogg, University College
;

Alexander Crum Brown, M. A. Edin., University

of Edinburgh ; Arthur Wellesley Edis, AVest-

minster Hospital ; Henry Stanley Gale, King's

College ; Thomas Griffiths, University College
;

John Harwood Hooper, St Thomas's Hos})ital

;

John Taliburd Jones, University College ; Ed-
mund Coniish King, University College ; Heniy
Thomas Lanchestor, St Bartholomew's Hospital

;

John Langton, St Bartholomew's Hospital ; Fred-
erick Fawson Lee, St George's Hospital ; Henry
CoUey March, St Thomas's Hospital ; Frederic
Marsdin, King's College ; Frederic Meggy, Guy's
Hospital ; John Thomas Mercer, Guy's Hospital

;

Richard May Miller, B.A., Univei-sity College
;

Thomas Morton, King's College ; Richai-d Or-
ton, Royal College of Surgeons, Ireland ; Edward
Parson, King's College ; William Powell, London
Hospital ; Frederick Thomas Roberts, University
College ; Thomas Starkey Smith, University Col-

lege ; Edward Thomas Tibbits, University Col-

lege ; Joseph Todd, Queen's College, Birmingham
;

Forbes Watson, St Thomas's Hospital ; Thomas
James Woodhouse, St Thomas's Hospital.
' Second Division.—John Penning Baker, John
Cooke, Richard Dawson, Athenodore de Nigri,

Edward Mahoney, Wilmot Horton Trevor Power,
B.A., all of University College.

AppoiKTMENTS.—M. Morcl-Lavallee has been
appointed to the Surgeonship made vacant at the
Necker Hospital, Paris, by the death of M.
Lenoir ; and M. Desormeaux, of the Lourcine,

is appointed to the Cochin Hospital, in place of

M. Morel- Lavallee.

Akmy Medicai, Service.—Names of success-

ful candidates at the Competitive Examination
for Commissions in the Army Medical Service,

August 20 :—C. H. Y. Godwin, St Bartholoinew's
Hospital ; John Walters, M.B., King's College

;

F. Gillesijie, M.D., Cork; A. A. Gore, M.D.,
Dublin ; T. Maunsell, Dublin ; G. F. White,
University College ; F. R. Wilson, M. B., Dublin

;

W. H. Jones, M.D., Cork ; N. Alcock, Dublin
;

D. McG. Davidson, M.D., Glasgow; R. E.

Heath, M.D., Dublin and Belfast ; Robert Adams,
M.D., Glasgow and Dublin ; R. C. Lever, London;
B. I. Jazdowski, M.B., Aberdeen

; James Thomp-
son, Dublin ; C. S. Wills, Dubhn ; R. B. Riordan,
Dublin ; Samuel Hope, St Mary's Hospital

;

Thomas Y. Baker, St Bartholomew's Hospital

;

J. H. N. Bracken, Dublin ; P. Quinlan, Dublin
;

Frank Pout, King's College
; C. P. Baxter, M.D.,

Dublin; S. G. White, M.D., Edinburgh and
Belfast; Henry Lamb, Dublin; H. 0. H.arvey,

St George's Hospital; E. B. Grant, M.B., Aber-
deen; W. R. Wall, Dublin; T. P. Flynn,
Dublin.

Sir Benjamin Brodie and the Tridectomi.sts.
—The Medical newsmonger of the ' Times, ' who
now and then comes to the rescue of ambitious
Medical aeronauts, thus breaks the fall of one of

them, we know not which :
— "A jjaragraph having

appeared in some newspapers on the state of Sir

Benjamin Brodie's health, we are authorised to

state that he has lately undergone an operation

for the improvement of his sight, and that a
satisfactory result is anticipated. ' The "opera-
tion," it appears, was the process called '' Iridec-

tomy," to which the Nestor of English Surgery
was submitted on the 12th July last, and the
" anticipated satisfactory result " is blindness of
one eye and a status quo of the other. The dis-

ease, we learn, "had been regarded as senile

cataract;" then " the defective vision was ascribed
to glaucoma," and now "the eye is 7iol glauco-
matous, and may be restored by extracting the
cataract." AVe are sorry for all this for Sir Ben-
jamin's sake, and somewhat abashed on account
of Anglo-German o])htha!mology ; but it is an
ill wind that blows nobody good, and so London
Eye Surgeons may be the batter of the mishap.

—

'Dublin Medical Pre.s.s.'

Circulation of the Blood.—The Academy
of Medicine of JIadrid has two questions for its
prizes for 1860. One is the following :—" What
share have Spanish Authors had in the Discovery
of the Circulation of the blood ?"

TnoMAS Cotterill, Esq., a Birmingham
millionaire, has left tlie following legacies to
different local Medical charities :—tho° General

Hospital, 1000?.
;

Queen's Ho.spital, lOOOZ.
;

Dispensary, WOOL ; Deaf and Dumb Institution,

1000?. ; the Blind Asylum, 500?.

Criminal Lunatics.—In addition to the Act
mentioned in ' The Lancet ' last week re-

specting the Queen's prison, there was one passed

on the 6th in.st., under which her Majesty may
appoint an Asylum in England for the custody
and care of criminal lunatics. The Secretary of

State is empowered to appoint a Council of Su-

pervision and ofiicers for such asylums, with
rules for the treatment of the inmates. There is

a provision in the Act by which the Secretary of

State may permit a lunatic confined " to be ab-

sent upon trial for such period as he may think

fit, or to permit any such person to be absent

upon such conditions in all res]iects as to the

Secretary of State shall seem fit." In the event

of a person not returning, then he is to be retaken,

as in case of an escape. The Commissioners in

Lunacy are to visit the asylums provided or to be

appropriated under this Act (23rd and 24th Vic-

toria, cap. 75), and to report to the Secretary of

State. Any superintendent, officer, servant,

nurse, or other person employed in an asylum,

who strikes, wounds, or ill-treats, or wilfully

neglects any person confined therein, is to be

guilty of a misdemeanour, and, on conviction,

liable to fine and imprisonment, or to forfeit for

every such offence, on a summary conviction, a

sum not exceeding 20?., nor less tlian 21.

Lord Byron' .s Foot.—Models of the feet of

Lord Byron have been this week deposited in the

Museum of the Nottingham Naturalists' Society.

They are described as about nine inches long,

narrow, high at the instep, and generally of sym-
metrical shajie. In an accompanying affirmation,

it is stated that the deformed foot (the left) was
not, as has been generally stated, a " nub" foot,

but that it was formed symmetrically as the other,

being, however, exactly an inch and a half shorter.

The ankle was weak, and the foot turned out-

wards. To remedy this, it states that Lord
Byron wore a very thin boot, tightly laced, under

his stocking ; and in early life employed an iron,

with a joint at the ankle, passing down the out-

side of the leg, and fastened to the sole of the

shoe. The muscles of the calf were atrophied.

Distinguished Medical Men.—In the ranks

of general literature and science, British Medicine

is rich at the present time in representative men

—

Sir Benjamin Brodie, President of the Royal

Society ; Livingstone, the pioneer of civilization

in Central Africa ; Owen, the British Guvier

;

Darwin, the far-seeing, fact-compelling, naturalist

;

Lever, the Irish novelist ; Sir James Kay Shuttle-

worth, the public educationist ; Sir Charles

Nicholson, founder of the University of Sydney,

and the first inhabitant of the great colony of

Australia honoured with rank and title by the

mother-country. Maj- the possessors of these

names long survive to reflect credit on us, do
honour to themselves and good in their gene-

ration ! Nor can we omit our meed of admiration
for our French confrere—Lescarbault, who, amidst
the distractions and fatigues of a country practice,

last year could yet manage to discover a new
planet in the heavens, and so inscribe his own
name imperishably on the scroll of astronomic

fame.—Dr RadclytfeHaU.
Smoking and its Effects.—The pupils of

the Polytechnic School in Paris have recently

furnished some curious statistics bearing on
tobacco. Dividing the young gentlemen of that

college into ^r<iu]is, the smokers and the non-

smokers, it IS shown that the smokers have
proved themselves in the various comjjetitive

examinations far inferior to the others. Not
only in the examinations on entering the school

are the smokers in a lower rank, but in the

various ordeals they have to pass through in a

year, the average rank of the smokers had con-

stantly fallen, and not inconsiderably, while the

men who did not smoke enjoyed a cerebral atmo-
sphere of the clearest kind. It would be inter-

esting to ]iursue this plan of statistical inquiry

in our public schools and universities. Perhaps
smoking is in many instances not the cause, but
the effect or indication of intellectual mediocrity.

Is there any connection between smoke and
German metaphysics ?

The Adulteration of Food and Drink.—The
new Act for preventing the adulteration of articles

of food and drink has been printed, but, before it

can he of public service, "Analysts" must be
appointed. In the city of London the Conimissiouers

of Sewers, and in all other parts of the metiiiolis,

the vestries and district boards acting in execution
ofthe Local Government Act, and the court of sessions
and borough councils in other parts, ni.iy ai)point

one or more jjersons possessing competent medical,
chemical, and microscopical knowledge, as analysts
of all articles of food and drink purchased within
such places. Any person selling articles of food
and drink, knowing the same to be injurious t9
health, may l)e fined oL, with costs ; and on a second
conviction, the justice may cause the offender's name
to be published in a newspaper, or in such other
manner, "at the expense of such offender," as to
them seems desirable. There is a provision giving
protection against articles being tampeiedwith by
the purchaser. A purchaser in a district " where
there is an analyst appointed under this Act" may
have an article of food or drink analysed for a sum
not less than 2s. 6d. nor more than 10s. 6d. and to
receive a certificate admissible in evidence. The
justices, on complaint, may order an article to be
analysed by a skilled person. An appeal is given
to the quarter sessions. Persons convicted of selling

adulterated patented articles may have a case stated
for the opinion of the superior courts. The exj)enses

of the Act are to be borne by the city of Loudon,
out of the Metropolis Local Management rate, and
elsewhere by the county and borough rates.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE WEEK.
Wednesday, August 29.

Operations at Middlesex Hospital, 1 p.m. ; St
Mary's Hospital, 1 p.m. ; University College Hos-
pita!, 2 p.m. ; Royal Orthopiedic Hospital, a p.m.

Thursday, August 30.
Operations at St George's Hospital, 1 p.m.

;

Central London Ophthalmic Hospital, 1 p.m. ;
London Hospital, IJ p.m. ; Great Northern
Hospital, King's Cross, 2 p.m.

London Home.—2 p.m.

Friday, August 31.

Operatimis at Westminster Ophthalmic Hospital,
li p.m.

Saturday, September 1.

Operations at St Thomas's Hospital, 1 p.m. ; St
Bartholomew's Hospital, IJ p.m. ; King's College
Hospital, 1^ p.m. ; Charing Cross Hospital, 2 p.m.

Monday, September 3.

Operations at the Royal Free Hospital, 2
MetropoUtan Free Hospital, 2 p.m.

Tuesday, September 4.

Operations at Guy's Hospital, l.Jp.m.

;

ster Hospital, 2 p.m.

p.m.

Westmin-

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

*0* Dr Kids having ceased to report for

this Journal, it is requested that all commu-
nications intended for the " Hospital " De-

partment be forwarded direct to the Editor^

at the Office, 20 King William street, Strand..

H. J. B.—The indenture is still equally necessary for
the Hall ; but we apprehend that the Society would
relax their regulations in the case stated.

Beta.—The Marshall-Hall treatment for asphyxia
in new-born children consists cliiefly in rolling
the body from a semi-recumbent to a semi-prone
position. We are of opinion that the alternate
compression of the chest and elevation of the
shouldei-s is equally as useful a plan, and is mora
closely imitative of natural breathing. It is diffi-

cult to form an opinion of the real importance of
the extraordinary cases reported. We must take
some of these cum grano salis.

Dr Martin is thanked.
Dr M. (P.aris).— Capt. Styles is not now in London.
Dr Ross will see to the matter.

Mr W.—At the present moment there are no arrange.
ments for sending Surgeons to the Garibaldian
army. Mr W. would, no doubt, be gladly rcceire<i

if he could find the means of getting out. Funds
will, no doubt, be soon raised.

Chiuihgus.—The Grape-cure is almost as rife iu

some parts of France as Homoiopathy iu England.
We know nothing of its virtues, except in the
form of good Bordeaux. Dr Todd's Grape-cure is

the legitimate form ; the other is quackery.
Thistis.—We cannot comply with your request.

A Three-years' Student. — 1st. No. — 2nd. We
strongly dissuade you from such a piece of folly.

A SuBscRiBEH. — The original medical attendant
certainly did not show due courtesy ; but »llow«
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ante must be made for some irritation of feeling

under the circumstances. Your conduct was very

proper.

P. P., on the Liverpool case, received.

Philo-Circulab.—An examination would be re-

quired.

Mr James H.—Most certainly.

Scalpel.— The "cutting" has been received. The
subject shall have our attention.

A SUEGEOX's Sos.—Yes"; by canvass of subscribers.

Mr Anderson.—We are unable to say.

Mr J. Browne.—It is unnecessary.

To the Editor of the Medical 'Circular.

Sib,—I have read with much pleasure your able

review of Dr Salter's work on ' Asthma,' and jwr-

ceive that, although you sum up in its favour, you
are greatly puzzled by many of his arguments.

I enclose you a pamphlet which I also published
as many as "twenty years ago, having first sent it

in manuscript to the * Lancet,' but without obtain-

ing its insertion. Nor has my position in the Pro-
fession enabled me to obtain for it that publicity

I think it deserves.
Some years since, I fancy, I enclosed a copy to

you. If so little notice was taken of it, I do now
Deg of you a fair perusal and an impartial judg-
ment. Every day convinces me that I have dis-

covered the true pathology, and that all other
theories, from CuUen to Salter, are fallacious. I

have never yet met with an asthmatic man who did
not endorse my opinions, and should much like

Dr Salter's opinion upon my views.

I will enter into no argument here ; and were I

to publish a new edition of my pamphlet, I might
perhaps be able to improve its style, but I do not
believe 1 should alter a single sentence, except for

that purpose. I do think I deserve to have my
theory published, in common with " Bree, Bean,
Todd, Budd, and Walshe," even though Dr Salter
should reject it as he does theirs.—Youre, itc,

Harpenden Hall, Herts, J. Q. Bvhball.
August 20, 1860.

Spes.—It is probable that the examination for the
degree at 8t Andrew's would be niodfied, as

regards preliminary knowledge, in favour of

Licentiates, by Examination, of the Edinburgh
College of Physicians who had a certain standing
in the Profession ; but this is merely conje«ture.
All examining bodies, without exception, deal
more leniently with gentlemen who have been
some years in practice, than with young men
fresh from the schools ; and it would be most
unjust if they did not. The University of St
Andrew's will, no doubt, act in this spirit

;
you

can but try, at anv rate.

Mr W. H.—We have no doubt of it.

Ak Admirer.—Pax vobiscum.
A Subscriber (Co. Cork).— Ist We are unac-
quainted with the salaries in the Oriental Steam
Company's Service. 2nd. We think that a
situation as Assistant might be easily obtained.

Letters received (with enclosures) from Dr Livings-
ton, M. F. Blundell, P. M. Keltey, and J.
Denne.

r^rosvenor-place School of
^-^ MEDICI.ME, Xo. 1, Grosvenor place, adjoining St
Oeorgf's ilDsjiJtal.

The WINTKK SESSION will commcnc« on Monday,
OCTOBER the 1st.

OeiR-ral An.itoniy and Physiology, Dr Richardson.
Desrriptivt^ and SiirglL-al Anatomy, Dr Halford.
Praotii;al .Vnat^tniy, Dr ArliUge.
Chemiatn,*, Dr Tlmdichuin.
Tlie Principles and Practice of Medicine. Dr Cockle and
Dr Leaped.

The Principles and Practice of Surgerr, Mr Spencer
Wells, and Mr Wiu. Adanis

Military Hurgerj-. Mr Blenkins.
The following Prizes and Honorary Certificates will be

awarded at the termination of the Session:
Gold Medal for Oencral Proficiency.
A Prize of Ten Guineas, to 1m; given by T. Scott, E8(|.,MR C P K"!., of the Indian .\rmy (late a Pupil of the

School), for an Essay, the subject of whieh is to be chosen
by the Fa'^iilty, and announeed in October Tliis Prize is

open for ioiii|.etition to all unpasscd Students of the School.
The Lecturers' Prize of Ten Guineas, for competition by

Students of Ilrat year only.
Onillcale-i of Honour, for distinguished position in the

individual Classes.
Tlie Disseetlng Rootc --..i vf„„..„n, of Anatomy arc open

to the Students dui .shcrc their studies are
»uj)erintend.:d l.y tlj. Anatomy.

T'l I.*-,r;ir,r on I ;.;i:s a private Lalx)ratory,
w' N are instructed in Analytical and Pbysio-
I'. 'ry.

1 .. in Pathological Anatomy is given by the
Lecturer on I'hysiology.

Ml.lwifery eases are provided for the Pnpila of the
Ml<lWif-TV CI'IH^.

'

ral Fee to all the Lectures required by the
'
London and St Andrews, the Royal College

'.', ,
f England, and tlie Society of Apothecaries.

.., Oijjuuas.

Further infonaaUon may be obtained at the Theatre,
1 Orosvenor place: of Dr RICHARDSON, 12 Hinde

fiiff t
.'•""';'«»'<"• »<l"«r«, W, ; or at the Residences of th>dmereut l.ecturera.

Sydenham College Medical^ SCHOOL, SUMMER LANE. BIRMINGHAM
(opposite the General Hospital). The SESSION of lJi(iO-61

will commence on Tuesday, the 2nd of OCTOBER next.
Anatomy and Physiologj'—John White Keyworth, M D.,

and Robert C. R. Jordan, M.D.
Practical Anatomy and Demonstration—Messrs George

Elkington, Frowd Jones, and D. Johnson.
Principles and Practice of Medicine—Bell Fletcher,

M.D., F.R.C.P.L., and James Russell, M.D., L.R.C.P.L.,
Physicians to the General Hospital.

Principles and Practice of Surgery — Alfred Baker,
F.R.C.S., and David Bolton, F.RC.S., Surgeons to the
General Hospital.

Sui^ical Patholog}-—Oliver Pemberton, M.R.C.S., Sur-
geon to the General Hospital.
Dental Phvsiology and Surgery — Thomas Howkins,

M.R.C.S.E.
Chemistry—Francis Wrightson, Ph.D.

SUMMER SESSION.
Midwifery and the Diseases of Women and Children

—

Francis Elkington, M.D., CoBfiulting Accoucheur to the

Lying-in Hospital; and V. W. Blake, F.RC.3., Medical
Officer to the Lying-in Hospital.

Materia Medica and Therapeutics—J. Bassett, M. R. C. S. E.

Practical Chemistry and Toxicology—Alfred Hill, M.D.,
F.C.S.
Botany—Frederick Westcott, Assoc. L.S.

Forensic Metlicine—W. C. Orford, Medical Officer to the
Lying-in Hospital-
Medical Tutor—C. J. Bracey. M.R.C.S.E.
Classics and Mathematics—The Rev. George Voigt, B.A.
French—F. Irlande.

This College was established for the purpose of affording

ft complete Medical Education. It is presided over by a
CouncU composed of more than sixty of the most eminent
Medical Practitioners of the midland counties. It is

situated opposite to the General Hospital, and the hours
of Lectures are so arranged as not to interfere with the
attendance upon Hospital Practice. Attendance upon the

Lectures will qualify for examination at all the Royal
Colleges, the Army, Navy, and India Boanls. Clinical

Courses will be given by those Lecturers who are attached
to Public Institutions in the town. The I^aboratory is

fitted up with every convenience, so aii to enable Students
to obtain a practical knowledge of Chemistry. Care will

be taken to instruct Students in Practical Midwifery, and,
under suitable regulations, they will be allowed to avail

theijiselves of the Mu.seum of the Ljing-in Hospital.
Prizes will l>e awarded in each class, and one will be given
by the Council for general proficiency.

Further particulars may be obtained on application to
the Principal, Dr Bell Fletcher, WaterU>o street ; to the
Treasurer, Dr Russell, Newhall street, who is authorised
to receive Students ; or t*> the Secretaries, Mr F. Jones,
43 Newhall street ; and Mr Bassett, 1 St Paul's square,
Birmingham.

IVriddlesex Hospital Medical
-^'-*- COLLEGE —WINTER SE.SH10\ —A Course of
CLINICAL LEtTURES on the DISEASES of WOME-V
and CHILDREN will be delivered by Dr PRIESTLEY
to the Students in this College.

'Phe Middlesex Hospital
*- MEDICAL COLLEGE. —The INTRODUCTORY
LECTURE will be delivered hy Dr CHARLES COOTE,
late Fellow of Pembroke College, Ojifortl, at Eight o'clock
on Monday Evening, OCTOBER 1.

The Middlesex Hospital contains 305 Beds, and has
Special Wards for Cancer, for Venereal and Uterine
Diseases
Stakf':—Dr A. P. Stewart, Dr Ooodfellow, Dr H.

Thompson, Physicians ; Dr R. T. Prere, Phyaician-
Arcoucheur ; Dr F. Weber. Dr C. Coutc, Assistant-
Physicians ; Mr Shaw, Mr De Morgan, Mr Moore, Mr
Henry, Sunjeons ; Mr Nunn, Mr Flower, Asiistant-
Surgeous ; Mr Tomes, Dental Surgeon.
LEcrriiEs ik the Medical Colleoe : — Dr A. P

Stewart and Dr Goodfeliow, on Medicine ; Mr Shaw, on
Surgery; Mr De Morgan, on Physiology; Mr Moore, on
Anatomy ; Mr Nunn and Mr Flower, on Practical Anatomy

;

Mr Tiiyl'-r and Mr Ilei.s.li, on Chenii.stry ; Mr Sibley and
Dr Miin-hison, on Pathological Anatomy; Dr Priestley, on
Midwifery ; Dr H. Thompson, on Materia Medica ; Dr
WiKjdliani Webb, on Minute Anatomy ; Mr Henry and Dr
C. Coote, on Forensic Medicine : Dr Lawrence, on Botany

;

Mr Tayhjr and Mr Heisch, on Practical Chemistrj'; Dr T.
Spencer Cohbold, on Comparative Anatomy. In.-^truction
in Modem Langiiagesby Dr Buchheim, Ph.D. Vienna.

Tlie opportunities for gaining practical knowledge have
been recently increased. There are now Five Appoint-
ments, with resWince within the Hos])ital, and free
commons, for which Students' who have completed their
education in the College are, under certain conditions,
eligible.

In addition t^ Prizes for General Proficiency, the
Governors' Prize of Twenty Guineas is given for excellence
in Clinical Reports.

For the Hospital Practice and Lectures required by the
College of Surgeons au<l Society of Apothecaries, the fee is

£88 4s., payable hy yearly instalments, of which the two
first are £35 each. A full prosi>ectu8 forwarded on appli-
cation.

T. W. NUNN, Dean.
C. DE MORGAN, Treasurer.

WATER BEDS AND CUSHIONS.

A Preventive against Bed
Air Cushions, and allSores, Ac. Bed Sheet.'

necessary Utensils for Invalids.

BENHAM and Co.,
Practical India-rubber Workers, 118 Oxford Street, W.

IVfanchester Royal School
-LTX Qp MEDICINE AND SURGERY, Groavenor
street, Piccadilly.

SESSION 1860-61.

The WINTER TERM will commence on Monday,
OCTOBER 1st, when the INTRODUCTORY ADDRESi«
will be delivered by Mr LUND, at Twelve o'clock.

WINTER LECTURES.
Physiology, by Mr Turner and Mr Smith.
Descriptive Anatomv and Dissections, by Mr Luud

and Mr F. A. Heath.
Chemistry, by Mr Stone
Principles and Practice of Medicine, by Dr Browne.
Principles and Practice of Surgery, by Mr Dumvilleand

Mr Southam.
Anatomy, Physiology, and Pathology of the Eye, by

Mr Hunt and Mr Lund.

SUMMER LECTURES.
Obstetric Medicine, by Mr Heath.
Pathologj'. by Mr Roberts.
Materia Medica, by Mr Somers.
Forensic Medicine, by Mr Greaves and Mr

Murley Harrison.
Botany, by Mr Grindon.
Practical Chemistry, by Mr Stone.

Hospital Practice at the Royal Infirmary, where Clinical
Lectures on Medicine and Sui-gery are regularly delivered
by the Physicians and Surgeons of the Institution.
Scholarships.—In addition to Prizes fur General Pro-

ficiency aud Certificates of Honour, Three Scholarships for
perpetual Students will Ik; offered for competition ; one of
£20, for third-year's Students ; one of £15. for second-year's
students; one of £10, for second-year's Students.
Further particulars may be obtained from Mr SOUTHAM,

21 Lever street.

August, 1860.

gsSy ^Siil"^ -*- ARM.S—Send Name
and County to the ROVAL
HERALDIC STUDIO and
LIBRARY ; in a few days
you will receive a Correct
Copy of your Armorial
Bearings. Plain Sketch,

. .^ ,
3s. ; in Heraldic Colours,

with Written De»crii>tioii, Cs.
; Large Size, 12s. Family

Pedigrees, with oiigiual grant of Arms, to whom and
when granted, the origin of the name, all traced from
authentic records, fee Two Guineas. An Index containing
the Names of nearly all Persons entitled to use Arms, as
extracted from the British Museum, Tower of London,
Heralds' College, tc. 4c. The Manual of Ueraldrj-, 400
Engravings, Ss. 6d., post free.—By T CULLETON.
Oenealogist, Lecturer on Heraldry at the Mechanics'
Institute, 25 Cranboum street, comer of St Martin's lane,
London, W.C. The Heraldic Colours for Servauta"
Liveries, 58.

A rms, Crests, &c., Engraved
-*- in the Best Style. Crest on Seals or Rings, "s.

On Steel Die, 63. Initials, Is. 6d. per Letter. Book Plato,
Engraved with Arms, IDs. ; or Crest, 6s. Postage and
Registered Letter, Is. extra. T. CULLETON, Heraldic
Engraver, by Appointment to the Queen, 25 Cranboum
street, comer of St Martin's lane, London, W.C.

^olid Gold Ring (18 Caret,
'^ Hall Marked). Engraved with Crest, 42s. ; Large
Size, for Arms, 758. On reccijit of P.-O. order the sizes
will be sent to select from. T. CULLETON, Heal Engraver,
25 Cranboum street, comer of St Martin's lane, London.
W.C.

Gtamp your own Paper

—

*^-' with Amis. Crests, Initials, or Name and Address, by
means of CULLETON'S PATENT EMBOSSING PRESS.
15s.

; Best Make. rUs. Any person can use them. T
CULLETON. Die Sinker to the Board of Trade, 25 Cinn
boum street, corner of St Martin's lane, London. W.C.

Jj^
a m 11 y Arms, &c.

-•- Emblazoned for Painting on Carriages or Ni-edlework
6s.

;
Best Style, 12s., Gotliic and Modern Monograms

Designed, 6s. Arms Quartered, Impaled, ami Painted on
Vellum, according to the Laws of Heraldry. liy T
CULLETON, Seal Engraver and Die Sinker, 25 Cranlwurn
street, conierof St Martin's lane, London, W.C.

T\7^edding Cards—For Lady
' ' and GENTLEMAN — 50 each. 50 Embossed

Envelopes, with Maiden Name, Printed Inside, Us.
Visiting Cards—A Copper Plate Engraved in any Style,
with Name and .50 Cards, Printed for 2s., post free,—
N.B. All Orders executed by return of post, for Stamps or
Cash.—T. CULLETON, Seal Engraver and Die Sinker, 25
Cranboum street, corner of St Martin's lane, Loudon, W.C.

nnhe Pen Superseded.— Mark
-- your Linen. The best and only method of Marking
Lineu, Silk, Stockings, Coarse Towels, or Books, so as to
prevent the Ink wa.shing out, is with CULLKTON'S
PATENT ELECTRO-SILVER PLATES. By means of
this novel invention a thousand pieces of Luien can bo
Marked in a few hours. Initials, Is. each ; Name, 2s. 6d. ;

Set of Moveable Nunil>ers, 2s. 6d. ; Crest Plato, 58., with
the necessary Directions for Use. Post free.—Certificate

from the eminent Dr Sheridan Muspratt, F.K.S., Professor

of Chemistry, A^c.

All Orders to ho sent to the Patentee and Sole Maker,
T. CULLETON, L'S Cranboum street, corner of St Martin's

ane, London, W.C.
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r^hlorodyne. — R. Freeman,
^^ Pbarmaceutist, Ki'nnington roatl, London, B., in-

forms the Profession ai>d Trade that he has fob years
MADE, and extensively used in his business, Chlorodyne ;

and that he is sui'plyingit in one-oiinee stoppered bottles

at ls.6d. each, and in four-ounce bottles, Ss. each. He
guarantees it to be iniifonnly and properly prepared, and
Boperior to any other makers', though their charge be ever
so exorbitant ; and he trusts that the lowness of price at

which he offers it will allow the Profession to use it in
common practice and at public institutions, so that its

extraordinarj' beneficial efferis may be enjoyed by the
poorest sufterer. Sold by all Wholesale Drugj^ists.

Alien's Portmanteaus
and TRAVELLING BAGS with square openings.

LADIES' DRESS TRUNKS, DRESSING BAGS with
silver fittinpls.

DESPATCH BOXES, WRITING and DRESSING
C.^ES, and 500 otl»r articles for home or continental
travelling, illustrated iu the New Catalogue for 1860. By
post for two stamps,

J. W. ALLEN, late J. W. and T. Allen, Manufacturers
of Officers' Barrack Furniture, and Millitaiy Outfitters

See separate Catalogue), 18 and 22 Strand, London.

Diphtheria, Clerical Sore-
Tliroat, Loss of Voice, and other diseases of the

mucous passages of the throat, successfully treated with
Solution of Caustic by Tonipson's Patent Hydro-Pneumatic
Inhaler (easy of self-use), without pain or inconvenience.

To be seen at the Museum ^if Patents, South Kensington.
and the Agents', Milliken andLawley, Surgical Instnmieut
Makers, 161, Strand, adjoining King's College, London.

Mr Maurice, Dentist,
816 Regent street (opposite the rolytechnie), Ijy

adopting everj' IMPROVEMENT in ARTIFICIAL TEETH
and GUMS, is enabled to meet the requirements of the

most difficult cases at very economical prices, no charge

l>eing made unless satisfaction be given.

"pflour — (Essex)— War-
-*- ranted freo from adulteration, to any part of London
(not less than 141bs.) carriage free. Whites, for pastry,
per bushel (561bs), 10s. 4d. ; Households (recommended for

bread-making^, 9s. 8d. ; Seconds, 9s. ; ^Tieat Meal for

brown bread, Pa. Best fine and coarse Scotch Oatmeal.
Address HOIISNAILL and CATCHPOOL, Bullford Mill,

Vitham, Essex, or 97 Goswell road, City road, E.G. Di-
rections for bread-making gratis. Terms Cash. A half
sack delivered free to any rail station 200 miles. Gorman
Teast

pWld' s Patent Galvanic
ELECTRO HAIR and FLESH BRUSHES. No

tronble in use. EtTect certain in all cases of Galvanic
Action, these Brushes containing battery of sufficient force
to be perceptible in use. The Profession will tind them of
great advantage in all cases of Neuralgia and Rheumatic
affections, being a pleasant and refreshing means of apply-
ing galvanic action to the surface of the skin.

To be had at the Manufactory, 21 Providence row, Fius-
bxiry square.

G alvanic Institute,
52 Euston road.

These rooms have been opened under the superintendence

of registered qualified Medical Men, for the legitimate appli*

cation of Galvanism iu the treatment of Nervous Diseases,

Paralysis, Rheumatism. Asthma, IndigestioH It will also

assist in affording the means of taking this branch of prac-

tice out of the hands of the unqualified. Hours of at-

tendance twelve to live (Sundays excepted).

Ordinary Medical Attendant, Mr J. Smellie, Burgeon.

M
TO THE PROFESSIOK

essrs M^Gowan & Danks
(THE PRINTERS OF THIS JOURNAL)

Are prepared to forward Estimates, to those requiring the

same, for any description of Work connected with the

Printing Business.

Messrs M'G. and D. are enabled, from the facilities

which they possess, to execute whatever may be entrustetl

to them with economy and despatch.

Letters addresspd to No. 16 GREAT WINDMILL
STREET, liAYMARKET, will meet with immediate at-

tention.

*^* Tliere is at the present time an opening for the Print"
Jng (and Publishing if wi«h«d of a Weekly Pwiodical.

Mr Mapleson, Dentist,
(Cupper to the Queen), has REMOVED to 71

Wimpole street. Cavendish square.
Mr Mapleson's Pamphlet on the Mechanical Treatment

of Cleft Palate may be had on application at his residence.

iEGLE MAHMELOS, OH INBIAN BAEL.

T iquor Bete, prepared from
-^"^ the unripe fruit, so much esteemed in cases of
Diarrhnea, Dysentery, &c. ; also the Wine, Extrftet, Powder,
and Preserve.

Descriptive accounts may be had on application to the
Importer.

J. G. GOULD (latfl PouNi>), Pharmaceutical Chemist,
198 Oxford street, London ; West-end Agent for Palmer's
Chalvbeatp: Water, and the celeljrat«d Oswego Corn-
Flour for Invalids. &c.

PULVIS JACOBl yER., NEWBERY'S.

/Gentlemen,—We beg to call
^^ your attention to the following paiagraph by

"J.Cheyne, M.D., Pliyfician to tlie Hardwicke

Fever Holpital, Dublin, in hit paper on Iht

'virtues of James'' Poivder in the Apoplectic

Diathejis :"

" She began a courfe of James' Powder in

the latter end of September : the firft night (he

took only two grains, and evei-y fiicceeding

night an additional half grain, till the dofe

amounted to twenty grains. She took twenty

grnins e'very night for fi've nveeh, when (he

found herfelf (b well that (lie dillontinucd the

medicine."—" Dublin Hofpital Hc/orls," -vol. i.

^,319.
To fecure the difpenfing of the original pre-

paration, which, for 114 years, has been fold by

the Newbery family in St. Paul's Churchyard,

it is necefiai-y to prefcribe it as " Pul-'uis 'jacobi

Ver., Ncivberj's,'^ otherwife another article

(wanting in the bed properties, and recom-

mended to be given in a different code of dofe,

though called by the fame name), will be subfti-

tuted (or the oiigin.al medicine. This, of

couvie, cannot but have an effect other than

that expecHed, and will thereby lead the j.racti-

tioner totally to difcard it from hi.s daily Phar-

macopoeia, as a preparation whereon no de-

pendance can be placed. We hope the above

extract W'ill prove that when the genuine medi-

cine is ufed, faith may be repofed in it.

Yours faithfully,

F. NF,WBERY & SONS.

45, St. Paul's Churchyard.

wood and Watson's South
African Port, Sherry, Ac, 20s. per dozen. Pint

Samples or 12 stamps each. Excellent Brandy, 16s. per

gallon.

Pale India Ale and Stout, 4s. Cd. per dozen quarts, 2s. M.
per dozen pints. Scotch Ale, 6s. 6d. per dozen quarts, 28. Od,

per dozen pints.

Address, 10 Clement^s latie, City, E.C.

"IVTewton Wilson and Co.'s
-^ Worldfame<l PATENT—THE NEW PATENT
NURSING CHAIE. in which the child nurses, amuses,

oxeroises, and weighs itself, is a marvel of ingenuity and

utility, unammouslv rcoonimended by the Press and the

Faculty. No family should be without one. Price 128. ed.

upwards. Prospectus free.

WIIjSON'S PATENTCARPET SWEEPER, which cleans

a cari'et thoroughly without lalxuir, without injury, and

without raising a grain of dust. Price 15s.

Newton Wilson and Co., 144 Hiuh Holbom, London.

For Correct Family Arms,
CREST or PEDIGREE, send name and country, and

Vs. Cd., to J. LOCK'S City Heraldic Offlce, No. 201dJewry,

EC. London, and in a few days yo>i will receive a Meat

drawing of your Arms, &c., in Heraldic Colours, to be en-

graved on Seal, Ring, or Family Plate. On y parte FranQais,

Italien, AUcmand. et HoUandais. Weddingordersexccuted.

A erated Lithia Water.

—

^-^ Messrs BLAKE, SANDFORD. and BLAKE are
prepared to supply the LITHIA WATEIiS (of which
they were the original inarrafacturers under Dr Garrod'a
in-stniction) of any strength i^rescribftd by the Profession
for special cases. Those in constant use contain two
grains and five grains in each tioctl«; either \rf itself or
combined with BICARBONATE of POTASH or PHOS-
PHATE of AMMONIA.—Also, Potash. Citrate of Potash,
Soda, Seltzer, Vichy, and Mineral .\cid Waters, as uauaL

BLAKE, SANDFORD, and BLAKE, PharmaewitiMl
Chemists. 47 Piccadily.

Neuralgia, Nervous Headaches, Rheumatism, and Stiff

Joints Cured, and

Grey Hair Restored to its Katozal Colonr, by

F. M. HERRING'S PATENT

]V/f agnetic Brushes,
-^'-'- 10s. and 16s. ; Combs, 2s. 6d. to 209-

N.B, — The Electro-Galvanic Brushes were formerly
made and sold by F. M. H., but the dirt and trouble
inseparalile from a galvanic apparatus were insurmountable
obstacles to their use.

Offlces, 32 Basin^»ll street.

fphe Cheapest House in the
-- Kingdom forDEMYS andCENERALSTATIONERT.

A. W. DIGBY and CO.'s, 90 Chancery lane, London,
W.C.—^Vhite Demys, 7s. 6d., 83., 89. 6d., 9b. 6d., 10s. 6d.,

lis. 6d., VOi., 128. (id, 13«, 6d., and 163 per ream: Blue
ditto, 6s. Od., 7b. Od., lOe., 12s. 6d . 16s. : Fast Blue, lis. 6d.

and 13s. 6d. Capping and Filtering equally cheap. Note
Paper, 2s. 4d., 3s., 3s. 9d., 4s. 6d., 5s., 68. 3d., 78., Ss. 6d.
Cresti* made and stamped. Envelopes from 3s. per 1000;.

Day Books, Ledgers, and Prescription Books to order.

Cards, Circulars for Profewioual Attendance, and every
descripUon of Printing.

A. W. D. and Co. have pun?hased the nuijor part of the
stock of Demys of the late Film of Hoe and Ham adver-
tised as "Patent Demys."

GreatReduction in tliePrices
of new MEDICAL GLASS BOTTLES and PHIALS

at the Islington Glass Bottle Works, Islington plac«. Park
road. London Warehouses, lOBrcad-st. hill. Up. Thames St..

City, E.C., and 2 Upiier Copenhagen ..t., Barns'inry road,

iBli'ngton. E. and H. HARRIS and Co., Proprietors.
Per gross.

6 and 8 oz., any shape, i>lam or graduated,

clear blue tinted Ss. Od*
3 and 4 oz., ditto, ditto ditto .. .. ..7 ft

i oz. White Moulded Phials-j t 4 ft

1 oz. ditto ditto . . (Of a vcrv snp- 1 5 ft

1} 01. ditto ditto . . ( rior quality ") 6

2 oz. ditto ditto .. ) V 7

Immediate .ittcntion to country orders. No remittance

required until the goods are received. Packages free.

Goods delivered free within seven miles. Post-offioe orders-

made payable to E. and H. Harris and Co. at the Chief

office, London.—Bankers, Union Bank of London.

N. B. Orders sent to either establishments will meet with
prompt attention.

CLOGGY BLACK INK.—WHY USE IT?

Frank Bailey, 20 years'
Practical Ink Manufeoturer. can wamint hii

IMPROVED FILTERED WBITIXG FLUID

to flow freely; never thickens, and turns int*n.'?ely Black

Sold by all Stationer? and ChemistB.

DEPOT,

10 Cxirsitor street, Chancery lane, E.G., London,

Moore's Portable Surgery,
—Every Medical Man emigrating should have one.

Tliey are equally suitable for private and countiy practice

" The port.lble surgerj- introduced by Mr Moore is, for

convenience, comprehensiveness, portability, and economy,

worthy of commendation.'"— ' Lancet.'

Surgeons appointed to ships to all parts of the world

Surgical instruments for Surgeons to ships.

F. O MOORE, M.B.C.8.,

34 Terrace, Tower hill, London, K.C.

Microscopic Glass.— Thin
Glass for Mounting Objects, in squares or circ^

Slides 3 in. by one in., and Cells of every kind, supplwd

Wholesale and' Retail, by

CLAUDET and HOUGHTON,
S9 Hifih Holbom, London.
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CLINICAL LECTURES.

ON THE
TEEATMENT OF FRACTURES IN

CHILDREN.
DELIVERED AT THE h6pITAL DES ENFANTS,

By M. GUERSANT.

In the treatment of fractures in children, we

«re met by the same questions that occur to us

in the treatment of fractures in adults ; and we

have still to consider whether mechanical ap-

pliances are always necessary in the fractures

of the former, or whether in some cases posi-

tion alone would not suffice, as had recourse to

by some surgeons in the case of adults. We
shall at once reply, that such means seem to us

useful in almost every instance ; and for many
reasons. In fact, as children pay little or no
regard to what they are told, but move them-

selves constantly in spite of the pain they occa-

sion themselves, they thus, beside other mis-

chief they do, tear asunder the adhesions that

would still have maintained in contact the

fractured surfaces. Moreover, as it is not un-

usual in these young subjects to see convul-

sions occur as a consequence of fracture, and,

though more rarely, tetanus itself, when frac-

tures are complicated with wounds, it will be
always well to produce immobility of the frac-

tured portions, with a view to prevent such

possible complications. Such appliances, then,

would in every instance be advantageous, were

you thereby only to prevent the occurrence of

such symptoms, and quiet the solicitude of your
patient's friends. The question of their necessity

being thus answered, ought mechanical means,

as recommended by Dupuytren, to be at once
applied ; or should we temporise, as recom-
mended by t lie example of Lisfranc? Except
in particular cases,—those, for example, where
there is great mutilation,—we deem it at least

prudent in young subjects to have the frac-

tured limb as soon as possible rendered im-
mobile.

We shall now consider how we should pro-
ceed in reducing, and keeping reduced, frac-

tures in chihlren. I need not here insist on
the manner of practising extension, counter-

extension, and coaptation. When, as in

adults, you have ascertained that displacement
exists, the fragments are next to be drawn by
assistants in opposite directions, and their hold
should be iit points as distant as possible from
the scat of the lesion. The Surgeon in the

mean time endeavours to reduce the fractured

surfaces to their proper relation by using pres-

sure over the fractured extremities. Fractures

in persons of this early age present one pecu-
liarity, which is, that butlittle force is required
to overcome and rectify their displacement.
Even in patients of thirteen or fourteen years,

moderate extension will suffice to accomplish
the reduction ; and, for the rest, we have
already seen that when young children are
the subjects, there is but little tendency in the

fragments to become displaced. The fracture

being reduced, or requiring no reduction,
shouhl we make use of appliances that may be
removed at pleasure, or such as do not admit
of such removal? In order to decide, I would
in every case refer you to the indications. You
have seen us prefer, before every other, an ap-
paratus that can V)e easily removed whenever
it has been desirable to inspect the seat of frac-

ture. Now this is the case whenever the soft

parts have been divided, or when there is

reason to fear that displacement may be again
occasioned. On account of the smallness of
the limb, immobility is more easily attained
than in grown persons ; and thus you can with-
out inconvenience remove and replace an ap-
paratus, so as to lay bare and inspect the seat
of the evil.

There is still another reason that frequently

makes us prefer a removable apparatus where
children are the patients. When the fracture

occurs in one of the lower extremities, and the

patient's habits are not cleanly, it often happens
that the bandages get soiled with urine. If

in such cases you apply an apparatus covered
with dextrine, or even plaster, it gradually

becomes softened, and ceases to fulfil the end
for which it was designed. On the contrary,

in every case where there is no wound, and
you neither have reason to fear displacement,

nor contact with a liquid that would soften

or prevent the induration of the apparatus,

the preference is to be given to non-removable
appliances. We have recourse also to such
when these inconveniences are no longer to be
feared. Hence it is that in the same patient

you sometimes see the treatment begun with

the former kind of apparatus, and finished

with the latter. On the whole, it may be said

that generally the indications that point out

the use of a removable apparatus are more
frequently seen than those that would lead us

directly to employ one of a contrary kind. As
you have so often seen at the bedside our mode
of procedure, I shall not now insist on the

manner in which the appliances are to be kept
immovably in their place, since long verbal

descriptions are not comparable to such prac-

tical demonstrations. I cannot, however, re-

frain from recapitulating what you have seen

in our wards, and pointing out to you, in a
very succinct waj', the manner of applying the

various sorts of apparatus in various fractures,

beginning with those of the superior extre-

mities.

Fractures of the cranium, those of the ribs

and of the scapulte, do not in children offer, as

in adults, any special point for practical con-

sideration. In such cases I am satisfied with

applying a simple body-bandage round the

chest. Uut in fractures of the clavicle it is

different, and these are far from being rare in

children. No month possess that we have not

occasion to see several cases of this kind,

either in our wards or consultations. These
fractures in young subjects are usually incom-
plete, for the periosteum, and even sometimes
the osseous fibres, resist the traumatic action.

Having usually no displacement to contend
with, It suffices, in order to obtain regular

consolidation and avoid secondary displace-

ment, to maintain the arm resting against the

trunk, and the forearm across the breast, by
several turns of a bandage passing obliquely

from the shoulder of the sound side under the

elbow of the injured side. Care must be
taken to raise the shoulder firmly, and then to

fix the turns of the first bandage by a circular

bandage embracing the thorax. You can very

well attain the same end with Mayor's bandage,

which is sometimes employed in place of roller

bandages. When the fractured ends do not

override, there is no occasion for the wedge-
like cushion recommended by Desault. This

cushion, which is designed to be a fulcrum to

the humerus, so that it may act as a lever on
the scapula and bring outwards the outer

fragment of the clavicle, would in such cases

be useless.

In fractures of the middle part of the arm, we
employ the common roller bandage with three

splints, but no graduated compresses. Nor
do we apply any splint on the internal part

of the arm, by which we avoid pressure on
the vessels and nerves. The round limbs of

children have neither ridges nor depressions
;

consequently, graduated compresses are not

only not required, but would rather be
hurtful by producing unequal pressure on the

injured parts. We oegin by enveloping the

membrane in a circular bandage, taking care

to defend the flexure with carded cotton.

When the fracture is at one or other ex-

tremity of the humerus, we rest satisfied with

applying a roller bandage, so as to maintain

the member motionless. Splints here would

serve no purpose, since they would not beaf
on both fragments. For fractures in the
middle of the forearm, it is sufficient, as in

the case of adults, to produce compression, in

the direction of the interosseous space, by two
splints maintained in position by a bandage,
or by strips of adhesive plaster. Here gra-
duated compresses are useful. In fractures

of the lower extremity of the radius, we make
use of the same apparatus, observing the
precaution of placing the hand obliquely on
the side of the ulna. Fractures at the elbow
are often seen at this early age, and deserve
the greatest attention from the surgeon.

An attentive examination will prevent your
mistaking fracture from dislocation of the

elbow. The fracture being ascertained, what
should be your procedure? If the joint is

painful and much swollen, the first thing to be
done is the application of leeches ; and nothing
should be omitted that may prevent, or
moderate as much as possible, the effects of
traumatic inflammation of the joint—always
serious in children. The inflammatory symp-
toms once subdued, your attention may next
be given to the fracture, if it yet be time.

Now, the indications are different according to

the seat of the fracture. When it is the ole-

cranum that is separated from the ulna, the

forearm is to be maintained in a state of
perfect extension by a cushion and splint

placed on the arm. The triceps is thus
relaxed, and the fragments better approxi-
mated than by any other position. But should
you ascertain that the coronoid apophysis has
been broken off, it will, on the contrary, be
necessary to keep the forearm bent by a
figure of-eight bandage passed from the arm
to the forearm, with sufficient wadding inter-

posed to protect the cutaneous surfaces that

would otherwise be placed in contact. AVhen
the injury done to the articular surfaces is so
great as to compromise at a later period the

motions of the joint, the jjrecaution should be
taken of keeping the forearm bent at a
right angle with the arm, so as to avoid, in

ease of anchylosis, a more unseemly position.

Fractures of the hand and fingers occur under
the same circumstances as in the adult, and
are to be treated in the same way ; that is, the

hand is, every part, to be secured against a
suitable splint.

(To be continued.

)

ON THE
TREATMENT OF GONORRHEA

WITHOUT SPECIFICS.
By J. L. MILTON, E.sq., M.R.C.S.

(Continued from page 138.)

First Class. — Goiiorrluea of long duration

sivifily owing to neglect.—The discharge is gene-

rally not great in quantity, and is not accom-

panied by much chordee or scalding on or after

making water. Such cases generally yield to a

mild aperient, as the infusion of rhubarb with

soda, and an injection two or three times a day.

Bnt if, at the end of thirty days, no improve-

ment has been effected by these or any other

means, the bougie may at once be passed ; for

every variety of discharge may be accompanied

by more or less stricture, and the only sure proof

of no contraction being present is that a bougie

will pass.

Should this exist, it is needless to say that it

requires its special treatment ; a subject into

which I cannot go here.

But if no stricture be detected, I would advise

that the penis should be blistered without delay,

and whatever form of counter-initant the surgeon

may choose observation will soon show liini that

there should be complete vesication ; so soon as

the soreness has passed off, mild injections can be

employed. In most of these cases a single
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blister eli'ects a cure ; in few tloes a second fail

;

if it should, the use of the bougie, and touching

the posterior part of the urethra gently with tlie

nitrate of silver, will, assisted by a mUd aperient

and tonic, generally effect a cure.

As what I said on the subject of blistering has

drawn forth some very erroneous remarks, I take

the opportunity of placing the subject in its true

light. I never thought of claiming the credit of

Laving discmxred that blisters cure gleet. I knew
that blisters to the perinajum had been recom-

mended long before I was born ; nay, even in

Hunter's time they were used for this purpose
;

but I believe, that if other surgeons had ever

resorted to blistering ihc penis, the remedy had at

the time I broached tlic subject fallen into very

undeserved desuetude ; so much so, that I found no
trace of the practice in, all the works I have read.

Of coui-se, it is easy in all such cases to rake up
some claim to priority.

A blister is one of the most powerful remedies

that can be employed. It will cure almost any
case that is not complicated with stricture. So
far as my experience goes, it is, when properly

employed, the mo.st efficacious remedy we possess

in many cases.

I have heard it condemned as a violent remedy.

I deny it, and appeal to the fact that many
patients cured hy it of gonorrhcca and gleet have,

on being a second time infected, blistered them-

selves of their own accord.

And why should surgeons hesitate to blister in

gleet ? They arc not so scrupulous about using

such a remedy in the vicinity of the eye, the

most delicate organ in the frame. Why should

the penis be the only part of the frame which we
cannot vesicate ? If patients complain of such

trifling discomfort, it only shows how inconsistent

and uugi'ateful man is. They must, then, really

expect to be cured of these disorders without any
sacrifice of trouble or convenience. If they had
lived a century ago, they would have been only

too glad to avail themselves of what we are now
said to look upon as a " nuisance." (a) In Order

that a blister may be ]iroperly applied, there are

some points which, however trivial they may
seem, require as much atteiition as the leading

features of the case. 'Where these arc neglected,

blistering is apt to produce-such a filthy, excoriated

mess, that the patient will not submit to it a

scccmd time ; whereas, if carefully laid on and
1/cssed, it is, from its being out of the reach of

friction in the ordinary movements of the body,

even less troublesome than if on a limb or the

tmnk.
Before putting it on, a little of the hair at the

Toot of the penis is cut off ; and if the foreskin be

naturally retracted, it must be drawn forwards

over the glands. A piece of paper is then to be

fitted on the penis, and cut till it exactly covers

it from the root to within half an inch of the

month of the urethra. This is then laid down
on the blister, which is cut out by it, wrapped
Tound the penis, and fastened with threads behind
the glaus and near the root.

The patient should remain perfectly quiet

•during the time it is on, lest any motion should

bring the blister against the scrotum, and vesicate

it : but he must not apply it on going to bed, or

he will most likely fall asleep, and not awaken till

the penis is one mass of vesications, a state pro-

ductive of an unnecessary amount of suffering.

In the milder cases, or where the .skin is tender,

an hour or an hour and a half will be sufficient.

The blister is then removed : if there arc any

Tcsicated .spots, they are covered with pieces of

linen spread with zinc ointment, and then a layer

of cotton is bound over these, and covered with a

piece of linen, kept on by a thread, or, what is

better, two very thin rings of vulcanised Indian

rubber.

Where a severer case renders a more energetic

employment of the remedy necessary, it must be
kept on three or four hours until free vesication

is produced ; zinc ointment is then applied. To
protect the penis from friction, a T bandage, with

a linen bag sown into the part which receives the

penis, or a handkerchief carried round the waist

and dipjiing in front so as to receive the penis

atjd keep it uji against the abdomen, is necessaiy.

The first elfect of this application is to increase

the discharge considerably, which then terminates
either by altering its character, becoming ropy

(a) Langston Parker,
SyphiUs,' third edition.

' Modern Treatment of

and mucous, and finally disappearing in a few
days, or by remaining somewhat more persistent,

and requiring a few injections, when the penis is

so far advanced towards healing that it can be
handled without pain. It may, however, demand
even a second blister. One of the most cleanly

and convenient, and least painful forms of blister,

is Brown's cantharadine tissue ; it causes much
less irritation, and heals much more quickly than
the emplastrum lyttse.

The blistering fluids, if strong enough to

vesicate, caused sudi pain that I soon renounced
the employment of them, though they are very

useful applied to the perinicum.

For three or four days after the application of

the blister in question, the patient is better.

So soon, however, as the blistered surface begins

to heal up, a few mild injections may be given.

The bowels should be kept gently open.

Now and then it will happen that the patient

is mortified and .surprised to find the discharge

reappearing at the very, moment he thought all

gone. Thus, on the tliird day there may be no
discharge, and on the fourth there is a good deal

;

but tliis generally subsides as rapidly as it appeared,

if the patient will only abstaia from tMnpering
with it.

How does this remedy act ? By counter-irri-

tation, will perhaps be the answer. But, if this

were the case, why should there be increased

action in the urethra for a few days, and why
.should the discharge from the urethra begin to

disappear when the counter-irritant surface is

healing up ? It would seem as if the organised

constituents of the urethra are capable of keeping

up a certain amount of over-action for an in-

definite time ; but that, when hurried beyond
this by a healthy stimulant, a rebound takes

place, which leaves them less capable than before

of furnishing a secretion, morbid in amount or

in quality, or in both.

Second Class.—Intractable Gonorrhosa.—If the

case, however, be more severe, accompanied

by a good deal of scalding and pain, often most
marked opposite the junction of the under side

of the penis and scrotum, it will, if recent, often

be found connected with stricture ; but if of some
standing, as eighteen months to two years, there

is usually none. For if stricture does come on
in these bad subjects, it soon becomes so marked
as to make the diagnosis quite certain ; if at the

end of six months the canal remains quite free,

my experience is that it frill be equally fi'ce at

the end of a year.

In ever}' case of this kind, whatever may have

been the previous duration of the disease, I can

see no objectiou to its being treated at once as

acute gonorrhoea, and perhaps a small number
of these cases may be cured ; certainly many of

them are somewhat relieved. Here, also, if at

the end of thirty days no improvement is effected,

the disease will in most cases not yield to ordi-

nary treatment. Hence, at the end of this time

I at once blister the penis and order a smart pur-

gative, treating the case subsequently as in the

preceding class.

Many surgeons have thought that a tendency

in discharge from the urethra to relapse, when-
ever the patient indulged in wine or connection,

should make the surgeon suspect stricture. Sir

E. Home seems to have leaned to this opinion.

Others, Jesse Foot among the number, con-

sidered that gonorrhcea could hardly endure very

long without inducing structural change in the

urethra. Neither rule holds always ^ood. I

have treated numerous cases of bad stricture in

wliich nothing of the kind occurred ; and I have

cured old cases of gonorrhoea, and long afterwards

found the urethra quite free. Thus, in a patient

cured in 1849 of a gonorrhoea of six years'

duration, there were, three years ago, no symptoms
of stricture

;
yet more than one surgeon, when

informed by this gentleman that his gonorrhcea

had on four"occasions become virulent after con-

nection, had declared that the case could only

be treated by the bougie.

Third Class.— Muco-jmriUcnt Gleet — V^'hen

there is but a small quantity of muco-purulent

discharge, with little or no swelling, accompanied

by pricking pains in the urethra—when the

history of the case is, that the patient has given

his surgeon fair play, and the orifice of the

urethra looks narrow^the bougie may at once be

passed, however confidently the patient may
assert that the opening Jiever was any larger,

and that he makes. water as well as ever he did.

In all these cases I have found stricture, with
one exception, in which the patient had a small
fistulous opening behind the fra;num, and so
habitually placed liis finger there to stop the
urine that he never thought of telling me.
To this cla.ss of cases may be added those when

the discharge is thin, or seeiB» broken up, as if

some portions of it were more consistent than
others, or slightly coloured with brown. Here I

have sometimes succeeded in arresting the dis-

charge, and the patient lias come back months
after with stricture. Hence I now always resort

at once to the bougie.

If there be nmch muco-purulent discharge, a
mild injection may also be used ; but where there

is only .sufficient to glue the lips of the urethra
together, the necessary relief will be derived from
injections of pure water.

In many of these patients the health is a little

out of order, principal!}-, I think, from their having
taken so much medicine. Small doses of quinine,

a mild aperient pill once or twice a week, and,

when there is pain in making water, an ointment
containing twenty grains of Morson's veratrine to

5j of lard rubbed below the urethra, will generally

efiect a good cure.

A free discharge of mucus from the urethra un-
accompanied by pus is not very common, at least

I have only seen few cases of it. But for the anx-
iety it causes the patient, I should say the best
treatment was to let it alone. I have tried various

astringent injections, among others that of green
tea, without much result.

Occasionally the resins, such asChian turpentine,

in doses of ten grains, or the inspissated essence

of spruce, fir, orpine, in the same dose, twice aday,
are of some avail, particularly if the bladder be
involved.

It may be asked, how is it that gonorrlite*.

affects some persons so differently ? Is it owiflg
to the prevalence of a rheumatic, gouty, or scrofu-

lous diathesis ? Such an explanation has been
suggested, or rather invented, (o)

In October, 1854, I read before the Medical
Society of London an analysis of thirty-tliree

cases of the most obstinate gleet treated in this

way. The reader will find the paper re^wrted
in the journals of that date ; and he will likewise

find that one speaker objected, that the paper
had been compiled in a hurry—which was true,

as it had only taken the Author about five years

to collect the materials, and wliich wUl liardly

apply now.
Rejecting all the complicated cases, there were

twenty-three of those which were uncomplicated
;

and in them a complete cure was effected, twenty
by blistering alone, though the disorder had in

some of them lasted six or seven years.

Subsequent experience has amply justified the

conclusion long ago arrived at : I have now
cured above a hundred cases of this tiresome com-
plaint by the means I have sought to enforce.

There were also two cases in which bhstering

failed. In one the discharge had lasted twelve

years, and when first cured by blistering, was
brought on again by an abscess of the perinseum.

In the second and third there was also this com-

(a) " Gleet may arise from rheumatism, scrofula,

venereal poison"—(Wallace)—for it seems to be
purely gratuitous ; a sort of mystification which
melts away when we put it to the test. As a rule, I

never could trace anything of the kind. In one pa-

tient who had suffered from abscess in the perinseum,

there were rheumatic pains ; and another, who was
also the subject of abscess, had in early life been
afflicted with scrofulous ophtlialmia of the eyelids.

All the rest apjieared quite as healtliy as the average

of men, and presented every variety of tempera-

ment.
We see men of a particularly delicate, imhealthy

appearance throw off gonorrhcea with the greatest

ease, while in others, blessed to all appearances with

the best of health, the first attack Inings on stricture

and abscess. We find that in men of a like tempera-

nieut, the disorder often runs a course so different,

that no experience will enable us to predict its dura-

tion or the results it will entail. The coarse formulse

of temperaments form no guide for prognosis in dis-

eases of the generative organs, where alone inflamma-

tion can go on for years without injury to the health

or marked change of structure ; and I have c>qually

failed in tracing the peculiarity to faidty develop-

ment of the generative organs, to any influence of the

weather, or to irregular habits : in short, the only in-

ference I can draw is, that it results from an inl»m
intirniity in the secreting apparatus of the urethm,

eiod that imperfect evolution of cell and fibre has

more to do with it than bodily features.
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pUeatioii ; the oue left almost cured, the other

neglected it and got stricture. Tliree more had
stricture, which was only revealed by the failure

of the blister inducing the patients to allow the

bougie to be jjassed. One was pure mucous gleet,

over which all remedies seem powerless. Of the

three uncomplicated cases in which it failed, one

Wfts cured by caustic ; the remaining two patients

left dissatisfied.

The reasons for this disparity of results and
the rules for attaining greater success have al-

rea'ly been given. If the means spoken of do not

avail in a few solitary cases to remove the dis-

charge entirely, they will yet cure every symptom
of the slightest moment.

Vale!

THE PHYSIOLOGY OF THE
SYMPATHETIC

SYSTEM OF NERVES.
Bv JAMES RORIE, M.D., &o.

Having in a former number of this Journal •con-

sidered the action of the sympathetic system on

tlw Heart, wo will now proceed to discuss its in-

fluence on the Blood-vessels.

It is to the «sperimettts of Bernard and Browu-

S^iiard that we are chiefly indebted for our

knowledge as to the influence of sympathetic

nerves on the movements of the blood-vessels.

Claude Bernard first discovered tliat section of
these nei-vcs was followed by increased redness of
the head and neck ; and subsequently, both he
and Bromi-Wfjuard found that galv.inism applied
to the cut end of the nerve produced an opposite
efltct. Other >vriter.s, however, have also pointed
out the imiwrtauce of the sympathetic nen-es on
the vascnlar circulation. Thus, " The experiments
of Walther on the frog," says Drummond, in his
faper in the ' Cyclopaedia of Anatomy and Phy-
siolo^'v,' " would also indicate that the circulation
is more or less influenced by the sympathetic
nerves." When tlie fibres which are sent by the
sympathetic to the nerves of th': lumbar plexus
were divided, he found, on examining the circula-
tion in the web of the foot, that " although at first

undisturbed, it very soon afterwards increased in
rapidity. The capillaries appeared to be diUted,
and contained fewer corpuscles than corresponded
to their calibre : the increase in their diameter
equalled from one-sixth to one-eightli of the
calibre of the vessel. After a time the rapidity of
the circulation again diminished, and in some
parts it l)ecame stagnant." Again, "in the frog
also, when the lumbar plexus was divided, the
animal continued for two or three montli-s without
any ili>turbance being observed in the nutrition of
the limb

; but when severel of the Inmbar ganglia
were remove*!, dropsical efl'usion into the aT)domi-
nal cavity, and inflammation of the i)eritonenm
ending in tlie death of the animal, ensued in tho
course of two weeks."

Tills conditir)n of the vessels, however, cannot
long continue without serious and important
changes taking plaee in the functions of the organs
to whiah Uiey are di.stributed. We thus have in-
duced

Chtt}ui.:sin Xutrition—The experiments made
with reference to this subject are by no means
numerous, but what have been ob9er\ed are very
illustrative of the influence of the sympathetic
system on nutrition. Thus, it has t>een observed
by Valentine "that removal of the upper cervical
ganglion was followed by injected conjunctiva,
increased secretions of the eye, and inflammation
of the cornea ; conditions which continued for
'niinviiionths after the operation ;" andby Krimer,

' vision of the renal nerves gives rise to
• II.Mu- , Ml the eon.stitution of the urine, this se-
cretiwii ill such cAses containing albumen and
colouring matter of the blood, with a corresponding
decrease of its normal elements.
The iil).)Ve results are .sufficient to show the in-

""*" -^..^ ...1 1 .. *)||. sympathetic nerves over
"i*.

'

ion and nutrition, and the
.senoi lUSt result from theirinjury;
but this (Wit <A our subject will be treated of at
length when woeome to roniider their pnthology.
"'

' '
. oixr

'{ —I"
'^* * "• '* ^''- 'II' MIS (iui; I'j eeii'of'i-spinal

action ? is a question which has often been asked

by physiologists, but very vaguely answered. That
the pams of laboiu' can be stopped by a voluntary

effort, is the reason held by some authors for an-

sweiing in the affirmative ; while the facts shown
by Professor Simpson, that labour can be com-
pleted while the spinal cord has been in a great

measure destroyed, and tliat paralytic women ex-

perience no difficulty in parturition, are equally

valid reasons for replying in the negative.

The solution of tliis question, I have little

doubt, lies in the principle formerly enunciated

while treating of the digestive movements, and
which, modified to answer tliis system, is as follows

:

—The contractions of the uterus are due to the

sympathetic nerves alone ; but the regularity of

the contractions (namely, commencing at the

Fallopian tubes and terminating at the os uteri,

characteristic of true labour-pains) is due to the
regulating action of the cerebro-spiual fibres.

Indeed, viewing the subject in this light, we
have a ready explanation of the nature of "false

pains ;" namely, that they are the result of tho
action of the sympathetic system alone, without
the consent, so to speak, of the cerebro-spinal

system ; an explanation strengthened by the fact

that these irregtilar contractions occur generally

in those women in whom the cerebro-spinal system
is in a state of derangement.

Tlie influence of the sympathetic system on the
movements of the bladder, ureters, and vesiculse

semiiiiiles, are so similar to its action on the in-

testines as only to require mention.

In conclusion, we may recapitulate the results

at which we have arrived. These are—1. That
the sympathetic system proper is an independent
system of nerves. 2. That they do not possess

sensory properties, but derive sensibility from the
communicating branches of the cerebro-spinal

nerves. 3. That the sympathetic centres are

capable of ori^nating motion, inde[)cndent of the

brain and spinal cord. 4. That the so-called
" inliibitory action " resides in the cerebro-spinal

fibres, but, instead of an inhibition, should be re-

garded as a power of converting the irregular

movements, originated by the sympathetic system,
into a precise and definite vermicular or |)eristaltic

action; in short, "a regulative action." And
finall)-, that as to its relation with secreting strnc-

ture.s, the sympathetic system exercises a peculiar

power in connection with the cerebro-spiual

nerves over the chemical composition of the secre-

tion, chiefly through its influence on the condition
of the blooil-vessels.

Dundee Koyal Asylum, August 27, 1860.

THE SPIRIT
OF THE PERIODICALS.

Mr Hilton's Lectures arc continued in tho

' Laneet,' and are followed by a continuation of

Dr P. FaA.SER's articles on StimulatUm versus

Depletion. The Author gives some important

statistics to show the effect of the two methods of

treatment :

"In the followuig summary of the tables, we
give, for the convenience of comparison, three
decennial periods.

" In the year 1835, there were treated as in-

patients in the London Hospital, 2,735 iwrsons,
of wliom 277 died, being at the rate of 10 per
cent. During that year there was expended for

these 2,735 patients, the sum of 615/. for beer
;

346/. for wine ; making a total of 961/. To
counterbalance the effect of these stimulants,
blood was drawn by 33,950 leeches, to say no-
thing of bleeding and cupping, then largely prac-
tised.

" In the year 1845, there were treated as in-

patients 3,625 persons, of whom 228 died, being
at tho rate of 6^ jwr cent. These imtients con-
sumed, iu the course of their treatment, wine and
spirits to the amount of 848/. ; or, to be more
minute, they drank 10 gallons of brandy, 236
gallons of wine, 10 gallons of gin, and y6 gallons
of spirits of wine Ijcsides were exliausled. To
meet tins alcoholic accumulation, blood was
drawn by 33,800 leeches, to say nothing of vene-
sections, cuppings, 4c.
" But what transpired in 1855 ? In that year

3,947 patients were treated in tho hosiiital, of
which number 294 died, being at tho rate of 7i

per cent. This number of patients consumed
during the year, 143 gallons of brandy, 1,153
gallons of wine, 60 gallons of gin, and 144 gallons

of spirits of wine were exhausted, at a cost of

1,796/. as against 848/. and 961/. for the two
previous decennial periods. But now appears the

strange fact, that during the year 1856, the

effects of this accumulation of alcohol were dimi-

nished by the quantity of blood drawn by 4, 400
leeches only, with, perhaps, not a single vene-

section, and at an average of not more than two
cuppings per week, as against 33,800 and 33,950
leeches, frequent venesections and cuppings, for

the two previous decennial periods.
'

' Pursuing this inquiry, it is found that iu the

year 1837 there were used iu the London Hospital

only 29 oz. of quinine, and 101 lbs. of bark.

Whereas in the year 1857 the consumption of

these and analogous drugs was as follows ; 54 oz.

of quinine, 478 lbs. of bark, 600 oz. of tho disul-

phate of bark, and 47 oz. of the quinine mth the

citrate of iron. The number of patients in 1837
being 2,961; in 1857, 3,935 ; and the percen-
tage of deaths being respectively—for 1837, 14
per cent. ; for 1S57, 8 i)er cent.

'
' The two years above noted are sufficiently

proximate to allow the same line of argument as

lor 1835 and 1855.

"Attention should be drawn to the fact that

in the year 1844 there was expended for stimu-

lants only 821/., beingthe smallest amount during
a period of 22 years ; and that the mortality in

that year was 6 per cent., the smallest jjer-centage

of mortality during tho said period of 22 years.

We are not quite satisfied but that, if a rigid

inquiry were made, the largest mortality would
be found where tho largest quantity of stimulants

was given. It is to be observed that in the year

1851, when the number of patients—viz., 4,051

—was larger than iu 1857—viz., 3,935,— the
mortality was nevertheless greater during the

latter year, as 8 per cent, to 6 '50 per cent.
;

although the increase of expenditure for articles

of luxury, &c., during 1867, exceededthat of 1851
by the laige sum of 962/.

'
' Another puzzle is presented on looking upon

the results of the year 1868. We have in this

year a less consumption of wine and spirits

(namely, 573/. 3s. 3d.) than during the preceding

23 years, the average for the 24 years being 1,055/.;

but the quantity of tonics remains nearly the

same as in 1866 :—Ammonia sesqui., 140 lbs.

;

quinine, 60 oz.
;
quinine and citrate of iron, 6 lbs.

;

bark, 611 lbs.; disulphate of bark, 660 oz.;

leeches, 3,900.

The table J'roin which the following additional

summary is compiled brings into view rather

startling and puzzling facts. It extends over a
period of ton years, and therefore is a perfect

average, and we liave divided it, for our present

purpose, into two quinquennial periods. It

shows a direct rising increase annually in the ex-

penditure of wine in the treatment of their

patients by the physicians and surgeons of the

hospital ; and it so happens that from changes in

the Staff this decennial period embraces tlie prac-

tice of six physicians, rendering the alterations

in, at all events, the medical practice less likely

to have arisen from any jieculiaror i^rsonal views.
" To ccoiiomi.se spate, we have not given the

quantities employed by each individual physician
or surgeon, but tlie aggregate.

" From the year 1S49 to 1853 inclusive, the

annual average quantity of wine employed by
each physician was 4,928 ounces. During the
same period the annual average number of

patients under the treatment of each physician
was 390 ; the annual average mortality being
9 '68 per cent.

" irom the year 1854 to 1863 inclusive, the
annual average quantity of wine employed by
each physician was 12, SOS ounces. During the
same period, the annual average number of patients

under tlie treatment of each jihysician was 391

;

the amiual average mortality being 11 '87 percent.
" In the surgical wards a similar unexpected

result is observed,

"From the year 1849 to 1863 inclusive, the

aimual average quantity of wine employed by
each of the surgeoiu was 17,533 ounces. During
the same period, the annual average number of

patients under the treatment of each suigeon was
1,076 ; the annual average niortiUity being 4'48

per cunt.

"From the year 1864 to 1868 inclusive, the

annual average quantity of wine employed by
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each of the three surgeons was 38,016 ounces.
During the same period, the annual average number
of patients under the treatment of each surgeon
was 1,036; the annual average mortality being
5*06 per cent.

" It may be supposed that, as regards the
medical cases, this unexpected result proceeded
from a difference in the kind and severity of

diseases which were fatal during the periods in-

cluded in the calculations. Information on this

point in these cases is not available ; but as

regards the surgical cases the record is complete
aud coiTect, and from it we learn that this cause
does not oijerate, as the remarkable fiict is demon-
strated by another table that the annual average
number of each kind of accident during a period
of ten years is very nearly alike ; thus adding
one more iUustration of the unexpected fact

elicited by statistics— namely, that the mechanical
causes producing accidents in a fixed population
are pretty permanent ; for we cannot assume that
there has been an unusual severity in the charac-

ter of the accidents. The table gives a more ex-

tended basis, as regards surgical cases, to this

inquiry, as it includes the out-patients as well as

the in-patients ; and we see at once that the same
regularity continues in the kind of accidents with
the larger number of patients. We repeat that
we should be very sorry even to attempt to

generalise on the limited data now presented to

the reader ; nevertheless we do consider that the
facts brought out in these tables are of sufficient

weight and importance to warrant us in asserting

that the Profession ought to pause in an indis-

criminate employment of stimulants and tonics,

especially the former, in the treatment of disease

even of apparently an asthenic character. Many
excellent men—Mr Higginbottom, for example

—

have denounced the stinmlant treatment in toto.

We are not yet prepared to go so far ; for where
there is so much doubt, it behoves all of us to

entertain tolerant views."

Mr Weeden Cooke contributes to the same

journal some observations on Rare Surgical Acci-

dents. We quote the case reported of suppura-

tion of the knee-joint subsequent to fracture of

the patella :

" A transverse fracture of the patella is so sel-

dom followed by any evil result, or the records of

such cases are so scanty, that I have been unable
to find more than two or three at all resembling
the very remarkable case I propose briefly to

report. Sir Astley Cooper mentions the case of a
woman who had ulcers on various parts of the
body, and one of these formed on the integuments
immediately over the ligament which united a
previously fractured patella. The ulcer became
sloughy, and extended through the ligament
into the joint : violent constitutional irritation

ensued, suppuration was set up, and no opportu-
nity was given of amputating the limb, owing to
the swollen and inflamed state of the thigh : as a
consequence, the woman died. Sir Charles Bell
also relates the sad sequel of a case of simple
fracture of this bone. He says ;

' I liave seen a
very terrible accident follow the imperfect cure of
a fractured patella. The bono had united by
ligament, and this ligament had incorporated
with the skin in such a manner that it lost much
of its pliancy. The poor man was carrying a
burden, and fell backward. The knee sank under
him, and the whole fore part of the joint was
laid open by laceration. The case terminated in
amputation of the limb.' Mr Fergusson and
others have put on record cases showing the
result of compound fracture of this bone, but it is

of the sequeliE of simple fracture alone that I

would speak in this short paper.

" As a rule, we find that the ligament uniting
the fractured portions of a patella goes on for two
or three years diminishing in length and obtain-
ing a firmer consistence, so that in many instances
the patients declare that there is scarcely any loss
of power in the limb, and that they can walk, and
even jump, almost as well as before the injury.
No doubt the constitutional powers of the patient
have much to do with this consolidation of the
uniting medium, as was shown in tlie case of a
weakly man who came under my care about a
twelvemonth ago. It was a case of transverse
fracture, and did very well, the distance between
the fractured portions not being more than an
inch when he was discharged from the hospital.

Two months after, he met with another fall, and
was readmitted with the uniting ligament quite
torn away from the inferior jjortion of the bone.
A figure of 8 starch bandage was reapplied, and
union was again very soon obtained, since which
I have seen nothing of him. In the case I am
about to relate, the man was also a spare, badly-
nourished person, accustomed to very hard
labour.
" T. S , aged thirty-five, a carman, was

admitted to the Royal Free Hospital on Sep-
tember 24th, 1859, under my care. Eighteen
months previously he had fractured the pa-
tella transversely, and was then in the hos-
pital under my care. The treatment was cold
afl'usion, the V-bed, and, after five days, the
starch bandage, by which means he was enabled
to go out of the hospital in three weeks. The
starch bandage was continued for three weeks
longer, and then the union was so complete that
the upper portion of the bone could scarcely be
moved upon the lower. He has since that con-
tinued his work without any inconvenience, until
Sej)tember 2nd, when, without any assignable
cause, he W'as seized with great pain in the knee
during tlie night ; much inflammation subse-
quently set in, and he remained at his own home
under treatment until the date of his admission.
It was then found that suppuration had ensued,
and the uniting ligament was absorbed. The two
portions of the patella were separated some four
iuches ; there were three small openings above
and around the knee, communicating with the
interior of the joint, and discharging freely un-
healthy purulent matter. The pulse was small
and rapid ; tongue diy and very red. He had
cold perspirations, and suflered great pain. For-
tunately the poor fellow was able to take his food
tolerably well, and I therefore allowed him full

diet, with port wine and stout, the medication
being tincture of bark and hydrochloric acid, with
linseed poultices to the knee. In a few days the
inflammation subsided at the knee, and the puru-
lent discharge became less ; but on October 3rd
an abscess jiointed at the inner side of the calf,

from wliich by incision 1 drew oft' two ounces of
laudable pus. From the same opening on the 5th
nearly half a pint of pus was obtained by passing
a probe to clear the passage. On the 8th another
large quantity of pus came away in the same man-
ner, mixed with clots of black blood. Tents were
now kept in this wound and in the openings below
the knee, and much sau<;uineo-puruleut matter
continued to be discharged.

" For three weeks there was scarcely any change
in the condition of the limb, but the powers of
life did not fail, and all the time ho took his food
and stimulants freely. At the beginning of No-
vember, the discharge began to diminish and the
wounds to heal. In the middle of this month he
had an attack of subacute inflammation of the
wrist and shoulder joints, but his general health
was not much affected by it. On the 3rd of De-
cember, these joints were well again, the wounds
were nearly healed, and the discharge trifling.

"Dec. 12th.—Wounds all healed ; no pain in the
leg, which is of course quite stiff ; and he is get-

tiug about with crutches. The left hand and
wrist are now swollen and painful.

"19th.—Able to stand on the injured leg;
some swelling of the right wrist.

"28th.—Discharged quite well; no pain of

joints ; able to get about with one crutch.
'

' Chlorate of potash was added to the bark and
acid when the joint affections came on, and it

seemed to act veiy beneficially. The healing of

the wounds was also much hastened, when the

active disease had subsided , by encasing the knee
and leg in strips of lint spread with soap cerate.

No bone came away during the progress of the

case, and the upper portion of the patella re-

mained separated from the lower portion by a space

of between three and four iuches.
'

' The obvious moral to bo derived from this

case is, never to despair of the curative powers of

Nature, so long as the wear and tear can be sup-

plied by sufficient nourishment. Here was a case

of suppurative inflammation of the most impor-
tant joint in the body, followed by pytemia, in

which life and limb were both saved by a little

surgical management, and a good deal of consti-

tutional support
;
perfect rest to the limb, and

immediate evacuation of pus whenever aud where-

ever it presented itself being all the .surgical in-

terference that was called for ; whilst the few

medicines employed may fairly be looked upon as

dietetics, or, at any rate, as condinients provoca-
tive of appetite for the food which was to effect
the cure. In days now happily passing away,

—

let us hope for ever,—the alarm created by the
formation of pus in the knee-joint after an injury
would have induced the surgeon to advise ampu-
tation of the limb in order to save the life of the
patient. Even in tliis case had the cacoetlies de-
truiicandi been strong upon me, there was a time
when that resource seemed to be justified ; but
having a firm trust in the healing powers of Na-
ture, and a patient with a cheerful disposition, we
were fortunately enabled to weather the storm
without throwing overboard any part of our valua-
ble cargo."

Mr Henry Lobb reports the following case of

RhcAmuUic Ophthalmia of long standing treated

with the continuous galvanic cun-ent

:

"R- J had .suffered for more than fifteen
years from repeated attacks of rheumatic ophthal-
mia, through which the pupil of one eye had
become permanently contracted, and the sight of
the other much injured. Being warned that a
repetition of these attacks would be followed by
total loss of sight, he was led to consider whether
some means of prevention hitherto untried might
not exist. He had found by experience that gal-
vanism applied to th limbs removed rheumatic
pains

; he therefore thought that a modified cur-
rent applied to the eye at the commencement of
an attack might prevent its occurrence, and if ap-
plied for a sufficient length of time the cure might
be permanent.

" (>n the approach of the next attack, he accord-
ingly applied au excited thirty-six link Pulver-
macher chain, the positive pole upon the spine,
the negative upon the closed eyehd, upon retiring
to rest. This was allowed to remain on during
the night. In the morning, every trace of the
disorder had vanished.

'

' Other attacks followed at gradually-increasing
intervals of time, but they were invariably arrested
by the same means, the consequence being, that
during the last five years R. J has found that
his eyes have been gaining strength, enjoying the
uninterrupted use of his sight during the whole
time.

'

' The above case, communicated by the patient
himself, requires no comment from me, as it is re-
lated in so plain and straightforward a manner.
At the same time, I may corroborate it by stating,

that in all cases of ophthalmia for which I have
used the continuous galvanic current a rapid cure
has beeu effected."

The ' Medical Times and Gazette ' opens with a

continuation of Dr J. Y. Simpson's Lectures on

the Diseases of Women. The present lecture

treats of Puerperal Mania. We extract it

:

"Gentlemen,—We had, a short time ago, in
the hospital, a recent case of vesico-vaginal

fistula. The patient died, but not in conse-
quence of any operation attempted for the relief

of that disonler, but of au acute attack of puer-
peral mania. In taking advantage of this unfor-
tunate case to make some observations on the
nature, the causes, and the treatment of this dis-

ease, let me first of all briefly acquaint you with
the patient's sad history.

"Case. — Christina S., admitted into the hos-
pital on March 20, 1860, was a factory girl of
twenty-five years of age, and of feeble mental
constitution. Eight weeks before admisaion sha
was confined, in the country, for the first time, of

_

an illegitimate child ; and was in labour for three
'

days. The pains, according to her own account,
were so severe that she was constrained to keep
her bed throughout the entire period. The child
was still-born ; although she stated that she was
sensible of itii movements not long before its

delivery. There was no Medical man in attend-
ance, and no instrumental or other artificial

aid was afforded her, the whole jirocess haviug
beeu conducted by a midwife. From the date of

her confinement she made no water through the
urethra, but it kept escaping through the vagina.

Ou examinatiou per vagiuam, a large fistula was
found opening into the bladder, of an oval form,

aud reaching from below the os uteri more than
half-way down the anterior vaginal wall. When
she entered the hospital, the edges of the fistu-

lous aperture were already thickened aud indu-
rated, aud there was a strong cicatricial baud
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stretchinj; across the back wall of the vagina, and
gieatly narrowing its diameter. The patient was
slovenly and dirty in her habits—as is frequently

the case with partially idiotic individuals,—and
in consequence the pudenda and inner-surfaces of

the thighs and hips were in a very filthy, irritable,

and inflamed condition. For the first day or two
after her admission Carron oil and zinc ointment
were applied externally, while bismuth pessaries

were introduced into the vagina. On the 24th,

the excoriation having been greatly relieved, and
the [latient's general health somewhat improved,

the band across the back wall of the vagina was
divided by a slight incision, in order to gain

sufticient subsequent space for the operation of

the closure of the large fistula. The simple di\-i-

sion of the vaginal constricting baud was attended
with almost no hfemorrhage and but little pain

;

and fur two days the patient seemed to be quite

well, althotigh she still showed herself, as she had
from the first been, singularly stubborn, and very
averse to talk or answer any questions that were
addres.sed to her. On the morning of the 27th
the other patients in the ward complained of her
being very noisy and troublesome during the pre-

ceding night, and of having been deprivecf of

their rest iu consequence. But there was no great

indication yet of any mental or bodily excitement

:

the puLse was quiet and rather weak. On the
following night, however, she became so noisy
and violent tliat she had to be removed to the
ward appropriated to the insane, where she lay
for three days with the mental faculties com-
pletely iu abeyance, being sometimes slightly

excited, but usually quiet and unimprcssible,
gjjeaking incoherently when addressed, and imme-
diately relapsing into stupor. The pulse was
weak, irregular, and rapid ; and on April 1 she
sank and died. Ou making a post-mortem
examination, the large vesico-vaginal fistula was
found stretching from the lower half of the vagina
close up to the os uteri. The slight wound in the
band crossing the posterior wall was granulating
atid healthy, and presented no trace of over-
action. The kidneys were slightly fatty ; the
other abdominal and pelvic organs normal. No
lesion could be discovered in the brain itself; but
the meninges were thickened and vascular, and
the skull was deformed and very irregular in
shape.

" The disease, which you have had an oppor-
tunity of seeing and following to its rapid
termination in this unfortunate patient, is by no
means very fretjuent among puerperal patients.

Yet the statistics of insanity appear to show
that about ten per cent, of all the females found
in lunatic .Lsylums have become the inmates of
these institutions in consequence of puerperal
mania. In.sanity may sni)ervene at various
periods in connection with the process of re-

production. (1.) It oecasionally occurs during
the progress of pregnancy. In such cases it has
been observed, that although the disease may
be jirolonged to the puerjK'ral period, and even
on to a more distant date, yet that most fre-

quently it disapi)ears on the termination of
labour. Let me remark, in contra.st with this

fact, that some curious cases have been recorded
where women, previously of un.sound mind, "have
become sa"ne, and remained so, during the whole
term of their pre^ancy. (2.) Again, while
labour is progressing, a patient may be the
subject of an attack of mania. Usually this form
of mania or delirium is brief and evanescent. It

wa-s specially described and illustrated by my
late friend Dr Montgomery. This temporary
variety of insanity during labour seems to be
excited by the mere intensity of the pains, and is

most marked, or most frequently seen, towards
the close of the second stage. Usually it

manifests itself iu wild, incoherent, or improper
utterances on the part of the patient, and passes
off as the labour is brought to its termination.
I have known it, in one instance, assume the
form of impulsive suicide ; the patient, in the
case I aiivert to, having sprung out of bed and
seiiicd a razor in the agony of her sufferings when
the OS uteri was on the full stretch at the end of
the first stage of labour. After the head passed
down into the vagina this state of delirium
vanished, and the patient was then as horrified
as her attendants liad jircviously been at the
maddening impulse which had previously .seized
her. Rut puerperal mania—properly so called

—

rarely (m cnrs till after delivery. Its most general
date of apijcarance is (3) during the first two

months after delivery, but especially during the

first two weeks of that period ; and (4) in some
patients it only comes on during lactation, and
occasionally, indeed, it does not appear till the
end of that process. It is of puerperal mania

—

as seen after delivery—that I intend to speak to

you at present. The special date at wnich it

may come on after parturition can be seen from
this table constracted by Esquirol :

—

"Bali: of the Attack of Puerperal Mania in

Ninely-ttm Cases.—16 were attacked from the

1st to the 4th day after delivery ; 21 from the

5th to the 15th day; 17 from the 16th to the

60th day ; 19 from the 60th to the 12th month
of lactation. 19 were attacked after forced or

voluntary weaning.
"^Etiology and Pathology of thk Disease.
"The causes and pathological nature of puer-

peral mania have not yet been clearly elucidated ;

and of the various theories that have been advanced
regarding this always distressing malady, there

is none that can be held as applicable to more
than a certain group of cases. It is, however, a

subject of great interest, and one in regard to

which renewed investigations and original ob-

servation may yet yield important results. One
well-established fact in coimection with it is,

that in a lar£;e number of persons puerperal
mania is found associated with a

"1. Hertditary Prediiposition to Insatiiti/.—

I

know, for instance, of one case where a lady was
attacked five times with puerperal mania after

as many successive confinements, and in whom
the proclivity to these diseases seemed dependent
on some hereditary and constitutional condition,

for several of the other members of the family to

which she belonged were at different times under
treatment for .some form of mental disorder. In

none of her first confinements had the lady I

speak of used chloroform ; but on the occasion

of her sixth delivery she insisted on lieing anaes-

thetised, and for the first time after so many
laboui-s she recovered without once manifesting

any tendency to insanity. Dr Montgomery has
related the history of a case where a lady

belonging to a family hereditarily predisposed

to insanity became the mother of eight children
;

and on the occasion of the birth of each of her
infants she pa-s-sed through an attack of puerperal

mania. Cases such as these come under obser-

vation from time to time ; and although assuredly

it does not often happen that a person who is

hereditarily predisposed to mental disorders

becomes the subject of puerperal mania when she
gives birth to a child, yet when a person so pre-

disposed has once had an attack of the disease,

her future labours must ever be looked forward
to with much anxiety by her Medical attendant,
and her progress marked with the greatest care.

It is calculated that in about forty or fifty per
cent, of all cases of puerperal mania, some here-

ditary predisposition to insanity can be traced.

In nearly one-half, therefore, of all the instances

of the disease which may appear in practice, you
will fail in establishing any such hereditary
tendeucy. But, whether traceable or not in the
history of the patient or her relatives, mere
hereditary predisposition affords in itself no
adequate explanation of the actual occurrence of

an attack of puerperal, or indeed of any other
form of in.sanity. Can we trace in the puerperal
female any special exciting causes or conditions
capable of exciting this special disease ? Patho-
logists and obstetricians have attempted to refer

the excitement of jmerperal mania to different

morbid states more or less frequently found in

connection with delivery and lactation ; as,

"2. Aiuernia and ExhauMion. — Puerperal
mania has been known to come on in females in

regard to whom no other cau.se was discovered for

its appearance than the fact that they have lost

a large quantity of blood during some stage of

labour ; and the anwmia which is sometimes seen

to such a marked degree in patients who are

the subjects of puerperal mania, has been recog-

nised by some authors as a characteristic cause
and feature of the disease, more particularly in

its chronic forms. Dr Marshall Hall, indeed,
ha.s, as a general princijilc, attributed the
occurrence of mania in puerperal females princi-

pally to the exhaustion so common to their con-
dition, combined with some degree of intestinal

iixitation. But mere, simple aniemia and ex-
haustion, either by ha;mon-hage or even lactation,

is not of it.sclf sufficient to juckIucc mania. At
all event.s, the alleged cause is very, very often

present iu practice without the alleged effect

following. The theory at best, if applicable at
all, is applicable only to a very limited number
of cases, and aflbrds no more satisfactory ex-

planation of the origin of the disease than does
the more general statement that puerperal mania
results from

"3. The Peculiar State of the Sexual System
which occurs after Delivery.—This theory was
that pronounced by Dr Gooch, in his original

essay on Puerperal Insanity. He explained and
illustrated his hypothesis by calling to mind the
intimate sympathy that exists between all parts
of the body and the sexual system in its periodic

actions, and by insisting on the high degree of

nervous susceptibility induced in lying-in women
as a result of the organic changes that succeed
delivery. But even when thus explained, the
theory hardly helps us to a clearer comprehension
of the real origin of the disease. Bearing in mind
the peculiar nei'vous excitability of a puerperal
patient, we can understand why she should be
more readily acted on by any agent capable of
producing a morbid action of the brain or mind
at such a time, rather than under other circum-
stances ; but the nature of the morliific agent
still remains to be determined. Nervous suscep-
tibility, in a greater or less degree, is confessedly
common, to a greater or less extent, to all puer-
peral women ; and yet only a limited number of
them are attacked with puerperal mania.
Perhaps this fact can only be explained, as it

seems to me, by supposing that in those so

attacked there is present .some sjiecific morbid
alteration which acts on the enfeebled aud ex-

citable nervous system so as to call forth the
peculiar phenomena that characterise the disease.

The scalpel and microscope have hitherto so

entirely failed in establishing, in the brain itself

or its envelopes, any deteiininate pathological

changes in connection with puerperal insanity,

in its more acute forms at least, anil earlier stages,

that we are perhaps so far justified in laying it

down as a high probability, that* ' the specific

morbid alteration in the economy which consti-

tutes the pathological cause and essence of

puerperal insanity does not exist in the solids of
the body, or rather, let me say, of the encephalon.
Various circumstances, on the other hand, appear
to show that the specific morbid alteration in

question exists, in the first instance at least, in

tne presence of a morbid change or morbid agent in

the blood ; or, in other words, that the disease

originates in a state of blood-poisoning, or
" 4. Toj:mmia.—The absolute want ofany deter-

minate pathological changes iu the brain or its

membranes in recent fatal cases of puerperal

mania— the rapidity with which the disease some-
times comes on, as well as the rapidity also with
which it occasionally disappc^ars, and the jihcno-

mena themselves of the malady, so similar as

they are in character, at their first su]ierveution,

to the toxicological phenomena of blood-poisoning
by alcoholic and narcotic poisons,— are all cir-

cumstances pointing to the probable toxsemic
origin of puerperal insanity. But if you ask fur-

ther. What is the special morbid change, or what
is the special in(ubid agent in the blood, which,
when accumulated there in sufficient quantity,
produces puerperal mania ? then I can only
answer, AVe know not yet, and will not know till

pathological chemistry—which is still in its first

infancy—has grown and advanced to an extent
and certainty infinitely beyond its present very
limited bounds. Some men have already ven-

tured to name the probable poison which produces

puei-j)eral mania. Thus I have seen it referred to

the use of various narcotic vegetable ]ioisons, of

alcohol, and latterly of chloroform. The gentle-

man who has taken up this last notion,—for-

getting that puerperal mania was as well known
and as prevalent before the discovery of chloro-

form as it is now, — reasons exactly as that

Medical logician did, who, when denouncing the

introduction of vaccination, ascribed to it all the

evils which had occurred in the world from the

decline and fall of the Roman Empire down to

the breaking out of the French Revolution. Let

me here merely state that I have seen puerperal

insanity occur after the use of chloroform in

latxmr, but certainly not more frequently than I

have seen it occur without the use of chloroform

during parturition. Some years ago, when this

objection to chloroform was first brought out, I

went out to the Morningside Lunatic Asylums

aud there found, with Dr Skae, that eleven case,
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of puevperal maiiia had been admitted Irom Edin-

burgh into that institution during the preceding

year ; but, by an extraordinary series of cliances,

none of these eleven patients happened to take

chloroform during their labours. And I have no
doubt that the obstetric use of aueesthetics some-
times prevents, rather than produces, the super-

vention of puerperal insanity. I have already

alluded to an illustrative case. After her.first live

labours, a patient, as I stated to yon, was each
time attacked with puerperal insanity, and was
each time sent to a lunatic asylum for recovery.

During her sixth labour she insisted on getting
chloroform, avei'ring tliat her mind liad always
previously become upset, -in consequence of the
extreme intensity of the sufferings which she
endured. After this, her sixth labour, and the
first in which she used chloroform, no symptoms
of insanity appeared. She attributed, and per-

haps quite correctly, her escape on this occasion
from her dreaded malady, and from the horrors of

a lunatic asylum, to the use of chloroform during
her labour.

"But, recurringagainto the question of the tox-

semie origin of puerperal insanity, I would beg
further to observe that we have an additional argu-
ment in favour of this view, in the fact that in a
large proportion of cases of the disease we have pre-

sent at its commencemanta marked state of Albu-
minuria.

Dr John Conolly continues his HecoUcdioiis of

the Varieties of Insanity, in the same periodical.

'Dr Edward Smith communicates some Remarks

on Sun-stroke, which we wiU reproduce next week.

The subject of Glaucmna and Iridectomy being

now in controversy, Mr Hitlke has contributed

to the 'Medical Times and Gazette' a paper on

the subject. He says :

" The treatment of glaucoma by iridectomy, so

vehemently attacked by the wTiter of the article

on 'Medical Epidemies^Glauconia and Iridec-

tomy,' in the 'Dublin Quarterly Journal of

'Medical Science, ' must stand or faU by its results

;

its success or its failure can be established by
experiment only. The experience of the last

three years has so completely demonstrated the
immense value of Von Graefe's brilliant discovery,

that I cannot help regretting the Reviewer's
attempts to damage, in the eyes of the Profession,

what I have already, in your pages and elsewhere,

maintained to be the only known successful treat-

ment of this previously incurable disease. Having,
on a foimer occasion, discussed its relative value
in the different forms of glaucoma, and in cognate
diseases, I shall not now reopen this part of the
subject, but simply state that I have seen no
reason to alter the opinions I then expressed. I

deny that there has been any suppression of facts,

which the Reviewer insinuates ; the practice of
the Royal London Ophthalmic Hospital is, and
has been, before the I'rofession ; and I have
reason to believe that the Reviewer, whose style

betrays him, was invited, when in London a few
months ago, to visit our hospital, that he might
seeand judgeforhimself. The desire to thoroughly
test the permanency of cures by a considerable
period of time, has hitherto prevented me from
publishing cases ; hut, under the present circum-
stances, 1 have selected from my case-book a

couple, which are good types of acute and sub-
acute glaucoma, and capital examples of what
iridectomy can accomplish. The previous loss of

one eye by each patient gives these cases an
additional interest. I shall abstain from further
comments, and let them speak for themselves.
" Case 1.

—

Stibacutc Glaucoma in the HighiEye—
Great Contraction of the Visual Field— I)im
Perception of large Objects only-—Inability to

read No. 20 {S-line Soman) Test-type—Iridec-
tomy— Complete Melief, Patient Reading No. 1

(Brilliant), and working with her Needle.

"Esther S., aged 30, was admitted into the
Royal London Ophthalmic Hospital, Jan. 17,
1860, with great dimness of the right (her only)
eye

; this began as an occasional obscuration two
years before, but soon became constant. I found
she could not read No. 20 test-type, and that
there was great contraction of the field of vision,
chiefly of its lower part. The pupil was dilated,
and nearly motionless. The globe was very hard,
much congested, and painful. A haziness of the
humours prevented an accurate exploration of the

fundus. I could only see that the retinal veins
were turgid, and I thought that the optic nerve-
entrance was very slightly excavated.

"20th.— I excised the upper and outer one-
seventh of the whole iris in its complete breadth.

" 24th.—The congestion was much less ; the
tension of the globe was natural, and she could read
the smallest type on her ticket (nearly equal to
No. 10 test-type).

" 31st.—She was made an out-patient. The red-
ness of the globe liad di.sappearcd. Vision con-
tinued to improve,

February 10th.—The tension of the globe con-
tinues natural. She reads No. 2 test-tvpe.

17th.—Read No 1.

May 11th.- Ditto.

August 25th.—When I last saw her was about a
month ago ; she read No. 1 with ease, and did
needlework. Her left eye-ball was suiiien. She
said it had been pricked in an operation for sijniut

fourteen years ago ; and this statement was
borne out by a puckered in-drawn scar in the
sclerotic, at the nasal side of the globe, and a
great reti'action of the caruncle.

'

' This patient's mother has lost both eyes from
glaucoma.

" Case 2.

—

Sub-acute Glaucmna in the Left Eye—
C&inplcte Blindness—Iridectomy on ctccouni of
IntoleraMe Pain— GreatRelief—AciUcGlaHcoma
in the Right Eye—No Perception of Objects and
a minimun quantitative Perception of Light—
Iridectomy— Complete Relief of the Pain, and
the Patiefiit able to read average Type and do
Needlework.

"Mary B., aged 6i, sought relief at the Royal
London Ophtlialmic Hospital on account of in-

tolerable pain in her left eye, which had been
quite blind for several months. She was a pale,

feeble, nervous woman, mother of ten cliildren,

supported herself by her needle, and often stitched

from nine o'clock in the morning till ten o'clock

at night. Early in 1869 she was an inmate of

St Thomas's Hospital with erysipela.s in the leg,

and while there had fever. At this time what
seems to have been sub-acute glaucoma com-
menced in the left eye ; it became exceedingly
painful ; its sight failed, and in four months was
quite lost. When she came under my care in

1859, the cornea of this eye was dull and vesi-

cated ; the pupil widely dilated and fixetl ; there
was great cOiaj-y congestion, and the subcon-
jimctival veins were particularly swollen and
varicose. The eyeball was very hard, and ex-

cessively painful. The righteye was occasionally

painful and dim, and the flame of a candle
appeared to it as if surrounded by a halo. 1

made an iridectomy in the left eye with the object

of relieving the extreme pain, but without any
idea of regaining vision, because the ocular
tissues were too spoiled to hope for this.

'

' The operation was successful, and when I saw
her on Tuesday, July 26, the congestion had
subsided ; she had none of the former severe
pain, but occasionally a slight ache only, and
expressed herself greatly relieved. She was now
anxious about her right eye, which 'was painful
and soon tired ; its pupil was sluggish, its

anterior chamber small, and the subconjunctival
veins varicose. The field of vision at 1' distance

had an area scarcely as large as the palm of my
hand, and she could with difficulty pick out the

letters of No. 16 test-type (Jaeger). The globe
was a little hard ; there was commencing exca-

vation of the optic nerve entrance ; and very
slight pressure caused pulsation of the vena and
arteria centralis retiuse. Foreseeing that acute
symptoms were impending, 1 strongly urged her

to come into the hospital on the Friday follow-

ing, and to let me make an iridectomy in this

(her only) eye. When the time came, she got
frightened and stayed away. On the Saturday
night an outbreak of acute glaucoma took place.

She was seized with violent pain in the eyeball,

severe headache, rapid and complete bUndness,
vomiting, and great prostration. On Sunday
there was a slight remission, she could just dis-

tinguish light and shade. On Tuesday (August

2), when she was brought to the hospital, the
great hardness of the globe indiciited excessive

intra-ocular tension, 'riie cornea was dull, the
pupil dilated and motionless ; the ciliary region

had a dull red colour ; the radicles of the efferent

ciliary veins encircled the cornea with arches, and
their trunks were greatly swollen and highly

tortuous. She was suffering agonizing pain, and

had not the faintest perception of objects, an^
qiiaiititative perception of light was reduced to a
miniu-um. 1 at once put her under the influence
of chloroform, and made an iridectomy upwards-
In consequence of her moving, owing to anaes-
thesia being incomplete, the conjunctiva, which
was very friable, tore away from the forceps with
which 1 fixed the globe, and the incision into the
anterior chamber was smaller than I intended.
I enlarged it to the necessary extent with scissors,

and then drew out and excised, up to its extreme
peri]jhery, a large segment of the iris, in its whole
breadth.

"August 6.—Greatly relieved; had a little

pain last night, but has none now ; she can see
my fmgers, but cannot count th«m. From this
time she made steady progress. On the 23rd
she could count my lingers at three feet distance,
and could tell the back from the palm of my
hand.
"September 23.—She found lier way to th©

hospital alone.

"November 1.—With. a -j- 16" lens she easily-

read No. 10 test-type (pica), and was again at
needlework."

Mr H. H. Raymond reports a ease of Rkcur-

matte Fever with Eiidocarditis, treated without

depletion or mercury. We reproduce the Au-

thor's remarks upon the case ;

" In this case I could get from the pa-
tient no history of previous disease ; but the
stiddeu and violent onset of the heart affection

made me suspect it ; and the suspicion in a great
degree directed the treatment. It tubw.iiuently
turned out that, when a child, she had had an
acute attack of rheumatic fever. The treatment,
consisting in the total absence of depleting
agents, and in the use of sedatives and nourish-
ment, was pursued solely on the merits of the
case as it stood. Although the rheumatic affec-

tion was most acute, there was tliat about the
patient whidi gave plain warning against bleeding
and mercury, and indicated an opposite course.

If the heart mischief could be checked and life

supported, she would probably get well. The
blisters, both over the heart and the joints, were
followed by marked relief ; and in each case I

adopted the plan of using a number of small
ones, instead of a large one, for they are jnst as
efficacious, and less irritating. Opium protluced

no effect whatever, while the henbane was of

great service from the very first dose. 1 was
careful not to check the dianhiea that came on on
the 26th, for, taken in conjunction with the ab-
sence of perspiration throughout the case, it

looked much more Uke a benefit than an injury.

It was coincident with the improvement of the
patient, and stopped in forty-eight hours of its o»ti

acconl.
" Mj- object in publishing this case is not to

point to it as one treated on any system, for 1 can-

not but believe that systematic treatment of dis-

eases is the ruin of Medicine. The stimulants
were by no means urgently given, but solely with
the view of keeping up the action of a heart that
was labouring imder the difficulties of disease,

which, as 1 rightly conjectured, were partly recent,

and partly of old standing. 'The only sound in-

ference from this, and similar' cases, is, not that
the stimulating plan is always the right one for
rheumatic fever, but that there are instances in
which It is the only method of saving life.

"

Dr Sweeting communicates some observations

on the Leprosy of the West Indies.

' The DubUn Medical Press' contains a report

of Tuv Cases of Ranula by Dr T. G. Geoghegan.
We reproduce the cases.

" True Ranula, icith I>ilutalion of Uic SuiauecU-
lary Duet.

"A stout, dar'K-compiexioued youngwoman, pre-

viously healthy, presented herself at the City of

Dublin Hospital, having a tumour of about the
size of a large Spanish nut in the floor ol the

mouth. It was lodged beneath the free portion

of the tongue, at the left side of the frienum.

The swelling was rather prominent and uniformly

convex, presented a bluisli translucent appear-

ance at its most prominent point, and fluctuated

distinctly. Although destitute of pain and ten-

derness, it was inconvenient in consequence of its

creating the sens-ation of a foreign body in tlie

mouth. Its walls were moderately thru. No
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aatisfaetorv canse couW b.; a'isigneil for its deve-

lopment, nor was there any sign of ulceration or

abrasion of the ailjoinins; mucous surface.

"The general condition of the swelling led me
to determiue on attempting the cure by excision

of a portion of the sac. Having transfixed the

latter, therefore, with a tenaculum, and drawn it

well npwanU, I removed a tolerably large ellip-

tical piece of the anterior wall of the tumour by
a strolce of the scissors. The sac immediately
collapsed, and about half an ounce of a glairy,

transparent, inodorous fluid escaped. A plug of

lint was now introduced into the cavity. There

w«a hardly any bleeding, and the trivial operation

was sc.ircely attende<l with pain. The excised

portion was fonnd to consist of three layers ; in

the centre, a thin but firm one of condensed
fibro-cellular structure ; whilst, on the outer sur-

face of this, was th c mncous membrane of the floor

ofthemsath, aijd, within, what appeared to be the
mucous lining of the submaxillary duct, ex-

panded internally on the swelling. A few days
subsequently, the probe discovered a track leading

from the dee|>est part of the cavity, backwards
and downwards for half an inch. This, from its

character and relations, I did not donbt was the
submaxillary duct. On the day bat one after-

ward.s, the cavity of the swelling was found finite

exposed, its inner surface smeared with puriform
matter, and the edges of the artificial opening
red and healthy. On the subsequent day, the

cavity had contracted, and was beginning to

granulate. Its interior was now touched with a
solution of nitrate of silver. On the seventh day,

the track above noted w,as shorter, and the cure

nearly cjmplete. Two months subsequently,

there was a slight tumescence at the original

seat of the tumour, which yielded a glairy fluid

as b<>fore on puncture with a grooved needle.

Slight oc:!asional twinges of paiu were also expe-
rieiyie.! in that situation. There was also more
redness than at the corresponding point of the
opposite side; After the lapse of four months
no further inr^roase was observable. At the end
of eight months the patient again presented her-

self for the relief of another complaint. The
original disease was now found to have been
cured, without the omployment of any ulterior

measures. After a year the part remained quite

exempt from recurrence of the swelling. Occa-
sional pain, of which she was still sensible, I

referred to the Circumstance, that, from other
causes, her general health had declined.

"2nd. Coiijenilal Ranuln, toith partial Suppvra-
lion of th' !fac.

"In 1850, 1 visited the child of Mr C, in con-

saltation with Ur Bagot. This wag a puny infant,

eight months old, having premonitory indica-

tions of water on the brain. The mother iu-

fornieil us, that the swelling was visible at birth,

and had siuco increased gradually. It had now
attained the size of a small apple, and occupied
nearly the entire breaiUh of the floor of the

month, from its anterior part to about the junc-
tion of the middle and posterior thirds of the
tongue, to the under surface of which it was
rather closely attached for nearly the above ex-

tent, commencing a little behind the point of the

organ. The tongue rode on its upper surface as

a sort of flattened cake. The fraenum lingua;

was obliterated. The front aspect of the swelling

was uniform, convex, of a red colour, flnctuated

distinctly, and presented numerous vascular
twigs ramifying beneath the mucous mornlirane.

At the lower and anterior part of the tumour,
there was an irregular prominence corresponding

to the seat of the sublingual glands, and also an
abrupt projection externally beneath the chin.

There was no pain on pressure, but the tonga*
was thmst towards the roof of the mouth, thus
preventing the child from feeding except when
the end of the bottle was passed towards the base
of th'! organ.

" Under the circramstnnccs of this ca.sc, it w.as

considered expedient by Dr Bagot and my.self to

resort, in the first instance, to palliative mea-
sures, until the other more serious accompani-
ments had been, if possible, surmounted. To
remove the impediments to respiration and nutri-
tion created by the tnmour, .seemed the only
pressing indication. This was accordingly effected
by puncturing it with a grooved needle, about an
inch external to the median line, when a consi-
derable quantity of a thin, turbid fluid, of a dirty
yello-.visli brown colour, exuded. The oi>ening
was then moderately enlarged. A similar open-

ing was made at a corresponding poiut of the op-
posite side of the tumour, the least vascular poiut
of the surface having been selected. Tlie oozing
of blood was trivial. The swelling had now col-

lapsed, but was not entirely empty. The en-

largement under the chin had, however, disap-

peared. On the next day there was a slight

increase of tlie tumour beneath the tongue.

Further treatment of the rauula was now arrested

by more pressing cerebral and pulmonary disturb-

ances, under which the little patient not long

afterwards succumbed. No opportunity was al-

lowed of examining the parts.

"In neither of these cases was any calculous or sabu-

lous matter discovered iu the interior of the tumour,
or in the contents'

" Iu the first of the above examples of ranula, suffi-

cient evidence seems afforded that the disease really

consisted in dilatation of the excretory duct of the

submaxillary gland. This appears established by the

constitution of the walls of the sac, which, like the

above canal, consisted of a mucous memlrane sup-
ported by an envojope of dense cellular structure ; by
the narrow track leading backwards in the direction

of the gland ; and, lastly, by the nature of the con-

tents of the tumour. Dupuytren states that patholo-

gical examination has not established that the dis-

ease is seated in the Whartouian duct. The appear-
ances, however, in the present case, go some way at

least to solve the doubt. That distinguished sursfeon

also hints (although he has not supported his view
by any very definite facts) that tumours in this situa-

tion may occasionally consist merely of a serous sac,

or possess a more complex nature.
" Iu the second example above recorded, the seat

of the disease, considered as in the salivary duct,

although matter of inference merely, is supported by
the structure of the sac (as far as was indicated by
the edge of the incision), and by the gradual arrowth,

configuration, and painlessness of the swelling on
pressure. The semi-purulent character of its con-

tents renders it probable that the lining membrane
had been at some time the seat of inflammatory ac-

tion. This ca.se farther distinctly refutes the notion

of Dupuytren that such tumours are never con-

genital, and sustains the views of earlier observers to

the opposite effect. The assumed closure of the
openings of the submaxillary (and more rarely of the

sublingual) ducts has not been verified by clinical

observation, and seems merely an assumption ; al-

though, of course, inflammatory action, or perhaps
supemcial or aphthous ulceration of the adjoining
mucous membrane, appears to be adequate to the
production of such a result. Indeed, the translucent

swelling described by me in my oKservations on
glossitis, as noticed iu the direction of the duct be-
nfi'^

*'
_'ae, may possibly be the result of tem-

pnr M of the apertures just alluded to ;

will -lusion, when the accompanying in-

flammatiiin is tmrelieved by prompt and suitable

treatment, may possibly hast^Rn the occurrence of sub-

lingual alwcess. Til.- ' f riiiation of calculus

by the deposition of t e and phosphate of

lime of tne retainc'i , Ls obviously to be
viewed, not as the cau.se, but rather as a consequence
of the disease, and is but an exceptional occur-

rence.

"As respects the methods in vogue for comliating

the disease, the various procedures from time to

time recommended sufficiently " attest that success

has, perhaps, not been very usual. Mere incisions

appear on all hands to have been vieweil as pallia-

tive only, and justly so. Excision of the whole swell-

ing is profmbly reserved for soni« nUra-adhereut of

th' • - . , ^. • Injection

set tlie nature of

thr ^ ,
'

_ _
: -Ided negative

results, Tlie maintenance of an opening for the con-
tinuous discharge of the secretion, with a view to the
final contraction of the cavity, appears to have found
most favour with practitioners. The methods, how-
ever, employed for this end, apart from their occa-

sional failure, I venture to consider as unnecessarily

opcrose in their character, and tedious and incon-

venient in their action. Of this nature are the tents

and metallic setons, under which latter head may be
ranked the silver bouton d deux tHes of Dupuj'tren.
Indeed, this instrument does not seem to present any
practical advantage over the setons of the earlier sur-

geons. Under its use the cure also has been often

tedious. Thus, in one instance, the instrument was
worn for several months, whilst the shortest period
was fifteen days : in one, there appears to have been
arclspse. The figure of Dupuytren's instrument-
its presence also as an inconveniently-shaped foreign

substance in the mouth, and the foetor atUin-

ilant on the accumulation of particles of food in

the cavity of its stem, are obvious objections to its

use. Excision of a sufficient portion of the outer wall

of the sac appears adequate to prevent closure of the

opening by cicatrization, and consequent recurrence

of the disease, and thus fulfils all the indications

requisite for the cure, provided due attention be paid

to the after-treatment, which should include, when

necessary, moderate stimulation of the remainin
portion of the edges and lining membrane of tlie sac-

In the first of the cases now presented, the disease
was cured in seven days, and with scarcely any
annoynnce or pain to the patient. There does not
appear any valid reason for adopting the advice of

restricting the method of partial excision of the sac-

wall to those ranuke which are of considerable size,

or whose parietes are thick and resisting—conditions
which, indeed, seem of an unusual kind. The trans-
lucent and semi-globular swellings occasionally met
with in the mucous membrane of the interior of the
cheeks, or (more rarely) on the gums, are probably
pathologically analogous to the ranula, and formed
by occlusion of the ducts of the buccal glands. To
the eye, they rather strikingly resemble the small
serons cysts so often found embedded in the exterior

of the kidney."

PARISIAN CORRESPONDENCE.

In going round the wards of the Charite with U.
Beau, a novice will be not a little puzzled at seeing

him scrutinize closely the finger-nails of each newly-

admitted ixatient, telling him occasionally, after a

few moments' examination of his cnticular append-
age, "My friend, you had a bad illness so many
months ago, a very severe illness, that pulled you
down a good deal ; and then you had a relapse," and
so on. This sort of inverted palmistry puzzled me
sorely at first, and I confess that even the explanation,
wlien given, left me very sceptical as to tlie infalli-

bility of this retrospective fortune-telling. Never-
theless, although I do not btdieve iu Hume the spirit-

medium, any' more than in Hahnemann and his

microdosic followers, I do believe in this sign of the
past as indicated by the nails. If you look at the
fingers ofa man who had typhus fever three months
.ago, let us say, you will find on tlie nails, towards
their centre (at that interval of time), a transverse
furrow, deep and well marked, coinci<ling with the
moment when the check in their nutrition occur-
red—the depth of the depression being in proportion
to the severity of the illness, its breadth with the
duration ; and the several consecutive relapses if

such occurred) being each notched on the ungual
appendices as on so many tally-sticks. Few men
know that they have the past history of their

own cases so thoroughly at their fingers ' ends.
Professor Mantegazza, of Milan," has lately made

some curious researches on the vitality of the zoo-

spenns of the frog ; these he has frozon on the one
han<l, and parboiled on the other, without being able

to extinguish their generative powers. As regards
the former case, he has found that the zoosperm
will stand four separate and consecutive freezings

before its vitality is put an end to ; but the fifth

repetition of this cool treatment proves a little too

much for the minnte entity, which in this particular

is only half as fortunate as the cat with her nine

lives. Another and a very droll discovery made by
the same Professor (who, liy the way, should be called

to order by some member of the Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals) is, that the testicle

of one frog may be engrafted into the body of another
animal of the same species, so that one "froggy"
may " go a-wooing " with the testicles of another
froggy, and not at all d ses propres frais : this seems
a " lectle " too much. His last experiment is far

more intelligilile than the preceding— in part, at

least. He says, " If you transplant into the abdomen
(under the skin) of a female frog, a few days before
the laying of her eggs, a frog's testicle, such is the
attraction between this body and the eggs, that

ulceration of the abdominal muscles taken place, the
male and female elements coming in contact, and so
violently that the frog dies." This last result is, I

confess, the only portion of the whole paper which I

can conveiiientlv credit. (For further particulars, see

Reports of tlie Academy of Sciences.)

Tlicy now make here empty gelatine capsules, which
for humanity's sake, ought to be generalized in the,

practice of those gentlemen aildicted to tlie giving of

nasty medicines. They are in make like the old-

fashioned needle-cases—a larger tube (shaped as is

the test-tube) fiting over a smaller one, this latter

being the reservoir, and varying in width and length

according to dose. For the administration of crea-

sote, turpentine, e.t hoc genux omne of unpalatable

liquids, tney are verj- convenient. They are not of

novel invention, but their general use would be.

—

' Lancet.'

MF.DroAL REoi.sTRAr, iREL.VKn.—At a meeting of

of the Brunch Council for Ireland, held, pursuant

to advcrtisment, on Friday, the 24th August, Dr.

Apjohii ill the chair, William Edward Steele,

M.D., Registrar to the King and Queen's College

of Physicians, was elected Registrar and Secretary

to the Branch Council, in the room of Dr. Maun-
sell.
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THE PROROGATION of PARLIAMENT.
Parliament is up ; the Members are gone to

shoot partridges, and Ministers to prepare

their plans for another campaign. What has

the last Parliament done for our Profession ?

Big with promise, what has it achieved ? There

was a Bill introduced for the redress of Poor-

law Medical grievances, and notwithstanding

the energy with which it was pressed by Mr
Griffin, and the hopeful spirit of its proposer,

Mr Paget, M.P., it was so unsatisfactory to a

considerable number of the Profession, and

so coldly received by the House, that it was

speedily withdrawn from criticism. It was

understood that another Bill would be intro-

duced during the Session, to give the Poor-law

Surgeons an opportunity to consider it during

the recess ; but this expectation has not been

realised. It is not probable, however, that

this important subject will be allowed to drop

the- evils are too wide-spread and too generally

confessed to suffer the question to repose in

the pigeon-holes of an amateur Member of

Parliament. Mr Griffin has exhibited un-

common energy in (be advocacy of this ques

lion, and would, no doubt, like to see such a

conclusion of it as would be a reward of his

persevering efforts. He will, therefore, continue

to agitate. The Union Surgeons, however,

mHst be more united than they have been,

before there can be any serious probability of

iatisfactory legislation upon the question

Every Union in the country should send a

delegate to London, to consider the principles

of a new measure : these delegates should be

prepared to yield on extreme points, with the

view of agreeing upon some general terms of

arrangement, and they should not attempt to

limit too rigorously the powers of Local

Boards. It must be borne in mind that

nearly all the most influential Members of the

House of Commons are Guardians- in their

several districts, and they do not desire to see

too much centralisation in parochial matters.

A minimum rate ofremuneration should be fixed

as a sine qua non ; and for the rest, let any

new measure be reduced to as simple and in-

telligible a form as is consistent with the

'

correction of the chief grievances. No private

Member will be suffered by the Government to

pass an elaborate measure comprehending a

variety of purposes and interfering with

numerous interests, so that it will be mere loss

of time to exercise ingenuity in concocting

such a scheme.

During the Session there has been a Bill

passed to amend the Medical Act. This

measure was brought forward at the instance

of th.e Royal College of Physicians, with the

concealed purpose of interdicting the admission

of Edinburgh Licentiates into the London

College, as now prescribed by the provisions

of the Act. This attempt was defeated by

the Licentiates. It could hardly be expected

that either the Government or the House of

Commons would reverse previous legislation

upon the exceptional grounds which alone

could be urged on behalfof the change. There

is not, among the public, sufficient sympathy

with the exclusiveness of the Colleges to

warrant an expectation of such retrograde

legislation. The Colleges may rely upon it,

that any step taken by the House of Commons
in favour of liberality in Medical government

will not be retraced. We may remark upon

this subject, that the Government should

decisively reject any proposal for altering the

Medical Act that is not brought forward, or, at

least, has not been considered, by the Medical

Council. This is the great representative body

of the Profession— imperfectly constructed

though it be—and nothing should be done by

the Colleges to alter the relations of the several

Universities and Colleges to the great mass

of the Profession except through its instru-

mentality. If the Government do not support

the Council to this extent, it would be better

that it should abolish that body at once, as it

would become a screen behind which any

amount of selfish and pernicious legislation

might be clandestinely attempted.

Some important alterations have been made
in the law respecting the payment of Coroners,

and much, we hope, to the satisfaction of

those officers. Coroners' law is still, however,

in a chaotic state, and requires to be dealt

with in a larger spirit. Various other matters'

such as adulterations and local sanitary re-

quirements, have received the attention of the

past Parliament.

With reference to sanitary subjects, we may
advert to the passing of an Act providing

for the construction of a grand Central Meat

Market in the Metropolis. In a recent

re'sumi of the important public works executed

by the Emperor Napoleon, the formation of a

Central' Market in Paris occupies a place

among the four or five grandest operations of

that remarkable genius for government : in

England, however, such an achievement seems

to be of so little importance, that the public

press has scarcely noticed it, except in the way

of disparagement ; and even the pages of the

' Times ' have been vigilantly closed against

the advocacy of the design. Surely that

which is considered by the Press of England

and France a work of the greatest honour to

an Emperor, should notbe deemed either trivial

or censurable in the case of private citizens of

our own country. It is about six years ago

that a few private traders in the neighbour-

hood of Smithfield wished, in behalf of their

own interests, to see various large vacant

•paces iu Smithfield and its neighbourhood

beneficially appropriated, and appealed to

Dr Ross to take up the public duty of pro-

moting that object. For the site of Smith-

field itself, a great Central Provision Market,

in lieu of that huge opprobrium of civilisation

Newgate Market, was suggested : the neigh-

bouring sites had been already included in a

design for a Railway Terminus, which had been

vigorously promoted during twenty years by

the indefatigable advocate of public improve-

ments, Jlr Charles Pearson. So soon as Dr
Ross proposed the design of a Market, oppo-

sition started from all quarters ; the ' Times '

leading the attack. That influential organ of

public opinion bad refused to insert any

statement to explain the objects of the pro-

moters, and continued to alarm the public with

exaggerated pictures of the mischief that a

great Central Meat Market would, in its

sovereign opinion, be sure to cause. In order

to counteract this opposition, Dr Ross, assisted

by some friends, called a Public Meeting in the

City of London ; and from that time, it is but

due to the good sense and fairness of the

' Times ' to say that it ceased its antagonism.

St Bartholomew's Hospital, the Charter-

house, and other local institutions, however,

continued their hostility, and, at length, the

Grovemment appointed a Commission, which

was presided over by Mr Cowper, M.P., to

take evidence upon the subject. At this time

the Corporation of London professed their dis-

inclination to incur the vast expense of erecting-

any new Market, and certainly not, at any rate,

unless possession could be confirmed to them

of the entire area of Smithfield up to the walls

of the Hospital. In the evidence which Dr Ross

gave before the Government Commission,

however, he proposed a site for the Market

which obviated the objections of St Bartholo-

mew's, but which did not in the same degrefr

meet with the concurrence of the Corpora-

tion. Having become a member of the

Corporation for the express purpose of carry-

ing out his designs, he was in a condition to

make the best of his opportunities to induce

the influential members of that body to adopt

his views. In the course of time, the only oppo-

nents left were the officials of the Charterhouse,

and the overwise young gentlemen who indite

leaders for our contemporary the ' Lancet.'

This sort of opposition was, however, too

puerile to be feared. AYe have now the satis-

faction of recording that an Act has been pro-
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cured, authorising the establishment of a Pro-

vision JIarket on the site indicated by Dr Ross;

that this Market will have a Railway Terminus

in the basement, by which means goods from

every part of England and Scotland will be

brought immediately into the Market, and,

with the aid of hydraulic lifts, raised to

the level of the Market-floor. Everything

that experience or art can suggest will

be done to make this the most convenient

and perfect market that modem times have

seen ; and it is estimated that it will cost the

Corporation of London about half a million of

money. Large and commodious Railway Sta-

tions will be made in the immediate neighbour-

hood ; and thus, taken in the aggregate, one of

the grandest improvements of a public nature

that the Metropolis has ever seen will, within

the ne.xt two or three jears, be consummated.

The Corporation of London deserves infinite

credit for its liberality and devotedness to the

public interests in resolving to carry out these

great works.

In a sanitary point of view, these works will

be of the greatest importance. About two

thousand poor persons—paupers, in short

—

living in the most abject state in dark and

comfortless houses, and forming a nidus for

the nursing and propagation of epidemic dis-

ease, will be removed. Layers and slaughter-

houses where four or five thousand animals

are killed weekly will be abolished, and the

character of the entire neighbourhood will

undergo a great improvement. Anything that

facilitates the distribution of food must tend

to diminish its cost ; and we have no doubt,

therefore, that the new Market, which we

hope to sec superior even to the boasted

establishment at Paris, and a noble oraament

of London, will exercise a powerful influence

in promoting the health and well-being of the

three millions of people who now inhabit this

Metropolis.

SUMMARY OP THE WEEK.

.JOHN hunter's tomb.

Every man who honours the memory ofJohn

Hunter, and who can conveniently visit his

resting-place in Westminster Abbey, should

do so on an early opportunity, to inspect the

beautiful tablet which has been sunk, by order

of the Council of the College of Surgeons,

in the floor of the Cathedral over the site

of his grave. It is really one of the most

unique and tasteful things in the Abbey,

and, so far as it goes, very creditable to the

Council. There may still be an opinion

among many, that a statue in the Abbey

would have been the most honourable way of

commemorating the labours of so groat a man
;

but, short of that, the Council have manifested

mncli ticgnnce of taste in the design which they

have selected for a memorial tablet. The slab is

of polished red granite, inlaid with a Gothic

design in brass, which encloses an inscription in

Old English letters, descriptive of the character

and labours of the man whose revered dust it

enshrines. This inscription has ali-eady ap-

peared in the CiRCUuk.R ; it characterises John

Hunter very appropriately as the " Founder

of Scientific Surgery." This slab has been

placed about a week, and is at present guarded

from the tread of careless sight-seers. While

yet bright and untarnished, it should be

seen to be admired ; by-and-by all its shining

brass and beautiful lettering will have been

trodden under foot and despoiled of their

attractiveness. It is a pity that this tablet is

placed wkere it must necessarily be defaced.

THE OPERATION ON SIR BENJAMIN BRODIE.

The notoriety given to the surgical proceed-

ing for the cure of the malady under which

our great Surgeon is labouring has brought the

question of Iridectomy to the surface of dis-

cussion. The friends of Mr Bowman are fol-

lowing the lead of that gentleman, and express

themselves with considerable warmth against

the opponents of the operation. On the other

hand, there are Surgeons in this Metropolis, as

wcUasinDublin, who think the operation some-

times mischievous, and frequently hazardous.

Mr Dixon, in his recent work, has condemned

it ; and we know that there are other eminent

Ophthalmic Surgeons who regard it as a sort of

cliinirgical hereby, although Mr Bowman has

given to it his faith or his credulity. Graefe's

theory is considered rather fanciful, or, at any

rate, a doubtful basis for such an operation.

Then, again, a mistake was made in the dia-

gnosis in Sir Benjamin's case ; and Messrs

Hodgson and White Cooper are exceedingly

anxious that it should be known that they

diagnosed the disease to be cataract, and not

glaucoma ; and that, not they, but Mr Bowman
performed the operation. AVe think that Mr
Bowman wouhl be wise to curb his propensity

for disputation and self-justification ; for he

certainly will not improve either his position

or reputation by it in the present instance.

CARELESS SIQNIKG OF LUNACY CERTIFICATES.

The daily papers have contained an account

of a neglect of duty on the part of Mr
Jefferj-s, one of the Parochial Surgeons of St

Pancras, who most imprudently signed a

certificate to the eflTect that a person was a

dangerous lunatic, without having previously

visited the patient. Tliis is one of those

instances of irregularity in the discharge of

duty, which not even the warmest friends of

the Union Surgeons can overlook. The

tenderest mterests of humanity are confided

to tlic Union Surgeon in relation to the

proper care and protection of the lunatics who

arc committed to his charge. We should,

therefore, regard with extreme jealousy any

omission of duty by which the interests of this

unfortunate and helpless class might be

imperilled. We hope that the perfunctory

and routine way of signing certificates of

lunacy practised in this instance by Mr
Jefierys is quite exceptional, and that it will

meet with the general condemnation it.

deserves.

SMOKE !

Sir Benjamin's star is certainly in the as-

cendant, for his name nearly fills the henu-

sphere of Medical Journalism. It is shining

with peculiar brilliancy this week through a.

cloud of tobacco-smoke. What powerful

motive has induced Sir Benjamin to address

the public on the manifold evils of tobacco, it

is not easy to say, unless it be lack of occu-

pation, or that love of meditation on speculative

topics into which practical men frequently fall

when shut out from a participation in the active

duties of life— that introspective tendency, per-

haps, which made Milton a poet, or that prone-

ness to exercise the mind upon curious crotchet,

which made Newton a writer on chronology

.

However it may be, Sir Benjamin's obsprva-

tions upon the mischievous consequences of

smoking are calculated to produce beneficial re-

sults. We are fully persuaded ofthe injury to the

system arising from the abuse of this practice,

and have witnessed it so often that we have

learned to deplore this monster folly of our

times. Sir Benjamin adverts to the impairment

of vision, and to other affections of the nervous

system, induced by this practice : his experi-

ence can be corroborated by any individual of

ordinary perception. It is diflicult to estimate

with exactness the dire consequences of this

most injurious practice, owing to its being

generally associated with another, that of

dram-drinking, which is still more pernicious.

Snuffing is another dirty and unwholesome

habit which Sir Benjamin might have noticed

with advantage. Can anything be conceived

more absurd than that of a man feeding liis

nose with a brown powder by the aid of a

spoon ? Is there :iny figure so ludicrous as

that of a man who, whilst gravely discoursing

in a large company, is reduced to the necessity

of keeping guard over his nose with a brown
.

pocket-handkerchief? The powers of digestion

are always impaired when this practice is

carried to excess. Then look at the heavy-

eyed, somnolent, incurious smoker, who, in the

very thick of the most exciting conversation, .

wraps himself in his cloud like another Jupiter, .

utterly indifferent to all the concerns of this

world. That lethargic mind is robbed of half

its powers. The solace of t!iu pipe is purchased

at so high a price, that we can hardly believe

that any rational nan who foresaw the ulilmate

cost would consent to the sacrifice. It is lim«,

indeed, that a protest was raised against this

practice, and we thank Sir Benjamin for

making it. This is far better than denouncing

Special lltis|iitals.
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REPORT ON MKDICAL EDUCATION.

(We annex a very important Report by the

General Committee of Education of the Medi-

cal CouucU. We are unable at present to

comment on the several recommendations of

the Council ; but we cannot withhold our

praise from the suggestions for establishing a

Preliminary Examination in Arts in connection

with a code of Medical Examination.)

Sepprl of thi Gejieral Committee on Education,
adopted by the General Council of Medical Edu-
cation and Registration of tht UidtM Kingdom

,

June 23, 1860.

" The Committee on Education, composed of

the wliole Council, have held several Meetings
during this Session of Council, the Minutes of
which are herewith presented.

"The Committee recommend the Council to

defer for the present the consideration of the
subject of the 'Visitation of Examinations,' re-

farding which the Minutes contain a full Report
rom a Sub-Committee.
"The Resolutions agreed to by the Committee,

which they recommend the General Council to

tdopt, are as follows

:

"I.—General Eduoation and Examination.

"The Medical Council are of opinion that it is

desirable

—

"1. That all Students pass an Examination in

General Education before they commence their

professional studies.

"2; Tliat, as far as may be practicable. Testi-

monials of Proficiency granted by the National
Educational Bodies, according to the following
list, be accepted, with such additions as the
Medical Council may from time to time think
proper to make

:

A Degree in Arts of any University of the
United Kingdom, or of the Colonies, or of
such other Universities as may be specially

recognised from time to time by the Medi-
cal Council.

Oxford Responsions or Moderations.
Cambridge Previous Examinations.
Matriculation Examination of the University

of London.
Oxford Middle Class Examinations, Senior

and Junior.

Cambridge Middle Class Examinations, Senior
and Junior.

Durham Middle Class Examinations, Senior
and Junior.

Durham Examinations for Students in Arts
in their second and first years.

Dublin University Entrance Examination.
Queen's University, Ireland, two years Arts'
Course for the Diploma of Licentiate in
Arts.

' Preliminary Examinations et the end of
the A. B. course.

Middle Class Examinations.
Matriculation Examinations.

An Examination by any other University of

the United Kingdom, equivalent to the

Middle Class Examinations of Oxford and
Cambridge.

"3. That the Examination on General Educa-
tion be eventually left entirely to the Examining
Boards of the National Educational Bodies recog-
aised by the Medical Council.

"4. That Students who cannot produce any of
the Testimonials referred to in the Second Resolu-
tion, be required to pass an Examination in Arts,

•stablished by any of the Bodies named in
Schedule (A) of the Medical Act, and approved
by the General Council

;
provided that such

Examination sliall be, in every case, conducted
by a Special Board of Examiners in Arts.
" 6. That, without professing to lay down any

complete scheme of General Education for per-
sons intending to become Members of the Medical
Profession, the Committee recommend that the
scheme of Examination in Arts of the Licensing
Bodies bo, as nearly as practicable, similar to that
of any one of the National Educational Bodies
above specified.

"6. That after October 1st, 1861, all Medical
Students be required to be registered.

" 7. That the lists of Students registered be
elosed withm fifteen days after the commence-
ment of each Session or 'Term.

"8. That no Student beginning Professional
Study after September, 1861, be registered wlio
has not passed an Arts Examination, in con'
fonnit}' with Resolutions 2 or 4.

"9. That the several Bodies in Schedule (A) of
the Medical Act, either jointly or severally, open
a Register for Students commencing their Studies
in Medicine, in the form annexed.

SCHEDULE.

REGISTER OF MEDICAL STUDENTS.
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" 10. That the said Register be opened on the
first day of each Session or Term, and remain open
for fifteen days ;

and that within seven days after
its close, the Officer in charge lie required to
transmit a duly-authenticated copy thereof to the
Registrar of the Branch Council of that Division
of the United Kingdom to which the Body or
Bodies belong.

"11. That the Registrar of the Branch Council
lay the list before the Branch Council, in order
that the Branch Council may take whatever steps
may seem necessary to secure its accuracy ; and
that it thereafter be transmitted, with anyremarks
by the Branch Council thereon, to the Ejcecutive
Committee.

"12. That the Executive Committee shall

arrange these Returns, and publish annually an
Alphabetical List of the names contained in tliem.

"13. That the Licen.sing Bodies shall have
power to admit exceptions as to the time of

Registration, if satisfactory to them, and shall

transmit lists of such exceptions to the Branch
Council of the part of the United Kingdom in

which such exceptions have been granted, with
the grounds stated.

"14. That the various Educational and Li-

censing Bodies be requested to transmit to
the Registrar of the General Council, Returns,
embodying any alterations which they may from
time to time introiuce into their courses of
General Study and Examinations, which qualify
for the Registration of Medical Students.

"II.

—

Pbofessional Education.
" 15. That the age jf twenty-one be the earliest

age at which any Professional Licence shall be
obtained.

" 16. That four years of Professional Study be
required after the Examination in General Educa-
tion."

"III.

—

Propessional Examinations.
"17. That the Professional Examinations be

divided into at least two distinct parts"; that the
first be not undergone until after the termination
of two years of Study, and the final Examina-
tion not until after the termination of four years
of Study.

"18. That the first Professional Examination
be conducted partly in writing and partly vivd
voce ; and that such parts as admit of it be made
as practical and demonstrative as possible.

"19. That the .second Examination be con-

ducted partly in writing, partly vivd voce, and
practically as far as may be convenient and
attainable.

"20. That the Professional Examinations be
held by the several Licensing Bodies (except in

Special cases) at stated periods, to be publicly
notified.

" 21. That Returns from the Licensing Bodies
under Schedule (A) be made annually, on the 1st

of January, to the General Medical Council,
stating the number and names of the Candidates
who have passed their respective final Examina-

tions, and the number of those who have been
rejected."

"The General Medical Council having, in the
course of last year, expressed.their opinion on the
manner iu which the General Education of Medical
Students ought to be obtained, and stated the
principles which appeared to them proper for the
regulation of Professional Examinations, consider
it undesirable, during the present Session, to enter
upon any details of the requirements for the so-
called higher Degrees and quaUfications.

"But, at the same time, they would record
their opinion, that it is not desirable that any
University of the United Kingdom should confer
a Degree in Medicine, whether that of Bachelor
or Doctor, upon Candidates who have not
graduated in Arts, or passed all the Examinations
required for the Bachelorship iu Art.s, or the
Examinations equivalent to those required for a
Degree in Arts."

GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE.

PAINS AND PENALTIE.S ACT FOR THE
ESTABLISHMENT OF A CRIMINAL
LUNATIC ASYLUM IN ENGLAND.

To the Editor of the Medical Circular.
Sir,—In your excellent and independent publi-

cation of the 29th ultimo, an abstract is given of
the Act recently passed for " the custody and
care of Criminal Lunatics " in England, amongst
the provisions of which—and, I must say, to my
great astonishment— are pains and penalties to be
inflictod on the Superintendent and other officials
of an Asylum, in sums varying from 20^. to
21., in the event of such parties "striking," or
"wounding," or "ill-treating" any of the in-
mates thereof Should any such dehnqucncies
take place, due punishment of course should
follow

; but I consider it a most gratuitous insult
to the Specialty connected with the treatment of
the insane of any class, that it should have been
thought necessary in this, the nineteenth century,
to have special penal provisions thus introduced
into the above Act, when the ordinary law and
tribunals for its administration have the fullest
powers for punishing any such most unlikely
occurrences. It is derogatory in the highest de-
gree to tlie professional head of such an establish-
ment, to suppose it possible that any one in so
responsible a position could be guilty of "strik-
ing, wountUng, ill-treating, or wilfuUy neglect-
ing " those entnisted to his charge ; and if his
subordinates even thus forget themselves, the
means are at hand to make them feel the conse-
quences of such misconduct. Has it been found
necessary, in the establishing of other hospitals,

to have penalties and imprisonment provided for

their Medical men and attendants ? No such
thing. In the corresponding Act of the legisla-

ture for the erection, Ac. of an Asylum in Ireland
for the custody of Criminal Lunatics, it was never
dreamed of by its promoters thus to disgrace the
humanity of the Profession in Ireland ; nor has it

ever been found necessary, since the passing of
that Act in 1843, to prosecute any official for

"striking, wounding," and so forth. Seeing,
then, that this disgrace has been perpetrated—(Tjy-

the-bye, what was the "Association of Medical
Officers of Asylums and Hospitals for the Insane "

about, that it did not protest in time against these
penal provisions ?)—it becomes absolutely requi-
site that a very close eye should be kept on any
new Bill that may be introduced in the ensuing
Session of Parliament, having disgraceful pen^
clauses embraced in it in connection with the
management of Asylums generally ; and with
this view chiefly it is that I now venture to call

attention to so important a subject through your
inftnential columns.

I am. Sir, your obedient eervant,

Sept. 1, 1860. YioiL.
[The subject of the foregoing letter deserves

the watchful consideration of the Medical Oificers

of Asylums. Surely they will not quietly submit
to the insult.— Ed. Medical Circplar.]

LETTER BY SIR BENJAMIN BRODIE ON
THE USE AND ABUSE OF TOBACCO.
Sir,—Havingbeen appHed to some time since to

join in a i>etition to the House of Commons that

they would appoint a Committee to inquire into

the effects produced by the prevailing habit of

tobacco -smoking, I declined to do so; first,

because it did not appear to me that such a Com-
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mittee would be very comjieteut to discuss a
question of this kind ; and secondly, because,

even if they were so, 1 did uot see that it would
be possible for Parliament to follow up, by any
act of legislation, the couclusions to which they
might have arrived. Nevertheless I am ready to

admit that the subject is one of no trifling imjKir-

tance, and well worthy of the serious consideration

of any one who takes an interest in the present

and future ^vell-beiug of society. From these

eonsiderations it is tiiat 1 uow venture to address

to you the followine observations.

The empyreumatic oil of tobacco is producedby
distilUtiou of that herb at a temperature above
that of boding water. One or two drops of tlus

oil (according to the size of tlie animal) placed

on the tongue will kill a cat in the course of a

few minutes. A certain quantity of tlie oil must
be always circulating in the blood of an habitual
smoker, and we cannot suppose that the effects of

it on the system can be merely negative. StUl, I

am not prepared to subscribe to the opinion of

those who liold that, uuder all circumstances, and
to however moderate an cxteut it be prac-

tiaed, the smokiug of tobaeco is prejudicial. The
first effect of it is to soothe and tranquillize the
nervous system. It aUays the pains of huuger,
and relieves the uneasy feelings produced by
mental and bodily cthaustion. To the soldier

who has ftassed the night in the trenches before

a beleaguered town, with only a distant proupect

of breakfast when the moniiug has arrived ; to

the sailor, contending with the elements iu a
storm ; to the labourer, after a hard day's work

;

to the traveller in an uncultivated region, witli an
iusuftlcient supply of food,— the use of a cigar or a

tobacco-pii)c may be not only a grateful indul-

gence, nut really beneficial. But the occasional

use of it under such circumstances is a vcrj-

different matter from the habit of constant
smoking which prevails in certain classes of

Mciety at the present day.

The clfects of this habit arc, indeed, various,

the difference depending on difference of coustita-

tion, and dilferencc in the mode of life otherwise.

But, from the best observations which I have
been able to make on tlic subject, I am led to

believe that there are vciy few who do not suffer

barm from it to a greater or less extent. The
earliest symptoms are inanifesti ' : •' ' — .;.--

ment of the nervous system. ii

of habitual smokers are reuderi . .. .. -s,

indis[>osed to bodily and incapable of much men-
tal exertion. Others suffer from depression of

the spirits, amounting to hy(>ochondrtasis, which
smoking relieves for a time, though it aggravates
the evil afterwards. Occasionally there is a
general nervous excitability, which, though very
much less in degree, partakes of the nature of the
delirium tremens of drunkards. 1 have known
many individuals to suffer from severe nervous
pains, sometimes in one, sometimes in another
part of the bo<ly. Almost the worst case of

neuralgia that ever came under my observation
was that of a gentleman who con.sultcd the Lite

Dr Bright and myself. The pains were universal,

and never absent ; but during the night they
were especially intense, so as almost wholly to

prevent sleep. Neither the patient himself nor
his medical attendant had any doubts that the
disease was to be attributed to his former habit
of smoking, on the discontinuance of which he
slowly and gradually recovered. An eminent s<ir-

geon, who has a great experience in ophtlialmic dis-

eases, believes that iu some instances he has been
able to trace blindness from amauro.sis to excess in

tobacco-smoking, the connection of the two being
pretty well established in one case by the fact that,

on the pract ice being left off, the sight of the patient
was gradually restored. It would be ea-sy for me
to refer to other symptoms, indicating deficient

power of the nervous system, to which smokers
are liable ; but it is nnnecessiry'for me to do so ;

and, indeed, there are some which I would rather
leave them to irn.igincfor themselves than under-
take the dewiription of them myself in writing.

But the ill effects of tobacco are not confined
to the nervous system. In many instances there
is a loss of the healthy appetite for food, the im-
perfect state of the digestion being soon rendered
manifest by the loss of flesh and the sallow coun-
tenance. It is difficult to say what other diseases
may not follow the imperfect assimilation of food
continued during a long period of time. Ho many
canses are in operation in the human body which
may tend in a greater or less degree to the pro-

duction of organic changes in it, tliat it is only in
some instances we can venture to pronounce as to
the precise manner in which a disease that proves
mortal has originated. From cases, however,
which have fallen under my own observation, and
from a consideration of all the circumstances, I

caimot entertain a doubt tliat, if we could obtain
accurate statistics on the subject, we should find
that the value of life in inveterate smokers is

considerably below the average. Kor is this
opinion in any degree contradicted by the fact

that there are inilividnals who, in spite of the
inhalation of tobacco-smoke, live to be old, and
without any material derangement of the health

;

analogous exceptions to the general rule being
met witli in the case of those who have indulged
too freely in the use of spirituous and fermented
liquors.

In the eatly part of the present century
tobacco-smoking was almost wholly eouiined to

what are commonly called the lower grades of

society. It was only every now and then that
any one who wished to be considered as a gentle-

man was addicted to it. But since the war on
the Spanish Peninstila, and the consequent sub-
stitution of the cigar for the tobacco-pipe, the
case has been entirely altered. The greatest

smokers at the present time are to be fomni, not
among those who live by their bodily labour, but
among those who are more advantageously
situated, who have better oiiportunities of educa-
tion, and of whom we have a right to expect
that they should constitute the most intelligent

and thoughtful members of the community. Nor
is the practice coniiued to grown-up meu. Boys,
even at the best schools, get the habit of smokiug,
because thoy think it niauly and fashionable to do
so ; not unfrequently because they have the
examj)le set them by their tutors, and partly
because there is no friendly voice to warn them as

to the special ill-consequences to which it may
give rise where the process of growtli is not
yet completed, and the organs are uot yet fully

developed.

The foregoing observations relate to the habit
of smoking as it exists among us at the present
time. But a still graver question remains to be
considered. What will be the result if this habit
be continued by fntun> generations ? It is but
too true that the sins of the fathers are vi.sited

upon their children and their children's children.

We may here take warning from the fate of the

Red Indians of America. An intelligent

American physician gives the following explana-

tion of the gradual extinction of this remarkable
people :—One generation of them became addicted

to the use of the firewater. They have a degene-
rate and comparatively imbecile progeny, who
indulge in the same vicious habit with their

parents. TAetr progeny is still more degenerate,

and after a very few generations the race ceases

altogether. We may also take warning from
the history of another nation, who some few

centuries ago, while following the banners of

•Solyman the Magnificent, were the terror of

Christendom, but who since then, having become
more addicted to tobacco-smoking than any of

the Ktrropean nations, are now the laxy and
lethargic Turks, held in contempt by all civilized

eommunities.
In thus placing together the consequences of

hitemperance in the use of alcohol and that in the
use of tobacco, I should be sorry to lie misunder-
stood as regarding these two kinds of intem-

perance to be iu an equal degree pernicious and
degrading.

The inveterate tobacco-smoker may be stupid

and lazy, and the habit to which ho is addicted

may gradually tend to sliorten his life and
deteriorate his offspring ; but the dram-drinker is

quarrelsouic, mischievous, and often crimiuaL

It is under the influence of gin that the burglar

and tlie murderer become fitted for tho'task
which they have undertaken. The best thing

that can be said for dram-driuking is, that it

induces disease, which carries the poor wretcli

prematurely to the grave, and rids the world of

the nuisance. But, unfortunately, in this, as in

many (jthcr cases, what is wanting in quality is

made up in <iuantity. There arc checks on one

of these evil habits which there arc not on the

other. The dram-drinker, or, to use a more
general tenii, tlie drunkard, is held to be a

noxious animal. He is an outcast from all decent

society, while there is no such exclusion for the

most assiduous smoker.

The comparison of the effects of tobacco with
those of alcohol leans to the consideration of a
much wider question than that with which I set
out. In all ages of which we have any record,
mankind have been in the habit of resorting to
the use of certain vegetable productions, uot as
contributing to nourishment, but on account of
their having some peculiar influence as stimulants
or sedatives (or in some other way) on the nervoiu
system. Tobacco, alcohol, the ludian hemp, the
kava of the Sotith Sea Islanders, the Paraguay tea,
coffee, and even tea, belong to this category. A dis-

position so universal may almost be regarded as an
instinct, and there is suilicient reason to believe
that, within certain limits, the indulgence of the
instinct is useful. But we mttst not abuse our
instincts. This is one of the most important
rules which man, as a responsible being, both for

his own sake and for that of others, is bound to
observe. Kven such moderate agents as tea
and coffee, taken in excess, are prejudicial. How
much more so are tobacco and alcohol, tending,
as they do, uot only to the degradation of the
individual, but to that of future generations of
onr species !

If tobacco-smokers would limit themselves to
the occasional indulgence of their appetite, they
would do little harm either to themselves or
others ; but there is ahvays danger that a sen-
sual habit once liogun may be canied to excess,
and that danger is never so great as in the case of
those who are not compelled by the necessities of
their situation to be actively employed. For
such persons the prudent course is to abstain
from smoking altogether.

Trastiug that you and your readers will exuuse
me for having occupied so large a space iu your
columns,

I am, Sir, your obediejit servant,
Aug. 27. B. 0. BiiiODiK.

HOSPITAL E£FO£TS.

GUY'S HOSPITAL.
Exostosis vmdek Scapula.—Mii Cock. Ne-

ciiosis OF Tibia—Uxkeduced Disiocaiiom
OF EtBow-JoiNT

—

Mb Hilton.
(August 14th).—Exostosis undbe Scapula
This patient, a boy about twelve years of age,

had suffered eulargcment of Ijono under scapula
for two years, as stated ; but Mr Cock considers it

had been a longer period in forming. The
gradual increase of growth of bone at length iin-

jiaired the movements of the arm, and its dimen-
sions had lately rapidly increased, which ro(iuired

removal of bone by excision. After anaesthesia

was induced, Mr. Cock made a transverse incision
of nearly three inches iu length, commencing at
the internal margin of scapula across the dorsum,
through the integuments do\ra upon the exos-
tosed scapula. The bone deposit was foun<l to be
of an excessively hard character, and its attach-
ment very strong. The bony matter was removed
with forceps and nippei-s with some difficulty.

Some irregularities were found upon the surface of
the bone, which required to be removed by goug-
ing them away. The wound was left open. The
operation took a considerable time in perform-
ance.

Nrcrosis or Tibia.—.Me Hiltdk.
The patient, a young man about twenty-live

j-ears of age, was placed under the influence of
chloroform. The disease (uot the result of
injury) commenced some time since, and was seated
upon the internal aspect of the boue of the right

leg at its lower third. The soft parts and tissues

were greatly thickened and enlarged, and three
sinuses had formed communicating with each
other. Mr Hilton made an incision by opening
the sinuses, cutting from the upper to the lower
sinus, and then, by another incision, made a

cnicial flap. Thus, by dissecting to the bone he
was ciiablcd to remove the shell of necrosed bono
from the cylinder of the " tibia." Tlio part re-

moved had jagged edges, and Mr Hilton thought

it included the whole shell of diseased bone. If

the disease had been the consequence of injury,

its edges would have been smooth on the outline,

and not jagged.

Unueducei) Dislocation- ot Elbow-joint.
This case, a boy about twelve years of age, was

admitted into lKis|)ital this morning. The dislo-

cation of elbow had occurred about five mouths
since. Upon exninuiation, the joint was found to

be in a state of complete rigidity. The head of
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radius was forced upon the external condyloid pro-

cess of humerus. The olecranon was also forced

upwards above the fossa. The arm was quite

straight, and there was not much .swelling of sur-

romidiug parts. Mr Hilton considered that the

humerus had been fractured at its distal extre-

mity, near the elbow-joint. He concluded that,

in the process of union, it had thrown out a large

quantity of ossific matter, which had produced

anchylosis of joint. The boy was placed under

the influence of chloroform. yiexion was at-

tempted, and extension and counter-extension of

the elbow was then practised for a considerable

time, without success. The elbow still continued

jrieid, and no reduction or movement of extremi-

ties of hones could be effected. After rest, upon

again persisting with more force, at first limited

flexion was obtained. At length the flexion was

accomplished so as to bring the forearm in a right

angle with the arm, and considerable deformity

relieved. This case exemplified the great revolu-

tion which chloroform lias introduced into opera-

tive surgery. The force brought to bear upon

this anchylosed joint would never have been prac-

tised without chloroform. It would have been a

cniel and almost barbarous practice to submit a

patient to what, without the ana;sthesia produced

by chloroform, would have amounted to torture.

Moreover, the resistance of the patient would have

jendered the attempt almost impossible.

August 21.

Necrosis of Humektts.—Mr Birkett. Am-

putation OF Leg.—Mr Cock.

Necrosis of Humerus.

The patient, a boy about twelve years of age,

had necrosis of the humerus of right arm, from

disease. No accident or injury was known to

have occurred to cause the disease. He was

placed under chloroform. A longitudinal incision

was made a little below the head of humerus, for

about three inches, exposing bone. A portion of

sound bone was required to be moved to reach

the necrosed bone ; this was necessarily a trouble-

some and rather tedious process. The chisel and

mallet were necessary to be used with consider-

able patience before the shell could be detached.

It was at length brought away whole, about one

inch and a quarter in length. More diseased and

necrosed bone lay out of reach, on the internal

aspect of the shaft of the humerus.

Amputation of Leo.

This was a rather curious and interesting case.

The patient was a young woman, twenty-two

years of age, of good habit, full condition, and

large muscular devcloiiment. She had had para-

lysis of left leg from infancy, supposed to have

resulted from convulsions or infantile fever. This

loss of nervous power and motile function seemed

to be limited to the excito-niotory system of

nerves, and more especially of the lower portion

of the limb diseased. The sensibility remained

unimpaired, there was no anastJicsia of the leg
;

nevertheless the limb became imperfectly deve-

loped, suffered from innutrition, and was of

defective growth. The shaft of the femur was

much shorter and smaller in circumference than

the other. The other thigh was particularly

muscular and well developed, so also was the leg,

the total difference in length between the diseased

and sound limb being fully nine inches. The foot

was considerably deformed|and'invorted. This oc-

curred, no doubt, from want of muscular power

to obviate gravitation of the leg and foot inwards,

not from malformation, although foot was much
smaller than sound one. Mr Cock made a few

observations upon this interesting case. He said

he should make the double-flap operation. The

object was to give a good pad for an artificial leg.

He remarked, this was rather longer about, but

was compensated to the patient. Tliis patient

enjoyed good motion of hip and knee ; the loss of

power was limited to lower part of the leg and

foot. The supply of nervous circulation and

©ncrgy to the leg and foot were so deficient, that

Ahe suffered from sores and extensive ulceration

upon the anterior aspect of the lower part of the

limb. Under cliloroform, the flap operation was

done in tlie usual way. The bones were found so

.small, that the knife could scarcely be introduced

between them.

Resection of KnEe-joint.

Long-existing disease had gone through its

usual stages in this diseased knee-joint. The l>a-

tient a girl eight years of age, came into hospital

about eighteen months since. Strumous disease

had exhausted itself in .spontaneous cure
;
and

nature, which had accomphshed so much, liad left

a deformed and useless limb. In this case the

articular cartilages, ligaments, and synovial mem-

brane had been diseased. The articular cartilages

especially were destroyed, and the head of the

tibia had formed a union between the condyles

of the femur. On her first admission to hospital,

nothing more could be done in the way of treat-

ment than extension of the limb ;
this was

practised, and the child went home with leg

much more straight than on admission, ^e^lect

occurred, and disease slightly returned, for which

she was placed under treatment out of hospital.

Operatimi. — A lunated incision was earned

transversely, making a section of the front aspect

of the knee-joint over the lower segment of patella

from condyle to condyle. A flap was then dis-

lected upwards to the margin of the superior

arch of patella. The cartilages and ligaments

bein" divided, the saw was then applied to this

jointT cutting through extremity of femur at a

rii'ht angle wth its shaft, obtainm" a slight

di'vergence or inclination in section downwards

through the bone. The saw was then applied at

the lower margin of patella, and cut through the

bone at a right angle as at first, with a slight

divergence upwards. Thus, the two incised planes

made by the saw met at the posterior or popliteal

a.spect of the joint, forming the apex or narrow

extremity of a wedge. Patella was nicluded m tins

wedge-shaped piece of excised bone, condyles,

and extremity of femur, tibia, and fibula. This

operation may be properly designated the walge

operation, from the compact, wedge-shaped sub-

stance of bone sawed out of the knee-joint. Mr

Fergusson remarked that this was either a case

for excision or amputation : he said, we never

think of amputation now— excision is prefe-

rable. This case was especially fitted for excision.

It was a case already cured—soft parts soiind,

and youth to guarantee success. The limb miglit

have been permitted to remain, but the deformity

was such that it would be useless and always mthe

way. Much lias been said about loss of blood in

these cases. In this operation we had not more

loss than half a teaspoonful. There was not a

twentieth part of the loss which occurred in the

child we have just operated upon for harelip. In

this case we made a single incision ;
formerly the

H incision was made, and even more incisions.

No doubt there is always some Httle danger at-

tending all operations, this amongst the rest. We
shall obtain for the patient a straight, or, what is

better, a very slightly flexed limb-^or, perliaps,

with a false joint, and the deformity and impedi-

ment will be comparatively little. Tpon exami-

nation of the wedge of bone, fibrous junction had

taken place between extremities of the bones of

the joint and patella.

LiTHOTRlTY.

Mr Fergusson, in continuing the application of

the lithotrite to tlie patient upou whom he

operated last week, did not to-day succeed in

finding the stone. During the week a small

stone had come away, having phosjihatic crust,

about the size of a small bean.

Hare-lip.

A child eight months old, having double hare-

lip, had aJso exostosis of maxillary bone, at

margin of vomer, in removing which considerable

haemorrhage from a deep-seated vessel occurred.

To check this, Mr Fergusson resorted to nitric

acid, applied at the end of a piece of stick pushed

down upon the vessel. He quickly resorted to

bringing the widely-distended edges of the lip

together, which showed a chasm of singular

deformity, and the bleeding by this constriction

and pressure speedily ceased. Mr Fergusson re-

marked, that in such cases he had known sur-

geons walk about for forty minutes, waiting for

Ivsmorihage to cease, wlicreas by finishing the

operation it would forthwith cease.

teristics oftliese diseases, they remain iil defined,

and not completely investigated. Some consider

them in all cases constitutional; but we have

reason to believe that this does not apply to all,

and tlie exceptions admit of many accidental dis-

eases which assume a malignant chaiacter.

Amon"st the number we may class the lorm of

mali-'iTant lUcer which we are about to mention.

Tlie "subjects of this malignant degeneration,

mostly males, are usuaUy in other re.si)ects per-

sons of "ood health and robust constitution, and

often display a considerable personal vigour, are

tall, and have a good appearance, as was mani-

fested ill the case operated upon. It generaUy

occurs late in life, mostly after fifty years ot age

and will be manifested at a very advanced period

of life. Malignant ulcer, so called, commences

in a very imperceptible manner. It is at first

strictly limited to the integument by a small

ecchymosed-looking spot, which becomes slightly

elevated. The skin upon Inction becomes

abraded, and a dry, ci-usty secretion exudes.

Like lupus, it never heals ; and its atweks

are limited to the face, neck, and maxil-

lary regions, it increases— sometimes slowly,

sometimes rapidly-by spurts, extends m aU

directions, and ultimately, after expending itself

uiion soft tissues, assails bones, especially the

siii.erior maxillary bone, and external angle of the

orbit. When it has anived at a determinate size,

it assumes the appearance of a lleshy, warty ex-

crescence ; it frequently commences at the angle,

and extends its attack to the eye itsell. W lien

that is the case, the conjunctiva becomes ecchy-

mosed, thickens, and enlarges ; and it ultimately

attacks the sclerotica and cornea, thus entirely

destroying the eye, leaving a cavern which be-

comes tilled with a red, vascular fungus. It next

attacks the orbit, which it destroys. This dis-

ease, different from so-caUeci rodeut ulcer, extends

and is limited to the bones of the face and jaw,

completely deslroying all in its career. It eats

away the bones in all directions, exposmg the

floor of the cerebrum, and base of braiu. biugu-

larly, the membranes of the braiu have evaded

its attacks, when they have been otherwise

most inveterate, and the sensorium is seldom

much disturbed. The patient at length smks

from exhaustion. Alter removal, it docs not

return. Mr Tatum stated that he had resorted on

several occasions to the use of chloride of mic for

its destruction at the commencement ot the dis-

ease. The patient, a taU, well-grown, and

healthy man ol fitly vears of age, haa malignant

ulcer at external angle of right eve. Ihe tumour,

about the size of a large plum, was extirpate*! in

the usual way, by ciicular incision. It consisted

of epithelial cells connected by fibrous bauds,

was colourless, veiy dense and compact.

KING'S COLLEGE HOSPITAL.
Resection of Knee-joint—Litiiotrity—Hare-

lip.—Mr Fergusson.

ST GEORGE'S HOSPITAL.
Malignant Ui.ckr.-Mr Tatum.

These conditions of malignant growths are ex-

tremely numerous. Although for many'years patho-

logists have given much attention to the charac-

MEDICAL SOCIETIES.

ROYAL MEDICAL AND CHIRUKGICAL
SOCIETY.

Tuesday, June iG, 1860.

F. C. Skey, Esq., President, in the Chair.

A paper, by Dr J. W. Ogle, was read, relating a

CASE OF ANJiSTHESIA OF ALMOST THE ENTIRE

SURFACE OF THE BODY, AS WELL AS OF

PARTIAL LO.SS OF POWER, '

recurring several times, and traceable to the ef-

fects of effused products within the spinal canal

upon the various spinal nei-ves. Tlie case was

that of a stonemason, aged thirty-two years, of

intemperate habits, who rather suddenly lost the

use ot- aU his limbs to a certain degree, as well as

sensation of the skin abnost entirely. Phe atfec;

tion began with feelings of "pms and needles

in the legs There was no attection of the mental

functions. Vnder treatment for eight or ume

months, and the use of frequeut blisters to the

back, he became perfectly well ; but smce then,

for five or six vears, he has had a shght return of

his illness every winter, which however did not

prevent his working. He was admitted into bt

George's Hospital with very dimmished sensation

of the skin ol both legs as high as the thighs, aa

also of both arms up to the elbows, aud ol botU

cheeks and nose. There was no want ol sensa-

tion in the skin of the forehead. The patient

could walk, but in a very tottering manner ;
and

the arms were much wanting in power. No pain

complained of. Under the use of blistering the
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spine, and diuretics, chiefly the tincture of can-

tharides, he became in every way mucli improved,

and was dismissed from the hospital greatly re-

lieved. He subsequently returned, stating that

he had lost power in the limbs, and had been

affected by numbness of tlie skin of the upper ex-

tremities. He complained of occasional pain in

the head. He was again treated with the tincture

of cantharides, and also with strychnine and bark.

He was a second time dismissed without any
numbness, and was able to work. Six months
later he was again brought into St George's Hos-
pital in a very heavy and stupefied condition, and
with twitcliing of most of the muscles of the

body. In this condition it was difficult to make
out to what degree the sensation of the skin was
affected, but it did not appear to be very much
interfereil with. The special senses were in a

natural stiite ; but the patient rambled when
made to talk. He was cupped and purged. He
became delirious, secreting objects under the bed-

clothes. The pupils of both eyes were very con-

tracted ; and the trembling of the muscles became
excessive. After a short time he became very
irritable, and very angry if the skin of the limbs
was at all pinched, as iftheir sensation was e.Kalted.

He was seized with or by a convulsive attack and
dyspnoea, and died rather suddenly.

Post-mortem Examinatmn.— It was found that

the spinal membranes had been the seat of ex-

tensive effusion of "lymph," or albumino-
fibrinous material. This had in many places

accumulated around the roots of the spinal nerves,

and was evidently chiefly of old standing. In

some places the roots of the nerves were thickly

and firmly bound by this material, and this it was
no doubt which had given rise to tlie interference

with the motion and sensation of the limbs and
face. Moreover, a good deal of soft, yellowish,

fibrinous material was met with at the base of the

brain, «'c upying the subarachnoidean tissues, and
surrounding the vessels and nerves there met with.

Dr Ogle has had a coloured drawing made, show-
ing the presence of the effused material in contact

with the spinal nerves, ajid also showing the

microscopical appearance both of the spinal nerves

and of the adventitious surrounding material.

A pajier, by Mr He.nky Lee, was read on
CASES OF TREPHINING IN SVPHILITIC DISEASE OF
THE BOXES OF THE SKULL, WITH OBSEttVA-

TION.S.

The Author gives the particulars of three cases,

in all of which the Ixjnes of the skull were very
extensively diseased. In the first the outer and
mi<ldle table of the frontal bone, princiimlly on the
left side, and part of the left parietal bone, had
become necrosed, but the internal table retained
its vitality when the trephine was applied. The
inner surface of the portion of the bone which
was removed presented a very uneven surface,

&om whence numerous small, irregular spicula of

bone projected. Tlie dura mater, which had been
in contact with these, was altered m structure,

and did not bleed, as the dura mater usually does
when a portion of bone is removed by the trephine.

There was here general debility, loss of sensation

on the right side of the face, and deafness in both
ears. There had been also extensive and long-

continued ulceration on the left side of the neck.

The removal of the portion of bone, shown in an
accompanying drawing, was followed by general
restoration of the health, recovery of the sensation

of the face (with the exception of a small portion
of the right side of the upper lip, which still re-

mains numb), and perfect hearing. This patient

has no other treatment excepting a pint of the

decoction of sarsaparilla daily. In the second
case tlierc was extensive disease of the outer and
middle fables of the skull. The patient became,
in consequence, subject to a peculiar kind of fit.

This commenced with flushing of the face, fol-

lowed by twitching of the muscles of that part.

The fit would then sometimes tcnniuate ; at

others, however, it would be followed by rigi<lity

of the muscles of mastication and of the other
muscles of the body. Some of these fits lasted

as mucli as six hours, during which the patient

retained his consciou.sness. This patient was
affected with an ulceration which lasted over a
period of between eight and nine years, and
which had extended over the skin of the whole
right anu, from the shoulder to the wrist. The
application of the trephine in this case was made
over the right temporal bone : the portion of the
internal table removed was slightly roughened,
but not nearly so much as in the preceding case.

The fits recurred a few hours after the application

of the trephine, but ultimately ceased. The ul-

ceration of the right arm, which had existed

between eight and nine years, healed, and the

patient was restored to a comparative state of

health. In the third case the bones of the skull

had been extensively destroyed, but in one part

the inner table had perished where the outer and
middle table still maintained their vitality, as

shown in an accompanying drawing. Opposite

this point effusion of plastic matter had taken

place, and the disease had spread by continuity

of action to the brain, and produced red softening

of that organ. There was no disease, either in

the brain or its membranes, iu those situations

where the entire thickness of the skull had been

removed. In this instance, again, there had been

long-continued and most troublesome ulcerations

principally of the right leg, and destruction by

ulceration of the eye and nostril on one side. The
trephine was here applied to the right parietal

bone, iu the immediate neighbourhr od of the

portion of the internal table which had perished.

The exact spot was not hit upon ; but as softening

of the brain had already taken place, and the

patient was comatose, any operation in this par-

ticular instance was too late. The Author dwelt

particularly upon the absence of disease in those

jiarts where the entire thickness of the skull had

been removed, and concluded from thence that

the early removal of the diseased internal table

afforded the best chance of success in such cases.

It was evident in the last case that the continued

contact of the diseased bone had produced the

effusion, first, between the bone and dura mater,

then between the membranes of the brain, and

that the brain itself had ultimately become dis-

eased by continuity of action. Had this diseased

bone been earlier removed, the results would not

have occurred. The object of tre[ihiiiing in these

cases was, then—1st. To remove the cause of

irritation from the surface of the dura mater.

2ndly. To allow tlie di.scharge of any matter

there secreted. Srdly. To establish a healthy

suppuration from one part of the membrane,
whereby the irritation caused by the prolonged

contact of diseased bone would be relieved. The
Author directed particular attention to the pro-

longed, persistent, and recurring ulceration of the

skin, which formed one of the most troublesome

symptoms iu all the cases. In illu.stration of the

cause of these ulcerations he referred to M.
Brown-Sequard's experiments, in which it was
shown that by cutting off the sympathetic nervous

influence from a part the vessels of that part

became dilated ; and also to JI. llajendic's ex-

periments upon the fifth nerve, by which it was
shown that ulceration might follow the abstraction

of nervous influence. In the third case destruc-

tion of the eye had actually followed, as in Ma-
jendie's experiments, and as had al.so been ob-

served by the Author in a case of fracture of the

base of the skull in which the fifth nerve had
been completely paralysed. M. BrownScquard
had also shown that, by irritating certain portions

of the nervous system, an animal might be ren-

dered liable to epileptic fits. In Case 2 the

Author attributed the occurrence of the fits to

the irritation produced iu the membranes of the

brain by the continued contact of the diseased

bone, and concluded that the removal of even a
comjiaratively small portion of that bone, so dis-

eased, was calculatetf to relieve the irritation, as

it certainly appeared to have done in the cases

recorded.

A paper, by Dr G. CuiisHAM, was read, giving
CASES OF OB.STRUCTION OF THE VEINS OF THE
LOWER EXTREMITIES CAUSING a[II£.MA OF THE
CORREKl'ONDINO LIMB, OCUUUniNG IN PHTHISI-

CAL PATIENT.S.

The Author relates four cases of the above de-

scription, all of which occurred iu patients in an
advanced stage of phthisis. In three the cedema
was confined to one limb, the corresponding veins

being found closed with coagula. In one case both
limbs were affected, and in this the lower part of

the vena cava (as well as both femoral veins) was
obstructed. He refers to similar facts published

by different authors, and observes that the cases

he has recorded correspond closely with those

described under the name of phlegmasia dolens.

The Author, however, is disposed to think they
had some other origin than the one to which that

disease has been attributed, and states his reasons

for considering them as coming under the class of

cases in which coagulation in the veins is produced

by the presence of pus or some foreign matter in

the blood, and that the subsequent inflammation

was owing to the stagnation of the vitiated blooil

in the vessels.

OUR NOTE BOOK.

AIR IN THE UTERINE VEINS.
M. Depaul related before the Surgical Society

of Paris the following instance of sudden death,

from penetration of air into the uterine veins,

and subsequently into the heart :—On 15th.

April, 1855, M. Depaul attended, iu her first,

confinement, a woman, aged nineteen, whose,

pelvis and lower .extremities were much de-

formed, the sacro-pubic diameter of the brim
of the pelvis scarcely reaching 3 inches (74 cen-

timetres) in length. The dilatation of the of.-

uteri was complete forty-eight hours after the'

beginning of labour ; the liquor ainnii escaped,

but the head did not descend into the pelvis.

The head presented obliquely, the vertex being
directed towards the riglit acetabulum. Thfr

pains were intense, intermittent, but frequent,

and since twenty-four hours a loop of the cord in

which no throbbiug was perceptible had de-
scended ; the heart of the fu!tus was, moreover,
inaudible. M. Depaul, after a further delay of

an hour and a half, perforated the cranium, and
with the forceps extracted a fuU-sized child
weighing about eight pounds. The patient reco-

vered ra])idly.

Some two years after, she again became preg-
nant, and M. Depaul resolved on inducing arti-

ficial labour at eight months, in the hope that
the child might live. At the period agreed on,

a powerful uterine injection (douche vaginale) was
perfonned, and labour having supervened, it

again became necessary to have recourse to per-

foration of the head. Even after this operation,

the extraction of the fcetus presented much diffi-

culty, and metro-peritonitis followed, which
imperilled the life of the mother.
A third pregnancy took place, but fortunately

the patient miscarried at two mouths and a half.

She again became gravid towards November
10th, 1859 ; and on this oeca-siou M. Depaul
resolved not to delay beyond seven months and a.

half the induction of premature labour. On the

20th of June, 1860, in the presence of Dr Tar-

nier, Fellow of the School of Medicine, in the
Section of Midwifery, he therefore administered a
first injection, which occasioned a few uterine

contractions. A second injection was performed
on the same day, and a third on the following

evening, with the apparatus in common use at

the " Hdiiital d'Accouchement, " consisting in a
forcing-pump fixed to a bucket, from which the

water is raised through one tube and discharged
through another, with considerable power, into

the vagina.

Having placed liis forefinger iu contact with
the cervix, the operator inserted the caoutchouc
canida at a distauce of about 5 lines from the os.

uteri. The injection had continued for about,
five minutes, when a peculiar sound was heard,

indicating the escape of air ; the instrument was
carefully examinetl, and being found iu perfect

order, the operation was resumed. After a short
interval, the .same sound was again noticed, and
the patient complained of much pain. A third
time air escaped with the water from the pipe,

and the operation was uitenupted. The patient
having then been recommended to rise and take
a few steps across the room, fell back in a faint

;

the pulsation of the radial artery suddenly
became imperceptible, and the heart ceased to

beat. During twelve minutes no effort was spared

to restore suspended animation, but after three

incomplete gasps the woman definitely expired.

The Caisarian operation was then instituted.

The texture of the uterus, instead of being dark
and turgid, was found pale and colourless, and at

each incision air-bubbles and froth escaped with

the blood. The child, which at first gave no
sign of life, was restored after a hot wine-and-

water hath and direct insufflation, but lived

fifteen hours only.

On removal of the after-birth, it was found

that part of its surface was detached and sepa-

rated by a certain quantity of air from the uterine

waU.
No post-mortem examination of the body wa«

permitted.

Although this method of inducing prematu
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labour is frequently resorted to by the principal

accouclieurs of Paris, a melancholy occurrence

similar to that related above has never before

been observed. The instrument has since been

tho object of careful examination, but the most

minute research has failed to detect the iniper-

ifection to which the fatal escape of air was due.

M. Depaul assumes that the air forced into the

wonili was retained within its canity during the

tontractions, at the close of each of which it was
aspirated by the uterine veins, whence it passed

into the cava and into the heart, a direction in

which it was further projwlled by tho *is A In-go

•xerted by tho uninterrupted discharge of water

into the vagina.

DIPHTHERITIC PARALYSIS.
M. Maingault, who a few years years since

wrote a thesis upon this subject, as the result of

further experience, comes to the following con-

clnsions : 1. Numerous cases prove that there is

» variety of paralysis which deserves the title of

diphtheritic paralysis, coming on during the con-

T«lescence of dipthoritis and croup ; it is evidently

the consequence of the primary afi'ection. 2.

This paralysis may be local, as paralysis of the
velum palati and of the pharynx. 3. Frequently
it-is also seated at distant ))arts, sometimes being
limited to the lower limbs, and at others ex-

tending successively to the various muscloa of

the body, thus exhibiting a generalised and pro-

gressive form. 4. A simple mild case of diph-

theria may give rise to a severe and extended
attack of this paralysis. 6. Albuminufai is not

the detennining cause of this paralysis, as in

some cases the urine has contained no albumen
whatever. 6. It soema to be the result of a dis-

turbanee of tlic nervojis system, without any
appreciable lesions of the ner>'Ous centres. 7.

It. may terminate fatally, but usuallj' recovery

t^«3 place in a space of time occupying fiom two
to eight montli-s.

—
' Archives Gen.', tome xiv.,

p.>716, aud 'Medical Times.'

DETECTION OF PHOSPHORUS IN CASES
OF POISONING.

Scherer has found tliat the smallest trace of

j>ho.s]jhorus may be detected by its reaction with
a> salt of silver. Pho.sphorus volatilises even
raider liquids, at the ordinary temperature, and a

piece of paper moistened with nitrate of silver is

nlaek«n'.'d when suspended over it in a closed

essel.
In order to guard against error, it is necessary,

when the fluid contains organic matter, to mix it

witli pure sulphuric acid, and suspend over it a

piece ol' paper moistened with an alkaline solution

of nitro-pru.ssiate of sodium, which would detect

tlse presence of sulphuretted hydrogen by the
violet colour produced. If by long contact with
air the phosphorus has passed into the state of

pho.s])lioious acid, it may still be detected by
distilling the liquid w'ith zinc and sulphuric acid,

and jiassing the evolved gas into a solution of

nitrate of silver. The pliosphoretted hydrogen
pre.sent produces a black precipitate, which may
also bo oxidised with nitric acid, aud then ex-

amined ior phosphoric acid in the usual way.

—

'London Medical Review,'

UREA IN THE LYMPH OF CHYLE.
A. Wiirtz has examined tlie chyle obtained by

a fistulous opening in the thoracic duct of a bull

which was fed with animal food, and finds in it a

cousiclerablc (juantityof urea. He also finds this

substance in the chyle aud lymjdi of other
animals, according to the following table, the
amount of urea contained in the blood being also

stated for the pui-pose of comimrison.

Dog.

Cow.
Bull.

UREA IN 1,000
ORAMMBS.

BLOOD CHYLE
. I

Meat 0,089

0,192Clover, Hay .

Clover and OU-l

cake
Oilcake
Ordinary Food..! 0,248Ram

Sheep ..

Horse ..

—
' LoiKlen: Medical Review

0;188
0,192

0,189

0,280
0,071

LVMrn

0,158

0,198

0,218

0,215

0,126
0,112

INFLUENCE OF FATTY BODIES ON THE
SOLUBILITY OF ARSENIOUS ACID.

Blondlot has found that the fatty bodies

diminish the solubility of arsenious acid, both in

pure water, and slightly alkaline or acid solutions.

The slightest contact of arsenious acid with a

fatty substance is sufficient to reduce its solubility

to f-15th or 1 -20th of that which, c<eteris ptvribus,

would occur in the absence of the fatty body.

This behaviour explains how it is tliat some-
times, in medico-legal investigation.s, arsenic has

been looked for in vain in the fluid parts of food

really containing arsenic when fat is also pre.sent

—in soup or mUk, for example.— 'London Medical

Review.'

THE STATE OF THE LUNGS IN
DROWNED PERSONS.

The presence or absence of water, or froth}'

mucus in the lungs, of \)crsons who have died by
drowning, has given rise, from Haller do\vnwards,

to much controversy. M. Beau, physician of the

Hospital of La Charit6, has recently iiLstituted on
the subject an interesting experimental inquiry,

which wc find in the ' Archives G^n^rales de

Medicine' for'July, 1860.

From these researcliES, it would appear that

animals kept completely immersed under water
make one insjuration only, and sometimes none
whatever. Tliis.gasp is followed by the expira-

tion of a certain quantity of air, of which a

corresponding amount of water takes the place.

The glottis then closes convulsivelj', aud no more
water is admitted.i The instinctive cessation of

all respirator)' movements, and the spasmodic
constriction of the glottis, would, therefore, ac-

count for the smalluess of the quantity of fluid

which penetrates into the lungs.

The imperative admonition of the necessity of

ceasing all efforts of respiration is, according to

M. Beau, the result of the natural orifices of the

air-])as.sages being kept under water. Thus when,
in another series of experiments, dogs, after tra-

cheotomy, were immersed up to the neck only,

the artificiiil orifice of the trachea being kept below

the level of the liquid, iu.spiration was repeated

in successive gasi>s uutU the bronelii became
entirely filled.

From these experiments, M. Beau concludes :

1. The small quantity of frothy mucus found
in the lungs of the drowned cannot be regarded as

the cause of death, which is due to tlie intercep-

tion of air.

2. Penetration of water into the air-passages

is prevented by the spasmodic closing of the

glottis aud the instinctive ces.sation of all efforts

at respiration.

3. The mechanism of asphyxia by drowning
differs materially from that which is observed
in accumulation of morbid secretions within the

chest, as in pulmonarj' catarrh, for instance ; it

presents, on the contrary, much analog)' with the

manner in which death is brought on in tetanus.
— ' Journal of Practical Medicme and Surgery.'

ARMY MEDICAL DKPARTMENT.
QUI'.STION'S LATELY OIVEN TO ASSI.STANT-SFR-

GEOSS IN THE ARMY BEFORE BEING REOOM-
MEKDED FOR PROMOTION.

MEDICINE.
Dr Parkes.

1. Much discussion has taken ]>lace with
regard to the etiology of yellow fever, and its

exact relation to diseases of undoubted malarious
origin. Describe the symptoms and treatment of

j'elTow fever, aud enter as fully as you can into

the questions above alluded to.

2. What are the pulmonaiy diseases you have
had to treat since your entrance into the service ?

Give their .symptoms and treatment, and state

any opinions you have formed from your own
experience with respect to their causes and the
preventive measures which should be adopted.

3. What opinions are now generally received

respecting the causes of scurvy '( How does the

scorbutic taint modify the .symptoms of the fol-

lowing diseases ; typhus, pneumonia, pleurisy, and
dysenteiy ?

4. What are- the symptoms and cau.scs of beri--

beri ?

5. What are the chief measures used for puri-

fying water from suspended and dissolved organic

substances ? What diseases have been sui)ix)se<l

to be produced or aggravated by the use of such
impure water ?

0. What is the ordinary diet of the soldier on
home service ? Your opinion being asked as to

the kind and quantity of food which should be
supplied in a campaign in Europe expected to be
extremely liarassiug and laborious, draw up
such a scalfj of diet as will, in your opinion, meet
the case.

SURGERY.
Mr Paget.

1. Write such regulations for the general
treatment of men nearly drowned as may be car-

ried out by non-professional i>ersous.

2. Describe briefly the characters aud tb»
appropriate treatment of bums of difi'erent de-
grees of severity.

3. Enumerate the contagious diseases of the
skin (excluding the exanthematic) ; describe the
distinctive characters and treatment of each.

How would you try to prevent their spreading in

a regiment ?

4. WiHe lists of all that should be prepared
for tlie )>erformance of, and first dressings after,

the ojxarations of (1) amputation above the kn«e ;

(2) tracheotomy
; (3) trephining.

6. What [)reoautioii3 do you. observe in the"

administration of cliloroform ? In case of aay
untoward symptoms arising during its adminis-
tration, what should be done ?

6. What are the most frequent conditions of
the bones, and the parts around them, in old
cases of ununited fracture ?

7. What are the principal injuries and dis-

eases of the head for which the removal of bone,

by trephining or otherwise, should be generally
advised ?

ANATOMY, PHYSIOLOGY, &c.

Mr Busk.
1. Describe the diapliragm, its connections, re-

lations, and fimctions.

2. Describe the lascis of the abdomen, together
with those of the pelvis and perioseiuu, in the
male.

3. Give an account of the stracture and proper-
ties, physical aud vital, of a middle-sized artery,

aud of. the capillary vessels.

4. What are tlie conditions upon which the
rhythmical movements of the heart depend, and
to what causes are its sounds due /

5. What are the chief active principles in
opium ? Describe in general terms the method of
extracting them.

6. What art the wild British poisonous plants
which give rise to the most frequent cases of acci-

dental poisoning ? Wliat symptoms do they pro-

duce ?

7. What is yeast ? Give the rationale of iU
use in baking bi-ead.

8. Enumerate the principal plants from which
sugai- is procured. Explain its use as an article of

diet ; aud distiuguisli grape from cane sugar.

BIRTHS.
Dunn.—August 23, at Feckenham, Worcester-

shire, the wife of G. P. Dunn, Esq., M.RC.S.,
late of Ledbur)', of a daughter.

Griffith.—August 28, at Peckham, the wife of
John T. Griffith, M.D., F.R.C.S., of a son.

MaR!sHall.—August 26, at Belvedere road.

Upper Norwood, the wife of J. Marshall, M.D,,
of a son.

MARRIAGES.
Duncan.—HoLCHKis.—August 21, at Ladyfield

House, James Slatthews Duncan, A.M., MD.,
F.R.C.P.E., of Edinburgh, to Jane Hart^
youngest daughter of James Holchkis, Esq,
of Ladyfield House, Dumfriesshire.

MouLE. —Foster.—August 22, at St Marv's
Church, Hitchin, the Rev. Frederick J. Mome,
to Mary Alicia, thii-d daughter of Oswald
Foster, Esq., M.R.C.S., of Hitchin, Herts.

DEATHS.
Acton.—August 25, at Graudisburgh, Wood-

bridge, Suli'olk, Edward Acton, L.S.A. Xxjnd.,

aged 34.

AausTjiO^'u.—August 16, at CoUooney, County
Sligo, Wm. Armstrong, M;D. Kdiu., UR-C'S.
Ireland.

Cabteb.- May.27, at the Geueial.Hospital, Cal-
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cutta (17 Jays after liis arrival), Robert Garter,

Assistaut-Surgeon oa the Bombay Establish-

ment.
Cjuk. -August 19, suddeuly, at Lamlash, Isle of

Amiii, Ur Cook.

Elmopj:.—August 26, at 27 Harley street, Caven-
dish square, Joliu Richard Elmore, II.D.,

Jl.li.C.S. Eug., aged 73. He had been a

31eiii')cr of the Royal College of Surgeons for

fifty-four years.

O.vi.uiEK.—July 23, at Aapmwall, New Grenada,

l)r John (iallaer, 8urgeou-in-Chief of the

Panama Railroad.

Giliiox.- -Au>;ust 13, of disease of the heart, at

Armaxli, Samuel Gibson, M.B. Univ. Trin.

Coll., Uub., Assistant-Surgeon, 12th Lancers.

Harris. —At Nelson, New Zealand, Mr Samuel
Harris, who left England as Surgeon on board
tho vessel ' Golconda.'

HiiTClli«»os.—August 24, at Guildford street,

Russell sfjuare, aged 7C, Ann, widow of Scrope

Huteliinsun, M.U., late of Dover and Hythe.
Row.— August 24, of disease of the lieart, at

Lower Hoinerton, William Row, M.R.C.S.
Eng., L.S.A. Lond., aged 53.

MEDICAJ. NEWS.

Ai'i'i '" -'"-' Hall.—Names of centlcmcn
who

I
.Kauiiuation in the science and

praeii' >i i uie, and received certificates to

practiau, on Tlmraday, August 23:—John .\lderson,

Birminj'hum ; J. V. L. Westmacott, Chorlton
Union Workhouse, Manchester.—The following
gentlemen also on the same day passed their first

examination :—Arthur Richard Beckett, Wliit-
chun li, Salo|i ; James Fowler, Winterton, Lin-
< olnshirc ; Arthur Trehern Norton, St Mary's
Hospital ; Ktlward Parson, King's College

;

Artliur Roper, Guy's Hospital ; Edward Thomas
Tibliits, University College.

Mkiiicai. Promotions is the Leoiok op
lioNoiiL— Messrs. Jules Cloquet and Ricord have
Jii^rt been promoted to the rank of CoiuaauderiS of
the Legion of Honour.

CA.MURIIK;EsinRK LUN.VTIC ASYLCM.—At a
meeting of the visitors of tlie Cambridgeshire
Lunatic y\sylum, holden at Fulboum on Tuesilay
last, JlrG. W. Lawrence, of the Camberwell House
Asylum, London, was appointed Medical Sui>erin-

tendent nf the former institution, in the room of
Dr Ihyaii, resigue<l. The andidates .selected for

election, out of 110 applications, were : Mr G.
Gasson, of the Norfolk County Asylum ; Mr C.
Hills, of the Kent County A.sylum ; Mr T. Allen,
of tile Lincoln County Asylnm ; XIr J. Ellis, of
the County Asylum, itanwell, Mid<llesex ; Mr T.
Dixon, of the Wye House County Asylum, Bu.x-

ton ; and Mr G. W. Lawrence. Tlie salary is

300?. per annum, with furnished house and coals,

and an allowance of 140/. per annum in lieu of
ration.s.

Til K Cholera i.x Spauj.—Tlie ' Siglo Medico

'

of ,Madrid contains an article which shows that
the cholera has regularly broken out every year in

some part o( Spain since 1864. From tlio 1st of

Slay to the 29th of June of this year, 5,344 cases

occurred at Malaga, the deaths bein" 2,2<;7. Many
provinces have been invaded, but Madrid has as
yet oscap«<i.

Naval Hyoiese.—The heat at Malta was
excessive during last uioutli, and a very prudeut
sanitary precaution liad oeen adopted on board
the ships of war in iiort, under the considerate

command of Rear-Aumiral Codrington, C.B., the
~ -nior naval officer in port, with the best results.

Tlic usual routine of oxerci.sing guns, sails, and
..iieh like, was judiciously ileferrcd to the cool of
tiie ir\, iiiii;,', when the heat of the day was de-
[livil "f its extreme intensity. It would bo very
<1 -ii.iile that a like sy.stem bo adopted by the
l.i lii' iiant-Gcueral commanding the Military iu
- irns<jri.

IMI'KRVIOUS AOBTA SEAB THE AroH IN A
New I! .i- ''HI! II, WHO lived five Days.—M.
I'vil 1-, this case in 'L'Union Medi-
' il' : ultimo. The left ventricle was
very small, and a probe passed from its cavity
tipwar<ls towaids the arch met with an obliterated
canal. The sigmoid valves were in fact glued
tug'-ther, and render..) i.lir vis.sel imjiervious. Of
< ,111

,
ilic .jrculation ol I'cial life could aceommo-

"I this abnormal statu ; but extra-
sank under it, although the ductus

arteriosus remained widely patent.

Perfect Haphness ix Medicine.— M. Du-
meril. Professor at the Faculty of Medicine and
the Museum of Natural History of Paris, has just

died at the advanced ago of eighty-seven yeais.

The deceased was member of the Academy of

Sciences since 1816, and enjoyed great reputation

as an indefatigable investigator of natural history.

He published numerous works, highly valued for

their j;reat lucidity and descriptive exactness.

M. Dumeril retained up to his decease the clear-

est intellect, often spoke at the meetini»s of the

Academy, and was listened to with the deference

to which his age, experience, and knowledge en-

titled him. Hardly three weeks ago he took an
active part in the discussion touching the longe-

vity of toads, to which we have referred iu this

journal. The late professor breathed his last in

perfect calm, not regretting life, and saying a few
hours before dissolution, "I have always been
happy."— ' Lancet.'

Graduated Tvpes for Trials of VI.sIo^f.

—

M. de Jaeger, juu., has just published at Vienna
the tliird edition of the above pamphlet, which
has recently been transjatod into French. It

consists of twenty proofs of ditlerent types, com-
mencing with the largest (No. 20), and descending
by a gradually diminishing .scale to the smallest

(So. 1), in English, German, and French. The book
is extensively used by oculists in Germany, .as

the amount and kind of vision can at once be
described by it. When, for instance, a person

is said to read No. 8 at so many inches' distance,

and to be able to read for a determined time
without fatigue, a very accurate idea is given of

the patient's powers of vision.

Cold versus Heat.—The annual deaths by
cold and by bums in this country follow a
curious law of progression when their frequency

i.i compared with the temperature of the year.

Thus the temperature of 1855 was low, and iu

that year deaths by cold amounted to 195, and
deaths by bums and scalds to 3177 ; and in the

year 1857, the temperature being high, the
deaths by cold did not exceed 45, and by bums
2717. In the four years out of nine when the

annual deaths by cold exceeded 100, the deaths
by burns and scalds were 2826 on an average ; in

the four years when the annual deaths by cold

were less than 100, the deaths by burns and
scalds were 2710 on an average. The additional

fires In cold weather, and the disjwsitiou to

approach them without due caution, siiilicieutly

explain thi.s, while they also indicate the im-
portance of applying widely the principle of

rendering drees nou-iuilammable.
The New Census Acts,—The new Acts for

taking the Census in England and Ireland next April
have been issued. The Act for Scotland has not yet
received the Royal assent. In the Act for England
there ore 19, and in the one for Ireland 11 sections.

In EiiKland the Secretary of State is to suiwrintend
the taking of the Census, Every registrar's sub-
district is to be formed into enumerators' divisions.

Enumerators are to be appointed, and householders'

schedules are to be left at all dwelling-houses, to be
filled ii|) as to all j>erson8 abiding therein on the
night of Sunday, the 7tli of April, as to the name, sex,

age, rank, profession or occupation, condition and
relation to huad of family, and "birthplace of every
living person," and also whether there were any
blincl '

- !-'
' 1 dumb. There is nothiiigasto"reli-

gioii- in the English Act, but there is in

the Ol, I'l Ireland. The schedules in Eng-
land arc to be eulleeted from the houses on Monday,
8th of April, if possible, and to be corrected if found
to be erroneous. The masters of jails, workhouses,
lios]>ital8, &c., are appointed enumerators for tlie

occasion, and all overseers and other parochial oflicera

are bound to act a tjis. Ueturiis are to bo
obtained of the 1 -r during tho night of

the 7th of April, :i i«rsons travelling or on
shipboard, A table of ailuwauces to the enume-
rators in England is to be prepared, and the payments
are to bo certified to the Registrar-General. The
enumerators and other persons employed in the
execution of the Act are authorized to ask tile ques-

tions directed, and every person refusing to answer
or wilfully giving a false answer is to forfeit a sum
not exceeding 5?., nor less than \L ; one half of the

IK'nalty is to be paid to the informer. In Ireland,

the police of the Dublin and constabulary forces-

with other competent persons, as the Lord-Lieuto,
naut may appoint, are on the bth of April and one
or more consecutive days to visit every house, and
take an account of the age, sex, religious persuasion,

and occupation of all persons ; and also, both in Eng-
land and Ireland, particulars as to the houses, &c.
Penalties are to be imposed for not answering and
for giving tal.^e statements, which fines are to be
euforoed in a summary manner. The Census is to

be laid before Parliament within twelve months after
next Jnne.

Cure foe Hydrophobia.—The ' Presse Medicale
Beige ' states, on the authority of Father Legraud de
la Liray, late interpreter to Admiral Eigald de
Genouilly, and one of the oldest and most venerable
missionaries iu Toiiquiu and Cochin China, that in
those countries hydrophobia is cured with complete
success by boiling a handful of the leaves of Datura
Stramonium, or Thorny Apple, iu a litre of water,
until reduced to one-half, and then administering the
potion to the patient all at a time. A violent
paroxysm of rage ensues, which lasts but a short
time, and the patient is cured in the course of 24
hours. For the benefit of our readers, we may state
that the leaves of Stramonium are highly narcotic,

and as such are recommended in asthma under the
form of cigars, to bo smoked as usual ; but that the
same leaves, taken in large quantities, whether in
])owder or under the form of a ilecoctioii, will pro-
duce temporary idiocy. As to its efficacy in con-
firmed hydrophobia, it seems to be very earnestly
recommended by Father Legrand, who declares ho
has tried it several times, and invariably with suc-
cess. The great difficulty will of course consist in
administering the remedy to the patient, which
probably must be done by main force, with the aid
of a horn ; but on this subject the ' Presse Medicale*
is silent.

Sir Henry Holland has sailed for Canada,
to join the suite of the Prince of Wales.
M. Jobert's Method of treating Strictiire.

—The 'France MMicale ' of the 11th ult. con-
tains a clinical account of M. Jobert do Lamballe's
practice, at the Hotel-Dien of Paris, iu the treat-
ment of stricture. The French surgeon's opinions
are ratjier sweeping, as he condemns pretty well
every mode of treatment save his own, which is de-
scribed as follows :—Take an emplastic bougie, and
soften the extremity at the flame of a lamp ; then
incorporate more or less alum with it, according to
tho elfect you wish to produce, and gently carry
down the instrument to the seat of the stricture.
There leave it a quarter of an hour. After two or
three applications (the intervals are not mentioned),
inflammation of tho mucous membrane and dis-
charge follow

; the canal becomes disgorged by
this transitory catarrh, and a bougie with an olive-
shaped extremity passes easily. The case quoted
in support is in nowise conclusive, and we must
submit that the alum incorporation does not seem
to us to present any 'advantages—rather the con-
trary. This practice of M. Jobert somewhat re-
sembles the new mode of treating gleet in Paris,
alluded to by our own correspondent ('Lancet,'
July 28th, p. 99) ; but practitioners will probably
require good proof that these methods are really
eflicacious, and that they produce no mischief, be-
fore they have recourse to them.
Medical I.nstitutioxs i.v '»>r<juat.—This town

possesses three medical institutions-an Infirmary, a
Consumption Hospital, and an Institution for Ladies
of reduced means suffering from A/fections of the
Chest. The Hospital for Consumption admits fifty
in-patients at once—twcnty-fiye of each sex. It is
open for eight months in evej-y year—from October
1st to June 1st. It restricts its advantages to such
cases as are in an earlj- stage, or aft'ord reasonable
prospect of undergoing arrest. Suitable cases can
return for as many seasons as may be requisite to
complete their restoration. In these and in some
other respects, the Torquay Hcspitol for Consump-
tion IS unique. For the Erith House Institution for
reduced Ladies, a new and appropriate buiding is
now in course of erection. Whin completed, it yvill
accommodate twenty occupants, who will each con-
tribute a guinea jier week towards their exjieiises.
Each of these institutions is supported entirely by
voluntary contributions

; and no one of them, I re-
gret to say, is as well supported as it deserves.—Dr
Radclyffe Hall.

The next General Meeting of Naturalists and
Physicians in Germany will be held from the 16th
to the 22nd of September at Kiinigsberg, in the
province of East Prussia.

APPOI.viwiENT.S FOR THE WEEK.'
Wcdncsdaj, September 5.

Operaliom at Middlesex Hospital, 1 p.m. ; St
Mary's Hospital, 1 p.m. ; University College Hos-
pital, 2 p.m. ; Royal OrtliopieiUc Hospital, 2 p.m.

-

Thiirsilay, SepUmher 6.

Oi>f.raHons at St George s Hospital, 1 p.m.

;

Central London Ophthalmic Hospital, 1 p.m. ;

London Hospital, 1^ p.m. ; Great Northern
Hospital, King's Cross, 2 p.m.

London Home.—2 p. m.

Friiiay, September 7.

Operativns at Westminster Ophthahuic Hospital,

li p.m.
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Saturday, September 8.

Operations at St Thomas's Hospital, 1 p.m. ; St

Bartholomew'.s Hospital, IJ p.m. ; ICing s College

Hospital, 1^ p.m. ; Charing Cross Hospital, 2 p.m.

Monday, September 10.

Operations at the Royal Free Hospital, 2 p.m.

Metropolitan Free Hospital, 2 p.m.

Tuesday, September 11.

Operations at Guy's Hospital, IJ p.m.

ster Hospital, 2 p.m.

Westmin-

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

desire or by the sanction of Dr Wiblin, we can I

only condemn it as a most unusual mode of
obtaining local notoriety. It is due to profes-

sional feeling and the obligations of professional

eticiuette that Dr Wiblin should repudiate any
connection with this report, as we cannot believe

that he was a party to its publication.

Dr Rohie's communication has been received, and
shall be inserted.

W. S.— 1st. Certainly.—2nd. There is no restraining

law.

Dr J. P.—By election of the (Jovemors.

Nemo.— Our attention has been drawn to the sub-

ject.

An L.R.C.P.— You are undoubtedly at liberty to

use the title of Doctor, but you cannot style your-

self M.D. A University Medical Doctor is not

a Physician unless he be admitted a member of a

College of Physicians, any more than an LL.D. or

a D.C.L. is a lawyer without being duly registered

iauiae of the Inns of Court. By courtesy Phy-

'^icians are Doctors, and that is all that can be said

about the matter. There is no prohibitory enact-

ment.
Mr H. B., on the Stimulating System, received. We
do not think that promiscuous stimulation has been

beneficial in the practice of medicine. The same
remark applies to promiscuous bloodletting. As
Dr Spurgm would say, it is "judgment." A careful

and vigilant helping of Nature's efforts, without

any sort of charlatanism, will prove to be the most

successful in practice. "Don't attempt to do

too much," is the golden rule.

Chirurous.—You could not charge for medicines in

that capacity. The jury would consider whether

it was optional with you to charge in one capacity

or another.

Mr B. Jameson is thanked.

Mr Heath.—Yes.
JuvESis.—A full account of the new regulations

will soon be published.

Dr Edward B****.—We will give It consideration.

An Assistant.—We cannot afford you any assist-

ance.

Detur Digniori is thanked for his remarks.

Verus.— Enclosures received. The card is very dis-

creditable.

The Colset-Hatch AsYLnir.

To the Editor of the Medieal Cireular.

Sir,—At page 110 of the Medical Circular
of the 15th instant, it is stated that "the number
of inmates confined in the Colney-Hatch Asylum
is nearly two thousand ; and the Medical Ollicers

who are appointed to take charge of them are only

two, exclusive of an Apothecary !"

Allow me to inform you that the latter part of

the above statement is not correct. Instead of

there being only two Medical Officers at Colney-

Hatch Lunatic Asylum, there are—not including

the Apothecary—sia; three of whom are attached

to the male, and three to tne female department of

the Asylum.—I am, Sir, &c.,

A Middlesex Magistrate.

London, August 29th, 1860.

(We were guided in our remarks by the return

made to the ' Medical Directory ' of 1860, in which

the names of Messrs Tyerman and Marshall alone

are mentioned. We are glad to know that there are

six ; but even this number is not sufficient, or the

inspection must lie indifferent.

Alpha.—You can write to the Secretary of the

Hospital for the Paralysed and Epileptic, in Queen

square, Bloomsbury.
Mr James L. King.—Your communication on

Hernia shall appear in our next number.

The Hampshire Advertiser. — Received .
We

observe in this paper a lengthened report of a case

of Emotional Paralysis, that was described by Dr
Wiblin, of Southampton, at a meeting of the

Medical and Chirurgical Society of that town.

This report is precisely similar, as regards

fulness of detail, to those that appear onlinarily

in the Medical Journals. We should like to know
how that report found its way into a local jour-

nal? If the Editor, on his own responsibility,

deemed it proper to introduce a Medical report

into the pa"es of his paper to gratify public

curiosity, we liave no right to complain, as it would
simply show th.at the public in Southampton are

beginning to take a deep interest in Medical

Science, and must have already received consider-

able instruction in its more recondite mysteries.

This would be a hopeful sign of modem enlighten-

ment. If, on the contrary, it was inserted at the

"jpiat Silver Watches

—

~-^ Four Holes Jewelled and with ti-ue Sunk Seconds

—

£1 18s.

FLAT GOLD WATCHES - Eight Holes
Jewelled, of a higher character, with Wliite Dials and
true Sunk Seconds—£fl 69.

Tlie above are Sample Watches (Horizontal Principle) and
such as within the large experience of this Old Established

House we liave never been able to offer at less than ITiree

Guineas in Silver, and Ten Guineas in Gold Cases.—All

warranted.—Per Post, la. extra.

Particularly suited for Students and Gentlemen of the

Medical Profession.

ARNOLD, 59 and 60 Red Lion street, Holbom, London.

University College, London.
-FACULTY of MEDICINE.—SESSION lSCO-61.

The SESSION will open on Monday, tlie 1st OCTOBER,
at Three p.m.
The Courses of Lectures, &c., will commence on Tuesday,

October 2.

Classes, in the order in which Lectures are delivered

during the day :

WINTER TERM.
Anatomy—Professor Ellis, at Nine a.m.

Anatomy and Physiology— Professor Sharpey, M.D.,

F.R.S., at Ten am.
Chemistry—Professor Williamson, F.R.S , at Elevena.m.
Comparative .\natoniy—Professor Grant, M.D., F.R.S

at Three p.m.
Surgery—Professor Erichsen, at Four p.m.

Practical Physiology and Histology—Professor Harley,

M.D. (Wednesday) at Four p.m.
Medicine—Professor Walshe, M.D., at Five p.m.
Dental Surgery—Mr G. A. Ibbetson.

Practical Anatomy—The Pupils will be directed in their

Studios during several hours daily by Professor EUis, and
Mr I. B. Lyon, Demonstrator

SUMMER TERM.
Materia Medica—Professor Garrod, M.D., F.R.S.

Pathological Anatomy—Professor Jenner, M.D.
Medical Jurispmdence—Professor Harley, M. D.

Practical Chymistry—Professor Williamson, F.R.S.

Midwifery—Professor Murphy, M.D.
Palieozoology—Professor Grant, M.D., F.RS.
Ophthalmic Medicine and Surgery—Professor T. Wharton

Jones, F.R.8.
Botany—Professorship vacant.

Practical Instruction in Operative Surgerj-—John Mar-

shall, F.RS.
, ^

Analytical Chymistrj-—Professor Williamson throughout

the Session.

Logic, French and German Languages, Natural Phi-

losophy, Geiilogy, and Mineralogy, according to announce-

ment for the Faculty of Arts.

CLINICAL INSTRUCTION.
Hospital Practice daily throughout the year.

Physicians—Dr Walshe, Dr Garrod, Dr Jenner, Dr Hare.

Obstetric Physician—Dr Murphy.
Assistant-Physician—Dr Reynolds.

Surgeons — Mr Quain, F.RS., Mr Erichsen, and Mr
Marshall, F.RS. „ .

Consulting Surgeon to the Eye Infirmary-Mr Quain,

F.RS.
Ophthalmic Surgeon—Mr Wharton Jones.

Assistant-Surgeon—Mr Henry Thompson.
Dental Surgeon—Mr G. A. Ibbetson.

Medical Clinical Lectures, by Dr Walshe, Dr Garrod, and

Dr Mtu-phy; also by Dr Jenner, Professor of Clinical

Mcdieine, 'whose special duty it is to train the Pupils in

the practical study of disease, and who gives a series of

lessons and examinations on the physical phenomena and

diagnosis of disease to classes consisting of a limited

number, and meeting at separate hours.

Surgical Clinical Lectiu^s, especially by Mr Quain, andby

Mr Erichsen.
Lectures on Ophthalmic Cases by Mr Wliarton Jones.

Practical Instructions in the Application of Bandages

and other Surgical Apparatus, by Mr Marshall.

Practical Pharmiicy—Pupils are instructed ui the Hospital

Dispensary. ,ii ^ „
Prospectuses may be obtained at the office of the College.

Prizes.—Gold and Silver Medals for excellence in the

ex.imination at the close of the courses in most of the

Listen Gold Medal for Clinical Surgery.
,j ,

Dr Fellowes' Medals for Clinical Medicine, two gold and

two silver
, . „ ^,. , . ,

Filliter Exhibition for proficiency m Pathological

Anatomy, £30. „ . . „ .. .

Longridge Exhibition for general proficiency in Medicine

and Surgery, £40.
, . , ., x^ i- *

An Atkinson Morley Scholarship for the Promotion of

the Study of Surgery, £45 ; tenable for three years.

Residence of Students.—Several of the Professors receive

Students to reside witli them, and in the office of the

College there is kept a register of jiarties, unconnected

with the College, who receive boarders into their famiUes.

.\niniig these are several medical gentlemen, llie register

will atlord information as to tennsand other particulars.

JOHN E ERICHSEN, Dean of the Faculty.

CHAS. C. ATKINSON, Secretary to tlie Council.

August, 1S60. ,. , .. ...

The Lectures to the Classes of the Faculty of Arts will

eoramcnce on Tuesday, 16th October.
„ ., -

The Jniiior School will open on Tuesday, the 2oth of

September.

St Mary's Hospital Medical
8CH00L.—The WIKTKR SESSION will commence

on MONDAY. OCTOBER Ist, at EightoVh.ck f. in., with
an INTUODUCTOKY ADDRESS hy Dr TYLER SMITH,
after which a Conversazione will be held in the Mu&etun.

It is a distinctive charar-teristie of St Mai^s Hospital
that its Medical Appointments are confem?*! uptm the
Pupils without additional fee. Three Resident Medi^^al
Officers arc appointed for Twelve Montlia, and one, the
Obstetric Officer, for Six Months, all of whom board free

of every expense in the Hospital. The money-valne of these-

five appointments far exceeds as many Scholarships of £50
each. Four non-Resident Medical Officers are also selected

from the best-qualified Students.
PhysiciauB--Dr Aldcrson, Dr Chambers. Dr Sibson,
Dr Handtield Jones, Dr Sieveking. and DrMarkham.

Surgeons—Mr CoiUson, Mr Lane, Mr Ure. Mr Spencer
Suiitli, Mr Walton, and Mr James Lane.

Physician-Accoucheur—Dr Tyler Smith.
Ophthalmic Surgeon—Mr WJriitc Cooi>er,
Aural Surgeon—Mr Toynbee.
Surgeon-Dentist—Mr Sercombe.

LECTURES. —Clinical Medicine — Dr Alderson, Dr
Chambers, and Dr Sibson. Clinical Surgery— Mr
Coulson, Mr Lane, and Mr Ure. Medicine—Dr Cham-
bers and Dr Sibson. Surgery — Mr Coulson and Mr
Spencer Smith. Physiology and Morbid Anatomy—Dr
Markham and Mr James Lane. Anatomy—Mr James Lane
and Mr Gascoycn. Operations on the Dead Botly—Mc
Walton. Dissections — Mr Gascoyen and Mr Davy,
Chemistry and Practical Chemistry—Mr Field. Mid-
vifery—Dr Tyler Smith and Dr Graily Hewitt. Materia
Medica—Dr Sieveking. Botany—Dr Dresser. Medical
Jurispnideice—Dr Sanderson. Ophthalmic Sui^erj-—Mr
White Cooper. Aural Surgery— Mr Toynbee. Dental
Surgery—Mr Sercombe. Comparative Anatomy—Dr GraQy
Hewitt. Natural Philosophy—Mr Smalley.

Tae In-Patients are visited daily by the Medical Officer*,

and the Out-Patients aie also attended daily by tb^
Physicians and Surgeons in charge of them. During tht
past year relief was afforded to 1M9 In-Patients and tc
13,727 Out-Patients. A Maternity Dei>artment is ahso
attached to the Hospit,-il.

Students are re<iuired to pcrfonu the duties of Clinical

Clerks and Dressers, in each Session, during the last two
years of their curriculum.
Scholarship, Prizes, ETc.^In addition to the Medical

Appointments mentioned above, a Scholarship in Anatomy
of the annual value of £25 is offered to the Student*.

Examinations for IMzea will take place at the end of each
Session.
The Fee for the Hospital Practice and Lectures required

by the College of Surgeons and Society of Apothecaries i»

£89 58., which may be paid by instalmenta.

Further information may be obtained on application to
the Dean of the School, who will also furnish the names of
Gentlemen in Practice near the Hospital willing to receiye

Pupils to reside v^'ith them.
GEO. G. GASCOYEX. Dean of the SchooL

St Mary's Hospitah August, 1860.

Antimargaric Cod-liver Oil,
Pure and Tasteless, sold by H. ELDREDGE,

Wholesale Agent, for Messrs WM. &. EBENR. ROTTON,
at their Dei^t, 85 Pentouville ro^d, London, and by most
resiwctable Chemists throughout the kingdom.

This Oil, extracted by W. and E. Rotton. ]'0.^si\>ses j.it

the medicinal properties essential in cases of Consumption,.

Diseases of the Chest, Infantile Wasting, general Weak-

ness &e ; and for many ills the human frame is heir to,

there is not its equal. In order to prove its superionty

over every other, it has been subjected to the most
scientific Analysis, as proved by Testimonials received

from the following well-known Physicians :—Wm. Hera-

path F C S . of Bristol ; John Postgate, M.D. ; 0r Bell

Fletcher, M.D. ; D. W. Cbomptos. M D. ; W\"iV
Sands Cox, Senior Surgeon of the Queen s Hospital, Bir-

mingham : and many others of equal eminence.

Dr Septimus Gibbon, A.B. & M.D.. Medical Officer of

Health late Professor of Natural Philosophy at St Bar-

tholomew's Hospital, Physician to the Lond<m Hospital,.

&c &c of No 3 Finsbury square, London. E.G., whose

recent investigation under Government brought U> light

such an alarming extent of adulteration m articles of diet,

writing ex-pressly upon Messrs W. & E. Rotton s Anti-

mai-caric Cod-liver Oil, uses the following expressions :—

"I have carefully examined some bottles of Messrs vv.

RoTTON & Son's Cod-liver Oil, and find them to be

excellent samples of pure Oil. Besides answenng ad-

mh-ablv to thi usual tests, it is free from the noxious and

auseSis principles, Margaric Acid, &<='
^^^^^^J^ ^'^J^^"^'

monlT render Co<!-liver Oil not only ""P*^***^^^- ^"J. ^l
dgestible and injurious to the human stomach By theirS of extracting and preparing this admimlde remedy,

I feel satisfied tliev have overcome the mam obstacle to it*

more frequent and general use in
"'^^^'i'*!

i;™^J'^\,^ f^ .

The Antimargaric Oil is sold m pint hottles at 2s. M.

,

hair-pint is st] quarter-pints, Sd. Where a difficiilty i»

foimd in obtaining it, writJ direct to Uie I>eiH>t. when a

ease will be forwarded for the amount of 5s. or lOs-,

carriage free.
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CLINICAL LECTURES.

ON THE
TREATMENT OF FRACTURES IN

CHILDREN.
delivered at the hopital des esfants,

By M. GUERSANT.

(Continued from page 155.)

In fractures of the lower extremities, we

seldom employ more than a simple roller ban-

dage with three splints, using neither gradu-

ated compresses nor wadding, as in fractures o

the humerus. The whole limb is first en-

circled with the bandage, on which it keeps up

a regular pressure, and the splints are secured

in a similar manner. The selection of these

last should be made with great care, and the j

same attention should be paid lest they press

injuriously on the bony eminences, as such

pressure readily lends, in young subjects, to

gangrene of the integuments. The outer

splint should be long enough to extend beyond

the ilium, and secured by a body-bandage,

and so serve to fix the pelvis. By proceeding

thus, you avoid the use of chafT-cushions,

which in the case of young children soon get

soiled. The splints and bandages being

applied, you cover the whole with water-proof

tissue, to prevent their being soiled by urine

or faeces. In the case of grown children,

however, I prefer the apparatus of Scultetus,

and never neglect the small immediate splints

recommended byDupuytren. When applying

these, the utmost care should be taken to

bring into their exact position the fractured

portions. When the leg is fractured, w^

apply equally three splints and a roller

bandage, and take great care that the splint

do not press against the crest of the tibia.

When these fractures present no complication,
and there is no reason to fear consecutive dis-

placement, I prefer applying from tlie first

a non-removable apparatus. Fractures of the
patella arc rare iu children, and I do not
remember to have seen more than three or
four during the time I have been connected
with this hospital ; and I have nothing par-
ticular to say about their treatment. Frac-
ttU'es of the foot present the same indications

as in the adult : as in these, we fix the foot
against a wooden sole, and combat the trau-
matic symptoms with antiphlogistics. If the
soft parts be divided, we usually have
recourse to continued injections. In termi-
nating this short review, I should add that
our bandages are habitually kept wet with
some such iluid as eau hlaitche or camphorated
eau-de-vie at the time the bandages are
applied.

I have next to insist on a practical recom-
mendation of the highest importance ; this,

namely : when in children you renew the splints

and bandages, the assistants must give their

ntmost attention to maintain the limb in a
state of perfect immobility. With this pre-
caution, we run no danger in inspecting the
parts to which dressings are applied, and
see that there are neither phlyctcme nor exco-
riations, and that the coaptation is perfect.
This active surveillance, in young subjects,
should never be neglected ; for, with such, the
skm especially is soon injured by these ap-
pliances, and lesions of this sort are soon fol-

lowed by such serious symptoms as erysipelas

and deep sloughs, the copious suppuration of

which may retard the consolidation of the

fracture.

The next question is. When should the

bandages be finally removed ? In mere
infants, twelve days suffice for consolidation.

In children of two years, it is prudent to keep
the limb In a state of immobility for a fort-

night. When the patients are of the age of

twelve or fourteen years, the apparatus must
not, as a general rule, be removed before the

twenty-fifth day. You thus see that there is

a wide difference between fractures as they

occur in different ages, in regard to the for-

mation and progress of callus. It must not

be supposed, however, that when the splints

and bandages have been removed, no further

care is required, and that the child may be
left to pursue its amusements as before the

accident. On the contrary, as regards the

injured limb, much reserve and attention are

necessary ; and attention should be paid to it

for at least six or eight weeks longer. I need

not tell you that the progress of these frac-

tures is not always so regular. It is not pos-

sible, where complications exist, to state the

exact time required lor a cure. Should there

arise, for example, in the course of treatment,

an attack of pneumonia or some grave fever,

the failure of nutrition would retard consoli-

dation. In all such cases the topical condition

must be your guide in removing the appliances.

As regards complicated fractures, they de-

mand the same cure, and are as uncertain in

the time they require, as in adults. I shall

only say that in children, cateris paribus, com-
plications are less serious. When there is

serious mutilation, we employ, in preference to

everything else, constant affusions, which are

to be omy gradually discontinued ; for we
dread the suilden discontinuance of cold appli-

cations to the wounds of our young patients.

Every one of you can understand that it is

always nece.«sary to combat every cause that

might retard consolidation. Thus, should the

patient be rickety or scrofulous, you must
prescribe such treatment as you believe most
efficacious in those conditions. You frequently

see me prescribe cod-liver oil and iodide of
potassium to my young patients who have
fractures. Where no general febrile reaction

shows itself, children do all the better when
their regimen is of a tonic kind.

You may often see rachitic children in whom
consolidation takes place with rapidity ; for

in them the callus may be formed with as

much promptitude as in those of the soundest
constitution. But rachitism may, on the con-
trary, greatly retard the osseous reunion. This
difference seems to me to depend on the degree
of the rachitic affection. Should fracture

occur in a rickety patient when the affection

is in its wane, the formation of callus will be
rapid—more rapid, perhaps, than it would be in

a sound individual ; while consolidation might
be retarded indefinitely should the fracture

take place when the disease is only in its first

stage.

As in adults, so in children : you sometimes
see fractures that do not reunite till you suc-

ceed in finding out the cause of non-union.

For my part, one example only has occurred
in my personal experience ; and this patient,

who now lies in the Salle St Pauline, No. 7,

is still under your own eyes. This child has

just undergone amputation for pseudarthrosis.

You must suppose that many tentatives were
made before having recourse to this extreme
measure. Many practitioners before us have
tried cauteries, setons, &c. ; and in this case we
made use of the rugine to the fractured ex-
tremities. These serious operations were fol-

lowed by no unpleasant symptom, nor yet by
any good result ; and the patient and friends

wished that amputation should now be had
recourse to. , All went off' very well, and the

child can now easily use an artificial limb.

ON THE PATHOLOGY OF THE
SYMPATHETIC

SYSTEM OF NERVES.
By JAMES EORIE, M.D., &c.

Jn the foregoing portions of this paper we have-

seen that, anatomically, the Sympathetic System

is distributed to a much wider extent than was

formerly supposed ; and that although it is inti-

mately connected with, yet it is altogether dis-

tinct from, the_cerebro-spinal system of nerves.

We have found it situated in close connection

with all the so-called involuntary structures,

especially those of digestion and circulation ; and

we have further seen how intimately it is related

to all glandular organs.

Physiologically, we have found it, so to speak

superintending all the functions of organic life.

The whole extent of the mucous membrane, and

all the glands connected therewith, we have seen

to be regulated by these neives ; and all the vas-

cular system we have found to be under their

control. We have this portion of the nervous,

system, therefore, playing a very important part

iu the healthy animal ecouomy, and naturally

would expect the Pathology to be equally impor-
tant ; but when we consult pathological treatises,

we find no mention of this system whatsoever,

although we cannot suppose that derangement
of so important a part of the animal frame can
occur without external evidence, or that it can be
destroyed without the health of the animal
suffering.

Satisfied as to this imperfection in works on
Pathology, I have carefully considered this sub-

ject, and beg to offer the following as the true

Patliologj- of the Sympathetic System :

—

On applying an ii-ritant to any portion of

the cerebro-spinal system, we find that an
increase of the function of the organ or organs

to which the nerves are distributed is induced ;

but if the iiTitation be long continued, or applied

at first with great severity, that total loss of
function, or, as it is tenned paralysis, is the result.

What has been found tnie with regard to the
cerebro-spinal system, we shall seo is equally

ap])licable to the Sympathetic.

Now, paralysis of the Sympathetic System may
occur in two ways. 1. It may be eccentric or

local, from irritation applied to its peripheral dis-

tribution ; or, 2. Centric or general, from agents

acting on its great centres. It will, therefore, be
under these divisions that we will now proceed to

treat this subject.

1. Eccentric Paralysis or Inflammation.—Much
has been written by Pathologists, since the intro-

duction of the microscope, on the phenomena of

what has been termed irritation, congestion, and
inflammation ; and from the facts elicited by
microscopical observation, there has been deduced
a great abundance of theoretical explanations.

Hut no theory, so far as I am aware, has yet been
brought forward with reference to the phenomena
ill connection with this morbid condition which
embraces all the facts hitherto observed. It is

not my intention, however, at present to revise and
examine all that has been written on this subject,

but to confine myself to what appears to me to

be the true explanation of the phenomena of in-

flammation. We will first, however, consider

what are the facts in connection with this morbid

condition. On applying an irritant to the back

of the hand, or on simply scratching the surface

with the nail, a change in colour will be observed

slowly to occur. Iu about three-quarters of a

minute, the part so scratched will"become gradually

paler, till at last in about a minute it will appear

quite white and bloodless. This jmleness will

then gradually diminish, when in about another

minute the part will have regained its natural

colour. Should the initant, however, be nioro

severe,— for example, should mustard be applied,

—this paleness will not be observed over all the

irritated surface, but only around the edge, the

central part being of a dark-reddish hue, which

requires a considerable time, sometimes hours,

before it returns to it.s natural condition. This is

the condition known to writers as congestion. This

process may, however, continue a step farther,
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and instead of slowly disappearing and leaving

behind it no trace of its ocfiurrence, the redness

may continue, and an efl'usion take place of a

clear fluid, the so-called cffusioii of liquor san-

guinis. We have now reached what some writers

have termed true inflaminatimi.

Such are the appearances presented to the

naked eye ; let us now examine them more
minutely as shown by the microscope, and for

this purpose take what is visually employed, the

web of a frog's foot. On examining tliis under a

power of some 250 diameters, and applying a

fentle irritant, we find the small vessels (some, as

lister, say the arteries alone, others the capil-

* laries, but in all probability both, according to the

means and power possessed by each) rapidly con-

tracting, and pressing out the blood-corpuscles

which they at the time may contain. On remov-
ing the irritant, the vessels now dilate to their

former size, and the circulation goes on as for-

merly. Should the irritant, however, be long
continued or more severely applied, this contrac-

tion of the vessels is followed by a more or less

rapid dilatation, which may either pass oil after a
longer or shorter interval, or continue and give

rise to stagnation of the blood, with occasional

itemorrhage. These t\vo classes of phenomena
«re evidently analogous ; the paleness and red-

ness of the former corresponding respectively

with the contraction and dilatation of the vessels

of the latter.

Such are the facts observed in connection with
these morbid changes ; let us now consider what
may be regarded as the correct theory of their

<!anse.

Keeping in mind the circumstance that the
-capillaries are under the influence of the sym-
pathetic nerves, and coupling this with the law
already enunciated, that irritation first increases

and then jierverts nervous action, we at once

tompi'eheud the cause of these changes. The
first eflfoct of the application of an irritant acting

on the nervous filaments distributed on the

vessels, is an increase of their action, producing
•contraction, diminution of their calibre, and
<:orre8ponding paleness of the skin. The irrita-

tion, liowcver, continuing, or being applied with
greater severity, produces, gradually in the

former case, instantly in the latter, paralysis of

the nerve fibres. The consequence of this

paralysis is the loss of function of the arteries

4ind capillaries, which, yielding to the force of the

blood, dilate and give rise to the redness and so-

called congestion. But, as we have shown while
treating of the physiology of these nerves, this

paralysis cannot continue long without a change
occuiTing in the chemical character of the fluids

with which they are in connection. We would,
consequently, expect to find, and do find, im-
portant changes in the blood itself, and in the
tissues supplied by it. The balance which in

health exi.st8 between the blood and tissues now
becomes destroyed, and exudation taking place

into the latter, the process of inflammation may
be said to be complete. We have thus a plain

and simple solution of the phenomena of inflam-

matory action. Congestion and InJiamnuUimi may
therefore be termed, the former 7>A.c?to?n^H« ilie

result oj temporary, the latter of pcrmamnt
paralysis of the sympathetic nerves.

As the following experiment is strongly corro-

borative of this view, 1 make no apology for

inserting it here. In his paper in the ' Encyclo-

peedia of Anatomy and Physiology,' already so

often referred to, Drummond remarks that

"Scbift' found, when the upper two thoracic

(ganglia in the dog or rabbit were removed, that

the animal did not survive the operation for

«nore than thirty-four hours, the heart in the
mean time pulsating very quickly and forcibly.

On examination after deatli, the vessels of the
perioai'dium were observed to be distended with
blood, wliile a partly fluid, partly solid exuda-
tion surrounded the lieait, formuig in some parts

adhesions between it and the pericardium."

Such, then, may be regarded the pathology of

simple inflammation ; but there are some secon-

dary phenomena which require notice. Thus,
should a gland be the part inflamed, its .secretion

will be found to undergo some impoitant changes.
It ia scarcely, however, necessary to atld, that
these alterations in tlie secretion are essentially

due to the changes in condition of the blowl-
vesscls. They are, therefore, secondary in their
character. To understand them, however, it is

necessary to keep in view another established

physiological law, namely, that an increa.sed

quantity of blood sent to tissues, in their natural
condition, produces an increased growth in these
tissues, or an increased secretion, if they be
glandular organs, and vice versd. Now, the first

observable changes as regards secretion on the
occurrence of inflammation, is a gradual lessening

of the secretion, even to total cessation. Thus,
to take as an example inflammation of the

Schneiderian membrane. On the first application

of cold, we have initation of the ner\'e.s, and, in

consequence, a state of contraction of the arteries

and cajiillaries induced. Little blood Ijeing thus
supplied to the membrane, the secretion lessens,

and finally disappears. We have thus, in short,

the first or dry stage of a catarrh. This condi-

tion, however, shortly jiassess off' ; the nerves
becoming paralysed, the capillaries, in con-

sequence, dilate, the blood continuing to circu-

late. The con.sequcnce of this is an increased

growth and secretion. We have thus tbe second,

or wet stage of the catarrh. Should, however,
this process continue, the secretion totally ceases,

and the part becomes swollen. Here the dilata-

tion of the vessels still continues, but the blood
no longer circulates ; effusion takes jjlace, and
inflammation or permanent paralysis is esta-

blished.

The increased growth taking place on the
occurrence of congestion above referred to, is not,

however, confined to glandular organs. Many
changes, hitherto unexplained, must, I believe,

be a.scribed to this cause. We may here mention
a few. A part kept in a state of irritation, as by
occasional pressure, a.s.snmes the condition of

congestion, and gives rise to increased growth.
In this manner may be explained the formation
of all so-called homologous growths, thickened
epidermis, tumoui's, &c. By a chronic condition

of this congestion, we may have produced many
chronic skin diseases—eczema, icthyosis, &c.

Again, this temporary paralysis occurring in the

tongue gives rise to an increased development
of epidermic scales, which assume the form known
as "fur." In the same manner we have the

false membrane formed in certain forms of

dysmennorhcBa.
Such are .some examples of peripheral or eccen-

tric paralysis of the Sympathetic System. In our
next paper we will consider the second fonn in

which paralysis of these nerves may occur

—

namely, general or centi'ic pai'alysis, embracing
the phenomena of Fevers, &c.

CASE OF STRANGULATED
OBLIQUE INGUINAL HERNIA,

WITH OPERATION.
By JAS. L. king, Esq., Surgeon.

I wish to have the honour to bring the follow-

ing case before your notice. Though it is not

characterised by being of rare oocurrehce, yet it

may be interesting to many of your readers, in a

practical point of view.

On Friday, the 17th August, about eight p.m.,

I was summoned to attend T— M—, a robust

young man, aged twenty-four, who was reported

to be suffering severely from the effects of a

"rupture." On arriving at the bedside of my
patient, I found it to be so : there was ft largo

scrotal hcniia ; he complained of much pain, was

tossing to and fro iu bed, and very anxious about

his state.

On inquiry, I foiind that ho was seized with
syni]rtoms of strangulation immediately after the

bowel had descended into the .scrotum, which
accident had occurred about five hours previous

from violent muscular exertion. He, however,

believed that the hernia had commenced about

ten years ago ; but it was never very troublesome

until six months since, when the bowel began to

protnidc at the external abdominal ring, and
gave rise to some uneasiness. He was at that

time recommended by a surgeon of the Royal
Infirmary, Edinburgh, to wear a truss, and had
done so over afterwards. He also stated that

alxputa fortnight previous to the 17th August, the

"rupture" came down into the scrotum, after a

violent muscular effort. No severe sjTnptoms of
strangulation at this time succeeded, though it
gave rise to a considerable degree of uneasiness
while it was down. He could not manage to re-
place it by his own manipulations, but, as is
sometimes the ca.se, it went up of its own accord,
while he was lying upon his back, after having
been down six hours. On the last occasion—that
is, on the 17th August—the hernia abio came
down from violent exercise, and while he was wear-
ing a truss ; and he stated that from the time that
the "rupture" occurred, it was attended with
severe pain. The patient, indeed, np to the time
that he was operated on, had all the symptoms
resulting from a complete strangulation. The
pulse at the first was about 112, beating full, and
unresisting ; it gradually became more wiry, and
before the operation had greatly decreased in
frequency. Vomiting was occasional from the
first, and ultimately became more frequent, ajid

the patient cried out from agonising pain, &c.
Suffice it to say, that I first put him under the

influence of chloroform ; tried taxis, but ia vaui

;

then wann bath ; administered two enemata ; em-
ployed chloroform and taxis in two hours after-

wards, but to no purpose. After ordering cold
applications to the scrotum, I delayed further in-

terference until about three o'clock next morning.
He still complained of excruciating " pain ; the
scrotum was tense and immensely enlarged, and
it could not be touched mthout causing great
suffering. After repeated unsuccessful attempts
to reduce the protruded viscus—from taxis, and
other agent.s—I now resolved to lose no time in

operating.

The ijatient having been put under the in-

flueuce of chloroform, with the assistance of two
men I commenced and completed the opera-

tion for the relief of stricture, in the usnal
manner. I with little difficulty cut down and
reached the junction between the edge of the
ring and protruded viscus. At this point, I

cautiously opened a portion of the sac, and after-

wards, by the use of a "director," carried the
knife upwards, and severed part of the conjoined
tendon, which I presumed to be the site of stric-

ture. I next opened a larger portion of the sac,

and at once endeavoured to rejilace the bowel ; but
1 found that this still could not be managed. In
truth, the bowel seemed constricted along the
whole length of the inguinal canal. I had, there-

fore, to extend the incision for the relief of stric-

ture, and ultimately succeeded in replacing a very
large portion of bowel and omentum, and a con-

siderable quantity of fluid was likewise evacuated

from the sac. 1 closed the wound by bgatures,

and a])plied a compress above the upper pott of

the wound.
The patient, after getting ttnct. opii 3j.. slept

well after the operation. On calling at eleven

o'clock in the forenoon, he was asleep, and the

pulse was about 100. He awoke in the afternoon,

and complained of little pain.

On Sunday, 19th, ho said that he had no com-
plaint, though he had slept little on the night
previous. "The pulse had fallen to about 72, and
was beating full and regular ; he had slight thirst.

I ordei-ed him bitart. jx>tassa" for a drink ; and as

a diet, sago or rice to be taken with milk. Sol.

mnr. morphia; 5ss. was to be taken at bed-time.

On Monday, 20th, he expressed himself as feel-

ing quite well, having slept well on the previous

uight. Pulse had fallen to about 64 ; but up to

this time his bowels had never been opened. I

ordered him tiuct. rhei com. 5ss., and sods:

potass, tart. 3j-i mixed in a little water.

On Tuesday, 21st, he was much the same as on
the day jtrevious ; the bowels had still never

acted. 1 ordered him snlph. magnesise Jss., and
towards evening he had two stools.

On Wednesday, 22nd, be continued to do well,

and was ordered nourishing soup and wine as a
diet. At that date, the wound at the lower part

had united. At the time I write, the ])atient is

wearing a pad and bandage over the wound, and
is able to walk about a little with appai-eut ease

and comfort. ^

I had some hope that in this ease a radical cure

might probably be effected. With that view, I

took .some pains to replace entirely the s;n', and to

constrict the canal as thoroughly as ])ossible hr
taking a deep and seeui-e hold of tlie tissues with

the sutures that were employed to approximate

the wounil ; but, of course, the re.sult of the at-

tem])l to effect a radical cure, by whatever method
piactised, can only be tested some time after an
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operation : and surely, in any case, the use of a

truss must be employed as a suitable safeguard

for some time afterwards.

This is a case—coming as it does within the

usual domain of surgery— which presents to us

nothing of special significance. Still, it is one of

those cases which is suggestive of the importance

of having recourse early to operative procedure,

while it serves to furnish us with a suitable con-

tract to those cases that are usually admitted into

hospital. It is too well known that numerous
cases which reach the hospital exhibit to the

surgeon the almost worthlessness of an operation,

time having been unnecessarily squandered ere

the patient has yet reached the operator, and
therefoie the patient is doomed not to recover.

Another thing worthy of remarking ui>ou in an
exculpatory way, has reference to the ignoriug of

bloodletting, and the non-performance of it before

an operation is hazarded. It might be asserted

that in this case the jMitient was young and
vigorou-s, and if he had been bled, the inflamma-
tion could Iiavo been in a great measure subdued,
and tile hernia reduced. I am, however, rather

jMjsitive, from the nature of the parts presented
to view during the operation, that bleeding could
have aft'ordcd little relief, and could never have
enabled mc to reduce the protruded viscus. And
from what we know regarding the nature of the
causes of peritonitis, one could not expect that this

Afi'ection would thereby bo warded oil' ; nor can the

ultimate recovery be aided by this remedial agent,

except, perhaps, in rare instances before an oiiera-

tion, and occasionally, where one would be dis-

posed to admit of its use, in tlie after-treatment

<if suu-h cases.

Prestonpans, 3Ist August, ISfiO.
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THE SPIRIT
OF THE PERIODICALS.

Dr Br.ow.v Seqpard'.s Lectures on Paralysis

of the Lower ExlremUiea are continued in tlie

' Lancet.' The special subject is the diagnosis

And treatment of the several forms of Paraplegia

as dependent up«i different conditions of the

spin:d cord. The Lecturer observes :

" The most frequent cause of paralysis of the
lowi 1 limbs is certainly an inflainmation of the
-spinal cord. The cause of |iaraplegia which

' ''
: ncy is the white or

This atfcction is

, ,
i in a similar manner

as in the brain— i. e., in most caiss as a oonse-

<iue7ice of an alteration of the bloodvessels, the
walls of which do not allow that free intcrchnngis
of matter between the nervous tissue and the
Hcxjd, which constitutes nutrition—or probably
in some cases as a couseqnence of interruption in
tlie cinuliitioii of blood by the presence of a clot

in a bloodvessel, or tlie pressure caused by a
tiimoiir ujifin a blooilvessel. 1 shall not say more

'

'i'- morbid anatomy of

iiMi, as uiy objf'ct is

v.... uid Uic treatment of

ill.

i with the non-inflani-

the V I

" r
iiml'iry bul'tcuiiig of lUe spinal cor^l at first com-
jiliMi only of weakness. They gradually become
\vr kir, although their genenal health may seem
tM li',' as good ris ever. They feel the weakness
c>-pi"-ially at the knco and ankle joints ; they
find it rery difticult to go up or down stairs, to

go in or out of a carriage, and their gait becomes
t'lti'

i
in.', ..["'iilly when they cannot direct

tl" r 11 '. ;)M Is with the help of the sight.
VVii-ii lyiii;^ .lowri, if t'- - - tln^ lower limbs,
til'

. can move tlieni i ly, but without
t^p.. After a time 1 1."

, _,
;> liecomes much

ni' rii marked, and then sensibility in the whole
ItiiLjtli of the lower limbs and the power of the

il over the bladder and the rcctnm are alsfo

mil much diininishetl. There is no pain, or
,11,. ...,,. j„ jijg spine or pnralysetl parts.

'. is the urine altered. The tenipcra-

! 'Wi 1- linibs is often higher than it is

illy when the paralysis is com-

, for
the .1 ...j^a

<lepMi.....„ ..j ;...,.-,,,,,.,,,,,,, -,..,,, iiing

-•f the spinal cord and the reflex jiaraplcgia, or

the forms of paraplegia due to myelitis, menin-
gitis, or congestion of the spinal cord and its

meninges. As regards the other forms of para-
plegia, their diagnosis from that caused by soft-

ening of the cord will be indicated in another
part of this lecture. We will merely say here
that the absence of cramps, of pain in the spine
and lower limbs, and of several other symptoms
of disease of the spinal cord or its iiienibranes,

will help more for the diagnosis of the non-inflam-
matory softening of this nervons centre than the

symptoms wliich we have described as existing in

tills affection.
" Hcemorrhage in^e Orey 3taHerofihe Spinal

Cord.—Paraplegia due to this cause is charac-

terised by the suddeimess of its production, by a

pain at the part of the spinal cord where the
hasmorrhage occurs, owing, probably, to the dis-

tension of the posterior roots of the nerves in the

grey cornua, by a pain in the spine after pres-

sure upon it, and also by a pain in the parts of

the )x>dy where are distributed the nerves ori-

ginating from the part of the spinal cord which is

the .seat of the disease. The sphincters of the

bladder and rectum are almost completely para-

lysed from the very first. It is not rare that an
inflamin<ition supers-ones in the parts of the coril

surrounding the clot, and then all the sj-mptoms
of myelitis occur.

" According to the seat and the extent of the

haemorrhage the symptoms rary extremely. If

the amount of blood efltised be very small, the

symptoms may be Tery slight, and the patient

may recover in a few months, as in a case recorded

by Crureilhier. If the amount of blood is con-

siderable, it descends along the whole length

of the central canal of the spinal cord, and
also sometimes breaks through the grey eomna,
especially the anterior ones. The loss of sensi-

bility and of voluntary power is then complete,

ami the tcmfieratui'e of the painlvscd limbs is

iniTCiised. If the Inemorrhage is limited to one

lateral half of the grey matter,—-as in a most
interesting case recorde<l by Moiiod, and in

another by Mr Ore,—there is loss of movement
in the side of the htemorrhage, and loss of sensi-

bility in the opposite side.

" It is a remarkable feature of paraplegia due
to hiemorrhage in the grey matter of the spinal

cord that a diminution of sensibility is always one
of its first symptoms ; and that when the whole
of the grey matter is altered by the effused blood,

the ;i' s complete.
" / i' thf, Hmmcrrhage in the Spinal

Cm-d. -iiv. sud(Tenness of the production of

jparaplegia is almost sufficient to show that it is

dnc to effused blood, but it remains to decide

whether the blood is in the tissue of the spinal

cord, or in the vertebral canal, outside of this

nervous centre. In this last case, there is more
pain in a great extent of the spine than in the

preceding ; and also tetanic convulsions are not

rare when the blood is cffnsed outside of the

sjiinal cord ; while a lia-morrhngc in the cord has

never prodnoed convulsions, so far as I know.
Besides, there is more marked an.-irathesia in

cases of effusion of blood in the tissue of the
spinal cord tlian outside of it.

" ft is usnallyverypnsy to distin'^"'''' br^'mor-

rhage in the spinal i*onl from a \\ ng of

this organ. The suddenness of li
,

i ion of

the paralysis and the existence of tliu jiains will

sufticiently characterise the fii'st of these affec-

tions ; and in those cases of almost sudden para-

plegia, owing to softening, the alisence of pains

(in the spine, &c., ) will serve to distinguish this

form of paraplegia from th.at due to a ha'morriiagc.

I need not say that these two affections

—

i. c,

softening and haemorrlmgc—do not rarely co-exist.

This co-existence will not be surprising to any one
who knows that in the spinal cord, as well ns in

the brain, the same morbid conditions of blno<l-

vessels is usually the cause of both those affec-

tions.
" PrognMia of Pampli^'n dve to White Ssfteninrj

or IIiKmnrrlMff -• '^ Cord.—Tlio great in-

dication for till : I cases of softening or

hajmorrhage inii,, ..] %\ cord is the extent ami
degree of the paralysis. A softening limited to

the lower part .tf the dorsal region of the spinal

cord may admit of a very prolonged duration of

life. A hfcmorrbnge is n mnve giave affection

than a sofi ii always a great

chance of . mid also because
the lilood I,,, I.-,. 1 ,1,,., ,,,ir„ -, , , extensive altera-

tions. We do not know a suigle case of complete

cure of paralysis of the lower limbs caused by
softening or hajmorrhage in the spinal cord ; but,
as far as diagnosis not confirmed by autojisy may
bo relied on, we can s.ay that wo have seuu many
cases of non-inflammatory softening of the spinal
cord arrested in their development, and, stUI
more, that in five or six cases a very notable ame-
lioration has taken place.

" Treatment of Paraplegia dtte to White Soften-
ing of tlu: Spinal Core?.—The treatment of this
affection ought to be pretty much the same as
that of hemiplegia caused by a non-inflammatory
softening of the brain. We will not enter hero
into the discussion of the various modes of
treatment which have been proposed,or employed
in this last case ; we will only mention the
general plan of treatment we have employed mth
some appearance of success ia many cases of
softening of the spinal cord.
" 1st. Iodide of potassium is the principal of tho

remedies that may be relied upon. We generally
employ it in doses of five grains twice a day,
mixed with nearly the same doses of sesqui-
carbonate of ammonia, in a. decoction of cinchona
bark, or an infusion of calumba or rhubarb. We
insist upon the importance of taking this mixture
before food in the moi-ning and an hour before
dinner, to avoid tho decomposition of tho iodide
by the gastric juice and the setting free of tho
iodine, which sometimes takes place, and causes
a gastric disturbance, erroneously attributed by
some practitioners to the iodide itself

"2nd. Besides the preceding remedy, we pre-
scriljo various tonics, such as iron and ciuchoua-
bark wine.

" 3rd. Strychnine may be emplOTed with some
profit in those cases where the paralysis is slight

;

but it must bo remembered tiiat, on account of
the congestion produced by large doses of this
alkaloid in the spinal cord, there would be dan-
ger in making use of it in cases where, the
paralysis being complete, or nearly so, there ia

reason to tliiiik that the bloodvessels of the spinal
cord are much altered, and that therefore a
hiemorrhage might be the consequence of the
action of strychnine. I need liardly say that
those remedies which diminish the amount of
blood ill tho spinal cord (such as belladonna,
ergot of rye, &c.) sliould not be employed in

this form of paraplegia.
" 4th. Besides the use of some of tho above reme-

dies, I recommend, as an excellent means of im-
proving the nntrition of the spinal cord, the daily

use of the cold douche or the cold shower bath
applied to the spine. Sea-bathing may also bo
of service.

" 5th. The patient should lie down flat on liis

back at night ; he should live upon tho most
nutritious food, drink wine and beer in a mode-
rate quantity, and take as much exercise in tho
open air as possible, without, however, exhaust-
ing his diminished power of motion. Shampooing
and galvanism may be applied with profit to the
paralysed limb.

" Treatment of Parnplcgia due to Hmmorrliage
in the Spinal Cord.—The same rules are to be
followed in cases of this kind of paralysis as in
ca.ses of .softening of the spinal cord, with these
slight differences : that, 1st, three doses of iodide
of potassium, instead of two (of five grains each),

ouglit to be given every day ; 2nd, strychnine
ought not to be employed ; 3rd, constipation,

lying down on the back, and all other causes of

congestion of the spinal cord, should bo carefully

avoided.
'

' Si/mptoms ami Treatment of Paraplegia due to

/ftr-inorrhage in the Vertebral Canal.—A hiemor-
rhage between the sjiinal cord and its bony en-

velope is fortunately an event of rare occurrence.

I have seen but one case of this kind of lia:nior-

rliage, which proved fatal in less than two days.

The blood is ell'used either between tho pia

mater and tho arachnoid, or (more rarely) between
the dura mater and the vertebiw. The first

symptom is usually a pain extending along tho

spine from the seat of the hsemorrliage to the

lower extremity of the vertebral canal. Almost
immediately a complete paralysis of the lower

limbs and very often tetanic convulsions apjiear.

Ill almost all cases this hiemorrhage is rapidly

fatal, either in consequence of its influence upon
the circulation or respiration, or, indirectly, in

consequence of an acute .and extensive iiieningitia.

Our object being here to study paraplegia in its

chronic forms, wo will not say ni"ie upon tho

symptoms of this affection.
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"As regards the treatment of the hemorrhage
in theverttbralcaual, we willouly say—1st, that,

at once, all the most active means usually em-

ployed in the rarious cases of visceral haemor-

liiage should be made use of ; 2nd, that the pa-

tient should be placed in bed on one side, and not

on his back ; 3ra, that pounded ice should be ap-

plied, in bladders, all along the spine ; 4th, that

if the patient survives several days, the same
treatment as is above prescribed for cases of

hemorrhage in the grey matter should be em-
ployed."

Ur Hilton's Lectures on Pain are also con-

tinned. We do not quote from them, as we have

already given a copious extract in former numbers.

Dr CooTZ contributes to the same journal,

remarkii on a case of Piarr/uemia acemnpanying

Acute Diaheiet MtUitas. The case is interesting ;

we therefore give it.

"The pathology of fatty blood (piarrhsemia,

jiioxsemia, Iipa:mia) is still very uncertain. I

avail myself of the* following case (in itself of

much interest) to point out, as nearly as may be,

the present landmarks of our knowledge on this

subject :

—

"A. G , aged twenly-one, was admitted

into the iliddlesez Hospital on Nov. 3rd, 1859,

under the care of Dr Thompson. His history

was as follows :—Six months before admission he

had married, and, unfortunately, infected his

wife with gonorrheea. The ensuing domestic

unhappiness occasioned a separation four months
afttr marriage, at which time he considered

himself in good health ; but the circumstance

preyed much upon his mind, and he became dull

and low-spirited. Three weeks before admission,

he first began to suffer from increased thirst, and
at the same time noticed that he was voiding an
iinusual quantity of urine. From this period he

had lost strength very rajridly. On admission,

he was found to be in a state of alarming pro-

stration, for which stimulants were freely ad-

ministered, but without any good result. He
continued to sink rajiidly until the morning of

the 5th of Nov., when he died. During his first

twenty-four hours in the hospital he had passed

five pints and a half of urine, acid, specific

gravity 1031, and containing sugar.
" AiUopsy, eight hcrun after dealh.—Weather

damp. Rigor mortis considerable ; body not

at all emaciated ; diabetic odour perceptible. On
the brain being removed, about four ounces of

pellucid serum were discovered at the base of the
skull. Immediately upon exposure to the air, this

fluid became opaque, and its surface was shortly

covered with a thin milky pellicle. This was
set aside for examination. The blood, as it

escaped from the opened sinuses, was fluid, homo-
geneous, and of a dull-red colour, like raspberry
cream ; but, in a very few seconds, it separated

itself into two distinct [lortions, the supernatant
layer Ijeing of the colour and appearance of thick,

white crearn, the subjacent presenting the u.sual

appearance of fluid venous blood. For the purpose
of ftirther examination, blood was collected from
the sinuses of the brain, from the innominate

vein and right ventricle, from the hepatic veins,

and from the sjdcnic vein. None could be

obtained from the portal, nor from the superior

mesenteric, veins.
" These sjjecimens were allowed to repose, and

were examined the next morning. The general

results were as follows :

—

"1. With the exception of a very small, non-
adherent clot in the right ventricle, the blood

was fluid in every jiart of the body examined.
" 2. The supernatant creamy fluid was found

in every specimen, except that from the splenic

vein.
" Examined under the microscope, it appeared

almost perfectly homogeneous. It contained no
oil-globules ; no cells (except a few scattered

blood-corpuscles) ; and showed no trace of coa^-
lated fibrin. Here and there were a few faint

indications of amorT)hous granular matter, pro-

bably molecular albumen (?). It was wholly
taken up by ether. The exact determination of

its quantity was, unfortunately, not attainable

;

but It may be roughly estimated from the fact

that, in a conical test-glass, the creamy layer
occupied one-third of the whole.

" 3. The suWacent layer presented the usual
apxiearance of fluid venous blood. Neither in

that from the splenic vein, nor in that from anv
other i>art, was there the least trace of a clot,

even after forty-eight hours. It contained the
usual proportion of red and white blood-corpuscles,

apparently of a normal character.
" i. The reaction of the serum was neutral ; it

had no eflect ux>on the colour of blue or of
reddened litmus.

"5. A volatile alkali was driven off by heat,

which restored the colour of reddened litmus.

This reaction, however, was afforded much more
readily by the splenic blood than by any of the
other specimens.

" The remaining post-mortem appearances were
as follows :—The brain (with medulla oblongata)
weighed forty-nine ounces and a half. It was
pale, and of extremely firm consistence, as

though hardened in spirit. Under the microscope,

however, its structure appeared to be perfectly

normal. The muscular structure of the heart

was of a pale rose-red colour. The right ventricle

contained a very small, nearly colourless, non-
adherent clot. All the valves were empty. Theupper
lobe of the right lung contained a mass of crude
yellow tubercle as large as an orange ; this was
surrounded by a distinct layer of pigment, and
showed no signs of softening. The left lung was
oedematous. The liver weired sixty-eight ounces
and a half; it was of an ashen-grey colour, and
very friable ; but microscopic examination showed
no other change than an excess of fat in the liver-

cells. The spleen (three ounces and a half) was
small and pale ; it contained one dark-coloured
fibrinous deposit of the size of a hazel-nut. The
mesenteric glands were not enlarged. The kidneys
(each six ounces and a half) were large and flabby ;

the capsules non-adherent ; the surface pale,

faintly mottled ; the structure coarsely striated.

The supra-renal capsules were quite healthy.
" This seems a well-marked ca.se of diabetes

mellitus, excited by psychical causes in a person

of tuberculous constitution. It is not often that

diabetes is distinctly referable to such a cause.

Amongst the fifty-one cases recorded by Oppolzer

and Heller, (Hellei^s Archiv., 1852, hft. xi.,)/«ar

is assigned as the exciting cause in four instances.

The extreme rapidity with which the disease ran

its course is very remarkable. The ordinary

symptoms of diabetes (thirst and polyuria^ had
existed for only three weeks, and that probably

in no great degree, as the patient on admission

was passing only five pints and a half of urine

per diem. It is, of course, probable that the

function of the liver had been disordered, and
that the disease had been latellt, for some time.

But even thus it is impossible to assign to it a

longer duration than two months ; for at that

period the man considered himself in perfect

health. The most rapid case recorded by Ojipolzer

ran its course in three months. And this extreme
rapidity serves to explain why, with such intense

prostration, no emaciation was present ; for (as

we may observe in fever) it takes a much longer

time to lose flesh than to lose strength.
'

' The creamy layer wliich formed on the suriace

of the blood in this case consisted obviously of

free fat, for it was wholly taken up by ether.

Such a pellicle on the surface of the serum is not

uncommon, nor, indeed, whoUy abnormal ; but it

is rare to meet with it, as in this instance, over-

lying uneoagulated blood. The only similar case,

so far as I know, is that recorded by Leubuscher,

(in Virchow's Arch., bd. 18, hft. 1, s. 124,) in

which it is stated that " a portion of the white

serum which stood in a test-glass, above the red

portion of the blood, was shaken with ether, and
almost entirely dissolved.

" In both these cases the peculiarity must
have been due to the absence of coagulable fibrin.

There is on record another case of fatty blood

(Lecanu's) in which the fibrin is stated to have

been entirely wanting ; but no account is given of

the appearance of the blood. In this and in

some few other points, this case is exceptional.

Otherwise it belongs to the extensive class of

cases of ' milky serum,' under which head it may
be more conveniently considered.

" I.—The physicai causes of mUky serum are

two—free fat, and molecular albumen.
" In cases of leucaemia, also, the serum may

be lactescent from an excess of colourless blood-

corpuscles. But as this appearance is presented

only by the dfJilnriiuUed serum, leucaemic blood

may be excluded from this iuquirj-.

"A. /"rw/ote.—These belong (probably always)

to the saponifiable group. In one case, indeed.

il>ecanu's,) cholesteriue is ^stated to havt; U^.n
present in the enormous jiropoitiou of lOS in

1000 parts. But as the saponifiable fat.s were
also in excess (9 in 1000), the lacteacence of the
serum may have been due to these.

"Tlie saponifiable fats of the blood fvery vari-
able in amount, but which may be roughlv esti-

mated at 1 in 1000; exist in the form of an
emulsion with the free alkali of that fluid.

Should they, however, be in excess of the emul-
sive power of the alkali, or should the alkali be
(as in certain cases of disease) deficient, the fat

mnst necessarily apj>ear in a free state, and, on
standing, rise like any other cream to the surface.

" The form in which it nearly always apjiears

is that of oil-glohiules, as was first noticed )/y

Hewson. In the present case it was perfectly

homogeneous ; and some similar instances have
been observed by Professor Virchow. These are,

however, exceptions to the rule.
" B. MoUeular aHmrmn.—That lactescent* of

^mm is sometimes due to another cause than free

lirt, was first observed byJohn Hunter ; but the
fact was ignored or misapprehended until the
more recent researches of Simon and Scherer,

Buchanan, and R. I). Thomson, placwl it Ix-yond

question. These chemists found that turbidity of

serum was (in some eases) partly occasioned ly
die presence of a molecular substance, not solndie

in ether, but presenting an albuminous rea<tio:i

To this substance Simon and Scherer gave, rather

hastily, the title of molecular fibrin. It is now
generally spokm ct as molecnlar albumen.

" This substance forms no cream on the smCK*
of the semm, but remains suspended in the

fluid, thus rendering it permanently opaque, and
so readily distinguishable from semm turbid from
the presence of free fat alone. But frequently

the two conditions are combined ; the molecular

albumen being associated with fat, either in a free

state, and so rising to the surface of the turbid

serum, or included in the substance of the alba-

minou.^ molecules, from which it may be set free

by chemical reagents.
" It is, indeed, very questionable whether lae-

tescence of serum is ever due to molecular alb«-

men alone. Some cases are, however, recorded

by the late Dr Bostock, in which the milky
semm is described as containing ' no proper mVf
matter,' although a creamy layer rose to the sur-

face. It is possible that in tliese cases the albu-

men was floated My means of included fat.

Another extremely obscure case, but perhaps

referable to this category, is one which has beea
repeatedly, but unaccountably, cited as one of

fatty blood. It is known as Caventon's case. In

this the blood was permanently opaqne ; no
cream appears to have formed on its wafatx ; it

was of neutral reaction, and coagulable by heat.

A precipitate was thrown down by tincture of

galls, but none by Hg. Cl„ and very little by
acids or alcohol. Causric alkalies jiroduced no
effect upon it. The interpretation of this case is

certainly difficult ; but it seems most probable

that the lacteacence was due to more than aa»
cause, and that one of the causes was the preseoee

of albumen in some peculiar chemical state.

"With these exceptions, molecnlar albumeo
appears to be Jways accompanied by fatty disease

of the blood."

An article by Mr Baexaed Holt on Allarto^t

Operation is also contributed to the 'lAncet.'

We will reproduce it next week.

Mr Lawsos reports two cases of Conical

Conua SDceessfally treated by operation, which

consisted

" In altering the shape of the pupil, by con-

verting the natural circular aiienure which is

placed immediately behind the ajicx of the cons

of the cornea into a slit, which may be mads
either vertical or horizontal as the surgeon may
desire. The ojieration is performed by drawing

the iris with a Tyrrell's hook through a small

incision made at the extreme margin of the comes

by a broad needle, and then fixing it there by Mr
Critchett's method of tying it with a piece of very

fine thread. If a vertical pupil is desired, s

portion of the iris is first drawn directly down-

wards, and there fastened ; and at the eipiiatioa

of eight or ten days, or when the eye has oecome

perfectly quiet, a similar proceeding is adojited in

the upward direction, and a slit-like pupil nrsulta.

It becomes, as he there suggested, a matter of
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experience to determine what alteration in the

shape of the papil is most conducive to improye

vision in this class of cases."

Mr Beext makes some ohservatjons in^ the

same journal, on Fatal Effects arising from En-

largenuni of the Thxpnvs Gland in Children, from

which we will make a quotation next week.

The ' Medical Times and Gazette ' opens with

M. C'LArcE Bersakd's Lectures on Eriaimentcd

Pathology. The present part contains some

general observations introductory to the study of

the various poisons. Dr Goodfellow continues his

Lectures on BrighCs Dixate ; and Mr Symosds,

of Oxford, gives the following observations on

the DrasiHg of Slumps after Amyutatiin :

"The chances of quick union and a good
stumji undoubtedly depend, in a great measure,

ru attention to a number of minute details in

dressing. Though the importance of such
details has been generally acknowledged, they
are too minute and various to have had much
spacf allotted to their consideration in works on
Surgt ry. The following observations on certain

points connected with the dressing of stumps
have no pretension whatever to originality.

They arc simply a statement of views, which
both reason and experience have induced myself,

and I believe many others, to adopt.

"SrTUREs.— If we divide sutures into two
great classes, viz. Metallic and non-Metallic, the
majoritj- of Surgeons of the present day—in

amimtation wounds, and most others where
.'r.tiir <; .-ire applicable— will probably be found to

i:;-- rvference to the former. In perfectly

h>-ui! .y tissues, union will generally take place

so readily that the kind of suture to be used is

not so much a matter for consideration ; but
when from any cause union is likely to be tardy,

then it is a great desideratum to have one which
may l* kept in the wound for a comparatively
long period, at the same time causing the
minimum of irritation and lesion of the tissues

through which it is passed. This seems to be
the very advantage which the metallic suture
possesses over one of any organic materiaL
"I must beg to aeknowlolge the experiments—«n , r,tii'::iivo as to the rektivc merits of these

tv, -uture—made some time ago under
th- t Professor Simpson, of Edinburgh
{ridi ' Medical Time* and Gazette,' Januaiy 1,

1859>.

"Assuming, therefore, the grncral inferiority

of the organic suture, I beg to offer some observa-
tion^i nn fli.. r.lntiv.i merits of the two chief kinds
of : viz. the common wire, and
tli- d) suture.
"Wilh a v;i'.v to test their relative value,

repeate<l expfrimcuts were made by myselfand Mr
Gray, our House-Surgeon. In different patients,
with different descriptions of wounds, the twisted
suture was used side by side with the wire suture,

and the result in almost every case was this

—

that, at the end of a given time, union was more
advanced and more satisfactory at the points
where the twisted suture was employed, than at

the other points. These experiments appear to
me to carry some weight ; for, when two kinds
of suture, inserted simultaneonsly, arc left side

by si'le in the same wound for an eqnal length
of time, there can be little room for fallacy in

one's estimate of their relative efficiency.
" The superiority of the needle to the wire is

probably due to its greater firmness, enabling it

to hold the edges of a wound in more exact appo-
ntion. The superiority of wire to thread, on the
other hand, must be attributed to its inertness
from non-absorption of surrounding fluids.

" An objection sometimes urged against the
twisted suture i? this— that often (in consequence
of blfKxi and lymph drying around the pomts of
cntrtii' !• and exit; its removal requires an amount
of f Ti •• which causes pain to the patient, as weH
as injury to the newly-formed adhesions. This
evil may be prevented by a very simple precau-
tion—w" •'

• thread before it is twisted
o^eT tli ind oiling it again (with a
c«mel'9h .-....< once a day as long as the
nee<l!e remains in. The needle ' may be removed
without any pain, or any injurious traction on the
tissues recently united.
"A very excellent kind of needle for the

twisted suture is the common lance-iiointed hare-

lip needle, made by Weiss. It does not oxidise
;

it cuts easily, and is easily cut. I have suggested

to Messrs Weiss, as a matter of economy, to

have them made at least double their present

length, since about a quarter of each one (the

flattened extremity) has to be wasted.
" Ba>T)agixg.— In ordinary cases is it advisable

to bandage the stump ? I think not. The
practice of bandaging the stump immediately

after amputation seems to be grounded on the

following suppositions : That it prevents retrac-

tion and involuntary twitching of the divided

muscles, and (according to some) the entrance of

air or deleterious fluids into the veins. Now let

us examine what truth there is in each of these

hypotheses. ^^"1. As a mat^Rf fact, does bandaging prevent

muscular retraction ? My own observation con-

vinces me that it does not. I doubt whether it

can even retard retraction. Consider the case of

an ampntarion of the leg or thigh. The im-
mediate and primary retraction of the divided

muscles takes place probably in the course of a

very few hours. In the operation the whole
thickness of the muscles has been cut across,

therefore the whole substance of the remaining
muscle contracts. Now any one, who knows
anything of the enormous strength of a single

bunch of muscular fibres, will bear in mind how
great must be the collective retractile force of the

several muscles of a limb acting simultaneously.

I am strongly inclined to think it is far too
powerful to be counteracted by any amount of

bandaging.
" Again, even if it were possible to effect this

retraction, would it be desirable ? Surely not

;

for until the retraction has taken place, and the
muscles have become quiescent, I do not see how
Nature's process of repair can commence.
" I have spoken of the immediate, primary re-

traction of tne muscles. There is a subsequent,

secondary retraction, which begins generally

about the second or third week after the amputa-
tion, and lasts a considerable time. It shows
itself by an alteration, to a variable extent, of the
position of the cicatrix. In a thigh, for instance,

the undue action of the flexors gradually pulls

backwards the line of the cicatrix. JTow, acconling

to my experience, banda^g will no more prevent

this secondary, than it will the primary retraction.

The truth seems to be this,—that if a surgeon
has left flap enough to allow for retraction, its

occurrence will be no mishap ; if he has not left

enough, no amount of banoaging will remedy his

error.
" 2. As to the involuntary muscular twitching,

causing the stump to start, this 1 have observed
to occur just as much with a bandage as with-
out one.

" 3. There is one more hypothesis to be con-

sidered, viz., that bandaging the stump may pre-

vent the entrance of air or deleterious fluids into

the veins from the wotmd.
" This theory ignores the first principles of

hydraulics, and all that we know of the physiology
of the veins and the circulation. It assumes,
first, that notwithstanding an atmospheric pressure

of fifteen pounds to the square inch, the cut ex-

tremity of a vein may remain open, like a hollow
tube, up to the nearest point where the current of
blood begins. (We know that in certain localities

a cut vein will remain open, its connections being
such as to prevent its collapse ; but of these we
are not now speaking.) Secondly, it assumes
that the vein aforesaid has a marvellous power of
suction, whereby it is able to imbibe fluid from
the wound, through this tubular portion, into the
current of blood beyond.

" Ifow, if bandaging cannot answer any one of
these ends, and has, further, the disadvantage of
complicating the dressing, of concealing the
stump from view, of getting constantly fonJed by
the discharge, of diminishing (when at all tight)

the afflux of blood to a part which needs a very
rich supply,—why bandage at all, unlesji oedema
of the stump or some other complication render it

necessary to do so ?

" In my own practice, and that of my colleague

Mr Hester, there have been at this Infirmary a
considerable number of cases of amputation, in

which primary union took jilac*" at all points,

except those which gave exit to the ligatures, and
good stumps resulted. In thes? the mode of
dressing was as follows :—The wound having
been secured with twisted sutures, a single layer

of wet lint was placed loosely over the end of the
stump, and kept constantly wetted for about a
week ; no other covering was applied. Then, as
each snture was removed, a narrow strip of

adhesive plasterwas put to support the parts it had
held in apposition, and changed as seldom as

possible. Ji o bandage or compress was used from
first to last.

" Piaster.—When it is desirable to support
the edges of the wound with adhesive plaster,

whatever may be the width of the strips towards
their ends, I have found it better not to cut them
more than half an inch broad at the part whidi
is to be in contact with the wound. The advan-
tages are—(1) That the condition of the wound in

the intervals between the strips is thereby con-

stantly open to inspection
; (2) There is the

smallest possible area of contact between wound
and plaster,—a great advant^e when the former
happens to be irritable ; (8) free vent is left for

discharge.
" The position of the strips of plaster should

be changed occasionally ; otherwise the intervening
parts, from the unequal distribution of pressure,
have a tendency to become unduly prominent.
Attention to this will secure an evenly-rounded
contour to the stump ; neglect of it will do the
reverse, however well the stump may have been
cut. "This leads me, lastly, to nottce how much
it is in the power of the dresser to mould a stump,
by making constant, steady pressure (whether by
plasterer other means) on any jxiint. If in any
case, to use Mr Paget's terse language, unremitting
pressure will cause unrepaired absorption, more
especially has it a tendency to do this in a part
where new tissue is in process of formation."

Dr Thomas Skixxes, of Liverpool, comma'

nicates an article to the same journal on Deodo-

rifation in Obtietrie Medicine. He says :

" Professor Simpson has shown that nearly
3,000 mothers die in childbed every year in
England and Wales alone. He says :

' Among
these 3,000 deaths, a comparatively small pro-
portion only are the direct result of convulsions,

na:morrhage, rupture of the uterus, and the
other more immediate or primary complications

and accidents coimectcd with parturition. The
great majority of these deaths is produced by
puerperal fever.'

" Dr Simpson here refers only to the deaths
arising from puerperal fever, and not to thenumber
of females attacked with the disease.

"Granting, that 3,000 females die in child-

birth annually in England and Wales, that
three-fourths of them—which is within the mark
—die of puerperal fever alone, then that gives us
2,250 deaths annually from fever attending child-

birth. Granting also that the mortality, in the
absence of epidemic influence, ranges as high as

1 in 4, in round numbers this will present the
fearful amount of at least 9,000 women attacked
aimnally with puerperal fever in England and
Wales alone. Among the causes of this fearfiil

scourge on puerperal females, th»e is one which
I think has not been sufBcieutly recognised. I

allude to the injurious influence of the poll-

parium secretions and discharges of the puerperal
female, and more particularly of those who have
suffered 6x>m a tedious or obstructed labour, and
who have been confined within the walls of Lying-
iu Hospitals.

Again :

" Without prosecuting this incjuiry further for

the present, I think that I am justified in con-

cluding— 1. That the decomposition of the organic
tissues and fluids thrown off by the skin and va-

gina of the parturient female is to be looked upon
as a fruitful source of puerperal fever and other

post-partum febrile and inflammatory actions. 2.

That if such decomposition can be regarded as an
agent in the development of such conditions when
patients are isolated, it is evident that it must be
a much more active cause in Lying-in Hospitals,

where the emanations from the patients are more
likely to accumulate, and lead to the generation

of a peculiar miasmal condition of the air of a
ward. 3. That, as the decomposition of organic

matter gives rise to fetid odours, such odours in

turn become sufficient evidence of decomposition

and its dangers. 4. If the premises be true,

then deodorisation of the lochia by an agent

which stops decomposition promises fair to

become a prophylactic of no mean value of puer-

peral fever and fuch-like .j)0»<-j)ar<um accidents.
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Any practicable mcaiis wliicli, without inucli

trouWe and at a clieap rate, will safely and effec-

tually relieve the parturient female of aU
disagreeable smell about her apartment, bed, or

person ; whicli will make the patient more com-
fortable, and less loathsome to herself and friends

;

and which will at the same time assist in pre-

venting the generation of miasma, or lessen the

danger from the poisonous influences associated

with jiutrid or morbid effluvia,—must be hailed as

a great addition to the Materia Medica of Obste-

tric Medicine. Such an agent, I think, we have
in the oil of tar.

"

Dr FiGQ also contributes a paper on T^irning

f7l all Cases of Zabour. The Author discourses

exiensively about the laws of Nature, Neapolitan

scenery, the Adamic age, the odours of Cashmere,

»ad the Prophet Jei'emiah : the special subject to

be treated of is reserved for a future paper. Dr

Henry Cooper Rose contributes the following

case of Poisoniiig by Alcohol in a child three years

of age :

"At 11 a.m. on May 2Sth, last, I was hastily
summoned to attend a little boy three years of

age, who was stated to have drunk a quartern of
raw rum, and also an uncertain quantity of gin,

supposed to be about Jij- He was heard to fall

heavily on an upper floor, and was found lying on
his face, with his nose bleeding, iii a state of

insensibility.
" On my arrival, I found him lying in a woman's

lap in a comatose condition. There was no
Etertor. The pulse moderately full, but slow.

Pupils contracted to a point ; face flushed. He
smelt strongly of spirits. Skiu warm.

" I administered an emetic of zinci sulph. , with
which 1 was prorided, and tickled the fauces

frith a feather. This acted copiously, and a large

quantity of semi-fluid matter was vomited, smell-
ing strongly of spirits. After a few minutes liad

elapsed I gave another emetic of mustard, which
also induced vomiting of the .same character.

"On the arrival of the stomach-pump, which I

had sent for, 1 endeavoured to introduce the tube,

tut was resisted by the child ; and feeling pretty

confident that the stomach was empty, and find-

ing consciousness to a certain degree return-

ing, as indicated by the resistance made to the
introduction of the tube, I deemed it unadvisable

to ri.sk injury to the fauces, and desi.sted. The
cliild made several attempts to vomit, bringing
up small quantities of thick mucus.
"At this period, being about an hour from the

time that 1 first saw the child, he could be roused
to a certain degree of consciousness by flapping

with the wet corner of a towel, but could not
speak or notice any one. The pujjils, which were
contracted, were now largely dilated. There had
been complete freedom from stertor, although the
breathing was heavy. The pulse was slow, but
not so full. After being in attendance for nearly
two hours, aud observing a decided improvement
in the child's condition, I left for a time, giving
directions for the bead to be kept cool, stating

my intention of revisiting him shortly. In little

less than half-an-hour a messenger was despatched

to my residence to tell me that the chOd had had
a convulsion ; and, immediately after, a second
messenger arrived, stating th.at anotber convul-
sion had occurred, and that the child was dead.

The bowels had acted twice, and he had passed
water while in a state of stupor.
" Post-riun-tem Appearayuxa, cigJUeen hours after

Death.— Surface pale ; considerable rigor mortis.

The stomach contained 3vj to 5j of tliick mucoid
matter, mixed with some alimentive substances
resembling bread. There was a slight suiell of

spirits. Mucous membraue injected over the
whole of the cardiac extremity, as also in the
lesser curvature ; otherwise healthy. Lungs con-

gested posteriorly from gravitation. Heart na-

tural ; left side full, right side empty ; the blood
was fluid. The brain and its membranes were
intensely congested, blood ooziug out at every
incisiou. A small quantity of fluid in tlie right
lateral ventricle. Choroid plexus gorged with
blood. All the viscera healthy.

" iJtmarfe.—There are two or three points of
interest in this case. In the first place, it is a
very unusual circumstance that a child of such
tender age should, con amore, ilrink olf so large a
quantity of raw spirit. It is important in a

medico-legal point ol view. Physiologically, it is

interesting to observe the action of the alcohol

upon the condition of the pupils : at firet, under
the immediate stimulus of the spirit, such fila-

ments of the third nerve as supply the iris through
the ophthalmic ganglion were irritated so as to

produce spasmodic contraction ; and this fact may
possibly be taken in similar cases as an indication

that the spirit has been recently swallowed ; for

as soou as the narcotic influence was in full action,

the pupils became dilated in the extreme, and re-

mained so till death. Convulsions are by no means
a common result of alcoholic poisoning, except in

the young. 'Orfila makes their absence aground
of diagnosis between poisoning by alcohol and by
opium, and Dr Ogston only observed them twice

out of many cases ; the subjects in these two
instances were young.' Tlie^fjfie that elapsed

between the taking of the spirit and tlie state of

insensibility could not have been longer, from the
evidence of two women, than ten minutes ; and
from that time till death, about two hours."

We extract the following Hemarks on Sun-

stroke, by Dr Edw^vkp Sjiitu, wliich appeared in

the ' Medical Times aud Gazette ' of the 1st inst.

:

"In the 'Medical Times and Gazette' for

July 28th, 1860, p. 76, there is an interesting
re))ort by Assistant-Surgeon K. Chappie on
several eases of sun-stroke ; and in a former
number similar reports of equal value apjicared

from the pen of Deputy- Inspector of Hospitals
Mr Longmore. Sir Kanald Martin has also, at

various times, published observations upon the
same subject. In each of those there is men-
tioned a characteristio of the disease to which I

desire to draw attention, viz., the heat and
dryness of skin which is observed both in the

early and in the later hours of the attack. Mr
Chappie is so impressed with this fact, that on
three occasions in a paragraph he makes use of

the exjn-ession ' the skin was intensely hot and
dry ;' and in showing his estimate of the con-

nection of this ])henomeuon he also remarks,
' I have wrapped patients in wet shcet.s, by
which means 1 thinigbt I might get the skin to

act, but without benefit.' Hence all agree in the

fact that the skin has ceased to act as the great-

refrigerator of the body.
'

' The temperature of the air in the shade, as

mentioned by Mr Chappie, was 106° and 110° at

4 a.m., aud 97° at 10 p.m. ; that is to say, a tem-
perature at least equal to tliat which is the

almost unvarying standard of the internal parts
of the body in a state of health. Hence, if the

body had been mere dead matter, it would have
obtained, by radiation throughout the whole day,

a temperature equal to that of the living orga-

nism in its normal state ; but, being a living body
in which conversion of nutriment must take

place and heat be generated, it is evident that at

all times of the day aud niglit there would be an
excess of heat. 'This excess, already sliown,

could not be removed by radiation ; and as the

function of the skin had ceased, and the respi-

ratory function was lo.-ssencd in activity, it could
not bo lessened by al>sori)tion, as occurs when a
large amount of sensible heat is rendered latent

by the act of converting the fluids of the body
into vapour iu the process of perspiration.

" 1 do not purpose to discuss the physical

effects upon the system of this excess of heat,

since we have not much precise knowledge upon
the subject ; but it is evident that in the absence
of this refrigeration at the surface, the volume of

the blood will he increased on the law of expan-
sion of fluids by heat. There will also lie oppres-

sion of the heart, from the resistance offered to

the current of the blood in the capillaries ; ajid

with the lessening respiration, there must bo
accumulation of blood in the lungs. The general

symptoms at the period of attack show a state of

oppression of all vital actions, and near the ter-

mination they are those of exhaustion, or, as Mr
Chappie states, ' the patients die worn out.' it

is also clear that with the suppression of the great

outlet for water, it will be impossible to give food

and fluids internally, unless, indeed, as in some
favourable cases, the kidneys double their activity;

for otherwise the fluid cither would not gain ad-

mis.sion iuto the circulatory system, or the vessels

would become yet further congested.
" The point upon which I wish to fix the

attention of those who have clwirge of men cxjiosed

to these dangers, is the paramount importance of

maintaining or of restoring a free amomit o
action of the skin, aud of pointing out some
methoils of efl'ecting that. It will be home in
mind, that such a condition is as es.sential when
the external temperature is just under that of the
standard temperature of the body in liealth, as
when it is above the standard ; for iu eitlier case
the effects of the excess of heat must be jiresent.

'

' When the skin is acting fi-eely, the fluid con-
verted into vapour carries off from the body 1000
times as much heat as it held when in the state

of a fluid ; and hence there is a most potent
refrigerating power ever acting and needing regu-
lation ; aud so perfect is it, that it is sufficient to
carry off' any amount of heat which can be
generated in natural conditions, provided the
supply of fluid to the blood and the activity of
the skin be both free, as is shown by the en-
durance of dry, hot baths, at 150° to 200° of
temperature, for considerable periods. The
freedom with which the perspiration occurs,

reduces the volume of the blood, and thereby
necessitates a call for a further supply of fluid

from without ; and the heart and lungs being
kept free from any undue oppression, duly per-
form their functions. The heart, however, must
act rapidly, so as to convey sufiicient fluid to the
skin ; and the more so that, as I have shown in
the ' Philosophical Transactions' for 1859, and
elsewhere, the rate of resjiiration Ls dispropor-
tionably lessened with increase of tcmiierature^
and thereby there is a constant tendency to
accumulation of blood iu the lungs.

" As, therefore, it is of the first moment to
maintain a due activity of the skui under the
conditions of exposure to great heat, 1 am ilesirous

to mention the various khids of foods which in
my experiments have evinced the power to aid or
retard the activity of that organ, for they must
have a daily influence in modifying the liability to-

the effects of excess of heat.
" Nearly all ordinary foods lessen the activi^

of the skiu in the primary processes of their
digestion, as is shown by the heat and dryness of
the skin at that time : such are animal foods, in-

cluding flesh, fat, and milk ; all kinds of beverages
classed under the denomination of alcohols, aud
also coft'ee. The substances used iu food which
increase the action of the skin aie tea and sugar,

" Of the former, or those which lessen the
action of the skin, no doubt alcohols should
occupy the first place. In this respect strong
spirits have a more powerful action than wines or
beers ; aud it is liiglily probable that raw and in-

ferior kinds of spirits are also more powerful
than finer aud purer spirits. I have not found
any exception whatever to this statement ; for

even rum, which acts in a different manner upon
the respiration, agrees with all its congeners in
this— all alike make, or tend to make, the skiu
hot and di-y. But next to these suhstajices coffee

must certainly be placed, and particularly if it be
drunk without sugar, or with the addition of
mUk or brandy. Meat and fats have, perhaps,
less influence in this direction, but they never-
theless are jiowerful agents. Hence it is manifest
that although some of these must be ranked
among the iieoessaries of life, and cannot be alto-

gether dispensed with in any dietary, the use of
them should be strictly limited when the body is

exposed to the evils of excess of heat. In ac-
cordance with this statement, it is well known
that spirits are most destructive, and that the
natives of hot climates eschew them, aud do not
indulge largely in milk or animal food. If they
take fat, moreover, it is, perhaps, not very largely,

and it is alwajs associated with starchy food,

which exerts very little influence over the activity

of the skiu. It is a very doubtful point as to the
propriety of the Govemmeut introducing into
India the strong ales of this country under con-
ditions so diverse from those in which we drink
them ; and although they are less ijowerful in the
direction now referred to than stronger aloohols,

they must usually be injurious.
" With very moderate living, it is clear that

tea should be regarded as an indispensable adjunct,

and that coffee should be excluded at the hot

season and during exjiosure to intense heat,

except by the comparative few in whom the skin

is Usually too active. It should, for the purpose

of increasing the action of the skin, be taken
without -milk or cream in very moderate doses,

and very frequently. Indceii, under such con-

ditions it should be the constant beverage throu^-
out the day, but not drtmk in large quantities at
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a time. It apfieais to me that the importance of

this agent is not hy any means so well unilerstood

as it ought to be, and that it would be to the

great advantage of our soldiers if the Govern-
ment were duly informed as to its value, and even
its necessity.

" 1 would just add a word in reference to the

treatment of cases of suu-stroke. It is clear that

these canes must be regarded as due essentially to

excess of heat in the botly, and that independent

of exposure to the direct rays of the sun, or even
to very exccptionahly high degrees of temperature.

The first remedy usually applied is that of water,

which, although of lower temperature than that of

the body, cannot lie called cold, but its free use

has lii'en of the utmost service in warding olf

threatencil attacks. In the attacks, however,
neither the cold doUehe nor the 'wet sheet has
commonly 'oeen efBeacious, as Mr Chappie has

well shown.
"As the greatest of all desiderata is the retiim

*f the action of the skin, I vtfnture to hint that

beyond a cirtain duration the direct application

of the cool water is likely to be injurious by in-

terfering with any attempts to increase the action ;

for if rerno lies be given which increase or tend
to i rspii-ition, their action will certainly

be 1 the application of anything to the

skill i. Ill 11 ua.T a lower temperature than that of

the t)ody.

" In this condition I very earnestly commend
the use of good tea, in doses of twenty-five grains

every quarter of an hour, given in a weak infusion

of almut three to .six ounces, and of a temperature

but little below that of the body. The nction of

tea, beyond that on the skin already referred to,

is directly to increase the vital action through
the mwlium of the nervous system ; and it has a

powerful and sustained effect in increasing the

respiratory functions. Hence it meets so far aw it

can thne of the most urgent wants, vi/., cooling

of the body, removal of the listlessneas ami
opp' - '" vid increase of the respiratory action
— riy understood that respiration has

in 1 it tendency to lessen the temperature
of the Ixxly. Diffusible stimulants, as ammonia,
have been found somewhat useful, and that no
doubt from their tcnrlencv to act through the skin.

I have also shown that the addition of alkalies to

tea increases the action of the latter substance
upon the skin, and hence it would be well to ailil

neutral acetate of ommonia or acetate of potass

to each dose of the tea.

" Mr Chappie and others refer to the vomiting
which takes place late in the attack, and I ven-
ture to ask if it would not be of great value to

induce this by ii)ecacuanha early ; for in addition

to the good ellect of removing matters which may
tend to restrain the action of the skin, the act of

Tomitin!; tends most poweriuUj', as wo know, to

induce' persj'iration. 1 do not think the u»e of
an emetic is contra-indicated because there is

lessenecl vital action at the commencement of tho
attack, for tliat early condition is, as already
mentionetl, one of oppression, and not of ex-
haustion.

" I further venturt, but with great deference,

to recommend the use of warm water (if during
th-

'»
-

' -' 'I donehe ha~ '' ' ' '

:i degree

a' normal i of the

b' - , 1 y in tending . :. . perspi-

ration is Wfll e«t«blishe<l. I do not think that
the addition of warm water to the body suffering

from excess of heat is contra-indicated, jirovided

the degree of warmth be not greater than the
n*^- ' ' ' of the body, and the drinking of tepid

in tlie early stage must have a right
'

1 the principles already laid down.
" In this communication I have not entered

into any ijuestion but that which 1 desir<! very
eamestlv to commend to the consideration of
those who have charge of thoso verj' anxious .ind

too often fatfil cases.

The 'Dublin Medical Press' contains the fol-

lowing observations, by Dr Jacob, on an Uletr

(the Rodent Ulcer) ichkh attacks the Eijdidt and

cOiCT parts of the Pace :

"The cliiiracteristic features of this disease arc
the extra iiliii.irv slowness of its progress, the

it ion of the edges and surface of tho
tni«iratively inconsiderable suffering

! it, its incurable nature unless by cx-
1.;,..,...,., ..lid its not contaminating tho neigh-
bouring lymphatic glands. Tlio slowness with

peculiar
>:1

which this disease proceeds is very remarkable
;

of three cases which have come xinder my obser-

vation, one had existed for four years, and now
presents no remarkable difference when comjtared

with the drawing of it which was executed six

months ago : the eyeball, exposed and dissected

out as it has been by the ulceration, remains pre-

cisely in the same state, and the edges occupy the

same situation as at that period. In another case,

now also under ray observation, the patient, an
unmarried woman, aged fifty-live, states, that the

disease has existed for twenty-three years without
having ever healed ; her eyeball also has been ex-

posed by the ulceration for nearly a year, and has

not yet been totally destroyed. In the third

case, that of a gentleman about sixty years of

age, the disease existed for about nine years

previous to his €eath, which took place from a

different cause.

"The sufferings of persons labouring under

this disease do not appear to be very acute ; there

is no lancinating pain, and the principal distress

appears to arise from tiie exposure, by ulceration

of nerves or other highly sensitive parts. In the

examples which I have met, the disease at the

worst period did not incapacitate the patients

from following their usual occupations ; the

gentleman to whom I have alluded wa-s cheerful,

and enjoyed the comforts of social life after the

disease hid made the most deplorable ravages.
" In two of those three cases, 1 have been un-

able to a,scertain with certainty the nature of the

disease at its commencement ; whether the ulcera-

tion was preceded by tubercle, encysted tumour,

or wart. The account given by the patient from

whom the drawing has been made, a poor woman,
aged fifty, is that it arose from a blow, and com-
menced on the temple at a short distance from

tho external angle of tho eye. The other woman,
whose disease has existed for twenty-three years,

says that it was prECede<l by ' a kernel under tho

skin over the eyebrow, which was not rough like

a wart, and which existed for two or three years

before it came to a head, when she picked it, after

which it never healed.' I quote her own words :

it was probalily an encysted tumour. In the

gentleman's case the disease commenced in on old

cicatrix, the consequence of confluent small-pox
;

it was at the inner angle of the eye, and constantly

moistened by the tears, which could not escape

into the nose, the jmncta lieing closed.
" This disease may be ob.scrved under two very

different conditions, either in a state of ulceration,

OT in a fixed state, in which no progress is made
toward healing. In tliis latter condition the jiarts

jircsent the following appearances : the edges are

elevated, smooth and glossy, with a serpentine

outline, and are occasionally formed into a range

of small tubercles or elevations ; the skin in the

vicinity is not thickened or discoloured. The
part within the edges is in some places a perfectly

smooth, va.scular, secreting surface, having veins

of considerable size ramifying over it ; which veins

occasionally give way, causing slight haemorrhage :

in other jdaces the surface apiiears covered by
florid, healthy-looking gi'anufations, firm in

texture, and remaining unchanged in size and
fonn for a great length of time. The surface

sometimes even heals over in jiatc'hes, which are

hard, smooth, and marked with the venous rami-

fications to which I have alluded. Tliis healing

may take place on any part of the surface, what-
ever may be the original structure : in the case

from which I have had a drawing made, the eye-

ball itself, denuded as it is by ulceration, is

partially cicatrized over. When the ulceration

commences, it ]irocceds slowly, cutting away all

Sarts indiscriminately which may be in the

irectiou in which it spreads ; the surface in this

state is not so florid, and presents none of the

glistening or grSTintnted appearance «l)ovn noticeil

:

the pain is generally greater at this period. It

aiijicars .ilso that there is a tendency to rep-.iration,

excbvsive of the cicatrization which I have men-
tioned : tlicre is a de|)osition of new material, b

filling up, in certain jilaces, which gives a uni-

formity to the surface, which should otherwise be
very irregular, from the nature of the parts de-

stroyed. When the disease extends to tne bones,

they soTtietimes exfoliate in scales of small size
;

but more generally they are destroyed, as the

soft part.s, by an ulcerative process. The ilis-

charge from the surface is not of the description

Mlled by surgeons unhealthy or sanions, but yellow,

and of proper consistence ; neither is there more
fujtor than irom tho healthiest sore, if the parts be

kept perfectly clean, and be dressed frcnuently.

There is no fungous growth, nor indeed any eleva-

tion, except at the edges, as already noticed, and
even this is sometimes very inconsiderat>le. There
is no considerable bleeding from the surface ; and
when it does occur, it arises from the superficial

veins giving way, and not from sloughing or ulcera-

tion opening vessels : sometimes the surface assumes
a dark, gangrenous appearance, which I have found
to arise from the effusion of blood beneath. I have
not observed that the Ijnnphatic glands wore in the
slightest degree contaminated, the disease being alto-

gether extended by ulceration from the point from
whence it commences.

'• After the preceding description, it is scarcely
necessary to state additional arguments to prove
that the disease is peculiar in its nature, and not to
be confounded with genuine carcinoma, or with the
disease called lupus or noli me tanr/ere. From the
former it is distinguished Ijy the absence of lanci-

nating pain, fungous growth, factor, slough, hae-

morrhage, or contamination of lymphatics ; from
the latter, by the absence of the furfuraceous scabs

and inflamed margin.?, as well as by the general
appearance of the ulcer, its progress aud history.

It is equally di.stinct from the ulcer with cauliflower-
like fungous growth, which occasionally attacks old
cicatrices.
" It remains to be determined whether this disease

can be removed by any other means than tlie knife
or powerful escharotics ; aud from the experience I
have ha<l in those cases, I am inclined to conclude
that it bills defiance to all remedies short of extirpa-
tion. I have tried, internally, alterative mercurials,
antimony, sarsaparilla, acids, cicuta, arsenic, iron,

and other remedies ; and locally, simple and com-
pound poultices, ointments, and washes, containing
mercury, lead, zinc, copper, arsenic, sulphur, tar,

cicuta, opium, belladonna, nitrate of silver, and acids,

without arresting for a moment the progress of the
disease. I have, indeed, observed that one of those
cases which is completely neglected, and left without
any other dressing than a piece of rag, is slower in its

progress than another which has had all the resources
of surgery exhausted upon it. The success even of
powerful escharotics is doubtful. Mary Sherlock,
the old woman who has laboured under this disease

for twenty-three years, and who is now in the In-

curable Hospital, says that 'a burning cancer
plaster ' was a|iplie«l several titnes, seventeen years
ago, and she has lately had the arsenical composition
called Plunkett's jiowder applied without any good
eftect. The "entlenian to whose case I have alluded,

had the sore healed, when it was very small, by the
free applicationof lunar caustic, undorthecare of Mr,
Travers : it, however, broke out again, and spread
without interruption, until it destroyed the lids aud
globe of the eye ; under which circnmstiinees he, in
(lespiiir, sulmiitted himself to a popular charlatan,
who, bold and fearless from ignorance, gave a full

trial to escharotics : he repeateilly applied what I
understood to have Ikjcu a solution of muriate of
mercury in strong nitric acid, and in a short time
excavated a hideous cavern, extending from the
orliitar plate of the frontal bone above, to the floor

of the niaxillary sinus below, aud from the ear on
the outside, to the septum narium within

;
yet the

unfortunate gentleman survived, Init the disease

preserved in every respect its original character,

.\!r. Colles, however, tells me, that in a case which
came under his care before the disease had extendfed
to the lids, he succeeded iu establishing a pcrmanetrt
cure by the application of a powerful escharotic,

covering up the eye during tlie operation of thb
reniedy with gold-beater's leaf.

" Such is the information which I have to communi-
cate i*esiieeting this malady : 1 offer it with tiie hope
that surgeons who have met with similar examples
may be induced to ?ive the pesnlt of their exjierienoe

rcsjiecting it. Sufficient has, liowever, been ascer-

tained to prove, that when the disease exists in a
situation which admits of it, the sooner it is com-
pletely extirpated by the knife, or the actuid or poten-
tial cautery, the betterchaiice is afforded the jiatieut of

relief from a most distressing and fatal malady."

TRANSFUSION AfTEK EXHAUSTING SUP-
PURATION.

Dr Nemrdrfer, of Verona, gives here an account

of some trials he has made of the efficacy of trana-

fusion in some cases iu which exhausting sup'

]iuration rendered death imminent. The subjects

were soldiers, who had .suffered from wounds itt

tho late Italian war. He has tried the practice

in six cases, and always found a remarkable

temporary improvement result. The ]iulse

regained some foi"ce, refreshing sleep (unpro-

curable heretofore by ojiiates) was obtained, the

a]i]ietite increased, and the .severity of the pain

diminished. This improvement continued for

from five to eight days, when the fonner unfa-

vourable condition recurred, and death resulted

within three weeks.—Froiiup's ' Notizeu,' Hand
I 1, No. 22.
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THE GRAPE AND WHEY CURES.
Every production of Nature and every

imagination of man have been enlisted to

present some now form of quackery to the

world. No sooner is one pretension on the

wane than another lifts its shining light.

There is no fear that credulity will want

objects for its faith, for they are always

changing and always new : thus, hope is kept

alive and quackery flourishess. In these

peaceable days, the charlatan is our only

hero ; and although there are many of the

brood, the public is ever on the search for a

new candidate. As Byron says with a fresh

circumstance,

"A quack is wanted ; an uncommon want,
When every year and month brings forth a new

one.

Till, after cloying the gazettes with cant,
,' ^The age has found that it has not the true one."

Within these few weeks, the British public

has been made acquainted with a new pro-

duction of this rank soil. It has not yet,

happily, been imported into this country ; but

in Germany it flourishes with great vigour,

and commands a large body of admirers.

This new mode of medication is called the

Grape-cure,^a kind of antithesis to the

Water-cure, of which the Teetotallers have the

practical monopoly in this country. Whether

the proprietors of French and German vine-

yards felt alarmed at the extraordinary

success of Mr Gough, and were appre-

hensive of the enactment of a Maine Liquor

Law ; or whether they feared that Dr Todd's

heroic administration of the alcoholic juice

of the grape was likely to be followed by

a reaction dangerous to their interests

;

or whether they were really animated by

philanthropic motives, and, lamenting the

immoral uses to which the grape was

applied, were desirous of reviving among

mankind a taste for its flavour as presented by

the liand of Nature to the unsophisticated

gustatory organs of our Adamic progenitor,

—

history does not inform us ; and we are

content to know that, in the opinion of a

considerable number of French and German
valetudinarians, the unfcrmented juice of the

grape is deemed an infallible cure for many of

the maladies to which flesh is heir.

Associated with the Grape-cure is another

—

the Whey-cure. The latter is uot very new;

it is as old as the Tartars ; was once popular

in England, and has been among all milk-

drinking nations a panacea for the ills of mor-

tality.

First, however, of the Grape-cure, which is

practised in the South of France and Switzer-

land. Dr Carriere has written a book about

it, and we are informed upon, the authority of

this gentleman that some patients consume as

many as six or eight pounds of grapes daily.

It is an essential part of the treatment that the

grapes shall be eaten in the vineyard, where

the invalid's

"direst task.

Is on sunny slopes to bask.
To shake the berries from the bough,
And catch them tumbling on his brow."

What a delightful occupation for a valetudi-

narian I Can anything be imagined more poe-

tical or luxurious ? O ! Mr Prince, does not

your prophetic soul suggest to you that the

Agapeinone will be incomplete unless the Grape-

cure become one of its attractions ?

We are told that at Celles

"The Grape-cure consists in eating every day
from throe to five pounds of ripe grapes. Tlie

patient takes in the morning a pound fasting,

carefully avoiding swallowing either the skin or
stones ; and yet at Celles, this precaution, advisa-

ble at Fontainebleau and on the banks of the
Rhine, is unnecessary, for the pellicle of the gi-ape

is of extreme tenuity, and 'instead of being acid
may be reproached with excessive sweetness.

'

' Two hours later, the same dose of grapes is

repeated. Dinner at twelve, of beef or mutton,
roasted or otherwise (Ardeche mutton is as good
as Down mutton), stale and well-baked bread, and
a glass of old wine ; the vegetables allowed are

potatoes and carrots. At four o'clock, the same
meal, but with two pounds of grapes. In the
evening, soup or tea with wliite bread, according
to the habits of the patient. We recommend ex-

ercise between meals, and abstinence from drink-
ing as far as possible. Fontainebleau Chasselas
grapes for this cure, which may last three weeks,
are far inferior to ours in every respect, because it

is to the sugar and giim, the nutritive principles

of the grape, that the treatment owes its efficacy.

Under its influence, which is in nowise laxative,

but tonic and reviving, and at the same time re-

freshing, the consumptive patient recovers his
strength and his flesh, and, dfurtwri, invalids,
whose lungs are less seriously attacked. It is a
treatment, says Mr Constantin James, a com-
petent judge in the matter, which succeeds per-
fectly in allayinggeueral over-excitement, refreshes

the blood, discusses pulmonary congestion, and
modifies the secretions ; it also acts beneficially in

diseases of the urinary system. It is an agreeable
and useful complement of the mineral treatment
pursued at Celles for the cure of these diseases."

So much for the Grape-cure ; now for the

AVhey treatment. This seems to prevail more

extensively than the Grape-cure, and we are

informed that there are about six hundred

establishments where it is practised. The pro-

fessors of this method are not particular as to

the kind of whey employed ; that of goats and

ewes is, however, preferred. This treatment

prevails over the whole of Germany, from

Hanover to Austria.

The owners of the Spas seem to be jealous

of it, and as the best way of crushing a rival

is to make him a friend, the Wliey-cure has

been attached to the mineral springs, and

Ischl, Baden-Baden, and other places have

become favourite shrines where health is dis-

pensed in cups of lacteal salines. Dr Carriere

says :

"The first dose is taken fasting, and the second
after a quarter of an hour's walking exercise in
the open air or under shelter, according to the
weather. It is almost indispensable that the whey
should have been recently prepared ; although, as

we have already stated, excellent precautious are
taken to preserve its temperature. The establish-

ments considered the best renew their stock
three times a day, in order to insure its freshness.
It is an advantage, not without value, to take the
whey on the very spot in which it is prepared, or
very near it. If it should come from afar, it is

better to drink it at the springs, like a glass of

mineral water, than to wait for its distriDution.

In the early stages of the cure, two glasses are
not exceeded ; if no obstacle should arise, and no
great perturbation of the digestive organs occur,

the daily dose may be increased to four or fire

glasses, equivalent to about \\ pint of whey. This
applies, to cow's milk-whey only, according to
Dr Mojsisovicz, from whom we borrow all these
details. But for goat's or ewe's milk-whey, both
less digestible, and applicable, especially the
latter, to the cure of pulmonary phthisis, it is

essential to proceed with greater moderation."

Such are the very agreeable modes of cure

which the fertile imagination of charlatans

has invented to amuse the jaded minds and in-

vigorate the bodies of the peripapetic valetu-

dinarians who are hunting for a new sensation

through the valleys of Switzerland and the

gaming-houses of the Rhine. There is a virtue,

no doubt, in the hygienic regimen insisted

upon, to which these and all other quackeries

owe their chief advantages.

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

AMALGAMATION OF THE MF.TROPOLITAN

MEDICAL SOCIETIF.S.

For some years past there has been a wish

expressed for an amalgamation of the nu-

merous Medical Societies of the Metropolis.

The inconvenience felt in going from one to

the other, and the great expense attending-

Membership of the several Societies, have

prompted this desire. Medical men are not

over-wealthy ; it therefore becomes a serious

consideration with a young and aspiring Prac-

titioner, whether he can afford to join the

numerous societies which are the resort of the

most active and conspicuous Members of the

Profession, or whether he must be content to

forego the opportunity for intellectual exer-

citation and enjoyment which these reunions

afford. Mr Charles Hawkins gave an effective

expression to this feeling at the last Annual

Meeting of the Medico-Chirurgical Society,

and induced that body to appoint a Committee

to consider the subject. Other Societies have

followed this example—viz., the Epidemio-

logical, the Pathological, and the Obstetrical ;.

and a Joint Committee having been constituted,

the following resolution and heads of a scheme

were unanimously agreed to :

—

" That it is the opinion of this meeting that it
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would tend to the advancement of Medical Science,

were the Royal Medical and Cliinirgical the,

Pathological, the Epidemiological, and the Obste-

trical Societies united under one head, and these

different branches of Medical Science carried out

in corresponding sections of one Society."

The scheme proposed was as follows :

" I. That the united Society be divided into the

following Sections : 1. Practical Medicine and
Surgery. 2. Pathology and Morbid Anatomy.
3. Epidemiology and Hygienics. 4. Obstetrics,

and Diseases of Women and Children. 5. Phy-
siology (including Anatomy and Animal Che-

mistry). 6. Psychological Medicine. 7. Medical
Jurisprudence.

" II. That the Treasurers of each Section re-

spectively receive the subscriptions to such Sec-

tions, and defray from their own funds the ex-

pense of publishing their ' Transactions' and other
necessary outlay. That the surplus, if any, be
paid into the general fund, and any deficiency be
supplied from that fund.

III. That Fellows of the Royal Medical and
Chirurgical Society [i. e., of the Societies when
combined] bo members of all the Sections, and
have a right to attend all meetings of such Sec-

tions.

" IV. That persons, not Fellows of the Society,

be admittfed members of any particular Section on
payment of an annual sum, and be designated

members of such Section, and Associates of the

Royal Medical and Chirurgical Society \i. e., the
Societies when combined].

" V. That each Section elect annually a pre-

udeut and other officers for the management of

the affairs of its own department, and also from
time to time elect members wjio are not Fellows
of the Society.

" VI. That in the annual nomination of Fel-

lows recommended by the Council for election as

President and Council of the united Society for

the ensuing year, two at the least be selected

from amongst the members of the Committee of

Management of each of the several Sections.
" VII. That members of particular Sections

have the right to attend all meetings of such Sec-

tion, and to be admitted to the use of tlio reading-

room, but not to remove from the library any
books, except such as belong to the Section.

" VIII. That it be the ousincss of the Com-
mittee of each Section to prepare a report of the

proceedings of the past session, to be read at an
annual meeting to be held for that purimsc."

Whether this plan will materially remove

the disadvantages complained of, is a question

which the Members of the various Societies

must now take into their deliberation. The

question of payment has not been specifically

touched, and that is the practical evil. The

Royal Medical and Chirurgical Society would

in all probability be aggrandised by the

arrangement, and be launched on a new career

of useful service. The London Medical

Society has not taken part in the proposal

;

and this is, perhaps, desirable, as this Society,

being the oldest in London, has a character

and associations of its own, which it would be

a kind of treason to destroy by amalgamating

it with any other body.

THE GUERNSEY SVRGEO:«S AND GENERAI,

BlJiDK.

We observe that the dispute between the

Medical Staff of the Guernsey Militia and the

Lieutenant-Governor, on account of the ap •

pointment by the latter functionary of a

Homoeopath on his Staff, has not yet been

amicably settled. The Officers of the Militia

have recently entertained the Major-General

at a banquet, to which the Medical Start,

although still serving, were not invited. We
regret that General Slade should have deemed

it needful to embitter the controversy by ad-

verting to the honourable and manly course

taken by the Medical Officers in these terms :

" that no cabal, however crafty—no clamour,

however loud—and no Press, however powerful,

will ever cause me to swerve from the strict

line which my conscience points out to me to

be the correct one." General Slade no doubt

considers this gentlemanly language, but we

apprehend that he will find few gentlemen to

agree with him. To stigmatise his Officers as

a cabal, and their conduct as crafty, is hardly

such language as becomes the dignity of a

Lieutenant-Governor or the courtesy of a

gentleman.

THE VOLUNTEERS FOR GARIBALDI.

The vices of our military system have

been often exposed, and numerous have been

the promises of amendment
;

yet it would

seem that very little has been really done to

improve our military economy. We appre-

hend that this is owing very much to the

little value generally set by Englishmen on

life, as aguast the accomplishment of a great

enterprise. There is an impatience of small

things, and a desire to finish a grand under-

taking at a blow. We are apathetic when

there is nothing to do ; but when danger

appears, the sleeping lion suddenly rises and

springs upon his enemy. If one rush would

settle the affair, it would be well enough ; but

if continued exertion be required, then we are

obliged to suffer for that indifference which

characterised our days of peace. We are

informed that the army of Garibaldi is in

desperate want of Medical comforts. Surgical

instruments, and appliances of various kinds,

—

a result that might be expected from the

peculiar character of the heroic enterprise in

which it is engaged. There is another branch

of this subject, however, which appeals more

nearly to the sympathies of Englishmen. We
are in a position to know that many hundreds

of young men, most of them ofgroat respecta-

bility, have offered their services to form a

Volunteer Corps for Garibaldi, and as soon

as vessels can be chartered they are prepared

to embark. Now we very much fear that,

with the Englishman's usual indifference to

the details of supply, these young men will

leave our shores without such stores as will

be necessary for their health and comfort.

The promoters of this movement have received

numerous letters from young men who are

willing to give their lives, but comparatively

few enclosing sufficient sums of money to

equip the Corps. We hope, therefore, that our

readers who are disposed to be charitable in

this cause will remember their own country-

men. Sympathy with Italians is good, but

sympathy with Englishmen is better.

SKETCHES OF EMINENT
PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS

OF THE LAST CENTURY.

By JOSHUA ^BURGESS, M.D.

MEMOIR OF JOHN HUNTER, F.R.S.

(Continued from page 147.)

John Hunter's marriage with Miss Homo took

place in 1771. It would appear that at tliis time,

having been ten years in London as before stated, he

hadcommunicated no papers to the Royal Society—

•

in short, had published nothing hitherto in his oym.

name, and what of his had publicly appeared was

in his brother's name. In consequence. Sir John

Pringle, the President, urged upon him to com-
municate a paper, which he read in 1772 to the

Royal Society, showing that the gastric juice

possessed the power of dissolving the coats of the
stomach after life was extinct, he having made
several experiments elucidating that fact. He
incurred great disadvantage by this diffidence in

not committing his labours before the public,

his opinions being misconceived, and his dis-

coveries and experiments attributed to others

and misquoted. This determined him to give
lectures upon the Theory, Principles, and
Practice of Surgery, during the winter of

1773, to vindicate his fair claims, and t*

reduce the result of his inquiries to a system by
promulgating to the public his opinions upon Sur-
gery. Nevertheless, the fundamental doctrines
upon which these lectures were based, owing to
John Hunter's anxiety for their perfection were the
last amongst his works to bo submitted to public
judgment. The timidity thus manifested to face
this ordeal, and the value ho placed upon his
reputation, are confirmed by the fact that he revised
and corrected these lectures for twenty years before
{)ublishing them. At first Jolin Hunter gave
ecturcs free, feeling acutely the deficiency of
abilities required for public speaking. Ih
consequence of not forming a part of Medical
education, they were badly attended, the class

being small. His inability to make himself un-
derstood was a great drawback and impediment

;

his anxiety being so great, and the undertaking
so fonnidable, that it is stated on commencing
his labotirs he was obliged to take thirty drops of
laudanum to allay his irritability, and to appease
the nervousness and uneasiness he experienced.
He notwithstanding courted inquiry, and was
pleased to bo questioned, especially wlion his

explanations were understood. His mode of

lecturing was to make a short abstract of each,

lecture, and recapitulate it the following evening,
to connect the subject in the miiid,of the students.
These gratuitous lectures were continued until

1775, more in self-defence from piracy and mis-
construction than from any gratification of
vanity. Ur Hunter's logical and didactic elo-

quence won greatly the admiration of John, being
attainments with which he was not endowed, and
inspired him jvith a deference to his brother
greater than to other rivals. John Hunter was
not understood, because he saw further than liad

been at that time discovered into the laws of nature
and organic life. Notwithstanding his ignorance
of grammar, we are indebted to him for many
words and terms in familiar use in anatoinicaj

language at the present day, and it would seem
nature made him a philologist. The singular

combination in the character of John Hunter of
man of the world and man of science, no doubt
gave a peculiar tone to liis ever)--day life. I'lius

he well appreciated the value of his brother's

friendship and patronage, who at that time was in

high credit with the first nobility, and even with
royalty. But all pretensions to policy, flattery,

or even suavity of manner.s, were alien to him. In
the present day we can hardly take a fair measure
of him, a rough pioneer penetrating the utter dark-

ness of science, in.stinct with truth and love ofknow-
ledge, entirely destitute of all helps and tools.

His unceasing zeal and industry compensated for

these disailvantages. The difficulties of the sub-

jects he bad to exjtlain were of themselves suffi-

ciently embarrassing, but greatly augmented by
the meagre terms and deficiency of scientific lan-

guage existing at that time in which to convey
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tis meaning and ideas. Tlic redundancy in our

dity of Medical terminology affords a singular

coiitrast : we now launch into an ocean of Greek

derivatives, many of which will be adopted in no

lexicon, and have no abiding home or resting-

place.
,

The characteristic quality of John Hunters
genius was experiment and investigation : toil

was no burthen—books and other aids he disre-

garded, having no faith in the labours and dis-

coveries of others, but delight and confidence in

his own. The necessary result of this want of

leisure or taste for reading was, that he advanced

many what he thought to be discoveries, made
many years before by others, with full conviction

of their originality. With him labour was its

own reward : the great and learned Haller early

discovered in the young aspirant the fame which
wvaited him, and was foremost' to appreciate and

proclaim to the scientific world the discoveries

and merits of John Hunter. That the brothers

were strongly attached, there is no donbt : mutual

interests, independent of fraternal ties, cemented

this natural affection. Had they been less ardent

*nd emulous in the same pursuits, and professed

loss ambition, the influence of natural atl'ection

would have prevailed, mutual hapiiiness Avould

have resulted, and scandal been avoided. Both

parties being equally blamcable, this unfortunate

and almost unnatural strife met with a paiuful

-retribution, embittering their latter days, until

the grave closed upon their career. William

Hunter's success, which was most auspicious

throughout, made him impatient of riv«liy.

Endowed with rai-e physical and moral qualities,

and equal perseverance, being a classical scholar

of superior acquirements, ho was accustomed to

-consider his brother in those respects iui'crior,

and also as his pupil. Nevertheless, he was

.proud to think his disciple so worthy his fostering

-tutelage and regard. .Dr Hunter's facility and

elegance of expression— cb.oice of language ~
freedom from auy dialect which did not rather

.^ive emphasis and euphony to his musical voice

^added to an amenity characteristic of the

iScholar and gentleman, made his demonstrations,

^ways so accurate, the type for imitation, and

conferred a temporary iciut and fame John could

not approach. Tims Hushed with adventitious

superiority, Dr Hunter claimed without contra-
\

diction every discovery made mider his eye.

Eminent as naturalists, these talented brothers :

succumbed to the frail p.issioi!s and infirmities of

ihuman nature. William approjiriated John
3Iunter's drawings, had engravings made, and in

his lectures demonstrated them as his own dis-

coveries. Amongst others, he made engravings ot

the nerves of smelling, intending to present them
ito the Royal Society, but which his luimerous

engagements prevented. The climax of this was
the discovery of the circulation of the placenta, of

which, with great simplicity audguilclcssuess, John
Hunter infonued his brother, and showed him all

his experiments and opinions. At first Dr Hunter
. iiidiculed the demonstrations, but afterwards ap-

propriated them in his lectures and work on the
' Gravid Uterus,' without in auy way alluding to

4he discoverer, or mode of discovery.

It is true that, in his preface to this work, Dr
"Hunter, in alluding to John Hunter's anatomical

investigations, speaks of his brother as one
" whose accuracy in anatomical re.scarches is so

well known, that to omit this opportunity of

thanking him would h% in some measure, to dis-

TCgard the future reputation of the work itsolt"

This was simply a confession of an accepted and
self-evident truth, given somewhat coldly and
reluctantly, without even those courteous phrases

commoidy used on such occasions. Tlie oppor-

tunity served so well to display a genial and
affectionate feeling, that neglecting it, by resort-

ing to .such cold, tardy, and unavoidable tcruLS of

acknowledgment, roused the quick feeliugs of

John Hunter to a state of uncontrollable turbu-

lence. Kow become almost equally distinguisliod

with his brother, he felt how much liig anatomical

skill had promoted Dr Hunter's prospects. Being
engaged in diflferent departments of professional

practice, their interests in no waj- came iuto

collision or rivalry. It occurs often that tiesiof

relationship absolve that practice of courtesies
found, nevertheless, under ail circumstances, pro-
motive of concord and self-respect. They induce
an encroaching tendency, each expecting nioro
than the other is williug to concede. John, as is

jusually the case, being the younger, was more in-

clined to forgive—William to resent. Jolm became
mpatient of this thraldom, which placed tlie

brothers in a false position. In an unfortunate

moment, he, by a letter to the Council of the lioyal

Society, communicated his discoveiy of the injec-

tion of the placenta, twenty-five years before, with

all the particulars. This occui'red in 17S0, only

three years before the death of Dr AVilliara

Hunter ; and he never forgave John for this act

of rebellion, his resentment being manifested, at

the last, by excluding him from notice in his will,

and bequeathing the family estate away from liim

to his nephew, Dr Matthew BailUe. Dr Baillie,

so soon as the will was proved, ceded tlie

estate to John Hunter. Dr Adams, with that

kindly spirit which strongly characterises his

Memoirs of John Hunter, endeavours to extenu-

ate this conduct on the part of William. He insists

upon his well-known disregard of money, and his

conviction that, although ho relinquished the

gracious act, nevertheless the paternal estate

•would surely descend to his brother ; his depen-

dence being the greater, from the well-knosvn

conscientiousness and sense of justice of Dr Mat-

thew Baillie. Cei-tainly, John Hunter's circum-

stances at this time rendered him independent

of this fraternal regard and posthumous memo-
rial : but, as Dr Hunter most remarkably re-

tained his faculties to the last moment of exist-

ence, bright as ever, beaming to the last flicker

with a stoical jihilosophy, tlie wiping from the

tablets of his memory all kindly record of the

only-near relative he had was a painful incident.

The apology advanced confers a meed of gi-ace and
justice upon Dr Baillie which William Hunter
neglected to perform, and refused to practise him-

self. After this letter of Jolin Hunter's was re-

ceived, a letter was read from Dr Hunter at the

next meeting of the Royal Society, advancing his

claim to the discovery in question. To this letter

John Hunter sent a reply ; and thus endeil this

unbecoming and painful dispute. It is, however,

pleasing to state that, whatever may have been

the feelings of William Hunter towards his

brother after this public contention, John's

affection sra'vived, and his grief at the entire se-

paration to the end of life was sincere and deeply

felt. Dr Adams says—" In the warmth of his

heart, lie requested that he might at least be in-

vited to the sick-bed of his near relation—his

patron and instructor, and the head of his family.

This request was complied with, aud the relation

—the quondam pupil and protege—had the high

gratification of administering liis professional ser-

vices in the last moments of life."((!)

(To be continued.

)

HOSPITAL EEPOETS.

ST GEORGE'S HOSPITAL.
TE.SICO-VAGINAL FiSSUKE—DIVISION OF FiBBES

OF Stee^o-mastoid Muscle for Co>vTraoted

OR Wry Neck—N^vus—Removal of Gan-
glion ON Tendon of Wrist.—Mr Pollock.

(August 23rd.')—Vesico-vaginal Fis.sure.

The misery attendant upon this loathsome and
pitiable accident, fortunately has stimulated a

rivalry of remedial expedients, and resources for

its mitigation and cure. Vesico-vaginal fissure

is the frequent concomitant of protracted par-

turition, in which the head of child has improperly

been permitted to remain impacted in the pelvis,

to the destruction of surrounding soft parts. In-

continence or dribbling away of urine is at first

'Often mistaken for temporary paralysis of the

sphincter of bladder, or weakness. At length the

real mischief becomes discovered. So much has

been lately written and so much discussion taken

place upon the various modes of treatment and

cure, that tlie subject has been thoroughly ex-

hausted. Mr Battey and Dr Bozeman, of

America, and Mr 1. Baker Brown, have invented

different mechanical appliances for securing

metallic sutures in their use to the fistulous

opening of the vagina.—Tlie patient, a woman
about twenty-five years of ane, had been operated

upon by Mr Pollock on ten diJTerent occasions, for

tlie purpose of producing contraction of fistulous

ojieuing, by paring its sides and edges. This was a

very distressing case. The whole of the base of the

bladder was gone—had sloughed away. This

slow process of inducing contraction, Mr Pollock

(a) Adams'a 'Memoiisof theLife of JohnHuntsr,'

pp. 135-6.

thought, was the only operation likely to prove
successful in tliis case^to afford mitigation, or
ultimate cure. The patient was jilaced in the
recumbent posture, as for lithotomy ; being first

naicotired. The anterior wall of the vagina was
then brought to view, and scissors and tenotomy
knife were u.sed in removing a layer of the fleshy

cicatrix formed round the margin of the fistula,

after the plan of M. Jobert of Paris. The fissure

was found much contracted in size since the last

ojieration. By resorting to this plan, the fissure

has already become so small and reduced, that

tlie patient is enabled to hold her water with use

of catheter. A serious drawback aud di.scomfort

frequently occurs from the disposition of the

bladder to deposit lithates. These form kl

bladder, and become deposited in the ojjening or

fistula, thus causing great distress and consider-

able inconvenience, i'hey are easily dislodged,

and removable, when discovered, by dilatation.

Mr Pollock related the case of a lady, in private

practice, who was painfully inconvenienced by
the formation of litliates, which became lodged

ill the mouth of fissure. Being easily removed by
dilatation, she ultimately obtained a perfect c»re.

(August 29th.)—Wry Neck, from Cojjteactios
OF Fibres or Sterno-mastoid Mi'scle.

This patient, a young woman of eighteen years

of age, was greatly deformed by contraction of

right side of neck. Filjres of sterno-niastoid

muscle of right side were divided, by subcutaneotm
section, with tenotomy knife. On a previoas

occasion she had had fibres of stemo-costal

muscles divided.

N^EVUS.

The different modes of destroying these rapidly-

enlarging growths are numerous ; amongst which,

in addition to those by ligatures, may be men-
tioned injections of pereliloride of iron. The
patient, a cliild twelve months old, had a cutaneons

nrevus on the epigastrium, the size of a largo

plum—a full inch in diameter. Mr Pollock

destroyed it in the following manner :— Passed

two strong needles crucially through base of the

na:vus ; round the base, and under these needles,

he wound a strong silk ligature ; he then freely

pierced the nsevus all over its circumference with

a large needle. As it emptied itself, he wound
the ligature again tighter round the base, thus

strangling the nrevus.

Ganglion on Tendon of Wrist
Was removed by subcutaneous section—dividing

ganglion, and scooping out its contents. The em-
ployment of pressure by compress well applied

may prevent return.

GUVS HOSPITAL.
(August 2Sth.)— Amputation.—Mr CoopSR

FoRSTEB. AMITTATION.—Mr CoCK. hTTBO-

tomy—Adenocele.—Mr Bryant.

Amputation.
This woman, a patient about forty years of

age, had been afiiicted with malignant ulcer of

long continuance, situated on anterior aspect below

lower third of tibia. Altogether it had a very

anomalous, yet no specific character could be given

it. Treatment afforded no amelioration, nor did

it rapidly extend. Latterly it had become ex-

cessively painful, and prevented locomotion. Mr
Forster thought it best to amputate, so as to aJToid

sufficient stump for adaptation of artificial leg.

This operation he performed by double lateral

flaps above lower third of leg.

AMPL^.A.TI0N.

—

Mr Cock.
A man, forty-tliree years of age, received injury

of ankle-joint and lower part of leg ; dislocation

of tibia iuwardly— fracture of fibula iniernally,

attended with great injur}- to joint. Exfoliation

at extremity of tihii had taken place. Mr Cock
considered amputation best to be done in this

case. The dislocation being irreducible, and ex-

tremities of bones being found in a state of dis-

ease, prevented any use of the limb. Heperfonned

the double-flap operation in the usual way, at

lower third of leg. The two bones were fomid so

much injured as to be nearly aiiprottiniated, and

scarcely to allow introduction ofthe scalpel between.

The arteries were also fouud in a condition of dis-

ease, jmd excessively brittle. In so young a sub-

ject, this must be attributed to injury the having

set up conditions of degeneration.

Lithotomy.
We are advocates of free-trade equally for pro-

fessions as for commerce. Special Hospitals we
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consider to be excellent media for what may be

termed eccentric cbarity. In this country,

special or eccentric charity will always obtain.

The millionaire of the upper middle class may
pure!»as6 a philanthropic distinction by eccentric

DencTolence, for which his mode of makin<j money
never afforded an early opportunity. AVliy not

give this opportunity to the founding of a Special

Hospital ? The ([uestion of Siiecial Hospitals

having recently oceni>ied attention, suggests these

remarks. A Stone Hospital is considered to be

particularly indicated as a requirement. Hearing,

as we do, all opinions, the facts before us may serve

better than laboured argument to elucidate this

question. It is stated that lithotomy so rarely

occurs at General Hospitals, that pupils may not

see al>ore one or two cases during some months'

attendance. AVe have now to relate four cases of

lithotomy performed at this hospital within a few

days, and three of them following each other on

one day. We, moreover, have recorded more than

a dozen cases of lithotomy within the last four or

five weeks at the Hospitals of King's College,

Guy's, and St Tliomas's.

A boy, about thirteen years of age, was cut for

lithotomy by Mr Bryant. The lateral operation

was promptly performed upon this patient, and the

stone easily and cpiickly removed. The stone was

large, rough, of mulberry nucleus and phosphatic

shell. The semirotary force required was calcu-

lated to remove it with celerity, decision, and
neatness. It is gratifying to us, who have been

"an eye-witness" of the golden era of operative

surgery—who have seen Astley Cooper use the

knife in liismeridian—to testify that the power has

not passed away, and that the rising generation

will wear the mantle, if not as gracefully, as vxll.

This patient had not been conscious of existence

of stone in the bladder until the last six weeks.

TTif whole operation was concluded, save dressings,

in little more than a minute, with as little appa-

rently to be done as in the extraction of a tooth
;

the incisions being made with not more than three

sweeps of knife—no pause, no haggling—and stone

extracted.

Adesocele
Is a term of extensive signification, aJthougli

applied to diseased tumours having a limited

localitv- iV, the female breasts and the

mammary glands. It expresses the type of benign,

in opposition to inalii/nanl tumours. Adenocele

recommends itself, in conseijuence, as a more
agreeable subjei t of inquiry. It is found amongst

young, and generally unmarried women, from six-

teen to forty years of age, the prejionderance of

cases being amongst single women. Aberncthy

describes it as " Pancreatic Sarcoma
;

" Sir Charles

Bell, " Cysto-.'iarcoma ;
" Velpeau,(a) as " Tumor

Adcnoide;" Sir Astley Cooper, "Chronic Mammary
Tumour." Sir Benjamin Brodie calls it "Cero-

cystic Tumour ;

" Mr Paget, '

' Mammary Glandular

Tumour." It h.as received other various designa-

tions from both French and English pathologists,

and has been divided into three series. Birkett des-

cribes these growths as having three marked divi-

sions "established by nature," having numerous
rarieties. The first lie describes to consist of new
growths, having small fibrous bands connecting epi-

thelial cells, of roinjiactdf-nse fonn — fibrous lobcd

on surface, and iutenially enveloped in their own
fibrous capsule. Thus, the ilhistrations and
varieties of adenocele are extremely numerous, and
described under different names. All are licnign,

non-malignant growths, belonging to one class,

each manifesting a different development in its

extenial form . The tnmour is sensible to touch,

and painful upon movement—also attende<l with
lamcin.iting pains. The pain causes excitement

and flushed cheeks, and its continuance is dia-

gBOStic of adenocele. The tumour moves freely,

and slips from finger and thumb upon pressure

under integument. In short, all seems fne
ab<iut the i>reast. The nipple does not Vk romo
retracted ; but if the tumour increaaes in size, tlie

akin stretches, and breast becomes [wndulous.

The areola becomes enlarged in surface, and
fsUicles are distinct ; butitretains a healthfulcom-
plexion. Tlie nipple, although small and flat-

tened, is not retractwl. The j)rognosis in these

tsraonrs isalw.Tvs favourable. Amputation is not
OMessary, or iiiliiated, unless the enlargement
heeomea progrtssive. Nevertheles.s, as the opera-
tion is simple, it is best performed at early

(a) V. Madden'* TranalatioD of Vclpean ou 'Dis-
eases of tlie Breast.'

growth. It is a mere resemblance of malignant
cancer, having no other characteristic symptoms.
The secreting portion of the gland, the excretory
ducts, and cieci, arc well formed, as also the
ciecal terminations of ducts. Mr Birkett, in

one case, attempted to save the nipple.

The tumour returned, of the size of an orange,
and became of a erimsou red colour ; it assumed
a malignant aspect, became prominent and
fungoid, occupying the situation of the nipple.

It was not ulcerated, not ofTonsive, and no slough-
ing occurred. The woman was young, unmarried,
and in good health.

The patient Mr Bryant operated upon was a
healthful woman, about twenty years of age. The
breast was well developed, and little or no de-

formity. The tumour was situated above and
extending from the nipple, ou the superior aspect
of the left breast ; it was freely moveable-—tissues,

cutaneous and subcutaneous, being natural, clear,

and free from nodules. Mr Bryiuit fixed the
tumour with finger and thumb of left hand ; ho
then carried a longitudinal incision over the
tumour, extendinjja little beyouileitherextremity,
for about four iuclies down to the tumour ; it was
easily dislocated by pressure, and removed from
its capsule i one or two vessels were secured, and
the lips of the woujid brought together 'ly liga-

tures and straiiping. The tumour consisted of

dense epithelial cells, connected by small fibrous

tissue, envclopediu membranous capsule.—Adeno-
cele is of recurrent tendency. An instance of

clear diagnosis and ])rognosis, given in a case of

adenocele by Sir Astley Cooper, is recorded by
Mr Birkett. In 1857, a woman, eighty-four years
of age, consulted him, with a tumour hanging
below her navel larger than her head. Fifty-three

years before, slie had consulted Sir Astley Cooper
abaut it, who told her it would never do her any
Imrni. In short, these tumours are perfectly iu-

nocuens.

OUR NOTE BOOK.

LlGATl-RE OF THE CAROTID
FOIt SUSPECTED ANEl'IUSM OF THE

OPHTHALMIC AUTERY.
We recollect seeiug Mr Bowmau tic the carotid

artery (about three years ago) for a supposed aueu-

risui of the ophthalmic artery, in an elderly

woman, at King's CoUej^e Hospital. The patient

had apjJied at the Moornelds OplUhidmic Hos) ital

for a noise in her head. A pulsation eillior within

the orbit or the head had been heard for five

montlis by herself, anil also by her husband. Its

origin, Jlr Bowmau observed, was somewhat ob-

scure—whether from 8 blow or othei-wise, ho could
not say positively ; but she had received a blow
on the lower edge of the orbit, which might have
produced a fracture and lacerated the vessel. The
lower edge of the orbit was very uneven

;
possibly

a fiacliirc may have ruptured the coats of the

ophthalmic or the internal carotid itself. He.re-

marked chat it was not difficult to determine the

real nature of the di.sease. Tlie eye was prominent
and injected, and so were the other structures of

the orbit. -V pubsation was felt over the eye, then
over the whole head, but the left side particuliu'ly

;

and a strong, loud bruit was heard. The only

tbiugL to Ix; done was to tio the vessel : and this

was performed on February 27th, after the patient

had been a week in hospital to prepare fur it. She
w.as by no means a favourable subject ; she had
lived a very hard life, subject to considerable ex-

citement with her husband, and was frequently

dnink. She had no disease of the heart or other

vessels. The ujiper portion of the common carotid

was ligatured suJBcieutly below the bifurcation to

peniiit the forniatiou of a clot, and was there

easily got at. On the Cth of March tlie patient

was going on well ; the noises had disappeared, as

also the congestion of the eyeball, &c. After-

wards she died ; and at the autopsy'no aneurism
was found to explain the symptoms present during
life.

We have been thus particular in mentioning
these facts to show how difficult it is always to

make out coiTectly an aneurism within the orbit

or head. Very recently another case of supposed
aneurism of the ophthalmic artery was submitted
to the .same treatment, and so far it has been fol-

lowed by good results in evei-y way. Subjoined

are the jjarticulars, as kindly furnished us by Mr
William Wiekluuu, house-surgeon to King's Col-

lege Hospital :

—

Susan L— , aged forty-one, admitted April 13thi
1860, with supposed aneurism of the right oph-
thalmic artery. She states that she has generally
enjoyed good health. On Dec. 27th, 1859, whilst
washing some clothes, she was attacked by sudden
pain in the right side of the head, followed soon
afterwards by a "blowing" noise in the same
part, both of which have continued evi.'r since.

The right eye gradually became protruded and
swollen, with increased vascularity. In March,
18(50, she was confined. On admission, the right
eye is found to project forwards about a quarter;
of an inch, and she has a convergent squint or
about two lines. There is complete paralysis of
the right external rectus muscle. AV hen told, to*

look towards the right hand, there is seen to be a.

second convergent squint of the loft eye. The'
conjunctiva of the right eye is very red and cede-

matous, the sulcus beneath the orbit being com-
pletely filled up. The right eye is presbyopic.

She is able to distinguish the figures of a watch
held at a distance of fourteen inches, but cannot,
read, being unable to recognise letters of a word
at that distance. On pressing the fingers beneatl*
the margin of the orbit, a faint and obscure'
pulsation can bo felt. The veins of the upjier lid

are varicose. The supra-orbital artery boats
naturally. On applying the stethoscope over the
front of the eyeball, a loud, blowing murmur,
synchronous with the radial pulsation at the
wrist, is heard, as also over the whole of the
right side of the head, though more subdued in
character. It is also heard on the opjiosito side
of the head, but in a much fainter degree ; also
at the right angle of the lower jaw over the course
of the common carotid artery down to the root of
the neck. The intensity of the murmur is di-

minished on compressing the common carotid, but
the bruit is not altogether stopped. Heart-sounds
are quite natural, though occasionally she suffers

from violent palpitation. The treatment adopted
at the commencement consisted in the adminis-
tration of tonics and jiressure of the carotids by
moans of the fingers. This pressure was kept up
for about ten days, twice a day, for five minutes
at a time, with the elfuet of completely sto]iping
both the throbbing and the pain for the time
being. An this, however, gave no permanent
relief, it was discontinued, and, for the temporary
relief of the patient, irrigation and cold to the
parts have been since ajiplied.

From the date of her admission till June loth
she continued in much the same condition ; but
in the evening the jironiinence of the eye became-
much more apparent, with an increase of vascu-
larity and pain to sui;li an extent that Mr Bowmaa
determinod at once to ligature the common
carotid, and performed the operation on June 16th.

in the ordinary way.
The patient has proceeded favourably since the

operation, with a relief to most of the symjitoms
complained of, and is at the present time (July^

.31st) in a fair way of recovery. The ligature camo
away on the seventeenth day, without luenion-bagc.

The .eye is still prominent, and the paralysis of
the sixth nerve is iierinanent. A faint bruit is.

occasionally heard.'— 'Lancet.'

GOOD EFFECTS OF BLEEDING IN ACUTE
LEPRA.

Although bloodletting is recommended byGib«{li
and other writers on skin diseases at the com-
menccnient of cose-s of lepra, Iwsides the regiminal
and medicinal treatmeut, it is not often that we
see it ]mt into practiie. A case, however, camo
under our observation a few days back at the
Cliaring-cross Hospital, in which venesection to

the extent of ten or twelve ounces was followed
by tha best results. The [latient is a stout, ple-

thoric woman, twenty-four years of ago, who was
admitted under Dr W'illshirc's care, with her
body covered with lirhenoid papules. The .skin

was as rough as shagreen or nutmeg-gratoi's, the-

intervals between the papules being of an in-

tensely red colour. This eruption appeared in the

course of a single night. The small venesection

was followed by the most sensible relief^ and she

was then ordered half-di-iiclim doses of bicarbonate

of ])otass in the infu.-iion of dnlcaniara. Under
this treatment the eruption disappeared in a
week's time, the .skin .subsequently desquamating,

as is witnessed after scarlet fever. Her diet con-

sisted chiefly of milk and eggs.

In the. same ward wo observed another exaaiplo

of lepra, in a female of thirty years of age, which
was not unlike the syphilitic fonn ; here the
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jiatohes were iiitersiierscd with roseola ; the

eruiition arose from drinking cold water while

the body was in a heated condition. The patient

was rapidly improving under the use of bicarbonate

of ]>otass and small doses of the iodide of potas-

sium.
—

* Lancet.'

THE PITUITARY BODY.
Dr Michel has published a monograph on the

Pathology of Pituitary Body. It is extracted

from the ' Charleston Medical Journal.' He has

laboriously collected much information relative to

the very obscure subject of the pathology and
physiology of this (to us, at present) curious

body. 'These are the conclusions to which his

investigations have led him : — "1st. That the

pituitary body, however largely developed in some
animals, is not a primary division of the brain, or

a true encephalic ganglion, since its complete
destruction is never accompanied by loss of in-

tellection, motion, or sensation, beyond what may
be satisfactorily accounted for by the necessary

pressure which the morbid growth exerts upon
more essential parts of the encephalon. 2nd. That
from several of the morbid processes enumerated
in this memoir, we have strong proof of the

identity of the nature of this hypophysis witli

certain so-called vascular glands, such as the

thyroid, thymus, spleen, and supra-renal capsules.

3rd. That while the diagnosis of its moi-bid con-

ditions is rendered somewhat obscure from the

absence of any ascertained function of the part,

yet their almost constant connection with the

simultaneous production of amaurosis in both

eyes, mth absence of symptoms of cross paralysis,

will indicate the seat of the disease, when com-
pared to morbid states of either hemisphere. And
fourthly, that the long continuance of disease in

this situation may propagate inflammatory action

to neighbouring parts, followed by apathy, somno-
lency, syncope, eophosis, and other symptoms
obscuring the diagnosis."— 'Medical Times.'

POSTURE IN PRESENTATIONS OF THE
FUNIS.

Dr Brandels, of Louisville, relates three cases in

pj'oof of the advantage of treating presentation of

the funis by placing the mother on her knees and
elbows, and supporting the body with pillows in

such a manner that the pelvis is kept a good deal

higher than the chest. Reposition is then performed,
and the patient kept in the position until strong
pains come on. Even when the circulation of the

funis is feeble, it is soon restored after compression
has been thus removed. For the success of the
manoeuvre it is requisite that the os uteri be
dilated or dilatable, and the liquor amuii must be
partly retained. If it has all escaped and the
uterus is firmlj' contracted over the child's body,
all efforts at reduction will be in vain. Collecting
the statistics from various writers, Dr Brandeis
finds that 695 instances of prolapse have occurred
in 177,184 labours, or 1 in 264 ; while in 743
instances of prolapse 408 still births occurred.

—

' Boston Journal, ' and ' Medical Times and
Gazette.'

SUCCESSFUL CASE OF OVARIOTOMY.
Dr Crosby relates in considerable detail the par-

ticulars of a successful case of ovariotomy. The
patient was tliirty-six years of age, and had two
children. The disease had existed for more than
five years. It was a large unilocular tumour, the
solid parts weighing rather more than 3 lbs., and
the glairy contents less than 25 lbs. During the
five years, 475 lbs. of fluid had been drawn off by
tapping. Although long tormented by obstinate

Toraiting, she recovered so well that in five weeks
she was enabled to direct her household affairs.—

' Boston Journal,' and ' Medical Times and
Gazette.'

OVARIAN CYST SUCCESSFULLY INJECTED
WITH IODINE AFTER UNSUCCESSFUL
ATTEMPT AT REMOVAL.
Dr Wythes relates the case of a woman, aged

twenty-two, upon whom he undertook the opera-
tion of ovariotomy ; but the sac being found uni-

versally and firmly adherent to the abdominal
parietes and viscera, he was obliged to give up
the attempt. This was on June 2nd, and on the
IStli, after evacuating a pint and a half of ex-
ceedingly offensive pus, he tlirew in through a
catheter two ounces of tincture of iodine ; and on
the 17th, four ounces more. On the next day
the contained fluids were found so coagulated that

the mass was broken up with difficulty by the

catheter. After several days, the sac having been
well washed with tepid water, three ounces more
were injected, and the injections were repeated

every few days until the middle of July—using

in all about a pint and a half of the tincture, by
which time the sac had so contracted as to admit
but about an inch of the catheter. This was in

1858, and the patient has continued well since,

only wearing an elastic abdominal bandage.

—

'North American Med.-Chir. Rev.,' and ' Medical
Times and Gazette."

ON RETENTION OF URINE IN THE F(ETUS
AS A CAUSE OF OBSTRUCTED LABOUR.
The substance of this paper constituted a com-

munication to the Academy of Medicine some
years since, but has never been before published

in full. Judging from the silence of writers on
Midwifery upon this subject, 51. Depaul observes,

this cause of difficult labour can be but little

known. But although cases of retention of the

urine in the foetus carried to this extent may be
rare, othei's are far more common, in which,

owing to the secretion having continued during a

less lengthened period, or having been less abun-
dant, the tumour resulting from its accumulation
has been much less considerable, or may have
passed unperceived at the period of birth. At
present, the Author confines his attention to the

obstetrical relations of these cases, proposing on
a future occasion to demonstrate the fact now
generally denied—viz. that the functions of the

kidneys become established at an early period of

fcctal life, the urine passing, by reason of the con-

tractions of the bladder, through the canal of the

urethra into the liquid amnii, of which it is in-

deed one of the principal sources. The following

is an abstract of the particulars of the case which
occurred in M. Depaul's own practice, and related

by him at great length :

—

A lady, twenty-eight years of age, in her third

pregnancy, found at the fifth month that she had
attained the size usual at the eud of gestation,

this exaggerated size having begun to manifest

itself after three months and a half. The move-
ments of the child, too, perceived first at about
the fourth month and a half, were very feeble,

and kept getting more and more so. Soon
after the sixth month labour-pains appeared,

and in the course of twenty-six hours dilata-

tion had become complete. Notwithstanding,
however, that the pains of late had become
very active, no jjrogress seemed 'to be made,
and no liquor amnii was discharged. The midwife,

wishing to expedite matters, used various violent

tractions, the consequences of which were that

the cervical spine became broken, and one arm
and the head were detached from the body. A
Practitioner who was called in detached the other
arm and opened the thorax ; but, notwithstanding
the evacuation of the lungs and heart, the tnmk
could not be delivered. After eight hours'

endeavour of this kind, the Author's aid was
sought, the pains having now become feeble, but
the patient's condition being in no wise alarming.

He was at once struck by the enormous size of

her abdomen, the fundus of the uterus extending
six fingers' breadth above the umbilicus, while
the organ had assumed the size of an uterus at

full time when distended with a large quantity
of liquor amnii. On examination, the abdomen
of the infant was found to be enormously dis-

tended, and this was at first attributed to ascites,

although such large effusions into the peritoneum
during intra-uterine life are very unusual. An
opening in the abdomen was forced bj- means of

the finger, and about a quart of a sanguinolent

serosity was discharged. Notwithstanding this,

it still continued immensel}' distended, and a

fluctuating tumour was still to be felt. Perfo-

rating this with the nail, a quantity of trans-

parent, citron-coloured fluid gushed out, which
was estimated at about five pints. After this

discharge the delivery was easily completed, and
the patient did as well as after a natural labour.

On examining the foetal abdomen, and restoring

it by means of insufflation to the large size it had
prior to the punctures, it was found to measure
twenty-one centimUres in the transverse, nineteen

in the vertical, and fourteen in the antero-

posterior diameters—and this independently of

the increase which had taken place from effusion

of serosity into the peritoneum. The abdominal
walls themselves had also undergone a consider-

able thickening from serous infiltration. The

distended bladder, the muscular walls of which
were much hypertrophied, occupied almost all

the cavity of the abdomen, the organ being in its

largest circumference thirty-five centimetres. Three
canals o])ened at its surface, the two ureters and
the large intestine. This last terminated on the
anterior side (its normal caUbre having been di-

minished after coming in contact with the bladder
to that of a small quill), its aperture being
scarcely detectable. Externally there was no in-

dication of the orifice of the anus. The imme-
diate cause of the urinary tumour was the obli-

teration of a portion of the canal of the urethra.

M. Depaul quotes in detail cases more or less

resembling this one related by Portal, in his
' Pratique des Accouchements ;' by Mr Feam, in

vol. ii. of the 'Lancet' for 1834-35; by M. Del-
bovier, in the ' Archives de Medecine Beige ;' "by

M. Gaudon, in the ' Bulletins de la Societe Ana-
tomique' for 1846 ; and by M. Duparcciue, in the
' Annales d'Obstetrique' for 1842; and from the
whole he draws the followin" conclusions :—1.

The urinary secretion is established at an early

period of fcetal life. 2. When, from vicious con-

formation or other obstacle, the urine cannot at this

period of life be expelled into the cavity of the
amnios, it accumulates in the bladder, and this

organ may then attain dimensions wliioh renders
spontaneous delivery impossible even when the
pelvis is perfectly well formed and the period of

pregnancy is not complete. 3. So great have been
the difficulties thus produced, that in several

cases the head and limbs have become detached
without the obstacle being overcome. 4. When-
ever an examination of the parts has been made
with exactitude, it has been plainly demonstrated
that, together with this development of the sizB

of the bladder, there has co-existed a hypertrophy
of its walls, and especially of its muscular coa^
showing that the organ does not play merely the
part of a passive reservoir, but that it frequently
endeavours, during pregnancy, to expel the fluid

it has received. 5. The cases on record would
seem to show, that while it may be well nigh im-
possible to recognise the nature of such a case

during pregnancy, a strong probability, if not
certainty, may be arrived at respecting it during
the progress of labour. 6. The rarity of simple

ascites carried to this extreme degree will at once'

lead to the presumption of a distension of the
bladder ; and retention of urine may be declared

to be present when malformation of the genital

organs can be made out by exploration. 7. Under
any circumstance, the practice to be pursued is

the same. When tractions, carried as far as pru-

dence will permit, have failed, evacuation of the

fluid must be resorted to. 8. As the vices of con-

formation of the urinary organs in question do not
necessarily compromise the viability of the infant,

it is absolutely necessary to practise the operation

of puncture with all due precaution. The inser-

tion of the funis will serve as a safe guide to the

most favourable spot. 9. In proceeding in this

way, it may not be imjwssible, by means of another

operation, performed after delivery, to re-esta-

blish the natural pas.sage of the urine, and thus

save the life of the child.— 'Gazette Hebdoma-
daire,' Nos. 20, 21, 23; and 'Medical Times and
Gazette.'

FORMULAE FOR CREOSOTE.
M. Lebort employs a lotion consisting of from

one to four parts of creosote to 1000 of water, as

an application in burns, and in putrid or cancer-

ous ulcers ; and in the treatment of wounds and
\ilcers M. Guibert applies charpie, soaked in a

mixture composed of four ounces of glyteriue and
twelve drops of creosote.— 'Bull, de Therap.,'

July, p. 26.

ON THE EMPLOYMENT OF CHLORIDE OF
ZINC IN DISEASES OF THE SKIN.

Dr Veiel, of Constatt, says : Since Hanke in

1841 directed attention to the properties of

chloride of zinc, I used it in my hospital, as s
caustic, in cases where it was desirable to destroy

morbid growths in the connective tissue, or to

remove abnormal deposits, as frequently occurs in

various forms of lupus. For a long time I

employed it only in the treatment of lupus and
of allied diseases, as lepra vulgaris, elephantiasis,

small circumscribed scirrhosities, &c. ; it was not

until lately that I made use of it for modifying

the vitality of pus-secreting surfaces in ulcers on
the feet of long standing, in chronic eczema, in

sycosis, or for the destruction of funguses, as in

pityriasis versicolor, favus, 4c.
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In the Institutiou the chloride is emiiloyed in

three fomis ; the spirituous solution, the watery

solution, and in tne solid state as pencils or

cylinders. The first consists of eixual parts of

rectified spirit and chloride of zinc ; the second,

of ten parts of chloride, ten of hydrochloric acid,

and 500 of water : the third is prepared by fusing

the chloride and pouring it into moulds, as in the

preparation of caustic potash. I designate these

three forms : spiritus, liquor, and lapis zinci

chlorati.

The lapis I select when the object is to pene-

trate to the greatest •possible depth for the

destruction of hypertrophic deposits, as frequently

occurs in inveterate cases of hypertrophic and
tuberculous lupus, in which the agent is employed
precisely in the mode recommended by Langen-
oeck in the use of caustic potash.

I made use of the lapis in my hospital with the

best possible result in thirteen exquisite cases of

hypertrophic lupus, six times on the upper lip,

four times on the cheek, twice on the ear, and
once on the ala nasi.

The following is the mode of proceeding :

—

Where scabs or thick scales are present, w-hich

have already destroyed the epidermis, cataplasm
are employed for their removal ; but where the
epidermis is still intact, it is separated by blister-

ing plaster or water of caustic ammonia. The
lapis, placed in a quill, and pointed, is now
worked into the hypertrophic or tuberculous

tissue, to a distance of about two or three lines,

until, when the surface is large, the pencil has

penetrated all the excrescences in vanous direc-

tions. Immediately after this operation, in which
the pencil sometimes penetrates with remarkable
ease to a considerable depth, but at others enters

with difficulty, and only sujwrficially, there flows

from the honeycomb perforated surface at one
time dark, at another Cght-coloured blood (which
is removed by means of a sponge), and soon after

a clearer serum, which, in the coiirse of a few
hours, hardens to a smooth and firmly-adherent

scab. This, partly in consequence of tfie swelling

of the surrounding tissues, partly in consequence
of the loss of substance, already presents a

rather depressed appearance. On the third or

fourth day thin pus foiins at the margin of the
scab, and is removed by acupuncture, which
generally greatly diminishes the tension. On
from the sixth to the eighth day, the scab
loosens at the edges, whercui>on it is completely
removed by means of poultices, which are to be
continued for several days. The application of

the lapis to the tubercles and rid;;e-like striie is

now repeated, especially in the more prominent
parts, until the hypertrophic tissues are destroyed,

X>roceeding as at the first. It is, in general,

seldom necessary to apply the lapis more than
three times ; it was only in one case of an
hyjiertrojihic cheek, which was destroyed from the
eyelid to the edge of the jaw, and in the latter

place was, in its entire breadth, almost as thick
as the finger, that I was obliged to use it much
more frequently. When the great wound is at

length free from all pufly elevations, and has been
brought down to a level with the surrounding
healthy parts, it is poulticed for several days,

lightly smeared every three or four days with
spiritus zinc, chlor. ; and, subsequently, when
the edges have begun to contract, with the
liquor, until a pot^ct euro is obtained, which
seldom requires more than three or four months.

In lujius exfoliativus and exulceraus, without
hypertrophic infiltrations, the use of the spirit

continued to the complete destruction of the fully,

or half-developed, or already softened tubercles is

sufficient, after wliich the liquor is likewise

employed until the cure is eflected. In this case

the morbid surface, deprived of its epidermis by
a blister, is lightly touched with a pencil dii)ped
in the spirit. This api)lication is attended with
violent pain and profuse searetion of albuminous
scrum, which partly flows off and partly combines
with the zinc to form an eschar of albuminate of
zinc. The eschar is at first firmly adherent, but
after three or four days it separates, with profuse

secretion of watery pus. The interval between
the first and second cauterisation is shorter with
the spirit than with the Upis, about three or
four days ; in this instance, too, the separation
of the eschar by the supijuration must determine
the time for further cauteri-sation. As to the
liquor, which is intended only to hasten the
process of healing, it will be sufficient to use it

every five or six days.

The lupus superficialis sen erythematocus of

Cazenave and Hebra— I should like to call it the

red, shagreen-like lupus of the face—requires for

its treatment the spirit diluted with the liquor,

as in it much more superficial layer's of the integu-

ments are affected, and the subcutaneous areolar

tissue is rarely implicated.

Hence the indication for the employment of the

three forms of the chloride of zinc is evident : the

lapis is to be used wherever hypertrophic tissues

are to be removed ; the sijirit, where the object

is to destroy morbid subcutaneous tissues, and
degenerated and more superficial layers of integu-

ment ; the liquor, where it is desirable to pro-

mote the cure by means of an astringent and
stimulating application, and to secure the fonna-

tion of a firm cicatrix.

Besides lupus, chloride of zinc is consequently

useful in a great number of cutaneous diseases,

which I shall now briefly mention.

In obstinate eczema occuiTing at the boundary
between mucous membrane and cuticle, as on the

eyelids, the lips, the labia pudendi, the anus,

smearing with the spirit is highly serviceable.

In the case of the eyelids, the hairs or ciliic must
first be removed. Here one cauterization was
usually sufficient ; while on the mouth and
labia pudendi it must be repeated. Whe:i the

delicate scab was separated, the eczema was
generally cured. In eczema solare and im-

petiginoides daily smearing with the liquor is

often the only mode, when all other means have
failed, of effecting a cure. In eczema of the

tongue, too, gaping fissures of the nipples and
scrotum, of the palms of the hands and points of

the fingers (tylosis), the quick of the nails, &c.,

the mi.xture of the spirit with the liquor, in the

proportion of one part to ten, has often alone

effected a cure, particularly in the quick of the

nail, which often forms an unconquerable source

of vesicular eniptions. This mixture has also

done good service in warty erosions of the tonsils

and back of the pharynx, where daily pencillings

are necessary.

In psoriasis some remains after treatment with
with tar, which often continue as large as peas

on the elbows, back, or upjier part of the thigh,

are particularly easily destroyeil with the spirit,

the scabs being first scraped off with a knife.

There is also a palmar psoriasis attended with
painful corn-like thickenings, which yield to no
other remedy but the lapi.s, after they have been
raised out of their bed by means of a blister.

In sycosis and favus the liquor is very useful,

after the hairs of the beanl, or head, have been
removed. In these affections it acts Jiartly by
resolving the swelhng and infiltration of the
follicle, and partly, as in favus, by arresting the

formation of fungi. The same is true of some
forms of acne ; I also em]>loy with good effect,

after the resolution of tlic tubercles, the combina-
tion of sulphur with alcohol, recommended by
Hebra.
A great number of warty, circumscribed scir-

rhosities of the nose, cheek, and lips have been
very successfully destroyed with the spirit.

In chronic ulcers of the feet, especially when
they have callous edges and a false membrane at

the bottom, which nas become an indciicndent

secreting surface, the destruction of this mem-
brane by the spirit is of great use, particularly
when the callous edges are at the same time re-

moved by the knife.

In cysts, too, glandular swellings which are
constantly suppurating, and fistulous passages,

only one or two applications of the spirit are
required to destroy the secreting membrane.

In syphilitic secondary ulcers (syphilides

ulcerosa) the mildest treatment is certainly the
Ijcst, and caustics are not applicable ; t)ut in

condylomata, in soft warts, mollusca, the caute-

rization of the roots, after the protuberances have
been removed with the knife, is of great value.

The employment of the liquor was also successful

in sebarrha'a, bums, and chilblains.

It now remains for me to point out the
advantages presented by chloride of zinc in the
treatment of cutaneous diseases, as contrasted
with some other caustics in use.

Its principal advantages consist in

—

1. That it enters into combination with all ele-

ments with which it comes in contact, especially

with protein and albuminous matters, while the
compounds so formed in their turn produce a
penetrating, cauterizing irritation, whereby the
parts in the neighbourhood of the eschar con-

tract, diminishing the wound and approximating^
the edges of the sound part.

2. 'ihsti this irritation produces a more rapid
fornaatioa of pus and sepaiution of the eschar,

causing the healing process to proceed much
more quickly, the surfaces of the wound to form
more rapidly, and to exhibit better granulations.

3. That the cicatrization is better, in conse-

quence of the jieculiar contraction and uniforia
destruction of the parts.

4. That the pain, though considerable, lasts

only a proportionably short time, and can, con-
sequently, be very much moderated by the use o£.

chloroform.

In those qualities the chloride of zinc excels,

a. The acids, which produce rather a coagula-

tion of the albuminous matters, and form »
leathery eschar, which does not penetrate very
deeply, and separates only slowly and with diffi-

culty, while the shrivelling of the cajiillary

vessels has a weakening effect on the healing

process.

b. Caustic potash, which produces a sajjonifi-

cation of the soft parts, incapable of being accu-

rately limited, readily corroding the neighbouring
tissues by the secretions to which it gives rise,

and likewise creating eschars difficult of separa-

tion, which leave neither healthy suppuration nor
vigorous granulations.

c. Lapis inferiialis, which acts much more
superficially, and produces more tedious separa-

tion of the destroyed parts, thus giving rise to

more persistent pain and loss perfect cicatrices.

d. The preparations of iodine (Richter's iodide
of glycerin and the preparations of iodide of

mercnry) likewise penetrate more slowly, create

greater reaction of the healthy surrounding jiarts,

arc, consequently, also more painful, and, on
account of the greater or less amoimt of iodine
they contain, are more uncertain.

With chloride of gold, chloride of bromine,
Landolfi's paste, Petrcqiiin's caustic solution of

gold in aqua regia, &c., I have made no compara-
tive experiments ; nor have 1 made more use of

the pulvis cosnii, or the other preparations of
arsenic, which I have avoided on account of their

danger and uncertainty, so long as I found the
chloride of zinc to satisfactorily replace the other
caustics.

1 close this short jiapcr with an expression of
my wish that chloride of zinc may occupy the
same important place in the treatment of cuta-
neous diseases, that I and others procured
twenty-five years ago for green or Dutch soap, as
an indispensable a^ent in the cure of these affec-

tions.— ' Zeitschrift der k. k. Gesellschaft dei
Aerzte zu Wieu,' 20tli Feb., 1860, page 113, and
' Dublin Quarterly Journal.'

EXAMINATION OF SPUTUM FKOM A CASE
OF CANCER OF THE PHARYNX AND
ADJACENT PARTS.
For the interesting specimens of cancer figured

in Plate III, I am indebted to the kindness of
my friend, Mr Newhain, of Bury St Edmonds.
They were present in sputum expectorated by a

woman, aged forty-four. Mr Newhani sends mo
the following history of the case ;

—

'*Case.— The i>at lent was a small, spai-e woman,
with small features, and very pale. She had
never been manied, and had for some years been
a cook in London. Her health for some years
past had been inclifferent, but, being of an active

disposition, she hail uever been obliged to discon-

tinue her em])loyment.

"About thirteen weeks ago she was seized with
great pain, apparently situated about the centre

of the base of the skull, extending to both temples
and over the head generally. She was never free

from it, and often it increased in severity. There
was a dry cough. In a few weeks the throat

became sore, and the effort of swallowing pro-

duced pain, but nothing could be seen ujion

carefully examining the mouth and throat. The
|)ain in the head gradually increased, and de-

glutition became still more troublesome. The
pain in the head was so much increased by sleep,

that she feared its approach, and refused to take

anodynes. At length sputum made its appear-

ance. The cough always appeared convulsive in

character, and was accompanied with nausea and
a desire to clear the throat of discharge, and
did not seem to result from pulnionai-y obstruction.

The sputum was not in the least offensive until

a day or two before death. Gradually, in addition

to the pain of swallowing, tliat is, of the muscular
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ejfoH necessary to the act, there arose a difficulty

ftt getting the food beyond a certain spot opposite

\n the thyroid, but no swelling could be detected

by exterual examination in this region. At
lengtli the cervical glands began to enlarge

;

the pain and difficulty of swallowing from
obstruction of the cesophagus increased. The
sputum became more abundant, and her strength

failed. She died from exhaustion consequent

U|>on the small quantity of nutriment she wa-s

able to take. For the last three weeks of her

life she refused all medical aid. As she became
weaker the pain diminished, and almost subsided

a few days before death."
Mr Kewham thus describes the post-mortem

sppearanoes :— '
' The cervical glands involved

were situated just outside the carotid sheath. A
portion sent for examination was removed from
the under surface of the .s]ihcnoid and occipital

bones ; in fact, from the roof of the pliarynx.

The bones were carious, but whether so originally

or from the ravages of the disintegrating deposit

did not appear. It felt pulpy, fibrous, and some-
what gritty. The thyroid was considerably en-

larged, and a portion of it, which was as hard
as bone, was impacted between the larynx and
tesophagiis, and pressing .so tightly on the

latter for the last fortnight as to render deglutition

Almost impossible." •

"-- Mi4sroKopical Exaniinalion of the SyiUum.—

A

portion of the sputum wa.s placed upon a slide

and covered with thin gla.ss, and examined with-

out the addition of water or any chemical reagent.

The appearances observed are carefully delineated

in Plate III. The drawings were made upon the

wood-block, and were accurately copied from the

specimens in the microscope. I am indebted to

Mr Wragg for the Ixautiful and very perfect

manner in which the engraving has been carried

out. It is only justice to the engraver to say that

so perfect a representation of microscopical

^jpearancea <m wood has very seldom been
oltatiied.

The specimen is a very iastrootivc one, and
shows the manner in which the cancerous mass
grows. On a cursory examination, it would appear

that the drawings confirm the statements of many
/ observers with regard to the so-called endogenous

miUtiplication of cancer-cells, and excellent

. examples of the so-called parent cells seem to be

scattered abundantly all over the field, but a
careful study of the subject proves that the
different bodies alluded to are not cells at alL

Only a few of the general forms which these

bodies assumed are represented, but there were
other intermediate shapes too numerous for repre-

sentation. The observations upon the character

of these bodies will equally apply to a number of

CBBCcrous growths ; but as the appearances in this

case were so unusually distinct and well defined,

and as it was quite impossible they could have
Iwen produced by artificial means, I have selected

them for careful study.

Now it will be observed that the bodies in

question are not all composed of the same
material. Some refract liftht differently to others,

as indic.ited by the different varieties of shading,

and theie is an absence of that granular apjiear-

ance which is obser\'cd in the greater number of

specimens figured. T4ie cellular apriearaiice of

many of the bodies in question is fallacious, and
many that would be termed mother-cells are only

masses of granidar matrix with nuclei irregularly

scattered tlnough them. In some instances these

have broken in such a way as to leave cavities

into wliich the nuclei evidently fitted. At ;), fig.

1, such a ma.ss is seen, and at the lower portion is

a cell-like piece nearly detached, with others

which are quite separated. It is difficult to

explain all the appearances represented in the

figiCTf, and for the present I shall content myself
with illustrating the principal forms exactly as

they appeared in the microscope. They were not

treated with anj' reagent. Water was not even
added, so that the appearances represented are

not produced by any artificial processes whatever.

A i)ortion of the mass 7-emove<l after death is

reiirescnted in fig. 2, and in fig. 3 the micro-

scopical characters of one of the cervical glands
are indicated.—[L. S. B.]—'Archives of Medi-
oiae.'

TfttlATMiEWT OF KXr KSSIVE PERSPIRA-
TION OF THE FEET.

It is well known that excessive jwrspiration of

the feet may be a very troublesome complaint. It

not unfrequently produces excoriations between
the toes, giving rise to an e.\udation of a dis-

gustingly fetid odour ; and it sometimes occasions

ulcerations, which render locomotion very painful,

or altogether impossible, forcing the persons
affected to interrupt their business occupations.

M. Gafliard, of Aurillac, recommends the follow-

ing means, which he says he has employed in

such cases with complete effect. The treatment
consists in pouring between the toes a few drops

of a liquid, comjiosed of one gramme (fifteen

grains) of red oxide of lead, and twenty-nine

grammes (about an ounce) of the solution of sub-

acetate of lead (of the French Pharmacopteia) :

the sesquioxide of lead is pounded in a mortar of

jiorcelain till it is finely divided ; the subacetate

is added gradually ; and the whole is put in a

bottle, which is shaken each time it is used.

This application made every eight days is suffi-

cient, m most cases, according to M. Gaffard, to

cure the affection, and prevent its return. The
liquid, without comjjetely stopping the perspira-

tion, moderates its amount, and regularizes the

action of the morbid surfaces. The perspiration

Vjecomes inodorous, the skin regains its original

thickness at the excoriated parts mthout losing

its pliancy, and the parts return to the natural

conditiooi of cleanliness and health.

BISMUTH AXD GLYCEEIXE IN THE
TKEATIIEXT OF BCRXS AND SCALDS.
I'rofessor Richard.son, of the Charity Hospital,

New Orleans, states that this combination con-

stitutes the best application he has yet met with.

The bismuth is to be rubbed up in a mortar with

a sufficiency of glycerine to form a thick paste,

which should be applied \rj means of a camel's-

hair pencil, or a soft linen mop. Previously

to employing it, the parts should, if po.ssible, be

thoroughly drieid, to which end it is necessary to

prick with a needle any blisters that may exist,

and carefully wipe the surface by gently pressing

it with a piece of dry lint. A thick coating

having been applied, the parts should be pro-

tected from friction by a sheet of clean carded

cotton. In very slight burns, in which there is

erytliematous redness without discharge, dry
bismuth may be dusted on, the secretions of the

skin forming with it a pasty, protective coating.

— 'North American Med.-Chir. Review,' Jidy,

p. 656.

ENDERMIC USE OF ANIMAL FAT IN
TYPHOID FEVER.

In the 'Southern Medical and SurgiealJoumal'
for June, Dr Baker, of Alabama, has an article

upon the alwve subject: Dr Baker thus reports

his experience :
" I have for the past five years

employed it (animal oil) in all cases (of typhoid
fever) where there existed a harsh and dry skin,

with the unfailing effect of rendeiing it soft and
jiliaut, just as it would an old piece of indurated

leather. In scarlet fever its application is j-pecially

indicated, both during the height of the fever, and
in the subsequent stage of desquamation. I have
found nothing so beneficial in softening the skin

andsoothingtheirritationdnringthe eruption ; and
I have also ascertained that its continued ap])lica-

tion during the period of convalescence, combined
with the occasional use of the warm batli, tends

almost certainly to prevent the subsequent and
so much dreaded dropsical effusion.

" In that dry, hot, and dropsical condition of

the skin .so often observed during the first two
weeks of typhoid fever, when the hand may be

held in contact for anj' length of time with the

patient's skin, without producing the slightest

moisture, or changing in the least its dry and
harsh state, inunction produces the most hap]iy

effect ; the hot, dry, shrivelled, and harsh skin

becoming cool, moist, smooth, and pliant."

We should be happy to make several extracts

from the lengthy paper of Dr Baker, but must
content curselves with one or two more. He
says, " The reason why I have recommended
animal fat in typhoid fever originates in no idea

of its exclusive adaptedness to that disease. Its

giod effects, when thus applied, arc equally mani-

fest in many other wasting and long-continued

diseases : and here, in passing, I will say, that it

is especially advantageous in the tahes mr.^nterictr,

occurring in the second year of infancy . In sueh

ca.ses, the endermic application of cod-Iivcr oil

affords more promise of success than all other

medication combined. Indeed, what medical

practitioner in the southern country has not heard
the old nurses on plantations boasting of the cures
they have worked by ' washing ' some little, weak-
necked, scrawny-limbed, big-bellied infant in 'pot-
liquor V

"

Dr Baker concludes his paper thus ; "Such is

my faith ! May I be pardoned for saying, only
with that degree of confidence with which the
truth should be proclaimed, that I prove my
faith by my works, in safely conducting by these
means (animal fat externally, and tuqientine and
brandy internally) man}' patients through attacks

of typhoid fever, and bringing them out in ibe
end emaciated to no great degree, but, on Uie
contrary, with such an integrity of tissue as
in.sure8 a much more speedy convalescence than
takes place in ordinary recoveries.— 'American
Medical Monthly.'

CAMPHOR AS .A.N ANTIDOTE TO STRYCH-
NINE POISONING.

In the ' Pacific Medical and Surgical .Journal'

for June, Dr M. T. Dodge reports a case of poison-

ing by strychnine, entirely relieved by the

administration of camphor. According to the
report, Jire grains of strychnine had been taken

three hours prcTnously. Ten grains of camphor
were given in emulsion, and rejieated every half-

hour or hour for seven hour.s, when the .spasms

entirely ceased, and the patient rapidly recovered.

It would certainly be a fortunate discoveiy should

camphor be found to be a reliable antidote to the
poisonous action of strychnine. The case reported

tacks at least two essential points to make It

available as proof njion this point. It is thought
by many that much of the strychnine in use is

nearly inert, and, if taken as claimed, there is 90
proof that the article was genuine. More thtti

this, theie is no proof but the patient's statement

that the five grains of strychnine had been taken

at all. There is certainly one suspicions fact in

the case, that must in some me:i.'-ure detract from
our confidence in the antidotal power of camphor.
Three hours had elapsed from the taking of the
poison before remedial aid was had ; and yet

the patient was sitting up, and presented no very

alarming symptoms. Profes.sor Wood says that^

in cases of poisoning from strychnine, the alarm-

ing s\-mptoms usually follow the administration

in from ten minutes to half an hour. One of two
things is evident : the five grains were not all

taken, or the |X)ison was not of standard strength ;

either would affect the result, so far as relates to

the antidotal powers of camphor. — ' American
Medical Monthly.'

LONDON HOS?PITALS.
The medical public are so ht-nt nt the present

moment njK)n iir
' question

of hospital man; I'on the

general versus spc..i<>. i,-!. i ., .. ...,:», that we
think ii advisable to draw our readers' attention

to a matter which bears most intimately upon
clinical instruction in our gn;at ho.spitiils. Let

us, for instance, take St Bartholomew's HospitaL

This great medical institution contains 650 beds^

of which 410 are surgical cases, and 230 are

medical ; whilst the medical officers are four for

each department. Hence it follows that each

surgeon has to attend about 102, and each

physician about fift3--seven jiatients. When w«
remember that bedside instruction is the great

practical instruction to which medical pnpUs
have to look in order to prepare themselves for

the duties of one of the most arduous and
anxious of professions, we may very properly

demand that this kind of instruction be the tely

best that can be afforded to them. But what are

we to say to a gentleman hurrying through wards

containing 102 beds, and " doing" the list withm
the liour? We have seen something of tWs
scampering process ;' and we are bound to say

that stndeirts, under such ce>nditions, cannot be

said to be "\valking" the hospital, but running

the hospital. It is little more than half a mimite

to each patient. Can the surgeon call this clini-

cal instruction ? Can he do either his }iatients or

his pupils justice? We have mentioned St

Bartholomew's Hospital first, for the simple

reason that it stands at the head of the metro-

politan list ; but the same vie-e of uudei^officering

our general hospitals is observable in nearly all CT

them. St George's, with 350 lieds, has a staff of

eight physicians and surgeons. The London
Hospital,' with 310 surgical beds, has only three
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^urgt :. - ; .lOil, with 13^ medkal beds, only thne
phy;.^..i:.9. Gut's, with mO beda, hu bi^ time

medic-A offiireis. ' Able as these geartlemen Bay
In, it is toullr iBpoasOle tfast, in du United
tine they bave at tkeir di»|W—1 ia the niddle
|iaTt «f tk* ^, tlwy eoi aanater to tte nsnta
of the afflicted in a gatiActoiy maimer. Twenty-
eight per cent, of the patients of the Generd
Hospital at Hambaig pay both for their main-

tenuice and aedieal care. The State Hoqutal at

Cbriatiania, in STorway, is maiataaaed imtiiely

^.tt»^yaenta af it* patienta. In the Aronic
Hospital of the same dty, all inmates who are

noQ-resiJents pay for their medical care. In
B«rIiD, Again, the role is to find medical institu-

tions paid for by patients' fees. Amoog these we
may nwutiatt tj>e Infirmaiy for Temale Patients,

partly self-soppoiting ; Yoa Qaab'a Ophthalmic
Infiiniary, toMfy mmimltiuti tg pabeaU fees;

and the Orthopedic Institatuas ct EaremMOK
and Kniae, both ako maiateined Iry patieate

fees. .Eren in the Parisian ho^tali, private
laciMi ace art apart for pay^^ ftiiatii. If pay-
ment for Midiril aid wen tte i^e in our great

Iwapitala, there wooU beooaaed «f redaoBK the
fees of a staff tkr more nunietooa than n at

preaeot poanased ; the afficted poor vonld be
aMtnlly as irell as pfayaeally ; and the
(n the paUic, in the ihioe <^ lyyinl

iasolvent hoapitals, would he iiialwiillji

lightened.— ' British Medical JooniaL'

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.

baatOAST to UxDic^t. Mts aifo thkib As-
.ssTAXTs.—Blooxsbcbt CotrsTT Cotnrr ; Scott r.

Braxs.—This was an action brought by the pliialUr,

a targeon realdfag at Cnndeo-towa, agaiast the de-
fendant, his late aaaiBtaat, to tecorer Che redand

(kith in IwTtng 1^ snddwlr withontautkij or angr

p wacai to taMIhia dalica, ataeby )ta.had been p^
to great expense and inconTwiienee. Mr W. B.
Dariea, soljcitor, was forthe plahitiff, and MrAbMt

Births, ^aniagrs, anD States.

BIKTHS.
CtABXXONT.—Saptember S, at Thoraey place,

Oakleyamon, the wife of C. C. dazemont;
Esq., M.E.C.a, of a son.

CorzBBOflgcB. - Angnst 31, at Sopthboruagh,

Panbtidee Wells, the wife af H. ColebnxAe,
M. D., ^ a danghter.

D'OuKB.—Angnst 31, at York idace. Bow -road,

the wife of J. A. D'Olier, M.B., of a daughter.

JoxES.—September 2, at St Thomas's street,

Southvark, the wife of Sydney JoneB, M.B.,
F.B.C.&, of a danghter.

Ekosfoko.—September 2, at I7pper Oapton,
the wife of C. D. Siagafecd, M.D., af a

daqgfater.

auumBBt-JACTMoy.—Aagnst 30, atQaeen street,

EdinboTgh, the wife of woaesby-Jackson, M.D.,
of a danghter.

MAKRIAGES.
HoutAX— Stxkbt.—Angnst SO, at Beiijate,

CoaMiatiae Holman, M.D., to Marian, yoni^n>
daaghter of WiBiam Street, ^., Betnat,
Beigate.

WiLTox

—

SaMEMJatxa.—^Angn^ 2S, at lod^o,
TarUnd, Charles Edwaid Wilarai, San., H.>L's
Inipectas' af Sdioal^ to Inanae Farqahoaan
Bobertaon, second daughter of Andiaw Bohert-

soo, K.D., rmamisainnar to H.R.H. the Prince

Consort

DEATHS.

Rmn plaiatf^B stetnient, it inpaared that 4a-
figadaat entered his •errice en the net of Jane, 1899,
at a salary at 4M. a year, with board aad n iiiilLuoa,

and a month's notice of learing to be giren on either

aide, his daHaa haing toaspusu wiiilii iai s and kaVp
the books. On a Bonday asiiiiiiin ia Maicfa last the
dsfeaAm* iitaaml himiii iaabaiatad, sapag that be
-was going ootagaia to spend the ni^t with a friend
li liil III fill iiaii liiai. iliiii II Ham , iii

tnlating with him, objeatwl to sach a pf f^nr,

telhac him that if he did, ha should the next day
^ira atai aotaee. IMndaat replied he mast

fo, aad draarted, and he (plaintiff i kept his woid
y giving him notioe. Thirae weeks tl^ el^eed,

and he was abaat elaaag aa aagagaaaat with
aaother iwiiil i iit, when lufiiaiiaal ranasatail that his
miatoadaet, wUeh ahooH narcr aceor agaiii, might
be forgina, aad Aat be might lamahi ; to w liieh, on
tbeae fonditiaiifc plaiattff coarented. He stopped
till the Qst of June, when, addressing plaintiff, he
said, "Now, aaksa yoa giia aw lOL a year more
aakry, I shall go dinctly." Binaalislian with as-

toniuiment seen a demand being made, he, of oonriie,

refused it, an<l defendant went away. He was thus
left alone m his bosinaas, and it was aomatime before
he was suited with an assiataat, faying tfll then
11{. lOs. for the serrieca of tanpoTary man, al-

though he had seed for tmtf pert of tint aiaiiiiiil,

anaay not being Ua object, hat thiaking that de-
Ihadaat oaght to safcr iiiimiiiMim for las foUy, and
himself and otheia of Ui daaa reeaife a caatun far
thefatam.

Ia aiiaeu to Mr Dariea, piaiirtiff smpfataally
denied eaer laeiiilsii^ to laise dafeadaalTa siimj
10<. : batat CkriMBua laat cave fahn S. aaa pnsaat
for his aiiwi»iri in eom^Ming ths books, which
wen giaatly behind, c^ajmg that he might on a
fafana r ii iasiiiB mnat Uie eaaqiUaMat.

Defendant, in reply, taid, uadentanding that at
the eipiratioD of ta«Uc msaths hia salary waa to be
laiwd to SOL, aad plaintiff whis aAed rtfrnii^ to
4to ao, baaeaaidered he was anliUad ta laavaat oace

His Hoaaar (Mr liCftoy) obserred that if erea the
"Case had been as staled by the defendant, he was not
iostified in acting as he did ; for surely it waa not
Hhety that a medieal nan woaM aabject himaaU to be
Mt at onee without aaassistaat. HebeUrredthatat
tb« mgagnaent of diiftiailiiit a aumth's notice was
agreed opoB, and on the part of the latter he thought

•"'••"Tr '"d one, and that the plaintiff bad
been leaifeat in aaiag (or m small an amount, instrsd
r4 the whals sam he had been out of pocket.
Judgment for pUintiff, with the whole of tha

BtrsHTNT.—AsKiBtV, suddenly, at Ombersley,
Droitwich, Worcestecshire, Charles Edward
Busigny, U.RC.S. Ei^, L.S.A. Land.

Doouor.—Aagoat 24, at Bath House, Totter-

down, Bristol, John Lireaey Uoolau, MR CS.
Eng., formerly Surgeon of the Boyal Sary,
aged S3.

GoasBT.—Aagaat », at 3 AtliagawU atiaet,

BrigMao, Daiel Gaeaet, H.D. 8t .Aa^aw's,
XM.aJaa &»., U&A. Load., fennerij af Lei-

eeataa; ami af Biadiii» Berka,^a«M.
grr. Oaaniaber I, at EUaabonai^ Baotoiy,

Bncka, Kehaid Her, of Yark, FclL iBam.) aad
M.R.C.S. En^., USA. Loud., ftmaallii^ 8ar-

4p>on to the \cr: ilospital, kc
KlXAAKT.— Augti 'enly, of disease of

the 'heart, on boam tne dieamahip ' Bipon,'

an tha < leaiaa' Ujjliliiii' arriral at lirerpool,

Sdwanl Fndk. KelMrt. M.D. Edin., M.R.C.S.
S^a,, StaSSmpon in the Aimy, aged 41.

Ht-cetamj^.^Aof^ ?9. at I>ablin, nuwuB
IbuOiotma, M ' land.

Mbxsss.—Septei. ,; street. Fins-
bury sqnaie^ Thomas jic-eres, JLB.C.8. Eng.,

L.S.A. Load., a^ai n.
MoBRis.—JuneSO, at Laaknev, Charlaa Fradk.

Morris, Assistant-Surgeon SStd Foot (Boyal
Weiifa Fusilaers), aged 30.

Scott.—August 30, at 139 Falkner street, liver-

peol, aoger WekefiehlSeott, M.D. Unir. Bdin.,

aged 59. He was in saoceasioii Physidaa to

t£a Liaenool Diiipaaaanr aad Noitham Hoe-
pital, and Leetorer on Medicine at the Bc^al
Icstitatii'ii Medical School.

MEDICAL NEWS.

Apothkcauks' Hau.—The following gaatle-
men fiaased their examination in the scieooe and
piaetioe of Medicine, and received certificates to
piaoliae, an Thaiaday, Angnst SOth, IMO :—
Alfred Frederiek Stafford Clarke, MaaaiMater

;

Thomas Cotton. SpaldiDg, Liucolnshire ; John
ViTianSaoU, Bristol ; Wdiiam Gaytim, Loudoa

;

John Thoaua Jenkins : Oliver CaUey Maorioe,
Marlborough, Wilts. The fullowiog gentlemeu
also on the saiae day passed their first ezamiiia-

tioo :— WilliaiB Bowes, London Homttal

;

Frederick Mandin, King's College; Thoiaae
Henry Passmore, Guy's Ho?jiitaL

The OPHTHAUtOUKiUAl. CoM«BB8S wiU be
held this month at HeifMbaqg. Ibny of the
leaitiug opLtlii'!:.)' I'lir^nVians and aaigeuUB of
Europe are • ^ut.
Os THZ I ; MEnicrsBS, xso

OS A New I.jDuI-'euuii; Ii. ' od-
uvke Oil.— '• For more :.

says M. Dvcanpe, " I have euu<.jvuureu to apply
to medicine the principle that, in iB«(M<i itates

of the coastitatioa, it is less the use of aay mn
theraaeatic aitent tbt should be had recourse Uf,
than we oomhiBed nse of many from which, wheo
tried aepaiately, an equal raaasare of sa>.vess is

deriTod. Thai^ for instance, the experiments of

Que—

a

t aad odiets m chloride of barium, da-
eociian of valmit-IeaT^ indiBe, and also on thoae
agents which have saoceeded them—viz., eod-
lirer oil and iron—have brought out statistits

which aarard to eadt of these medicines a uumbor
of cnrai^ a naaiber of eases in which relief has
been «i[»iiii«at'>ij, aad a number in which ao
cfiect has bean viitble ; friHu which I have hem
led to the idea that by the combiuation of theae
odifiaeB for ike txeatmentof acndulous aSse-

tkan, we ahorid pMbabfy airive at a core iaa
much shorto-time ; and experieaee has eoiifiiiiT

me in this idea." In the same way, in syphilitic

eases, M. Devergie has advantageously empla*^ad

a combination of mercury, iodide of potassima*

iron, and arsenic. Accordbig to him, then, these

exist anti-seniBloaa, aati-ayphilitic, anti-veiaiB
agenta, whoae efficacy variae with the tempeaa-
mmit and eeaatitirtion of the patient, and wiA
the degree and form of the diaaeiw, these faaaaf^

at the saaae time, no exclusive treatment fat any
one period of the disease. Thus, if iodide a
potaiwiaai is, far exaUatee, the treatment for

aaemdary and tertiary qnnptaais, it is because
in these cases we have exhausted the powa of
msiuaiy . Heaee, then, itiadeaitable to employ
the composite form of all medicines ; only that it

ia necessary to combine them, so that each shall

pnaerve its power of action uninjured and un-
neotialiied by the others. However, by this

syateai we do aet eeaaalt the taetasof thepe^
tieat, who is obliged to take at the same tiaiea
great many substances more or leas diai^;reeablaL

For example, M. Deveigie for many jears has
preacribed for sorofula at the same time cod-linr
oil, syrup of iodide of iron, gentian wine, and
walnut decoction ; and this is the prepantian
from which he has experienced the greatest soc-

ceaa. M. Veza has abeady endeavoured to asso-

ciate pore iraa with cod-liver oil in an iron oiL
M. Devergie, in his tnin, has tziSL a combina-
tion of the iodide of iraa and cod-liver oiL The
following is tha formula :—& Pore iron filiitp;)^

'. vi. ; iodiae,
f^.

xxv. ; water, q. s. Combiae
trituration m a mortar the iodine and iron,

a far drops of water ; than incorpente the
iodide so fcnaed with eod-Uver oil, Sz^iii- It is

Mao importance whether the oil is clear, yellow,

or brown.— 'Bulletin de Thera;>enti^ne.'

HKAI.TH AJTD MoRAIJT'i '
:_\.xr>.

—

As
far as the present year has y h.is been
one of unprecedented morta.., . ... ^^uiiaml. Tha
number of deaths registered during the second
quarter of this year has bean 2,490 nxve than
the eoneaponding qaaiter of 1859, and many
mote than daring the eoanspondinx quarter of
any year since the Begialmtian Act came into
operation. The mortality has been at the aato «C
1 in every 43 peracos, the carteqwnding mean of
previous yean having been only 1 in every 50
pewons The deaths in toim have been 1 in
evaiy 37 penona, thus greatly exceeding those in
the eoantey distrirtSi where there has bsen I in
every 53. t> ---'

-'rst six months iu this year
seem sthk Rostrate the truth uf the
statement, state of the weather in
Scotland iadaeneaa the mortality even more than
the occurreaee of epidemics. Since January,

1855, when tha B^giatration Act first came into

operatiaB, then has been no such continued
arara aaather as dariag the past six months

;

and the Begisttar-General ofScotland observe- that,

though smart epidemica have prevailed in former
years, and no general one of a fatal character

during the half-year just compWte-l,

deaths in that period have excee.i

by 5,575. Meanwhile, the actoa:

l>opuUtion during the quarter !.

tf,8i0 persons. It is to be U:.

many of these new subjects of

been brought into the world ill' .

this respect Scotland still retail.

I 2.494 illegitimate birtu-

r 1 illegitimate in every U-3
iyi.i..-. ,-. ,.^... • •'• ' '•^tortious vary greatly,

in the north-ea>- n rising as high as

137 per cent., •." to 14-2, and at

Kinross to 14 '1. lu the soatheru and north-

eastern divisions, where the population is chiefly

aoffued iu agricultural pursuits, love among the

stubble the Registrar-Genetal considers to be as

f.

vet tha

Ito
: so
have

In
lioly

woarred
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fatal to morality as love among the roses is re-

ported to be. Surely au intelligent supervision

might discover and destroy the roots of this evil.

A Quack Doctor in Trouble. — At the

Dudley County Court on the 25tli ultimo, an
action was brought by a labourer, named Samp-
son Skinner, and his wife, to recover the sum of

101. from a person who styles himself " Dr
Miller." It was stated that, on the 21st of June
last, the plaintiff and his wife went to the herbal
establishment of " Dr Miller," in Dudley, and
asked for a pennyworth of Epsom salts. Mi-s

Miller, in the absence of her husband, gave
plaintiff a packet. Upon reaching home, Mrs
Skinner dissolved the substance in some water,
and proceeded to take it. Remarking a strange
taste about it, she asked her husband to taste it

also, which he did, and was immediately seized

with vomiting. As he had only taken a small
quantity, the effect was not veiy severe. His
wife, however, was taken seriously ill, a surgeon
had to be sent for, and for some time her life was
in danger. The substance given for Epsom
salts was found to be sulphate of zinc, a deadly
poison when taken in large doses. His Honour
at once gave a verdict for the full amount
claimed, commenting severely at the same time
upon the conduct of Miller in leaving such poisons

within the i-each of persons ignorant of their

deadly effects.

Poisonous Milunery.—Erdmann and Ziureck

have frightened the ladies of Leipsic and Berlin

with the discovery that some green tarlatans were

coloured with arseniate of copper. The colour

was merely fixed on with starch paste, so that the

least friction sufficed to remove it, Erdmann also

speaks of a colouring matter known as cochineal

red, which contains a good deal of arsenic in the

form of arseniate of alumina. At Berlin, Herr
Ziureck was officially appointed to investigate the

matter, and he found a good many specimens of

green tarlatans which were coloured with the

arsenical preparation applied superficially, as

described by Erdmann. Certainly the air of a

ball-room iu which many of such dresses were
rubbed together would become rather strongly

charged witli poisonous matter.— 'Chem. News.'
Smotheking Infants.— There appears something

forsad reflection in tlie recent account of fourinf[uest8,

and also of six, held by Mr. P. F. Curiy, the Coroner
for Liverpool, and reported iu a local paper in th£
following curt manner :—Tlie first, on the body of

Thomas Ca-sar Hope, iufant son of Robert Hope,
joiner, Warren street. The deceased was found
dead iu bed on Sunday morning.—Verdict accord-

ingly. Tlie other eases, with the exception of one
foimd drowned, are alike—«11 found dead in bed on
Sunday morning.
Medical Charities.—By the will of the Right

Hon. Louisa, Dowager Baroness St John (Lady
Vaughan), the following hospitals receive legacies of

1001. each:— The Northampton Infirmary, the Bed-
ford Infirmary, the Bast Sussex and St Leonards
Infirmary, and the Middlesex Hospital.— The Rev.
John Griflith, M. A., Rector of Merthyr Tydvil,

preached an admirable sermon, in Bangor Cathedral,
on Sunday last, in aid of the funds of the Carnarvon-
shire and Anglesey Infirmary ; and notwithstanding
the cathedral was crowded to excess by wealthy
visitors from Liverpool, Manchester, &c., only 231.

were collected.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE WEEK.
Wednesday, September 12.

Operations at Middlesex Hospital, 1 p.m. ; St

Mary's Hospital, 1 p.m. ; University College Hos-

pital, 2 p.m. ; Royal Orthopsedic Hospital, 2 p.m.

Thursday, Sejjteinher 13.

Operations at St George's Hospital, 1 p.m.
;

Central London Ophthalmic Hospital, 1 p.m. !

London Hosjiital, H p.m.; Great Northern
Hospital, King's Cross, 2 p.m.

londou Home.—2 p.m.

Friday, Septemher 14.

Operations at Westminster Ophthalmic Hospital,

1\ p.m.

Saturday, Sepleinher 15.

Operatimis at St Thomas's Hospital, 1 p.m. ; St

Bartholomew's Hospital, IJ p.m. ; King^s College

Hospital, li p.m. ; Charing Cross Hospital, 2 p.m.

Monday, Septcmher 17.

Operations at the Royal Free Hospital, 2 p.m.
Metropolitan Free Hospital, 2 p.m.

Tuesday, September 18.

Operations at Guy's Hospital, IJ p.m. ; Westmin-
ster Hospital, 2 p.m.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Wo find it necessary to repeat that Dr Kidd
has ceased to report for the Medical Cik-

CULAR, and that we shall be obliged by all

Communications being addressed to the Editor,

at the Office, 20 King William street, Strand.

H. H. —1st. Yes.—2nd. The A.ct only authorises a
charge to be made according to qualification.

A Subscriber.—1st. Several pathologists have ex-
pressed the opinion that any cause preventing a
due arterialisation of the blood is also a preven-
tive of tuberculosis ; Rokitansky instances even
cyanosis. You are right as to the rationale of it.—2ud. No.

M.R.C.S. Eng.—We iiave received your note, and
will bear the suggestion in mind.

Mr Bird.-Certainly.
Mr Porter Communication received.
M.D.—It is not compulsory to register, but it is de-

sirable that you should do so. We understand
that many young practitioners do not register
imtil they obtain an appointment ; this is unfor-
tunate, as it prevents the ' Register ' from being
complete and authentic.

Inquirer.—The experiments alluded to were made
by Hewson.

INCOGNITUS.—We cannot comply with your request.
Mr William S.—There is no entrance fee. We
should advise you to join the Society.

A Member op the Association. — You should
write to Dr Wyuter, who will probably give your
opinions the required publicity in the Associa-
tion's Journal.

Dr J. H. B.—1st. No.—2nd. No.
Dr H. is thanked for the paper.
An Old Subscriber.-As you have not enumerated

the hydriodate of potass among the remedies em-
ployed, we advise you to try it, as it is generally
esteemed the best for that fonn of ulceration.
Nitric acid is also a valuable remedy.

Mr B. Smith.-It shall be attended to.

Dr RoRiE.—Received.
Dr Robertson.—Received.
L. S.—No communication on the subject adverted to

could be noticed.
C. D. (Newcastle-on-Tyne). — You cannot be ad-

mitted at the London College at present.
Mr De Lisle.—Received with thanks.
Dr McMillan.—Communication received, and shall
be inserted.

T. M. (a Subscriber).—Mr Haynes Walton's is the
best practical work on Diseases of the Eye.

Chirurqus (Manchester).—1st. Undoubtedly.—2nd.
Make no dilficulty about it.

Os Unguis.—Not without an operation.
Letters received (with enclosures) from W. J. Dawes,

C. Clark, W. W. RoberU, C. Lomax, Dr R.
Wood, J. C. Murray, J. Jones, Dr Nicolson, W.
Walford, R. Lewis, W. P. Murphy, K. GUbertaon,
Dr D'Esterre.

BRIET'S CELEBRATED PATENT GAZOGENE,
AERATED

For the immediate production of Soda Water,

Ginger Beer, Sparkling Wine, Lemonade, &c.

Sole Agents for Great Britain ; MATIIIEU and
FRIQUET, 5a Little James street, Bedford row,

London, W.C.

This Agency was first established by one of the

Partners (Mr F. Mathieu), who kept it from 1851

to 1854, and is now a brancli of the Patentee's

Paris Establishment. It is the only house in

the United Kingdom supplied by the Patentees,

and there is no other having the right to use the

name of Agents for them.

Mathieu and Friquet are manufacturing the

OR

WATERS APPARATUS.
GEKuiNE LEMON SYRUP, made from the

actual fruit. Wlien used with the Aerated Water

from the Gazogene, it gives a pure and wholesome

sparkling Lemonade of the most exquisite and
refined flavour.

Powders for Gexeratino Gab in the Appa*
ratus.

Special and able Workmen from the Paris

Manufactory are kept on the premises, for the

prompt and sound repairing of the Gazogenes, at

low charges. No other repairer appointed by

the Manufacturers.

Wholesale and for Exportation only.

Tliis Apparatus is the best extant, and the only one warranted to stand any climate.

Price Lists sent on application on receipt of Business Card.

C^uy's Hospital.— The
^-" MEDICAL SESSION commences in OCTOBER.
The INTRODUCTORY ADDRESS will be given by Dr
WILKS, on Mondav. th« 1st of October, at Two o'clock.

MEDICAL OFFICERS.
Physicians.—G. H. Barlow, M.D. ; Owen Rees, M.D.,

F.R.S. ; W. W. Gull, M.D.
Assistant-Physicians.—8. O. Habershon, M.D. : S.Wilis,

M.D. ; F. W. Pavy, M.D.
Surgeons. — Edward Cock, Esq.; John Hilton, Esq.,

F.R.S. ; John Birkett, Esq.
Assistant-Surgeons. — Alfred Poland, Esq. ; Cooper

Forster, Esq. ; T. Bryant, Esq.
Obstetric Physician.—Henry Oldham, M.D.
Assistant Obstetric Physician.—Braxton Hicks, M.D.
Surgeon-Dentists.—T. Bell, Esq., F.RS. ; J. Salter, Esq.
Surgeon of the Eye Infirmary.—John F. France, Esq.

LECTURERS.—WINTER SESSION.
Medicine.—Owen Rees, M.D., F.R.S. ; W. W. Gull, M.D.
Surgery.—John Hilton, Esq., F.R.S. ; John Birkett,

Esq.
Anatomy.—Alfred Poland, Esq. ; Cooper Forster, Esq.
Physiology.—F. W. Pavy, M.D.
Chemistry.—Alfred Taylor, M.D., F.R.S.
Experimental Philosophy.—Arthur Durham, Esq.
Demonstrations on Anatomy.-.\rthur Durham, Esq ,

and Walter Moxon, Esq.
Demonstrations on Morbid Anatomy.—S. Wilks, M.D.
Gentlemen desirous of becoming Students must give

s.atisfactory testimony as to th«ir education .aad conduct
They are required to pay £40 for the first year, £40 for the
second, and £10 for every succeeding year of attendance

;

or £100 in one payment entitles a Student to a Perpetual
Ticket.

Dressers, Clinical Clerks, Ward Clerks, Obstetric Resi-
dents, and Dressers in the Eye Wards, are selected

according to merit from those Students who have attended
a second year. A Resident House-Surgeon is ajipointed
everv six months from those Students who have obtained
the College Diploma.

Six Scholarships, varying in value from £S5 to £40
each, will be awarded at the close of each Summer
Session, for general proficiency.

Two Gold Medals will be given by the Treasurer—One
for Medicine and One for Surgeij'-

A Voluntary Examination win take place at entrance, in

Elementary Classics, and Mathematics. The three first

Candidates will r«ceive respectively £"25. £20. and £15.
Mr 8TOCKER, Apothecary to Guy's Hospital, will enter

Students, and give .iny further infonuatiou required.
Guv's Hospital, July ISCO.

St Bartliolomew's Hospitai
andMEDICAL COLLEGE.—The WINTER SESSION

will commenee on OCTOBER 1st, with an INTRO-
DUCTORY ADDRESS by Mr SAVORY, at Eight o'clock

p.m.^ LECTURES.

Medicine—Dr Baly and Dr Kirkes.

Surgerv—Mr Lawrence.
Descriptive Anatomy—Mr Skey and Mr Holden.

Physiology and General Anatomy—Mr Savory.

Chemistry—Dr Frankland- „ „ „ ^ , „
Superintendence of Dissections—Mr Callender and Mr

Sniith.

Demonstrations of Morbid Anatomy—Dr Hams.

SUMMER SESSION, 1861, commencing MAY 1st.

Materia Medica—Dr F. Farre.

Botany*"

—

Forensic Medicine—Dr Black.

Midwifery, &c.—Dr West.
Conii)arative Anatomy*

—

Practical Chemistry-Dr Frankland and Mr Atfield.

• These Lectureships on Botany and Comparative
Anatomy have been recently vacated, but the names ot
the Lecturers will be shortly announced.

IIosriT.\L Practice.—The Hospital contains 650 beds,,

and relief is afforded to more than 90, OOC Patients annually.

The lu-Patients are visited daily by the Physicians and
Surgeons, and Cluiioal Lectures are delivered—On the

Medical Cases by Dr Burrows, Dr Farre, and Dr Black ;

on the Suigical Cases, by Mr LawTence, Mr Stanley, Mr
Lloyd, and Mr Skey. The Out-Patients are attended
daily by the Assistant-Physicians and Assistant-Surgeon*.

Collegiate Establishment. — Students can reside

within the Hospital walls, subject to the rules of the

Collegiate system, established under the Direction of the

Treasurer and a Committee of Governors of the Hospital.

Some of the Teachers and other Gentlemen connected .

with the Hospital also receive Students to reside with

them.

Scholarships. Prizes, etc.—At the end of the Winter

Session, Examination will he held for Two Scholarships

of the value of £4.'), for the j-ear. The Examination for

Prizes and Certificates of Merit will take place at the end
of the Winter and Summer Sessions.

Further information may be obtained fmm Mr Paget,

Dr Kirkes. Mr Holden, or any of the Medical or Surgical

Officers or Lecturers ; or at the Anatomical Museum »r

Libntry.
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I

ox THORACENTESIS:
ITS INDICATIONS AND COUNTER-

INDICATIONS IN PLEURISY.

• deliveked at the hotel-dieu,

By M. ARjVN.

On the Seal of Pleurisy, especially Pleurisy of (he

Right Side, and its Relations with Pulnwnary
Tuhercidisation.

You have twice seen me, during the last few

weeks, perform thoracentesis on two subjects

suffering from pleurisy with effusion. Of

these two patients, the one affected with

pleurisy of the left side has already left the

hospital, perfectly cured. Ofthe second patient

I shall now speak somewhat in detaU. This

patient was operated on for pleurisy of the

right side ; and I now take advantage of the

circumstance in order to point out to you the

indications and the counter-indications of this

operation, and shall at the same time speak of

the operation itself, the precautions to be

taken while operating, and the accidents that

may occur dunng or after the operation.

The patient on whom this operation was
performed is a man of thirty-nine years, a

ship's painter, who was received into the Hotel-

Dieu on the 9th of June last. Though of a

feeble constitution, ofa lymphatic temperament,

and extremely emaciated, he had never before

been 111. He haa no habitual cough, is not

liable to colds in winter, and has never spit

blood
; yet his father, he says, died at the age

of forty-three years, from a long-continued

afiection of the chest, which we believe must
have been tubercular phthisis. This informa-

tion we shall presently take advantage of in

establishing a point of the diagnosis. His

mother, who is now seventy years of age, has,

on the contrary, always enjoyed a state of

perfectly good health. Ihe hygienic conditions

m which our patient has always lived have

been very favourable ; nor has he committed
any excess, or suffered from want, or ever ex-

perienced, notwithstanding his occupation, the

slightest symptom of lead-colic.

On the 27th of May last, when working in

the open air, he was seized with cold ; the

following night he had slight shivering, followed

by fever ; and the next day. May 28, when
about to return to his work, he complained of

a painful degree of lassitude, thougli at this

time there was no impediment to respiration,

and he had no cough. On the morning of the

29th he first felt a stitch under the right false

ribs, which became aggravated by every re-

spiratory effort, and by cough, which was dry.

Beyond these, there was neither diarrhoea nor
vomiting, but only headache, which was
severe ; and there was well-marked difficulty of

respiration. The pain seemed to leave the

part of the side which it first occupied, for a
part a little below the nipple, where it con-

tinued for eight days and then spontaneously

disappeared. But, notwithstanding this, the

patient's sufferings and the difficulty of respi-

ration only became greater ;
his voice, too,

became more and more obscure and abrupt

;

and then he decided on coming to the hospital.

Up to this time there had been no serious

treatment.

The following was his state when seen,

June 12 ;—He is seated on his bed in a half-

reclining position : the face is considerably

emaciated and pale ; the eyes greatly sunk
;

the skin slightly hot ; the pulse from 92 to 96
a minuto, and moderately full ; respiration,

26
J
slight cough, but without cxpector.ition

;

nor is there pain on pressing on the part of
the side where the stitch was felt. On un-
covering the patient, we were struck with the
singular appearance of the chest. The two
sub-clavicular depressions are greatly shrunk

;

while, on the other hand, at the lower part of

the right side there is a prominent dilatation,

characterised by an outward projection of the

ribs, with distension and enlargement of the

intercostal spaces. The chest, on the same
side, during inspiration, dilates en masse, with-

out contraction of the intercostal muscles

;

but the contractions of the diaphragm are

equal on both sides. When the hand is

applied to the lower part of the chest, where

it is enlarged, and the patient made to speak,

there is no perceptible vibration. Resonance

is completely lost in the whole anterior part of

the chest, excepting over the first intercostal

space and at a very circumscribed point near

the sternum, and the dulness is the more
marked the lower you percuss. The liver sur-

passes the edge of the ribs, at the median
line, six centimeters, and two and a half at a

line drawn parallel from the papilla. The
mediastinum seems pushed as far as the left

synchondro-costal line, and the heart deviates

slightly to the left. Throughout the whole of

this side percussion produces a degree of sound

that contrasts sufficiently with the dulness of

the right. During auscultation of the anterior

and upper part of the right side of the -^hest,

inspiration is perceived to be feeble, ai.d is

followed by a prolonged expiration. In the

same situation, too, the voice and cough have

a marked resonance ; but in all the parts

underneath where percussion gives a dull

sound, respiration is not perceptible. Con-
siderable autophony and bronchophony are

perceived, as well as distinct ocgophony. At
the upper part of the left side respiration is

loud and very strong, and the expiration pro-

longed. There is, too, very sensible resonance

of the voice. In every other part the respi-

ration seems normal. The heart-sotinds are

feeble ; and at the base of the heart there is a

soft bellows-sound, which extends as far as the

large vessels of the neck.

Percussion and auscultation of the back of

the chest furnish signs not the least important.

The right side, at its lower part, is sonorous

over a triangular space, of which the lower

border, passing from the middle of the dorsal

column, cuts ouliquely the spine of the scapula,

near its middle. The whole of the chest below
this line is perfectly dull, and presents to the

finger a degree of resistance that increases the

lower the finger descends. On the left side,

excepting a slight degree of dulness near the

upper part, the sound is normal throughout.

On the right side the respiration is heard dis-

tinctly enough in that part which continues

sonorous, but below that it is completely lost.

Corresponding with the line where the dul-

ness begins, there is distinct bronchophony

;

and with a point formed by the inferior angle

of the scapula there is perfect ocgophony. On
the left, the respiration is strong and loud,

especially at the summit. On the part of the

digestive organs there is nothing deserving

notice.

On the following dav, June 13th, the

state of the patient was just the same, with

exception of modification of some of the phy-
sical signs. Thus, under the right clavicle, near
the sternum, there exists, but to a very limited

extent, a tympanitic sonorousness, plainly and
distinctly cavernous ; and the bellows-respira-

tion in the same point is nearly amphoric.

If we now consider the principal symptoms
presented by our patient, and take into

account the initial shivering, the difficult respi-

ration, the pain in the side aggravated by deep
inspiration and efforts to cough, the complete

absence of expectoration, the disappearance

of the respiratory manner in the two lower
thirds of the right lung, ocgophony so distinct

at the angle of the scapula, the loss of

thoracic vibrations
; the extensive dulness on

the same side of the chest, which has a form
and resistance that might surely be called

special;—if we take all these signs into account,

every one must recognise the existence of no
inconsiderable pleuritic effusion.

But does our diagnosis carry us only thus

far ; and is it not possible also to ascertain the

nature of the effused fluid, and to say whether
in this instance the pleurisy is simple or com-

E
Heated? Without fear of going too far, I

elieve I can affirm that the liquid is sero-

fibrinous, as it is in all recent inflammatory

exudations of serous membranes. In support

of this assertion, I would adduce the recent

date of the affection, the circumstance that

gave rise to it—that is, exposure to cold—and
the initial shivering followed by febrUe reac-

tion. I would farther say that this effusion is

not simple hydrothorax ; for our patient shows

no affection of the heart or kidneys, or any of

the symptoms of a confirmed diathesis, which

are the most frequent causes of serous effusions

in the pleura. For the same reasons I would
reject the notion of a purulent fluid, as there

is the absence of slight, irregular rigors,

recurring usually in the evening, and the

absence, too, of any adynamic or ataxic symp-
tom, and especially the recent origin of the

symptoms.
Let us next examine whether our patient's

pleurisy is simple or complicated. iou are

not ignorant of the fact that the pleura may
be eflected with different kinds of inflamma-

tion ; some of which arc primary, and others

communicative and symptomatic. The former,

when occasioned by cold, make their appear-

ance in persons otherwise in perfect health, and
of strong, robust constitutions. They all

manifest intense febrile reaction, have all a
decidedly inflammatory character, have all a
regular and rapid course, and soon attain a
favourable termination. You will see pre-

sently whether such is the case in the example
under consideration.

As to secondary and symptomatic pleurisies,

no less common than the preceding, their

occurrence is observed under extremely various

circumstances. You may often see them arise

during the convalescence of patients from long

diseases—tyjihus fever, for example. I cannot,

as regards this fact, too strongly insist on the

care with which you should watch over and
examine the state of every patient when any-

thing abnormal occurs to disturb the reguia.

progress of convalescence. I shall always

recollect the case of a young man that came
under my notice at the beginning of my
attendance on hospital practice. He had re-

covered from severe typhoid fever, and every-

thing seemed to indicate that he would soon

leave the hospital with his health perfectly

recovered, when, one day, he complained of
not being well, of loss of appetite, and diffi-

culty of breathing. He had suffered no sud-

den exposure to cold, had no shivering, nor
felt pain in the side. I neglected to examine
the back of the chest, and sought in vain to

account for the source of the symptoms. The
dyspnoea soon increased with astonishing

rapidity ; the patient was a prey to impending
suffocation, and did not long survive. What
was ray regret, when, on opening the thorax,

there was seen an enormous purulent effusion

filling the pleura ! This painful lesson was

not lost on me. Many a time have I since

discovered, in analogous circumstances, cir-

cumscribed pleuritic effusions that might easily

have escaped observation. Let not, then, the

impression of this fact be effaced from voui

minds, but let my error be so far profitable to

you as to guard you against the commission of

similar mistakes.

Of the secondary pleurisies, some may bo

called complicated, the most frequent of which

are certainly such as are coincident with tuber-

cular depositions in the lungs. You also meet

with cases of gangrenous pleurisy ; that is,

with effusions from which there is exhaled a

horrible foetor, resembling that of animal sub-

stances in a state of decomposition. These

cases—the worst of all—are, however, excep-

tional, and are usually connected with gan-

grene of the pleura or lungs.
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As regards tubercular pleurisies, they are

seen to arise under two very diflerent circum-

stances ; for they may occur, and the effusion

be produced, when the pulmonarj- phthisis has

reached its last stage ; or, on the contrary,

the [tubercular?] diathesis becomes potentially

developed in the system throufrh the agency
of pleurisy. In the former cases, the pleurisy

may present such irregular peculiarities as

«ften to lead into error. Thus, old adhesions
may be the cause of altering the features of
the disease, and force the fluid to accumulate
in parts of the chest the most diversified. They
have been seen occupying the lateral part,

without advancing or receding. In other
cases, the effusion has been on the upper sur-

face of the diaphragm, pressing the centre of
the lungs upwards. What is more singular
still, there are at least two cases on record
where encysted pleurisies have occupied the
upper part of one side of the thorax, descend-
ing as low as the middle part of the chest, and
depressing strongly the lung. You sec how
difficult it might be to arrive at an exact
diagnosis, if ignorant of these peculiarities.

We come now to the second form of tuber-
cular pleurisy—that, namely, which developes
itself in subjects predisposed to phthisis, but
in whom the pliysical signs of pulmonary
tubercles are still uncertain or altogether

absent. Well, I begin with our patient,

whose case this is. Several reasons lead me
to this opinion ; and the first is, that the
pleurisy is on the right side. It is now a
long time since M. Louis first declared this

to be the rule,—that when pleurisy is normal
and of a good kind, that kind which is always
cured, it has its seat on the left side of the
chest. My personal experience, which now
•consists in some hundred cases, confirms this

proposition in every particular. I can now
say, regardless of any other sign, that when
pleuritis shows itself on the right side, the
existence of pulmonary tubercles will be found
in 95 for every 100 cases. This statement
will, no doubt, seem strange to you ; but
permit me to add, that it was not' till I had
engaged in attentive and long-continued
observation, that I could myself adopt this

opinion. It has happened to me, as to most
other physicians, to have the care of, and to
cure, patients suffering with pleuritis of the
right side, and in whom there was no appear-
ance of pulmonary tubercles. But of these
patients I have not lost sight, and a time
«ome3 when they present themselves again,
•when there is no room for doubting in such
the existence of phthisis, had not the autopsy
also come to confirm the diagnosis. I liad

lately under my care a man of a very strong
and robust constitution, in whom I had not
the slightest suspicion of the existence of
tubercles. In this patient the effusion was
•considerable, and on the right side. It had
now been of some duration, and nothing led

me to think that absorption could be effected.

I performed thoracentesis, which gave issue

to three and a lialf litres of sero-fibrinous

fluid. The operation was followed by the
best results : the patient was perfectly cured,
and returned to his occupation, which was
hard and laborious. I considered his case to
be an exception to the rule I have just laid

down. But, ere six months passed, he died in

iny " service " with lesions characteristic of
pulmonary tuberculisation.

In our patient there arc other signs that
come in aid of the diagnosis I have formed.
If he has no cough, never spits blood, is not
subject to colds m winter, and has never been
ill, yet must we not take into account his
great emaciation and cachectic aspect, in spite
of the very favourable hygienic condition in
which he has been placed'? Have we not also
learned from him that his father died at the
age of forty-three years, after a slow and
chronic disease of the chest? If we examine
the chest, must we not also attach some value,

as a diagnostic sign, to the sub-clavicular

depression existing on both sides ? Lastly

;

does not percussion reveal a degree of partial

dulness on the left side ; and have we not
noticed the loud and strong respiration, with
prolonged expiration, and resonance of the
voice and cough? These signs, I admit, if

taken singly, have no pathognomonic im-
portance ; but, taken collectively, I deem them
sufficient to establish our diagnosis. In our
next Lecture I shall speak of the treatment.

SERIOUS SCALP WOUND.
BtW. F. McMillan, M.D. Glasgow.

On the afternoon of Monday, 20th August, 1860,

I was sent for to visit a lad, residing about four

miles distant, who had sustained a serious acci-

dent. I reached the residence of his fatlier as

soon as possible, and found the following state

of matters :—My patient was in bed, suffering from

a wound on the forehead and scalp, of between

four and five inches long, commencing about half

an inch above the left eyebrow, and running

obliquely upwards and backwards. The surround-

ing tissues were detaclied from the cranium for

fully three inches on each side of wound. There

was b.ire bone for two inches long by half an
inch broad. Haemorrhage to a considerable

extent had taken place before my arrival

Besides this, there was a contused wound on left

side of head, nearly two and a half inches long.
I learned tliat the lad had been on horseback,
having a large nail-box slung on his back, and
that the animal had turned the comer of a field

more quickly than he expected, and he was
thrown off to the one side. In his fall the nail-

box reached the ground first, and he hit it with
his head, causing the above injuries. I dressed
the wound, inserting three .stitches in the large
and two iu the smaller wound, and kept them
cool and moist with wet lint ; at the same time I

jilaced him inider antiphlogistic regimen. The
wounds were dressed once iu twenty-four hours,
and I am hapjiy to say that they liealed by the
first intention, and on the eighth day he returned
to his work in the fields, and has continued at it

ever .since, never having had one bad symptom.
The following case contrasts strikingly with

the foregoing :

On Tuesday, the 21st of Aug^ist 1S60, H. G.,

a young woman, was pushed violently against a
wall, and received a wound in the forehead, about
an inch and a half long, and three quarters of an
inch broad. I dressed it carefully each day, ,ind

yet it kept her nearly three weeks from work, she
having had considerable constitutional disturb-
ance.

In both cases the wounds were quite clean, and
were treated nearly in the same way ; and yet the
lesser wound (the female's) was about three times
longer in he.iling. It also caused much more
disturbance to the system tlian the larger wound
(the man's). It is possible that the diversity iu
the circumstances of these two persons, as to air,

diet, &c., may have had something to do with
the difference of time taken to heal their respective

wounds : the woman being a weaver, her system
maj- not have been so able to bear up under an
injury as that of the young man, who being a
farmer's son, and working constantly in the open
air, his system was more qualified to efi'ect the
reparative process.

Friockheim.

M. LrCAlias made a cliemioal analysis of the liver

of a patient wlio died witli atropliy of the pancreas.
He found glycogenic matter in the liver ; showing
thereby that tlie disease of the pancreas had not
sensibly interfered with the glycogenic action of the
liver. He also found, on examining a mixture of the
diflerent snb.stances, solid and liquid, taken from
the cavity of the heart, and from the inferior vena
cava near the diaphragm, that tlio mixture contained
no free fatty acids, and that the fatty matter was
not decomposed. This fact may be explained by
the disease of the pancreas, in accordance with the
fimction given to that organ by M. Bemai-d.

OF
THE SPIRIT

THE PERIODICALS.

We extract the following article on Jitcediny

IlmmorrTwiih from the * Journal of Practical

Medicine and Surgery :'

" Two men 'suffering from lisemon-hoids were
admitted into the H6tel-I)ieu, under different
circumstances. One was a vigorous, athletic
lighterman, whose inflamed countenance bore
testimony to habitual indulgence iu wine and
spirits. Two years ago he experienced a sense of
local iiTitation and weight about the anus ; from
time to time he had since obseived unimportant
sanguineous exudations from the intestinal orifice,

and when he entered the wards, the anus wa«
smrounded by protruding venous tumours. Signs
indicative of the presence of the mohmen hjemor-
rhagicum were also present, snch as increased
heat of skin, frequency of the pulse, hypoga.stric
pain, &c. These symptoms were premonitory of
a fresh attack, which terminated in the escape of
a small quantity of blood. The general as well
as the local condition of the subject immediatehf
afterwards began to improve ; the tumours faded,
and the patient left the hospital. In this
instance, the ordinary means of subduing the
disease, such as batlis, repose, laxatjj-es, and
ab.stiuence, were alone requisite. It is obvious
that, if this man, who is obliged to pursue liis

occupations in a standing attitude, could be
induced to reform his habits of intemperance, he
might look forward to a complete and definite
cure.

" Tlie second case was more interesting. The
patient was a coachman, and, like other stable-

men, he had been in the habit of drinking white
wine in the morning, and btaudy several tiioes in
the course of the day.

'

' The almost imiversally prevalent custom
among French operatives to drink white wine in
the morning fasting, is, in M. Joliert's opinion,
one of the most fraitful cau.ses of hajmorrhoids
among the working class. The portal vein con-
veys the wine to the liver, as it docs all other
ingested liquids ; and as this fluid is more irritat-

ing when undiluted and unmixed with nntriment,
it acts powerfully on the venous system, which it

jiredisposes to inflammation. To this agency of
tlie wine must be superadded the standing atti-

tude, which numerous lalxiurers are obliged to
adopt, and both causes combined will be readOy
conceived to exercise considerable influence on the
formation of pUes. No valves existing in the
portal system, the colmnn of blood destitute of

support weighs upon the veins of the rectum,
already in a state of inflammation. Hence in-

creased turgescence and irritation of the intestinal

mucous membrane, and the consequent produc-
tion of haemorrhoids, which M. Jobert considers

as mere varicose dilatations of the mesenteric
veins.

"Betliis theory correct or not, hseraorrhoids

bleed, ajjd the blood occasionally escajies from a
very circumscribed spot. This was the case in
the patient under consideration. The man was
tuU, jialc, an.tmic, extremely debilitated, and day
and night lost blood from the anus. On two suc-
cessive days he was carefully examined with a.

speculnm ani ; and at a vor)- short distance above
the sphincter, M. Jobert discovered a small, cir-

cumscribed profnision, destitute of fluctnation,

and oven possessed of a certain amount of hant
ncss ; it was fonued by a brownish coagulnm,
jirotcctuig a venous .aperture. This has been
described by Amussat as the characteristic sign of

the origin of venous or ai-terial lia>morrhage. If

the surgeon, aware of this circumstance, removes
the coagulnm, blood issues from the vascular
orifice, thus clearmg up all doubt as to the pre-

cise seat of former sanguineous exudations. In
this instance, hannorrhage had recurred frequently

since twelve months. On the first occasion it

could be assigned to no ilistinct can.se, but had
doubtless been induced by local phlebitis and
ulceration ; a coagulnm had probably formed
wliich a motion loosened, blood had again esc^^ed
imtil checked by a fresh coagulnm, and so tm.

The blootUess condition of the jiatient thus be-

came pcrfectlj' intelligible, and the necessity of

arresting a cause of exliaustion so jierilous to life

was manifest.
" Perfect rest, astringent acid beverages, cold
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enema?, the extract and syrup of rliatany, a

generous diet, and chalybeates, had already invi-

c:^>rated tlie patient, improved the condition of his

V)lood, and increased the intervals between the

lutmoiThages. A more positive assurance of local

cure was, however, desirable ; it would have been

reijuisite to apply to the venous aperture, with the

:i^--istance of the specuhim ani, a small actual

c;aittr\' at white heat, the only efficacious remedy
ill tliis" instance, and one which M. Jobcrt has had
many opportunities of resorting to with the

greatest benefit. The patient, however, feeling

better, and probably dreading the operation, sud-

denly left the hospital ; a circumstance much to

be regretted, as in his position a recurrence of

the haBmorrhage may lead to fatal consei|uences.

"These two cases induced M. Jobert to enlarge

on the treatment of hemorrhoidal tumours ; a

subject we have so frequently expatiated on in

this journal, that we shall not reproduce his

observations on the present occasion. AVe shall

merely say that the Professor generally uses for

their removal the actual cautery or the Vienna
caustic."

The 'American Medical Monthly' contains a

Report, by Dr JoHX O. Br.oxsos, of Four Cases of

of Vesica- Ta'jituU Perforations. We quote two

of the eases

:

"CAaft I.

—

Cured in One OjKration >nj A'l/' and
Original Means.—On the 6th of June, 1S56, in

ronjimctifm with my colleague, Dr C. A. Budd,
I was called in consiutation to a case of tedious

labour. The lalwur, which had progressed
favourably for a short jieriod, was arrested at an
«irly liour in the day, and at seven in the evening
we met in consultation. Tlie jiosition of the

fatus was found to be regular, with tlie liead low
<lown. The vagina lacketl moisture, and the
oxtorniil organs were gn :itly oedematuus. It was
<lo'-iilrd I't di'livcr at onci' by means of forceps,

which was accomplished with care and skill oy
Dr Bndd. This was the fifth child of which she
had been delivered, none of whom were then
livin", three of them having been stillborn and
withdrawn by the forceps.

•' I'he case was left in the care of the attending
physician, who, on the fifth Jay aftei-, again called

me on account of a dribbling of urine, of which
the patient comjdained. I found the vcsico-

1 • •• ' .
tlic general condition of tlit patient, she being of
a delicate constitution, and requiring supjwrtin^
treatment.

*' This coursewas roll(Wed, and at the termination
of four months the patient was deemed iii con-
<lition to bear an ojieration for the cure of the
lesion resulting from the sloughing.

'

' Upon thorough examination, the parts wore
found perfectly cicatrized, llie cervi.x uteri had
teen involved in the general inflammatory action,
and had in great part sloughed away. To the
left of til" rnidiau line, and one inch from the
ti-ivix, ,-i

|ii iloration of the vesico-vaginal .septum
«xisti'd, iiicn>-iiniif' OTIC in.)} imil n quarter in its

vertical by an inch in its trans-
Terse diniir • wns quite regular,

I an opera-
'

I resolved
i\' |"it"ijji u "II iiif luuowiii^ ]iriii'i['n'S '^

" Preparation Of the border of the oivming
being the first thing requisite, 1 deemed ft vertical
<xfi -ion as usually -practised not as conducive to
siK"' '"is nit if the border wns cut to a bevel, taking
'

, tliiw producing
. without really

' other ad-

ting, as it

i'
' ; ---:l!_,_., . _. , k^d or un-

meiitioued.
'

' When the bladder is collapsed, the qjposhig
snifaces, by every motion of the body or its

larger mi iiiIm-ts, ore dialing the one against the""'
' '

' ';.- the (luid it is constantly
' ' ity into anj' fissure or
'.' te of rest would bo wholly
iriiiJcrvioHii.

" A faniitinr ilbi<«tratin7i of my menning is necn
'\' " ' liicli will hold a con-

"i''''
1 undisturbed, but if

' " ""jjiiiiy, oy the pnim of the hand
I

,
tlie water is forced through rapidly

; !elv.

" By bevelling the border of the aperture, when
the sides are brought into ajiposition the vesical

edge is in closer contact than the vaginal, and a

slight prominence is formed on the vesical side,

wliich counteracts, in part, the influence exerted
by the collapse of the organ. Another fact

ha\Tng an important bearing on this operation I

have foiled to find heretofore considered. I mean
the difference of structure between the vaginal

and vesical tissues. The strong muscular struc-

ture of the bladder greatly preponderates over the

weak muscular tissue of the vagina. There is a

difference not only in power, but also in function.

The muscularity of the vagina is only active under
sexual excitement ; whereas, the muscular action

of the vesica is stimulated by the presence of

anytliiiig in its cavity. Tliis dilference presents

an indication which is met in great part by this

method of denudation.
" Coaptation and maintenance of the lips of the

wound in contact, with the exact amount of

pressure, was the next subject for consideration.

"Rest is a fundamental law of cure, and the

more completely it is efl'ected the more successful

will be the result after operations ujion the vesico-

vaginal septum. To overcome direct opposing
traction upon the lips of the wound is not all that

is sufficient. A sliding of the lips uixiB one
anotlier must be also prevented.

^'To meet these rndicarions, I devised an in-

strument which combined the power of preseiTiug

perfect rest to the parts implicated, in overcoming
both direct and oblique traction, and the advan-
tage of being readily gtadoated in its pressun,
external to the vulva.

"Having well considered these matters, I pro-

ceeded to cany them into practice.
" On the 80th of OctolwT, 1856, in the presence

of Dr B. Fordyco Bnilcer, l>r (_'. A. Budd, and
assisted by Dr .J. H. Douglas, and Mr Farrington,

medical student, I operated on the foregoing

principles.
" Placing the patient on her knees, "with her body

flexed forward, and resting upon her shouldei-s,

in til led and practisc<l

by ^ 1,'ht into view by
meal. ... , .in or perineal ele-

vator, as also first ]>ractiscd by him.

"First delineating with a sharp-pointed bis-

totirj- the extent to wliich denudation was desired,

I priiceedeil to dissect a continnons strip from the
' '

'
'

i iirhths of an
barely en-

,, ., ..j...! . ,1,. , ^. . Tliis stop

was readily perfected with tiistoui-y and scissors.

All was now ready for the niipiication of the

instrument, which was done by inserting the

teeth half an inch from the edge of the denuded
surface, and pas.sing them between the vaginal

and vesical membranes, and bringing them out

at ))oiiits in the denuded surface one-eighth of

an inch from the vesical border. The two parts

of the instrument were then approximated, aud
the lips of the wound brought into close contact,

and there retained by means of the thumb-screws,
perfectly closing the aperture. A catheter was
then introduced and secured in place, and the

patient, assuming the recumbent position, was
left to rest and await the action of nature.

"On the following day, everything was pro-
gressing favourably.
"On the 1st of November, the eeeond day after

the o)ieratioii, by a misunderstanding on the port

of the attendant, the patient was not visited, and
on the following day I found that the catheter

had been accidentally removed and the vesica

was filled to its apparent limit, and yet the ])arts

were imjiervious. 1 drew off seventeen ounces of

urine, giving the patient gi"eat ease.

"On the 4tli of November, the fifth after the
operation, I removed the instrument, and found
my fondest liojics realised in complete union of

the lips of the wound.
" On the 8rd of Deccmljer, Tiaving peT*e«t

control over nriiiary action, and able to retain her

water as long as ever, she was discharged from
further care.

"C:.\RE 2.~fiponlaneoiis Cure. afUr One Ymr
and Three Months' Duraliem.—Mrs M , native

of Ireland, twenty-five years of age, mother of one
child, consulted me in the month of October,

1857, by reason of inability to retain her urine,

it being constantly diibbling away. 1 found
upon examination that a pi.rforntion of the

vesico-vagiiial se]itum existed near the left bordei-

of the trigone, about one inch from the neck of

the bladder. The opening admitted the passage
of a common silver catheter, and had been pro-
duced by tedious labour. Operation was proposed
and agreed upon, but violent opposition on the
part of her husband to anything having the name
of opcratimi could not be overcome, and it was
therefore postponed until after she should have
given birth to a child, of which she was then two
months pregnant.

" On the 22nd of May, 1858, she was taken in
labour, and after twenty-eight hours, without un-
usual s}'mptoms, gave birth to a female child.

From this time, one year and three months from
the birth of her first child, all dribbling ceased,

and the patient was well. tJpon close inspection

of the parts, three weeks afterwards, it was found
that union of the two sides of the perforation had
occurred, apparently by reason of the pressure of

the head of the foetus occluding the aperture for

the time lieing, while Nature put forth her eiforta

to permanently close the breach."

We will continue our quotation next week.

The ' Lancet' opens with a continuation of Mr
HfLTOM's Lectures on Pai%. Dr Coote also con-

tinues his remarks on a. case of Piarrhtmnia

(utompanying Acute I>idbetes SfcUitus, which we

will quote next week. Tlicsame journal contains

an article, by Mr Woedswortii, on tlie Oj>eraiioH

for the Relief of Phimosis. He saj-s :

" Few of the minor operations of surgery are

performed in more varied ways than those com-
monly practised for the cui-e of phymosis. Some
surgeons are content to imitate the Hebrew oir-

cumcisora ; others simply slit up the prepuce,
and, having introduced a few sutures, leave the
angular flaps so produced. In infants it probably
does not matter very much which course is pur-
sued

;
provision liaving been made for the free

exposure of the glans iienis by a sufficiently large

aiierture iu the prepuce, nature generally adapts
the sti-uctures nearly to the nonnal type by a
gi-adual aud modified development, so that scarcely

any vestige of either the delect or of the operation
}>ractiscd for its relief can be seen in after life.

5ut with men and boys, in whom there is uo
longer this mode of adaptation, it becomes a
matter of more consequence that the o}>oration

should leave the structures concerned iu tlie

nearest jiossible condition to that which nature
usually produces, as growth and develojiment can
no longer compensate the deficiencies of art.

" Under these circumstances, a moment's re-

flection will suffice to indicate the procedure
which will best effect the object in view. The
aperture being contracted and rendered iuexten-

sible, princiiially by the rigid mucous layer of the
prepuce, it may obviously be most easily enlarged,

and with lea.st mutilation and violence of the
organic relations, by a curved incision corre-

sponding with its free margin. The frienum and
its lateral prolongations into the prepuce will thus
be left intact, and the size of the aperture in-

creased at the expense of the dorsal jiortion of
the ]iie)iiice. Having, then, decided on the mode
of enlarging the aperture, what is the best means
of clTecting it ? After seeing a considerable
number of these oixsrations performed by others
in the various ways detailed by systematic authors,

aud from some experience of them myself, 1 have
latterly )ierfornied the operation on a plan which,
so far as I know, differs from any other, aud 1

believe affords facilities and advantagi^s over all.

" Let us take a coiumou example, in wliich the

aperture has gradually become so small that it

may be compared to a pin-hole. The ordinary
silver ]irobe with a point may be introduced by
drawing forward the prepuce from the glans penis,

and jiassed as liigli as the reflection of the prepuce
from the penis. This being ascertained, it may
be imslicd through the prepuce a little nearer to

its free margin, or at any other part snifliciently

<listant to allow of the necessary increase olE

aperture. An ordinary straight needle, armed wdth
a jiiece of fine silk, should tlien be jiassed through
the prepuce at short distances, so as to act as

sutures. This may bo done as follows :—An
assistant holds uji the probe, and the operator

with one hand stretches the prepuce downwards,
and with the other transfixes it with the needle

in ft curved line, rencliing ftom the orifice to the

point (if puncture, so marking out the portion of

the ]irepiice to be removed. At least a dozen

sutures shotdd bo passed, and the ujiper one
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should be a little higher than tlie aperture made
with the prolie. Then with a sharp pair of

scissors cut ofT the piece of prepuce between the

probe and the sutures at the distance of two

lines from the latter. An oval aperture, having

its long axis perpendicular, will have been made.
The centres of tlie sutures are then drawn upwards
and divided, so that each silk forms two, and
lightly tied. A little wet lint is wrapped round
the penis, and the patient laid on his back, with
a cradle to support the bedclothes.

" This operation differs from the French mode
of procedure with the fenestrated forceps, jirinci-

pally by substituting a curved line of incision, by
which only the dorsal portion of the prepuce is

removed, and the fra'imm left intact ; and the

scissors allow of a more clean and accurate incision

than the bistoury."

Dr Child gives .some interesting cases on the

Conncctio7i Iciween Chorea and Acute Rheumatism,

which lately came under his observation at the

Eadelilfe Infirmary, Oxford. We quote them :

"Case 1. — An agricultural labourer, aged
twent)'- throe, adinitte^ July 4th, suffering from a
well-marked but not severe attack of chorea.

The right side only was affected. This case in

itself pi-esented no remarkable feature, except

that afibrded by the age of the patient, who had
had no jn-evious attack. He was treated with
sulphate of zinc, in doses gradually increased up
to fifteen grains, three times a day, and was dis-

charged, recovered, on the 8th of August. This
young man had sufl'ered previously from acute
rheumatism.

" Case 2.—Also an agricultural labourer, aged
seventeen. This case was very similar to the

last, was treated with the liquor potassa; arsenitis

and moderate purging, and recovered rapidly.

Tliis lad's father had suffered several times from
acute rheumatism, but the patient himself had
never before had either rheumatism or chorea.

" Ca.se 3.—a little girl, aged twelve, admitted
August 1st, and still in the house. This case

presents some peculiar features. On admission,

the attack of chorea appeared to be very severe,

and the child was much emaciated ; the skin hot,

dry, and remarkably harsh ; the tongue dry, and
the lips cracked. There was a feeble pulse, and
great thirst. No history of the fever was extracted
From the mother, but subsequently, when suffi-

ciently recovered to speak, the child told us that
some cliildren at home had had ' the fever ' just

before. The child's appetite was good, but she
got scarcely any sleep and screamed violently in

the night. A day or two after admission, a rash
having all the characters of roseola made its ap-
pearance. She has imjirovcd rapidly under the
use of warm baths, diaphoretic doses of antimony,
and a generous diet, with port wine and water.
This patient has had chorea previously, but not
rheumatism ; her mother, however, had chorea
when herself a child, and also suffered from acute
rheumatism about a year before the birth of this

child.

"Case 4.—This is an ordinarj', and not very
severe, case of chorea, the patient also being a
little girl, and not having suffered any previous
attack of either cliorea or rheumatism. In this

case again the motlier experienced an attack of

acute rlieumatism about a year before the child's

birth.

"Case 5.—E. B , another little girl, of

about the same age, was brought to the liospital,

on August 29th, suffering from slight chorea,

combined with anfemia and general debility. In

this case also I found on inquiry that the mother
had [had acute rheumatism about fifteen years
ago.

"Observations.—Of the above five cases, which
have come to this hospital in the space of scarcely
more than two months, Case 2 was under the
treatment of Dr Itolleston, the others under my
own. Since the year 1850, when the existence of
a connection between rheumatism and chorea was
announced by M. See, of Paris, and in England
by Dr Senhonse, much attention has been given

"> the subject. M. Botrel, in the following year,
* so far as to declare that chorea is nothing

heumatism of the nervous 'centres.' Bo-
trt. " was not, however, generally accepted

;

and opj.^ H on the point have varied greatly
since that time—so much so, indeed, that one of
the latest French writers on the subject (M. Moy-
nier) declares the connection to be nearly acciden-

tal, though he himself, inconsistently enough,
tells us that, out of thirty cases wliich he exa-

mined, the connection in question could be traced
in eighteen. Dr AVest has never once met mth
it, nor (he says) has 11. Rilliet, at Geneva. It is

well known that both diseases are often heredi-

tary ; and Dr Begbie was, I believe, the first to

point out the existence of a family connection
between the two—to show, that is, tliat it fre-

quently happens that where one member of a

family is subject to chorea, another is rheumatic.

The cases given above seem to me to point to the
conclusion that rheumatism and chorea are ' here-

ditarily convertible'

—

i. e., that rheumatism in

the parent may descend as chorea to the child.

If this should be supported by more extended in-

quiries, and more especially if the converse should
be found equally true, it would, I think, go far to

establish, in part at any i-ate, II. Botrel's theory,

that rheumatism and chorea are not similar only,

but essentially identical

—

i. «., that one and the

same blood-poison may manifest itself, according

to circumstances, as either chorea or as rheuma-
tism. But, whatever may be thought of the

theoiy, the cases seem to me worth recording, if

only as showing the connection between the two
diseases to exist in them in larger propoi'tion than
in any recorded set of consecutive instances with
which I am acquainted."

Mr Ckichton contributes a paper on the pre-

vention of the formation of Stone in the Bladder.

Dr Aldeidge reports the following case of

Obstruction of the Bowels from adhesion to the

uterus :

'
' Mrs S—^—

-, aged fifty-seven years, the mother
of five children. About six months before her

deatli she had a severe attack of flooding, although
her menstrual discharge had ceased years before.

She was always of a costive habit, and in the

month of February, 1859, symptoms of obstruc-

.tion of the bowels came on, which became more and
more aggravated up to the period of her death on
the 10th of April following. For some weeks
before her decease she had stercoraceous vomiting,

the ejected matters being of a yellowish colour,

watery, and having a strongly fa;cal odour. She
seemed to die gradually of exhaustion.

"Examination two days after death.— (The
abdomen only was examined.) On opening the

aljdominal cavity, the intestines were .seen to be

smeared with a yellowish-coloured, watery, offen-

sive matter, similar to that which she had
vomited during life. This fluid must, therefore,

have escaped into the peritoneal cavity through
some hole in the gut. However, it cannot be

said that this rupture of the bowel occurred

during hfe, because the texture of the lower part

of the small intestine was found to be so ex-

tremely soft and friable that it was rent by the

slightest touch. In some parts it was gangrenous.

It is, then, more than likely that the tear may
have taken place after death, either by the

pressure of gas developed in the biJwel, or by
movements of the body, or wliile opening the
abdomen. The small intestine was seen to be
very much distended, particularly the lower

portion, which was of enormous diameter, nearly

equal to that of a normal large intestine. The
coats of the ileum in nearly its whole length were
in a high state of inflammation. Near the lower

end, approaching the Ciccum, were many dark-

coloured patches, some as large as a two-shilling

piece, others smaller, where the whole tliickness

of the intestinal wall was perfectly gangrenous.

The texture of the gut for several feet above the

caicum was so friable, that on moving one coil

upon another it tore at various points. In theupper
part of the small intestines was found tlie same
yellowish-coloured, watery, fiecal matter that

the patient had vomited during life ; lower down
the contents of the bowel became more con-

sistent ; and for several feet from the lower end
of the ileum the latter was enormously distended

with tenacious, yellowish-coloured fieces, very

nmch resembling putty. The c»cimi and large

intestine were nearly empty, only a few knots
of hardened faeces being found in the latter. In

tlie lower end of the ileum, therefore, the ob-

struction was seated. On careful examination,

the latter was seen to be dragged down into the

cavity of the pelvis, and to be firmly adherent to

the back wall of the uterus. When the small

intestines and the contents of the pelvis were
removed from the body, the state of matters

could be clearly seen. About six inches from the
ileo-ciecal valve, the ileum had become firmly-
adherent to the posterior wall of the uterus—
rather towards the right side—and to the right
ovary. The gut at the adherent point made a
sharp turn towards the cacum. Accordingly,
everything requiring to pass through this part of
tlie bowel had to travel along its canal bent almost
at a right angle. The calibre of the ileum at the
attached jjoint seemed smaller than normal, but
not much so. It is obvious that this sharp bend
in the canal of the gut must have tended very
considerably to retard the pas.sage of the forces

through it, and, the latter having been hard and
dry, as is usually the case in persons of obsti-

nately costive habit, it can easily be understood
how stoppage to the passage of the contents at
this point occurred. Once commenced, such an
obstruction would only become aggravated in the
course of time by the gradual accumulation of
fsces above it, and by the strong muscular
efforts of the bowel to propel the contents
onwards, as happened in tliis case, in which,
during life, the violent jieristaltic action of the
intestines could at times be distinctly seen.

It is not unlikely that if the patient had at •
sufficiently early period overcome the tendency to
constipation by keeping her bowels in a rather
relaxed condition, the obstruction might have
been averted, or at all eventsdelayed. On removing
the uterus from the body and cutting it q|»en, the
whole of the organ was seen to be one mass of
epithelial cancer (cancroid), thus accounting for

the floodiugs which the patient had some months
before death, and also, m all probabiUty, for the
adhesion of the ileum to its posterior wall, as
above described. The cancroid disease having
implicated and eaten into the whole tliickness of

the uterus, even to the serous covering of the
same, peritonitis seems to have been set up at
this point, and to have thus occasioned the
attachment of the loop of intestine to it. The
coats of the ileum for an inch or two above and
below the adherent part seemed to be perfectly

healthy. The adhesions between the small intes-

tines and the uterus were very firm, and must,
therefore, have existed for a considerable time^
perhaps for months.

'

' At what period the cancroid disease of the
womb began it is of course impossible to say,

but that it had already attacked the uterus six

months before the fatal termination of the case

is evident from the occurrence of severe floodine

at that time. If obstruction of the bowels had
not supervened, and thus put an end to the
patient s existence, it is very probable that ulti-

mately a fistula between the uterus and ileum,

might have taken place by the extension of the
cancroid disease through tho adliesions and
through the coats of the gut."

Two eases of Idiopathic Tetanus, treated by

Indian hemp, are reported by Dr Farrage.

We extract the following article, by Mr Bar-

nard Holt, on Allarton's Operation, from the

' Lancet ' of the 8th inst. :

" The main objections which have been hitherto
urged against its performance have been in re-

ference to the size of the stone and the enlarge-

ment of the prostate gland, the consequent diffi-

culty of extraction, and the effect of forcible dila-

tation on the neck of the bladder. Having
lately performed this operation three times, where
these difficulties were prominent features in each
case, 1 desire to record the results.

"J. R , a child aged eight years, was
admitted into the Westminster Hospital under
my ciire, April, 1860, suffering from stone in the
bladder. The symptoms had existed for eight

months prior to his admission, and consisted in

difficulty and frequency of micturition, which
required considerable straining to effect ; occa-

sional passage of bloody urine, and, but rarely,

pain at the extremity of the penis. The boy

having been placed under the influence of chlo-

roform, a sound was jiassed to the neck of the
bladder, where its further progress was ancsted
by some foreign body, which a sUglit amount of

pressure sufficed to displace. The sound being

thus fairly introduced, a stone was immediately

detected, whicli, from the extent of surface

traversed, api>eared to be large.
" 1 decided on performing Mr Allarton's opera-

tion. On May Sth, while under chloroform, a
staff as large as the urethra would admit was
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introduced, and the stone immediately detected.

The cliild was now secured in the ordinary man-
ner, and the forefinger of the left hand being

passed into the rectum, the exact situation of the

prostate was ascertained. A sharp-pointed and
somewhat triangular knife was now thrust into

the mesial line of the perinseum, with the back
towards and about three lines in front of the

anus, the finger in the rectum guiding the knife,

and preventing its being wounded. An incision

was now made directly upwards, and the groove

of the .staff cut into by opening the urethra im-
mediately in front of the prostate ; and the knife

was now run backwards and forwards to a slight

extent so that it might be fairly divided, the

tcgumentary opening being enlarged as much as

appeared necessary in its withdrawal. The fore-

finger was now removed from the rectum, and
passed into the wound, with the nail in the groove
of the staff, which thus formed an accurate guide
for the director, which, being made with a handle
at right angles, was pas.sed along the groove into

the bladder. Tlie a.ssistant was now directed to

pull the staff gently but firmly upwards towards
the symphysis pubis, whilst I pulled the director
gently downwards ; and the forefinger of the left

hand being passed between these two instruments,
was gently wonned between them with a twisting

motion, dilating the parts as it proceeded, untu
the neck of the bladder was reached, when both
staff and director were withdrawn, and the dila-

tation was continued still further by rotating and
moving the finger from side to side. The forceps

were now introduced upon the finger, which was
withdrawn as they passed into the bladder, so

that to the present time no urine had escaped.

The stone having been detected, the blades of the

forceps were separated, when the gush of urine

carried it between them, and with gentle traction

it was removed. As was anticipated, it proved
of considerable size, measuring two inches long
and one inch wide, and weighing 240 grains ; it

was of the triple phosphate variety. The
htemorrhage was of the most trifling description,

and beyond the smarting attendant upon a wound
he had hardly suffered anything. There was no
involuntary escape of urine after the operation,

but it was jMissed at will, for the first week
through the wound, but afterwards per urethrani.

Eight days from the operation he was walking
about the ward, and in a fortnight was discharged
cured.

" The second case occurred in a spare, feeble

man, aged sixty-five, who had suffered from stone
for four years prior to his admission. The
nrethra admitted a full-sized sound, and the prostate
was perfectly health. Tlie bladder was, however,
considerably contracted, not holding more than
four ounces of urine ; and the stone, which was
readily detected, was large and dense. The same
proceedings were adopted as have been already
described ; but the stone, proving even larger
than was anticijated, eluded the blades of the
forceps. A large pair were consequently had
recourse to, and the stone removed. It was
found to measure two inches and a quarter long
by one inch and a half in breadth, and weighed
C70 grains. It was of the oxalate of lime vanety,
coated with phosphates. The patient was com-
fortable during the evening, and passed his urine
>t will. He was, however, seizcfi in the morning
with a rigor, and died suddenly.
" The post-mortem was made twenty-eight

hours after death, and the bladder having been
removed, the incision was found to be exactly in

front of the prostate. The bladder was now cut
into, and the mucous membrane corresponding to
the neck was found to be congested and slightly

torn, not, however, extending into the prostate
gland, and much less than is met with in the
lateral operation. The kidneys were in an ad-
vanced stage of cystic disease ; the heart fatty

;

but the other organs were healthy.
" The third case occurred in my private prac-

tice, in the j>erson of a gentleman aged seventy-
five, of spare habit, who had suffered from
diseased [irostatc more or less for the last eight
years, during which time he had occasional Inemor-
rhage, sometimes slight, and sometimes suffi-

dently severe to call for the exhibition of gallic
acid, the bleeding Iwing at all times provoked by
any extra walking or jolting exercise. Although
there was no j>ain at the extremity of the penis
after mictuntion, yet the symptoms to some
extent simulated those of stone, and the bladder
•WM from time to time carefully examined both by '

myself and others, without, however, detecting
any foreign body. Early in 1859, while at his

seat in the country, he was attacked with inflam-
mation of the bladder, characterised by rigors,

great frequency of micturition, spasms of a most
violent character, and occasional pain at the
extremity of the penis, the urine depositing the
usual amount of muco-purulent, tenacious deposit.

Suitable remedies were had recourse to, and in the
course of three months he recovered ; the spasms
entirely subsided, the urine regained its healthy
character, but the difficulty of expulsion had so

far increased as to prevent his passmg more than
an ounce at a time. He was therefore directed to

pass his own catheter three or four times in the
day and night, which he accomplished without
either difl[iculty or suffering. In the winter of

1859, being again in the country, he had another
but more severe attack, which apparently arose

from standing on damp ground, and it was evi-

dent, from a sudden discharge of pus and extreme
tenderness of the prostate, that an ibscess of
that gland had formed and burst. His symptoms
were now very distressing, the bladder much
more irritable, and the pain at the extremity of
the penis more decided ; and being now unable to

pass any urine naturally, he was comjielled to
rely entirely upon the catheter, which was passed
every three hours. The bowels were daily relieved

by enemata. The horizontal position was main-
tained, and all the known remedies had recourse

to, belladonna, copaiba, and clilorodyne giving
the greatest relief

" In the spring of the present year he was re-

moved to town, the frequent and almost irre-

sistible urgencies continuing, and the pain at the
extremity of the penis being more acute. Opium,
in the form of sujjpositones, was the only drug
that now afforded the slightest relief

" On Sunday, June 15th, after violently strain-

ing at stool, the bladder became more than
usually irritable ; and being requested to pass his

gum catheter, I immediately detected a calculus,

rou^li, and, so far as could be ascertained by such
an instrument, not very large. A consultation
with Mr Arnott and Mr Csesar Hawkins was held

;

and as lithotrity offered no chance of relief,

Allarton's operation was decided upon.
" On June 27th he was placed under the in-

fluence of chloroform, ana the operation, as

already detailed, was performed. Not tlic slightest

difficulty was experienced in reaching the neck of

the bladder, but the size of the prostate prevented
the interior being explored, or the stone being
felt with the finger. The forceps were conse-
quently substituted, and being buried to a con-
siderable depth, a stone was caught and removed,
proving large, smooth, and polished. Another
was sought for and removed, which bore an
accurate resemblance to the first. It was, there-

fore, evident there must t>e a third, which, after

sliglit difficulty, was also included between the
blades of the forceps, but being larger than
cither of the former ones, it required some little

patience and gentle traction to remove it. The parts,

however, yielded, and the third, somewhat rough-
ened, stone was now abstracted. The first measured
If in. by 14 in. ; the second, 1| in. by IJ in.

;

and the third, IJ in. by IJ in. ; the weight of

the three being 960 grains. The incision was insig-

nificantly small ; the haemorrhage very trifling

;

and my patient being now placed in bed, shortly
recovered from the effects of the chloroform, and
simply complained of the slight smarting of the
wound. The neck of the bladder retained its

contractility, and there was not any involuntary
escape. The suppository was intro<luced as
usual ; and, excepting when the urine was with-
drawn, he slept tranquilly. For the first three
days he iirogrcsscd in the most favourable
manner ; the intei-vals were increased, the catheter
being introduced every four, instead of every
three, hours ; the spasms were less frequent and
less intense, and he was nearly relieved from the
pain he had previously experienced, when, on the
fourth <Iay, he was seized with rigors, extreme
and urgent pain in the region of the stomach,
vomiting, and his pulse, which was exceedingly
weak, rose to 130 ; skin hot ; countenance
anxious ; and the urine presenting an appearance
of bloody jelly. Opium and stimulants were
administerd, the bladder was injected with tepid
water, and he rallied. He, however, continued
exceedingly ill for three or four day.s, when the
attack gradually subsided, the urine became more
natural, but the si)88nis of the bladder recurred

;

and fearing the possibility of a calculus having
descended fi-om the kidney, he was again ex-
amined, under the influence of chloroform, with-
out, however, discovering any foreign body ; a
roughness was detected witli the gitm-ebistic

catheter, but not with the sound, and in all pro-

bability depended upon a calcareous coating of

some portion of the mucous membrane ; indeed,

this was subsequently ascertained to be the case,

for, upon introducing a lithotrity spoon, a ])ortion

of gritty matter was removed, and eventually the
corresponding mucous sui-face, coated with phos-
phates, came away in the eye of the catheter.

Small particles of the same deposit have from
time to time escaped. The frequency and spasms
have now entirely subsided ; he is enabled to pass

per urethrani from two to three ounces of urine
;

the bladder will retain from ten to twelve ounces
;

the wound has so far healed as to be hardly per-

ceptible, and when necessary he can introduce his-

own catheter. The bowels, which have hitherto

required enemata of water, have acted naturally
since taking the confection of senna ; and an ex-
amination per anum proves the prostate to be
diminished in size. He is daily gaining flesh

and strength, and when the weather will permit
drives out.

'
' The present cases have been described simply

as examples to prove that large calculi and an
enlarged prostate form no bar to the ojieration,

and, as far as they go, establish the facility with
which a large stone can be removed without
injury to the neck of the bladder. It is true that
the mortality is about the average ; but as in
the fatal case there was probably sufficient cause
in the state of the kidneys and heart superadded
to the rigor, from which persons in advanced
years frequently die, I cannot consider it as in

any manner militating a<^inst the operation.
" The case of the boy was interesting in

showing how circumstances may alter and modify
symptoms generally relied upon as characteristic

of stone. The pain at the extremity of the penis
was the exception and not the rule, and evidently
depended upon the stone generally occupying the
same position and requiruig to be displaced before

the sound could 1x) fairly introtluced. The dia-

gnosis was correct in reference to its size, which
It must be admitted very far exceeded the average
of such cases at such an age.

" In the second case, tlie facility with which
the stone was detected, and the ringing sound,
afforded sufficient evidence of its size and density
to preclude any advantage from lithotrity.

" The third case must be considered as the
most important of the throe. The size of the
prostate—which did not [wrmit the finger to

reach the bladder after the necessary incisions had
been made—the long duration of the disease, the
inability to pass any urine without the intro-

duction of a catheter, the irritable state of the
bladder, the emaciated condition of my patient,

and the presence of three such very large calculi,

were suflicient to test the operation to the utmost.
I may mention that this gentleman had been
subject to severe bilious attacks which very much
resembled the one that supervened on the fourth
day, and that the issue of the case proves the
symptoms to have depended upon a deranged
liver.

" I have described the operation as it was
performed ; and although the precaution of in-

troducing the finger between the diructor and the
sound may not be absolutely necessary, yet I am
convinced it simplifies the operation to such a
degree that no surgeon of common iuteUigence

need fear undertaking it. The extraction of the

stone requires care and gentleness. A minute
lost is a minute gained, if a large calculus can be
removed through the neck of the bladder without
injury ; and I feel convinced this can always be
ettected if the necessary care is exercised. In
almost all the descriptions of the ordinary forms

of operating, the direction is, to have a largo

external wound. Such is not necessary ; and if

a stone can be removed, without bruising,

through a moderate wound, it is certainly better

than making a large one.
" From all that I have yet seen of Mr Allarton'g

operation, I consider it a most valuable one : the

wound is less ; the hajmorrhage is less ; the con-

stitutioiml disturbance is less ; there is no chance

of infiltration of urine ; and, as a matter of

comfort to the patient, the ability to retain the

urine is of the utmost value and importance."

Mr Bbent makes some observations, in the
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aame journal, on Fatal Effects arising frcmi

JEnlargemcnt of the Thymus Gland in Children.

The mode of death appears to bo by convulsions

and sudden spasmodic closure of the glottis,

arising from the presswe upon the adjacent

nerves by the enlarged gland. Mr Brent observes :

"Thetliymus in the human subject increases

5n size very rapidly after the seventh mouth of

foetal life, and at birth at the full period has
commonly varied (as stated in the ' Cyclopedia
of Anatomy and Pliysiology ') from 84 to 240
grains in weight. At nine months afterwards,

according to the same authority, it is found to

be about 270 grains—44 drachms—in weight

;

at a variable time after which period it jirogres-

sively declines in size. I, find that Koitp states

Ms having noticed several cases of suddenly fatal

dyspnoea occurring in children in whom the
gland was found of largo size, and that ho con-

Sudes there is some essential connection between
the glandular enlargement and the sutl'ocative

pai'oxysms. Dr Copland ( ' Dictionary of Practical

Medicine,' art. Larynx and Trachea, p. 679) has
remarked, however, that Mr Hood, of Kilmarnock,
was the first to direct attention to enlargement
o£ the thymus gland, and its intluence in pro-

ducing morbid closure of the glottis, with sutl'o-

oation. But ho does not oven hint that the effects

of the preternatui'al enlaigemtut are other than
mechanical—such as pressure on the veins at

tlie top of the chest, inducing congestion and
efl'usion in the head ; and no supposition appears

to be entertained by him that an unusual size of

the gland is accompanied by an increased nervous
susceptibdity. 1 have been led to conclude,

from the history of the cases that have come
tmder my notice, that a correlation exists Ijetween

the size of the thymus gland and the development
of the brain and impressibility of the nervous

system. In such instances of sudden death coin-

cident with abnormal enlargement of the thymus
as have fallen under my obseiTation, the children

tave been noticed as peculiarly fonvard and in-

telligent for their ages. The work first quoted
above states that ' absence of tlio glanil has only
been observed in cases of acejjhalism, where the
brain and many other parts have been simul-

taneously deficient.' If it bo tnie, then, that

the greater size of the thymus gland has anything
to do with the greater development of the nervous
matter, force, or excitability, there will be a

double reason why an unusual enlargement, or a

non-absorption, of that body should occasion

suflbcativo dypncea,—namely, both from the

greater excitability produced, and the inordinate

pressure exercised, by the gland in. a state of

turgidity."

The ' Medical Times and Gazette ' opens with
11. Claude Bernakd's Lectures on Expeirimental
Pathology. The present part contains some ol)-

servations on the Etiects of Woorara. Ur Wysn
"Williams reports 2'wo Cases of Mpikpsy, in which
the operation of tracheotomy was performed. He
says :

'
' As there have not been many recorded cases

of epilepsy in wliicir the operation of tracheotomy
has been perfonned, as i-ecommended by the late

Dr Marsliall Hall, the particulars of the two fol-

Icwing cases may possibly be of some intei'est.

" The first case is that of T. P., aged eighteen,

son of a cabinet-maker, who consulted me in

September, 1855, on account of epileptic fits, for

which I had attended him fi'om time to time
fflnca he was ten years of age. The fits, to which
he was lialile at all hours of the day aud night,

had lately increased in frequency and duration
;

and it appeared not improbable that they would
in a short time have rendered him idiotic. Ho
bad tried every remedy likely to benefit him,
without having derived any penuaneut relief.

He had, it is true, derived temporaiy benefit from
several remedies presci'ibed ; but the benefit, if,

indeed, it can be considered such, was merely
illusory, as the paroxysms had only been post-

poned to recur in greater severity. It seemed as

though the medicines administered had prevented
the paroxysms bi-eaking forth until the .system
had become eli.arged, so to speak, with a number
of small paroxysms, wliicb, when united, became
strong enough to obtain the mastery, and had
then broken forth with redoubled fury. The
same efiect I have seen produced in other cases.

" Such being the state of my patient, I pro-

posed to his parents to open his trachea, and
they, as well as the patient himself, willingly

aisented.

" On September 10 I proceeded to operate.

The patient was placed in a chair, my assistant

holding back his head, so as to draw out, aud
make tense, the trachea and its coverings. I

then plunged Mr H. Thompson's tracheotome
into tlio trachea, between the first, and second
rings,—gave a few funis to the screw to separate

the blades,—with veiy little difficulty introduced
the tube between them, and withdrawing the
tracheotome, left the tube in the trachea. I'hero

was not much blood lost during or after the ope-

ration. Unfortunately the tulje, on the following

day, slipped out, aud 1 was unable to reintroduce

it. without the assistance of the tracheotome ; but
on carefully inserting this into the opening, and
dilating it by means of the screw in the blades, I

easily got the tube between them into the wind-
pipe. For four or five months after the operation

1 thought my patient would really hav* been
benefited l>y it. The fits became far less in fre-

quency and severity ; indeed, he at one time
remained several weeks without a fit at all. My
hopes, however, were again doomed to be blighted.

In six mouths the fits began to recur nearly as

often as before the operation. He wore the tube
in the trachea about three years, readily taking it

in and out liim.self 1 then removed it ; . I saw
liim a few weeks ago ; the opening is still patent,

and he breathes freely through it. He goes about
and assists lus father a little in the. workshop.
It is possible that this case might have terminated
more satisfactorily had not the patient been
addicted to habits of intemperance, aa I after-

wards leai'iied he was, both previous to and after

the operation. Had I beeu previously made
aware of this cii'cumstauce, 1 should not have pro-

posed the operation.
'

' The second case is that of T. F., aged twenty-
five, a quaiTyman, who consulted me in July,

1856. Ho had been subject to epileptic seizures

in the night for many years, but had only beeu
subject to them in the day for two years. He
had in couscqueuce beeu obliged to relinqmsh
his employment. Ho had undergone a good deal

of treatment previous to coming under my care.

His object in coming, to me was that 1 might
perform the operation of tracheotomy upon liim,

he liaviug hoard of the previous case. Con-
sidering Mm a good subject for the operation, I,

on July 9, proceeded to operate in the same
manner as in the precetling case. I do not think

half-a-dozen drops of blood were lost. The
patient went on very satisfaetoi'ily after the

operation. The epileptic seizures became gra-

dually less severe and less frequent, and for the

last two years he has had no attacks during the

day-time, and only very slight ones at night. 1

saw him a few weeks ago in apparently good
health, although he informed me he had occa-

sionally, though very rarely, slight fits w hen iu

bed. He now goes about by himself, and works
in the fields, but has not ventured to resume his

work in the quarries. He still wears the tube iu

his windpipe, and will not hear of its being left

out, for fear the hole should close up. Both he
aud his friends firmly believe he has beeu beuelited

by the operation."

Dr T. A. Caister contributes some suggestions
for the improvement of Paracentesis Abdominis in

cases of Ascites, which we will repix)duca next woek.
Dr Candy reports, in the same journal, the

following case of Puerperal Convulsions in a

Primapara :

" Mary Ann C, aged 20, residing in Groat

Barr street, Birmingham, was taken in labour of

her first child on the ovenuig of J:uiuary 4. 1

was first seut for the following morning. I found

my patient was a stout, plethoric young woman,
of a nervous temperament, but there was nothing

about her general aspect to cause mo any anxiety

as to the successful termination of the case. On
making a vaginal examination, I fomid the os utoii

quite high up in the pelvis, and about the size of

a sixpence, and the labour pains weie regular but
feel lie. 1 ordered her ol. ricini 5ss, and took my
leave. About eight p.m. in the evening 1 was
sent for again, but found that the process of ilila-

tatiou had gone on very slowly, the os being a

httlc larger than a shilling. The pains bemg
feeble, aud my patient anxious for sleep,. I gave

her tinct. opii, Vl[_ xl., and ordered her to be put
to bed, hoping that, after a few hours' sleep,

labour would progress more rapidly. About half-

past cloven at night I was sent for in great haste,

as my patient hail been suddenly taken sick, and
shortly afterwai'ds had a fit, in which she bit her

tongue. This was soon followed by a stronger
attack, which induced her attendants to send fov
me m such haste. I found her in a .'jcmi-conscious
state, with rather a quick but feeble pulse, and
complaining of pain across the forehead. I
applied rags dipped in cold vinegar and water to
the head, which soon brought her round, and she
was able to walk gently about the room. Labour
had made but Uttle progress, and finding my
fiatient wished to sleep, 1 gave her tinct. opii,

\_ XX. ; and after waiting two hours, I left her
comfortable. The next moniing, between eight
and nine, 1 was again summonttl, as the fits had
returned after she awoke from a sound sleep.

Finding such to be the case, I asked Dr Warden,
the Honorary Surgeon for the district, to accom-
pany me, being duly provided with instruments,
if necessary. We fomid her iu a semi-conscious
state, with the os uteri fully dilated, and the head
of the child low down in the cavity of the pelvis.

Dr. Warden and myself agi-oed that it would be
desirable to terminate the labour as soon as pos-

sible,, so accordingly the long forceps were aiii^ied

by him ; but almost directly aftei-wards she had
another fit, during which the head was delivered j

the shoulders and breech were expelled during
the next pain. The child (a male) was remark'
ably well developed, and appeared asphyxiated,
but rallied on the application of, cold water
sprinkled on its face and chest. About five

minutes after its birth the uioUier had another
rather severe fit ; but finding her pulse rapid and
feeble, 1 judged it improper to bleed her, but
trusted to the ajiplicatiou of cold to the head,
and allowed a free ventilation tlirougli the room.
The placenta was expelled naturally, in alxmt tan
minutes, and there was little or no h. ' _•-.

During the next hoiu' she had several
,

but after the last she fell into a dull, 1.^.-
.

.: ;,

from wliich she did not quite recover till four or
five o'clock iu the afternoon. 1 remained with
her for two or three hours, but finding the fits had
left her, giWng directions for the application of
cold to the head to be continued and the room to
be darkened, and as .soon as consciousness returned
to give her some beef-tea or arrow-root.

" On calluig to sec my patient the following
moniing, I found she had. passed a quiet nighty

having slept three or four hours. She com-
plained of severe pain across the forehead, and a
dimness of sight, the results of the nervous dis-

turbance and altered circulation through the
brain. I prescribed an aperient mixture, con-

taining magnesia sulphatis 3j., infus. senn. co.

5iv. ; iufus. gentiante co. 3vj., of which she was
to take three table-spoonsfid eveiy four hours,

and a pill containing hyd. chloridi gi\ iij., pulv.
opii gr. j., h. s. s..

" January 8.—Her bowels have been freely-

opened, the pain in the head is relieved, and her
vision somewhat clearer. 1 drew off some of her
urine to Uxkc home v ith me, for the purpose of

ascertaimng the presence of albumen, but X could

not discover a trace of it after careful exami-

nation.
" lOtli.—The pain in herhead has nearly gouev

and there is a tolerable amount of milk in her
breasts. She comjJains of a troublesome cough,
which causes an mci'eased flow of the lochial dis-

charge. I ordered tinct. camph. co. 3ss., ajther

chlor. 5ij-, synipi tolut. 5j-i '^^ decoct. Senega
3vij., two table -spoousfid three times a day.

" 12th.—Her cough is not so troublesome, but
her headache has returned. Tongue foul

;
pulse

130, sharp and full. Ordered her liq. aiumon.
acetatis 5'^-> "^^^ ^^^ V^t. tart. 5ij» mist,

camph. 3iv., two table-spoonsful to be taken
every four hours, and a powder of hyd. chlor. gr.

iij., pulv. rhei gr. xv. at bed-time.

"13th.—She is much better to-day; the
bowels have been fi:cely opened. To continue her
mixture.

"10th.—She got up yesterday for an hour or

two, but found her l>ea4 became giddy on
walking.

" In conclusion, suffice it to say she is gomg
on favourably ; and if the headache returns, she

finds relief liom taking some of. her aperient

mixture,
" Remarks.—1. I havo my donbts whether the

fits were iuduced by the opium I administered

durmg labour, or whether they resulted from ex-

haustion consequent upon a lingering first stage

of that process. 2. The case is interesting from

the fact of the absence of albumen m the urine,

which has been obsened iu many cases. 3. In
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the rapid recorery of the jiatient. 4. In the

sim|iltcity of the treatment, coinjiared with that

which would be adopted by many in similar eases."

Dr Skist>'EB concludes his paper on Deodorisa-

tion in ObaUtric Medicine, which we extract. He
aays :

" While in attendance upon a lady during her

confinement lately, I obsenred her snujrii^ng the

bedclothes under her chin and around her neck.

I a.sked her if she felt cold ; she replied no, but

that aire did «o in order to enable herself to

breathe a purer air than that coming from beneath

the bedclothes. Upon hearing which, I imme-
diately bethought myself of a deodorant of the

lochial discharge, and for this purpose I instituted

a number of experiments with oil of tar and other

trell-kuown deodorants.

"Deodorant Prepamiums.— It would bo need-

less for me to give the details of tlio various

means adopted and of the different substances

used, so I sliall content myself with stating the

composition of ti powder which I have found in

every way well suited to the purpose :—Calcined

oyster-shells, lb j. ; oil of tar, gr. l.xiv.—Mi.x.

Tills powder may be variously fti)pUed ; the fol-

lowing method will be found effectual, if not the

best that can be adopted :—One table-spoonfiil of

the powder is to be mixed with from two to four

table-spoonsfiil of the finest dry bran, and spread

between the folds of the ordinary pudendal

napkin, so that one ply only shall he left between

the powder and the patient ; the napkin may be

stitched along cither extremity if required on
•GCOiuit of tlie escape of the powder ; and it is to

be pinned l)efc)re and behind to the ordinary

Obstetric binder. The powder and na]>kin must
be renowed as often as the nui'se thinks proper.

"The advantages of thi.s powder over tiiat of

any other, and over the much-talked-of one of

JIJI. Come and Demeaux in particular, is,—1.

That it does not cake or set, ami adliore to the

napkin-like powders prepared from the sulphate

of lime. 2. That its absorbing property is not

inferior to, nor is it more caustic tlian, those pre-

pared from sulphate of lime. 3. That powders

preimred from sulphate of lime and tar, or oil of

tar, retain the peculiar peuetratiiig odour of tar

;

whereas the powder prepared from calcined

oyster-shells and oil of tar ha-s not any smell of

tar, but a mild, agreeable, and fragrant smoU of

the finest oil of peppermint ; and altliough the

oil of tar is so altered in smell by tlio calcined

shclU, its deodurhiug property is rather iucreosed

than othenvise.
" Praeticnl Rntarhi.—The experience 1 have

hail of this powder warrants me in making the

follfiwiiig remarks :—If the application of the

powder is projierly managed (and it only requires

the exercise of common sense), as soon as the

lochial discliarge comes in contact with the

napkin, it is deodorized ; not only so, but from
the great affinity which the lime has for water,

the discharge is rapidly ab.sorbed towards the

particles of bran, which in their turn act the part

of a spoii''e, besides extending tlio deodorizing
surface. When the powder is used in combina-
tion with proper ventilation and attention to

cleanliness, the napkin, the bed, the patient, and
the apartment will be found to smell quite

sweetly, so that the most fastidious could not find

fault.
'

' The nurse who was in attendance upon the

lady previously alluilcd to, and who has seen

twenty years of service, informs me that the nap-
kins are generally put into a tub of water to

steep before washing, that the water has invaria-

bly a most offensive smell ; but in the present case,

the first in her long experiiiicc, the tub, water,

and napkins were all equally free from smell.

"I think it proper to give a jiractical hint here,

and nurses should I« informed of it—namely,
that it Is necessary to shake the loose powder out
of the najikins before putting them mto water,
and they ought to be rinsed out in hot or cold

water once or twice l)efore putting them to tli«

wash, because the lime will so harden the water
that it will Ix! impossible to get up a latherwith any
amount of soa^). It may be supposed that the

quicklime will injure the na|ikins or the patient:

there need be no fear of either accident, as no
siiidi misfurtuue has happened hitherto. The
powder may bo placed upon the tongue without
producing any cauitic elTi-ct ; besides, I beg to
.stale tliut the oyster-sliells are not thorouglily
calcined—thoy are simply rendered red-liot forono
hour in an ordiiiarj- firo, without any bUst.

'

' There is one other purpose to which I apply
this powder, mixed with liran, namely, the deo-

dorization of fsecal matter, particularly if en mmse.
All that is necessarj' is, that the surface shall be
covered with a layer of the powder ; the instant

that this is accomplished, all smell ceases as if by
magic.

"Liquid Deodorant Prejmralion.—For the deo-

dorization of liquid fieces, or where a fluid form is

preferable, as, for instance, as a vaginal injection

in cancer of the uterus, I use the following prepa-

ration ; and one great advantage of it is, that it

may be dispensed by chemists, the same as any
other prescription : R Tinct. camphorte, tinct.

myrrhfe, aa 3iij. ; lin. sapoiiis, oii- ; acidi acetici

glacialis, IT^^xs. ; ol. picis, 3j. Add the liquids in

the above order and agitate. The protluct ought
to bo of a pale sherry-wine colour, and perfectly

clear. Each teaspoouful contains about ten minims
of oil of tar.

Ratio}iaU of the Preparation.—The tinctures of

camphor and myrrh dissolve both tar and the oil

of tar ; the myrrh makes the camphor much more
miscible with water, and the .soap causes the
whole to mix more readily witli water. The cam-
phor, myrrh, rosemary, and the acetic acid render
the strong odour of the oil of tar not only less

objectionable, but positively agreeable. The pro-

portions in the formula are the Tssult of very
many careful experiments.

" Directions for Vsiny (he Preparation.—1.

One teaspoonful of the tincture added to a liquid

stool, and slightly agitiited, however fetid, it is

deodorized instantly. Solid fieces require suffi-

cient water added to cover them. 2. One tea-

spoonful added to a pint of water, and briskly

.shaken for a few second.s, forms tar-watcr, or a
deordorant lotion, gargle, or vaginal injection.

The atmosphere of a room may be deodorized in a

few seconils by moistening a towel with this

lotion .and waving it about the apartment, or by
ovajwrating or burning a teaspoonful of the
tincture in a saucer or plate. 3. One teaspoon-

ful added to a pint of water forms an invaluable

enema, the chief advantage of which, in a lying-in

chamber or sick-room is, that it deodorizes the

stool before it is passed into its cxtra-intestinftl

existence. (For this exceedingly ingenious appli-

cation of deodorixation, I am indclitcd to ni)''

much-estccmcd friend Dr Andrew Fyfe, ' of this

town. As I have already tried the plan, I can
state that the effect has been completely .success-

ful.) 4. Stools requiring to be kept for Medical
iuspection, whether iu hospital or in private

practice, may bo made perfectly free from smell
by adding to them a teaspoonful of the tincture.

" Practical Rcinarks.—Let me add one or two
remarks on other conditions in wliicli I have
used both the Powder and the Tincture, (a) In
cancer of the uterus or rectum, when the pa,ssagcs

become blocked up by cancerous deposition, and
when deodorant injections and suppositories arc

used at a disadvantage, the powder mixed with
bran and used as directed for the post-partum
man.ngomcnt of lalxiur, already described, leaves

almost nothing to be desired, (b) In cases of

incontinence of nrino from organic disease, from
m.alfonnation or functional derangement of the

bladder in the female, the powder, used as di-

rected, will be foimd to Iw a aiiv, qud non. It diie.s

up both the urine and the discharges, and deodo-
rizes them at one and the same time. As a
matter of course, fresh powder and napkins must
be renewed, but not nearly so frequently as by
any other jjlan. (c) In some forms of Icucorrhrca

and raenorrhagia, until the condition is cured on
which the loathsomeness of the discharges
depends, and in .some cases of healthy (but fetid)

catamenia in stnimous subjects, I have found the
powder a great boon to the female. When the
stools of infants nre offensive, the same simple
means, only using the hippeii or diaper cloth

instead of the pudendal napkin, will ctfectually

deodorize them, (e) In puerperal fever, when
there is a fetid discharge, I should undoubtedly
nse vaginal injections of tar-water as well as the
powder ; and deodorizing cnemata, if the bowels
require moving, (f) In the consulting and dis-

secting rooms, tar-water as prepared in direction

No. 2 will bo found a most agreeable and
effectual deodorant for the hands, when used with
a little soaj) and soft or warm water ; and a
bottle of such tar-water poured down any bad-
smelling waste-pipes, or such like, will render
good service, (g) As an injection into the

veins to preserve subjects for dissection, I

think that water saturated with the tinc-

ture or the oil of tar, mixed with soap and
water, would be certain to deodorize, if it did
not stop decomposition ; hut as its deodorizing
action depends chiefly upon its power of stopping
decomposition, I almost feel certain of its success
in this particular ; it only requires a trial. I
have in my possession a uterine fibroid polypus
and an aborted fietus with the secundines, in the
highest state of preservation iu nothing but tar-

water (Aqua Picis Liquidse D). When they were
first put U]) as wet specimens, two months ago,

decomposition had already begun ; but the instant
that thoy were immersed the smell disappeared,

because the action of decomposition was .stopped.

One great advantage in the nse of tar-water as a
preservative fluid is, that it has no action on the
tissues. If it be found successful for dissecting

pnrjioses, there is one thing certain, that it wiu
neither corrode the scalpel, like the ordinary

metallic solutions, nor will it be found objcctio n-

ablo on account of its smell, like solutions of

creosote. (k) In incontinence of the fa;ccs, from
whatever cause, the powder and a napkin wiU be
found of the greatest Deneflt.

Dr Fiog's paper on Tuninng in all Cases of
Labour is continued in the same journal.

Wo extract from the ' Dublin Hosjiital Ga-
zette ' the following case of Enormous Urinary
Calculi!^, reported by Mr J. Hamilton :

" Mr H.amilton, in prescntinj? a calculus of
immense size formed in t^e human bladder, stated
that the specimen, with some notes of the case,

had been transmitted to him from Dr Crane, of
Wexford.
"The p,atient was a young man of about twenty-

seven years of age, who had, previous to his being
attacked with this disease, always enjoyed good
health ; but two years before his deatli he got a
severe fall iu a ploughed field, and subsequently felt

acute pain in the pubic region, followed by painful
and difficult mictitrition, irritability of the bladder,
mv\ other symptoms of stone. He did not, liowever;
apply for medical aid until about two months before
bis death. At that period he |Wa8 seen by Doctors
Goodall and Boxwell, of Wexford. He was care-

fully examined by these gentlemen, and a stone aj

once dctecteil in the bUader of immense size, the
bulk of which could be easily felt by m.anual exa-
mination over the pubis and by the finger in th«
rectum. Iu fact, so largo was tlie calculus, tliat the
sound could not lie passed farther than the neck of

tlie blailder, where the instnunent struck against it

and w.is stopped. When the question of surgical

treatment was mooted, and whether any means of
ridding the man of the calculus coulvl ho entertained,

he got .alarmed, and left the intiriiiary. Ho after-

words went iiito the workhouse, wliere in a few
days ho died. On the entrance of tliis man into the
workhouse, he was examined by Dr Crane, who also

detected the immense size of the stone. It should
be obser\'ed that, during a long period previous to

this man's death, there was an incess.ant stillicidinm,

or oozing away of urine from the bl.adder. The
urine seemed to pass off as soon as secreted, and
dribbled away without pain. The post-mortem ex-
amination was made by Drs Goodall, Boxwell, and
Crane.

" On slitting open the urethra and bladder, it was
found filled with the stone closely adherent to it, the
stone occupying the entire cavity of the bl.ailder, and
so closely that it was most cliffirnlt to get it out;
it required much force, using the handle of a forceps,

to prize the stone from its adliesioii to the inside of
the bladder.
"The bladder was much thickened, and the mu-

cous membrane inflamed, of a i^lum colour, but no
sign of ulceration, abscess of its walls, or sacculi ; the
ureters very little dilated, a*id the kidneys somewhat
enlarged, but not otherwise unhealthy. Tlie stone
itself was of great size, larger than the closed fist;

it was irregidarly oval, and evidently moulded to the
sliapo of the bladilor, the anterior and narrower end
corresponding to the neck of the bladder, and the
lower surface impressed with the figure of the trigone.

A rounded projection on the surface answered to a
cyst in the corresponding portion of the bladder.

The stone in some p.arts, at the time nf removal, was
so soft that it was thought almost impossible to

remove it entire. It wasof tho colour of mortar, and
composed of the triple phosphate and evidently some
animal matter, emitted a strong ammoniacal smel),

and weighed three-quarters of a pound.
,

" Though larger stones are reconlod by Earlo and
others, yet a stone of this size is very rare indeed.

Fr(jni the close contact with the blailder iu this case,

the operation of lithotomy could not be attemi>l«d;

nor, Irom the size of tho stone, could either lateral or

abdominal operation be performed with any hope of

success. Indeed, in such cases, as in Earle's, and
one recorded by Civialo, the attempts are always

fatal, .111(1 a similar result must have followed any
similar attempt iu this case."
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THE BRANDY PRACTICE.

If we were asked what cause more than any

other had retarded the progress of Medical

Science, we should answer, Vanity—the vanity

of each man in upholding his own opinion.

However small our experience may be, we

believe firmly in the notions we have imbibed,

no matter how, or from whom. A single suc-

cessful case will often determine the judgment

of a sanguine man ; and his opinion will be the

more obstinately fixed, inasmuch as, from lack

of further experience, he has been unable to

compare and weigh the results supposed to have

been obtained. " That's my opinion ;" " my ex-

perience is decidedly in favour of such a

remedy;" " that's an excellent drug—I have

seen it succeed in desperate cases, when every-

thing else had failed,"—are decisions which the

interlocutor dare not gainsay. Among a multi-

tude of contradictory affirmations, the wise man

contents himself with concluding that nothing

certain is known ; or, if he be more charitably

disposed, that there is some element of good in

all the suggestions, however apparently diverse,

if we could but discreetly distil it out.

For some years there had been a growing

belief in the efficacy of large libations of wine

and brandy in the treatment of acute disease,

tintil we, somewhat amazed at the bold asser-

tions and equally bold practice which seemed

to support them, challenged discussion, and

liberated the minds of men from a too servile

dependence upon the dogmas of authoritative

professors. The open arraignment of fbis prac-

tice in a public journal called forth the latent

dissatisfaction of many sensible and experienced

men, and emboldened others to pursue inquiry

into the subject with a view to a definitive settle-

ment of the controversy.

Since the time when we opened our pages to

this discussion, it cannot be denied that there

has been a marked ebbing of the tide ofopinion,

and that even the stoutest defenders of stimula-

tion express themselves with more wariness and

qualification. Is it possible to bring the points

n dispute to a satisfactory issue? Can we

define the diseases, the conditions, and stages in

which stimulation may be beneficial or the

reverse ? There ought to be no doubt that we

shall, in due time, be able to achieve this cer-

tainty ; otherwise Medical Science must remain

a wretched jumble of contradictions— no

science, indeed, but a repertory of guesses, a

puzzle-box of dislocated figures and facts.

This would be a disheartening prospect for the

labourer in the medical vineyard. Who could

put his heart into his work, if he seriously

believed that a philosophical certainty in physic

was an end of impossible attainment ?

Probably the best mode of laying a founda-

tion for this proposed fabric of Medical Science,

is to collect several large series of facts and

reduce them to percentage values. However

defective statistics may be in affording a positive

rule of practice in particular cases, they never-

theless present us with approximative truth,

enable us to lay down general principles, and

provide us with guides and landmarks in the

application of our knowledge. Statistics aflbrd

us, then, the best clue for finding our way out

of this complex labyrinth of medical practice.

Acting upon this thought, Dr P. Fraser has,

with much labour, collated the practice of the

Physicians and Surgeons of the London Hos-

pital during a period of thirty years. The

interesting articles in which the results of his

researches have been published, have been

reproduced in the Medical Circular, and

our readers have no doubt perused them with

curiosity and advantage.

These statistics are not limited to the ex-

position of the efiects of stimulation in any

one form or class of diseases, but apply to

disease generally ; and although this indefinite

mode of treating the subject necessarily leaves

open the numberless practical questions that

arise at the bedside, yet it nevertheless pre-

sents results of very considerable value.

With regard, then, to the use of stimulants,

we find that Dr Fraser makes the following

significant remarks

:

" Attention should be drawn to the fact that

in the year 1844 there was expended for stimu-

lants only 821?., being the smallest amount during

a period of 22 years ; and that the mortality in

that year was 6 per cent., the smallf-st percentage

of mortality during the said period of 22 years.

We are not quite satisfied but that, if a rigid

incjuiry were made, the largest mortality would

be found where the largest quantity of stimulants

W.IS given. It is to be observed that in the year

1851, when the number of patients—viz., 4,051

—was larger than in 1857—viz., 3,935, — the

mortality was nevertheless greater during the

latter year, as 8 per cent, to 6-50 per cent.

;

although the increase of expenditure for articles

of luxury, &c., during 1857, exceeded that of

1851 by the large sum of 962?."

The supporters of the practice of stimula-

tion must be somewhat surprised at these

results. Should they have any doubt about

their correctness, we hope that they will imme-

diately apply themselves to overset them with

an array of facts ecjually extensive. King's

College Hospital would be a rich field in

which to delve for this important purpose.

Dr Fraser continues his analysis, and provides

us with other facts equally striking. He says :

" From the year 1849 to 1853 inclusive, the

annual average quantity of wine employed by
each physician was 4,928 ounces. During the

same period the annual average number of

patients under the treatment of each physician

was 390 ; the annual average mortality being
9-68 per cent.

" From the year 1854 to 1858 inclusive, the

annual average quantity of wine employed by
each physician was 12,803 ounces. During the

same period, the annual average number of

patients under the treatment of each physician

was 391 ; the annual average mortality being

11'87 per cent.
" In the surgical wards a similar miexpected

result is observed.
" From the year 1849 to 1853 inclusive, the

annual average quantity of wine employed by
each of the surgeons was 17,533 ounces. During
the same period, the annual average number ot

patients under the treatment of each surgeon wag

1,075 ; the annual average mortality bemg 4*48

per cent.

"From the year 1854 to 1858 inclusive, the

annual average quantity of wine employed by
each of the three surgeons was 38,016 ounces.

During the same period the annual average num-
ber of patients under the treatment of each

surgeon was 1,036 ; the annual average mortality

being 5 -06 per cent."

We reproduce these figures, not to invite

in their behalf the implicit reliance of our

readers, but to show that so far as the doctrine

of general stimulation has been applied to the

test of fact, it has altogether failed to establish

its utility. These tables show, on the whole,

that the larger the amount of stimulation, the

higher the mortality ; a result that is calcu-

lated to awaken the astonishment of the uncom-

promising defenders of this dogma. It is

possible that another set of tables may produce

results that may counterbalance those arrived

at by Dr Fraser ; be it so, nevertheless it will

be difficult to show that excessive stimulation

is either judicious or beneficial. We have

employed the phrase "^excessive stimulation,"

because we should be loth to inculcate that a

moderate stimulation in appropriate cases may

not be advantageously practised, and because

it is the only phrase that characterises the

indiscriminate and heroic practice of Dr Todd
and his immediate followers. It will now be

admitted that we acted wisely in bringing this

subject under the notice of the Profession ;

and we hope yet to see the inquiries which Dr
Fraser has commenced extended to the several

classes and special tj-pes of disease, by which

means we may arrive at more definite and

practical conclusions than the present tables

afford.

Lithotomy at Norwich.—From the establish-

ment of the Norwich Hospital, in 1772, to the

end of last year, being a period of eighty-seven

j'cars and a half, 863 cases of stone in tlie bladder

were admitto<l within its walls, and the calcuK

remoyed by the following methods :— Lateral

operation, 803 ; extracted by dilatation (females*,

41 ; lithotrity, 11 ; median operation, 8. Of the

803 cases, 698 resulted in recover)-, and 105

terminated fatally, giving a proportion of 1 in

7-647. Of the 41 females, 39 were cured, 2 died,

the proportion being 1 in 20-5. One case ended

fatally after the performance of the median opera-

tion. Taking the whole number, the recoveries

were 755 ; the deaths, 108 ; the proportion, 1 m
7-99. The males numbered 822 ; the females, 41,

or 1 in 20. Of late years the average of success

has been high. From June 1853, to December

1859, a period of six years and a half, 69 patients

were operated on ;
4" died, the rest recovered, the

proportion being 1 in 17-25, If 9 lithotrities and

3 females be omitted, there remain 57 on whom
the lateral and median operations were performed :

and as the deaths are 4, the result is 1 in 14-25.
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SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

GENERAL SI^DE, LIEUTENANT-GOVERNOR OF

GUERNSEY, AND THE HOMCEOPATHS.

Strange it is, that men in high position,

holding responsible offices, seem ignorant of,

or are so stolid as to be inaccessible to, the

'nflnence of public opinion. One would con •

dude that no class of men would earlier imbibe

a respect for, and be brought to acknowledge

its value, than military men. Numerous in-

stances contradict this proposition, and prove

how strangely they disregard the expression of

public opinion. On some occasions this in-

sensate disregard has been manifested by men

of high professional status and ability. It is

still more strange that public bodies seem more

amenable to the influence of public opinion

than private individuals. No civil or social

force is equal in its influence upon society, save

the law. Even the law cannot long resist or

stand in opposition to public opinion. It is a

great leveller, and all succumb before it.

Hose who recklessly put themselves in oppo-

dtion to the judgment of their fellow-citizens,

soon betr.iythe inconvenience of their position,

and feel about for some succour. The help they

endeavour to propitiate betrays the feebleness

of their cause. Appealing to some respectable

motive and incentive, they endeavour to give

sanction to this conduct. Thus, a liberal and

scientific Profession, through the fiat of its

established and acknowledged authorities, repu-

diates the schism of Ilomcpopathy. It demands

a denial of this schism from candidates for their

degrees, honours, and appointments. None

can legally practise their Profession but by the

licence and permission of these authorities.

Notwithstanding this state of things, sanctioned

by the law of the land and the Government of

the counfrj', a man holding high command

under the Crown— representative of her

Majesty as Lieutenant-Governor of Guernsey

—sets it at defiance, and has the bad taste

to appoint a Homoeopath for his StafT-Surgcon

in the Guernsey Royal Militia, of which he is

Commander-in-Chief. If this was a wanton

act of premeditated insult, his corps and fellow-

•officers would surely bo degraded, if not

promptly resented by the resignation of the

insulted Medical Officers. If it was sheer

ignorance in the Governor, still in either case

no other action could ensue than what took

place—namely, the resignation of their com-

missions. Necessarily public indignation, as

is usual on such occasions, became freely ex-

pressed. To avoid the storm thus raised, the

Lieutenant-Governor absents himself from his

command. At a public dinner given on his

return Ijy the Stafl^-Officers of his Regiment,

amongst other platitudes he says: " Reassured

that no cabal, however crafty—no clamour,

however loud—and no press, however powerful,

will cause me to swerve from the strict line

which my contcience points out to mc to be

the correct one." Now we know that when a

man talks about his conscience, he is generally

in a bad way, for " conscience does make

cowards of us all." It is, at any rate, quite

evident that General Slade is of the sort of

over-" conscientious" who " will strain at a

gnat and swallow a camel."

General Slade had better make peace with

his Medical Officers, for surely they will no

more submit to insult than himself.

" Mau ! proud man,
(Drest in a little brief authority

;

Most ignorant of what he's most assu/d,

His glassy essence,) like an angry ape,

Plays such fantastic tricks before high heaven

As make the angels weep."

PROFESSORS AND PUPILS.

An interesting period is on the eve of

commencement, for both Professor and Stu-

dent. The Medical neophyte, entering upon

professional enterprise, has a misty, yet

hopeful and sanguine, 'prospect before him.

Having hitherto realised nothing in the

domain of science or art, the ideal presents

itself to his imagination for his hopes and

fancy to play upon. He adopts his Profession

upon some principle of choice. Some near

relative may have followed the Profession

—

father, brother, or uncle. He hears from all

quarters that the Profession is a hard-worked

one. He embarks in it, therefore, with that

stern reality before him. If a man be deter-

mined to work, he will conquer the dfficulties

he undertakes. The Student sees his seniors

of a year have made a substantial advance.

To his work he engages—he must have it

always in hand. There will be no time for

pleasure, so called ; it must be in his work he

finds his pleasure. The Professor's task, on

the other hand, is an exceedingly responsible

one. His hopes, in a certain measure, have

already become realised in the position he has

attained. No doubt he is an ambitious

man, or he would not have embarked in his

anxious career. If he be also conscientious,

his fears commenced with his duties, and will

not diminish as he proceeds. He may entertain

fears cf doing too little, or attempting too

much. He had better be assailed by the latter

than the former ; he had better do little, if

it be done well, than much loosely and un-

satisfactorily performed. The fears of a brave

and conscientious man are like discretion,

which constitutes the highest attribute of

valour. He fears he may come short, and

aims to conquer. This man will conquer,

by making every step safe as he proceeds, and

victory crowns his journey. The snares which

beset his path are the tendency of the day to

unceasing novelty. If wc thoroughly com-

prehended the knowledge we already possess.

Pathology would not be tlie mystery it is. To
follow out too many things without under-

standing the mutual relations of all, is like a

child picking up pebbles upon the scabeach.

The type of disease is constituted of a gi-eat

whole, its prototype being health. The

elements or constituents of life, health, anil

disease, picked up separately convey no

meaning. These added together, their rela»-

tions and constituents understood, convsy

definite knowledge, by which truth Kay

become established. This is urged, not to

discourage, but to recommend that the frnite

of inquiry should be condensed and amalga-

mated.

LONDON HOSPITALS.

There no doubt is experienced some hesitaf

tion and difficulty in deciding upon the Hospi-

tal to be chosen for study ; each, in his sesYcb

and inquiries, being governed by some peca-

liar circumstances of attachment to individual

Professors, or by convenience of locality. It

is certain that the atmosphere, if we may so

speak, of eacli Hospital is diflerent ; some bland

and soft—others keen, sharp, and severe.

This circumstance, no doubt, may be more ar

less attributed to adventitious or accidental

concomitants, constituting elements either «r

the men who form the Medical and Surgical

Staflfl genius loci, or the condition of prosperiiy

or want of prosperity, encouragement or dis-

couragement, with which the Charity may lie

favoured. We may remark in passing, that it

is a cheering circumstance to see men labour

with alacrity, zeal, perseverance, and success

under untoward auspices, who examine nat

too nicely or scrupulously the conditions by

which they are surrounded, the tools they arc

required to work with, but earnestly set to '

work to finish a good labour in a workmanlike

manner. If our opportunities of observation

justified the attempt, it would be an invidious

task to make comparisons of the merits cf thfc

diiferent centres consecrated to carry out the

behests of humanity. All arc inspired with

the same ardent desire that the funds of charity,

shall give a return of the highest interest and

best recompense to the donors by the largest

relief of disease and mutilation. Guy's Hos-

pital is a noble institution, of which its officers,

reciprocating the estimation in which it is

held by the public, earnestly labour to justify

and confirm that high approval. Utilitarianism

rules and inspires the labours of the Staff" oL
Guy's Hospital. Pedantry has no footing to"

be traced through its extensive wards ; action

and a quiet air of business pervade. Kaeh

individual looks beyond himself, entirely ocon-

pied by what is going on, and cxclireivencss -

is a thing unknown ; the work in the Surgicalj

departments being always well and satisfac-

torily done under such leaders as Hilton,

Cock, and Birkett. The magnitude of tke^

establishment, and on operation days so luucbu

on hand, prevent, perhaps, so good .in ensem-

ble being practical as might be desired. Of
St Bartholomew's, having ourselves been one.

of its Alumni, it may become us only to observe

they retain that savuir /aire for which thsy .

have been so long distinguished in an unbrokeiLj
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line, until now, from the time of Pott. The

Nestors of Surgery Lave fondly dwelt within

its munificently-endowed cloisters—perhaps too

fondly. The vitality of St Thomas's is as

much sustained by its traditions as by its

magnificent charities. As of old, St George's

consistently retains the aristocratic prestige

which its neighbourhood no doubt inspires.

It possesses eminent Operative Surgeons : w«

need not remind our readers of Tatum, John-

son, and Howctt. University College Hos-

pital is aspiring—ambitious and utilitarian : the

names of Quain and Erichsen in the Surgical

department guarantee its success and celebrity.

But we are travelling into a region too inter-

esting to follow—time and space are beguiled,

And we must pause. We must not pass King's

College Hospital. The Surgical Chiefof this In-

istitution having conquered the world of Sur-

gery, stands conspicuously an object of ad-

miration. A imiform scale of merit inspires

and pervades the whole Stafi". Let the juniors

avoid a pedantic and doctrinaire tendency,

opposite to that of their leader. The Teflection

which his distinguished position confers upon

them, should induce them to refract and utilize

the rays thus received. The spirit of enter-

prise which characterises them will not be less

cultivated or adorned by such policy. London

contains no better or more skilful Surgeon than

Mr Curling of the London Hospital.

SKETCHES OF EMINENT
PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS

or THE LAST CEIfTURY.

By JOSHUA BURGESS, M.D.

MEMOIR OF JOHN- HUNTER, P.R.S.

(Continued from page 180.)

We can only afford space to take a gipid review

of the various experiments and inquiries in natu-

ral history which occupied John Hunter during

the remainder of his life, and which laid the

foundation of the science of Palseortology, which

is at present pursued with so much ardour and

success by the Owens and Darwins of the present

day, as it liad been by those of the last gene-

ration.

In 1773, he read a paper to the Royal Society

giving an account of the electrical organs of th

torpedo ; and two years after, of the fresh-water

electrical fish, the gjinnotus electricus, which he
was the first to dissect. He discovered the

electrical organs to be seated in large muscles
running parallel to the length of the fish.

Every farthing he could spare was devoted to

these objects. Everard Home states that as soon
as he scraped together ten guineas, he always
made by purchase some addition to the collection
in liis museum. Mr Nicoll, the bookseller,
father to the present or late Mr Nicoll, of
PaUmall, with whom Hunter was on the most
intimate terms, was an old Scotch friend, and
had married Cruickshank's sister. This gen-
tleman had liad four children, three of whom
died, and the survivor and youngest was under-
gouig the same process of hardening, by inuring
to cold and sparse clothing, which the father con-
sidered necessary to make tliem of robust health
and vigorous constitution. Hunter calling upon
him one day, addressed him—" Do you mean to

kill tliis boy also ?" Mr NicoU inquired wliat

he meant ? John Hunter then gave himself con-

siderable pains to make Mr NicoU understand

the necessity of sustaining a certain degree of

caloric in tlie rearing and nursing of young ani-

mals, and explained to him the jirocess of incu-

liation, and the application of the principle to

sustain the growth, development, and health of

young animals, by regulation of temperature and
sustaining caloric. On another occasion, meeting
Mr Nicoli, he addressed him in the following

abrupt manner :
—" Pray, George , have you got

any money in your pocket ?' "Tos." "Have
you got five guineas ? Because if you have, and
will lend it to me, you shall go halves."

"Halves! in what?" inquired his friend.

" "Why, halves in a magnificent tiger, which is

now dying in Castle street." Mr NicoU lent the

money, and Hunter got the tiger.

Tlic formal and fashionable Dr Garthshore

—

powdered, puffed, poUte and well dressed, a

favourite among dowagers—often dropped in to

consult Hunter, and frequently would address

him— "My d-e-a-r John Hunter ;" on which
occasions, John Hunter treated him with very
little ceremony, and would reply— " My dear

Tom Fool !" To raise money, he gave private

lectures on anatomy and operative surgery.

Although these lectures were attended by some
who became afterwards the most celebrated

men of their time, the number of the class never
amounted to twenty at each course.

His circumstances were now so much improved,
that ho was enabled to engage a clever and pro-

mising young artist, Mr Bell, to live in his house,

as a draughtsman, to assist in making anato-

mical preparations. Mr Bell thoroughly entered

into the spirit of John Hunter—completed a large

collection of delicate and curious preparations, and
enriched the museum with a collection of artistic

and spirited drawings. This gentleman obtained,

thiough tlie interest of Sir Joseph Banks, an
appointment as Assistant-Surgenn in the East

India Com})any's Service. He tluis improved bis

position in life—became a skilful anatomist, and
good practical surgeon. He died in 1792, from
fever, in the island of Sumatra. He sent home
valuable contributions to natural history, and
rare specimens of animals and corals, and con-

tributed two papers to the ' Transactions of the

Royal Society.'

In the autumn of this year (1776) John Hunter
had a severe attack of illness, for which he went
to Bath. This attack of disease awoke him to a

serious consideration of the state of his affairs.

He had hitherto expended all his earnings upon
his museum. Arrived at fifty years of age, he
liad made no ]n'ovisioii in case of death for his

wife and family, and had always lived beyond his

income. To make the collections in his museum
valuable in the event of death, he saw the neces-

sity of an arrangement of its contents, with a cata-

logue of the various sjieciniens and preparations.

Everard Home, during his absence at Bath, had
commenced a description of the preparations ; but
Home, who hail been six years in his house, was
obliged to look out for some mode of livelihood,

which resulted in an appointment in the army.
Thus Hunter's labours became more severe. His
personal and domestic expenses were not exces-
sive, his family being small, and free from extra-

vagance. When a few years afterw.ards he pur-
chased the leasehold of the house in Leicester

square, he mortgaged it before he could pay for it.

For a long time his fees were absorbed in pay-
ment of bricklayers and carpenters, and which
went but a very small way in the furnishing even
a portion of this building.

In 1778, John Hunter received the appoint-
ment of Surgeon Extraordinary to his Majesty.
About this time, Dr Cogan, with the aid of Ur
Hawes, established the Royal Humane Society,

Dr Hawes obtaining for it Royal patronage. Tlic

idea was introduced from Holland. Juhn Hunter
took an interest in its promotion, and read a
paper to the Royal Society— " Proposals for the
Recovery of Persons apparently Drowned." In
this year lie completed the second part of his

treatise on the ' Human Teeth, ' which he pub-
lished

; and also his treatise on tlie ' Venereal
Disease.' He also in this year communicated a
paper to the ' Philosophical Transactions,' on
the ' Heat of Animals and ^'egetables.'

About this time commenced a con-esjiondencc
between John Hunter and Dr Jenner, who was
practising as a surgeon at Berkeley in Gloucester-

shire. This correspondence extended over a

period of several years, and is throughout highly
characteristic of the blunt, matter-of-fact forager
levying contributions fer and wide. In this in-

stance he displayed his usual discrimination and
judgment, anxiou* to solve certain problems in
natural history connected with the habits of

various animals, especiaUy of hybemating ani-

mals and reptiles, the temperature of plants and
vegetables. These letters have been preserved,

and are given fully in Ban-on's ' Life of Dr
Jeimcr.' Jenner's letters in reply are not in efc
istence. It would seem that Hunter's engage-

ments were of that hurried nature, that he sacri-

ficed everytliing not essential to the objects he had
in view. If we may use the expression, he gave
the nte to Jenner, knowing the man ; he aimedto
inspire him with the same pursuits and ideas.

Jenner, like Hunter, was a naturtilist.

Amongst several schemes John Hunter pro-

posed to Jenner, was a plan to establish a School
of Natural History, in which they might both be
employed. He had made similar proposals to

others : Jenner declined this offer. In those

days, comparative anatomy and natural hi.stoiy

were in their infancy ; and in addition to the
difiicidty of tlie undertaking, such an excluuTe
class must have been very limited in numl^ers.

A pupil of Hnnter'.s, and on intimate terms
with Mm as a friend, one morning at breakfiut

mentioned, in a casual manner, "that he had
some thought of giving a course of lectures

on comparative anatomy." Hunter looked aft
and drily replied, '

' Sir, that is a bold under-
faking. I had thought myself of doing the same
thing ; but the difficulties .and necessarj- qualifi-

cations were so great, I did not think myself
competent to the task. But you, I dare say, may
feel younself quite equal to it." At tliis time, and
for some years, he devoted his attention to the

subject of vital or animal heat ; and his letters to

Jenner gave many suggestions for experiments

upon different animals. Thus, he was importu-

nate to obtain hedgehogs. In one letter he asks

for a colony of hedgehogs—all he had were gone.

He was inquisitive to learn their habite and mode
of feeding. He says, '

' one an eagle ate, and a
ferret caught the other." His inquiries included

the bustard, pea-fowls, riviijarous lizards, and
various other animals. About this time, Sir

Charles Blagden communicated to the Royal

Societ}" some details of experiments instituted by
Dr Fordyce, himself, and others. These exiieri-

ments were made to determine how far the living

body possessed the power of maintaining its

standard heat, when exposed to air, at high tem-

peratures. This drew from Hunter a valuable

paper on the heat of animals and vegetables. It

contained a history of various experiments made
many years before ; which exi«?riments esta-

bUshed" that living animals, in proportion to the

rank they hold in the scale of creation, jiossess

the power of retaining their heat, and of resisting

external cold.

These inquiries gave origin to some wild and
extravagant speculations. John Hunter enter-

tained the possibility of freering human beings,

and of their resuscitation by thawing, after a
lapse of two or three centuries. He further an-

ticipated making a fortmie by this wild and
senseless proywsition. Hence the active corrc«

spondence with Dr Jenner, to which we have

alluded, concerning porpoises, cuckoos, and black-

birds, and their nests and modes of breeding.

Bats, eels, their sexes and propagation, not then

understood, and the migi-ation of swallows, were

the subjects of inquiry. Ke also was equally

inquisitive about vegetable life, fossUs, and organic

remains. His inquiries about hedgehogs were to

determine their temperature at spring and

autumn, and how much fat they lost during hyber-

nation. They were also made to determine if

the function of digestion continued during that

condition. The details, although we have net

improved upon them, are amusing in the pre-

sent day, especially the minute instructions he«ent

to Jenner on making him a present of a thermo-

meter, directing the mode in which he should use the

instrument. Hismind, storesi with a large volume

of nature, had a restless acquisitiveness, which could

only be satiated by jxissession of her objects. He
adopted few propositions as settled or granted.

From limited book knowledge, .and re.'tding

this was perhaps a necessity. He loved liberty

of thought and mental freedom ; no authority

influenced him, mitil sanctioned by experiment
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and his owu judgment. Xlius self-reliant, his

progress was genial, and his. anatomical demon-
strations iiuassailablc. But these triumphs
would have proved barren without an ordeal to

test their merit and detonniue their truth.

When called upon to unfold the nature of his

inquiries he became foiled. He discovered that

tbe memorial of thought, if engraved upon en-

during tablets, obtained its expression through
language, WTitten or oral. John Hunter had by
his labours reudered-this a more difficult task,

inasmuch as he had widely extended the field of

discovery in science, in which language had ever

15een defective. In William Hunter, John fortu-

nately found tile accomplishments and learning

of which he was deficient. Many of his dis-

coveries nmst have remained, in obscurity from
incapability to express them, or to do them
jtistice through the medium of language. It is

stated, that in conversation his language was not
only strictly grammatical, but his words always
well chosen. It is supposed that his early inter-

course witli his brother conduced to this collo-

quial eori-cctness. Dr Adams .says,
— " His last

work, wliich was not all printed off at liis death,
was, I believe, entirely his owu. It abouuds
with typographical errore throughout. .... It

i» generally .su
'

' it his short preface was
revised by riii i;er." (a).

In 1779, liu i..>.ii,o...d iuj account of the Er«e
Martin in the ' I'hilosophical Transactions.' This
animal was an hennaplirodite black cattle. It

elicited from him an important paper upon henna-
phrodism in general, accompanied.with plates, and
a description of its sexual organs. His avidity to

obtain preparations to place in his museum from
his friends made liiui a great beggar. The late

Dr Clarke had a i)repanitiou of an cxlra-tUeriiie

ftetus, detained in tie Fallopian tube. It had
tindergoue partial, development—the mother died

of internal hcemorrhage, in couseuuence of rup-
ture uf the tube. Dr Clarke would not part with
this specimen, on which John llmiter had often

loeked with longing eyes and set a high value.
" Come, Doctor, said he, " I positively must have
that preparation." " No, John Hunter," was the
reply; "you positively aliall not." "You will

not give it me, then?" "No." "Will you
aellit?" "No." " Well, then, take care I don't
meet you with it in some dark lane at night ; for

if I do, I'll murder yon to get it."

_
John Hunter used to say, that philosophers lie

like the devil. It would seem that his brother
thought they also thieved like the devil ; and wc
must allow him to have hadconsidcrahln praetice in

that art, "
, lohu ; thu» r

' "' ilio

exelam.i ,inau, "6'ra.' '.-,

{rrand f ..,.., ,i more than i.,-,.,..., ...no-

fiiced act ot this nature which njused John's indig-

nation, and produced the fatal (piarrel. He had
shown WiUiam a curious pathological specimen
obtained from the body of a Guardsman ; William
borrowed it of John, to show at lectnrc : on sonic
future occasion, John seeing it in his museum,
claimed it, and insisted on its return, which Wil-
liam refused.

I'hire were angular coincidences between the
opinions of Jolm Hunter and of some of the
ancient classical physicians. If he had under-
st.>- ' •'

'
.

'

"

pi,

r>". . ,
..:...-..

be truly called revivals of the ancients. John
Hunter would have been too proud to have availed
himself of such authority, and to have proved
that his thoughts were sanctioned and consecrated
by tlic dust of antiquity. Hunter, in his lecture
doscriliiiig lock-jaw, .says, "that if the spasm be
coiiliii'd to the neck, and the patient survives the
fourth day, a favoumblo prognostic may be formed;
liiat if it extends beyond the muscles of the
neck, and the patient survives the fourteenth
day, .-i favourable change usually commences at
that time." Colsus remarks, when the spatm is

coufiued to the neck,— " Ea sa^pe intra quartum
dieui tollimt si hunc evasenint, sine periculo
fifunt." 'I'lio latter x>ortiou of John Hunter's pro-
gnosis is supported by Hippocrates. A still more
singular coincidence of opijiion, amounting nearly
to the cojiy of au eutiro chapter of Celsus, is dis-

tV,....! ;.. 1. 1... II... . ..
..vol Uori .Syphilis. Himter

*^'' iiilitic ulcer, its tiiui cha-
' .111 I vr rv other ulcer.
'

i inm Partiuin

A'itiis,' with equal faithfulness, and nearly in the

same language, describes every kind of ulcer pccu:

Uar to those parts iu his time. John Huutei'
also afterwards showed the distinction between
the true syphilitic idcer and all other sores of

those parts. His being illiteiate exonerated him
iu this instance from plagiarism. Even the

learned members of the professio i overlooked this

ancient authority, although an almost uriversal

controver.sy prevailed upon the subject. Had the

pathological acumen of Celsus been kno\m and
afpreoiated, the scourge wliich has devastated

society for the last five centuries might have been
avoided. We have sufficient proof of his candour
by the reference he has made in elucidation of

this subject to every modern writer. Those are

not the oidy comcidences of Johu Hunter's opi-

nions with those of Celsus. Iu the conclusious

treatiugof uninial heat in his 'Animal Economy,'

pp. 103-4, the language of both is nearly similar.

Celsus suys,— "Neque euim natura sanguinis est

ut calet, sed est his qute in homiua sunt, is ve I

calescet, vcl frigesoit.' —Liber iv., cap. 3.

^To be continued.)

GENERAL COERESPONDENCE.

p. liJu
: John Hunter,'

THE MEDICAL PROFESSION, THE PRAC-
TICE OF MEDICINE, AND THE FORTH-
COMiNO INTiWDUCTORY LECTURIsS.

To tlie Editor of the Medical Ctnular.

SiK,—Tha'great recruiting, time for the Profes-

sion is close at hand, when new. levies are

added to it.s rauks. From whence do they come ?

is a question as easily answered as asked. Not
from the aristocracy, its scions and offshoots,

and not from the wealthy oominonalty, for these

esiH^cial ruasons, that there are no loaves and
tislx^, no siuecuixis; consequently, no iiatronage

to fill snug lucrative berths for which next to

nothing is done. It is recruited from the Profes-

sion itself—doctors' sous following their fathers'

vocation, as uurtaiu advantages offer themselves

by their so doing; lower grades ofother professions

sending some few of their offshoots to join the

ranks ; whilst successful tiiidcsuieu and agricul-

turist.s who have worked their way in the world,

and been able to give their boys a fair education,

aspire to see them above their own degree and
station, and are not a little proud of them as

doctors. Thus we find a very varied class

shouldering their way into public patronage and
iLsefulness, the various gradations of jiosition

keeping place with the supjdy. Those who enter

its rauk.s have to work hard, and to depend on
their own personal exertions for living, for eoin-

petency, and for fame. The largest number only

get a living ; by no means a large iiereeiitiige

ever get a competency, or are able to retire after

a long life of dnidgery on their own actual

savings ; whilst fame and competency are gained
by few. As, however, a certain position in society

is gained by the Medical fraternity, so is it

aspired to by various grades of the middle classes.

The battle, however, is not won by the strong,

nor the victory by the mighty—or, rather, the
most deserving do not always meet with the most
—

-, nor are the most talented or scientific the

thoir^ht of. It does not require much
ng or talent to become a thriving practi-

tioner, and I don't know whether a limited supply
of science is not the best medium to success,

liecause it is accompanied with more assurance.

Some do not care for scieuce as long as they have
n diploma to get their living ; some have not the
capacity, even if they tried ; others have no time,

even if they had both : it is the few, then, that

jrarsue science con aanore; so that if anything is

gained by the other cla.s.ses, it is on the authority

of the working few. I say this, because it

accounts for the few obsei'vers and thinkers we
have in the Profession. Such is the paucity of

kuowledge possessed by the public generally of

their bodies or their ailments, that they are no
judges of either the scieuce or talent of one man
over the small quantum of knowledge in another.

Their confidence and their estimate of worth
depends on many other matters. In large com-
munities, such as the metropolitan towns, further
itihn'c' is always at liand ; wliilst in country parts

]ieopli' put up with what they can get, though in

these districts considerable talent often exists.

The man succeeils best who pursues the even

tenor of his way, and satisfies the limited

capacity of his patients, coinciding with Ihei^

opinions, and making his treatmeut satisfactory

to them. If they say they are bilious, tlie fact is

admitted ; if they want their bowels opened, it is

done : iu fact, eveiybody knows that a man with
a tolerable address, and a little knowledge of
disease and drugs, whether he have a diploma or

not, yet calling himself a doctor, is as likely to
do as well in town or country as the best man in
the world. Such is the Profession, and which is

due in a great measure to the state of the practice

of Medicine—my second proposition. This is all

matter of opinion, proved daily iu hospital prac-
tice and teachings, in private practice, and in the
recortls of the Medical journals. 'Thus disease

finds its way into the wards—then comes the art

of finding it out ;—herein consists the chai_i,

here the mighty magic that seizcs^ the raihd of

the student. The patient and laboured iuvcstigi*-

tions of the best-informed men working away itj

the groove of routine—the whole life of the
patient, his secret microcosm, must be revealed ;

every symptom must be eliciteil, every sound
witlun his chest recoi'ded, every part of his body
passed in review, for something must be deter»

mined on. The patient has no business there
unless he can reveal some specific disease ; atd
this being predetermined, it is safe to be found.
We might a.sk, what is the bias of the physician •

If we kiiow that, we may, periiaps, be sure what
the disease will be ; for had the man gone to
another hospital, it might have been soniethinK
else. But there arc, nevertheless, diseases ana
organic lesions so distinctive, that none can doubt
them : yet where these do not exist and doubt
does, then I say, opinion rather than actual fact

obtains, which is as likely to be wi'ong as right.

Cases are recorded, similar affections rise up id
the miiul ; the teaching goes on. Tlicn the treat-

ment begins, wherein no reason or philosophy
finds a place. Here fancy and predilection foi'

some fhvouritc dnig or remedy is fully gratified.

The learned physician has seen the greatest success
attend the administration of such and such things,

acting sometimes like a charm, reducing a train
of symptoms, indicating imuienso miscfiief, into
comparative safetj', and it is wonderful it is not
better understood. .Sin^dar enough, in other
hands, under apparently similar circumstances, it

never succeeds ; whilst other savans have seen
the very oppositos succeed to a miracle. Very
strange this ! but wo find the same in private
practico. Whatever the crotchets or peculiar

mode of practico iu the teacher, the pupil becomes
indoctrinated with them, and carries tliem—that
is, as much as ho can remember— into future
practice; though, by the way, it is vci-y well known
tluit directly ho pockets his diploma, .so great is

the latitude of the art of physicking, that he soon
has his own private opinion, and physics accordl-

ingly. This is seen by tlie cases sent to the
journals from all parts of the country ; cases
well drawn up—the sull'erings, symptoms, and
appearances all recorded, and the treatment
attached. There are not two men who would
have treated these alike ; there is not a single

mail who reads them can say whether the treat-

ment was right or wrong, on philosopliiCal

principles or laws of life. The jiatient recovers
in one ca.se, no one can tell how ; or dies in
another, no one can tell why. Wo seem iu a"
this to live in nubilrtis—to be gratified more by
the wonders of complexity, peculiarities, rarity,

and extraordinary fivaks of Nature in the meta-
morphoses of elementary njattcr, and dejiosit ol

this wit'iiu certain organs, and so affecting the
human body with disease, than in the cluciilation

of first principles of the laws which govern theiii,

or by wise and simple niles to correct them.
That a correct treatment cures, is no more
explained than is an incoiTcct one, in endingtho
other way ; whilst often au incorrect treatment
will cure by simply altering the elements of
living masses, as accidentally to assist Nature more
liy hit, than wit. But this is ouo of the most
dangerous accidents, because it is the very fact

that leads to a record of the treatment of the
case which others follow, if not with a fatal, at

least with opposite results. Who shall say, then,

that Medicine is not an orcult art ( Now, let

us for one moment, iu this (jdtimj enlighteneel

awi, see how- all this acts on the jiublic. Our
Nestors and Achilles of the Profession drive the

public into the arms of charlatans. Hydropathy
and other quackeries pick the pockets, whilst

Homceopathy coinniits open burglary on the
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iiouses, of % Profession. Yet tliis great com-

hiued Troy of Humbug may be truly said to

"stand on our weakness, not her own strength."

As I hare but limited space, I will conclude my
-ihird proposition on the forthcoming Introductory

Xectures. What are they likely to be ? Will

tliey contain anytliing new ? Will genius flash

her sparks of fire ; or will dull routine, couched in

most carefully-written phrases, delivered in soft

j)latitudes with the utmost decorum of enuncia-

tion and refined taste, preside ? If it falls to the lot

of the Surgeon, he will of course be eloquent on

lay,i^g the foundation in anatomy and physi-

dyogy^ if to the Chemist, he will speak of

.these also, and urge the study of his particular

.science, showing what it has done, how it

•is advancing, and what mighty principles it

Jias already developed, and will continue to

do ; if to the pure Physician, he will touch on

iMth subjects, but cite the careful and attentive

study of disease, the investigation of all that bears

upoii it, the induction of facts, and follow

±kem to their pathological termination, where

.physic no more avails. Every Lecture will be in

thi language and thoughts peculiar to him who
•delivers it; but will they differ from what we have

seen recorded every year for the last quarter of a

iCentury ? Will routine be overstepped ? Will

any mai amongst them bring forth anjdhing

pew 1 Will any declare the practice of Medicine

at a s^wdstill, with doubt and uncertainty sur-

rounding it ? Will any deplore the want of first

.rudiments in the administration of remedies ; the

/ckeniico-vital causes of health itself unknomi,

whilst its effects are alore considered ? Yet there

must be a po'-it from which disease should start

on its destructive course, regulated by some laws

«f consecutive action that have hitherto escaped

observation. AVill any show the progressive

development of functional disturbances of secre-

tions and organs, to the highest condition short of

inflammatory actions and fevers, and reduce these

again by some laws of progress and retrogression

±0 a condition of health ? Will any be so bold as

±o suggest reasons why some systems are more

open to receive aerial poisons or atmospheric

miasmata in preference to others, or any theory

more extended than what is called the disposition

—

a, term that covers an immense amount of undis-

covered matter ? Will any bo found to give a

chemico-vital philosophy why a morbid condition

cf tlie secretions shoiJd produce in one system
measles, in arother scarlet fever, in a third an

organic lesion ? Will any dare to amend the

cumbrous nosology of CuUeu, and propound some
simple doctiine on all those disorders which might
r-ome under one head that are not of an inflam-

matory type, classing those which are of this

.character into some simple form ? Will any be
found who, in their course of teaching, will correct

the nomenclature of the Profession, which none
at jn'esent can perfectly understand, as terms for

adverse actions are often mutually used ? Will any
^iut out those classes of disease which are dis-

tinctly characteristic of arterial, venous and
capillary derangement, or those which are due
Jiurely to the digestive, the appropriative and
XEcal deiiartments ? Will any call attention to

tUe^reat fact of adverse opinions given iu our

Courts of Law in forensic cases, which draw down
such opprobrium on the whole Profession, that

makes one shudder at seeing a host of medical

•witnesses, and glad to escape the gibes of the

public at no two agreeing ? WiU any simplify the

use of drugs, and so divide them into classes most
efficacious in those disorders short of inflamma-

tory actions and fevers, and those which alone

have influence on these latter, and others which have
mechanical actions alone ? Will any, in fact, give

the world the cliarm of some novelty, and some
Trope of Medicine moving out of its present
groove ; and will any man, with his subject vividly

impressed upon his mind, give a startling extem-
pore discourse that shall make the flesh of his

lujajrers quiver ? I fear we have no such Brutusos

or Antonys, "to make the stones of Eomc to

'Tise and mutiny." Would that we had ! if it was
only to mutiny against the dull, tame order of

things whicli every one hugs and worships, but
wliich is a mere dead body continually dressed in

)'re«.h cerements. Considering the amount of

thought brought to bear on the treatment of dis-

ease by .so many hospital professors, it may
appear extraordinary that the largest experience
iu the widest fields produces no greater results.

Ittaimot he, then, from the magnitude of the

field worked in, that the most originality springs.

Observation iu a far smaller area often produces

far greater results. Professors without genius

are only teachers of already-admitted dogmas,

—

the personification of what is known, rather than

leaders of new trains of thought. They, there-

fore, more frequently obstruct than advance ; fix,

more than progress : nor does it follow that when
they alter, they improve, for minds once enslaved

become for ever prejudiced.

Alas ! then. Sir, 1 fear you will have nothing

to record ; the excitement of the first meeting of

the Sessions may urge the students to request the

Lecturer to publish his "elegant discourse, " on

which, with "soft, reluctant, amorous delay," he

will request time to consider. That aU the Lec-

tures will be in accordance with established facts,

theories, doctrines, and routine, there is no doubt

—

no more than that we may say with Solomon, after

hearing them, " There is nothing new under the

sun,"—though it is quite time there was in the

Practice of Medicine.
Benjamin Eidge, M.D., &c.

21 Bruton street. Bond street, W.
September, 1860.

HOSPITAL REPORTS.

GUY'S HOSPITAL.
(Sept. 4th.)—Lithotomy, Lateral Opekation
—Amputation of Foot (Pirogoff's Opera-

tion). (Sept. 11th.)—Amputation of Leg.—
Mr Bryant. Amputation of Thigh—Ampu-
tation of Hand.—Mr Cock.
In our last number we had occasion to notice

the frequency of lithotomy cases for operation

occurring in this hospital. On this day three

lateral operations were performed upon boys from

eight to thirteen years of age, and seven cases of

lithotomy have been operated upon within the

last fortnight. In the case operated upon to-day

by Mr Cock, the patient a boy about ten years of

age, the stone was found so soft, it broke under

the forceps durin" extraction ; the bladder re-

quired, consequently, to be syringed for removal of

the bits of stone ; the stone was phosphate of

lime. In the case operated upon by Mr Poland,

the stone was of medium size, of phosphatic shell

and lithic acid nucleus. In the third operation,

by Mr Forstcr, on a boy about ten years of age, the

stone was a lithate, with a thin phosphatic skin

—

so thin that it easily rubbed off—about the size of

a large elongated almond.

Pirogoff's Operation.
The patient, a man about twenty-seven years of

age, had suffered from disease of ankle-joint, in-

cluding the bones of tarsus, and extremities of

tibia and fibula, for more than twelve months. He
had been admitted in hospital and discliarged for

change of air to Margate, and readmitted about

five weeks since. Mr Bryant said it was a subject

for consideration which operation was best to be

done. The choice lay between Syme's and Piro-

goff's operation. Tlie patient had lately become
very irritable, and his constitution was evidently

giving way from suffering. The objections to

Syme's opei-ation were, that the expanded ends of

the extremities of tibia and fibula between the

malleoli ofl'ered a base too broad, to cover which
with an artificial foot would require it to be much
wider than natural, and it would not, consequently,

correspond with the other foot, but be considerably

wider at the heel. He said, iu this case there

was one objection to Pirogoff's operation. From
the long-continued confinement in a horizontal

position, the matter found amongst the tissues

had gravitated upwards under the integuments,

and thus rendered them boggy. In consequence,

some sloughing might occur in the process of

union of soft parts, which was no uncommon oc-

currence, and he decided to perform Pirogoff's

operation. Mr Bryant carried a lunated incision

from external malleolus of the left foot to the in-

ternal malleolus. He then carried a semicirciUar

section over the dorsum of foot and ankle-joint.

After dividing tendons and ligaments, he carried

the saw through the os calcis, from below up-

wards, without disarticulating the ankle-joint,

taking care to avoid the artery. Three vessels

were required to be secured. The flap containing

OS calcis was then brought forward, and it was
found necessary to saw off a small portion. The
flap was secured with strong pins, wound round
with silk ligatures, as for hare-lip. Thus, by
having firm hold of flap containing the portion of

OS calcis, any spasmodic action of gastrocnemius

muscle might be counteracted.

(Sept. 11th.)—Amputation of Leg.

This was a case verj- similar to one we recorded

recently, and equally curious. The patient, a

young man about twenty years of age, had been

afflicted with partial paralysis of right leg from

the effects of a fit which occurred a few months
after birth. The development and growth of

limb were stopped, it being full ten inches shorter

than the other leg. Sensibility of the leg to touch

remained ; there was not ana^ihesia of the limb.

There was great diminution of circulation below

the knee. The surface was cold and discoloured,

being of a deep purple hue. The foot was greatly

deformed

—

equiiw-rarua ; a very common circum-

stance in such conditions of limb. Good motion

existed at hip and kuee joints. Mr Bryant per-

formed the double-flap operation at upper third

of leg.

Amputation, Lower Third of Thigh.

This patient, a woman twenty-two years of age,

had anchylosis of hip and knee joints, and malig-

nant ulcers on ankle and foot. Mr Cock decided

that amputation would offer some facility for loco-

motion with help of artificial leg, whereas she

now possessed no power of motion. It would
necessarily be a semi-rotatory motion from the

pelvis. Mr Cock perfonned the double flap-ope-

ration.

Amputation of Hand, Lower Third of Arm.
This patient, a washer^voman, fifty-nine years of

age, had diseased hand from a poisoned wound.
Tne accident occurred six weeks since, and indi-

cated great degeneration of soft and hard parts,

tlicca of tendons and ligaments destroyed. Mr
Cock considered the hand worse than useless; it

presented an enlarged deformed mass, in appear-

ance strongly resembling elephantiasis. An arti-

ficial hand, supposing the disease could be cure^
wliich was imj)robable, would be decidedly prefer-

able, as the anchylosed metacarpal bones extended

in straight hues would be always in the way. Ee-

moved at lower third of forearm.

KING'S COLLEGE HOSPITAL.— (Sept. 8th.)

Sinus in Urethra, at Anterior Aspect of
THE Scrotum.—Mr Lee.

A fine young man, about eighteen years of a^
received fifteen months since severe injuries, with
fracture of pelvis. He had an abscess forme<i^

wliich discharged internally. Another absces*

formed on anterior jMirt of scrotum, which com-

municated by sinus with the urethra. All the urine

consequently jxissed by this sinus, and the semen
also. There was no chance of healing the sinus

while a drop of urine could remain or lodge in

this opening. Mr Ijce decided to make a fresh

opening into urethra, about half an inch below and
posterior to the sinus ; then to pare with tenotomy

knife and scissors the callous edges of the sinus

with the object of producing a healthy process

between pared edges. These several operations

Mr Lee performed. After performing the first, he
introduced an clastic catheter, to remain iu the

new opening beneath the sinus, thus preventing

any urine passing during the process of healing

through opening where the sinus had previously

existed, or beyond the new opening. The new
opening made to effect this object would heal

freely after cure of the anterior sinus, it being a
recent incision. In bringing edges together, after

paring them, Mr Lee used metallic sutures, and
instead of carrying them horizontally from side

to side, introduced them longitudinally. This

plan was necessary, as in erection the ligatures

would, if placed horizontally, be torn out; whereas

longitudinally, from the free edge of the prepuce,

dilatation would be obtained sufficient to prevent

this accident. Chloroform was not administered.

UNIVEESITY COLLEGE HOSPITAL.
(Seit. 3rd.) — Inguinal Hernia (Wutzer's

Operation)— Sinuous Ulcer of Eectum,

with Haemorrhoids-Phymosis. (Sept. 10th.)

Amputation of Bke.'^st.—Mr Thompson.

Wiitzer's operation of invagination of scrotum

was performed by Mr Thompson on the right side,

in the usual way, on the 3rd instant, and was
progressing favourably at this date ; the patient,

a man about twenty-five years of age.

Sinus of Eectum, with H.emorrhoids.

The patient, a female twenty-five years of age,

had a fissure of rectum externally, forming a
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jaggeil ulcer, exceedingly jiainful from ffecal mat-

ter always lodging in it. Mr Thompson divided

the ulcer freely with bistoury, guided by fore-

finger of left hand. This done, discovered a group

of internal piles, which Mr Thompson secured

with silk ligature. They were brought externally

with forceps and tied.

PlIYMOSIS.

This patient, a youth about sixteen years of

age, suffered much derangement from seminal

discharge, in consequence of irritation of the

mucous membrane at the extremity of penis. Mr
Thomp.sou included end of prepuce between nip-

pers, and amputated its extremity under influence

of chloroform. Carried an incision of it longi-

tudinally over dorsum of penis beyond the glans.

He then removed the lateral flaps thus made by
circumcision, leaving the glans and anterior penis

completely denuded of mucous membrane.

(Seit. lOrn.)—Amputation of Breast.
. The patient, a female of about forty years of

age, was operated upon under chloroform. The
breast showed a discoloured, malignant-looking
modulated tumour, which had existed sixteen

years. .Slow in its early development, it latterly

progressed more rapidly. The tumour was
situated on the anterior and superior aspect, in-

cluding nipple, of left breast. Mr Thompson said

that his first impression remained, that this

tumour was not immediately malignant. Its

characteristics were so far favourable, that no
lymphatic glands in the neighbourhood of clavicle

or in axilla were enlarged, or lymphatic vessels in-

flamed. He amputated by a circular or oval inci-

iion—vessels required to be secured as operation

proceeded. The tumour was removed very clean

—

there were no adhesions. It was detached easily

from pectoral muscle by handle of knife. Upon
catting into tlie tumour, colloid loculi were dis-

tinctly seen dispersed over it here and there.

They contained the characteristic gelatinous,

slimy, glairy fluid. We understood Mr Thomp-
son to say, that he considered colloid tumour not

cancerous, although so considered generally ; and
that this patient might be exempt from relapse,

and enjoy length of life, notwitlistanding this

disease. He was not quite satisfied of the true

nature of t)ie tumour. It certainly showed some
indications which might leail to mischief. But
its development having been so slow— sixteen

years—glands and lymphatics not tainted, and no
detachments or surrounding adhesions, were
favourable circumstances.

ST GEORGE'S HOSPITAL.- (Seitembek 13th.)

Amputatiox of liEc;.—Ml! Tatum.
This was an interesting and curious case.

The patient, a man about fifty years of age,
lost trie metatarsal bones many years since from
disease, which extended, and included the tarsal

boues, and the whole foot and ankle. The dis-

ease assumed a malignant form. He had for

many years entirely lost the use of liis leg. It

was a very unpromising case to operate upon
;

but the patient was gradually sinking, from
irritation produced by the existing mischief.
Mr Tatum considered a chance still remained to
save life by removal of limb, if done beyond the
limit of diseased tissues. He had seen it success-
ful when another bone than the seat of disease
was cho.sen for the scat of operation ; although,
from the woni-down condition of the patient's

health, the chance was small. Ho performed the
circular section, under chloroform, at upper third
of leg. In cutting through, the tissues were
found dense and almo.st cartilaginous. The mus-
cles, upon dividing them, showed fatty degene-
ration throughout. The periosteum was also
found very much thickened, and hard and
swollen. A gland in the groin was enlarged,
which was the gland receiving the lymphatics of
the foot. Mr I'atura said it might not be so
enlarged from the malignant disease, but enlarged
from irritation .set up. The same might be the
case of the periosteum. No use had been made
of the leg for many years. Muscles assuming
fatty degeneration is explainable from innutrition.
Being out of use, development and growth cease,
and fatty degeneration occurs. The tendon of
gastrocnemius had never been used for many
years. The degeneration had also extended to
the vessels. They had become so brittle and
rotten, that the operation was greatly prolonged,
since no li«ature would hold—and their security

could only at length be accomplished by includ-

ing them in surrounding tissues.

Mr Tatum said the amputated leg would be

injected for preparation, and might be examined
in the museum. To dissect it now would spoil it

for preparation.

OUR NOTE BOOK.

STEADINE, A SUBSTITUTE FOU HOG'S
LARD IN THE PREPARATION OF

MEDICINAL OINTMENTS.
In the last number of this Journal (Art. 5, 856),

when describing the ointment used for quinine

frictions, we reproduced the formula of a pomade
recommended by Dr Semanas, of Lyons. This

preparation has been criticised in the pharmaceutic
review of the ' Moniteur des Sciences Medicales.

'

M. Parisel observes that the dose of juinine (30

to 60 gr.) is too large for the proportion of lard

(5 dr.) "This mixture," says the author, "is
very diflicult to efl'ect, and very mutable ; the

sulphate of quinine must therefore either lie un-
changed upon the skin, or remain attached to the

cotton-wool. But if steadine is substituted for

axiuige, the preparation is easily made ip, and
the amount of the saline ingredient may be de-

creased by J, on account of the greater faciUty

for absorption imparted by this excipient." Many
of our readers being probably unacquainted even
with the name of steadine, it may perhaps be use-

ful to supply them with an account of this new
substance, which we extract from a paper on
ointments, published in the above journal (July

7th, 1860), by M. Parisel himself :

After alluding to the impropriety of adopting
as an excipient, for medicines soluble in water or

alcohol, hog's lard, a substance essentially incom-
patible with water, and very subject to deteriora-

tion from contact with the atmosphere—a sub-

stance which, far from promoting the introduction

into the system of the medicinal agent, fonus, on
the contrary, an impervious obstacle to absori)tion

by the obliteration of the aj)erturcs of the skin,

—

M. Parisel cursorily glances at the attcmjjts at

reform which have been made in this matter.
Amongst others, he records those made by M.
Deschami'S, the head apothecary of the asylum of

Charenton. For three years this gentleman has
tested, with most conclusive results, the compara-
tive action of liniments, pomadesi, and .soaps.

Two cases, relative to the external use of iodide of

potassium, are analyzed, as follow.^, by M. Parisel

:

An ointment was prepared with 2 drachms of

iodide of potassium and 1 ounce of lard.

A soap containing 1 drachm only of the same
medicine was comjiounded with 10 drachms of
excipient.

" For four successive days," says M. Des-
ehamps, "we performed a friction every night
ujwn the epigastric region with the first pomade,
and we tested the urine excreted during the night
which followed its fourth application. We de-

tected the presence of iodine in this secretion, but
in much smaller quantities than when the soap
had been used in the same manner. We found,

moreover, that by washing the anointed part with
water, a considerable amount of iodide of potas-
sium was obtained. Indeed, the water of the
fourth lotion

,
performed six days after the friction,

contained more iotline than the urine."

A similar experiment was made with liniments
prepared with iodide of potassium compounded
with olive-oil and with a saponifying excipient.

The former remained unchanged on the skin, pro-
ducing no other elfuct liut to grease the surface

and soil the linen, whereas the latter was clearly

absorljed, a fact which was peremptorily esta-

blished by distinct physiological effects.

The integument absorbing very slowly, if at all,

fatty substances, numerous modifications have
been proposed for the preparation of those topical

remedies which have always obtained popular
credit.

Mindful of the oleaginous baths which formerly
were prescribed with benefit in many instances,

M. Jeanne], principal apothecaiy at the Military
Hospital of Bordeaux, has again recommended
their adoption, and advi.scd the addition of an
alkali, to render them more effective. M. Tripier,

an army-apothecary, has replaced plasters by
soaps with organic ba.se. Various other soaps have
been likewise proposed, ])repared with guaiacum,
iodide of potassium, croton ami cod-liver oils,

mercury, «c. The codex has even retained two

old compounds, one of which is extensively used,

Sturkey's soap and opodeldoch, or linimentums^

saponis.

Facts have hitherto been, without exception,-

favourable to the use of soluble fatty substances.

In a medical and therapeutic point of view^

stearates are better excipients than lard, which
has been shown to interfere with the power ci

medicines prescribed internally, by M. Blondlot^

who, in a communication we recently noticed,

demonstrated that fats destroy the solubUity cf

.

arsenious acid.

Now M. Parisel is also an.xious to have a sharo

in this pharmaceutical reform in the preparation;

of pomades, and the excipient which he pi-oposes-

to the Profession is steadiiie, a denomination

which is but a contraction of the word skaraidinCf

resembling fat. Steadine is prepared as follows :

Lard, S^oz. ; water, SJoz. ; soda deprived of ita

carbonic acid by lime, 15 grains.

The soda is weighed and used dry. It shemM'
be melted in about 4 drachms of water ; the lard

is then gradually added alternately with the re-

maining water. The operation of this mixture is

both swift and simple ; in ten minutes, foa*

pounds of steadine may be prepared.

This new adipose substance presents the appear-

ance of a whitish, fatty compound, inodorous, iil--

sipid, and intermediate between cerate and lard.

Its consistency, soft at first, soon acquires moro
firmness : it is not, like axunge, liable to liquefy

during warm and to harden in cold weather. Il>

indefinitely preserves its colour and density, un-
less left constantly exposed to the atmosphere ;

;

a practice injuiious to other pomades and fatty

matters, which turn rancid from prolonged contactr

with the oxygen of the air.

The slight addition of the alkaline ingredient i»
undiscoverablo from taste or from examination
with test-paper, being entirely saturated by the
fatty excipient. It suffices, however, to create a
new fatty substance of a mixed nature, a medium
between fats and bodies soluble in water. A new .

and solid species of glycerine is thus produced,

which is to a certain extent soluble in oils and"

water. This double property renders it capable of
being in the preparation and use of pomades aa
sci-viceable as glycerine itself for oils and liniments'.

Ointments containing metallic bases, oxides^

chlorides, sulphurets, iodides, salts, &c., remain
unaltered ; the iodide of potassium pomade pre-

serves its whiteness, and does not lose its iodine.'

For the purpose of manipulation, it will be
found most convenient. Insoluble powders mix
with it promptly and with great accuracy. It ist

more readily combined with vegetable powders
than lard, a bad solvent of their active principles.

Soluble salts, extracts which require previous,

dilution in water, can bo immediately and com-
pletely associated with steadine ; whereas, when
hog's lard is used, the repulsion between the in-

gredients is so great that a very protracted and" .

persevering manipulation is necessary before, evenr

a badly-a.ssorted union can be effected.

"Twelve months," says M. Parisel, "have
elapsed since our first experiment. All thes

pomades and some ointments have been prepare(R

according to our new process, and the snccess,

both jiharmaceutic and therapeutic, has answered!

our most sanguine expectations. Several physi-
cians have watched our attemjits with an active'

interest desei-ving of our gratitude, and all have''

been struck and pleased with the results effected.

.

We may especially mention simple mercurial'

ointment, in much use for the destruction of a.

class of parasites which are more troublesome;

than dangerous. Our establishment, in conse-

quence of the close vicinity of the barracks, dis-

penses an unusually large quantity of this remedy,
and the military surgeons who have prescribed it

have unanimously acknowledged the superiority

of our steadine mercurial ointment.

"In the preparation of the ung. hydrarg, two.

hours' trituration have proved sufficient for tho.

complete extinction of the mercury, instead otT

one month, the time usually necessary for the

purpose. No rancid lard or suet, which is so iir-

jurious to the skin, was used ; recently-prepared,

steadine has always, to our great surprise, been.,

.sufficient.
'

' The valuable cosmetic known under the do- '

nomination of jwmmadc dc concombrcs, tho pre-

paration of which is usually very arduous, wag-

rapidly obtained ; its perfume is more pungent

and its chances of rancidity less than those of the

same substance sold by perfumers. Tho cucumherr-
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juice, filtered and steadiued, intimately mingles

with the lard. The alkali, being in infinitely

small j.roportion (1 per cent.), this preparation is

less injurious to the skin than scented soap, which
contains from 8 to 12 per cent.

" Pomades with the juice of other herbs, such
as liouse-leek, elder, hemlock, &c, are prepared

. with equal ease.

"With regard to therapeutics, positive effects

are obtained with substances soluble in water,
;such as acetate of lead, alum, tartarised antimony,
Hulphate of zinc, arsenical salts, preiiaration of
tnorphine and quinine, and many others. Phos-
pdiorus pomade ke«ps also better when it has
b«fin jirepared with steadine than with common
axupge."

N<lt only is this new excipient useful in a
medical sense, but also with regard to economy,
i. c, to the cleanliness and jireservation of linen.

Thusj to speak of mercurial ointment only, M.
Jeanriel replaces with much advantage the com-
mf/U nng. hydrargyri by mercurial stearatcs, white
Mid oily substances perfectly defined, rational and
table compound.s, for which steadine would be a
post appropriate excipiient.

\ Medicinal stearates will doubtless sooner or
later reidace the gi'cater number of ointments.
The first in use have been prescribed bj' Goudret,
Alibert, Dupuytren, Devergie, &c.

Quite recently, M. Eicord has introduced into

therapeutics the stearate of iron. Otlier inventore
will doubtless follow in the same track, and the
future edition of the new codex will have to assign
to stcanites and steatline a i^i'oper place by the

-.tii'fe'y)i?.?JlRy^8g Ponj-i'If .s compounded on the

«f consecutive ac-""''' "^ Pi-actical Mcdacme and

observation.

'(?''<!toy!?ro:N' m steaxgulated hernia.
In the 'American Medical Gazette' for June,

Professor E. S. Cooper, of San Francis:o, has an
article upon the reduction of strangulated hernia
by fhe application of collodion. He reports one
case in which it succeeded after taxis failed. " A
ihick coating was applied all over the hernial
tumour, whicli being permitted to dry and con-
tract, another was put over it. After making two
or three applications, and witnessing the result,

the patient was left in charge of a student, who
was directed to apply the collodion (an article of
much greater consistency than that in general
use) every ten minutes until my return. This
course being continued for nearly two hours, the
tumour was found soft, and reduced in size one
half or TOore—strangulation being, in fact, re-

moved. Tlie small portion of the hernial sac
remaining out of the abdominal cavity Was re-

turned without the least difficulty."

Prof. Coojxir gives the following conclusions ;

" 1st. That we will always be safe in resorting to
the Use of collodion in strangulated liernia before
using the Iciiife, which, at best, is a dangerous
remedy.

"2nd. Ifthe collodion fails, the case will be none
the wor.se for an operation, because two hoiu-s will
generally be a long enough time in which to give
jt a trial ; and during tliis period no more fluids

can accumulate in the tumour, but, on the other
hand, part of those already collected will be sure
to be forced out, whether strangulation is subdued
entirely or not.

" 3rd. Tliat taxis .shoiild never be resorted to
before collodion lias been applied, because, in the
former, bmisiug of the parts is liable to occur,
but not in the latter, which, in addition, is much
the more potent agent in pressing the blood out
of the veins of the part, and thereby relieving the
strangulation.";—'American Medical Monthly.'

STRTCTtJETi:S OF THE URETHRA.
In the ' American Medical Gazette ' for June,

Prof. James I'r^Tin has an article upon the treat-

ment of this troublesome and hitherto seldom

-

cured affection. For fifteen years past. Prof.

Bryan has been treating strictures of the urethra
by internal section ; a mode of treatment which,
he says, in that time, and with rather extensive
experience, he has never known to fail. "We must
refer our readers to the original article for a de-
scription of the instnimcnt used. He concludes
his p.ipcr with the following remarks: "Tlie
more cartilaginous and impervious the stricture,
the better

; and I have yet to see a case in which
I have failed to open a passage to the bladder.
It is well known that the treatments by canstic,
dilatation, and external section, are aU'foHowed,

from time to time, by severe accidents, such as

increase of the stricture, false passage, with
urinary infiltration, fistula, &c. &c. I have, as

yet, met w ith none of these things in this treat-

ment ; nor are any i-eported by Ci\dale, Strafford,

Amussat, Ponier, Jameson, or others. A priori
reasoning doubtless deters many tVoin attem])ting
the practice ; but after a careful review of tlie re-

sults of other modes of practice, not excepting
Symes' operations, I am clearly of the opinion,

that in a majority trf tlie cases of permanent
stricture, the treatment by internal section, in

the hands Of careful and judicious surgeons, is by
far the safest, most free from danger, most certain,

and most satisfactory."— 'American Medical
Monthly.'

FCETrS CARRIED TWESTY-TWO
MONTHS BEYOND TERM.

Before the Boston Society for Medical Improve-
ment, as per report in the ' Boston Medical and
Surgical Journal ' for June 14th, Dr Storer re-
ported tlie case of a woman who carried tlie product
of conception for more than two years and a half

!

At the full period she "was supposed to be in
labour, and sent for her family physiiian to attend
her." " The jiains, however, were not constant,
or of much torce, and soon snlisided entirely,
never to return as true labour pains." Twenty-
two months later she died, having carried the
product of conception the -while, and menstruated
irregularly until tlie time of her death.
"At the autojisj' a veij' extensive adhesion was

found between tlie fundus of the uterus and the
small intestines, and also between its side and the
sigmoid flexure of the colon. The Fallcqiian tubes
and ovaries were found in their natural relations
to the utenis. The uterus contained a fcetus in
the natural position for delivery, but no trace of
a placenta could be found. There was about a
piflt of thick yellow fluid in the uterine cavity.

An opening in the left side of the uterus com-
municated with the interior of the colon, and the
loft hand and forearm of the fa;tns were passed
into the bowel, as far as the elbow. Fa'cnlent
matter had passed into the cavity of the womb.
The OS uteri was entirely closed, and no trace
could be found of it upon the inside."

LIQUOR AMNII.
In the New Orleans ' Medical News and Hospi-

tal Gazette ' for June, Prof D. Warren Brickell
has a very interesting and able paper on the func-
tion of the li<jiior amnii. He enumerates all the
functions ascribed to it by obstetrical writers,
fourteen in all. The first eight enumerated he
considers quite visionary, and, with perliaps one
exceirtion, entirely unfounded in fact. The oiglit

rejected, each has one or more of sueli names as
Churchill, Rigby, Dcwees, Tyler Smith, Baude-
locque, Cazeaux, Ramsbotham, &c., in tlieir sup-
port. I'lof [Brickell urges his objections forcibly,

and we think conclusively. The functions named
by authors to which he gives his as.seiit are the
following : 1st. The liquor amnii secures the
fretus trom external violence; 2nd. It protects
the fcetns from the utoms ; Srd. It protects the
cord and placenta from pressure during gestation
and laliour, and thus presei-ves intact tlie circula-

tion of the child ; itli. It assists dilatation of tlie

OS uteri in labour ; 6th. It favoirrs tlie presenta-
tion of the lioail of the child ; and 6th. It favours
the development of the fa'tns. The third and
fifth functions he considers of the first imjiortanco,

though insisted upon by only a very few obstetric
WTittrs. To the above functions Prof Brickell
adds another, thus : "I assert that an important
function of the liquor amnii is to coniiteract the
specific gravity of the fietus, and thus prevent
disagreeable jihysical results to the woman in the
later months of pregnancy, whni the weight of
the child becomes considerable. At full tmn the
wcll-delroloped fcotus weighs from six and a half
to eight ]>ouiids ; and from the seventh to the
ninth month of pregnancy, the weight varies be-
tween four and a half to five pounds and these
tirst-named weights." We have not the space to
give the Author's argument in full, and must be
content with a .synopsis. " I find by actual ox-
perinient, that if a five-pound weiglit is placed
on the back of my hand, and the pa hnar surface
of the hand is then placed to a talile—tlms es-

tablishing counter-pressure—pain is soon expe-
rienced, and it is not long before that pain becomes
insufl'erable— the degree of endurance, of course,

;-an-iiig in different pereons, acconling to the

degree of muscular development, &c. ; and I am
sure that long contiiruance of the pressure would
cause death of the tissues immediately, under the
weight." ... "If there was no water in
the womb, the weight of four and a half to eight
pounds would be pressing on the womb tissue
(interiorly ), with the counter-pressure of the xielvia

below ; and thi.s, as we have shown, coiUd not be
borne." Now, with all due respect for the opinions
of Prof. Brickell, we cannot avoid the conclusion
that this function is somewhat visionary and
chimerical. We have certainly seen patients in
whom the liquor amnii had escajicd, and yet tl*
fcetus of near maturity was carried for days, an3,
in one or two rare instances, for weeks, withoHt
any expi-essions of discomfort from pressure, ftc
We all know that females occasionally carry solid
tumours, surrounded by no fluid, for years, with-
out any of those disastrous effects upon the tissues
to which Prof. Briekell alludes. To carry a weight
of thirt of the hinnan head upon the .shoulders,

would, in a few hours, become a tiresome feat

;

but to carry the head where nature placed it, is«
different matter altogether.-^' American Medioal
Monthly.'

THEOPHILUS THOMPSON, F.R.S., F.R.C.Pl
Death has been paying us sudden and startling

visitations of late. Mouth after month our raiuks
have been thinned by the unexpected fall of some
of our best and ablest men ; and now yet anothA
ha.s been added to the list, already too long. We
are sure that the recent announcement of the
death of Dr Theophilus Thompson was observed
by none of our readers without genuine sorrow
and concern. By his removal, a life of more tbm
ordinary activity, usefiilness, and scientific sn*-
cess has been brought to an untimely close ; aod
not merely a large circle of jirivate friends, but
the whole Medicitl brotherliood, and, indeed,
.societj' at large, have sustained a loss wliich will
be neither soon nor easily repaired.
Dr Thompson commenced his professional

studies at St Bartholomew's Hospital, and subse-
quently continued them for two years at Edin-
burgh, where, after familiarising "himself with
the teaching and practice of the Duldin and
Paris schools, he graduated with distinction in
1880. He then settled in London, and was
shortly afterwards elected Physician to tlie

Northern Dispensary. For fourteen years he
continued to discharge the duties of this office

with the most laborious care, conscientious pre-
cision, remarkable skUl, and undeviating tender-
ness to the .sick poor. About this time Dr Thomp-
.son took a Special interest in diseases of the
nervous system ; and some of the fruits of his
investigations were emlwtlied in the articles

"Hysteria," "Neuralgia," "Chorea," and othei8»
contributed to the ' Libraiy of Piuctical Medicine.'
These articles were in advance of the time at
which they were written : clearly and elegantly
composed, thcj' also carry the stamp of correct
observation, close reasoning, and great practioil
skill. He lectured for some time, on the Pi-aetice

of Medicine, at the Grosvonor-place School of
Medicine, when this institntion was directed by-
Mr Samuel Lane. Hd-e, as elsewhere, he -won
the respect and afl'ectiou of colleagues and pupils.

Ill 1847 DrThoiupson was appointed Physician
to the Hospital for Consumption, tben instituted
in Marlborough street, prior to the erection of
the present building at Brompton ; and hi the
organisation and management of this noble in-
.stitution he continued to take a promiueut part
almost to the close of his career. It was thus
that his later in^iries became specially directed
to the investigation of thoracic disease, aiid enabled
him to make those contributions to our kno-vvledga
of pulmonary affections which gave hun .,o liigh a
place in professional estiniction, and made his
opinion at once eagerly sought for and highly valued.
Dr Thompson enjoyed at tlie Brompton Hospital

gre.-it opportunities of iiiVi
-' '

'
' _ v of

pulnionar}' diseases, and f'l
*

lies

proposed for their treafni' , . .ers.

Of these opportunities he aviuied liimseli with rare

diligence and discrimination, and his pulilished papers
afford good evidence of lie success of his work

—

valuable for the errors which it refutes as for the
tnitlis which it advances and c-outirms. Numerous,
how-ever, as are the fruits of his labours which we
have reaped, w-e are assured tlioy are but few com-
pared to those which would have spnmg from his

iuqiliries if tht y had been jx-miitted to be continued.
Dr 'Tliompson helped much to remove the mystery

which for a long time obscured the art of ausculta-
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tion, aud published some valuable and fruitful liiuts

on the subject, with a view to the simplification of

terms aud arrangement. He early drew the attention

of th^ ]>rofes<;ion to the value of cod-liver oil in the

gem ' -nt of phthisis, and to the use of bi»-

inu oH zinc in tlie alleviation of some of

its: -ing symptoms. In 1S44 he prepared
a labt'iious, learned, and otherwise admirable account
of the successive epidemics of influenza, issued \iy

the Sydenham Societj'. In 186<) apjieared his Clini-

cal Leiiturt'S on Consumption, deli\ered at tlie Bronip-

tou l[<)s]tital— a work at once emiuently suggestive

and jjiactical, and indicative of the author's remarlc-

able fertility in therapeutic reso<irces, and of his

mastery of those mhior details of management whicli

conduce sometimes more than medicine to the suc-

cessful treatment of disease. In the following year
he published his Lettsomian Lectures, previously
delivered before the lledical Society of London. The
theme again was phthisis, and in the treatment of it

te revised some of his earlier opinions, and exhibited
that disre<rf\rd of self, that candid and genial acknow-
le<l;.': 'it'labonrsof others, and that unaffected
lovi r its own sake, which so eminently
disti: ,'jini amongst his brethren.

tii'iv lately the medicinal use of ozonized oil occu-
pied Dr Thoniiwon's attention, and after a care-
fully-conducted but incomplete series of experiments,
he directed the attention of the profession to the sub-
ject, in a pa[«r published in the last volume of the
* Medico-Cliirurgical Transactions.' His last paper
was on(the Changes of the Blood prodnaed bgr the
Admini^tratiouof different Oils. It was Nad before
the Royal Society, ami was justly considered to be a
contribution of great ^'alue.

Tlj vcrebuta few of the scientific

aubj j.d Dr Tliompson's thoughts.
Mu< : ... "'hich, if he had lived, he would
have executed. One design only we shall mention,
becauiie its olyect would supply a peculiar deside-
tatom. He contemplated t!

'

tematic work on the Practii'

to have been based on the !

and confined, in its treatniciil ol gcueiul tiieones,

within tile strictest limits wliidi a ricrid induction
from the ii woidd justify. T' • ,..:..:..-.i -..,;

gn-at ide;i ; an<l it is to be i i

has alreaily given evidence I': 1

virtues, will not allow the iuaUna!.-> c jiluclcd fur its

realization to be lost.

A^i .1:1 '1^ 1^".' ^li..ht i,r,llooti,:.w vo., l,j..vv™!.l..

of tl

coil!

dut
rail;

-hein : .;',

he spent some weeks, un<ier the care uf X>r Wetslar,
4it Aix-la-Chjipelte, but without any lasting inij^fwe-

ment. Tlie i'^'.
' '

''
'

,

1,

and other syin]

the minds of tbi :i

him the existence of i,*»ftening of ceitaiu jjurtii uf the
spinal coril ; but he himself said this hypothesis was
tint needed to account for his symptoms, and was
inadt i[uatc t<i explain them. At first the mnsclcs ol

aahnnl lifi; v.-(jre alone engaged ; by-and-l'Vo tliosc of

rcsi'i ime involved; and in f
he ! with bronchitis. Di

now ..», ... 'I'uc bronchi became loadcii _..„,

which could not be expelled ; aud though the in-

tellect remained strong and unclnu<lcd. the physical
power succumbed, and he t-ii" ' iiisrest on tlic

llth of August, in the fifty-' ; his age.

I)r Thompson was a ri,,: i^iant at the
Meilical anil linyal Medical and Cliirurgical Societies.

Many of liis najK-rs were read before them, and were
tecortled at tlie time in the pages of tlic 'Lancet.'
In debate he was clear, argumentative, and sugges-
tive. He was thoroughly independent. TTf was
the const-ant friend of free discussion au'! ^.

When a Imse conspiracy was formed ^

jonmal, and when that consjiiracy de\t. , . . ;; .,j|f

at one of the annual meetings of the medical and
•Chimr^Cfil Society, Dr. Thompson placed himself
fop; '

' ' - of the 'Lancet.'
Tli: f the man, and so
ho.i' wc cannot pass it

by. In a few energetic, noble, and convincing
sentences, he demolished the Rophi,stry and the
ma!;- '•••- - - * •^'

^

the more to
hi- with ns, ex-
cej'i

I iiis tribute to
the i.iiiy i:iJ<ji«judcut medical juurnal which existed
was siiontancous and disinterested. It failed,
indeed, to convince tlie nugority of a packed meet-
ing o" tlieir cowardly and contemptible conduct ; but
out <^f Mf nu'cting-room his speech pro<luced a result
vdii it placed him in a position of the
hig" , covered the conspirators with irre-

tric e. We have no cause to regret the
I*"'; memorable onslaught on our credit
*"'' ". The 'Lancet' flourishes; where
arc

*' iitent us with this imperfect
on's medical career. In quea-

medicine, his opinion was esteemed by his profes-
sional brethren amongst the verj' tu-st.

" That he did
not rise to ouite a corresponding notability with tlie

general public, may be attributed, perhaps,"to a slight

excess of scientific caution and social reticence,
which refused to bow to the popular taste for a cer-

tain dogmatism aud pretentious positiveuess. Dr
Thompson's intellectual habits were carefully formed,
and his discriminating taste in literature and com-
position told most favoural'Iy on his own style as a
writer. Amongst the most pleasing characteristics of
his mind were a genial fancy, a playful humour, a
fluent elegance of speech, and a remarkable facility

for illustrating the chance subjects of conversation
by tlie resources of a richly-stored and highly-cul-

tivated mind. An almost cliivalrous devotion to

truth was a leading feature, not only of hiti scien-

tific enteqirises, but of all the thoughts and occupa-
tions of his life. In the cheerful equanimity of his

course the real principle of his life was revealed, and
felt, more or less, by all who came in contact with
him. It was not the struggle for gain or profes-

sional notability, but the earnest and loving search for

truth. He accepted with simple faith the highest
truths of the spiritual world, and rejoiced in fol-

lowing out their harmonies throughout the realms of
matter and mind. It was this which gave the chief
dignity and unity to his life, aud made death itself

something far other than an interruption or an ove -

throw. \Ve cau scarcely conclude this notice better

than by a ((notation of his own words. At the end
of his Clinical Lectures on Consumption, he d-arac-

teristically wrote ;
' Am I passing lieyond becom-

ing bounds in suggesting the reflection that, while
witnessing such transitions from languor and decay
into undying life, we may oui-selves realize the truth

that death is not the end of existence ; that it is

something grander than human skill defeated ; that
when art can do no more, and friends ' weep at the
vestibule as the spirit passes out of doors,' we may

^ '
'

'

-. where the cares and
i-ase to engross, and

;;,all expand into the
fuhiess of iuhuite truth ?"— ' Lancet.'

ski

tions ol liuatmeut, and in the scientific inquiries of

SIR B. A. CHERMSIDE, M.D.

It is with regret that we have to record the death
of Sir Robert Alexandi'rrhemisidp, which took place

' ^^ "
' ... .

r^'
'.ceased w.as the

I 'ortaferry, Co.
1

'

, i I' of the Army
ill l6lu us Aaalstaut-bui'geuu in the 7th Hussars. He
served in Fn-uice, Spain, Flanders, and elsewhere,
and was proser,' r* *' 1 -».' •' V terloo. Imme-
diately after t

:

lit he was jiro-

motedto tli- - :i Hussars. In
1821 h. ' ! a Litiinti.ttc uf the Royal Col-
lege ol i London, and in 1836 elected a
Fellow u. w.it < . .ilege ; he graduated as M.D. at

Edinljurgh, and was a member of the Royal Colleges
of Rur.'C'-Tis of London and Edinluirgh, and of the
Sii. 1 decine Pratinue of Paris. For some
}' to his death he held the post of Phy-
!: .;. . idiuary to her Royal Higlmess the

ol Kent, and was Physician to the British
; at Paris. In recognition of his war ser\'iccs

ii.
' d a Knight Commander of the Order of

til' if Hanover, a Knight of St John of

Ji 1 Knight of the Red Eagle of Prussia
(coufenetl for 8er\'ices to the Prussian troops in the
campaign of 1815), and a Knight ol the Legion of
Honour of France.

"SrFFOCATIOX" OF CnTLIIBEN IN LONDON.

—

Dr Ijinkester, in his ' Fourth Anntial Report ' a.s

(Jfficer of Health of St James's District, calls

especial attention to the increase of inl'aut mor-
tality from suffocation ;

—" There is one gi'oiip of

deaths whicli present in our parisli a very extra-

ordinai-y increase, and which I do not think I

ought to pass over without notice. I allude to

the record of deatlis by suflucatioii. Of the four-

teen cases recoi-ded this year, eleven are of infants

under one yenr of age. In 1856 only two such
cases were recorded ; in 1867 not one; in 1868
there wern only fonr. It appears that, in general,

these cii- ' '
' ' ' id in bed with

their pr ive of culpable

corelessii. ,., .,.. ,,,. j..,.. ... j,,... ..;., orofhoiTiblo
criminality. The increa.te of infant mortality,

nnder tlie head of ' fSHlibcation,' is not confined
to our parish, but embraces the whole metropolis.

In 1868, there were 230 deaths from sulTocation
;

and in 1858, tliore \ inths from the same
cause. Asa prri"' is something more
than an increasing jnn,;. :. .i. . to the sanctity of

liuman infant life, I wouhl refer to the fact, that
recently no less than eight children were found
mtirdered in one week in various parts of London."

DEATHS.

Chase.—July 29, suddenly, at Brookljni, 'Sew
York, Edward Chase, formerly of Luton, Bed-
fordshire.

CiiEKM.siDE.—September 8, at Oxford, SirKoberfc
Alexander Cherniside, M.D.

JoHssox.—September 2, at Stockport, ChesU'^
George Jolmsou, M.D. Univ. Edin., aged 50.

Maclaixe.—Septembers, at Cranliam cottage,
Garngad road, Glasgow, J. D. Maclaine, Lie.

Fac. Phys.
Mooi:k.— September 6, John Moore, of Keastwick,

near Kirby Lonsdale, formerly of Bolton-le-
Moovs, aged 81.

PlERCFA'.—September 10, at St Thomas' street,

Portsmouth, Moses Piercey, M.ll.C.S. Eng.,
L.S.A. Lond., aged 49.

TfETON.—Sciitember 3, suddenly, Handle Tur-
ton, of Ablow House, Wolverliamptou,
M.K.C.S. Eng., L.S.A. Lond., aged 52.

MEDICAL NEWS.

Apothecameb' Hall.—Names of gentlemen
who passed their examination in the science and
practice of Jlediciue, and received certifiea'-es to
practise, on Thursday, September 6th :—Francis
James Hammond, Sherborne, Dorset ; George
Handcock, Cad-Busfon, Leeds ; Henry Wright
Louias, Beljier, Derbyshire.—The following gen-
tlemen also on the same day passed their first

examination :—Charles Henry Fowler, C'harriiig-

tou street, Oakley sipiare ; Joseph Harper, Great
Torriiigton, North Devon ; Willlani Owen Jones,
Bryutegid, Bala, North Wales ; William George
Tayler, Kilmeston, Alresford, Hants.
Appointments.—Dr Anstie has been appointed

Assistant- Physician to Westminster Hospital.

—

At a meeting of the Committee of the Liverpool
Dispen.saries, held on September 6, Mr James M.
Bennett was unanimously elected Hon. Surgeon
to the South Dispensary, in the rooiu of T. D.
Fletcher, Esip, Mjsigncd. Mr Bennett had jire-

viously been one of the Honsc-Siirgeons to the
Institution.

TivsriMONiAi, TO A SunoEON.-— A handsome
silver tankard has been presented to J. C. Gamian,
E«|., maimfaotured by Messrs Etlieridge, of Nor-
wich, and licaring the following inscription :

—

" Presented to Johu Coojier Garniau, Esq.,
M.K.C.6.L., by upward.s of 300 inhabitants of
Bhijvlhani and neighbouring ]>arishes (the poor
forming the greatest number), as a mark of
respect upon his leaving Shiiidliani. June, 1860."

"TUE i.ATE Smyi!NA HospirAL.—A question of
about three inoiitlis' pay in connection with the
late Smyrna Hospital has at length been decided
in favour of the four senior Medical Officers con-
ceiTied— Drs Leared, Barclay, and Gibbo.i, and
Mr Holtluiuse. The case had been entrusted by
his colleagues to Dr Lenred, and that gentleman
cordially acknowledges the disinterested kindness
of Mr ISrady, M.P. I!y his persevering eliorts,

this just claim was at length conceded by Jlr S,
Herbert, 8e<trotary at War. This is not a solitary
instance of Mr lirady's good offices in behalf of
his own ]n'ofessioii, Avhose foarle-ss champion ho
has alw.ays proved himself.

Radclu'I'i; Inkiumaby, Oxfokd.—We have
the ])leasure to report the nuiuilicciit gift fromlii.'j

Grace the Duke of Wnrlborougli of IGil. to this
Institution. This sum, in addition to gifts in
1858 and 1859, has been dorivcil from the ])ayment
of visitors to lileiiheim Palace and Gardens. The
amounts in 1868 and 1860 'were respectively 100^,
and 185/.

Amkuu'AN Dipt.oma.s.—An American medical
contenijKjrary states that the ease with which
charters are now obtained from state legislatures,

for every nondescript association of men, whether
for pro|ii-r or improper purposes, has eflectually

broken down all safeguards to respectability, and
thrown tlie iiihl of medicine widely open to every
species of adventurer. Charters are granted by
state IcgisLitui'cs to any and every body of men,
fur any and every conceivable purpose, without
discretion or n-.ser\'e. At nearly every session a
Ijatcli of medical institutions are chartered, em-
bracing every shade of quackery ; and these,

equally with the respectable and legitimate

schools of medicine, are entitled to confer the
degree of il.D., and to represent themselves

abroad as universities. It is diflicult to imagino
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a more deplorable state of coufusion than such

reckless state patronage of ignorance and quackery
must produce . Already it threatens to disorganise

the educational system of the Profession in

America ; for adventurers are thus freely enabled

to purohase that academical status which only

education can confer in other countries. The in-

evitable result must be, that since we have no
means of distinguishing here, amongst the multi-

tude of American colleges, those which apply the

necessary tests to their members from those which
admit the most unworthy persons, American
diplomas will fall into discredit, and will be re-

garded as one of no value.

Ltjn.\tics in Savoy. — France, in annejdng
Savoy, assumes also charge of the lunatics, idiots,

and cretins of Savoy, to whom the benefits of the
enactment, under the French law, concerning the
support of persons of deranged mind is extended
by two new decrees. The asylum erected at

Bassens, near Chambery, received by these decrees

the character of a public establishment, and a
hundred free places in it are reserved for the most
helpless idiots and cretins of the two departments
of Savoy and Upper Savoy. A subvention of

40,000 francs is granted for expenses of construc-
tion and organisation, and for payments of the
debts of the public asylum for idiots at Bassens.

!
There is a talk of forming an Academy of

Medical Sciences in the island of Cuba.
Bequest.—M. C. Berrier, a manufacturer at

Liege, recently deceased, has bequeathed to the
civU hospitals of the town the sum of 223,000
francs, and the reversion of his dwelling-house, on
condition that the Administration of Hospitals
shall pay to his widow an annuity of 10,000
fi-ancs during her lifetime.

" Chemistry," says Miss Nightingale, " has as

yet afforded little insight into the dieting of the
sick. AU that chemistry can tell us is the amount
of ' carboniferous ' or ' nitrogenous ' elements
discoverable in different dietetic articles. In the
great majority of cases, the stomach of the
patient is guided by other principles of selection

than merely the amount of carbon or nitrogen in

the diet. No doubt, in this, as in other things.
Nature has very definite rules for her guidance

;

but these rules can only be ascertained by the
most careful observation at the bedside. She
there teaches that living chemistry, the chemistry
of reparation, is something different from the
chemistry of the laboratory."

The use of hypophosphites in phthisis has been
tried even in Spain. Don Marsillach has sub-
jected twenty patients to its use ; seven of these
died, twelve were unable to continue taking it,

and one only—a doubtful case—got well. The
Don, therefore, agrees with M. IJechambre, Dr
Quain, and others, as to the inefficacy of the
remedy in phthisis.

A Timely Hint.—M. Lukomski, having for-

warded to the Societe de Chirurgie a ' Memoir
on the Treatment of Syphilis by Successive
Vaccinations,' M. Gu^rin was requested to report
upon it. In concluding his report, he proposes
that the author should be called upon to cease
this kind of experimentation, '

' which is dangerous
to the patient, and may at last compromise the
operator."

The ' Boston Journal ' contains an account of

a successful operation of gastrotomy, i)erforraed

for the purpose of extracting a bar of iron from
the stomach of a juggler, who had allowed it to
slip down his oesophagus during the performance
of one of his Umrs de force.

" I OFTEN think," says Sydenham, " that we
forget the good rule festina IcnU ; that we move
more quickly than we ought to do ; and that
more could be left to Nature than we are at
present in the habit of leaving to her. To
imagine that she always wants the aid of Art is an
error, and an unlearned error too. If it were so,

she would have provided for the human race less
than its preservation demands."

Professob Boyer, of Montreal.—This dis-

tinguished physician, one of the Medical officers

of the H8tel-Dieu Hospital at Montreal, and
Professor of Medicine and Medical Jurisprudence
in the French College of Medicine in the same
city, has just left England on his return to his
native country, after some months' sojourn in this
metropolis and the principal capitals of Europe.
He has met everywhere with the respect due to
his position and standing in the Profession, and
his natural urbanity of manner and kindness of
heart. The hospital to which the Professor is

attached is the largest in Montreal, and contains
several hundred beds ; it was foiinded originally

by the nuns, who perform the duties of Sisters of

Charity.
'

' The campaign," we read in a French journal,
" undertaken for the repression of Quackery, is

carried on with success. We have to register two
more judgments of the Correctional 'Tribunal,

with an indemnification for the Medical men who
are plaintiffs."

The Scientific Congress of Franca assembled
on Sunday in the Hotel de Ville of Cherbourg, for

its annual session. The number of members of

the Congress now is 560.

A person signing himself " Robert Maber, Sur-
geon, formerly of Swansea," appears to have an
honourable residence in the Agapemone. As there

are men in our Profession who really believe in

Homoioquackery, Table-turning, aud Clairvoy-

ance, we need not be suiqjrised that one should be
found with an intellect fitted for the Agapemone.
M. Velpeau says that many plans have been

proposed to obtain obliteration of arteries without
ligature, but almost all of them have been aban-
doned ; in his opinion acupressure will share the

same fate. In two cases in which he tried it,

inflammatory symptoms necessitated the removal
of the needles. Might not M. Velpeau just as

well refuse to amputate a limb, because the ope-
ration is sometimes followed by accidents of this

kind ?

Extract of Rhatany.—When prescribed in

aqueous solution, the extract of rhatany generally
falls to the bottom. This may be prevented by
adding to the pulverized extract a little water, and
from twenty to twenty-five drops of alcohol—an
adtUtion, however, not required, when tinctures are
prescribed with the extract.— ' Bull, de Therap.,

June, p. 538.

In this country none of the higher posts of
honour which incite the members of other Profes-

sions to intellectual efforts, neither the peerage nor
the legislature, are open to Medical men. 'Those,

too, of our brethren who are most competent to

speak upon the many important topics connected
with the maintenance of health, whether at home or
abroad in connection with our colonies and depen-
dencies, are not, as a rule, occupying the admmis-
trative offices for which they are peculiarly fitted

;

and Medical men are seldom sought out as the friends

and advisers of those high in place, who could not
but be advantaged by their counsel. Such a state of

things must be regarded as unfavourable to the due
position and prospects of Rational Medicine. " They
order thuigs better in France," whatever we may
think of our neighbours in other respects. There,
Medical impostors are dealt with fairly, but_ sum-
marily ; aud the members of our Profession, in

common with scientific men, are seen to occupy high
stations in the State.—Dr. Ward's ' Hunterian Ora-
tion.'

An Unusual Surgical Lksjon.—M.Gosselin ad-

mitted at the Beaujon Hospital, on th» 1st ultimo, a
robust man, aged forty-three, who had met with a
fall from a plank lying between boat and quay, just
after he had made a great effort to place a sack of

coals on his shoulder. On admission, no fracture or
dislocation could be observed about the shoulder-
joint upon which he had fallen, and where pain was
complained of. Simple contusion was the diagnosis.

The man was seized with delirium the s.amo evening
(probably tremens)^ and died fourteen hours after

the onset of the cerebral disturbance. On the exami-
nation, no lesion was discovered, but a little blood
within the capsule, and a slight crushing the spongy
texture of the head of the bone. Was this the result

of the fall or of the effort ?

ANOMALY OF THE URETERS.
Professor Barboaa observed the following

curious anomaly in a body brought to the Lisbon
Anatomical School. Two distinct ureters existed

on the left side, entering the bladder by two dis-

tinct orifices. The left kidney was longer by
three centimetres than the right, and the two
ureters at their origin in the fissure were each

provided with a separate pelvis, the united capa-

cities of which only equalled that which would be

required for a kidney of this size. The two canals,

separated from each other by about three centi-

metres at their origin, pursued the normal course

one before the other. At about five centimetres
from the bladder they united into a single cord
which traversed its muscular tunic. Careful dis-

section, however, showed that this confounding
together was only apparent, the two tubes being
separable as far as their entrance into the bladder,

at the angle of the trigone, where were two small

orifices one or two miUimetres from each other.

During the last two centimetres of their course
the contiguous walls of the two tubes were so
blended together as to constitute but one.

—

' L' Union Med.'

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE WEEK.
Wed'MsOMy, September 19.

Operations at Middlesex Hospital, 1 p.m. ; 8
Mary's Hospital, 1 p.m. ; University College Hos-
pital, 2 p.m. ; Royal Orthopaedic Hospital, 2 p.m.

Thursday, September 20.

Operations at St George's Hospital, 1 p.m.

;

Central London Ophthalmic Hospital, 1 p.m. i

London Hospital, IJ p.m. ; Great Northern
Hospital, King's Cross, 2 p.m.

London Home.—2 p.m.

Friday, September 21.

Operatioyis at Westminster Ophthalmic HoBpital^

IJ p.m.

Saturday, September 22.

Operations at St Thomas's Hospital, 1 p.m. ; Str

Bartholomew's Hospital, IJ p.m. ; King's College

Hospital, li p.m.; Charing Cross Hospital, 2 p.m.

Monday, September 24.

Operations at the Royal Free Hospital, 2 p.m.
Metrapolitan Free Hospital, 2 p.m.

Tuesday, September 25.

Operations at Guy's Hospital, IJ p.m. ; Westmin-
ster Hospital, 2 p.m.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Chibcbqus.— Yes ; the qualifications suffice.

Mr Parker.—Note received.

Mr Adams.—1st. It is a reliable preparation.—2nd.
Sarsaparilla is utterly useless.

A Non-kegistered Assistant. — You ought to
register.

L.R.C.P. Edin.— 1st. Yes.—2nd. Not at present.

A Subscriber.—The benzoated oxide of zinc oint-

ment is ordered to be prepared, by Mr Wilson, by
first melting the benzoin with a slow heat for

twenty-four hours, then adding it to the zinc oint-

ment. It is useful in some cases of eczema, but
we have oftener known it fail.

H. L., on Antimonial Poisoning, received. The article

does not, however, contain any new views or facts

that would justify its pubUcation in our pages.

Dr Edwards is thanked.
Medicus (Cheltenham) will find the article he re-

quires in the Number for Dec. 14, 1859.

R. H. B.—The higher fee is unnecessary.
Dr Ridge.—Received and inserted.

Mr De Lisle.—Received.
Letters received with encloeures.—Dr Seaton, G,
Downie.

\/| r xlcirriS (who for seven years was
-^ -*- Secretarj-, &c., to the Medical Directories) ha&
REMOVED from Adam street, -Welphi, to il King-

William street, Charing cross, where business matters
generally are promptly and faithfully transacted on
moderate terms.

INSTRUMENTS, Books, or any other property, obtaine*
or disiwsed of to the best advantage.

PATENTEES, and others requiring assistance, are in-

vited to call or commimicate : likewise,

MEDICAL GENTLEMEN having anything they wish
ntroduced to the Profession or Public are invited to apply.

ADVERTISERS, and Parties wishing to Advertise, are
advised and assisted.

MR HARRIS having travelled through England, can
afford information, &c., respecting the different Towns;
also on matters connected with Life Assurance.

INV^ALIDS and others requiring any information may
save time, trouble, and expense, by personal or written
application.

PARTICULARS of anything Advertised in the 'Medical'

or other Journals afforde'd to Enquirers, and the articles^

or any others, examined, procured, and forwarded on receipt

of P.-O. order for the amount

ALL LETTERS and replies thereto must be impaid.

OFFICE HOURS from Two till Five, or by appoint.

ment.

ADDRESS, Mr C. J. Harris, 21 King William atreeti

Charing cross, London,—W.C.

T>ure Air is as valuable as
•^ Pure Water, and may be obtained, with perfect

Ventilation, by thft use of WHITE'S PATENT VEN-
TILATOR and AIR PURIFIER, which is invaluable for

Sick Rooms, Public or Private BuiUiiijrs. and especially

so for India. May be seen at Mr HARRIS'S, '21 Kins
William street. Charing cross, W.C, from Two till FiTe._

N.B.—Medical Gentlemen are innted to inspect ibi»

Instrument.
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CLINICAL LECTURES.

ON THOKACENTESIS:
ITS INDICATIONS AND

COUNTER-INDICATIONS IN PLEURISY.

DELIVERED AT THE nOTEL-DIEr,

By M. ARAN.
(Continued from page 172.)

You have seen me perform thoracentesis.

The puncture was made in the seventh inter-

costal space, in the direction of the axilla, and

gave issue to 1,900 grammes of a serous fluid,

which became a gelatinous mass like the

coagulum of blood abstracted by venesection.

You have thus seen verified the first two

points of the diagnosis ; that is, that there

was an abundant cflusion, and that the effused

fluid was the product of inflammation of the

pleura. The night following the operation,

the patient, who experienced no untoward
symptom, slept well and felt greatly relieved.

His pulse, the following day, was 96, and the

respiration 2-t ; this morning it is only 20. I

need farther only say that the lungs, in con-
sequence of the evacuation of the fluid, have
regained nearly their normal volume, and so

present a larger surface for the purposes of
respiration. Have you not also seen that

sonorousness soon became re-established

throughout the whole chest, and the respi-

ratory murmur reappear where it was some
hours before completely wanting?

I am not ignorant that a good many physi-

cians could be found who would not in this

case have had recourse to the same means.
They would first have employed blisters and
diuretic potions, and have waited in the hope
of seeing absorption take place—a method I
have not followed, because I have learned
from experience that in such cases you wait
in vain and for too great a while. Consider,
besides, the general state of the patient ; and
is it not apparent that that could only have
become worse and worse under the influence
of continued confinement to bed, and the im-
pediment which the respiration suffered irom
such copious effusion ? Nay, more ; I shall

say that the complication with tubercles, which
some regard as a counter-indication of the
operation, is, on the contrary, one of the
reasons that led me to decide on it. In fact,

I regard the effusion as a source of irritation

—

a sort of thorn which, by its presence, favours
the dcveIo|)mcnt of tubercles. In my opinion,
the indication is express : the fluid is to be
evacuated. As regards the physicians who,
on the contrary, consider the tubercular com-
plication as counter-indicating the operation,
they are chiefly guided by the following
reasons :—The lungs being strongly pressed
together, the walls of the caverns are main-
tained in contact ; hence conditions the most
favourable for cicatrization of the caverns..
But in our patient such was not the case ; for,

when forming our diagnosis, the question, you
are aware, was not whether the lungs were
excavated by vast anfractuosities, but simply
whether there were tubercles in the first stage
of development. Moreover, no one has yet
shown that cicatrization of the caverns ever
takes place under the circumstances now
mentioned. It is pretended by others that
evacuating the fluid by thoracentesis favours
the development of the tubercles. I acknow-
ledge my repugnance to admit that by ridding
the patient of one complication of his ailment,
you only favour its farther increase. It is

objected also that the fluid may be reproduced
by the irritation which the tubercles exert on
the pltiira. But when an organic affection
of tlie heart, of the liver or kidneys, brings on
ascitis, are these objectors prevented from

having recourse to abdominal paracentesis by
any such considerations ? Thoracentesis, prac-

tised in former ages, next lost sight of, and
now lately restored, is certainly one of the

finest conquests our art has achieved, and
one of the most powerful therapeutic means
in the practice of Medicine—thanks to the

untiring efforts of M. Trousseau. Nor have
I any hesitation in saying that, from the per-

fection to which the instruments have been
brought, the operation, as regards its manual
execution, is one of great facility. All but
free from pain, exempt from every danger,

and never hurtful, nothing but this operation

can, in certain cases, free us from the impending
danger.

Let us now consider, what are the circum-

stances in which thoracentesis is especially in-

dicated ? The three principal are these :

1st. Where there is much effusion, and the

whole of one side of the thorax is dull on per-

cussion, and the respiratory murmur is heard
only over a very small extent. In these cases

of great effusion, patients are seen in very

difiiirent states : some suffer only debility and
depression, or at most slight difficulty of
respiration and some palpitation of the heart

;

others are oppressed with excessive dyspnoea

—

the respiration is hurried, the pulse is small

and scarcely to be counted, and the face is

oppressive of the utmost anguish. In cases

such as the last all are agreed, and in these

cases ever)' one will perform thoracentesis. Of
course I do not speak of those who regard the

existence of tubercles as a counter-indication.

In the former case the operation is, in my
opinion, no less urgent ; and this is the opinion

of an immense majority of the Profession.

2nd. When the effused fluid is in small

quantity, but increases rapidly for twenty-four,

thirty-six, or forty-eight hours, and there is

reason to fear repletion of the pleural cavity

;

here, again, do not hesitate, for there is reason

to fear the occurrence of fatal syncope from
compression or displacement of the heart.

Recollect, moreover, the history of the patient

recovering from typhoid fever whom I was so

unfortunate as to lose, and could not tell what
was the matter.

3rd. When the effusion is small in quantity,

but of three or four weeks' standing. The
repeated application of large blisters has, in

such cases, Dccn without success ; nitrate of
potassa and other diuretics have been used
without advantage ; the line bounding the dull

part of the chest remains the same, and the

general state of the patient grows worse

:

under these circumstances, wait no longer, but

have recourse to thoracentesis. Your patient

will not only take no harm from the operation,

but may be completely cured in a few days.

To these three principal indications I would
add a fourth, which has reference to the

patient's age. If what I have just said to you
be applicable in the case of adults, it is still

more so where the patients are children or old

people ; but for different reasons. In children,

on account of the activity of the secretory

functions, the pleuritic effusions are produced
with great rapidity, and you have, in such
cases, to apprehend fatal sjmcope. When the

effusion has existed for some time and is then
absorbed, owing, in part, to the flexibility of
the ribs at this period of life, the thoracic

parietes of the same side shrink considerably,

and the chest then presents those frightful de-

formities so well described by Lacnnec.
But in old people, on the other hand, there

is no reason for fearing these deformities of
the chest. The ribs, being less flexible, will

resist the atmospheric pressure and the shrink-

ing of the false membranes ; and if I mention
the energy with which secretion is carried on
in the young, wo have here, on the contrary,

feebleness of absorption. In fact, a chronic,

stationary state is the predominant character

of pleuritic effusion in old persons. In such
subjects, afler one or two months or more,

while the local symptoms plainly continue un-
changed, you will see them lose their appetiter

become more and more emaciated, the tongue-

get dry, with slight fever, in some cases,

towards evening, and in the night some degree^

of sub-delirium. Do not wait, however, if

you have the patient under your care from the
first, till you arrive at such a point ; and if it

is only now that you are called in, jiractise

now the operation. You will, in such circum-
stances, meet with success, as I have ex-
perienced, and have seen real resurrectiona

from impending death.

THE SPIRIT
OF THE PERIODICALS.

The 'Journal of Practical Medicine and

Surgery ' contauig the following article on the

Use of Electricity for the purpose of ascertaining

tlie Oravity of Traxiinatic Paralysis—Purifom
Collections within the Joints of New-born Chil-

dren— Oood Effects of the Removal of the Pro-

trading and Denuded Astragalus.

"It was formerly supposed that the paralysis

which frequently accompanies dislocations of the
shouliler was special to the deltoid muscle, and
consequent on the stretching or contusion of tha
circumflex nerve during the displacemeut of the-

bone. A more careful clinical inquiry into the
nature of the injury has, however, shown that
other muscles besides the deltoid are subject to
this loss of power, although the fall which caused
the disease may not necessarily have occasioned
either fracture or dislocation. The muscle*
supplied by the radial nerve are sometimes alona
affected, and occasionally those which receive

the filaments of the ulnar and median, M.
Nelaton further remarked that this form of

jiaralysis re.sults from the pressure exercised

upon the brachial plexus, closely embraced
between the first rib and the clavicle, which is

very moveable ; therefore certain nerves or
nervous filaments will readily be conceived to
escape compression, and partial or incomplete
loss of power to be thus induced.

" An illustration of this sort of paralysis w»
afi'orded, at the Hospital of the School of Medicine,

by a man who, in a fall from a considerable

height, had dislocated his shoulder. The luxa-

tion wa3 reduced with case, and the arm kept for

a fortnight perfectly steady and immovable ; but
when the patient attempted to use the injured
extremity, he found that abduction of the limb
was utterly impossible ; not that the dislocatiou

had not been well reduced, or that a fracture of
the acromion or collar-bone had taken place, but
because the deltoid muscle was paralysed by the
mechanism above described. In this kind of in-

jury it is interesting to know that electricity

supplies us with the means of ascertaining readily

whetlier or not the paralysis is likely to be of

long duration. For this purpose the muscular
contractility should bo tested with the wet
sponge attached to a conductor; and if the muscle
responds to electric influence, a cure will certainly

be effected in the course of two or three mouths ;

but, in the contrary case, the prognosis is very
serious. It has been stated, it is true, that even
after atrojihy, a muscle might revive ; but this,

in M. Nelaton's opinion, is very rare, the converse

being far more probable. The Professor observed

that he had found traumatic paralysis indefinitely

persisting, despite cauterizatiou, strychnia, elec-

tricity, &c. In the case under consideration,

paralysis had lasted fifty days ; electricity was.

resorted to, the muscle obeyed its influence, and
a favourable prognosis, which the future course

of the disease has since justified, was pronounced.

The man had been admitted into hospital on the

8th ; on the 9tli electricity was applied for the

first time, for the purpose of diagno.si.s, and was
continued up to the 15th as a means of treatment.

On the 16th the power of abduction had feebly

but distinctly returned ; the limb could be raised

from the side ; anil when the arm was horizontally

extended, it preserved this attitude for several

seconds without support.

"This case, .-ind others of a .MUiilar description,

which we have recorded, show that in traumatic
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jjaralysis iuductive electricity is a valuable re-

source, aud may bo cousidored one of tlio mo3t
felicitous applications of this power in surgical

practice.
" Another but far different disease of the

shoulder-joint suggested to Professor Nelaton a
few remarks on a kind of puriform arthritis,

whicli may be called puerperal arthritis of infants.

A child, aged two months, was affected in the
left shoulder with a considerable swelling, pre-
senting aU the signs of a liquid collection within
the capsular ligament. The mother stated that
she had been ill after her confinement, and that,

towards the fifteenth day, the cliild had seemed
to suffer from the shoulder, which bad become
tumefied ; an amelioration in the infant's condi-
tion had, however, followed, but without any
concomitant decrease of the swelling of the joint.

"The disease consisted in puriform effusion
within the articulation. In the children of
•women predisposed to puerperal affections, pus
forms vci-y rapidly in the joints. M. Nelaton
related the case of a child, heir to one of the most
•extensive landed estates in France, and whose
motlier had died afterwards from puerperal fever.

Eighteen days after- the birth of the infant, the
left knee became the seat of fluctuation, and
Professor Dubois, who attended the family, called
in M. Nelaton in consultation. ' If the patient
were an adult,' said the latter, ' he would have
nine chances out of ten against him after the
ovacuatiou of the puriform secretion. It may not
be so in an infant

; let us, therefore, give an issue
to. the pus : it is the only chance of safety.' This
.advice was adojrted by M. Dubois : a puncture
was performed, a large quantity of purulent
matter escaped, and after much anxiety the child
eventually recovered, and is now in sound health.
We should add that, although the suppuration of
the knee continued no less than two months, no
.anchylosis followed.

"Since that period M. Nelaton has observed
many similar cases in infancy ; and wlienever the
tumour was i^unctured in time, and a fistular
aperture became established, the results were
satisfactory. The Professor has resolved to per-
form the operation in the case of the child who
suggested these remarks, and wo will refer to it,

if necessary.

"We cannot conclude this summary of M.
Nelaton's clinical lecture without recording the
result of an important operation performed two
years ago by this surgeon, in the same hospital.
A coachman, in a fall from his box, dislocated his
Ankle. The astragalus formed a considerable
protrusion, and the excessive distension of the
stretched integument brought on gangrene. The
fall of the eschar exposed the astragalus

; and a
fortnight after the occun-ence of the original aoci-
dflnt, M. Nelaton removed this bone. After the
jjerformance of this operation the case progressed
rapidly towards cure, and the following is at
present the condition of the extremity: When
the patient is seated, and the length of both legs
is measured between the ground and a ruler
placed across the basis of the patella;, the
shortening of the injured limb does not exceed
ten or eleven linos. The external aspect of the
foot is, moreover, natural, and with the exception
of slight swelling, wliich yields to exercise, the
patient's gait is satisfactory. The result is

eBpecially interesting, inasmuch as at one of the
recent meetings of the Surgical Society the
•qnestion of the removal of the astragalus in
similar cases was discussed, and several of the
members expressed their partiality for amputa-
tion above the malleoli, precisely on accouut of
the alleged difficulty which the subject would
subsequently ex])orience in walking. An eminent
surgeon from Nantee, Dr Leteuiieur, has per-
sonally witnessed three cases of removal of the
astragalus, which terminated favourably. Here,
therefore, are four cases wliich, in analogous
<;ircumstanoes, would, if necessary, encourage the
practitioner to make every attempt to save the
foot."

The following cases of Vcsico- Vaginal JPerfora-

iioiis are reported in the 'American Medical

Monthly,' by Dr John- 0. Bkoxson :

" Case S.—Cm-ed in One Opcrcdioii by New
and Orighud ATcmw.—Mrs G , native of Ire-
land, thirty-two years of age, was received into
the New York Infirmary for Women and Chil-
dren, Sept. 12th, 1S50, giving the foUowing

history : She was the mother of three children,

all of whom had been delivered with instraments,
on account of a contracted pelvis. The last chUd
was born still, in October, 1857, when she was in

severe labour forty hours, at the end of wliich

time her attending physician called Dr A. K.
Gardner in consultation, who immediately de-

livered her with forceps.

"On the seventh or eighth day after, urine
began to drilAle through the vagina, and had
continued ever since. Upon examination, a per
foration of the vesico-vaginal septum was foun<?

to exist about a quarter of an inch from the

cervico-vaginal junction, of a size admitting the

passage of a uterine sound. Operation was deter-

mined upon. On the 14th of September, after

tfiorough evacuation of the bowels, I proceeded as

in the aforementioned case, with my patient in

the same position. On account of the distance

of the opening from the vulva, the successive

steps of the operation were attended with some
difficulty.

" In performing tlia denudation, tlie tissue was
found to be dense, and of too little vitality to
augur well for success ; nevertheless, it was
finished,' and the instrument applied as in the
first case. On account of the relation of the parts,

however, the instrument was .slightly curved,
thus allowing of a better adaptation. As in the
former case, a catheter was secured in place, a
suppositoiy of opium introduced into the rectum,
and the patient left to rest.

"Dr George T. Elliot, Dr £ Blackwell, Dr
Hughes, Dr Underwood, Dr Stratton, and Dr
Cushiug witnessed, and assisted in the operation.

" On the 19th the instrument was removed in

the presence of Dr John Howe and Dr Hughes,
and union was found to be imperfect, although
no communication existed between the bladder
and vagina.

'
' 20th.—A small spot of moisture- upon the

sheet, yet upon examination no ]ioint was ascer-

tainable through which water could have flowed.

Nitrate of silver applied to the uncicatrized part,

and a catheter passed, to be retained. 21st.

Catheter withdrawn. 25th. No abnormal opening
iuto the bladder. The vitality of the parts before

mentioned evident in the cicatrization. Nitrate
of silver has been occasionally applied, witli good
effect.

" October 30th.—Retains her urine perfectly,

and has done so since the 20th, holding it for two
hours.

'
' November 2nd.—Bod again wet. No aperture,

however, existed, and another cause had to be
assigned. It was believed to be inability of the
bladder to retain beyond a certain ijuautity of

urine, aud that it passed by the urethra.
'

' The solution of the question was supported by
the fact, that it never passed during the day, and
only those two times at night. Commenced to
menstniate.

"November 9th.—Perfect control over -urinary

action ; cicatri2ation complete ; discharged cured.
" In the month of November I visited her at

her home, and found her happy, iu the freedom
from one of the most, if ^not the most, serious of
all maladies.
"Case i,—Cured in One Opm-ation hy Means

of tJic Siivcr iSuture.—Mrs C , native of Ire-

land, twenty-four years of age, was received into

the New York Infirmary for Women aud Chil-

dren, October 28th, 1859.
" She had passed through the terrible ordeal of

tedious labour, under the care of that curse of his

race, a base pretender, who had blazoned in his

-window "Physician, Surgeon, and Accoucheur,"
and who, in every medical or surgical act, added
to his daily sins that heinous crime of trifling with
human life for filthy lucre.

" She suffered the giiUing pains of ineffectual

labour for the greater part of two days, when her
attendant delivered her by means of instruments,

and left the patient without removing the placenta,

which reraaiued for twenty-four hours, and then
was taken away by a nurse.

"Asa result of such a state of things, severe

inflammation of the pelvic -viscera was awakened,
producing sloughing of the cervix uteri, of the
vesico-vaginal .septum, and obliteration of the
vagina to within an inch aud a lialf of its ostium,
leaving at that point, bounded by unyielding
cicatricial tissue, a transverse opening iuto the
blatlder, measuring two inches in length by three-

quarters of an inch iu breadth. The vagina being
closed above, in making a digital examination,

the finger found immediate entrance into the
bladder.

"The parts being not perfectly healed, and a
very considerable amount of irritation existing,
a strong solution of the acetate of lead aud opium
was prescribed and used for the space of two
weeks, with the effect of presenting her fit for an
operation. In considering the condition of the
parts, I found two of the indications for which
my instrument was devised fulfilled by the
cicatrix. Motion was destroyed, and there could
bo no sliding of one edge upon the other, for
bands extended from ischium to ischium, holding
them more firmly than any mechanism. It was
decided, therefore, to make use of the interrupted
suture, as all that was required was simply to
maintain the opposing borders in close contact.
Accordingly, on the 11th of November, in the
presence of Drs Blackwell, C. K. Briddon,
Aigncr, C. A. Budd, Hughes, B. L. Budd,
Cushtng, and a number of pupUs, I proceeded
to denude the border of the opening, after the
manner described in the first case, and applying
five sutures of silver wire, I made a very freo

transverse incision on the jiosterior side of thd
wound, to free the parts as much as possible
from direct traction. The patient was then
arranged as in the preceding cases, and left to
await the result.

"On the tenth day after the sutures were
removed, and although they had produced a con-
siderable amount of ulceration, union was com-
plete, and the patient was able to retain her
urine entirely. Two days after she was discharged,
cured ; a result which 1 deem to have been based
on the manner in which vivification was etl'ected.'.'

This being the Students' Number of the ' Laa-

cet' and the 'Medical Times and Gazette,' these

journals are devoted entirely to intelligence con-
nected with the interests of students, and for
their especial information.

We extract the following remarks on a case of
Piarrhcemia accompanying ActUe Diabetes Md-
litus from the ' Lancet ' of the 15th inst. :

"ll.—Patlwlogy of Milky -Seruja.—Milkiness
of the .scrum has been long known by the re-
searches of Jhackrah, Buchanan, K. D. Thomson,
and others, to be an ordinary physiological event
attendant on the digestion of fatty or amylaceous
aliment. Its occurrence during pregnancy, also
(in -which all the formative elements of the" blood
are increased), and in the blood of sucking
animals, was shown by Mayer ; and lactescence
of the serum has been found to occur in some
animals during hybernation. In aU these cases,
the milkiuess is due both to fat aud to molecular
albumen. In pregnancy, the white blood-cor-
puscles are also in excess.

" But milkiness of serum has been still longer
known as an accompaniment of certain forms of
disease. The recorded cases (the carhest of which
we owe to the celebrated Kobcrt Boyle) unfortu-
nately do not admit of any accurate numerical
analysis, but I believe that the following summary
will be found approximatively correct.

" («. ) The great bulk of the eases have occurred
in comiection either with alooholism_ or with
diabetes mellitus.

'

' Of alcoholism, nine cases arc recorded. To
these must be added the imenumerated cases of
J. Frank.

" Of diabetes, seven cases are published (in-

cluding the present). To these must be added
theunenumerated cases of Dr Babington.
"Next in order come pulmonary diseases, of

which there are six cases on record.
'

' Of albumiuuiia, one case is given by Dr Chria-
tison ; ' several ' are alluded to by Dr Bostock.

'
' The haimorrhagic tUathesis appears to have

been observed iu four instances.
" Morgagid gives two cases of 'malignant fever.'

The diagnosis in these is not free from doubt.
" One case has been observed accomijauied by

peritonitis, and one by gout. John Hunter saw
a ease in wliich fattj' blood was taken from a man
bled for an injun,- to the head. Tliis was no doubt
an accidental coincidence.

" Finally, in seven ofthe recorded cases, the
clinical history is either wholly absent, or too

vague to allow of diagnosis, (ii. Boyle (3), Traill,

Caveutou, ilareska, Quevouna.)
"(6.) It is observable that iu most, if not all,

of the cases of alcoholism, the lactescence of the
serum was occasioned by free fat alone.
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"It wuulJ also aiijicar to have been duo to the

same cause in allDr Babingtoii's cases of diabetes,

iu those of Marcet aud KuUo, and in the present

iDst:\nce. Dr R. D. Thomson saw a case of

diabetes in which molecular albumen also was
present. Dai-win's and Abemethy's cases are

uncertain. In Leabu.scher's case, lactescence was
caused by free fat and an excess of white blood-

i-orpiisclcs.

"In the pnlmonary group it seems to have been
caused by fat alone in four cases. In one (recorded

by John Hunter), alljumen was also present ; in

another (by Mr GuUiver), a yellow precipitate fell

on addition of ether. It is probable that this

consisted of albumen previously held in suspen-
sion by combined fat.

"The caacs in which molecular albumen ap-
pears to have been present in considerable quan-
tity are these two (of pulmonary disease), all the
<:ases of albuminuria mentioned by Dr Bostock,
the uncertain case recorded by Dr Traill, and the
solitary instance of gout.

"(c) The serum has been analysed in several
-ca-ses. Of the analyses, the most important are
those of Traill, Lecanu, Bertazzi, Marcska, aud
Heller. The general results are as follows :—

'
' o. In one case (Berta^zi's) the only peculiarity

consisted in the presence of an excess of fat

^10 : 1000) at the expense of the other elements
of the so-called 'extractive.' In all the otliers

the solids of the serum were in excess, var)ing
from 164 : 1000 to 206 : 1000. The nonud
average proportion, according to Scherer, is 93' 4 :

1000. Notwithstanding this fact, the specific

gravity of the serum was below the average (1028)
in Heller's and iu Traill's cases, and apparently in

all Dr Babington's.
" 3. Fat is, of course, iu excess in all these

cases. It varies Horn ii'i : 1000 (Traill) to 117 :

1000 (Tjccanu). In this case, however, the
' excess is made up by 103 jairtg of

ij. The greatest amount of saponifiablo
i„. ., ..„..^d is 50-473 : 1000 (HeUer).

'
' T. The proportion of albumen is not constant.

Scherer's average for healthy serum gives 752

:

1000. Bertazzi s case nearly corresponds with
this standard. Two ca-ses (llareska's and Lecanu' s)
fall below it (64 : 1000). Tlie other two exceed
it very considerably (108-791 : 1000, Heller;
1331 : 1000, Traill).

"8. In two instances (ilateska's and Cavcn-
tou's) the reaction of the serum was acid. In the
present case and in Leubusclicr's, it was neutral.

"In Leubuscher's case, no free XH, was ex-
tricated from the blood by beat. In the present
case a volatile alkali was so liberated, but much
more co{)iou.sly from the splenic than from, the
hcjjatic (or fatty blood).

" ((i. ) The fibriu and red corpuscles of the blood
have been estimated in only one analysis (Hel-
ler's). The former amounted to 4 '72 : 1000 (about
double the average) ; the latter to 80'13 : 1000
(the average being 141 '1).

" In the present case, in Lecajiu's, and
apparently in Leubuscher's, there was an almost
total deficiency of coaguloble fibrin.

"In Lcubuschez-'s case the white blood-cor-
puscles are 8tate<l to liave been in excess.

" {/.) .Sucli, I ' '' ,10 the principal facts

ascertained witb i^iilkiness of the serum
or of the blood, ... . , .. icut upon Icuctemia.

" Briell^-, the results are as follows :

"1. Milkincss of serum (or blood) is due to

presence of free fat, or of free fat with albumen
in a molecular form. It is i)robably never due to

molecular albumen alone.

"2. It is a phy.biological result of digestion,

pregnancy, lactation, and hybernation.
"3. It is an occasional pathological result of

chror.ic alcoholism, diabetes inellitu.s, pulmonary
disi-ase, albuminuria, and, pethap.s, .s'.imc other
di.-iorders.

"4. Lactesconc© of serum from free fat alone
appears es|x;cia]ly to accompany alcoholism and
Uialii-tf-s mellitu-s. Thi" lonilitious favouring the
prcv-ui.' "1 ijirjlicular allmiiieu are still very ob-
scure ; llicy appear relateil iu some way to aibu-

laiuuria.

" 5. The serum is sometimes neutral and some-
times acid in this disease. It may contain no free

alkali.

" 6. TTio albumen of the blood may be normal,
or i!' fcctive, or in excess.

" 7. CoBgulablu fibrin is sometimes entirely
ab.M;ut, or nearly so.

" S. In the present instance the source of the

fat in the blood was the liver.

" (g.) Before attempting to construct upon this

foundation an lij'pothesis wliich may give a
probable explanation of fatty blood, it may be

worth while to review, very shortly, the few
opinions which have been already promulgated
upon this subject.

"The earlier observers, from Robert Boyle to

Hewson, were unanimous in referring 'white

blood' to the passage into the circulation of un-

altered chyle, or even (as Tulpius) of unaltered

aliment. This opinion was indeed true, but only

half true ; aud its insufficiency was demonstrated
by Hewson, who obser\'ed several cases of disease,

accompanied by milky serum, in wliich the patients

had taken little or no food for several days.
" From this period the subject appears to have

remained in abeyance, until Caventou's case gave
a new and purely chemical turn to the inquiry. In

this case the serum Imd an acid reaction ; and
upon this fiict Kaspail based an explanation by no
means devoid of plausibility. He held that the

fat was set free in the blood for want of a free

alkali to hold it in the form of a soap.
" This view is o'oviously true so far as it goes

;

but it seems almost to imply a confusion of cause

and effect. Acidity of the blood i.s, doub'^less,

capable of setting free all the saponifiable fats

normally present in that fluid (say 1 : 1000) ; but
it cannot create fat. The hypothesis is, there-

fore, quite inadequate to ex|>lain the presence of

the large amounts of fat iu the blood noted in the

previous analyses.

"It seems, therefore, far more reasonable to

suppose that the excess of fat had exhausted the

free alkali of the blood, than that the abstraction

of any amount of alkali could have liberated such
enonnous quantities of fat. This doctrine has,

nevertheless, held its ground, and has contribnted

not a little to the so-called 'alkaline ' treatment

of diabetes mellitus.
'

' The next opinion which I have to notice is

that of Dr Babington, to whom the literature of

this subject is so highly indebted. This distin-

guished observer seems to have been dis{)08ed to

regard pi.arrliamia as a true fatty degeneration of

the albumen of the blood, basing his views partly

upon the low specific gravity of the serum iu these

cases (which ho had been the first to observe),

and partly upon the peculiar case recorded by
Caventou, in which it was orroneou.sly supposed
that no albumen was present in the blood at all.

But it lias boon already shown that the specific

gravity of the serum Is no indication of the amount
of albumen which it coutains ; that in Caventou's

case, the lactescence, if not due to albumen, was
certainly not due merely to fat, and that, in two
cases at least, both fat and albumen were present

together, and both in largo excess. This expla-

nation must, therefore, it seems to me, be aban-

doned.
"Anotlier lias boon proposed by Rokitan.sky,

also based upon the idea of fatty degeneration.

He thinks milky blood due, ' in a consi<lerable

number of cases,' to fatty degeneration of the
colourless corpuscles of the blood, previously
formed in excess in that fluid. He regards it,

. as a modification of leucaemia ; and
liis opinion by the statement that milky

.-i ...t., been generally observed under circum-
stances ordinarily accompauied by au excess of
white corpuscles.

" This statement, however, seems to require

considerable modification, at least so far as regards

cases of disease. In one, indeed (Ixubuscher's),

the colourless corpuscles are said to liavc been iu

excess ; aud, in four of the earlier cases, that
luemorrhagic tendency was noted which so often

accompanies leuc«erai<i. But, with these excep-
tions, the iliseases attended by fatty blood (aloo-

holism, diabetes, pulmonary disease) lue not those
especially related to louiainia ; aud the patho-
logical changes most constantly noted in leucajiuia

(enlargement of spleen aud mesenteric glaods),

appear never to have been observed in cases of

fatty blood. In the subject of this paper the
spleen was remarkably small, and weighed only
three ounces and a half. Rokitausky, however,
also allows the direct introduction of fat into, and
the liberation of combiuei.1 fat within, the blood
to bo possible causes of milky serum.

" Tlie oidy remaining opinion wlu<:h requires

notice is that of Virchow, who has treated the

subject quite incidentally in a note to his valuable

memoir upon Fibrin. He regaids milky serum,

in pathological cases, as essentially dejiendent
upon the non-elimination (non-combustion) of
fat, and its consequent accumulation iu the blood.
The appearance of molecular albumen he appears
to consider only a secondary phenomenon ; the
slow saponification of the excess of fat abstracting
from the albumen of the blood the alkali required
to keep the latter in solution.

'
' The first half of this explanation is certainly,

in many cases, correct. The other involves some
difficulty ; for, if it be true, it seems impossibla
to account for the occurrence of large quantities
of free fat, in acid or neutral blood, without thei
presence of molecuLar albumen, as was the case
in three of the instances collected above.

'

' The conclusions which I should venture to;

draw from a comjiarison of the facts collected ini i

this paper are as follows ;

—

"1. Piarrliajmia consists in an excess of sa-

jwnifiablo fat in the blood, not in the mere libera-

tion of fat from its combinations.
"2. The excess of fat in the blood may bo the

:

result of two causes—viz. :

"(a.) The excessive ingestion of fat (as iu
piarrluemia during digestion).

"(6.) The diminished elimination of thesajn«'
(as in hybernation and pulmonary diseases).

"It is not quite clear to which of these cate-

gories alcoholism belongs. It is conceivable that
its elements may be directly converted into fat by
deoxidation ; but it seems more probable that tha
conversion is effected indirectly, the hydrocarbon
of the alcohol attracting to itself that free oxygen
which would otherwise liave been employed in
the combustion of the fats of the food, and so
permitting the accumulation of the latter in tha
blood.

" 3. Fat, if directly ingested, may enter tha
blood with the chyle through the thoracic duct

;

but it is clear from the present case that it may
also bo elaborated in, and absorbed dii-ectly from,
the liver.

'
' Piarrhivmiais not a result of diabetes mellitus,

for either may exist without the other. Both
seem to be the consequences of tlie same derange-

ment of the functions of the liver which, overloads

the blood, sometimes with an excess of sugar
alone, sometimes mth on excess of sugar and fat

combined.
" Why the liver should deal so differently in

different cases with the hydrocarbons submitted
to its influence, it is hard to say. It seems not
improbable tliat sugar alone is elaborated in the

first instance, and that the excess of fat is the

result of a deoxidation of this substance ; for tho

conversion of sugar into fatty substances is not
only capable of being effected experiinentnlly (as

in the production of butyric acid by fermentation

of sugar under the influence of casein), but has
I)een shown to take place in the animal economy,
in the formation of wax by bees fed only on sugar.

" 5. The pathology of blood milky from mole-

cular albumen must bo considered as still almost
wholly negative. It is probably never an inde-

jKindent ail'ection ; but neither is it a mere acci-

dental consequence of piarrhujniia. Its a])parent

relation to albuminuria seems to point to some "

organic change in the constitution of the plasma
of the blood itself."

Dr T. A. Caeteb contributes to tho ' Medical

Times and Cnizctte' of the 15th inst. some

suggestions for the improvement of Paracentesis

Abdominis in cases of Ascites, which we repro-

duce :

" Tlie o]>oratiou of paracentesis abdominis ia

now seldom oi' never resorted to iu cases of

ascites depending on orgajiic disease, except with
the view of alleviating certaiu symptoms, which
ari.sc as a consequence of tho accumulated fluid

interfering by its pressure with the physiological

actions of the abdominal or thoracic viscera. The
ojieration must, therefore, bo regarded as a mere
palliative, aud not as a curative agent in the

treatment of structural lesions ; and as such I!

Imvu to speak of it in the present instance.
" At one tinio much discussion prevailed

touching tlio relative merits of early and late

tapping in cases of al)domiual di'opay, and even

at the )iresent day some Jillerence of opinion is

maintained ; but'the great majority of physicians

are now, 1 think, agreed that tho ojieration

shouUl only bo resorted to when such .symiitoms

a]>pear as indicate dangerous interference with

the perforuiauco of some fimctiou necessary to
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life ; or, when the sufferings o tlie patient are so

acute as urgently to demand the temporary relief

attaiuaWe by surgical aid. This opinion, then,

which is liased upon observation, may be fairly

interpreted as signifying that tapping, though
sometimes a necessary expedient, is always a veiy

dangerous one ; and every practitioner who has

profited by opportunities of witnessing the effect

of this palliative measure upon ascitic subjects,

wOl be able to call to mind cases in which,

judging from the previous general condition of

the patient, life might long have heen carried on,

could relief have been obtained by the employ-
ment of a milder remedy. In those instances,

therefore, in which paracentesis is imperatively

demanded on account of tlie powerlessness of our

hydragogue remedies, it behoves ns to take every
precaution for the avoidance of those procedures

which physiological and pathological science

point out as likely to exercise an injurious influ-

ence upon the already enfeebled constitution of

the patient. iSTow, it has appeared to me that

sufficient attention has not hitherto been paid to

the teachings of physiology and jiathology in the
performance of this operation, and that to this

cause must, in some measure, be ascribed the

rapidly fatal results by which it is so frequently
followed.

"In order that I may be enabled to point out,

and comment upon, what I consider to be the

chief defects of this operation, as well as to offer

some suggestions for its improvement, I shall

briefly describe the manner in which it is usually

conducted. The patient being placed in a sitting

posture, is encircled with a broad flannel bandage,

the ends of which are held by two assistants,

who, by this means, exercise pressure upon the

abdominal walls. The operator having deter-

mined upon the most suitable point for the

puncture, makes an aperture in the bandage at

this spot, and then proceeds to thrust a full or

medium-sized trocar and canula perpendicularly

through the abdominal walls. This done, the

trocar is withdrawn, and tlie entire quantity of

fluid (often amounting to several gallons) is

removed. In the mean time, the patient's strength

is supported and syncope prevented by the admi-
nistration of alcoholic stimuli. On the canula

being withdrawn, the wound closed, and the

bandage carefiiBy adjusted, the operation is com-
plete.

"The marked and immediate relief afforded by
this very simple procedure is, of course, highly
satisfactory to both the patient and the practi-

tioner ; but in estimating the value of this

remedy, as of some other for the time being satis-

factory remedies, such as bloodletting, it is neces-

sary not only to direct our attention to the present

benefits which they confer, but also to take cogni-

zance of the remote consequences by which they

are followed.

"It too frequently happens, a few hours after

the system has partially recovered from the
inevitable shock which it has sustained, that pain

and tenderness on pressure are felt over the

abdominal region, followed by re-distension, which
' together call for the relaxation or entire removal
of the bandage. The distension conthiuing to

increase, often occasions the opening up of the

canula-track, and the escape of a quantity of

serum, which not merely tends to weaken the

patient, but bj' its saturating the bed-clothes

proves a source of great annoyance and discom-

fort. This state of affairs is generally, however,

of but short duration, for the pulse grows rapidly

quicker and weaker, exhaustion progresses, and
death soon closes the scene. The patient dies of

acute traumatic peritonitis, induced, unquestion-

ably, by the operation which I have described.
" The first and gravest objection which I have

to urge against the operation is the removal of the

entire quantity of fluid contained in the cavity of

the abdomen ; a practice which is, in my opinion,

not only unnecessary, but in the highest degree

prejudicial to the patient. It is unnecessary,

because, as I have before said, our object in

tapping is but to alleviate a symptom, or series

of symptoms, arisnig from the pressure' of the

ascitic fluid, and this end will be as effectually

attained by the abstraction of a small portion of

the fluid as by the withdrawal of its entire

quantit}'. The practice is injurious, because the

most abundant experience testifies to the fact

that all large and sudden evacuations of any kind,

especially of albuminous fluid, produce, in

addition to the teniporai-y shock, a secondary

depressing effect, which is sometimes even of

long continuance. The complete evacuation of

the peritoneal sac is, furthermore, injurious in

consequence of the bloodvessels losing the equal

support afforded by the ascitic fluid, tlie result

being a tendency to congestion and re-effusion

into the abdominal cavity.
" The evils to which I have just alluded are,

doubtless, to some extent, successfully combated
by the exhibition of cordials and tlie application

of the bandage ; but it admits of question

whether the bandage, especially if tightly drawn,
does not of itself often produce mischief by bring-

ing rouglily in contact organs which have long

been separated by a layer of fluid, and thus
operate as an exciting cause of peritonitis.

" As I have been unable to discover any ad-

vantages likely to be derived from the employment
of a large or moderate-sized trocar in tapping for

ascitis, and as several valid objections may be
raised against their use, I would suggest a modi-
fication of the operation in this particular also.

The only sufficient reason, indeed, that can be

offered for the use of large instruments in any
case of paracentesis is, that the fluid to be drawn
off may be so viscid or gelatinous, as to be incapa-

ble of running through a canula of naiTow bore.

But as this condition is never observed in

examples of pure peritoneal dropsy, and as we
know that the liability of wounds to inflame and
become dangerous is, cfctcris paribits, exactly

proportionate to their extent, it must be evident

that the smaller the instrument employed in

puncturing the abdominal walls, the better ; for

the less will be the chances of peritonitis. What
further remarks I have to make on the practice

of tapping as usually adopted, will be reserved

until the modification which I am now about to

propose has been described.
" Let the patient, then, instead of being en-

circled with a flannel bandage, be simply placed

in the sitting posture, and directed to take a deep
inspiration, and hold the breath uutil the punc-
ture has • been made. Let the operator, after

having selected the smallest size of trocar, thrust it

obliquely upwards and inwards through the abdo-

minal walls, and, allowing the canula to remain,

draw off just so much fluid as will relieve the

prominent symptoms. This being accomplished,

the canula must be withdrawn, and a piece of

strajiping placed over the external wound. A
little wine or brandy may be administered during

the operation.
" 1 have here dispensed with the bandage as

being unnecessaiy, because the abdomen will be

sufficiently tense for the purpose of puncturing,

and the shock to be apprehended from the opera-

tion so slight as not to require us to resort to

such an expedient.

"My oliject in recommending that the trocar

should be made to traverse the abdominal parietes

obliquely is, that by this contrivance the leakage

which sometimes occurs after tapping in the ordi-

nary fasliiou may be avoided ; for it will be
readily understood that if the trocar-track be
made oblique, the outward pressure of the

residuary fluid will completely obliterate the

passage as soon as the canula is withdrawn
;

whereas, if the passage be made at right angles

to the abdominal walls, the tendency of the

accumulated fluid will be to open up the track of

the canula, and so escape. Whether this pre-

caution will be found necessary in tapping with
the very fine trocar which I have recommended,
must be left for experience to decide ; this much,
however, is certain, that large quantities of fluid

do sometimes trickle away after tapping, in the

usual manner, with a trocar of not more than
one-tenth of an inch in diameter. A simpler and
perhaps more effectual method of giving obliquity

to the trocar-track, would be to draw the skin

ujiwards, and push the trocar directly through

the abdominal wmUs, a Uttle below the point

where tension is being exercised. On withdraw-

ing the canula and allowing the tissues to resume

their ordinary relations the wound would neces-

sarily assume the desired obliijuity.

" It is of course impossible to lay down any
strict rules concerning the quantity of fluid that

should be withdrawn, as this must vary some-

what in each individual case ; but I am disposed

to believe that from one to two pints will be
amply suflicient to relieve the symptoms arising

from pressure, such as dyspnosa and the suppres-

sion of urine ; and I think that in every case the

evacuation of fluid should be suspended as soon

as the stream from the canula begins to exhibit
the slightest indications of flagging ; for as no
artificial compression is exercised By means of
the bandage in this operation, the retardation of
the stream will indicate that all dangerous
Eressure has been removed ; and this, as I have
efore said, is the sole object to be gained by per-

forming paracentesis in cases of ascitis depending
upon the existence of organic disease.

"In conclusion, let me remark that if the
modification of paracentesis which I have now
proposed be found, upon trial, to be as free from
danger as I am led from theoretical considerations

to suppose that it will, I would suggest that the
operation .should be resorted to at a much earlier

period than has hitherto been customary in these
cases — so soon, indeed, as the hydragogue
remedies have ceased to produce the desired
effect, and before the viscera have become com-
pressed and displaced, and the blood saturated

with urea and other excremental poisons. And
I would further submit for the consideration of
those interested in the amelioration of our art,

whether it would be preferable to draw off a
small quantity of fluid in the way I have pro-

posed, and thus afford the kidneys an opportunity
of resuming their functions, and so of ridding
the system of water through its natural channels,
than to attempt its removal by the employment
of drastic purgatives, which frequently operate
with such violence, as of themselves seriously to
jeopardise the life of the patient."

We quote the following interesting case of

Wasting Palsy from the ' Dublin Medical Press :*

" Andrew McCaughry, a farmer from the county
Longford, was admitted June 7th, 1860.

'
' Gciu:ral Physiognomy.—He appears, as he ia,

a man about fift)'-two years of age, of sanguineo-

phleginatic temperament, of very moderate mus-
cular development, but stiU having a general
look of liealth. His hair is just turning grey,

and the arcus (or rather circulus) senilis is well

marked in both eyes. He stands unsteadily, in a
manner evidencing want of power in the right

leg, and the following abnormal conditions are

observable on the right side of the body :— The
shoulder is considerably flattened and depressed,

the anu consequently hanging lower than the

opposite one. The elbow-jomt is bent to a right

angle, and the forearm kept close to the chest,

as if supported in a sling. The proximal pha-

langes of the fingers are extended, while the
others, with the tliumb, are curved towards the

palm, and the muscular parts of the entire ex-

tremity are considerably diminished in size. This

wasting is particularly marked in the muscles of

the thumb. The situation of the pectoralis

major exhibits no projection, but rather a series of

depressions corresponding to the intercostal spaces,

which latter are all slightly sunken in ; the in-

ferior angle of the scapula projects somewhat ;

the thigh has lost its muscular outlines, and
assumed a rounded form. There is no distortion

due to any of the facial or orbital muscles.
" History.— The, patient states that he is

married, and has had nine children, of whom seven

are Uving and healthy ; none of his family have
had any disease similar to his ; he has alwaj-s

been otherwise very healthy, and tolerably tem-
perate ; has never been hard-worked nor much ex-

posed to bad weather, nor has he been in the way
of any conceivable mineral poisoning ; but he states

that a couple of years ago he suffered much anxiety

of mind from family affairs.

"September, 1S59.— Without any obvious

cause, and without any concomitant derangement

of health, he now felt a gnawing pain and tender-

ness about the upper dorsal vertebra> ; this lasted

about two months, and in November, 1859, dis-

appeared ; but a similar pain was immediately felt

in the right shoulder, whence it spread down the

arm and forearm to the wrist, more severe on the

internal side. Coincidently with the pain, the

shoulder and arm felt stiff and weak, and a sting-

ing pain and numbness, with impairment both of

feeling aud of motor power, commenced in the

fingers, and travelled upwards to the elbow, the^

loss of power over which and the fingers having

gradually increased to the present time.
" Januarj-, 1860.—He felt a numb pain along,

the course of the right sciatic nerve, which, after

lasting a couiile of mouths, disappeared, but left

a sense of numbness and impairment of feeling of

the entire limb ; coincident with this there was a

temporary sensation of coldness of the extremity,
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•nd, according to his statement, it was not only a

subjective, but also an objective symiitom, being

perceirtible to others as well as to himself. The
ankle also swelled somewhat, and for a while.

" JIarch, 1860.—His right forearm and liand

were now attacked with a temporary coldness

similar to what had occurred in the leg, and the

wrist swelled for a while. Now, for the first

time, he experienced a diminution of power in

the right lower extremity, manifested most
strikingly by a habUity to trip over the slightest

obstacle, and accompanied by a general sense of

weakness across the lumbar region.
" In addition to the above, the following symp-

toms are complained of : Three organs of special

sense have been affected during the last two or

three months. There have been impairment of

smell, slight dimness of vision, and muscae voli-

tantes in the left eye, and slight deafness and
tinnitus in the left ear. The urinary organs have
been deranged three times during the last two
months, witlx brief attacks of pain in the hypo-
gastrium, accompanied by some deposit in the
urine. The bowels, for the last month, have been
obstinately coustipated. Constant headache has
been present during the last fortnight ; an aching
pain across the forehead, which, however, it may
be obseri'ed, disappeared upon the administration
of some purgative,

'
' DclaiU ofPresent Condition.—The above symp-

toms, with the exception of those noticed as tem-

porary, continued to the present time. The
mental powers are quite unimpaired. The coun-

tenance, pulse, tongue, and urine present nothing
abnormal, and there is no tenderness over any
part of the spinal column : but not so the mus-
cular and nervous systems.
" Muscular SysUm.—The following description

applies to the right side only, the left remaining
nnaffected.

"All the muscles of the upper extremity are

atroi)hicd ; some more, some less ; those of the

arm less so than those of the forearm. The
biceps differs from all the others in feeling tense

and hard, which, however, is due to the suspension

of the forearm from it, at a right angle to the arm.
When relieved of this weight, it presents the
same remarkable flabbiness which characterises

the others.

"In the forearm the extensors and the supi-

nator lougus are much less atrophied than tne
flexoi-8 and pronator teres. This part, therefore, is

flattened in front, rounder behind, and almost nor-
mally rounded on the external aspect. The
following measurements show the difference in

aize of tlie two forearms ; but it is obvious that
they do not indicate the exact amount of diminu-
tion, the right being normally rather larger than
the left. Two inches below olecranon— left, \0\
inches ; right, 91 inches. Three inches above
styloid process of radius—left, 74 inches ; right,

64 inchesi

"The thenar mu.scles are much wasted, the
hypothonar less so. In the angle between the
thumb and index finger, little more than a lax
web, consisting of two layers of skin, can be felt.

The dorsum of the hand presents rather a con-
cave appearance, and depressions corresponding
to the dorsal iuterossei, muscles not usually
affected in lead-poisoning.

" The voluntary motor powers are greatly im-
paired ; in fact, the only motions of which the
nppcr extremity is cai>able are, abduction of the
arm to an angle of about 45° at the shoulder-
joint, and very slight pronation and supination
of tlie hand. But, under the influence of galva-
nism, all the muscles act, as far as can be ascer-

tained, though to a variable degree. Thus the
deltoid acts well, and its individual fasciculi can
bo seen contracting ; the supinator longus con-
tracts vigorously, the pronator teres and digital
flexoi^ scarcely at all.

"The cutaneous sensibility of the right arm is

complete down to the elbow, but below that ii

nearly absent. The patient cannot feel pinching
unless his sense of siglit calls attention to it, and
he ran scarcely perceive the contact of a sharp
point.

" Right Lower Ex.tremiiy.—He uses this as a
Seraon affected with hemiplegia would, rather
ragging than lifting it. The muscles, though

not so much atrophied as those of the arm, are
very flabby, and their power over the joints is

neariy, but not entirely, gone ; ho can scarcely
flex the hip-joint. They contract well under
galvanism. The sensibility is much impaired from

the great trochanter down. The sense of touch is

curiously perverted on the sole of the foot. In
one respect it is exalted, for the contact of any
object, however rounded, produces pain, more or

less acute, in another ; it is impaired, for ho can-
not distinguish a spherical surface from a point.

This extremity afl'ords a good example of reflex

movements independent of sensation and will, a
slight touch on the skin, especially that of the
foot, being followed by a rapid jerking withdrawal
of the entire Umb.

"Fil/rillary Tremors.—This symptom, described
by Cruveilhier, and consisting in a tremulous
clonic contraction of the minuter fasciculi of the
muscles, visible through the skin, was observed
in this case only in the following muscles, all on
the right side : deltoid, dorsal interossei of

hand, palmaris brevis and ext. digitonmi lougus
pedis.

"Treatment.—The treatment was commenced
on the 8th June, and consisted in full diet, occa-

sional warm baths and purgatives, which relieved

some slight pains in head and joints ; blistering

over lumbar region
; pU. Plummeri gr. v. ter in

die ; changed on June 27th to calomelanos gr. i.,

pulv. antim. gr. ii., ter in die. In addition to

these electro-magnetism was used daily in the
following way ; the conductors of the machine
were applied over the belly of each muscle at a
distance of about two inches apart, and for the
space of one or two minutes.

"Progress, and Condition on Discharge.—On the
20th of June, that is on the tliirteenth day of the
treatment, the first distinct signs of improvement
in the motor and sensory powers were manifest.

Domestic affairs not allowing the patient to remain
any longer from home, he was discharged at his

own reijuest on the 5th of July, and his condition
the day before leavingwas asfollows :—The dimen-
sions of the forearm remain the same, the muscles
havingapparently neither enlarged nor dimuiished.
Motor powers: The muscles in general have bo-

come decidedly more sensitive to the electric

stimulus, and several of them are more under the
control of volition than they were at first : accord-

ingly he can raise the humerus now so as to form
a right angle with the trunk ; he has some slight

power of flexing the elbow, not possessed before

;

and he can fle.x the thigh upon the trunk and
walk with much more steadiness and firmness
than he could when entering the hospital. The
reflex movements of the leg already alluded to can
scarcely be excited now. The cutaneous sensibility

both of arm and leg is considerably improved,
judging both from his owu statements and from
experiment. Tlie bowels are no longer constipated,
but are perfectly reguhir. The affections of the
organs of special sense, mentioned above, [continue
without any improvement. It may be observed
that the mercury did not produce any of its usual
effects, except that, during three or four days
before leaving, the gums were very slightly sore.

"The following general statements appear to
bo applicable in the above case :

—

"1. The affection of the arm was preceded by
notable pain and tenderness in the adjacent part
of the spinal column ; that of the lower extremity
was not

.

" 2. In both extremities, in addition to impair-
ment of sensibility and motor power, there were
these symptoms : pain along the .course of the
great nervous trunks, pain at their remote points
of distribution, temporary diminution of tempe-
rature, and temporary swelling, at the wrist in
the upper extremity, at the ankle in the lower.

"3. The contractility under galvanism and the
amount of atrophy of the muscles seem to bo in-
versely proportioned one to the other. The
greater the atrophy, the less the contractility.

" 4. The varying extent of atrophy seems, to
some extent, to correspond to the source of ner-
vous supply ; for the muscles supplied by the
musculo-spiral are much less diminished in size

than those supplied by the median and uhiar
nerves.

" In compliance with Dr Benson's wishes, 1

have detailed the particulars of this case of wast-
ing palsy, or ' Cruveilhier's Atrophy,' with some
minuteness. Because,

" Ist. It is a rare affection.

"2nd. It has only of late attracted much
attention.

"3rd. It is apt to be confounded with other
forms of paralysis.

" 4tli. Its pathology is not very satisfactorily

ascertained ; and,

"5th. Its treatment is not quite settled, al-

though electricity and exercise seem to be benefi-
cial.

" For the best account of the disease in our
language, consult Dr Roberts' essay on ' "Wasting
Palsy,' an able monograph by a gentleman who
formerly studied in this city."

Mr John K. Bakton contributes to the

' Dublin Hospital Gazette ' the annexed Ccise of

Diphtheria.

"Upon the morning of Sunday, the 22nd of
July, I was sent for to an institution for training
female servants iu Stephen's green, to see one of

the girls, whom the matron stated had been
taken very ill on the previous evening, and in
spite of some means employed was rajjidTy getting
worse. 1 found the patient to be a delicate gin
of about twenty-seven years of age, for whom I

had prescribed some time before for constant
headache and debility. She now complained of a
terrible pain iu her head, and that her throat waa
so sore she could not swallow anything. Her
whole body was covered with a profuse perspira-
tion ; her pulse was weak and compressible. She
had had a shivering upon the night before, and
still, whilst bathed in perspiration, complained
of feeling cold. The tongue was covered with a
whitish fur, and was swollen at its root, parti-

cularly upon the left side. The left tonsil was
swollen, and the most prominent part of it

covered with a white exudation. The uvula
was oedematous ; the arches of the palate and
back of the pharynx were redder than natural,
but there was no ulceration nor any white patch
except that upon the left tonsil, which was not
by any means loose or abundant, but quite close,

corresponding to what is described by the French
authorities upon diphtheria as the Lichenoid form
of exudation. I touched the patient's throat
freely with the solid nitrate of silver ; ordered
her a mixture containing ten drops of muriated
tincture of iron, and ten grains of chlorate of
potash iu the dose, every third hour, with some
wiue-and-water during the day. I saw her again
at seven o'clock the same evening ; all the symp-
toms observed in the morning were still present,
but iu an mcreasod degree. She was decidedly
worse ; the pulse was very small and thready,
the body bathed in perspiration. The patient
lay ajiparently only half conscious of anything
going on about her, and had been talking during
the day in an incoherent manner. The medicine
and wine had been got down her throat with great
dithculty, swallowing was so painful. I made a
searching examination of the throat ; the white
exudation extended now not only over tlie left tonsil,

but over part of tie velum, the uvula, and slightly
the back of the pharynx, while the oedematous swell-
ing of the veluin and uvula was now very marked.
Tongue protruded with difficulty, moist and swollen
at the root. I now had a drachm of nitric acid
mixed witli an ounce of honey applied freely to the
throat twice during the evening. A teaspoonful of
brandy was given every hour in a little water, and
the medicine continued every third hour.
" Upon Monday morning I found she had not slept

at all durmg the night. Only very little of the
brandy had been swallowed. The pul.so, however,
was somewhat better thau it was the night before.
I now removed her to hospital, as proper attention
could not be given to her where she was.
" Ui«u her admission an e.xaniination ofher throat

was made under a good light, when masses of soft,
white exudation were seen covering the left tonsil,
uvula, and back of pharynx ; but so swollen were
these parts found, that the parts covered by the
exudation looked like the bottom of a sloughy ulcer.

"The same mixture of nitric acid and honey was
twice thoroughly applied, and a iiii.\tui-e onlered of
the muriated tincture of iron aud chlorate of potash

—

20 drops of the former aud 20 grains of the latter in
every dose— to be taken every second hour. At
every alternate hour she is to get a teaspoonful of
brandy. Upon the eveuing of the same day she was
going on favourably, and upon Tuesday morning I
found she could swallow better.

" Her headache, which up to this time had been
intense, had disappeared. Pulse a little stronger.

Exudation had not extended at all in the throat

;

if examined uow for the first time, it would most
likely be presumed to be a bad sloughy ulceration

of the throat. Pains in the ears were coiiiplained of.

I'here is but slight swelling of the neck externally.

Tlie throat was well touched with the acid solution.

Three ounces of brandy were given iu the day, also

beef-tea, and the mixture coutmued every third hour.

Tlie disease did not extend after this. Ujion 'Thurs-

day there was a very marked imiirovement in her
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general appearauce. Tlie false iiiemliraues were not

all thrown oil yet ; they were loose, and emitted a

very offensive suiell. Upon the following day they

all were expectorated, the throat then presenting a

natural appearance, evidently having suffered no loss

fof siibstunce. Just a week after her admission she

left the hospital, being quite well, with the exception

of a feeling of great weakness, and at present is in

good health.
" It is unnecessary to make any remarks upon

' this case, so much has been so ably and recently

written upon this disease. But inasmuch as very

few maiked cases of the kind have appeared here, it

is well to record the symptoms ; and the energetic

. plan of treatment will, perhaps, be thought worthy
of imitation, iiiasm.uch.asit was followed hya.favour-

able result.
" I should mention, in connection with this case,

"that a shoit time before a young woman, in the same
'institution from which the patient came, was under

my care for a very bad ulcerated sore throat, accom-
panied with constitutional disturbance and debility,

several examples of which I have seen during the past

spring. This patient was a remarkably fine, healthy-

looking young woman, whose duty w«s to attend in the

diop, where, the day before she was taken ill, she per-

. ceived from the breath of a customer, to whom she

was attending, a most disagreeable .smell. That night

.^ehada shivering, and in the moniing I saw her
and found her throat inflamed, and lUceration already

commenced. She had, however, recovered perhaps a

•week before the girl whose case I have related took

Ul. A few days after her discharge from hospital,

• the matron of the same institution complained of

.•feeling ill ^vith sore throat ; upon examining her

; mouth, two small white spots, each about the size of

I a fourpenny-piece, were seen, one on each tonsil.

That this was an exudation was quite plain, for,

although it was so adherent as to prevent its being
raised off the mucous membrane, the point of a

director could be pressed a little beneath its edge.

There was very little constitutional disturbance.

The hydrochloric acid and honey were several times
applied freely, and a mixture of chlorate of potash
• and muriated tincture of iron ordered. Next day
: the exudation had disappeared, and in a day or two
.afterwards she was in her usual health."

The 'Indian Lancet' contains the foUomng

, article on the Delhi Boil, or Aurwagsebe, by

Surgeon Frazeb, of H.M.'s 88tli Regiment

:

"The Delhi boil, or ulcer, for it assumes the

appearance of the former before it ends in the latter,

has been known to be jx;culiar to Dellii as far back
as authentic history can trace, and is called by the

jaatives Aurungzebe, after that Emperor, who was a

Tictim to this fonn of disease. Its existence is con-

fined principally to the city of Delhi, being less

common in the suiTounding district.; and at Meerut,
.about forty miles off, it is imkuown. Some places,

.even in the immediate neighbourhood of Delhi, the
natives declare to be perfectly exempt from it ; but
'.this may arise in a great measure from Uie popuLi-
.tion being comparatively few in number.

"Various theories have been propounded as to the
causes which give rise to this disease ; but tliey are so

Tague and luisatisfactory, that none of them can be
relied on. Some attribute it to the influence of

zaalaria ; but then it prevails most in the winter
season, when malaria does not abound. Others con-
sider that it arises from an impoverished state of the
blood, caused by bad living and impure air ; but it

occurs in those who live well, occupy good houses,

and use all means in theii' power for obtaining the

best of everything— ah-, exercise, and houses in-

cluded.
"The natives agree in the theory of its arising

from the use of the water of Delhi, which is impreg-

nated with saline salts, chiefly, I believe, the

nitrates. I am inclined to adopt this hypothesis, for

the following reasons :

—

" 1st.—jUthough I have no means of amalysing the

water of the wells of the city of Delhi, I am induced
to believe that it must be impregnated with the same
Baits as are known to be held in solution in the
water peculiar to Mooltan, and many parts of Scinde,

where a vefy similar ulcerative disease is observed to

prevail.

"2nd.—Tlie disease is more prevalent after tlie rains.

May not this be ascribed to the rain-water, which
supplies these wells, in percolating ^through the sod,

taking with it large quantities of the salts in solu-

tion, and thereby causing an excess in the quantity
of salts already in the wells, and consequent disease

to those who drink or otherwise use the water inter-

nally ?

" 3rd.—Way not the fact of the disease being less

Erevaient m the dry weather at the beginning of the
ot season, and before the rains, be due to the water

in the wells lieiug less scanty fi"om daily use, and
not being renewed by a supply of rain-water, and
consequently less salts being held in solution in the
water whicli remaina? It follows, therefore, that
these salts, whatever they may be, when constantly
taken into the system, undergo chemical changes

and combinations in < the great laboratory of
nature,' which, acting on the eliminating organs of

the body, so alter the constituent parts of the blood
as to give rise to the formation of diseased tiss,ue.

" Whatever the cause, I have no doubt but that
'Delhi ulcers ' are a disease of the Uood, ami ought
to be classed under the head of zymotic disease.
" I shall now endeavour to show the rise and pro-

gress of the disease in the 88th Kegiment, but can
only do so imperfectly, not having been with the
corps prior to February 1860. The regiment arrived

in Dellii in the month of February 1859. In June
the men began to be affected with troublesome sores,

which appeared in diO'ereut parts of the body.

These were found to be most intractable, resisting aU
treatment ; and the number of men affected became
greater as the season advanced, and their greatest

increase was from December 1859 to March 1860.

They are now (May) on the decrease, having begun
to be less frequent in April. Since about June
1859, to 30th April I860, as many as 114 soldiers

have had Delhi ulcers, and many of the officers,

women, and children. A number of the soldiers have

had four re-adniissious into hospital from this annoy-

tng tlisease, wluch spares neither race, age, nor sex,

and causes great disfigurement.
" It begins by the gradual formation ofa reddish

patch, raised and hard in the centre, over which the

skin, at first smooth and shining, puts on a scaly

appearance, becoming fainter towards the border of

the Bix)t. In the centre is a small pimple ; after a
time, a bro\vnish crust fonns, which is somewhat
more depressed tliau the surrounding surface ; it

becomes gi'adually larger, particularly if picked or irri-

tateid, and it, is accompanied by pain and sometimes a

troublesome itchy soreness.

"While tills is going on, the surrounding skin

becomes of a shining light purple colour, and scaly,

gradually becoming fainter in scaliuess and colour

as the distance from the centre is increased. If the

crust is removed, a raw irregular surface is obsei-ved,

which bleeds freely if roughly handled. It secretes

sometimes a thin transparent secretion, or a thin

greyish brown liuid ; this cakes on the surface, and
lomis the crust, and the ulcer goes on spreading. It

is usually of an u-regular ckoular form, but it pre-

sents itseU' in all shapes.
"Sometimes a thiek crust of a greyish white

colour forms, and the ulcer luiderneath it is smaller

and has not such a tendency to spread as in the

brown cnisted variety. This, however, may arise

from being less picked at and irritated by the

patients themselves. The raw surface consists of

flabby, irregular, fungoid-looking granulations,

which appear more luxuriant in the centre, and are

tender to the touch. When kept clean and di-y, the

ulcer very quickly, forms what appears to be a,new
skin, beginning in the centre and extending to the

edge ; but it seems as if it could only advance to a

certain distance, for a raw watery line of demarca-

tion separates it from the surounding tissue. The
centre is now hard and dry, like parchment, and
pressure discovers that it has nothhig adherent to it

underneath. If removed by a poultice, the raw
surface is discovered to be depressed, in the centre,

and secreting the thin peculiar fluid, which, if left

alone, woidd form the thick, brown, diity-lookmg

crust, with a well-defined watery line of demarcation

between it and the .sound skin ; becoming, if the

sore is situated on a part that admits of much mo-
tion, a deep sulcus.

" When the Delhi ulcer hc.als up, it leaves a cica-

trix depressed in the centre, with raised and slightly

indurated edges, and a purple, scaly surface. It

soon breaks out again, accompanied by the appear-

auce of some new ones in another place. 'I'hcy are

more common on the upper extremities and face than

on the lower limbs, and are more rarely observed on
the trunk.
" WhUe they are in progress no traces of constitu-

tional symptoms are observed. In some the gums
are pale, in others morbidly red, and the alvine

evacuations and urine present no unusual appear-

ances.

"Having described the disease, now for the trmt-

men t, which is chiefly local ; and 1 cannot do better

than give a list of the remeilies which have been
. employed by difl'erent practitioners, each with some
appearance of success. These are poultices, water-

dressing, blisters, tincture of iodine, solutions of

sulphate of zinc and copper, nitrate of silver, and red

precipitate.
" Ointmenis, such as the nitrate of mercury, red

precipitate, iodine, creosote, and charred root of the

castor-oil plant.
" ConsHtuHonal treatment has consisted in giving

iod. potass., hq. arsenicale, lime-juice, aperients,

alteratives, mineral acids and tonics ol various sorts,

all of which are said to have appeared to iVo some
good for a time.
" In my own experience, I have found that, after

the removal of the crust (unless it was an open sore),

touching the diseased part, including a small jwrtion

of the surrounding sound skin, vrith potassa fnsa,

was an excellent plan. On separation of the eschar,

a clean-looking sore, secreting good healthy pus.

was the result, which fille<l up readily, contracting
from the edges. Such constitutional treatment was
adopted as the appearance and state of health of the
patient indicatetl. I have tried nitric acid and the
solid nitrate of silver to the entire surface of a sore

;

but these applications formed hard, smooth, jjarch-
ment-like crusts, without penetrating deeply into the
diseased part, which seems to be necessary to the
fonnation of a healthy sore, and the fresh step in
setting up the healing process of the ulcer.

"Next to the potassa fusa, I found the sulphate
of zinc in strong solution or fine powder was most
efficacious in destroymg the diseased surface, and
producing a new and healthy sore. I have tried the
red precipitate in powder and ointment ; it kept the
sore clean and healthy-looking, but favoured the
formation of the dry parcluneut-like surface, under
cover of which the unhealthy secretion was reformed.
"The solid nitrate of silver appeared to do good

when used in touching the line of demarcation ; but
the hard scale which it formed had to be removed
daily by a poultice, otherwise the mischief went on
underneath it.

" Notwithstanding all modes oftreatment, however
they ceit.ainly fail in making a thorough cure of the
disease which shows itself in the formation of Delhi
ulcere, so long as the subject of the disease remains
in Delhi. It may become milder—may cease for a
time, or appear to wear itself out ; but change of air

or climate, and that only, effects a complete eradi-

cation of it from the system."

ON GLAUCOMA ^VND THE OPTIC PAPILLA

XEW 0PHTH.\LMOSti*rlC.\L PACT.S ; OITICAL ILLC"

SIOX IN Ei,VMI>.IXG THE PAl'IliA IN THE IN"

DIRECT METHOD ; NOKMAL STATE OF TilE

PAPILLA ; DI.SEA.SED STATE.S.

Dr Mackenzie, of Glasgow, says :—I long since

established to my own satisfaetioii the three follow-

ing conclusions regarding glaucoma :

ist. That the sea-green appearance behind the

pupil, whence the name arose, does not depend,

as was once generally supposed, on any thickened

or discoloured condition of the vitreous humonr,
bnt on a diplochromatic state of the crj-stalliae,

by which it absorbs the extreme prismatic rays,

and reflects the middle ones.

2nd. That the vitreous fluid in glaucoma is

superseded by an unhealthy secretion, which
over-distends the eye, makes it feel hard, causes

severe pain by pressing on the ciliary nerves, and
obliterates the sensibility of the retina ; a state

of matters which 1 found to be susceptible of

relief by paracentesis of the eye, through either

the sclerotica or the cornea.

3rd. That in advanced cases, the optic nerve

behind the eye shows itself, on dissection, in a

state of atrophy, dejn-ived more or less of its

proper nervous substance, and flattened.

Ophthalmoscopic investigations have added

some new facts to our knowledge of glaucoma.

One of these is the pulsation of the arteries of

the retina ; and another, the concave or excavated

state of the papilla of the optic nerve. Neither

of thes3 phenomena, however, is peculiar to ghin-

coma ; both of them being occasionally met with
in other diseases of the eye. The former of them
seems to indicate an increased resistance to the

flow of blood in the vessels whicli supply the

retina ; the latter may be reganleil as the efl'ect

of one or other, or of both, of two dill'erent causes,

namely, the atrophied condition of the optic

nciTc, and the increased pressure on the iuteraal

parietes of the eyeball, from the superabundant

secretion which occupies the place of the vitre«us

humour.
These phenomena can scarcely be diseemed in

the advanced stages of glaucoma, owing to the

diiilochromatic and muddy state of the erystalline.

To see them, then, the student should Ijt directed

to e.x.imine a case in which the dioptric media
have as yet lost but httle of their normal cohwr
and transparency.

To discern the pulsatory movement of the

vessels, requires a sharp and experienced eve ; and

the observer will find it of service, while directing ,

his attention to this point, to have the jiatienfs

head supported, and the diseased eye steadied by
the fingers of an assistant.

If the indirect or inverted method of ophthal-

moscopic observation be selected, au optical

deception is apt to bewilder a beginner, as to the

condition of the entrance of the optic ner%-e, a

nearly circular sjwt, though not unfrequeutlyoval,

variable in size, but measuring on an average 0'6

Une in diameter, and which, although styled
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papilla 01- colhculus, is, in its normal state, nearly
level with the retina, and even a little depressed
in Its centre. In the direct method,, where the
obsei-rer regards the illuminated uon-iurerted
tundus ocuh through an aperture in a concave
mirror, without the aid of any extraneous lens,
the great magnifj-ing power of the cornea and
humours of the patient's eye gives to the papillam »p]>aTent magnitude larger eT«n than that of
the pupil ; but m tliis way it cannot be well seen
as a whole, and generally requires the eye of the
observer to be bromght inconveniently near to that
of the patient. Instead, then, of using the
patient s eye as a powerful single microscope, in
ae«B«l contact with the objects on the fundus
ocuU to be examined, and thus viewing them
directly, it 13 better to olrtain a smaller but more
dMined image, although an inverted and virtual
one, of those objects, by converting the patient's
eye for the time into the object-glass of a com-
pound microscope, which wt! do bv holdin" in
Iront of It a thick convex lens. The" image -which

.

we then sec of the several parts of the fundus
oenli IS an inverted one, like that of an object
examined with any ordinary componnd miero.
scope

;
the entrance of the optic ner\-e is seen

towards the temple instead of the nose ; the
macula l.itea appears to the nasal side of the optic
nerv-e instead of the temporal, and a little below
the level of the nerve instead of above it ; while
the principal trunks of the retinal vessels, instead
ot branching in the direction of the temple to
embrace the macula lutea, seem to bend towards
the nasal side of the eye. The apparent position,
in tact, of all the objects on the fundus, viewed
in this way, is the reverse of their real position.

rhe most important optical deception wliich
arises from viewing the fundus in the indirect
metliod, as well as the most puzzling to a beginner
affects the papilla. The student has probably
hc'ird that tlic jiapiUa, in the glaucomatous eye,
IS cupped or exca%-ated

; but to his view it appears
quite tho rever8e--it appears rounded and nro-
minent.
To comprchendclearly that this is an illusion,

ail that one requires to do, is to impress with the
head of a pm, a smaU dimple on a bit of paper,
and put tins under a compound microscope, with
tlje concave side of the impression nppermost.
The same appearance will then be seen which is
presented by the papUla of the glaucomatous eve,
namely, that of n rmmded and protnbemnt snrfacc!

«i, •
,"*.?'" "" ""*•"* ffoni the inversion

!l„"'"
"" « V l-ein-' viewed through

the connK,,,^. ..„. ....scope. V>% judge that an
object, viewed with a single eye, is convex or
concave solely by the manner in which light is
reflected from the body under examination "niP
light which falls obliquely on a convex snrfaee U-
Inm.nato* that side which is nearer to the source
?.' ."«'".;. the side farther from it is in shade. The
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to hare escaped th.3 notice of ophthalmoscopists,tU attention was directed to the subject by Dr AWeber, ma paper in the 'Archiv fiir Ophthal-
mologic,' Baud II, AbtheUungI, Seite 141.

In a highly-interesting communication in the

f^« J"?"'^l (Band IV, Abtheilung II, Seite 1),Dr H. MuUer has directed attention to the normal
as well as to several diseased states,. of the ontio
papula. '

His account of the entrance of the optic nerve
into the eye, and the diagram which he gives in
illustration, tally remarkably with the tliTrteenthhguremMr Bowman's 'Lectures,' and the cor-
resjionding explanation. From the statement
and figures of these two observers, especially
those of Dr ifuller, it may be gathered that thelamma cribrosa is normally somewhat concave
towai-ds the interior of the eye ; that the fibres
of the optic nerve, suddenly losing their white
substance and dark outline, enter the eye on a
level with the chorio capiUaris ; that at this point
the whole nerve, from the change which its fibres
have just undergone, is considerably and rather
suddenly reduced in tliickness ; that the fibres,
bending more or less abruptly outward.s, and
spreading around, become clothed by the exterior
or radially-disposed layers of the retina ; that the
edge of the opening through which the nerve
passes into the eye, as well as the fibres them-
selves as they traverse that edge, form a slight
elevation or approach to a papilla, leaving m the
situation where the trunks of the central vessels

smirfoveota.^""'"'"^
""'''*'''' appearance, a

1: 1 1 1 • i ^- V,
••"""' ""lu 11 13 in snau

1 ght which falk obliquely on a concave surfaeo
Illuminates that side which is farther from thosourceof light; the .side nearer it is in shade.
JUrt the source of light remaiu in the same position

tw"*'!!'"]- ^^t "??n%'''i,t'^^ "''J'^t Ulumiiiated, .so
that the light which falls on the farther side of itmay seem to fall on the near side, which is the
case when we look through the compound micro-
scope at the hollow on a bit of paper, or when woexamine the optic papilla through the componnd
microscope fomed for the occasion by the patient's
eye y)/« the convex lens held in front of it ; and
both the dimple on the paper and the papilla, al-
though they are actually cupped or coiicave, will
thr-n aj.pear convex and prominent.

If, on the other hand, we turn the convex.side

ft „m 'If'P °" tlie paper uppermost, and view

i.^\ ^ii''
compound microscope, it ap^iears con-

wWl, f^i"
'"^"»"'" "f it' 'mage causes the lightwhich falls on its near side to appear as if it fellon Its farther side, and thus the eye is subjected

to a deception the reverse ofthe foxier, and fromwhich It cannot free itself. If there be cise.s, then
in whK.h the end of the optic nerve within the eyj
a'-tn.ily projects m aconvex form, they will offer
wl,.

. examined in tho indirect method, the an'
I •' ("up or depression.

,

l"'^" 'oiig been familiarly known •

"
. ,

.It transmutation of an intaclio into a

I r..^. r ?n V ^'^r
'"'"^n^^e-J ''v Sir David

I^trV T
-^^''"<=" °" Natural Magic,

™n ••

1
''"P""'"" a» their bearing i, ,„pathologic-J examinations of the eye, they eee^

DrMuller points out the difficulties which
attend the anatomical examination of this depres-
sion arising from the softness of the part,, and its
lability to change on being touched ; and showshow these difficulties may best be obviated Hodmets attenti.311 to the varieties which exist in

diflerent individuals
; varieties in the depth of the

depression, from 0-2 to 0-6 millimetre • v.arieties
in Its form and position, for it is not always
sTmmetrical, and does not always correspond to
the middle of the nerve, but is sometimes con-
siderably nearer to the macula lutea, or has one por-
tion of Its eilge more raised than the rest : varieties
in the deposition of the vessels, for while tho
large trunks generally emerge from the mid.Ue of
the fiveoln one or more sometimes seek a p.assage
for themselves close to the edge of the chorio
camllaiis, so as to make their appearance by the
si.le of the nerve

; fiicts, all of which should be
carefully borne in mind by ophthalmoscopists.

Ill regard to abnormal prominence of the papilk,Dr lluUer shows that tU is likely to arise from
an atrophied state of tho exterior layers of the
retina, a thickened condition of the primitive
nervous fibres, as well as inliltratiou of the nervehy blood luflaramat.jrj- exudation, or new forma-
tions. He relates a case in which n concretion in
tlie site of the lamina cribrosa caused a pro-
tuberance of the papilla. The very eariie.st sta^o
of eneeplialoid tumour should show an abnormal
prominence of the papilla.

On the other band, iiitra-ocnlar pressure, and
atronhy of the nerve, existing either singly or in
combination, are the causes of abnormal excava-
tion of the papilla. In cases of intra-ociUar
pressure, either simple or combined with atrophy
of the nerve, paracentesis, either corneal or
.sclerotieal is likely to produce a change in the
de,,tli of t le excavation, sufficient to be recognised
on ophthalmoscopical examination.

Morbid excavation of the papiUa varies in depthreading 111 extreme cases to a millimetre beyond
the level of the choroi.l. In su.-Ii cases, the sides
01 Uie excavation are nearly perpendicular, or are
even concave, and its edge, of course, impendent
S.5 as partially, or even completely, to hide from
view the course of the vessels as they pass from
the bottom of the excavation and over its edao to
the r.;tina. In .slight ca.ses, the sides of th* ex-
cavation are convex, and its form that of a funnel
1 lie lamina cribro.sa, under such circumstances
keens its place

; but in more advanced stages, it is
puslied back, and tho excavation is much extended
merolly. 8uch extreme cases of expansion are
not the result of nncombined atrophy of the nerve
but must anse from the sun])ort,ing resistance of
the parts bein^ weakened by previous inflamma-
tion, whence tliey come to yield mure readily to
intra-o-nlar pressure. -' Ophthalmic Hospital
Iteports, No. xu

RODENT ULCER.
A " gentleman had a cancerous ulcer for five-

and-twenty year.s, at the end of which time the
whole side of the face and forehead, the eyelids
nose, and ear had become involved in superficial
ulceration at one period or other; but in one

,

part, on the cheek, a tumour of the size of an earhad grown and had been removed by the kni^
five years before I saw him, and had again formedand had been excised a year after^^rds

; afterwhich time this portion of the surface, like the
rest, presented the usual appearance of the super-
ficial ulcer. Notwithstanding its extent, and the
length of time it had lasted, the disease had not
in the least affected tho general health, and only
some parts were painful, and that chiefly from

Hawki™ *" *'''' *"" "^ dressing."-Mr Ciesar

The following is an abstraat of the next caseadduced by Mr Hawkins : - Rdey, aged sixty-
one, admitted February 24th (1841 ?). A smaU^
tubercle had formed immediately below the inner
angle of the nsht eye two years and a half before
It was not painful. It ulcerated, but healed
again for a short time, bnt broke out acrain
twelve months before admi-ssion. It then im-
phcated the inner part of both lids, had destroyed
a good deal of the external part of the eye.
causing collapse of the globe, and extended deep
into the orbit. It also extended over the bridtre
ol tho nose, a little to the other side. It sub-
sequently perforated the floor of the orbit, so that
a probe passed into the antrum. Caustics (the
aeid nitrate of mercury and the chloride of zinc)
were used, and with great benefit, but no hope of
complete cure was entertained. AVith exception
of some treniulousness of the right hand, he looked
ui good hea th. -The glands were not enlarged.
Edward C., aged fifty, has had rodent nl?er of

the eyehds for seven years past. It began on the
right 10V.-0T eye Id, and has progressed yory
slowly He has been under Mr Dixon's care, on
and oil, for five years. The disease has now
involved the whole of the lower lid, and extends
to both canthi

: the middle of the upper lid is
souiid. At the angles the rounded raised
liardened border is very characteristic. There isno warty growth, and the surface of the sore is'
covered by a thin scab. The globe is collapsed'
and shrunken. He states that he could see well
until about SIX months ago. He is a fairly
healtliylooking man of dark complexion, and
.states that ho is quite as well now as ever he wasHe has scars of suppurated ghin.ls under the iaw
but tlieywero from strumous disease long ago'
one of these is stiU a Uttle enkrged, but it is
from tho same cause. Tliere is no family history
ot cancerous di.scase. It began as a small pimple,
and liisted as such about two years before ulcera-
tion took place.

M. S aged fifty-five, was admitted under DrHumphry soare, on February 26th, 1867, into
the Cambridge Hospital, «-ith lui excavated ulcer
having an indurated base, extending over tho
iachryiual sac, and upon the side of the nose. It
wa.s adherent t.:, the bone. She st.ated that it had
first commenced alwut two years before, and that
It had never been painful. She had no enlarged
glands. She was in good general health. A few
days after her admission Dr Humphry excised
tho ulcer, removing with it the orbital edge of the
superior maxilla which was involved in the base
of the soie. All the morbid structure was care-
fully cleared away. In October, ISSX Mrs S
again apnliod for admission on acoouut of a return
of her disease in tho form of a small knotty
growth, closely adherent to the bone. She still
had no trace of enlargement of the lymphatics.A second very free excision of the diseased pari;was ])erformed. The wound healed well, and
hitherto (nearly two years) the cicatrix remains
healthy.

Robert M., aged forty-six, was admitted into
the Hull Infimiary on September 30th, 1S59
II.' suffered from an indurated ulcer on the left
cheek, close to tho lower eyelid. It was the size
of 11 shilling, and had warty edges. Tho disease
had e-xisted five years, and had been repeate.lly
with temporary benefit, treated by escharotics'.A free excision was now perfoi-med, after which
the part healed well. Tlie duiation of tho disease
in the above case, its slow advan.-.>, and its loca-
tion, justify tlie opinion that it was rodent, and
not truly cancerous.—'Medical Times.'
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THE COMING SESSION.

It is expedient, on the approach of a new

Session, that we should address a few words of

counsel to our junior brethren. They are

commencing a career full of responsibility,

without any experience to guide them, or much

foresight to enable them to elude dangers.

The sanctities of home will no longer exert

their chastening influence over the desires, and

the unsleeping eye of paternal love will no

longer anticipate the covert evil, and conduct

the unw^ary foot away from the snare. Alons

will the youth be amid the temptations of a

Metropolis filled with all the appliances of plea-

sure and incentives to vice. Our great city is a

painted Jezebel, gay to look upon, but full of

•wiles within. Not, indeed, that it is altogether

corrupt, that it has not many a centre of radi-

ating benevolence, many a sweet spot where

Virtue blossoms beauteously in the sunlight of

truth and honour, and the hard daily life of men
is wrapped round with a fragrant atmosphere of

moral loveliness. But these chancels of the

heart are not free to every foot. Most of you

must stand without the screen, and not even

see the delightsome splendours which, you may
have been told, shine within the sanctuary.

To most of you, London will show only her

parti-coloured outside—the glare of her gas-

lights, the profanity of her shades, the bustle of

fron. sti't'Ots, and the loneliness of the moral

Strat s^^"'^'^"''^
*''° P°°^ ''° congregate. Cities,

the follow], exhibit outwardly to the spectator
" 1st.—AIUio,, „ , ^ mi •

water of the welli'^es of character. There is a
to believe that it must u'J.atmakes her hide herselr
Baits as are known to be i.

water peculiar to Mooltaii, auc She closets herself
where^a vefy similar ulcerative ,^^^ ^^^^g, ^^ ^^e

"2iid.—Tlie disease is more prevalf, he is prone to
May not thi.s be ascribed to the rai., ,,
supplies these wells, in percolating ;thrt ^°'''" ™^y
taking with it large quantities of the saltVp miser-
tion, and thereby causing an excess in the i'

of salts already in the wells, and consequent Jl the
to those who drink or otherwise use the water i

nally ( now
"8rd.—Jlay notthefactof the disease being the

Erevaltnt in the dry weather at the lieginniiig of t

_
ot season, and before the rains, be due to the wapcm the wells being less scanty from daily use, a,},

not beuig renewed by a supply of rain-water, a^
consequently less salts being liekl in solution in ith
water whidi remainji ? U follows, therefore t
these .salts, whatever they may l,c, when coiistan"'^
taken uito tiie sybt«in, undergo chemical chau.jt

smelling of poppy, mandragora, and other

deadly things.

There are too many young men, we fear,

who fall into the traps set for them in our Me-
tropolitan hiding-holes. We will not flatter

our young friends too much by extolling their

virtues, their industry and good conduct, as is

now a very prevailing fashion among their

teachers. As a class, they are undoubtedly

much improved in all laudable ambitions ; but

there are exceptions enough still to make us

wish that their unfledged moral vigour was

placed under happier circumstances for its de-

velopment. We are sure that most Practition-

ers who have had opportunities of observing

the habits of young men after they have left

College, must know, as well as we, that very

many have contracted propensities during their

Metropolitan career which deprive them of

their usefulness, and degrade their character.

The Nestor of our Profession, Sir Benjamin

Brodie, has lately, in a most conspicuous

manner, endeavoured to convince young men
of the mischief resulting from one practice in

which they are prone to indulge—that of smok-

ing. We cannot do better than enforce his

teachings. The most favourable sentence that

can be pronounced upon this practice is, that

it is a mere invention for the dissipation of

thought. Beyond this, it seduces the young

man into habits of idleness ; it leads him into

frivolous society
; it brings him acquainted with

the pewter pot, the casino, and the billiard-

room. How hard a thing is study surrounded

by all these enticements! Howdifiicultitis to

buckle down to study in the third j'ear, if the

habit have been neglected during the two

first!

Why is it that the Student finds his physi-

ology so diflieult, and his decompositions so

ncomprehensible ; why does he get so muddled

over his Latin, and feel his head splitting with

the effort to cram it with the distribution of

the nerves, and the minute anatomy of the

spinal cord? He has simply neglected his

opportunities, he has never acquired the Jiahit

of study. He has dissected without observing,

listened without remembering ; with the seal-

pel in his hand, he has been thinking of the

incidents of the last night's comedy at the

Olympic, and whilst sitting at lecture has been

essaying to reproduce the pantomime ofRobson

in his last new character. Tell us, you young

man in your second year, if this be not true
;

and you, Student, now grinding for your exa-

mination, confess to us if the difficulty you

now experience does not arise from dilatory,

thoughtless habits in previous years, of which

the description now given is a fair type ?

We conjure you to cultivate habits of

industry. You will be obliged to work hard

enough by-and-by, if you be destined to hold

a fair position in society ; then begin now, for

you cannot begin too soon. On your escutcheon

of gentleman must be written " Labour." He

who has not acquired the art of work will be

cast by an irrevocable doom among the pariahs

of his profession ; but it is consolatory to know

that every man carries his fate in his own
hand. There is a law over us, but there is

also a law within us. It is not in our stars

that we are underlings. Periander, one of the

Seven Wise Men of Greece, gave it as Bis sagest

speech, that " nothing was impossible to the

industrious." Indeed, to the industrious man
all things are possible that prudence approves.

Even character is subjugated by industry, and

made conformable to this habit.

Some of you have come to town with

limited resources, and have received with

every guinea an injunction to husband the

loving liberality which cannot be often repeated.

You cannot add cruelty to sacrifice by squan>

dering in idle pleasures either the time or the

advantages thus so dearly purchased. Why
should we not touch upon this topic, domestic

though it be, and out of our ordinary province ?

We allude to it, because we know that many
of you are the sons of Medical men, and
because we feel a common sympathy with every-

thing that touches the hearts or interests of
our brethren. We are glad to know that at

several Hospitals, the appointments of House-
Surgeon, Dresser, and Clinical Clerk, with

various scholarships and prizes, are open, with-

out payment, to the most competent students

of the School. These are noble and valuable

opportunities, which we trust you will not

neglect. By studying for these appointments,

you will rapidly improve yourselves ; and by

gaining them, you will render some return

for that liberality which makes you a debtor

to your family. Before the youth enters to

the classes, let him look over the prospectuses,

and choose that School which, possessing at

the same time other advantages, offers the

most numerous opportunities for the reward

of his industry.

Few words suffice to animate the youtl^

who has a gifl of goodness and an aptitude

for manly work ; volumes would be lost oa

him whose eyes are bent backwards, looking

ever towards the flesh-pots of low desires.

We will not, therefore, occupy more time with

these topics. We would simply say,—Avoid

dissipation ! It is the golden sea on which

many a fair barque has suffered shipwreck. It

is inconsistent with true self-respect, and with-

the esteem of all men whose good word is an

honourable possession. It is well to start in

life with one good man's praise ; it is a testi-

monial that will accompany you in every stop

of your progress ; and once having it, you will

endeavour to deserve it. We have known,

and still know, many men who have won

honourable positions in life simply because

they started with the testifying praise and

kindly help of some generous spirit whose

esteem they had won by their own industry

and loyalty of soul. That which is in youth
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an impulse, in age becomes philosophy ; but

it is ever true, and experience proves it. Let

the young man receive it as such, and resolve

to begin his career as every honest and wise

man would like to finish one. G. R.

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

LUNACY LEGISLATIOX.

For the last twenty years, legislation for the

proper care and custody of lunatics has been

going on. The machinery it has called into

action has been extensive, and sufficiently

strict to carry out any supervision with vigi-

lance. Thus, legislation has been directed to

the amelioration of the condition ;ind improve-

ment of the treatment of lunatics in Private

and Pauper Asylums. AVbat is callc<I the non-

rwtraint system has become fully established.

Much has been made of this system as a mar-

ketable commodity amongst its first advocates.

These are considered and must be termed the

puritans of that sect. We fear much deceit

and great evils still lurk under the cloak called

non-restraint. TVe fear it is a system which

requires as much suspicious surveillance as do

the patients who are under its tutelage. This

is somewhat apparent from the evidence given

upon the Colney Hatch trial at the Central

Criminal Court, a full report of which we give

in another part of this number. Although we

have spoken of non-restraint as a system fully

established, its merits passed a severe ordeal

from the evidence directed during this trial.

In the case of Private Lunatic Asylums, legis-

lation has had much difficulty to contend

against, from their commercial character,

and from the private capital invested in

them inducing reluctance to interfere as

little as possible. Investments of private

capital are called "invested rights," and in

this country have always been scrupulously

regarded and held sacred. But this kind of

investment differs from all usual commercial

speculations, being dependent for its prosperity

npon the insanity of its customers. This has

constituted the main difficulty with which legis-

lation has had to contend, and has hitherto ren-

dered its efforts, if not abortive and futile, at any

rate very unsatisfactory. So much has this been

the case, that the fact of the investment of

private capital having had a tendency to in-

ToWe the safety and invade the sanctity of

social rights was long lost sight of and disre-

garded. Even now, anv one may offer himself

as a custodian of the persons of lunatics who
can comply with forms and regulations which

jpve him the privilege to have a licence for that

purpose conferred upon his house. The house

thus licensed, henceforth becomes subject to

inquisitorial visits—the surveillance of Visitors

and Commissioners, who'cnforcc strict regula-

tions. We consider it would be an improve-

ment of this system if, in addition to the usual

trading I'cence required for the house which
,

undertakes the reception and custody of

lunatics, it should be required that every such

house should have attached to it a Medical

man, who, in'addition to his customary qualifi-

cations, should be required to have passed an

examination before a Special Board of Exami-

ners for that purpose : such examination to

be free from all charge, and should confer upon

approved candidates an exclusive licence to

practise in this department of the Pro-

fession, in licensed houses and in Pauper

Lunatic Asylums ; the candidates to be limited

to men whose qualifications include certain

specified diplomas or licences which have

been obtained at Boards of Examination of

Colleges and Universities. By thus securing

a high order of Medical education and train-

ing, you restrict the practice to men in whom
the highest confidence may be placed. In-

stitutions thus organised and superintended

would be elevated in the estimation o.'" the

public. Laws made for felons and misde-

meanants would have no application, and

would no longer be suspended over the heads

of superintendents, casting discredit and

wrongful aspersion over a Profession totally

undeserving such treatment. The Act of

the Legislature passed during the late Session

is, if anything, more insulting to the Medical

Profession than any which has preceded.

Instead of aiming to degrade the Medical

Profession, the object should be to elevate its

status, and to draw a distinct line between

it and the commercial investment, clearly

defining its duties and position. To mingle

highly-educated Medical Officers in the same

category with nurses, matrons, servants,

and other persons employed in an Asylum,

if it was not absurd and ridiculous, would

be grossly insulting. The clause to which

we refer runs thus : " Any superintendent,

officer, nurse, or other person employed

in an Asylum, who strikes, wounds, or ill-

treats, Sfc. ffc, any person confined therein,

is to be guilty of a misdemeanour, and on con-

viction liahle to fine and imprisonment, or to

forfeit for every such oflfence, on a summary
conviction, a sum not exceeding 20/. nor less

than 2/." This clause is rendered the more
odious by being exclusively levelled against

English Metlical Practitioners. No such clause

is enacted in the Bill passed for the regulation

of Asylums in Ireland. It is also rendered

more degrading, since the common law is

already armed with powers to punish such de-

linquencies. A still further and more severe

punishment awaits such a social outrage com-

mitted by legal Medical men : the delinquent

would have his name erased from the Register,

according to Clause XXIX. of the New
IMedical Act of 1858. Above all, public

opinion would denounce him.

LITHOTOMY.
AV'c are convinced that the median opera-

tion for Lithotomy, as performed by Mr

Allarton, and lately practised at the West-

minster Hospital by Mr Barnard Holt, with-

dilatation of the prostate gland and the neck of

the bladder, must always be a tedious andtrou^

blesome operation. We believe it to be also-

attended with complications and accidents^

which may be considered non expertns in the-

present day ; and that it would be also-,

difficult without the intervention of narcotisi»-

to perform this median operation. Any
operation whose plan includes avoidable delay

or possible hindrance is unacceptable to <

Surgeons of the present day. The recommen-

dation in favour of the median lithotomy is ^

the smallness of the section, especially of the-

external incision ; that the prostate, instead oC-

being cut, is cither split or dilated ; that the

neck of the bladder is less injured than in the-

lateral operation ; arid that urinary infiltration,-

is thereby avoided. We will not pause to-

compare the merits of bruised and incised,,

wounds ; nor to contemplate the possible, bufe>

(as the lateral operation is now performed by •

good Surgeons) the very remote, danger e£-

urinary infiltration ; nor to inquire into the-

danger occurring by forcible dilatation ia-

ducing inflammation and gangrene of the

mucous membrane of the bladder, which, no-

doubt, was the fatal termination in Mr Holt's,

second case of last week, as reported by him?-

in the ' Lancet.' Mr Holt speaks of this-

injury as a lesion not greater than is usually-

inflicted by the lateral operation. This may-

be true as to extent, but entirely illusory as ttt-

the character of the injury, since one is a cleaut

cut, the other a bruised and lacerated wound*

In short, the operations are so widely different^

that they offer few points of comparison. The-

median operation must be limited exclusivelyf

to spare, and, we think, to young sulijoetij

Certain operations have a more mechanical

procedure than others, and admit of little

extemporaneous discretion during perform-

ance. Such may be considered the flap opera-

tions ; Wood's and Wutzer's for hernia )-

Pirogofl's for amputation of the foot, whiob

is a nice sample of carpentry and joinery ; re-

sections of joints ; the gorget operation for

stone; and also the median operation. The
latter is, as in the case of the gorget, a gauged^

operation. The median is governed by a ccrtaia

triangular form of knife — leverage beicgi. -

effected by the finger of the left hand, wedged

between a director below and staff iibove, by

which means to effect rupture or dilatatiou ofi

the urethra and prostate (Mr Partridge and

others use the blunt gorget). Should this gsv.tge

be incorrectly measured, by the triangular knife

being either too large or too small, comnlioa^

tions must occur ; especially since, hc-iu^

effected by a backhanded covp, the iiitroduc-

tion of any other knife would not be desirablftj<

or perhaps would be awkward, to enlarge either

the internal or external incision. The objects-

aimed to be accomplished by the median:
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operation, we suppose, are: 1st. To avoid

woumling by incision the prostate and'neck of

the bladder ; 2nd. To effect dilatation of these

parts, instead of cutting them ; and, 3rd, To

•jTouud few tissues, and make a small external

and internal section ; by which means cicatri-

lation is quickly effected, and little mischief

done. The object of the lateral operation is

nearly opposite to the median in many respects.

By so cutting latei'ally, it obtains more space, a

larger external and a free internal section, the

axis of the latter corresponding with the former,

which is made so dependent as to bo nearly

parallel to the erect position of the body.

Thus the two operations propose opposite

aims, (Mr Holt's cases are not very favourable

—one death in three operations,)!and upon their

success and merits must they stand. The

backhanded section through the raphe of the

perineum into the urethra, carried along the

groove of the staff anterior to the prostate

—

the relative position of which is ascertained by

the finger being introduced into the rectum-^is

necessarily small, which is considered its virtue.

This small external opening must require

some time and some force to be exerted in

retracting the forceps charged with a stone

between its blades, which cannot be practised

without injuring in its progress, and bruising

the tissues. We were rather pathologically

puzzled with Mr Barnard Holt's dogma, of

rigor being an idiopathic disease. Wo have

always comprehended rigor to bo accepted

universally as a symptom of either local inflam-

mation and irritation, or a symptom of the

access of suppuration, gangrene, or as a

consequence of inflammation. The medi.an

cannot be considered a new operation, since

it was performed many years since by

Dupuytren. We should observe en passaiit,

that Mr Holt docs not name the time

occupied in the performance of the operations.

The sudden death to the patient operated upon

in his second case, which occurred the follow-

ing day, is inexplicable, supposing the patient

to be in a fit state for the operation to

have been done. Tissues and prostate may

be dilatable in children, where room moreover

is scarce ; but in adults, where you have plenty

of room for the knife, you, on the other hand,

obtain rigid fibres and less elastic tissues.

Median advocates say, cut a line or two in

rectum. The operation, now on its probation,

is a resuscitated novelty, which wc think will

become again shelved.

SEASOX.? AND CEREALS.

The ambitious man always seeks agrarian

fame and distinction. The soldier of fortune

begins his career by a limited sense or antici-

pation of its enjoyment. Some forlorn hope

or honour reaped with life, and irrigated with

blood on the battle-field, may stop short his

ambitious yearnings. Cincinnatus was found

by the Senators, when Rome was in danger, at

the plough-tail. The Senate confeiTcd upon

him the authority of Dictator, to repel the
the JKqui and Volsci, which having done, he
relinquished the Dictatorship to return and
plough his lands. The veteran lawyer
leaves, perhaps, the woolsack, to enjoy
the reality of breeding, growing sheep, and
shearing wool—to fatten the sleek kid and
tender doe. So with the fortunate physician :

if he has enjoyed the favours of Court and
nobility—been patronised by beaus and
dowagers—he has, perhaps, accumulated fees,

and spreads his gold broadcast over dirty acres.

Our worthy contemporary of the ' Lancet' is

winning fresh laurels. Not satisfied with

triumphs hardly eaiTied and justly meted to

editorial talent and distinction, in his case

awarded more especially as having been the

oundcr and mainstay of that distinguished

periodical, he also early achieved legislative

honoui-s, and has worn them with becoming and
prudent dignity. Enjoying the otium cum dig-

nitate in his Idyllian retirement, he now finds

leisure to practise agrarian arts, and to study

the bucolic muse. Thus will the Esculapian

column be decorated with the ears of Ceres,

as of old was the Corinthian capital with the

acanthus leaf. He may, with equal grace,

hold inquiry upon injuries sustained bv the in-

clemency of the seasons, as from injury sus-

tained by steel or lethal weapon—by fire,

Water, or poison. Utilitarianism has so usurped
the agrarian domain, that all who urge and
propagate its teachings are eagerly regarded.

Science, physical, organic, and mechanical,

has freely made oblations at the shrine of

Ceres, instead of propitiating her in Idyllian

or Orphean strains, and has wooed and won
her favour with more success. This extraor-

dinary season of cold, sunless, inclement

weather may well provoke inquiry and stimulate

invention to endeavour to mitigate impending
yet preventable mischief. Our worthy con-

temporary, with this praiseworthy object, has

drawn upon his resources of experience and
fancy. Apprehension, amounting almost to

tribulation, prevails, lest the housing and
ripening of our cereals should fail. Our
stormy, fickle climate always gives cause for

excitement and apprehension on this score.

Under such unusual circumstances and con-

ditions, it is true patriotism to contribute in any
way to alleviate the evil and attempt to

mitigate alarm. Tliis climate of ours, never-

theless, is a most propitious one for the growth

of cereals ; our soils being also equally fertile

and reproductive. Its variability and changc-

ableness rather contribute than not to this

result, as we have witnessed during this fickle

and trying year, our crops having, perhaps,

suflcred less than those of any in Europe. This

glorious triticum asthnim, or hyhenmm—hardy,

enduring, nourishing—is like the natives of the

island ; it flourishes and propagates in every

clime, and constitutes the main nourishment

of our Saxon race. Wherever an Englishman

dwells, wheat grows. It is affected but little

by cold or by heat, by wet or by drought

;

but, equally with the Saxon, grows, matures,

and ripens by sun and moisture. This is

proved in respect of the low ruling tempera-

ture of this summer having suited the consti-

tutions of the people, health having prevailed.

Except in wet, cold, heavy clay soils, the

wheat-crops are good. Ague has been rather

more prcv.ilent than usual. This occult symp-

tom always indicates something more than seen,

both amongst socials and amongst cereals

—

something wrong in the constitutional system of

the one, and in the constitution ofthe soils of the

other. Our wonderful inventive faculty to bring

the best physical and mechanical aids to

stimulate production and to diminish labour, to

force crops, and to economise both the j)eriod

of their growth, and of their hybernation in the

matrix from which this growth is the issue, is

justly the admiration of the world. An
amateur (so-called gentleman-farmer) writes

a letter to an eminent machinist, telling how
easily he might improve a reaping-machine.
He urges, that by adding additional apparataa
to it, easily arranged, in the form of cutting-
knives, at a higher elevation, his reaping-
machine might be made to cut the ears from
the straw, as well as the straw from the
stubble. The machinist replies, " I have
spent so much money upon this invention,

I can't afford to spend more in trying fresh

experiments." Fortunately, this is not re-

quired. It is a necessity demanded of man's
labour and invention, to sow and to reap. If
this be done well, successfully, and economi-
cally, more is not required of him. Almost
any expenditure to accomplish this object is

compensated to him for his skill, enterprize,

and industr)'. In the instance of wheat and
other cereals, if they sprout, the mischief
has occurred before cutting has commenced.
If they be cut before sprout has taken place,

the source of growth becomes stopped, and
vitality and vegetation cease in consequence,
if the corn be treated with common care. lif

it be properly ricked, or stacked upon elevated

wheat hovels, the sharp equinoctial gales of
September and October soon dry, by their
searching breeze, every ear, and every corn,

without incurring further cost or expense. The
sheaves are artistically stacked over and above
each other, best to encourage rapid draught
and ventilation. The best mode of drift may
bo effected without artificial heat for this

purpose, which would tend to induce sprout.

We think ilr Wakley's ingenuity has been
thrown away on this occasion. Mechanical
invention and artificial heat, to transmit a
rapid circulation of air for such purposes, are
unnecessary, and an expense that could not
be incurred. Nature, which grows and ripens

the cereal without aid, would also repudiate the
necessity of such costly machinery to dry
and render its condition good. For sowing,

reaping, and improving soils, we ungrudgingly
give our costly outlay in any machinery re-

quired, or which would expedite those pro-

cesses. For the purpose of drying cereals,

housed or stacked, such expenditure is fortu-

nately unnecessary, and, moreover, is im-
practicable.

SKETCHES OP EMINENT
PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS

OF THE LAST CE!s'^TURY.

By JOSHUA BURGESS, M.D.

IIEJIOIE or JOHX HUNTER, F.R.S.

(Continued from page 197.)

Notwithstanding he was so illiterate as to re-

ceive from Jesse Foot and others gibes on that

account, on the other hand Dr Criehton charged

him with plagiarism. Opinions which had been

dormant 2, 000 years,- and overiooked by profound

scholars, John Hunter arrived at by observation

of nature. It is true, they had been accunrtely

remarked by the ancients and recorded by them—

destined, nevertheless, to sleep in obUvion until

revived by the penetrating inquiries and investi-

gations of nature made by John Hunter.
In reference to the painful feuds of the brothers,

no doubt the wealth of William and the poverty

of John emboldened the first to take such extia-

ordinary liberties. Moreover, Dr 'William had
early and late conferred liberal patron.ige upon
Johu. At length the latter rebelled in the maunar
we have described. This occurred five years after

William had pubhshed the sphmdid wtirk on the
' Gravid Utenis.' The Royal Society judiciously

suppressed publication of these pa]<ers and corre-

spondences, although they arc retained in its

archives. It thus manifested its sense of this

painful affair, and consideration for the fame of
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the brothers, without giving scandal . Sir William
Jardiue, in his Memoirs of John Hunter iu the
* Naturalist's Library,' says, '" Dr Hunter ap-

propriated to himself the merits of a physical

disooveiy, ami the physiological views thence

derivable, all of which were properly due to his

brother. The property at Long Calderwood, and
also the lands of Kilbride, were bequeathed away
from John, by 'William Hunter, to his nephew,

Dr Matthew Baillio, as before reverted to.

Some years earlier, John Hunter, in conjunction

with Dr George Fordyce and an eminent mechanic

of the name of Camming, used to meet, after

.adjournment Of the meetings of the Royal .Society,

,«t a coifee-house, to discuss subjects which had
occupied the transactions of the Koyal Society.

This plan ultimatelymet withgreat encouragement,

uxd was speedily joined by Sir Joscplx Banks, Dr
Solander, Dr Sla^elyue, Sir George Shuckburgli,

Mr Watt of Birmingham, and several otiiers.

At these meetings, discoveries and improvements
in. different branches of philosophy were criticised

and discusseil before they were given to the
public.

About this time he published the second part

of his treatise on tlio Teeth. He read six

Crootrian Lectures before the Hoyal Society from
.1776 to 1782 inclusive. These lectui-es treated

upon the powers and actions of muscles, and the

snmnli by which they are affected ; also upon
the moving powers of plants. They were not
published in the Transactions of the Koyal Society

;

he considered them inconclusive, and more as

materials. John Hunter was always reluctant to

publish anything he thought luitinished, imperfect,

or incomplete. ln'1780 he read a lecture upon the
muscular action of bloodvessels, which wa.s not
pubhshed until his ' Observations on the Blood
and Inflammation' were arranged. His contri-

butions about this time bocame too numerous to

recapitulate ; ijicluilijig the ' Anatomy of tlie

Organ of IIearing in Fishes;' on the ' Stmcture
and Economy of Whales,' and on the ' Canine
.^pecies'—namely, the wolf, jackal, and dog. These
.papers, with others, appeared afterwards in 1786
in his work jjublished on ' Animal Economy.'
For these manifestations of industry, in 1787 the
Boyal Society conferred upon liim its Coplcyan
Medal. His zeal in the jjrosecution of these in-

quiries was such, that, desirous to obtain accurate
, information of the natural history of the whale,
he " engaged a surgeon, at considerable expense,
to make a voyage to Greenland," furnished with
erety requisite for examining and preserving the
most interesting part.s, and with proper instruc-

tions. John Hunter said, " The only return I

received was a piece of whale's skin, with some
•Bimals stiokiug to it." His investigations of tlio

whale tribe were nevertheless very satisfactory, and
the paper was accompanied with drawings. This
treatise is much pri/ed even at this tinle. Honours
now became thickly conferred upon the subject of
our memoir. In 1783 he was chosen Fellow of
the lioyal Society of Medicine and of the Iloyal
Academy of Sui^gery at Paris ; agaiu. Fellow of
the Koyal Society of Science at Gottcnburgh, and
of the j\jntrican Pliilosophical Society.

The ieaii? of J;:'
' 'i Jermyn s',;

' ' - •

terminated, he •
I wiUitlie •

obtaiuiiig an eli;;: uice for the n ^ _ ;_ t

'his coUecticnx of objects of natural historj- for iiis

museum. At length he purchased the lease of a
large house, aaid. expended upon it 3,000/., on the
east side of Leicester sqimre, which proved an un-
fortunate speculation. Being so much occupied in
professional and other engagements, he too hastily

concluded this bargain, anxious to estape from the
embarrassment and difficulty of obtaining a house,
and thus .sacrificed the interests of his family.
Sir Joseph Banks contributed largely to his
HitiReum. This collection was received in a room
of extensive dimensions, 52 ft. by 2S ft., excel-

lently adapted, having a gallery extending all

^round it, and being lighted from the top. Sir
Josepli Banks divided between John Hunter and
the Britisli lluseum all lie had collected in his
voyage round the world, including many curious
•spcriiiims aiul animals. This was an act of
frieiv! '

''Ii others of a .similar kind which
"f^ m the Hon. Clmrlcs Greville
^"'1 I", for which John Hunter was
under Uie greatest obligations. These manifesta-
tions of esteem and public confidence now
began to tell by the increase of his private prac-
hce. As he stood alone in this pursuit of natural
hirtory, he had the refusal of every curious

or new animal if for sale, and all were shown and
many presented to him. His scope for practice

now afforded him many opportumties of distiu-

guishing himself, and he performed several bold
operations. In 1731 Captain DoneUan's trial at

Warwick excited great attention and interest.

DoneUau was brother-in-law to Thcodosius Bough-
ton, to whom he administered a draught contain-

ing rheubarb and jalap. In half an hour after-

wards Sir Thcodosius was seize'd ^vith convulsions,

and died. From the remains of the draught
smelhng of bitter almonds, suspicion of its

having been mixed with laurel-water were enter-

tained. The ]wst-vwrtera was not satisfactorily

conducted, and no examination of brain or intes-

tines made, and putrefaction wasfaradvanced. The
symptoms were ofthat nature, that they migiithave
been produced by apoplexy or epilepsy. Although
the circumstances were suspiciou.s, these suspicions

received no supjwrt from pvst-nwrtem examination,

and the circumstanceswere consequently not linked
well together to make them conclusive or satisfac-

tory. Jolm Hunterwastoocantioustosuit thetcm-
perament of Judge Buller. He saw numerous diffi-

culties to prevent arriving at a decided opinion,

and would not say more than he could maintain.
Judge Buller lost his temjier at John Hunter'scau-
tion, and attributing no weight whatever to his
doubts, made sarcastic remarks at the hesitation

ho displayed, and the difficulties' he suggested.

The Professor of Physic of Oxford, who gav" avi-

dencc on the trial, entertained- no such scruples

—gave very decided opinions against the defen-
dant, who, with judgo and professor against him,
and strong local prejudices, was convicted and
hanged. John Hunter was equally cautious when
examine*! on the trial of Major Cosmo Gonlou,
at til© Old Bailey, for the murder of Captain Pres-

cott in a duel. John Hunter, in examination
by counsel, was ask«d "if he did not at first

sight consider the wound was mortal?" He
repUed, "there was nothing necessarily mortal
in the wound, but the geneml effects on the whole
system were sufficient to show that the patient

could not live." Tho counsel showed great pni-

dence iu his subsetjuent question. " You have
no doubt, sir, that the ball ivas the occasion of

Captain Prescott's death?" Answer: "None
whatever."

Hunter was hospitably disposed, and what
time he could steal from hispnrsuits was devoted
to society. As his income improved, he lived in a

liberal style—gave dinner-parties, and of a Sun-
day evening received his medical friends. Ho
kept a carriage and fnotman for Mrs Hunter, and
enlarged and decorated his residence at Earl'a

Court. At this residence ho spent much time,

recreating himself amongst the numerous natural

objects ho had collected. His health had not
been thorou<;hly established since his attack of

illness in 1785, and this break in his eiigagements
tendeil to alleviate his symptoms. His heart

became affected \x\m\ agitation or sudden exertion,

which prevented his visiting patients at night or

on quick emergencies, or performing operations

without assistance. The account which he gave of

this illness, which, no doubt, was connected with
organic disturbance of the function of tho heart,

was of a most extraordinary kiud. He stated
that the pulse ceased, and, in short, that tho
action of the heart ceased, for full half an hour.

The respiration was not interrupted, although it

continued to act very slowly. He could walk
about, but became pale as death. The function

of tho heart at length returned upon administra-

tion of cordials and stimulants. A visit to Bath
recruited his health, and iu a short time he
became convalescent. In consequence, his

brother-in-law, Evcranl Home, who had now
retired from the army, attended and assisted John
Hunter in his practice until within a year of his

death. Thi.s affordetl Home opportunities, which
confidence he afterwards so much abused.

The Queen presented him with a small bull,

with which he frequently amused himself by
playing and wrestling. On one occasion the bull

got him down, and he was iu great danger, but
was rescued by his servants. These recreations

indicated the simplicity and playfulness of his

character. He introduced his operation for the

cure of aneurism about this time. It was a
decided discovery of an important surgical opera-

tion, and physiological fact, by which he proved
that the circulation could be canied on in a limb
by anastomosis. This tying of the artery at a

distance from the aneurismal tumour, between it

and the heart, was then considered to be a
"famous operation." It supplanted tho old,
time-honoured operation of laying open and
emptying tho aneurismal sac, which frequently
faded. The French surgeons laid claim to a
previous discovery, and much jealousy was excited

;

but neither Giiillemoau, Anel, nor Desault prac-
tised this operation, or anything similar, with any
notion that siuastomosis would be carried on, or
would prove sufficient for the nutrition of tha
limb. As iu the case of other discoveries, ono
determined one stage, and another a further
imjirovement. The French surgeons never fol-

lowed Auel's plan, wlio was the first who had
some confused notions upon the operation, and
for seventy-five years no further notice was taken
of it, or operation performed, until John Hunter's
celebrated operation for popliteal aneurism,
securing the femoral artery anterior to and not
interfering with tho tumour iu the popliteal

region, which was a decided surgical discovery
and improvement upon previous practice. No
doubt that all discovcrks are governed by a similar
accident and chain of events. Desault, notwith-
standing, went on practising^ in tho old way. No
doubt, John Hunter's new operation for aneurism
laid down correct and important principles ia
surger)'.

In 1786 he was appointed Deputy Surgeon-
General to the Army, on the death of Mr Jlid-

dletou. He now published his work on tha
' Venereal Disease.' It had been long looked for,

and had ; a rapid sale. 1 1 was the first of his

works -printed and published by the booksellers,

having always previously i)rinted his own works.
Ho gave himself groat attention in compiling
this work. Previous to publication it was sub-
mitted to a committee of his fi-ieuds, including
Sir Gilbert Blane, Drs Fordyce, Piticairn, and
Marshall. This work upon the venereal dis-

ease is not sii|)crscded iu the present day,

and still ' remains the best general treatise upon
t!io subject. His dogmas held full and uuin-
vaded sway for a long period, and have only
recently been at all successfully disputed. Ho
considered- the test of syphilis to bo its curabihty
by mercury. Kicord, and many others, have
agreed with John Hunter's doctrines. But the
opinions of the day seem to be in a.state of transi-

tion. Mr Acton, and, wo believe, others, consider
the test of syphilis to dcjiend upon its capability

of communication by inoculation. Thay consider
that tho soft chancre communicates syphilis, tha
indurated chanere producing only secondary
disease, and that the latter ia not curable by
mercury, or communicable b)' inoculation.

In 1783 Pereival Pott died. Notwithstanding
the nuuwrous enemies and envious competitors
of John Hunter, he was now hailed with ac-

clamation as head of the Profession. A strong
taprit dc corps was manifested on the ocoa-

sioM, and his elevation seemed a poetical justice

fuUiUed at its due and proper time. Pott
mas an outineut mau, but rather the slave of
routine. That mental and moral discipline, tho
want of which was the fault of John Hunter's
character, had prevailed iu Pereival Pott so far

as to destroy independence of thought and
inquiry, which prevailed strongly in the prin-

ciples of the former. Pott was a complete con-
trast to John Hunter; gentlemanly iu manners
and deportment, well- read, full of anecdote, and
a rami of quick discernment, and of keen and
polished remarks : London born and bred, love

of natural histoi-y was not in him, and ho had no
faith in tho st-ability of Hunter's speculations.

Both were social and fond of company ; one in -a

refined, tho other iu a moi-e robust and geniAl

manner. Pott was a great operator ; John
Hunter was not—did not like operations, and
felt something like contempt for those that ex-

celled in what he termed the art of mutilation.

Charlatans and quacks then, as now, were in

great vogue, especially for diseases of the eye

and rectum, &c. The Taylors, of Whitworth,
were - at that day in celebrity for diseases of the

reetrau, as they are in the present for successful

treatment of fractures and dislocations. Thurlow,

Bishop of Durham, and brother of Loixi Chan-
cellor Thurlow, labourod under stricture of the

rectum, and wa.s promised little relief from tho

Profession. The Chancellor called in Taylor to Ids

brother, and several Medical men met him in

consultation. John Hunter came late, and
Taylor was solicited to examine the patient ; to

which bluntly refusing, ho said "ho would d»
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uothing till Jack Hunter came, for ho had no
opinion of any but him." Hunter arrived, and
Taylor made his examination, and passed up a

candle smeared with an ointment, declaring it to

be a bad case. Hunter took up the box, and
. asked " what the ointment was made of?" "That,
-said Taylor, turning to the Chmicellor, "is not
a. fair question. No, Ja«k ; I'll send you as much
as you please, but I won't tell you what it is

•made of." The paper which John Hunter com-
municated about this time to the Medical and
Chirurgical Societj', on ' Inflammation of Veins,'

attracted little attention. This .subject has been
since treated by Abemethy, and also, in 1815, by
Mr Hodgson, late of Birmingham, now in Loudon.
But more recently, both in this country and
France, several eminent men have written upon
.tliis subject ; namely, in this country, Carmi-
cliael, Guthrie, Travers, Arnott, and Lee ; and
Bouillaud, Velpeau, and Eibes, in France.

In a letter addressed to Jenner, who had broken
itlie thermometer which Hunter had sent him, he
says—"You are very sly; you ask for another
thermometer ; I will send one, but take care tliose

d d cluni.sy fingers don't break it also." This
5vas his familiar and somewhat coarse style of
-address, of wliich innumerable instances are on
-record.

OUR NOTE BOOK.

MALFORMATION OF THE CHEST.
Dr Wojaczek, from Vienna, who is a native of

-•Oslavau, in Moravia, aged about twenty-three, is

the subject of a peculiar malformation of the
•chest, which has been examined by eminent
medical men at the dilJerent universities and
medical schools of Europe. This gentleman was
introduced by Dr Alexander Simpson, and sub-
anitted himself for examination by the members
-of the Society. In front the chest presents in
the middle, at its lower part, a remarkable de-
.yrcssion or hollow, about three inches deep, and
large enough to lodge the head of a child. This
liollew is formed by the inflexion of the sternum
downwards and backwards to'n-ards the spinal
•column, which it approaches so closely that, by
'cakulation, only about an inch and a half inter-

venes between the lower end of the sternum and
the front of the bodies of the vertebra;. There is

no deficiency of the osseous or cartilaginous tex-

tures, but the cartilages of the ribs are bent back-
"wards to join the depressed sternum and form the

. sides of the hollow ; the skui and soft parts pre-
sented uothing unu.sual. In consequence of this
.peculiar shape of the chest, the respiration is

•almost exclusively carried on by the diaphragm
and false ribs. This malformation appears to
have been congenital, and was first discovered by
i'rofessor Skoda and Rokitansky during an illness,

in which tliey had occasion to examine M. Wo-
jackzek's chest. Casts of the malformation have
'ieen placed in the museums of the University and
•of tile Eoyal College of Surgeons.

-ON OPIUM AS A REMEDY IN POISONING
BY DATURA.

Dr Thoma.s Anderson, of the Indian Army,
i'oad the following paper on this subject before the
Edinburgh Medico-Chirurgical Society :

Benjamin Bell, Esq., in an article on 'The
Therapeutic Relations of Opium and Belladonna
to each other,' published in No 37 of this journal,
ibrJuly, 1858, directs attention to the doctrine
propounded by me some years ago, that opium
-and l>elladonna exert an opposite influence
• on the Imman system, and that thus one may bo
••used to counteract the other, even though ad-
-aninistered in a poisonous dose. In the summary
jgiven at the commencement of his article of
ihe origin of this opinion, he mentions some
-apparently (and, to my mind, perfectly) conclu-
- .sive experiments made by me in 1853 (Ranking's
* Half-Yearly Abstract,' vol. xxii., p. 303), on
-the action of belladonna in jioisoning by opium.
He further gives very interesting details of two
•cises of partial poisoning by atropia, which he
-treated successfully by the injection of morphia.
Wlule conducting my experiments in 1853, I be-
-caroe convinced tliat the converse doctrine must
-be true—viz., that opium would counteract the
-action of belladonna, and of all the solanacea;
with like properties, such as the species of datura
.»nd liyoscyaraus, and perhaps tobacco. In Britain,
.,Voii«niug by belladonna, or by henbane, is so ex-

ceedingly rare an accident, that it was vain for me
ever to cxjjcct to meet with a case of either.

However, in 1854 I jnoceeded to India, where
poisoning by datura is of everyday occurrence

;

and I detennined to test my theory liy administer-

ing opium to the first suitable case 1 should have
an ojjportuuity of treating. From the unsettled

state of the country during my residence in India,

fir.st from the Santhal rebellion, and lately from
the annexation of Oude, foDowed by the mutiny
of our army, my service has been entirely militai-y

;

and thus I have been thrown amongst the class

of natives least obnoxious to datura-poisoning.

Only one favourable case has occurred to me,
though I have heard of several cases that re-

covered, and assisted Dr Fayrer, of Lucknow, in

making post-mortem examinations of three or

four individuals, to whom a fatal dose had been
administered. As this solitary case, however,
illustrates my theory of the irniJossibiUty of these

two classes of poisons exerting their action simul-

taneously on the brain, and is, moreover, the

converse of my former experiments, and, at the

same time, supplementary to Mr BcU's, I am in-

duced to relate it in detail.

The 43rd Bengal Native Infantry, of which I

was then the medical officer, while on its passage
from the Punjab to Calcutta by boats, on the River
Ganges, halted for four or five days at Futteyghur,
in the beginning of December 1855. The sepoys
were of course allowed to go on shore, and many
of them visited the large bazaar in the native
city of Furrackabad, two or three miles from
Futteyghur, the British cantonment. Two days
after our arrival, one of the sepoys, a man well
known to me, was found by his comrades lying by
the roadside, near Furrackabad, in a state of high
delirium, and -was brought to the hospital boat.
On inquiry, I learned that he had been seen par-
taking freely of sweetmeats—(the Hindoo cats

them by pounds-weight at a time)—in the Fur-
rackabad bazaar, some hours before he was found

;

and the men at once ascribed his condition to

poison administered in the sweetmeats. The
many varieties of native sweetmeats poisoned with
datura and bhang, one of the preparations of

Indian hemp, are well known in all large Indian
towns, and are used to cause death, or stupefac-
tion so complete as to allow of robbery or violence

being committed ; and a sepoy, when in undress,

usually displays valuable ornaments, sufficient to

tempt a thief or thug. Even without tlus know-
ledge, the sjanptoms were so marked that I had
no difficulty in forming my opinion of the cause

of the patient's condition. I saw him immediately
after he was brought to hospital, and found him
in the following state : He was reclining on his

back in bed, in a wakeful, muttering delirium,

unbroken by an interval of even transitory con-

sciousness. His face was much flushed ; the eyes
were reddened and wandering, and the pupils were
brilliant, widely dilated, and quite insensible to

light. 'The pulse was much accelerated and small.

He continually twitched his extremities, but es-

pecially his hands, and every now and then pinched
and tugged at the bedding. Though utterly un-
conscious to real extei-nal objects, the brain was
evidently active, with continual •visions before the
eyes, as his mutterings and frequent clutchings

referred to imaginary objects. Ho was not in the
least degree violent, and required no restraint,

but merely an attendant to keep him covered
during his restless tossings about.

He swallowed any liquid put into his mouth,
but exactly as patients in doliriimi tremens do,

in one convulsive mouthful. In an hour after his

arrival at the hospital, 1 began the administration
of opiates, and prescribed one grain of the mu-
riate of morphia in solution, to be given every
hour, beginning the first dose at two p.m. I

watclied the efi'ect most closely, taking the state

of the pupil as my principal guide. Eight doses
were given before I could observe any result. After
the eighth dose, about eleven p.m., I noticed that

his attention could be fixed for a moment, and
that the muttering could be arrested by loudly
talking to and shaking him ; that the hands
were less tremulous.

Still, no impression had been made on the
widely-dilated pupils, and he was evidently as
wakeful as ever. I, therefore, before retiring for

the night, directed the continuance of the morphia
until tlie morning, with orders to discontinue it

so soon as sleep threatened to come on. I did not
see him again until six in the morning, when I

found all his delirium gone, the tremulousness

much relieved, the pupils almost reduced to their
natural state, and the patient surrounded by his
delighted comrade.s, who were listening with
wonder to the native doctor relating to them how
"dhutona" poisoning had been cured by
"apheem" (opium). Though he was able to
talk, and was nearly well, I considered it advis-
able to persevere with the treatment until sleep

had been obtained. This did not supervene until
three doses more had been given.

After several hours' sleep, he awoke pierfectly

well ; and after two days' more detention in

hospital, he was dismissed "fit for duty;" and
while I remained with the regiment, was never
again in hospital. In all, fifteen grains of the
muriate of morphia had been administered in
eighteen hours ; and with reference to the large-
ness of the amount, I took care to inquire con-
cerning the habits of this sepoy, and found that
he used opium in no form whatever.

In this case, as well as in the experiments pub-
lished in my former jiaper on this subject, the
amount of the narcotic used as the antidote,

whether belladonna or opium, to restore the
normal condition of the brain, would, by itself,

have been a poisonous dose. This tolerance of

the one poison, produced by the presence of the
other jioison in the system, seems to me to be a
strong additional argument in favour of my theory.
It also induces me to go further, and to believe
that all narcotic poisons with distinctly opposite
actions, and destroying life by their effects on the
nervous centres, will, when present in the body
together, counteract each other, untU elinu-

nated from the system by the excretions. For
example, the distinct coma-producing narcotics,

such as opium, will, I believe, in all cases be
counteracted by the poisonous solanaceae ; and,
as a remedy to the action of strjchnine, I
would hope for success from the use of conia, or
preparations of hemlock itself ; and of course in
all these cases the opposite would hold true. Un-
fortunately, no correct conclusion can be drawn
from experiments made on the lower animals, as
they are variously affected by narcotics. To dogs
and cats I have given moi'phia in enormous doses
without producing almost any effect ; and to them
five and six giains of atropia prove quite harm-
less. Rabbits will feed for months on belladonna
leaves, and have their pupils dilated all the time,
but otherwise they are not affected. Blackbirds
eat belladonna berries in large quantities and do
not die.

It is, therefore, only to experiments on man
that any value can be attached. In conclusion, I

would request my medical brethren never to give
up hope of the most desperate case of opium-
poisoning ; but after the failure of the usual
means—such as emetics, the stomach-pump, elec-

tricity, &c.— to endeavour to produce, as rapidly

as possible, the first symptoms of the action of
belladonna on the system by the administration
of atropia, cither internally, or by injection under
the skin, as indicated by Mr Bell. My firm con-
viction is, that in all such desperate cases (despe-

rate as regards the old treatment), this plan,

when boldly adopted, will be invariably successful.

Since writing the above, I have just heard that
Dr Carnegie, medical missionary in China, in a
letter lately received from him mentions a case of
poisoning by opium which he had just cured by
giving belladonna.— ' Edinburgh Medical JoumaL*

PATHOLOGY AND TREATMENT OF
CHLOROAN.EMIA.

Dr Eisenmann, from au extensive observation
of this affection, concludes that it is especially

developed under the influence of medical consti-

tutions which predisiwse to ner\-ous affections.

It is especially met with at a time of life •when
all kinds of neuroses are very prevalent, its ap-
pearance being ushered in by nervous phenomena,
at a period when as yet the blood has not under-
gone the slightest change. Such change may
even be absent when the disease has reached its

full development, nervous .symptoms being ob-

servable, however, during its entire course. It

is curable by agent.s which exert a special action

on the spinal marrow ; and when left to itself, it

often gives rise to chronic, or even fatal, spinal

affections. All these considerations lead the
author to the final conclusion that chlorosis is a
primary nervous affection, the change in the blood

being a secondary phenomenon, due to morbid
innervation. Guided by these views, he treated

several cases of the complaint by means of tine-
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turc of St Ignatius' bean, witli great success.
"Wishiug, Iiowcver, to effect a more jtrompt re-
coveiy than that which takes place when the bean
aJonc is given, lie associated it with ferruginous
preparations, adding also rhubarb, on account of
the constipation which is usually present. The
following is the formula he employs :--Powder of
St Ignatius' bean, 1 gr. ; lactate of iron, or iron
filings, iij. gr. ; rhubarb, iii. gr. to iv. ; and oleo-
Baccharate of peppermint, iv. gr. This is repeated
twice a-day. When the stomach is irritable, the
iron is left out. This compound cures far more
rapidly and effectually than do mere preparations
of iron.— ' Bull, de Therap.'

NEUROMA OF THE OPTIC NERVE.
An extremely rare, if not xmique, example of

neuroma, affecting the optic nerve, was detailed
at some length to the Paris Anatomical Society,
by M. Dnbone. It occurred in a patient upon
whom il. Velpeau had operated for an orbital
tumour, and wlio died of tetanus.—' Bull, de la
Soc. Anat.,' 1SS9.

ARSENIC IN APOPLECTIC CONGESTION.
M. Lamare-Picquot, Physician to the Honfleur

Hospital, as the result of ten years' observation
and trial upon betweeu forty and fifty cases, in-
cluding his own among them, strongly recommends
the prolonged use of arsenic as an effectual means
of subduing congestion likely to give rise to
apoplexy. In very urgent cases, in which ha;mor-
rhage seems imminent, he precedes its employment
by a moderate venesection ; but this is quite ex-
ceptional. In proportion to the severity and
menacing danger of^ the case, the dose requires to
be larger

; and although, even after a month,
benefit may already result, to be of permanent
benefit it will have to be continued for several
months. The more urgent the case, the more
tolerant docs the system become of the arsenic.
The Author, reganUng apoplexy as consisting
essentially in an excessive increase of globules of
the blood, employs arsenic as a powerful agent
for decreasing these, as well as the plasticity of
the blood. It becomes, of course, necessary to
assure oneself iu a given case of the richness of
the blood, for to employ arsenic when the blood
is impoverished would bo to do mischief. The
Author has generally found the dose of gr. tV to 4
per diem sufficient.—' Bull, de Therap.^

M. HARDY'S PRESCRIPTION FOR ACNE.
M. Hardy,who considers acne a mere local disease

tmsts iu most instances to be able to effect a
radical cure by external remedies. None of these
preparations, however, seems to be a specific, not
even the iodide of mercun- and chlorine extolled
by Dr Rochard. They all act by the irritotion
they mduco in the integument previous to im-
provement. The agent which M. Hardy most
generally prescribes lu the incipient stage is the
following

:

Jl. Aq. destill
3i oz.

Hydrarg. bi-chloridi . . . 14 gr
^ Alcohol

q. B.' M.
One teaspoonful of this solution mixed with a

»«ss of warm water is used night and morning in
fomentations. Cold lotions must be carefully
avoided, as they occasion injurious reaction.

Three mercurial preparations have been chiefly
found beneficial in the treatment of acne: the
proto-iodide, the bin-iodide, and the iodide of
mercury ajid chlorine. M. Hardy prefers the two
former, which are more easily procured and less
lUble to change. Every evening the patient
should apply a pomade consisting of adij)., 1 oz. •

hydrarg. proto-iodidi, from 2 to 15 gr. The'
bm-iodide in doses of 1-10 grains produces the
•ame results. Should the disease persist, M
Hardy increases the strength of the ointmentan^ when practicable, he recommends the waters
of Bareges, Bagnercs-de-Luchon, Aix in Savoy
and more especially those of Louesche in Switzer-
land, spnngs wliich are found singularly beneficialm numerous diseases of the skin.— ' Journal of
Practical Jlcdicinc and Surgery."

A SIMPLE METHOD OF IMPARTING ANAGREEABLE PERFUME TO COD-LIVEKAND CA.STOR OILS.
Therapeutics are indebted to M. Jeannel foran improvemeut which will facilitate the always

difficult exhib.tiou of fish oils. Like M. Sau-
TOn of Montpellicr, M. Jeannel observed that
the addition of 10 gr. of essential oil of bitter
almonds to 3i ounces of the most offensive cod-

liver oil entirely dispelled its nauseous odour and
fishy flavour. It was, however, not enough to
disinfect the oil; it was further desirable to render
it agreeable, an object wliich M. Jeannel has
effected by very simple means : the cod-liver oil
should be powerfully shaken in a phial with once
or twice its volume of distQled cherry-laurel
water, and the two fluids afterwards separated,
after forty-eight hours' rest, with a funnel. The
oil should be filtered if it has not spontaneously
clarified. Brown, fetid oil acquires by this
simple process an agreeable perfume and a
pleasant flavour of almonds, which remains on the
taste during the whole time of digestion.
With regard to castor oil, three drops of

essential oil of almonds communicate to Z{ ounces
of oil a pleasing perfume and taste. The ' Gazette
desHOpitaux' states that, for several months, Dr
Rennes, of Bergerac, has been in the habit of
successfully palliating the noxious flavour of fish
and castor oils, by merely adding one drop of
essence of bitter almonds to every 6 or 8 drachms
of oil.— 'Journal of Practical Medicine and
Surgery.'

FRACTURE OF THE ODONTOID PROCESS
OF THE AXIS.

Dr Watson showed a dried specimen, from his
museum, of the atlas and axis articulated with
each other, in which the odontoid process had
been fractured close to its root. Dr Watson re-
gretted that he had no history of this prepara-
tion. He believed, however, that it might prove
interesting to the Society, as it showed several
things connected with this rare and usually fatal
injury. 1st. That the patient may sui-vive for a
long period after such an accident, if the fracture
is not accompanied with serious displacement.
That such a lengthened period must have existed,
ho thought, was obvious, as the fractured sur-
faces had become smoothly rounded off, no bony
union having taken place between them. 2nd.
That the absence of displacement was obviously
duo to the alteration of the articular facets of
the atlas and axis. These surfaces were much
increased in superficial extent, new osseous mat-
ter having been deposited around their margins,
more particularly the anterior and external ; so
that their movements must have been very limited
indeed, if the comparison of their irregular and
corresponding outlines and certain poroellanous
alterations of surface might be considered as indi-
cating the limit of their extent of motion. 3rd.
He thought it an interesting question to be
solved, by the appearances ))resent, whether the
chronic rheumatic arthritis, wliich obviously
existed in all the atlanto-axoidean articulation.?,
preceded or followed the injury which produced
the fracture ? Dr Watson was inclined to believe
that the chronic riieumatic arthritis was first, the
injury second

; and this because the ordinary
alterations characteristic of this disease in the
odonto-axoid joint were here present—viz., en-
largement of the odontoid process, increase in
the size and depth of the axoidean concavity, and
porcelknous alteration of some portions of their
surfaces. He could not see how any great change
in size of the odontoid, or any porcellanous alte-
ration depending upon constant friction of the
opposed and altered surfaces, could take place
after the fracture, for the fracture had remained
ununited, implying, of course, a diminished nu-
trition and a want of firmness of the separated
portion

; while, further, he did not see, if the
articular facets of the vertebra had not already
been altered in their characters, what there was
to prevent the occurrence of death, cither imme-
diately upon or within a very brief period after
the injury. He was, therefore, inclined to attri-
bute the want of displacement and the long con-
tinuance of life after the injury to the fact, that
chronic rheumatic arthritis had existed pre-
viously.-

' Edinburgh Medical Journal.'

COBWEB PILLS.
Dr Kachul says— " I am astonished to find

that the prescription of cobweb.s, in cases of
fever, should have been made the subject of news-
paper correspondence, as if it were a ruw disco-
very. As Dr Colebrooke has pointed out, it is a
very old prescription— and it is mentioned in
Buchau 3 'Domestic Medicine,' and in a foot-note
at i)age 118 an extract is given from Dr Chap-
man's work, ' Elements of Therapeutics and
Materia Medica.'

'' 'It is a very old popular belief that the
spider's web cures agues; but among medical

men, till within the last twenty years, little
credit was given to this supposed popular super-
stition. In Dr Robert Jackson's late visit to-
Philadephia, he mentioned the efficacy of this-
remedy as indisputably ascertained, and averred
(what he afterwards published), that, as an ano-
dyne to allay pain or calm irritation, it proved
vastly superior even to opiates. It has for some
time past been pretty liberally prescribed by Drs
Physick, Chapman, and Dewers, of Philadelphia

;and though tliey attach different degrees of value<
to the article, 'they are satisfied that the repre--
sentation of its virtue is very little, if at all,
exaggerated.' In doses of five grains, repeated'
every fourth or fifth hour, Dr Chapman ha&.
cured some obstinate intermittents, suspended
the paroxysms of hectic, overcome morbid vigi-
lance from excessive nervous mobility, and
quieted irritation of the system from various:
causes.

" That used by Dr Chapman was collected in-
cellars, and was probably the product of the
common black spider. He has also satisfied him-
self that the web found in light, exposed situa>-
tions, the product of the grey spider, is inert

;

and so is the web of the other, when not recent^
which may be known by its glutinous feel.

" Some twenty years ago, I and my brother, iir
the absence of quinine, and at a time when fever'
was raging, made an attempt to give cobwebs »
trial, but signally failed, from a most ludicrona-
canse. Not being acquainted with the Telopgoo-
name for cobwebs, we described them to the dresser-
as those things that hang about dark cellars and'
the pagodas. The dresser, though he seemed-
astonished, said he knew perfectly what we-
meant, and would bring some the next day an*
give them a trial. Next day, on the dresser's-
coming, we asked him if he had got the thing -

and on his replying in the affirmative, we tSd
him to go and make them np into five-graii>
pills. ' How am I to do it ?' asks the dresser.
' Why, iwnnd them up in a mortar, to be sure -
don't you know how to make a pill f ' But
they won't let me !' says the dresser. Here wo
twigged there was something wrong, and desired
him to bring his obstreperous ingredients, which-
he did, in an official cover, from which he tnme*
out some half-dozen bats/ On our screaming-
with laughter, the dresser could not make it oat
and said—' Why, sirs ! you said, those things
that hang in cellars and pagodas, and I thought
you meant these.! !' Since then I have never
attempted to make cobweb pUls."— ' Indiau
Lancet.'

URTICARIA AS A SYMPTOM OF IRRITA-
TION OF THE FEMALE SEXUAL ORGANS

Professor Scanzoni observes that although it
has long been known that chronic affections of
the female sexual organs are not infrequently ac-
companied by skin diseases (as urticaria, eczem^
acne, psonasis, chloasma, &c.), the influence of
a more sudden irritation of these organs upon tho
cutaneous surface is by no means so well esta-
blished. He has been enabled to find no very
definite statements upon the subject, and this
leads him to commmiicato some case'i tendiu" to.
establish such a consensus.

°

A lady, aged 34, had been under his care for
some time with slight retroflexion of the uterus
and chronic metritis, when he ordered fonr leeches
to be applied to the vaginal portion of the cervix
uteri. This little operation had been already per-
formed once before without any ill effect ; but upon
the present occasion, ten minutes after the appli-
cation had been made, the patient was seized with
violent febrile action and slight delirium. la
half-an-hour she was seen by the Author, who
found her »kin, and especially that of her fac-j
and upper part of her body, almost of a scariet
red. The temperature of the surface was consider'-
ably raised, and her pulse beat 136. She con-
tinued much the same during the night ; andwheu
seen next day, the face, neck, chest, arms, and
thighs exhibited, together witli the intcnsa
redness, innumerable urticaria elevations. In a
day or two the exanthem had entirely disap-
peared

;
a distinct desquamation, however, taking

place on the face and neck. As this was the first
case the Author had ever seen in whicli those symp-
toms followed the application of the leeches to the-
cervix, he did not believe in their dependence npoB
this, and again ordered them to bo employed'.
Four times this was done without any unpleasant
occurrence ; but on tho fifth occasion the whole
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series of symptoms above described were repro-

duced, and that so rapidly after the biting of the

leeclKS thatauy doubt as to causeaudeiTect could

no longer bo entertained.

In a second case, a woman, aged 28, was
adiuiited into the "Wiirzbnrg Midwifery Institu-

tion on account of dironic uterine infarctus, and
five leeches were ordered to be applied to the

cerrix. Scarcely had they taken hold, when she

complained of the most violent labour-like pains

in the abdomen ; and although these soon mode-
rated in force, they were accompanied with such

intense febrile action that the entire body glowed
with heat, the pulse rose to 140, the carotid pul-

sated visibly, and the face, neck, and chest exhi-

Mtod an intensely red colour, to which were added
in a very short time a Lnrge eruption of urticaria

elevations of a palish colour^ The eruption was
accompanied by great headache, inolinatiou to

vomit, and excessive lassitude ; symptoms whicli

continued to the following day, althoiigh the ex-

anthcm with the accompanying fever disapjwared
entirely after three hours' continuance. This
patient had often suffered from urticaria at themen-
strual periods, without, however, its bciqg accom-
panied by such violent symptoms.
The third case occuri'ed in the person of a young

lady, aged 26, who, on account of long-continued

chronic oophoritis and metritis, rei^uired local

blood-letting. In the course of sixteen months
four or five leeches had been applied eight times.

On the ninth occasion, an intense redness covered

the skin, and the patient complained of th« most
violent pain in the head. The temperature of the

surface was much raised, and it was almost
entirely covered witli innumerable minute, pro-

minent, white elevations. In the course of an
hour these appearances gradually subsided, the

headache continuing for twenty-four hours longer.

The Author is aware of a fourth case of the same
kiuJ, but is unable to furnish the particulars.

Professor SoaJizoni believes that these cases

desoiTe the attention of those occupied with the

disBases of women, as well as of dermatologists.

They admit of no other explanation than tliat

the irritation of the uterine nerves, caused by
the bite of the leeches, induced an entirely

tiuu.iual, and in its mode of origin inexplicable,

disturbance of the vascular system, which again,

in a mode which is to us equally unintelligible,

gave rise to the production of the eruption of

urticaria. In proof tliat these appearances were
not iirotluced as a consequence of any poison

being conveyed through the medium of the bite

of the leech, it it to be obsci-ved that similar

symptoms never result from the application of

leeohos to other portions of the body, while it is

tb he observed that even very slight irritation of

the sexual organs, as that produced by examina-
tion with the linger or speculum, or by the appli-

cation of caustic, will in many very sensitive

women give rise to erythema of tho face, neck,

breast, &c., which disappears as rapidly as it

comes on.— ' Wiirzburgcr Medioin. Zeitschrift,'

band i., pp. 90— 95, and 'Jledical Times and
Gazette.'

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.

CENTRAL CRIMNAL COURT.—Sept. 19.

(Before Mr Ju.<itice Byles.)

THE COLKEY HATCH LOfATtC ASTMJM INQTTniT.

\Villiam Slater and William Yivian were
charged with the manslaughter of William Swift.

Both the prisoners were stout, powerful men.
They had been admitted to bail, and. surrendered

to take their trial.

Serjeant Ballantine was specially retained, with

Mr Sleigh, to conduct the prosecution, which was
instituted by the direction of the Lunacy Com-
missioners. Mr Metcalfe appeared for Slater

;

and Mr Robinson and Jlr F. H. Lewis wore
counsel for the other prisoner.

Serjeant Ballantine, in opening the case, said

he had the honour to appear on behalf of the

Commissioners of Lunacy, who had felt it their

duty to institute the present prosecution ; and
the inquiiy was certainly one of a most im-
portant kind, and which would require their

most various consideration. The learned coimsel
then proceeded to give a brief narrative of the
facts of th« case, and said that tho prisoners
were keepers employed at the Colnoy Hatch
Lunatic Asylum, and tho offence imputed to
them v/a8 causing the death of ou«. of the unfor-

tunate inmates by brutal violence. He was
bound to admit that tlie charge merely rested

upon the evidence of two witnesses who were
undoubtedly lunatics, and it would be for them
to consider what value ought to be attached to

their testimony ; but, whatever might be the

result, he was sure they would agree with him
that the inquiry was a most important one, not

only to the mihappy inmates of those asylums,

but also to the public.

The following evidence was then adduced :—
William Gami deposed that he was one of tho

keepers of the Colney Hatch Lunatic Asylum,
and generally was employed in the C ward. In
March last the deceased was jJaced under his

charge. He was fifty years old, and a strong,

powei'ful man. On the evening of Wednesday,
the 9th of May, in consequence of healing the

deceased make a noise, witness went to him, and
he struck him immediately in the eye, and at the

same time seized him by the throat, and said,

" I've got you now, you ." He seized hold
of him, and they both fell, and he did know any-

thing more that happened tiU he was released

by another keeper. Witness struck the deceased

during the struggle in the stomach. (The witness

pointed out tlie spot where he stnick the

deceased.) He saw deceased again the same
evening about eight o'clock, and ho made no
complaint of injury. Ho saw him again the

next morning, and the deceased showed him a

bruise in the stomach, at the place where he had
struck him. He did not appear to be suffering

in any manner, and he did not exhibit any
.symptom of diificulty of breathing. He wished
to sweep the ward as usual, but witness would
not allow him to have a broom. He ate all his

meals as usual, and after he had had his dinner

he removed him to No. 11 ward, by direction of

Dr Tyerman, one of the medical officers. This

wfls done in consequence of his violence on the

previous day.

Cross-examined : He stnick the prisoner as

hard as he could. It was a life and death struggle

between him and the prisoner, and he was nearly

strangled when assistance arrived. They both
fell with considerable violence upon the boarded

floor. The deceased seized hold of him the

instant he opened the door of his room. He had
been knocking at the door and shouting and
making a great noise before witness went to him.

No. 11 ward was a place appropriated for violent

patients, and it was called the 'refractory ward.'

The deceased was frequently violent, and often

sparred at the other jmtients and wanted to fight.

There were marks on both wrists where he had
been chained down at some former time.

Charles Reed, an attendant in the asylum,

proved that on the 9th of May he was called by
one of the patients to the assistance of tho last

witness. He found him lying on the floor, and
the deceased had him fast by the neck-tie.

AVitness laid hold of him and told him to leave

go, and ho did so immediately, and Gann then
got up. He then told the deceased to go to bed,

and he did so directly. He made no comjilaint

at this time, and did not appear to have received

.any serious injury. On the following morning
the deceased told him it was a lucky job for Gann
that he came up the evening before to his assist-

ance, or else he should have killed him.

Cross-examined : The deceased's principal delu-

sions were that he was possessed of large pro-

perty, and that he was the strongest man in the

world. He also used to say that ho had killed

three or four hundred Catholics.

Mr John Beriy, the head attendant at the

asylum, deposed that he saw the deceased on the

day ho died (Saturday, the 12th of May), in the

airing court, at four o'clock in the afternoon. At
this time he appeared in his usual health and
strength. The deceased was partial to him and
followed him about, and told him he thought he

could infuse strength into any one by breathing

into his mouth.
Cross-examined ; The deceased complained of

having received a blow from Gami, and pointed

to the part of the abdomen where he had stnick

him. Ho made no complaint of having been ill-

used by any one on the Friday, an;l he never made
any complaint of having been ill-used by the

prisouoi's. Witness knew the patients Clark and

Varney. The latter had almost always been in

the refractory ward. Clark was also a very

violent man, and frequontlj' struck the other

patients, and he considered iiim a spiteful man.

Re-examined : When he .saw the deceased on
the Friday, he did not appear to be suffering in

any manner, and he did aiot observe any diflSculty

of breathing.

Thomas John Lord, another attendant, deposed
that he saw the deceased between four and five in

tho afternoon of the d.ay of his death, and he did
not obsei-ve that there was anything the matter
with him ; and he did not appear to be in any
pain, and made no complaint.

Cross-examined : The patient Clark was a
fretful man, and prone to fight. His insanity

showed itself by excitement and violence ; and
he laboured under many delusions of different

kinds, and frequently assaulted the other
patients.

Re-examined : Witness wonld : not rely im;[di-

citly upou anything Clark represented to baro.
occurred in the ward.

Dr Stocker deposed that he was a physician
and medical superintendent of the Grove Hall
Lunatic Asj'lum, Bow. The two men, Clark aniL

Vamey, who.se names had been mentioned, had.
been under his charge for a month, and be
believed that they were both competent to give a
correct account of matters that came under their.-

personal observation.

Cross-examined : Witness was not aware that
these men were placed under liis charge for the
express purpose of ascertaining whether they;

were competent to give evidence or not. They
were placed under his care by the authority at
the magistrates for the county of Middlesex, and
he had instructions to pay attention to their
mental condition. The man Clark was undoubtedly,
subject to delusions, and he judged of the truth
or falsehood of any statement made by him by.
its probability or improbability.

By Mr Robinson : Clark was imder the delusion
that poison liad been administered to him, and
that his system was very much injured by it, and
he seemed really to believe that this was the
case. The other man, Vamey, was under the
delusion that he had been the victim of persecu-.

tion by a variety of parties. He could not diai-

cover that ho laboui-ed imder any other delusion.

Re-examined : A lunatic might have a delusioB.

upon one subject, and yet l)e quite reasonable upon
others, and quite competent to state facts correctly

with regard to any occurrence that took jjlace in
his presence.

Sergeant Ballantine then proposed to call the
two lunatic patients as witnesses.

Mr Robinson said that before these witnesses

were examined, he should like to take the opinion

of the learned judge whether his learned friend

had a right to call them without giving some
further evidence that they had sufficient lucid

intervals to render theiu competent to give their,

testimony, and that the jury would be justified in
relying upon it.

Mr Justice Byles said it had been distinctly

laid down that a lunatic was not disquaUfied &om
giving evidence, and he could not stop the
examination of these witnesses unless the learned

counsel was in a position to produce evidence to

show that they were in such a state of mind that
their evidence could not be relied upon.

Mr Robinson said he was not prepared to pro-

duce evidence upon tliis point, and ho therefore

withdrew his objection.

Samuel Clark, tlie lunatic witness, was then
called in and examined. The witness, who is a
tall, powerful man, was, at the suggestion of the
learned judge, not examined from the witness-

box, which is quite close to the jury, but in the
body of the court. He said : I used to live at

Colney Hatch. I know the two men at the bar.

i'hcy were attendants at the asylum. I knew the

deceased man Swift, but did not hear of his death
until tho Tuesday after it hapj>eued. On the

Saturday afternoon before, Mr N i\'ian came into

the ward about four o'clock, and caught him by
the hand and the collar to di-ag him out, and Swift

said he woidd go with him quietly. Mr Slater

was present, and Vivian said he had been waiting

for him, as he could not get Smft out of the ward.

Slater then said that they had better get him out

at once, and Vivian tripped his legs from under
him and he fell to the ground on his back, and
they then both kicked him, and punched him,

and stamjicd on hiin mth their feet. After this

they took him into the padded room, and he
could not sec what occurred, but he heard them
ill-treat him, and hoard him cry out "murder"
once, and he also called out to them not to kick
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liim and ill-use liim. I afterwards went out to

the airing court, from whence I could look into

the {'added room, and I saw the deceased lying on
his back and drawing his legs up, and Slater nad
iis luuids on the deceased's head.

Croos-examined : The noise could bo heard all

oyer the building by the patients, and also by the

attendants. I saw three or four, or half-a-dozen

kicks L'ivon to the deceased by botli jirisouers.

They kicked htm principally in the sides and ribs,

and Slater also stamped upon his chest. He did

this with his feet, and also with his knees. Both
prisoners also "pnnched" the deceased with
their li.^ts, but Slater was the most violent of the

two. I saw them do this in the airing court, and
I saw the same thing in the padded room. I

liave had something given mo that has done mo
great injury. I have not been out of the doctor's

fiands since. I was poisoned when I was in

Sydney, and I was poisoned again shortly before

I went to C'olney Hatch. I have been poisoned a

rd many times. I am very nervous, and it

s not take much to make me so. Swift com-
plained the .same day of the injuries he had
received, and .said that his ribs were nearly

Twokeu. He said that those two brates^—meaning
the jirLsoners—had nearly broken liis ribs. I did
not s-iy anything about this until the 2ud of

Angusf, when I was examined by the commis-
sioner. 1 did not tell the other potient, Varney,
anytliiiig of wliat I had seen, and I did not talk

about it to any of the other patient.s. Varney
said to mo once that it was jnetty work that was
going on, but it would not last always. I never
told any of the attendants in the asylum that I

liad been poisoned. 1 was afraid to talk about
what I had seen in the a.syluni, in ca.se I should

be ill-used myself.

By Jlr Robinson: Another patient named (>«»•
hall was near the padded room when the occur-

rence took place, but ho did not look into the
room. He couhl have hoard all the noise and
cries of the dcceaseJ. The kicking and the
stauj|>ing lasted nearly an hour, and the deceased
wa.<) screaming thewhole of the time. He called

<Kit to them once to kill him, and not to keep
k; ' '

:. It seemed to have an effect npon
ii; ! it was over I went to sleep.

..,.. \ aiTiey, the other lunatic witness, a
respectable-looking man wearing a large lieard,

was then examined. His statement was similar

to that made by Clark, but referred to other acts

of violence alleged to have been committed by the
prisoners, II '

'.ut, after dinner on Friday,
the lltli of -V 'eased was making a noise

and ''talking ; .T,i..,c," when tlie prisoner Slater

Terj- roughly told him to bo quiet, and then seized

hold of him to drag him to the padded room. The
other )>risoner assisted him, and they both got
him into the ])added room, and when he was
there ho lieard him say "Oh !" and "Oh Lord I"

several times, and there was a noise as though
persons were scufliing. Ho did not see the
deceased again until the next momin!;, when he
said to Slater it was too bad to kick him so, and
put Ilia hand to liis breast. The prisoner took no
notice of wliat he said. Swift appeared to be iu

a u !

' 'of ])aia at this time, but he ate his
d. ual.

L ...iiaincd : He did not notice whether
Clark was near enough to hear the cries of the
deceased. Seveial of the other patients were
jnite close to him. Witness had been two years
in the a.sylum. He was removed from Hanwell
to t'olney Hatch. He was at the former asylum
for ton years. Ho had made complaints before to

the commissioners of having been ill-used several

times by the attendants at Hanwell. His beard
iras cat off by violence, and six or seven strong
men liold him do^vn while his face was Ijeing

rubbed with pumice-stone. His face was cut
by the pumice-stone. All this was done by
the orders of the authorities. Ho complained to
the doctor of the manner he was treated, and he
only l.iughe<l at him. He did not recollect having
talked to Clark abont what occurred on the
Saturday, and how Swift had come by his death

;

bnt ho knew that he was somewhere in the ward
it"' ' ' ' d. Eijjht or nine other

i " seen it, and there were
|'

. i' Liigether in the ward. The
violence iu the padded room lasted about ten
minutes or so. The i(atient« were very different
in their ways.
Mr Kobin.son: Soma of them are a great deal

more mad than others, I suppose ?—Witness, ye.s, '

sir ; some of them would not take that notice of

the cries and disturbance that others would.

By the Court : Swift was not a violent man. I

never saw him offer to strike any one.

Dr Tyermau, medical superintendent of the
Colney Hatch Lunatic Asylum, deposed that the
deceased was one of those patients considered to

be a dangerous lunatic, and on the 10th of May,
iu consequence of his .attack upon Gann, he was
removed to the ward appropriated for refractory

patients. There were about forty other patients

in the same ward, and they had three attendants.

He saw the deceased two or three times between
the 10th and the day of his death, the 12th, and
felt his pulse. On the evening of the 12th, Slater

came to him and told him that Swift was very ill,

and either dying or dead, and that he had a fit.

When witness got to the asylum the deceased was
dead, and he ob.served a large bruise upon his

stomach and right side. AV itness made some
inquiries of the prisoners, and they both said that

he had had a fit, or two fits. They also said that

he had partly recovered froiu the first lit, and
that he then got worse and they put him to bed,

and Iwth prisoners said they deemed it to bo an
epileptic fit. There was a post-mortem examina-
tion on the following Monday morning, and it

turned out that the arch of the entire chest was
fractured, and several ribs on each side were also

fractured. There wore also two sUght ruptures of

the liver, and there were two or three pi.its of

extrava.sated blood in the stomach. (The witness

then read the notes made by him upon the post-

mortem examination, describing the appearances

presented by the deceased. ) At this time there

was no suspicion that the prisoner had used
any violence towards him. The deceased had
once before attumpted to strangle the master of a

workhouse.
Cross-examined: The deceased was paralysed

when he was admitted to the asylum, and his

condition in this respect would render him less

sensible to pain, and in some cases, he believed,

it would occaijon complete insensibility to pain.

Patients afllicted with this form of insanity

would sometimes attempt to walk about with
broken limbs. He had seen several instances of

this kind during his experience at C'olney Hatch.
In one ca.se a patient who had fractured his

knee-cap walked about, without any apparent
pain, very shortly afterwards. In another in-

stance, aUer a patient died, it was found that

several of his ribs were fractured, and on the
morning of the day of his death ho .said that ho
was quite well. He heard that this patient had
sustained the injury in question by falling over

his bed or over a chair. Cases of this sort were
constantly occurring in lunatic asylums and
other phices. If there had been such a kicking
and stamping upon the deceased as had been
spoken of by the witnesses Clark and Vanioy, he

was of opinion there must have been some exter-

nal marks ; but none such were visible upon the

body of the deceased. It was his opinion that

many of the injuries sustained by the deceased
might have been caused by tho struggle with
Gann, and the blow ho received from him on tho

Wednesday Iwfore his death. He had known
Clark and Varney for some time, and they had
been under his care, and he was of opinion that

no reliance could bo placed npon any strttoment

made by them, and if he were uj)on a jury he
certainly should not give any credit to them.
They were both subject to vanous delusions, and
Varney had decidedly a homicidal tendency, anil

a desire to conspire to destroy the lives of others.

Ke-examined : Tliero were no external marks
to indicate by what means the ribs and sternum
became fractured.

At this stage of tho ease tho Court adjourned,

in order that tho jury might take some rofresh-

mout, and the trial was then proceeded with.

Dr Tucker, tho assistant medical officer of

Colney Hatch A.?ylum, deposed th.it he saw the

deceased between twelve and one o'clock in the
morning of the day in which ho died, and felt his

pulse, wliich was modoratcly jjood. He made no
' omplaint, and there wivs nothing to indicate that
he had anything the matter with him.

Cross-examined : Tho decea.sed made no com-
plaint of violence being used to him on' Friday
evening. He had heard the description given by
the mtnesses Clark and Varney, and ho was of

opinion that if the deceased had been kicked and
stamjied upon in the way they represented, for

nearly an hour, there must have been some ex- '

ternal marks of violence. Witness had had a
good deal of oxperionco with insane patients who
were at the same time paralj'tic, and he was aware
of several remarkable instances of their ajjparent

insensibility to pain. In one case, where a patient

had broken both the bones of his right leg, he
pulled otl' the .splints and tried to walk about on
the stump without exhibiting any appearance of

pain. He considered it quite possible that aU the
injuries miglit have been caused on the Wednes-
day, and the deceased might not have exhibited
any indication of the injury duriug the interval

between that day and his death.

Mr Partridge, one of the senior surgeons of

King's College Hospital, and professor of anatomy
for twenty years, deposed that he had been in

court and had heard all the evidence that had
been adduced, and particularly that portion of it

relating to the injuries the deceased was alleged

to have received. His opinion was, that it was
impossible for such injuries to have been inflicted

on the Wednesday without the deceased exliibit-

ing marked symptoms of having received them
duriug the interval between that time and death.

Tho consequence of so many ribs being broken
would be to most materially affect the respiration,

and the patient could not breathe regularly, but
would do so with great difficulty, and in such a
manner as must immediately attract attention.

According to liis judgment, the injuries that were
the cause of death had been inflicted not more
thau two hours before. He did not think that
tho fact of tho deceased being a lunatic would
have made any difference in this case, as to the
consequences of the injuries that had been
received. Lunatics who had met with an accident,

or who had received injury from any cause what-
ever, would no doubt act very dilferently to sano
persous, and they might under some circum-
sttuiccs exhibit an indifference to pain ; Ijut in
this case the chest would have entirely lost tho
support of tho ribs, and tho effect upon the respi-

ration, in his opinion, must have taken place,

and the patient could not have control over it.

In cross-examination, Mr Partridge .said that if

so much violence had been used towards tho
deceased as had been deposed to by tho two wit-

nesses Clark and Varney, ho should certainly

expect there would be some external marks upon
the body of the deceased.

Mr Luke, vice-president of the lioyal College

of Surgeons, surgeon to the London Hospital, and
to St Luke's Ho.spital for Lunatics, gave evidence
similar to that given by Mr Partridge. He also

said that he agreed with that gentleman as to tho
possibiUty of a lunatic evincing an indifl'erence to

or concealment of pain in some cases, but that
this could not be done when a patient had received

such injuries as were exhibited iu this case, and
tliat tho difficulty of breathing must have been
apparent.

Mr Barnard Holt, one of the surgeons of West-
minster Hospital, gave similar evidence, and this

closed the case for the prosecution.

Mr Metcalfe then proceeded to address the jury
for the prisoner Shiter, and in the course of a
very able siieech ho said that tho charge acrainst

him W.-JS one in itself of a very extraordinary
character, and it was sought to be supported by
evidence equally extraordinary, namely, thit of
two lunatics ; and he expressed his confidence

that no juiy would feel themselves justified in
convicting two re.spectable men of felony and
ruining their prosppcts for life upon evidence of
such a character. He called their attention to

the facts, and remarked upon tho violent charac-

ter of the deceased, and the probability that ho
had received the fatal injuries during the struggle

with the warder Gann, upon the occasion when
ho made the desperate attack upon him. Ho
observed that the occurrence was proved to have
taken place in what was called tlio refractory

ward, which was inhabited solely by violent

lunatics, and he asked the jury whether anything
could bo more likely—sujiposing they should not
believe that tho fatal injuries were received on tho
Wednesday—than that some act of violence might
have taken place among the lunatics themselves,

during which the deceased, who was proved to

liave been a quarrelsome, violent man, might
have received them. It was, he said,' admitted

that the witnesses were liable to delusioas, and
he urged that, for anything that apjieared to tho

contrary, the tale they luid told about the violeuco

used by the prisoners to the deceased might bo

an entire delusion.
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Mr Robinson also made an eloquent speecli to

tlie jui-y on behalf of his client. He went over a

good many of the topics that had been urged by

the other learned counsel, and particularly called

the attention of the jury to the fact that they

were asked by the prosecution to convict the

prisoners of this serious olfenco upon the evidence

of -vritnesses who were under no moral or legal

responsibility, acknowledged lunatics, who could

not be indicted for perjury even If it was proved

that they swore ever so falsely, and who were,

in fact, utterly irresponsible for the consequences

of the evidence they had given.

Mr Justice Byles, in summing up, said the case

was undoubtedly one of very great importance to

the public generally, to the unhappy persons

confined in these asylums, and also to those who
had the charge of them ; and he then called the

attention of the jury to all the important facts

tearing on the inquiry, commenting upon them
with the gi'eatest impartiality as he proceeded.

The jury, after deliberating a short time in the

box, retired. They were not absent more than a

quarter of an hour, when they returned into

court, and found both prisoners Not Guilty.

There was a slight attempt at applause when
the verdict was pronounced, but it was speedily

repressed by the officers of the court.

MEDICAL NEWS.

EoTAL College of Surgeons.—The next

anatomical examination for the membership of

the College has been fixed for Monday, the 5th

November, and following days ;
and the next

surgical or pass examination for Thursday, the 1st

November, and following days.

Apothecakies' Hall.—At Courts of Exami-

ners held on Thursday, the 13th, and Thursday,

the 20th instant, the gentlemen whose names are

immediately subjoined, havingpassed the necessary

examinations in the science and practice of Medi-

cine, were admitted Licentiates of the body, viz. :

Messrs Charles Henry Bennett, of College House,

Hammersmith ; George John Bennett, of Gates-

head, Durham (M.B.C.S. 1859) ;
and Daniel

Taylor, of Bury, Lancashire. And at the same

courts the following passed the first examination,

viz. : Messrs William Reginald Beck, of Great

Bussell street, Bloomsbury ; Elijah Barker, of

Sheffield ; Herbert Frederic Henry Barham, of

Maidstone ; Henry Stanley Gale, of High Hol-

born ; Henry Holman, of Crediton, Devonsliire
;

"William Hugh Hughes, of Warrington, Lanca-

shire ; Robert llift'e, of Coventry (M.R.C.S.

1860) ; and William Pitt, of Willeuholl, Staf-

fordshire. «

Royal ORTHor.fiDic Hospital.—The half-

yearly court of the governors of this hospital was

held on the 20th inst., at the offices, 315 Oxford

street. Mr Quarles Harris occupied the chair,

and stated that a number of applications for the

benefits of the ho-spital had been received from

persons who, it was imagined, moved in a higher

sphere than those for whom it was designed. The
decisions concerning such applications were always

postponed, in order that inquiries concerning the

position of the ajiplicants might be made ; for

although the governors always wished to deal

mercifully, yet they were bound faithfully to

administer the funds of the hospital. The secre-

tary stated that 778 patients had been admitted

during the half-year, and that the total number
admitted since the opening of the institution had

been 26,048. The Marquis of Westminster had

just sent another donation of 25Z., and it was

stated that Miss Burdett Coutts was a yearly

contributor to the amount of 20 guineas. Atten-

tion was drawn to the fact that the mortgage debt

on the institution is 6,000^., and entails an

annual charge of 3001. Additional subscriptions

are urgently needed to meet more than 200 cases

which are in waiting, and cannot be taken in

owing to the want of funds. After the routine

business of the court had been transacted, it was
closed by a vote of thanks to the chairman.

JIetropolitan School of Dental Science.

—The second session of this school will commence
on Wednesday, the 10th of October, when the

Introductory Lecture will be delivered by Mr
Hulme, at 8 p.m. Lectures will be delivered on
Dental Surgery, by ilr Hulme, on Thursdaj-s at

7 ; Anatomy and Physiology, with Demonstra-
tions from the subject, by IJr Richardson, on
Wednesdays at 7 ; Dental Mechanics, by Mr

Perkins, on Thursdays at 8 ; Comparative Ana-
tomy, by Dr Cobbold, on Wednesdays at 7 ;

Principles of Surgery, by Mr T. Spencer Wells,

on Fridays at 7 ; Chemistry and Metallurgy, by
Dr Bemays, on Wednesdays at 8.

A Learned Charlatan.—Thomas Woolhouse
is the first modern author who has called the atten-

tion of the Profession to the passage of Hippocrates

which refers to scarification of the eyelids. He
was oculist of James JI., and settled in Paris

about the beginning of the 18th ceutuiy. He
was a Graduate and Fellow of Magdalen College,

Oxford, skilful and very learned ; but his place

in history is in the rank of those for whom science

is merely a means of arriving quickly at fortune.

He made use of this veiy passage of Hippocrates

to carry on his charlatanism. In this passage, he
said, which no one before him had understood,

scarification of the eyelids was indicated,—

a

sovereign remedy for a great number of ophthalmic

diseases. He only knew the mode of performing

it, and this he kept a secret. In his works lie

speaks only of the operation and the instrument

with which he operated, but gave no description

of it. He, in fact, kept it a complete mystery,

and only permitted his pupils and intimate friends

to be present when he practised it ; and when he
initiated them into the secret, he made them pay
a good round sum for it, and also swear to keep it

secret.— ' Med. Times.'

AiR-praiFYiNG Ventilators and Refri-
gerators.—The news of the deaths of Sir H.
Ward and Mr Wilson, from the effects of the

climate of India, suggests the consideration that

less progress has been made in the means of pre-

serving the health of Europeans in India than
might have been expected in an age when the

powers of steam and electricity render such signal

service to man. These deaths forcibly remind us

of the extreme importance of the plan suggested

and recently patented by a Medical man, and de-

scribed in a recent number of our journal. We
allude to Mr White's air-purifying ventilators and
refrigerators. The process is effected by forcing a

current of air through plates of metal filled with
small perforations, down which water is falling.

The motion of the air is produced by a fan which
is moved by hand, or by water issuing from a
" Barker's Mill," or by any other motive power

;

and the motion of the water on the perforated

metal is produced either by causing circular metal

plates to revolve with half their substance im-

mersed ill water, or by causing the water issuing

from the Barker's Mill to fall on perforated metal.

The air on contact with water colder than itself is

cooled by evaporation and conduction. With
water artificially cooled with ice (which is plen-

tiful in the chief cities of India), and the use of

this simple and inexpensive machine, the tem-

perature and purity of the air in an apartment in

the hottest and most unhealthy parts of India

will be like that of England. It is not as an
article of luxury, but as a means of presen'ing

the health and lives of our countrymen in India,

that we recommend this refrigerator. The
machines may be seen at Mr Harris's, 21 King
WiUiam street. Charing cross, from two till

five p.m.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE WEEK.
Wednesday, Septeinber 26.

Operations at Middlesex Hospital, 1 p.m. ; St
Maiy's Hospital, 1 p.m. ; University College Hos-
pital, 2 p.m. ; Royal Orthopaedic Hospital, 2 p.m.

Thursday, September 27.

Operations at St George's Hospital, 1 p.m.
;

Central London Ophthalmic Hospital, 1 p.m.

!

London Hospital, 1^ p.m. ; Great Northern
Hospital, King's Cross, 2 p.m.

Loudon Home.—2 p.m.

Friday, Septetnber 28.

Operations at Westminster Ophthalmic Hospital,

IJ p.m.
Saturday, September 29.

Operations at St Thomas's Hospital, 1 p.m. ; St

Bartholomew's Hospital, IJ p.m. ; King's College

Hospital, 1^ p.m. ; Charing Cross Hospital, 2 p.m.

Monday, October 1.

Operations at the Royal Free Hospital, 2 p.m.
Metropolitan Free Hospital, 2 p.m.

TiKsday, October 2.

Operations at Guy's Hospital, 11p.m.; Westmin-
ster Hospital, 2 p.m.

NOTICES TO COEEESPONDENTS.

A Shbsckibeb.—Ist. St Bartholomew's or the Lon-
don Hospital for general surgery ; for operatioru.
King's College is famous.

Anodyne.—The composition of chlorodjTie, as given
in our Journal, we are informed is, if not quite, at

least approximatively correct. Mr Davenjwrt is,

of course. Justified in denying its correctness if it

vary ever so slightly from the authentic one.

Dr B. H.—A good anil cheap microscope can be had
at Baker's, in Holbom.

Palmam qui Meruit, Ferat.— It is unnecessary to
open a controversy upon the point. We do not
consider it in question.

L.S.A. — The regulations as regards preliminary
education are only the recommendations of a Com-
mittee, and are, of course, not yet in force.

Beta.—You are still within the period.

Senex, on the Degree of M.D., received.

Chikukgus Altek.—Enclosures received. Our cor-

respondent is thanked.
A Student.—We cannot inform you.
Tyro.— Such an arrangement can be made in several

schools.

Deodoeization in Obstetric Medicine.

To the Editor of the Medical Circular.
Sir,— Dr Skinner's paper on the above subject

is of great value. But as with the poor especially
the general use of a deodorizer in the lying-ija

chamber will depend much on the price and lacility

of obtaining the deodorizing powder, I suggest
that "Condy's Health Powder" should be used
in the manner advised by Dr Skinner. It will

also probably be found equally, if not more useful
than the applications recommended by Dr Skinner
in the other cases of disease named by him.

I am, &c., John White, M.R.C.S.

TTospital for Diseases of
-*—*- THE SKIN, New Bridge street, Blackfriars.
Between 700 and 800 cases attend weekly. The Out-*

Patients are seen un Mondays, Wednesdays, and Tliursdays,

at Four o'clock p.m. Particulars can be obtained by
application to the Secretaryand Dispenser, at the HospitaL

ent's Pharmaceiitical
PREPARATIONS OF BRITISH MEDICINAL

HERBS.— These Prejtarations have received universal
aiiprobation, aud gaiufd first Prizes at the London Great
ExJiibition in 1851, the Paris Exhibition of 1855, and also
the New York Exhibition. They may be obtained of Mr
W. Kent. 'Walsham-k'-WilJows, Suffolk; or of his Whole-
sale Agents, Mr W. H. Bucklee. Chemist, 86 New Bond
street ; or Mr C. F. Buckle, S North place, Gray'sinn
lane, London.

Human Osteology
from France.—RAGINEL, 38 Ludgate hill. City,

E.C., London. Patronised by the Royal
College of Surgeons of England. Illustrated

Osteology on the bones themselves. Very
large stock on the lowest i>ossible terms.
Disarticulated Skulls, in twenty-two pieces,

in box. All the bones of the disarticulated

skulls will be fitted in right order in tha.

Iirescnce of the purchaser, so as to shov
that everj- bone of each set belongs to tho
same skull ; it will be the same for all other
disarticulated pieces. Skulls with Sections.
Hands and Feet on catgut. Disarticulated
Skeletons, quite complete, with the Skull

tame body. Articulated Male Skeletons, the

bones very well marked.

STUDENTS CASE OF OSTEOLOGY, COMPLETE.
Splendid Pieces for Lecturers and Museums.

Save Half your Coals, Cure
your Smoky Chimneys, have a plentiful supply of

Hot Water in the Kitchen, and a warm Bath always ready
»,

night aud dav, by using the
PATENT AMERICAN KITCHENER;

A cheap and perfect Cooking Rant^e, which will cook for
a large family at a cost for fuel of one shilling per week,
and may be seen iu operation daily at tlie Anurican Store
Warehouse, 155 Cheapside, E.C.—Illustrated Prospectus
free.

Microscopes.
BOTANICAL MICROSCOPES, packed in maho-

gany case, with three powers, condenser, mincers, and two
slides, will show the auimalcula in water, price ISs. fld.

Tlie ' Field ' newspai»er, under the gardening deiiartment,

gives the following valuable testimony:—"It is mar-
vellously cheap, and will do everytiing which the loyer of

nature can wish it to accomplish, either at home or in the

open air."—June 0th, 1857.—Address, 7 Throgmorton
street.—Just published, Second Edition, an lUustrated

and Descriptive Catalogue, containing the names of 1,50(>

M icroseopic Objects. Post free for six stamps.

K

-J. Amadio's

Monuments, Tombs, Head
STONES, ic, ERECTED iu town or country,,

aud Ai any of the Cemeteries, at moderate charges, by 8. H.
G.^RDINEK, Monumental M.ason, New Kent road, S.K.

—

A Sheet of Designs, with Price List, forwarded on »ppU-
catiou.

Established 25 years.
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INTRODUCTORY LECTURES
DEUVEEED AT TUB

OPENING OF THE SESSION
1860-61.

The usual Introductory Addresses were
delivered on Monday, and, as is our custom,

we append abstracts of the greater number.

There was a large attendance at most of the

Schools.

8T Bartholomew's.

Mr Savory commenced his lecture with an

earnest congratulation to those who were entering

for the first time the profession of Medicine,

inasmuch as henceforth they might become

possessed of illimitable means of doing good, and

find unbounded scope for the exercise of the

noblest faculties of their nature
;
pointing out, that

although by no means the direct route to wealth

and titles, thoy might fairly weigh in the balance

of their esteem the advantages it had to offer. ] j

To begin with the lowest wealth, if vast

incomes are not common, sudden failures are very

r&ro. If scientific labours are not rewarded with

State honours and pensions, it is a tribute to the

labourer and the work ; it is because the result

is not limited to the aggrandisement of any sect

or part)', but its value is universal. No man

or party rewards, because all men, all parties, are

boneCteil nnil advanced. But are not such

labours in themselves ennobling • la tlmro no

heraldiy in science ? Would titles have added a

single ray to the lustre of such names as

Harvey or Hunter ! The superior claims of

scientific labours are almost universally ac-

knowledged : what studies can rival these in

their influence upon the mind—what others so

well engage and exercise all our faculties, and

enlarge them t Ko class enlists so many

Volunteers as the natural sciences ; we sec men

stepping out from all professions, as it were

instinctively, into our domain. What a popular

instrument the microscope ! How attractive to

many the laboratory of the Chemist I No subject

can be broached so sure of entirely absorbing the

attention as that of our structure and functions.

So, then, what others turn aside to seek, Ues

directly in our path of duty. It is a happy lot

for us that wo can earn our bread in the midst of

the most ennobling and exalting inquiries. It is

to us not only beneficial, but absolutely necessary.

Ho alone can become a sound and successful

practitioner who has been a diligent student of

those sciences which investigate our structure and
functions in their healthy and natural state. I

allude to anatomy, chemistry, and physiology.

Let each one learn as much of these as he can,

bearing always in mind the great object for which
they are studied here, never neglecting the

purpose to which they are to be applied. But
remember, too, that Medicine and Surgery are

founded and raised upon the natural sciences ; all

that they are beyond mere empirical arts, they owe
to their dependence upon and their association

with these. It would be difficult to find a man
in our profession who has attained to any great

eminence in the practice of his profession, or who
by his writings and precepts nas advanced our
knowledge of di.sease, or our power over it, who
did not lay the foundation of his success in the
distinction which he earned by his labours in the
natural sciences. They found time for all this

work ; nay, it was well invested— for by it they
were enabled to do so much and to such good
purpose ultimately. Your object must bo to

study anat<jmy, chemistry, and physiology, witli

a view to becoming sound and scientific phy-
sicians ati<l surgeons.

If the practice of our profession does not lead

to popidarity and public applause, think, if you do
not win the many, in what an enviable relation you
may stand to the few. How much good is done
without remuneration, commonly so.called! Where
is the consulting-room that refuses to acknowledge
the passjKjrt of pain and poverty. Moreover, our
science and art are of almost universal application.

Wherever man exists, there is he the subject of

disease and injury, and is therefore in need of the

resources of Medicine and Surgery. But if to us

so much is given, from us how much is required

!

With more than ample scope for the exercise

of the highest faculties with which wo are

endowed, how powerfully are wo appealed to, to

cultivate every faculty that we possess! With
this investment for our talents, shall we, on the

plea that they are small, bury them ? That which
the profession of Medicine has to offer is open to

aU—are you excluded ? Why ?^ On whatdoes suc-

cess in life depend? The most "gifted" men
often fail in life. The most successful men are by
no means always the most "gifted." But mark
this. Success is constantly associated with work.

It is never really seen apart from work. Look
into the history of men who have made themselves
known, and you will find one great rule in com-
mon : Industry—earnest, persevering industry.

Through what grand struggles have they passed

!

noble illustrations that difficulties form the cradle

of excellence. What is success ? The attainment of

the end we have in view, the accompUshment of

that for wliich we strive. Whatever the o.>ject

may be in view, it can be accomplished only by
labour, labour proportionate to the result. How
imi>ortant that the object chosen be a worthy one!

Do not let us cast our offering before an ignoble

shrine.

Genuine work is no'trifling matter—no less than
the entire devotion of all our faculties to the

difficulty to be overcome. The earlier the effort

is made, the moro readily'is the power of appli-

cation attained. If a sure foundation of cle-

itipiitnry knowledge be not laid—lacking this firm
supiwrt, the future work can never be relied on.

To lay this first great stone. Gentlemen, is our
business here to-night ; and then we can build
around it and upon it—not hastily, but securely

—

not for display, but for endurance. Test, aud
examine, and scrutinise each portion before you
leave it, and ascertain that it will bear whatever
weight you lay upon it in the future ; and then,

when the structure becomes conspicuously high,

no one shall detect a disastrous flaw in the
corner-stone.

Perhaps there is no subject in which erro-

neous opinions are so commonly entertained
as the means whereby distinction has been
won. There are so many fables to be tole

of sudden achievements in inspired moments,
and of wonderful di.scoveries through accidental
circumstances ;—such for, example, as the
pretty fictions of Newton and the apple

—

(ialileo and the lamp—Young and the soap-
bubble ;—that it is made to appear as if

chance and genius were the solo conditions of

eminence. Tlieso fictions have no place in the
pages of genuine history. Wherever you read
the full and faithful record of the life of a gi-eat

man, there you rea<l the tale of a hfe of earnest,

persevering labour. I am not attempting to

deny there is more than this—that so much could
have been done without more than ordinary
intellectual powers ; but with these there is

always combined, as the inevitable condition of
success, extraordinary work—naj-, more, in many
cases extreme difficulties at the commencement.
Tlie biographies of orators, poets, philosophers,
historians, statesmen, soldiers, are all alike

records of the fact. There is the best evidence
of the extreme labour which Cicero aud Demo-
sthenes bestowed upon their orations. They
were not in the habit of tnisting to their genius

—

they made it by their industry. If there is one
branch of excellence whicli more than another is

supposed to be the gift of untutored nature, it is

the faculty of verse
;
yet Lord Byron said he had

revolved some of his compositions for whole
years in his mind before he had attempted to

write them down. Wordsworth spoke of the
immense time ho reipiired to write even the
shortest copy of verses before ho could satisfy

himself What an admirable history of resolute

labour is the life of Southey I

Of Newton it has been .said, "Even his

recreation consisted only in a variety in his

industry ; it is told he wrote his Chronology

fifteen times before he was satisfied with it."

There are similar records of the labours of Burke,
Hume, and Gibbon, and many others. Frederick
the Great and Napoleon, like C^sar, worked pro-

digiously. Still moro interesting to xis the
labours of'the great men of our own Profession

—

of Harvey, Jenner, and Sir Charles Bell. Great
was the genius of Hunter, and how great hia

labours! Johnson has defined genius to be "a
mind of large general powers accidentally deter-

mined in some particular direction."

Buffon says of^ genius, " It is patience." John
Foster held it to oe the power of lighting one's

own fire. "Genius," says Carlyle, "means
transcendental capacity for taking trouble first of

of all." Although these and similar sentiments,

which have been expressed by Newton, Locke,

Helvetius, Diderot, Michael Angelo, and Rey-
nolds—who held that excellence in art, however
expressed by genius, taste, or the gift of Heaven,
may be acquired—may, in some sense, be exagge-

rations ; for it must bo "admitted that no amount
of industry alone could have made men like some
of these

;
yet it shows the estimation in wliich

these men held work, and the confidence thoy had
"in the omnipotence of human labour."

The most distinguished men have been invari-

ably the most indefatigable labourers. The power
of labour in subduing difficulties, and the absolute

necessity of study as the inevitable condition of

success, even in those whom Nature has most
UberaUy endowed, is still moro strikingly shown
in the recorded examples of early failures and
subsequent success. Examples— the persever-

ance of Demosthenes and Curran—Lord Byron's

and others' first attempts— the behaviour of

Frederick the Great, and Wellington's first cam-
paign. " Depend upon it. Gentlemen, genius com-
monly means labour, and inspiration is only
another term for industry."

There is no waste of time or stagnation in

Nature, but work everywhere ; for even in her
most perfect production we are permitted to recog-

nise the consummation of work. Moreover, wo
see everywhere by what humble and apparently
insignificant agents the grandest results are at-

tained. Witness, for example, coral reefs, and
the chalk and other formations. Also observe

the all-important agency of time as an element in

the production of the grandest results. So it is

our duty to work— a duty we owe to ourselves, to

our friends, to those around us, to our hospital, to

our profession, to our patient.s. In no quality of

the mind do men difier from each other so remark-
ably as in what is called the power of the will,

and in the relation which it bears to the passions

and emotions. As by the presidence of the will

man is especially distinguished from the animals
below him, so in the relative degree of its develop-

ment do men vary more widely than in their intel-

lectual endowments, strictly so called. Thus, to

refer again to the example of men wlio have ac-

complished some great purpose in life, we find

that although such men nave been by no means
invariably distinguished by genius, yet that they
have all been remarkable for strength of will. In
such men the will was dominant, subjugating and
controlling the passions and instinct. Thus, they
were distinguished not so generally by intellectual

wealth, as by the earnest and sustaiued application

of the powers at their command.
On the other hand, what pitiable spectacles have

been presented by the grandest intellectual

powers, when accompanied by what Coleridge, in

his wretchedness, described as impotence of the

volition ! Truly, there is no slavery so abject as

that which springs from want of self-control, no
victory so fniitful as that which we achieve over

ourselves. Thus, those who have been great,

who have been successful in accomplishing soma
high and noble purpose in life, have been remark-

able for character rather than intellect. This dis-

tinction is an imiiortant one. The latter may accom-

plish great things, but it is the former which
secures success in life. Men dift'er in ability, but

infinitely more in conduct ; and we are not respon-

sible for the powers we possess, but the use we
make of the powers at our command. Resolu-

tion, energy, and perseverance, wliii'li are but
various manifestations of the power of the will,

are the qualities which recommend and ensure

success; while infirmity of character and feeble-

ness of purpose will mar the fairest prospects and

destroy the brightest hopes.

All men covet success. But desire is not effort.

There is a vast difierence between wishing for
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anything;, and the endeavour to obtain it. Every

man possesses tlie means of success, if he will only

use tlicm. If the consciousness of inferior

capacities lead a man (as it should do) to recog-

nise the need of extraordinary efforts, it may
bcL-omo the fulcrum of a lever which will move all

things.

But a man may acknowledge all tliis, and yet

refuse to accept the conditions. He declines to

pay such a price for the result ; he fails, not from
want of faith, but of resolution. In such a case,

let him not accuse any but himself. Let him not

cast it upon circumstances, for the most unpro-
pitious have by his fellows been overcome ; let

nim not charge it upon opportunities, for other

men have made them.
The difficulty does not lie in our ignorance—wo

can all tell what is good and great ; it is in the

struggle to do well that the great battle of life

is fought.

Gentlemen,— Life is before you. If Anticipa-

tion, the enchantress of youth, could, by the touch
of her bewitching wand, disclose to your view the

fttture of your lives ; could you, as you are, see

what you might become,—then there need be no
misgiving of the course you would pursue. But
Trhat is now all mist and shadow. Time, tho great

magician, will soon—too soon—reveal ; so soon,

that before this Session shall have passed, it may
not be impossible to discern the destiny of many
amongst you. Your choice is still free, but you
have no hours to spare. Though that alone were
not inglorious, there are far higher motives to

industry than mere worldly advancement. Indus-

try will ensure knowledge, and knowledge is ei-

cellent for its own sake. The "knowledge that

you will acquire is most excellent and most use-

ful,—most useful jto yourselves, for it will, if

rightly employed, enlarge every faculty, exalt the

understanding, andennoblo your whole mind; nay,

jnore, the study of tho last of Nature's works
should teach the truest wisdom, for this transient

structiu'e tells, in every change it imdergoes, of an
Elysium for the spirit it enshrines ; and lastly,

though not least, most useful to others, for the

.aim and end of your work is to do good, "to give

a true account of your gift for the benefit and use

-of man."
All is before you. Kfficnlties and disappoint-

ments you must inevitably encounter. They may
-dishearten you a while, but they cannot destroy

you. There are no conditions so hard, no circum-

Btancos so opposed, that they will not yield to tho

labour which overcomes all things.

Work is before you. Independently of all

reward, whatever it may be—apait from the result,

it is our duty. This should be enough for us. No
matter how far he may be removed from the

necessity of labour, no man can be at once idle

and virtuous. Industry is essential to the happi-

ness of the life wliich now is. In the present

time there can be no real pleasure apart from it,

and the retrospect of a life well spent is the sole

means of securing peace when we most need it.

The faint and obscure traces of Tnith which we
may here discern are indeed but the shadows of

revelations to come. Yet, if now we can see only
through a glass darkly, hereafter we sliall be face

to face. If now we are permitted to know only in

part, then shall we know even as also we shall be

known.

ST THOMAS'S.
The Introductory Address at this hospital was

delivered by R. D. Grainger, Esq., F.R.S.,

to a very large audience. He commenced by
remarking that these annual reunions were
often regarded as mei-e matters of form de-

manded by custom, but intrinsically valueless.

He could not, however, in any degree accede

±0 that view, and he should be sorry that their

incipient students should enter upon the culti-

vation of so divine a science as that of medi-
cine with the feeling that aught connected with

it could be trite or common-place. Medicine
was not what tho general public Cwho, unhap-
pily for themselves, knew so little of the true

scope and bearing of the profession) conceived
it to be—the bare observation of disease and
the application of remedies. On the contrary,

it embraced a whole cii-cle of the most deeply
interesting sciences, of which it was the very
Bum and substance. Mr Grainger proceeded
as follows :

—" As the present is the last occa-

sion on which I shall axldrcss you in the capa-
city of teacher, I am anxious to submit some
remarks on the funilamental nature of orga-

nised bodies and the forces acting on them,
feeling assured that oven with those who are

commencing their studios I shall best consult

their ultimate advantage if I can succeed in

conveying to them some right and clear per-

ceptions as to the essential character of that

living mechanism, the disturbance of which it

is the one object of medicine to prevent, if

that be possible ; to rectify it if it has act>ially

occurred. Such an inquiry will, moreover, not be

mi.splaced, since even in the present day the pre-

vailing notions concerning tlie nature of those

forces upon which life and organisation dcj^end

are, as it seems to me, fundamentally en-oneous.

But, in limine, I must beg you plainly to imder-

staud that what I am about to submit to j'our

judgment has reference solely to the phenomena
of the mere organic and animal life, to the

actions of the body alone—to that life which man
.shares in common ^rith a cabbage and a worm

;

that it has no relation whatever to the conscious

existence, and still less to the spiritual—to the

soul—which, as we are taught by the Word of

God himself, and only in a less degree by the re-

searches of all science rightly interpreted, is an
entity perfect in itself, and distinct from that

earthly tabernacle in which it is now imprisoned

;

that, in fine, the body is formed out of the dust

of the gi'ound, into which the Lord God breathed
the breath of life, when man became a living soul.

With this all-essential restriction, I conceive it

may be assumed, in strict keejiing \vith inductive

philosophy, that as the living body is admittedly
composed of the common elements of matter

;

that as those elements are in most organic sub-

stances known to be combined in strict accordance

with the laws of chemical affinity ; that as in a

multitude of instances, to which the exact science

of the present daj' is continually ndding, it io

recognised by all that ths actions of the living

body are either chemical or physical in their cha-

racter, so in reality is proved the operation of

physical forces, and that all the so-called vital ac-

tions are as essentially dependent upon these same
powers. Views like these, as many now present

well know, have at varioiis periods been enunciated

with greater or less precision, but nothing has

been firmly established ; whilst, on the other hand,

Yoluraes have been written to prove that the

phenomena of living bodies are altogether peculiar

and depending on forces to which there is nothing

analogous in common matter. Even in the case

of those processes which obviously are closely

allied to chemical and physical phenomena,
physiologists spoke of them as altogether peculiar

and vital. There were so many of those terms

—

such as animal heat, vital elasticity, the chemistrj'

of life, and so forth—which, violating in them-
selves the sublime unity displayed in the primary
forces of natxire, were coined with the express

object of teaching that the living actions were
altogether $ui ycnci-is. It is true that no veiy
clear ideas were attached to such exjiressions, for

the sufhoient reason that they were, as we can now
perceive, entirely fallacious ; but whilst they
prevailed, they involved many of the prime ques-
tions of physiology in the same hopeless obscurity

as would bo caused in astronomy if it ^vere

admitted that there were two distinct kinds of

attraction or two laws of gi-avitation. In con-

sidering this question we must recollect that only

the most universal principles are concerned
;

whereas it seems to me many of the prevailing

opinions have refereuce merely to secondary

properties and phenomena, which have no
significance to the natural jihilosopher or the

physiologist. Form, magnitude, colour, and like

sensible qualities, are all subordinate points
;

indeed, one of the veiy first lessons the student

has to learn is to discipline the sens«s, which by
themselves are liable constantly to mislead, since

in nature the obvious is rarely the tmc. Who
by any sensuous observation could ascertain that

the ultimate particles of matter, which are

infinitely minute, never actually touch each other

even in the densest substances, as a mass of Hint,

or a plate of polished steel—nay, that no amount
of force can compel them to come into contact,

since all bodies, even water, are compressible
;

that the ultimate particles are thus free to move
among themselves in the most solid bodies, .and

may—even do—incessantly, like the earth itself,

as De la Rive infers in his tlieory of electricity
Similar illustrations abound in organic matter.
Thus the blood may be scarlet, as it is in the
vertebrata, or colourless, as in the numberless
tribes of invertebrate animals, insects, mollusca,
and so forth ; but it is essentially the same fluid;

and so the breast-bone may have a nan-ow ]jro-

jecting keel, as in bird.s, or be flat and expanded,
as in the cheluuia, and yet ])resent exactly the
same typical parts in both. And so in the oas*

of the forces implicated respectively in organic

and organi-scd bodies ; it may in the present statA

of knowledge be very difficult to demonstrate
their ultimate identity. Nor need this be a
matter of surprise when we recollect how very
recently the intimate relations of the several

physical forces themselves have been discovered
by such researches as those of Oersted, Faraday,
and Graham. Chemioal force, dectricitj', raa^
netisra, caloric, light, act and re-act ou each other

in the mode signified Ijy the toiin correlation, and
are probaWy, as many profound philosophers

suppose, only different manifestations of oan
universal, all-pervading force. To proceed to the
organic forces, such as the nervous and the
muscular. We perceive a current of the former
passing through the motor nerve, crossing th*
sarcoces matter at right angles, as the latest ai

well as eariier observations prove, like the electric

and magnetic currents moving ia the direction of
the equator and poles of the earth, and thereby
evoking the muscular force, whilst again there

passes out of the living nmscle a force which, as
in the experiments of Matteucci, excites the
nervous force. We know, further, from the same
penetrating observer, that this muscular current
carried along the coils of the galvaaomotei^
induces the same kind of deflection of the
niaguetic needle as electricity. It is, moreover,

most remarkable and instructive, as my lamented
friend Ur Todd pointed out, that although this

muscular current "> "'"s so closely allied to
rK-ctilclty, it is so far distinguished from it that
it is arrested by conductors, as when a thin fUui
of gold is wrapped round the living muscl^
whilst it readily traverses non-conductors, phe-
nomena the very counterpart of what ProfosBOr

MuUer jminted out years ago in regard to tlie

nervous and electric forces. Now, although this

may seem to indicate an idtimate and essential

ditierence between the .electric and musoulsr
currents, it presents the very same condition of

things as that expressed by the term correlation

of forces. The mere fact of the existence of

difl'erenccs iu physical and vital forces is there-

fore not in itself" suflicient to demonstrate that

there is a primary essential distinction between
them. And thus truth being recognised and kept
in view, we shall be in a better position to weigh
the e.'cisting opinions on this question. In the

i case of animals the error which almost umvcrsally
prevails, and is, 1 believe, more misleading thaa
any other, is the idea that their actions exhibit

such marks of intelligence, and are so exquisitely

adapted to ensiue the designed end that they
cannot be referred to the opcratioa of physical

forces. To show that this is no mere allegation

on my part, it is not necessarj' to go back to the
ancient hyjx>theses, to the Auima of StaUl, or to

the Arehajus of Van Helmont. It will suffice to

refer to the views of modem physacians and sur-

geons. Thus, an author most justly esteemed,
the late Dr Front, seeing iu every part of tlte

animal economy unequivocal marks of the
adaptation of means to ends, infers that ia.

tho ^'arious parts of cverj' organic body there

exist intelligent agents ' superior to and capaUe
of controlling and directing the forces ope-

rating ou inorganic matter,' and thereby

affecting the vital phenomena. And so in respe<i

to pathology. 1 remember conversing with a
very eminent surgeon who, whilst admitting the

existence of the oudosmotic force of Dutrochct,

urged that no such mere physical jiowcr could

account for the separation of a mortified jiart from
the living body, such as the detachment of the

sequesti-um in a diseased bone, because lliis pro-

cess gave evidence of jierfcct design. These
cn-oneous opinions, still prevailing among so

many medicid men, renders it neoe.-vviry for tiis

student always to keep in ricw the truth recc^
nised by the gi-eat teachers of physical scienoev

that the whole of nature is full of design and of

intelligent actions, produced by agents in them-
selves unintelligent. What, in fact, in its widest

acceptation, is law but the operation of the
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Divine Will so coutrolling the forces of the uui-

verse as to produce a pre-ordaiiied, specific, and
intelligible result ? No writer that 1 know has

sot forth this great principle more forcibly than

our great exemplar, Harvey, who, contending

against the very error we have indicated, is at

l>ains to show that the common elements of matter

and the forces connected with them—air, water,

fire, the ocean, the veiy winds which waft navies

to either India, nay, even round the globe, and
often by opposite courses—are, as he so eloquently

expresses it, s-ubservient to the will of the

supreme, intelligent, and eternal God ; thereby

surpassing their own powers, producing the ex-

quisite order, hannouy, and design, which ai'e

evinced as plainly in the globe we inhabit as in

the most elaborate and iicrfcct animal. To pursue
and illusti'ate this great argument, we may ask
why are the lofty Andes placed at the extromo
western verge of South America, if their position

he not in foreseen and strict relation to th c direc-

tion of the trade-winds, those grand water-carriers

by which this continent is fertilised ? Had this

range of mountains been placed in the eastern
border, tliey would have intercepted, as by a wall,

tlie aqueous vapour borne from the Atlantic, and
the vast forests and valleys now watered by the

largest of all rivers, the Jiaranon, and redundant
with vegetable and animal life, would have been
converted into an arid, burning plain, identical

witli the rainless region of Peru, wxero a second
kind of Sahara being produced, the lama, the

rei>rescntative of the camel in the new world, and
a few other animals, find a scanty, but yet to

them sufficient existence. One other instance

nmy be permitted, since it is more indi^'idually

connected with physiology—the rapid ascension

into tlie highest strata of the atmosphere of the

Jioavy carbonic acid generated by respiration,

combustion, and putrefaction— a phenomenon
in wliich one jihysiral ])Ower, diffusion, overcomes
aiiotliiT, gravitation, both being but modifications

of one fi.rcc, attraction, with the obvious intention

•of removing a iioisonous gas from the immediate
surface of the earth, whicli, if left alone to the

power of ordinary attraction, would have ren-

dered animal existence impossible.'' Mr Grainger
next combatid the erroneous argument in sup-

l>ort of special vital forces, tliat organic matters
ai* altogether peculiar in their chemical constitu-

tion, attributable to wliat is often termed the
chemistry of life, and tlint nothing like them is

fonnd in inorganic matter ; and also another pre-

valent opinion, which is considered by many dis-

tingtiislied physiologists as embodying the most
iiMpovtant proof of the existence of a vital prin-

I iple, and wliicU relates to the internal arrange-

ment of the parts of wliicli organised structures

and inorganic bodies are respectively comyHJsed.

There cunld be no doubt that in tlii.s, ami pcr-

hafw in other countries, the oveiTuling influence

<if the Hunterinn doctrine of a vital principle had
most powerfully tended to the propiigation of the
erroneous views which had been touclied upon.
He need not point out to many of his auditors

that the great instances adduced by Hunter in

snpiH.it of his theory of life, and to which ho
I'c uri'il again and again in his writings, relate

to llie cause of the coagulation of the blood, the

resistance of a freshly- laid egg to freezing, ami the

power which cn-ables the stomach during life to

resist the solvent action of the gastric juice. In

«ach of these instatiocs Hunter, as it is well

known, attributed the ]>hinnnema to the defen-

sive power of life, to his vital principle, and in

the then state of knowledge it was s<aii-ccly {lossi-

blc to draw any otiicr inference, .so plain appeared
to l>c the evidence and so inevitable the conclu-

sion. It Ava.s, however, very remarkable and
instructive that modern science, which in such a
mnltitudi! of instances had enalilcd them to dis-

tiii.^'ni^h the real from the apparent, had dcmon-
stratud tlie fallacy of all these instances. Thns,
l)r Uirihardson has shown that the coagulation of
the liquid fibrin was owing to the loss of its

ammoiii.a, whil.st Mr Paget, by his interesting

experiments had proved that the fresh egg of the
hf li 1 unfrozen when exposed to a tem-
1 ral degrees below 32 degrees, not
'<

. .,IS alive, but because the mechanical
disposition of the albumen, as in the similar
instnii'-e ';f thr< leaf of a vegct.ible, prevented the

y fining together into crj'stals of
' ind similar considerations, he
w..^ -.i.i.i,. ,1 iii.-v might rightly conclude th.at,

save and except the sentient aud'truly living soul,

every part aud organ of the human body was
formed of the common elements of matter, com-

bined by pure phj'sical and chemical forces, and
acting exclusively in obedience to those powers.

(Loud cheers.)

LONDON.
The Inaugural Address at the London Hos-

pital Medical School was delivered by Dr
Barkes, Fellow of the Royal College of Pliy-

sicians, assistant obstetric physician to the hos-

pital. He said he proposed to ofier to the

students some gene«al remarks upon the rela-

tions of medicine to society at large, in order

that they might more clearly appreciate the

position they were about to occupy, and to be
led, he trusted, seeing the height and extent of
the mission on which they had embarked, to

pursue these studies in a liberal and generous
spirit. Their special object was the cultivation

of physical and biological science. These
departments of knowledge were largely in-

debted for their existence and development to

the labours of me<lical practitioners. They
constituted the basis of medical knowledge.
They at the same time afforded the student an
inexhaustible exercise in training his powers of
obsening and judging. It was very true that

tlie study of these sciences of matter and of

life did not exclusively belong to the domain of
medicine. But it was also true that the most
ardent and the most successful promoters of
these sciences had always been found amongst
medical men. Their art consisted in the appli-

cation of a knowledge of life and of the in-

fluences of matter upon life. If they began to

study the nature, or rather the phenomena and
laws of life in man alone, they were soon irresis-

tibly attracted to extend their obseri-ation to

other creatures. .\s they procoedod in this stud}-,

the beauty, and order, and correlation of the or-

ganic and inorganic worlds opened more and more
upon them ; their knowledge of each auimal or
plant became more perfect and luminons, thrcmgh
t'-' -• * -ntly multiplying beams f'f intelligence

T cverj' step ; and being so constantly
1

'

'- iiat their professional duties called upon
them to make all their acquaintance with the

vast field of biology sub.servient to the benefit of
man, they enjoyed a sure and a never-failing

stimulus. Tlieir study was truth—the glorious
tnith of nature, as revealed in the creation.

Their aim was Vieucficcucc—to allay niisoiy, to

assuage sulTering, to advance the physical and
moral well-being of mankind. Viewed as an
educational agent, as a means for cultivating the
highest and bfflt faculties with which a man was
onilowed, the study of medicinej and the col-

lateral sciences was nnrivalled in the whole range
of human knowledge. That nndeviating pursuit
of tTOth it was wliich they might claim as the
peculiar attribute of their profession. When
they looked upon a sufl'ering patient, their first

and constant thought was to penetrate the mvs-
tery of his affliction, to ascertam what it was that
ty,,,...,.„, .1 „., 1 .i; .....1.,.,) t},5 course of health.

'I :ze and comjirehend the
'1 iturc in comliating the in-

fluences under which she was labouring. They
sought to aid her in the conflict—they were com-
pelled to observe and to follow ber laws. If they
deviated from this path— if, losing sight of the
beacon of observation, they clia.sed the ignisfatreM
of speculation, they woidd surely miss their
aim and fail to benefit their patient. It would bo
hani to name any other profession whose pursuit is

tnith undefiled, and harder still to find one who-TC
pursuit is trnth for the sake of beneficence. After
some remarks showing the inferiority of religion,

law, the study of history, &c., in this respect,

Dr Banies continued :— In natural science we are
not reduced to choose between fallacious evidence
and si>cculotion. When wo doubt, we turn at

once to the ever-open book of Nature ; we consult
at first hand tcstimniiy that n ay be cross-exa-
mined and verified by all. For example, if two
anatomists din"cr in their description of an organ,
a third anatomist does not waste his time in

weighing and halancuig the statements of the
coinhatants ; he procce(ls at once, instnicted by
their experience, to re-examine at the original

source. And hero let mo break for a moment to

exhort you to follow this plan. When you read

one account of a disease in one book, and a differ'

ent one in another, do not use one book as evi'

dence to condemn the other. Both may be wrong.
Search at the common source for yourselves.

Never yield to the temptations of controversy;
for notwithstanding our immeasurable advanta.ge

in having the standard of Nature to appeal to in

our disputes, we have controversialists amongst
us. If you think you have discovered some new
fact or law, and your position is attackeil, as it is

pretty sure to be, do not reply or defend it by
arguments or pleadings. Be assured that you and
your opponent will never settle the matter by
talking or writing ; but humbly and yhatiently

question Nature again, and appeal to her testi-

mony whether it be for you or against yon. Turn
your eyes for a moment to the hos])ital close by.

The first patient—sick with fever or oonsumptioa
—is a victim to malaiia rising hjj from the sewage
sodden soil, or engendered in his cramped or over-

shadowed dwelling, never purified by the living

atmosphere or the rays of the sun. The next is a
man whose limbs are fractured, or who has sus-

tained some other injury, which Ijenevolencei

directed by science, might have averted. Further
on is one whose energies arc destroyed, whose
mind is debased, by indulgence in those accursed
driiLks whose use is abuse, whose purity is foul-

ness, to adulterate which is a superilnous or im-
possible fraud. These are amongst the evils we
have to combat with in civil life. From thig

scene the mind follows the surgeon to the field of

battle. Here he has to avert or to quell the dis-

eases that spring from ignorance and neglect, as

well as to repair the injuries inflii-ted by the de-

structive engines of '«-ar. Or, when we are helpless

to save, when the devilish ingenuity or ferocity of

generals have done their work too well, when we
contemplate the slaughter of a Solferino, and
might despair of the usefulness of our art, we may
remember, witli rekindling jiride, the great, the
Promethean gift of Jenner, that has more power
to reproduce than war has to destroy. With
regard to the mode of study, the Lecturer observed

:

I will now only advert to a few points of general
importance. First of all, let mo impress u{x>n

you the paramount necessity of becoming good
pmrtical anatomists. No amotiut of reading, no
attendance upon lectures, no gazing at plates or

diagrams, will compensate for the neglect of dis-

section. I am sure my sui^gical fiiends will bear

me oat, when I tell you that the constant practice

of dissection is not less necessary as a means of

familiarising yourselves with the structures whose
injuries you will be called upon to repair, than as

a means of mechanical education, of giving preci-

sion aud dexterity to that instrmnent fixim which
the surgeon derives his name. And as for the

ap]>ltcatiou of anatomy to the practice of medicinev

I need but remind yoti that it is only the quack
who pretends to cure the human mechanism
without knowing the structures that compose
it. Connected with this jxjint, I will further urge
njKin you to freijueut the dead-house. Thus
passing from the study of healthy structures to
the examination of them when alteretl by uijury

or disease, you will acquire the more precise ideM
of pathology, and be in a position to understand
the natural history of disease in the living. Here,
also, 1 would advise you to acquire the art of
opening dead bodies with neatness and accuracy.
In practice, you will often be called upon to per^

fonn this ojieration, either to satisfy the anxiety
of friends as to the cause of death, to aid in judi-

cial invcstigation.s, or for the ailvancomeiit of

medical knowledge. 1 assure you it is an art, one
which you w'ill certainly appreciate hereafter if

you possess it ; and yon will as certainly regret

yotir deficiency if you possess it not. The cur-

ricula and examinations of the licensing boards

are now so definite and extensive, that it is inex-

pedient to advise any niarketl dciiaiture from the
order of study i)rescrilK;d. On the whole, it is

the wisest cour.se to take up the various subjects

in the ordei' indicated by the successive examina-
tions. But 1 cannot omit to state my own cott

viction that you ought not to postpone attendance

in the wards of the hospital. You cannot too

early begin the exercise aud training of your
powers of observation. At first you may tmdcr-

stand but little of what lies before you ; but

gradually you will see moi* and more distinctly.

Where at first you will receive little beyond the

confused image of rows of beds occupied by sick

persons, you will soon, by the daily pmetico of

analysis, and by attending to the remarks of your
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teachers, arrive at the power of resolving this

confused image into its elcmeutary constituents.

lich ward, eacli bed, will present to your mind a

vivid picture full of instractive details. One bed

will be associated with the picture of a man of

yellow aspect, dusky lips, propped up in a pos-

ture half reclined, half sitting, breathing with

short and frequent inspirations ; and this picture

you will fill up with all the other symptoms of

pneumonia, the causes that produced the disease,

and the treatment which relieved it. Another
bed will recall to your mind another pathological

history ; and thus you will go on storing up facts,

extending your intimacy mth disease, and invi-

;orating'your powers ofobservation. Your practical

abours in the dissecting-room, in the dead-house,

and in the laboratory, will every day be throwing
new and clearer beams of light upon your clinical

studies. Every day you will experience some-
thing of that pure and intense delight which
excited the Euptj/to of Archimedes when he dis-

covered the law of specific gravity. And, if you
study in the right spirit of humility and perseve-

rance, you will every day open up new vistas of

fresh inquiries to be prosecuted, of discoveries to

be made. Acquisition and anticipation will

accompany yon, will cheer and illuminate your
path. Such is the Profession you aspire to join

—this is the mission on wldch you are embarked.

It is no mean privilege you seek. You may not

find wealth, but with earnestness and industiy

you will surely find happiness and competency.

Our fleets, our armies, and our colonies cover the

globe. All find employment for the members of

our Profession. The entrance into the public ser-

vices is now the right of merit, not the appanage
of nepotism. Then there is the career of private

practice before you. If we have few splendid

prizes, if there be but few great fortunes amongst
us, so there are but few gi'eat reverses. It is one

of the immunities which we enjoy to a large

extent with the other learned Professions, that we
are tolerablj'' sure from those calamities which the

errors and misfortimes of others so often entail

upon those engaged in commerce. There is, per-

haps, hardly any profession in which a man need
depend so little for success upon extraneous aid. So
long as he enjoys that blessing which it is his aim
to dispense to others, the physician approaches
most nearly to the Horatian standard of freedom
and independence—the man " in seijiso totus teres

atqiie rolundus." Tliis, j'ou will say, is the sunny
side of the picture. It has no doubt a reverse

one—a side not without asperities and angulari-

ties. Upon this, however, I think it unmanly
and imbecoming to dwell. Success rarely attends
the querulous man. No doubt you will all have
your difficulties, your disappointments, your days
of expectation, and your hours of despondency.
In all this, I, more tlian most men in the Pro-
fession, can sympathise. But unalloyed pros-

perity is not tlie lot of man, nor is it good for

man. The true use of present adversity is to

chasten and strengthen the mind—to teach us to

look hopefully into the future, not alone of this

life, but of the life beyond. Before concluding
addresses of this kind, it is customary to offer

some words of advice concerning the moral con-
duct of students. I will spare you this infliction.

I take your presence here to-day, as aspirants for

reception into the order of Medicine, as a pledge
that your behaviour will bo that which becomes
Medical practitioners and gentlemen. We shall,

I am well assured, all work steadily together for

the credit of this hospital and school, for the

honour of our Profession, for the advancement of

knowledge and the welfare of mankind. Is any
further incitement needed to promp t to a life of

labour and self-denial? Another, and another
still, is not wanting. Reputation, present and
perennial, is a sjjur to every generous mind. It

is not given to all to fill a niche in the Walhalla
of science ; but every man who does his duty
earnestly as a Medical practitioner, in howsoever
modest a sphere, will assuredly leave behind him
a name that will be repeated with afl'ection and
esteem— one, perlia])s, that will fill a large space
in the cherished traditions of the country side.

Join, then, with me in the hope, hallowed by the
greatest poet of that country which for ages has
Been the nursery of gcneron.s thoughts and noble
words, and which now again is the theatre of
heroic deeds :

—

"Di non perda vita
Tra colore, che questo tempo chiameranno antico."

guy's.
Dr WiLKS, who delivered the Introductory

Address at this medical school, commenced by
alluding to the advantages oflfered by Guy's
Hospital for the purposes of medical study,

and inculcated the necessity for students to

begin to work in earnest, assuring thera of
the fact that just as a man sows so does he
reap, and especially of this, that if a man fits

himself for any position in life the opportunity
for filling that position will soon arrive. Dr
AVilks alluded to the decease of their senior

physician, who had died since they last met,
and spoke of him as one of the brightest

ornaments who had ever adorned Guy's Hos-
pital. Afterwards he went into some parti-

culars respecting what he believed to be the

true meaning of the word " practical "—

a

word which was constantly enforced on
students, and which they often interpreted

into an absence of any enlarged culture of
the mind, or even into an ignorance of the

allied arts and sciences, understanding by the
expression " a practical man," he who can
treat disease according to the method of the
schools, and who knows no more. The Lecturer
insisted that, at the present day, since the dis-

covery of the correlation of all natural pheno-
mena, it behoved the doctor to look around him
and draw instruction from every branch of science,

and even from the affairs of mankind generally,

for that those only who have a wide range of

observation and thought can hope to elevate

their respective professions. " For example,

"

he said, " I take up Dawson's well-known treatise

and discover the difliculty which exists, both in

the animal and vegetable kingdom, in defining
species, and how all created nature has, as it

were, a tendency to run together. The opinions
there expressed only tend to corroborate my own
views, long maintained, with respect to disease,

that the so-called typical affections of which we
speak are to a certain extent artificial, or that
wo select certain similar examples of maladies to

enable us to apply names to what in our ignorance
we choose to call types. The student soon finds for

himself that those admirable models of cutaneous
diseases in yon museums are but representatives
of the more characteristic eruptions, while in

practice he knows that he meets with them in

every variety and combination. I might illus-

trate what I mean of the relation of one subject
to another in fifty other ways, but another
example will suffice, and has often pressed itself

upon me with considerable force—that is, that
what is trae of man individually and of man
in the aggregate is true also as regards the
morbid manifestations of his being. When we
look around _into the political world, and see

this sudden outbreak of its peoples, or that rm-
expected revolution, it wants but a moment's con-
sideration to perceive that these are but the
outbursts of some long pent-up passions, just as
the explosion of the boiler is the result of a long-
continued undue pressure of its steam, or the
explosion of the mine by the slow burning of the
match. In the same way, if we look to indi-

viduals we do not discover that the man who has
been eminent for his respectability, though unex-
pectedly discovered dishonest, has therefore for

only a limited period followed a course of
roguery. From this contemplation of man in
general I see a striking resemblance in his cor-

poreal operations. I see, in fact, that the most
important changes in the body are of a chronic
kind. Just as in history the great revolutions
may figure as the most remarkable events, yet
in philosophy, if their slow beginnings can be
written, so in the same way, although our best
books may treat of the acute forms of disease as

the types, yet a more profound consideration of

the subject wiU, I think, .show that the more
chronic or slower changes are those to which we
should rather give our attention, and that so far

from chronic disease succeeding the acute, as
has usually been taught, the contrary is nearer
the truth. I need scarcely illustrate my meaning
by alluding to the sudden deaths arising from
apoplexy or rupture of the heart ; for, unex-
pected though they be, we know that they are
but the conseqtience of long-continued changes
in the blood-vessels in the one case, and of equal
chronic changes in the muscular tissue in the
other case." Dr Wilks then spoke on the subject

of specialities in medicine, and they received his
most decided opposition. He considered that the
body was so fearfully and wonderfully made, that
it was impossible to treat one organ sejiarately

;

and as regarded any additional knowledge of
disease which was said to .be obtained by the
attention being directed to any particular foi-m of
malady, he much doubted if this was the case,

since disea.sed conditions were so commingled that
they could not be isolated ; and taking cancer as
an example, the selection of cases of this affection,

as it attacks the external part of the body only,

and isolating it from other morbid conditions from
which it has no actual line of separation, appeared
to Dr Wilks to be the very best method for re-

maining utterly ignorant of its nature. He was
soriy to think that special hospitals were esta-

blished for interested motives, and he spoke of the
degraded position in which the medical man
placed himself who was always begging for liis

charity and advertising his cures in the news-
papers. That the sjieciality system, however, was
not a novel one, was seen by a quotation from one

of Goldsmith's admirable essays, and in which he
very properly holds it uj) to ridicule :—" In other

countries the phj-sician pretends to cure diseases

in the lump. The same doctor who combats the
gout in the toe shall pretend to prescribe for a

pain in the head ; and he who at one time cures

a consumption, shall at another give drugs for a
dropsy. How absurd and ridiculous ! This is

being a mere Jack of all trades. Is the animal
machine less complicated than a brass pin ? Not
less than ten different hands are required to make
a brass pin, and shall the body be set right by
one single operator ? The English are sensible of

this force of reasoning. They nave one doctor for

the eyes ; another for the toes ; they have their

sciatic doctors and inoculating doctors ; they have
one doctor who is modestly content with securing

them from bug-bites, and 500 who prescribe for

the bite of mad dogs." Dr Wilks thought that

the profession lay open to this ridicule, and that,

therefore, it was time for its members to consider

seriously how by any such methods of practice

they were imitating the charlatan, and really ob-

scuring the boundary which had been hitherto so

well marked between them. He considered that

the great hope of the regeneration of the profes-

sion lay in the promised connection with the Col-

lege of Physicians, and thus its necessary sever-

ance from the Apothecaries' Company ; for it was
his strong conviction that a profession and a trade

having been so long associated together in the

public mind had been fraught with the greatest

evil. It had appeared, indeed, as if a druggist's

shop had constituted the very basis of medicine,

and that the Pharmacopoeia, or a jiarticular

method of physic-giving, formed the foundation

of the art. Nothing could be more erroneous than
such an idea, for he believed that if Guy's Hos-
pital dispensary was destroyed, their wards would
still be filled with patients, to whom great good
could be done without any medicines, wliich en-

lightened phj-sicians considered now-a-days to be
only ancilfarj-. After some further remarks, the
Lecturer concluded by inculcating the importance
of a moral and religious culture.

The address was listened to throughout with
marked attention, and Dr M^lks was loudly ap-
plauded by the students.

WESTMINSTER.
Mr Power commenced his lecture by showing

the object of our Professional education to be two-

fold,—the acquirement of technical knowledge, and

a process of mental training or discipline. By
constant practice, any single faculty of the mind
may be extraordinarily developed ; but this gene-
rally occurs at the expense of others ; whereas the
true aim of education is to cultivate equally the
various powers, and to enable the mind to concen-
trate them upon whatever subject is placed before
it. The preliminary studies of the Medical Pro-
fession singularly various and interesting, and
have close relation with that which is the main
object of our study. Life. Tlie importance of
chemistrj', the interest that attaches to it from
its antiquity ; how the necromaucj- and alchemy
of the middle ages laid the foundations of all the
exact chemical knowledge of the present day, and
how large a field still remains open in organic
chemistry. The value of a knowledge of the
vegetable and animal kingdoms, in order that we
may rightly enter upon the study of Life, for those
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struetmes and laws wliicli attain such liigh com-
plexity ill the higlier animals are then seen iu the

simplest forms and operation. The pleasure which
results from a knowledge of these sciences. How
coincidently with these anatomy and physiology

mtist be studied ; the necessity of constant and
indefatigable labour in their acquirement ; their

relations to the study of disease. How disease

must be studied, not only in the living, but iu

the dead : in the living, that we may discern the

distinguishing characters of the same disea.'se

under many varying circumstances ; in the dead,

that we may see the extremes! effects of disease,

and knowing the results, may recognise the value

of early attention to departures from liealth.

Then, .is regards the mental discipline, the im-
portance of habits of observation ; examples of

Galileo, Franklin, Jenner ; the difficulty of correct

obser\'ation. The necessity, not only of correctly

observing, but of reasoning con-ectly upon ob-
servation. Finally, tlie noble ends and aims of
our Profession ; how it brings us into relation

with all elas.ses of the community, and how our
varied knowledge may exercise upon all a powerful
influence for good.

king's coli-kge.
B Dr Joiissos, of Savile row, delivered the
Introductory Lecture to the students in con-
nection with this college and liospital. After
some introductory remarks, the Lecturer went
on to say— " And now, before I proceed further,

let mc revert for a moment to the mournful
event which lately cast so deep a gloom over
this college in particular, but which also ex-
cited a very general lament throughout the
kingdom—1 mean the death of Dr Todd. You
are all aware of the circumstances of his

decease, in the midst of a career of almost un-
exampled prosperity and usefulness. 1 need
not dwell upon the painful details, but I feel

that I should be guilty of a serious omission
both of duty and afiection were I not upon
this occasion to allude to some of the many
and OTcat benefits which our lamented friend

was the means of conferring upon the medical
school of King's College. In the first place,
then, he was the founder of our hospital. Dr
Todd, having been appointed professor of
physiology in the year 1836, soon saw the vital

importance of establishing a clinical hospital
in connection with the college. To his clear
sense of the need, and to his success in ob-
taining the sympathy and the aid of very
zealous and able fellow-workers with him, we
owe it that in the spring of the year 18-10

clinical instruction commeii.ed in that old build-
ing, now- soon to be entirely replaced by the more
commodious and imposing structure wliich is

rapidly approaching completion." Dr Johnson
went on to say that Dr Todd was, with the late
Bishop of London, the originator of St John's
House Training Institution for Nurses. This
institution supplied the hospital with a very
efficient staff of nurses and lady sisters, and th?
hospital in its turn afforded to St John's House
the means of training its nurses, many of whom
were annually sent out to private patients in all

parts of the country. Another foundation which
had exerted an important influence upon the
college and upon medical education in general was
that of medical scholarships. These were first

established in King's College, and their establish-
ment originated with Dr Todd. The Wameford
scholarshijis, which were intended to encourage
an extended preliminary education amongst
students jircparing for the medical jirofession,

were always considered by Dr Todd to be in the
liighest degree beneficial. Another important
clement in the arrangements for medical education
in that college, which originated with Dr Todd,
was the cstaldishment of the office of medical
ttitor. The Lecturer continued— " I h.ivc referred

to some of the results of Dr Todd's energy and
influence while he was working amongst us here.
But it Wiis as a teacher of physiology and clinical

medicine that he conferred the greatest benefit
upon his pupils and upon the college. Few
teachers have ever possessed in an equal degi-ce
the power of exciting the interest and of winning
the confidence and the affection of their pujiils

;

few men have ever exerted themselves so much to
promote the welfare of those whom they have

taught ; few teachers have had the proud satis-

faction of seeing so large a number of their pupils
pui'suing a career of usefulness and distinction.

This is not the time or place for the discussion of

any disputed poimts in Dr Todd's therapeutical

doctrines. Suffice it to say that those who by
the bedside had enjoyed the fullest ojiportuuity

for noting the accuracy of his obseiTation, the
soundness of his judgment, and tlie remarkable
success of his treatment, were the most ready to

declare th,..t hi.s great fame as a physician rested

upon a solid basis of true desert.
' He was a man, take him for all in all.

We shall not look upon his like again."

I must not omit to mention that Mrs Todd, with
a munificence truly akin to that which charac-

terised her departed husband, has presented to

the hosjjital, for the use of the present and all

future generations of students, Dr Todd's large

and valuable medical library." The Lecturer then
proceeded to address himself more particularly to

those who were about to commence their pro-

fessional studies. He remarked— " The educa-
tional discipline which you have already received

has had for its object to give pliancy to the
faculties, to render the perception vivid, the

attention alert, the imagination inventive, the

memory full, the judgment just, the reason search-

ing. You are now to bring your trained and
disciplined faculties to the study of those deeply
interesting sciences which are subsei-vient to the

practice of medicine and surgery. Every good
habit which you have acquired, whether ol self-

denial, of steady persevering industry, of method,
and order, and punctuality, or of obedience to

authority, will serve you in good stead during the

period of your pupilage here." The Lecturer then
endeavoured to excite in the minds of his

younger hearers some adequate appreciation of

their happy position and jjrospects as students

commencing their academic career, reminding
them that they had youth, health, energy, and
elasticity of mind to carry them onwards,—that

they were free from the distressing cares of life

and the harassing engagements of business, and
had before them three or four years for the unin-

terrupted study of some of the most interesting

subjects which have ever engaged the mind of

man. The curriculum of their studies being
prescribed by authority, they had but to work
heartily and honestly at each subject as it came
before them in their academic course. They
would then find that day by day, while their

interest in their studies increased, the diffi-

culties and the oliscurities would diminish.

By the act of matriculation they had become
members of a college in which, for some
years to come, they would be subject to the

wholesome and humanising influences of a well-

ordered discijiliue—a discipline to which all, whe-
ther professors or pupils, were expected to

conform, and to which, as it was their duty, so it

should be their happiness to render a loyal and
cheerful obedience. The Lecturer particularly

insisted upon the importance of a regular and
diligent attendance in the wards of the hospital.

"'Tlierc, " he said, "you have the actual pre-

sence of that with which it will be the business of

your life to deal— disea,se it.self in all its varieties

and stages. There, and there only may you leani

by actual practice to recognise and to interpret

the physical signs and the functional symptoms
of disease, to trace it through its various jilia.ses

to the final result iu recovery or death, and in

the latter case you may have the opportunity to

note the structural changes which have resulted

from disease triumphing over treatment— an
opportunity which yon ought never to miss."

The Lecturer referred to the practical examination
by the bedside, to which candidates for a degree

at the University of London are now subjected,

as giving a wholesome stimulus to clinical .study.

He warned the younger students that on being
released from the restraints of school, and the

watchful control of parents and guardian.s, they
would in this great metropolis be exposed to

peculiar dangers and temiitutions. He exhorted
them to a faithful discharge of their duty, and
told them tliat one of the best safeguards against

evil would be found iu a steady persevering in-

dustry'. Their success hereafter would depend
greatly upon character. Their future patients

wouhl look not only for professional skill,

but they would recjuire in those whom they
admitted to their confidence the high principles

and motives of Christian gentlemen. In con-

clasiuii, the Lecturer said— "The Profession
which you have chosen, gentlemen, is one in
which you may find ample scope and oppor-
tunity for the exercise of the highest attainments
of the intellect and for the greatest of Christian
graces. May yon never be tempted to forget the
true end and dignity of your calling ! That which
Lord Bacon said of all knowledge is in an
especial manner applicable to the science and
skUl which it will be the business of your lives
to acquire and to use—namely, that it ' is not
a couch whereupon to rest a searching and rest-

less spirit, or a terrace for a wandering and
variable mind to walk up and down with a fair

prospect, or a tower of state for a proud mind to
raise itself upon, or a fort or commanding ground
for strife and contention, or a shop for profit or
sale ; but a rich storehouse for the glory of the
Creator and the reliefof man's estate.'

"

Dr Johnson was loudly cheered during the
course of his lecture, as were the other pro-
fessors who were present.

ST GEORGE'S.
Dr PiT.MAN delivered his Inaugural Address.

He remarked that the occasion which had
called them together, namely, the commence-
ment of another Medical year, presented a
favourable opportunity, of which he gladly
availed himself, to ofier some suggestions for
the guidance of those who were about to
commence the study of their Profession.
Possibly they might expect that be sliould in
the fii-st place endeavour to solve that difficult

problem, " Who is a doctor ? " and define how
much learning is implied in a diploma, or what
amount of professional skill and knowledge is

sufficient to justify a claim to that much-coveted
prefix. But his purpose was more practical.
To describe to them the qualities requisite for pro-
fitable study, to advise them a.i to the employ-
ment of their time, to anticipate difficulties, to
uispire hope—in fact, to point out how they might
obtain sound knowledge, how secm-e professional
reputation and success, and so satisfy the expec-
tation which their friends had formed : these were
subjects which appeared to him better adapted
for their consideration, as involving questions of
the deepest uiterest to all. The profession which
they were about to study was that of physic, in
the sense in which that term was generally under-
stood ; the art of healing diseases ; a pursuit
having for its object the attainment of means for

prolonging life and for rcheving human suffering

—one of the noblest occupations in which they
could engage. Much, however, depended upon
the spirit in which they entered on its study.

Dr Pitman having earnestly advi.sed steady and
undivided attention on the part of the stuilents,

remarked that it was the observation of little

things, of events apparently trivial and unnoticed
by others, which furnished the medical prac-

titioner with most valuable information ; but if

they looked without perceiving, or, as the Russian
proverb exjiressed it, "walked through the forest
and saw no firewood," many opjiortunities of
acquiring experience and gaining knowledge would
be lost upon them. How was it that so much was
read and yet so little remembered ? Because the
attention was not fixed ; it became unsteady,
wandered away, and became engaged in other
occupations, while the eye still travelled on over
jjages which might as well have been so much
blank paper. He impressed upon them the
necessity of a constant habit of reviewing the
employment of each day. Some appropriate
remarks followed on the importance of economis-
ing time. Experience would soon prove to them
that he who knew the trae value of time and the
importance of economy in its use, was he who
found time apparently for eveiything,—for

punctuality in all the relations of life, for the
pleasures of society, for every rational amusement,
and who was also the most assiduous and the most
successful in the actual pursuit of his profession.

And yet how common a thing was it to hear a
person excuse himself for the omission of some
iluty, or for the neglect of some engagement, by
saying that he had not time, yet acting probably
as if ho had an unlimited supply! There appeared
to be some persons who had a remarkable power
of so arranging their time as to make it available

for many things for which others could not find

leisure or opportunity. They had an instance of
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this faculty strongly marked tlirougli life in au
ex-Cliancellor now living. Many years ago Sir

Saninel Eorililly was applied to to undertake some
business, but having numerous professional en-

gagements, lie excused himself by saying that he
Sad not time, adding, '

' Take it to tliat fellow

Brougham ; he finds time for everything." A
distinguished writer of the last ccutuiy had .stated

that every person had two cxamination.s,—one
which he received from others, and one, more
important, which he gave to himself ; not that
they were distinct in kind, but that they differed

in the source whence they were derived. It was
not enough that knowledge should be brought by
others within their reach, nor was tlieir assistance

sufficient to give them its possession ; it must be
made their own througli their own exertions,
from whatever source education was received, its

aim should be to teacli them rather how to think
than what to think—rather to im]irove the raiud,

so as to enable them to think for themselves,
than to load the memory with the thoughts of
other men. Much of their time would necessarily
be passed at the bedside of patients, making
inquiries, comparing one case of disease with
another, ascertaining their essential characters
and connecting these with the can.ses on which
they depend. Note-book in hand, and re-

cording daily every fact, however trivial it

might appear, an accurate knowledge of disease
would be acquired, and they would soon accumulate
an amount of practical experience which would
prove of inestimable service to tliem in after life.

Clinical study, like all other studies, to produce its

full advantage, must bo pursued with a method

—

that is, regularly and poi"severingiy. Students were
too nauch in the habit of desultory attendance in the
wards to derive much benefit. They followed one
physician or surgeon for a week, watched the cases
for that time, and then did the same with another
for the same period. Tlie consequence was that no
case of disease was carried through by the student,
who saw in this way only odds and ends of ilhiess.

It was certainly walking the hospitals, but notiiing
more. It was not stuily. To become acquainted
with disease, they must see it in every stage, in its

commencement, progress, treatment, and termma-
tion ; and the investigation of disease so conducted
had a value which no other method could equal. So
important was this method of study considered, that
every student was re<iuired to perform the duties of
dresser and clinical assistant ; and still further to
promote this object, prizes were annually offeretl to
the most diligent and industrious in this depart-
ment of study. The names of tlie prizemen were
then announced, and the Lecturer concluded with
Bome appropriate remarks on the moral conduct of
pupils.

MIDDLESEX.

The Inaugural Address was delivered by Dr
Chakles Coote. The Lecturer spoke at some
length of the high moral tone which should bo
observed by Medical students, dwelt on the noble
incentives to study wliicli their Profession pro-
vided, and urged a close attention to tlie study
of anatomy aud physiology. At the close of the
lecture, a conversazione was held in the new
buildings connected with the hospital.

rNIVERSITY COtlEOE.
At this hospital the practice of delivering an

Inaugural Address has been abandoned, and yes-

terday's session was opened by a distribution of

prizes to .successful students of previous terms.

CIIAEING-CROS.S HOSPITAL.
Tlie Introductory Address at this School was

delivered by Dr Chowse, and was well received

by a considerable number of the friends aud old

puUespof the Hospital.

Sudden Death op Dr' Joseph Barry of Midle-
TON.—We have to announce with great regret the very
unexpected death of the above-named gentleman,
who for many years enjoyed the esteem of the
inhabitants and his professional brethren in the
county of Cork. It appears that on the 18th ult.,

the guard on duty at the Killeagli Station of the
Cork and Youghal Railway discovered Dr Barry
lying on the seat as if he was asleep. Assistance
having been obtained, he was conveyed to the station-
house, and medical aid was called in, which, how-
ever, unhaiipily proved unavailing. Dr Barry, it

appears, bad spent the day at Youghal and bathed
in the sea tliere, and up to the time of his death had
enjoyed apparently good health.

THE SPIRIT
OF THE PERIODICALS.

The ' Lancet ' opens with a continuation of Mr
Hilton's Lectures on Pain and Rest. This is fol-

lowed by an account of a case of BiqHure ,of the

Uterus during Labour, by Dr K L OlilLKKOD,

which w^e quote :

" The woman from whom this uterus was taken
was thirty-six j-ears old, large and well-made, but
singularly pale ; she had, however, always enjoyed
good health. She had borne seven living and five

dead children at the full time, and, besides these,

had miscarried at the sixth mouth in the previous

year. The first stage of her labours was always
very tedious, and increasingly so with each suc-

cessive labour. She had never suil'ered from
uterine ha;morrhage ; it was not known whether
she had habitual leucorrlioea, or had ever suffered

from syphilis.

"About three months befoi-e the fatal is.sue of

this her fourteenth pregnancy, she was suddenly
taken with seeming labour pains—with the same
symptoms, in fact, as had ended in a miscarriage
at the sixth month in the preceding year. These
pains continued severe for twenty-four hours, ac-

companied by the discharge of a largo quantity of

ofTeusive fluid ; they theu ceasetl, and her jircg-

nancy went on, witliout any further incident, till

nearly the full time,— namely, a fortnight before

her death. Then it seemed as if labour fairly set

in, for from that time she had a constant succes-

sion of regular pains, coutiuuiug day and night,

so as quite to interrupt her sleep. She had an
abundant discharge of fluid at the outset, which
she supposed to be the waters coming away ; and
this continued throughout the whole fortnight,

only in less quantity.
'

' However, she was used to matters proceeding
very slowly, and did not even send for her nurse
till the paws came on with more violence nine
horn's before her death. Her nurse was with her
at nine p.m., and at eleven she sent to tell Mr
Fry, her usual attendant, that she should soon
want his assistance. She was then lying in bed,

very cheerful, aud expecting a speedy delivery.

Before Mr Fry's arrival, however, a great change
had taken place in the patient ; for at twelve
o'clock he found her collapsed, and, on examina-
tion, was unable to ascertain the nature of the
presentation. From bis former experience of the

case he thought that there would be much delaj',

and, not being well, he left at half-past twelve,

requesting Mr Sewell to take charge of the
case.

'
' About twenty minutes, 'certainly not more,

elapsed before Mr SeweU's arrival ; but a further

change had taken place in the patient in the inter-

val, though still without any sudden violent symp-
toms. Slie was then lying on her side, imper-
fectly conmous and very faint, aud all uterine

action had ceased. Mr bewell tried to ascertain

the presentation, but could not reach the os uteri

;

and within a minute or two of his arrival, she had
ceased to breathe. There was no external hjemor-
rhage whatever.

*
' On examination of the body after death, the

peritoneal cavity was found to contain more than
five pints of blood, in which lay a full-grown

female child placed transversely with its feet to

the right. There was no mark on the child by
wliich the nature of the presentation could be de-

termined. Tlie uterus was ruptured straight

down the posterior wall from top to bottom, the
tear stopping just short of the cervix, and not
implicating the vagina at all. The cervix was
somewhat everted, so that what seemed to be the
OS uteri was really part of the canal of the cervix,

occuiiied, in four-fifths of its circumference, by an
elastic growth, which was of a somewhat gelatinotis

apjiearance, and was studded here and there with
little bladdery points. The entrance to the

uterus would not allow the passage of a cone of

more than one inch and a half diameter. The
muscular substance of the utenis was generally

soft and flabby, but otherwise healthy-looking.

Large flakes of healthy decidual membrane hung
from the interior of the uterus. The placenta,

wliich lay loose in the peritoneal cavity, seemed
to have been attached on the left side, about half-

way up the organ. No corpus lutcum distinctly

referable to this pixjgnancy could be found in either

ovary. The dimensions of the pelvis were quite

aormgh

"Portions of the liver and kidneys, of the
muscular stracture of the heart, and of the uterus
all along tile line of rupture, were examiued, and
found free from any traces of fatty degeneration.
The uterine muscular fibres about the fundus of
the organ wore quite healthy ; but tliose taken
from the edge of the rapture, near tho cen-ix, did
not display the muscular structure as distinctly
as those from the fundus. They were smaller,
darker, and apparently mixed with fibrous tissue,

which connected them closely together, and gave
them a woolly look. But there was no fatty
degeneration anywhere.

'
' On vertical section of the mass which grew

from.the interior of the cervix uteri, the struc-
ture had a honeycomb appearance, from a number
of irregularly cylindrical cells, distended with a
clear mucus, swelling up from the cut surface.

The general appearance of the cells was very like
that presented on section of a compound ovaiian
cyst, the white, ojiaqua, fibrous septa contrasting
with the transparent contents of the cells ; only
these cells were arranged jxiraUol to each other,

at right angles to the uterine structures, and
they were somewhat oval, not radiating and pyri-
form as in an ovarian tumour. Tho whole ma8»
was nearly three-quarters of an inch thick, and
the bladders, already noticed, on the surface, were
the protruding ends of some of these dilated
mucous follicles.

"From the cut surface the mucus could be
raised with the foroeps in distinct masses, whicli
retained the form of the original cells, aud were
evidently enveloped in a fibrous membrane of
extreme delicacy, This membrane was wanting
in the mucus which was squeezed out of the cells.

In the transparent portion of this nothing could
be seen besides a few small nucleated cells, either
single or collected in patches ; the opaque lines

by which it was traversed here and there, were
composed of epithelial scales, which were almost
entirely of tho columnar form, without any cilia

at their broad ends. No cells leading to a sus-

picion of malignant disease, no pus or exudation
cells, were anywhere to be seen.
"The disease seems to have been simple hyper-

trophy of the glands of the cervix uteri, accompa-
nied by fibrous degeneration of the adjacent mus-
cular structure. It would be very difficult precisely

to fix the origin and order of succession of all these
changes in and about the cen'ix uteri, but it

seems most probable that the constant afflux of

blood, necessary to mointain so large an abnormal
secreting organ as the hypertrophiid glandular
element grew to, was inconsistent with the nor-

mal periodical growth and decay of the muscular
tissue hereabouts, and led to the formation of a
more permanent stracture in its place. The folli-

cular disease was harmless enongh in itself, but,

incidentally, its constant presence caused, or was
accompanied by, a permanent change in the mus-
cular structure, which interfered with the mecha-
nical functions of the part, and thus gave rise to

rupture of the organ. It was not the bulk of tho

tumour which caused the obstruction, but the
rigidity of the tissues about the orifice of the
womb.

"Apparently, this condition of parts had
existed for some years, gi'adually increasing till

what in the first instance bad merely delayed
the dilatation of the os uteri ultimately impeded
this process so eflectually that the muscular struc-

ture ruptured itself in its fruitless eflbrts to over-

come the resistance. It cannot be inferred that
the hypertrophy and distension of the mucous
glands of the cervix uteri were the consequence
rather than the cause of the protracted labour,

for the tumour did not implicate the whole cir-

cumference of the cervi.x, as might have 'been

expected under such circumstances.

"One other point invites examination: At
what period did the rupture take place, and how ?

At eleven p.m. the patient was cheerful, and
expecting dclivcPi' ; «t one p.m. she died. No
information can be obtained defining the period

within which the rupture took place more closely

tlian this. The rupture would seem to have been

gradual, for it is inconceivable that an injury of

such extent, and accomjianied by so much lue-

morrhuge, should occur suddenly' without pro-

ducing violent and immediately fatal symptoms.
1 am inclmed to the conclusion, which the itera-

tive histoiy of the case strongly favours, that the
rupture and hemorrhage wire not iustantaneous

in all their extent, but that the uterus gave way
at first only in a single point, and that the lacera-
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tion was gradnally dilated to its full extent by the

passage of the child."

Dr G. GiBB contributes the following article on
the Laryngoscope ,

" Professor Czermak, lately of Pesth, but now
of Prague, in Bohemia, paid a short visit to Lon-
don in the last week of August, and took advan-

teige of the opportunity to demonstrate the use

of his laryngoscope at some of the hospitals, and
at several private sittings, to manj- members of

onr Profession. I spent the evening of the last

day of the same month with the Professor, by
special appointment, in company with Dr Thudi-
cnuin, and he favoured me with a comple desciip-

tion of his most valuable instrument, and showed
the use of it upon his own ])erson, a brief account
of which I thought of sufficient importance and
novelty to briag before the readers of the
' Lancet.' I must premise by stating that M.
Czermak docs not take to himself the credit of

having been the first to invent the laryngoscope,
for he was fully aware— as, indeed, he states in
his work—that Mr Liston had contrived some-
thing of the kind in 1S40, and more lately M.
Garcia (1855). He was not acquainted with Mr
Avery's instniment, which has liccn known to t!ie

Profession, as I am infoi-med, for many years.

But he has perfected the instniment in every way,
and has shown its application in the most satis-

factorj- manner to both physiological and patho-
logical researches. There are many instruments
in London which are called C'zermak's ; some of

these were shown to him, and he infonrfetl me
that they were not his invention, and were widely
diifercnt in their construction from his own. It

is of importance to state this, because any one
auxious to use the proiicr laryngoscope oan obtain
it from Weiss, in the Strand.

" It consists of a circular miiTor, perforated by
a round hole in the centre (indeed, like that of

the ophthalmoscope, onlv that its diameter is

greater), and a small looking-gla.?s reflector, on a

stem and handle, for introduction into the pha-

rynx. The light employed may be either that of

tne sun, or of a grtod moderator lamp in a dark
room ; the latter is always at commaml. Clear
daylight vill answer. A\ ith a good light, the

wliole of the phar>nx can be illuminated by the
aid of this mirror, when the next step is to intro-

duce the small reflector, ]ircviously warmed, into

the pliarj-nx, gently pressing it ag-.tinst the ante-

rior imrt of the velain ]>alati and uvula. This
proceeding was carried out by JI. C'zennak in his

own throat ; and he rcgnlfttcd his movements by
the aid of a second rcHcctor, by means of which
he himself saw what was being exhibited to the
spectator. On his first iiitrodncing the small
reflector, he repeated the ejaculations, ' Ah, ah 1'

' Eh, ell !' continuously, which permitted the
epiglottis to be elevated during the expiratory
otfsrta, and a good view of the interior of the
glottis, with its vocal coixls, to be obtained.
The lips of the glottis would occasionally close

and expand like a fan, the pivot being situated
anteriorly ; this, to my mind, is one of the most
remarkable and striking features connected with
the larj'nx in its healthy .'tate. This movement
was effected by the utterance of the sounds men-
tioned, and the rajiidity with which it was accom-
plished was trrty interesting and remarkable, and
afibnla an i«lea of what this part of the vocal
apparatus undergoes during speaking and singing.

He showed me all the different parts of the
larynx in a quiescent and active condition, and
conrbiileil this part of his demonstration in closing

tli' " '•.bringing the lateral snri'accs of the

C( , r, and then gliding the arytenoid
cai ^. ^ ..i wards into opposition with theba.se

of the epiglottis. This la.st featnre, as he assured
me, was one of oonsid'-rable diflieulty to accom-
]ilish, and I could perceive that it cost him an effort

to do it . It is represented in fig. 10 of the second
j)late of his work on the Laryngoscope, published
this vear in Paris.

" Having rested him.sclf for a few minutes, and
partaken of a glass of ahctry— an examjile which
wc all followe(l, as our own throats were shortly

to be inspected,—he reintroduced the reflector,

and altered the posHion of his neck and throat so

as to permit of a view down the larynx. With
some little arrangcnient a good posture was
gained for the pnsaage of the light downward.s,
and I saw clearly the rings of the trachea, and
afterwards, lower down, the right and left bron-
chi, with the rtrtcrmediate septum of a yellowish-
white colour, presenting a distinct light object

between two apparently circular dark spaces.
This is also engTaved iu his book—fig. 7 of plate
2. I must confess that, familiar as I had been
with the idea of the actual passage of a probang
so far down by Dr Horace Green of New York

—

a feat which I knew was quite possible in such
experienced hands,— I little dreamt of the possi-
bility of actually being able to sec thus far down
the larynx. There was no disbelieving the evi-

dence of one's senses, but it was some time before

I could certainly realize in my mind the fact of
having seen, from the mouth, the bifurcatiou of

the trachea iu a living and healthy person.

Whilst observing all these, I was fascinated with
the intense interest of this novel subject, and was
only afraid that I was taxing the gootl-nature of

the Professor.
" He now showed me the posteiior nares and

Eustachian tubes, and all the parts in connection

with the former. The posterior etlge of the

septum of the nose stood out quite distinct, and
the posterior terminations of the middle and
inferior turbinated bones were well seen. The ori-

fices of the Eustachian tubes presented circular con-

cavities with i"aised margin.s, and certainly seemed
different from what they are generally described.

The upper jiart of the pharynx was shown by
simply introducing a reflector looking upwards,

at the same time holding the soft palate down-
wards and forwards.

" These illustrations were confined solely to

the examination of healthy parts ; but a great

field is opened out, «-ith the aid of the laryn-

goscope, for the examination of various internal

and hidden diseases of the larjmx, of which we
at present have scarcely any conception. The
Professor told me that with its aid he has been
enabled to introduce the solid caustic and touch

an ulcer within the larynx. If tracheotomv has

been iierformcd for laryngeal disease, a reflector

can be introduced into the tracheal opening, and
a view of the internal disease will be at once

afforded from below upwards. Jlucli as the oph-

thalmoscopo has done for hidden and obscure

diseases of the eye, it is probable that even more
may be expected from the larjnigoscope ill many
terrible, intractable diseases of the larynx. But
it appears to me that it is an instrummit that

cannot bo commonly ap]>lied, unless bj- very
delicate and steady hands ; and it requires a

special experience in its use. My own throat

was submitted for examination, and the little

reflector was delicately and gently apidied by
M. Czennak in front of the soil ]ialate : I did not

feel the slightest uneasines.s, although my faucial

mucous membrane is irritably sensitive, and I

was able to sustain a good, prolonged oxami-
nation. The Professor declared, however, tliat I

knew how to disport my throat for examination
;

and he said that he saw the laryngeal structures

more distinctly and with greater facility than is

his custom. Dr Thu<Iichuin was not so fortunate

in applying the reflector to my throat, for it

rather tickled the uvula, and I felt disposed to

cough. After a little practice on myself with
this instrument, I feel persuaded that 1 shall bo
enabled to demonstrate its nse pretty satiefoctorily

to others.
" Tliere are other peculiarities in connection

with the larjnigoscope .boaidcs those I have
described. It is not neccessary, however, that I

should do more on the present occasion than to

dnrw attention to the nse of this most valuable

auxiliary. No one in any way familiar with the

delicate structures of the throat should bo with-

out it."

M. CtAUDE Bernard's Lectures on Srperi-
vfnlnl Patholngy are continued iu the ' Medical
Times and Gazette.' The present part treats of

Muscular Poisons. The Author says :

"That fatal diseases, in a variety of ca.se3,

leave behind them no risible marks of their

passage, is one of the most singular, and at the
same time indubitable, facts which the Medical
Sciences have brought to our knowledge : and, as

we stated in one of our previous lectures, there

exist in this respect two distinct regions in the

field of Nosology ; .some affections being connected
with constant lesions, while others are not. Now,
the toxic agents to which wc have lately called

your attention are precisely situated in the same
case, and mi^ht equally be ranged nnder two
principal divisions,—those which jirodnce evident
physical changes in the di-seascd organs, and those
which do not. We have already informed you
that several poisons, which destroy life with great

rapitUty, leave behind them no appreciable altera-
tion of the tissues on which their deadly action
has been exerted. In the case of woorara, for
instance, we showed you that the motor nerves
were entirely paraly.sed, without exhibiting the
slightest modification in their anatomical struc-
ture or physical properties. The electro-tonic
power, which M. Dubois-Reymond has ascertained
to exist in the iiei-ves, still retains, iu animals
poisoned with this substance, its usual degree of
intensity, according to the latest experiments

;

the galvanic stimulus, however, and the impidse
of the will, no longer exert their-wonted influence
on the locomotive apparatus.
"But if in this case the vital powers are de-

stroyed by a proccs.s, the first stage of which lies

hidden from our knowledge, a similar property is

eiyoyed by numerous other poisons, among which
strychnia may be selected as an example ; a sub-
stance, which, as we have alrcady^informed you,
exclusively confines its action to the sensitive

portion of the nei'vous system, the convulsions
which arise from its introduction into the economy
being merely the result of reflex action. An
essential difference therefore exists between these
two poisons, although in both cases the nerves
are found to bo the seat of disease. As the con-
trary opinion has lately been maintained by
certain observers, who believe the effects pro.duced
by these agents to be somewhat analogous, we
cannot refrain, notwithstanding the various proofs
previously adduced in support of our own views,
from mentioning a very simple experiment, which,
according to our judgment, decides the question
at once. It consists in tying the vessels of the
posterior limbs, in two frogs of equal size, without
injuring the nen'es. 'The animals are then
simultaneously poisoned, by injecting uudcr the
skin of the back a solution of woorara in the first

case, and of strychnia in the second. The opera-
tive proceeding is as follows : A thread being
passed under the sacrum, immediately in front of
the origin of the lumbar plexus the whole re-

maining part of the animal's body is included iu

a single ligature. All vascular communication
being thus intercepted between the hind legs and
the anterior portion of the Iwdy, the poison ex-
clusively circulates in the trunk and upper limbs,

without passing beyond them. Notwithstanding
this obstacle, the posterior limbs of the frog

poisoned with strychnia enter into convulsions
;

while in the animal submitted to the action of

woorara, voluntary motion exists below the

ligature, while absolute paralysis prevails above
it. The result obtained iu the first case arises

from the general influenco exerted upon the
entire economy by all actions brought to bear

upon the sensitive nerves, which acting iu their

turn upon tho spinal chord, produce a universal

disturlvince of tlie noi-mal functions, as ^c have
before explained. Such are the results which
take place when strj'chnia is administered ; but
the effects of woorara being only felt in those

parts to which tho circulation has conveyed it,

are confined to the upper half of the body, when
all communication between the hinder limbs and
the seat of inoculation has been intercepted. The
ultimate results of tho experiment afford an
additional ]iroof of the difference which exists

between these two poisons. After a few minutes
have elapsc<l the subject poisoned with strychnia

no longer exhibits the slightest vestige of reflex

action iu any part of the body ; and the motor
nerves when galvanized are generally found to

have lost the power of acting upon the muscles,

particularly when the experiment has been per-

formed during the warmer seasons of the year,

—

for heat is known to give additional intensity to

the effects of poison in cold-blooded animals.

But the loss of excitability is not confined to any
given point ; it extends to all regions of the body,

and appears consecutively to the entire abolition

of sensibility and reflex motions.

"In animals ]ioisoned with woorara wo meet
with a very different state of things. The
sensitive nerves have everywhere retained their

usual properties, while the motor branches are

paralysed above the ligature ; below this point,

voluntary motion persists as long as life remains
;

and if the animal is thrown into a basin of water,

it swims with its posterior limbs, the upper part

of the body remaining, of course, entirely motion-

less. These facts sufficiently prove tho vast

difference which exists between the action of

these two substances upon the nervous system.

(Coutiuued at page 228)
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A FEW WOBDS TO TtlE NEW
STUDENTS.

The Introductories have been recited, the

Schools opened, and the Students have begun

their work. The second and third year's men

fall into their places without awkwardness
;

they are familiar with the wards and passages

of the Hospital, the Out-Patients' Room and

the Accident ^Vard—are intimate with the

Dressers and Ilouse-Surgeons, shake hands

with a host of old acquaintances, know exactly

the right time to bo in the way when some great

Professor is likely to give a Clinical, or to go

round with his class—and the right time, too,

to be absent ; they drop easily into their old

places in the theatre, and recognise the queer

inscriptions upon the rails scribbled in ink, or

graved with a blunt scalpel ; they are fiimiliar

with the order of the Lectures, and guess the

subjects beforehand
; and they know the spare

moments between the Lectures when they can

do a bit of dissection, and perchance consume

a lunch in the intervals of rest, when the back

begins to ache and the attention to weary ; but

the Freshman has no such advantages ; to hilm

everything is strange,—the faces, the building,

the course of study, and the ways of the place
;

he is like a man dropped from a balloon in the

clouds upon a foreign land ; he has no place

to go to that he can call his own, no friend to

accost with a familiar greeting ; nobody seems

to heed him, and he is afraid to push himself

through the crowd, lest he be thought imperti-

nent : even the talk is strange to him ; terms

are used of which he has yet to learn the

meaning : his heart grows heavy, and, in the

loneliness of his feelings, he casts his thoughts

back despairingly upon the home he has left,

and the habits and affections from which he is

severed. In a few days, however, this strange-

ness will wear off, and as the youth applies to

his work, he will find a growing interest in the

new world of knowledge which he has begun

to explore.

A few words may not be inappropriate upon

the relative value of the studies in which he is

engaged. Wit'n his examinations in view, it will

be the paramount duty ofthe Student to adhere

closely to the appointed curriculum, as the

best devised order of study which the experi-

ence of his teachers has enabled them to

arrange. There are also certain records of

attendances that operate as checks upon indo-

lence and truancy of disposition. We have,

therefore, no fear that a well-disposed Student

will neglect a regular attendance at the Lec-

tures, or omit to make one of the crowd that

daily " walks the hospital" at the skirts of the

great surgical luminary.

But the young Student must know that

mere attendance is not enough : without

attention, attendance is waste of time. There

are many Students who make a point of

attending to their Lectures with the utmost

regularity, and yet at the end of their term of

study are ignorant of almost everything they

ought to have acquired. They fancy they know

a great deal ; but there is nothing arranged in

their minds in an orderly manner ; they

possess no precise knowledge : if they were

questioned about the distribution of a certain

nerve, they would, in all likelihood, give that

of an adjacent artery, being quite in a mist

whether their description applied correctly

to one or the other. The consequence is,

they have a very unpleasant consciousness

that they are unfit to submit themselves to an

examination ; and they accordingly pay Five

Pounds to some friend of Students in distress,

and they grind ! When a man has fallen into

a muddle with his Cash Book and Ledger, he

calls in an Accountant, who puts all the figures

in the right places, and reduces the arith-

metical chaos to order : so the grinder

methodises the jumble of information in the

head of the Student, and gives to it connection,

lucidity, and precision.

But if the Student would be attentive to

the Lectures, read in the evening the subjects

of the morning's dissertation, and, whilst he

reads, put the substance of it all in the form

of question and answer, he would find that he

would not require the grinder's aid. It is

very difficult to fix facts or dogmas in the

mind, excepting by the catechetical method.

A distinct question requires a distinct answer

;

and thus it is that the gold in our mind is

struck into a definite practical coinage, ready

for evcry-day use.

Students are apt to drop into the fault Of

overlooking the minor accidents and incidents

of the Hospital, and to give their attention

almost exclusively to the more important

diseases and grand operations. Some Students

think it quite enough, as a means of acquiring

a knowledge of Surgery, to rush into the

operating theatre when Fergusson, Skey, or

Erichson holds the knife ; and to trace the

steps of the operation, if they can see it, and

if they can't, to bo satisfied with the attempt

:

all the rest is too unimportant to deserve their

attention. This is a great mistake. It may

be many years, if over, before a Practitioner

may be called upon to perform the operation

of lithotomy ; and when the time comes, he

will find that he has forgotten much that he

thought he had learned, and that, at any rate,

he had never learned the wonderful knack—
impossible to him—which as a Student he so

much admired.

There are many small things in Surgery

which the Practitioner will be frequently

required to do, and which will bring him credit

or discredit according to the skill and

knowledge he evinces. The treatment of

abscesses in all their variety, perineal,

mammary, scrofulous, or connected with bone
;

carbuncles, ulcers of all kinds, phlegmonous

erysipelas, varicose veins, haemorrhoids, fis-

tulas, obstinate forms of cutaneous disease,

passing a catheter, the art of bandaging,

dressing wounds of all varieties ; the diagnosis

of tumours, and the various operative pro-

cedures for their removal ; the multiplicity Of
what are termed medical diseases ;—all these

are matters that come under the daily notice of

the General Practitioner, and yet are little

attended to by the Student. They are, how-

ever, of the greatest importance, since they

embrace the principles of Medicine and Surgery

as a science, and some of their more recent im-

provements as an art. Yet young men are apt to

think that there is nothing in all these in com-

parison with an operation for stone, the reduc-

tion of a dislocation of the hip-joint, or an

amputation of the lower extremity. Do not

neglect these last ; but attend to the first also.

AVe haveknown a Surgeon ignorant oftheproper

mode ofdressing a smashed hand, risk the life of

his patient
;
yet he performed the subsequent

amputation with due skill. The chief secret

of success in ordinary practice is ability in

small things. It b very certain that, provided

a man have firmness and common sense, the

great operations can be performed as well,

though not so brilliantly, by a rural Surgeon as

by the grander tragedians in our London

Hospitals. The success of the cases depends

much less upon the operation, per se, than

upon the subsequent treatment and the

hygienic conditions of the patient.

AV'e beg our young friends now entering

upon their studies to bear these things in

mind : and we would advise them to use their

best exertions to obtain the appointments of

House-Surgeons, Dressers, and Clinical Clerks,

as the most effectual way of obtaining that

kind of knowledge, the importance of which we

are endeavouring to impress. In many of

the Hospitals these posts are thrown open to

the Students—a most praiseworthy arrange-

ment ; and we recommend those Students to

whom money is a consideration, to select such

Hospitals as their places of study.

Nothing gives practical experience so

effectually as a sense of responsibility. Lender

such a feeling, all the energies of the mind are

quickened and brought into play ; caution is
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induced, and a mistake once made and pointed

out is not likely to be repeated. Sound rules

of acting are impressed upon the mind ; and

one of the greatest of all virtues, self-reliance,

is gradually acquired. We now wish our

young friends God speed ! and trust that

their time will be pleasingly and profitably

wed.

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

THE introductohy lectures.

These annual commemorations of Introduc-

tory Lectures form a grand Medical Symposium.

They prepare for the ardent, eager, impulsive

cariosity of youth, a feast of Professional

eloquence and of Medical erudition. This

banquet to which at the start in study they

are so liberally invited, is flattering as well as

gratifying to them. It, moreover, gives oppor-

tunity to the unfledged Professor to make
the first flight with virgin pinion to determine

if he has chosen rightly the sphere of his

exertions;—if his "vaulting ambition" has

compassed the right circle in which to feather

his flight, or if he overleaps himself to " fall on

the other." We are fully convinced of the high

interest each Professor takes in the welfare

of the classes committed to his charge

:

nevertheless, the importance of the occasion

is liable to be damaged by hacknied iteration

and reiteration of the same theme. The modest

revelations of science and pathology require

no such resonant echoes. The high interests

involved render the occasion too important to

be tritely treated, or ostentatiously displayed.

They should come fresh as youth upon the

sense, and free to the feelings. Aspiring and
ambitious youth should be introduced into the

career and walks of life by every inducement,

and greeted at its threshold with every en-

couragement—to have pointed out to him
the prizes to be obtained, and the labour

to be incurred. It is well to beckon him
on to the manly contest, and cheer him to

the first conflict of life. Having once trailed

the slot, young blood will warm in the chase
;

the excitement of the numerous accidents

inevitably met with by " field and by flood"

will lead him on to the death. So will the young
Student be beguiled by this manly and exciting

strife. This high breath will require to be
sustained by hope and by achievement. The
steep, rocky precipices of life will need the

refreshment of success to stem its crags and
top its mountain-peaks : without, its hcigbti

would be never, and its levels scarcely ever,

attained to repay the emprize. We do not
depreciate occasions for rallying the well-strung

sinews of the youthful Hercules, or for soliciting

with persuasive encouragement the diffident and
fearful aspirant, emulous, in modest guise, to
solicit the favours of natural science—a court-
ship, if pleasant, not always prosperous ; or by
powerful appeals to awaken dormant and

lagging energy : but wo think the mode and

the manner might be improved. The candi-

dates in the various w.ilks of our noble Pro-

fession converge to this city of the world from

all points of the compass. To many the scene

of this vast Babel, in which they have emerged

for the first time, is sufficiently e-iciting, and is

itself a wonder which fancy and reflection can

hardly comprehend. London is no illusion, but

a stereotyped reality, suggestive, nevertheless,

of deep thought, and of painful and pleasurable

ideas. A congregation of peoples so immense

disperses all pedantry, annuls all trivial rivalries,

in longings for the definite and for unity. We
think the various Schools should unite and elect

from amongst themselves Public Orators for

the Session, limited to four or five in number.

This might be easily accomplished, so as to

secure the election of the coming men ofscience

;

ofpathological distinction, and of acquirements,

especially appointed to officiate at this Annual

Symposium.

MEDICAL EVIDESCE.

How is it that no evidence given from a

witness-box is so unreliable, unsatisfactory,

and inconclusive as is Medical testimony?

Moreover, none is received .with so much sus-

picion, or so severely animadverted upon, as

is Medical evidence. In a case of forensic

inquiry—of poisoning, for instance—Medical

analysts cabal together to get up opposing tes-

timony. Mr Smith of this school, Mr Thomp-
son of that, and Mr Brown of the other, are

pitted as analytic gladiators;—the fight of test-

tubes thus arranged to come off" in the presence

of the Lord Chief Justice ; the arena, the

Queen's Bench. On another occasion, the

question to be inquired into may be, whether

a man can survive several days who has

received mortal injury ; say, traumatic rupture

of the liver in two or three places, with fracture

of "the arch of the thorax, and several ribs

on each side also fractured ?" Another eminent

physician, considered by idol-worshippers the

physiologist par excellence of the day, gives

evidence in a trial of life and death. This

gentleman p.iys a visit in consultation to a

patient suspected of being poisoned by her
husband. The visit is of four mimttes' dura-

tion, ostensibly made to establish and support

other evidence of witnesses upon the sus-

picion of a poisoning by antimony being per-

petrated by the husband. The evidence of
poisoning in this case was limited to and
guided by the existence of symptoms which
are common to idiopathic gastritis, enteritis,

and the administration of mineral poisons. It
was tJie expression of the countenance of the

patient, which the first penetrating glance of the
eminent physician detected on entering the
room of the patient, and four minutes deter-
mined his conclusions. His testimony, as he
knew full well it would, formed an important
element in this juridical decision. That anti-
mony had been given, and that the patient was

poisoned, were the questions at issue. Most

probably a large Iwnorarium passed for this

visit of four minutes. A longer tax of time in

the witness-box might be well and gracefully

spared, in consideration of a still larger

honorarium, in elucidation of this erudite Jledi-

cal conspectus. In this case there was no

evidence upon which to rely, or to build a

superstructure that would explain the forfeit of

life. A chain of circumstances implying strong

suspicion no doubt existed, but that was all.

The tendency of Dr Tyerman's evidence, in

the Colney Hatch case, to infer in the case of

William Swift a state of insensibility peculiar to

insane people, was not relevant. The apparent

insensibility or stolidity of insane patients to

sensations of cold, or heat, or pain, is perhaps

not diflicult to explain. These are instances

of common sensation. But voluntary or in-

voluntary muscular action, as also the per-

formance of organic functions, are incompatible

with certain conditions of injury, traumatic

lesion, or fractured bones. Pain and irrita-

tion, although perhaps less manifest in the

lunatic, are also inseparable. Dr Tyerman, in

his evidence, says,
" There was a post-mortem examination on the

following Mouday morning, and it turned out
that tlie arch of the entire chest was fractured,
and several ribs on each side were also fractured.
There were also two slight niptures of the liver,

and there were two or three pints of extravasated
blood in the stomach. (The witness then read the
notes made by him upon thejpost-raortem examina-
tion, describing the' appearances presented by th»
deceased.) At this time there was no suspicion,
that the prisoner had used any violence towards

.

him.
"Cross-examined : Tlie deceased was par.ilysed'

when he was admitted to the Asylum, and hi.s con-
dition in this respect would render him less sen-
sible to pain, and in some cases, he believed, it

would occasion complete insen.sibUity to pain.
Patients afflicted with this form of insanity would
sometimes attempt to walk about with broken
limbs. He had seen several instances of this
kind during his experience at Colney Hatch. In
one case, a patientjwlio had fractured Iiis knee-cap
walked about, without any apparent pain, very
shortly afterwards. In another instance, after a
patient died, it was found that several of his ribs
were fractured, and on the morning of the day of
his death he said that he was quite well."

We conclude the insensibility implied by Dr
Tyerman, in his evidence, is anmsthesia from

paralysis. The functions of locomotion and

of respiration in the case of the man Swift

were not invalidated or impaired. The conclu-.

sion inferred by Messrs Partridge, Luke, and

Barnard Holt is the only physiological solution

of the mystery; namely, that the injuries-

occurred (which caused death) within a very

repent period. Or, if a greater latitude tR
time be aJ:"'»ed, it might as well be inferred

that this condition Cf "'sensibility would allow

a patient with broken legs to .'"oW-", not merely

attempt to walk (for the paralle" » not

forced between such a case and a man T>qth'

lesion of the respiratory muscles, in whom
"the arch of the entire chest was fractured, and
several ribs on each side were also fractured,"

being able to perform the function of respira-

tion). This induces the inference that the

substitution of padded rooms and individual
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control for personal and physical restraint

introduces a new element. Insane fury is not,

under the latter circumstances, to be always

controlled by human forbearance and personal

subjeclion, in which, unavoidably, the passions

and feelings of the attendants, at the best but

human beings, are sorely tried by immediate con-

flict and violent struggles. There is no other

appeal. To moralise, or to reason, is negatived

;

a foregone conclusion has decided against such

resources as useless, if not trifling. Tlius,

human passions are brought into open conflict

•«rith the insane paroxysms of the patient, and

living muscular force must be resorted to,

under the most exceptionable circunretances.

It is much to be regretted that these means

are practised where no human eye penetrates

;

the actoi's in the struggle and unfortunate

patients being the only witnesses ; the super-

intendent is thus placed in a position which

demands almost angelic qualities to entitle

Aim to the exel'cise of such responsibility.

THE SPIRIT
OF THE PERIODICALS.

(Continued from page 226.)

"But there exist other poisons which equally

destroy the vital properties of the locomotive

apparatus, although a totally different histological

element becomes the seat of disorganisation. We
allude to tlie to.xic agents, wliich abolish con-

tractility in the muscular ti.ssue
;
yon will find

them infinitely more numerous than those which
confine their action to the nerves. Among this

class of bodies, di;^italis and upas antiar liaVe

already been mentioned ; and the attention of

American physiologists has lately been drawn by
Dr Mitchell, of Philadeljilua, to the properties of

two other substances, which are known by tli6

Indian names of Corrowal and AVao. Their action

s similar to that of upas, although of greater in-

tensity. The active principle of the vorntruni album,
or veratrine, a substance now frequently cmployeil

in practice, also exerts its influence upon the

muscular fibre, to the exclusion of all other
tissues ; and a lai'ge number of poison.s, with the
chemical composition of which we are imper-
fectly acquainted, evidently belong to the same
class.

" The small arrows now placed before you were
forwarded to us by M. Boxissingault. These
weapons are extensively used in South America.
The nature of the substance with wliich they are

impregnated is still a mystery to us ; they were
supposed to have been charged with woorara, but
their action is of a totally different kind : the
muscular, not the nervous, fibres are afTccted by
the wounds wbieli they inflict. Although unable
to state in a positive manner what this poison
really is, I am tempted to believe that the venom
of toads is the substance employed. The Indians

of New Granada are known to make use of a
small variety of this animal, which is found in

great abundance in that country, for the purpose
of poisoning their weapons. After collec]^}ig a

large number of toads, they impale them upon
wooden spits, and roast them ii'.ive. The beat
causes the animal to eject its venom, into which
the arrows are di;qied. This latter substance is

known, in fact, to exert a most powerful action on
the rauscnlar tissue. But the unknown principle

with which these arrows are impregnated differs

so completely in its properties from those usually
attributed to animal poisons, that we shall seize

the present opjjortunity to enter into some con-
siderations on the subject of venoms in general,
and that of the toad in particular, our conclusions
being the result of the researches we have lately
undertaken on this interesting and hitherto ob-
scure part of toxicology.

" The eficcts produced on animals by these
poisoned arrows would appear at first sight to be

strictly similar to those produced in onr own
climate by the venom of toads ; but when we
inquire into the chemical composition of this new
substance, we find it to be a perfectly stable com-
pound, the properties of which are not destroyed
by plunging it into boiling water or dissolving it

in alcohol. The arrows which have been allowed
to rest for a certain space of time in this latter

solvent are found to have lost tlieir destructive

power, although no change has taken place in

their dark brown colour ; and the liquid in which
they have been kept being gradually evaporated,

the solid residue left behind appears to contain

the active principle which imbibes them, for on
redissolving it in water a poison is obtained which
produces on animals the same effects as the arrows
themselves.

" But the opinions usually entertained with
respect to venoms are entii-ely opposed to such a

result. Animal poisons are in general considered

as resembling ferments in their chemical properties,

being easily destroyed by the action of lieat, and
modified by dissolution in alcohol and other

powerful solvents. We ought, therefore, in con-

cordance with generally-recei'ved opinions, to have
surrendered our former hypothesis ; but, however
sati.sfactory the inductions drawn from previously-

ascertained facts may appear, an experimental
verification is always indispensable in sound phy-
siology, even in thoee cases in which it seems
useless, and almost absurd, to require experi-

mental proofs. Acting in conformity with this

rule, which has always directed us up to the

present time in our labours, we have examined in

its turn the venom of toads, for the purpose of

ascertaining whether its eharacteristics were really

such as had been supposed ; and, contrary to our

expectations, we have found it to be soluble in

alcohol, and in all other respects as stable a com-
pound as the active principle of these American
arrows, for the action of boiling Water destroys

none of its properties.
" It had been supposed, however, that no venom

was fatal to the animal itself whicli secreted it
;

and as the poisonous arrows produce marked effects

upon the toad, we found it necessary to try upon
this animal the results pi-o<lueed by tlie inocula-

tion of its own venom, in order to ascertain

whether the opinion generally entertained on this

point was scientifically true. The experiments

undertaken fbr this purpose do not allow the

slightest doubt to remain on this point. The toad

is killed, like other animals, by the inoculation of

its own venom ; it is, hbwever, true that the

action of this poison is infinitely less intense in

toads than in frogs, of all other animals those

which resemble them the most in organisation
;

and it might hence be inferred that a certain

degree of truth exists in the above-mentioned

opinions. Let us bear in mind, however, that the

resistance of the toad to all kinds of poison is

infinitely superior to that of the frog ; that

strychnia, upas, and various other substances, act

in much smaller doses upon the latter than upon
the former animal ; a fact which agrees with the

lower excitability of the nervous system in toads.

" All these phenomena may, therefore, be re-

duced to a general principle, whicli we have
strenuously endeavoured to inculcate in the course

of the present lectures ; namely, that no essential

differences exist between the homologous tissues

of difl'erent animals ; that properties observed in

one case are found to exist throughout the entire

scale of being, although considerable variations in

their intensity arc met with, even in the case of

neighbouring species. You also perceive that

our knowledge of venoms is less advanced than

the other branches of toxicology, and that it is

urgent to repeat a new series of experiments on
each of those substances in particular ; for wo
are not prepared, up to the ]iresent moment, to

attribute the properties enjoyed by the venom of

toads to the whole series of animal poisons
;

farther researches are indispensable to settle the

question.
'

' Let us now, gentlemen, after this digression

resume the explanation of the effects ]>roduccd by
muscular poisons. The principal result of their

action is sudden aiTest of the heart's motion ; and
in this respect they might also be divided into

two classes. Some of them act upon the heart

before affecting the voluntary muscles : such is the

case with digitalis and upa« antiar. Corrowal and
wao enjoy this power in a still greater degree.

The reverse is the case with other poisons ; they

act upon the voluntary muscles at first, and do

not paralyse the heart till a later period of the
destructive process ; tlio American arrows lielong

to this Latter cla.ss. It is, therefore, easy to con-
ceive how wide is the difference between the in-

tensity with which these l)oisons act in animals
differently organised. A very small dose of
corrowal produces instant death in birds : a
mammal survives a few minute* ; whde frogs
resist the action of this substance for a consider-
able space of time, these animals, as you are
aware, being able to survive a few hours after t^
total ablation of the heart.

" We shall now perform a few experiments on
various aidmals with these different poisons ; and
you will find that, far from resembling woorara
and stryclmia, which destroy life without leaving
the slightest vestige of their action, these mus-
cular poisons actually produce deep physical
changes in the tissue, which loses its physiological

properties under their influence.
" (At this stage of the lecture a couple of

pigeons are brought forward ; an incision is made
into the breast of Iroth, laying bare the mnsculat
fibres, and on applying test-jiaiicr, a dccirled

alkaline reaction is met with in both cases. Ona
of tlie pigeons is then kiUed with a poisoned

aiTow, the others with a sohition of woorara in-

jected into the cellular tissue. A frog is at the

same time poisoned by introducing a small dose

of corrowal under the skin ; it is then replaced in

the jar from which it liad been taken.)
" You perceive, gentlemen, that the muscular

tissue oflcrs a decided alkaline reaction in the

healthy state. But in animals poisoned with any
of those substances which act upon the con-

tractile elements, the reaction of this tissue be-

comes aciil, and the rigor mortis occurs imme-
diately after death ; two changes which spon-

taneously take place in dead animals, but only

after a space of twenty-four hours has elajised.

The electrical properties of this tissue etpially

undergo a singular alteration, for, in the ordinary

state of thinas, the external surface of a muscle is

positively, and its internal or cut surface nega-

tively, elcctrifltd ; the reverse is the case in animals

poisoned with these toxic agents. And, lastly, on
opening the bodies immediately after death, the

heart is found contracted, motionless, rigid, and
totally cmjity ; so that its transparent wall.s, iu

the frog, have lost the ruddy colour imparted by
the presence of blood within the cardiac cavities,

and appear jierfectly white and colourless.

" In all such cases the muscular element alono

has been acted upon ; for if, on poisoning an
animal with one of these agents, you were to

apply a ligature round one of the liinlis, and thus

]>ievent the ]ioison from reaching it, you would

find that wliile the other muscles of the body

remained insensible to the action of galvanism,

those of the limb thus prescn-ed would readily

obey its influence, when excited through the

corresponding nerves : a proof that the muscular

fibres alone have in this ca.sc been interfered with,

the nen-es retaining, as before, all • their vital pro-

Xicrties.
" (The bodies of the poisoned animals were

now opened : in the jiigeon killed with an arrow,

tlie Iieart was fouud rigid and motionless, the

muscles stiff and incapable of responding to the

galvanic current. The same -[ihenomena were ob-

served in the frog, tiie heart of which was jiar-

ticularly rigid and perfectly colourless. On test-

ing the muscles, tficir reaction was found decidedly

acid. In the pigeon killed with woorara, the

heart was found still in motion ; and when at

length its pulsations had ceased, galvanism was
applied to it, and caused the parietes to contract

;

the muscles of the limbs responded readily and
powerfully to the same agent, and their reaction

was alkaline.

)

"You will no doubt allow me. Gentlemen, to

seize this opportunity of couve-ing to your

knowledge our opinions on the subjects of the

connections existing between physiological phe-

nomena and the physical properties of tlie tissues

which produce them. It m»y be coiTectly

asserted, in a general manner, that the physiolo-

gical properties of muscles, nerves, .and all other

tissues, co-exists with physical and chemical

phenomona of a peculiar nature, and that a liirect

relation is to be found between the degree of m-
tensity which each class of properties exhibits.

Shortly after death the vital characteristics of the

tissues disapiK-ar along with their physical and
chemical properties : thus, in muscles, the electric

current fails at the moment when contractility is
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extinguished ; and in the nerves the electro-touic

power Jis;nipears at the same moment as phy-

siological excitability. But altliougli wo arc

tempted to view this couuectiou between physical

and physiological phenomena in the light of the

neeessaiy relations between cause and eli'ect, I

rather believe it to be a mere coucidence. It

must not be supposed that the vital jiropcrtiea

persist as long as the physical and chemical

phouomena have not dinajipeared. A I'emarkable

instance of this reciprocal independence is aflbrded

by the following experiment :—A rabbit being

lulled by the section of the mcduUa oblongata,

both nervous excitability, muscular irritability,

•nd the electric muscular cuneut disappear by
degrees, and are totally extinct a few hours after

death. But when the animal is poisoned with

upas, a ver)' ditferent result is observed : the

normal irritability of the muscles disa)>penra

twenty-five or thirty seconds after death, while

the electric current persists during four or five

haura. In the same manner, the alkaline re-

action of muscles is not inseparably connected

ivitk their contractile power, nor the clcctro-tonic

state iu nerves with the property of transmitting

the impulse of the will.

"Far be it from us to maintain that the dis-

appearances of the vital projierties of any given

ti«8ue is not in all cases the result of a material

cbange ; we only intend to show that in more
cases than one that change is yet unknown and
must be sought for in a different direction ; the

physical and chemical jiroperties hitherto known
to exist in our tissues are the inseparable attend-

ants of the vital action, but do not appear entirely

to create its jjowers.
" We shall here conclude, Gentlemen, our

Course of Experimental I'athalogy for the present

icssion : we shall resume these studies next year

at the point where we now drop them ; and, the

jtcneral notions of the science having now been

fcid down, we shall devote our attention to a few

particular points. \\'e shall, therefore, endeavour
to produce in sound animals some of the diseases

with which clinical observation has rendered us

ftuniliar, by means of Surgical operations ; aud iu

obser^'ing their effects, in seeking to explain their

cause, we .shall never lose sight of our funda-

mental principle, ' That Physiology is the founda-
tion-stone of i'athologj'.'

"

I>r GooDFEU.ow continues bis Lectures on

those diseases of the kidney known as BrigMs

IHteoK : and Mr Joke.s contributes an article on

the Tre<Umenl of Delirium Tremma by large Dunes

of Digitalis, which we will (luote in our next

Kumbcr.

The ' Indian Lancet ' contains the following

jttticle on Femoral Atuurism and Ligature of tht

journal Iliac, by Dr Wylock :

"A 80ij:> '

lire and not less curious case of

aneurism i,il artery wliicli fell to my lot

mayuotli. , l record:—W. 13., Royal Artil-

lery, had besu under my care on 2oth February with
butio in both groins, and jihagadeiiic ulceration of the
penis. The ulcers on penis yielded kindly to treat-

ment, and so also did the bubo or ulcer in left groin ;

that in th*' riprbt. howt^ver, pave con.-^iderable trouble,

and "IB end of April tliat it showed
any nt. About this time it bensn
tOR: .net; but this action was accom-
panied with excrutiativu jiain all iliiwn the front of

thigli as far as tlia kni-c On the l«t of May, the ulcer,

which wa-
'

;_ aud contracting kindly,

became Ir i granulati<nis large and
flabby; th' , in spite of all remedies.

On the night of the 4tli ol May, I was called to see

the patient, who was blLciling from the groin. I

imni' '--•' —.nt, and founfl tliut about 4 oz. of

bl'"- !i;il
; but it was clotted, and appa-

rent i I for some time before it was dis-

covered. 1 could not tind the place from which it

had flowed. I apidied cohl and oil liut, waited
about au hour aud retirtid. About 4 p.m., next
day, I was again called, aud found the same state of

afiairs ; made the same applications, and after a due
time left.

" At about 4 p.m. on the 6th, I was again callerl

by ft man in breathless haste. I lost no time, uud
found the iwtieut apparently lifelemt in a pool of
blnod. I thni«t my fing#-r ftver the part, nn*! dashed

'
'

'
• viving,

: nican-

,, ^. of an
opcraUou, btut IVji Mr IJIcchyndi;!!, llic (,'omiuis-
•ariat ofiicer. On his arrival, his finger was substi-
tuted fur mine, and I proceeded to put a ligature on

the external iliac artery. This I accomplished in

from 7 to 10 minutes with perfect success. I had
now leisure to examine the aneurism, which I found
rough inside and capable of contaiuing 3 or 4 oz. of

blood ; its centre was immediately under Poupart's
ligament, above and below which it extt^nded about
2 inches either way. The openings of the artery into

and out of it were hard, and as distinctly defined as

the openings into a stethoscope. The patient is

doing well ; but how long he will continue to do so,

after his enormous loss of blood, remains to bo seen."

Dr Pl'Kefoy contributes to the same journal

an article on Tubercular Meningitis, attended with

obscure symptoms, which we cpiote :

" The subject of the present remarks occurred in

the case of a young man, a recruit in the Company's
Service. Shortly after his arrival iu this country, he

was seized with a severe attack of bronchitis, which
proved the means of developing the latent symptoms
of a severe orgaiuc disease under which he laboured,

and thus, indirectly, of throwing consiilerable light

upon the nature of a secondary lesion of the brain,

afterwards supervening, which otherwise must have
remained in considerable obscurity as regards the

accuracy of a diagnosis. Before presenting the

reader with notes of the case, I should briefly say,

although favouring the supposition that such a lesion

was the result of tubercular deposition in the brain,

yet 1 am not prepared to say so with certainty.

One is naturally inclined to look upon cerebral

symptoms grafted upon a scrofulous constitution

as deriving their origin from such source. Yet were

such the case in the present instance, the sjTuptoms,

as the case will show, are greatly at variance with

what one is led to expect. The patient, a yeimg
man (.ttat. 20 years), of thin and slender make,
temperate habits, and in the previous enjoyment of

good health, was admitted into hospital, Barrak-

pore, June 8th, suffering from a severe attack of

bronchitis. He was not very many days in hospital

before the paroxysms of dyspnuia, the copious muco-
purulent expectoration tinged with blood, and
constant cough, made me suspect the nature of his

ailment. A stethoscopic examination of the chect,

coupled with the physical signs, cleared up all

doubts on the matter, and polut^ out as the nature

of his disease, tubercular inllltration with vomica in

apex of both lungs. Tlie usual treatment for such

cases was adopted, but without much relief, and now
for the first time his flesh and strength failed him,

the appetite decreased, and there was almost total

loss of sleep from the cough. In this state he
continued without any notable change in his

symptoms to June IStli, when, upon visiting him, I

found hiin sitting ujion a chair by his Ijedside,

morose and taiiturii, apiwrently indifferent to all

going on around him. The countenance, pale

and anxious, presented a wild aud vacant .stare ; the

eyes, <iull but not suffused, were fixeilly rivetted on
one oliject, and when 'piestioncd it was with the

utmost difficulty an answer could be elicited ; when
it was short, evasive, always tending towards some
religious topic. There was no fever, no heat of skin

present, nor thrtibbing of temples, nor abuoraial
condition of pupils visible. Pulse is 1U<», small aud
weak; bowels coustiiwted. Orderetl two aperient

pills, and a blister to nape of neck. Juno ItJth.

—

Htill occupies the same position, and exhibits tlie

same sullen disposition and aversion to speak.

Hallucination confined to same subject (religion),

upon which the mind is so rivetted he constantly

bursts into tears. He refuses to be put to Ijed, to

make use of anything. Bowels still confined.

Ordered calomel, gr. x.
;
pnlv. jalap, c, dr. j.

June 17th.—Hu[>iM>rted Iwtween two men, slept a
little. General symptoms as yesterday. Bowels still

refuse to act. Ol. Crotouis, gtt. ij., to be given
immediately ; a turpentine enema in two liours

afterwards. June 18th.—Was induced to go to bed
last night : got a little sleep ; mental faculties im-
proved. No Cerebral symptoms discoverable.

Bowels not operated upou. Ordered ext. elater.,

2^ gr., to be made into two pills; one to be taken at

once, the second if necessary in two hours. Jime
Itfth.—Bowels have Ijeen actively 0]»erateil upeo,
evacuation consisting of scybala', since which iiearty

all heail symptoms have undergone a marked change
for the better. The patient is now <piite rational.

•' hrmarks.—Ki lirst sight tliere may seem no
difficulty in arriving at an accurate diagnosis regard-

ing this secondary lesion. But supposing that bron-

chitic attack had not supervened, thus developing

the latent symptoms of a diseased action, not only
local, but constitutional ; could one with any degree
of certainty jiolnt out any of the aV>ove symptoms
as originating in cerebral dibturbame, the result of
tubercular deposit ? On the contrary, <lid we look to

symptnins alone whereupon to base a diagnosis,

would not the absence of all fever, of Blteration in

pupils, the age of tlie patient, presence of delirium,

ami therapi»lity of the accession as well as the
departure of all signs of mental aberration, point to

some other cause as the prrdiable source ? Aithongh
hydrocephalus is essentially a disease of childhootl,

yet it is occasionally met with in more advanced lifls-

When such is the case, must we exjiect to find tha
phenomena attendant upon the disease at the former
period identical with those of the latter period of life!

Is it not reasonable to expect, according as the reason-
ing faculties become develoi)ed, and the excitable
condition of the nervous system diminished, we will

find delirium substituted for convulsions, aud many
of those sj'mptoms having a nei-vous origin wanting?
If such a view of the case is admissible, might not
the secondary lesion be accounted for by supposing the
deposition of tuberculous matter to have proceeded
so slowly as to give rise to no symptoms, until the
balance of circulation in the part was altered by
either the supervention of the bronchitis, or the ob-
stinate constipation of the bowels T'

HOSPITAL REPORTS.

KINO'S COLLEGE HOSPITAL.—Sept. 22nd.
Resection of Knee-joint.—Mil Hulke.
The patient, a woman about thirty years of age,

received an injury of the knee some three years

since, on a voyage to America, by falling through
the hatchway. Inflammation aud disease super-

vened, which after some time terminated iu spon-
taneous cure, the joint becoming anohylosed.
The patient went on well until about nine
months since, at which time her knee received a
wreuoli, or twist. Disease became renewed iu tha
cartilages and ligaments of the anchylosed joint.

Matter formed in the joint, which was discharged
by the abscess being opened. Groat constitu-

tional and local irritation now occurred. She waa
suffering also at this time from uterine luemor-
rhage. This aggravated the constitutional irrita-

tion, and seemed to augment also the local irrita'<

tion, which likewise on its part apparently aggra-

vated the uterine disease. Under these compli-
cations, health rapidly giving way, Mr Hulk*
decided upon removing the seat of disease by
resection of the joint. The operation was per-

formed by making the H sectiou. On each side

of the knee, a longitudinal section of about four
inches was made through the integiiments and
tissues. A crucial section was then carried hori.

zontally above the seat of the patella, cutting
through tendons, ligaments, and cartilages into

the knee-joint. This made a superior and inferior

flap. Thesuperiorflap was then dissected upwards,
discovering the extremity of femur, which was
found necrosed and diseased. The extremity of

femur being laid hold of with nippers and raised,

was cut throngh with saw obliquely downwards and
backwards, fhe lower flap was then lUssected to
show tlie heads of tibia aud fibula, which wore then
cut with sawobUquely upward and backward. Thus,
a sulTicient angle was obtained, by removing the ex-
tremity of heads of bones, to admit upon apposi-
tion of a nearly straight limb from its previously
bended position. To make this satisfactory, it was
necess-iry to remove, bya supplemental cut, a small
slice more from extremity of femur. No haunor-
rhagc took place, no vessels required tying. The
flaps were brought together with ligature, and
water-dressings applied ; the limb being properly
extended and secui'ed in a Jl'Intyro splint,

with anterior and posterior splints for thigh.
The cxperimemtcwii rrucis of this operation of

resection is not arrived at maturity. Whether
growth and normal development of limb bo
stopjicd by removal of the epiphigies of bones or
not, is yet to be determined. If they be stopped'
by such removal, resection will not supersede am-
putation. It will in that case (unless modiliod
removal of epiphigies may be practised, so tliat

sufficient may be removed to elTect the purpose of
resection free from mischief), become a foregone
conclusion that resection is not applicable to

young, growing subjects. We hear of early cases

of resection having resulted in dwindled leg, hang-
ing useless fi'om the thigh, iu cou.scqueuoe of tlus

operation. We confess to be sceptical upon this

point, and hardly ontertaiu the fear. Ossification

radiates iu the shaft and cylinders of long bones
from the central diaphysis to the epiphigies.

GUY'S HOSPITAL.—Seit. 17th.

Lithotomy.—Mk <'uoi'Ku Fob-steu. Sept. 26th.
^TuMoviis of Neik.—Mil Cock.

A case of lithotomy, a child of three years old,

was operated upon by Mr Cooper Forstcr. Wo
have on more than one occasion bad to revert to

the frequent operations for lithotomy ami ampu-
tation which have occurred at this hosJiitaL

TujioiiR OF Neck.
Mr Cock gave rather an interesting liistory of
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tlie piogresi. oi* <!;is eas^. The patient was a

man about thirty years of age. He first noticed

the access of this tumour nine years since. Mr
Cock belicvi d its existence dated from an earlier

period. It had gradually enlarged and extended

until now. He explained that it was one of those

deep-seated tumours extending xmder the muscles
which almost always proved of malignant cha-

racter. This had become very large, extending
anteriorly, so as to be buried under the stenio-

mastoid nuiscle of the left side, taking its course
under the muscles on the side of the neck
posterioi-ly, as far as the vertebra. Mr Cock be-

lieved it had travelled as far as the transverse
process, and had formed a connection with the
ligament of the fifth vertebra. It would con-

sequently be impossible to remove such a tumour
wholly. From its painful cliaracter, as well as

from its great size, this tumour had lately caused
considerable irritation and inconvenience, and the
patient urgently sought relief. Under these cir-

cumstances, notwithstanding the tumour was so

dangerously situated, imbedded amongst large

arteries, Mr Cock thought it was justifiable and
proper to endeavour to afford relief by an opera-
tion. Until this occurred, it was impossible to

say what the tumour was—whether deei)-seated,

fibrou!5, fatty, or malignant. If the first, lie pro-

posed to follow it through the anatomical region
it occujjied with finger and scalpel-blade, and
handle as well as he could. If it should j)rove

malignant, it would become necessary to stop the

operation and close the wound. The tumour
showed purple discolouration over its most elevated

portion, which elevation seemed circumscribed to

24 inches in diameter under the mastoidean
region. Under chloroform, Mr Cock made an in-

cision at its base anteriorly, and proceeded by
dissection to trace its connections. On reaching
and examining the tumour, he found it to be
malignant. This circumstauce decided the stay-

ing of further proceedings. If this state of

tilings had not been discovered, the further pro-

gress of the operation would have been attended
with considerable difficulty from hjemorrhage,
several arteries having already been secured. Mr
Cock made a few remarks, to the effect that it was
justifiable to afford relief by amputation in such
cases when practicable. In this instance it became
necessary to leave the unfortunate man to his fate.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE HOSPITAL.
Septembek 19th.—Fi.sTULA IN Ano. Sept.
27™.

—

Bloody Tumours of Lip Removed—
TUMOUR.S OF Breast Removed.—Me Thomp-
son.

This operation for fistula in ano was performed
in the usual way by Mr Thompson.
Bloody TuMorR.s of I^ip and Gum (so-called

Epulis.)
This patient, who was a young man about

twenty-eight years of age, had been inconvenienced
for some time by this tumour. He had had liga-

tures applied on three several occasions, but the
•bleeding tumours returned. Mr Thompson
stated that it was the character of these tumours,
that they were more troublesome than dangerous.
They very seldom proved malignant, although
that did occur sometimes. They sent roots into

the bone of the alveolary process, of which it con-

sequently became necessary to saw away a

portion. Mr Thompson proceeded to remove
the two front teeth of the upper jaw to effect

this purpose. After dissecting back the frwnnm
of the lip and soft parts of the gum, he applied
the saw and removed away a portion of the
alveolary process of the superior maxillaiy bone.

It was the nature of this filjrous tumour to shoot
its roots into the bone, and the only successful

method of cure v.'as to follow them by extirpation
of a portion of the bone.

Tumour of Breast.
Mr Thompson reverted to the number of cases

of tumours of the breast operated upon recently
at University College Hospital. The case we
reported about a fortnight since, which Mr
Thompson removed, was progressing favourably.
It was a large tumour of a doubtful character.

Although the wound and parts had been attacked
with erysipelas, which had been prevalent in the

_ hospital, the wound was now healing. The
present case, a woman twenty-five years of a;'c,

had been noticed about six months. The
tumour, situated on the right breast, superior
and intemal to the nipple, was small, moveable,

and presented no untoward appearances—a slight

blush or discolouration existed over it. Under
chloroform it was removed by oval section, and
proved to be a large sebaceous gland, situated

in a tough, thickened cyst. If its radius had been
known, it might have been cut down upon and
pushed out. Most of the other cases which have
occurred at this hospital have been more ad-
vanced in years, their ages running from forty-

five to fifty-five.

Varico.'je Vein.
This case is noticeable, inasmuch as although

only one vein was diseased, it was attended with
great and constant pain. The vein was pierced
on the anterior aspect of the leg at two points,

with silk passed in the usual way over and under
them, and tied over a quill-like piece of wood.

GREAT NORTHERN HOSPITAL
This aspiring young hospital, situated far away,

demands and truly deserves regard and notice.
Notwithstanding its distance, its polar tendency
excites a normal attraction. We consequently were
drawn into the.se nortliein jiarts, not without edifi-

cation and improvement resulting from our visit.

The exterior of the Great Northern is of so unpre-
tending and modest a character, that although its

"name" had sounded well and frequently upon
our ear, we are almost ashamed to say that jt our
first visit we could not find its "local habitation."
Surely tliis will not be an abiding shame ! If so, it

will not rest with us, but with an undiscerningpublic.
At a time when the large hospitals seem to be
holiday-making, we found ourselves in presence of
ardent appetites for the occasion, earnestly in search of
surgical refection, with a numerous and goodly com-
pany of select and enterprising Surgeons. This bevy
seemed on excellent terms, keen to inquire, and
eager for the business liefore them. Amongst the
entremets and smaller trifles, the standing billet

runs thus :

—

Resection of Hip-joint.—Mr Price. Amputa-
tion of Lower Maxillart Bone.—Mr Adams.
Removal of Tumours from Neck.—Mr Savory.

Partial Excision of the Hip-joint.
Mr Price is well liuown to the Profession as an

advocate for surgical interference in certain cases of

diseased hip-joint. In the columns of this Journal
have been lately published the views of this surgeon
regarding excision of the hip-joint— partial and com-
plete— in instances in which the articulation has
been more or less destroyed by that form of disease

termed morbus coxa}. In a paper read before the
Medical Society of London during its past session,

Mr Price reviewed all the cases of excision of the
hip-joint which had come, more or less, under his

observation, and the conclusion he drew was in every
way favourable to the adoption of operative measures
in such cases in which the joint was greatly impli-

cated, and both femoral and pelvic jiortions included.

The operation which we saw performed at the Great
Northern Hospital fully .showed the correetne.ss of

diagnosis, and the great advantage of direct surgical

iuterference. A little .boy, about seven years of age,

had suffered for nearly four years from a diseased

condition of the hip articulation of the left side. He
had been under notice at various institutions, but no
permanent benefit had resulted from the treatment
adopted. He had been under the observation of Mr
Price for some months, and cousideiuble relief had
been obtained by the application of a long side-

splint, which had retained in position and absolute
rest the parts forming tlie articulation. When the
little patient was brought into the operating theatre,

we noticed that the left leg and tliigli were much
.shorter than their fellows, and greatly diminished
in size, as much as two or three inches. Great pain
was experienced on pressure being made over the
great trochanter. The buttock was globular, and
much larger than the right. The thigh was semi-

flexed on to the belly. A sinus opened on to the
front of the thigh. Mr Price remarked that although
under chloroform considerable movement of the
joint was pennitted,. and no grating sensation pro-

duced by manipulating with the limb, yet he did
not consider these circumstances evidences of non-
existence of extensive disease. The suffering had
been severe, and the constitutional symptoms like-

wise formidable and indicative of much mischief.

But, in such examples, experience and former opera-

tions had taught him that constitutional symptoms
were more often to be relied on as pointing to con-

siderable disease than any local expressions of

morbid action. Hand in hand, however, the con-
tinued evidences were, in his mind, amply sufficient

ground for interference in this particular instance.

An incision, two to three inches in length, was made
over the inner side of the great trochanter, and the

capsular ligament (which was to all intents entire so

far as retention of the end of the femur was con-
cerned) readily opened. The head of the femur was
found almost entirely removed, and a large necrosis,

occupying the middle portion of the acetabulum, was

easily detected and removed. The lips of the small
wound were adjusted with sutures, and the limb
bandaged to a long interrupted side-splint. This is

one of the most interesting cases of the kind we
have witnessed, and we shall recur to it again in a
short tiuie, when resolution shall have afforded the
little patient a useful limb.

Excision or Lower Maxillary Bon-e.
This patient, a man forty-eight years of age, noticed

enlargement of the lower jaw about four months
since. It came under the care of Mr Adams soma
time afterwards. He observed an internal and ex-
ternal abscess, which induced him to form a rather
favourable prognosis. The disease rapidly increas.

ing, he decided to make an exploratorj- operation, to
solve the doubt existing of the nature of the disease,

and proceed furtherif required. A horizontal section
was carried along the body of the lower maxillary bone,
which quickly discovered its nature. Recurrent
fibrous tissue or malignant exjithelial cancer was found
toexist, having penetrated deeplyandextensivelyinto
the bone and soft parts. The body of the bone wa»
quite gone in its centre ; and the disease extended,
including the angle and ramus of the jaw, to within
half an inch of the sj'mphysis. It required to be
eradicated with saw and nippers, and followed with
knife in every direction. It had burrowed under the
base and root of the tongue. In dissecting it away,
the lymphatic salivary gland was exposed. It wa«
necessarily a tedious and exigent oijeration, and
numerous vessels had to be secured. The wound
was brought together in the usual way with liga-

tures and strapping, and cold water-dressings applied.
Tumour of the Neck.

This being a simple fatty tumour, Mr Savory re-
moved it from its cyst, by a simple oblique incision
dissecting out the fatty development.

GENEEAL CORRESPONDENCE.

DIPHTHERIA.
To the Editor of the Medical Circular.

Sir,— I beg to for^vard to you the following
remarks on the disease termed "Diphtheria,
and also regarding a case of that disease which,
along with others, occurred to me in the course
of practice.

Before doing so, I would premise that in
London, in a population of about three milliona,

the weekly number of cases of genuine Diphtheria
averages no more than seven or nine, and that
the average results of treatment are about one
recovery to .seven deaths. Were we, however,
to judge from the statistics sent from some parts

of the country. Diphtheria would appear to be
there not only more prevalent, but also far less

fatal : but a careful investigation would un-
doubtedly .show that neither the one nor the
other is the fact, and that many of tho.se country
cases (especially those in which recovery has
taken place) have in reality been severe forms of

quiusey, and perhaps in some cases merely aggra-

vated forms of Cynanche tonsillaris.

The case of Diphtheria to which I refer

occurred in February, 1S60, in a girl of seven
years of age, and proved fatal in five dajra.

The disease, attributable to exposure to cold

and wet, was first ushered in with the usual

symptoms indicating inflammation of the throati

such as dyspncea, pain of affected parts aggra-

vated by pressure and by attempts to swallow,

and attended with constitutional disturbance.

It would be too tedious to detail all the
successive symptoms ; let it suffice to de-

scribe only those peculiar and specific symp-
toms which characterise that disease termed
"Diphtheria;" viz., the great depression of tbe
vital powers ; the low type of the fever, owing t*

the virulence of the morbific poison affecting tb*

circulating and the nervous systems ; the pallid

face ; the thready pulse ; the absence of the tume-
faction, and of ulceration of the velum i>endulum
palati and of the pharynx, but the presence of an
intense dark redness of the surface, dotted at first

here and there only with small circumscribed

patches of a greyish, tough, persistent, viscid, and
plastic exudation. As the disease proceeded, this

exuilation, in spite of all means, gradually covered

the whole surface, and invaded the larj-rx and the

trachea. Before the fatal termination, there were

added to the dyspncea and the difficulty of swallow-

ing, loss of voice, and apparently a paralytic con-

dition of the muscles of deglutition and of respi-

ration, resulting, doubtless, from the disturbed

state of the nervous system. A variety of remedial

measures were had recourse to, such as laxatives^

calomel, opium, quinine, camphor, sesqui-car-

bonate of ammonia, aHher, brandy, wine, licef-tea,

&.C. ; touching the parts with a strong solution of
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nitrate of silver ; friction of throat witli jiowerful

liniments, containing camphor, a little tiiict. opii,

and liquor ammoniac, so as to produce vesication
;

counter-irritation also to neck and upper part of

chest, application of constant warmth to the lower

extremities, aud various other appliances.

In conclusion, I beg to state that though the

above means proved of no avail in this case, yet

their adoption in anotlier case, which occurred

abont the same time, was successful.

J. B. NicoLSON, M.D., JI.R.C.S., L.S.A.

OUR NOTE BOOK.

GUNSHOT WOUND OF THE COLON.
During the recent campaign in India, in an

action with the rebels in the Jugdespore jungles

on May 12, 1858, Private Michael McCurteney, of 1

the 10th Foot, received a gunshot wound of the

ahdomen. A musket-ball entered his left side

between the tenth aud eleventh ribs, in a lino

from the anterior superior spine of the ilium,

passed downwards and backwards, and escaped

one inch aud a half to the left of the spines of

the first and second lumbar vertebi-a, close to the

crest of the ilium. When hit, he was observed to

whirl round and fall heavily to the groimd. He
suffered much from shock, and had brandy and

ammonia administered at intervals during the

next twelve hours. There was only slight bleed-

ing from the wound, and no blood was observed

to nave passed from return or bladder. Soon after

this peritonitis set in, accompanied with vomit-

ing, for which calomel with full doses of opium
and effervescing draughts were administered, with

alleviation of the symptoms.
On the evening of the Htli, his orderly came

to report that his bowels were, as he termed it,

"all gone." On examination, it was found that

about two ounces of fteces had escaped from the

posterior opening, thus indicating perforation of

the de.scending colon. His condition at this time

was briefly as follows :— Skin cool ; iiulse 94,

small ; tongue somewhat dry, complaining of

thirst ; expression anxious, with occasional sick-

ness and vomiting. Abdomen tender and tym-

panitic in its lower half ; had slept occasionally

for short periods, but this was evidently produced

by the opium. The day previous he had been

carried about five miles in a dooly, and on the

15th he was again removed sixteen miles back to

camp. Here he remained throe days under treat-

ment in the regimental hospital, the treatment

being still directed to subduing the peritonitis

and allaying the vomiting, and with a goo<l

measure of success. The utmost attention was
paid to cleaning the opening in his back, and a

large loose compress of tow applied to receive the

feecal matter as it escaped. He was now removed
some eighteen miles to a Dejjot Hospital which
had been establi-shed for the sick and wounded of

the force. While there, his treatment, if we ex-

cept the dressing of the wound, was purely

medical. Its results were most satisfactory.

On June 19 the regiment was ordered into

quarters at Dinapore, aud he being brought with

it, came again observation. He, though much
emaciated, liad a healthy look, and was in good

spirits. Abdomen felt natural, and, except in

one or two spots, pressure gave him no pain. Tlie

wound in his side had nearly healed, that in his

back had contracted cousiderably, although fieces

in large quantity were still passed from it, but at

the same time his bowels were occasionally moved
pretty freely in the iiatuial way. There was

uttle remarkable in his case from this time up to

the middle of July, wheu, dysentery being

prevalent, he was seized with that disease. Stools

containing blood and mucus only were pas.scd by
both the natural and artificial anus. The constant

trickling from the latter was a source of great

discomfort. He was treated for this, as if no
wound of the colon had been present, by the usual

remedies for dysentery, and, almost contrary to

expectation, recovered,— and so much so, as to be

able in August to proceed with other invalids to

England, liy this time the oiieiiing in his back
had become so diminished, that for two days at a

time— although his bowels were well moved per

an«m— scarce a trace of facal matter would escape

by it ; aud hopes were entertained that, by sup-

porting the part with wcllfittiiig compresses, and
using stimulating astringent ai^jlications to the

wound, it miglit be coinpletely occluded. Hut for

sudden perturbations of the boweU, induced by

climatic causes, this, no doubt, would have been

accomplished at the time.

Although he promised to let me know the sub-

sequent progress of his case, he neglected to do

so, and I lost sight of him until a few days ago,

when a corporal of the regiment, who had recently

returned from furlough, told me that he had met
him in Belfast in March last, and that he desired

him to inform me of his complete recovery ; that

although there was still a very small hole in his

back, nothing but a slight watery discharge came
from it, and that his bowels were all right, and

opeued regularly in the natural way. He was

then perfoniiing the duties of monitor in a poor-

house in that town.—Dr TuUock, 10th Keg., in

' Medical Times.'

WAETY TUMOUB ON THE NOSE OF A
BOY.

Geo. C , aged 12, admitted June 13th, under

Mr Prescott Hewett, into St George's Hospital.

Six months previously he had noticed a small wart

on the tip of his nose, about the size of a pea ; it

grew very fast, aud in about a month it had more

than doubled in size, and looked black. Some
acetic acid was apjlied by his schoolnia.ster ; this

did not do any good. Two month.': ago the tumour
was nearly an inch long, and half an inch wide.

He was then seen by a surgeon, who applied

chloride of zinc. This reduced it in size. It veiy

shortly afterwards began to grow forwards with

great rapidity. On admission there was a warty

growth, of cone-like form, situated on the t'p of

the nose ; it was nearly an inch in height, tl.ree-

qiuirters of an inch in length, and lialf an inch in

breadth ; it was very painful, and bled if pulled

about ; it looked very like epithelioma. There

was also a small wart situated on the upper lip,

just above the angle of the mouth ; health was
very good. The bo}''s face is of a peculiar colour

from having been exposed in an open boat in con-

sequence of shipwreck ; the skin is red, and

covered with black blotches ; some like large

freckles, others like deposits of black pigment.

The treatment consisted in the application of

nitric acid on five different occasions, and a perfect

cure was accomplished.— ' Lancet.'

ON THE EXCLUSION OF LIGHT IN THE
TREATMENT OF ACUTE EXANTHEMATA.

While treating of acute exanthemata in relation

to the nature of the epidemics which may jirevail,

Dr I'ockels attaches great imjiortancc to the due

regulation of light. Experience teaches us that

in darkness plants become pale and weak, but

under the influence of a brighter light the irrita-

bility of the nervous system is augmented, and

the metamorj'hoses both in the vegetable and

animal economv are accompli-shed with more
rapidity, while Juring sleep they are diminished.

In a sick-room we avoid bright, glaring colours,

and take care that reflecting objects shall not re-

main within the field of vision, especially when
the excessive initabilily of the nervous system

prevents sleep. These facts induced the Author

to try the effect of darkening the room during

the treatment of the acute exanthemata, and that

the more because he had already remarked their

favourable course in those cases in which necessity

compelled the jiatients to remain in dark places.

He completely darkens the room, not only during

the jieriod of the symptom, but until that of

desciuauiation has been passed through. Of course,

in slight forms of disease and mild epidemics this

care is superfluous ; and in an aged, cachectic, or

asthenic condition of the patient, the room is

only so far darkened as to render the symptoms
milder. The first influence of this darkening is

seen in its ctfect on the exanthem, the develop-

nient of which it arretts, all the local symptoms
being moderated in severity. It, moreover,

moderates the ensuing reaction, the febrile action

being rendered much milder, the exhaustion of

the patient prevented, aud his convalescence

favoured. The convalescence is further remark-

able in not being attended with the same amount
of secondary attectioiis. In many cases of .scarla-

tina no other treatment is required, and in vario-

loid affections disfiguration by scarring is much
diminished.— ' Varge's Ztitschrift,' band xiv, p. 1,

and ' Medical Times and Gazette.'

COMPRESSION IN THE TREATMENT qF
VARIX.

Professor Botto, of Genoa, has of late treated

varix with success by applying compression

at two points along the course of the sapliena

vein ; a procedure, he thinks, very preferable

to puncturing or injecting the vein. At iirst he

employed digital cominession, but afterwards

he substituted his present plan of making it.

Tlie patient first assumes the standing position

for a long period, in order to induce as much
distension of the varices as possible. Two pellets

of charpie are then fixed firmly by means of two
circular rollers over the sapheiia interna vein, the

one above and the other opposite the knee, in

such a way as to comprise between them an in-

terval of about sixteen centimetres. Some in-

flammatory action is at first produced ; but this

soon subsides, and in the course of a month the

vein becomes obliterated, and reduced to the state

of a hard, compact cord. The large varices be-

tween the knee and groin will have entirely dis-

appeared ; but to obtain a complete cure of those

of the leg and back of the foot, a new compres-

sion will have to be instituted at the lower third
.

of the leg.— ' Rev. Med.' 1860, vol. i., p. 369, and
' Medical Times and Gazette.'

ACUPRESSURE.
At the Academy of Medicine on Tuesday last,

one of the members, M. Bonnafont, just arrived

from Edinburgh, aud glowing with grateful en-

thusiasm on the strength of Scotch hospitality,

thought it incumbent upon him to deliver a short

address, most complimentary to the practice of

Edinburgh generally, and Dr Simpson in particu-

lar. M. Bonnafont" described to the Academy the

method for arresting hemorrhage after amputa-

tion devised by the talented Scotch Professor, and
urged upon the Parisian hospital surgeons the

adoption of acupressure in their practice. He
also showed one of Dr Simpson's uterine sup-

porters, of the good results of which ho himself

had been an eye-witness. M. Velpeaii, in reply to

these observations, stated that he himself believed,.

from his own experiments, that acupreprure, suoh

as that described by M. Bonnafont, aun practised

in Edinburgh, was an uncertain means of arrest-

ing hieniorrliage, and would never supersede the

ligature, although he readily admitted the imper-

fection of the latter means, and thought it most

advisable, when possible, to avoid the presence of

a foreign body in the wound. M. Velpeau had
lost siglit of acupressure for the last year and'

a

half, when M. Fouchet undertook to iuvestigatc

by experiment the amount of benefit to be ob-

tained from this plan, in compai-isou with the

ordinary method. M. Fouchet, who was most
enthusiastic aud confident at the time, had not

Siblishcd his observations on tlie subject ; and

. Velpeau thought that his silence boded no
good in favour of acupressure. He had himself,

m 1830, adopted a modification of the same pro-

cess, and had at the time a difference concerning

its right of priority with M. Amus.sat, by whom .

M. Velpeau's claim was contested. He had, how-

ever, returned to the ligature, and was disposed

to stick to it until he saw some better method pro-

posed ; and such a method the acupressure, as

described, certainly was not. M. Depaul, in his

turn, criticised the uterine supporter shown by
M. Bonnafont. He did not believe that it was
safe ; it often set up inflammation of a dangerous

character, and on its removal the womb invariably

reassunied its unnatural position, unless—and
these were the cases called cures—the organ had,

by the inflammation produced, been glued to the

surrounding textures, aud so rendered immovable.—
' Lancet.'

PERCHLORIDE OF IRON IN DISEASES OF
THE SKIN.

As the result of numerous trials, M. Dcvergie

arrives at the following conclusions :— 1. It is tlie

most efficacious agent which has been employed in

the internal treatment of purpura simplex and
lia'iiiorrhagica. 2. It may be employed with much
advantage internally in the cachetic and anajmic

condition which so often accompanies certain forms

of disease of the skin, as nipia, ecthyma cachec-

ticum, impetigo scabida, and atonic ulcers of the

lower extremities. 3. It is not of the same value

in active haemorrhages or in the acute forms of

the diseases just named. 4. f2ini)lo} ed externally,

in the liquid form, in dilferent degrees of strength,

it may exert great influence in modifying the con-

dition of wounds ; atonic, scrofulous, and syphi-

litic ulcers, and various forms of syphilitic diseases

of the skin, uccompanied by secretion. Under its

em(iloyment, obstinate morbid conditions have

yielded which have resisted a great number ot
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•iteraal agents. Its use, in the form of ointment,

is most advantageous in tlie declining period of

diseases with secretion ; hut used in pretty strong

doses, it is also useful iu certain scjuamous aflec-

tions, diminishing the period of time necessary

for the application of such disagreeable substances

as tar or cade oil.
— 'Bulletin de Therapeutique,

'

tome Iviii., p. 297.

ON SEA-SICKNESS.
Pr Armand, after describing the phenomena of

this most unjileasant condition, proceeds to give

his views of its causation. After rejecting various

hyi>othescs as untenable, he continues : AVheu
any one waltzes for tlie first time, it seldom
happens that the apparent turning round of sur-

Touniiing objects does not produce such a degree
of vertigo as to cause him to stumble, or even to

fall down, while there is a tendency to nausea
;

in fact, a condition is produced for a short time
exactly identical to what is met with, but for a
longer time, on board ship in a rough sea. A
similar condition is occasioned if we mount and
go round upon the wooden horses we weet with
tit fail's; if, while fording a rapid stream, we
•How ourselves to be fascinated by the rapidity of

the current ; in some people it is produced if they
look out of a carnage at the sides of the roac^

and watch the trees apparently in rapid motion.
All tliese circumstances, including sailing, have
this in common, that they give rise to an inter-

ference with the laws of perspective, produce
perversion of vision, cerebral fatigue, and a whole
series of sympathetic phenomena, reacting from
the brain ujion the stomach and the entire

organism. A proof that tlie fatigue of the eye is

in these cases the chief cause of the peculiar

feeling is, that, after having waltzed, the most
certain means of getting rid of the vertigo is to

shut the eyes for an instant ; while, on board
ship, a pretty sure means of avoiding sea-sickness

is to look steadily upon one point—a better still

is to lie down and slose tlie eyes. Searsickness

should not be looked upon as a disease properly

90 called, but simply as a temporary indisposition,

disappearing as one gets accustomed to navigation,

except in exceptional oases, where, from a oon-
tinuance of rough weather, and as the consciiuenoe

of a peculiar idios}'ncrasy, the continuance of this

state may give rise to accidents of a certain

gravity, such as the vomiting of blood. The
obstinacy and the energy of vomiting may have
a still worse effect in persons suffering from
various kinds of prolapsus, or in producing it in

those who are predisposed. Pregnancy is an un-
favourable condition, as the movements of the
vessel and the repeated vomiting not unfrequently
bring on premature labour. The best means, if

not of preventing, at least of moderating the
violence of sea-sickness, is to wear a belt roimd
the body, to assume the horizontal position, and
to close the eyes ; to suck, from time to time, a
peppermint lozenge, or some slices of orange or
lemon, wliich have the eifect of moderating the
ptynlism, that water in the mouth, wliich pi-ccedes

the vomiting. These means succeed in a large

number of cases, although it must be confessed
that in others they do little or no good. Dr
Armand has employed many of the I'omedies so

pompously announced, but has never met with
one which couhl be called a specific in the proper
sense of tlio word.— 'Gazette Sledicale do Pari.s,'

and ' Edinburirh Sledical Journal.'

PARISIAK MEDICAL INTELLIGENCE.
Amongst the various subjects bearing on Medi-

cine, introduced to the notice of the Academy of

Sciences on Monday, the 10th inst., one of the
most interesting jxirhaps at the present moment
is a detailed account given by Siguor Vella, of
Turin, of certain experiments undertaken by him
in connection with the effects of woorara admi-
nistered to animals after tlie ingestion of poisonous
doses of strychnine. These researches, which
seem to have been carefully and conscientiously

procecutod, go a long way to pi'ove that these two
drugs, stryclmine and woorara, stand one to the
other almust absolutely iu the relative jiositious of
poison and antidote. (The reserve implied by
almost is necessary, as it wiU be seen that this
neutralizing property po.5Scssed by the woorara
can be relied on within certain limits only.) The
Aatlior of the above coninumication informed the
Academy that he was first led to administer
woon-ra in the treatment of tetanus by the consi-
deration of certain experiments by M. Claude

Bernard, in which it was clearly established that
the physiological effects of this poison on the
animal economy were due to paralysis of the
motor nerves. For several years past, therefore,
Signor Vella has been occupied in investigating
the question of the curability of tetanus by
woorara. This special therapeutic action clinical

observation certainly denies to this agent, and
Signor Vella has of late given to his researches a
somewhat different direction, and has undertaken
ninety-seven fresh experiments, partly with a
view to the possibility of rendering the ingestion
of stiychninc innocuous by .subsequent injection

into the blood of solutions containing woorara,
partly with a view of ascertaining in what pro-
portions and to what extent the two drags admi-
nistered cmijoiiUly could be taken without the
poisonous effects of either being manifested. In
the first class of investigations, then, the animals,
generally dog.s, were poisoned, or at least made
to swallow a dose of strychnine kno^vn to be fatal

to them under ordinary circumstances, and then
small quantities of woorara were from time to
time thrown into the jugular vein whenever
tetanic symptoms sliowc-<:l themselves, until the
toxical effects of the first agent were exhausted,
and complete recovery of the animals took place.

In the second category, the two poisons were
mixed in certain determined proportions, and no
ellect whatever was produced, and the life of the
animal was unaffected. A specimen of each
suffices to illustrate Signor Vella' s mode of pro-

ceeding. In a first exjieriment, the solution of

two-fifths of a grain of hydrochlorate of strychnine
in six drachms of distilled water was injected
into the stomach of a middle-sized dog fasting,

with the effect of iiroducing at the expiration of

a quarter of an hour violent tetanic convulsions.

A solution of woorara was then thrown into the
jugular vein ; this produced a temporary cessa-

tion of the muscular spasm. When the convul-
sions returned, the injection was resumed, and
continued at iutei-vals until a dose of three-fifths

of a gi-ain of woorara, dissolved in half an ounce of

water, had been taken into the circulation. The
whole operation lasted three houi-s, and at its

terminatiou the dog was allowed to nm about the
laboratoiy, apparently quite well, and no return
of the tetanic symptoms occurred subsequently.
Three daj's were now allowed to elapse, and the
same dose of strychnine was exliibited to the
same animal, who was tlien left to his fate, and
died sixteen minutes after its administration. In
an experiment of tlio second class, into the jugu-
lar vein of a big dog is injected a mixture con-
taining one-thirty -third of a gram of strychnine,
and a quarter of a giain of woorara, dissolved in

fifteen minims of water, and the operation is

followed by no bad result whatever ; but on a

subsequent injection of the same 4o.sc of strych-
nine, not guarded by woorara, the animal is

killed in the space of ten minutes. It has l)een

proved by Siguor Rria, a chemist at Turin, that
on the mixing together of these two agents no new
chemical combination takes place, norisappreci-
alilo alteration noted, the two drugs preserving
their inilividualitios indefinitely—a fact which
renders their modus oj>ei'andi in tlie process of
mutual neutralization all the more obscure, the
uatui'al conclusion at first .sight being that their
harmlcssness when mi.xed was owing to the
formation of a new and insoluble salt.

Did you ever hear of the Bmnhyx procfssio-

narius > If not, so much the better ; for, accord-
ing to M. CliampouiUoii, it seems to be a very
bad beast, and a most disagreeable acquaintance.

It is a caterpillar, wearing a yellow uniform (like

a Neapolitan galley-slave), of Dmidical tenets,

for it lives on, and no doubt worshi]is, the oak.
And, as this naturalist observes, " Si avec uiie

gaule ties longueondcniolit un nidde bombyx"

—

or, Auglice, if you stir him up with a long pole,

he vindictively jirojects to a distance, in the
direction of the aggressor, a very fine powder of

so irritating a nature as to cause a papular erup-
tion on tho skin, followed by swelling of the
part, and general febrile disturbance, with occa-

sional delirium. A patient seen by M. Cham-
jiouillon, who had incautiously applied some
leaves covered with portions of the nest of a
bombyx to that use which it was formerly the
special privilege of the Gnib street literature

alouc to fulfil, was in a high fever, with delirium,
and presented on the .^kin of the neighbourhood
of the anus a jtapulai cru])tiou, with considerable
cedema and tenderness of the surrounding parts.

I conclude that this buckbiting insect must be
unknown in our forests. 1 do not remember any
mention of this particular bombyx in Mr
White's account of the Selborne zoological pro-
ductions. I may as well state that salt-and-
water alilutions, and poultices of crashed pars-
ley, are considered liy M. Champouillon as
being the best applications for removing the
irritation produced by the noxious emanations of
this nolime tangere of the insectworld.— ' Lancet.'

BIRTHS.

Ckoxin".—Sejitember 25, at York terrace, Queen's
Town, the wife of James D. Cronin, H.D.,
Surgeon, H.M.S. ' Bulldog,' of a son.

DEATHS.
Alexander.—August 7, at Calcutta, of choloM,

after only seven hours' illness, William AIex>
ander. Staff Assistant-Surgeon, Army, aged 24.

Banks.—September 14, at 69 Navy row, St<dM,
Devonport, after a few hours' illness, Anthony
Collins Banks, late of Saltash, Surgeon (in

practice prior to 1815), formerly Surgeon B.Kv)
aged 75.

Beale.—July 21, at M'Carthy'g Island, Gambia^
of African fever, Thomas Chaytor Beale, M.D.,
M.R.C.S. Eng., Staff Assistant-SnrgeoB, Armjr,
aged 30.

CaoFT.—September 20, Charles Ilderton Ooft, of
Laurence Pountney hiU, Onnon street, F. and
M.R.C.S. Eng., L.S.A. Loud., aged 48.

Donovan.—July 23, at Buenos Ayres, CoraeliOB
Donovan, M.D., aged 42.

Goddakd.—June 20, at Brisbane, Queensland,
Au.stralia, Letmard Goddard, Student and
Prizeman of St Thomas's Hospital, aged 22.

Large.—Septemlxir 24, at 23 Russell place, New
North road, Islington, Charles Willmm Sadler
Large, M.R.C.S. Eng.

M'Rae.—SeptemlxT 21, at Kirkliston HonM,
N.B., John M'Rae, M.D., Surgeon R.N.

Maghath.—September 10, Nicholas Magrath, of

Le Maiioir, Lefcbvrc street, Gucrnsev, M.D.
Erlangen, L.R.C.P. Edin., F. and M.R.C.S.'
Eng., Surgeon Ii.N., Admiralty Surgeon and
Agent, Ac, aged 67.

Osborne.—September 9, Tliomas Osborae, of

Northampton, Surgeon (in practice prior to

1815), aged 71.

P.AKKES.—August 28, of consumption, after a
lingering illness, Thos. Paikcs, jun., M.ll,C.3.

Loud., aged 22.

PnicE.—Septemlier 19, at Tyne Hall, Ilford,

Essex, Rees Price, M.D. Heidelberg, M.R.C.S.

Eng., formerly Surgeon R.N., aged 80.

Ramsay.—June 10, at Dobroyde, New Sontli

Wales, David Ramsay, M.D., aged 66.

Weston.—September 14, at Cambcrwell, Edward
Joseph Weston, late of St Mark's crescent.

Regent's I'ark, L.S.A. Lond., formerly Surgeon

to the Royal Humane Society, &c., aged 51.

Whitfield.—September 9, at Biggar, LanaA-
shire, Peter Prenderleith Whitfield, A.M.,

M.D., aged 24.

Woodman. — September 22, at East Leigh,

Havant, Hants, Jas. Woodman, M.D., aged 76.

MEDICAL NEWS.

RoY.VL College of Surgeons, EDiNBiTtoii.—
The following gentlemen, having finished the

course of examinations, were admitted Licentiates

of the above College during the recent sittings of

the Examiners :—AVilhain Goldie, Lanarkshire ;

Robinson Hudson, Sunderland ; James Mackie,

Abeiileenshire ; 'Alexander Jlilue, Forfarshire ;

John Rayuer, Warwickshire ; Robert Bird Selby,

Portobello ; *Robert Wallace, Cape of Good Hope

;

James AVatt, Aberdeen ; John Ullathome, Dar-

lington ; *DavidM'Chej'ne Young, Kelso. [Those

gentlemen to whose names an asterisk is prefi-Ted,

also obtained the diploma of the Roj*al College of

Physicians.]

ArroiNTMENT.—Mr C. F. Maunder has been

elected fourth Assistant-Surgeon to the London

Hospitjil.

Medical Benevolence.—We hear that the

Council of the Medical Benevolent Fund—as the

result of their direct appeal to the Profession for

aid in place of the biennial dinner—have obtained

in answer to their call, after paying all the ex-

penses, the handsome sum of 350/.
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SoiTH Staifokdsuiiie Hospital. — On the

12tli wit. a general board of governors of this

charity was held at the hospital. The Secretary

^Mr i^inith) read a letter from Dr Topham, re-

aigniug his office as physician, ^ilr Fowler moved
the foUowinf; resolution: "That this Hoard, in

accepting the resignation of Dr Topham as one of

the Physicians of this hospital, desire to express

their sympathy with him under the circumstauaes

which have deprived the institution of his voluahle

services, and at the same time to record their hi^h
sense of the distinguished ability with whidi he lis

discharged the onerous duties of his otKc«, and to

ofler him their most grateful tlianks for his long and
faithful services. That Dr Topham be appointed
Consulting Physician to the South Stattordshire

General Hospital." In a brief but excellent speech,

Mr Fowler hoj)ed that the resolution would not be

considered as a mere formal proposition, and said

that the Booad would feel that he was not going
beyond what was proper in urging the vote of

thanks in rather strong terms, wlien they recol-

lected that Dr Topham had served the institution

from its foundation in 1849, and scr\-e<l it wall,

and that the cause of his leaving it was not from
any difference of orrinion between himself and the
other officers of the institution, nor from any
circnmstance that the Board might regret as

affecting the harmony wliich subsisted in the in-

stitution, but that it was owing to a cause which
they must all deeply lament — namely, Dr
Topham's personal ill-health. 1 1 was a romarkal)le

feature of modem civilisation that tlie poor in

time of sickness wereablc to get the best medical
skill, and the debt that was owine to the medical
gentlemen on this account should never be for-

gotten. It was an easy thing for a gentleman to

subscribe towards a charitable institution, or to

devote hiioHelf to its regulation ; but it seemed
to liim to be the noblest charity tliat could be

oonceived for gentlemen whose professional ability

vas really their living, and whose time was almost
more valuable than money, to devote their time
*nd professional knowledge without reward to the
service of the poor. As to Dr Topham's retire-

ment from his office, it was not only a misfortune
fer tlio hospital, but also a town's loss. The
Board deeply regretted it ; but if they carried

the resolution there would still exist a tie of
friendship between Dr Topham and the hospital,

and at times it would receive the benefit of his

valuable aid.—Mr W. H. Kogers, in seconding
the resolution, said he had been connected with
the hospital a little longer than Mr PViwler had,

.and he could truly say that he did not think any
man had ever l)een connected with an institution

of the kind who had done his duty more faithfully

to the i)atients, or worked more cordially with the
boaril of directore, than Dr To]ihai]i. He would
not allude to liygone days, lest he should remind
them of soxnc UBpleasantness that once took place

;

bat ke miffht say, there was a time in particnlar

Tthen Dr Topham, by the great cordiality with
wliich he supi»orted tiie Board, rendered very es-

sential ser\-ice. He could assure the meeting that
he never seconded a resolution with more cordiality

tbm the one now liefore them.—Mr Cartwright
also bore testimony to the great value of the
aarvicex which Dr Topham had rendered to the

hospital. — The resolntion was then put and
carried.

A Tkade NriSAXCE.—On the 14th of Auguat
last T received complaint of a trade nuisauce,

perhaps more ofiensivo in its obanioter tlian any
other that is carried on in the district. It is

OOIl'-' '
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Chut-' .1. . .-,;,-, 1... iw, r.,,..n,,.n, .Ji .Iv i'.l.ll's

Clmiihyard, who employ about eighty men in

their workshops on the opposite side of the court,

state that " the stench from the manufactory in

qnestion is geDemlly offensive, and at times most
overi)Owering, ickness among their

TviiikMii'ii." T I in also informed mo
that the men lU-i ..j liad to retire from the
workshop for halt an hour at a time. I shonld
premise that lionnd couit is a small one, con-
taining only nine houses, wliich are defective in a
sanitary point of view, in consc<inence of having
no thorough ventilation or back yards ; the water-
butts and closets being placed in the cellars.

They are thickly inhabited liy working men, who
all complain of the trade in question. It is car-
ried on liy Mrs Norman and her sons, and consists
in receiving the intestines and bladders of oxen
and slice)), in separating the fat which the butchers

Iiave left adhering. This fat serves to make soap
or very inferior tallow. The guts are then emp-
tied by running water through them ; afterwards,
in order to cleanse and detach the slimy mucus
from them, they are steeped in a weak solution of
alum and soda. The workman then inflates them
with his mouth, and hangs them up in the sun and
wind to dry. It is this part of the process, I

believe, that gives the neighbours so much annoy-
ance, as it saturates (I might say, poisons) the
very air that they breathe with moisture not of the

most wholesome or savoury character. They aro

then sold for the purpose of covering preserves
and pickles. When a finer tissue is required, as

an envelope for sausages, or to be spun into cat-gut,

violin and other musical strings (as is done at two
manufactories in Sharj/s alley), a much more
offensive process of jireparation has to be gone
tlu'ough, the guts requiring to be kept until they
are in an advanced stage of putrefaction. It is

difficult for any one who has not visited these

establishments to form any idea of the horrible
stench that porvailes and emanates from them.
It was with reference to those two manufactories,
that in making a return to the Honse of Com-
mons, in 1853, I reported that the nuisance
necessarily arising from them could not be satis-

factorily remedied. One of the great sanitary

advantages—and there aro many fo arise from the
formation of a sj>at]iuus central meat-market in

West Sniithfield— is, that we shall get rid of

these analogous noxious and offensive ii'ades.

—Dr (itbbou's ' Iteport to the Holboru Board of

Works.'
A Nkvv Cokoneh'« CoiniT, provide<l by the

Corporation, has been recently opened in Liver-
pool.

The first medical charity of South Africa sup-
ported by voluntary contributions is about to bo
established in the shape of a dis)>ensary at Capo
Town for tho relief of the sick poor.

Amongst the Staff of the Papal Irish Brigade
are returned the names of Nioholas G. Whytc,
M.D., Surgeon, and Pliilip O'Flynn, M.D., As-
si£taut-8urgcou.

A Seat at St Oboroe's.—In front of St
George's Hospital, Hyde-park corner, a seat for

tired {icdestrians, within a railed space, has been
convcniontly ]ilaej^^i, Aud is much iised.

HOHI'ITAL ) ' " ' '
I ' '

foction at Cnl

of India,' "l ,,..,,. ...^ ,.,,, ..,,„.^..,

and sold by tcndtrs to the pa)ipr-manufacturers.

Death of Dr IJimiohbii.—Dr Roschcr, one of
the most enterprising of African explorei-s, has
been attacked in the night by two natives, at one
of the large inland lakes in tho western part of

Zanzibar, and killed in his bed by a poisoned
airow. TJie murderers have been brouglit to
justice.

ReceStlt, Daniel de la Clierous Gourlay, phy-
sician, was indicted for a breach of trust, as ex-
ecutor, in misusing money bclongUig to tho widow
of a testator. He was convicted, and sentenced
to six month.s' imprisonment. "A most imjust
sontonco, my Lord and Jury," .said the convict.

Essex and Colciibbtkr Hosi-ital.—A most
suitable gift has been made to this institution,

through the forethought and exertion of Air Cad-
dell, of St Peter's Vicarage. It consists of 200
volumes of books, wliich will be issued to tho
]iatieuts under the direction of the Committee of

Management.
A PCBLIC flYMNASiUM, with all the necessary

hygienic apparatus, has been presented to tho city

of lila.sgow by Jlr David Fleming, of Manchester,
and was last week formally handed over to the
I>oi-d Provost and tho magistrates of the city, and
thrown open to the pubhc.

Lewis's Medio.vl Lihkajiy.—Mr Lewis has
undoubtedly conferred a great boon on the mem-
bers of our Profession by the establishment of his

valuable Medical Library. Here, without trouble

or delay, evcrj' new medical work may be obtained,

as soon as published, at a merely nominal subscrip-

tion annually. This library, while it makes no
pretensions to a complete medico-bibliographical

history, such as we pride ourselves in jwssessing
in the library of the College of Surgeons or the
Mcdico-Chirurgical Society, oft'ers to tho Profes-

sion unusual facilities for "the consultation of all

our modern and new works. Having perused Mr
Lewis's catalogue, wo are .satisfied of its value,

and cordially recommend it to the notice and
support of our medical brethren. Such a library

was much wanted.

Tee Saxitaky State of the West India
Islands.—The accounts lately received by the
'Shannon' represent these islands to be generally
healthy. There has been some fever at St Vin-
cent's, and also at Belsize, but not resulting in

many deaths. St Thomas' is very healthy for th&
season of the year.

The Health oy the Army in Chin-a.—The 67th
Regiment has but one per ceni;. on the sick list.

The sanitary aiTangements are excellent. There is

no foul smell about the camps, which vie with each
other in cleanly neatness. The natural eouse-
<piences have ensued. Tliero are but 13 officers

and 043 men on the sick list out of the 12,000 com-
posing the force. With the exception of 116 cases
on board the ho8pital-.ships, the diseases are of a very
trivial character. This speaks volumes in favour of
Dr Muii' and the Medical Staff, and particularly of
Dr Kutherford, who is charged with all local sani-

tary aiTangements.
The Cholera continues to make numerous

victims in Spain. This mysterious scourge observes
no order in its proj^ess, attacking one province and
sparing another, without anybody being able to
assign a cause tor its presence in one place rather than
in another. It is at present at Toledo, wliere fifty

persons have been attacked within a few days, it
is to be remarked, however, that the disease is
decreasing in intensity. Thus, the deaths are
diminishing by nearly one-half. Of one-hundred
persons attacked, not more than five or six die.

The Cholera at Gibraltar.—The cholera,
which has long hovered over Spain, and from which
Malaga has been free but a fortnight, has passed the
frontier and reached Gibraltar. The same despatch
which brings this ominous intelligence a.bls the
cheering statement that "every precaution that sani-
taiy science can suggest to prevent the further spread
of the epidemic has been adopted by Sir William
Codrington, on tlie advice of the principal medical
ofticer, Dr. Paynter." No doubt that able iiiedieal

officer will suggest preeantions as to the feedi)?g,
clothing, and exorcise of the healthv, and the
segregation of the sick, which will be attended with
useful results. The statement would, however,
convey a far more solid sense of security to the mind
of the well-infornied medical reader if he were not
obliged to reflect that in respect to the origin and
mode of extension of those teiTible epidemic diseases,
Asiatic cholera and yellow fever, the iiiedieal world
is still at issue, and "have not yet been able even to
agree upon so important a question as the comiuuni-
cability of these,two diseases. Dr. Bryson, Inspec-
*'-ri' ' of Hospitals, R.N., in a jireface to a

it on the Health of the Hoyal Navy,'
. I rates the evils resulting from the want of

i.'unsi.<tency and uniformity in the o])ini<ins iield re-

specting the means to be adopted when either malady
makes its appearance in a ship of war. While one
class of medical officers, assuming that the disease,

like small-pox and measles, spreads by infection,

reeommenils the segregation of the sick fiom the
healthy, and a chanjie of locality with improved ven-
tilation ; the other, believing that it is the offspring
of some unknown cause of an atmospheric nature,
or of offensive matters contained in the holds, recom-
mends tlie latter to be cleared out on the spot, and
the sick to be removed on shore, whether the disease
may or may not be prevalent amongst the inhabit-
ants. Dr. Bry.son remarks that it is clearly evi-

dent that one of these modes of procedure must be
wTong, or at all events superfluous ; for if the disease
does not spread by infection, the separation of tbe
sick from the healthy can do no good, but, by creat-
ing unnecessary alarm and confusion, may cause con-
sideralile e\ il. liut if it does spread, like small-pox
and measles, by infection, thou a heavy responsi-
bility Tests with those who recommend measures
Avhicfi can only tend to its extension, and the de-
struction of prol>ably a third of the ship's company,
and possibly hundreds of the population on shore.
This kind of commentary is' far from reassuring to
the civil population, or complimentary to medical
seience ; but it is necessary to face our delicioncies

if we would supply them. In no matter do we re-

quire more definite facts on which to build a system
of treatment than in relation to Asiatic cholera

—

that terrible epidemic which now tiets at nought our
science in much that partains to itS origin, its pro-
gress, audits cure.—'Lancet.'

Death from Cblokofohm.—A patient named
Carrell died at the Northampton Inlirmary on
Wednesday week, from the admiiiistnition of cliloro-

form. Deceased had been lodging in Comiuercial
street, and went to the Infirmary on Saturday week,
with the iletennination of having a tiiiitour taken out
of his back, which had caused liiiu some little

annoyance for several years, and wliich he hail been
informed would some day prove fatal if allowed to

t^ke its own course, 'I'liis had lieen repeatedly

pressed upon deceased by hi« fellow-wbrkiiien at

Mr Mulliner's, coachljuilder. Under tliese impres-

sions the poor man went to the Inlirmary on Satur-

day week, where he was dieted until tile Wednesday
moruiiig, and then taken to the operating-room for tho
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purpose of having the tumour extracted. Mr Gray
aud Jlr Mash were present, to whom deceased

expressed a wish that chloroforai might be adminis-

tered before the operation commenced. Mr Mash
did not think it necessarj' to use chloroform, and
therefore explained to Carrell the nature of the

operation, telling him that it would not be very-

painful or verj- dangerous ; but deceased still persisted

jn his wish. Sir Mash therefore consulted

Mr AshdowTi (as is usual), and requested that
gentleman to examine the deceased, to ascertain if

e was able to bear the effects of chloroform.

Mr Ashdown said
,
there was no danger, and accord-

ingly the House-Surgeon, Mr Gray, was instructed

to administer the anesthetic, which he did, the
chloroform being given on a handkerchief. Its

effects were soon visible upon deceased, who duly
became insensible without anything unusual being
observed, although he was closely watched. On
removing him into a proper position for performing
the operation, it was obser\'ed that his countenance
was very much changed. The suspicions of the
operators were at once roused, and immediate steps

were adopted for bringing the man to his senses
again, instead of commencing their surgical operation.

Water and other restoratives were resorted to, but
all to no purpose. Artificial breathing was then tried

;

but this too was unavailing, and after an hour's
futUe endeavours at restoration, the deceased was
reluctantly given up as lost. An inquest was held
»t the Infirmary on Thursday, before Mr E. P. Hicks,
county coroner (acting for Mr J. Becke), and a
respectable jury, on the body. Mary Carrell was
the first to be examined, and said the deceased was
her husband. He was 42 years of age. He first

perceived the tumour about nine years ago, and
often talked of having it taken out. It originated

through a blow iuHicted by a policeman in Liverpool,

when deceased was under the influence of drink.

He had only been in Northampton since March last.

Messrs Gray, Mash, and Ashdowii were also

examined, all of whom stated that they had known
patients to inhale double the qtiantity of chloroform
that had been administered to deceased without any
dangerous effects resulting from its use. Every
precaution had been used by them in this as in

former cases, and it had been administered to hun-
dreds with perfect success. They could not account
for this unusual occurrence, but had no hesitation
in saying that deceased had died through the effects

of chloroform. A post-mortem e.xamination had
been made by Messrs Mash and Gray, in presence
of the Medical Staff, and it appeared that deceased
had been a man given to drinking habits. His
brain, heart, and lungs were very much congested.
The jury, without any consultation, returned ft

verdict " Tliat deceased's death was caused by chloro-
form duly administered. They also begged to state
that, in their opinion, the Surgeons were entirely free
from blame in the matter, as it appeared to them
that the proper caution had been taken when adminis-
tering the chloroform."

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE WEEK.
Wechiesday, October 3.

Operations at Middlesex Hospital, 1 p.m. ; St
Mary's Hospital, 1 p.m. ; University College Hos-
pital, 2 p.m. ; Royal Orthopedic Hospital, '2 p.m.

Obstetrical Societt of London. — Dr Tilbury
Fox, " On the Pathological Lesion of^Phlegmasia
Dolens ;" Short Papers by Drs R. N..West, Bat-
tye,'&c. 8 p.m.

Thursday, October 4.

Operations at St George's Hospital, 1 p.m.
;

Central London Ophthalmic Hospital, 1 p.m. ;

London Hospital, IJ p.m. ; Great Northern
Hospital, King's Cross, 2 p.m.

London Home.—2 p.m.

Friday, October 5.

OperatioTis at Westminster Ophthalmic Hospital,

IJ p.m.
Saturday, October 6.

Oixrations at St Thomas's Hospital, 1 p.m. ; St
Bartholomew's Hospital, IJ p.m. ; King's College
Hospital, 1^ p.m. ; Charing Cross Hospital, 2 p.m.

Monday, October 8.

Operations at the Eoyal Free Hospital, 2 p.m.
Metropolitan Free Hospital, 2 p.m.

Tuesday, October 9.

Operations at Guy's Hospital, \\ p.m. ; Westmin-
ster Hospital, 2 p.m.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

*•* The piiblication of the Medical Cibcular has

been delayed one day to enable us to give our
readers a Report of the Introductory Addresses.

Iota.—No gentleman is justified in taking a case

under the circumstances stated. It was undoubt-
edly contrary to the etiquette of the Profession,

H. L.—A Medical College and Licensing Board exist

in Australia ; but there is no prohibition upon
practice.

Chirubgus (Homsey).—Yes.
Dr J. S.—Tile copies shall be forwarded.
Dr E. Brown is thanked for his kind words.
A Subscriber.—The newspajjer has not been re-

ceived : otherwise the subject would have been
noticed.

An Alienist's letter on the Colney Hatch case, re-

ceived.

Mr Blake.—We are unable to give the information
required.

H. E. W.—1st. No.—2nd. No.—3rd. No.
A SuESCEiBER FROM THE FiBST. — Either King's

College or St Bartholomew's.
Vigil's letter has been received.

Mr NicoLSON.—Received and inserted.

Dr Eben Watson has written to us a letter com-
plaining of a foot-note to a report on Hematocele,
which appeared in this Journal on August 15th.

The remark of which he complains is, that he was
charged with not having sufficiently studied Mr
Baker Brown's cases of vesico-vaginal fistula ; and
he refers to his article in the ' Medical Times and
Gazette ' of Jmie 23rd, in proof that he is, and
was, fully acquainted with Mr Brown's cases. We
regret that an apparent injustice should be done to
Dr E. Watson. That gentleman, however, is mis-
taken in supposing that the article was written by
Dr Jones ; it was contributed by our late Re-
porter.

Wt P.— Tliere is no feeding-bottle we have seen that

will bear comparison witli Mr Cooper's, of Oxford
street. See and judge for yourself.

Enquirer.—Waters' quinine wine appears to be an
elegant mode of administering this valuable tonic.

We believe it to be carefully and purely prepared,
much approved of, and well deserving notice.

Mr Steeateield.—Note received.

A Medical Student (Newcastle.)— 1st. We pre-

sume that you would be eligible for examination,
but you should communicate with Mr Belfour,

Secretary to the College of Surgeons.—2nd. Yes.

Mr Robt. Stevenson is thanked for his note.

Mr Frederick Augustus Hardy (Junior United
Service Club) has written to us to complain of the
unprofessional conduct of a London Surgeon
(named by him) who, he says, performed an opera-
tion upon him for some rectal disease whilst he was
suffering from concussion of the brain ; but his
letter is so brief and inexplicit, and the circum-
stances so peculiar, that we cannot satisfactorily

comprehend the grounds of so serious a charge.

PULVIS JA GOBI VEK., NEWBERY'S.

/^ENTLEMEN, Wc beg tO Call

your attention to the following paragraph by
"J.Cheyne, M.D., Phyfician to the Hardwicke
Fever Hofpital, Dublin, in his paper on 'tht

'virtues of James'' Poivder in the Apoplectic

Diathefis :"

" She began a courfe of James' Powder in

the latter end of September ; the firft night (he

took only two grains, and every fiicceeding

night an additional half grain, till the dole

amounted to twenty grains. She took tiuenty

grains every night for fi've nveeks, when flie

found herfelf fo well that (lie difcontinued the

medicine."

—

'-Dublin Hofpital Reports^'' 'vol. i.

/. 319.

To fecure the difpenfmg of the original pre-

paration, which, for 114 years, has been fold by
the Newbeiy family in St. Paul's Churchyard,
it is necedary to prefcribe it as " Pul'vis Jacobi

Ver., Neiubery's,'"' othcrwife another article

(wanting in the beft properties, and recom-

mended to be given in a different code of dole,

though called by the fame name), will be subfti-

tuted {or the original medicine. This, of

cou;ie, cannot but have an effect other than

that expelled, and will thereby lead the practi-

tioner totally to difcard it from his daily Phar-

macopoeia, as a preparation whereon no de-

pendance can be placed. We hope the above

extract will prove that when the genuine medi-

cine is ul'ed, faith may be repofed in it.

Yours faithfully,

F. NEWBERY & SONS.

45, St. Paul's Cliui'chyard.

T iquor Castanea Equina.

—

-*—
^ Mes.srs. REW and Co. respectrullv solicit the atten-

tion of the Profession t(i this Preparaficn of the Hofse-
Chesnut ; taken intenially for Rheumatic Gout and Rhcu-
matism, it is a safe, agreeable, and most efflcacioufi remedy.

Dose, two to four drachms. Price 12s. per poimd.

The Oil of Horse-Chesnuts applied externally forenlarged
and stiff joints, acute or inflammatory pain of any kind,
gives almost immediate relief.

These genuine Preparations of the Horse-Chesnnt are
prepared only by REW and CO.

LITHIA WATER, L1THL\ POTASH, and LITHIA
AMMONIA WATER. Tliese Waters are prepared according
to the Instructions of Dr Garrod, and each bottle is

guaranteed to contain the proper proportion of Lithia.
68. per doz.

R. M. REW and CO., Operative Chemists, 282 Regent
street. London.

NEAV REMEDIES
BY SAVORY AND M E B.

HYPOPHOSPHITE OF QUININE,
SYRUP OF HYPOPHOSPHITE OF QUINIXE AND

IRON,
which have been employed with highly satisfactoiy resoltft

in debility and low vitality.

CARBONATE of LITHIA; Hypophosphite of Lime,
Soda, and Anunonia ; SjTups of Phosphate of Iron, Lime,
Manganese, &c.

GENUINE MEDICATED COD-LIVER OILS (intro-
duced by Messrs Savory and Moore) are also preparedin the

Laboratory, 143 New Bond street, Loudon.

THE NEW EYE DOUCHE,
invented by SAVORY and MOORE, has elicited the
approbation of the most eminent Oculists. Vide * The
lancet ' of March 31st.

Gentlemen's Inverness
CLOAKS and OVERCOATS in great choice, made

of the Highland Hand-loom Tweeds. Also BLACK and
OXFORD MIXED TWEEDS for Clergyman's wear.
Patterns sent to the country free.

SCOTT ADIE, 116 Regent street, comer of VIGO STREET,
London.

T^^lour — (Essex)— War-
-- ranted free from adultemtion, to any jiart of London
(not less than 14lbs.) carriage free. Whites, for pastiy,
per bushel (jt>lbs), lis. 8d. ; Households (recommended for
bread-making;, lis. ; Seconds, 10s. 4d. ; Wlieat Meal for
brown bread, 10s. 4d. Best fine and coarse Scotch Oatme&L
Address HORSNAILL and CATCH1*OOL, Bullford Mill,

Witham, Essex, or 9" Goswell road. City road, E.C. Di-
rections for bread-making gratis. Terms Cash. A half-
sack delivered free to any rail station 200 miles, (jermiui
Yeast.

DINNErOED*S

TDure Fluid Magnesia,,
-*" now greatly improved in purity and condensation.

" Mr Dinneford's Solution may fairly be taken as a tyj*
of what the preparation ought to be."— ' FharmaceutioJ
Journal,' May, l!S46.

This excellent remedy, in addition to its extensive sale

amongst the public, is now also very largely used in
the stone jars (half-gallon, 5s. 6d. ;

gallon, 9s. Gd-,) speciAlly
adapted for the use of Smidgeons and Chemists. To behM
from the Manufacturers,

DINKEFORDand CO., Chemists, '72 Bond street, Loa-
don ; all Wholesale Druggists and Patent Medicine Houses.

nnhe Pulvis Jacobi Verus,
-*- prepared by WILLAM HOOPER. 24 Russell
street, Coveut garden, from its idt-ntity with the more
costly preparations and its acknowledged efficacy aa an
Aiitimonial, merits tlie patronage of those Gentlemen who
have not hitherto included Pul\is Jacobi iu their daily
Materia Medica. An extensive continuous demand, for

Public Institutions, has satisfactorily verified ihe ancient
character of this medicine. It is sold in 1 oz. and 4 ox.

bottles, at 2s. 9d. and 10s. 6d, ; and in packets for trana-

mission by post.

WATER BEDS AND CUSHIONS.

A Preventive against Bed
•^-^ Sores, &e. Bed Sheets, Air Cushions. «iid all

necessary Utensils for Invalids.

BENHAM and Co.,

Practical India-mMwr Workers, 118 Oxford St««t, Tf.

Board.— A Medical Man^
residing in the NEW TOWN, EDINBURGH, c«n

receive into his Family Two young Gentlemen as Boarders.
Terms, from £50 to *£70 (iK>r Session of Nine Hontlis).

—Apply to " M. M.," Medical Cireular Office, 20 KiJ«
William street, Strand, W.C.
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CLINICAL LECTURES.

ON INJURIES OF THE EYE-BALL
BY BURNS, SCALDS, &c.

By HAYXES WALTOlSr, F.R.C.S.,

Surgeon to St llary's and to the Central London
Oplithalmic Hospitals.

The surface of the eye is liable to be injured

by heated liquids, by explosions of gas, gun-

powder and other , inflammable compounds,

and by glowing or molten metal, all of which

are generally projected with violence. Yet

it enjoys wonderful Immunity from ordinary

bams and scalds which more or less overspread

or involve the face and head, by virtue of the

involuntary closing of the eyelids, and the

instinctive tendency to maintain them shut.

It would be a work of time to attempt to

describe the several conditions that are met
irith, varying, as they do, from simple redness

to charring or calcination. It is enough to

point out that the most general effect is mani-
fested in the conjunctiva, which may be much
swollen and inflamed. There can b# no
mistalic about the nature of the injury, and
the treatment is comprehended in a few
simple rules.

Tepid bathing with the eye douche or
syringe is the first general measui e, not only to

soothe and comfort, but to remove any extra-

neous material. After this, diligent search

should be made to ascertain if anything has

intruded. WJicii the cornea or the con-
junctiva has been abraded, more comfort is

imparted by the application of glycerine than
anything eke I know of.

Not the least important of all, and it is

important in proportion to the extent of the
damage, especially when the cornea is hurt,

is to keep the eyelids closed. By this we
exclude the air, ensure moisture and warmth,
and maintain the parts in quietude. Anodyne,
soothing applications, and a strict daily atten-

tion to cleanliness, are among the necessaries.

The eyelids should not be allowed to get
gummed together, that there may be free exit

to any discharges ; and this is best accom-
plished by cutting off the cilia and keeping
their edges greased. I do not think that

inrgical skill is available topically, beyond
this. I suspect that the introduction ol sti-

mulating and astringent ointments and lotions,

of all kinds, is injurious by increasing irrita-

tion. If the vitality of a part has been
destroyed or a wound inflicted, a definite

process of repair must be passed through,
Trhicb, I ihint, cannot in general be better

awisted or directed than by the means men-
tioned.

Bo<lily rest and attention to constitutional

symptoms are too often overlooked, and
neglect of them may bring the penalty of

prolonged suppuration or inflammatory action

of the entire eyeball. What is to be most
feared when the accident is severe, next to

the loss of sight, is from contraction and ad-
hesion of the eyelids to each other, or to the
eyeball , inevitable conditions accordingly as

the conjunctiva is lost, or the angles of the
eyelids injured. Cicatrisation cannot bo
effected without it ; and the imickcr this is

brought about, the less will be the defect.

The prudent course is to endeavour to
reduce the healing process to the shortest
limit, and afterwards to attend to the adhesions.
The slight injury that particles of melted

metal generally inflict is a matter of marvel.
I might fill pages with the wonderful csc.ipej
that are recorded, the greater number of
•which relate to the entrance of lead that had
moulded itself to the surfaces of the eyeball
and the ovelids, thereby showing that it had

entered in a fluid state. A theory has been
suggested to account for this, but I do not

think it sufficiently satisfactory to be related.

In the last occurrence of the kind that I saw,

many of the cilia of both the eyelids were
soldered together with a lump of solder, and
the eye could not be opened till they were icut

off. The edges of the eyelids were severely

singed.

Thefollowlngremarkable accidentfrom molten
iron is recorded in the ' Ophthalmic Hospital

Reports,' page 217. A very healthy man was
employed in an iron-foundry. While at work,

some of the molten metal at a white heat had
been spirted into his left eye. It struck the

eyeball over the lower edge of the cornea and
the adjacent part of the sclerotic coat. One of
his fellow-labourers removed the metal with

some difliculty after it had solidified, on account

of its adhering firmly to the chari ed tissues.

It had in cooling been accurately moulded to

the surface of the eyeball and to the edge of the

lower eyelid. The affected parts of the cornea

and sclerotic, which included the greater part

of the thickness of each, sloughed off, as also

did some of the palpebral raucous membrane.
The eyeball itself, however, did not inflame.

In the healing of the scar, the pupil was di-awn

downwards by puckering of the iris a; its

attached margin, but union was retained.

Some adhesions between the eyeball and the

lower eyelid resulted, but they did not consti-

tute any material deformity nor occasion much
inconvenience.

Burns and scalds of the eyelids are generally

followed by very distressing contraction, from
the thinness and looseness of the skin, and the

mobility of the tarsi. Paramount attention is

therefore required to prevent or to lessen the

suppurative stage. Of all applications that I

have myself tried and seen used, none are

equal to nicely-dressed cotton-wool ; it is soft,

light, and cleanly. It should not be applied in a

lump, but put on in minute bits and pressed with

a probe so as to make it smooth and uniform.

Where there is merely an abraded surface from
loss of cuticle, it excludes the air and soaks up
any superfluous secretion. Ifsuppuration should
exist. It absorbs the superabumlant fluid, while

enough is left for the purpose of sufficient

moisture. With it the sore does not grow
flabby and indolent, requiring stimulants, as so

frequently happens with water-dressing, and
the granulations are kept in a condition that

precludes the necessity for cscharotics. I have
frequently seen ordinary ulcers that had resisted

other applications heal under this, the simplest

of all means. The changing of the material
is readily effected. Any portion adhering to

the sound skin must be wetted, and that over
the raw surface will always readily separate
when surcharged with moisture. Should a
mild astringent ointment seem requisite, the

Pharinacopo-'ia supplies many to choose from.
No method of treatment that is known will

prevent subsequent contraction, if the true
skin, the cutis vent, be much damaged or
destroyed ; and all that can then be done
towards lessening the deformity is to shorten the
period of suppuration. When the injury is

superficial and small, it may be well to

endeavour to obt.iin incrustation and healing

of the raw surf ice by the modelling process of
Macartney, which may be effected by un-
irritating powdered substances, or brushing
it over with nitrate of silver, and covering
all with goldbeaters' skin or gum, in pre-

ference to collodion, which is too p.iinful an
application. Professor Miller of Edinburgh
has used successfully a thick, semi-fluid, aqueous
solution of gum tragacanth : he lays it gently
and uniformly on the raw surface, and re-

applies it, should any portion become iim er-

feet. Being transparent, conii)lelc surveillance

of the part is permitted. Should these means
not prove successful, the parts are not in a less

favourable condition for other treatment. It

is better not to cut blisters, for the cure goes '

on more readily when the fluid is absorbed and
the cuticle not broken. A greasy application

of any sort is useful, for the cuticle will remain
longer unbroken under it.

The special indication arises, if the edges of
the lids be involved, to prevent their edges

from uniting ; and this may be with certainty

fulfilled, if the corners have escaped injury.

What is to be done when grains of powder,
or the jesidue of powder, enter the skin of the

eyelids ? I have never seen a person suffi-

ciently early after the accident to warrant any
attempt at removal. A great MUthority, Dr
Mackenzie, advises the particles to be carefully

picked out, one by one, with a cataract needle
;

an operation, as he remarks, that may take

hours to accomplish. He adds that we should

not trust to the application of a poultice, which
is recommonded with the view of dissolving

and bringing away the grains of powder.
I think that any determination of " picking"

or not interfering should be decided by the

amount of powder that had entered : if nuicb,

I should leave it alone ; if slight, 1 should pro-

bably do my best to remove it, and especially

if there were grainsstickingsupcrficially in the

cornea or the conjunctiva. I doubt whether but
a small portion of any individual particle can
actually be removed from the latter structure

without e.^cision of a part of it : this would
be unjustifiable.

I have lately seen a recommendation, in a
French journal, to a])ply violently -stimulating

lotions to the surface directly alter the burn :

strong solutions of corrosive sublimate, for in-

stance, for days together. This produces a
violent eczema, by which epidermic scabs are
raised, and the gunpowder also more or leas

with them.
^Vhich of the two, the remedy or the disease,

is the worse, must occur to the mind of the
reader

!

ECCHYM081S.
The ready production of ecchymosis about

the eye is, of course, due to the superficial

position of the bones of the orbit, and the

contusion that the skin receives from a slight

blow ; while the considerable tumefaction

which is so common after any blow is due to

another peculiarity of the orbital region^-the
looseness of the skin.

1 question whether any means, except gentle

friction, can hasten the natural process of ab-
sorption. The employment by pugilists of
briony root an<l Solomon's seal, scraped and
made with bread into a poultice, or of rosemary
and arnica infusions, has induced medical men
to recommend these applications. The tincture

of arnica and water is the present popular
remedy for all bruises.

But it is not, I suspect, a fact that the prize-

fighters can disperse these results of their

savage encountera ; and I believe they last

in them as long as in other people : but
as their accustomed personal exhibition!!

after fights are at night and by gas-light,

most of the colour, especially the lighter hues,

are invisible, and hence the popular assumption
of the potency of their remedies. If it bo
true that in them the extravasation is quickly

dispelled, it is more probably owing to theii"

youth, and to the perfection of the nutrient

and absorbent processes which e.xist in their

high bodily condition.

'I'licre does not appear to be satisfactory

evidence that depressing the temperature of

the surface by frigorific mixtures hastens

absorption ; and, theoretically speakiiig, 1

should rather expect it to retard Nature in

her operation.

There are, however, dcgi'ces of ecchymosis,

some of which demand treatment, and neglect

of which maj^be followed by injury to the

eyelid. The extravasation may be iiicrclising;

the infra or siipra-orbital vessels, or other

arterial twigs, may continue to ooze, and
recourse must be had to pressure, or cold, or

the heart's reduced ac ion by the loss of bloody
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or by a .smart. purge, and, above all, perfect

rest.

When the extravasation is considerable, the

probability of suppuration is to be borne in

niiud, iind the state of the system must be

looked after, and all febrile threatenings

attended to. Neither incisions nor punctures

should be made with the intention of turning

out coagida ; for suppuration would be almost

certain to follow. The knife should be with-

held, unless, there is suppuration or erysipe-

latous inllajumation, or sloughing is impending
or has commenced. Leeches on the injured

port are worse than useless ; they do not
imbibe coagulated blood, while they add to

the local injury. The feelings of the patient

must sometimes guide us in the choice of local

applications ; when the extravasation is consi-

derable, there may bo pain which possibly will

be relieved only by warm opiate lotions.

Ecchymosis of the conjunctiva, as every one
knows, is produced by very slight causes, such
as the most trlviaLblow, a cough, or a sneeze.

Indeed, it is not uncommon without the
slightest trace of its origin. It is very per-
siatent, but need not excite the smallest
anxiety.

Even with tumefaction from extravasated
blood beneath, it is not to be dreaded. I

fancy that I have seen every variety of this

ftoni accidents, and after operations, especially

after that for squinting ; and I never have
deemed it prudent in the worst examples of
mere swelling to make incisions, nor have I

ever regretted non interference. I have seen
the disadvantages of incision. I have known
operators expect to give exit to blood, when
of course thej- discovered it was coagulum
they had exposed, and all that could escape
wa» a small amount of serum.

BIy rule is to trust to Nature, and do
nothing; except there be pain, or heat, or any
discomfort, or other conditions, when I treat
the existing symptoms according to the gene-
ral rules, of surgery, or therapeutically, using
cold, or warmth, or opiates, as may seem
necessary; but I deprecate any routine of
stimulants or astringents, I am often told
" that patients will have something ;" and my
answer is, "Well, if they must be so amused,
pray let them have a lotion weak enough to
be harmless ; but let us not lose sight of the
distinction between usefiilness and amuse-
ment."

ON THORACENTESIS:
ITS INDICxVTIONS, AND

COUNTER-INDICATIONS IN PLEUKISY.
DELIVERED AT THE hStEL-DIEU,

By M, ARAN.
(Contintted from page 172.)

Is it -necessary that the nature of the fluid

stould be known before practising thoracen-

tesis V Doubtless this is desirable in every

•case; but, unfortunatolyj it is not always easy

to determine this (question with precision.

Only, as a general rule, remember, that in all

the circumstances I have mentioned to you,
the evacuation of the fluid, be it what.it may,
is never to be neglected.

It may happen that, while there is such
pleui-itic effusion as to render thoracentesis
necessary, some other complication may be
present, either on the part of the lungs or
of some other organ. l)o not lose sight of
the fact, that even then the pleuritic effusion
IS a serious complication, and begin by first

ridding your patient of that evil.

From what has been said, you must per-
ceive tliat I do not make much account of any
counter-indication of thoracentesis. There is

one, however, which I would mention, and
that js gangrene of the pleura or lungs. In
cases of this kind, the fluid has properties so

irritating, that, as it oozes from the wound left

by the canula, it may give rise to difi'used

pldeginonous inflammation, which soon attains

a formidable extent, and is not long in occa-

sioning the death of the patient. Never have
I seen such a state occur, not even in purulent
effusions, when the fluid continued to exude
by the opening in the side where the canula
had been withdrawn. But serious symptoms
seem inevitable when the fluid has a gangre-
nous odour. It was but lately, in a case of
this kind, that dilfused phlegmonous inflam-

mation invaded not only the back, loins, and
nates, but, at the autopsy, we could follow the

purulent collections, with sphacelus of the

cellular tissue, as far as the muscular inter-

stices of the thigh and leg.

I shall next say a few words on the metliod

of ojierating. That which I practise does not
materially differ from the process recommended
by M. Trousseau. What point of the thorax
is to be preferred? It is usually said that the
most dependent part should be selected ; an
indication I do not think suflicient, and I

would say that the point where the fluid is col-

lected in greatest quantity^ and the lung the
farthest from the thoracic parietes, should be-

chosen. Auscultation and percussion will fur-

nish you with the knowledge necessary for

settling this point of the diagnosis.

You must not look upon the cavity of the

pleura as you would on that of a shut vessel,

nor believe that it would suffice to make a
puncture at the most dependent part in order

to evacuate all the contained fluid. In the ex-
pulsion of the fluid two circumstances concur

—

the expansion of the lungs produced by atmo-
spheric pressure exerted on the bronchial

mucous surfaces, and the recession of the dia-

phragm and thoracic parietes. From the

moment the lung becomes fettered with the
false membranes, the thoracic parietes and
diaphragm are no longer free to sink down,
and the litjuid ceases to flow. You perceive,

therefore, how visionary would be the attempt
to free the chest of all the fluid, which neces-

sarily flows in an irregular and intermittent

manner, but especially during deep inspiration*

and efibrts to cough.
I do not pretend to describe to you all the

ways in which thoracentesis may be performed

:

all I shall say is, that I always employ a large-

sized trocar of the kind used for hydrocele.

As an indispensable precaution, the outer ex-
tremity of the canula should be covered -with

moistened gold-beater's skin, as proposed by M.
Reybord, firmly attached, and so disposed that
it may allow of the easy introduction and re-

moval of the trocar, as well as of the free ex-
pulsion of the fluid, and the non-introduction
of atmospheric air into the cavity of the pleura.
The patient being seated upright in bed, and
the point where you would operate having
been selected, an assistant, who stands on the
opposite side, raises upwards the integuments,
so as to obviate the parallelism that would
otherwise occur between the wound in the
pleura and that in the skin. While the inte-

guments are held thus, a small wound, on a
level with the upper border of the rib lying

below the intercostal space to be penetrated,
is made with a common lancet, through
the cutis—an excellent way for saving the

patient the pain he would suffer were the in-

teguments perforated directly by the trocar,

which is now to be passed over the upper
border of the rib and directly into the thoracic

cavity. When you feel that the instrument
meets with no resistance, you know that it has
penetrated the pleura. In this operation there
is a point to which I must direct your attention ;

and it is this : take care to raise the handle
of the trocar sufficiently, so as to form a right

angle with the body of your patient. With-
out this precaution, the instrument might pass
between the parietes of the chest in such a
way that, though plunged in to its utmost ex-
tent, the point might not penetrate the pleural

cavity. Again, do not lose sight of the fact

that in certain subjects the ribs may overlap
so much as scarcely to allow the introduction
of the trocar, when deviatiou from the line to
be followed might bring the point of the in-
strument in contact with the rib alone. When
the instrument has penetrated the cavity of
the pleura— the skin being still stretched up-
ward by the assistant—the operator, holding
the canula with his left hand, with his right

gently withdraws the trocar, when the efl'used

fluid begins to flow. But there are cases

when no fluid makes its appearance. How is

its absence, under these circmnscances, to be
accounted for ? Either the trocar has slipped
between the thoracic parietes, or, as M.
Trousseau still thinks, has really pushed the
pleura before it, so as to detach it from the
thoracic parietes—a fact, however, which has
never yet, so far as I know, been ascertained

anatomically. Should the former be the case,

the fact may be ascertained by the resistance

which a blunt style, made of ordinary wadding,
would encounter when introduced into the
canula. Yet it may still happen that the in-

strument has entered the pleura, though no
liquid make its appearance. In this case, the
eftiised fluid, having undergone partial ab-
sorption, now forms a semi-solid jelly ; or
false membrane may obstruct the internal
opening of the canula, preventing entirely the
escape of fluid.

The fluid seldom flows in a continuous jet,

but is intermittent and unequal, and most
abundant when the patient coughs, which he
seldom fails to do towards the end of the opera-
tion, when the cough becomes very painful.

This shows that the lungs begin to expand, and
that air penetrates to the remotest bronchial
ramifications, previously so compressed by the
effiised fluid as to become impermeable to
atmospheric air. The liquid must be allowed
to flow as long as possible ; but when it ceases,

no means should be tried to favour its farther
escape. All your attempts would be useless;

j

and were you to employ suction, you might
occasion tearing of the lung. When the
evacuation is accomplished, what remains to

be done? I once thought that iodized injec-

tions might be highly useful ; but experience
has, as regards their use, modified in sortie

measure my opinion. Injections of this kind-.

are never dangerous, nor have I ever seen
them followed by any untoward svmptoni;
We need not be frightened, more particularly,

with the phenomena of iodic poisoning nhich
sometimes follow their use ; which, on the con-
trary, I consider as a good omen, since they
show that the pleura has not undergone too
great a change, nor is lined with false mem-
branes, and we may hopje that under the
influence of this substitutive inflammation,,
adhesion between the two serous membranes
may take place. But are iodized injections

really so useful as some persons seem to think?
I own that I have great doubts on this subject,

excepting perhaps as regards purulent pleu-
risies.

As to the dres«ng, that is - -ver)' simple.
Some physicians, especially M. Trousseau, are
satisfied with applying over the wound a bit of
adhesive plaster cut in the form of a Maltese
cross, which I do not" think suflicient. In fact,

there is reason to fear lest the fluid should con-
tinue to drain away, and the wound be con-
verted into a fistulous opening. On the other
hand, should we have hydro-pneumothonm,
there would be the fear of emphysema, which
might soon become general. For this reason

I add to the simple dressing of which I have
spoken a series of gi-aduated compresses, so

disposed as to maintain the sides of the wound
in perfect contact, and secure the whole by a
body-bandage firmly tightened.

One wortl more in regard to two accidents,

one of which is more frequently mentioned in

books than met with in practice—wounding
the intercostal artery. For myself, I have not
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met with a single example of it ; iind it seoms

to nie that if you follow correctly the superior

margin of the rib, there can be nothing to

tear. But may you not wound an internal

organ, and penetrate, for example, the liver

ov spleen ? Strictly speaking, this is possible
;

but what I can say is, that these wounds
have generally nothing of a serious charac-

ter : the possibility, therefore, of an accident

of the soi-t need not beforehand occasion you
any nneasiness.

EXTRAORDINARY CASE OF
ASCITES AND ANASARCA,

COMPLICATED WITH
TrUBBCULAR PHTHISIS, CURED BY

NATURE.

Br JOHN GASOX, M.D., A,D., &c.,
Praetisiug Physician at Boaie.

111. reading au aitiole, in voL xxx of tha 'HalJf-

yeajly Abstract of .the Medical Science*,' entitled

"Ascites terminating semi-favourably by the

formation, of Pedtoaoal Fistula," I wa.s stiaek

with the similarity which it boars to a ease which

I had.uoder my care iu Ireland, nearly twenty

yean siiuiQ, of which I noinr subjoin a statement.

Mts Mary Ann Farr, a;t. twenty-eight years,

of the parish of Powerscourt, Co. Wicklow, of a

n>;rvo-sanguineous temperament, wife of a carpen-

ter* luul, for a coimideraWe time, congli, attended
witlr occasional spitting of blood, expectoration,

niglit pcrvpiratioiis, difficulty of breathing in

wuikiiiLT 11)1 hills,—and, in fact, the usual class

nia aud physical signs of pulmonary
.\ ith, however, thLs rare exception—

a

l.ii^^ij iipputite. Iu addition to the disease of the
chest, she had swelling of tho extremities aud
' '' ''

^
'

n. She complained also of
I he regiiiii of tlie liver. As

; .iig rapidly, aud licr strength
dimiiiislaug, nolwillistaudiiig that slie took, a
large- nuantity of food—(coasuining daily from one
to three pounds of meat, in adHitiouto other food)
—and as her husbimd and parents were poor, I

propobcdth- ' iM go to iJr Steiivens's Hoi-
jiital, in 1 1

; ,, slu) was put under the
care of Or.i ipton.

There were poiuts of great interest in her case,

and she was visited several times by Sir H. ilarsli,

who wag lit that time one of the physicians to the
hospital, and who coiucideil iu opinion with Dr
I .,.. ,.!...,, that she was labouring under tulwr-

isis with hydrothor.ix, Dr Crampton
: nat she had also disease of the liver,

Wtticli, Im believed, was the cause of the dropsy,
and which had > then decidedly declared itself.

She apjieartd to be rapiiUy declining in strength
;

her cough w<ia more frequent, her expectoration
'"'" ' '" '' '' •-'' ' lljUIl-

1 rual

, ,, Her
biaiaUiuig w<t.s )>ecouiiiig iiiuiv oppre«svd and
hurrieil, the ewelUug of the abdomen and legs ia-

crea-iug very muj:h ; and, in fact, no hope was
held out to her |>arents and husband that she
couhl .sui-vive lx;yoiul a few weeks at the furthest;
and .13 she exprcs^^ed a desire to return homo,' they
wore permitted to remove her to the country,
which they did with much dilhculty. A female
quack doctor was then sent for, who gave her a
aoLOctiou of some herbs to drink, and astimulut-
iu'4 liiiJMicnt to rub three times a day into the logs,

thf skin of which was now very much distended,
siiiiiing, and stretehod almost to biu;*tiiig. On
l»iii;; .scut for to sec her, and fiudiiiK all her
symptoms much aggravated, I punctured tho legs
iu various parts with a fihe needle, which gave
vent to a considemble (piantity of water, and this
continued to oozo for several tlays. The friction
of the legs wan continued at the same time without
my knowledge

; which being done careles.slv, a
portion of the liniriient got into the holes made in
thi legs by tho needle. Tliis caused them to in-
flniiii', and a fiortion of the skin cipia! in size to

' r the hand sloughed away from the calf
• leu, ami rather n .smaller portion from

'
. icft. This allowed a great quant i" '::'

water to flow from the legs,—amounting, I was
told, to at least one quart in the day, which was
collected by the feet being placed in a vessel. At
this time she was miable to lie down, aud either

sat upright in bed, or was moved to a chair near to

the tire.

The breathing was much relieved by this drain

from the legs ^ but the abdominal dropsy rapidly

increased, aud the umbiUcus became very much
protruded and di.stended, giving the appearance

of a ring uterine pessary, depressed iu the centre,

with the circumference' very much distended aud

shining. In about a fortnight after the separation

of the sloughs fronv the legs, I was sent for at an
early honr in the nioriiiug to go immeiUately and

see this ]iatient, the messenger stating to mu that

.shohad burst about live o'clock a.m. On reach-

ing tho house, I fouud thC' account to be quite

true—that the umbilicus had given way, and the

whole bed was complotely saturated by the fluid

whioh had escaped; aud that, iu addition, an

ordinary-sized stable-bucket had been filled with

what liad been coUeotedi and the floor beneath tho

bed was quite wet. The stable-bucket, which had
been quite envpty, contained at least five gallons

and a half of the di<5chai'ge which had poured

tlirough the uml)ilicus ; so that, calculating what

was collected, and making due allowance for what
escaped, there could not have been lea* th»u sixty

pints discharged.

She was very- faint ; but having baudi\ged her

tightly round the abdomen aud administered a

stimnlaut, she rallied and expressed herself as

much relieved. From this time a considerable

ainendBient took place in her state of health, tho

cough subsi'liiif^ as well as the expectoration di-

mini.shinj;. The night perapirations ceaswl, and
with the exception of another collection iorming

in the peritoneum, she apjieared to be getting welL

Iu thrc'^ months after this the aljdomen was very

tense and dii-tendcd, but not to the same extent

as oil tho former oooasiou. Tiie umbilicus again

gave way, and about half the quantity of water

:i8 on the former time escaped from the peritoneum.

After this, slie mended rapidly : the kiuueys took

on increased action; the legs, which were still

unb ' ' '
, iU to close, and all her chest sym)i-

tou I'd. In ten years after this, Mrs F.

was .,.,.. ...11, strong, and able to go through
any amount of jihysical exertion. .She lost all

cough aud expectoration, regained health aud
strength, and appeared in every roapeofc'X'^'ac'tly

healthy.

{To be continued.

)
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THE SPIRIT
OF THE PERIODICALS.

W« extr.wt from the 'Journal of Practical Medi-

cine and Sutgfry- the following articlo onGroiviny

Pain*

:

" M. Geudriu agree* with those attentive obser-

vers who, at all times, have held that the developf
ment of diseat-e is favoured' bv certain critical

peri.-' ' ' '•'- ••• - *' •* ' ::,

we:.

.and I , _ . . .';:i

SO to Gu;. lie is ol upinijju that tile integrity of
the pla.st)C fuiicti'ms is more or less compromised
aud

'

'
' i'jus epochs of life. Iu

thi ;•', tins duttirioratiou ia

the 1.-.-...' ". .;. ^.^..,... ,.';.! induced by the gi-owth-

of organs hitherto lyiug in a dormant or incomplete
condition.; in the later stages, by the iiaturalaud
progressive dimiuutiQu of plastic power under the
uiflueuce of advanciug years. JI. Gendrin further
admits that to each period corresponds a peculiar
order of morbid jnanifestations.

"As an illustration of the foregoing remarks,
tho Professor addueed the case of a gii'l, agad
sixteen, who had been received into hospital a
few'days previously, and whose state he considered
well worthy of attention. Tho |)atient i-s adelioate,

jiale, small-sized girl, jiresentiux all the signs of
ail exhausted constitution, Her mental con-
dition bears the impress of the .same debility

;

she is timid, and, without any adei[Uate motive,
suddenly changes from tears to immodei-ate
laughter, aud via: vcrDtl. This is a phenomenon
not unusual during the transition from childhood
to pu'oerty, aud invariably indicates physical aud
moral weakness. Tlie frequent outbreak of chorea
!* t)ii^ f!g<', in both sexes, and more especially iu

girls, is also referred by M.. Gendrin to the same
influence. In M. Gcndrin's patient, raenstrnatioa

is very imperfect ; this function was established
.

late, aud subsequently was irregular both as to

period and quautity : but the symptom whioh
chiefly induced her to apply for admission into

ho.spital was a pain which had settled iu the kueOi

,

without any known cause.
" This arthralgia, said M. Gendrin, is evidently

one of those pains so commonly observed during
growth, which appear without auy tangible causej

,

and are remarkable for the faoUity with which they
liy for several weeks from one joint to another

;

tliey are liable to sponlaueou.s exacerbation, are

sometimes attended with swelling, beat, tea-

dorness and soma degree of feverishaess, and
increase on pressure or motion, so as to resemble,,

a rheumatic or scorbutic afl'ection. Walking -or

standing, however, are iu general distressing only,,,

aud the patient is not usually confined to his bed.:

Insomo few, iustanoas, as I have, once observed,

several joints are simultaneously afl'eoted, and,
fever appears with signs of gastric disturbance or

of mild typlms, symptoms which subside in the
cour.io of four or live days. The sutl'ering, which,-

at first hiid been so, iuteuse as to elicit screams,

decreases, and the disease assumes tho form we'

have deseribeil, which it jireserves for two or

three weeks. Tlds rapid cliange iu the progress
,

of the disease of course precludes tho idea, of con.r,

tiuuous or rheumatic fever ; but all doubt on the

;

subji'ct is further removed by the progress ot

growth, wluch in some cases has been very rapid,

the boues of tho limbs having become remarkably
elongated.

'
' This state of . things may recur, at variable

intervals, duriug, several months, with equal
violence, andcouicide with considerable growth.of
tliQ i>aticut. This is due to tho simple fact that

.

the morbid condition is but tho exaggeration of
the efl'orts of nature to consolidate theuuiouof^
tho e.ttromities of the boues with tlieii' shafts, and
thus com)deto their ossification. The turgidity

and cong««tk>n of the vascular osseous net-work
at,this stage of their dovulopmeut are such that a
very narrow ditference here separates the morbid
from, the physiological condition of these struc-

tures. Tho coiisoqueneo is occasionally hydar-
throsis, aud Icos froquoutly something more
serious, viz., the tumefaction of a condyle,
whence may arise deviation of the limb inwarda
or outwards, inducing a lasting deformity and
perinaiiunt lameness. Should, moreover, in any
part icular case a diathesis of auy kind be immi-
ueut, the circumstances are most favouralde to its

mauiliestation ; aud if a lymplmtic predis[Kisition

exists, a white sweUing may follow, or in another
state of the system, moUities ossium aud rickets,,

an obvious iudieatiou of iusuUicieut plastic power..
" Tho treatmunt of tho mojbid symptoms

induced by growth will therefore consist in

allaying or soothing tlie iiaius by sedative and
gently'iiarcotic applications, in repose in bed, and
aitappropriate position of the diseased extremities.

An. emoto-catliartic should. bo prescribed, with a

view to remedy the gastric derangement whioh
occasiooally coincides with the feverishness

;

aud as soou after as practicable, the appetite

may be solicited by the exhibiliou of bitter beve-

riige%iand the system invigorated by generous
diet, combined with the salutary influence of

iutellige.iit hygienic directions."

Tho 'Lancet' opens with reports of the lutro-

ductories, in wliich. it liaa been preceded by the

MtmuAL CizovuiMi Mr Hancock communi-

cates to the ' Lancet' an article On the Division

of the Ciliarj^iMus<U« in t/te Treatment of Glau-

C'»««, as compuriKl with Iridectomy. Iu this

paper, Mr Hancock reproaches Mr Hulkc for his

opposition .
" to my operation of dividing the

ciliary muscle," and hia favourable opinion of

Graefe's operation of iridectomy. We quote the

following .:

"My first operation for the division of the

ciliary muscle was performed on the 9th of Sep;

tember, ISotf ; and on the 11th of February,

1860, 1 published an account of the operation,

with cases ; at the same time stating tliat I was
led to adopt this mode of treatment from the

belief ' that the pathological and ophthalmoscopic

appearances of the bloodve.s.si'ls in gbiuconia were

due mainly to the constriction exercised by the
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ciliary muscle ;' and that to remove this cou-

strictiou 1 operated as follows— ' 1 introduce a

Beer's cataract knife at the outer and lower

margin of the cornea, where it joins t)ie sclero-

tica. The jioint of the knife is pushed obliquely

backwards and downwards until the fibres of the

sclerotica arc divided obliquely for rather more
than one-eighth of an inch ; by this incision the

ciliary muscle is divided.' This is the descrip-

tion of my operation which I published : it does

not contain one word about ' striking a knife

through the ciliaiy region towards the axis of

the globe,' which is the incorrect version given
by Mr Hulke— a proceeding which would be

carefully avoided by any one conversant with the

anatomy of the eyeball, from the risk of wound-
ing the lens which would inevitably attend it.

" As my operation has now been before the

Profession above twelve months, and still con-

tinues to be attended with the best results in

the hands of my colleagues and myself, I cannot
idmit that iridectomy is the only known remedy
for glaucoma. I propose, therefore, to consider,

in the first place, the validity of Mr Hulke's
objections to my operation, as set forth in tlio

paper already alluded to, and read before the
Koyal Medical and Chirurgical Society ; next,

to inquire into the results of the operation of

iridectomy, as furnished by Dr Bader's papers in

the ' Oplitlialmic Hospital Keports ' (Nos. 9 and
10) ; and lastly, to give the results of my own
operation up to the present time, with my
reasons for submitting it the Profession, not as

the 'only known,' but as the 6es< operation for

the treatment of glaucoma.
"1. 'The principal points upon which Mr

Hulke insists are, ' That the leading features of

glaucoma are due to excessive tension of the

eyeball, from a superabundance of fluid within

i^ which distends the vitreous humour ; that

this fluid (serum) is derived mainly from the

«horoid ; that it might be considered a serous

choroiditis.

'

" 2. ' That the excessive tension of the globe

is suggestive of the evacuation of some of the

superabundant fluid by tapping.'

"3. That he has 'demonstrated, by microscopi-

cal examination, advanced atrophy of this muscle
(ciliary) in many glaucomatous eyeballs ; whence
it follows that the ciliary muscle is not actively

concerned in maintaining the glaucomatous
process.'

"4. 'To avoid cei-tain alleged disadvantages,

paracentesis scleroticaj has b«en advocated by
Middlemore, Desmarres, and Hancock.'
"5. 'That in all probability the success of

Mr Hancock's operation is solely due to the

drawing away of some of the superabundant
fluid. According to this view, it is simply a

peculiar mode of paracentesis, and cannot rank
as a substitute for 'iiidectomy,' until it has
been thoroughly established that it permanently
relieves excessive intra-ocular pressure,' which,

in common with most surgeons, Mr Hulke has
found tliat tapping the vitreous humour fails

to do.
" The assertion, 'that the leading features of

glaucoma are due to excessive tension of the eye-

ball irom a superabundance of fluid within it,'

and that ' excessive tension of the globe is

suggestive of the evacuation of some of the

superabundant fluid by tapping,' are contradicted

and rendered untenable by other jwrtions of

Mr Hulke's paper ; whilst the results he gives of

the operation of iridectomy directly prove that

the operation is only of value when the fluid, for

the evacuation of which it is peifonned, is

actually not in existence to be evacuated.
" We are told that the reason why iridectomy

has failed in the hands of some surgeons ' has
proceeded, in many instances, from its having
been performed at far too late a period that

the projiriety of operating in the premonitory
period cannot be doubted that in acute glau-

coma, where the operation is done during the

first inflammatory attack, or soon aftenvards,

vision is very completely restored ; whilst, in

chronic glaucoma, the results are less unifoiTO and
less decided.'

" We may hence infer, that three stages of

this disease are recognised—the premonitory, the
acute, and the chronic— and that the success of

the opeiation is greater the earlier it is performed.
It is this great practical i'act which seems to me
to be fatal to Mr Hulke' .s theory of glaucoma
being due to a supei-abundance of serum dis-

tending the ' vitreous humour," more especially

as that gentleman, in the same paper, describes
the vitreous Immour as being ' unnaturally firm
in this disease ;' and that it is only at a late

period, when all the component stnictures are

undergoing atrophy, that the vitreous humour
becomes fluid, at which time the results of the
operation are admitted to be ' less uniform' and
' less decided.' And I am still further supported
in the ojiinion 1 have expressed here and else-

where, tliat fluid is not the cause, but the result,

of the disease termed glaucoma, by the following
very corroborative paragraph, extracted from Mr
Hulke's paper on the ' Pathology and Morbid
Anatomy of Glaucoma,' read before the Medico-
Chirurgical Society, Dec. 12th, 1857 :—

' W^th a

view to relieve the tension of the globe, 1 have
seen the sclerotic freely punctured with an ex-

traction knife, after which firm counter-pressure

with the finger upon the opposite side of the
globe_ only caused the protrusion of a very small

bead of yellowish vitreous humour, such great

firmness had it.' Whether the tension of the

globe was relieved by the puncture is not stated.

"Nor is it by any means so conclusive as Mr
Hulke appears to imagine, that, because he has
' demonstrated advanced atrophy of the ciliary

muscle in many glaucomatous eyeballs, this mus-
cle is not concerned in maintaining the glauco-

matous condition. ' The word ' many ' is very
indefinite and inconclusive. Mr Hulke does not

state in how many instances he has found this

muscle atrophied, or what proportion these

instances bore to the number of glaucomatous
eyeballs which he examined microscopically. He
does not inform us whether these glaucomatous
eyeballs were obtained after the death of the

patient or before, or, if from the former, the time
which had elapsed between the death and the

examination ; for the changes which take place,

especially in diseased eyes, are so rapid, tliat very

little reliance can be placed upon such examina-
tions when they have been deferred for any length

of time. Neither, where the glaucomatgus eyes

which he examined had been obtained from living

patients, does he tell us the stage of the disease

at which they were extirpated, or the circum-

stances which necessitated their extirpation. It

had been but justice that these particulars should

have been mentioned before a sweeping patholo-

gical statement was unhesitatingly advanced.
" I have already alluded to the three stages of

glaucoma mentioned in Mr Hulke's i)aper—the

premonitory, the acute, and the chronic ; to his

admission that it is only late in the disease that

the component structures of the eyeball undergo
atrophy ; and that whilst iridectomy is most suc-

cessful during the first two stages, its results are

less uniform and decided in the last ; whilst Dr
Bader states, in his report, ' that the prognosis of

chronic glaucoma depends upon the stage in

which the eye afl'ectcd is operated upon : when
blind for some time, it is not expected to regain

sight ; a chronic glaucomatous eye, with mere
perception of light, is rarely improved by opera-

tion.'

"Mr Hulke's microscopical examinations,

therefore, cannot be admitted as at all conclusive or

of much value against my proposition, ' that the

ciliary muscle exercises considerable influence in

maintaining and aggravating the glaucomatous
condition,' and still less against my operation for

the division of this muscle. They only prove

that in certain cases of advanced glaucoma, in

which an operation is admitted to be rarely suc-

cessful, the ciliaiy muscle may have undergone
atrophy with the rest of the tissues ; but they by
no means prove that this is the case in all or even

in average instances, as we cannot for one moment
imagine that any surgeon would extirpate a glau-

comatous eye capable of relief by operation,

unless under very peculiar circumstances. I pre-

sume it is only recently that Mr Hulke has dis-

covered this condition of advanced atrophy of the

ciliary muscle in glaucomatous eyeballs ; oiherwise

he would scarcely have omitted all mention of a

fact of so much importance in his paper upon the
' Pathology and Morbid Anatomy of Glaucoma,'

read before the Royal Medico-Chirurgical Society

in December, 1857.

"On the other hand, m}' friend and colleague,

Mr Hogg, has kindly furnished me with the par-

ticulars of two glaucomatous eyeballs, extirpated

at an advanced period of the disease, in which his

microscopical examination demonstrated the

ciliaiy muscle as highly developed, and any-

thing but in a state of atrophy. I do not, how-
ever, advance these cases as of themselveft
sufficient to controvert Mr Hulke's assertion

—

their number is too small ; but, at the same time,
they aflbrd pretty conclusive proof that the
ciliary muscle is not atrophied in all cases even of
advanced chronic glaucoma. Neither can I admit
that the success of my operation in any way
depends upon, much less is solely due to, the draw-
ing away of some of the superabundant fluid ; or
that it is a peculiar mode of paracentesis, to be
classed with the oiierations of ' paracentesis scle-

rotica; ' of Middlemore and Desmarres.
'

' 1 think I have .succeeded in showing that,

according to Mr Hulke's own statements, there ig

no superabundance of fluid in those cases most
likely to be benefited by the operation ; there-
fore the drawing-away theory falls to the giound,
and is still further negatived by ca.se8 Nos. 15 and
16, apiiei ded to this paper.

" 'The object of applying the term paracentesis
scleroticse to my ojieration, and classing it with
the procedures of Middlemore and Desmarres, is

transparent enough. Paracentesis of the cornea
and sclerotica, as practLsed by these two .surgeons^

has not met with any great amount of success.

If, therefore, the Profession could be impressed
with the notion that my operation was nothing
more than one or the other of these pioceedinM,
and that any transient good which it might De
the means of effecting was due to the mere
evacuation and di-aining away of fluid, it would
be looked upon as deficient both in value and
originality, and would, as a matter of course, fall

into disrepute, and proportionately give greater
prominence to the operation—iridectomy. It is

true that the word paracentesis means, literally,

a ' piercing through ;' but its application in sur-

gery has hitherto been restricted to the operation

of tapping. If we were to attempt to describe
the operation of tenotomy in club-foot as ' a
peculiar mode of paracentesis' of the leg, or of

the foot, or if we were to designate the operation

for the extraction of hard cataract as ' a peculiar

mode of paracentesis' of the cornea, we should
expose ourselves to the charge of pedantry

; yet
the name may with equal propriety be applied to

these opeiations, or even to iridectomy itself as
to my opei'ation for the division of the ciliary

muscle. Hence the term as applied to this opera-

tion by Mr Hulke is a misnomer.
" The opeiations of Middlemore and Desmarres

were introduced for the avowed pui"pose of re-

lieving intraocular tension by the evacuation of

fluid. My operation, on tlie contrary, is intro-

duced for the avowed purpose of relieving the

constriction of the several coats of the eye by
division of the ciliary muscle.

" An increased quantity of fluid may or may
not be present, and, when present, some may
flow by the side of the knife ; but this is merely

a coincidence, not by any means the primary

object of the operation ; for mere evacuation of

fluid without division of this muscle is quite in-

capable of affording permanent benefit.
" In my former paper I jiointed out the variety

of opinions entertained by the supporters of iri-

dectomy in this countiy as to the inodtts operandi

of the operation. I would here venture to suggest

another. I believe it will be found in the course

of time, that the element of success is the same
in iridectomy as in my operation

—

Tnz., ' the

division of the ciliary muscle ;' that, from the

situation in which Yon Graefe makes his first in-

cision, he at the same time cuts it through, and I

have very little doubt it will ultimately be found
that the extent of this incision may be advan-

tageously curtailed, and the tearing away of the

iris altogether dispensed with."

The ' Medical Times and Gazette ' contains •

continuation of M. C'L-WiiE Beknakd's Lectures

on Experimental Pathology, the special subject

being the pancreatic secretion. He says :

" We have informed yon that in most animals

the pancreas is double in the enibrjouic state, and

that the two separate portions of the glands

coalesce after birtli, the existence of a double pan-

creatic duct in man and the higher animals being

a vestige of the former state. We have, in fact,

ascertained the existence of a double pancreas in

the canine f'tetus, and in the embryos of several

other animals. In birds, the pancreas is usually

double : the pigeon possesses two pancreatic

glands, one on esich side of the mesentery, within
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tiic arch uf the (liiodenuiu ; n simil;ir disposition

exists iu the buzziirJ and other birtis of prey, and

in several domestic birds. In reptiles there also

exist two glands, each of tliem provided with its

own excretory duct. In man and the higher

animals, the two divisions of the pancreas being

united into one, the two ducts are usually anasto-

mosed, except in a few particular cases.

" It now remains for us to examine whether (as

various authors have supposed) there exist, beside

the principal gland.s, certain accessory organs in-

tended to fulfil the same purpose. In other

words, does a secondary pancreas exist ? Aselli

answers the question in the affinuative ;
but the

organ which he mistook for a gland is in reality

a mere agglomeration of abdominal lymphatic

ganglia, which constantly exists in the dog and a

few other animals, but it is not found in man.

The microscope amply demonstrates that this

little body is not endowed with a glandular stnic-

turo.
" It has been suppo.sed that tlie small glandular

bodies disseminated in the mucous coat of the

duodenum enjoyed the same properties as the

Eancrcatic apparatus ; such was the opinion of

runner, who gave his name to this little gland.

In this ease, aswe prcviouslyobserved with respect

to the salivary apparatus, the analogy of stmcture

which exists between them created a false notion

among anatomists, for the secretion of these

liiinute organs is essentially different from jiancre-

atic juice. In order to prove his assertion,

Brnnncr liad recourse to the following experi-

ment :—He endeavoured to destroy the pancreas,

in the hope of producing a consecutive enlarge-

ment of the duodenal gland ; for it is a well-known

fact, that in all cases where double glands exist,

the extii-pation of one of them gives rise to a cor-

responding hypertrophy of the other ; one kidney

being removed, the other grows larger ;
the same

is the case with the testicles. Hrunner therefore

supi>osed that, after destroying the pancreas, the

accessor)' glands would increase in size ;
but he

was never able, in his experiments, to extirpate

the whole of this apparatus : nothing, in fact,

is more difficult than to remove in a living animal

that portion of the pancreas which lies behind the

stomach, in the immediate vicinity of the cteliac

sirteries, the slightest injury to which would
instantly provoke a mortal hscmorrhage ; and
Bninner himself, in making the aHt0])sy of the

animals on which the operation had been per-

formed, was enabled to ascertain that he had only

destroyed a small jwrtion of the gland, that which
lies immediately behind the intestinal tube. The
problem has not, therefore, been solved by this

observer, who was never able to realise the proper

conditions of the experiment ; bnt a difl'erent

method has enabled modem physiology to ascer-

tain that these glands are essentially different.

Let a portion of the mucous lining of the duo-

denum be removed, and allowed to macerate

during a certain space of time in tepid water ; a

ropy, viscid, and semiopaijue fluid is obtained,

which highly resembles water impregnated with
saliva. jTow the tissue of the ]iancreatic gland,

after macerating in water for a certain time, ]iro-

duces a totally diflcrent liquid ; it may therefore

be confidently asserted, that far from resembling
the pancreatic apparatus, these little glands play

an entirely di.stinct part in the digestive process.
" Let UH now examine the physical and chemi-

cal i)roperties of the pancreatic .'ecretion. The
rabbit now placed before you has lately undergone
the operation described in the preceding lecture

;

the tube which has been in.sertcd into the fistulous

aperture jirovides us with an abundant supply of

this fluid, for the rabbit being (as I have already

observed) one of those animals the stomach of

which is never empty, the intermptions which
take place in the digestive act .scarcely dimini.sh

the flow of this secretion, as in the case of other
species ; besides, in herbivorous animals the
amount of ]iancreatic juice which we are enabled
to collect is much larger than in the carnivora

;

the latter usually make a single meal in the
twenty-four hours, while the fomier are constantly

occnpicd in feeding during the whole day. In
dogs, for example, it is only at intervals that we
««n secure this fltiid, immediately after the
nnimars daily repast.

" Tlie pancreatic juice which I have just drawn
from the duct of this rabbit is limpid, viscous,
colourless, flowing, as youobsene, in large drops;
it has no particular odour, and its ta.ste is slightly
ialine ; ou being tested in the nnii^ manner it

gives a strong alkaline reaction. The api'lieation

of heat and the addition of acids quickly produce

coagulation ; on holding the tube which contains

it over the flame of a spirit-lamp for a few second.s,

it coalesces into a solid mass ; and on pouring a

few drops of nitric acid into another portion of

the same fluid, a similar result will equally be

obtained. The pancreatic secretion, therefore,

presents, as you perceive, all the characteristics

of an albuminous fluid, and the presence of

albumen is probably the cause of its peculiar

viscosity.

"(M. Bernard repeats these various experi-

ments before the class) : he then proceeds to

say :

—

" In making experiments on the pancreatic

body, it is necessary to keep in mind a remark
which equally applies to similar operations on

other glands. While the organ is in a period of

rest, the ducts remain filled with the produce of

its secretion, and viscous liquids, flowing as they

do with greater difliculty, are more liable than

others to remain stationary, when the vis a krgo

has ceased to act, the functions of the gland being

momentarily suspended. If, therefore, you com-

press the duct, you will cause the fluid therein

contained to escape by the tube attached to it,

without any secretory act having taken place. 1 n

this manner the physiologist may be frequently

led into egregious errors, if proper care has not

been taken to empty the ducts before commencing
an experiment. Suppose, for instance, that it is

desired to know whether the section of certain

nerves leading to the gland brings about the

immediate cessation of its activity, or whether
galvanic excitation applied to a given branch
renews the physiological act ; the mere fact of the

ducts being full might entirely mislead the

observer ; the galvanisation of the nerve, or an
accidental pressure exerted on the gland, may
cause a small quantity of liquid to escape from
the tube, which woulil probably be attributed to

fresh secretion, although it would in this case be

simjily that which remained in the duct before

the commencement of the ojieration.

" In his experiments on the pancreatic juice,

De Graaf usually found its action acid ; but the

method employed by this observer being, as I

stated before, vei-y imperfect, the liquid which he
obtained probably did not enjoy its normal pro-

perties. It is strange, however, that Tiedemann
and Gmelin, who obtained it by the same experi-

mental process as myself, should also have found
it acid in the majority of cases

;
you see that we

have had a decided alkaline reaction in testing the

fluid taken from the animal now placed before you,

nor have I ever found it acid in any of my experi-

ments. It is difficult to account for the error com-
mitted by these eminent jihysiologisls, which,
in my ojiinion, must have been the result of

accident.

"It is interesting to ascertain, with respect to

the pancreatic secretion, what are the substances

which make their appearance in this fluid after

being injected into the veins, and what, on the

contrary, the bodies which do not appear capable
of passing into the secretion. As a general rule,

all the substances which pass off by the pancreas

are likewise eliminated by the salivan' glands,

while those which are not accepted by the former
apparatus are equally rejected by the latter ; thu.s,

chlorate of potash, iodine, and its various com-
pounds, pass off equally by both of them, while

the prussiate of iron, which, when injected into

the torrent of the circulation, escapes from the

system by the kidneys, does not make its appear-

ance either in the saliva or in the pancreatic juice.

But although in this respect the salivary and
pancreatic secretions re.'-emble each other, they
differ widely in many important points. The
production of saliva takes place by intermission.?,

so to speak ; it flows when the jaws are set in

motion, and ceases as soon as the act of mastica-

tion is ended ; the pancreatic secretion, on the
contrary, flows without interruption during the

continuance of the digestive process. Another
Seculiarity connected with this secretion, which
oes not occur in the case of the salivary gland, is

the alteration which takes place in its properties

while it is being produced. During the first stage

of digestion it is a distinctly viscous and adhesive
fluid, but as the process advances its character
changes ; it becomes waterj', and at the same
time more abundant, while its coagulability be-

comes proportionatsly diminished. This singular

phenomenon is invanably observed, and the same

fact has been noticed with reference to various

other secretions ; such, for example, is the case

with the masnniary glands ; the first drops of

milk drawn by the child contain a much larger

j>roportion of solid constituents than the succeed-

ing portions of the lacteal secretion, though
the abimdance of the fluid produced sensibly

increases.

"The pancreas being endowed with very great

sensibility, the selection of animals for the

purpose of collecting the produce of this gland is

not a matter of indifference : the subjects of such
experiments should be taken from that class which
exhibits the greatest endurance under jiain, and
supports operations of this nature with the least

inconvenience. A shepherd's dog, in other words,

is preferable to a pointer, setter, greyhound, or

any of those which belong to the more delicate

breeds ; the operation in the case of these latter

animals disturbs the system to such an extent,

that the digestive process is suddenly arrested,

and, as a consequence, the secretion of jiancreatio

juice stops also ; or, if it should continue, it is no
longer the normal fluid, the properties of which
have just been described. When, ou the contrary,

the operation has ^t-'en performed on a more
vigorous animal, we find that as long as the

stomach remains empty, no secretion whatever
takes place ; the pancreas is in a state of absolute

rest ; but no sooner does digestion commence,
than the liquid begins to flow iu drops from the

extremity of the tube inserted into the pancreatic

duct ; in the first instance it is thick and viscid,

but as the process continues, it increases in

quantity, and becomes of an aqueous dcscri)ition.

"We shall now re]icat the experiment before

you, gentlemen, and you will bo enabled to

ascertain for yourselves all the various facts to

w hich we have just drawn your atteution. The
animal which is about to undergo the operation
has just i>artuken of food.

" (A large shepherd's dog being now brought
into the amphitheatre, M. Bernard ]icrfonncd the

operation according to the method picviou.sly

described. The duodenum and pancreas being

simultaneously drawn out through the wound, the

latter organ was found to be unusually red and
vascular ; a proof that the activity of the gland

coincides with the digestive process. The duct
having been singled out with great precaution, it

was opened with a pair of fine .scissors ; a large

silver tube was inserted at once, and fixed by
means of a ligature ; the abdominal walls were
then carefully brought together by means of a

suture, and, in order to collect the fluid secreted,

a small resei-voir of india-rubber was fastened to

the extremity of the tube : at this moment
several drops of pancreatic juice escaped from its

orifice.)

"We shall examine, gentlemen, the liquid

obtained from this animal at our next meeting
;

and a large amount of pancreatic juice being thus

idaced at our dispo.sa!, it will bo ea.sy for us to

demonstrate its principal properties."

We find in the 'Medical Times and Gazette' a

comtinuation of Dr Conolly's liccolledions of

the Varictic of Insanity. We extract certain por-

tions of the paper, both for the excellent advice

it offer.s, and its singular recitals of disturbed
states of mind among lunatics :

"The oflicers residing in Asylums for the Insane
soon learn that they live surrounded by a very
observant crowd ; and that their manner, their

ajipearance, their attentive or their indifferent

habits when they visit the wards, and even their

dre.ss, are all critically noticed by the jiatients.

It is important not to forget tlii.s, which even the

Medical officers may sometimes do. Other visitors

often give great offence without intending to do so,

exhibiting mere curiosity, or the same kind of

sur]]rise and fear that they would feel among
wild animals, and passing by the patients without

regard to fhe words addressed to thi'in. Even
members of committees sometimes greatly err

;

ojiening and shutting the doors noisily, and
regarding everybody and everything with the air

of masters ; unconscious of the unfavourable feel-

ings they excite. Deriving a peculiar iileasuro

from conversing with the patients at IlanwoU,

whose real feelings it was so much my interest to

understand on assuming the task of regulating

the lives of so many of them, I became so fully

acquainted with these among other peculiarities in

such communities as to be impressed with tli«
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necessity of being as i>rccisely attentive to the

demeanonr expected by them as if I resided in a

conrt. The subject is significant enough to mei'it

the attention of all who live among the insane,

and who wish to possess habitual influence over

them. To all in such a position the dtrty of the

wards is the most serious duty of the day, and

should be preceded by no ordinaiy business, nor

by any business productive of excitement, or anx-

iety, or in-itation, or, if possible, of sorrow. The
impress of these aHiiirs will be detected in* the

physiognomy of the watchful men and women in

the galleries, waiting for the morning salutation,

and for daily directions, various and minute, but

all of importance to the inhabitants of an asylum,

and influencing their lives from day to day.
" E.xperience will teach an intelligentotficer all

this, and much moie, if he is duly impreissed

with the l-cal object as well as the probable effects

of his intercourse with the patients. A kind of

militarj- inspection, and too precise an attention

to minutise which merely jilcase the eye of visitors,

and do not enhii^e the comfort of the troubled

inmates, is in such a situation quite out of i>lace.

Whatever concerns the bodily and mental health

should solely occup)' the attention. The cleanli-

ness, the clothing, the ventilation,' the food, and
all dii-ect and indirect means of tranquillising the

feelings, and composing and regulating the mind,

are all subservient to both indications. While
ever mindful of these things, an even and unex-

citing manner is so valuable, that, if notinatu-

rally posses.'ied, it is liighly worth cultivating.

Sternness, severity, and the old boasted method
of governing lunatics by the eye, do not belong

to the system of modern days- They were the

characteristics of ignorant sui)eriutendents and
Tain phy.sicians in a more careless age

;
yetxalm-

ness of deportment should lie at all times main-
tained, as remote from mirth, and joking, and
ridicule, as from coldness and nukindness. It is

among the peculiarities of the insane to construe

eccentricities in sane persons into proofs of a

malady akin to their own ; and earo should be

taken that neither the dress nor the behaviour of

those passing through tho wards give suppoit to

ithis reading. All my observations in this part of

i^tiiesc papers refer chiefly to large asylums ; and
•the minute attentions to dress and appearance are

at least as important among pauper lunatics as

among those of higher rank. It may even be said

that they are more important, the commoner
class of people, sane or insane, being most |apt to

draw unfavourable conclusions fi'om the eccentric

costume of those in a higher rank of life than
themselves. The Medical officers are often eip

ceedingly embarrassed by the thoughtlessness of

holiday visitors, who come down to see one of the
wonderful things of the day, with no more serious

thought than that the details of their morning
may amuse those who take no deeper interest in

such a spectacle than they do. Many visitors

simply regard it as merely a, disagreeable exhibi-

tion which they think ought to be seen once in a

man's life. Verj' amialjle ladies often accompany
visitors of this sort, and regard the patients with
blank astonishment, 'until alarmed by some ap-

pearance of indignation in those they gaze upon
with eye-glasses as they would on the details of a

floiB'er-show. There are also leanicd visitors, from
various countries, -ndio come to teach rather than
to learn ; and who direct a long metaphysical dis-

course to the Medical officer, not employing the
observation which should precede all such specu-

lations, and could alone give them value. No-
thing of this kind escapes the observation of the
patients ; they resent mere curiosity, deride affec-

tation, and simply look upon philosophical de-

claimers as strange people, whom: their friendly

doctor is quietly conducting to appropriate wards.
But all these things counteract the good effect of

the morning visit. It is even more important to

remember that patients are singularly skilful in

discriminating between true and feigned sym-
pathy ; between the tone and manner which ex-

presses sincere interest respecting them, and that
which only reveals to them a simulated benevo-
lence, provocative of their disdain.
"In all intercoursewith insane persons; fidelity,

sincerity, and truth are indispensable. In this
department of Medicine, con.sequently, the range
of mere quackery is happily limited ; the course
of the malady is too poweriul for the display of
deceptions promises. The physical causes may
be obscure enough to give scope to audacious'
assertions

; but the events of the malady foUow

too quickly, and are too intelligible, to give
countenance to long-continued attempts to
deceive the relatives of patients with fallacious

hopes. It is in the daily intercourse with the
insane themselves that truth is especially to be
recommended. Friends and relations are too
much disposed to think that in such intercourse

a large extent of deoeption is unavoidaWe, and
that every .species of falsehood is allo'wahle.

They deceive" themselves alone. False explana-

tions' are given ' to tho patients, false names - of

persons and places invented, and the cleverness:

with which this is supposed to be done is very
complacently Teflected upon; but the paitient,

the object of this dissimulation, usually suspects

from the first that he is played upon and mocked,
and generally discovers it after a little while

;

fVom'which time all hold npon his confidence is

lost. It is quite practicable to treat the patient

with candoiir, and yet to evade imjirudent com-
munications. Hope may be kept alive without
the aid of deception ; and the patient may be

made to lomprehend the. desirableness of tempo-
rary retreat from social excitements without
l>eing humiliated with any stronger definition of

his existing mental incapacity. : If a patient is

assured that what is- said to him is true, he -will

seldom take offence on being told that there are

subjects on which it is thought best, for a time,

to say nothing at all. In general, the best rule

to beobserved in discoursing with the insane is

to accost them, listen to them, and' reply to

them, as if they wore perfectly in their senses,

so as not to excite in their minds : any suspicion

that they are degraded, or even to confirm their

own suspicions, generally existing, although often

concealed, ' that they are not quite in their
' reasonable mind. Tliis rule, also, is applicable

not'only to patients of education : and station,

but to the poorest. The malady which has con-

fused their thoughts has" very often quickened
their perceptions, and made them uncommonly
sensitive as to the manner in which they are

addressed.

"In the course of the physician's daily walk
through his wards, he is appealed to by those

who are discontented, and whom often a ftsw

woidg will soothe ; by those who are angry, and
"who should be calmed, if possible, before he
leaves them ; and by many who have petitions

of various kinds to prefer to him. Some of

their demands cannot possibly be granted, but
this may be so stated as not to give offence ; the

greater part are of things trifling in themselves,

yet very impoitant in the monotonous wards,

and these should generally be granted, and com-
plied with immediately, or with as little delay

as possible. These requests are, indeed, usually,

for an interview with their relatives; for- some
change of diet or in dress ; for books, for news-
paper.?, for writing materials; all of which are

really so many little, aids to amendment, and,

judiciously granted, strengthen the bonds of

confidence betwixt tho patients and the doctor.

Remands for immediate liberation are more
common among patients of a higher rank ;

and even these may be evaded without great

difficulty.

" A great number of insane persons hare an
almost insatiable desire to write letters. They
begin at the top of large sheets of paper, and
cross and recross the lines, as if never satisfied

that they have sufficiently explained themselves.

The outside of their letters generally corresponds

with the oddity of the interior, so that a lunatic's

letter is u-sually recognised at once. Some
patients write the same- letter again and again;

alike intxpression and in subject, and this per-

haps every week. Others write a short .note,

commonly some peremptory order, every day,^*«nd

present it to the physician in silence, but with
an air of importance ; these decrees are often

addressed to the matron, or the steward, or the

cook, to be transmitted to them ft'ith his authority.

Letters to the Lord Chancellor are very frequent
;

other great personages, except the highest in the

land, being comparatively little regarded. These
productions of insane minds, although the ex-

pression of deranged thoughts, are not to be dis-

regarded by the physician who wishes to kno^w

tho feelings and desires of those severed by their

mental stkte from the busy world. The secret

impulses of patients may often be learned from
them ; the reuiains of reason are in many in-

stances best estimated by a consideration of their

contents ; and tho smvi'ving afiections, thateuder

recollections, the auKiety about children, and the
attachment to wives or husbands, will many times
be found wTitten with such simple eloquence,
that the perusal of a poor patisnt's letter will
much increase the interest felt in his welfare, and
even reanimate in the mind of the physician
himself the hope, which so often falters, that the
pjatient is not beyond recoveiy, and that his
restoration to those he ,stiU reiMmbers and loves
may yet be possible."

Again :

—

•" There were letter-writers-among the patients
at Hanwell, of superior attainmeiit-s, and whose
opportunities of mental coltivation had been more
extensive

; skilful mechanics, -whose thoughts
had received training in Mecbanies' Institutes,
and whose improvement liad been aided by the
publications of the Society for the • Diffusion of

Useful Knowledge. When the acthe minds of
such men became deranged, the confusion was
even more complete. One patient of this de-
scription was long an object of my observation.
On his admission, he lamented that he had not
been able to obtain an interview with Lord
Brougham, and complained of the infringemefit

of his liberty as a subject, by being followed in
the streets by the fKjlice-officers, with a thought-
taking instrument, of which the bluest advantages
were taken. This jiatient passed no considerable
portion of his time in inscribing his ideas in penoil
on the stone stairs, whole flights of which became
covered with writings that nobody took the pain.«

to decipher. But his moods were variable, and
his compositions on jwjier were sometimes sen-
tentious and even pomfion.s, sometimes curiously
incoherent, and sometimes excessively irate. One
morning he deposited with me the following
document, as if by doing so eTeryiBffiouIt social

problem was settled :

—

'

'
' The most powerful of all our decrees is to

know all we can Avith respect to our rights and
liberties as men. And all the most profound
desire of our most nocturnal decree, is the most
pc^-erful of all the rights of our ancestors. And
the way to obtain all the most powerful of our
aid, and all the most profound aid of those that
are most able, and capable to do those things.

The most Powerful of all onr wants are the all

wise decree'ers of our most important decision :

of all the lost importance of our most decided
importunate Proprietor, to refund aU that's

proper. Amen.'
"Without attempting to imravel the shreds

and fragments of thoughts in this writing, I pro-

ceed to give another composition of the same
author, prompted by an iraaginKry event calling

for mbre defimto (xpression ; it was addressed to

His Koyal Highness the Duke of Cambridge, per

Lord Brougham and Vaux :—
" ' I nrite to acquaint your R(^'al Highness of

the murder of the Duke of S by an instru-

ment of the fourth division of the Government
Electrical Telegraphs deseiibed in part in ' Cham-
bers's Edinburgh Journal' of September last. I

am prepared to attend a Coroner's Inquest when
the Eoyal Family may desire. I am a person
stolen, November, 1841, by the agents of the

St Paucras Poor-law Directors, formerly a I>ec-

turer on Chemistry and Machinery, and Hon.
Secretary to the —— Literary and Scientific Insti-

tution and Practical Knowledge Society. I have
been confined twelve mouths of the time in St

Luke's Hospital, Old street, by a conspiracy oi

gjj. :— ajij iiig Directors of the above
Asylum. ' B. L. J.'

"This patient's general behaviour was so com-
posed that but for the help afforded by his letters,

the variable states of his mind, end even his

]ie<uliar mental malady, would almost have
escaped observation ; but liis written compositions

afforded proof that even in a state of clironic

incoherence there arc accessions -and intermis-

sions of mental disturbance not uninteresting to

the student of mental peculiarities. The follow-

ing portions of one of his letters curiously illus-

trate incoherence in its highest degree :

—

" ' Hanwell Middle-sex Natural History Com-
pany Machine Station of Galvanic Magnetic

Electro Magnetic Electric V.P. of Herald's Col-

lege, City of London, Great Britain. To the

Right Honourable Miss President Lady of

the Evidence of the Precedents of the Queen
Regnant Rufus the ancestry of the female line of

the House of Gucljih. Agreeable to the wish <>l

Lord Brougham and friends of Stafibrdshirc 1
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have allowed my body and property to resolve

under Mesmerism into the desired positions the

'wisdom of the late Duke of Sussex, and Privy

Council friends Freemasons and Odd Fellows.

The establishing of a House of Lords and Queen
lUigqant Kufus and Consort Duke Stuart prece-

dents will be due under the Duke of Richmond
Prime Minister. I have the honour to hand the

titleiof Ardi Bishop of Surrey as your lordahip!s

duty Deputy Cliancellor of Exchequer of ances-

tries Jlinistries of the Patrol with Erard and
ftieaads respects.'

" Such a siugular mixture of ideas, poUtioJ,

scientific, and archieological, with the closing infu-

sion of some musical recollections, would scarcely

be worth referring to, but for the opportunity

afforded in this case of impressing on the minds
of young Medical Officers of Asylums the useful

truth, that even patients thus occupied and bewil-

dered are observant of the manner of those who
address them ; and that as they are conciliated

by kindness, they may be exa.speratcd by any
appearance of slight or neglect : for this tranquil

djreamer, who was fond of music, fancying he was
mocked by the humane and excellent Steward of

the Asylum, who liad unfortunately forgotten

some promises of procuring certain musical pub-
lications, was routed for a time from mer« chronic

iucoherenco into mania, under wliicli the cha-

racter of his epistolary correspondence imderwent a

remarkable cuauge ; his ideas becoming very dis-

tinct, and his auger very extreme. A portion of

one letter written in this temporary frenzy is not

unworthy of perusal. The letter was addressed

to myself, as the general referee at that time in

cases of dissatisfaction.

"'Dear Sir,—Mr —— is an eminent rascal.

He is a compound of rogue, fool, and coward,

instinct with malignity. Some time since, I

wKto a letter to you respecting some.music wliich

this scoundrel liad received orders from tlie Com-
mittee to procure for us, whicli, out of spite to

me, ha had neglected to do, ever protesting that

he would get it to-jnorrow, and ever violating his

promise, which he never intended to keep. I

wish to coD<rontthi« knavebeforethe Committee,
for the purpose of denouuciug his small rogueries,

exhibiting iiim to them in all his glory of malig-

nity and petty larceny. Ho is a Methodist, a

ro^uc, a fool, and a conard. Stupid dastard vil-

lainy is as essential a part of Wesleyau Mcthod-
itatf as is murder' of Thuggee. May he be

d

—

—d. above the earth, may he be d d be-

n^th the earth,' &c., &c.
"Two things «re, at least, worthy of note in

this letter. The exetteraeut of anger seems to

have corrected the writer's ordinary incoherence
;

and the anger, occasioned by the apparent neglect

of a prumidt; made to hiiu, is .so exceti&ive that he
almost exhausts the language of vituperation
under its influence. The first is a fact that may
be studied with some advantage ; and the second
is one that an officer of an a.sylum cannot forget
without detriment to the tranquillity of those
under his chai'gc, and a considerable loss of his
power to do good to them."

Dr Robert Lee contributes to the same journal

Uis Reports on Clinical Midwi/ety. We extract

some cases :

" CwK 6^4.—At six p.m. on January 10, 1853,
I was requested to see Mrs M——, who was in

the eighth month of her fourth or fifth pregnancy.
She had recently been sulferiug severely from
catarrh, caught l)y cxp')sure to cold during a long
railwiay journey. The pulse was rapid and, feeble

;

she looked jiale and exuaustcd, and complained of

creat faintnnss. The upper part of the abdomen
Lad suddenly become large, liard, and tender ; her
.situation, she said, was different from what it liad

been in any former pregnancy, and expressed her
conviction that she was dying. The pains of

labour had not commenced, and there was no dis-

charge of blood from the utenis, and the orifice

was not o]>eu. Some warm wine-and-water was

fjven, but this was soon rejected by vomiting.
n a little while .she felt better, and fell asleep. I

zvmained in the house and saw her from time to

time, fearing that internal uterine haemorrhage
had taken place. At lialf-p,ist nine p.m., on
making an internal examination, the o« uteri was
felt high up and closed, and I did not see how any
interference could bo beneficial. In half an hour
she complained of pain, and said the liauor amnii
was escaping. I examined, and the finger was

tinged with.blood. The membranes were immedi-
ately ruptured with the finger, and a great quantity
of water escaped. Labour pains soon followed,

and at eleven o'clock a dead child was expelled.

The binder had been firmly applied as soon as the
pains commenced. The placenta immediately
followed the child, and a great coagulum of dark-
coloured blood, and a largo quantity in a fluid

state. Pressure, stimulants, and cold were em-
ployeil vigorously ; the uterus contracted, and the
flooding ceased. But symptoms of fatal sinking

were soon observed, and shediedat two o'clock in

the morning.
" Case 645.—On January 12; 1853, at two a.m.,

the late Mr James Hunter, of Islington, requested

me to see Mrs B , who liad been upwards of

thirty hours in labour. She was the mother of a

large family, and all her previous labours had
been natural. The vagina and posterior lip of the

OS uteri were very greatly swollen, and in a

peculiar oedematous manner. The head had
not descended into the cavity of the pelvis. We
waited six hours, btrt there was no progress, and
there being much sickness and vomiting, with
exhaustion, a nd no hope of the head passing, we
resolved to have recourse to the jierforator and
crotchet. Great and long-continued efforts

were required to draw the head into the cavity of

the pelvis. The cause of the obstruction was not
ascertained until four years after. The patient

recovered in the most favourable manner.
'

' Case 646.—Mrs B , December, 1857: Since

her confinement, on January 12, 1853, in the

manner now related, she has been regular at the

monthly periods until three or four months ago.

Since then nothing has appeared. There is now
a great enlargement of the abdomen, which does

not arise from the gravid uterus. The os uteri

is- felt close to the symphysis pubis, and a large

hard mass behind the uterus. The abdomen is

much larger than it ought to be at the end of the

fourth month of pregnancy. She is not certain

if she felt any enlargement of the abdomen before

the disap]>earance of the catamenia. The erdarge-

ment has increased rapidly during the last three

months. There is frequent desire to pass the

urine, and the bowels do not retain their contents

in the usual way. No swelling of the feet. On
January 10 the movements of the child were felt,

and she complained that there was something
unnatural about the abdomen. On Monday,
March 22, 1858, when about six months preg-

nant, labour came on spontaneously, the mem-
branes having burst on the Friday before. Dr
Allen examined and could feel no part of the
child. I was desired to go and see the patient.

I felt the whole hollow of the sacrum filled up
with a large soft irregular ma-s.', apparently con-

nected with the posterior part of trie body and
neck of the uterus. The os wa^higb up. With
difficulty 1 reached the os, and felt the funis

without pulsation. My whole hand was then in-

troduced into tho' vagina, and my fingers came in

contact with a foot, which 1 seized with great

difficulty, and drew down, and had secured with
a tape. By slow firm traction, the breech and
other lower extremity were brought down. Great
difficulty was experienced in extracting the head
after the trunk. I got my finger into the mouth,
but it would not come down. Dr Allen then
passed np his right hand, and got his fingers

round the back part of tho neck, and by pressing
up the tumour with the left index -linger, and at

the same time drawing down the trunk, the os

was brought into the axis of the brim, and the
head gradually escaped.

" C'(«« 647.— Mi-s B -, being again in tho
fifth or sixth mouth of pregnancy, with Dr Allen
I perforated the membranes in the afternoon,
with the stiletted catheter, (about three o'clock,)

and the liquor amnii immediately began to

escape, but pain did not follow, 'notwithstanding
she had taken a large quantity of ergot of rye
previous to the operation ; but during the
evening,' says Dr jUlen, who had the care of the
patient, ' this gradually crept on, and tho fnetus

was expelled at 5.15 on the morning of the 14th,

after seveml hours of severe .sullering. On this

occasion the head presented, and having the
same condition of parts to contend with, I got the
right index-finger into the os, at the same time
usinw pressure on the tumour, as in tho former
case. .She is now in tho enjoyment of good
health."

" Case 649.—Mrs S , aged 44, February
16,1853. Has had sixteen children. In the last

confinement was attended by Mr , and the
forceps was applied when the laboiu' had not con-
tinued more than seven hours, and the pains con-
tinued regular. The eye of the child was injured.

The perineum has been torn down to the rectum,
but the rectum is not injured. Its contents are,

however, sometimes involuntarily expelled, which
causes great inconvenience and distress. This
patient reported that the Practitioner by whom
she had been attended on this occasion in the
country always carried the forceps with him. All
her previous confinements had been natural.

" (7nse 660.—On April 4, 1853, Mr PhilUps re-

quested me to see a case of profuse uterine

haemorrhage from complete placental presenta-

tion. The OS uteri was so rigid that he could not
succeed in passing the hand into the uterus to

turn the child, though he employed caution, and
for a considerable period all the force that he con-

sidered justifiable. Tlie haemorrhage continuing
profusely, and there being great faintuess, he re-

quested me to attempt to deliver. 1 passed the
whole hand readily into the vagina, and then the
fore and middle fingers through the os uteri be-
tween the placenta and utenis, pushed aside the
head, came in contact with an upper extremity,

pushed this aside also, and then got hold of a
lower extremity, and in a very short time ex-

tracted the child alive. Mr Phillips expressed
great astonishment on the occasion, not having
heard before, or remembered, that the operation

had often, under similar circumstances, been per-

formed by tho same means. The result of the
case was most satisfactory in all respects. What
would the result have been had the placenta been
torn away, and tho child left to take care of -.

itself!"

" Case 652.— Some time after this, I was called

to see a poor woman, who lived several miles from
Loudon, who had distortion of the pelvis, and in

whom, during labour, the head had been separated
from the trunk, and left within the uterus. The
midwifery forceps had I»en employed, and all

other means that could be thought of, to extract

the head, but without success. When I saw the

patient, the greater part of the day had been
spent by different practitioners in fruitless at-

tempts to deliver the head, and tlio jimtient was
greatly exhausted. 1 introduced my left hand
with difficulty, completely within the uterus,

which was contracted, and got my fingers round
the head, so as to fix it in some degree. I then
introduced the crotchet, and getting tho point

over the fore part of the cranium, exerted all the

force that was in my power to tear up tho bones
freely, and allow the brain to escape. With the

hand and the crotchet, the head—after great

efforts, continued until my strength was almost

completely exhausted— was brought out of the
uterus and pelvis. The patient recovered, and
about twelve months afterwards I saw her, with
the vagina completely closed up, in consequence
of sloughing, and I have never since heard any-
thing of the case.

"Case 663. -On July 19, 1853, the late Dr
Yell called me to see a case of inverted uterus, in
Orange street, Leicester square. I was informed
that it was the first child, that the labour was
protracted, and that the cord had surrounded the
neck, and was very short. The placenta imme-
diately followed the child, and soon after a great
flooding took place. Whether the midwife who
had attended the patient had made strong trac-

tion on the cord was not ascertained. "The at-

tempts to reinvert the uterus which were made
were unsuccessful. This patient was alive some
years after the accident.

"

" Case 655.—On July 22, 1853, I was called to
Mrs B , who had been delivered two hours
before of a living child by a midwife who had
long been in practice. Immediately after the birtt
of tlie child, an immense rush of blood took place.

The placenta was soon removed. I found the

])atient in a state of in.sensibility, the jaws
clenched, and the power of swallowing entirely

lost. A tablespoouful of brandy only had been
given. There was a binder, but loosely applied.

The patient had been suffering from (Ustressing

symptoms about the chest, especially difficulty of

breathing, and sense of fulness amounting to

sufl'ocation some time before her confinement, but
the pulse was so feeble that it was not considered

proper to take blood from tho arm or to apply
leeches.

(Continued at page 244)
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WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 10, 1860.

THE INTRODUCTORIBS.
Our Medical firmament has been particu-

larly resplendent during the past week. As-

tronomers tell us that in the month of

November there is a periodical shower of

falling stars, which give a peculiar interest

to that period of the year : so, in the month

of October, we Doctors are delighted with

a similar phenomenon, and eagerly watch

the display of an unusual number of rising

meteors that shoot and coruscate in our scien-

tific empyrean. Let us see if we cannot

bring a Rosse's telescope to bear upon these

thining lights, with the purpose of estimating

their altitude,—or perhaps their density. Each

of them revolves around a common centre

—

Truth ; some of them describing a tremendous

parabola, and travelling, comet-like, with an

eccentric gyration far away into the regions of

undistinguishable darkness ; others observing,

with becoming gravity, a respectable con-

formity to well-understood laws,—some near

to the sun, others far on the outer verge of

his orbital attraction—a few very brilliant, but

obviously barren : and, on the other handi

there be some that shine with a temperate,

modest light, but exhibit, nevertheless, ample

evidence of fertility and culture. Let us not

run our simile to death, but come at once to

the subject of our article.

Our readers have, no doubt, perused the

Introductories, and formed their own opinion

upon their several merits. As opinions differ,

however, there can be no harm in our

adverting to a few of their salient points.

We may remark that three or four of these

addresses are characterised by great ability, as

displayed either in the thought or the compo-

sition : we may instance particularly those by Mr
Grainger, MrSavory, DrWilks, and Dr Barnes.

On the whole, perhaps, Mr Grainger's is most

remarkable for its boldness of view, aptness

of statement and illustration, and philosophic

tone. This gentleman has spoken his last

word on topics that have had the considera-

tion of his entire thinking life, and the

solemnity with which he announced his

doctrines evinces the strength of his con-

victions. The substance of Mr Grainger's

address might be summed up in these three

words : What is life? How does Mr Grainger

answer this question ? He says :

"I must beg you plainly to understand that

what I am about to submit to your judgment has

reference solely to the phenomena of the mere
organic and animal life, to the actions of the body
alone—to that life which man shares in common
with a cabbage and a worm ;

that it has no rela-

tion whatever to the conscious existence, and still

less to the spiritual— to the soul—which, as we
are taught by the word of God, and only in a less

degree by the researches of all science rightly

interpreted, is an entity perfect iu itself, and dis-

tinct from that earthly tabernacle in which it is

now imprisoned ; that, in fine, the body is formed

out of the ground, into which the Lord God
breathed the breath of life, when man became a

living soul. With this all-essential restriction, I

conceive it may be assumed, in strict keeping

with inductive philosophy, that as the living body
is admittedly composed of the common elements

of matter ; that as those elements are in most
organic substances known to be combined in strict

accordance with the laws of chemical affinity
;

that as, in a multitude of instances, to which the

exact science of the present day is continually

adding, it is recognised by all that the actions of

the living body are either chemical or physical in

their character, so in reality is proved the opera-

tion of physical forces, and that all the so-called

vital actions are as essentially dependent upon
these same forces."

We cannot discover from this statement, ifthe

Lecturer's words be accepted literally, thathehas

started any novelty in doctrine. It is true that

he is not very precise in his terms : he appears

to make a distinction between a conscious and

a spiritual existence, as if the soul or spiritual

existence were something different from the

entity which ministers to consciousness—a dis-

tinction which, though expressed in a form of

words, we do not believe he intended in idea
;

but he admits that life is not a property, of

primitive matter, by accepting and enunciating

the doctrine that God breathed tlic breath of

life into the body of man when He formed him

out of the ground. Now, if the forces produ-

cing life were inherent in matter, there would

have been no necessity for such an inspiration

of a new force by the Divine Creator. Then,

up to this point, we say again that Mr Grainger

merely reaffirms old doctrines.
'

But, as he continues, he seems to us to get

entangled in an illogical maze, owing, appa-

rently, to a desire to connect the affirmations

of revealed religion with the modern doctrine

of the correlation of forces. His last sentence,

as quoted in the Medical Circular,

crystallises his thought. He says: "From

these and similar considerations, he was satis-

fied they might rightly conclude, that save

and except the sentient and truly living soul,

every part and organ of the human body was

formed of the common elements of matter,

oombined hypttre physical and chemical forces,

and acting exclusively in obedience to these

forces."' He denies, in another place, that

there is anything "special" in these forces.

Tlien, if there be not, how comes it that it was

necessary for the Divine Maker to breathe

the breath of life—or, in other words, to infuse

a new principle—into the body of man, which

he formed out of the " common elements of

matter?" It would seem from the context,

however, that Mr Grainger does not believe

that God breathed the breath of organic life,

but simply the spirit, into the body of man,

which spirit has no connection whatever with

the organic life. This confusion has arisen

from Mr Grainger having used the word

" life " in two senses—the one its understood

scriptural sense, and the other its physiological

sense, as taught by himself and the school of

thinkers to which he belongs.

Mr Grainger's doctrine, then, is that all the

actions and functions of the living body are

consequences of certain properties of matter,

developed into activity by the relations and

conditions of organisation. He repudiates, in

•hort, any vital principle, as independent of

the inherent properties of matter. He re-

cognises two existences alone—matter and

spirit. These views are not new, and the first

has in recent times been stated in a variety

of turns of lariguage by several theorists.

It is obvious that the spirit has nothing to do

with vitality according to Mr Grainger'g

theory ; for although he rounds off a series of

fine sentences in acknowledgment of the

existence of an immaterial essence, yet it

seems to us to look very much like a super-

fluity in his philosophical scheme. If matter

organised in a specific way develops certain

properties which bestow upon it all the

characters of vitality, it is obvious that the

spirit of man is unessential to life. We should*

like to know how Mr Grainger would expbun

the phenomena of sensation and thought?

Mr Grainger disposes of John Hunter'*

vital-principle doctrine with easy sufficiency

;

yet, after all, his own teachings are not satis-

fying. We might be prepared to admit that

matter has other properties than those ex-

hibited in its inorganic state, and that it i»

possible that there may be other combinations

of matter than those with which we are

familiar, evincing qualities of which we can

have no conception ; and yet we might not be

willing to admit the non-necessity of an ever-

present and acting sustaining power, without

the aid of which the peculiar phenomeii*

called life could not be manifested. The point

is this : Is ordinary matter endowed with

latent qualities which, under certain conditions

of organisation, become developed into actlrity

and produce the phenomena of life ; or was

there superadded to matter, at the first creation

of its organised types, certain forces which

enabled it to manifest certain activities ? In

either case the phenomena of life would be

due to the properties of matter ; but the first

position pre-supposes that oxygon, hydrogen,

nitrogen, and carbon possess essentially cer-

tain latent and inseparable properties which,

by a fortuitous combination of their atoms,

are brought into operation, and enable them

to constitute a man ; by the other, that certain
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new forces are impressed upon matter ade-

quate to the development of life in its various

types, which forces have been erroneonsly,

perhaps, called " vital forces," the real mean-

ing being that they are forces with which

matter is endowed, but peculiar to it in certain

conditions. It is not, therefore, admitted that

oxygen or any other gas possesses this desi-

derated force simply as an essential property

of matter ; and it is consequently denied that

it could ever endow Itself with such a force, or

that any combination of gases could create a

force which neither of them originally enjoyed.

The alfirmative of this doctrine was once called

materialism ; but philosophy has now become

liberal and euphemistic. We do not, there-

fore, stigmatise this notion as materialism, but

we say that it is only theory—a theory as old

as philosophy itself, and in support of which

Mr Grainger has not added any argument

of intrinsic importance. In some respects his

arguments are fallacious : for instance, when

he says that " Dr Richardson has shown that

the coagulation of the liquid fibrin was owing

to the loss of its ammonia," he obviously

commits an error of reasoning. Liquid fibrin

would no more coagulate than water would on

the liberation of ammonia, unless there was

Bome force operating to cause the coagulation.

The extrication of ammonia is not the efficient

^ause of the coagulation ; and we do not I'c-

member that Dr Richardson has ever asserted

that it is so.

Again, an ultra-spiritualist may allow that

the phenomenon of cell-growth is a property

of matter—a property independent of and in

addition to its ordinary properties, as ex-

hibited in a block of marble—and yet affirm

that this admi3>ion does not settle the question,

nor would a hundred more of a like nature.

All we can say is, that it is a property of

Kying organised matter to form celU ; but it

must be living to do so—therefore there is a

precedent cause of action, which is the

primum mobile. It might be eaaier to show

that an antecedent principle of vital! ty^-c all

it by what name wo may—is necessary to the

manifestation of these properties of uiatter>

than that these properties came to be deve-

loped by some fortuitous combination of its

atoms.

Dr Wilks's address dealt with subjects of a

more special clinical nature. He stated doc-

trines apparently paradoxical about the

existence of acute disease. He wished to

show that nearly all acute diseases were ori-

ginally chronic—that is to say, that there was

a pre-existent disturbance of the functions or

lesion of the structure of an organ in most

instances of acute outbreak. It is well that

the position should be boldly stated, as it will

tend to direct attention more closely to the

insiilious approaches of disease, as well as to

its more laiiting but less urgent conditions. It

is, however, a doctrine that must be limited in

its application by the use we nfake of the word

" acute." Like many other similar state-

ments, it is brilliant at the first glance, but

loses much of its importance as we penetrate

the exterior circle of phosphorence. It is a

doctrine, however, that would have been pro-

mulged only by so proficient a pathologist as

Dr Wilks.

Mr Savory expatiated eloquently on the

importance of industry to the student,

and cited numerous illustrations to show that

what is called "genius" among men meant,

generally, an extraordinary capacity for

labour. Mr Savory is right : no fool, indeed,

can become a genius by mere plodding, but

no mere clever man ever become a genius

without it. Nine parts in ten of genius, as

exhibited in its works, is industry.

The only other address on which we shall

comment is that of Dr Barnes. This was com-

posed in a style of sustained eloquence,

exhibiting the dignity of the Profession of

Medicine, and presenting many useful sugges-

tions for the guidance of the student. On the

whole, the orations are this year creditable to

the Professors, and will reward the reader who

has devoted an evening to their careful perusal.

These annual orations must be productive of

good, by maintaining an elevation of tone both

among teachers and pupils, and offering

questions both in philosophy and morals

which are apt to be lost sight of in the routine

of elementary study, and the exigencies of the

dissecting-room.

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

THE AUMY MEDICAL SCHOOL.

At length the grand desideratum of Military

Hygiene has been accomplished in the insti-

tution of the Army Medical School. Last week
Mr Sidney Herbert visited the Hospital at Fort

Pitt, and opened the School. He perambulated

the wards of the Hospital, and inspected all the

subsidiary arrangements, with which he declared

himself satisfied. In the course of some sen-

sible observations, he stated the gratifying fact,

that owing to the improvements that had
been introduced in the management and
sanitary discipline of the Army, the health

of the troops was higher than that of any
other Army in Europe. Major-General Eyre
also congratulated the Medical Officers on
their improved position ; so that a fresh

couleur de rose was thrown over the pro-

ceedings. Professor Longmore delivered the

Inaugural Address, and auspicated a bright

and useful career for the new Institution.

Everybody was ])leascd
; and, looking at the

importance of the occasion, they had every

right to be. The more Medicine is held in

consideration in the Army, the greater will be
the advantages both to officers and men.

The blunders and sufferings of the Crimea
were caused by a culpable and supercilious

|

neglect of the laws of Hygiene, and of the

expostulations of the Medical Staff. That

war taught the country a lesson, the fruits

of which we are now beginning to realise.

ARSENIC-EATING.

It appears that this figment of arsenic- eat-

ing is received with ready credence even by

some Professional men who are well acquainted

with the action of arsenic on the liuman

system. In the course of the examination

before the magistrates into the charge o£

poisoning Miss Adamson of Wakefield by

means of arsenic, Dr Waddington expressed

his belief that " it is a well-known fact that in

Basle, and all through the mountainous parts

of Switzerland, arsenic is taken by the moun-

taineers to sustain their health." This maybe
" a well-known fact," but it is the first time we

have heard that arsenic-eating is customary

among the Switz mountaineers. It is surpr

ing to us that throughout the numerous '

, , , , . ,
-etters

that have recently appeared m th

., . , , . -e public
journals on Alpme travel and tra*

jumg, not a
word should have been said abr . ^, . ,,

/Ut this alleged
practice. A few months a „ ^go, wo tound it

necessary to comment upo- - .,
•' '^ 4 a similar statement

made by M. Heisch _;.i ^ , ,•' with reference to the
Styrian peasants ; an ,. ^ j^p,^^.^^ ^ ^^^.^^^
to produce, in the

-^terestsof science, a single
confirmed arser ,«_„^i_„ „ c .,JC-eatcr—one of those men
who, he sai'j^ po„,j swallow twenty-three
grains of arsenic with impunity. We offered

* "*" jsome reward
; but the man has not been

^"'(hcoming. Now, as Dr Waddington has
announced in a Court of Law his belief in

a similar phenomenon, we hope that he will

feel it to be his duty to sustain his evidence by
the production of a Mount St Bernard Guide
who has been in the habit of eating arsenic, or
who will not object to swallow half-a-scruple

in the presence of the Judge of the Midland
Circuit or the President of the Medico- Chirnr-
gical Society. As arsenic-eating is said to

mvigorate the system, we venture to predict

that such a daring act performed in the face of
an admiring world will confer Hpon the man
the privilege of immortality—at least, in the
records of toxicological science. Shoidd Dr
Waddington not be able to afford the time to

go to Switzeriand, he may perhaps meet with
a suitable case for evidence among the inhabi-

tants of the little village of Whitbeck in Cum-
berland, who are reported to grow fat and
rubicund upon an arsenical water that flows

from the Blackcombe mountains. We refer

him to a paragraph in our column of news,
where he will find a full and particular account
of these wonderful villagers. It is fortunate

for science that a colony of arsenic-eaters has

been discovered in this country
; so that the

savatis of England will have an opportunity,

without going abroad, of expounding this

great mystery. Is there no physician at

Whitbeck to write about the virtues of this
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stceaiQ, and qlevate the viUage to the dignity
j

of a Spa? i

THE ' AKBAUE TUBABUT.'

We have hitely received a circular covered

with a multitude of double dots, and zig-zag
|

sod semicircular scratches, which, we are told,

leprcsents the Oordoo, and announces the pub-
j

Bofttion of a Mfedical Gazette in that language.

Bns 13 one of the most important signs of the

times, and proves to our mind that India is

undergoing a rapid and momentous change.

Whilst Editors of newspapers are discussing

in the interest of their rival parties the Condi-

tioa of India question, and deploring the igno-

rance of the people, and the hopelessness of our

afforts to introduce among them the elements

«f modern science, here comes a fly-leaf which

giTCs better testimony as to the state of liidia"

than all their elaborate disquisitions. The

Hindoo Native Doctors and Hakims are about

t^ be instructed in the science of Medicine as

taii^^t iu our European Schools ; and as the

Xditar«f the ' Indian Lancet,' who seems to be

the adveiij-nrous genius that has started this

joomal, has probably an eye to profit in the

undertaking, it" may be justly assumed that

there is already a reading public in Ilindostan

gufficicntly imbued wit\» the truths of European

gcience to make the speculation a feasible one.

^e cordially wish that this adventure may be

JBCcessful, and that the EditCf of the ' Akbare

Tu|>abat ' will be rewarded for \im public spirit

liy a large circulation.

ADirXTEKATIOK IN THE CITX.

The City of London has done itself honour

at authorising its Medical Officer of Health to

^jinyout tlip provisions of the Act, passed

^ringth^ last Session of Parliament, for the

jreveution of the adulteration of food. How
4|^s measure will work will now bo proved.

I^hatever goo<l can be obtained from it will

ijp doubt be secured under the able superin-

tendei>oe of Dr Letheby. There will be one

gractioal difficulty in the carrying out the

measure which will probably prevent its adop-

^W iu inany boroughs—viz., the eJtpense. It

jmpcars that the fees are placed so. lowr—vary-

ing from two shillings and sixpence to teji

riiilliiigs and sixpence—that they will not cover

the disbfirsqnfents Ip^cfurred by the necessary

analyses. The excess must thoreiore be, borne

by the Borough. In all Vestries and Town-

Councils the.rc is a considerably number of

jjersons ^hose presumed interest i)i is, ta binder

the oixjration of the Act, and who will thew-

&re bo glad of tlig, excuse which the expense

ofil'rs for opppslug its application. Neverthe-

tess, tlio passing of this Act is an important

*ep in the right direction ; and if its adoption

should be proyqd us.eful in the City,of London,
that cxamplj}^ niusfc hej foljpwed in all the

provincial.j>9ipughs. in process, of time this

enactmejit will be considered to.be one of the

most iinportwt jthat over recejyed the sanction

of the Legislature. The abominable and per-

nicious practice of adulteration will be effec-

tually suppressed, and the poor man, as well,

as the rich, will be provided with the first con-

dition of health—genuine and wholesome

aliment.

THE MELBOUIilSB HOSPITAi.

The movement for the extension of our

Hospital Staffs . which wo have been, for some

years, pressing forward in this country, has

been commenced in Melbourne, . by Dr
Mackenna. The Melbourne Hospital had,

in the year 1858, 200 bedsj. and two phy-

sicians, and: two surgeons oa the Staff. Dr

Mackenna considered that this number was

not sufficient ; and he found, moreover, that

the patients were badly- attended,—the mor-

tality among them- . being so high as fifteen

per cent. : he therefore urged for an increase

of the Medical Staff. During the year 1858,

anew wing was opaned, thereby increasing

the accommodation of the Hospital to 350

bedsj and, at t)ie same-time, the number ot

thei Staflf was doubledi Dr Mackenna was

still' dissatisfied^ and demanded that the

Medical Staff should ba increased to twelve.

Hence arose an angi-y controversy : jealousies

sprung up ; Dr Mackenna was vituperated,

and, at length, this gentleman—in self defence,

as he says—brought forward three distinct

charges of mal-treatment. These were sub-

mitted to< the investigation of the Committee,

who, ill their Report, exonerated the Staff,

whilst they condemned the system, thus

taking a pattern out of the Blue Books of the

mother-country. The following passages of

the Report deserve attention :

" With a view to increased efficiency in the

Mcdiv*l department, we have had under our con-
sideration the expediency of increasing the regu-

lar Staff of the Hospital, but upon the whole we
arc of opiuion that at present no such increase is

required. In order to relieve the great pressure of

business, arising from the out-iiatients, it appears
to us that it would be desirable rather to adopt a

THEI 800IAI« SCIESOE MEETING AT GLASGOW.

The Annual Meeting of the Members of,

the Association for the Promotion of Social

Science has been recently held at Glasgow.

With the exception of a grand oration de.

omnibus rebus by Lord Brougham, there was

little said or done at this meeting to fix public

.

attention. There is a risk that the efforts of

the Society wiii be dissipated among a countless

variety of topics, without benefiting in any

important degree any single department of

social exertion. If the Society have not

failed, it certainly has not succeeded. The

buNness done in the Sanitary Committee was <

very triviaL Dr Lankester made his usual

speech, with his usual ability, about foul wells,

and the Glasgow people promised to attend

to his suggestions ; and this was about all that

was done in this department. This was a

very lame embodiment of the state of modem

sanitary science.

THE SPIRIT
OF THE PERIODICALS.

suggestion thrown out by Dr Youl of establishing
Branch Dispensaries in different populous locali-

ties, to which one or more Surgeons or Physicians
might be appointed by the Hospital Committee.
By such an arrangement, the business of the cen-

tral establishment would he effectually relieved
;

the great bulk of those who now frequent the
Hospital as out-patients would, with much more
convenience to tliemselves and thoir families,

attend the local institutions ; whil>, . at tlie same
time, a system of domiciliary -visitation might be
instituted which would be of immense advantage
to the poorer classes, and tend, it is to be hoped,
to lessen materially the enormous mortality which
at present prevails among the infantile, branch of
our po])ulation : the opportunities, too, of accu-

mulating experience would be more generally
enjoyed by tha Medical Profession.

" We do not imagine there would be any diffi-

culty in settling the conditions on which these

auxiliaiy eatablishmeuts might be made depen-
dent on the parent institution, or any indispo-

.sition on the part of the Government to extend
the annual Hospital Grant, so as to bring it in

relation to the enlarged sphere of its operations.
" Another mode by wliicli the efficiency of the

Hospital might bo promoted, would be by the
cstal)lishnieut of a Convalescent Asylum. On
this question, however, we do not at present pro-

pose to enter at large ; only we desire to express

our lielief that the time is not distant when a dis-

tinct and tangible mode of carrying out tliis

object will be presented to the Governors."

(Continued from page 211.

)

" Case 656.—On August 24, 1853, I was called

to an alarming case of uterine lisemorrhage in the
Edgware road. An immense quantity of blood
had l>een rapidly lost, and the strength of the
patient was extremely depressed. The entire og

uteri was covered with the placenta. 1 ex-

perienced little difficulty in passing the hand into

the uterus, turning the child, and removing the

placenta ; but the hemorrhage continued undi-

minished after the placenta had been removed,
and she soon died. In this case, perhaps, the

result would hare been different if the delivery

had been sooner completed
;
yet there was little

time lost."

"Ci««658.—OnOctoberlS, 1863, at 12.30, Iwas
requested to see a lady residing at West row North,

wlio was in the 74 month of her first pregnancy,

and who had been seized with convulsions without

any premonitory symptoms. She was insensible.

Tlie OS uteri a little dilated ; face presenting
;

raembraues not ruptured. Ten ounces of blood

had been drawn from the arm, leeches to the

temples, and a turpentine enema given. At 3 p.m.

slie had had one attack ; labour progressing. At 6
p.m. went and found the child born dead by the
natural efforts. Placenta retained half an hour ;

came away after pressure and gentle traction.

About two lioms before, Mr had given two
drachms of chloroform. Three or four fits fol-

lowed delivery, but her consciousness gradually

returned.
" Case 659.—Mrs B , aged 36, Novem-

ber 29, 1853. Has had seven children. At
the last couiiuemeut, three years ago, Mr
Jay found a |smaU tumour in the pelvis, behind
the uterus, which rendered the labour very
protracted. Slie recovered favourably. Har
eighth labour commenced yesterday. The mem-
branes ruptured two days ago ; Mr Jay has been
in attendance since nine last night ; no progreas

during the last eight hours ; \-iolent paiu and
constant straining ; the progress of the head is

impeded by a soft irregular mass behind the

uterus, which is pressed down during each pain

by the head ; the head is squeezed between tliis

and the front of the pelvis ; ears not felt ; impos-

sible to apply the short forceps ; there appeared

to be danger of rupture of the uterus, and mischief

from pressure ; we resolved to open and extract

the head, which I immediately did, and the

recoverv was favourable.
" Ciise 660.—Mrs B . March 15, 1855. La-

bour at the full period commenced yesterday, and
has continued all night ; the head cannot pass the

tumour in the back part of the pelvis ; I opened
and extracted the head without much difficulty.

At the "i month Mr Jay and I mot iu consulta-

tion, to consider whether or not premature labour
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should 'be induced ; we thought tlie tumour had

not increased since 1853, and that, if the child

were small, it might pass alive at the full period.

This opinion proved to be incorrect ; the recoverj-

"vsis favourable.

"Case 661.—Mrs B . OnTuesday.Norem-
ter 24, 1858, with Mr Jay, I perforated the mem-
branes about the 7i tnontli. My impression was

that the tumour had not increased. On Friday

night, between seven and eight, of the 28th, the

pams came on, and the child wag readily expelled,

but dead, about a miai-ter to twelve, and had been

'dead some time. The patient stated that she felt

the morements at the time the membranes were
punctured. The patient again recovered favour-

ably, and is, I believe, at this time in good
general health."

Mr Jones contributes the following article on

the TVeatment of Delirium Tnmciis by large Doses

of DUjUalis to the ' Medical Times and Gazette'

of the 29th ult. :

"Having just had an opportunity of showing
to some Medical friends from London—^Mi-

Spencer Wells, Dr Ballard, and Mr McCrea—the

effects of large doses of digitalis in the treatment

of a very severe ca.se of delirium tremens, and
having been strongly advised by them to make
my ex|)erience of this mode of treatment known
to the Profession, 1 gladly do so by means of the
' Medical Times and fiazette.'

" .\bout twelve yeais ago I was called to see

a patient with delirium tremens, residing about

s mile from my house, who was almost in articulo.

I prescribed a dose of chloric ether with tincture

of opium ; but the wife, who came for the

medicine, took, by mistake, a phial containing

ene ounce of tincture of digitalis. 1 disctrvered

the eiror, and was horrified when I heard that

the patient had taken this dose ; but no less

surprised than plea.sed when I also heard that,

ilistea<l of being jmisoned, he was very much
better. Under ordinary treatment, I fully believed

he would havi' died ; but after this single dose
he rapidly recovered. Prutiting by this hint, I

began to give digitalis in all the cases of delirium
tremens which came under my care in hospital

and private practice ; anddnring tlie last twelve
years I liave adopted it in' at l<>ast seventy cases

—this effect of drunkenness being very common
in Jersey.

"As to the dose, experience ha.s taught me
that the best dose is h/clfan mtncc of *'-' •"'ire
given in a little water. In some fi !^

one dose isenougli ; bnt generally a , i : -se

is required fbur hours after the first. In some
cases, but very seldom, a third dcscis called for;
but tliis hardly ever exceeds two drachms. The
largest quantity 1 have ever given was half an
ounce nt tirst, half an o(m« four hours afterwards,
and another hnlf-tmnce six hours after that

—

making an ounce and'a half in ten hours.
" As to the effects of these doses, my impres-

sion is that the acrion is on the brain, not on the
heart. The pulse, so far from being lowered in
force, becomes fuller and stronger, and more
regular, soon after the tirst dose. The cold,

clammy j'erspirations pass off, and the skiu
becomes warmei-. As soon as the remedy pro-
duces its fall effect, sleep for five, six, or seven
hours commonly follows ; sleep is the guide as to
th' *

: of the riose. No action on tho kid-
Df 1 by any unusual secretion of urine.
8"i • bowels are slightly acted on, bnt
not commonly. 1 have never once seen any
alarming .symptom follow the use of these large
'doses of digitalis. The only case I have lost

•rince adopting this treatment had a tumonrin the
brain. In thive only was other treatment
adopted after digitali.s had failed to procure sleep

;

iu other words, in sixty-seven out of seventy
caacs digitalis was the only medicine used, and
KXty-mx of th»s» patients "recovered. • I do not
mean that these are the exact numbers of those
treated ; I am certain a.s to the death, but I may
hav ' ' ^ v.'ries. I am well wfhin bounds
i'l "S in twelve years, and that all

ol jiiarked cases of delirium trc-
' mens, blight cases of nervous derangement after
drinking 1 have seen in great nnmhei's ; but
I speak here only of siu'h cases as required active

'treatment. My previous experience of the
results of the treatu • ' inm or some of its
preparations, by »

...-n, dc,,^ had cer-
tainly been much !< ,ui ; the proportion

of deaths was larger, and the recovery much -less

rajiid. Again ; I have treated more than one
patient successfully by digitalis, who, iu subse-

quent attacks elsewhere, has been treated by
opium and died ; and in many of the eases in

which I have used digitalis successfully, opium
had been previouslv given without any good
effect.

" I will only allttde to one case in illSBtration ;

—

On September 9, 1860, I was called to sea a gentle-

man, 48 years of age, who "was in a very alarming
state, having been without sleep fourdays ami nights,

having been ' muddled' for two months before, and
having previously had ' tits of the hoiTcrs.' He had
been treated by anotlier Practitioner by opium in

moderate doses, but had become worse, and when I

was sent for it was the opinion of Mr Spencer AVells

and Mr McCrea—who accompanied me in my firet

visit-^that the case was as bad a one as fheyhad ever
seen; certainly / never saw a worse. The pulse was
almost imi*rc6ptible ; the skin covered with cold,

clammy perspiration ; the face deadly pale ; the Kps
blue ; the hands tremulously grasping the air ; the
eye expre.ssive of great fear ; the mind gone ; he
was muttering incoherently. With some difficulty I

passed half an ounce of tincture of digitalis down
his throat in the presence of my friends. In a few
mlnntes he became more tranquil, the pulse was felt

more easily, and we left him. After four hours I

found that he had not slept ; but he was rather more
sensible, less tremulous, and warmer. I accoiidingly
repeated the dose. Three hours after that, as lie had
been still without sleep, though in other respects im-
proving, I gave two ilrachms more, making ten
drachms in seven hours. After this he had some
sleep, and had slept at intenals during the night.
The next morning Dr Ballard saw him, with my
other friends, and all of them were much pleased
with the great improvement manifested. He was
setisihfp, his fears had fiT<^ppp.irc<l, he was very
s!i ' lUloas; the '^ inn. the tongue
n, ! pulse f\i:l r at 90. The
h> i and inipul-^ jinal ; the Imwels
had aeted once, aud urine hml been passed in natural
?|uantity. After this he t^»nk some broth, drank
reely of imperial an '

'

!•, but took no stimuli
of any kind, or air- iicine. He slept uu-
interrujitedly for tii: mil a half in the after-
noon, anil at intervals in addition. Tlie next night
was a good one : and when he was seen by my friends

again thene.\' — - - he was almost well, and call-

ing out for a '

i<.

"Itrusttli. itive of the result of myex-
periencemay induce others to follow what I believe
to be a ver)- valuable practical lesson ; but I moat
warn those who do so not to try, as I have done,
any smaller doses than those I have teconimeaded.
They would not only lose valuable time by so doing,
but, I believe, would do barm. Doses of half-a-

drachm or a drachm do no go'xl whatever ; and the
pulse, in some cases where I tried them, became inter-

mitting. I have never seen this etfect from the
lBrgerdo9<>s ; nn the e.intrary, a feeble intermitting

P '
' "a become fulier and Ttwire

1""
, as i said before, and as I

a.
^

1 .11 the Profession, that the
curative ocliou is ou the nervous system primarily,
and not ou the organs of circulation."

Wo extract from the 'Dublin Medical Press'

the following report of tlirce cases of Dislocalioit

of the Uip-joitU, by Dr J. Mokhison', of Newry •

"C'as-1 1.—In December last, a strong, healthy-
looking farmer, aged sixty-six, whilst in the act of
getting into a market-cart, was tltrown over one
of its wheels, in consequence of the horse moving
sudderdy and unexpectedly forwards. Some
friends who were present immediately lifted Mm
into the cart, and he was at once driven homo to
the country— a distance of four miles. Being
unable to move his limb, on the following day he
sent a messenger to request 1 would visit him.
On examination, the usual symptoms of dislo-

cation on the ilinra were very well marked—the
knee aud toes turned inwards, and the limli at

least two inches shorter than its fellow, &c. &c.
Having had no information as to the nature of the
injnrj' till I saw the case, 1 was quite unprovided
with any sort of apidinnce, but determined " to
attempt the reduction by the aid of such means
as the house afforded. The man was placed on
his uninjured .side, the leg of the dislocated limb
was well bent on the thigh, and the thigh on the
pelvis ; the limb was then drawn from the other,

and being made to act as a lever, was rotated and
jerked strongly outwards for some time ; but
this procedure gave so much pain as to make him
say he would not submit to it any longer. As he
had an insuperable objection to bleeding, as

anythin;' like a projier warm-bath could not be
procured, and as I learned that he had never used

tobacco in any form, I determined to subject lam
to "the efi'ects of a well-charged pipe. After
smoking eight or ten minutes, ho became very
sick ; cold perspiration flowed freely ; lie was
thoroughly relaxed. Extension with eounter-
extension well applied, by the assistance of sltcetg

and powerful men, was now resorted to, and kept
up a considereblc time, the Umb during this

period having ^been strongly and frequently
rotated ; but notwithstanding all these efforts^

there was no indication of a successful result.

All the bandages were then taken off, the leg was
bent on the thigh and the tliigh on the pelvis, tha
limb drawn from its fellow, made a lever of, and
jerked and rotated suddenly otitwards, as (U the

Jirst attempt, when the head of the bone jninped
almost immediately into its socket.
" (feB2.—Asailor, aged tliirty, was imprisoned

for dpunkenness in the liallybot Bridewell herein
A"pril last. During the night, aud before he
became sober, whilst attempting to climb up to a
window, with the viow, as is supposed, of

efl'ecring his escape, he fell backwards over a
table aud dislocated his hip-joint. He was
visited by a medical gentleman early next morn-
ing, and was sent to the Nowry Hospital, whens
I saw him about ten o'clock. The dislooateft

Kmb was about an inch and a half longer than the
other ;' the hip was quite flat, contrasted with its

fellow ; there could be no doubt but that the head
of the bone rested in the thyroid foramen. The
man looked jaded as after a debauch. I placed
himon the uninjured side, relaxed as much las

possible all the muscles of the affected limb,
seized it firmly as a lever, drew it across "itj

fellow, rotatetl aud jerked it forcibly inwrirds^

when, in less than two minutes, the reductioa
was effected.

" Case 3.—A man, aged about forty, who
works in a foundrj- here, was sent to the NcwTf
Hospital 'about three weeks since, and gave ma
the followiug account :—On the 16th July lasti

while engaged at work on a ladder about ten feet

from the gioimd, he fell ou a boiler, which broke
his lower jaw, knocked out two or three teeth,

and wouncwd his head in several places. He was
greatly stunned, was unable to rise, aud felt

severe pain in the right hip. Two medJcal gea-
tlemen were quickly in attendance, and had hina

removed to his house, where they did all they
could to alleviate his sufferings. The Jiip was

whether from swelling' or 'Other
1 1 injury ^va^ detected.

i ,.. i.f^i.L limb, when I saw him, was fully

two inches longer than the left, was nioderniely

bent on the ]i0lvis,'an(l slightly inverted. The
flatue.ss of the hip compared with the other was
very npiarent, aud the head of the Iwno could
be distinctly felt at the upper and iinicr part of
the thigh. The displacement was plainly into

the thyroid foramen. Knowing that the reduc-
tion in this ease would be very difficult, if not
impossible—the dislocation having occurred mx
weeks and three days previous to his being sent
to hospital— I had everything provided which I
thought would be conducive to its accomplish-
mcnt. He was placc<l on a mattrass on his sound
side, and put fully under the -influeme of chloro-
fonn,'*when the dislocated limb was extensii'ely

mov<ed iu all directions for the purposcof brwik-
ing the new adhesions. By way of thoroughly
tiring the muscles, pulleys wore now applied, and
the limb kept well stretched for about fifteen

minute.s, strong transverse force being at the
same time used at the gi'oiu for the purpose of

drawing the head of the bone outwards ; but
still the latter held tirinly to its seat. The
pulleys and bandages were now all removed, when
the limb was treated exactly as iu Cii.« Ne. 2.

In less than five minutes I hail the satisfaction of

seeing it completely restored to its former posi-

tion.

"In making a few remarks ou these cases, I

may mention that iu the first one, as no means
were adopted to prodnee sickness or amcsthesia
previous to the jirimary attempt at reduction,

and as the hip was painful aud cinisiderably con-

tused from the fall, the movements -nocessuryitt

using the Umb as a hver were very badly borno,

aud consequently this first trial did not get fair

play ; and although extension was then well

applied, aud much favoured by the rela,ved state

of the muscular system induced by the U)hai<ea,

yet it failed to produce the desiretl oH'cct. In all

probability, however, it may have l>pen of benefit

in so weakening the muscles as to render theua
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more amenable to further trial. Accordingly,

when tliej' were immediately afterwards relaxed,

and the lever power brought into use, the reduc-

tion was easily effected. But I am strongly of

opinion that this would have been accomidished

by the hands alone, had the sickness been produced
prior to the making the first attempt. And I

may here observe tliat it may be well to hold the

tobacco in view where no chloroform nor tartar

emetic is within reach ; also, that dislocation of

this joint is a rare accident at the age of sixty-

six.

" In the second case the reduction was at once
accomplished bj' merely relaxing the muscles,
and usi'ig the limb as a lever.

" Tlie tliird case seems interesting in several

points of view, but chiefly from the dislocation

having been reduced without any great trouble
after the lapse of six weeks and three days. Mr
Fergusson, in his very useful volume on Practical

Snrgery, says :
—

' I have myself seen attempts
made in various instances of old standing, but
have not witnessed a successful effort beyond the
period of three weeks. Sir Astley Cooper has
described instances of a more fortunate kind, after

the lap.iie of four, five, six, and seven weeks.'

The extension which was resorted to, by fatigu-

ing the muscles as in the first case, may have
been conducive to the desired object ; but as no
effectual change was made in the position of the
bone imtil the muscles were well relaxed and
forcibly acted on by using the limb as a lever, I

should be inclined to attribute the success of the
operation chiefly to the latter proceeding. The
effects of the cliloroform were excellent. Com-
plete aniesthesia was kept up during the entire

time of the operation, and of course the muscles
were quite passive."

SKETCHES OF EMINENT
PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS

OF THE LAST CENTURY.

By JOSHUA BURGESS, M.D.

MEMOIR OF JOHN HUNTER, F.R.S.

(Continued from page 214.)

This trial of Sir Theodosius Boughton brought
the character and temper of John Hunter con-
spicuously into public criticism. Nor was it

at all sparing ; he incurred all kinds of censure,
and even his friends contemned and apologised
for him. Some of the latter went so far as to say,

he was so confused that his mind was not con-
sistent, and had become inextricably lost in a
maze of hesitation and doubt. We, who have
gone through all the incidents of this eminent
man's career and life, are free to say that none
of them redounded more to establish the clear-
sighted, discreet, and judicious attributes which
constitute the m.m of philosophy and science,
than did the evidence he gave on this trial of
Captain Donellan for the murder of Sir Theodosius
Boughton. To every question asked of him by
the Court and Counsel, he gave a clear, calm, and
conelu.sive reply. If the evidence came short, the
fault, as John Hunter justly inferred in reply on
lus examination, was, that the post-mortem was
made when putrefraction had taken place, and
that no autopsy having been made of the head
and intestines, the only chances of its throwing
any light upon the case was missed. Others,
carried away by a provincial sensation, were con-
tented with guessing, and boldly aflirmed with
no other support than surmise and supposi-
tion. The Judge, who, no doubt, was anxious to
act con.scientionsly, wondered at the doubt of
one who was only to be moved by the evidence
of stern natural facts. The learned Judge, in
a sort of desperation, speaking of John Hunter's
evidence said,

'

' He does not appear to have formed
any opinion at all in the matter," and he "con-
ceived it might be ascribed to other causes, since
the evidence, independent of oth(!r circumstances,
was so very slight." The Judge was evidently
floundering, and by accident ma(le a correct admis-
sion

;
for truly John Hunter liud not, and stated

tliat he had not, formed any opinion " in the
matter."

The paper he communicated to the Royal
Society in 1787, describing the ' Functions of the
Orarium,' obtained for him the gold medal, as

already stated. As it is our office to endeavour
to depict thi.s wonderful man as we find him, we
cannot refrain from relating another highly cha-
racteristic, although not very flattering, anecdote.
Being consulted iu a curious and interesting case,

which terminated fatally, he begged to be per-
mitted to make a post-mortem examination.
Having been firmly denied, "I saw," continued
the narrator, " by his countenance, that a storm
was brewing." He, however, "gravely and calmly
addressed tlie master of the house in the following

manner :^' Then, sir, you will not permit the
examination to be made ?' ' It is impossible.'
' Then, sir, ' said Mr Hunter, ' I heartily hope that
yourself, and all your family— nay, all your
friends—may die of the same disease, and that no
one may be able to afford any assistance.' " Not-
withstanding this temerity—wo may, perhaj>s,

better say, unrelenting devotion to inquiry after

facts and evidences of disease—he was a very timid
Eractitioner. Sydenham was equally dubious and
esitating, and could with difliculty decide upon

his prescriptions. His custom was to toll his

patients to call again, when he would prescribe
forthem

;
by which means, as they didnot return,

he lost his fees. John Hunter often was known
to say— " I cannot tell at present what to recom-
mend—I must think of it." He thus made
every case a study. His habit, as Abcrnethy
relate.4, was "to distrust opinions, and examine
every snljject for himself." He used to say, " We
are beginning to learn our profession."
As our narrative approaches the last stage of

John Hunter's life, and as its chequered incidents
afford ample elements to give an analysis of the
finer and more subtle shades of character, a slight

summary will not be out of place for that object.

We nmst premise that he was not imbued with
idealism. Altliough sensitive in an uncommon
degree, no great refinement of feeling existed to
exaggerate that irritable state of mind. Bacon
says— " He that is only real, had need have
great parts of virtue, as the stone had need to be
rich which is set without foil." The realness of
John Hunter's character constituted its distinc-

tive quality. It discovered him by its singu-
larity, and came home to the heart and feelings

as much by its rarity as its originality and
simplicity. It was manife.sted in little as well

as in great tilings—in his virtues and failings, in
his moments of leisure and in Iiis moments of
labour. This quality, no doubt, rendered it a
difiicult task to accommodate himself to the ways
which win in life

;
yet he calculated to win by

other ways, and without their aid. Hence
resulted indomitable perserorance and intense
labour. He was too real not to quarrel with
neglect, and too honest to disguise liis feelings.

He had other impediments of character, against
the injurious influence of which he would have
appeared to Iiave struggled but little. With no
refined, gentlemanly feelings, nor j-et conciliating

manners, lie was apt to bo rude and overbearing
from conscious superiority. He carried somewhat
of the "pride of port," derived probably from
his military associations. Jolin Hunter despised
tlie minor tactics used for " rising in the woi-ld."

These qualities prevented him from becoming a
favourite in the Profession, and made him enemies.
Notwithstanding this apparent want of amiability,

those wlio best knew him spoke of him in ali'ec-

tionato terms. The common expression, when
speaking of him, was, " the dear man." Hunter
was greatly addicted to swearing, wliich, at that

time, was a common mode of speech, even
among.st the exalted classes. Mr Lynn, who
often called him iu consultation, and who had
himself been an especial object of Iiis disinterested

regard, bears free testimony to his' generosity.

On such occasions Mr Lynn found him in the
dissecting-room : he would lay down his dissecting-

knife, and say, "Well, Lynn, I must go and earn
this damned fee, or I shall be .sure to want it

to-morrow." Mrs Hunter was a woman of refined

manners, and fond of society. Her husband, on
the contrary, preferred scientific conversation,

when he could glean something. On one occa-

sion, "on returning home late, after a hard day's

fag, he unexpectedly found his drawing-room
filled with musical professors, connoisseurs, and
other idlers, " assembled by Mrs Hunter. '

' Greatly
irritated, walking straight into the room, lie

addressed these astonished guests pretty much
in the following strain :

' I know nothing of this

kick-up, and 1 ought to have been informed of it

beforehand ; but as I am now returned home to

study, I hope the present company will retire.'

Followed by exeunt orniies." This difference of
tastes was not attended with further uuiileasant-
ness. They were much attached, and the connection
was a source of great consolation. They had four
children ; two died young, and two survived—

a

son and daughter. In short, John Hunter was
especially blest with the gifts of this world—

a

wife who was a suitable companion iu every way,
and children who contributed the delights of
existence to the last. He manifested and ex-
pressed a real reli.sh of life and its enjoyments.
He placed great confidence in tlie extensive

reading and scholarship of MrC'ruickshank, F.R.S.,

who was one of the medical attendants of Samuel
Johnson in his last illness. This gentleman,
educated for the Church, was a man of great
ability, of classical tastes and popular manners.
He, with Dr Baillie, carried on the School in

Great Windmill street after Dr Hunter's death.

He published upon the Nerves and Ahsorbents,
which was translated into several languages.

On Hewson separating from Dr Hunter, Cruick-
shank succeeded him. He and Dr Hunter
agreed very well, identifjing himself as he
did witli the Doctor's views and tastes. He also

lectured ; which was a bold undertaking—to place

himself in comparison with William Hunter, who
was unequalled as a lecturer. He nevertheless

sustained the comparison, and pas.^ed this ordeal
with great iclat. But even with Cruickshank,
"whom Dr Hunter first took as librarian and assis-

tant, it often required the mediation of mutual
friends to preserve an intercourse extremely u.seful

to the one, and almost necessary to the other."
When John Hunter made a di.scovery, it was his

cu.stom to relate it to Mr Cruickshank, who fre-

quently, to his no small mortification, informed him
that Haller had described the same thing before." a{)

In 1783 he read a paper of his brother's, at the
Medical Society of London, ' On the Uncertainty
of the Signs of Murder in the Case of Bastard
Children ;' a vcrj' eloquent and argumentative
paper. His ' Treatise on the Blood, Inflamma-
tion, &c. &c.,' in which he broached his favourite

opinions of the seat of life in the blood, wer«
very crude. They no doubt were influenced by
the metaphysical disputes of the day, and show a
strong tendency to establish jihysiological facts in

opposition to materialism. He says, " 1 shall

endeavour to show that organisation and life do
not depend in the least on each other ; tliat or-

ganisation may ai-rive out of living parts and
produce action, but that life can never rise out of

or depend on organisation." He became com-
pletely mystified. It would be useless and un-
pnifitablc to state his reasoning or to analyse his

arguments upon this subject. It is said that
" he did not adopt this opinion from the Bible,

Alkoran, or Harvey ; but it arose spontaneously

from his own investigations and experiments.

'

John Hunter most unphilosophically considered

life to be an abstraction. Thus we find in him no
faculty of compi-ehending subjects upon a large

scale. He never travelled beyond the details of ana-

tomy or natural history, connected with anatomy
andelementary physiology. The nervous system
never came within the scope of his investigations.

John Hunter had no creative or imaginative

faculties, and no high moral attributes. His
claims as a naturalist and physiologist consist in

having been the type of industry-, patience, and
])erseverance. He had strong prejudices, and was
not very tolerant. He had more faith than his

brother. Physiological inquiry was a novelty in

his day ; for accuracy he was unrivalled, and for

audacity and ambition he excelled contemiKiraries.

But for that exalted science and genius which are

associated with the names of Bacon, of Harvey,

and of Newton, John Hunter prefers no claim.

This work on the ' Blood,' &c., and his work on
' Gunshot Wounds,' he dedicated to the King in

1790, in acknowledgment of " your Majesty"*

appointment to one of the most important ap-

pointments in the Medical Department of the

Army." The numerous preparations he contributed

to his brother Dr William's collection laid the

foundation of the magnificent museum he be-

queathed to the University of Glasgow. Mr
Gulliver, in his edition of Hewson's Works, saya,

" The Windmill-street School no longer exists,

but it will be preserved from oblivion by the

names of the eminent men who lectured there.

Among them the future historian of anatomy

(a) • Adams' Memoirs,' p. 235.
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and pliysiology in En"land will have to com-
memorate William Hunter, Hewson, Cruick-

shank, Sheldon, Baillie, Brodie, and Charles

Bell." (6) John Hunter did not obtain so wide a

European fame as his brother William. Whetlier

this is to be exiilaincd by the more practical

nature of Dr William Hunter's inquiries, his

•uperior scholarship and .style of writing, or

from the unacknowledged c.ids he received from

John, it is certain tliat Dr William enjoyed a more
extensive reputation on the Continent.

GENERAL COJIRESPONDENCE.

PENAL LEGISLATION FOR THE
MEDICAL SUPEKINTENDENT OF THE

CRIMINAL LUNATIC ASYLUM.
To the Editor of the Medical Circular.

Sib,—On a recent occasion you were, with your
usual courtesy, kindly pleased to insert in your
independent jiublication a letter from me, calling

attention to an Act passed, at the close of the last

Parliamentary Session, for the erection of an
Asylum for the Criminal Insane of Etigland and
Wales ; a measure long and much re-juired, but
unfortunately having contained in its enactments
penal provisions for the due jmnishmeut of the

Medical Superintendent with the keepers and
nurses of tliat institution in embryo, wliich can
b« looked upon in no other light tlian a great
scandal to and most unmerited insult upon the
whole Medical Profession. And again, I must
express my astonishment that that lon"-esta-

blished and influential " Association of Medical
Officers of Asylums and I{os]>itals for the Insane"
was so entirely neglectful of its solemn duties

as not, at least, to have made the appearance of a
stand against this gioss indignity to its imijortaut
specialty ; but nothing of the kind would seem to

have been attempted on its part, which speaks
badly for its protective sympathy and capabilities.

To yourself, Mr Jxlitor, and to the ' Dublin
Quarterly Medical Journal,' are eminently due the
best thanks of tlie Medical men engaged in the
onerous and unceasingly responsible position of

Asylum Superintendents, for your invaluable aid,

as indepen<lent professional journalists, in sustain-
ing them, for years past, so aidy and perseveringly
in the discharge of their high behests, and taking
the deep interest you both have done in afl

matters afiecting the liest interests of the insane.

Now, Sir, for a few word.son the " non-restraint
system." In many of its phases that system may
bis set down as "a mockery, a delusion, and a
suare ;" but the Ignobile vulijus was taken by it,

and it Iwcame the popular cry and cant of the
day, so that to say anything but in favour of it

in all its impossibilities you necessarily became a
marked man, and subject to abuse without
measure. But even so, some few there were who
did not flinch from exposing the cruelty and
shortcomings of tlu sysUin as it deserved. Your
observations aUo in regard to "a Special Board
of Examiners, " for those seeking to be placed in
medical charge of the insane generally, I conceive

(i) We have received the following letter from
Miss M'Gowan, which is so interesting in an histori-
cal point of View, tliat we make no apology for its

publication :

" 16 Great Windmill street, March 22.

"Sir,— I ho[)e you will excuse the liberty I take
in troubling you ; Imt .seeing th.at you are pulili.shing

a sketch of Dr William Hunter, I think it may be
interesting to yourself and readers to learn that the
office at which the Journal in which you write is

printed, is the hou.se that was built and inhabited by
the great man whose life you are illustrating ; and
that thu room in which your article is being com-
puted and act up, is the theatre in which he used to
lecture and demonstrate to his pupils. My father
purchased the house, nearly fifty years since, from
Mr Wilson, a surgeon, who.se wife was a Mi.ss Cruick-
shank. At that time there was in the so-called
garilen a fig-tree planted by Dr Hunter. I have
often heard my father regret tliat it was destroyed
by some careless workmen: figs still formed on it

WDen he bouglit the house. My father for a long
time let the theatre for ilissecting-roonis to medical
lecturers, till the London University and other in-
stitutions superseded private schools.
"In 1848 we converted the theatre and that wing

of the house into printing-offices ; and, oddly enough,
the printing has since then, if I may so express it,

assumed a medical type.
"I am. Sir, youis resiwitfully,

"A. McGoWAN."

to be excellent and deserving of the best attention.

Certainly this would be a more fitting and
suitable line of procedure in order to procure the
sei'vices of the most highly-qualified men, than
by legislating for them, as if nothing but the
sword of Damocles over their head in the grim
vista of a cell in a county gaol, with or without
" hard labour "— the very words of the new Act

—

would suflice to prevent them from "striking,

wounding, ill-treating, or wilfully neglecting

"

their patients ! In Ireland, as I stated in my
former communication, no such legislation was
deemed necessary to prevent the Medical Super-

intendent of its Asylum for Criminal Lunatics

from acting after so impossible and insane a
fashion ; nor to the present time have we ever

heard of any act of cruelty being perpetrated in it

or any of its public Asylums, and I am yet to

learn that the worthy and humane gentlemen who
preside over the A.sylums in England have ever

so conducted themselves as to require tliis most
degrading and most dishonouring penal le^sla-

tion to have been enacted for their siwcial behoof.

But, in conclusion, let me ask again, what
excuse has " the As.sociation of Medical Officers

of A.sylums and Hospitals for the Insane " to

afford to their confreres, and the Prolession at

large, for this insulting and uncalled-for legislation

having been accomplisiied without a single objec-

tion on its part ?

I pause for a reply, from either its distingi'ished

President, Dr Bucknill, or its able and ener^^etic

General Secretary, Dr Lockhart Robertson, or

both. I am, &c. VioiT.

September 27, 1860.

THE'COMPOSITION OF CHLORODYNE.
To the Editor of the Medical Circular.

Slit,— Jly attention was called by Mr Daven-
port, the other day, to a rei)Iy in the Corresjion-

dents" column of the Meiiical Ciruular, in

which it is made to appear that there is only a
slight difference, if any, between his Chlorodyue
and that produced by Dr Ogden's receipt as given
in a previous number of the ClRCUL.VR.

Mr Davenport showed me the difference, and
gave me a bottle of each. I have since purchased
a bottle of Ogden's, and compared it with Daven-
port's ; and the difference is as strikingly nmnifest
as in the sample he gave me, and which 1 showed
to you, Davenport's being perfectly soluble, while
the other falls to the bottom of the glass like

quicksilver, and mixes about as readily. A dilfe-

rence is also cleai-ly percejitiblo both in smell and
taste.

The truth of this simple statement may be seen
at my Office, 21 King William street, W.C., any
day between two and five o'clock.

I am, Ac,
Oct. 2, 1860. C. J. Harris.
[Having seen specimens of the two prepara-

tions of Chlorodyne referred to in the foregoing
note, it is but just to s.iy that they materially
differ in appearance, and also in their miscibility
with water. Dr Ogden's Chlorodyue appears to
contain a larger proportion of Chlorofonn than
that prejiared by Mr Davenport.

—

Ed. Med.
ClKCLLAR.1

OUR NOTE BOOK.

THE SUN OPHTHALMOSCOPE.
Dr Macdonald, ophthalmic surgeon to the De-

milt Dispensaiy of New York, says: "The use
of sunlight instead of artificial light in ophthal-
moscopy fir.st suggested itself to me about a year
ago, as a means of examining the patients attend-
ing the institution to which I am attached, and
in which I had no facilities for examining by the
ordinary method. The advantages which I have
found it to possess are such that I now prefer to
use it in my private practice. Of course, the
plane or concave mirrors hitherto u.sed could not
be employed with sunlight, as its intensity would
l)C too great ; eonv'-.r mirrors, however, by diverg-
ing the rays of light reflected from them, diminish
its intensity, and the sun's rays reflected by such
mirrors can be easily borne. Those that I employ
are of gla.s.s, about 1 inch in diameter

; have
curves, one of 4, and one of S inches radius

;

and from their centres a di.sk of the silvering,
about ,\, of an inch in diameter, is removed.
With photophobic cases, the weakest mirror, i.e.,

the one having the greatest curve, is used ; in
ordinary cases I use the other. The patient is

seated in, and with liis back to, the sun, and the
surgeon proceeds as witli the ordinary ophthal-
moscope.

" Sunlight is much superior to other means of
illumination ; its intensity may be increased to any
extent, and witli it the fundus of the eyeball is

seen of a more natural colour and appearance. By
the use of convex mirrors, the field of the retina
illuminated is nuich greater than wlien concave
instruments are employed : for this reason, this
instrument is much less dilHcult to use than
others, and a tyro will distinguish all the points
of interest in the retina at lus first attempt. Dr
W. Zehender, in the fust volume of tlie ' Archiv
fiir Ophthalmologic,' first proposed the use of
convex mirrors, but only with artificial light."

In this coimtry, esjiccially perhaps in Loudon,
sunlight is too uncertain for us to think of its

being commonly used ; but I recollect that sonoe
ySars ago, in tlic case of a foreign body to be
removed from the vitreous sp.ice, I availed myself
of the sunlight for a final examination in the
operating room : the sun was shining dimly
through a fog, so that I could use tlie concave
mirror we have for an ordinary lamplight exami-
nation without distressing the patient, and with
very effective illumination for my inquiry. It
may be worth consideration for sunlight ophthal-
moscopists who prefer, or who happen to have the
ordinary concave mirrors adapted for lamplight
examination.s, that the same should bo used wuth
sunlight, as it could be easily and well qualified,
I suppo.se, by diminution of the too great illumi-
uating power it had at any time. For this pur-
pose, the patient might be seated with an upright
screen attached to the high back of his chair, and
thus would be ]irotected from the heat of the sun

;

and on either side of the screen might be a
shutter, to adjust, by sliding up and down to the
height of the patient's head, with an aperture at
which the sunlight would be admitted, and its
extra power of iUumiuatiou there reduced and
regulated by one or inoro white curtains of crape
or muslin.—J. F. S., iu 'Ophthalmic Hospital
Reports.'

VERATRUM VIRIDE IN PNEUMONIA.
In the ' Nashville Journal of Medicine and

Surgery' for June, Dr A. A. Davidson has an
article upon the use of veratruni virido in pneu-
monia. This is not new treatment, but his ex-
perience and confidence are such as to justify
their repetition. He says, " I have followed no
other particular treatment for the last* two years
in pneumonia and pleurisy than the medicine in
question, and I am liajipy to s:iy I liave never
seen a case terminate unfavourably under the
treatment." In conclusion, he say.s, " 1 look
upon the vcratrum as being worth all the other
treatments combined for pleuri.sy, pneumonia,
and all the other disea.ses of an inflammatory
nature, when carefully and judiciously ad-
ministered. I speak this candidly, because it is

my own experience that prompts me to do so."—
' American Medical Monthly.'

ERECTILE TUMOURS.
In the ' Chicago Medical Journal' for June,

Prof Brainard lias a lengthy and able article upon
erectile tumours and their treatment. Some
such tumours he has been treating successfully
with the injection of a solution of the lactate of
iron. We have not space for a synopsis of his
paper, and will simply give his conclusions. Ho
says, " The relative merits of the different
methods of treating erectile tumours may be
summed up as follows :

—

"I. Excision should be performed in every case
where the size and situation of the tumour will
admit of its being perfonned. This is almost as
much a nile in these cases as in cancer. The
exceptions are the slight cases which may bo
trasted without treatment until they increase in
size.

"II. When excision would cause too great a loss
of substance, danger from luemorrhage, or when,
from any cause, excision is objected to, strangu-
lation is to be preferred next in order ; and
whether affected with ligature alone, or with
needles, or other mean.s, it should always, if

jiossible, embrace the whole diseased structure.
"III. In limited supcrffcial mevi and erectile

tumours, particularly if placed over bony sur-

faces, compression will often diminish, if not
cure, the disease.

"IV. In deep-seated tumours, particularlyaneu-
risins by anastomosi.s, ciutcrisation with the hot
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needles is au extremely efficient remed}', eitlicr

hy itself or in connection with other means.

"V. Setons or metallic needles may be used in

the venous forms of the disease. They are more

effectual when placed to some extent in sound

tissue.

"VI. Ligature of the principal artery leading to

the partis adapted to the variety called aneurism

by anastomosis, the accidental thrilling variety,

and particularly to that variety situated in the

orhit of the eye. I believe, however, that it is

more dangerous audless necessary than is generally

supposed.

"VII. Vesicants, escharotics, and caustics ore

adapted to complete a cure, when a small portion

of tissue remains after excision, strangulation, or

seton. They are uncertain, and little to be re-

Ked on.

"VIII. A combination of several of thesg

methods of treatment will often be foiuid ad-

visable."
—

' American Medical Monthly.'

FAEISIAN MEDICAL INTELLIGKNCE.
The Medical Profession will hear with regret of

the d«fiuite retirement of M. Eicord from the

post of Surgeon to the HSpital du Midi. Philip

Kicord is a native of America, and was born at

Baltimore, on the 10th of December, 1800.

Owing to the regulation now in force which
excludes fron the exercise of hcspital functions

those .surgeons who shall have attained the age of

sixty, the term of service of the talented surgeon

would naturally liave expired at the end of the

present year. M. Ricord has, therefore, pro-

bably deemed it a more dignified course to resign

jH-ior to the completion of the full period. For
nearly thirty years this celebrated Professor has

occupied the Clinical Chair of the special branch
of Surgery to wliicli the Hopital du Midi is exclu-

sively devoted. The materials with which M.
Eicord has built up his colossal reputation have,

for the most part, been gleaned from the wards of

this establishment. Tlie admiration he has won,
the friendships ho has secured, the fortune he

has accumulated, are all more or .less consequences
©This connection with this hospital. It was not
likely, therefore, with such associations crowding
on the memories of the speaker.and of his audi-

ence, that M. Kicord should be able to take leave

of the field in wdiich he had toiled so cheerfully

and so lindcfatigably fortlie space of anjentire gene-

ration witliout a lively feeling of emotion aud
legrot, touoliingly expressed l)y himself, and as

waimly sympathized in by his hearers. The
scene of last Thursday, M. Eicord's farewell to

his ho.spital career, was a complete ovatiou. For
sore than two hours a numerous audience of
fi'iends, pupils, and admirers listened with deep
interest aud veneration to a most pathetic parting
address. Tlio speech of the talented surgeon
embi'aced a masterly sketch of the mauj' aud
aluaWe contributions—the fmtits of a long life of
well-directed industry^^with which his labours
have enriched the treasury of medical science.

If any man atany moment of his life might be
jMffdoaed -the indulgence of a little self-glorifica-

tion, .surely M. liicord, on Thursday afternoon,

was entitled to such a privilege. On this occa-

sion, howe^e^, tlie modest and unassuming
manner in which ho alluded to his immense services

ehanned and dcliglited his hearers by its delicacy

•f feeling; an<l the dcafernng acclamations which
succeeded hi« valedictory discourse bore ample
testimony to tlie warm sympatliy he enjoys
amongst his])rofessional brethren. The following

are some of M. Eicord's more celebrated works :

—

'-Iiymoire sur I'Emjdoi du Speculum dans les

MaladiesVeneriennes ;' ' Mcmoire sur 1' Inoculation
Artificielle de la Verole cliez I'Homme' (vide the
' Lancet,' 183S) ;

' Mcmoire sur la Blennoirhagie
ohez la Fciume ;' ' Miimoire sur I'Emploi de
rOngucnt Meicuriel dans le Traitemcnt des
Erysipiles;' 'Refutation de I'Opinion do Hufe-
laud sur la Blennoiliagie ;' ' Menioire sur le

Chancre.-;' 'Memoire sur I'Epididymite ;' 'Traite
Praticjue des Maladies Venerienucs, et Recherohes
sur r Inoculation appliquee a I'Etude de ces
Maladies' (this, perhaps, is M. Eicord's principal
woik>; ' Du Sarcocele Syphilitique, de I'lndu-
xatioii des Coips Caverneux, et d'une Alteration
ao»ibla)>le de la Coque Fibreusede I'CEil ;' ' Diffe-
leuoc ciitre la Hlennorrhagie et le Chancre

;'

' C'linique Iconographique de I'Hopital des Vene-
riens ;' and tlie ' Lettres sur la Syphilis," origi-
sally puldished in the ' Union Medicnle,' and now

embodied in a volume. The vacancy at the
Hopital du Midi is likely to be filled by a gentle-

man who has already distinguished himself in the
syjdiilitic specialty, as well as in general surgery

—M. Alphonse Guerin.

1 read to-day, in ' The Times,' a letter from
Naples, in which the brave Garibaldian.s are

spoken of as "already suffering much from fever."

I trust that your appeal to the medical public for

quinine may have been respoudc<l to, for the
whole of the country now occupied by the heroic
champions of Italian freedom, and more especially
that district which lies seawards of Capua, and
near the mouth of the Volturno, from the middle
of September till the middle of November, ' plen-
tifully exhales the most demJly malaria. Let us
not forget the ill-fated expedition of Walcheren,
and let us use strenuous efforts to avert a similar
fate from the army of patriots now investing
Capua.
At the late meeting of the Society of Practical

Medicine, a subject in which the English medical
public must naturally be interested formed the
theme of discussion. M. Coursserant, after
reminding the Society of the dilfieulties aud ill-

success attending the treatment of most of the
organic clianges in the structure of the eye,
introduced to their notice tlie particulars of a
case of liydrophthalmia, in which the plan of
treatment originated by Mr Hancock had been
adopted and followed by excellent results. M.
Coursserant said that he agreed w ith Mr Hancock
ill lielieving that tlie excessive outpouring of
fluid in the eye, and its over-distension, might
be in some way connected with a too energetic
and too permanent contraction of the tensor of
the choroid, and, therefore, decided upon effect-

ing the complete division of this muscle in the
way recommended by the talented London
surgeon. As liydrophthalmia existed in both
eyes, and was furthermore congenital, the opera-
tion was undertaken as a sort of forlorn hope,
and witli no very sanguine exjieotation of success.

The globe of the eye had attained on either side

a volume double tliat of the normal state, and
the amount of vision was nominal only, and
utterly insufficient for the purposes of locomotion.
The disease completely resisted all attempts at

treatment, oiie of the riieems resorted to being
paracentesis of the anterior chamber, performed
every fortnight during the space of five months.
A fortnight after the performance of Mr
Hancock's operation, the patient, a child eight
years of age, was able to run about and play
with his schoolfellows, the eyesight being incon-

ceivably improved, and tlw volume of the globe
considerably diminished. The testimony of M.
Coursserant, added to the already-expressed
approbation of M. Desmarres, who has tried the
operation in glaucoma, will, I trust, prove a

sufficient answer to those gentlemen who have
hitherto chosen to .shut their eyes to the value
of Mr Hancock's method, and who, in their
blind attachment to iridectomy, have thouglit
fit to condemn, and ajiparentl)' without trial, a
surgical novelty wliich, in other hands, has
jBeided, and .still does yield, mostexcellont results.

Whilst on the subject of eyes, I may mention
that 51. Desmarres possesses at present, at his

cliuique, a patient with a cysticorcus imbedded
in the vitreous humour. As the body of the
parasite is lodged exactly in tlie axis of vision,

sight is almost lost. Nevertheless, M. Desmarres,
warned by M. de Graefe's iU succes.s, declines to

interfere ; and he is right.

1 must not omit to inibrm you of tlio purjiort

of a note re^id at the last sitting of the Academy
of Sciences by M. Baillarger, one of our celebrated

"alienists" (as the mad doctors stylo them-
selves), and also one of the physicians of the
Salpetrifei'e. The subject of the communication
was, Hypochondriacal Melancholy being one of

the most certain and reliable Symptoms pr*cursoi-y

of General Paralysis. The Author, in addition to

his position at the Salpetriere, possesses, in an ex-

tensive private practice, a large field for the study
of mental derangements, and this particular class

has specially claimed his attention. All medical
men who have given the matter any consideration

are agreed in considering this fearful malady
(general paralysis) as most insidious in its outset,

as being slow and gradual in its development, and
as possessing tew appreciable preliminary indica-

tions, and none, generally speaking, of a charac-

ter sufficiently distinct and unequivocal to be con-

sidered as premonitory of its approach. Tliis

distinctive character M. BaiUarger claims for the
symptom of hypouhondriacal melancholy. "The
distorted conceiitions," says this physician, "of
those labouring usder hypochondriacal melancholy
are, it is true, most varied and capricious ; tliere

are, however, certaiueleinentsof similitude which
act as guides in the recognition of the symptom.
One of these is the systematic obstinacy evinced
by the patient in lumself produciug.the lUsturb-

ance of function of wliich he compl jiis. Cue
man, for example, imagines himself dumb, and
resolutely keejis his mouth closed ; another, that
he is bhnd, and in the same way refuses to open
his eyes ; and so on. In all. tlie cases thus pri-

marily affected with these distorted conceptions,
and which M. Baillarger has been able to follow
up, general jmralysis has sooner or later been
found to occur witli unvarying regularity. The
same physician furnishes some facts based on sta-

tistics whicli are not without interest. He has
a.scertaiued that general paralysis is met with in
the males of all classes of society with an equal
frequency ; whereas the females of the higher
walks of life -enjoy a comparative immunity from
this form of insanity—an immunity not experi-

enced by females of humbler status.

M. Chatin, one of the i)articipators in the
debates at the Academy of Medicine on iodism at

the beginning of the year, criticized some of the
experiments by which Sigiior de Luca, Professor
of Chemistry at Pisa, has endeavoured to show
that the raiu-water which falls in that city does
not contain iodine. He informed tlie Academy of
Sciences that he (M. Chatin) liad not only found
that element in the rain-water of Ksa, but also

in that of Florence and Lucca, although certainly

in smaller proportions than at Paris. He further

stated, in reply to the objections made to his tests,

that he had found iodine both in distilled water
and in potassium taken at the be.st laboratories,

and apparently perlectly pure. He admitted that
lie was luiable to obtain the iodine in its natural
state from the water wliich contained it ; but, on
the other hand, he announced that he had ex-

tracted it from two aquatic plants—namely, the
Nasturtium officinale, and the Ceratophyllum
deniersum ; a fact which showed that the water in

which they grew must have contained some of

this element.— ' Lancet."

UNIVEKSITY OF ST ANbREWri.

MEDICAL EXAMINATION PAPERS.
September, 1S60.

FlK.ST EXAMi NATION.— FlK.ST PaKT.
TO BE TRANSLATED INTO ENGLISH.

Cognitis indiciis, qua' uos vei spe consolentur,

vel metu terreant, ad curationes morborum
transeundum est. Ex his quicdam communes
sunt, quadam propri* : communes, qufe pluribus

morbis opitulantur : propria', qua- singulis. Ante
de commuiiibus dicam : ex quibus tamen qujedam
nou a?gros solum, sed sanos quoque sustinent

;

qua?dam in adversa taiitum valetudine adhibentnr.

(Jmne vero auxilium corporis, aut demit aliqnam
niateriam, aut adjicit, aut evocat, aut reprimit,

aut refrigcrat, aut calefacit ; siniulque aut durat,

aut moUit. QuLvdam nou uiio modo taiitum, sed
etiaiu duobus inter se nou contrariis adjuvant.

Demitur materia, sanguinis detractione, cucut-
bitula, dejectionq, vomitu, frictione, gestatione,

omnjque exercitatione corporis, abstinentia,

smiore. De quibus protinus dicam.

Give the origins or primary meanin§.s of the

following words : Astragalus, Blastema, Condyle,

C^'sticer<!us, Hemiplegia, Lithotiity, Peroneal, and
Scaphoid.

Second Paiit.

Ch^nistr>j.—1. Water boils at 212^ F. .and

freezes at 32° F. Is this statement universally

true, or only true under certain conditions ? What
are the.convspouding boiling and freezing points

in the Centigrade 'riiermometer r Exiilain the

method of converting degrees from one of these

scales to the otlier. Reduce 100° F. to the Cen-
tigrade Scale and 266° G. to the Fahrenheit Scale.

In the Arctic Regions would you prefer mercurial

or spirit thtrm'jmeters ?

2. What compounds does oxygen form with
carbon, hydrogen, sulphur aud phosphorus, and
what are their resjiectivc formula- ?

3. Write down the formuke expressing the
composition of nitre, borax, alum, aud corrosive

sublimate, and explain the method of obtaining

any two of these substances in a st-ate of purity.
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Third Part.
ilatrriti Medka and Therapcuties.— 1. Name

the principal nieJicines which are commonly re-

gartlcd as diuretics, and describe the modes in

which tliey respectively act. Do these substances
increase the aqueous portion or the solid con-

stituents of the urine, or both ? What eftect upon
the solid constituents of the urine is produced by
copious water-drinking ?

2. Are you acquainted with any substances
which have the power of checking the general
metamoqihosis or disintegration of the tissues

!

If so, describe them ; and explain their mode of

action, and the cases in which their administration
may be of service.

3. Quinine is sometimes adulterated with one
or more of the following substanres : gypsum,
chalk, boracic acid, sugar, starch, and salicine.

How would you detect those impurities ?

Supposing that any other acid had been mixed
-with hydroeyanic acid, how would you detect the
adulteration ?

How would you determine the strength of any
given specimen of hydrocyanic acid ?

i. What is the preparation of bismuth that is

commonly used in medicine ? How is it prepared ?

Wliat are its uses ? Describe the symptoms
which wonid lead you to prescribe it, and write a
Latin prescription (without symbols or abbre-
Tiations) for a draught containing it.

Second Examination.
Anatomy aiul Physioloyy.—1. Describe the

muscles which flex the leg upon the thigh.

2. What paits must be removed to expose the
pterygoid muscles ? Describe these muscles,
noticing their raktions to adjacent structures,

the source from \vLence they derive their nerves,

and their actions.

3. Describe the boundaries and contents of the

axilla.

(N.B. Candidates who prefer answering this

question fully may neglect the two preceding
questions.)

4. What are the respective numbers of the,

temporary and the permanent teeth ? State, as

nearly as you can, the period at which you would
expect the different teeth to appear. Describe
the stnictures which occur in the composition of

a tooth. If you have stuilied comparative ana-

tomy, you may de.'scribe the peculiarities of denti-

tion in the ruminants and in the rodents.

5. Doscrilx! the appearance and structure of the
villi, and explain the part which they are sun-

posed to take in the process of intestinal an-
sorption.

6. AVhat are the different refracting media of

the eye through which the rays of light must
pass before they reach the retina ? E.xplain how
tie.se diflcreut media modify the direction of the
rays. WHiat are the conditions giving rise to

myopia and presbyopia ? Explain the way in
which ghisscs remedy these defects.

Third Examixatiost.
N.B. In answering the practical questions,

the examiners require every candidate to specify

the m(Kle of treatment which he is in the habit

of adopting, and the doses of the medicines which
he.pre.scribes.

Mcdkhu.—1. State what you know of the
gaseial doctriues of the haemorrhagic affections,

ea)*ecially as to their origin, causes, nature, and
vaiietii's ; and name the special htemorrhogic
affections.

2. Describe the general principles applicable in

the detection of valvular disease of the heart, the
diseases to which tlie valves of that organ are

liable, and the means of detecting the particnlar

valves aflected, and the nature of tlic affection.

3. AVliat advantages are gained by a selection

of climata for invalids, what affectiotis are likely

to be beaefitad by such selection, and what cli-

mate.^ would you .select, 1st, for incipient phthisis
—2ud, for chronic bronchitis, in this country and
abroad !

4. What are the different forms of lithiasis,

and what treatment would yon adopt in each ?

6. A robust young man w^as seized four days
ago with headache and .shivering. He went to

bed and slept well all night, but on the following
TOon--v - (izcd with pain (.severe and stab-
bin L;bt nipple ; his pulse then became
raj' I I liot. At the period of observation
pulse 108, skin pungontly hot, tongue covered
with a thick white fur, rubbing .sound with line

crepitation below right nipple.

Wliat disease does the patient labour under ;

What would your prognosis be ? Hon- would you
treat such a case ?

6. A patient «t. 50 is losing flesh and weight
rapidly, subject to headache and palpitation

;

apjietite voracious ; urine plentiful, sp. grav.
1 '040 ; sample of urine turned claret colour by
liquor potassse.

What is the disease, and how would you treat
it?

FouKTH Examixatiox.
Surg:nj.—1. What is iritis ? What are its

symptoms and diagnostic marks, the results if it

proceeds unchecked, and the treatment

«

2. What is hydrocele ! Mention its varieties.

With what other tumours of the scrotum might
it be confounded, and state how it may be distin-

guished from them ?

3. Describe the various forms of dislocation of

the hip-joint.

4. Describe the process of formation of an
aneurism. Mention the methods of treatment.

5. A man falls from a height on the top of his
head, and is taken up insensible. On examina-
tion, no depression or other sign of fracture is

found on the surface of the cranium. His breath-
ing is laboured and his eye is insensible to light.

He remains uncon.scion.s, and his urine and fteces

are pa,s3ed involuntarily. At first bloo<l, then
watery fluid flows from the ear. Ultimately he
dies comatose.
What injury has been received ? Explain how

it has been produced, account for some of the
most prominent symptoms.
What appearances will probably be found on

post-mortem examination ?

Fifth Examination.
Midmifcrji.— 1. Mention the various circum-

stances wliich may make it pro]ier to induce pre-

mature labour ; and describe the different ways
in which this may be effected, stating which you
would priifer, and why so.

2. Keconnt the symptoms and signs of preg-
nancy, stating the circumstances which may in
particular cases obscure the diagnosis.

3. What are the points in the history, the
symptoms, and the physical signs of a case,

which enable us to distinguish ovarian dropsy
from ascites?

4. A woman, on the day after a very severe
lalwur, in which turning had to be performed,
had a rigor, wliiili recurred from time to time
during the next week, being always followed by
perspiration, and accompanied I)y gradually-in-
creasing asthenic fever. Her pulse was extremely
rapid and feeble, her tongue dry and brown, her
skin of a dusky yellowish colour ; the lochia were
fnetid, and the milk suppressed. She became
very restless an<l sleepless, and died before the
end of the fortnight, the region of the uterus
having been only slightly tender on pressure.
What was the nature of her disease, what the
morbid appearances to be expected in the dead
body, and what treatment ought to have been
employed >.

PUBUO Hbalth.—By the Public Health Act of
ISSd, the Privy Council are empowei^i to cause in-

auiry to lie made, when they see fit, in relation to
le puliUc health iu any place'; anS a Medical officer,

Mr Simon, is attache<l to the Council, and superiu-
tends such investigations. His report of the pro-
ceedings of 1859, which has recently been issued,
deals with several subjects of great interest. Among
thera is that which has still to be called "the Thames
nuisance." In a paper communicated by Mr. Ord,
thi' '

' ribes the symptoms of a poisoning
ot IU which occurred very generally
in 1 -.'"i*t among persons employid ujion
the nvui:, aud oUurves that in 1859, when extensive
diniufectiug oiwrations were carried on at the
mouths of sewers, the sulphuretted hydrogen gas
was not in proportion suflicicnt to the production of
the symptoms ; and he remarks, that if the emana-
tions of a river iu .so foul a state do not actually
originate disease, and, on the other hand, percola-
tions from cesspools into the soil and wells is proved
to 1)6 highly injurious, then even this stage iu the
process of purifying London must be accepted as an
imprnenieul upon its prevous condition. The
patrefactive matter, instead of abiding iua thousand
places asa focus of disease, is brought into one large
aggregate, where it may be more readily submitted to
disinfecting processes, and where it finds in the
water of the receiving stream elements which appear
to ilisarni it of much of its destructive influence.
Happily this source of disease is destind in a very
few yean to a much more complete banishment.

Uivtfjs, iJlaiitaaco, nnti Sratfja.

B I K T H S.

Hogg.—September 11, at Bedford square, the
wife of Jabez Hogg, Esq., M.R.C.S., of a son.

Mackay.—September C, at the Koyal Naval Hos-
]>ital, Plymouth, the wife of Stalf-Surgeon-
George Mackay, M.D., of a sou.

MoFF.VTT.—September 25, at Thomhall, Bol-
moat, the wife of Hubert Moflatt, M.D., of
a son.

O'Reilly.—September 5, at Bishop's Stortford,
the wife of Michael O'Reilly, M.D., of a son.

Rowland.—September 24, at Bootlo, near Liver-
pool, the wife of Henry M. Rowland, Esq.,

M.K.C.S., of a daughter.
Symes.-—September 22, at Forston Hou.se, Dor-

chester, tlio wife of J. (Justavus Symcs, Esq.,

M.R.C.S., Medical Superintendent of the
Dorset County Asylum, of a son.

SIAKRIAGES.
Chavasse—Coghill.—September 19, at Castle
Towusend, William Izon, only son of Pye
Henry Chavasso, Esq., BMJ.C'.S., of Priory
House, Birmingham, to Anna Georgiua, daugh-
ter of the late Vice-Admiral Sir Josiah Coghill
Coghill, Bart., of Belvedere, Co. Dublin.

Empson—RU0PE.S.—September C, at the Parish
Churcli, Jlaiket Rason, Charles Frederick
Empson, Esq., M.iJ.C.S., of Selby, to Alice^
youngest daughter of Thomas Rhodes, Esq., of
Market Raseu.

Moeuax—Paterson.—July 5, at St James's
Church, Sydney, C. W. Morgan,

,
Esq.,

M.R.C.S. Eug., of Newcastle, , N.S.Wi, to
Jessie, only daughter of the Ute J. Paterson,
Esq., Captahi H.E.I.C.S.

S.MJTH—Haioh.— Septeml>er 26, at Leeds Old.
Church, William Josiah Smith, Esq., M.R.C.S.,
to Theresa Haigli, of Newloy, near Leeds.

DEATHS.
BE.ST.—.September 23, at Thotford, Marian Eliza,

daughter of Henry W. Best, Esq., M.R.C.S.,
aged 8 years.

Bykne.—September 6, at Fort Moultrie, Bernard
M. Byrne, M.D., Surgeon in the United States
Army, of tyjihoid fever, aged 47. He was a
native of Inland, and emigrated, while quite
young, with his parents, to Baltimore, and
graduated at the University of Maryland. He
was subsequently engaged as Prosecutor to the
Professor of Anatomy in Washington College,
New York ; and afterwards, about 183fi, entered
the Medical Staff of the Army, serving with
great credit through the Florida and Mexican
wars. Ho then served as Medical Director-
General on the Pacilic coast. He was an
accomplished writer, and his Treatise on Cholera
was ofUcially approved by the United States
Government, and is now used as a text book in
the Medical Department of the British Army.
He married the daughter of Colonel Abert,
chief of the Topographical Enghieers, Wash-
ington, and has left a widow and three children.

CiiBLLiN.—October 1, at Forest hill, Sydenham,
Frederick CroUin, F.R.C.S. and M.R.C.S. Eng.,
L.S.A. Loud., Surgeon R.X., aged 59.

FiNNBV.- September 24, at Newburu, Northum-
bcrhmd, Dr Thomas Fiuney, aged 65.

Holt.—September 29, at Euhold, Middlesex,
William Heuiy Holt, M.D., M.R.C.S. Eiig.

1802, aged 77.

lIowAKD.—Suptember 15, at Jlornington road.
Regent's park, William Lucy Howard, M.D.,
aged 3S.

Maoaulay.—July 15, at i)diu..Bay, China, on
board the hospital ship 'Mauritius,' of dysen-
tery, Robert Welbank Macaulay, Surgeon,
Bengal Meilical Service, youngest son of Dr
Alexander iIacauIay,of Eilinburgh, aged 37.

ToLDEi:vY.—September 4, suddeuly, the result
of an accident, James Bailey Toldervy, M.D.,
of Fredericktoii, New Brunswick, aged 52.

London Hospitals.—Count Kai-sakotf having
been deimted by the Emperor of Russia, to whom
he acts as Aidodo-Camp, to make inquiries as to

the management of the finances and establish-

ments of the various hospitals and charities of
London, has expressed in the public journals his

thanks for the full information courteously ac-

corded to him.
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MEDICAL NEWS.

Royal Cch-lkoe of Physiciaks.—At the ordi-

nary (juarterly Comitia, held ou Tuesday, tlie

2ud iast., the lollowiiig gentleman, having under-

gone tlie necessary examination, was admitted a

Member of the t'oUege :—James Price, M.D.,
Brixton. Tlic following gentleman was also ad-

mitted a ilember of the College, having been
previously elected under the temporary bye-laws,

now expired ;—Edward Langdon Bryan, M.D.,
Brighton.

Ai'OTiiECAHiEs' Haw-.—The following gentle-

men passed their examination in the science and
practice of Jledicinc, and received certificates to

practise, on September 27th, 1860 ;—George
Barker, Tottcridge, Herts ; William Joseph Gal-

lon, Liverjiool ; Kichard Davy, Chulmleigh, North
Devon ; William Frederick Ryall, Plymouth

;

Henry William Williamson. The following gen-

tlemen also on the same day passed their first ex-

amination:—liobert Cotterill Garner, Stoke, Staf-

fordshire ; John Valentine Laverick, Winderwell,
Yorkshire. As an Assistant:—Robert Downes,
London.
University of St Andrews.—List of Gentle-

men on whom the degree of Doctor of Medicine
was conferred, 2Sth September, 1860 :— James
Veitch Adam, L.R.C.S. Ed., Wooler ; John
Baxter, L.R.C.S. Ed., New Brunswick; Samuel
Dougau Bird, M.R.C.S. and L.A.C., Richmond,
Surrey ; Charles Henry Bennett, L.A.C., Ham-
mersmith ; Charles Corbett Blades, M. R.C.S. and
L.A.C., London ; Robert Harrison Bowness,
L.R. C. P. Ed. (by exam.), Lancashire ; Willi.am

Braithivaite, M.R.C.S. andL.A.C, Leeds ; Alfred
Frederick S. Clarke, L. A. C. , Manchester ; James
Edmund Dawson, M.R.C.S. and L.A.C., Liver-

pool ; CJeorge Downs, F.R.C.S., Stockport ; Wm.
Louis Dudley, M.R.C.S and L.A.C., Dudley,
Worce.stcrshire ; AVilliam Edger, M.R.C.S. and
L.A.C., Nether-Stowey, Somerset ; William
Galgey, Belfast ; William Goldie, L.R.C.S. Ed.,

Lanarkshire; Octavius Charles Harvey, M.R.C.S.,
Jamaica; Nathaniel John Ilaydon, M.R.C.S. and
L.A.C., L.R.C.P. Ed. (Ijy exam.), Bovey-Tracoy,

Devon; Edmuiiil John Hoskins, M.R.C.S. and
L.A.C., H.M. Indian Service; John Hughlings
Jackson, M.R.C.S., Green-Hamerton, Yorkshire

;

Harry Pike M:ijor, M.R.C.S. and L.A.C., Hun-
gerford, Berks; Edward Hooper May, F. R.C.S.
and L.A.C., Tottenham, Middlesex; Richard
Metcalfe, M. R.C'.S., Hawes, Wcnsleydale, York-
shire ; James Part, F. R.C.S. and L.A.C., London

;

GeoftVey Pearl, M.R.C.S. and L.A.C., Windsor;
Robert S. Peart, JL R.C.S. and L.A.C., Tync-
mouth, Northuinberiaud; Thelwell Pike, M.R.C.S.
and L.A.C., Weyhill, Hants ; Senjee Pulney
Andy, Madras ; George Ross, M.R.C.S. and
L.A.G., L.R.C.P. Edin. (by exam.), London

;

Charles Roystou, M.R.C.S., L. A. C, L.R.C.P. Ed.,

London ; Edmund Shaw, M.R.C.S. and L.A.C.,
Trinidad; William Staiifield, M.R.C.S. and
L.R.C.P. Ed., Oldham ; Henry C. Steven.son,

L.R.C.S. Ed., N. Brunswick, B.N.A. ; Daniel
Robert Thompson, Madras ; John H. Tylecote,

L.R.C.S. Ed. andL.A.C, Heywood, Staffordshire;

Robert George Watts, M.R.C.S. and L.A.C.,
Clifton, Bristol ; John William.s, M.R.C.S. and
L.A.C., Doncaster ; John AVilliams, M.R.C.S.,
Brecon.—The Degree of Bachelor of Medicine
was also conferred on John Robinson, B.A. St

Andrew's, Runcorn, Cheshire.

Royal College of Sukgeons.— The Library

and Museum of this institution are re-ojjened.

Camiiiiidoe UNiyEE.siTY. — The examinations

for medical degrees in the ensuing term at Cam-
bridge -will commence on Monday, the 12th of

November, at nine a.m., in the Arts School.

RaDCLIFFE l.NFIKMARY, OxFOKD. — The Go-
Ternors have received the sum of 164?. from the
Duke of Marlborough towards the support of the

above institution. The money is jiart of the pro-

ceeds arising from the fees paid by visitors to the

palace and gaidens at Blenheim, the wliole of

which is generously devoted by his Grace to

kindred philanthropic objects.

Melville Hospital.—On a recent visit to this

establishment by Miss Nightingale, that lady pro-
nounced the Melville Hospital to be in every
respect the best of the Naval or Military Hos-
pitals in tliis kingdom. Before leaving Melville,
the First Lord of the Admiralty intimated to tlie

principal Medical Officer his satisfaction at the
result of the inspection.

The Cholera.— By an order of the Board of

Health, of Sept. 14tli, Tangier is considered as

suspected of cholera morbus, and the other ports

of Morocco continue to be classed as infected.

SuROEOxs Not Wanted. — The Manchester
guardians have decided upon reducing the number
of relief and medical districts from seven to five,

in consciinence of the decrease of pauperism. Two
of the surgeons have resigued, and it is not in-

tended that the vacancies sliall be filled up.

The Prisons of Naples. — It is reported

(credat Judaeus Apella !) that one of the decrees

issued by the new Government in Naples appoints

a commission of advocates—not one medical man
—for the improvement of tlie sanitary condition

of the prisons. Have not long years of Bonrbouism
left bad laws enougli to occupy the reforming

energies of the Italian bar ?

The Health of the Miner.— Recent deduc-
tions from tables, showing the duration of the life

of tlie miner, prove that at the age of 20, miners
experience an average of 46 per cent, of sickness

more than the general class ; at the age of 30,

they show 70 percent. ; at 40 year.s, 78 per cent.
;

at 50 years, 76 per cent ; and at 60 years, 53 per
cent, more than the ordinary class of lives. It

has been ascertained that in Cornwall 61 per cent,

of the miners die of disea.ses of the chest, and only

31 per cent, of the rest of the population.

Effect of Mu.sic on thf. Siok.—The effect of

music upon the sick has been scarcely at all

noticed. In fact, its cxpensivenes.s, as it is now,
makes any general application of it out of the

questidh. I will only remark here, that wind
instruments, including tlic human voice, and
.stringed instruments, cajiable of continuous
sound, have generally a beneficial effect—while

the pianoforte, with such instruments as have no
continuity of sound, have just the reverse. The
finest pianoforte-playing will damage the sick,

while an air like "Home, sweet Home," or
" Assisa al jiie d'un salice." on the most ordinary
griiiding-organ, will sensibly soothe them—and
this quite iudependeut of association.

—

Florence

Nightiiiyale,

Dr Rufz, Director of the Garden of Acclima-
tization, established at Boulogne, has presented

to the Academy numerous parasites found in

foreign animals : --a leech found in the throat of a

black stork ; a t.-cnia in the intestines of an
ostrich (an animal which, according to Buffon,

was free from parasites, &c.)

Liverpool Infirmary School of Medicine.
—This school was opened on Monday by an
excellent address from Dr Gee. At the close of

the lecture the chairman briefly addressed the

students, congratulating them on the choice

they had made of a Profession, and urging them
by their good conduct to uphold the character

of the institution. He then proceeded to dis-

tribute the prizes awarded during the past

session. The first prize was a gold medal,
awarded after an examination in every subject

taught in the school, and to the possession of

which is attached the privilege of residence

for a certain period in the Royal Infirmary. This
prize was gained by Mr Jasper Capper, who had
obtained a larger number of marks in almost
every department than liad ever been obtained
before. The other prizes were as follows :

—

Surgery—(Lecturer, Mr Long) : Silver Medal,
Mr Capjjer ; Certificates, Mr Ricketts and Mr
Sheldon. Medicine^(Lecturer, Dr Innian) :

Book prize (equal), Mr Thoruburu and John K.
Kenyon. Anatomy and Physiology (Senior

Class)—(Lecturer, Mr Fletcher) ; Medal, Mr Cap-

per ; Certificates, Mr Ricketts'and Mr Thornburn.
Anatomy and Physiology (Junior Class)—(Lec-

turer, Dr Waters) : Medal, M. G. B. V. Nash
;

Certificates, George S. Kenyon and Mr Jackson.
Chemistry—(Lecturer, Dr Edwards) : Medal, Mr
Thomas Bird ; Certificate, Jlr Johnstone. Mid-
wifery—(Lecturers, Mr Batty and Dr Grimsdale) :

Medal, Mr George S. Kenyon ; Certificate, John
K. Kenyon. Materia Medica— (I.«cturer, Dr
Nevins) : Medal, Mr George S. Kenyon ; Certifi-

cate, John K. Kenyon. Botany— (Lecturer, Dr
Collingwood) : Book Prize, Mr R. Lupton

;

Book Prize for Collection of Plants, Mr Isaac

Thompson ; Certificate of Honour for ditto, Mr
William Cross. Practical Cliemistry— (Lec-

turer, Dr Edwards) : Book Prize, Mr John Eaton.

Scottish Lvnatic Asylvms.—The District

Lunacy Boards oi Fife, Perth, and Argyle, after sus-

pending operations in the expectation of an amend-
ment of the law, have, it is understood, again

resolved to proceed with the erection of local

asylums. Although the Scottish Act wag passed
three years ago, the Boards have delayed action

until the present time, seeking the aid of the
Legislature in various matters connected with
the size of the districts, mode of assessment,
and machinery for the committal of the insane to

custody. This delay is to be re^-etted in the
interest of the patients, many of whose disorder:!

have thus had time to become clirouic aud con-

firmed. In Fife and Argyle, accommodation will

be required for about 200 inmates for each of

these district.?. I$eautiful sites are said to have
been secured, and the works to be in jnogress.

The Perthshire Board have also ]iurchased about
sixty acres of ground for about 25007. to receive a
similar number. Inverness has .secured a good
site, and will probably be joined by Caithness.

It is thought that Orkney and .Shetland, from their

great steam intercourse with the Luthians, will

join some of the establishments near Edinburgh.

(iARIBALDl's SiCK AND WolNDED.— "I aiU

sure that any information connected with th«

Military Hospitals of Naples and Sicily will be
read with interest by my benevolent coiintry-

woineu. From .Sicily, then, the news is bad.

Perniaii fever has made its appearance in Barce-

lona, and four of the Genoese Carbineers have

fallen victim.?. All the patients are therefore to

be ranioved to Palermo, where Miss Middleton
has already given, and may yet give, invaluable

services. A Central Hospital is to be formed
in Naples. I am requested to aimouncc the

receipt of a large number of cotton sheets, bearing

the address of ' Campbell, London,' and part ol

them I have seen. I am also requested to ask

who sent fifteen cases of instrjBnents, and what
has become of them, as they have not turned up.

They would have been invaluable in Sicily."

— 'Times.'

Sir Benjamin Bkodie, Bart.—It affords ns
much gratification to state that, notwith.standing

the failure of the operation of which this distin-

guished surgeon was lately the subject, the worthy
baronet is sufficiently well to walk out without a

guide, and that he is now at a watering place ou
the south coa.st, with a view to obtain a complete-

restoration of his health.

The Army Medical Service.-The great

improvement which has been made in the pay

and position of the Medical Officers of the .\miy

appears to have had the effect of attracting a large

number of candidates to that brancli of the public

service ; and we understand the applicants are so

numerous as to enable the authorities to give the

preference to those gentlemen who jiossess a di-

ploma in Surgeiy and a degree in Medicine, over

those who hold merely a licence to practise Medi-

cine and .Surgeiy. We recommend, therefore, all

aspirants for the Army Medical Department so to

conduct their studies as to enable them hereafter

to obtain from the bodies legally entitled to grant

such in this country, diplomas in Surgery and

degrees in Medicine, and not content themselves

with educating for the pass examinations required

by those bodies which grant licences only.

'a Village of Arsenic-eaters (?)— A stream

called Whitlieck, rising in the Blackcomtie Moun-
tains, in West Cumberland, contains arsenic in de.

terminable (juantity. The arsenic is most probably
derived from veins of arsenical cobalt ore, through
which it i>ercolates ; for a few yards above the source

of the stream there is the entrance of a mine, wnicb
is very rich in arsenical ore. Tlie arsenical water iM

habitually used for everj- purpose by the inhabitant*

of the little village of Whitbeck, and with beneficial

results so apparent that one might be justified is

paradoxically characterising it as a very wholesome
poison, the cleadly elements in dilution bc-ing pro-

ductive of the most sanitary effects ! Ducks will not

live if confined to the Whitbeck ; and while trout-

abound in all the neighbouring rivulet.s, no fins are

ever found in the arsenicated stream. But its use

by the villagers does not give rise to any s)Tnpton»

of arsenical poisoning, but rather to the efl'ects which

are observed in StjTia among the ai^enic-eatci*

there. 'VVTien the railway was being carried part

Whitbeck, the first use o'f the water produced the

usual marked effects on the throats both of the men
.and horses employed on the works. Tlie soreness of

mouth from which they at first suffered, soon, how>

ever, disappeared, aud" the horses gave rise to that

sleekness of coat assigned as one of the efl'ects pro-

duced by the administration of minute but repeated

doses of arsenic. It is a question li..w far the rosy

looks of the Whitbeck children, and the old am
which a large proportion of the inhabitants of tS«

village attain, are to lie attributed to the arsenic

present iu the water.— ' Westmoreland Gazette.'
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NATURAL ATTEMPT OF CURE
OF TUBERCULAR PHTHISIS.

DISEASE KEKEWED BY AN ATTACK OF CON-

FLUENT SMALLPOX— DEATH FROM HEMOR-

RHAGE—POST-MORTEM APPEARANCES.

By JOHN GASON, M.D., A.B., &c.,

Practising Physician at Rome.

1 now come to a case equally interesting to the

physician, though imfortunately terminating un-

favourably. However, the result of the post'

mortem examination proves the truth of what

many unprejudiced physicians of the present day

are fully convinced of—that phthisis is curable.

I shall make some remarks on both cases in con-

clusion.

Dr B., iet. twentj-'eight years, mairied, of a
nervo-sanguiueous temperament, and very irri-

table, had for several years past frequent attacks of
spitting of blood, cough attended with considerable
expectoration, night sweats, and all the signs and
symjitonis of tubercular phthLsis. He had been
under the care of the late Dr Pritchard, in
England, who recommended him to go to Italy,

where he improved very much in health. In
January 1849, he was attacked with confluent
variola. He hatl been vaccinated when a child.

The attack was a very severe one : the eruption
completely covered the palate of the mouth,
fauces, aiid conjunctiva ; but it proceeded regu-
larly, and he had but slight secondary fever. He
had much cough during the attack, but lie re-

covered rapidly. During the summer of 1849 he
continued tolerably well, except that he had more
cough tlian usual, which had never quite ceased,

but gave him very little annoyance, and was at-

tended with little expectoration. He complained
more than usual of difficulty iu walking up stairs

;

he regained his strength, however, and felt better
for a change to the neighbourhood of the sea.

During tlie winter of 1850 he began to feel pain
in his chest, and had more difficulty of breathing

;

his cougli was more troublesome, and there was
more expectoration ; but he hatl no hectic symp-
toms, and his appetite was good, and he tliought
himself improving in health, when, in the month
of March 1851, he was .suddenly seized with
spitting of blood to a considerable amount,
which, however, stopped soon, but returned at
times for the next ten days, when he beiTin to
feel his strength rapidly giving way, and his
breathing becoming more oppressed, .so as not to
allow of his lying down in bed. He gradually
sank, and died on the 31st March, 1581.

Post-mortem Examination.—The external ap-
I)earance of the chest was very much distorted;
the riglit side projected very much, forming what
is called chicken-breast. The left side was very
flat, and smaller than the right side. On opening
the chest, by dividing the cartilages of the ribs,

and raising the sternum, I found tTie mediastinum
drawn very much to the right side. The left side

of the thorax was much smaller than the right,

X)articularly in the superior third, where the ribs
were very much flattened. The iwricanlium and
its contents occupied almost exclusively the lower
portion. Very strong and old adhesions con-
nected together the pleura of this .side, as well as
the lobes of the lung. The left lung was much
hepati.sed, except in the inferior third, which was
slightly empliysematoH.s, with hard tubercles
scattered througliout this ijortion. The lung was
not lialf the size of the right. Its external surface
was of a dirty white colour, and in various spots
appsarcd raised, which, on being cut into, were
found to be cavities whose external walls were
very thin, and formed of thickened pleura. Into
some of these a large bronchial tube opened,
while otlicrs were formed onlj' of ruptured tubes.
These were mostly on the anterior surface. When
the cavities were washed, the walls were of a
white colour. The superior and external surface
of this lung was dark, friable, and contained
aeTeral small alisoe.sses. There were also eight or
ten small shut cavities in different parts of this
lung, lined by a thick membrane, and containing
a little colourieas fluid. Some of these cavities
were about the size and shape of a kidney bean,
while others were round. The right lung was of
a dark red colour, extcmally mottled with puri>le

:',(.' h iu size that of a split pea. On opening this

1 ung, from the trachea downwards, I found the

mucous membrane much inflamed, and thickened

throughout its whole extent. In the superior and
external thii'd of this lung, there was a dark
portion in size about that of a walnut. In the

middle of this was an \ilcer, and in the centre of

the ulcer an artery, about the size of a small crow-
quill, partially lUvided, and entangled in what
appeared to be cellular membrane. This had been
evidently the seat of an effusion of blood. There
were several small ulcers in different parts of this

lung, as well as several cartilaginous tubercles.

The right lung was in the most part he.ilthy, ex-

cept in the upper third, as before meutioued, and
in its inferior edge, in which there were five cr six

hard tubercles. The bronchial tubes were much
increased in thickness. Adhering to this lung,

and posterior to the bifurcation of the trachea,

were five hard glands, the size of kidney beans.

On opening the pericardium, I found iu it more
than six ounces of a clear, amber-coloured fluid.

The heart was increased in size, the walls of the

right ventricle were tliin, the auricles much en-

gorged with a quantity of very dark grumous
blood, aud in the ventricles were large masses of

sanguineous concretions free from the colour of

blood. All the abdominal viscera were healthy.

Is pulmonary phthisis curable ? This is an in-

teresting question for the practical physician, and
is probably that which he generally puts to him-
self when called to see a patient labouring under
this disease. Some years since it would probably
have been answered in the negative ; but now
few, if any, physicians can pass many years in

practice without being able to record cases of re-

covery. The statement made by Andral, in his

'Clinique M^dicale,' appears to me untenable,

—

"that though tuberculous cavities may cicatrise,

still, that in the great majority of cases this cica-

trisation is scarcely of any use to the patient, iu

consequence of the simultaneous existence of a

greiit number of other tubercles, and that the

obliteration of a cavity can only be advantageous
in the case where there was but one tubercle." On
the contraiy, I have frequently witnessed persons
recover whose cases presented as evident signs

of tubercular yihthisis as did either of the above-
mentioned. Neither can I agree with Laennec,
that it is impossible to cure phthisis in the first

stage. The case of Dr B. clearly manifested
tubercles in their various stages, some of which
had cea.sed to possess any vital action. We fre-

quently see ca-ses of coiLsumption progressing
favourably—the attendant fever subsiding, the

expectoration diminishing, and the functions re-

assuming a healthy action,—when the patient is

attacked by some disease— .such as small-pox,
measles, influenza, and the like—and the disease,

which had been dying out, is again set up. We
must look on these cases, however, as accidental,

which may be avoided under certain circumstances,
and unconnected with the disease itself. I believe

that if t.aken at an early date, and treated with
due regard to its signs and symptoms, phthisis
may, m very many cases, be arrested, .and the
constitution at the same time so much improved
as to allow of its removal altogether from the

system.
We daily see cases recorded as being cured by

such-and-such a remedy. Wliy should we close

our ears entirely to their trutli, because the same
result is not found to follow iu cases which we may
have the care of ? The reason appears to me to be
very plain—that, having a preconceived idea of

the hopelessness of the disease, medical men have
recourse to one universal treatment for a disease

which may deiiend on very widely diflferent causes.

For my own part, I have been long convinced
that the cure of phthisis is generally ascribable

—

1st, to the removal of the irritation which so

frequently accompanies the formation of tulwrcle
;

2iidly, to the replacing in the economy of some
element which it may have been deprived of,

which is necessary for the prevention of the de-

position of tubercle, or for its elimination from
the system ; and, lastly, to the supplying of the

.system with .suital)le nutriment. The two cases

which 1 have given show some of the very inte-

resting means which Nature adopts to rid herself

of this disease ; and 1 would class them as reso-

lution, and ulceration, and cicatrization. And here

all the endeavours of the physician should be di-

rected to ascertain in what way Nature is en-

deavouring to relieve herself, and no treatment

should be adopted which can possibly interfer.

with this process. Many points of great interes
may be remarked in these two cases ; for though
that of Dr B. terminated fatally, still the post-
mortem examination exhibited "manifest proofs
that tubercle may be removed, or rendered per-

fectly inert. I look ou the destruction of his life

by haemorrhage as an accidental circumstance-:
the vessel engaged was a large one, and, probably,
circumstances might have occurred momentarily
to excite the circulation. In his case, ocular
proof was had of the means which Nature takes
to cure phthisis. In both of these cases, Nature
acted, hi the one by excreting from the blood a
large quantity of fluid, and in the other Viy the
occasional discharge of blood from the immediate
neighbourhood of the disease itself, thus relieving

the irritation which surrounded the tubercle. I

could bring forward many cases of the cure of

phthisis, were it not that it would pass the limits

which I have allowed myself at the present time
;

but I may on a future occasion revert to the
subject.

Rome, May 29, 1860.

CARCINOMA OF PYLORUS.
By J. HUNTER, Esq., M.E.C.S.E.

The following illustrates very well those cases

in which the stomach becomes the seat of carci

noma, aud the patient ultimately dies of th

disease, without any marked symptoms being

manifested during life :

—

I was sent for to attend Mrs B , let. 61,

residing in London, of healthy, robust appearance,

excepting a slight sallow tinge of countenance ;

she hasgenerally enjoyed good health, but has been

twice attacked with jaundice. For the past three

months her friends have noticed her complexion

to become more yellow ; she has herself com-

plained occasionally of some little annoyance after

meals, which she attributes to indigestion, but

never had any vomiting previous to the present

attack ; appetite usually very good. She now
suffers from no particular pain, unless when tak-

ing solid food ; subsists, now, therefore, entirely

on fluids ; vomiting and retching constant, bring-

ing sometimes upwards of four pints of clear,

liinpiil, insipid fluid off her stomach at one time :

this has been the case, more or less, for three

weeks, .\lkaliiies were prescribed, Init with no
good result. Bismuth and hyosciamus were alike

useless. After a consultation with Dr Steggall,

calomel was given in grain doses every hour, with
opium. This, however, did not effect any abate-

ment of the symptoms, and she gradually sank ;

the vomit for the twenty-four hours preceding

death was of a dark coffee-colour. The friends

having kindly permitted a post-mortem examina-
tion to be made, the following was the result :

—

The body was not at all emaciated—rather the
reverse, but of a somewhat sallow hue generally.

On opening the abdomen, the omentum was found
loaded v/iui fat ; the stomach enormously dis-

tended and firm, with fluid similar to the latest

vomited ; its coats much congested and attenu-

ated ; the stracture of the pylorus considerably

thickened, and on being cut into, found to be of

the consistence of brawn ; the orifice and canal

leading into the duodendum very much contracted

and ngid. The liver and spleen smaller than
natural, congested, and breaking down very easily

under pressure of the finger : the other organs

were healthy.— I cannot ascertain that any rela-

tions of the above patient ha^'e at any time been,

affected with cancer ; this, coupled with the

fact that all the other organs of the body wero

entirely free from this disease, may give rise to

the supposition that it was really a case of simple

hypertrophy of the tissue forming and suiTound-

ing the pylonis ; but from its appearance on .sec-

tion, not showing the parallel wliite lines so

noticeable in the hypertroiihical condition of the

part, and the peculiar feeling imparted whilst

cutting it, I am led to deem it undoubtedly a

case of carcinoma. Not being allowed to removB
any part, I was unable to avail myself of tliat

most valuable of all tests, the micrcscope.

Hart street, Bloomsljury square, Sept., 1860.
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THE SPIRIT
p or THE PERIODICALS.

Th'6 present number of the ' LanCet' opens with

a-roport of Mr Graing«K6 Introductory Lecture,

wtoJh is followed by a continufttion of Mr Hah-

Cock's paper on the Mvisimi of Ciliary Mziscle

ift'thrTrehimtmtofOlancorna. We extract tlic

fcill<iwing portions of-thfe article :—
'

' Let us, in tlie next place, examine the results

of- the operation of iridectomy, according to the

gublished reports of l)r Bader. These operations
aring been performed at Moorfields, we may con-

fidently assume that they are not obnoxious to

MrHullte's objection of having been 'practised
ia-cases whicli were not true instances of this

disease' {glaucoma).

"Of 107 cases, 16 are admitted to have been
injured by the operation. The eyeball iji several

cases had to be extirpated after the operation, in
C<aBeq\ience of hfemoiThage and the escape of

vitreous humour. The suspensoiy ligament of

the leUs was ruptured in otliers, and the vitreous

humour escaped ; in one case, from diificidty of

aei2ing the iris, the vitreous humour, with the
hyftloid fossa and lens, escaped, followed by half

SB. ounce of blood.

"Of 72 cases, bleeding from the iris into the
aBteirfor chamber occurred in twe've, in one case

beginning a quarter of an hour, in another a day,

after the oi)eration, the latter being followed by
suppuration of the globe ; and one ca.?e ret[uir6d

«%o«nter-puucturei to allow the blood to escape.

"In three cases, hard portions of transparent
lens escaped at the time of operatiou. In another,

tffe' lens and capsule, with about one-third of the
Titteixis humour, escaped through the wound six

Iiours after operation. Some portions of tire lens

escaped in another case, and some vitreous hu-
nii^lf'also while removing tlie remainder of the
lens with a scoop ; wliilst in seven cases the lens
became opaque, witliout any fragments escaping.

The opaque lens, however, was subsequently ex-
tftict*5"-&vonrably in several of these cases.

" We are indebted to Lr Bader's candour for

these results. We search in vain for any men-
tion of tliem in Mr Hulke's paper, although it

wouMUnot be too much to expect that some allu-

sion would be made to tliem in a j)aper devoted
especially to glaucoma and its surgical treatment.

" I^r Bader's tables include the result of
operations upon 84 eyes. Of these

—

2 were not so well after operation.

36 were not benefited.
" Of the remainiflg 46, at the time of opera-

tion-^
" 7 had no perception of light. Of these

—

5 recovered perception of light.

2 recovered tne power of recognising fingers,

one being also able to distinguish distant
objects.

" 22 liad perception of light in degrees varying
from faintest, faint, fair, to actual per-
ception. Of these

—

3 recovered imi>roved perception of light
in portions of the retina only.

S recovered improved perception of light.

1 recovered the power of recognising objects
by a portion of the retina only.

9 recovered the power of recognising
objects.

4 recovered the power of reading : 2 small,

2 average type.
" 6 had perception of light by portions of the

retina only. Of these

—

1 was somewhat Iwtter.

2 obtained perception of light by whole
retina.

2 recognised objects by portions of retina.

1 recovered the power of reading type of
.average size.

" 6 had perception of objects. Of these—
2, who had perception of large objects, were

improved.

1, who could see small objects, such as
keys, could read average tyi)e.

1, who could count fingers, acquired the
faculty of reading small type.

2, who had no perception of distant objects,
and could only count fingers with diffi-

culty, recognised fingers and distant
per.sons.

'
' 4 could read large type. Orthese

—

1 was improved.

1, accommodating at frain'3 to 10 inches,

reads average print.

2 recognise distant objects, and read
average type.

"1 patient could see, but not read, large

type : reads large letters, and teUS the
tiifte on a distant clock.

" 1 liave now to offer a few observations upon
the results of my operation up to the present
time.

" I also propose to add the present condition of'

several patients upon whom my operation was
performed some months since ; and I do this with
the greater confidence since Mr Hildige, in com-
menting upon the operation when first announced,
fell into the error of assuming it was mere para-

centesis, which, he asserted, produced merely tem-
poraiy benefit, the symptoms returning in from
one to three months ; wliilst it has been expected
that the Profession would accept and become
devotees to the operation of iridectomy from a

number of operations, the results of which are

calculated at the comparatively short internal of

from two to thi'ee weeks from the time of opera-

tion.

" I have always felt that Mr Hildige's objection
possessed great weight, and my attention lias

consequently been carefully directed to tlus point,

and the result has been to strengthen me vei-y

considerably in my original conviction, that my
operation did not relieve by evacuating fluic^

but by removing constriction. I scarcely know
of a single instance in which the patient was
benefited immediately, or even .shortly after

the operation, experiencing the disappointment
of a relapse ; whilst, on the contrary, in very
many instances, the relief has been so gradual
that, for some three or four weeks, it has been
scarcely appreciable.

"The class of cases in whtch imprOveWietlt is

most rapidly manifested, is that of acute and sub-

acute glaucoma, and what has been termed
' evanescent obscurations.' In chronic cases,

and those of total blindness, or where a mere
perception of light Tias remained to the patient,

the improvement has been' of much more tardy
manifestation, rarely taking place under a fort-

night from the oi*ration, after which it usually

increases, and rarely, if ever, recedes.

"The great value of this oiieration seems to

me that, bj' an almost jiainless proceeding, how-
ever severe the previous suffering has been, the
pain is almost invariably removed. Not only is

this the case, but, if fairly tried (which I am
justified in asserting it has not been by those who
appear to be so anxious to disparage it), it will be
found that wliilst capable of effecting an eqiial

amount of good as 'iridectomy,' it is free from
the danger and objections attending this opera-

tion. For instance

—

"a. It is much more easily and rrtpidly per-

formed, and the incision made into the eyeball is

much smaller.

"J. The operation is attended with so little

.pain, that there is no necessity for cliloroform
;

the sickness and accidents resulting therefrom' are

consequently avoided.

"c. As the eye does not require to be fixed by
forceps, the danger of lacerating the ' rotten

'

conjunctiva, or of rnpturing the suspensory liga-

ment of the lens, is likewise avoided.
" d. The incision is made at once by a Beer's

knife, and does not in any case rcquife to be

enlarged by .scissors.
'

' c. As the incision com'fflenftcs at the margin
of the cornea, and is carried obliquely into the

sclerotica away from the cornea (not backwards
and inwards towards the axis of the globe, as

erroneou,sly stated ly Mr Hulke), and as the iris

is left intact, and is not to be seized by the

forceps nor drawn out by a hook, there is no
danger of the lens escaping, being broken up, or

so injured as to cause traumatic cataract.

"/. The integrity of the iris being preserved,

the operation is not necessarily or even benefici-

ally restricted to the upper segment of the cornea,

in order to obtain the compcnsatoiy support of

the upper lid. The patient, moreover, retains

the power of adapting his vision to near objects
;

and in the majority of cases there is no perma-
nent disfigurement of the eye, or coloboma iridis

" g. The iris not being injured, hremorrliage

from its lacerated edges cannot occur ; thus it can
neither be necessary to employ a scoop to remove

the blood, nor to make a > counter-openkig to
admit of its escape.

"h. The incision is so small, that it is impos-
sible for the lens or the vitreous humour in any
quantity to escape through it. The necessity of
extirpating the eyeball, therefore, from either of
these causes, or on account of haemorrhage, as I

have already shown, canaot by any possibility

occur.
" i. It reheves pain by the removal of the con-

striction of the eyeball, and the consequent pres-

sure upon the nerves from the undue constriction

of the ciliary muscle.
"j. By it the impediment to circulation

through the bloodveescls is got rid of ; they are

placed in a favourable condition to recover their

normal state, and the probability of a recurrence
of the efTusion is greatly diminished.

'

' k. Where it fails, it does so little damSigc to
the eye, that iridectomy may subsequently be
performed, if considered beneficial to the patient.

'
' We have seen that Dr Bader gives the a6-

ccmnt of 84 eyes- operated upon, and the restUts

at the end of from two to three weeks were^^-
2 not so well as before

;

S6 not benfefited
;

16 recovered perception of light
;

18 fecovered perception of objects
;

12 possessed the power of reading, but of theft
5 could read large type before the apettt-

tion.

" On the other hand, since its introduction in
September, 1859, my operation has been per-

formed on 31 patients suffering from glaucoma,
and the result of these operations has been that^^

lO wijre not benefited, they remaining in the
same condition as before the operation 7

6 recovered perception of light
;

5 recovered the perception of objects, bei)!^

able to discern keys, x>encil-cases, tell tht
time, fee.

;

10 recovered the power of reading, none ofthtftn

being able to distinguish a Tetter,' even, at

the time of operation.

"I here subjoin an abstract of the la.st fifteen

cases, merely observing that the operations per-

fomied for the reUef of hydropthalmia, staphy-
loma, atid conical cornea have not been indtfded
here, a,s it is my intention to publish them 'at
some future period.

" Case 1. — H. M , aged forty-ftrarf a4-
niitted into the Koyal Westminster Ophthahtrfc
Hospital in October^ 1859. Of tolerably healthy
appearance, but suffered from great nervous de-

pression. The pupils were dilated ; eyeballs haWi
and large, but free from pain. He was quite'tui-

able to go about without assistance, and could not

read a letter. The only period at which he cotM
see was early in the morning, just after he awoke
fro<n sleep. Upon these occasions objects secme'd

dim—not shigle, but doubled, trebled, and qua-
drupled. His sight was good until four yeSse

ago, when it became dim ; two years afterWatfls

he began to see double, at which time he com-
menced work at a cheesemonger's shop, at g8»-

liglit. Impairment of sight increased until t*b
months befor* admission, when sight became t<J-

tally absent.

"On October 14tli Mr Hancock divided {tbe

ciliary muscles of both eyes. His eyeballs be-

came much softer to the touch, and lost the tenjfe

feeling which tliey before jwsscssed.

"He left the hospital on the 1st of Norembftli
being verv shghtly, if at all, improved.

" September 12th, 1860 (eleven months afftfr

the operation).—He came to tlie hospital ty-rfty

by himself. The pupils arc now of the natural «ijfe

and shape, and the irides act freely. Has now
only single' visiom. He says that he has sevetsl

times this -summer been into the country- by Mlfi-

self ; that last summer he was so blind tfeit K*
could not go anywhere mthout being led. (Sih

now read small pica print without the aiii of

glasses, and tells the time on a watch readily.

" Crt.sc 2.- S. B , aged srxty-tivo, adrtittW
October 3rd, 1859. Acute glaucoma of the left

eye. She first experienced pain in the eye seven

days previouslj', and having had to work very
hard as a washerwoman, the ]>ain became most
violent, preventing her sleeping at night, and ex-

tending to the temple and over the brow. The
eyeball is very hard, exquisitely tender to thie

touch, and ]ircsent3 the usual external appeat-

ances observed in glaucoma ; the lens is opaquf,

and of a greenish colour ; the pupils dilated and
irregular ; her countenance is very pale, atfd in-
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dicative of great suffering. She can barely Jis-

tiiigiii.sh light from darkness.
" October 7th, 1S59.—Mr Hancock cut through

tile ciliaryniuscle. .The pain was entirely relieved

by the ojieration, and did not recur during the

fortnight she remained in the hospital.

"Jan. 2nd, I860.—The patient came to the

hospital today, and says ' she can now see with

the eye as ever, she said,' and is able to follow

lier employment.
"Sept. 19th (eleven months after the opera-

tion).—Her sight still continues good. She says

sha can read the newspaper without any difficulty.

" Case 3.—H. C •, aged fifty, washerwoman,
admitted Jan. 11th, 1860. Sub-acute glaucoma.
Tfen years ago, the right eye became swollen, red,

and 'painful, slie having been previously subject

to rheumatism. The pain in the course of time
ceased, but she never perfectly recovered the
sight of the eye. A similar attack, attendMwith
ilashes of fire before the eyes, occurred six years
ago. As upon the jirerious occasion, the pain
waj» gi>t rid of ; but the sight has ever since been
mnch impaired. The eyeball is pyrifonn in shape,

and the cornea contrasted in its diameters and
conifcal. A marked depression or groove runs
rxnind the eyeball, corresponding to the ciliary

muscle, the eyeball being constricted at this

point ; the choroid shows darkly through the
tWnned sclerotic ; the lens is opaqnc, the globe

v#ry tense, and au areus scnilk surrounds the

cornea.

"Jan. 13th.—Mr Hancock divided the ciliary

tttuacle.

"Feb. 14th (one month after the operation).

—

The eye han now the apjiearancc of the sound
e^e ; the sight is excellent, and she has the

jfewcr of adapting th6 eye as easily to near as to

nfePe distant shjects.
" Sept. 18th (eight months after the operation).

—The sight of the eye is equally good as at last

rejxn-t. She .says she has now her nsoal sight,

and can read the nCTvspapcrs.
*' OoM 4.—G. B , aged fifty, admitted on

the 25th of January. Cataract and glaucoma.
Nfn- - -'* -T, she had an attack of inflamma-
tion iit ej-e ; after which the sight of the

cyi ^. .. tailed, until, in a few montlis, it

entirely left her. Four years ago, her left eye
became gradually dim and misty, and she saw
coldnreil rings surrounding the candle. She
nerer had any pain in the eye. She is now quite

blind with her right eye, unable to distinguish

light from dai-kness. The lens is completely
opaque, of a ileep yellowish colour, and dislocated,

it.s upper margin being directed backwards, whilst
its lower rests against the iris, which is immov-
able. The left eye is glaucomatous ; the globe is

hard, and the lens of a greenish colour; the iris

bulging forwani, insensible to light, and the pupil
dihited and iiTegnlar. She is unable to distin-

guish the largest print, but she can see faces in-

distinctly, an<l if the hand be held up before her
eye she can with difficnitj- count the lingers.

" Jlarch 2ud.—Jlr Hancock divided the ciliary

mu:iclc in the left eye.

"23rd.—Can discern faces and objects held
before tho eyes better.

" Cum 5.—J. C ,- aged fifty-seven, admitted
otVthelSthof Fubmary, 1880. tHancomu(chrouio).
Htia almost com7ilctcly lost tho sight of the left

eye, being just able to j>erceive light; has ocCii-

aional fuiin and flashes of light in the eye ; the
cyel '•" ' \- •' 'iiiil insensible to light;

hui) M opacity of the lens, .so

thai "I cannot be seen ; there

i* a distinct gieenish reilection from the pupil

;

the cornea is not jjrominent, but is rough on its

surface, though tmnspaitnt ; if placed opposite
the light, he can tell if a dark body be moved
before his eyes, but cannot distingnish its form.

111'. 17th.—Mr Hancock divided the cilimy
TnTi-icle in the left eye.

"March 1st.—To attend as an out-patient.

There is no apparmt improvement.
" Sept. 14th (seven months after the operation).

—Can discern a pencil-case and watch when hold
before him ; can also di.sccrn people and the
colunr of their clothes."

Mr Bboke Gau-Wkt relates in the same journal

the following case of San^imrrmt Meningeal

JCffiurion :

" Undi 1 ... „„..ve heading, iJr Wilks has
lately prodnccd, in the 'Guy's Hospital Koports,'

an able and practical paper, that has an inti-

mate relation to much that we meet with in

the domain of cerebral pathology. I avail myself
of Ills introduction of this subject to the Profes-

sion to brmg the following case under the notice

of your readers ;

'
' Gunner J. M , Koyal Artillery, aged

twenty-six, was brought into the hospital here at

nine a.m. on the morning of the 18th of May, in

a state of partial insensibility, having been picked

up the preceding night by the picket in a public-

house, on tho ground-floor of which he was
reported by the landlord of the same to have
been lying insensible from four p.m. of that day.

Very naturally considered by the sergeant of the

guard, into whose hands he was consigned by the

picket, to be only " dead drunk, " he was deposited

on the floor of the lock-up ixwni until the morning
after, together with the other worthies consigned

to his care, in the different stages of oblivion to

which the weakness of their heads or strength of

thsir finances had brought them. I must plead
guilty to having at once endorsed this view of the

man's complaint, esi)ecially as he exhaled a

strong effluvium of rum, and discharged a
Quantity of this fluid fix>m his stomach iinme-

iately after admission into the hospital. He
was capable of being roused, and even of re-

sponding to questions when loudly proposed to

mm, but immediately after would relapse into

unconsciousness. His pupils at this time were
of natural size, though sluggish

;
pulse oppressed,

and somewhat slow; skin nowise remark; ble.

Having due roganl to his immediate antecedents,

the patient was put to bed, and merely ortlered

to be watched. Xothing remarkable transpired

during the first twenty-four hours after admission

;

but at the vi.'dtihg hour of the day after, some
]>tosis of the right upper eyelid attracted atten-

tion, Avith eversioii of tho corresponding eyeball
;

and now also the grasp of the right hand was
found to be materially weakened, together with
the patient's control over this entire limb. Tho
leg of the same side was unaffected ; the facial

muscles were not implicated ; and his speech,

which had now returned with returning con-
sciousness, was distinct and uninvolved. Ho was
now able to recollect and relate the occurrences
antecedent to his attack. He remembered to

have been drinking in the jjublicliouse, but nt

that point his memorj-desi'rted him. Ho admitted
that his habits ha<l been intemperate ; and 1

ascertaine<l a little later, from one of his comrades
who had kiioivn him well and for a long time,
that he was inveterately addicted to the liottk'.

I ought to have stated that the patient's head
was carefully examined for external evidence of
injury, but without leading to any results in this

direction ; while, throughout his illness, he made
no complaint of pain in any part of the .same.

" By the third day, the paralytif; phenomena
had increased slightly, but there was no corre-

siKuiding imi)licatiou of the intellectual faculties,

nor was there any irritative development in the
muscles of the affected arm. The urine was
examined for albumen, and traces of that sub-
stance were found, •

•
iiiticant in amount.

The pupil of the ii'_ now become much
dilated, and was in- :. light; tho ptosis

au<l cversion continued. Opposite- pupil lively,

and of natural size.

"This patient died on the sixth day after

admission, his case having undergone very little

alteration fic^ni the state of things recorded ia tho
foregoing details. To the la.st he continued free

from coma, screamed out at times towards tho
close of the scene, and died at length exhausted.

" The autopsy of Dr Wilks' /i/if/i case recounts
almost so exactly what di.iclosed itself in that of

J. M , that this pliysic'ian's desctiptiim will

fit in hero almost without the transposition of a
sentence, or the alteration indeed of a line :

—

"'The hold presented no external signs of
injury, ami the hones were not fractured. On
removing the calvaria, the ilura mater was of a
ilark colour on the riyht side, and was flaccid.

On lifting this up, its inner surface, as well as
that of brain, was seen covered with blood, being
contaimul, in fact, in the cavity of the arachnoid.
The blood was fluid, or in form of loose coagulum.
The whole of the right half i>f the brain was
surroundetl by the eft'use<l blood, and which had
evidently compressed it ; this was seen by the
septum of tho ventricles being pushed over to the
left side. The blood had i)asscd down to the
base,' and was found also iu some quantity there.

' The left hemisphere was unaffected ; thefs were
no inflammatory products to be seen by the
naked eye. The brain itself was carefully ex-
amiiVfed, in order to discover any breach of surfa6e
as a source of the hasmorrhage, but nolte could be
found. No laceration could be found iu the
sinuses or meningeal vessels,- frdm which the
blood could have flowed.'"
"1 may add tlmt the brain did not (iisclofee'afi|^,

the least, appearance of bruising.

"The effused blood bore the appearalice of
being quite recent, having undergone no change
of colour or chemical alteration indicative of
having been long separated from its nattrriil

channels. The left ventticio was the seat of 'a

vast eft'usion of limpid serum, into which no
blood had found access. A much smaller quantHy
occupied the right ; and the thii-d and fourth
ventricles also were distended with the same.
The substance of the brain was healthy through-
out, the left corpus striatum and optic thalamus
being no exception to this condition. The vessels

of the braili were sound, and, judged by tho naked
eye, free from any degenerative tendency. There
was nothing about tho origin or course of the
third nerve to explain the ptosis of tlte right
upper lid ; nor was there any sufficient cause
apparent for the paralysis of the right iris more
than of tho left, which latter had been li-vely

throughout under its natural stimulus. The walls
of the heart were preternaturftlly thin ; vaRes
all healthy. External capsule of liver extensively
figured with deposits of fibroid degeneration,
laid doivn, 1 may almost say, in sheets—that
peculiar appearance so often met with, and so
generally laid at the door of chronic inflammation,
ami which Dr Wilks himself, 1 believe, conceives
to have its origin in a change sui generis, probaWy
the offspring of syphilis, or of alcohol, or of both.
Tissue of kidneys healthy, but the secreting
structure of both, more particularly of the right,

in a state of intense and universal venous con-
gestion, to which tho term of venous ajxjplesy
might not be vefy inapplicable. Both renal veins
much dikted.

^'Bemarks.—The leading points of intelUst

alKiut the foregoing case 1 take to be tl»e foUo*-
ing :—

"1. That a man is not always to be taken for

dead drunk, even though picked up insensibleon
the floor of a public-house, with the odour- of
spirit about him at tho time.

" 2. That a largo effusion of blood may be dis-

covered on the surface of the brain, and yet elude
our closest inquiries into its source.

"3. That such large effu.sion of blood is not
necessarily productive of coma, this symptom,
from first to last, hoving been absent in the
present case.

" Further, it is observable, that although the
efl'usion of blood was upon tho right hemisphere,
the ijaralytic phenomena were twI upon the left.

I take this to point to tho recent origin of tho
effusion ; for, although not existing in connection
with tho centres of motion, its amount was 80
great as to hare i>roduccd a considerable indeto-

' tation of tho hemisphere towards the ventricle,
the long persistence of which, had such been the
ca.se, 1 doubt not, would have influenced tho
functions of the corpus striatum and optic
thalamus. The excessive effusion into the left

ventricle, I take to have been the cause of the
paralytic phenomena. Blood-poisoning from
renal causes, plainly, will not explain the origo
mali, or tho .symptoms during life, neither con-
vulsions nor coma having been present ; nor wiU
degenerated cerebral vessels.

'

' On these several account.s, I think tho
present case affoi-ds a striking illustration of tho
oiwning remarks in Dr Wilks' jiaper, already
(juoted ;

—
' Of all the difficult cases admitted

into hospitals, those are the most jieiplexing

where the patients are brought in in an insensible

condition, and unable to give any account of

themselves. A man, for example, may be picked
up in tho sti-eot, or carried from a neighbouring
public-house, or place of low resort, and the
surgeon has to choose between injury, poison, or

disease as a cause of his insensibility
; and

then, again, to elect between the proliablo lontis

of those. In such ca.ses, the ])ost-niortom exami-
nation will generally enable us to iletormine tho

nature of the ca.se for the purposes of justioe.

Occasionally, however, even this is difficult or

impossible, and the inspection after death will

throw only a partial light upon it.'
"
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r The ' Medical Times and Gazette ' contains a

continuation of M. Clai'de Bernard's Lectures

on Experimental PcUlwlogtj. The subject of the

pancreatic secretion is resumed. We extract it

:

"We showed you, at our last meeting, the
manner of obtaining the iiancreatic juice, and
the operative proceeding with a view to this end.
The dog on which the experiment was performed
on Friday last is still alive, and the wound
inflicted on the abdomen is, as you observe,
almost completely cicatrised. Tlie pancreatic
duct, however, having unfortunately been cut
by the ligature used to secure the india-rubber
recipient attached to the tube, we have not been
able to collect so much of the fluid as we desired,
in consequence of this accident ; but we have
secured a sufficient quantity for all practical
purposes. We might repeat the operation
several times in succession on the same dog with-
out any serious inconvenience, as the animal
(when properly selected) seldom suffers much,
notwithstanding the delicate nature of the organs
wounded. Tlie peritoneum of the dog is not
nearly so sensible as that of man, or even of the
horse

; and hence, in the latter, it is almost im-
possible, without incurring great danger, to
establish a pancreatic fistula. Permanent aper-
tures of this kind cannot be kept xip for any
great length of time even in dogs, on accoimt of
the rapidity of the healing process in the animals
on which they are practised ; and hence the
operation must eitlier be repeated several times
on the .same animal, or several animals must
be employed at the .same time, if a large quantity
of the fluid is desired. Spontaneous fistulse of
the pancreatic duct are occasionally to be met
with in the human subject ; but those of a
genuine kind are rare. I have, however, myself
observed two cases in which this lesion was sup-
posed to have taken place. In one of these
mdividuals it was remarked that, when the
digestive organs were in a quiescent state, no
fluid appeared to flow from the fistulous opening

;

but when the stomach was in a state of activity
after the ingestion of food, a profuse secretion
flowed forth from the aperture ; and such was its

abundance, that the patient was under the
necessity of keejiing a towel constantly over the
opening. On examining this fluid, I found it

decidedly alkaline
; but, apart from this property,

it neither resembled the panci-eatic juice, nor any
other normal secretion of the economy.

"Is the i)ancreatic juice found in man and
obtiKncd from the lower animals identical ? To
this I am prepared to answer in the affirmative

;

and if differences have been observed, 1 strongly
suspect that, as in the preceding case, they are
to be attriljuted to the unhealthy condition of
the gland in the human subject in whom the
fistulous ojiening existed ; lor, on making in-

fusions with the pancreas obtained from con-
demned criminals, by allowing it to macerate in
tepid water, a liquid entirely similar to the pan-
creatic juice in the canine species was obtained.
In the normal state, therefore, the secretion in
man and in tlie dog is in all respects the same

;

and this is not strange, seeing that the gastric
juice in both is identical.

'

' We here exhiliit a considerable quantity of
pancreatic juice obtained from the dog operated
upon a few days ago. You observe it gives a
distinct alkaline reaction—a property constantly
found in this liquid in the healthy state. Another
of its peculiarities is, that it speedily undergoes
chemical alterations, and that, perliaps, more
rapidly than any other of the secretions of the
economy ; and in the changes which it undergoes,
there are circumstances which merit our atten-
tion. As it cools, a precipitate is soon observed
to take place ; the chemical composition of this
precipitate is not perfectly known ; according to
M. Kobin, it is formed of lactate of lime. It

consists in minute prismatic crystals. In the
tube which I hold at thi.s. moment they are per-
fectly visible to tlie naked eye, under the appear-
ance of small whitish granulations. Another
important modification which the pancreatic
secretion undergoes shortly after being drawn
from the duct, is the oiminution of its coagula-
bility under the influence of heat ; when recently
taken from the fistula, it coalesces into a solid
mass when placed for a few instants over the
flame of a spirit lamp ; but when it has remained
for some time outside the economy, this property
quickly diminishes.

"(Tlie comparative experiment is here per-
formed before the class with full success.)

" But the fundamental and characteristic pro-
perty of the pancreatic juice—that which dis-
tinguishes it from all other secretions—is that it

enjoys the peculiar power of forming an emulsion
with fatty substances and with oils. By adding
some of this latter fluid to the pancreatic juice
contained in this tube, you observe that a white
emulsion is immediately produced

; and it per-
sists during a considerable space of time. This
singular emulsifying property is peculiar to the
pancreatic juice, and is not remarked in connec-
tion with saliva, the gastric juice, or the bile

;

it is trae, however, that alkaline secretions
(saliva and bile, for example) produce analogous
effects, by partially saponifying the greasy bodies
with which they come in contact ; but iu the
pancreatic fluid, this projierty exists, indepen-
dently of its alkaline reaction, and the emulsion
produced is of a diff'erent nature, not being the
mere result of a chemical combination. This fact
enables us to understand the main uses of the
pancreas in the economy ; it is principally sub-
servient to the digestion of fat, whicli, unless in
a state of emulsion, could not pass into the ab-
sorbent vessels. After tying the pancreatic ducts
in a dog, and feeding it with fat, this substance
is found undigested in the animal's cxcrement.s

;

and clinical observations fully confirm the results
of experimental investigation in this case, for in
patients aflfected with cancerated pancreas an
oily matter has frequently been discovered in the
patient's stools

;
probably the residue of fatty

substances which he had not been able to assi-

milate.
" We are now fully acquainted with the prin-

cipal properties which are enjoyed by the pan-
creatic secretion ; it only remains for us to

examine its relations with the nen^ous system.
In this respect it completely differs from the
other secretions which we have hitlierto studied.

The remarkable efliects of innervation upon the
production of .saliva and gastric juice have been
fully explained to you ; but the influence of the
nervous system upon the pancreatic apparatus
appears to be of an entirely different order.

When the nerves of this organ are acted upon

—

whether excited by the galvanic stimulus, or

paralysed by a transversal section—the result is

identically the same : the secretion grows abun-
dant and uninterrupted, while a profuse diarrhcea

is constantly established ; the extirpation of the

semilunar ganglia produces similar effects, and
under these peculiar conditions the pancreas pours
forth a peculiar fluid, which no longer exhibits

the physiological properties of the secretion. A
fundamental difference here exists between the
salivaiy glands and the pancreas ; in both the.se

organs the section of the sympathetic nerve
accelerates the circulation, but in the salivary

apparatus the normal secretion is far from being
thus modified.

" When the pancreas, the functions of which
are iutennittcnt in the healthy state, is thus
compelled to furnish a continuous secretion, the

produce which it pours forth is no longer a normal
fluid

; it is a watery production which possesses

none of the characteristic properties of pancreatic

juice. In this experimental fact, we meet with
the confirmation of the general views we have
elsewhere expressed on the mechanism of secre-

tions. We admit that in all secreting organs a

special and characteristic substance is produced,

and that an intermittent flux canies it away ; it

is therefore absolutely necessary that the gland
should enjoy certain intervals of rest, during
which this peculiar compound is formed ; and
when the moment of excretion has arrived, an
abmulant flow of blood to the part takes place,

and carries oft' the special produce of the gland
by means of a profuse exudation. But when
secretion is all at once rendered continuous, the

characteristic substance is no longer produced
within the gland, and the watery vehicle alone

escapes from the secreting api^aratus.
" You perceive, gentlemen, that the great

object of all the operations which we have per-

formed before j'ou has been the examination out-

side the economy of the various secretions which
concur in the digestive process. To Keanmur
and Spallanzani belongs the honour of this new
method of investigation ; by them it was origi-

nally inaugurated ; and at the present moment we
have operative proceedings by which almost all

the secretions concerned in digestion can be pro-

d. We can thus not only carefully exaniiiie
and accurately ascertain the properties of each
and all of them

; but we can also imitate thern,
and artificially prepare the digestive juices. To
a certain extent these secretions can be obtained
without the operative measures we have described
and practised before you, by simply macerating
in w-ater the organs whence they come; but
neither in such quantities nor in such a state of
purity as when the usual method has been eift-

ployed. It now remains for us to descrilie the
application of this method to the biliary secre-
tion ; and this subject wiU occupy the last lieo-

ture of the present Course."

Dr GooDFEi-Lovf conthiues in the same

journal his Lectures on those diseases "^ the

kidney generally known as BrigMs Disc**
' He

observes

:

" It seems to me desirable for clinical pni-
poses, more, I confess, than for any other prac-
tical object, that I should arrange the several

agents reputed to be instrumental in the causation
of these diseases under three categories.

" 1. Those whose action is upon the blood
primarily, and upon the nervous system, and the
tissues of the organ secondarily.

" 2. Those which affect the nervous system
primarily, and the blood and tissues secondarily.

" 3. "Those which, either by direct or reflex

action, affect the tissues of the organ primarily,
and its own nerves secondarily.

" Now, although there are probably some ad-
vantages in this arrangement, yet I do not over-
look the objections to which it is open.

'

' For example, where ought we to place alcohol
and other allied fluids ? I shall place it under
ou" first class. You will see, however, byand-by,
that there are strong grounds for including it

under the second. So also with scarlatina ; but
I have had less difficulty as to where this ought
to go. I have jdaced it under the first category,

believing as I do that it is essentially a blood
disease, and that its action upon the nervous
system is altogether secondaiy. Yet some writers

upon this disease think that its primary influence

is altogether upon the nervous system.
" The most comprehensive and, at the same

time, the most practical waj- of including all the
possible causes of these diseases, would be this :

— Any substance, state, or condition, which ia

calculated to impair the nutrition and secretion

of the organ, retard the circulation of the blood
in its vessels, or irritate, directly or by reflex

action, its nerves and tissues, may be regarded as

exciting or engendering causes ; and any condition

of the body, natural or acquired, which renders

it more than usuallj- impressible to the influence

of certain morbific agencies, will, of necessity,

predispose to the diisease, and make those sub-

stances, states, or conditions, eflicitut causes.

" Viidcr the First Division I put scarlatina

eiysipelas, measles, variola, cholei'a, struma,

syphilis, phthisis, gout, rheumatism, ic. ;

alcohol (and in this 1 include all fermented alco-

holic fluids), turpentine, ether, naphtha, chloro-

form, &c. You will see that I have placed

alcohol and other hydro-carbons last ; and I have
done so, because I have some doubts whether
they ought not to be placed under the second
di\'ision.

" Under the Second Dirision I put cold, cold

and wet, and more especially sudden and great

transitious of temperature, injuries, or diseases of

the brain and spinal coixl, or sympathetic system,

whether from centric or eccentric causes, anxiety

of mind, mental shocks, &c.
" Undfr the Tliird Dirision I am disposed to

include all injuries and mechanical causes of irri-

tation : as blows, the presence of calculi ^microscopic

or larger), cantharides, and other irritant poisons,

Onani.sm (Raj-er), excessive venery {Kayer),

amenorrhea, and other uterine affections ; and,

lastly, diseases in other parts of the urinary

apparatus which are calculated to produce reflex

irritation in the kidneys.
" The fii-st on our list is scarlatina. There is

no doubt that scarlet fever is one of the most

frequent causes of kidney disease, attended with

albuminous urine. What is its mode of action !

To answer this question satisfactorily, it will be

neces.sary to consider what takes place in the

system generally, as well as in the kidney-s in

this disease. It will assist us in underst;uiding

the modits opcrnndi of this and the other assigned
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causes, especially cold aiul wet, and alcoholic and
allied fluids, if I make a few remarks upon the

physiology of the urinary secretion.
" In scarlet fever what is the condition of the

body generally ? That the skin, and some few of

the mucous membranes, are not the only parts

which suffer, I shall endeavour to make evident to

you. The capilliary bloodvessels of the skin are

not the only ones that are congested by the
retarding, stagnating influence of the 'poison.'

The vessels of every structure and organ of the

body suHer, if not to an equal, yet to a very
great extent. It is true we cannot see the precise

condition of the vessels in the internal organs as

we can in the skiu, and in the mucous membranes
of the eyes, nose, mouth, and fauces ; but we
have equally certain evidence in the symptoms.
"The circulaiio'ii in ih^ brain and nervous

tyskm is also effected. We have evidence of
this in the disordered function of these important
organs.

"Tht imiscular system is also effected. This
is evident from the jiain felt, in many cases, from
motion and pressure, much resembling rheuma-
tism. In fact, there are strong groiuids for

believing that the scarlatinal poison acts much
in the .same way as the true rheumatic poison,
and that there is a close and intimate resem-
blance, in many respects, between them.
" That the xruus and synovial membraius

sufTer, we have evidence in the frequency of
effusions in both, and in the pain and stiffness

in the joints.

" That the scarlatinal poison irritates the

glands, the constant pain, swelling, and frequent
suppurations in or around them attest. There
is also a remarkable tendency to exudations in
scarlet fever, and an exudation of a very low
character—not of fibrinous matters readily

organisable, but of a low form of albumino-fibrin-
ous matter, which has a great tendency rapidly
to be converted into a sort of albuniino-])urulent
state, or even into tnie pus. The great tendency
to the formation of iiu.f is shown by the frequent
abscesses in the areolar tissue beneath the skin
and some mucous membranes, and in the neigh-
bourhood of the glands, and in the punilent infil-

tration.i Ix'tween the muscles. There is also
ver^- often an exudate of a low fonn of albumiuo-
fibrinous matter on the free surface of the
mucous membrane of the fauces, and of a dirty-
lookijig purifonn scrosity in the areolar tissue,

beneath the mucous surface of the pharynx and
larynx. There is in most cases of scarlet fever
a deficiency of true iibrine,—hypinosia, as it is

termed.

" In the mild form.s there may be an increased
transudation of the liquor aaitguinis. The tume-
faction that is so often observed, and the sensation
felt hy the patient, as if he were generally swollen,
may in part be due to this transudation, as partly
it is undoubtedly due to the state of congestion of
the vessels generally.

" With reference to this congestion, it seems to
me that wnters ujion the exanthemata have too
much relieil upon simple congestion as the cause
of the erujition, and have overlooked the direct
influence of the "jioison " U])on the red blood-cor-
pusclea. We know that several substances, some
of them poisonous, give a scarlet hue or vermi-
lion tint to the red bloo<l-cor|iuscles,— urea and
several other animal products ; arsenious acid ; the
nitrate, phosphate, prolo-carbonate, and sulphate
of soda, and the sulphate of magnesia : but all

the sulphur and hydrocarbon compounds darken
them. This is certainly an interesting subject
for further investigation, which might lead to
more certain information as to the real nature of
the scarlatinal poison. There is very strong evi-
dence that it is Volatile, and that it is a product of
the animal body, and tlicreforo an alteration pro-
bablv of some normal animal principle. It may
be closely allied to .some of the odorous excreta of
the botly, for no one who has had under his charge
several patients in one ward laliouring underthe.se
exanthemata can have failed to detect a peculiar
odour l)clonging to them. I am quite sure that I

know the scarlet odour and the small-pox odour."

The Author, in continuation of his remarks on
the characteristics of .scarlet fever, applies the

argument to the state of the kidneys, and goes on
to say

i "W

I
' We are now in a position to account for what

we observe in the urine during life, and the kid-

ney itself after death.

"Those who have taken the pains carefully to

examine the urine day by day, have found albu-

men even at an early stage, but certainly almost
always from the commencement of the desquama-
tion. In severe fonns the urine has not infre-

quently been found to be bloody,—that i.s, to con-
tain red blood-cwpuscles, in addition to the serum.
Is it surprising that we discover albumino-fibrin-
ous casts, epithelial casts, blood casts, and red

corpuscles ; and if we have these in the urine,

after having traversed the tubules, is it not pos-

sible that the tissues of the kidney are infiltrated

with sanguineous effusion, and also with this low
form of alburaino-fibrinous material ?

"This morbid process going on, in what way is

the function of tlie organ likely to be affected,

and what means are there for the removal of
these exuded matters ? There are three ;—the
tubules, venousabsorption, and lymphathicab.soi-p-

tion. Let us inquire how far these means are in

a state to perform this ofllce. The tubules are
more or less obstructed with solid mattei's, which
in some parts may impede, in others prevent any
escape in this direction. The circulation in the
venous radicles is nearly arrested, and but little

absorption can take place in this way. The lym-
phatics are pressed upon by the exuded matters
themselves and by the distended blood-vessels,

while the whole is closely invested by a capsule
composed of an inelastic and, to a certain extent, a

tissue not readily extensible. These agents of
absorption are not in a condition very favourable

for the adequate discharge of their office. These
three agencies failing, there is no way of escape
for the exuded matters, that at this time probably
have become mixed with a large proportion of the
constituents of the urine. If any absorption by
the lymphatics take place, only the more fluid

portion can be taken u\>, and probably this is more
or less mixed with the urinary constituents. The
secretion also is all but arrested, and the whole
mass of blood is deteriorated by the presence of
the urinary excrements : ill prepared as it was
before for this additional cause of vitiation, its

own previous diseased condition is now reacting
upon itself. It has probably not recovered its

normal condition before it is exposed to another
and even more .serious cause of deterioration ; and
this fluid, upon the purity and soundness of
which depend the well-being of the whole orga-
nism, the nutrition of the tissues, the due pci'-

fomiance of the functions of organs the mo.st
vital, is circulating through vessels and tissues
that either are, or but lately were, weakened and
disabled by the primary disea.se. You cannot,
therefore, be surprised that anascarca occurs in
this complaint even from a condition that would
not protfuce it if the general tis.sues had been
healthy and had posse.s.scd more tone.

"Now, suppose a person dies from the disease
on the fifth, sixth, or any later day about this

period, and supposing that the morbid process in
the kidney is such as I have described, what
morbid ajipearauces would you be prepared to
find ? The vessels are greatly distended ; there
has been more or less blood stasis in some jiarts,

principally in the veins anil in the Malpighian
tufts ; the kidney then will be in a state of great
sanguineous congestion or engorgement—there
will be observed numeroua red dots and streaks,
and the general tissues being infiltrated with a
kind of sanguineous transudation, will either pre-
sent a diffused redness, or this redness will be
more or less intermixed with whitish or j'ellowish

white lines. The whitish parts will be due to
exudative matter. On the surface there will be
also a diffused redness ; or here also there may be
a mottled appearance, the darker parts being duo
to the arborization of the minute veins. The
tubules will be more or less distended with blood-
casts, exudative matters, and cast-off' epithelium.
Now, with all this the cap.sule has not yielded
much to the internal pressure, and the kidney,
although larger than normal, is not so large as at a
later period after anasarca. This state of engorge-
ment, exudation, and desquamation will of course
vary in proportion to the severity and duration of
the disease

; but, subject to this, it will be more or
less as I have described it. You will see, then,
tlmt this state very closely resembles, is indeed
identical with, the first form of Ruyer, as figured
in his Atlas, pi. vi. fig. 1, and pi. x. fig. 3, large
diagrams of which you .see before you. It is the
same as the congestive stage of the large white

kidney of Bright and Wilks, and an early stage o
the first two of Kokitansky.

'

' Gentlemen, I do not wish you to go away
with the notion that this state, as I have de-
scribed it, occurs in every case of scarlatina ; but
yet it is, I believe, an accurate description, modi-
fied according to the severity of the disease, and
the period at which death has occurred. If th«
fatal event has taken place very early, there will
be nothing more seen than intense congestion,
with probably some extravasation ; and the longer
time that elapses between the commencement of
the attack and the fatal issue, the greater will be
the change in the structure of the kidney. If the
attack of scarlatina be mild, although death does
not occur and we have no opportunity of seeing
the kidney, yet we may easily imagine that the

will

"

out.

congestion will be much less considerable through-

" There is a very general impression that
drop.sy is more fi-equent after mild attacks than
after severe ones, or at least as frecjuent. H
therefore, the kidney undergoes such extensiv*
changes in the severer cases, the reverse of this
ought to be the case. I am, however, not quite
sure that there is a greater liability to dropsy
after mild attacks, nor do I think it would be
nearly so frequent after the mild attacks of the
disease, if the same care and precaution were
observed in what may be called the ' after-treat-
ment ' of the disease. In severe cases the
patients remain under strict medical treatment so
long as the slightest signs of the disease or of its

effects are obseiTed. In mild cases, on the con-
trary, I believe that patients are very often sup-
posed to be cured before the jioison is really out of
the system, and any exposure to cold, or to cold
and wet which is sufficient to produce a chill, or
any debauch or imprudence in drink or diet,

will soon lead to all those states of the kidney,
and of the organs and tissues of the body gene-
rally, which I have described.

" I think it necessary hero to warn you against
the notion that there is less danger of a relapse or
of dropsy after a severe attack than after a mild
one. After any attack of scarlatina, however
mild it may be, you may rely upon it that great
damage has been sustained by the l)loo<l and
tissues of the body, and your patients ought to be
emphatically recommended to exercise great care
and caution if they wish to avoid the risk of an
attack of dropsy, or some other sequela of scarla-
tina. After a severe attack, however, a consider-
able portion of time elapses before the blood and
tissues have entirely recovered their noiiual state.

During the ten years that I was at the Londob
Fever Hospital, it was my lot to witness several
relapses into the di.sease, in which there was a
return of the eruption, of the sore-throat, and of
the general inflammatory condition. I have, on
several occasions, seen three relapses in the same
individual, even when the first attack was one ol

a very .severe character; and if you will carefully
watch the cases in the wards, you will liiid that
few persons labouring under severe forms of scar-
let fever escape a partial return of the feverish
symptoms, and also of the eruption.

" Hut, to consider the subject with more
especial reference to the kidney, suppo.se that the
patient does not die at the period that 1 have
mentioned, and that he is attacked with dropsy.
If he is carried off at this time by convulsions, or
any other immediate cause of death, the kiiluey
will be in much the same state as I have already
described, except that its tissues and its tubes may-
be infiltrated by a greater quantity of fluid, it

may itself have become dropsical. If, however,
he has lingered on for some months, the anasarca,
although at times checked for a little, yet in the
end has increased, and he then dies from coma, or
convulsions, or from efl'usion in one or more of
the great serous cavities, or from inflammation in
some parenchymatous organ, or he is suffocated
by the cedematous condition of the lungs,—in
what state should we expect now to find the
kidneys according to our view of tli.' morbid
[irocess ? In this case the hatmatin will have
disappeared ; some of the corpuscles, and the
blood and other casts with which the tuliules were
clo"ged, will have been discharged, or the tissues

will be infiltrated with scrosity, and tlic albumi-
nous croiijiy exudates may in part have esVaped
by those few other tubules, which have Ijcrome
pervious, and in part have remained in tubules
and Malpighian capsules, together with the)igli

lod,altered blood, and the desquamated and degene-
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rate<l epithelium by whiuli they liave become
infarcted, impervimis for tlic passage of the urine.

The same iuflammatory exudates still remain in

th« tissues, or they may have undergone a sort of

gelatinous metamorphosis more or loss abounding
in fatty matter, uud the tubes thomsclves in

many parts may be wasted and oWitei'iitod from
the pressure. The smaller arteries bc^ig, in like

mRUaer pressed upon, any further supply of

blood is cut off, and there is, consequently, an
anaemic appearance of the tissues generally, with,
h^e and thejo, a few congested venous radicles.

AH this, for the most part, has taken jihice in the
e^fjterual, secreting, or cortical ]iortion of the
o^gan, which has consequently increased in thick-

ness at the expense of the internal or, medullar}'
oihWtereting portion, and the fibrous investment,
haying been exposed for wetks or months to opn-
stant pressure from within, has now yielded con-
si4pi"ably, so that the size of the kidney may be
even three or four times greater than in the nor-
mal state.

" Here, then, we have a kidney closely resem-
bling the second au<l third forms of Jiayer, as
figured in his 6th plate, iig. 4—a largo.diagram
ofwhich is also on the wall, the lai-ge white kid-
ney of Bright and Wilks ; and the third and
fourth forms of Kokitausky.
" That this is no imagijiary description,

many of you have seen in tlie doadrhouse,
and many may still see ; and such are the luo-
cesses, as I think, by which these morbid states

are produced.
" But there still remains some little difficulty

with regard to this part of our subject. It is.

perfectly legitimate to inquire how, if the kidneys
are so mucli congested, albumen is not more fre-

quently—indeed, almost always—found in the
urine ? I am, however, not quite sure that if it

were carefully looked for in a sample of urine,

taken from the whole quantity passed daily, .some
traces might not bo found. But even if some be
transuded, as some may be, even in health, there
are tlu'ee ways at least by which it may, be re-

moved from the true urinary constituents before
their exit from tlie convoluted tubules. It mny
be- absorbed by the tubules themselves ; it may
also be removed by the lyniphalies and the veins.

The lymphatics alone, with their wonderful
power of absorption, and, by means of their
strong muscular walls, of cii-oulation, also will

remove large quantities of albuminous liuid in a
short space of time, if these vessels be not pres-sed

upon and disabled by more solid exudates, and
by the general turgesceuce of the vessels. The
solid matters must undergo a process of lique-
faction before they can be taken up, ami I have
no.donbt but that this often takes place without
our knowing the curative process that has been
going on beyond our sight. Our patients may
often have been near a fatal condition of things
without our being aware of it, and from which
they liave only escaped by the vis mcditxUrix,
acting through the lymphatics."

Mr Symosds contributes to the same jom-nal

some observations, on the General Treatnicnt of

Paiients before aud aflsr Stinjiaal Opci-aiioiis

,

especially with reference to the possible internal

lesions, the air of the hospital, and food of the

patient. Mr J. S. 'Walkbii, of Hanley, reports

tlie following Case of Successful Operation for tlie

Eadical Cure of Hernia :

" William G., aged 30, married nine months,
boiler-maker, a pale thin man, of good constitu-
tion, never had a day's illness before eighteen
months ago, when, lifting a large piece of iron,

he felt a tumour come in his groin ; since that
time has not been able to follow his occupation
with any comfort, on account of the rupture
giving him pain.

"June 16.—Applied to me, complaining of the
tumour. Upon examination, found a large
inguinal hernia on the right side ; the patient
had repeatedly tried to wear a truss, but could
no,t, because the gut slipped from under it and
bulged at the side : he expressed, at the same
time, a desire, if possible, to have an operation
performed upon him to make a perfect cure.
Ordered an aperient pill, with a senna draught in
the morning. Waited until June 21, as he was
so excited when told he coujd be cured by an
operation that I did not consider him in a state
to. .bear so severe a shock.

''2ist.—The patient having been placed, under
the influence of chloroform, upon his back, with
the knees drawn uji, 1 proceeded to perform
Mr Wood's operation : first, making an incLsion

of an inch in length over the tumour, detaching
the scrotal fascia from the skin, then invaginat-

ing the fascia into the canal with the little

finger ; second, in pas.sing a sU'ong, well-curved

needle, afuied with a hemp Ijgature thread
doubled, guided by the finger through three

points in the canal,—the conjoined tendon and
the triangular fascia forming the posterior wall,

—then withdrawing the needle, holding an end of

the ligature in right hand, then passing it pgain
through the external, pillar of the ring clo.se .to

Poupart's ligament forming the anterior ffall

—

the needle now only carrying one thread ;, than,

pliicing ; a round boxwood ping .over the canal,

.

tightening the fii'st ligature, with the little

finger in the canal pressing up the gnt ; finding

it compressed the .cajial completely, tied it very

tight over the jilug ; tlicn replacing the integu-

ment, put a stitch into the skin to close tlie exter-

nal wound, leaving one loose end of thread
hanging out, which was tied over the plug
leugthways, forming + over the plug -with the'

other ligatures. He was then placed in bed,

being, very sick from the effects of tlie chloroform.
Tr. opii 40 Il]_ sta.tim suropnd., with soda-water
at intervals.

" 22nd.—Felt comfortable
;
progressing Javour-

ablj', with the exception of a feeling of tightness

at the seat of the operation.
" 23rd.—Great pain over the lower part of

abdomen, increased on jiressure ; tongue furred
;

pulse 160. li. Pulv. opii gr. j., suinat. omui
2ud. horis.

"24th.—Easy; Jiad taken, fou TliiUs ; the
pain being relieved, left them off ; tongue
cleaner ; bowels relieved

;
pulse 86.

"25th.—Had a severe cough, .which caused
great pain in ivbdoinen, which is very tender on
pressure ; tongue furred ; examined chest

;

both sides equally resonant on percussiou. , Aus-
cultation ; ronchus and sibilns all over right

side, both behind and in fi'out ; left lung natural

;

])ulse 96. Ordered spt. terebinth, rect. apjdi-

cand. thoraci. To take the following :—R Tr.

hyoscyanii, 3vj.
;

pulv. rad. ipecac, gr. iij.
;

mist, acacia', 5j- ; aqua adde fiat, 5^- M. ft.

mist, capiat 5j- oni. tertia horis.

" 26th.—Much improved; tongue clean; bowels
relieved ; cough better.

"28th.—Kemoved plug ; wound nearly healed.
" From this data he, recovered without a single

bad symptom.
"July 12.—Applied apiece of soap-pla.ster

over the cicatrix, then the truss. Allowed him
to get up ; but the patieut, thinking he was
quite cured, left the house after my visit, and
walked two miles to see his mother-in-law ; has
never felt the slighest inconvenience from the
rupture or operation.

"Your readers will see that I have slightly

modified Mr Wood's operation ; but at the same
time the result will show the good effects of the
operation, besides drawing their attention to it,

which is quite [a recent discovery, showing the
great advantage of this mode of procedure, which
ought to be considered one of the great discoveries

of this age.
'

Mr FiOG oontiuues the subject of Turning in

all Cases of Lahonr.

Certificates of Death in Scotland.—Last
week, a deputation of the Gla.sgow Faoxjty of
Jledicine, composed of Dr Scanlan, Dr W. E. C.
Clark, Dr Donaldson, Dr 31'Carron, and Mr
Walker, met Lord Brougham by ap])ointment at

Glasgow, and brought under his Lordship's notice
the objections entertained by them to the system
practised in Scotland to procure certificates of the
causes of death from medical practitioners ; and
Mr Walker offered a few remarks on a plan which,
if substituted for the present defective system,
would be considered by the Faculty as satisfactory.

After some conversation, his Lordship said tliat

the better course would be for him to have a con-
ference with the Chancellor of the Exchequer on
the subject. Mr Gladstone had engaged to visit

him at Brougham at the end of October, when
the matter would be gone into, after which he
would advise tlie Faculty how to proceed.

OUR NOTE BOOK.

TKAOHKOTOMY IN CKOUP.
Before the Boston Society for Medical Im-

provement, as reported for the ' Boston Jledical
and Surgical Journal' for June 14th, Dr Bigelow
expre».ses his o]iiiiion upon tlie aljove subject.
He says that " in vciy young childi-eu it rarely
avails, while in older ones it may be . of considar-
able value ; that after the age of three years- the
chance of life is, perhaps, increased by it ; that
after that period the ratio of reeevery with opeia-
tion probably increases with the increase of age j

but that in vrryyiMug children recovery afteroj>era-
tion is rare, probably not greater than without
it."
—

' American Medical Monthly.'

QUININE.AND ABORTION.
Edwaid- Warren, M.D., Etlitor of 'The Medi<al

Journal of North Carolina,' in tlie May issue of
that jounial, commenting upon an article from
our Summary, says, " We have found nothing
more likely to produce abortion in pregnancy
than the administration of large doses of quinine."—

' American Medical Monthly.'

TANNIN AS AN ANl'IDOXE TO
STUYCHNIA.

As the results of many experiments ijerfornifd

on rabbits and dogs, Dr turzak comes to.tjie

conclusion that taiiuin promptly (idmiui.stei^i js
the best.antidote in ixiisouiug by stiyohuia. Krom
twenty to twenty-five times the quantity Of
tanuiu is necessary ; but even a lai^er amoimt
should be administered, as the contents of .tbe

stomach, and especially gelatine, may absorb a
portion. Tauuiu is the raoie eligible a remedy,
inasmuch as it is easily procurable in the shape of
gijl-nuts. A portion may be rapidly rcducediio
jiowder aud administered in water, wliilcan infu-
sion or decoction is prepared. For every grain of
strychnia at least two and a half drachms of the
gaU-apjJes should be given. It will, indeed, be
most prudent toadmiuister a still laigerqua;itity,

especially when vomiting occurs. The expfci-
mouts made by the Author with green tea sljow
that this also possesses a certain amount of

efficacy ; but, as it requires to 'oe administered an
such large doses, it becomes itself^ilmost a poison.

It can, theiefore, only be of use when a very sinall

quantity of strychnia has been taken, or as a mejre

adjuvatory. Coffee exerts still less effect. Qak-
bark, containing S'5 per cent, of tannic acijj,

may be advantageously used, when the oak-apptes
are not accessible ;. aud various other substances
containing tannin, as a;eorus, horse-chcsuut bark,
green waluut^shell, &c. Vegetable acids must bo
avoided during the treatment of strychnia poi-

soning by tannin, as they favour the solution

the resulting precipitate. The same caution

applies to alcoholic drinks. As the experiments
have shown that active efforts increase or even
induce the convulsions in .strychnia poisoning,

every care in ti-eating the accident must be takeu

to avoiil all .such movements or any powerful

stimulation.— ' Zeitschrift der Aerzte zu Wieu,
No. 9, and ' Medical Times aud Gazette."

HOUR-GLASS CONTRACTION OF THE
STOJUCH.

Ann Gallagher, set. 40, a patient in the Penn-
sylvania Hospital, died April 22nd, 1S60, of
phthisis.

Posl-mor(fra ExamimUion ten Iwurs afUr deaOi.

—Rigor mortis well marked. Upon opening the

chest, pleuritic adhesions were found on boUi
sides. In the right lung were large masses of

softened tubercle, and an abscess in the lower
lobe. At the apex of the left lung was found
a lai'ge cavity communicating with two or tUre«
smiiUer ones, with tubercles scattered through
the lower part of the lung. Upon the external

surface of the heart were two lai-ge patches of

Ivmph, but not adliereut to the pericardium, and
no signs of inflammation of that membrane

;

valves of the heart healthy. On opening the ab-

domen, the stomach was found very much en-

larged, with tlie pyloric extremity extending
below the umbilicus, and presenting a distinct

hour-glass contraction, at about one-thii'd the

distance from the pylorus. The duodenum ffas

doubled upon itself, and situated behind the con-

stricted portion of the stoinadi. On attempting
to pass a stream of water from the stomach
through the pyloric orifice it passed very .slowly,

aud on opening the stomach, found the pyloric

valve very much thickened and constricted—Uie

opening being only about one-fonrth of an iucU in
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daunetcr. The liver and kidneys hoaltliy. Tke
patient had presented no sym]itoms wliich would
hliT? directed particular attention to the stomach
while in the liospital.— ' Araer. Jour, of Med.'

ACTION OF NICOTINE ON THE HEART.
ificotine, M. Rou^et olraerves, is regarded as

posse5.?ing in the highest degree the property of

rspitUy destroying uiuseiilar irritability. The
action of this poi.son on the heart presents a re-

markablc exception to this opinion. In frogs

killed by tlie application of a drop of solutkm

of nicotine to the eye or under the skin, the beat-

ings of the heart conthuie long after all trace of

iirUnbility has disappeared in the muscles of

locomotion. When the action of the heart has

beeoirtc feeble and the intervals between the beats

imcraascd, the direct application of nicotine in-

stantly revives the contractions : these are at first

notabfy increased in intensity, and at last become
permanent, leaving the ventricle in a state of

tonic spasm, with its cavity completely effaced.

Iil'birds and mammalia killed by the inhalation

of chloroform . the veiitrrcles remain fi.tcd in the
state of diastole ; tlie right auricle alone mani-
fests some feeble tremulous movements. If the

v^tricles Ix; pricked or galvanized, no result is

jiijodBced, or only some feeble and entirely local

contractions take place. I5ut, in this state, the

contact of a drop of concentrated solution of nico-

tfiie produces general contraclion, energetic re-

sponse to the stimulus of pricking or the electric

corrent, and linally permanent contraction.

—

'Journal dc la Physiologio ' and ' British Medical

Jdunial.'

CASES ILLUSTRATIVE OT THE EFFICACY
OPSKBQUICHLORIDE OF IRON

IMI/EMORKHAGE.
Dr Foucart says :—The Memoir of M. Pize, of

Montdliinait, has of late engaged so large a sliare of

pttblir att<»tirinii, thiit I ventnro to fonrard tn von
a br. •

rhO'»

teru.;i,. . , - - . - --.::-:,...:,.:.._. 1^ . „-.'-

coaciasiVM results.

A wmnaii, a|iA<4 twenty-two, who had -been con-
i

' '
'

'" ' ;. when I fiwt saw
Ii;ver, which hail

!:iy8. The uationt

wa- -. uud I was informed that she

p<\«- -'s a day, wiUi serous motions,
»• la' • ...1... 11...

1 I Tixorcover ob-

aarv' limbs numemus
vary ;iiat insize taa p(»a.

fo«l.

pitoi- ; ., ,.. ' -.,
of 'bark, a fuar-ounce mixture containing tWBiity-

five (ir"!!" of tti>'. sesquiehloriJe, aud three small
eneiu 'jf whkh were added ten Jroiw
oft:

T' .'.1 l;!v b.inie bv the stomach ;

the ! -id on the twt) first

day- inthethint. The
apof lao'ii, niTiicd lilao, aii4 .soon

vail" Uiithe eightlidayconTalasOMitc
was '

.

AiioUiei- ttomaii, ai/e*! forty, hwl reached the
fifteaHtli (lay of an apparently mild tyjthoid fever,

when she was attacked witli pun>uni awl witli

vomiting of M'<od, wliieh recurred live or si.i[ times
a'day. Tli" same treatiirMit wns instituted, with the

8«Bi •

tttU

iael'i. „._...
to beiUluhnl'iu a (luartot tlui<I, and iu thiit iiianner

it ceaseil to oecasi^m any further inconvenience.
TI- " • ' •• refers to a woman awd twenty,

wh' : lue for an epistaxis whicli had lasted
i-i.'i '.Hit iiiternn'ti'iii. Oil my aiTival I

i.Mi i-iied withsrn-
•; ittilude. The

eiilr, .,, , ...;., ii..,,.! . iiiilluent siiots

<jf piiri»uiu -ail"! evieiuive patches of ecchymosia.- 1

bastf'!''! t., .,iii_' f'r- TKtstril fn'in wliieh the blood
esi!.'.

, : ililuted soht-

li ' jibed a four-

., ,. ...c. drops of the
I'ie. Tiiese measures at once

I i.'i*. Kortv-ei'^'ht hours after,
'

• '^ • '
. ,!

•:
I

ti" l»ii*o<l h.el ^Jflueealed rr«>m nty night
'" of my first visit. The breath was
''"^ ' ''r* case must terininate fatally,
'" r two yearn )>revailed in the
' '.vi^i^' in e^>.^y instance proved
^
'

t obsen'ation,

i' d or not bv
'''' ' -- . i .. . ,, ,. .1 in the cxhf-
bitimi iif tonicnawi' michloride, which I

likewise used locally application to the

diphtheritic patches, which had gradually invaded
almost the entire surface of the pharynx. My eft'orts

were rewarded by the most complete success, and
after a fortnight of pei"severing attention I had the
satisfaction of seeing my patient out of danger, and
merely suffering fi"om the local paralysis so common
in such cases.

During the- last of the tirfee years that the epi-

demic above alluded to continued to rage, I used
aluiost exclusively the sesquichloride as a local

caustic ; and in serious cases I exhibited ten drojw daily

internally, as a preservative from purpura and from
luemon-hage, —a frequent complication, and ahvays

the forerunner of certain death. This prophylactic

medication appears to me to have rendered the occur-

rence of purpura nioPB' raVe, and at any rate, from
the time I adopted the method, the mortality was con-

siderably lessened.^'Journal of Practical Medicine

and Surgery.'

ON PHOSPHATED BREAD.
Professor Horsfortl, of Philadelphia, says :—Among

the essential qualities ©f a substitute for cream of

tartar, in the preparations of all forms of light brea<l,

cakes and pastry, are that the article should be at

least as unobjectionable >as cream of tartar in its rela-

tions to the animal economy ; that it should be

pntverHlent ; and that when mixed with bisarbonate

of soda and Hour, it should, on the addition of mois-

tnre or application of heat, yield a neutral salt, and
set free carbonic aci<l. If, in addition to these

qualities, an article could lie devised which should
possess, in the form in which it is used, nnquestion-
alile excellence as an element of food, its value would
be placed beyond doubt. I tried in a great variety

of ways,- as numerous others have tried, without

success, to find some form of muriatic acid which
could be mixed with bicarbonate of soda, so as, after

raising the dough or paste, common salt should be
found in the product. To this most desirable end
insu|)erablo ditflculties presented themselves. I

sought some form of harmless organic acid, suited to

all the conditions of the problem ; but this effort ami
many others were alike Iruitless. At length it

occurred to me t^i find, if possible, an acid consti-

resent in all the cereals and healthful food,

• • this in the necessary conditions to fulfil

:sl.s of the prolilcm, and, at the same time, in

.anch- form that when taken intothe system it vroutd

be suited to the agencies there in action, to be ab-

sorlied'lf needed, or readily and healtliftdly re-

nK>v»d if not reqoii-eil. Ot all suoh constituents on
one is s-i iirqiortant as phos])liorie acid. Physio-

logical and chMnioil ressiarehes have showfi that wher-
ever in the l>ody there is an organ of iiiqtorUiiit fnne-

tionfl, there Nature has jirovided a store of phos-

phates. They are present iu the juices, the tissuas,

the inu-^i'les. and iu large measure in all the brain
', and in larger measure still iu

ins we consume contain them.
I ,. n, . ,ii . ..utains them. The bones we boil

and dissolve contain them. All these considerations

led me tn the conviction that if it w«re possible to

]»r>.: I'hori'- acid, in soim* form of acid phos-
pii . ^lu-h that, after it« action with moist
ea! .. >da, it would leave jihosphate of soda
(a constitnent of the bloorl) and jihosphate of lime
(an essential constituent of food), aud confer iqion it

the necessary qualities of a dry, pulverulent acid,

the end wouhl be' so far attained as to justify a
practical experiment in domestic use.

I succeeded iu producing the article in condition

to meet the wants of the problem. I than introduced

it into my family for use iu all forms, as a substitute

fur cream «f tartar for calinary purposes. When
many months of riaily n-i*' lu'l a-'=nreil nif that my

1 apjiliea-

MoSe pro-
. .._. . . ., A. It has
been in eoiiatamt use in my family now for more
than four years ; and in the form of yea-tt powder
during this time, it li.as been produced and consonied
in all parts of the country to averv- large extent,

settling, in the most satislactory manner, all ques-

tions as to its serviceability and healthfulness. Dr
.-iamuel Jackson, professor of the Institute of .Modi-

cine in the tJniversity of Pennsylvania, gives the
following testimonial in support of these views :

--

" Your sulistitute for cream of t-artar for the raising

of breail is a decided (improvement. The tartaric

acid is not a constituent of the grains from which
Hour is made ; it is not a nutritive princijile, and
often disagrees with the alimentary organs. The
phosphate of lime, which is tlie principal ingredient

of yonr prep.tration, is an essential constituent of all

griiius.- It is further an iinport<tnt nutritive princi-

ple ; and recent exjieriments have pi-<ived it is an
indispensable element in the eonstniction, not of

bones only, but of all theauimal tissues. Adeficiency
of the phosphate of lime iu fooil is a common cause
of ill health, of defective dwelopment and retardsil

growth in children. In the conversion of wheat into

-flonr, the ]ih«sphate of lime is rejected with the
dir.an ; and, iu coiisei{uenee, this necessary element
of mitritioii, contrary to the ai-ran'.,'oment of Nature,
is not obtained from onr fine wlieat bread. Yonr
preparation, while it makes a light, sweet, and palate

able bread, restores to it the phosphate of lime
which has been sepaT.ated from the hour, and thus
adapts it as an aliment for the' mahitenance of a
healthy state of the organisation."—' Scientific

American and Chemical News.'

BROMIDBOSIS LOCALIS, OR FCETID ME-
SPIRATION OF THE FEET.

In ' L' Union Medicale,' a M. Gaffard pro-
poses the following remedy for "ftietid sweating
of the feet." Red oxiile of lead, one part to twenty-
nine parts of the liquor of the subacetate of lead

;

the first to lie bruised iu a porcelain mortar, and the
liquor gradually added. A few drops to be applied
once a week, or oftener, in summer. Possibly there

may be those who believe in the popular idea -that

the perspiration excreted on the feet is not inodorous.

Professor Hebra of Vienna, iu his lectures on- the
anatomy and physiology of the skin, has spoken of

this notion, which is current in Germany. In c<Jn-

nectionwith M. Galibrd's proposed remedy for an evil

which certainly does not exist, it may be of interest

to quote Prof, Hebra's remarks, which I translate

from the notes of his lectures published in the
' Allgemeine Wiener Mediainishe Zeitung ' for 1857.
Speaking of the secretion of the perspiration, he

says;—" "There is no doubt that the sweat glands
play an important part in the animal economy. Un-
fortunately, their physiological, and, still more, their

pathological relations are but slightly understood.

In general, we know that the secretion of sweat is

veiy copious after hanl work or continued bodily
exertion, e.specially in the heat ; and further, that-Jt

is under the influence of the nervous system. 'The

sweat is colourless, soft to the taste, has a weak aefei

reaction and a peculiar smell. It can scarcely be
denied that every individual disseminates a peculiar

specific odonr. This is proved by dogs following
their master's track, and finding him by the help of

their greatly-developed organ of smell. Our orgSu
of smell does not possess tlie necessary devolepnieut
to en.able us to determine such differences. But
there are individuals whose peculiar penetrating
odour can be easily recognized by every one. It-is

a great mistake to attribute such a disagreeable
smell to the sweat alone. We must ascribe it to' the
secretion of the sebaceous plands. We may be con-

vinced of this by simply examining an individual,

the excretions of whose skin have a bad odour. On
the palm of the hand, where there arc only sweat
glniias, we shall not find any nnpleasnnt smell; it

will, on the contrary, be strong on those parts of the
body where the sebaceous glands are numerous, as the

back, and more particuLarly in the artn-pit-s. It is more-
over certain that the smell does not come immedi-
ately from tlie fresh secretion, but that it exists after

this has decomposed. Tile fresh secretion has either

none, or else a slight odour of rancid fat. But If the

sweat remains some time in contact w-ith the skin, it

undergoes a chemical cliange, and then the disagree-

able smell will be jieroeived. We will enter more
particularly into this subject when we speak of the
* ffptid foot Sweat," which long ago was considered to

lie a materia peccans whose elimination from the

body was desirable, and w-ith whose healthy excretion

no thempentical interference was .allowable."
" We come now to sjieak of a subject upon which

similar erroneous views still exist, ft is the so-called

'fo'tid foot sweat' (btomidrosis). We have already

said that the sweat, when secreted, has no l>ad

oilonr. Hence it comes that persons troubled with
this ' fivtid foot sweat ' have no disagreeable odour
on the palms of their hands, no matter if the perspira-

tion trickles from them. And when the feet are

carefullv and properly cleansed (together with the

toes and nails), they lose the highly-penetrating smell
when they again begin to perspire. This so-callod

bromidrosis localis is found most frtiquently in

young people who neglect proper cleanliness, and
whopo«s»si» no superrtuity of covering for the feet,

BO that this is seldom changed. Hence, by the

de<j»mpo»ition of the colltcted sweat, froe fat aoMs
are formed that have a disagreeable odour. These
are absorbed by the pores of the leather, and one

can easily convince himself, through his sense of

smell, that the boots are the seat of the odour.

Persons wearing a light eowring for the feet, and
often changing it, will have little trouble from
' fo'tid foot sweat.' Hence this seldom occurs in the

female sex, although the perspiration is-morecopiouain

women. As, from what has been said, it is evident

that We have to deal rather with 'sthiking boots'

than 'fetid foot sweat,' the absurd iileas which are

in eiroul.ation as to the evil effects of suppressing,

or too quickly checking the sweating of the feet,

must be entirely given up. On other parts of the

body 'also, -where the secretion has an opportunity to

remain some time in contact With the surface of the

skin— p. y., iu the arm-pits, on the .scrotum, perineum,

iio,,—a similar decomposition ofthe sweat tikes place,

ana a very disagreeable odour is created. Tiie treat-

ment of this 'fietid sweating of the feet' is therefore

reduced to ordering greater attention to the cleanli-

ness of the skin, ami a mole frequ'jul changing of

the covering of the feet."— Dr. Jeffries in 'Boston
Medical and Surgical Journal.'
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CRIME, DISEASE, AND THE POOR-
KATES.

In the numerous articles that have appeared

"in this Journal on the subject of a reform of

the Poor-laws and the sanitary condition of

tBe humbler classes, we have refrained from

regarding these topics from a point of view

which is nevertheless of great importance to

the statesman and the philanthropist : we

mean that which is embraced in the propo-

sition of an equitable assessment of the Poor-

rate upon a uniform valuation of property over

extensive areas. Having been in the habit of

considering this proposal as a part of the high

policy of the kingdom, rather than a noce.«sary

condition of the settlement of those questions

which usually come under our province, we

have hitherto put it aside ; but having re-

cently perused a pamphlet, by Mr Gilbert,

a member of our Profession, giving an ac-

count of the proceedings of the Metropolitan

and County Association for the Equalization

of the Poor-rate, and containing many remark-

able disclosures of the misery and suffering

among the poor which are attributable solely

to the present unjust method of levying the

Rate, we think that we shall be doing

useful service to those interests which it is

our duty to promote, by calling attention to

the objects this Association is desirous of

accomplishing.

Any observant person whose duties lead

him to association with the poor, must know

that a considerable portion of their destitution

and suffering is caused by the wretched-

ness of their homes, the overcrowded manner

in which they huddle together, and the

small modicum of relief which the Boards

of Guardians presiding over those deeply-

impoverished districts are able to afford.

There is an antagonism between riches

and wealth, which is fostered, if not created,

by the conditions of our urban civilisa-

tion. The mansion and the hovel can-

not abide together; broadcloth and fustian

admit of no companionship ; and, moreover,

the enhancement of the value of land, caused

by the congi-egat^ion of the porticoes of the

opulent, makes the emigration of the poor to

remoter districts a financial necessity : hence

arise the trenchant separation of classes,

which is one of the most marked and painful

characteristics of our large towns, and that

estrangement of sympathy which is its natural

result.

In consequence of this segregation of the

poor, and their exclusion from higher social

influences, vice and crime develop among

them with wondrous energy and rapidity.

We are informed that the diseases arising from

immorality increase in number in proportion

as the poor are crowded together, and that

theft and other crimes are more frequent as

the poverty of the locality is the greater.

The increase of wealth, the needs of com-

merce, the ambition of life, and the all-pervad-

ing selfishness of human nature, which prompts

every man to seek his own comfort even

at the expense, if necessary, of his neighbours,

cause a precipitation of poverty into the lowest

and filthiest quarters of our Metropolis. The

dregs of society are thus continually falling,

and are set aside as of little consideration. In

the City of London Union, where, owing to

the erection of numerous gigantic warehouses

to meet the requirements of trade, there has

been a remarkable decomposition of its popu-

lation, the poor have been either driven away,

or compressed into courts and alleys, where

existence is maintained in defiance of natural

laws. Life is here, indeed, a battle. There

are now in the City ten thousand fewer of the

working classes than there were in the year

1801; although, in all probability, the number

of working men employed in the docks and

warehouses, which make the opulence of the

City, is ten times greater now than it was then.

In the neighbouring district of Whitechapel,

the population, consisting chiefly of the opera-

tive chisses, has been increased by more than

ten thousand persons, notwithstanding that

more than seventeen hundred houses have

been removed. We might travel through the

Metropolis and tabulate its population statis-

tics in a similar way : it is sufl5cient, however,

to point to the palaces of Belgravia and Tybur-

nia, the mansions of Clapham and the

Regent's Park, and the warehouses of the City,

in contrast with the attics of Holborn, the

narrow lanes of Shoreditch, and the back alleys

of Westminster and the Borough, to illustrate

our argument. There is one fact, however, in

connection with this question which we must

not omit, as it brings the whole argument into

a focus, and exhibits it in the most striking

light. !Mr Gilbert is our authority for stating

that in two neighbouring districts, one of which

was inhabited by the employers, the other by

the employed, the Poor-rate, during four years

of distress, fell in the former from730Z. to 700i.,

and rose in the other from 17,507Z. to 29,299Z.

A large proportion of this increase was paid

by persons not much above the condition of

paupers themselves. We need not ask the

reader to imagine the amount of induced dis-

ease and crime these latter figures represent.

The Association to which we have referred

maintains that an equalized Poor-rate would,

whilst not pressing heavily upon any district,

materially lighten the burden upon the most

impoverished, and eminently improve the con-

dition of the poor. One effect of this pro-

posed change adverted to by ^Ir Gilbert is so

important in itself, and has so interesting a

bearing on Medical sanitary questions, that we

cannot forbear to quote Mr Gilbert's words.

He says

:

"One great advantage of the system of equal
rating for tlie relief of the poor over the entire

surface of counties would be the possibility of
assisting in any great public movement" or work
for the relief or benefit of the poor at a compara-
tively trifling cost to the rate-payer. For ex-
ample, let us first take the medical care of the
poor. In a case of severe epidemic, or scoui'ge of
Heaven, such as the cholera, a rate of sixpence in
the pound over the area of Wiltshire would yield
sufficient for the maintenance of a thousand hos-
pital beds at the average expenditure of th«
Westminster Hospital for nine months. A penny
rate over the Metropolis would yield sufficient to
maintain a thousand hospital beds at the working
expenditure of St George's Hospital for twelve
mouths, leaving two thousand pounds for the
salaries of the medical officers, and a surplus of
ten thousand pounds for a Samaritan fund for the
suff'erers. The maintenance and relief of the sick
poor is a subject which by no means receives from
the liCgislature the amount of consideration which
is due to it. It does not appear to be considered
that disease engenders disease, and that in cities

and large towns a very large proportion of the
poor's-rate is caused by sickness. In the parish
of Wandsworth, near London, it was proved by
Dr Nicolas, the medical officer of health for the
district, that fifty-ei^ht per cent of the poor's-

rate in his neighbourliood was caused by sickness.

In Kensington sixty-four per cent, of the diseases

of the poor are from preventable causes. In the
poorer parishes this is especially the case. By
the Registrar-General's report (1857) it appears
that in the parish of Bermondsey the proportion
of deaths from tj-phus and all other causes was
as one to seventeen. The amount of expenditure
this must have caused must have made consider-

able addition to the poor-rate, especially as a large

proportion of the sufferers were parents of families.

To understand this effect the better, let these

deaths from typhus be compared with those from
the same cause in another parish, say Marylebone,
where during the same year the deaths from the
same cause were only as one to fifty-seven. Under
a system of county-rating, its whole sick poor
might be placed under one organised staff, and
the expenditure would be but trifling, while the
sanitary effect on the population would be of the
most beneficial description, if the medical officers

were but chosen for their skill and humanity."

The view thus opened by [^Mr Gilbert is

highly significant of the advantages that

would accrue from a more liberal and com-

prehensive system of Poor-law Adminis-

tration. '\^^lcn we remember that all the

Hospitals that are supported by voluntary

contributions are in debt, and that some of

them are obliged to close their wards from

want of funds ; when we remember also the

small amount that is contributed towards

their support by the aristocracy and the

opulent classes residing near those institutions,

—we cannot refrtdn from indulging a hope

that some means may be adopted of extracting

from the resources of the rich a larger pro-

portion in aid of the necessities of the poor
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than they now subscribe. This inequality of

taxation for the support of the poor is the

great blot of the system, and the parent of

much vice, crime, and disease. It is time

that our legislators turned their attention to

this subject ; for, if we mistake not, there is a

growing feeling in the Metropolis that the

present condition of things is too unjust and

baneful to be long continued.

m '

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

IXSANITT IN ENGLAND AND WALES.

Among the physiological problems which

men take an interest in discussing, is that

relating to the influence of our modern

drilisation in the production of insanity. It

18 generally concluded that since the competi-

tion of life has grown so intense in this

country, insanity has increased in a marked

degree ; and the evidence of this position is

drawn from the large number of persons

now confined in our numerous Asylums. In

order, however, to appreciate the value of

this evidence, the increased facilities which

Buch establishments afford of providing for

the insane, and thus withdrawing them from

the privacy of domestic life, must be borne in

mind. Insanity can be now subjected to

statistics, which was not the case half a century

ago. A return of Pauper Lunatics recently

published throws some light on this question.

We find that there are in England and Wales

31,543 insane paupers, of whom 22,378 are

lunatics and 9,165 idiots—that is to say,

about two-thirds of the whole number are

lunatics, and one-third idiots ; but it is

remarkable that this proportion does not

prevail in every district of the country.

There is more idiocy in the southern counties

than in the north ; and in Wales so many as

one half of the insane arc idiots. The same

proportion holds good in the south-eastern

and south-western counties of England. The

same report informs us that three Welsh

counties — viz., Cardigan, Carnarvon, and

Denbigh— present double the number of

pauper idiots returned for Manchester, but one-

third the number ofpauper lunatics. It is there-

fore obvious, that the more the faculties of

the mind are developed by the ambitions and

struggles of life, and by all those agencies, such

as education and moral culture, which are

necessary to fulfil the design of a high con-

dition of civilisation, the higher is the

standard of mental power, and, consequently,

the lo^s idiocy. But, on the other hand,

lunacy, or a break down of the intellect,

coincides with a general increase of its power.

We do not think, however, that the question

is determined, whether, in the aggregate,

insanity is increased or diminished by civilisa-

tion,—whether, indeed, the raising of the

idiot portion of the comnmnity to a sane

condition, caused by a gradual improvement

of the race, docs not more than compensate

for the deprivation of intellect by lunacy.

Then, again, it would be interesting to know

to what extent the lunatic members of the

community are derived from those stocks

which have been improved from the idiotic

state, but were still unequal to the strain of

a competitive state of society. These pro-

blems, which involve important psychological

and social questions, might be answered by

any man who would undertake the duty of

analysis.

DISrNTKCTION OF TOWN-SEWAGE.

If the accounts that have reached us be

reliable, the problem of the possibility of the

disinfection of town-sewage at a moderate

expense has been solved, the agent being

carbolic acid. We know that there are many

agents that will produce the same result;

but exceptions have been taken to their

use, either on account of their expensiveness,

their deterioration of the sewage as a

manure, or their poisonous qualities. An

experiment has now been carried out at

Carlisle, by which the sewage of that town has

been completely disinfected by carbolic acid,

and afterwards employed as a manure upon the

adjacent lands. It is stated by Dr Angus

Smith, that the sewage is thus rendered per-

fectly inodorous. The entire cost of disin-

fecting the sewage of this town is 961. per

annum, exclusive of the cost of erecting the

works, which was 400?. This attempt has been

made by Mr M'Dougall, who has taken a lease

of the sewage of Carlisle and adjoining fiehls

for the purpose of effectually testing the

project. Supposing that further examination

should confirm the accuracy of the statements

now made, there will be no great difficulty in

future in disinfecting the sewage of all our

towns and villages, and putting the sewage to

a practical use.

HOPE FOK THE HOSPITALS.

Wo have lamented in another article the

disheartening pecuniary condition of most of

our large hospitals, but we are now pleased

to say that a Mr Bond, who is a member of

the Jockey Club, has thrown out a suggestion

which will, no doubt, cause the hearts of

hospital trea.'-urcrs exceedingly to rejoice. He

proposes that ten per cent, should be

annually allotted fi-om the Derby and Oaks

stakes, wliich would make a sum that he

calculates at 900?., in aid of a fund for the

permanent endowment of the following

hospitals :—St George's, St Mary's, King's

College, Charing cross, the London and the

Royal Free ;—the Middlesex and the West-

minster, and a fry of smaller institutions, being

omitted from the category. This is one of the

best modes in which such gains could be

appropriated. Mr Bond has generously

offered to lay down a sum on his own account

to form the basis of the fund.

MEDICAL REMUNERATION IN RATIIDOWNKY.

On the election of Dr Smith to the appoint-

ment of Medical Officer of the Eathdown^

Dispensary in Ireland—an appointment which

is equivalent to that of Union Surgeon in this

country—there was an attempt made by the

Board to induce the candidate to agree to

receive a foe of five shillings for a visit to such

of his patients as were not entitled to a ticket

for medical relief. As a matter of principle,

Dr Smith was justified in refusing to assent to

such a proposition : it was a bargain which

the Board had no authority or right to enter

into, and, if made, could not have been legally

binding. But when Dr Smith objected that

it would be derogatory to his College to talks

a smaller fee than a guinea for his visit, w
could but wish that such a beneficent ml

was instituted in this country in behalf of its

Poor-law Doctors. How many a Union Sur-

weon's mouth must water at the idea of his

getting a guinea a visit from all the inde-

pendent labourers and small shopkeepers of

his hamlet ! What happy times there would

be for the Doctors throughout the country, if

this principle- of,payment could be realised!

When Dr Smith triumphantly remarked th.it

it would be worth a person's while, when he

fell sick, to go to London to be attended for a

fee of five shillings, we could but agree with

him ; for if the illness were a long one, he

might save his travelling expenses out of

his fees. We advise the Dispensary Sur-

geons, however, not to acquaint their patients

with this fact. The Surgeons in Ireland may

fully expect, after this aimouncement, a large

emigration of British Practitioners, who will

be too eager to participate in the profits ot

such a Professional Cidifornia.

REVIEWS.

and
3rd

two

A Practical Treatise on the Disease-i of itle

Urinary and Gcmralice Organs (in bolh

Sexes). Illustrated with Woodcuts
Coloured Plates. By Wm. Acton.
Edition.

Mr Acton has divided his book into

parts, in the first of which he treats of Non-
specific Diseases ; in the second, of Specific

Diseases. I'ndcr the section of Non-Spccifio
Diseases, the Author treats of Bleniiorrhagii,

Gonorrhoea, Stricture, Prostatic Disease, Epidi-
dymitis, Hydrocele, Inflammation of Bladder,
Incontinence of Urine, the various forms of
Blcnnorrhagia in Women, and Herpes Exco-
riations, Pruritus, together with the numerous
modifications and nuances of the several affec-

tions here enumerated. Under the head of

Specific Diseases, the Author treats of Sypliilis

in its various stages and constitutional con-

ditions.

Mr Acton's Treatise is so well known, and
has so meritoriously taken its place as the

highest authority in our language upon the

diseases which have occupied the writer's at-

tention, tliat we shall not extend our analysis

into the several divisions of the work, but shall

confine ourselves to a notice of those portions

which have been added to this edition, or in

which the Author has deemed it necessary to

make alterations in order to keep his work
abreast of the advancing tide of science. The
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mcstions he has especially (hscussed in this

edition are :—whether there is more than one

Tirus cai)able of producing specific disease,

the real significance of indnration, the micro-

fOBpical appearances of guunnata and tertiary

fpnptoins, and the latest views on the subject

of rape. lie has also given additional tables

on the mortality of syphilis, &c.

In arguing the question of the j^rality of

poi80BS,"thc Author first sets forth the condi-

ions of contaminatior.. In these points he

'follows Riconl. He says that simple sores

.produce simple sores in other individuals ; and

that indurated chancres will in'oduco,as a rule,

indurated chancres. E.vcejitions are admitted.

Bte observes, '• Infifiy-nine instances collected

by- M. Ivicord's Interne, and confirmed by hiin

as well as by his colleagues, it appears that

the origin of indurated chancre was traced to

indurated chancre

—

at- leaiit ivhen the coTttagion

»as transmitted too constitution tJtat 'had not

iien preciously affecled u'ith constitutional

typhilis. If the patient have had previously

an indurartod chancre followed -by -geeondHry

vmptoms, a second infection from an indurated

liiancre will produce a soft chancre. Again,

this soft chancre will produce an indurated :

chancre in the instance of a person(who> has

never had syphilis.

The indication, therefore, is thkt Jndurated •

ehSincro does not arise from a distinW virns,

«»d that the modifications of the sore^depend

:

nppn the condition ol the patient.

With reference to the question of the

plurality of viri, Mr Acton quotes the guarded

©pinion of M. Kicord, as expressed iniareccBt

lecture, to the eflect that even though future re-

search should establish the truth of a plurality

,

of poisons, it would not subvert the principle of

tke unity of syphilis. It would only prove

that there was by the side of syphilis another;

and foreign affection, resembling it in mode of

att«6k -and external symptoms, butdiffiiriilg:

filwn it in not exercising any iufaeting inlluonoei

on the economy. Mr Acton's opinion is, as

given above, that there is but one poi-son, bht

ditTcring in its eflects according to -the idio-

•yncrisios or.diathesis of the constitution- into

which it is introduced.

Tlio Author gives an excellent dcscri^ition

' oftlittdma-tcd chancre, but we do not conceive

it expedient to reproduce a part of it ; and to

give the whole would occupy too much'

spnce. The mieroseopical characters of gum-
mata are described at lengtli. These gum-
mata arc tubercles of the cellular tissue, and
are the characteristic signs of the tertiary stage.

Tliqy are found in the sub- cutaneous and the^

»ub-mucons cellular tissue, or wherever this

conjunctive tissue exists. These tumours
never appear before the fifth month after con-
tagion, and may come on after thirty or forty

yeuM have elapsed; Mr Acton quptes JNl.

Ribord, who says of this afToction, " It mostly

b^ins with a hard kernel of a siiwdl size,

situated in the deeper layers of the skin: it:

glows very slowly; so much so, that I ami
not quite sure of the size it may rcaeh; but
this development takes place without any locali

or general reaction, and in the cases- 1 have^

observed the tumour seldom exceeded the size

of a wakrtit, and mostly remained much
»u»aller. These tubei'eles or elastic tumours
are not conUuent ; and this fact is suflicient to

estiihlibii a distinction between them and mol-
Juscumf which, gonwa-Uy, is remarkably con-
fluent." These tumours have been observed
in the testicle, tlm brain, the kings; and other
parts. AgaiBj M. Rieerd says, " As the

syphilitic tubeitcie gi<ow3, it beeomcs rather

paiaful : lliis-is almost always owing toinflam-
maliun sub u|(> witWn it. Belbre this compli-
cation o(;eu-i'S, it lie's quite free in the cellular

tijiax', iiml adheres to the skin only at one
.
point,; but wl«m iivlliinmiation sets in, it gets
coufoimded with'tlwj surrounding tissues, its

mobility i.s lost,Jtlio skin covering it becomes
red, swcHtij soiiuns, and ulcerates on one or

several spots, and a deep ulcer follows the

plenteous disch.irge of purulent matter. The
edges of the sore become undermined, and the

neighbouring parts are involved in a destruo-

tioii which varies according to the organs

whereon the tumour has settled." Microscopi-

cally, this disease is due to a cell-formation

analogous to- granulations.

It is with nmch satisfaction we recommend
this Treatise to the notice of our readers.

_
It

treats with lucidityand completeness the various

topics incident to this most important depart-

ment of surgery ; it is furnished with a htrge num-
ber of very beautiful coloured illustrations, and

is in every respect admirably got up. No surgeon

can boast of a well-furnished library who is

without this Treatise.

A Short- Notice and Descriptiim of various

New and Improved Surgical Apparatus,

'Irusses, tfic. Invented and Manufactured
Ijy Thomas Eaglnnd, Leeds.

We have often thought that a concise ac-

count of the mechanical aids used for the relief

or cure of disease would be useful to Medical

Practitioners. Mr Eagland, a Surgical

Mechanician of Loeds, has thus provided us

with a description of, those instruments in the

'manufacture of which he has exercised his

ingenuity; Here are insti-uinents for spinal

iciirvature, distortion of the limbs, prolapsus of

.

the rectum, hamiorrhoids, prolapsus of the

uterus, and hernia. The merit of these instru-

ments is their simplicity, and we are glad' to

.find tlmfc. they have -received the approbation

of some of the most eminent Members of the

Profession.

Some Points in- support of our Belief in the

P^rmanance of Species, and on the icry

limited Application of the Doctrine of their

i Ot^niibi/iNattiPal Seleetion. Bv Lionel S.

I5cale, M.B.
This pamphlet took its rise from a discus-

sion on the subject at the last meeting of the

iBritisli Association. Tho- Autlior is opposed

ta the Darwinian theoiy, as incomplete, uusus-

tained by an adequate number of facts, and
inconclusive. Dr Beale thus states Dr Dar-
win's theory

:

" The .tlieory does not suppose, like soiiio which
have preceded it, that species and genera of animals

pass, iiithe course of successive generations, into

other foiMjis ; but that certain individiuds of a race,

being exposed to circumstauces dill'crent to the

general mass, will in conso((uencc become some-

what altered. Their haliits and instincts are

supposed to become modilied, and their structure

adapted to suit the new conditions under which
they exist. If these conditions were iiufavour-

able,'^ they would soon die out ; if tavourable, the

.creatures would, in the course of successive gene-
rations, unJergo still greater nioditications, until

thfrro wra little resemblance to be trai'ed between
them and their original j>rogenitors. Tlie latter, in

some cases, would disappear altogether, iu others

would a'etrograde, and, in some instances, might
,bc • sapiiosod- to retain for a time their original

tyjie, destined perha])s at length to luidergo a

diiri*cnt order of elianges, in consequence of being

exposed to. dilt'eieut external conditJtMis."

Ho thus .deli*crs his answer :

"Many believe that the modifications whicli

occur under altered external conditions are more
liiiiited in their extent and more snlKirdiuate iu

their nature than the advocates of this theory

suppose. That even man is iullucueed by teinj>o-

rat-uro, food, habits, clothing, no one will deny
;

but wiiether these influences, acting through any
amount of time, would he capable of proilueiug

anything but an altered man, is quite another

matter. Wonderful indeed are tlie dilfercnees

observed in the phy.iieal, mental, and UKiral con-

ditions of various races of men, and among tribes

and individuals of a race ; but yet all are men,
and distinguished from every other creature by
essential ditl'erences, infinitely greater than the

non-essential and moTO subordinate characters

which distinguish these tribes and individuals

from each other.

"As-maa' is affected by external conditiomv
evefy living thing below him is also atfected, but

in a very mrteh greater degree. Plants are moAiSH
to a far greater extent than animal^ animals thaa
man. Varieties are most easily produced in plants,

and withinit great difficulty in-some animals ; tMfe

animals which are most under oar intluencebcing

those iu which the greatest modifications are pro-

duecd ; biit these are stsll only subordinate moiii-

fications. Look at the endless varieties o£ dog^
and the comparatively slight diflereuces observea

among succcssi^'c generations of cats. Howsocrtiir

too, the cat reassuraos its wild state, comj^nedwith
the dog ! Yet, through all the varieties of dogs,

there has never been produced a generation of

wolves or foxes. Every variety of ddg looked at

as a whole, considered with reference to his habits,

form, instincts, and his whole being, is still but

a dog; so it is with goats, sheep^ . ox»n; . pigs,

pigeons, fowls, canary biids, &c.

"In the lower animals, it is more difBt'ult to

point out sjiecitic dilfercnees than iu the higho;

iu plants more difficult stiJh The more simple

the organised body, the more likely will it be thkt

it will be much altered' 'by external condiCionBj

the more inconsistent will be its characters, aud
the more difficult will it be to assign to it its

exact .specific iieculiarities. It must be borne- 14

mind that, among the higher animals, and even

iu man, there are certain subordinate points

wlui'h ]>erhajffl may be roughly compared to ^fht

colour and form- of petals or leaves in pUinta,

which are readily affected by external circum-

stances. Biit these -changes are, as far as has yet

been, proved, /mitoi. To as.sigu tlie exact limit

in the jiresent state of knowledge is very difficult,

and perhaps quite iniposinble. it may, howe-rer;

be remarked, that iu the vegetable kuigdom it is

only certain allied plants that can he propagated

bj' grafting, and among animals there is no race

of true hylirids. A plant becomes very greatly

modiiied, an animal in some important ])articu-

lars, a man in comparatively very slight degree,

the alteratioiis affecting only the sizM of his limlB^

colour, and texture of his skin, hair, ic."

Dr Beale makes a just observatioa wbon he
remarks that all divisions into species are arbi^

trary and artificial, and heace cause much of

the confusion whicli furnishes the excuse fbmew
theories. One of the principal series of fact*

which gives a colour to the Darwinian and
and allied theories of; dovelopmcDt Dr Beale

oominents upon in- the ibUowing words :

" Lately it has been demonstrated, not in one

solitary instance, but in a va.<rt iiumber of cases

ocouning in. dilfereut clas.ses of animals, that

creatures, so to say, belong to dilfereut groups at

various jteriods of their existence, before their

s]ieeifie.lorra is attained. Iu other words, the

otfspring of certain creatures are im|>erfectly

formed and unlike their parents. These larval

forms aro capable of producing. larrse like thenp

selves, or other imi>erfect forms somewhat differ-

ing from tlioir immediate non-sexual {Mirent. This

process often goes on to the production ofuuillicBB

of still inqierfect creatures,-, until at last these

produce forms totally unlike themselves,—jierfect,

scxuah and witli all Ithe charactais-of the t*t)

original parents of this unnumbered progeny.
" These millions of creatures result, then, from

one single ovum. In many casus, iiiihoditreireBt

stages tlirongh which the lai-val forms pass, they
live in dincient media, consume ditferent kinds of

food, and- .are exposed to UifRfffBt ex^emal cir-

cumstances.
" Hut can it be maintained that external

agencies are alcme caneeme* in producing this

wimdorfuliy .exceptional mode of luultiplieatiaa,

which seeiiis so ]ierfcet a plan to ensure the de-

veloiimeut of a vast number of distinct creatures

of the same sjieeios within an incredibly ;sl«»t

space of time, in spite of their being .exposed iu

each phase of existence to many different chances

of destructioB—can such fa«ts as these. /b* 'ex-

plained except as resulting from infinite Avisdom

and design ?"

Dr Beale has troated the rabjectrin a cau-

tious ami philosophic spirit.

27ie Heformed Roman or Orimtal Bttths.

By James Tucker, M.D.
In thii little brochure Dr Tucker has given

an interesting account of the Roman Bath.

Our readers being well aequninted with the
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subject from thfr various letters that have ap-
peared in this Journal from the Author's pen,'

we do not deem it requisite to dilate further

upon . the subject in these columns. Dr
lucker is benefiting humanity by his eiforts to

estand -the practice of bathing among the

people.

A Case of Homicidal Mania, without Disorder

of the Intellect. By C. Lockhart Robert-
son, M.B.

Homicidal Mania is a subject of such deep
interest to society generally, and particularly

in-relation to a just fulfilment of the law, that

we are gkd of any correctly-reported facts

beating upon it. We have on former occasions

pointed out the danger of a too Civsy adoption

of. this view of the mental state in criminal

cases ; but if all cases were so plain and re-

markable as that recorded by IJr Robertson,
there would not be much necessity for caution.

This man had been sent from the Kent Asylum
to Dr Robertson with a very bad character, he
having attempted several times to injure per-

sons in that asylum. When he came under
Dr Robertson's care, his intellect appeared
sound, certain delusions under which he had
formerly laboured having disappeared. Dr
Lockhart thought he had recovered also from
his iomicidal propensities; but, to his surprise,

one day he made a fierce attack upon Mr
Gwynne, the assistant Medical Ofljcer.

;Dr Lockhart thus coimucuts upon the case

:

' *^'From the time of his attemjit on Mr (Jwynne
until the date of his removal, lie was con-

stantly seeking for an opportunity to renew
his attack. Hi.s countenance assumed a fierce

erpresKion, and his eye lighted up with the glare

of a wild l>ea.st, wheit visited and spoken to either

byMrGwynne or myself. As 1 said above, 1 did
not give him another chance, but kept both his

hands fastened in the ordinary police wai.st-helt

during his stay here. Hiul timt stay been pro-
longed to the doy of his diath, I should not, I

think, have felt - myself justifiod in autliorising

the entire removal of tlw roKtraiut. When the
intellect is affected by tUstiase, 4he precautions
suggested by ex))erieiice enable us to deal with
the various manifestations resulting from that
disease ; whereas iu one of sound intellect, and
hence able to jilan and arrange future schemes, no
pneataion could at all time.s in the crowded wards
of a county asylum, and with tlie freedom and
Uberty allowed^, protect the officials or patients
from the sudden homicidal assaults of lunatics of

tbs class under coiisideration.
" Clinical llaiw-rks on the Cu.v.—This case is

instructive as showing how morbid action of the
will leading (contrary even to the knowledge of
the wrongness of the act) to attempts at homicide
may exist in a mind apparently sane. I believe
any jurj- would have eouvicti'd the patient of
nuirder, hiid he been discharged from this asylum
previous to committing the attempt. He was
undoubtedly, as 1 liavc rcmaiked ubcivc, couaciuus
of right and wrong. Xo one could have cxjircssed

mora fully, or more proj)erly, his regret at the acts
of yiolsnce Ue bad committed at the Kent A.sy luni

;

l^e intention hereafter both to conduct him.self

better, and also to make what atonement he had
in.his power for the injury formerly done by him.
Ho fi'ccly admitted that he was con.scious of right
and wrung, and that ho should be made amenable
to the law in the event of his renewing his homi-
ciUal attacks. And yet there can be no doubt
that the attempt he did within a few days of this

awwal make to destroy the life of Mr Gwyime
vr[«s the act of a person of unsound mind. It was
made without |irovocatiou ; indeed, in return for

unvarying kiuduess and attention. It was done
before witnesses, aud without the slightest chance
of escape. He was in the airing court, whore two
atteudauts were on duty ; and Mr Gwynne was
aeooinpanied by the heiid attendant at his visit.

Even .had he succeeded, he knew that such an act
woiUd certainly insure his prolonged detention
hare ; aud yet when I pressed these points in con-
Tetsation with liiin afterwards, the only an.swer 1

gpt was that ho.would not injure the attendants,
that he had an objection to medical officers, and
hat Mr Gwynne had had a fortunate escape
VChttn toM that the Secretary of Sutc liad decided

on placing him iu an asylum where he would enjoy
less liberty and be subject to more restraint, he
said he fully deserved it, that he had brought it

upon himself, and that he acknowledged the for-

bearance with which I had treated him.
"The previous history of this case at once

points to the existence of some deep-seated moral
perversion, or lesion of the will more likely, or
perhaps both, it is hard to say, from which these
homicidal attempts resulted. There had been
auditory illusions (one of the most intractable

forms of partial insanity), aud be liad been the
subject of delusions also, as is related by Dr Hux-
ley in his history of the case. There had been
violeuce and insane attempts to break glass and
destroy property. These symptoms liad, it is

true, either been cured, or had passed into abey-
ance ; but their result in the lesion of volition and,
perverted emotion wluch led to tliis homicidal
attempt show how deep-seated the morbid mental
action had become, and may serve as a warning
of how the utmost caution and circumspection
are necessary in discharging from the control of
an asylum any case in which this homicidal mania
has ever shown itself Like a horse who has once
reared, these cases are, in my opinion, never safe

;

and Ishould notsauctiou, uuder any circumstances,
the entire restoration to liberty of any undoubted
case of homicidal mania."

He Vas afterwards sent to Flshertou House,
aud tliere attacked one of the attendants with a
short-pointed piece of wood (liis usual weapon),
with which he stabbed him about the i.ead.

There can be no doubt about a case of this

kind : the doubt exists in the case of criminals

where the history is not so clear and con-
nected.

SKETCHES OF EMINENT
rilYSICIANS AND SURGEONS

OF THE LA.ST CENTUKY.

By JOSHUA BURGESS, M.D.

MEMOIK OF JOHN HUNTER, F.RS.

(Concluded from page 247.)

In the summer of 17S5 he had attacks of flying

gout, was subject to faintings and heart atlectious,

attended with great irritability, with some, dis-

turbance of the sensorium. This nmuifestcd
itself in appreheusion of hydrophobia, having
been bitten by a dog at some earlier period. For
these affections he first visited Hath, and after-

wards Tunbridge Wells.

Sir E, Home entertained a high opinion of

John Hunter's skill as an ojierator. To use Sir
Astley Cooper's exjircssiou, he thought him
neither "dexterous nor elegant." The latter

phrase is derived from Sir Astley Cooper's day.
Hunter would fretiuently say, "To peiforni an
ojwration, is to mutilate a patient we cannot
cure. t)[)crations should, therefore, be con-

sidered acknowledgments of the inaperfeotiou

of o>ir art." " His large exj^ricuce, and his
extraordinary skill as an anatomist, almost
alwaj's enabled him to complete any operation

he undertook ; though slow, he* was sure."

A contemporary biographer, speaking of Uim, says
—"That ho is fully entitled to the highest
celebrity in both these departments (anatomy aud
surgery), it is impos.sible to dispute ; but we may
at the same time confidently aflirni, that could
his own voice have been heard, he never would
have consented to rest his fame, on any narrower
basis than that afforded by his invaluable labours
and his brilliant improvements iu the wide field

of natural science." («) The study of anatomy and
dissections, connnonced for professional objects,

wa.s far too restricted for John Hunter's ambi-
tious mind. He soon diverged from human to

comparative anatomy, which led hini into the
vast field of natural history. Thus his labours
and discoveries attracted first the notice of

Karon Haller, who- was then considered the
first physiologist in Euroiie. Lord Brougham, at

the inauguration of the statue of Newton, said

that " Cuvier had been preceded by iutjuirers

who took sound views of fossil osteology, amougst
whom the tnily original genius of liuuter fms

(a) ' Naturalist's Library,' vol. x. ' Memoirs
Johu Hunter.'

the foremost ;place." His Lordship on that ocea- •

sion reviewed the labours of "ISuffon, C'avier,
Ds Blainville, Schilling, Midler, &c."
About this time lie had accomplished the object

^
of his life—completion of the arrangement of the

' Museimi. He reduced the collection to a system,
illustrating the functions and economy of animal
life. The public wore admitted, under certain.'

regulations, to view the collection.

Jn 1789,;he was admitted an M. E. C. S. of Ireland.
A friend,: Mt Sharp the engraver, persuaded hiia
to-sit to Sir Joshua Reynolds, who promised -to,

take great pains with the painting, and said .he
woidd make it a test of his artistic abilities,

—

by it rather to obtain distinction and character,
tlian to. obtain reward by its sale. This was ou9
of the last of Sir Joshua's w-orks engraved by
Shaiji, and.it is considered one ofthe most splendid
heads, and linest engravings in England. When
Lavater was shown Sharp's celebrated engraving,
of the open eountenance of John Hunter, he ex-
claimed, "That man thinks for himself !" Mr H.
Weekes, AJi^A., is now engaged in the execution
of a statue of him, proposed to be placed iu the
musemn of the College. This, we think, is a
strange . artifitical anachronism, when the lonely
emblem of Jcnner—his constant friend, early aud
late—is resting iu a pensive attitude, melanchqly
for its mate. Close by, from St Martin's Church,
was the.dust.of Hunter exhumed, when the bronza
to commemorate Jenner was being reared. Their
merits al-e so equal, their frieudsldp in life sa
imalloyed and serene, what in this posthumoas
association will a.ssort so well with the other, as

'

an effigj' of John Hunter >

In 1732,. he relinquished his lectures to Home,
Ou the death of his early patron, Mr Adair, ha.
was appointed Inspector-General of Hospitals and:
Surgeon-General of the Ar-my. These engage-
ments took him from his usual pursuits. Jn,
short, his numerous appointments, honorary or
otheiTvisc, became so exten.sivo, we cannot attempt:
an enumeration of them. He continued to publisli,

,

and amongst others we must name, ' The Treat-
ment of Inflamed A'eins,' ' lutrosusception,' 'Ob--.

.servations on the Economy of Bees,' &c. &c. l\i,th«

.same year, he coutributed his last paper to ,the
' Philosophioal Transactions,' 'On the True i^ee.'

He cultivated this fondness for bees atHarl'sCowli
keeping his.boeluvcs ni the conservatory. On,
reliuquislung, Ids lectures to Everard Home, he
lumdcd over, all his manuscripts. These. Hq^^e
afterwards ij^stroyed, aud founded other lectures
upon tlu;m. ..He frequently abuse<l Home fir his
clumsy fingers, swearing that "his fingers were,
all thumbs," and that he would never have sensa
enough to tie down a bottle. On the other hand,
he esteemed Sir Anthony Cai'lisle for skill in

making preparations.

AVe arenow approaching the ternunation of qur
memoir. Unfortunate dissensions sprang up, iu
contequence of rivalship in an election for the
office of Surgeon to St George's Hospital. Tha
contest was conducted with great and nnjirecc-

dented warmth. Everard Home, Hunter's assist-

ant-surgeon, lost the election Ijy a decided ma-
jority. This circumstance rankled and embittered
the feelings of John Hiniter towardshis colleagues.
He manifested tins rancorous disposition ou oveiy
occasion. Uid'ortunately, lie adopted extreme
measures iu cai'rying out his animosity, and they
were thwai-ted. The Governors of the Hospital
ou more than one occasion decided adversely to
his views. He was in o]iposition to all his col-

leagues, except Baillie. These feuds terminated
only on his awfully sudden death. He had some
time befOTO. been sufi'eruig from great agitation .and
anxiety, from a heavy and nnexpectod jeciuiaiy
loss. The sjmptoms evidently proceeded front

some affc(^tipn of the brain ; and, in charity, we
may attribute many of John Hunter's eccen-
tricities to this source.

'file disputes and contentious in' which Joh"
Hunter was inqilicated with his colleagues at g*
(.leorge'.'i, wore of that fiivolous and disparaging

nature, that .we can only allude to them as curious

instances of the tastes and manners of the day.

An indulgence in quarrels of the kind in our day
woidil he at the sacrifice of so much self-respect

as to subject piortics indulging such propensities

to become amenable to severe anuuadvcrsion and
eiiticisin. John Hunter scarcely escapes the im-
putation of a mercenary motive ; but .we believe

vanity to have been the ruluig passion which was
the source of so much irritation. He in-ji.st»d

upon Ids points with that pertinacity and ardour
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which characterised the conJuct of his life. The
Board of Governors of tlie hospital had passed

a regulation which recjuired all who wished to

offer themselves as candidates to become pupils,

should have Iiocu educated to the Profession. Two
young men came up from the countrj-, ignorant of

this regulation, and apjdied to be admitted under
John Hunter. He undertook to plead for them
at the Board : he expected opposition as a usual

eveut. His state of health w.anied him of the

risk when this discussion became imminent,

—

Whicli, from intelligence he had received, was cer-

fcvin to occur. He foreboded the catastrophe which
occurred, in an inten'iew with Dr Richardson.

The Board met on Oct. 16th, 1794. He left liome
in apparently high spirits, but somewhat excited.

He left by accident on the study-table his case-

list, which Mr Chft— wlio tlicn resided with him
—followed to restore to )uui. He found his carriage

at the house of a patient in St James's street.

Clift deli\ered the list to him, and heard him
order the coachman, in an animated manner, to

drive to the Hospital. He entered the board-
room to fulfil his promise, and found it already
assembled. He directly urged tlie propriety of

these candidates being admitted. In the course of

las remarks, he made some observation which one
of his colleagues tliouglit it necessary instantly

and flatly to conti-adict. Hunter immediately
ceased speaking, and, struggling to suppress the
ttimult of his passion, hurried into the adjoining

room, which lie had scarce!}' readied, when, with
adeep groan, he fell lifeless in tlie arms of Dr
Bobertsoii, one of the physicians of the hosi>ital,

who chanced to be present. Dr Baillie had im-

mediatel}' followed hiui into the board-room. Mr
Home was also present, and every attempt was
made to restore life. "His body was placed in a

sedan chair, and conveyed to Leicester square,

followed by his now vacant carriage."

"John Hunter was of short stature, very strong,

bodily active, and well formed, and capable of great

exertion. His countennice was open, animated,
and deeply impressed with thoughtfulness. To-
wards the close of life he was easily irritated, and
not easily pacified when once provoked." A bust
of him was made by Ch.intrey, taken from a mask
Sir Joshua Reynolds hud modelled between tlic

intervals of his sittings wliili; painting his por-
trait. This had been mislaid and forgotten, and
was found aniong.st lumber after his death. "Soon
after his death, Mrs Hunter felt anxious to erect

a monument to his memory in Westminster
Abbey. The fees demanded for permission to

occupy a uiclie within that venerable fane were
too great foi- her reduced fortune, and she there-
fore abandoned her intention." (i) John Hunter
^d in his sixty-fifth year. Our summary of tlie

chequered incidents of this venerable man's life

is imperfect and incomplete. To do them small
justice, more ample siiace would be required. A
temper of mind well toned for philosophical
lisquisitioii would be reiiuired to cursorily enter-
tain the various tojiics wliirli occupied the whole
life and labours of John Hunter.

He.vi.th of the Ar.MiEs in Syria, Ciiin.\,

A-ND Italy.—Intelligence respecting the health
of the French soldiers in Syria is very unfavour-
able. Although they had not yet gone on any
expedition, 600 men, or aliout one-tenth of tlie

force, were in hospital. The English troojjs in

C%ina, on the other hand, are described as being
in an excellent state of health ; the hospital ships

models of comfort and efficient arrangemeut, and
general sanitary ]irecautions carefully carried out.

As a result, 12,000 men are now embarked for

campaign in a state of health rivalling that of

inhabitants of niral districts. Let us hope that
we have at last an example of sanitary administra-
tion that will be consistently followed out. The
bad economy of killing our soldiers by routine, in

order to save our enemies the trouble, seems at

la.st likely to be recognised.—From Italy, medi-
cal intelligence is also more favourable than
heretofore. The dearth of medical stores is now
lie irly at an end. The hospitals are under the
superintendence of Madame Mario, and arc in
many respects inijiroved. The recent arrange-
nients of the Medical Staff after the engagement at
CapUa are .spoken of in terms of praise. It is in
conlemiilation to establish a central hospital at
Naples, and one also at I'alernio. The organiza-
tion of the Hospital Staff, however, leaves much to
be desired.— ' Lancet.'

. (*) Palmer's ' Life ol_John Hunter,' p. 1-35.

HOSPITAL REPOETS.

KING'S COLLEGE.—Seit. 29tii, 1860.

Cure of Hebnia—Wood's Operation.
Having, in a late number (August 22nd), said

so much in explanation of the details of this very
(airious operation, it would be .scarcely necessary
to go into the subject again. But the operation
is not to be so cursorily treated. It will rarely be
performed, but some new feature, and fresh ana-

tomical iihase, will present itself for uotice. Two
such singular cases have occurred at King's
College lately, the first on this date, and the
second on October Cth inst. Both these cases

observed a strange similarity of eccentricity, and
in relating the history of one, mvialis mutaiidis,

we shall give an outline of the peculiarities of

the other. Mr Wood, the talented discoverer of

this new mode of operation, performed for cme
of hernia on both occasions. As this oiieration

is so complex, yet so easily adapted by skilful

manipulation to meet eveiy exigence and to

conquer all emergencies, it is well that the ofilce

of explaining diihculties as they arise should come
from so able an anatomist. The clearness and
precision of Mr Wood's comprehension of the
anatomy of the parts implicated in lieruia, his
capability of lucid demonstration botli by word
and by diagram, and fertility of resource innovel
and unexpected difficulties, are beyond all praise.

The number of patients at the present time who
have been relieved by cure of hernia on Mr
Wood's plan, we believe, is somewhere about
thirty ; the last case to which we shall revert being
in number the twenty-fourth which he himself
has had under his care, all but two of which have
proved successful. One of these had had several
previous oiierations unsuccessfully attempted in

different hospitals. The parts were consequently
so cut up as to afford a very sleuder prosjiect of
suecess. The patient moreover, a sailor, absented
himself,without leave, at tlie end ofa week before the
parts were sufficiently firm, walked some distance
and indulged in debauch. We still are of opinion
that this operation demands a familiarity with
the minute anatomy of the parts, and a certain

decision and boldness of procedure, that few
possess, but with which, in an eminent degree,

Mr Wood is familiar and singularly eudowed.
One of the difficulties to be scrupulously regarded
is to avoid the epigastric artery. After much
familiarity and jiractice, as well upon the dead as

living subject, he urges the necessity of using
the index-finger of that hand which corresponds
to tlie side ujion which the hernia operated upon
is situated. Thus the right index-finger must be
used to invaginate the parts of hernia on the right

side, and, vice vcrsd, the left finger for the left

side. This is to give, if we may so express it, a
correct taclus eruditim to govern and guide the
needle, armed with hempen thread, properly to

the neck of the sac. This is greally facilitated bj'

the circumstance that the artery slips awaj' wlien
touched b}- the needle, it being glib, and the areolar

tissues in which it is imbedded of a synovial
character. Mr Wood stated that he had tried

many experiments in a careless manner upon dead
subjects. In one instance, where vessels were
injected, the needle did catch the artery ; being
bard and firm, it did not sliji away. The case of

to-day was singularly complex ; the patient, a

sailor from the Sailors' Home, a very strong hale

mail about twenty-two years of age. The heniia

was both oblique and direct ; Mr Wood had never
before seen such a case, the internal ring being
dilated and open, as well as the external. He
prefers a blunt-shouldered needle to a sharp one,

the sharpened point being very small. It lays

liold better upon the fibres of the fascia, and,

from the smalluess of the puncture of the fibres,

the ligature is less liable to tear out than from a

larger incision. The tenotomy-knife used is verj'

fine and sharp at the point and edge for about
two-thirds of its length—edge beyond being re-

moved. The case Mr Wood operated upon on
the 6th inst. was a fine youn^' man about twenty-
five years of age. The hernial sac was unusually
large and dilated, although the hernia was recent.

Another singularity characterising it was, that the
tumour was as broad at its apex as at its base, and
a kind of neck in the region of the ring was
marked upon it, as tliough pressure from a

.slight collar existed. To meet this unusual
state of things, Mr Wootl adopted quite a

novel mode of operation. In this instance,

having to contend with such unusual rekxatiou
and largeness of sac, he adojited a strong iron
wire ligature coated with silver, instead of his
usual strong hempen ligature. The manipulation
he effected and practised- included an additional
ligature across the relaxed openings. He resorted
to a demonstration by diagiam to explain this
intricate and complex procedure. But even this
failed to give a lucid statement of the various and
difficult anatomical structures through which he
passed liis wire ligatures. We need not say how
incapable any verbal explanation would be to
effect this, and will not attempt the futile task.
On the same day Mr Henry Lee performed the
same operation upon a strong, healthful young
man, about twenty-five years of age, a sailor

sent from the Sailors' Home. Tliis young man
had been operated upon before by a modified
operation. It is certain that this complex and
somewhat bold and unique operation is rather
avoided by surgeons. It may be that a fatal

tennination has more than once occurred in con-
sequence.

Examining and Exploring Knee-joint.
This patient, a female, about twentj' years of

age, had suffered for some yeai-s from scrofulous
disease of the right knee-joint. Although the
disease was becoming aggravated, and cartilages

were apparently gone, tliere existed a tolerable
degree of movement. Abscesses had formed, com-
municating with joint, and externally by three
openings ; the lower opening about the base of
patella, the .second at the superior jiart of patella,

and a third above, at the extremity of femur,
between tlie condyles, rather on the external
asjiect of thigh. Mr Lee made a longitudinal
incision, from the lower to the second sinus, into
the joint. He then examined the condition ofjoint,
and fcund the extremity of the femur necrosed.
He extended the section to the upjiermost sinus,

applied trephine, and brought away a piece of the
necrosed bone. He then gouged out det ritus, intro-

duced elevator, and brought away a piece of ne-
crosed bone, wliich be found already separated, and
lying in the caneelli of the shaft of femur. This
jiieceof bone was about one-third of an inch by one-

eiglitli in dimensions . He then scraped away some
small particles of detritus, and closed wound ^vith

ligature, applyingwater-dressings. M r Lee thought
a useful limb would be attained. The irritation

set up by the condition of disease existing at

the extiemity of femur, and the loose bit of bone
imljedded in it, created great disturbance. The
removal of these sources of irritation would give

quiet ; the bones maintaining a tolerably paral-

lel position in relation to each other, and also free

from contraction.

Varicose Vein.
Mr Lee operated by acupressure and subcu-

taneous section. He stated that acupressure, al-

though a new name, had been practised many
years at King's College Hospital. It is effected

by introducing two needles imdemeath the sa-

pliena vein at two dili'erent points ; then passing

silk over them twisted in the figure of 8 fashion,

or lint lapiied round, or pressure in any way will

obliterate the vein. The needles are jiassed under

the vein by rolling the vein out of its bed, and, on
thrusting them through, rolling the vein back
again upon the needle. A fine-edged tenotomy-
knife is then introduced in the same way, rolling

tlie vein out of the bed, and, on introduction of

knife, returning it again over the flat knife. Then
turn its edge upwards, and cut tlirough the vein

under the skin. The cutting of the vein must be
done with some force, the coats of veins being

very tough and hard to divide. It is, moreover,

an important feature that the inner coat of the

vein should be carefully divided. If not divided,

you do not obtain adhesive inflammation of its

inner serous coat. In that case, if clot forms, it

softens and becomes absorbed ; and no poison is 80

fatal to human life. Clot will fonn no adhesion

to the sides of the vein. It will have a shining

appearance, as if surrounded by a serous mem-
brane ; but, if carefully examined, will be foimd to

have formed no attachment on one side of the

vessel. Thus, if the inner coat be not completely

divided, the adhesive juice will not be found

to have formed union. In tliecase operated u]ion, an

abscess had formed on the lower part of the leg

tliree months back. It was produced by languid

circulation : the enlarged varicose veins having

retunied the blood so slowly as to become almost

stagnant, the nutrition of the parts was conse-
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qiiently ilrfective, and great vascular debility

existed. Tiius ulceration occurs from innutrition

of areolar tissue and, teguments. The obliteration

of these varico.se veins gives \Tgour, tone, and
increa.sed rapidity of circulation to the blood,

which before pa-ssed slowly and languidly in one or

more enlarged veins. The circulation being

now conveyed through vessels of smaller calibre,

nutrition of cellular tissue is improved, and
ulceration becomes cured. Jlr Lee said that the

ulcer in this case would heal in about three weeks.
Nf.cro.sis of He-vd of Femur.

The patient a female, about thirty years of

age, received ii jiirj' of right knee about si.'c years

since, for which she had treatment at St Bar-
tholomew's and other hospitals, and obtained
cure by anchylosis. She continued well for two
or three years, when she had a fall, which revived
disease in knee-joint. She suffers greatly, the
disease being active, and her health is declining.

The knee, Mr Bowman said, was no louger a joint

;

he would treat the femur, and tibia and fibula,

as one bone. He had no doubt the condjdes and
lower extremity of shaft of femur were diseased

;

also that he should find caries and necrosed
bone between the condyles—in the cancelli, and
up the shaft for some distance. This was a case

in whicli formerly amimtation would have been
performed. Mr Bowman made a horizontal
section down upon the joint, extending over the
condyles of femur ; traced sinus down to diseased

bone ; which having reached, he with strong
nippers broke away—which required great force

to do—a considerable portion of necrosed bone.

He then scooped out detritus and dead bits for

some distance up the cancelli and shaft of the
femur. He said he had no doubt there remained
more carious or necrosed bone yet to come away.
These, he said, could be got at and traced at any
future period. A useful limb would be pre-

served by the plan of conservative surgery
adopted. The usual diessings were applied.

ExAMiNiyo Elbow-joint, and Forming Fai,se
Joint.

This 'was a case of anchylosis, in which the
bones wer« straight, without any flexion of joint.

In consequence, the limb was useless, rigid, and
always in the way. The object Mr Lee enter-

tained was to disturb and overcome this condi-
tion of parts. He made a longitudinal incision

over the ulna, and somewhat to the internal
. aspect of the limb, down to bone, and dissected

round it and the shaft of humerus and condyles.
He then cut, with circular-acting saw, out through
the ulna at its base, and flexed the forearm. By
thus maintaining the flexed position, he would
obtain ligamentous union and some latitude of
motion by what may bo called this false joint,

and from having been worse than useless the
limb would be rendered serviceable. Mr Lee
stated that other modes might have been resorted
to. Thus, by extension, counter-extensior, and
manipulation, dislocation or fracture might
with great force and violence be done, and a
certain quantity of flexion, and perhaps motion,
be obtained. But fracture could not be had
where most desired, and more mischief might by
these violent measures be done than in so
delicate a subject as the female operated upon
would be justifiable.

Mr Lee likewise operated upon another female
patient, about thirty years of age, for the removal
of necrosed bone from the lower extremity of
left humerus.

Mr Lawuexce at Lyons. — We extract the
following paragraph from the ' Gazette M&licale
de Lyon :'— "The Profession of Lyons has, within
the last fortnight, been aflbrded great happiness,
without, however, being able, from not being
prepared, to appreciate it fully. Last Wednesday,
whilst M. Desgranges was extirpating a tumour
in the parotid region, at the H6tel Dieu, an aged
gentleman entered the theatre, with a fine, in-

telligent countenance, and an exquisitely noble
English licaring. He introduced himself as
surgeon to St Bartholomew's Hospital in London,
ana made a few extremely appropriate remarks
respecting the operation which was being per-
formed. He then acceptcfl the invitation to be
conducted over the hospital by a few young doctors
present. Inweaving them, he bade them good-
bye in the following manner ;

' Many thanks,
fentlemen. If you come to St Bartholomew's
[ospital, I shall be happy to show vou round.

Pray ask for Mr Jjiwrence. '

MEDICAL SOCIETIES.

MEDICAL SOCIETY OF LOJfDON.

Monday, October 8th, 1S60.

A. B. Garrod, M.D., F.R.S., President, in
the Cii.ur.

This was the Opening Meeting of the Session.

The following paper was read by Dr Thudi-
chum :

—

ON SOME CHEMICAL QUESTIONS IN CONNECTION
WITH DISEASES OF THE LIVER AND THEIR
TREATMENT.
We will give, as far as we are able, an abstract

of the main'features of the discussion upon this

paper.

Dr TinrDicnuM had on some former occasion
entertained a portion of this question, and had
communicated a theme to the Fellows of the
Medical .Society " On Gall Stones." In this

paper he inferred that biliary calculi, by the pro-
cess of deposition by which they were formed,
conveyed a model or formed casts of the biliary

ducts. This inference he had had corroborated
by independent opinions of those to whom he had
shown them. Dr Thudiehum used a mode of
expression or new term, cholochr* ine, to explain a
colouring substance he found precipitated on
granules in these casts. Thus he considered a sort
of decomposition takes place, resulting iu the de-
position from healthy bile of these granules, held
by the bile in solution in a healthy state. This
discovery of cholochrome, so called, and of its

constituents and properties, he had explained in

piapers he had communicated to the British Asso-
ciation and other societies. He had since ex-
tended inquiry, and added to his facts' suflicieut

(fala upon which to build a theory of the con-
struction of ^'all stones. He would explain this,

and also the influence of the parenchyma of the
liver in its normal and diseased function. He
would also submit some therapeutical suggestions
for the treatment of disea.sed liver, derived from
these physiological inquiries. He recited several
experiments to show the analysis of so-called

cholochrome. He also further gave the results

and changes bile manifests under putrefaction.
Some in different phials were shown, kept two
years, and others one year, respectively. The
deposits they gave were analysed, explained, and
shown. The results gave chlorochrome, cholic
acid, phosphates of lime, and magnesia, in

crystals and mucus. The fluid portion contained
certain salts, taurine, valerianate of aifimonia,
and i)hosphate of soda. Dr Thudiehum then
entered into an inquiry into the organic phy-
siology of the liver, and the functions of the
cells. Tliey absorb albumen, starch, and sugary
matters, which they convert into bile. In
disease, instead of normal assimilation, a fer-

mentation occurs. Then he reverted to treatment
of liver disease. The therapeutic means he sug-
gested in jaundice were nitric ornitro-hydrochloric
acid, or a solution of nitrous acid taken as a
ptisan, like lemonade. It produces no irritation,

griping, or disturbance, as does nitric acid and
aqua regia. They act as solvents of cholochrome,
and as tonics and antiseptics, so much required in
diseased conditions of the bile ; but they are not
specifics. Other remedies to stay the morbid
actions are wante<I. .•Vstringents, as gallic acid,

sesi[uichloride of iron, and the tincture of sesqui-
chloride of iron, are beneficial, especially the last,

in epithelial desquamation of the liver. These
acids, he said, were much improved by dilution ; .

the more diluted, the more decided the effect.

They are quicker assimilated ; they are always well
received by the stomach wlien well diluted, but
not unless. Their action is doubtful. They may
[lass free in the circulation, and act upon certain
tissues. This is satisfactorily established in rela-

tion to oxalic acid, and others which pass un-
combinod through the circulation, they having
been found free in the urine. There is no ex-

f)laining tlicse organic chemical changes during
ife. Dr Thudiehum deprecated mercurial treat-
ment in liver disease, in the strongest terms,
as a " fatal error." Tlie simple mineral drinks,
Scidlitz and purgative salts, were indicated by
the condition of the intestinal canal ; baths of
aqua regia, with .sinii)le juicy vegetable acid diet,

conducing to a good condition of skin. It was
his fate to have to treat for results of blue pill

as much as liver disease. Dr Thudiehum re-

commended soluble phosphates ; their presence

is always beneficial and desirable
; llieir absence

miiy be injurious, since the assimilation of fat

without them would be imperfect. It might be
taken in the food, like common salt, and in conir

bination with it. They, the two latter, produce
au emulsion easily as.^iliiilated. He suggested
the combination of cod oil with phosphates, to
improve the digestihility and agreeableiiess of tha
fat. Liebig recommended their being adminis-
tered in the menstruum of beef-tea. In bile, soda
exists more largely than potassa. The substance
of the liver .shows a reverse proportion of theso
salts. These relations require further inquiry^
their disproportions may explain ili.sease. The
modes of speech describing morbid conditions of
liver lead to error, having no definite connection
with its true conditions. Chologogues are littlo

wanted. The errors of the liver are little uuder-
.stood ; it is more often injured than benefited

through the mouth. The intestines require
most regard. To ajipease, subdne, and quiet tlieir

irritability and activity, are more indicated. We
have given but au i iiperfect report of this very
elaborate and intricate pnjier, erudite in chemical
analysis and speculative induction.
The President, Dr (iAiU'.on, on the ]iart of him-

self and the Fellows of the Society, returned tlio

thanks of the meeting to Dr Thudiehum for his
vciy erudite paper. He called ujiou the Fellows
to offer any remarks in the way of discussion or
inquiry of the experiments so clearly given ; to the
acairacy of some he himself could speak. He
was afraid the subj.ict was loo elaborate and
speculative to admit of much oil-hand discussion,

or to come. within the scope of any but practised
and professional clieniists.

Dr RiCHARixsoN, who had arranged to read a
paper this evening before the Fellows of the
Society, first explained the cause of his not doing
so, and the mistake from which it arose. He then
made a few remarks ujion Dr Thudicum's paper.
He should have wished for more explanation of
the treatment, and also of the di.ignosis of diceaoed
liver, and of that condition of it which led to th«
formation of gall stones.

Dr Leaked was also inquisitive to know more
of the diagnosis. Dr Leared remembereil many
cases in which the state of things was such,
that immediate relief was obtained by the ad-
ministration of nitric or nitro-muriatic acid. He
inquired, "How is it that Dr Thudiehum finds
mercury so injurious in liver disease ?"

Dr Salter inquired concerning the decomposi-
tion of fibrin '! if urea implies the presence of uric

acid, and whether you get it in the bile-duct ? In
answer to Dr Leared, he would say that mercury
exercises no elfect whatever—has no truly cholo-
gogue influence. We are quite in the dark in ad-
ministering mercury as a ihologogue. He put
three questions to Dr Thudiehum, which our si>aee

does not permit giving.

Dr RouTii suggested that Dr Handfield Jones
had proved to the Society that mercury and aloes
were both chologogues.
Dr TnUDiCHtr.M made a full reply in respect to

mercury. It was never detected in the bile, and
does not exert any direct influence upon the
liver. If it culs at all, or beneficially, ii. ;

',_/'

getting out oi tiie system as soon as possible,

through the intestines. Its specific action always
does harm. It decomposes the rod particles of
the blood—deprives it of oxygen. In reply to
the direct question. Is mercury a ehologogue ? he
would rejdy with another. What is a ehologogue ?

Is it an increased secretion of the quantity of
bile ? If so, is it increased by mercury.? He
never could find anj' mercury iu bile. Br
Thudiehum said— "They who gave mercury,
according to my opinion, do harm." But ho
would work with Dr Richardson in further
experiments of a physiological character upon
dogs. All fishes' bile contains only potassa, no
soda, notwithstanding they live in au element
of soda. Man and other animals' bile, on thft

contraiy, contains sodii, and no potassa.

OBSTETim'T^risoCIKTY OFLONDON'.
Wednesday, October 3, 1860.

Dr Rigby, President, in the Uhair.

Eighty-four new Fellows were elected by ballot

in the usual manner.
Dr R. Uvedale West related a

CASE OF serous APOPI.EXV TERMINATING FATALLT
IN THIRTY-FIVE HOURS O.V THE SIXTH DAY OF
LYING-IN.

The patient, aged thirty-eight, was delivered
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on Juue 4tli, 1860. Slie was of full habit, with a

remarkably clingy, freckly complexion, suggesting

the idea of imperfect elimination of urea. Her
last confmemcut, the fiftli, took place in June,

1859, when she had violent post-partum ha-mor-

rhage, with subsequent febrile symptoms and
phlegmasia dolens. Her state of Iiealth since

that period had not been good. The labour

which preceded her death was easy and quick,

but the placenta was incarcerated, and had to be
removed. For a day or two there was much
hsemoirhage, but .slie was otherwise jiretty well

until the fifth day, when, soon after breakfast,

without previous complaint, she was suddenly
seized with a kind of iit. AVlien seen by Dr West,
soon after this attack, slie was found semi-
comatose and speechless ; hemiplegia of right

side ; the arm on this side rigid and semi-flexed

;

pupils medium, equal ; no convulsive movements,
but occasional motion of the left hand and arm

;

respiration quick
;

pulse 100 ; lochia present

;

breasts distended, the child liaving died tlie day
before ; no a;dema of feet or ankles ; bowels ojien

day before. AVheu shaqjly spoken to, she appa-
rently attempted to put out her tongue. She
remained in the same state up to the evening of

the following day, when, after turbulent tossing

of left arm, rising in bed, quickened pulse,

copious perspiration, hurried sibOant respiration,

she exjiiied.

The head only was allowed to be examiSed.
There were small patches of extravasation inside

the scalp over both sides of occiput, due to

knocking of the head against tlie head-board
;

brain a])]iarently congested on surface ; some
small patches of softening outside the left choroid
plexus. Left lateral ventricle empty ; right

contained considerable quantity of slightly bloody
serum. Brain otherwise healthy.

Dr Tansei'. regi'etted tlie absence of any men-
tion as to the state of tlie vessels of the brairt.

He thought it highly probable that this may
have been one of those cases of plugging of one of

the cerebral arteries by fibrin to wliich Virchow,
Kirkes, and others had called attention. Tlie

condition of the woman was such as to favour the
formation of such impediments to the cerebral

circulation.

Dr Gkaily Hewitt regretted rather that the
condition of the kidneys liad not been ascertained.

Tlie details of the case led liim to suspect, that

had they been examined, they would liave been
found diseased, notwithstanding the fact that no
cedema was observed at the time of the attack.

He was led to make this remark in consequence
of his experience of a case somewhat similar to

the one now reported, and in which disease of the
kidneys gave rise to pretty nearly analogous
symptoms and a like result.

Mr IIexry G. Times next related a
CASE OF QUADIU TLE BIUTHS.

The great rarity of quadruple births—according
to Collins' statistics, 1 only in 129,172 births

—

induced the autlior to lay the case before the
Society. The patient, aged tliirty-three, was
pregnant for the fifth time. She was taken in

labour on the jnoniing of tlie 2ord of September.
At eight p.m., a female child was delivered by
the midwife in attendance ; ten minutes after a
second child, and twenty minutes afterwards a

third, were born. Then followed a veiy large

placenta, wlien the midwife, tintUng there was
still another child, sent for Mr Times. The
placenta had drawn down the abdomen of the
remaining child. After a little manipulation the
feet were drawn down, and delivery of this, the
fourth child, eilected. The first three were alive

crying ; the last never breathed. There was
little ha;uiorrliage. Tlie previous pregnancy ter-

minated at eight months, in December, 1859.
The last catamenial period was during tlic first

week ill March, but the discharge was so scanty
that she conceived herself to be th^n pregnant.
Hence the quadruplets were probably between
six and seven months old. The children were all

well formed, all upwards of twelve, and one thir-

teen, inches in length. The first lived seven
hours ; the next two, throe hours, The placenta
was single, but cacli funis had a distinct attach-
ment. There was no lobulation of the placenta.
The jiatient recovered well.
Dr KoL'Tii inquired whether tlie movements of

the ehiklren within the abdomen had given the
woman any evidence of the uterus containing so
aany live occupants ?

Mr Times stated that the only thing observed

by the woman was, that her abdomen was
unusually large—a fact she accounted for by
sujiposing that there was a large quantity of
liquor amnii present.

Dr Bloxam stated that in a case which came
under his own observation, all four children were
born alive, and at the full term.
The Pke.sident made some interesting obser-

vations respecting jdural births in general. He
believed that, as stated by Hohl, the size of the
abdomen was no criterion. Hohl found that in
cases of twins, the abdomen was not often larger
than in ordinary cases. He knew of a case in
which the same woman had quadruplets twice
within the year, and he had heard of cases of
triplets twice or thrice over. He was himself one
of six children, the six being the result of two
pregnancies, one of wliich resulted in the birth of
twins, in the other, of quadruplets. In answer
to a question of Dr Tanner, as to the greatest
number of children he believed had been born at
once, he referred the Society to Burdach's
Physiology, in which several very remarkable
cases would be found quoted. If he (the Presi-
dent) recollected aright, there was one instance,
if not more, in which six children had been pro-
duced at a birth.

Dr GiBB believed that in most of these cases of
quadruplets the children die. He had met with a
curious instance while travelling in America,
however, having had pointed out to him four
young ladies, sixteen years of age, who, by
common repute, were the product of one preg-
nancy.
Dr W. Tilbury F6x read a paper

ON the pathological lesion of phlegmasia
DOLEXS.

The paper was an appendix to a former com-
munication read at the June meeting, in which it

was attempted to show the necessary conditions
of evolutions of phlegmasia dolens ; and the ob-
ject of the jirescnt paper was to solve two main
questions :

—

1. The essential condition of the limb (the
pathological lesion) of phlegmasia dolens.

2. The mode of production of this lesion.

In regard to the first point, it was maintained
that the presence of fibrinous serosity in, with
more or less hypertrophy of, the fibro-cellular
tissue, is the essentia], the sufficient, pathological
lesion

;
that the inflammation, the abscess, the

sloughing, &c., are not peculiar or necessary parts
of the aftection, but common to many diseases,
and the result of an eliminative act to rid the
system of some bhmi-poiso7i ; that the latter may
produce lymphatic and venous obstruction, and
hence phlegmasia dolens

; but it passes beyond
this, giving rise to a distinct disease—such as
abscess, pya;mia, and the like.

Phlegmasia dolens in these cases is a local com-
plication of the general disease, and the general
symptoms are not parts of the phlegmasia dolens.
It follows, then, that there are two types of the
disease :

—

a. The complicated, in which an eliminative
process (inflammation, absccs.s, &o.) takes place,
these being the answer acts of the tissue to the
blood state ; the epidemic form, in which an
effect is produced by a virus, superadded to what
occuss in

—

h. The other class, — tlie nncomplicated,

—

where the blood state does not require any elimi-
native actions to be performed on the part of the
tissues, but where simple obstruction exists, such
as pressure by tumour, &c., and simple thrombus;
tliis being the essential, simple, ample disease,

—

all else being superadded and accidental.

It having been shown that venous obstruction
produced anlema mihj, and this plus lymphatic
obstruction (phlegmasia dolens), the second ques-
tion, as to the mode of production of the lesion
in the limb, might be stated thus—How can
obliteration of the lymphatics produce the peculiar
change of the limb in phlegmasia dolens ? The
lymphatics being obstructed, the three offices, of
removing waste, of absorirtion, and of formative
power, could not come into play.

It was then ai-gued at lengtli that the amount
of lymphatic distribution and fibro-cellular tissue
are in direct ratio—tliat fibrin is the pabulum of
the latter tissue—and that Virchow's views on
this point clash with sound doctrine. Lj'mphatic
obstruction being follow-ed by the retention of
fibrinous serosity in the cellular tissue, the
inference allowed by the foregoing facts was, that
owe office of the lymphatics is to remove all

superfluous material from the cellular tissue—to
keep the balance of nutrition there correct

;

hypertrophy and retention of fibrin in the celiulat
tissue ensuing u^bn lymphatic obstruction : and
this explanation is confirmed by the behaviour of
the lymphatics in cases of cancerous ulceration,
&c. (When a bl6od-poison is present, spedal
tissue acttmis—as'kb'soess and the uke^arS SuJiW-
added.)

It was attempted to be shown that abfeorptioa

by the lymphatics from ulcerated surfeces m\^ak
give rise to thrombus at the entrance of the
thoracic duct into the junction of the jugular and
subclavian veins, and thus account for phlegmSgfa
dolens occurring iu the upper extremity iu cas€8

of disease of other parts of the body—e. g.; cattCBr

uteri.

KATHDOWKEY DISPENSARY.
Wednesday last, the Committee of the aWfVe

Dispensary met in the Donaghraore Union, f<rrlSfe

purpose of appointing a Medical Officer in' ^e
room of the late Dr Harte.

There were, it appeared, three candidates for

the situation, but only one—Dr Smith of Mouttt-
rath—had complied with the terms of the advfe-
tisement, which required personal attendance •On

the day of election.

Mr Stubber jiroposed that Dr Smith be- afl-

poiuted Medical Officer for the Rathdrnmey Da-
pensary District.

Mr Scott—I ha\Tj great pifesor* in seeonifihg

the proposition.

Mr Atkinson directed attention to a resolntJtti

passed on the occasion of the appointment ofT>r
Harte, to the effect that tickets for Medical rel^f
should not be issued to persons rated over 6C, ^-
cept in urgent cases, Dr Harte having agreed' to

visit such cases for a fee of Ss. He (Mr Atkjii-

son) thought Dr Smith should be made acquainted
with that resolution, and requested to sttrte

wiiether he would adliere to the same practiced"

The Board agreed to call in Dr Smith accord-

ingly-

On hearing the minutes read,

Dr Smith said he was a menlbcrofcettiUn
Medical Societies, on entering which he had under-
taken an obligation not to do anything derogatory

to their rules. To vi.sit yatieirts for a fee of 5s.

would be a breach of those rales, and he therefore

considered he was bound to consult them before

he agreed to the resolution read to hitav He
might tell the board, however, that the resolution

was perfectly illegal. The Commissioners would
never .sanction such a compromise between a Dis-

pensary Committee and their Medical Officer."

Mr Scott— The}' have santrtioued it.

Dr Smith said he could a.ssure them that if the
Medical Officer sent up that resolutionto the Com-
missioners they would tell him that it was per-

fectly useless, and that he need not act on it.

He then explained the practice of the Monntmth
Committee. If a member of it gave a ticket to
a man who was able to pay, he (Dr Srtiith) wrote

back wliat his means were to his o%fn knowledge,

and, if tiie member was satisfied, the tickeit yns
cancelled ; if not, and he said— "Doctor, you are

wrong," he attended the jiatient, and there was
no more about it. He never had a word of dilft-

rence with his committee.
Mr Stubber said the rule of the society Dr

Smith liad alluded to as prohibiting him from
taking 5s. was a very bad one and must be inju-

rious to themselves. There'were a certain class of

famiers who were not able to pay 1 ^ and yet did

not like to accept gratuitous Medical relief.

Mi- Baii-d said by the Mc'dic al Charities Act a

man who accepted gratuitous Medical assistance

was disfranchised.

Dr Smith said he would be very glad the society

would rescind the rule, for if they did, he wtmld
be able to make plenty of money by it.

Mr Stubber referred to advertisements hc4iad

seen where Medical men in Loudon gave attend-

ance for a fee of 5s.

Mr Soutliern said it would be worth a person's

while when they got sick to go to Loudon, where

they would be attendedto fora fee of 5s. (A laugh).

Dr Smith said they would find it was not so

cheap after all, for every time the doctor lookied

at the j)atieut he (the patient) had to j>ay Aaifa

5s. ; whereas, when the guinea was paid, scTentl

visits were given without additional charge. He
had done so often.

Mr Atkinson said the resolution he h«d'-'t»«d
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only apiilied to DiHarte, and ceased to be iu force

at his death.

After further conversation, tlie committee agreed

to proceed with the appointment \vithout regard

to the resolution.

The motion for appointing Dr Smith having
been put, was passed unanimously.
Dr Smith suitably returned tlianks, and the

proceedings terminated.

J3utf)!8, Carriages, anU Scaii^B.

BIRTHS.
LixEKEii.—On the 8th inst., at Kottingliam, the

wife of E. H. Lineker, Esfj., M.R.C'.S., of a
daughter,

ilouiso.v.—On the 9th inst., at Wellfiuld House,
Wingate, Durham, the wife of John Morison,
M.D., of a son.

MARRIAGE.
Whitchurch—Bromley.—On the 4th inst., at

Hippingdl*, Reuben Whitchurch, M.D., of

ilelton Mowbray, to Sarah, daughter of the

late Henry Bromley, Esq., M.R.C'.S., of Rip-

pingale.

DEATHS.
BtfSfh6*.—Oii-thc 8th inst., at Ventnor, Isle of

A^j^it, Wm. Thomas Holme Burrow, Esq.,

lltRC.S., of Settle, Yortshire, aged 34.

Campbkll.—Recently, DavidCampbell, Asslstent-

8ttrgeon,' R.N.
Cartei!.—Recently, WiUiani H. Carter, Asastant-

Surgeon, R.N.
C«!W»»U*--Kec«iitly, W. Connrfl, Depnty In-

sjftrtofOeneral, Army.
DtMi'SY.—On the 5th inst., at 'Woohwich, aged

65; C. Dempisy, Esq., Inspector-General of

Hospital.s.

Evans.— Recently, 'William Evans (seniority,

July 24, 1808),"Surgeon, R.X
Hai'.wooji.—On the 6tli inst.j at Holies street,

CBvcn<iish. square, William Harwoodj M.D., of

SMwate, Startbrdshir*.

HARiyw'n — i)>tot.er 10, Clmrles Benjamin Har-
pond, iif l(i;,'Iibnvy place, Islington, late of

Battle, Su.v,e.\, M.R.C.S. Eng., L.S.A. Lond.
IIowF.n.— September 26, at his residence,

Wandsworth, Surrey, James Howell, M.R.(.'.S.

Ei^.. 1812, aged 69.

Maxwkll.—Recently, Robert Maxwell, Surgeon,
R.N';

M'mnix.—October 4, at his residence, Wickham
^" ^ Cross, Harvey Morris, Sta(f-8ur-

R'. : September 26, at Berry E<lge,

Ihuhain, Edward Routledge, sen., formerly of

Alston, Cumberland, where he was in practice

for fifty yeai-s, aged 79.

SMITH:—Septemljer 30, at Bridgeland street.

Bid' ford, Devonshire, Thomas McKcnzio
Smr.h, M.R.C.S. Eiig., L.S.A. Lond., aged 47.

Tow'^RV.—Rwcutly, H«nry Towsey, Surg«on,

R.as':

WooD.s. — At Godmanchester, Charles John
Woods, Esq., F.R.C.S., aged 53.

MEDICAL KEWS.

ArOTHEOABtEh' Hall.—The following gentle-

men pac'ted thi^ircxamination in-the science and
practKi- ' "i '

ri'', and received cortiricates to

prtMJtis.'. -r Ith, 18«0 ;—lolm Godfrey
WW?, .S;i^,,,,,, .m, Suffolk ; Robert Jennings,
PonttjyridiiK Wnles; Richard Henry Milson,

Lon(f(fn. The following gentlcnren also on the
same il.iy passed their first examination ;—CHiarles

Kndcliffe Bond, Catherine place, Greenwich

;

Edward OHv«, Hillingly, Sussex.

Ai'PoiNTMENT.
—

\Valter Goodall Copestake,
W. K.l'.S., L.S.A., wa>) elected House-Surgeon to

the Derbyshire General Infirmary, on August 27,

1860, in place of Mr Dolman, resigned.

Prize Siweith at the College of Sur-
OEOK8 OF Enci.axd.—The Collegial Triennial
Prize of fifty guineas : The Anatomy and Physio-
ligj' of the Supra-renal Capsules. Two Jack-
soniaii Prizes of twenty guineas for 1860 : 1. The
lf(-althy and Morbid A'liatomy of the Prostate ; 2.

l>isia.ses of the Knee-joint requiring Anijiutation
or admitting of Exci«ion,«B«lth*'rete«lT» Advas- '

tages of the two Oi)crations. Two Jacksoniau
Prizes for 1861 : 1. The Structure and Diseases
of the Lachrymal Pas.sages at the Inner Side of

the Orbit ; 2. The Best Method of effecting the
Radical Cure of Hernia. The Dissertations for

the Collegial Prize to be sent in by Christmas-day,
1861, and those for the Jacksoniau Prizes on
Christmas-day of the respective years.

Cambridge.—Medical Degrees. — The exa-
minations for medical degrees in the present term
will commence on Monday, Nov. 12th. Candi-
dates will be required to satisfy the examiners iu

the following subjects :—Hippocrates : the 1st,

2iul, 3rd, and 4th sections of the Aphorisms.
Aretivus : the first five chapters of the 2nd book
of the ' Causes and Symptoms of Acute Diseases.

'

Celsus : the 2ud book. Candidates will have to

produce their certificates before admission to exa-
mination. The lectures connected with the study
of Medicine for the ensuing year have been pub-
lished. The physicians will attend at the hospital

on Mondays, w ednesdaj's, Thursdays, and Fridays,
for medical instruction, at ten a.n!. ; and the
surgeons on Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Saturlays,
at eleven a.m., for surgical instruction. In order
to obtain certificates of attendance on the medical
practice of the hospital, and also on the medical
clinical lectures, pupils must have attended on
the physicians' practice three times at least in

each week during tcnn-timc, inclusive of the
clinical lecture ; and for the certificate of attend-
ance on the lectures on Clinical Surgery, attend-
ance on the practice of the surgeons during three
days in each week, inclusive of the clinical lecture,

will be required. Pupils are recommended to

attend Iwtfi the physicians' and the surgeons'
practice concurrently, and the above regulation.s-

are made for the jmrpose of facilitating such
attendance. Attendance on the lectures on
Botany, Chemistry, Materia Medica, Anatomy,
Physinlopr^-, nnt\ Dissections, is recogtjised by the
I' - nns of England as one of
t |iiired bythe regulations of
tlir iouu. 11 or uiai 1 ollcge. Students entered to
the practice of the liospital are admitted to the
clinical lectures without additional fee.

Pathological Society ok London.—The
first meeting of the Pathological Society was
held at the Rooms, 53 Berners street, on Tuesday
evening, the 16th inst., at eight o'ckiofc.

Mr C. F. MArjJiiEit, formerly Dcmon.strator of

Anatomy at Guy's Hospital, has been appointed
AssLstant-SurgcoH to the London Hospital, after

a contested election ending in a majority of 285
votes.

Another Hakmles.s Ixourgitatiox' of a
\VHOLB Homeopathic Pharmacy.—The children
of an inhabitant of ErfuTth, in (Jermany, lia\ ing
disa)ver.d their father's hoinceopathic pharmacy,
swallowed all the globules of opium, arsenic,

belladonna, &Ci, without the least unpleasant
effects.

The Use of Tobacco iv Ixbia.—The
' Indian Lancet' of Februaiy last states that the
native prisoners of the Punjab, Madras, and
Bengal were prohibited from smoking by the
authorities, and that three months after the order
had been carried out no evil coiisequenees had
arisen from this sndden deprivation.

Qpisi.NE Sbnt to Italy.—We understand
that Lady Panmnre, who has taken a lively
interest in the welfare of the sick and wounded
consequent upon the war in Italy, has this week
given orders to a firm in London immediately to

forward to Messina and Naples a large quantity
of quinine, for the use of the patients iu tne hos-
pitals of those cities.

Statistics are at pTesent the rage in Patis. An
enthusiastic proficiwit in that study lately calcu-

lated that lit teen milliards of men have perished
in tl>e various wars which liavc been waged since

the creation of the world. Carrying his calcu-

lation still further, he estimates the blood shed in

these wars at 3,560,000 barrels; and taking the
weight of each man at an average of 1001b., he
concludes that 1,560,000,0001b. of human flesh

have been CTit to pieces by hostile weapons.
Church lane a Chirciivarh.—In the fifth

Report of Sanitary Progress of the National Phi-
lanthropic Association, it is stated that of 100
children born in Church lane, 31 die before the
first year

J
in tlw whole of St Giles's, 28 ; Lam-

beth, 20 ; City of London, 19 ; Islington, 16.

Out of 100 children living at one year and under
two, there die in Church lauc 46 ; St Giles's, 15

;

LarabetVl^-City'of London, 12 ; Islington, 7.

The report adds that it will be seen that, while
only 7 in 100 die in Islington from one to two
years, 46 die iu Church lane, which should be
called Church yard rather Church lane.

Mr Sands Cox.—The report of a commission
appointed by the Societe de Chirurgie of Paris to
examine a treatise bj- Mr Sands Cox, ' On Ampu-
tation of the Thigh at the Hip-joint' (with a suc-
cessful case), and which was published by that
gentleman in 1845, has just been issued. It enters
fully into the merit of Mr Cox's publication, and
bears ample testimony to his professional ability

and research. The recommendation with which,

the commission close their report, that Mr Coi
be elected a corresponding member of tire Society,

was unanimously adopted. The report was read

to the Society by Baron Larrey, surgeon to the

Emperor, and sou of the famous Barou Larrey.

—

' Birmingham Gazette.'

The Last Su.vimer in Russia.—The summer
has been very warm at St Petersburg, the heat
having been greater than during the hot summers
of 18i52 and 1858. This presents a rather .strikiag

contrast with the severe weather which has pre-
vailed in Central Europe.
A Sanitarium at the Cate.—A number of

skilful artisans and mechanics have been selected
from the companies of Royal Engineers at head-
quarters, Chatham, with orders to embark at
Southampton, on the 5th inst., for the Cape of
Good Hope, to assist in the erection of the sani-
tarium which the Govcniment has decided on
establishing at that station for the sick and
wounded troops from India and China. The
sanitarium is intended to be formed of huts, and
will be erected near the locality of Winsbc»g,
aljout eight miles from Cape Town. Dr Jj R.
Taylor, C.B., who has been appointed chief
medical officer, has been for some time at' the
Cape superintending the erection of the various
buUdings, and organizing the medical staff of
officers for the new establishment. We are glad
to find that the priiici))lc of segregation of the
sick in hut.s, as opposed to that of massing them
iu huge liospitals, is to l)c adopted. Medical
science hiis long demonstrated the superiority of
this system.
Health of Scotiand.—In the eight principal

towns of Scotland, containing in 1851 a popiila-
lation of 784,306, and now estimated to have a
]>opulation of 908, 146, the births in the month of
August were 2561, the deaths 1738, the mar-
riages 556. It is satisfactory to see that the
excessive mortality of 1860 is at length arrested,
and the deaths reduced to the average or a little

below it. The daily deaths in the eight towns
were 96 in February, and above 80 in March and
April, but have been falling iu number ever since,

and were only 56 iu August. This, however, is a
higher mortality than that of London. The popu-
lation of these eight towns in 1851 was almost
exactly a third of that of the metropolis : the
deaths in the eight towns iu August were at the
rate of 392 a week ; hut the deaths in London in
August, instead of being three times that number
(1176) in a week, scarcely exceeded 1000. But
the mortality of London last August was nearly
200 a week below the average of the last 10 year.i

(corrected for increase of population), and there
might have been an improvement ui the mortality
ivtiu'ns of the Scotch towns but for the prevalence
ofei)idemics—measles iu Glasgow, small-pox and
measles iu Dundee, and scarlet fever in Lcith,
Paisley, and Aberdeen. The mean temperature
of the month was in Aberdeen 51 '8 deg., in Edin-
burgh 57'8 deg., in London (Camden-town) 68
deg. Tlic depth of rain at' Greenock was 5*60
inches, at Gla.sgow 4'47, at Rlinburgh only 1'65

;

at Camden-town it was 4'48; Of the births iu the
eight Scotch towns 9'6 per cent, were illegitimate,

and Aberdeen retains its ]ire-eniinence ; iu that
city 18'1 per cent.— more than one in six of the
children Ijorn—were illegitimate. In the detailed
returns lor all Scotland for the second quarter of
this year instances such as these occur :—Ha\vick,
out of 97 births, 13 illegitimate ; Inverury, 10
ont of 36 ; Ancbiridoir, 5 out of 19. One local

registrar lays the blame on " field labour ;" an-
other, on the girls going into service in " the low
country ;" a third attributes a decrease of the im-
morality to "abundance of employment and high
wag«s promoting marriage ;" a fourth, who says

his return tells a fearful tale, slily adds that,

having five active clergymen to less than 1500

f>cople, "it cannot be charged against a want of

tl»e means of gi-ace."
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Ulster JfEDiCAL Peoteotive Association.
—The fommittee of this association met, recently,

at the Geiioral Hosjiital, Dr R. Stewart in the

chair. After the tran.saction of the ordinary

biisine.'ss, Dr Browiie, the Honorary Secretary,

brought under the notice of tlio committee the
names of several persons reported as illegally

practit^ing medicine, to whom he had sent the
approved cautionary notice. From some of
these persons he had received satisfactory replies,

but in other instances the statements were
evasive. After some discussion, it was resolved
to bring these cases under the notice of the next
quarterly meeting, in November, that such steps
might be taken regarding unqualified practitioners
as likely to put a stop to their illegal and dan-
gerous proceedings. The Secretary likewise
read letters from Dr Quinan, the Secretary of
the Irish Medical Association, aud from Dr
Macke.sy, of Waterford, relative to the commission
which is likely to be appointed to inquire into
the working of the Irish Poor-law. The meeting
expressed the ardent desire of the Ulster Pro-
tective Association to co-operate with the other
medical societies in procuring for the country and
for the Profession a better administration of
the law than there is at present ; and the
secretaiy was directed to convey to Drs Quinan
aud Jlackesy the views of the committee on this
very important subject. The (Chairman then
directed attention to a case rejiorted in tlie local
papers lately, relative to a "medical man"
having been brought before the magistrates and
filled for a trespass, &c., on the County Down
Railway. On investigation, however, by the
Ulster Protective Association, it was found that
the individual in question is not connected with
the Medical Profession, as his name does not
appear either on the Medical Register or on any
authorised professional list. The committee
thanked Dr Stewart for noticing the case, as
they felt the Profession had no right to have the
person referred to ranked among them.
The Indian Medical SERVICE.-We extract the

following important article from the 'Madras Daily
News aud Spectator' of July 13th :—" We under-
stand that the few candidates presenting themselves
to compete for Medical appointments in the Indian
Army, has roused the Secretary of State for India to
inquire of the Local Goverments, or Governors, why
this branch of her Majt-sty's service has become so
tinpopular with the pulilic, that only eleven compe-
titors presented themselves to lill forty-three vacan-
cies lately annotmced to exist in the Bengal, Madras,
and Bombay Piesidencies. It is whispered, too, in
well-informed circles, that an able and talented
Medical Ollioer at the Pre.sidency has been requested
to report v.pou the very important subject—'Why
young Medical men decline to enter the Indian
service ?' A lucid report willj doubtless, be furnished
by the learned officer consulted ; nevertheless, we
question if any Medical Ofticer or Officei-s at the Pre-
sidency, liowever able he or they may be, can fairly
and honvstly represent the grievances under which
the junior members of the Indian Medical Service
abonr. And we would impress upon the authorities
the danger of relying upon the report or represen-
tation of any single officer on the Presidency Staff, as
he cannot possibly furnish a reliable statement.
Few of those either have any grievances to complain
of, they having been bountifully provided for the day
they landed in India, and continue up to this day to
receive the hencfit of the State, though tlieir varied
talents are ernial to any emeigency, from the high
office of E<lm'ational Inspector to the menial one of
superintending the cleansing of a sewer, if a salary
be only attached to the responsibility. If his
Honour in Council really desires to ascertain the
grievances of the service, and to furnish a trust-
worthy report, we recommend him not to call upon
the junior Medical Staff at the Presidency, hardly one
of whom has ever been beyond Presidency limit. Let
the hard-working Military Surgeon be consulted, and
the young and old Assistant-Surgeons who have been
knocked about for years on active service and general
duty on a miserable pittance. Tlieseare the officers
who understand, and can faithfully represent, the
grievances of the service, and feeling of its members

;

and it is the echo of their grievances in the halls and
colleges of the United Kingdom to which the
stoppage of the supply of Medical men is to be attri-
buted. Is a wretched pittance of 225 rupees at a half-
batta station, and 255 rupees at a fuU-batta station,
minus suliscriptions to the Medical and Military
Funds, Huflicient to maintain a gentleman and family,
almost certain to be separated from him in the local
service, by a system of sending officers on general
°".ty> although not in the home .service ? Added to
this, the exigencies of the service necessitate a young
man to be kept constantly on tlie move, and to bear
his own travelling charges. Who can peruse these

facts without peiceiving a grievance? Is it not a
grievance to be conii)elled by your covenant to con-
tribute to a bankrupt uistitution (the Medical Retir-
ing Fund) an amount equivalent, after seventeen
years' service, to purchasing an annuity of .300/. per
annum, and only receive lOOi.— perhajjsnot even that
amount ? Or if an unfortunate officer .should by ill-

health be compelled to retire one day before he has
completed the regulated service, no money is re-
funded

; the amount subscribed is lost to the^poor man
and his family. Government, although compelling
officers to joui these institutions, exercise no sort of
surveillance over their management ; hence the
Medical Fund has become bankrupt, and her
Majesty's Warrant having bestowed merely empty
rank, the service has justlv become unpopular."
A Dreary PuosrECT.-^The 'Revue Contempo-

raine' publishes a very curious article, by Baron
Emouf, entitled "De I'Appauvrissement du Sol et
des Moyens d'y Remcdier." Is it true that, owing
to the gradual increase of population, the surface
of the earth is destined, m the eoui-se of ages, to
refuse its aliment to the human race, aud that a day
will come when the sun shall shine on an unpeopled
and desert globe ? Such is the question aslced by
the author of the article—a question started by
many eminent men siuce the commencement of the
present century. It is a positive fact that, in conse-
quence of the populous state of many countries
which, during the middle ages, were but feebly
peopled, it has become impossible to leave a large
quantity of land alternately fallow for a certain time,
until the soil lias regained the phospliorus which,
under different forms, it has yielded to the grain so
necessary to the sustenance of man. It is equally
tinie that the manure spread over the fields is insuf-
ficient to renew the supply of phosphorus ; and that
countries like Mesopotamia, for histance, which in
the olden time were remarkable for their fertility,

have since been transformed into deserts. Nor can
it be denied that in taking food we absorb an enor-
mous quantity of the fertilizing element, phosphorus,
in order to build up and repair our osseous system,
which is almost exclusively composed of phosphate
of lime. Did we, on quitting this sublunary abode,
restore to the earth what we received from it, the lo.ss

to the community would be comparatively small

;

but tliis is what we do not ; our dead are enclosed
within stone vaults or impenetrable coffins, and
thus, out of filial piety or respect for the dead in
general, we are induced to withhold from our mother
Earth that very nutriment which she is so much in
want of to feed us, while we multiply in nearly a
geometrical ratio, and go on drawing upon her re-
sources until she must be reduced in the end to a
state of hopeless barrenness. And what is then to
become of the human race ? Will it have to live

upon fish, or will anthropophagy be its last resort ?

To these dismal presentiments, the accomplishment
of which we may comfortably view from the con-
venient distance of many centuries. Baron Emouf
replies by pointing out that from the moment che-
mists discovered that the great agent of fertilization
is phosphorus under various forms, the problem may
be considered in a great measure solved, since it is

reduced to the simple condition of providing that
great agent. Among the chief remedies against any
deficiency in the natural supply, there are the im-
portation of guano and the application of mineral
phosphates to agricultural pui^ioses ; and, before
these fail, other sources will undoubtedly be dis-
covered by science. To these reflections" of our
author we may add that increase of population is in-

variably regulated by the means of existence, and
that, whenever there is any danger ofan excess of the
former. Nature applies a corrective in the form of
some pestilence or other great calamity—even when
men themselves do not, following their instincts,
either destroy each other in battle, or drain off the
surplus by emigration. These, history itself shows,
.ire quite as natural checks (though apparently of a
political nature) as those alluded to which are inde-
pendent of our will.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE WEEK.
Wednesday, October 17.

Operntiotis at Middlesex Hospital, 1 p.m. ; St
Mary's Ho.spital, 1 p.m. ; University College Hos-
pital, 2 p.m. ; Royal Orthopaedic Hospital, 2 p.m.

HUNTERLAN SOCIETY.—8 p.m.

Thursday, October 18.

OperaHons at St George's Ho.spital, 1 p.m.
;

Central London Ojihthalmic Hospital, 1pm-
London Hospital, 1^ p.m.; Great Northern
Hospital, King's Cross, 2 p.m.

London Home.—2 p.m.
Harveian Society.—Introductory Address by the

President, 8 p.m.

Friday, October 19.
Operations at Westminster Oiihthalmic Hospital
lip.m. ^ '

Saturday, October 20.
Operations at St Tlioni.as's Hospital, 1 p.m. ; St
Bartholomew's Ho.spital, H p.m. ; King's College
Hospital, 1^ p.m. ; Charing tJross Hospital, 2 p.m.

MonJjiy, October 22.
Operations at the Royal Free Hospital, 2 p.m.

:

.Metropolitan Free Hospital, 2 p.m.
Medical Society of London.—8j p.m.

TtKsday, October 23.
Operations at Guy's Hospital, IJp.m. ; Westmin,

ster Hospital, 2 p.m.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Mr W. J.—Cases of purpura are not frequent, and
are sometimes preceded by febrile symptoms
previous to the appearance of the eruption ; be-
having thus like an ordinary eruptive disease.
Gallic acid and tuqientine are u.seful internal pre-
parations. When haemorrhage occui-s on the skin
or gums, it may be controlled by tannin. Haimor-
rhage from the gums is, however, sometimes
arrested with much difficulty. Steady pressure is
very useful.

Chirurgus.— Yes.
M.D —Not until a new charter has been obtained.
HE.MICRAMA.—1st. No.—2nd. Yes.— 3rd. We can-
not advise you.

A Poor-law Surgeon.—The Commissioners have
a discretionary power in such a case, and their
dictum is law. vVe consider that the course you
propose to take would be very imprudent.

PATERFAsnLiAS Wants infonnation on the composi-
tion and qualities of the various farinaceous foods
that are vended. We believe them to be composed
mainly of pea and wheat flour, in various pro-
portions. Hard's is said to be simply baked flour

;

the Arabica Revaleuta, to have a proportion of
lentils.

Mr Hen-ry E. B.—Received.
M.R.C.S. aud L.A.C.—The charges are fair and re-

coverable.

A Student.—Certainly ; it shall be inquired into.
Mr Edwards.— Forwarded.
J. F. M.—Dr Hawkins has stated that his letter

has been misunderstood, but in what particular
way he does not explain. The Medical Council
has not yet passed any specific regulations ou the
subject of classical learning: the Student vyiU
therefore be subject to the rules novj in force at
the Exttmining Boards. We explained what
these were last week, in our Notices to Corre-
spondents. It is understood that the period for

commencing Professional study will hereafter

date from the period of commencing hospital

attendance. More specific information can be
obtained from the Registrar. It is quite time
that the Council came to a definite decision upon
these matters.

T. L. will see his questions fully'answered in the
reply to J. F. M.

Dr/ H.— 1st. No.- 2nd. Y'es.

Medicus— Write to Dr Hawkins for any informa-
tion not contained in the answer to J. F. M.

Dr Gibbon.—Received.
Hot-air Douche or Stream.

To the Editor of the Medieal Circular.

Sir,—The effect of this process is marveUons in

its action on hard glandular swellings, and in

drying up cancerous wounds. The apparatus of
metal worm, lamp and bellows, is moderate and
portable, and can be worked by the individual's

foot. I am. Sir, &c.,

Colin McK. Dick.
1 Saville street, London, W., Oct. 5, 1860.

Letters received with enclosures :—E. T. Meredith,
F. Wright.

NOTICE OF REMOVAL.
WLADD, Manufacturer of Microscopes, Improved

• INDUCTION COILS, and PHILOSOPHICAL INSTRUMENTS of every Description, begs
to inform the Scientific Public that he has REMOVED to more extensive Pi-emises, situated at

11 and 12 Beak street, Regent street, W.
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CLINICAL LECTURES.

ON DISEASES OF WOMEN.
DELIVERED AT ST THOMAS's HOSPITAL,

By CHARLES WALLER, M.D., Obstetric

Physician to the Hospital.

Lectuius I.—0>' Polypus Uteri.

Gentlemen,—In the division of the Course

of Clinical Instruction to bo delivered at this

Hospital, it will fall to my lot to bring before

your notice those diseases which are peculiar to

females, and which, for the most part, arise

from their genital organisation. You all know

the meaning of the word Clinical—that clinical

teaching literally means bedside teaching ; in

other words, the lecture given from time to

time ought to have reference to some individual

case or cases within the wards of the hospital.

This plan, of course, will be followed as far as

practicable ; but a little reflection will convince

you that in this respect the Obstetric Physi-

cian is not placed on the same vantage-ground

as his colleagues, they having under their

superintendence a much larger number of

patients. Twelve bods only are appropriated

for the reception of women sutfering from dis-

eases peculiar to their sex—some of these

highly important and interesting, and well

worthy of your careful observation and diligent

attention : nevertheless, I feel convinced I

shall have occasionally to refer to my private

practice for illustrations of the special disea ses

which may engage our consideration.

There are no disorders which excite more

apprehension, not to say alarm, in the minds of

female patients, than those which are peculiar

to their sex.

The genital organs exerci83 a wonderfu 1

influence on the mind of the female. Slight

deviations from tlieir natural functions, in them-

selves probably of trifling import, fill them with

alarm and dread ; tlie constitution sympathise.s,

and a host of symptoms arise, depending upon

general nervous disturbance. How cheering, under
these circumstances, to be enabled to c.-ilm nil this
mental agitation (ami you frequently can do so),

by a confident a.-wsiirauic tliat, notwithstanding
their sufferings, the malady is free from danger !

On the other liand, it must be remembered that
ca-ses of a biglily dangerous character often occur,
where the bymptoms are at first so slight as
either to be overhjoked entirely on the part of the
patient, or at any rate considered too unimportant
to require tlie assistance of a medical man ; so
that, when his opinion is for the first time re-

quired, the case may admit of nothing beyond
mere palliative measures. A great mistake has
been committed of late years by very many who
forget, or jirobably do not believe, that loca'l dis-
turbance and pain have very often a constitutional
origin, and wiio consequently direct their entire
attention to that which may he only a symptom,
whilst the disease itself is overlooked.

I am thoroughly convinced that many of the
so-called uterine diseases have been greatly aggra-
vated by tlie powerful local treatment whichlins
been adoptccf ; that many a poor unfortunate
cervix uteri has been leeched, cauterized, and
sulgected to a variety of applications without
benefit, when rest ami sootliing applications, con-
joined with constitutional treatment, would have
accomplished a perfect cure.
The utci-us is an organ subject to a great variety

'

of diseases. Some of these, through producing a
vast amount of distress, are curable ; whilst others
are of a decidedly malignant character. Again,
from the peculiar position of the uterus, and its

loose attachment to the surrounding parts, it is

capable of being acted upon by mechanical causes,

producing various forms of displacement. The
organ is suspended by the broad ligaments which
connect it with the sides of the pelvis ; its situa-

tion has been aptly compared with the clapper of

a bell, a considerable degi-ee of smnging motion
being allowed. Where there is a relaxed condi-

tion of these ligaments, which constitute its

natural support, the organ descends into the
lower part of the pelvis, and sometimes protrudes
to a greater or less extent through the external

parts (procidentia). The formation of a tumour
commencing in or descending into the pelvic

cavity must, of necessitj', push the uterus out of

its natural position, either forwards, backwards,
or sideways, according to the locality of the

swelling. Again, if the fundus uteri be enlarged
to a certain extent, either from disease or preg-

nancy, powerful action of the abdominal muscles,

such as violent straining efforts at stool, will

sometimes force the fundus uteri downwards, and
backwards into the hollow of the sacrum (retro-

versio). The same effect is supposed to have
been produced by a highly over-distended state of

bladder. This cause acts, however, in an oppo-
site direction to the former ; for whilst the fundus
uteri is pushed downivvards and backwards by
abdominal muscular contraction, the cervix uti>ri

is pulled upwards and forwards by the ascending
bladder, the mal-position of the uterus being the

same in both cases. It is doubtful, however,
whether the distension of bladder so constantly

occurring in cases of retroverted womb be not
the cjf(ct rather than the cause of the displace-

ment.
I purpose to direct your attention, this morning,

to a form of uterine disease often accompanied
with alai-ming symptoms, yet benign in its

nature and curable in its character. 1 allude to

that form of tumour designated polypus of the

womb, of which we have had several examples
lately in that portion of Ann's Ward appropriated
to female diseases. In the present lecture I shall

not advert to what is termed malignant polypus,
which is one of the many forms assumed by that

terrible disease, carcinoma. Now, what is a
polypus ? As ordinarily occurring, it may be de-

fined to be a tumour growing from the internal

surface of the uterus, attached by a peduncle,
usually attended with frequent and severe htemor-
rhage. This definition must bo received with
some exceptions : in some rare ca.ses, there is no
hiemorrhago of any considerable amount ; and
again, the stalk-like attachment of the tumour
may be external to the uterine cavity, being
attached to the labium oris uteri. This,

however, is not common, (a) In the case of

Susan Reynolds, recently admitted into Ann's
Ward, there was, as I shall presently mention, no
ha;morrhage to lead to a susi)ieion of the existence

of a polyfjoid disease. There are, however,
exceptional cases. The point of attachment
is usually within the cavity of the womb, and
the growth progressive from above downwards.
The early symptoms of a polyp are, in the first

place, a more than ordinary flow at tlic

menstrual i>eriods, with intervening leucorrhreal

discharge
; soon the bleeding becomes greater

and its repetition more frequent, and at length

the hemorrhage becomes alarming in degree

and almost iiersistent, although more copious

at one time than another. Slight bearing-down
is sometimes complained of ; this is not, however,
an invariable symptom, except when the tumour
has acquired a considerable size. The amount
of luemorrhage by no means corresponds with
the magnitude of the polypoid growth ; it may be
large when the growtli is small, and vice versd.

Where the patient has an irritable stomach,

dyspepsia with nausea or vomiting is frequently

present. If the substance be very large, some
local inconvenience, the result of pressure, will

be experienced : the bladder or the rectum, or

both, may suffer from this cause ; or there may
be pressure on the larger pelvic vein.s, producing
a varicose condition of the lower limbs, By
and bye, the strength fails, the patient exhibits

a bloodless appearance, and there is loss of

(«) An oil painting, representing a polypus growing
from this situation, was nerc shown.

appetite and emaciation of body. Hysterical
symptoms, with signs of general nervous agitation,

uow manifest themselves ; and probably, at this

late period, the patient consults the medical
attendant for the first time.

Diagnosis of Uteritte Polypus.—The existence
of polypus can only be ascertained by a digital

examination, all the symptoms described to you
being present in many other morbid conditions
of the sexual organs.

Where the growth is small and entirely

within the cavity of the uterus, it is beyond
the reach of the finger ; but in cases where it

has passed through the opening of the os uteri

into the vagina, there is no difficulty in the

diagnosis. A firm tumour is felt in the vagina :

on passing the finger upwards, it is usually

felt to be pyriforrn in shape ; where the os

uteri is within reach, it will be found that the
pedicle at its upper part passes through it, the

surrounding margin of the os completely encircling

it, as represented in this painting. This peculiar

attachment allows much mobility in the growth
;

so that if the finger be pressed forcibly against

any part of the polyp, or if grasi^ed by the liand,

it can be made to move freely in all directions.

A peculiarly diagnostic sign of this uterine

growth is, that it possesses no sensibility : if it be
scratched with the nail of the examiner, no paiu
is experienced.

I now show you another painting, in which the
polypus is rejiresented as growing from the inter-

nal surface of the cei-vix uteri. In this case you
will, on examination, be able to pass the finger

through the os uteri anteriorly only, its'pa.^sage

posteriorly being resisted by the thick .stem. Be
careful not to confound this with fibrous tumour
embedded in the substance of the cervix.

Where it is of large size, and fills up the cavity

of the vagina, some little difficulty is experienced
in ascertaining whether it be a peduncular
growth, or whether it be a fibrous tumour im-
bedded in the lahium oris'utcri, projecting down-
wards into the vagina : in this case the usual

pyriform shape is absent, the upper part of the

tumour is broad, and no peduncle can be felt.

Polypus uteri has been mistaken for inversion,

and even for prolapsus ; the history of the case

will assist in the diagnosis from inversion, which
can only occur soon after parturition, unless the

fundus be dragged down by the descent of.

a large polypus or other growth. This is

very ditlerent from the common inversion.

The central opening in a prokpsed uterus, and
the sensibility of the substance, will enable you at

once to detect prolapsus uteri. 1 show you, how-
ever, a prejiaration where, from the shape of the

tumour, and from a central depression at its lower

part answering to the situation of the os uteri,

the nature of the case was mistaken, and the

affection supposed to be prolapsus.

I^et me now direct your attention to the two
cases at present in Ann's Ward.

Case 1.—S. Reynolds, about twenty-five, mar-
ried, but has no child. Catamenia regular as to

time, but somewhat more profuse than ordinary

—

not, however, to any great extent. Has been for

sometime rather unwell, but could not call herself

ill. About three weeks ago, while standing'.in the

upright position, had a sudden fright : at that

moment a large substance, '

' the size of two fists,

"

protruded from the vagina; this was attended

with alarming collapse, requiring the use of stimu-
lants. A large quantity of blood was suddenly lost j

and this was the first attack of serious hajmorrhage,

which was not renewed. Twomcdicalmenweresent
for, who con.sidercd it a case of inversio uteri, and,

after very considerable effort, succeeded in pushing
it into the vagina, where it remained. This hap-

pened at some distance from London. On the 3rd

October she was sent up from the country, and
placed under my care in Ann's Ward. On exami-

nation, a large tumour was felt blocking up the

vagina, smooth and somewhat yielding to the

touch, pyrlfoini in shape, void of sensibility, and
moveable. Its size prevented the finger reaching

the OS uteri until the whole hand was introduced

:

the narrow pedicle was then felt, and the nature

of the case sufficieutly clear. The patient \yas

kept (piiet for a few days ; the ligature was applied

on the 8th, and came away on the 12th ; after which

the tumour, from its size, had to be removed' by the

hand. The uterus, on examination, was found

healthy, and the patient is now tolerably well.

CVwc 2.—Elizabeth Bullin, a>tat. thirty-six, mar-

ried ; has had two children, the last two years old.
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She has a pale, Woodless, imhealthy appeai'aiice
;

has lately lost flesh, and has become exceedingly

atteuuated ; the bowels are tolerably regular ; has

but little appetite. Thus far the general symp-

toms, noiv for the local. For the last twelve

months there has bepn lusniorrhage iu a greater

or less degree, at first occurring eliiofly at the

menstrual periods ; latterly the discharge liasbeeu

profuse and frequent, occurring on every slight

bodily exertion, the quantity so largo as to ])ro-

duco Ikiutness ; a bearing-down sensation has

been experienced of late, with some difficulty in

micturition. Examination detected the existence

of a large, hard substance in the vagina, very
moveable, and insejjsiblc. Carrying the finger

upwards, the 03 uteri was distinctly felt an-

teriorly, but not posteriorly, the tumour appear-

ing to be closely attached to tlie cervix uteri ; no
distinct pedicle could be felt. I have several

times ligatured a large polypus where I could not

trace the circumference of the os uteri through its

entire extent, and as I can feel a decided diminu-

tion of size in the tumour anteriorly, I shall not

hesitate to ado)>t my usual plan of treatment. I

shall m another lecture describe to you a variety

6i cases of polypus uteri, and now beg your at-

tention to the mode in which the ligature is

appUjed.

This was practically illustrated in the ward by
applying the ligature in the case No. 2.

Tlie ligature used by Dr Waller was composed
of silver wire twi.sted round a tlu-ead of strong

silk, which, he stated, was far preferable to whip-

cord ; tlic instrument, Gooch's double canula,

fui'nished witli Ashwell's rack, with a slight al-

teration iu the construction of the barrel around
which the ligature is wound.

ON LAEYNGEAL PHTHISIS.
Delivered at La Charite,

By M. PIOKBY.

There are already before the public some

excellent works on the subject of phthisis

laryngea, at the head of which I would place

the remarkable work of M. Trousseau, which

contains important documents relating to this

matter. In laryngeal phthisis, you sometimes

find ulcerations of the laryngeal membrane

that arc supposed to be of tubercular origin

;

at other times you have caries of the carti-

lages ; or, again, you may have syphilitic

ulcerations. From these results destruction of

iho vocal chords, by which are produced
certain inevitable morbid phenomena, to which
we shall presently recur.

The work to which I have just alluded,

remarkable as it is, is at fault in supposing
that this kind of phthisis may be a simple
affection. Sonic hundred cases have now come
under my notice ; and if certain syphilitic oases

are passed by, I have always found pulmonary
phthisis in combination with the cases just

mentioned. If some hold a contrary opinion,

it is owing to their faulty percussion, or their

inability to account for morbid unity. This I

have ascertained, not only at the hospital, but

in private practice, and have found it in ninety-

nine cases in a hundred of those who sufler

from laryngeal phthisis.

The larynx, as you know, is an organ ex-

tremely complex,—composed of many carti-

lages that play one upon another, that are

united by ligaments, have muscles to give

them motion ; are furnished with a mucous
membrane, vessels, and nerves, and with vocal

chords formed by the thyro-arytenoid muscles.

There is, besides, the epiglottis, which prevents

fluids passing into the larynx ; as well as

muscles that lie externally. The arteries are

from the superior thyroideal, and branches
also run from the inferior thyroideal to the
larynx. The absorbents go to the sub-hyoideal
glands

; and the nerves are from the superior
and inferior laryngeal. Should the mucous
membrane of the larynx become inflamed, and
there should bo between the bodies in contact

incessant action, the case is not one of laryn-

geal phthisis, though it may be one of laryn-

gicmia, or of laryngitis ; or, should false

membranes be formed, one of plastic laryn-

gitis.

Many of the symptoms of laryngeal phthisis

may be present where this affection does not

iu reality exist ; and many organopathic states

have been classed under this name. There
are cliroulc inflammations of the larynx, wltli

all the symptoms of laryngeal phthisis In its

last stage, when fluids pass into the larynx.

There exist in such cases ulcerated pulmonary
tubercles, when nothing more can be done
than treating the case as you treat phthisis

pulmonalis. In such instances, the chronic

laryngitis is nothing^but the result of the co-

existing phthisis. There is'another variety, in

which the local symptoms are not at first

accompanied with symptoms of laryngeal

phthisis : these ai-e the cases where you have
syphilitic excrescences. The patients find re-

spiration difficult, and difliculty of speaking

and aphony arise. If the disease have its seat

in the guttural opening, fluids find their way
into the larynx ; but there is an entire absence

of pulmonary symptoms—no .absorption of

pus, noliectic symptoms, no physical signs on
the part of the chest. liesides, you can carry

the finger to the superior orifice of the larynx.

You have the laryngoscope also at hand

:

outward palpation, the antecedents of the

patient, ulceration of the penis, syphiodermesis,

exostosis, falling off' of the hair, &c., all concur

in this case to tlirow light on the diagnosis.

The treatment is the same as that had recourse

to in the affections styled venereal ; and the

prognosis is the same. These syphilitic affec-

tions are always serious, and may go on to

ulceration of tlie cartilages. The best treat-

ment is to give 0'03 centigrammes of proto-

iodide of mercury night and morning, and
0*50 centigrammes of iodide of potassium

night and morning, but at different hours.

For the local treatment, cauterisations are em-
ployed, and mercurial fumigations ; the former

with azotatc of silver. Ammonia has been

used for cauterising the larynx ; but it has not

answered at all with me, and may occasion

untoward symptoms. I remember an armourer

who was phthisical ; he had laryngeal phthisis,

and I applied .azotate of silver to the larynx,

some of which slipped down, and the patient

was nearly suffocated. For three months he

has been well, so far as the larynx is concerned.

Tincture of iodine also may be applied with a

similar view. Some mercurial preparations

may be useful, as well as certain surgical

means. All this, however, is not laryngeal

phthisis, but simply ulcerations of the laryn .x.

Do these exist as primary aflfections ? I think

not, if exception be made of cancerous ulcera-

tion. When you explore the larynx by means
of palpation externally, you discover more or

less tumefaction ; for I do not know in the

records of science where a case of ulceration

occurs without swelling.

Other kinds of Ulceration : Tubercular Ul-

ceration.—I have seen one very cui-ious case

of ulceration occupying the back of the

pharynx and lai'yux, over the cricoid cartilage,

the breadth of the little finger, of a greyish

colour, and very painful. It occurred in a

phthisical patient who had become as meagre
as a skeleton ; and the cricoid cartilage press-

ing constantly on this surface, ulceration of

the trachea was the result. He died ere many
days. In a great number of phthisical patients

these ulcerations of the larynx occur, and
constitute the laryngeal phtiiisis of authors.

They m.ay occupy all the points of the mucous
membrane, and are sometimes seen affecting

exclusively the vocal chords, when the hoarse-

ness may become excessive ; or they may ex-

tend to the epiglottis, and destroy not only

the mucous membrane of the larynx, but also

a great portion of the coi'tilages. Pus is

formed, and the suli'eriugs are frightful.

Treatment. — When the disease is but a
simple lesion of the raucous membrane, the
larynx must be allowed to repose ; the patient
should inhale the steam sent up by warm water,
and avoid breathing cold air, or air impreg-
nated with hurtful particles ; and he should
also use emollient and astringent gargles.

When the mucous membriine is tumefied,
and looks as if oedematous, silence must be
enjoined, and the inhalation of aqueous vapour
continued. In laryngitis, almost every phy-
sician recommends speaking in a low voice

;

but scarcely can anything be more hurtful,

for in speaking in tliis manner great efforte

are made, which fatigue the patient exces-
sively. Such patients should, when speaking,
utter only very short words. When you wish
to speak loud, you take a deep inspiratioa

;

and when the larynx is thrown into action, air

is required ; and this organ performs its office

more easily when there is abundance of air

than when the quantity is small. I would, in

reference to this, recommend you to follow the

practice of the Italians rather than that of the

French, for they begin low and finish with a
loud voice. If you cannot make your patient

speak after taking a deep inspiration, his

larynx must be in a bad stale. Some time
ago a man from Rouen came to me, and said,

in a voice that I could scarcely' hear, " Mon-
sieur, I cannot speak : our physicians tell me
that I am suffering from laryngeal phthisis."

I examined, but outwardly fo.und nothing,

—

nothing on the part of the cartilages of the

larynx. The patient speaks low, but without

pain, and the sounds emitted seem to be pha-
ryngeal rather than laryngeal. " I have suf-

fered for a month from my throat," said he,
" and I have been enjoined to speak only in a

low voice." I Immediately desired him to

take a deep inspiration, and to speak in a loud

voice,—which was no sooner said than done,

and so loud that I thought I should iu conse-

quence lose my own hearing.

When articulation is exccsslTely difficult,

you must forbid speaking. When ulcerations

are supposed not to exist, and there is neither

tumefaction nor hypera;mia, use astringents

—

a thing not to be easily done. They may be
employed in the form of vapour. Alcohol may
also be used, and so may tincture of iodine.

Never employ ammonia, for in such cases it is

a detestable remedy. Tar-vapour has been

proposed ; and you may use also the vapour of

water, though it does not always succeed.

Would smoking stramonium be advisable ?

This substance gives immediate relief, but

causes narcotism. The chief remedial means
are derived from rcspirable vapours. Nitrate

of silver in solution may also be applied to

the larvnx, but it has the inconvenience of

producing a degree of suflfocation. This mode
of treatment we owe to the school of Tours.

Would I employ caustics ? No ; never '. A
good way is to use gargles conliuiiiug astrin-

gents—sulphate of zinc, for example : but they

must be allowed to descend sufficiently iii the

throat.

Lot us suppose a case of primary laryngitis
;

though that is rare. Should there be ulcera-

tion, employ the same treatment. But where
is the ulceration situated? Yon must know
that. In this case the physiological diagnosis

comes to our assistance. When your patient

cannot speak, or speaks excessively low, you
may tell that the inferior vocal chords are

implicated ; for, were it the superior, the

modifications of the sounds uttered would not

be considerable. AVere I certain of the ex-

istence of ulcerations in the lai-ynx, I would
propose the following operation :—Considering

that in the mesi.1l line there are scarcely either

vessels or nerves, and there being no fear of

danger from hajmorrhage, I would cut down,

in the mesial line, from the upper to the lower

edge of the thyroid cartilage, so as not to

endanger the vocal chords. I would next

separate the lips of the incised cartilage, so as
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to be able to inspect the interior, ami ascertain

the lesions affecting the vocal chords. Light
would not only be thus thrown on the disease,

but caustic might be applied. This, however,
is but one point of view. The idea may be
good, or it may be without any good result.

Cauterising is then to be employed, in the

application of wliich we are assisted by the

laryngoscope. Where there are lesions of the

cartilages, in addition to cauterising, local

measures must not he neglected. In cases of
this kind, I prescribe iodide of potassium, with

the mercurial treatment—0'03 of proto-iodide

of mercury night and morning. You may also

employ the liquor of Van Swieten. Should
there be excrescences, they are to be extracted.

Fortunate are they who see only cases of
simple laryngeal phtlusis. For my part, I have
almost always seen laryngeal phthisis compli-
cated with pneumophymia. These last are to

be treated as phthisis pulmonalis.

THE SPIRIT
OF THE PEEIODIOALS.

The ' Lancet ' opens this week with a con-

tiuuotioa of Di- Bbown Seqvabs's Lectures On

Parahjais of t/ic Louxr Exircinilks. We extract

it :

"There is no aflection of the spinal cord or its

membranes that presents such vai'icd symptoms
as timiours. AccortUug to the seat of the
tumour, tiiore are symptoms of disease of the
heai-t, the lungs, the walls of the chest or of the
abdomeu, lumbago, neuralgia, &c. The irritation

of the anterior or the posterior roots of one or
several pairs of the spinal nerves is the cause of
these symptoms, and their variety depends upon
the degree of irritation, and also upon the nerve
that is in-itated. In the beginning of the attec-

tion, tjesides some symptom owing to that cause,
there is pain at the jiart of the spine where the
tmnour is situated. Usually this pain is in-

creased by pres-suie on the spine. When the
disease jirogresses, myebtis, and sometimes
meningitis, arc i)roduced. If it be myelitis,
which is a veiy frequent occuiTence, thexe are
sensations of formication or of pricking, as if

with pins and needles, in the paralytied limbs
;

s^MLsmodic movements or simple twitchiugs, or a
.great rigidity, appear in those limbs ; the urine
becomes alkaline, and sloughs or bulla are formed
on the sacrum or the nates. The feeling of a
cord tied round the body or round the paralysed
limbs is jierceived. The pain in the spine notably
iocreasee.

" If a meningitis is produced by the initation
of a tumour in the vertebral canal, there is a
rapid iiicrua.so of the jMiralysis ; any movement of
the spine or of the lower limbs causes a very
acute pain

; the muscles of the back become rigid
spasmotlicall}', especially when the spine or tha
lower limbs are moved.

" If no iuflammation of the spinal cord or its

mo - produced by a tumour, the synip-
to: similnr to those of a nou-inUam-
Buu,...^ ....ivi.iug, with this dia'ereuce, that there
k pain in the spine, and also the elfects of the
irritation of the pair or |iairs of nerves, origi-

nating where the tumour lies in the vertebral
canal. When the tumoiu- has destroyed a jiart of
the spinal cord, there are symptoms that vai-y
according to the part so injured. If it be a lateral

half of that organ, there is loss of volunt;iry move-
meut in the corresponding limb, witli conserva-
tion of sensibility, while in the other Umb there
are loss of sousibUity and conservation of voluntary
movement.

" 1 have lately seen a case of this kind, as far as
I can judge from the symptoms. Seveial periostic
(syphilitic) tumours ajipeared one after the other
ou the head and face of a gentleman, who, on
their disaji|)earauce, was attacked witli paraplegia,
appaa'enlly caused by a similar tumour pressing
BpoJi the right side of tho spinal cord, and pro-
ducing paralysis in the lower limb of that side
and aimsthesia in the left lower limb.

" If the grey matter of the cord be the original
seat of a tumour, tluiie are at fust numbness and
dimimition of the power of the will over the
bladder, with weakness of the lower limbs,

Afterwards, paralysis becomes evident in these
limbs, and anajsthesia, in a much more marked
degree than usual in diseases of the spinal cord,

is observed, togetlter with a loss of the power of

directing movements.
" If the posterior columns of the spinal cord

are aloue pressed upon by a tumour, there is at
first hypei-ajsthesia, with but a slight diminution
of the voluntary movements in the lower limbs

;

afterwards, when the pressure reaches the grey
matter, diminution of sensibility a)id of the
power of the wiU over the bladder, and increase

of the jiaralysis of the lower limbs. A very
interesting symptom— /. e., tho loss of the power
of guidiiig the movements of the lower limbs-
may be oljserved in cases of a tmnour pressing
upon the lower extremity of the spinal cord ou
its posterior surface. There may be in such cases

no real jiaralysis, or at least all the movements of

the various parts of the lower limbs are possible

so loiKj as the ^'cttidit can sec them ; but when ho
tries to move these limbs in the darlc, or when he
does not look at them, he cannot succeed in

making the movement he wishes to perform.

Besides, he does not know where his feet or legs

are, unless he looks at them or touches them with
his hands. He may be able to stand on his feet

when he sees them ; but if he ceases to look at

them, he is at' once in danger of falling down.
This condition depends upon the alteration of

some of the jiosterior roots of nerves, and of the
posterior white aud grey parts of the spinal cord,

producing partial auaisthesia of the skir and
mu.scles of the feet and legs. I have now a case

of this kind under my care,
" In cases of tuuioui- in or upon tho spinal cord,

epileptifoim convulsions have often been observed.

Sometimes, also, real epileptic tits, with loss of

consciousness, biting of the tongue, foaming at

the moutli, &c., are produced in such cases.

Tills is what has been erroueously called spinal

epilepsy.
'

' I need not say that the nature of a tumour will
sometimes seivo for tlte detection of its existence.
A caucer, by the general symptoms it causes, will

give some additional ground to the supposition
that there in a tumour in the spiiud canal. If the
patient is consumptive, and if the paraplegia lias

been slow in its development, there is some pro-
bability that the tumour supposed to exist in the
spinal cord is a tubei'cle.

"I>iar/iiosis of 'I Parap/eyia due to a Tmnour
of the Spinal tVt/.—Tho only affections which
might be mistaken for tltis kind of paraplegia are
meningitis aud myelitis. A very limited menin-
gitis localised in the upper part of tho dorsal
region oi- in the ceivical region might give rise to
pretty nearly all the symptoms of a tumour of
the spinal cord : local pain (sjKJUtancous aud
after pressure) ; sensations of heat or cold, or
pricking, 4e., in the peripheric part of the nerves,
originating wliero the meningitis or tho tumour
exists; spasmodic twitcliing.s in the muscles
animated by these nerves, &c. In a case of
meniumtis so loeaUsed there is jjaralysis of the
lowt-r limbs, on account of tlie efI«sion which
presses ui)on the spinal cord in its lower ex-
tremity

; and tlie same cause that produces a
paralysis diminishes the rettex j)ower of the
dorso-luudiar juirt of the spinal cord. On the
eutttrary, the whole of the cord below the seat of
a tumour, remaining healthy aud being separated
fiom the Rrain, actjuirts a very energetic reflex
power, aud the least excitation jiroduces reflex
s]>a»tts or convulsions in the lower limbs.

" between cases of tumour tipon the lumbar
part of the spinal cord, and cases of meningitis
limited to the lumbar part of the meninges, the
diagnosis is extremely difficult. However, there
are more spjisms in the muscles of the limbs in
the case of a tumour, and more in the muscles of
tlie back in the case of meiujigitis. Besides, in
tills last case, the ali'eetiou wotdd often begin by
acute symptoms,—fever, &c. ; and the paralysis
would soon extend to other muscles than those of
the lower limbs.

"We have described in Lecture II. the various
.symptoms of myelitis localised in the upper part
of the dorsal region, or higher up. It is not
very diflicult to distinguish this affection from the
paraplegia due to a tumour, so long as no degree
of inflammation has been produced in the spinal
cord by the irritation of the tumour. Amongst
the characteristic symptoms which would not be
observed in the lower limbs, if there is a timiour
aud uo intlamination of the spinal marrow, are all

the referred sensations of pricking, formication,
cold aud heat, &c. But if a local myelitis is

produced by a tumour in the upper part of the
dorsal region, or higher up, leaving all the lower
part of the cord healthy, the symptoms will be
the same as those of a localised myelitis without
a tumour. It is only by the mode of beginning
of these two affections that it would be possible
to distinguish one from the other. In the case of
myelitis without a tumour, various sensations and
cramps in the lower limbs would have existed
from the very commencemeut ; while in tho case
of a tumour preceding myelitis there would be
none of these symptoms iu the lower limbs.

"Prognosis of Paraplegia due to a Tumour of
the Spinal Cord.—We need not speak of the
gravity of paraplegia caused by a cancer or a
tubercle. The chances of cure, or even of a
notable amelioration, when otlier kinds of
tumours, except one, press upon the spinal cord,
are almost null. But it is well to know- that the
duration of life may bo prolonged many years,

and the degree of paralysis may remain very long
unchanged. Tumours owing their origin to
syphilis form an exception to the above rule. A
cure is possible, and generally a notable ameliora-
tion will be observed after the proper treatment
is continued long enough. However, even in
cases of this kind, if the injuiy to tho spinal
cord is considerable, the cure of course cannot
be complete, aud the amelioration cannot be very
great.

"Treatment of Paraplegia due to a Tumour
of Die Spinal Cord.—The rules to be followed
may be reduced to three :

"1st. The congestion and the tendency to
inflammation ought to be treated by the same
means that should be employed in cases of
myelitis. In a patient now under my care, who
has all the symptonvs of a cancerous tumour ia
the middle of the dorsal region, and who is com-
pletely paraplegic as regards voluntary movement,
sensibility, and power over tho bladder ami
rectum, 1 have succeeded in diminishing the
pain in the back and the referred )>ain in the
lower limbs, juid also the spasms of the paralysed,
muscles, by the ajiplication of a large belladonna
jdaster ou the back, and by the internal use of
ergot of rye and belladonna. If there are symp-
toms of lueHingitis, together with those directly
due to a tumour, the ]>atieut must take iodide
of potassium, besides tho other remedies just
named. The sjiasmodic rigidity of the lower
limbs, or the wasting of the "muscles, in tho rare
cases where there is no cramp, no convulsions,
and no spasmodic rigidity, requires the applica-
tion of shampooing or galvanism to the muscles
of tho lower limUs. Dry-cupping on the painfld
spot of the spine, or other modes of revulsion,

may be found useful to diminish tlie jiains and
spasms, and aiso to preveut a rapid progress of
the disease. Strychnine shotdd be avoided, as it

would certainly increase both the pains aud the
spasms.

"2ndly. If thea'e is a probabihty that the
tumour is of a syphilitic nature, iodide of potas-
sium, ill larger doses than if there were a simple
meningitis, should be the principal remedy ; five

grains three times a day is the dose I have em-
ployed, with mai-ked benefit, in tw-o cases of this
kind. This remedy ought to bo taken for at
least six mouths. Against the pain in such a
case I emi^loy aconite rather than belladonna,
both externally and iuterjially (from five to ten
miiiuns of the tiuctui'e a day internally). But I
make u.5e of ergot of rye as much as in other
cases of tumour. If there is the appearance that
the timiour is a tubercle, cod-liver oil is to bo
given. It caimot prove injurious, even if the
paraplegia is tiot due to a tubercle, and it may
diminish the pain.

"3rdly. Tho patient ought to have the most
nourisliing diet, and a little wine. He ought to
take exercise in the open air, and drive if he
cannot walk. In bed ho should lie on one side of
the body, and not on the back. His appetite and
digestioti ought to be carefully watched, and
kept right by tonics, aperients, &c."

Mr Hilton continues his Lectures on Pain and

Rest in the same journal, and Mr Hancock his

on Division of tlie. Ciliary Muscle. Ho, reports a

series of cases in which this operation was had

recourse to in tho treatment of Glaucoma, aud

bcuelit conferred.
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Mr Walter Jessoi' contributes the follo^¥iIlg

article On a Ncio Method for tite Eeduction of

StrancfUlaUd Hernia :

''in May last I was called to a case of stran-

gulated hernia (left obhque inguinal), in a man
aged fifty-two years. The accident had occurred

some thirty-six houi-s previously. The taxis,

opium, chlorofoiTU, hot baths—in short, all the

ordinary modes of treatment, had been pei'sever-

ingly applied without success.

"At the time of my visit I found my patient

in a partial state of collapse, in a profuse cold

perspiration, with great tension of the abdomen,
and symptoms of hiccough and nausea coming on.

He complained bitterly on my lightly attempting
an examination ; indeed, the part seemed so

exquisitely painful as at once to negative all hope
of success from further direct efforts at reduction.

An immediate operation was proposed, but firmly

declined by the patient and his friends. Desiring
them to seek furtlier advice, 1 left the room, but
was immediately recalled, with a request that I

would permit of an hour's delay. Agreemg to

this, and while waiting in the house, a thought
strack me that it might occasionally be possible

to relieve a patient under such circumstances
withoxit having recourse to the knife. On ex-

plaining this to the patieut and his friends, they
at ouc« consented to a trial of the means pro-

posed.

"Calling a male attendant into the room, I

directed my patient, still lying on liis back, to

the edge of the bed, and, with assistance, sepa-

rated his legs, placing one over each shoulder of

the attendant, who, facing the bed, stooped to

receive them; and, in this position, by passing
his hands round the fore part of the thighs, was
enabled to obtain a suificient purchase to permit
of his raising him on to his head and shoulders on
the bed, tlius throwing the intestines back upon
the diaphragm, and to some extent necessarily
making traction behind aud directly frovi the
seat of strangulation. After two or three minutes'
manipulation of the abdominal parietes, I fomid
the tumour become less tense, and drawing for-

wards the integuments round the point of rupture,
I made lateral, upward, ajid downward move-
ments—jerking, as it were, occasionally the parts
imriiediately contiguous to the stricture. This
seenied to excite but little suffering ; iu fact, the
patient, so far from uttering complaint, declared
himself, after the first two or three minutes,
decidedly relieved—tliat ' the dead sickening
weight that kiUed his groin,' as he termed it,

was better. Continuing these efforts, and vary-
ing them as they seemed to occasion distress, I

presently felt a slight gurgling under my hand,
and almost immediately had the satisfaction of
finding the hernia reduced, and my patient com-
paratively in a state of safety.

" The whole proceeding certainly did not
occupy ten minutes. Slight peritoneal tender-
ness existed for some days, but the man eventually
did well.

" The rationale of the proposed plan is simple.
A mass, large or small, of displaced intestine or
omentum must assuredly be more readily with-
drawn from its point of incarceration or strangu-
lation by traction from behind than by the best-

directed efforts of the taxis. Any one, for illus-

tration, taking the trouble to put a fold or two of

his handkerchief in a ring formed by his finger

and thumb, and lightly strangulating it, wiU, on
attempting to return it by pushing or kneading
from before backwards, find infinitely greater
difiiculty in eilecting his purpose than if he wore
to make traction from behind. In short, the em-
ployment of the taxis is at the best a clumsy and
most uncertain mode of proceeding, and 1 shall

venture in future to make it merely supple-
mentary to the plan I now advocate.

" ' One swallow fails to make a summer,' and
it may be said that the practice of turning
the patients a po.itcriori upwards is opposed to all

orthodox notions of propriety. Admit all this.

Others, with greater opportunities, may liapi)!ly
te enabled to add to my single case ; and granting
that the position of the patient may be accused of
positive inelegance, it may, at any rate, contrast
favourably with our proceedings in lithotomy, and
m many other operations on the perineal region."

The ' Medical Times and Gazette' contains the

ontinuation of M. Clause BEnNAKD'.s articles

on Experimental Pathology. The special topic is

the Bile. We reproduce it

:

" The experimental history of the pancreatic
secretion having been concluded in our preceding
Lecture, an equally interesting fluid now calls for

our attention : we allude to the biliary secretion :

the intimate connections which exist between the
excretory apparatus of the liver and that of the
pancreas, the numerous inosculations which unite
these ducts, and allow the liquids therein con-
tained to mix freely with each other, and lastly

the nature of the functions which they separately
))erform, render this study an indispensable com-
plement of that which we have just brought to a
close ; such is the motive which leads us to devote
the last Lecture of the present course to this

important subject.
" Bile is poured into the intestinal tube by a

single orifice, the situation of which is constantly
the same : it is placed just below the pyloric

aperture of the stomach. In no animal whatever
is tills fluid poured out upon different points, as

in the case of the pancreatic juice; the ana-
tomical disposition remaining the same through-
out the scale of being.

'
' We place under your eyes the stomach aud

duodenum of a rabbit, and you may judge from
this preijaration how considerable is the distance
which separates in this animal the biliary aper-

ture from that of the pancreatic ducts. Such,
however, is not always the case : for the ductus
choledocus is in many other species united to the
pancreatic apparatus by numerous anastomoses

;

and in animals deprived of a pancreatic gland
(the carp, for example, ) AVeber supposes that the

two organs coalesce into a single apparatus : many
other fishes exhibit a similar disposition.

" It is easier by far to obtain bile in largo

quantities, than any other of the intestinal secre-

tions : the liver being one of those glands which
Nature has provided with a reservoir, the most
convenient method of obtaining tliis fluid con-

sists in opening the "all-bladder immediately
after death ; its chemical and physical properties

maj' thus be readily ascertained : in certain

animals, however, the gall-bladder does not exist

;

the horse is deprived of this orgaii, while the ox
enjoys a prodigiously large one. The reasons of

this difference are not known to us : but ani-

mals which do not possess this apparatus exhibit

considerable laxity of the duct.s, wliich enables

the bile to distend them, aud accumulate in

their cavity. In living animals, the use of

ansesthetics would appear convenient ; but the

liquid thus obtained does not enjoy its normal
properties. All secretions, as you are aware, take
place under the influence of certain physiological

excitations ; saliva is poured forth during masti-

cation, and pancreatic juice during the digestive

process. The causes which act upon the biliary

secretion are hitherto unknown : it takes place

during the intervals of digestion ; in animals
provided with a gall-bladder, the liquid accumu-
lates in this pouch while the auinial is fasting, and
is poured forth as soon as food arrives into the

stomach : iu other species it merely distends the
biliary ducts. When, therefore, it is intended to
collect large quantities of tliis fluid, the animal
must not have been fed for some time previously.

" As soon as digestion commences, the bile

flows from its reservoir into the duodenum, but
no more is formed within the liver, wliich begins
to exert a different kind of activity, and is occu-

pied in producing grape sugar. In the lower
animals it is easy to ascertain this : I have dis-

covered in snails the existence of these two
different secretions, which alternately take jilace ;

during the digestive process sugar is formed;
during abstinence bile is produced, and flows into

the stomach ; when food is again collected in the
stomach, it meets with the bile previously accu-

mulated there, and digestion proceeds, but the
secretion of bile is suspended, so that the animal
iu a fasting state prepares, as it were, a store of

its fluid for its next meal.

"The operations performed for the purpose of

obtaining this liquid iu living subjects were in-

tended in most cases to prevent it from following

its natural course ; for when its peculiar proper-
ties are the object in view, it is found in general
more convenient to secure the gall-blailder of ani-

mals recently slain. Physiologists, therefore,

have endeavoured to stop the passage of bile into
the duodenum, in order to ascertain the part
which it plays in the digestive process : several

authors, in fact, believe it to be an excremen-
titious substance, having no connection with the
assimilation of food. M. Blondlot, in particuUir,
has rendered himself conspicuous among the
supporters of this opinion by publishing a series
of papers entitled, ' On the Inutility of Bile in
Digestion.'

" Haller was led by the anatomical di.spositions

we have just described to believe that the bUe
really played an important part in this function :

he thinks it impossible that an excrementitious
fluid should be poured into tke upper jwrtions of
the intestinal tube. But similar arguments are
of no real value in Physiology, and vivisections
must in every case of doubt be had recourse to.

Schwann and Blondlot have simultaneously made
some interesting experiments upon this subject.
Schwann operates upon the gall-bladder itself;

but you are aware that the common duct is inde-
peiid»nt of that which arises from the biliary,

reservoir : it is anastomosed with the latter in

such a manner as to permit the pa.ssage of the
fluid wliich it conveys into the gall-bladder, or to
allow the bile therein contained to pass at a given
moment into the duodenum ; but it still conti-

nues to pour the biliary secretion into the intes-

tine, as derived from the liver itself, when the
reservoir of this gland has been perforated.

" Tiedemaun and Gmelin tied the ductus com-
munis just above its outer orifice, in order to
oppose the passage of the bile into the duodenum

;

but a morbid state is the result of this operation :

the bUiary ducts are distended, the secretion
accumulates in the channels wliich convey it, and
the animal becomes jaundiced at first ; but after
a certain space of time, the rupture of the ductus
communis is the consequence of its inordinate dis-
tension, and the animal rapidly dies of perito-
nitis resulting from this accident. In a few
cases, however, tlie ligature falls, the duct is

reproduced, and the fmictions resume their usual
course.
" In order to avoid this inconvenience, an

opening must be allowed for the secretion to
make its escape when its natural course is sus-
pended. M. Blondlot has adopted for this
purpose a different proceeding. He ties the
ductus choledocus on two separate points ; the
bile being thus jnevented from jiassing into the
duodenum, accumulates in the gall-bladder. An
adherence is then established between this point
and the abdominal parietes, iu the same manner
as when hydatid cysts of the liver are opened by
Reeamier's method (which consists in successive
applications of caustic potash to the spot). An
opening is then made into the gall-bladder, and
rendered permanent by the introduction of a
tube. The desiderata of the experiment are in

this maimer successfully realised ; and under
such conditions life may be protracted for a very
considerable length of time. In this respect,

however, the results obtained by vaiious observers

do not agree.

"The fiist effect of the operation is an entire

atrophy of the gall-bladder, which is reduced to

the proportions of a mere excretory canal, from
which tlie bile flows continually ; but shortly-

after this, au excessive voracity arises in these
animals, according to Schwann ; they lose flesh,

are seized with a profuse diarrhcea, and die
sooner or later. In young animals the fatal

termination takes place within a shorter space of
time than in adults. In a few cases the subjects
recovered entirely their previous state of health

;

but Schwann invariably ascertained that this

result was due to the reproduction of the oblite-

rated ducts, and the i>assage of bile into the.

duodenum.
" The results of M. Blondlot's experiments

are entirely opposed to those I have just men-
tioned. He states that in a vast number of cases

the dogs on which this operation was performed
continued to enjoy perfect health, although no
reproduction of the ducts had taken place ; aud
he attributes the death of the animals operated

upon by Schwann, to their licking the wound, and
swallowing the bile which flowed from the

opening—a habit rapidly productive of fatal

effects. This danger he avoids by muzzhng the

animal, which prevents it effectually from licking

the woimd.
"Other observers (and I myself am one of

these) have obtained results which agree with
Schwann's experiments ; but it is certain, at

any rate, that death is not an immediate con-

sequence of biliary fistulie, and only takes place
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after a considerable length of time. The opera-

tion has been performed upon the dog now-

placed before you ; the wound being now
healed (the opening of course remaining fistulous),

its health does not appear to have suffered from
the experiment.
" The method adopted by Schwann and

Blondlot offers one very serious inconvenience :

we allude to the definitive interruption of the

passage of bile into tlie intestine, without any
possibility of re-establishing the natural order

of things. In my own experiments, I have
found it more convenient to introduce a canula

into the ductus choledocus itself. An adherence
having been produced in the usual manner, an
incision is made in the duct, and a large tube,

open at both ends, and provided also with a
lateral aperture, is inserted in the wound. Wlien
it is intended to let the bile pass, as usual, into

the duodenum, the outer orifice is stopped with a
plug, and the bile Hows through the lateral

aperture into the intestinal tube ; when, on the
contrary, it is required to arrest its progress, a
smaller tube is introduced into the first, which
it fills so exactly as to close the lateral opening :

the bile then flows entirely out of the body, and
not a single drop of this fluid reaches the diges-

tive apparatus. This method offers, however,
a serious inconvenience ; the tube frequently
escapes from the duct, when the animal happens
to be restless and agitated after the operation.

We have therefore adopted the following system :

the tube is plunged into the gall-bladder itself,

the ductus communis having been previously

tied ; an opening is then made into the
duodenum ; a canula is placed in it, and the two
fistulous apertures arc allowed to communicate
fiy means of an india-rubber tube.

" These experiments, on the whole, cannot
enable us to decide whether bile really is an
excretion or a secretion : the effects are not
of sufficient importance to enable us to form a

judgment on this point, as in the case of other
glands. But one of the principal differences

between secretions and excretions is the formation
of peculiar substances in the liquid which the
^land produces, which did not previously exist

m the blood : this property of creating new
chemical compounds exclusively belongs to the
organs of secretion. Now, in this respect, bile

evidently belongs to the class of secretions ; tlie

numerous sjibstances wliich it contains do not
exist within the torrent of circulation.

" The influence exerted by the ner>-ous .system

on the biliary secretion is hitherto little known
;

but the apjiearance of jaundice after violent moral
emotions seems to afford an incontrovertible proof
of the power exerted by the nerves upon the
liver, as well as upon other glands.

*' The plan of this course, gentlemen, does
not comjirehend the complete study of the phy-
siological properties of the digestive fluids. Our
purpose has been to show you the various opera-
tive proceedings which enable the physiologist
to collect them. We have now brought to a close

the history of these various substances, as far

as the experimental part of our studies is con-
cerned ; for the secretien of the intestinal glan-
dnlffi cannot easily be obtained, and gives rise

to few operations on the living subject. In the
approaching Session we shall continue this course,

and perform, as usual, all our experiments before

you ; and the digestive apparatus having now
been thoroughly studied, we shall devote our
attention to the jiriucipal properties of the
Spinal Cord."

Dr GooDFELLOW concludes his Lectures on

Jiright's Disease. He explains in tliis jwrt the

grounds of his difference of opinion from that

enunciated by Mr Bowman as to the process of

the urinary secretion. Mr Bowman's theory may
be stated as follows : that the aqueous portion

of the urine is filtered through the Malpighiau

tnfts, whilst the organic and inorganic consti-

tuents are secreted by the surrounding capilliaries.

Dr Goodfellow says :

" Now in examining closely this theory, we
mast conclude that the blood in passing through
the Mal[iighian capillaries, where the circulation
is most retarded, and where the greatest lateral
pressure must necessarily be exerted upon their

walls, only parts with the water, while the net-

work of cajjillaries which receives the blood
from the small efferent vessels, where the lateral

pressure must be very ninch less, permits the
transudation through their walls of ordinary
blood plasma, together with the ' organic con-

stituents,' and the ' inorganic salts ' of the
' secretion,' in order that the ' tnie secreting

elements' should separate the latter. In order

to fkccept this as true, the capillaries into which
the afferent vessel breaks up (the Malpighian
capillaries) must have much thicker walls than
the capillaries which surround the tubes, and
which are fonned by the efferent vessels. This

difference (if there be any) I liave certainly never

been able to discover.
" But is it probable that a contrivance so

admirably adapted as the Malpighian tuft is for

delaying the blood currents, should have for its

sole office that of a filter, and that it should

separate in part merely the menstruum which
holds the more important substances in solution ?

I do not undervalue this function, even if it be

the only function of this elaborate arrangement.
There is no doubt that the mere separation of

water, or rather that a contrivance suitable for

the separation of large quantities of water, under

certain states, is indisi)ensable to the economy.
It is essentially necessary, in order that the

blood may, within certain ranges, be preseiTcd

at a uniform density, even under circumstances

calculated suddenly to increase the amount of

water in it from ingestion or other causes.

"Next, to sujjply the blood plasma for so

much solid, highly aniraalised, and saline matters

as pass off by the kidneys daily, there must be

some anaugcment eminently calculated to retard

circulation, and to favour transudation. What
do we find in the anatomical arrangement as

described by Mr Bowman ? A small vessel sud-

denly breaking up into a rounded bunch of capil-

laries, having 'a far greater aggiegate capacity

than itself, and from which there is but one

narrow exit,' the efferent vessel, which also breaks

up into a network of capillaries, which surrounds

the convoluted channels or tubules. It is impos-

sible to conceive a more admirable contrivance

for retarding the blood cuiTent, and the effe-

rent vessel being so small, and the capil-

laries into which it breaks being of smaller dia-

meter than those of the Malpighian bodies, ' it

follows, from the law of hydraulics, that there

must be a greater prossur* against the walls of

the latter.' And yet, according to current notions,

the capillaries of the small efferent vessel, with
this small amount of pressure, are the only

ves.sels from which the transudation of the liqtwr

satiffiiinis takes place, not only for the nutrition

and rejjair of the tissues, but also for the separa-

tion daily of upwards of one thousand grains of

solid constituents of the urine. Moreover, is it

probable that the same blood plasma should at

the same time, and in the same part, be the fluid

containing the urinary excrements for elimination,

and the nutrient matters for nutrition ? Two pro-

cesses, then, quite incompatible with each other,

and opposite in their action, are going on with
the same fluid, in the same parts of the kidney,

and at the same moment.
"Again, the water descending the convoluted

tubules or channcLs, and in contact with and
bathing the free surface of the epithelial cells, is

calculated to produce an osmotic current in those
cells, the very opposite of that necessary for

secretion. The current must necessarily be con-

tinuous from the free surface towards the attached
surface, and therefore towards the blood plasma
in the tissues, instead of in the opposite direction.

If secretion, therefore, is due in any way to the

laws of osmosi.s, it must be brought to a standstill.

.So, also, if there be a considerable escape of blood
plasma from the Malpighian capillaries, the den-

sity and chemical composition of that within the

tubes and that in the tissues being the same,
cndosmotic action must cease.

" Bnt to this it may be .said, and very properly,

that the nervous force (supposing it to act as the
galvanic current is known to do) may make the

endosmotic action go on with considerable activity,

even under these circumstances. Believing, as I

do, in the influence of the nervous force, I am
quite willing to give the weight which belongs to

tliis hypothetical answer to my objection.
" But the next objection which occurs to mo is

a much more serious one. Professor Graham and
C. Schmidt have proved that urea possesses great

diffusive power in water. It is equal to that of
common salt. In solutions containing 20 jiartsin
100 of water, the quantity of the saline solution
diffused was 58 '68 ; that of iiroa was the same

;

while the solution of albumen was only 3 '08.

"You ai-e aware that it has been discovered by
Professor Graham, that the law of diffusion of
gases is also applicable to different neutral salts

and other substances dissolved in water. That
law is

—
' that the tendency to dilfusion diminishes

with the increase of density, being iiiversely pro-
portional to the square root of the density.' It

has also been made evident by Schmidt, that
generally, when different sub.stances are added to

water, the volume of the two combined is smaller
than that of the two separately ;—that, in fact, a'

certain amount of condensation takes place. Now
there seems to be a law also of condensation. It

is—that in j^roportion to the diffusive tendency of
any substance, so is the co-efiicient of its conden-
sation.

" Now, urea is a remarkable exception to this

;

for while its diffusive power is 58 '68, its co-effi-

cient of condensation is only O'lCO, and that of

common salt is 1 '505. Its co-cfficicnt of conden-
sation, as found by Schmidt, is the lowest of any
other substance that has been submitted to expe-
riment.

"It is highly improbable, therefore,—it is

almost impossible—that (to say the least) two
substances having such diffusibility through
water, should be separated from it by more filtra-

tion, especially such a substance as urea, that

admits of no, or but little, condensation with any
fluid with which it is mixed. The tendency of

such a substance would always bo to escape through
the pervious walls of a vessel. This I regard as

the most serious objection to Mr Bowman's
theor}', although I think that the others also aro

entitled to considerable weight. Now, albumen
is the very opposite to urea in respect to diffusi-

bility and condensation. Its diffusibility is

remarkably low, being only 3 '08 in a solution

containing 20 parts to 100 of water, while
that of urea is 58 "68 ; and its co-efficient of

condensation is 0'420, while that of urea, as I

have before said, is only 0'160. Albumen, then,

from this condition alone, and independently of

other agencies, has a strong tendency to remain
within the vessels, and but little tendency to pass

through their coats with the water, urea, and
salts.

" My own idea is (and I mention it with great

diffidence, for my subject is not physiology), that,

under the combined influence of pressure, quality

of blood, and the nervous force, the urinary con-

stituents are separated directly from the Malpi-
ghian capillaries, and that whatever constituents of

the senim or of the blood that are normally trans-

uded through their walls, are ahsorUd by the

epithelial cells of the tubules or by some other
agents before the convoluted tubes become con-
tinuous with the straight or simply excreting

ducts ; and that the blood, purged and depurated,

which leaves by the efferent vessel, while passing
through the network of capillaries in the tissues

of the kidney, parts with tiic normal plasma for

the usual nutrient processes, as in other organs.

"It is the common practice to sj>eak of these
tubules or channels as mere excretory conduits.

This leads to very erroneous notions of their true

office. It is probable that the separation of the
urinaiy constituents from those of the serum that

may be transuded with them, actually takes place

in these tubules, ami that it occupies some length
of time before the urinary constituents, transuded
from the Maliiighian cai)illaries, find their way
into the straight ducts. These channels .are of

extreme length, and highly convoluted. I am
disposed to regard them more like tlic blind
tubules of the stomach and other mucous mem-_
branes, than as excretory passages, with this diffe-

rence, that instead of terminating in blind extro-

with the straight,

purely excretory tubes by an open orifice. Not
mities, they communicate

only is a separation of the constituents of the

urine probably elfected in them, but those matters

which are recpiired for the system, and which
cannot bo lost without detriment, are re-absorbed,

just in the same manner that the constituents of

the gastric juice after they have perforriicd their

office are re-ab.sorbed in the lower jiortions of the

intestinal canal for future use ; for none of these

constituents are normally found in the fa'ces."

Dr GoowELLOW shows that there is an analogy
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for this maimer of secretion in tlic gastric juice.

He obseiTes :

" In those secretions which we have been

enabled to see, the process resembles the one

which I have suggested. Take the case of the

gastric secretion. According to Dr Beaumont's,

II. CI. Beruard's, and others' descriptions, from

actual sight of tlie secreting process by meaus of

fistuhe, when there is no food in the stomach,

and the animal has been fasting .some hours, no
trace of acidity or indication of the presence of

gastric juice can be detected. The mucous
membrane is pale and exsanguine, and covered

with a layer of greyish mucus, which presents

an alkaline reaction. Even when tlie gastric

juice is present during digestion, no trace of

acidity can be discovered in the gastric glands,

or even below the surface. But, at the moment
when the food descends into the stomach, move-
ments are observed to take place, the superficial

capillaries become turgid, and the mucous
membrane assumes a briglit pink colour, and
there oozes out from all parts a kind of acid

sweat, wliicli raises the tliiu layer of greyish

mucus, and the highly vascular mucous mem-
brane is seen below. Such, in .substance, is the

description given by all observers of the actual

secretion of gastric juice. Previous to diges-

tion there is no trace of any constituent of

this fluid on the surface, in the mucous
crypts, in the tubercles, in the einthelial

cells, or in the underlying tissues. But, at

the moment the digestive process commences,
the juice exudes from all parts of the surface, ap-

parently from the close network of large capillary

vessels—witli such rapidity, that, within the

hour after food has been taken, the quantity may
amount to from two pounds (Lehmann) to seven
or eight 25ounds (Bidder and Schmidt). If all this

is ' secreted ' through the agency of the epithelial

cells, they are more potential bodies than even tlic

most firm believer in oell-powerfulness could have
conceived. It is much more probable that the

secretion comes at once from the vessels under the

agency of a nervous oun'ent, or some polar force,

excited in a reflex manner by the presence of the
meal,—something in the same way that the gal-

vanic current acts in producing rapid osmotic cur-

rents through animal membranes, apparently in

opposition to the laws of endosmose. 'I'lie charac-

ter of the secretion is more probably due to the
form of network and the size of the capil-

laries, as influencing the current of the blood, the
anatomical and even chemical composition of

their walls, and the peculiar character of the
nervous currents, than to the protective and
perhaps slovvly'-absorbing cells that lie upon the
mucous surface. It is much more probable that
the nervous current lias far more influence than
the epithelial cells in determining the decom-
positions and recompositions which make the
secretions. If we could by any possibility dis-

cover the properties of the currents of all the
nerves distributed to the several secreting organs,
we might find that each has its own special cha-
racter and property. The same description might
ajjply to the salivaiy, the biliary, the pancreatic
secretion, and cveu the secretion of milk, which,
I grant, is one that oilers some appearance of its

taking place through the agency of epithelium.
The only reason for tliis is the presence of milky
fluid in the cells, and it is reasonable to believ&
that this fluid is quite as liable to be imbibed by
their free as by tlieir attached surface,"

Mr Meade contributes to the same journal

four cases of Inflammation and A bscess of tlic

Prostate Gland. We extract two of the cases :

"CaseZ.—In ILiy, 1855, Mr B., a gentleman
about 35 years of ago, of delicate constitution,

who had been under my care several weeks for

an attack of goiiorrhoia, from which he liad almost
recovered, was seized, without, any apparent
cause, with symptoms of inflammation of the

prostate gland. He first complained of pain and
irritation at tlie neck of the bladder ; but after a
couple of days he referred his sullcriiigs chiefly to
the rectum

; and on examination considerable
enlargement and tenderness of the prostate could
be felt by the finger in the bowel.

" Complete rest, warm hip-baths, leechoe both
to the perineum and round the anus, were tried,
but without producing much benefit ; and
shivering and other symptoms of suppuration

made their appeai'aneo. The patient continued

to refer most of his uneasy sensations to the

rectum, and there was little or no impediment to

the passage of the urine, though a frequent

inclination to make water. I could feel no
hardne.ss nor deep-seated fluctuation in the

perineum ; but one part of the prostate appearing

boggy to the touch wlien the finger was introduced

into the bowel, I determined to make an incision

into it at once from the rectum, and thus tr^ to

prevent the matter from insinuating itself into

the tissues of the ))erineum, or in otber.dii'cctions.

For this purpose 1 introduced a tubular speculum

into the rectum, with a good-sized lateral aperture,

which I placed opposite to the middle of the

prostate gland. The mucous membrane could be

seen projecting into the tube, and distinct

fluctuation could now bo felt by the point of the

finger. I therefore made an incision with the

sharjiened edge of a gum-lancet that liail a rounded

blade, and after cutting to some depth, about

hali'-£ui-ounce of thick pus escajjcd into the

speculum. Considerable ha-morrhage followed,

but it was soon stopped by retaining the speculum
(which had a closed extremity) in the bowel, and
plugging it with lint. After thus opening the

ab.scess all the symptoms ra\]idly subsided, and
the patient was soon well. There never .seemed

to be any discharge of urine from the wound.
" Case 4.—In September, 1859, I was called in

to sec a gentleman, 34 years of age, who had just

returned liome ill from Scotland. He had recently

been married, and had been seized during his

wedding trip, wliile in the Highlands of Scotland,

with severe pain in the rectum, accompanied

with some obstruction of the bowels and difficulty

in making water. He obtained slight relief from

talcing some castor-oil, and made his way as soon

as possible to Glasgow, where he consulted a

surgeon, who ordered some leeches to the anus,

warm batlis, opiate supjiositorie-s, &c., and
recommended him to travel home as quickly as

possible. I found him suttering from a dull pain

in the rectum, increased by the sitting posture,

from difficulty (but not pain) in emptying the

bladder, and also from considerable sympathetic

fever. On introducing my finger into the bowel,

1 found a good deal of enlargement, and great

tenderness of the prostate gland. He told me
that previous to his marriage he had laboured for

some time under stricture of the urethi-a, from

which, however, he had quite recovered ; so I

have no doubt that there had been sub-acute

inflammatory enlargement of the prostate, such

as is so frequently consequent upon long-standing

stricture, and this had become aggravated by the

excitement of the urinary organs consequent upon
man-iage, together with neglect of the bowels.

I prescribed perfect rest in the recumbent posture,

warm hip-baths frequently repeated, saliues, with

hyoscyamus, &c. These measures relieved the pain

and general symptoms, but after two days consider-

able hardness and tenderness appeared on one side

of the anus, and the inside of the rectum was very

sensitive to the pressure of the fiuger, a little

below the situation of the prostate, showing that

the inflammation had spread from the gland to

the cellular tissue surrounding the intestine. The
prostate itself had somewhat subsided in size,

and 1 could detect no feeling of fluctuation. 1

now began to fear that matter had formed, and
was insinuating itself in various directions ; but

on the following day my patient told inc that

during the night something had burst into the

bowel, which had given hiin great relief, aud on

feeling an inclination to have an ev;icuatioii, he
had parted with a small quantity of transparent

sticky fluid, something like white of egg, but of

a yellow colour, some of which he saved to show
me. With the ftnger I could now feel a depres-

sion and small opening in the mucous membrane
of the bowel in the same situation (rather below

the ]iro,state) where 1 found a tender spot the day
before. SmaU quantities of a similar fluid con-

tinued to escape for a day or two, and at the same
time all the symptoms, both local and general,

disappeared. The enlargement of the prostate

also greatly subsided.
" On looking over these cases, do they suggest

any i>oints of special interest to which 1 would
oaU the reader's attention ? In the first place, I

may remark that surgical authors generally seem
to have had a gi-eat dread of the fonnation of

either a natural or artificial communication
between the urethra and rectum. In cases of

abscess in the prostate, deep incision is recom-

mended in the perineum, to prevent the matter
from finding its way either into the urethra or
rectum. I am anxious to show that this fear as
regards the latter canal is in a great measure
chimerical, and that it is often even advantageoufi

to make a free ojieniug into the prostate from the
bowel, in case of .suppuration in that organ,
should fluctuation be perceptible, as the matter
will be so much nearer the surface in that situa-

tion than iu any other. The diffusion of matter
into the surrounding tissues is tlius likely to be
prevented.

"The idea of treating chronic suppuration in

the substance of the prostate gUind by puncture
from the rectum is due to Mr W. Colics, but ho
restricted the operation to a par-ticular class of

cases. In the ' Dublin Journal ' for 1845 he says:—
' There is a description of enlarged prostate in

which surgery can render es.sentiai benefit to the
sullerer, and that by a very simple operation.

When we find a patient in advjuiced life complain-

ing of unusual frequency of micturition, with
more than ordinary straining, his urine dejiosit-

ing a good deal of muco-purulent sediment, and
possibly a muco-purulent discharge from the

uretlira, we should make a very careful examina-
tion of the state of the prostate. If, under these

circumstances, we introduce the fiuger into the
rectum, and find the gland enlarged in cither

lobe, and, upon pressing on one particular spot,

we feel the jioint of the fiuger sink, as if into

a cavity ; and particularly if we find tliis

pressure causes tlie discharge, per urethram,
of a quantity of this purulent fluid, to the
amount varying from a few drops to a teaspoon-

ful ; here we may hope to render an essential ser-

vice. The operation to whicli I allude is simply
that of striking a lancet into this hollow soft spot,

which will generally be found to contain some
matter.'

"

Mr Chapple reports a cage oiHepatHis, ending

in abscess of the liver, bursting into the cavity of

tlie abdomen, inducing peritonitis aud death.

Dr John Alltsx contributes to the same journal a

ease of Puerperal CmivulsUiiis in a PrUiUipara,

in which peritonitis ensued. Tlie patient re-

covered. And Dr Figg concludes his papers on

Turning in all Cases of Labour. We quote some

of his remarks :

"111 cases of version without chloroform, I met
one instance where flooding occurred ; with chloro-

form, some seven or eight. In no case, however,

in a primipara. In tliat class of patients tliere is

a tone in the uterus ensuring its contraction in

defiance of the relaxing influence exercised by
chloroform over ordinary muscular tissue. In
the event of the nterus of a multip.ara being

nearly imperceptible under the hand applied

aVidominally a few minutes after delivery, and
ere the narcotic influence has passed away, I

deem it ad\-isable to rouse her by pinching, when,
almost cotemporaneously with the deep inspi-

ration of the waking moment, a manifest contrac-

tion of the uterus faJces place. I then giveau
infusion of ergot, previotisly prepared, in prefe-

rence to spirits. Whether the loniier acts in its

enimenagogue principle, or, as frequently happens
iu antesthesia, cmetically, we realise the further

contraction of the uteru.s in the latter case by
reflex action. My experience leads me to a

conviction that alcohol suspends uterine contrac-

tion, though 1 confess that it is au excitjiut of

the pulse. Thus the vessels from wliioJi the

blood flows still continuing oficn, the evil is

in:;reased with the increased rapidity of the

circulation. In throwing the uterus into contrac-

tion we not only occlude the torn vessels by
closing the womb, but we cft'e^jt the object of the
stimulant, re-enforcing the circulation of the

system with the surjilus blood of the utems,
thrown back into the general current. I.«t me
state, however, that in the darkest cases that I

have mtnessed, I considered the danger as more
apparent than real. If the pulse was below the

average tone of vigorous life, it was perfectly

adequate to the maintenance of a passive vitality

in a horizontal position ; and if the exjieuditure

of blood was occurring at the placental site, I

knew that it was iu accordance with the character

of the pulse ; that it was slowly fiowiug out

and not violently tlriven out by high cardiac

action. Should such a case present again,—not
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having seen one for a long time,— I would no

more anticipate a fatal issue than I would if a

girl were nauseated under the abstraction of a

few ounces of venous blood in uiy owu consulting-

room. I may candidly state that uterine

hicmorrhage may be possibly produced under

another combination of influences in delivery by
version. Tliough, as all physiologists know, the

impartation of alimentarj- principles and the

process of IVetal depuration in the placenta take

place, not by direct communication with the

maternal circulation, but by endosmose and
exosmose, I may remind the reader that the

membranous cell-walls of the maternal system are

not continuous mth the lining membrane of the

litems itself, so as to expand over tlie surface

from which the placenta is removed ; but, on
the contrary, that the terminal cells of the parent

project into the j>arenchyma of the placenta, so

that on the posl-parlum contraction of tlie uterus

they arc severed, while the placenta is detached.
" If the uterus contract equalily beneath the pla-

cental nia.ss, it is rapidly peeled ofT, wliil^ the same
Act of contraction constricts the arterial cells. But
if any accident separate a segment of the placenta,

the torn cells innnediately beneath would close

under contraction of the locality ; but a terrific effu-

sion might occur in the angle formed by the uterus

and reflected portion of the placenta, gushing from
the semi-divided cells across that diameter where
the reflection cea-sed and the attachment commenced.
In the event of a short or entangled cord, a portion

of the placenta mav be separated, exposing us to the

evil detailed, which, however, has one extenuation.

If easily produced, it is easily remediable : remove
the whole mass and it ceases. It cannot be denied

that, independently of uterine depletion, there is a

circulatory depression in a majority of patients in

versional delivery under chloroform, which, though
transitory and not seriously important, may, luider

certain measures, be anticipated, or when manifest

at once counteracted. If the conclusions drawn
from several scores of anaesthetic deliveries can
afford reasonable ilata, I would say that we should
calculate the pruljability of tlie event, not in the

pallid asjiect or diminutive physique of the imtient,

not in the ilebilitative and sedentary system of exist-

ence to which she may have been habituated, but

in an approximation lo tlic blonde model of feminine
organisation. A complexion where the pure rose

alternates with the fair skin—where with light hair

we have blue eyes, and a symmetrical rotundity of

limb ; the very jierfection of whose development
readers her less able to cope with the slightest shock
to whicli ii.-r.«sity may s\ihject her ;—with such a
patient 1 itii prmlucing sleep, with-

out tli insjiiration realised in

vomcn u; ._ ^ iJ dark skin.

"A novice might suppose from the auspicious way
in whi^-h I have spoken of version in head presenta-
ti"!' ificial delivery in breech cases could l)e

.eff J I the shadow of an obstacle. Up to

a • , however, they are the least manage-
able, and worst adapted for manual interference. If

the nates present with the legs and feet continu-
oasly extende<l towartls the shoulders, the case pro-
gresses with greater rapidity than when, as in the
majority of instances, the tibiu; femora and trunk
form three lines ne.arly p.arallel, because the conical
form isinore apparent in the former.
" When the head presents, the cranial power of

resistance refracts, and, in one sense, reduplicates

the expres'*iv(' force of the uteni'' ; but the soft nate^j

yicl '
.' •

ov.

tlrom the tact oi an iulaul's limbs being last di.-ve-

lopetl, they are i)roportionately shorter than the
tiTink ; hence, the nates being lower in position, are

in ailvance of the feet in entering the pelvis. Any
attempt to repress the nates, in the hope that the
feet might 1)* left on the lower level, would prove
delusive, as the uterine paries in clo.se contact with
the flexed femora would carry up the feet by the

aame effort that rai.s«d the nates ; but if the attempt
at delivery were varied by a .seizure of the feet, and
an exercise of traction to carry them into the vagina,

the project must ultimately be abandoned, from the
Impossibility of cau.sing the femora to revolve the
eignth part of a circle over the weakest portion of
the uterus, of which circle the child's acetabula are
"the centres, and the knees the radial distance. Even
when, >»y natural progression, the nates enter the
pelvis, mnnnnl assistance is long precluded, from the
«ii if one pelvic femoral articulation be-

in. -sible, the nates obeying the law of the
he:-., ..; ^ the jjelvis laterally, and always re-

taining what in nautical phraseology is termed a
' windward ' and a ' leeward ' si<Ie.

" Wlien, however, a stage is attained where the
Iiaiids can Ije hookeil into the jxdvic femoral articu-
lations, the extractive force is brought to bear
equally on the foetus, so as to insure its exit without

the risk of femoral fracture, which, I am sony to say,
has occurred to me in impotent attempts to deliver

by acting on one side alone. If my memory of Pro-
fessor Simpsou's Lectures fail me not, he recognises
only two presentations of the breech. With all

respect for the opinion of a man who, in obstetrics,

constitutes the soul and centre of my professional
faith, I tliink I have identified four, analogous to
Naegele's four cranial ; the infant's nates in the third
and fourth making the ordinary sacro-iliac turn on
the floor of the pelvis. In the practice of version in

general labour I have met with four cases of twin
births. In three both heads presented ; in the
fourth, the nates of the leading infant and the head
of the second. In the cases where both heads pre-

.sented, I found that the convex surfaces of the
infants were in apposition with the concavity of the
uterus—in other words, that the presentations were
in each instance first and third, or perhaps second
and fourth. My notes afford me no intelligence as
to whether the pubic or sacro-iliac presentation was
in advance in these Cases, nor do I imagine, in the
reduced size of each child in twin births, that it

would signify. I did not experience difficulty with
them, the heads not occupying the same grade,

—

that of the ujiper being opposite the umbilicus of the

lower. I ruptured the membranes of the leading
one and delivered, acting similarly in the second.
" In my early attempts at secret version, I resolved

to exercise traction only on tlje occurrence of a pain,

suppressing the effort when the contraction ceased.
Though I still observe the pauses formerly meu-
tinned, I deem it (perilous to wait for pains that in

all probability will not take place for hours after the
rupture of the membranes and the alteration of
fffital position. In one instance, having brought the
feet iuto the vagina while the head .and neck re-

mained Ilexeil on the longitude of the body, I waited
for nine hours for a repetition of contractions, and
then, despairing of uterine co-operation, delivered.
Having in another case advanced the infant to a
similar point, I waited two hours and a half, and then
delivered. Both infants and the former mother
cscai>ed with impunity; the latter was long an
invalid." . . .

" In reference to the children, some crj' instantly.
The majority do not ciy till about sixty secimds
have elapsed. Some require bathing and persever-
ing effort to resuscitate. In the delivery of children
of this class, however, many Practitionei's would
have used long forceps, and in all probability ex-

tracted lifeless infants. One in fifty of the children

may have moaned for an hour; in two I have seen
a slight convulsive movement of the feet. In ninety
per cent, of presentations of the third, the foot by
which the extraction was conducteil was slightly dis-

coloured at the malleolus ; in three days it sponta-
neously disappeared. I have only lost one infant

during the past year. To form a statistical estimate
of the preponderance of advantage or evil in the
measure, it is necessary that I give a numerical
account of the cases,—how many constituted the
aggregate ; how many might be distinctively desig-

nated impeded ; how many natural. On the leading
q\tery I may state that I have a memorandum of 317
cases, extending over a periwl of twelve.years. This,

however, falls within the number, as I occasionally

assisted students in difficult labours, not registering

the instances in which it was then adopted. Re-
sjiecting the second we know,—notwithstanding the

admirable rules laid down by authors to guide ns to

a definite judmient as to what is and what is not
an o>)8tructed labour,—that every man assumes an
arbitrary prerogative in the formation of his own idea
on the ^ubicrt. We filso know from the annals of

I

' rever _tliere is an inclination
le, there is also a propen-

;
. iiures of a case to justify its

adoptiuu. i am not prepared to exculpate myself
from the charge of havmg acted under this influence.

On the revival of the operation by Dr Simpson, I

rigidly collated and compared the various evidences
of abnormal difficulty in the instances in which I

had recourse to it. Encouraged by success, the
following year I relaxed the minuteness of my dia-

gnosis, and included a wider circle. This in turn
became too limited for the operation ; and thus I

l>rogressed until forced to confess that I had crossed
the line of demarcation between morbid and natural
cases. This transgression of professional rule dfies

not necessarily imply transgression of reason's law.
I have only to couch the argument in logical form
to ensure a vcnlict in its favour. That remedy
which is eipial to the major difficulty is greater than
the minor. If version be adequate to safety of

mother and child where abnomial complications
darken the prognosis, imparting difficulty to the
execution, will not the prospective a4lvantage to the
patients be materially increased where the obstruc-
tions are only normal ? In my illustration of the
subject, I have in the foregoing pages produced a
scientific theory justifying the practice, and subse-
quently exhibited a practice ratifying the theory,
reciprocal agents of truth in favonr of my cause. I

do not consider myself entitled to credit in the

matter. It was not I who restored the operation,

nearly obsolete from the Middle Ages, to popularity
in the nineteenth century ; but neither do I deserve
uncourteous aspersion for the honest exhibition of my
experience."

QCARTERLT RKTUBN Of THE MORTALITY Of
THE Metropolis.—In the thirteen weeks that ended
on September 29th, 12,916 deaths were registered in
London. That this mortality is relatively very low,
will be manifest when it is added that last quarter
fewer persons died by 1150 than in the same period
of 1856, fewer by 1343 than in 1857, fewer by 1429
than ill 1S5S, and fewer by 3094 than in 1859. It

will further be observed that, as the population has
increased, the smallest number of deaths was
obtained from the largest population. In con-

sequence of the coldness of the summer, and the

unusual quantity of rain, the diarrhoia that cames
off many hundreds of young children at that season
was comparatively idle. The mean temperature of

the air in the quarter was 56 '8, which is five degrees
less than the average of four corresponding quarters

(1856-59), and six degrees less than it was in the
same period of last year. In concurrence with this

decrease of heat, the deaths from diarrhoea and cholera,
which were 2920 in the s.ame quarter of 1859, fell to

788 last quarter. Certain other epidemics visibly

declined ; for in the same periods small-pox num-
bered respectively 287 and 99 ; .scarlatina, 778 and
471 ; diphtheria, 190 and 71 ; typhus, 502and 311

;

dysentery, 104 and 28 ; and remittent fever, 33 and
13. But several diseases in the same class (the zy-

motic^ were more fatal ; for, comparing still the
summer quarters of 1859-60, measles rose from 230 to

579 ; whooping-cough, from 243 to 350 ; rheumatism
and rheumatic fever, from 58 to 76. Instead of 172
infants) who dietl in the summer of last year from
want of breast-milk, only 100 died l.a.st quarter ; ,ind

instead of 69 from thrush, only 30. The greater
coldness of the weather increased the mortality of
pulmonary complaints : the deaths from bronchitis,

which in four corresponding quartei"s ranged from
474 to 562, were in the (quarter that has just passed
667 ; and those from pneumonia, which ranged from
377 to 581, were 606. Those from diseases of the

heart also rose considerably, and were 610. From >

review of the above results of the quarter, it will be
obvious that a great portion, if not the whole, of that

improvement in the public health which is implied in

a reduction of the total mortality has fallen to

children, and these chiefly of tender age. Measles

was consiilerably more fatal in the Eastern group of

districts than in any other of the five divisions.

Pauper IifSANiTY.—A return has been issued by
the Poor-law Boaixl .stating the number of paupers
of unsound mind chargeable to the poor-rates on the

1st of January last in England and Walej, with the
exception, at least, of a few places from which
returns have not been received, and which had an
aggregate population of about a quarter of a million

at the last census. The number of paupers in

receipt of relief was 850,896, and of these 31,543

were insane—namely, 22,378 lunatics, and 9165
idiots ; so thjit the lunatics constituted 2-63 per ce»t.

of the paupers, the idiots 1'08, and the two together

—

the insane—3'71 per cent., or no less than one in every

27 pauj^ers. But it must not be supposed that one in

eveiy 27 of the English population is insane ; that

woulil be a terrible state of things : pauperism iscaused

by insanity, and the insane are immeasurably more
numerous among paupers than in the general popu-
lation. The return indicates a greater prevalence

of pauper insanity in the soutli of England than in

the north. While it shows also tluit in this country
?;enerally above two-tliiriis of the insane paupers are
unatics, and not one-third idiots, the variations in
this proportion in different parts of the country will

be found very remarkable. In Wales half the whole
number of the insane are idiots, and the proiwrtion
is nearly as large in the soulh-easteni and south-

western counties of England ; while, on the other
hand, in the Metropolis and the mauuf;icturing

districts the proportion of lunatics is larger, and of
idiots less. There are three Welsh counties—Car-
digan, Carnarvon, and Denbigh—each of which had
a population at the last census but little more than
halt that of the parish of Manchester, but each of

them has double the uuniber of pauper idiots that

Manchester has, though scarcely a third of its

pauper lunatics. The comparison with Liverpool is

still more striking ; ami London, which at the census
had nearly five-and-twcnty times the population of

either of these Welsh counties, has not five times
their number of idiots, Init aliove forty times their

number of lunatics. Tlie return shows also that

there are more women insane than men— 17,647 to

13,896. Tlie expense of the maintenance of tliese

31,543 insane paupers is stated to be nearly 10,000/,

a week, or 52tl,000^ a year. Above half of them
were lodged in lunatic asylums ; and of the remainder

halt were in workhouses, 5195 resided with relatives,

and a few in licaased houses or iu lodgings.
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THE STAFFS OF THE LONDON
HOSPITALS.

The efforts made by this Journal to reform

the system under which the Medical Staffs of

our Hospitals are regulated, have been followed

by considerable success. We cannot conscien-

tiously accuse our Medical brethren of being

indifferent to the principles of justice that we

have inculcated. Our voice has been heard

and responded to, and we have moulded a pro-

fessional opinion that must ere long effect the

accomplishment of all the objects which, some

years since, we indicated. It is true that

the vested interests of individuals eminent for

talent, reputation, and influence still present

a silent and pertinacious opposition to our

efforts ; but, on the other hand, the Medical

press of the country is on our side, and

the younger generation of Practitioners is

unanimous as to the necessity of important

changes.

When we commenced this crusade, we were

privately encouraged by the assurances of

many gentlemen that we were doing a good

work, and our attention was directed to par-

ticular Hospitals where it was thought that

the comments of a public journal might be

followed by beneficial results. The evil was

thus confessed ; but the men whose interests

were most deeply engaged in the issue of the

controversy were precisely those who were

most unwilling to give publicly their assistance

to the cause. Who can be surprised? Few
men are patriotic enough to pit their princi-

ples against their career. For some time, then,

the Medical CmcuLAn carried on the argu-

ment without help; but soon one and then

another of our contemporaries took up the

weapons as tliey fell from our hand, and the

question of Hospital Reform is nowfiiirly in the

lists of controversy.

There are two points in particular In con-

nection with this wide and important subject to

whicli wo shall now advert. Those points are,

the retirement of ^ledical Officers from active

duty at-tho age of sixty-five, and a large

increase of the Staffs. Our rciKlers will, no

doubt, say that these are old subjects of debate

in the Circulak. Truly ; but we shall never

cease to revive them from time to time until our

objects shall have been attained. The resigna-

tion of his appointment at theVenoreal Hospital

of Paris by M. Ricord, in accordance with the

regulations in force in the French Capital, at

the age of sixty-five, and after twenty-five years

of brilliant and useful service, affords us a fresh

opportunity for renewing the agitation of this

subject.

Our Journal last week recorded the fact

that our distinguished Surgical veteran, Mr
Lawrence, has recently paid a visit to tlie

French Hospitals. Let us profit by the oc-

currence, and for a moment contrast his

position with that of M. Ricord. On the one

hand is M. Ricord, in theplenitude of his mental

power and the acme of his fiime, retiring from

a post to which his genius has given an

unrivalled celebrity, in order that other men
might come into his labours, so that the

great principles he has taught might be

either confirmed and extended by the exercise

of a fresh mind upon similar facts, or

be corrected as future experience might

warrant ; but that, in either case, the cause

of Science should be advanced. With all his

perspicacity of observation and lucidity of

exposition, Ricord has done his work, and

ho has retired in favour of a younger head.

On the other band, we see Mr Lawrence,

who is at least twelve years older than M.

Ricord, who for thirty years has done nothing

for Surgical Science, who, with all his talent,

never possessed the originality of mind which

has characterised the Frenchman, and whose

name will not be associated with any great

principle in Surgery or any ^remarkable im-

provement of the art, and who is now by

natural laws nearly superannuated from active

duty—nevertheless clinging to his office with

the pertinacity of a young man who has a

fortune to make and a reputation to achieve.

Even if Mr Lawrence were in the vigour of

his intellect, we should object to his retention of

office ; but inasmuch as for very many years

he has been to Science nothing but a name,

we must protest loudly against his continued

incumbency of such an important post.

In every Hospital of this country, there

should be a law requiring the members of

the Medical Staff to retire at sixty-five

years of age. Although such a law might

press at first with some unfairness upon a few

of the present holders of office—and in whose

favour e.xceptions might be made—yet the

result would be that men would be elected

to responsible duties at an earlier age, that

the patients and pupils would have the benefit

of their talents and energies in the prime of

their manhood, and that there would be a

quicker circulation of honours and emolu-

ments among the rising members of the

Profession. What is the case now? Many

able men pass away their lives as Assistant-

Surgeons until nearly sixty years old, being

thus most unjustly deprived of those oppor-

tunities of practising and operating, by which

means alone good Surgeons can be made, and

until their energies have lost their spring, and

the ambition to struggle to a first place in

the ranks of Professional honour has suffered

extinction. The wrong is further increased

by the fact that, with rare exceptions, an

Assistant-Surgeon to an Hospital never takes

a lead as a Private Practitioner, ami he is

consequently kept poor by the selfish system

which has already victimised his reputation.

Again, is it not the fact that the limited

number of men constituting our Hospital

Staffs bears no comparison to the large amount

of duty they are appointed to discharge?' W«
have frequently resorted to numerical calcula-

tions to convince our readers of the inade-

quate arrangements for attendance upon the

sick
;
and we observed, a few weeks since, an

article in one of our contemporaries in which-

the same method of exposing the anomaly was

adopted. Another contemporary has adverted

to another view of this matter, and has pointed

out that it is impossible to carry out a propel

system of Clinical Instruction in our Hospitab,

in consequence of the smallness of the Medical

Staffs. This is perfectly true. Clinical teach-

ing, in its strict sense, does not exist in this

Metropohs. We would say that a pupil should

be ground at the bedside of the patient. If a

Medical or Surgical Officer were appointed to

each ward, or every twenty or thirty beds, he

would have time to select some of his worst

cases, and daily to demonstrate to his class the

symptomological and pathological phenomena

they might present. The stethoscope, the

balance, the microscope, and whatever else

might be necessary to explain the case, would

be resorted to ; and thus we should see insti-

tuted an effective system of Clinical teaching,

and the grinder's occupation of inculcating

words without meaning would be gone. Such

a system, however, could not be carried out

unless the numbers of the Staffs were largely

increased. We must also add, that in order to

encourage the labourer, a more equitable ad-

justment of the fees would be necessary. We
have on previous occasions .spoken upon thia

topic ; but we advert to it now because there

cannot be a satisfactorj- reform without the

recognition of this condition. A distribution

of duty should be attended by a distribution of

emoluments. Under the present system, the

lion's share of the fees goes to a few of the

ciders, who cling to their offices mainly, if not

altogether, for the sake of their fees. Thus

it Is that one injustice breeds another.

We feel assured that the leading points in

the Reform we desiderate will at no distant

time be accomplished. Since we opened this

question, we have seen the principle of super-

annuation at sixty- five years of age adopted

in the Public Services ; we have seen a
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moderate extension of the Staffs granted in

eome of the London Hospitals, whilst in

others the grades of Assistant-Physicians and

Surgeons have been abolished ; but the latter

have been only concessions to a public demand,

and not frank adoptions of a principle. We
know, however, that the Governors themselves

of the Hospitals are beginning to take an

interest in this question ; our own pages have

contained several letters from gentlemen filling

this influential position, and with their aid, and

with that of the Press we have no doubt that

we shall yet see a realisation of our demands.

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

MEDICAL STATISTICS OF THE PARIS

HOSPITALS.

That which has been long desiderated in

this country—viz., an organisation for collect-

ing the facts, pathological and therapeutical,

observed in our Hospitals, with a view to

establish some authentic data for practice—is

about to bo carried out in Paris, under the

auspices of the Director of Public Assistance.

He will be aided by a Committee composed of

the leading Physicians and Surgeons of the

Hospitals. These gentlemen will prepare a

plan upon which the proposed inquiries can 'be

carried out. We have no doubt that the facts

thus brought together from various fields of

labour will prove, ultimately, to be of great

value to Medical Science. The means it will

afford of comparing, at regular intervals, the

results of different modes of practice, will tend

to prevent a protracted popularity for dan-

gerous remedies. A similar system would be

highly advantageous in this country, and has

indeed been proposed. It could never be

satisfactorily carried out, however, without

the frank co-operation of the Medical Officers

of the several Hospitals. It is a duty which

the Medical Council might be most properly

called upon to discharge,—a duty not less

honourable to them than useful to science.

METROPOLITA.S- SLAfGHTER-HOUSKS.

We arc glad to see L)r Gibbon, the Medical

Officer of Health for the Holborn District,

offering a resistance to the establishment of

Slaughter-houses within the area of his duties.

This is one of the evils which it is quite

within the power of the Medical Officers

effectually to repress. They should protest

against a single new Slaughter-house being

established in their several districts ; and they

should enjoin such regulations for existing

ones, that the unwholesomeness they are cal-

culated to produce would be reduced to its

minimum amount. We are aware that the

present law does not empower them to close

Slaughter-houses
; but, sliort of this, it gives

them such extensive authority, that it must be

their own fault if these places become offen-

sive to public health. The sale of bad meat is

another subject that requires the utmost

vigilance on the part of the Medical Officers.

The Committee over which Dr Challis pre-

sided, produced an able report upon the sub-

ject; and if each man, in his sphere, give effect

to that Report, much public good will be

done. We hope that we shall see the time

when London will be supplied exclusively with

country-killed meat ; and that this result is

very probable, may be deduced from the fact

that, within the last twenty years, the increase

of country-killed meat has been so great that

two-thirds of the entire consumption of London

is now of that quality. There is a hope, then,

that in course of time the practice of intra-

mural slaughtering will be abolished. It will,

however, be necessary in that event to give

increased attention to that which may be

sent into the market, and prevent the sale of

" slipped calves," measly pork, and such other

marketable .ibominations as Dr Gibbon and

his colleagues warn us against consuming.

THE HEALTH OF THE INDIAN ARMY.

The Royal Commissioners who were

appointed some months ago are about to issue

printed Forms for Returns of the Sanitary

Condition of the European and Native Troops

in India. These Forms are very elaborate,

and relate to every circumstance of soil,

climate, regimen, diet, habits, discipline, &c.,

that can in any way affect the health of

soldiers. We hope that the good attained

will bear a due relation to the minuteness of

the inquisition.

savory's NARROW-NECKED POISON-BOTTLES.

We wish to ask our brethren if they bare

yet commenced the use of these admirable

preventives of poisoning? These bottles are

so constructed that they suffer the liquid to

escape only drop by drop, and being poly-

angular in form, they are recognised imme-
diately they are touched. If these bottles

were in general use, both for the storing and

dispensing of poisonous substances, it would

be scai-cely possible that such a thing as acci-

dental poisoning could occur. Two or three

cases of this nature having been reported

within the last month in the papers, we have

thought it necessary to point out how easily

they may be prevented. Where ordinary care

fails, extraordinary resources should be re-

sorted to.

THE STUDENTS AND THE MKDICAL COUNCIL.

Parents and Pupils have been much
puzzled to solve the enigmas propounded by
Dr. Hawkins with reference to the "com-
mencement of Professional Study." Formerly

this period was understood to date from the

period of apprenticeship
; but, for some years

past, .in apprenticeship in relation to the im-

portant purposes of a Medical Education has

been regarded as a great sham, and the

Medical Council has determined, as we
announced last week, that the "commencement

of Professional Study " shall date from the

first entrance at a Medical School. That

there may be no mistake, however, we quote

Dr Hawkins' letter upon the subject

:

"Sir,—I cannot answer yourj inquiries mom
definitely than by saying tliat professional study
is considered to commence with the first eutr.ince

and attendance at a recognised Hospital or Meiiica>

School. Apprenticeship or pupilage is not of

itself professional study. All students, therefore,

who do not enter and attend at a Medical Scliool

or Hospital during the ensuing Session 1860-61,

will be obliged to conform to all the regnlatious of

the Medical Couucil, which will come into opera-

tion before the commencement of the following

Medical Session 1861-62— i. c, they must pass an
examination in general education, nmst then bu
registered by one or more of the bodies named in

Schedule (A) of the Medical Act, and afterward*

pursue professional studies during at least four

years. " I am, &c.,
" Francis Hawkiss."

vivisections.

The extent to which vivisections may bfe

practised for the sake of prosecuting physio-

logical inquiries has often been debated by

medical casuists. The only answer to the

question thus raised is—necessity. Every pang

that is caused beyond that which is absolutely

necessary for eliciting truth, with a view to

achieving some higher good for man, is

gratuitous cruelty, and ought to be decisively

condemned. Operations are sometimes re-

sorted to in cases where the required facf-s

could be as easily obtained by a close and

vigilant observation of tKe ordinarj^ phenomena

of living function : these operations, being

unnecessary, should be equally censured-

Man's rights over the animal creation are

limited by his necessities ; and those neccssitiep

.

are judged by the importance of the end

sought to be attained to the well-being of man,

and by the conviction that the end can be at-

tained in no other way. When, therefore, we

hear that at Alfort, and other veterinary insti-

tutions in France, horses are deliberately tor-

tured with the knife, not simply to lay bare to

the eye of the inquirer some obscure vital

action, but to demonstrate physiological pro-

positions to the pupils in the ordinary course-

of their instruction, we cannot withhold an

expression of indignation at such heedless

barbarity. Humanity is offended at such

violations of her laws and instincts. Happily,

British physiologists are not liable to reproach

on this ground ; they observe more closely and

experiment less rashly, and we have yet te

learn that their contributions to science are in

any degree inferior to those of the savans of

France. We hope that the Veterinarians of

Alfort will respect the protest of Humanity,

and refrain from the guilt of these needless

and cruel operations.

Paris Hospital Statistics.—A measure oi

great importance has just been adojited by tlic

tloniniittee of Management of the Hospitals of

Paris—viz., the appointment of Commissioners to

proiJOse a ])lan of general registration of cases,

comprising all the nosocomial establishments of
the capital. Tliese Commissioners have been
chosen from amongst the Physicians and Surg' ons
of the Paris Hospitals.
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HOSPITAL BEPORTS.

GUrS HOSPITAL.—Oct. 2n-d.

Excision of Tumour (Internal) or Ckeek—
Amputation of Tumoue of Testicle.—Mr
Hilton.

Tumour of In.side of Cheek.
The patient was a man, about forty years of

age. The tumour had been a long time forming

—

liad increased lately, and become very tronblesomc.
He was placed under cliloroform. Mr Hilton
made an incision tlirough the left side of the
cheek from the angle of the mouth nearly to the
ramus of the jaw, thus exposing the tumour,
which he removed. It had no connection with
the tongue or gum, and was limited anteriorly
to the side of cheek aloue. Posteriorly it liad

fot hold of pterygoid ])rocess, which could only
e reached by actual cautery ; and this encroach-

ment was then burned away. The edges of
wound of cheek were brought together by pins
and suture. This case bore some faint resem-
blance to the malignant case we reported t^o
weeks since, which was operated upon at the
Great Northern Hospital, and which, we hear,
has for the present healed up very favourably.

Amputation of TEsrrcLic.

The patient, about twenty years of age, has had
tumour of testicle .so long as he can remember
anything. For many years it gradually in-

creased in size, but latterly has increased more
rapidly, become very painful, and its great Weight
rendered it on that account the more troublesome.
Hydrocele formed, which had been tapped some
short time since. An exploratory jmncture liad
also been made a few days since, when only
arterial blood in some quantity came aw&y. Mr
Hilton proposed to make an incision over the
tumour, to obtain the opportunity of examining its

nature, conditions, and attachments, and proceed
according to circumstances. This was done, the
patient being subjected to chloioform. He made a
section longitudinally through integuments ov6r
the tumour, from above downwards. The integu-
ments were very much stretched, and tightly in-
vested liy the tumour. Mr Hilton then dissected
them completely all round from before to the
posterior part of the tumour, which was as round
as a ball. During the process, numerous vessels
required to be secured. The tumour, as we have
stated, was globular, and about three inches in
diameter. Upon its clean removal, the spertoatic
sheath and testicle lay exposed, the whole leftgth
behind untouched, and perfectly free from disease.
Mr Cooper Forster, in presence of Mr Birkett,
made a section through the tumour, dividing it
into two. Each divided surface presented a
beautiful specimen of fibro-plastic formation. It
was expected to prove fibro-recurrent, but a more
beautiful specimen could not be met with of this
kind. It was intended to take a drawing of it

;

but from the strong refraction of rays of light
fi-om its almost coloured surface, a cold drawnig
would but imperfectly do justice to this beautiful
specimen.

We have availed ourselves of Mr Cleveland
Smith's notes of the following case of

PaRAI'LEGIA.
Ellen Bushel, set. twenty-four, married, residing

at Chaldon, Surrey, was admitted Aug. &th, 1860,
in Mary Ward, under the care of Dr Gull. She
is a widow, having lost her husband about t\vo

years liack. Her habits have been temperate.
She has enjoyed good health. One year eight
months ago she was in Redhill Infirmary, having
paralysis of extensors of wrist and paraplegia.
•She had been exposed to a good deal of cold and
wet. She stopped at the Infirmary eight months,
at the ex])iration of which time she was able to
move about, and had recovered the use of her
-wrist. She says she has been gradually getting
better. On admission, her features were regular
and small ; complexion ruddy, tongue furred,
appetite moderate, pulse hard and rapid. She has
paralysis of extensors of toes. No loss of sensa-
tion

; no affection of upper extremities and trunk.
Has a slight pain in her left side, and, when walk-
mg, a pain across tlie lower part of her back.
Heart-sounds normal, breathing good ; but there
IS dulness of right apex, with crepitation and
rhoncluis. She coughs a good deal at night, ex-
pectorating a frothy mucus, no blood. No cata-
menia last three months.

Augu.st nth.—Sparks of electricity to be taken
from her back three times a week. luf, caacar.,

3js3.
;
pulv. rhei salin., grs. xv. : bis die.

Aug. 14th. —She .says she feels better ; coughs
a good deal.

Aug. 17th.—Coughs more at night ; has slight
nausea.

Aug. 22nd.—Not so well
;
good deal of pain in

chest
;
perspiration profuse at night

;
giddiness

;

back feels \yeak.

Aug. 28th.—She went out, on account of not
having the sparks of electricity taken from her
back as ordered, the machine being out of order

;

and she did not find herself improved.

Paralysis.
We have availed ourselves of Mr Cleveland

Smith's notes of the following case of paralysis :

Eliza Coates, xt. twenty-six, married, residing
in Lambeth walk, was admitted July 18th, 18C0,
into Mary AVard, under the care of Dr Gull. She
is of rather a ruddy complexion, with an anxious
countenance. Her general health has been good.
She has no children, but has had two miscarriages

;

the first, fifteen months back
; the last, eleven

months. Her catamenia has ceased these last

three months. She has a dark areola round her
nipples. Her family are all healthy. She has
never had fits of any description, nor rheumatism,
but has been of a nervous temperament. She was
first taken, three months back, with a prickling
pain in the bottom of her back, which, she says,

went down her thighs. Soon afterwards she felt

a similar pain in her arms. She gradually lost

the use of her extremities, and for the last three
weeks has had no use in them at all, not being
capable of doing anything for herself. She has
more movement in her left shoulder than right.

Has some slight power over extensors and flexors
of right forearm, but none over those of left.

Sensation not impaired. Muscles wasted ; and she
compLains of a tingling sensation, and as if the
palm of the hand was drawn up. She can move
her lower extremities freely, but com])laius of the
tingling sensation in her knee-joint. Her legs are
not swollen, but the muscles are wasted. She can,

by assistance, support herself on her legs, and
walk a little. Spluiicter muscles not affected, and
docs not pass her water involuntarily. She has
three or four circular spots on her upper extremi-
ties of the nature of herjics. Her bowels are
constipated ; lips parched ; tongue furred ; breath-
ing good ; heart-sounds normal. Ordered jule-

pi rosis, 5yJ. ;
quiiiffi disulph., gr. j. : singulis

dosibus bis die. MidiUe diet.

July 23rd. — Bowels relieved ; not so much
fever, no loss of sight, no loss of speech.

July 25tli.—Pulv. ipec. co. gr. x., om. n.
;

julepi iodinis, 5j. ' ter die.

Aug. 4tli.—Pernit. pulv. om. n., et julep.

Troubled \vith bright muscce volilantH. Speech
slightly affected, from the want of free labial

movement ; lower jaw somewhat stiff, and some-
what drawn up on one side ; bladder distended.

Troubled yesterday with formication in hands and
feet. Can distinguish which finger is touched

;

sensation is good. Breatliing mostly superior
thoracic. Some imrimra at upper part of chest.

Pulse, 1.36 ; respiration, 36.

August 7th.—Spt. a;th. sulph. co., IT\_xxij.
;

aq. camphorje, 3j. : 6tis horis. Wine, 5j.
8tli.—Died. No autopsy.

ST GEORGE'S HOSPITAL.—Oct. 4th.
Amputation— Removal of Necrosed Bone
FROM _Stump.—Mr Cutler. Excision of
Tumour from Shoulder.—Mr Hewett.

,.
Amputation.

The patient, a farmer about twenty-five years of

•go, fat, ruddy, and full of condition, had had
strumous disease of right knee-joint for more than
three years. The disease had become more active

lately, and matter was suspected to have formed
iu knee-joint, and that cartilage and synovial

membrane had become destroyed. L'^nder influence

of chloroform, circular incision at lower third of

thigh was performed. Ligatures and usual dresi-

ings were applied. Mr Cutler said that Mr
Hewett would dissect the amputated knee, and
report the conditions of disease.

Necrosis of Stump.
The patient, a man about fifty years of age, had

his right leg removed at lower third of thigh for

stnimous disease some months suice. Mr Cutler

made a section down to stump-end of femur
through the old cicatrix. Ho then exposed the

necrosed bone, and, with the assistance of pliers,

broke away a portion of the dead bone. To effect

this required great force and some strength,
necrosed bone being very difficult to remove. Mr
Cutler said he had no doubt that matter had
formed higher u]) iu shaft of femur. He could
pass a probe now through the cancclli its whole
length. If required to remove more diseased
bone, it may now, be easily reached and brounlit
away. "

Tu.MouR OF Shoulder.
The patient, a young woman about twenty

years of age, said the tumour had been about sir
months from its first being noticed. It increased
of late

; she punctured it a short time since, when
» small quantity of ]ius escaped. Under chloro-
form, Mr Hewett out dt.wn upon it. It consisted
of a very h.ard, dense cyst, which, when opened,
discharged Ijlood and pus. It was of an athfro-
matom character. He filled np the emptied cyst
with lint, to induce inflammation of sides, and
thus obtain granulation from secretion of adhesive
lymph to fill up the cavity. Mr Hewett stated
that he had had a similar tumour lately in private
practice, situated near tlie elbow. The tumou
formed on the tendon and fascia of bicejis muscle,
and caused great inconvenience. By jiractising
the same plan upon it, he oWiterated the cyst, and
cured the tumour.

Oct. 18th.
Amputation of Arm.—Mr Hawkins. Re-
moval OF Tumour on side of Knee.—Me
CUTLBK.

Amputation op Arm.
Mr Hawkins gave a clinical lecture upon this

subject on Tuesday last, at which we were present.
This arm showed a curious manifestation of de-
generation of tis.sue», which had been going on
for twenty-two years. The forearm was greatly
swelled, but the disease was mostly developed at
the carpal extremity, and had made great ra-
vages amongst the carpal, metacarpal, and jjha-
langeal tissues. Two or three of the phalanges
were destroyed and gone. The patient, a female
about fifty }'ears of age, was placed under chloro-
form. The cutaneous and subcutaneous cellular
tissues were .all implicated ; and a condition of
inflammation, with deposition of fibrous lymph,
not of a purulent character, pervaded the struc-

tures below the elbow, more ehai-acterbtic of
elephantiasis than anything else to which we can
compare it. Mr Hawkins operated at lower third
of humerus by circular incision in the usual way.
The disease did not extend into joint of elbow or

above it. The arm will be made into a prepara-
tion for the museum.
Removal of Tumour on side ok Knee-joint.
The patient, a female about thirty j-ears of age,

had suffered great torture and excruciating i«iu
about the knee-joint for two years. At length
her health began to give way, and this operation
is the consequence. Jlr Cutler made a longitudi-

nal incision of about four inches in length on the
inner aspect of femur towards the knee-joint. He
dissected carefully through the tissues until he
reached the cyst. The cyst was fouud welljde-

fined, and remarkably thick and dense. He at

length arrived at a semi-pellucid transparent sub-
stance, which, from its sliiniug, refractive surface,

looked like jelly. A distinct white speck was
visible through its coat, Ijiiig at the bottom of
this mobile, almost luminous substiince, which
was about the size of a field-beau. The tnmooi
was reddish-brown in colour, and must be cha-

racterised as an aqueous or hydatid cyst. It ap-

peared to be only about three parts distended with
fluid, and altogether of a curious and nondescript
character. Mr Cutler said that from the intole-

rably painful nature of the tumonr, he was led to

suspect it was one of those painful fibrous tu-

mours which are occasionally fouud in the neigh-
bourhood of joints imbedded in the sheath of a

nerve. Mr Hewett observed that about two
months since, in private practice, a lady had an
exactly similar tumour. This female had suf-

fered greatly for a long time. The tumour was
seated very deeply on the back of the elbow-joint.

The cyst, when removed, presented exactly the

same character as the one removed to-day. It

was similar in colour, size, transparency, and the

white, pearl-like, almost luminous spot seated at

the bottom of it. All the circtiinstances were the

same, it beiug seated deeply embedded in a strong

cyst. But this tumjur was broken in extraction.

Nevertheless, it consisted, or was surrounded by
another cyst, and the white pearly matter was
seen to remain at the bottom. In this case,
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phlegmonous inflammation set in after the opera-

tion, anil extended up the length of the arm.

Large commtmieating sinnes formed, but in the

end the patient did well. Mr Hewett suspected

similar results would follow the operatitsn of to-

<by, and that deep-seated suppuration would set

in, and extend amongst the tissues and muscles

of the thigh. Tliis, he stated, was a common
result in operating upon deep-seated tumours in

the neighbourhood of joints.

KING'S COLLEGE.—Oct. 12, 1860.

Cure of Herm.v.—Mr Wood.
Since our rejiort of two operations for the etjre

of hernia last week, another has occurred on this

date. This patient, a strong healthj- man, had
heen nnsnccessfully operated U]ion abotrt six

weeks since, at this hospital, by Mr Hulke. This

circumstance rendered more care necessan,', to

obviate the tendency of hempen ligature, wliich

he had used and had recommended, to set up
suppurative inflammation, and to act somewhat as

a seton. Mr AVood on this oeca.sion again used

strong copper wire, silvered, as in the last opera-

tion, we described. He said the copper wire

favoured the adhesive inflammation and tne secre-

tion of fibrinous Ij-mph, wliich in this operation,

and in these parts, was so desirable to be obtained,

and thus avoided the occurrence of empyema.
The object, he said, was to obtain, at the upper
part of the canal and ring, a hard cicatrix. This,

when induced in these jiarts, presented a fimi

barrier against the possibility of hernia occurring

again. Upon making an incision to invamnate,

be remarked how very strong and hard the old

cicatrix had become. It was this firmness and
hardness which was so desirable to be induced in

these tissues of the invaginated superficial fascia,

and the tendinous structures above, to give a

solidity and unyielding strength, through which
no future rapture or obtnisipn of gut could pass.

The metallic ligature is more iiritatingand stimu-

lating, anil induces lymph adhesion instead of

pus ; the latter is more apt to occur with use of

1: ' ature. Mr Wood gave great care, by
- nlditional ligature in this case between
1 ! I and internal rings.

CLINICAL C^VSES.

The following intere-sting ca.se is at this time
under Dr Walsh's treatment, at University Col-
lege Hospital

:

C'HORKA (8E0o>rr) Attack) cArsED' by Frioiit—
MiTRAt. KFX5CR(;iTATI0>r, DlSAPl'EAItlXG IN
COURSE OF A Few Days— Tueat.mf.vt by
ZiKc ano Belladonna — No Imi'rovement—Trkatment bv Antim. Taut.

Henry Kinchet, ajt. 14, admitted 2Gtli Sept.,
1860. Four or five years ago had attack of
chorea, lasting about three months.

History.— Fortniglit ago his nia.ster severely
scolded and di.scliarg«l hiui ; and in a few hours
the convulsive movements came on. No previous
rheumatism.

Prr.wiU Stale (Sept. 2").—Height about four
feet. General appi-arance : stunted growth

;

dark-brown h.-iir ; liugi; eyes ; lioad notably long,
anterior posterior kliaineter; tongue clean ; bowels
open daily

; no history of worms ; notably nerv-
ous excited manner ; choraic movements, bilateral

;

voice low ; words uttered with difficulty and hesi-
tation ; not auxniic.

Sept. 27th.—Cannot count six consecutively
;

movements do not continue during sleep, but
sleep is very much disturbed. On waking, the
raovoments are greatly augmented ; he cries out.
Blowing murmurs, first sound

;
point of greatest

iiitciisity, left apex. Urine healthy,

ft /inci sniph., gr. iij
;

Ext. bellad., gr. |.

Ft. pil. ter die sumendus.
Oct. 1.—No imi

dilated.

Bi Zinei sulph., gr. v

;

Ext. Ijellad., gr. 4.

Tiir die sumendus.
Oct. 4th.— Pupils widely dilated ; movements

slightly increased, especially at night. Omitt.
medicam.

ft Ant. potass, tart., gr. J. 4tia horis.
Oct. 6tli.—Blight improvement ; no sickness.

Sit dosis.

ft Ant. tart. P.L, gr. }. 5tis lioris.

Oct. 8tli.—Decidedly imjuoved
; no mnrmur

nprovemcnt
;

pupils slightly

audible at apex ; slight cough, with some sonorous
rhouchus ; both bases here, and there both ante-

riorly and posteriorly ; movements less marked
;

he sleeps much better, and counts without hesita-

tion.

[Further notes o£ this case will be given in our
next number. The above notes were kindly com-
municated by Mr Holland, Physician's Assistant

at University College Hospital.

—

Reporter.]

MEDICAL SOCIETIES.

MEDICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
Monday, October 15th, 1860.

Dr Richaixlson read a paper
ON TIIF, PIIYSIOIMJICAL AND THERAPEI'TIC.VL
PKOrERTIES OF THE PEROXIDB OF HTDROOEN.
This substance, which was discovered by The-

nard in 1818, is, in fact, water charged with
oxygen in the active state. In hts paper, Dr
Richardson took up the following jioints : —The
historj- of the substance ; its prepartltion, with
special regard to pharmaceutical aiiplications ; its

physical and chemical properties ; its relat ions to

ozone ; its physiological properties ; its therapeu-
tical value.

It was obvious from the Author's desci-iption,

that some obstacles lie in the way of the applica-
tion of the peroxide of hydrogen for medicinal
purpo.ses, owing to the difficulty experienced in

its manufacture. This difficulty, however, Dr
Richardson greatly simplified ; and we should
infer that any experienced pharmaceutist could
supply the medicine after a short aocjuaintance

with the process of making it, as readily as qui-
nine or other remedial bodies in preparing which
time and care are the most important requisites.

It was shown, indeed, that if perfectly pure i)er-

oxide of barium were supplied to the Profession,

every practitioner in the country could make his

own solution of oxygen as he might want it.

The description of the chemical and physical
j)roperties of peroxide of hydrogen was iniusually
interesting. Passing over the facts relating to the
influence of inorganic bodies upon it, those bear-
ing on organic matter strike one most forcibly.

Thus blood freed from filirine absorbs the oxygen
from the peroxide, ami, if it is venous blood, it

becomes arterial, with a rise in the temperature.
Washed fibrine and cellular tissue in the fresh
state evolve the oxygen. Albumen, urea, gela-
tine, fibrous membrane, and skin, produce no
change. Grape sugar, and indeed all the sugars
bi-ought into contact with it, become dei-oniposed,
and evolve cartxiuic acid. Starch undergoes the
same modification.

These observations reffer to animal .substances
recently used ; but when putrefaction has com-
menced, then thej oxygen of the peroxide seems
to act on all alike, and to produce rapid disinte-
gration.

Another curious fact relating to the peroxide
wa.s, that its oxidizing ixiwer was easily prevented
by the presence of certain bodies having a wide
extension of names, but analogous chai-actcrs.

Ammonia in vapour or solution, tobacco, hydro-
cyanic acid, solution of aconite, and, in short, all

the narcotics that are miscible with water, jwssess
tliis neutralising property ; the permanency of
the result being decided by the physical cha-
racter of the agent employed.
The section of the paper on the relations of the

peroxide of hydrogen to ozone was an interesting
one, and indicated a careful study of this debated
question. It is clear that Dr "Richardson looks
upon the two bodies as one and the same. If ho
has any doubt, it is to the effect that in peroxide
of hydrogen there is not any affinity at all be-
tween the two elements, hydrogeu and oxygen.
We pass the matter over to dwell on the phy-
.siologica! actions of the peroxide. These seemed
to aiTange themselves info the following brief
propositions :—A weak solution oxidises blood

;

but this effect can be stopjK'd by the action of
the alkaloids and of narcotics. The peroxide
supjiorts the life of fishes ; but the body of the
animal causes rapid evolution of the gas. The
solution injected into the left side of the heart of
an animal restores the irritability, but appears to
have .iTi opposite effect on the right side. In-
jected into tne arterial system immediately alter

death, it seems to restore to the muscles the
power of contracting on the a]iii!ication of an
irritant. It suspends to a considerable extent
post-inortem rigidity, and it reduces spa.smodic

action, excited by such bodies as ammonia and
hydrocyanic acid. On the therapeutical value
of this powerful agent, Dr Richardson did not
dwell long, but reserved this essential point for

another communication. He showed, however,
that as an antidote to the alkaloidal poisons, as

an external application to decomposing sores, as
an internal remedy in fever, where the jiatient

literally dies from deficient oxygen, and in
diabetes, the medicine might be used with the
very best promises of success. lu the way of a
pleasant acid drink, one could give, said Dr
Richardson, to the typhus-stricken man 100 cubic
inches of active oxygen per hour. In dialietes,

one fact had been made out also by the Author,

that, under the influence of the peroxide, the
quantity of sugar at once became less, and the

excretion of urine decreased in a relative degree.

After illustrating his paper by experiment, Dr
Richardson concluded by stating that, in placing

it on the annals of the Society, he would guard
himself, once and for all, from any exaggerated
suggestions as to the value of this new remedial

agent. The subject, indeed, was so novel, that

after twelve montb.s' study of it he had feared to
use a sentence that had not been considered over
and over again. Ho did not pretend to know all

the properties of the jjeroxide. He did not bind
him.self inviolably to any opinion offered on tho
present occasion ; nay, experience might show
that the substance discussed in a medicinal scuso
took new and even different directions from those
with which he had opened the argument. His
own intentions and objects would be ser\'ed if ke-
did but call forth investigation and fact, let the
course of events bend in whatever way they
might.
Dr Garrod, on the part of the Meeting, re-

turned the thanks of the Fellows to Dr Kichard-
.son for his interesting paper. He had no personal.
knowledge of the action of the peroxide of hj-dro-
gcn as a therapeutic agent, and, therefore, could
give no opinion about it. He thought tho per-
nmnganate of potassia possessed quaUties some-
what of an analogous nature, and the permanga-
nates, he found, increased the quantity of sugar in
diabetes. He would be very happy to forwai'd
Dr Richardson's incpiiries and experiments in
regard to the therapeutical action of peroxide o£
hydrogen in diabetics, by submitting cases in tho
hospital to his treatment, and would wish to know
if the peroxides and permanganates acted in tho
same way. He had not himself given it in
diabetes. He considered the permaug-anato of
potas.sa to possess more oxj-gen than peroxide of
manganese,—that it possessed many of the
qualities and properties of the peroxide of hy-
drogen.

Dr "TiiuDicnuM said, the peroxide of hydrogen
of Thenard possessed the smell of chlorine, which
was very strong, and that it could not bo freed
from chlorine. Tho stronger the peroxide, the
more chlorine ; the weaker, the less chlorine. In
the proportions which he had prepared, and
which Dr Richardson had also adopted, there
was no taste whatever, and no presence whatever
of chlorine. On the contrary, tlie other possessed
acidity, and presence of chlorine ; and he sug-
gested that it should be matle with simple
sulphuric acid process. The question should be
taken into consideration, why this evolves nioro
oxygen than the other,—which, iu short, evolves
none. In the one is hydrochloric acid, in the
other there is none. Dr Thudichum stated, that
a gentleman of Bonn— a private gentlcnau, brother
of a Professor of that University—had published a
book on Fermentation, broaching •» iiew theory.
Ho supported his theory by 50v! e^jierimont
Upon bodies capable of absorbing oxygen, which
came across other bodies to which, in turn, they
relinquished oxygen. Ho said, that indigo might
bo considered to be a decomposer of oxygen.
He reminded Dr Richardson that among hi
numerous interesting experiments ho had omitted
to give one—namely, the decomposition of
fi brines.

Dr Lankester we understood to say, thai;
one atom contained oxygon, and that tho
other atom was in the condition of ozone. He
said, one set of gentlemen considered, or insisted,,

that ozone was a peroxide of hydrogen, and
another set that ozone is a product of oxygen.
The question still remains unresolved, AVhat is

ozone ? But there is every evidence existing tliat

it is a condition of oxygen. He thought the per-
oxide of hydrogen valuable for communicating.
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oxygen gas. Ozone is so interesting a matter of

inquiry, that it niiglit fonn a subject for a paper

of itself. He wondered tbat it liad been so long

oieglectcd as a therapeutical agent. Dr Lankestcr

then reverted to topics connected with the hygiene

of cities and the country, the air of each producing

different influences upon the j^assive secretions and
excretions. He had no doubt the peroxide of

hydrogen miglit be converted to Medical uses. He
said Dr Franklin had considered ozone was a pcr-

oxyde of hydrogen.

Dr Eicii.-iKDSOK, inrejjly, referred to Theuard's

statements about chlorine, in solution, it occurred

through the presence of sulphurous acid. Per-

oxide of hydrogen very strongly resembles

chlorine, and it is doubtful whether chlorine

water may not be u.sed in ]ilace of peroxide

of hydrogen. Chlorine water would be able

to sustain life in fish. One immersed in it lived

nineteen minutes longer than another in oxygen.

"We understood Dr Kichardsou to say, that fer-

imentation was a process of oxidation. He con-

sidered that he had answered Dr Lankester's

question relative to peroxide of manganese upon
Sbvine. Ozone cannot be ignored ; he considered

it to be a modiiication of oxygen. Dr Richardson

went further into this part of the subject thau

our space will permit to follow, in connection with

organic life. He would reeoniiuend the peroxide

of hydrogen to be given as a therapeutical agent

where oxygen is deficient, and given alone. He
had great doubts of experiments made upon active

men, following the active pursuits of life. In

such cases the loss of carbonic acid is always un-

certain. He reverted to experiments of injecting

the jugular vein of a hare : it transformed the

blood on the arterious side to venous colour, and

it also produced fluidity of the blood. He con-

siders the two substances, the permanganates and

peroxide of hydrogen, to be diametrically oppo-

site. He would gladly accept Dr Garrod's offer,

for which he thanked him, but the peroxide took

so much time to prepare.

Mr Bullock had given great attention and per-

severance to the matter, and incurred great labour

in the investigation. He agreed with Dr Lankester

that, shortly, enterprising chemists would prepare

the peroxide at a moderate charge, (a) He recom-

mends its therapeutical use, not in connection with

other medicines, but to be given alone. He con-

sidered peroxide of hydrogen and the permanga-

nates quite different. In the permanganates the

oxygen was combined ; in peroxide it was sub-

stantially free. He believed that a direct relation

might be discovered between chlorine and oxygen.

OUR NOTE BOOK.

ON THE QUESTION OF QUANTITIES IN
TOXICOLOGY.

M. Louis Orfila says : 'Wlien by chemical analy-

sis the expert has determined the presence of

poison either in the cadaver or in the matters

vomited, he is required to declare whether the

quantity of poison found or the cpiantity swallowed

is sufficient to cause death, or produce the symp-
toms observed. In order to establish the sense in

which the expert .should reply to this question,

we may take a rapid survey of the data upon

which he should rely.

1. The whole quantity of a poisonous substance

which has been swallowed is not absorbed, save in

exceptional cases. A portion, usually the most

considerable, is rejected by vomiting, or, after

traversing the digestive canal, passes off by stool.

When death takes place promptly, a portion may
still be! . 4 n the canal. The remainder is ab-

sorbed, tliat is, it is carried into all the tissues.

2. The portion absorbed is not distributed uni-

formly through the various parts of the organism.

Daily experience shows that, with the same

weights, the liver always yields to analysis a

much larger jiroportion of poison than all the

other organs. 3. Elimination commences a short

time after absorption, and the investigations

•which have been made up to the present time

show that, as regards certain of these poisons,

arsenic for cxami)le, it may be completed fifteen

or twenty days after ingestion. It is therefore

evident that the amount of poison remaiiung in

the organs, where it has been carried by ab-

sorption, continues diminishing from the period

of its ingestion ; so that if life Ije sufficiently pro-

(a) The peroxide of hydrogen may be procured of

Bullock, and likewise of Perrius and Barnitt.

longed, the entire quantity of poison absorbed

may have become eliminated prior to death.

Thus, a montli after the ingestion of an arsenical

jireparation, the organs will contain no trace of

arsenic. Cliemical search will not discover it, but

yet death has been none the Igss the result of the

disturbance which it has caused. It is obvious

that the presence of the' poisonous substance in

the organism until the last moment is not neces-

sary for the production of death. The blow was
strack at an early period, diseased action has be-

come developed under tlie influence of the poison,

and death is the termination of such disease. 4.

When the rejected matters are not handed over

to tlie expert, and when the alimentary canal is

completely empty, chemical research can only be

directed to certain organs or portions of them. It

is a rule for the first experts to retain a portion of

the matters handed over to them for ulterior re-

search. It is ea.sy to understand, then, especially

with tlie more or less considerable losses rendered

unavoidable in so difficult an analyses, that the

quantity<ound constitutes but a very small frac-

tion of that which has been swallowed, or even of

that which has been absorbed. 5. Finally, it is

highly important to note that for no poison do wo
know the quantity sufficient to induce the accidents

of poisoning. liy observations, whose rarity

restrains tlieir significance, we know, in general,

the limit beyond which doses .should in general

be regarded as poisons : but this limit is incon-

testably very superior to the reality. Thus, we
know that 50 centigrammes of arsenic will induce

poisoning in all cases, save in verj' rare exceptions
;

l)ut no one can decide, in a given instance, whether

five, ten, twelve, or fifteen centigi-ammes will not

suffice to cause death. The action of poisons is so

variable, and we are so little acquainted with the

causes which give rise to their variance, that we
cannot, without risking to expose ourselves to

serious error, determine what is the minimum dose

of a poison sufficient in a particular case to give

rise to death or to the symptoms observed.

From the above data, it results— 1. AVheu
the vomited matters and the stools have not

been -submitted to chemical analysis, it is im-

possible to ascertain even approximatively the

quantity that has been swallowed, and, conse-

quently, to declare whether the quantity ingested

has been sufficient to cause death. The quantity

absorbed, moreover, by reason of the unequal dis-

semination through the various organs, and the

elimination which may have taken place, cannot

be estimated by the amount found in certain

organs or portions of organs. Such amount is but

a minute fraction of the portion absorbed, which
itself is but a fraction of the quantity swallowed.

It may be insuflicieut to induce death, although

the quantity ingested or even that absorbed may
be more than sufficient. 2. If there have been

neither vomiting nor stools, and if the digestive

canal contain no poison, the quantity ingested has

been all absorbed ; and, for the above reasons, there

is no means of judging by the quantity found of

the amount which has been swallowed. 3. If the

vomits and stools have been analysed, or if (in

their absence) the matters contained in the canal

comprised the whole of the poison swallowed, ex-

cept the portion absorbed, it is possible to declare

approximatively the amount ingested. In such a

case it is desired to establish whether the quantity

ingested is sufficient to determine death. It is

only wdien the quantity swallowed has been much
greater than that which would be really sufficient

for this purpose that the expert can reply affirma-

tively. Under other circumstances, by reason of

our ignorance concerning the conditions which

modify the action of poisons, the greatest reserve

is peremptory. The reasons for doubt, dependent

upon the actual state of science, should be stated
;

and this conclusion brought out that, in general,

even when the quantity ingested has been really

larger tlian that which is necessary to induce

death, we are still not in a condition to affirm

that it has induced it.

It is very desirable that this question of quan-

tity should be reduced to exacter proportions, and

that it should no longer retain the exaggerated

imiiortancc which is now attributed to it. The
symptoms and the lesions of tissue, combined

with the detection of poison in the organs, are

the most valuable elements for forming a decision

whether poisoning has taken place ;
wliile the

question of quantity, so far from bringing out the

truth, will only conceal it in the great majority

of cases. "When a poison exists in organs or in

matters which should not contain it, its quantity,
save in some exceptional cases, cannot be insisted
upon as a proof of poisoning. The gieat bulk of
crimes of tliis kind would escape detection if such
a proof were considered necessary. In order to
exhaust this subject of quantity, and of the con-
clusions to be arrived at by experts respecting it,

we may state two particular cases in winch dosage
is daily referred to. 1. Has tlie poi-son which
has been detected resulted from the .substance

having been administered medicinally ? An
instant's reflection will suffice to explain that
except in the case wherein the poLson has been
found in the matters of the alimentary canal, the
vomit, or the stools in quantities much lai^ger

than the highest therapeutical doses, the con-
sideration of quantity will in no wise elucidate
the problem. The portion absorbed, which,
moreover, it is impossible to determine, wUl
never be sufficiently considerable to allow of a

sure deduction being made. 2. But it may be
said, when we have to do with jjoisons which
also exist in the animal economy in a normal
stale, is it not of service to liave recour.se to the

consideration of quantity, in order to determine
whether a poison discovered in the organs does

not result rather from this normal combination
thau from a criminal introduction ? When there

exists in these organs a much larger quantity of
yioison than has been found in the normal condi-

tion (and thus far experience has taught us very
little on this matter), we may be autliorised to

admit poisoning as probable, supposing that all

other objections have been previously refuted.

But when the amount discovered is not very
considerable (and, judging from the preceding

considerations, this will be the usual case, inas-

much as it can be only a portion of what has

been absorbed), the embarrassment is just as

great, and the question of quantity is of no
significance.— ' Gazette des H6pitaux, ' No. 60,

and ' Medical Times and Gazette.'

MEANS OF DETECTING THE PRESENCE
OF ALCOHOL IN CHLOROFORM.

M. Lepage, a Pharmacien, has been examining

the different methods wliich have been proposed

for detecting the presence of alcohol in cliloroform.

He especially recommends two : the first, that

namely of M. Soubeiran, is easy of application,

but it is not very delicate, as it will not detect a

smaller quantity than 5 to 6 per cent. It consists

in sliaking the chloroform in a tube with sweet

oil of almonds : the mixture remains transparent

if the chloroform is free from alcohol ; in the

contrary ease it becomes more or less milky. The
second process was proposed some time back by

M. Eussin. It consists in the employment of the

binitrosulphide of iron, which is obtained by mix-

ing a solution of nitrate of potash with sulphide

of ammonium, then, while the mixture is being

agitated, dropping in a solution of protosulphate

of iron. The whole is boiled, evaporated to dry-

ness, and treated with alcoholised ether, filtered,

and the solution crystallized. It is stated by the

author to be extremely delicate. The experiment

is made by introducing several gi-ammes of cldo-

reform into a tube or stoppered bottle, then

adding a few centigrammes of the binitrosulphide,

shaking the mixture, and allowing it to settle. If

the chloroform is pure, it remains clear as water
;

but if it contains alcohol, it assumes a brown tint,

more or less deep, according to the proportion

present. The presence of ether, aldehyd, me-

tliylic, and amylic alcohols, are also detected by

this re-agent, which is excessively soluble in all

these compounds.— ' Pharmaceutical Journal."

ATRASIA ORIS.

Many cases of the disease atrasia oris, or closure

of the mouth, present themselves to the notice of

those attending the medical charities of Calcutta.

It would appear that there are two forms of this

disease : one in which the mucous membrane

covering the front of the ramus of the lower jaw

has been inflamed, and subsequently contracting,

causes closure of the teeth, without narrowing to

any considerable degree the opening of the lips.

If the history of these cases be traced, it will be

found that they have generally resulted from the

cutting of the last molar or wisdom tooth having

caused the gum to inflame. The other kind of

closure of the mouth results from the indiscrimi-

nate and excessive use of mercury by native

practitioners. The ulceration of the mucous

membrane lining the gums and cheeks succeeds

to the ptyalism so produced, and, on the inflam-
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mation subsiding, the opposed ulcerated surfaces

unite and cause tlie jaws to be closed, and the
opening of the inoutli to be contracted. Both
Dr Fayrer and Dr Partridge are accustomed to

remedy the first accident in the same manner, by
dividing the firm contracted band of mucous
membrane with a knife (one of the tenotomy
knives is generally found to be most convenient)
and then forcing open the jaw by an extending
trivalve speculum. With a little attention to

dressing this plan generally succeeds In the
ether species of atrasia oris a similar plan was at

first adopted. The adhesions were divided by a
narrow knife, the jaws forced open by the speculum
if nece.ssary, and lint dipped in oil was pushed in

to separate the recently-cut surfaces. But the
disease treated by tliis way alone had so great a
tendency to relapse, tliat in the recent case, Dr
FajTer, in addition to the above, divided the skin
at the angles of the mouth in a direction down-
wards and outwards ; and though at first this oc-

casioned a most lachrymose expression to the
man's countenance, it ultimately perfectly suc-
ceeded, and he left the hospital cured.— ' Indian
Lancet.'

ENEMATA OF ETHEK FOR ASCARIDES.
Dr Ogier Ward says : Having read in one of

the periodicals tliat injections of sulphuric ether
had l«en of great service in ascarides, I deter-

mined to recommend its use to a patient who had
long been troubled with thread-worms. It was
used as directed—viz., in a dose of fifteen drops
in one ounce of water, which was retained in the
rectum, the patient going to bed immediately
afterwards. The result was that the patient, a
latly, aged thirty-six, was not annoyed again for

above a fortnight, and then only verv slightly
;

and a repetition of the enema kept her free for

three weeks longer ; so that she flattered herself

she had met with something like a cure for this

troublesome complaint ; and I also entertained a
similar idcii, Iiaving found the treatment success-

ful in another case of a.scarides in the adult. This
patient, like the other, found the ether most
effectual at first, but it is now finite useless ; and,
with this feeling, I thought it a subject of suf-

ficient importance to bring under the notice of the
late meeting. Since that time, however, I find

the thread-worms have returned, though not in

such numbers as formerly ; but it is a curious
fact that the ether seems now to have lost its

effect in this case, the lady being compelled to

use it every night. As this patient complained
that she tasted tlie ether in a few minutes after

the injection, I tried its effects upon myself one
night just before bed-time. In three mmutes by
ray watcli, I perceived a strong taste of ether

;

and, on going to bed, my wife asked if I were
unwell, and had Iwen taking ether ! Another
effect of the ether injection is, that it causes the
patient to sleep very lieavily, which property may
be turned to good account in cases of sleeplessness
in persons who cannot bear opiates. From the
history and treatment of many cases, I am con-
vinced that tlie common notion, that the habitat
of the oxyuris is in the'rectum, is (luito eiToneous.
A single injection of quassia, salt, or even cold
water, will completely empty the rectum of all

its denizens, so that a repetition will not bring
away a single individual ; and yet the'next night
they will be as immerous as ever. Indeed, the
fact that persons liable to worms are most troubled
after the bowels have acted, may be taken as a
proof that they are carried down into the rectum
together with the faeces ; which, however, may
not contain a single specimen. I am therefore

disjiosed to believe tliat the thread-worm resides

in the sigmoid flexure, or in the cells of the colon
;

and I am supported in this view by having often
found that a repetition of an injection will bring
away the ova without a single worm. If my idea
be correct, our treatment should not be directed
to removing them from the rectum, but to de-

stroying thein in tlieir dwelling-places by aloes and
other bitter substances mixed with the food of the
patient.

I may add, as an instance of apparent commu-
nication of worms from one person to another,
that the husband of one of the ladies has been
more or less troubled with the thread-worms ever
since his rnairiage, seventeen or eighteen years
ago. He has used the etlier once, witli the effect

of relieving himself for some weeks from tlie

ascarides ; and though they have returned, yet
they have given him so little annoyance that he

has not cared to repeat the ether injection, as he
dislikes its smell and taste.

—
'Brit. Med. Journ.'

SPONTANEOUS DISAPPEARANCE OF UTE-
RINE POLYPI.

A recent case of a woman who had entered the
Charite Hospital, in order to be operated upon
for uterine polypus, and who was found at the
time of operating to have lost her disease, gave
occasion to M. Velpcau to state to his class that
he had so frequently met with instances in which
uterine polypi had disappeared spontaneously,
either in consequence of suppuration, withering
away, or even by resolution, that he would
advise his pupils never to be in haste to operate
in such cases, unless serious haemorrhages or
other accidents rendered the doing so a matter
of urgency. A still more common circumstance
sanctions temporization— viz., the disposition
these polyjii often manifest to become stationarj',

the hsemorrhages, which really constituted all

their gravity, after a while ceasing, and the
patient getting accustomed to their presence.

—

'Gazette des H8pitaux,' No. 33, and 'Medical
Times and Gazette.'

STATISTICS OF INSANITY IN THE
UNITED STATES.

Dr Richai'd Dunglison says the ceiLsus of 1850,
and the Reports of Institutions for the Insane,

furnish the materials for Dr Dunglison' s essay.

The first of these, from its imperfect character,

affords but little useful information. However,
by it, it appears that in every 100,000 of the
poinilation there are 67 insane, 68 idiots, 42
blind, and 42 deaf mutes. While deaf-mutism
prevails more among the native than among the
foreign population, insanity is far more prevalent
among the foreign-born than among the native-
Ixini population. In the New England States,

however, the proportion is uearly the same for

both. Insanity is far more prevalent among
the white and free coloured population than
among the slaves, a difference to which the com-
parative absence of iutemiierance among the
latter probably much contributes. As to the
question of tlio increase of insanity in the
United States, the Author declares that, although
it is stated to be considerable, it cannot positively

be affirmed to be so, owing to the discrepancies

in the censuses of 1840 and 1850.

The niformation derivable from the Institu-

tions for the Insane seems to be more reliable
;

and the Author has obtained returns from 51 of

these establishments. The following are some
of the results of their examination :

—

1. Sex of the Insane.—Of 48,995 patients,

25,593 were of the male, and 23,402 of the female
sex. Dr Jarvis, iii 1850, concluded, from the
examination of the statistics of 21 American
asylums, furnishing 24,573 cases, that the pro-

portion of insane males to females was 121 to

100 ; but, according to the Autlior's researches,

founded U[ion nearly 50,000 cases, there are found
100 females to 109 males in asylums.

2. Age at which hisanilij first appears.—This
point is omitted to be stated in so many of the

reports, that the Author is obliged to draw his

deductions from 12, 472 cases only ; and from these

it appeai-s that more than 76 per cent, became
insane between 20 and 50 years of age, while it

seems highly probable that a greater number
became so between 20 and 25 than during any
other 4[uinquennial period. But comparing the
figures with the nimibers of the population at

given ages, it is found that the ages between 30
and 40 are those wjiich are most liable to insanity.

Comparing the two sexes with each other, it is

found that men are more liable under 20, females

from 20 to 30, both sexes alike between 30 and
40, females decidedly more liable between 40 and
50, and 50 and 60, while males a.s3ume a decided
preponderance after 60.

3. Marriiujc.—From the records of 20 Institu-

tions, this particular is thus specified in 25,721
cases : single, 12,462; married, 11,150; widowed,

2, 092 ; and divorced, 17. A larger profKirtion of

insane married females to the wliole number of

insane females exists, than is the case with males >

the single males exist in a far larger pi oportioii than
the single females, and the widows arc far more
nunierons than the widowers. Tims, of every

1,000 males, 555 were single, 393 married, and 51

widowed; and of every 1,000 females, 429 were
single, 436 married, and 135 widowed.

4. Occuputiuits. — Examining 7329 cases in

which the occupation prior to the attack is stated;

it is found that professional pursuits—especially

the learned professions—are more liable to insa-

nity than those not characterised by great mental
tension ; while the quiet life of the agriculturist

is far less productive of the disease than is the
harassed condition of the commercial world. The

.

professional classes, compared with each other,

observe the following order : artists, druggists,

students, teachers, lawyers, physicians, dentists,

clergymen, musicians, and engineers.
It must be remarked, however, that the total,

number of occupations returned is too small to

furnish any trustworthy criterion of the compa-
rative liability of these respective occupations.

5. UeredUariness.—Upon this interesting topic

there is scareely auy information supplied by the

.

Reports.

6. Exciting Causes.—The Author states that

he has taken much trouble in classifying the
moral and physical causes of insanity in 11,259-

cases. Among r,wral causes are domestic diffi-

culties, religious anxiety, political excitement,
intense mental application ; and among the phy-
sical causes are iutempciance, ill-health, epilepsy,

sensuality, &c. ' It will be seen by the follow-

ing tiible that the physical causes predominate
over the moral,—a fact which is denied as proba-
ble when applied to many of the Eui-opeau insti-

tutions, but yet which has been previously .

recognised as true in regard to our own Insane
Hospitals.' The Author places 4649 of hLs

11,259 cases under the column of moral causes,

and 6610 under that of pliysical causes. "We
cannot point out here the great defects of any
such system of classification, but refer now merely
to the fact that the moral causes constitute only
two-fifths, and the physical causes three-fifths of

'

the whole number of causes above given. , A
'

glance at the table shows the order in which
causes, taken as a whole, and not as divided into

moral and physical, are arranged as exciting to

insanity, and exhibits that ill-health and intem-
pertiuce rank first, domestic troubles and griefs

next in order, next the conditions peculiar to

women, &;c." Of the 11,259 cases, the insanity
is attributed to disappoiutiueut in love, ambition,

&c., in 576 ; the loss.of friends, in 585 ; to vicious

habits aud indulgences, in 514 ; to wounds
and blow.s, in 25T3 ; to excessive study or

application to business, in 165 ; to fear, in

126 ; to excessive use T)f opium, tobacco, &c., in

129 ; to exposure and loss of sleep, in 123 ; and
to spiritualism, in 94. Sex exerts an important
influence in the distribution of moral and physical •

causes. Thus, of 3118 moral causes in which the
se,\ is .stated, 1585, or 51 per cent., were females,

and 1533, or 49 jier cent., for males. "If we
omit from the list of causes of insanity, financial

difficulties, politics, and application to business,,

which are almost exclusively sources of insanity

to males, wo shall find, in the more delicate

emotions and passions, that woman becomes in-

sane from moral causes in 57 cases per cent., while;

man oidy suffers in 43 cases. The reverse is true

of physical causes, and <l fortiori, if we exclude
from consideration diseases peculiar to females-
Including all the causes of this class in both
sexes, the males arc to the females as 53 to 47,
and, excluding the diseases of women, a piopor-.
tion exi.sts of 64 males to 34 females."

7. Forms of Insanili/.—In 7,322 cases the fol-

lowing proportion of the various forms existed ;

—

Mania, 3,789, or 61 '7 per cent. ; melancholia,

1,366, or 187 ; dementia, 1,265, or 17-3
; mono-

mania, 902, or 12 '3. E.xamining the figures

according to sex, it is found that, while each sex
is attacked with mania in an equal proportion,

men are more often the subjects of dementia
than women, aud the latter suffer more from
melancholia.

8. Influence of Season U2>dn Admissions.— Oi
21,072 cases there were 20 '6 per cent, atlmitted

during the winter mouths, 26 '6 during the spring,

29 '2 during the summer, and 23 '4 during the

autumn mouths. May and June are the months
which take the precedence of all the others.

9. Duration prior to Admission.—-The details of

10,304 cases furnish the fact, that 60 per cent, of

the cases ndmitte<l had been insane only tor a few

moi^th.s, the majority being less than 6, and a few
ranging from 6 to 12 moJiths ; while more than

a (juartcr of the cases (about 2,600) have been

insane from 1 to 6 years.

10. Recoveries.— After coimnci.ting upon the

impossibility of obtaining accurate returns iu
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respect to the coiupleteness of recovery and the

proportionate luortalitj-, tlie Author states that, in

15, 235 cases discharged from American asyhims,

the recoierics were returned at 6,649, or 42 '9 per

cent. ; wliile, in 58,607 cases admitted into

tliirty-tliree asyhuus, tlie number of recoveries

was 24,937, or 42 '5 per cent. Of 10,679 cases

admitted, tlie proportion of females restored was
44 '8 per cent, to 43 '0 per cent, of the males ; and
of 17,833 discharged, the recoveries were 45'7

females, 44'5 males. "Recovery is, therefore,

more probable among females than among males.
This depends upon the form of the attack, &c., and
sometimes on revolutions in the female .system,

which produce happy changes when the re-

sources of Medical art have been ineffectual.

Women sutler more from melancholia than nion,
while the latter are more subject to dementia.
The latter being in the majority of cases incurable,

some reason seems to exist in tliis fact why the
female sex should recover more often from
insanity than the male." The influence of the
fwm of insanity on the recovery is seen in 6, 306
cases, among which the examjiles of mania cured
amounted to 73 '2 per cent. ; of monomania, to
69 '2 ; of melancholia, to 65 '8 ; and of dementia,
to 16 '6 per cent. Duration, too, has mueli to do
with the i>rospcct of recovery. Thus, in one
institution, while tlio chronic cases only fur-

nislied 21 per cent, of recoveries, the recent
cases furnished 61 per cent.

11. MorLality.—"lu 33 of the United States
Institutions, the number of deatlis based upon
56,405 admissicms was 8638, or ]5'3 per cent.

;

while in 16,235 cases discharyed from 21 asylums,
3256, or 21 '3 per cent., died. One reason of this
disparity between the admissions and the discharges
is obvious—a large number of those eases which have
undergone no improvement remain in an asylum,
and do not therefore swell the list of discharges.
Conipared with the recoveries, we have the following
favourable or fatal residts in a con'esponding number
of cases. Of tliose admitted 42'5 per cent, reco^e^e^l,

15'3died; and of those discharged, 42'9 recovered,
and 21 '3 died." Tlie sex is given in 3557 deatlis as
occurring in 18,594 admi.ssions, as follows:—20 jjer

cent, in the male, and 18-1 ia the female admissions
;

and in 2631 deaths, occurring in 11,857 discharge.?,
22'5 per cent, were male, and 217 percent, female.
In either mode of viewing the mortality, that
of males was the larger. As to.the c«Hses of death
in nearly 2100 cases, in 077, or nearly five-sixteenths,
there were affections of the nervous system ; more
than two-eighths (613) were diseases of the digestive
organs (this category being increased in some locali-

ties by the prevalence of the cholera) ; about the
same proportion (604) consisted in morbid conditions
of the respiratory apparatus, while fevers, accidents,
suicides, &c. made up the rest.

15. llecurrence of Insanity

.

—The Author has been
in a great measure baffled in his attempts at ascer-
taining what jiroportion of tlie cases admitted were
not first attacks, but mere occurrences ; while the
statement, even when it is made, that the attack
under observation is a fu'st one, is not always to be
relied upon. Of 5370 admissions at thr«e insti-

tutions, 3790(70-5 percent.) are said to have been
fir.st aftacks ; while 1580 (or 29-4 per cent.) were
other than fir.st attacks. About 28 per cent, of the
males were second aud sul>.iequent attack.s, while
the per-centage of females was 31. These returns
cannot, however, be fully relied upon, so that
deductions can only be very doubtfully made.

—

'North American Medico-Ciiiriirgical Review,* July,

pp. 656—692.

ISirttjs, iMairiascs, mtO iEPfal^s.

B 1 R T H S.

Kent.— October 9, at Vienna villa, Ryde, Isle of
Wight, the wife of Benjamin Archer Kent,
M.U., of a son.

LE.\cn.— Octolwr 10, at Union street, Soutliwark,
the wife of Heury Leacli, Esq., M.K.C.S.,of a
daughter.

Lee.— October 14, at Savile row, the wife of

Heury Lee, Esq., E.R.C.S., of a son.

PlLKlXGTox.—October 12, at Chorley, Lanca-
shire, the wife of Wm. Pilkington, L.E.C.P.
Ediii., of a daughter.

Kouj'.RS.—October 1, at Benioi-s street, the wife
of \N'. R. Rogers, M. D., of a daughter.

MARRIAGES.
Blaokman-— WooBLEY. — October 17, at St

John's Church, Brixton, Matthew Blackman,
E.sq., Surgeon, to Maria Louisa, third daughter
the late Thomas Stamford Woodley, Esq., of
Brixton, Surrey.

FisHWiCK—BuLLMOUE.— October- 16, at the
P.arish Church, Truro, Heury Fishwick, Esq.,

to Ellen, youngest daughter of AV. H. Bull-

more, M.I)., aud Surgeon to the Royal Corn-
wall aud Devon Miners Artillery Militia.

DEATHS.
Baoot. ^Recently, at Honduras, of cholera,

Cliarles Bagot, M.B. Univ. Trin. Coll., Dub.,
L.R.C.S. Ire., Assistant-Surgeon 2nd West
India Regiment.

BiniROW.—October 8, at Ventnor, Isle of Wight,
William Thomas Holme Burrow, of Settle,

Yorkshire, M.R.C.S. Eng., L.S.A. Loud.,
aged 34.

CouLSON.—October 6, at Wyke House, Isle-

worth, Ralph Coulson, of Ilkeston, Derbyshire,
M.D. St Andrews, M.R.C.S. Eng.

Du Gaud.—October 12, at Shrewsbury, Marianne,
widow of the late Thomas Du Gard, M.D.,
aged 71.

GoRGEN.—Recently, Dr CJorgen, au Austrian
Physician, and the proprietor of a Lunatic
Asylum, in which Count Szechenyi committed
suicide. Dr Gorgen by this occurrence incurred
the serious displeasure of the Government, aud
was removed from his position on the ground
of negligence. From that time his health
gradually declined, aud ho at length died
insane.

James.—October 12, at CUiftou gardens, Marion,
eldest daughter of the late Hugh James, M.D.,
of Spanish Town, Jamaica, in her 91st year.

Macan.sh.—October 12, at Donne, Perthshire,

Andrew Macansh, Surgeon R.IST., (seniority

November 10, 1813,) aged 73.

Masters.—September 3, in Pembroke parish,

Bermuda, West Indies (his native place, after

a very jiainful illness, Beziu Reece Masters,

M.D.
Rathke.—Dr Rathke, the celelwatod Professor

of Zoology and Jledicine at the University of

Kdiiigsberg, died of apoplexy on the eve of the
day on which he was, as President, to open the
Meeting of German Naturalists in that city.

Sexton.— October 15, at Ravcnscourt square,

Hammersmitli, Archibald Alison, son of George
Sexton, M.A., M.D., &c., aged 4 years.

MEDICAL NEWa
BOYAL COU^OE OS' SuROEONS,—The following

Members having undergone the necessary ex-

aminations, were admitted Licentiates in Mid-
wifery, at a meeting of the Board on the 17th
iust. :—Alfred Coleman, Wandsworth ; diploma
of membership dated April 20, 1S60 ; \\'illiam

Cooke, Tunbridge, Kent—April 5, 1S22 ; Cooper
Hayes Crawford, Staflbrd—ilarch 7, 1856

;

Frederick Dawson, Islington—April 19, 1860;
AVilliam Hicks Fariington, Ottcry St Maiy,
Devon— A]iril 15, 1859 ; Charles Grabhani,

Eochford, Essex—April 11, 1859 ; John Cliarles

Harris, Chipping Norton— April 18, 1859;
Robert lliffo, Coventry—Aug. 2, 1S60 ; Henry
Colley March, Rochdale—April 20, 1860 ; Richard.

Hawes Metcalfe, Wensleydale—April 13, 1S60 ;

George Michael Nell, Colombo, Ceylon—March
14, i859 ; John Smith Cros'uuid Richard.s, liedford

square—Aug. 1, 1860 ; Barnard Edward Sixiull,

Hammer.smith—April 6, 1856 ; William AVilliams,

Penrhyn, Holyhead—Nov. 12, 1858..

Ai'OTUECAUiEs' Hai.l.—The following gentle-

men passed their examination iu the science and
practice of Medicine, and received certificates to

practise, on Thursday, October 11th, 1860 :

—

Octavius Dean, Manchester ; Chai'les Furuer,

King's road, Brighton ; Robert Hancock, Batli,

Somerset ; Charles Ferdinand Keele, Portswood,
Southampton ; Alfred Moncktou, Breuchly, Kent

;

Eustace Henry Olive, Linton terrace, Hastings
;

Francis Samuel Wortliiugton, Lowestoft, Snifolk.

The following gentlemen also on the same day
passed their first examination :—John Harward
Hooper, LTptou AVarren, Woreester.shirc ; Joseph
Lee,s, Wolverhampton ; Forbes Watson, Alders-

gate street ; Samuel AVliitc Duckworth Williams,

tiloucester.

Society foii Relief of Widows and
Orphans of Medical Men in London and its

Vicinity.—The Half-yearly General Meeting of

the members of this Society was held on October
10th. It appeared that during the first half of

this year 38 widows and 22 children of former
members had received half-yearly grants amouut-

iiig to 869?. ; besides grants towards self-main-
tenance to two children, 45/. A grant was
sjiecially made by this meeting of 30/. towaixis
npjirenticing an adult deaf-and-dumb son of a
late member. Dr John Clarke having withdrawn
from tlie office of Acting Treasurer, a warm vote
of thanks was jiassed to him for his valuable
services during the past five years. The follow-
ing memliers were then elected Officers and
Directors for the year en.suing :— President ;

Thomas Arthur Stone, Esq. Vice-Presidents :

Martin Ware, Esq. ; Everard A. Brande, E.sq.
;

John Nussey, E.sq. ; Sir B. C. Brodie, Bt., F.K.S.
;

Peter M. Latham, M.D. ; John Bacot, Esq.
;

Thomas Tnrner, M.D. ; D. Henry Walne, Esq.
;

A. J. Sutherland, M.D., F.R.S. ; Edward Tegart,
Esq. ; Ed. Stanley, Esq., F.R.S. ; Geo. Burrows,
M.D., F.R.S. Treasurers: John Miles, Esq.

;

James T. Ware, Esq. ; G. Hamilton Roe, M.D.
Directors : Robert Naime, M.D. ; William
Catlirow, Esq. ; Edgar Barker, Esq. ; James
Paget, Esq., F.R.S. ; John Adams, Esq. ; Fred.

J. I'aiTe, M.D. ; A. B. Banies, Esq. ; Edward
Dew, M.D. ; John Love, Esq. ; H. A. Pitman,
M.D.; Chas.Collamlxjll, Esq.; Benj.Travers, Esq.

;

B. G. Babington, M.D. ; J. Wetherfield, Esq.
;

John J. Sawyer, Esq. ; Thomas Brown, Esq.
;

C. J. B. Aldis, M.D. ; Wm. Dickinson, Esq. ; J. C.

Salisbury, Esq. ; Henry Bleukarue, Ksq. ; T. King
Chambers, M.D. ; John Clarke, M.D. ; Daniel
Scanuell, Esq. ; Prescott G. Hewett, Esq.

As.SOCIATIt>N OF TIIE FELLOWS AKU LlCBK-
tiates OF THE -King and Qieen' '

:

OF Physicians, Ireland.—The foil"

of officers for the Session 1860-1 :— /'.

Corrigau. — Vice-Prcsideuts, Drs O'Reilly und
O'Brien Adams.

—

Council, Drs Heury Keuiicdy,
Lombc Attliill, Etlward 15. Sinclair, Alfred H.
McCliutock, aud Robert Law.

—

Tnatnuxr, l>r

George A. Kctmedy.

—

Sixrctary, Dr William
Moore.—The meetings of the Association are held
in the College Hall (Sir P. Dun's Hosjiital), on
the evenings of tlie first Wednesday in evury
month dujing the session, at eiglit o'clock.

A LiiiEi;.\L Offer.—A Loudon mercliant,

whose daughter has derived groat benefit from the

climate of Torquay, has offered to give 50Oi.

towards the completion of the Hospital for Cou-
sumptiou, proviiled 1000/. be raised for the same
purpose within a mouth.
The EMrEKOu of France and the Hosmtals

OF Algerla.—On th; 28tJi ult. the Emjicror,

wlulst at Algiers, decreed that certain land* in

the three provinces of the French possessions of

Northern Africa should be given to the civil

hospitahs.

Royal College of Suugeox.s.—In analysing

the newly-published list of Fellows, &c., of this

Institution, we find that 249 Members of the Col-

lege have been admitted Fellows by examination
—au excess of only 16 over the number o'" ' *

year-. The number of Honorarj' Fellows an

to 1018, Tieiiig au excess of oiUy 25 over the i _

ber published last year. The gross number of

Fellows now amounts to 1267 ; and of Meml)er.s

tlicre a]i]icar to be nearlj' 14,000. The Lieen

in Midwifery now amount to 769—just

the number of last year. The persons win
received the Certificate of Qualification in i

Surgery during the past year, and now 1. :

first time jiublished iu the list of Fellows, Mem-
bers, aud Licentiates in Midwifery, amount to

exactly 100.

ToiujVAV iNFUtMAEY. — A wiug has lately

been added to tliis Infirmary for the reception of

fever patients. Upwards of 1500 cubic feet of

space is allowed for each patient. The wards are

twenty-four feet wide aud sixteen feet liigh, with
windows c;irried up to within a foot of the ceiling

on three sides, and the fourth is provided wit£
ventilating screens of perforated zinc, coutralled

by flails. In addition to thi.s, mi exhausting shaft

passes over each line of beds aliove tlie ceiling,

with veutilators at intervals, and these commu-
nicate with a flue cairied up iu tlie chimney stack.

The heating is by open iire-places. The probable

cost, including fitthigs and furnitui-e, will bo
about 90/. per jiatient.

Mktropoi.itax Slauhteehousee.—Dr Oili'- r.,

the Medical Officer of Health for the Hi.
District, has presented a rcjiort to the l»i-;:.,;

Boaid of Works from which we make the follow^

ing extract :-" During the past fortnight, at

your de.sire, I have given iny attention to the

slaughterhouses of the district. On a careful

examination, I found that many of them had
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lately becu imjirovuil, iu respect of tlieir drainage

aud veutilatiou. Although some of them
require slight repairs and alterations, as

specified iu the aoeompauj'ing sheet, I believe

thai they are fully complied with. Notwith-

staudiug the satisfactory state in which these

establishiucuts at present are, their presence

in a densely-populated district must always be
regarded as a serious sanitary evil. I regret,

therefore, that Mr Cross, the large slaughterman

of Red Lion alley, wlio has received notice

that his present jjremises will be required for

the Metropolitan Railway, has tl'ought right

to seek a liceuce to convert the Rose and Crown
yard, 1^7 St John street, formerly used as a

cattle-lair, into a slangbterhouse. Mr Cross is

too good a man of business uot to appreciate

the value of cleanliness iu conducting his

extensive trade : he slaughters on the average
upwards of 1,000 head of cattle every week.
I must protest, on sanitary OTOunds, against the
e;stab!ishmcut of any fresh large abattoir, how-
ever tt ell it may bo conducted, in so crowded a
aci^ ! .jourhood. In this case there is no room for

the isuaJ pleas of the retail butdier for a slaugh-
tcrliDjse that he frequently wants,—a given jomt
at a short notice, aud wants to slaughter for it es-

ptxl.dly ; and that meat wUl not keep long
euoagU in hot weather to bear the transit from a
distant abattoir. Mr Cross slaughters not for any
retail trade of his own, but for the wholesale .sales-

imen of Newgate Market ; and, iu my opinion, his

trade can bo carried on with more advantage to

himself, as well as to the public, iu the sjiacious

slaughterhouses connected with the New Cattle

Market in Copenhagen fields. There is, I know,
s very important objection felt, if uot exjjressed,

by slaughtermen to these abattoirs— viz., that

tuey are constantly visited by City Maikets and
Slaugliterhouse Inspectors, who liavc [ww^er and
are specially a|)poiuted to seize any cattle or meat
which are so diseased as to be unlit for Iiuiuan

food. Non, we iu tliis district liave no power to

seize such diseased meat unless it be exposed for

gale in an open shop. When we see it in a pri-

vate slaughterhouse, we are informed tiiat it has
been carefully slaughtered, and dressed for the use
of I'igs. Had we the power, I can assure you that
there would be no lack of opportunity to seize

slipjied calves and cows in all stages of disease.

When servinj^ on a comniittee two or three years
ago, to devise tlie best means of preventing the .sale

of unwholesome meat, I was struck l>y the evidence

of the large number of luihealthy animals that
are slaughtered for the London market. The
conclusion I arrived at then was, that the con-

sumption of such creatures for hiunan food can
only be avoided by a system of careful inspection

bjr competent men, and by killing the total

amoont of meat required for the metropolis in

some few authorized places where iinimafs while
liWng, and their organs after death, can 1>e sub-
jected to proper supervision. I do not intend
these remarks to apply to Mr Cross, who gene-
niily kUls tirst-class meat. However, tliis evil at

present is so prevalent, aud is fraught with such
danger to the public health, that I trust your
Board will hesitate before it sanctions such an
appli" ' -11 from Mr Cross. .\' -'•-•.,

th»- 1 of tlie Huildiug Act 1

provi it it shall not be lawi y
person to establish or newly carry on any sucli

-bnsiness, either in any building or vault in the
open air, at a less distance than forty feet from
any public way, or than fifty feet from any other
gnch buildings of the first or dwclliiifj-houso

class,' 18 i(- VJ \'icl. cap. 122 aiul 55— this pro-

posed slaughterhouse would be illegal, as it is

within lifteeu feet of the Charterhouse pensioners'

dwellings, and withiji a less distance of the
dwellings over Charterlionsc mews. The carriagu-

way to the Charterhoii.se Master's lodge and
school passes clo.se to the back wall of these
premises. On these grounds, if on no other, I

would recommend the IJoard to op{>oao the grant
of this licence."

QwiiN's Univebsitv in Ieelaxd.—The Annual
Meeting of the members of the Queen's Uuiver-
wKy, for the purpose of conferring degrees, was
held, with the u.sual formalities, on f'riday the
12th iust. in St Patrick's Hall, Dublin Castle.
Twentv-one gentlemen, induiiing eight who had
availed thoiiiselve* of '-a recent arrangement
made by the Senate to facilitate the acquisition
•of Medical Degrees by Students who had completed

the necessary courses of education, aud might,

for special objects in relation to the public service,

desire to pass the required examination at the

earliest period," were admitted by the Lord

Cliancellor of Ireland, Vice-Ghancellor of the

University, to the Degree of Doctor of Medicine.

The following are the names of_ those thus

admitted;— M.D. —James Valentine Browne,

M.D., University of Aberdeen, ad furukm ;

Henry Burden, B.A., Belfast ; William John
Busteed, Cork ; William H. B. Clapp, Cork

;

William Hill Climo, Galway ; Grcorge Cooper,
Cork ; Richard B. Davidson, Belfast ; Edward
Divers, Gahvay ; Usher Beere Eaton, Cork

;

Albert Augustus Goi-e, Galway aud Cork ; Francis
Bernard Hurley, B.A., Galway ; William H.
Jones, Cork ; William Kingsley, M. D. , Uni-
versity of St Andrews, ad euiuleni ; J. Henry
Lawson, Galway and Cork ; John Sampson Levis,

Cork ; Thomas B. Moriarty, B. A. , Cork ; Cour-

tenay Nedwill, Belfast ; Francis Ronayne O'Kear-
ney, Cork; Matthias O'Keeffe, M.A., C^ork

;

Richard Read, Cork ; Isaac Cromie Saul, Belfast
;

Hugh Willis Thomson, Belfast ; William James
Wilson, Belfast. The following were announced
as having passed tlie Previous Medical Kxamina-
tiou :— Richard Barrett, Cork College; .\cheson
George Hartley, M.A., Belfast ; tlie Hon. Barry
J. Bingham ; Edward R. Blackett ; .John R.
Buj'ke, Galway ; Richard Carroll, Gahvay aud
Cork ; John Norman Davis, Galway ; Charles
Evans, Galway ; Valesius Gouldsbury, Galway

;

James Hutchinson, Galway ; John Hami'ton
Moore, tSalway ; Ro!>ert L. Moorhead, Belfast

;

Stephen O'Sullivan, Cork ; Robert Potter, Cork
and Galway ; John Henry Loftie Stoney, Galway

;

George Shannon, Belfast ; James R. Swanton,
Cork ; Joseph Whitaker, Belfast. His Excellency
the Lord- Lieutenant then bestowed the following
Honours with the Degree of M.D. :—William H.
Climo, Third in Order of Merit, Gahvay College

;

Edward Divers, Third in Order "of Merit,

Galway ; John Sampson Levis, Third in Order
of Merit, Cork.

Cii.vKiTV AND Self-support.— A proposal to
erect Baths and Washhouscs at Cardiff has led to
inquiries in other towns as to the working of these
charities. The result, imblislied in the ' Bristol

Daily Post,' affords the following curious informa-
tion, showing a pecuniary loss iu every instance :

Expeutlitore.
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theemlemic causes of dianlioea are the causes of

much other disease. It was therefore determined to

begin authorized local inquiries iu cases of exces-

sive preveutable mortality with an examination of

the disprojjortionate localization of diarrhwa in par-

ticular di«*'-;;*; AOGGlVlrimly, eigiit large towns

'fffii* selected last year which habitually suffer a

very gi-eat excess of moi-tality from this cause, and

Dr Greenhow was commissioned, as a temporary

inspector, to inquire into their sanitary condition..

The towns are Coventry, Manchester and Sanord,

Nottingham, Birmingham, Dudley, Leeds, Wol-

verhampton, and Merthyr Tydvil. It was neces-

sary to find a fair standard for the rate of diarrhojal

disease. There are districts of England in which

endemic diarrhu'a is unknoiKni ; hut, leaving these,

it was thought reasonable to take two considerable

groups of contiguous rural districts, one in the north,

and the other in the south— districts by no means
so faultless as to be unapproachable, but in them the

annual average diarrlueal death-rate during the

years 1847-18ii5 was only ^9 in 100,000 of the popu-

lation. In tiie eight towns just named the morta-

lity from this cause is from three to nine times as

great. In all of them Dr Greenhow found it coin-

cident with one or other of these two circimistances

- -the habitual drinking of impure water, or the taint-

ing of the atmosphere with the products of organic

decomposition, especially of human refuse. In

other words, iu districts which sutTer from high

diarrhceal death-rates, the population either breathe

or drink a large amount of putrefying animal refuse.

He traces street by street, showing how diarrhrea,

visiting cleanly districts but slightly, is especially

grouped roimd"those spots where there is an accu-

mulation of night-soil infecting the air in the midst

of a dense population, or so placed that the exhala-

tions penetrate into the houses, or can be but slowly

dispersed into the general atmosphere. The com-

parative immunity of other districts resembling these

in all re-spects, save the absence of this fffical impu-

rity, is found to be so constant, that it seems impos-

Bible not to admit the relationship as one of cause

and effect ; and the Medical men affirm that dian-hceal

disease is not only more prevalent, but also more

unmanageable, in ill-conditioned places. Without

producing the unsavoury details which Dr Greenhow

has had to record, a single sentence concerning

Birmingham tells the tale of all the towns -.—"Not

only has diarrha>a most prevailed, and proved most
fatal, in streets where these causes of atmospheric

impurity existed ; but, as has been shown in the

history of particular streets and courts, it has se-

lected as its victims persons much exposed to these

causes, to the comparative exclusion of others." It

has ofteu been shown that these causes produce

diarrhcea, but their investigation has hitherto been

limited to epidemic epochs, and especially visitations

of cholera ; it is here demonstrated that their in-

fluence is more constant ; and Dr Greenhow remarks

that the occurrence of epidemic epoch may arise from

peculiarities of season giving greater efRcacy to

these local causes, or possibly from the products of

decomposition at such periods being different from
those at ordinary times. How preventable this

disease commonly is, may be judged from the success

of sanitary improvements in almost all those very
districts in leilncing the local prevalence of dian-hoea.

But, though much has been done, the report shows
that it is very far from enough ; and it may surely

be hoped that the authorities of these to^yns will

take means for removing from their administration

"the reproach of preventable but unprevented
disease." There is a motive that should especially

stir the great manufacturers, whose unparalleled

wealth is acquired in these districts. A very large

portion of the deaths from diaiTho?a are those of

infants : above half this mortality occurs under one

year old ; and this is attributable, partly at all events,

to the extensive factoi-j- employment of female

labour. A mother has to leave her infant at three

or five weeks old to the care of a little child or of a

hired nurse, and hurrj' home heated to breakfast

and to dinner, with little time in which to nurse her

child and get her own food, and in her absence her

child is fed on unsuitable diet, and has its cries of

hunger and distress quieted by those opiates which
are in such request at the centres of our manufac-
turing industry. Mr Simon remarks that the evil

may be averted, or at least greatly mitigated, by
arrangements which, however, the labouring classes

themselves have not the power of organizing.

—

'Medical Times and Gazette."

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE WEEK.
Wediiesday, October 24.

Operations at Middlesex Hospital, 1 p.m. ; St
Mary's Hospital, 1 p.m. ; University College Hos-
pital, 2 p.m. ; Royal Orthopaidic Hospital, 2 p.m.

Tliursday, October 25.
Operations at St George's Hospital, 1 p.m.

;

Central London Ophthalmic Hospital, 1 p.m.
;

London Hospital, IJ p.m. ; Great North.ern

Hospital, King's Cross, 2 p.m.

London Surgical Home.—2 p.m.

Friday, October 26.

Operations at Westminster Ophthalmic Hospital,

IJ p.m.

Saturday, October 27.

Operations at St Thomas's Hospital, 1 p.m. ; St

Bartholomew's Hospitil, IJ p.m. ;• Kings College

Hospital, 1^ p.m. ; Charing Cross Hospital, 2 p.m.

Monday, October 29.

Operations at the Royal Free Hospital, 2 p.m.
;

Metropolitan Free Hospital, 2 p.m.

Medical Society of London.— 8.^ p.m.

Tuesday, October SO.

Operations at Guy's Hospital, li p.m.

ster Hospital, 2 p.m.

Westmin-

BOOKS DECEIVED FOR REVIEW.
The Reformed Pvoiiian or Oriental Baths of Britain.

Second Edition. By Jas. Tucker, M.D.
On Myalgia. By Tlios. Inman, M.D. Second Edi-

tion. London : John Churchill.

The Volunteer's Manual of Health, &c. By Henry
Smith, M.D. London ; Ward and Lock.

On the Reparative Process in Human Tendons. By
Will. Adams, F.R.C.S. London : John Churchill.

Further Observations on Several Pails of Surgery,

&c. By Benjamin Travers, F.R.C.S. London:
Longman and Co.

Case of Ectopia Cordis. By Edward Daniell, Esq.

London : T. Richards.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

H. H.— You ought to apply to have the qualification

registered. A fee of five shillings must be paid.

Chirubgus.—The tungstate of soda is reputed to be

the best agent for the protection of dresses against

fire. It will not obviate their destruction, but it

will prevent a blaze, and so give time for the ex-

trication of the person in jeopardy. It is said

that the tungstate of soda does not injure the

material or interfere with the colour. There are

more than 3,000 deaths from burning registered

annually in this country. The use of a jireventive

means becomes, therefore, a matter of impoitance.

Mr Hahrison.—1st. No.— 'ind. No.

Mr Turner is thanked.

Dr Walker.—We are obliged by your communica-
tion.

FuMUS.—We have no room for yovTjeu tresprit,—

especially as it is evident to us that your inspira-

tion was derived from a narcotic source, and it

might possibly produce a kindred effect upon your
readers. Sir Benjamin Brodie did not absolutely

condemn smoking ; he only protested against its

abuse.
Iota.—You will come under the existing regula-

tions.

King's College. —1st. Certainly. —2nd. It is a

matter of convenience.

Mr Henry E. B.—Mr Acton's Ixiok contains the

latest information. We can recommend it.

W. H. R.—1st. There is much difference of opinion

as to the propriety of having recourse to the

customai-y stimulants in the treatment of delirium

tremens ; the majority of physicians are in favour

of them. Nevertheless, numerous cases get well

without alcoholic stimulants ; and in the reports

we have seen, the distinction does not seem to be

borne in mind that some cases of delirium tremens

occur immediately upon a course of hard drinking
;

other cases occur from the absence of the habitual

stimulant. In the first form, the alcohol should

lie prohibited, and, at first, a smart purge given

;

then absolute quiet observed : in the second form,

alcohol is frequently necessary.—2nd. No.

A Subscriber (Cardiff).—It shall be attended to.

Medicus X.—No Medical Practitioner is justified in

calling upon the patient of another practitioner,

after having been by him introduced to the

patient as a professional aid, unless in company
with the regular attendant ; and no Medical Prac-

titioner of proper feeling would do so. A. was cer-

tainly wrong.
M.R.C.S. Eng., and L.A.C.—Either of the Medical

agents will infoi-m you.

Dr Tucker's note, with second edition of his bro-

chure, received.

Mr Geo. Caldwell.—You should apply to the Re-

gistrar-General ; or the Return may be obtained,

upon payment, from the Parli.amentary Publishers

in Great Turnstile, Lincoln's-inn fields.

Dr Gason's last communication has been received,

and shall be inserted.

Dr Freke.—Received.
Mr J. Q. Rumball.—Note received, and shall be

attendedto.

TO Gentlemen.—Mr Miles,
(Alfred Webb Miles,) Eetablished IStli Februarj-,

1S41,

Originator of the WORLD-FAMED TROUSERS, at ICs.

per pair, lias the pleasure to iiifonn thirty tliousand

customers tfmt liis stock for the forthcoming Winter is

now rejtlete with all the new and best designs for Over-

Coats, Morning and Travelling Suits, Vests, Trousei-s, at

prices as heretofore. Gentlemen who liave not already

favoured this establishment with their Interest and
support .are most respectfully informed that it is dis-

tinguished not only by the extent, variety, and quality of

its i.attems and materials, but it excels in the cut and
workmanship.
Cautios.—Mr Miles is not connected with any jiersou

imitating and advertising in the same name ; liis only

address is 78 Brook street, Hanover square, and he has no
other establishment in Lomlon or elsewhere. ^^^

Kent's Pharmaceutical
PREPARATIONS OF BRITISH MEDICINAL

HERBS. — These Preparations have received universal

approbation, and gained first Piizes at the London Great

Exhibition in 1851. the Paris Exhibition of 1856, and aim
the New York Exhibition. They may be obtamed of Mr
W Kent, Walsliam-Ie-Willows, Suffolk ; or of his Whole-

sale Agents, Mr W. H. Bueklee. Chemist, 80 New Bond
street ; or Mr C. F. Buckle, 3 North place, Gray's inn

lane, London.

University of St Andrew's.
—Notice is hereby given, that the next EXAMINA-

TION for the DEGREE of DOCTOR of -MEDICINE will

commence on THURSDAY, the iTth of DECEMBER.
Fellows and Members of the Royal Colleges of Surgeons

of England, Edinburgh, and Dublin ; of the Faculty of

Physicians and Surgeons of Gla-sgow, and Licentiates of

the London Apothecaries' Company, are eligible for

Examination.
Every Canditate is required to communicate by lett«r

with Dr DAY, the Profe.ssor of Medicine, fourteen <lays

before the period of Examination, and to present him.seir

U> the Secretary for Registiation on or before We<luesday,

the ueth of December
(By Order of the Senatus Academicns)

JAMES McBEAN, M.A., Secretarj-.

St Andrew's, 16th Oct. 1^00.

IV'ervous
-^^ DISORDERS—Shilhngthorpe Hall, near Stamford.

—DrG.\BDINER HILL, formerly of Lincoln, and late of

Wyke house, Isleworth. has fitted up the above re.-i'itr.^e,

with its extensive and park-like pleasure-grounds, for the

reception of Ladies and Gentlemen mentally afflicted, who
will reside Hath his family, and be uu'ler his innucdintr

superintendence.-For Teians, apply as above.

eeclies.—J . Teasdale 1 Son,
the ORIGINAL PONDERS of LEECHES—Esta-

blished 1815—BEST HA.MBRO' SPECKLED LARGE,15b.;
LARGE MIDDLE, 13s. ; BEST GREEN (HungarianX

7s. and 8s. ; all of the ven- liest quality, free from inixtUK

with French and other inferior sorts. Importers of

Leeches, Manufacturers of ever)- variety of Court and

Isinglass Plaister, Medical Plaisters of all kinds, on every

description of Fal)ric.—WILLIAM STREET (continuation

of Tliames street), and 5 and 6 WATER STREET, Black-

friars, E.C.
Goods free to all fiarts of London and all trains daily.

A NEWLY-1N\'ENTED APPLICATION
OF

CORALITE GUM-COLOURED INDIA-RUBBER,
AS A BASE FOR ARTIFICIAL TEETH, GUMS, AKD PAL.»TEK.

and Mental

BY HER
ROY.\L LETTERS

MAJESTY'S
PATENT.

1860, Just Published, Post Fr«e Three Stamps,

(^abriel on the Loss and
^^ ONLY EFFECTUAL MEANS OF RESTORING
THE TEETH explains their i«tentcd system of sup-

plying artifteial masticators, which are warranted to

prove successful when all other methods fail, without

springs, wires, or metal, and with<mt .iny oj«?i-ati(Uis ; and
also shows how the best maUri,als with tlrst-class work-

manship may be obtained at less than half the usu»I

charge.

MESSRS. GABRIEL,
DENTISTS TO THE PRINCE D'OTTAJ.^^NA,

ESTABLISHF.D 1815 (SeE DIPLOMA),
110 REGENT STREET, London, and 33 and 34 LUDGATE

HIlL, Citv, London;
134 DUKE STREET, LIVERPOOL.

*,'* Particularly observe that the entrance to the City

Establishment is" up the Private Passaoe between the

State Fire Insurance Office, and Benson's, the silver-

smith.
Just Published, Cloth Bound, direct of the Authors, by

Post 12 Stamp.-*, or through any B<.>"kse]ler,

A PKACTICAL TREATISE ON ARTIFICIAL.
TEETH, and the only effectual Mode of Supplying them.

HUMAN TEETH,
The Diseases to which they are liable, and their Remedy.

IMPORTANCE AND VALUE OF TEETH IN
RELATION TO HEALTH.

American Mineral Teeth warranted, from 4 to S gnineas

per set.

Bv MESSRS. GABRIEL,
Surgeon-Dentists (Established 181,5),

110 REGENT STREET, next Meehi's ; 33 and Si

LUDGATE UILL, City.
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TWO CASES OF PURPURA
HEMORRHAGICA.

By JOHK GASON, M.D., &c.,

Member of the Society of Quirites at Rome.

The following account of two cases of Purpura

Hemorrhagica— one complicated with confluent

small-pox (called by some authors " black small-

pox "), the other with pulmonary apoplexy—have

lately come imder my care, and will be read with

interest.

Miss 0., for more than twenty years residing at

Pisa, aet. thirty-six years, of a nerro-lymphatic tem-
perament, had for several years previous to this

attack a tendency to prolapsus uteri, accompanied
by leucorrhrea and large monthly evacuations.
The heat of the summer months had considerably
debilitated her nen-ous system, and for the two
last years of her life she had great mental
anxiety. About a week previous to her iUness,
July Ist, 1858, she passed through Pisa Hospital,
where there was a case of small-jiox, on her way
to §ee a patient in whom she was interested.

The following history of her case previous to my
seeing her was given by the English and Italian

medical attendants :—For the two first days she
was supposed to have gastric fever, accompanied
by her usual monthly sickness ; her breathing
was very quick, and the fever ran very high. It

was supposed that the pericardium was affected,

together with "a complication of disease-s" and
it was decided on to take blood from the arm.
There was no change on the third day. On the
fourth, an eruption appeared over the body : it pre-

sented the a]ipearance of gnat-bites, wluch,
however, gradually increased in size, and of

a dark purjjlc ajipearance. The report of the
case further says, that '

' after this day no change
took place, save a gradual increase in the size of
the pu-stules and evident exhaustion of the whole
frame." 1 was sent for and saw her for the first

time on the 8th, being the fourth of the eruption.

I found her in the following state :—The face,

head, and arms were thickly loaded with pustules
of a black colonr. For the last two days she had
discharges of blood from the vagina, anus, and
bladder, which coagulated immediately on being
passed : that from the bladder came mixed with
the urine. She was quite sensible, and aware of
her state. Pulse 130, full and bounding; ab-
dominal respiration. On consultation, it was
resolved on to give 15 minims of spts. terebinth,
eveij' fifteen minutes, acid drinks, wine, cold
broth, &c. At midnight she a.sked for a drink of
broth, turned on her side, shortly afterwards
becune comatose, and died in an hour. No post-
mortem examination took place.

The second case is that of a young lady who
had an attack of fever, followed by pulmonary
apoplexy and puqiura hsemorrhagica.
Miss A., set. eighteen years, of a sanguineo-

lymphatic temperament. Some years since had
an affection of the spine, which appears to have
been of a nervous character, and subsequently an
attack of,chorea. Her menstrual periods were
regular, but the amount of di.scharge each time
small and of short continuance. A few days pre-
vious to her being taken ill at Rome, she came
from Naples, where a fever of a malignant charac-

ter had prevailed for some time. I .saw her pro-

fessionally for the first time March 16, 1860.

She had then been complaining for some days of
lassitude, slight headache, accompanied by shi-

vering, pains in the limbs and constipation of the
bowels, but not so ill as to be confined to the
honse. For the first eleven dfeys there was no
tirgent symptom, except pain in the head and
giddiness in the head wnen slie rose from the bed

:

the pain was completely removed by the applica-
tion of six leeches behind the ears. Her pulse,

which had been 130 and full, giadually fell

to 92. Tlie .skin, however, continued hot and
dry, and never showed any signs of perspiration.
On mjf expressing a desire for her to encourage
perspiration, she rejilicd, " It is quite useless for
ytm to expect it : T never perspired but once, and
that but " " ,ilcr the arms after violent
exercise. A' iided Mount Vesuviu.s," she
continued, bathed in perspiration but
myself: I felt very hot, but did not perspire."
The treatment which I adopted up to this time
consisted in aperients, refrigerants, and sudorifics.

viz., liq. acet. ammon., with potass, chlor., &c.
On the eleventh day of her illness she was seized
with pain in the lower part of the right lung, in-

creased by making a deep inspiration or by turn-
ing m the bed. On examining the chest, I foimd
considerable dulness on percussion along the
anterior, lateral, and posterior inferior third of
the lung ; slight crepitus on deep respiration

;

occasional cough, but unattended by expectora-
tion ; foul tongue ; hot, dry skin, and flushing of
the face

;
pulse 106. Ordered ten leeches to the

side, and the bleeding to be encouraged by
fomentation. In the evening she expressed her-
self much relieved of pain, but continued faint

for some hours from the loss of blood, which did
not exceed six ounces. The blood extracted by
the leeches was florid, and formed a coagulum,
from which no serum separated.

29th .—Has passed a restless night ; complains
of more pain in the side. Her nose bled consi-
derably during the night. Has expectorated, with-
out difliculty and without cough, a small quantity
of mucus tinged with dark blood. Skin hot and
dry ; bowels well opened

;
pulse 110 ; urine

scanty, but not high-coloured. Ordered blister to

the .side.

30tli.—Has ])assed a good night ; slept well.

Epistaxis continues, but not very severely. Dul-
ness on percussion over the inferior portion of the
right lung. Respiration more distinct anteriorly.

Crepitant rales over a larger portion of the lung.

Qigophany distinctly audible in the inferior por-
tion of the side. Pain on pressure between *he
ribs.

Evening.—Epistaxis from anterior and posterior
nares ; urine contains blood ; skin hot and dry.
Ordered plumbi subacetat., ergotine, and cxt.

rhatani et opii, in pills—acid drinks, and spts.

terebinth. !!(_ xx., every hour. Mustard poultices
to be applied to the calves of the legs, and cold
application to the head and neck. I plugged the
nose this evening.

31st.—Passed a good night. Says that she
feels the side much better, and complains of but
slight pain on making a deep inspiration. Skin
hot, dry, and rough over the chest ; noise in the
ears at times ; is very pale. Blood oozes through
the plug in the anterior nares, but it has ceased
flowing from the posterior ; it leaves a brown stain

on the towel. The surface of the blister is quite
black from the effusion of blood beneath the
cuticle. There is one small black ecchymosis
on the lower lip. Continue the same treatment.
Evening.^Called Dr Deakin into consultation,

who recommended a dose of calomel with opium,
to be followed in two hours by a dose of castor-oil.

As soon as the bowels had been acted on, to have
large and repeated doses of tinct. ferri chlor.,

and turpentine fomentations across the loins.

April 1st.—Has pas.sed a tolerable night

;

wanders when first waking. Bowels acted tnree
times after the medicine ; the motions contained a
large quantity of very fluid dark blood. The dis-

charges from the bowels and bladder resemble
water in which coffee-grounds have been mixed

;

there was no offensive effluvia from them. Vomited
once during the night, throwing up some blood
mixed with the contents of the stomach. The
abdomen is less distended than yesterday. She
lies witliout pain or difficulty on the right side

;

changes occasionally to the left, but prefers lying
on her back. The legs are cedematous. Takes a
great deal of nourishment.

Evening. —Is weaker this evening. During
the day, spots of purpura appeared on the neck,

breast, and arms ; blood of a brownish colour
still oozes through the plug in the anterior nares

;

roof of the mouth, fauces, and tongue covered
with spots of purpura.

2nd.—Raved a good deal during the night
;

evidently sinking ; her senses quite collected up
to her death, at four a.m. of 3rd.

Post-mortem A}i]Karances thirty hours after

death, in which I was ((ssisted by Dr Deakin.—On
the neck, breast, arms, and lower extremities

were spots of jnirpura about the size and shape of

a split pea. Over the region of the left kidney
were three vesicles, of the size of walnut.s, con-

taining a clear pinkisli fluid. The surface of the
Mister over the posterior surface of the right

lung was quite black from the effusion of blood
beneath the cuticle. A great thickness of adipose

tissue lay beneath the skin which covered the
chest and abdomen. The mu.sclcs were small
and wasted. On opening into the anterior

mediastinum, about one ounce of clear fluid flowed

out. The cavity of the right pleura contained
upwards of three pints of a thickish black fluid,

apparently blood, and similar to what was passed
from the bowels and kidneys ; that from the
latter, however, evidently containing urine. The
inner surface of the pleura was mottled with
petechia! of a very dark colour. The upper and
middle lobes of the right lung were quite healthy,
of a gi-oyish colour and very pale, emphyse-
matous to the touch ; did not contain any
tubercles, and when cut into were quite blood-
less. The posterior portion of the inferior lobe
was of a liver-like substance ; its appearance,
when cut into, was as if ink had been strained
through it, leaving aU the sediment behind. No
blood oozed from it, or could be forced from it

when pressed with the scapel ; and its cut surface

resembled that of the liver. The cavity of the
left pleura contained about six ounces of the same
dark liquid as that on the right side. The lung
itself was pale, but healthy ; and the pleura was
also mottled, but to a much less extent than that
on the right side. The pericardium contained
about two ounces of clear liquid. The heart was
small, pale and flaccid, and had a good deal of
fat deposited between its muscular substance and
the pericardium, at the point of union of the
auricles and ventricles, and along the trunks of
the coronary arteries. The stomach and small
intestines were distended with gas. The internal
surface of the stomach was mottled over with
puiple spots. About four inches of the lower
part of the small intestine was of a pinkish
colour, evidently caused by congestion. The
liver was much paler than natural, but otherwise
healthy. The gall-bladder was of a light yellow
colour, and contained a small quantity of yellow
bUe. The spleen was of a dark slate colour, but
healthy. No liquid of any sort was contained in
the abdomen. The right kidney small ; its cor-
tical substance of a light brown colour, resembling
that of the liver ; the tubular substance injecte(f
and of a bright red colour. The infundibula con-
tained some dark grumous blood. The left kidney
was nearly double the size of the right ; its

cortical and tubular substances were of the same
colour throughout, of a much deeper brown than
the right, and appeared very much congested.

The urine passed two days previous to her death
gave the following signs :— It was of a very dark
colour, and contained a brownish sediment when
allowed to stand for a short time. On filtering it

and subjecting a portion to heat, a quantity of
separate red globules were deposited, and an
albuminous substance (which was not affected by
the addition of nitric acid) appeared floating

through the fluid. On the addition of a solution

of hydrarg. bichlorid. to another portion of the
urine, a copious deposit was thrown down, which
was in hke manner unaffected by the addition of

,

nitric acid. The specific gravity of the urine was
1002.
Miss A., during health, had a gi'cat dislike to

vegetables, of which she ate but very sparingly.

However, she was fond of oranges, of which she
partook every day.

(To be continued.)

CLINICAL REMARKS ON THE
MEANS OF FACILITATING THE

EXPULSION OP THE PLACENTA,
so oftex difficult in cases of aboktion

in the thikd ob fourth month.

By M. a. LIZ^
Of the Hospice de la Matemite du Mans.

When miscarriages occur about the third

or fourth month, parturition may be attended
with serious difficulties. These are dependent
on the firm union which the placenta—already

voluminous—has with the internal surface oi

the uterus, which cannot contract with energy
sufficient to overcome the manifold utero-

placental adhesions. When repeated uterine

contractions have ruptured the amniotic bag,

which forms near the os, the waters escape,

and the embryo is expelled, and there escapes

no inconsiderable quantity of blood in a

liquid or coagulated state. The uterus,

disencumbered in gi-eat part of its contents,

becomes contracted, and, if there is no inter-

vention on the part of the accoucheur, the os,
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contracting at the same time, may incarceratB

in the uterine cavity both the placenta and

the membranes. The introduction of the

finger in such cases becomes impracticable

;

and in spite of the authority of Professor

Velpeau, who directs the use of ergot of rye

•with the view of overcoming the obstaele, I

believe, with Cazeau and l'«jot, that success

does not often follow the administration of
that substance. A wiser course is to wait,

and watch the symptoms that may arise from
retention of the placenta. Nevertheless,

should active intervention be deemed neces-

sary, the use of uterine douches, lately

recommended by M. Pajot, may be effectual

in removing portions of putrid placental

debris^ and producing so much dilatation as

to allow the introduction of the mole-forceps.

If hsemonhage occurs, plugging, and the

use of refrigerants, would be sufHcient.

Bnt the state of things is not always so bad
;

and when the practitioner arrives some time
after the expulsion of the foetus, he often finds

the uterine orifice partially open, and embra-
cing some portion of the placenta. In such
cases it is sufficient to seize the presenting

portion with the index and middle fingers, in

order to remove the placental mass ; and in

cases where the index and middle fingers do
not' suffice, the mole-forceps of Levret, or

Dnges's hook, will be successful. When the

numerous adhesions of the after-birth cannot be
overcome by these means, and there is threat-

ening hsBmorrhage, there are distinguished

accoucheurs, Cazeau and Chailly for instance,

who recommend plugging, and the use of ergot

of rye. AVithout wishing absolutely to pro-
scribe this medicament, as M. Pajot has done,

I yet fear that it might induce spasmodic re-

traction of the internal orifice, and I do not
think of using it till I have introduced a finger

into that aperture. In this way the index
finger, if kept in situ, opposes the retraction of
the uterine orifice, and servos as a plug till

increasing uterine eilbrts finish the expulsion

of the after-birth. These considerations are

applicable to the cases where the practitioner

has not been present from the first, or witnessed
the progress of the absorption, but has yet been
able to ascertain that the foetus only has been
expelled, and that the secundines remain in

tbo uterine cavity. But when the' practitioner

arrives immediately atler the expulsion of the
foetus, he ought, says Bandelocque, to intro-

duceone or two fingers into the uterine orifice,

to prevent further contraction and to fivvour'

dilatation; for when this is effected, expulsion
follows in a very short time without any other
precaution. Recent obstetrical treatises declare
plainly enough the rule to be followed when
professional aid arrives some time after the
expulsion of the embryo, but they are silent as

to the modus, operandi to bo followed by him
who has been present during the various

stages ofthe abortion. The recommendation of
Baudelocque, however, should be immediately
put in execution, if it be wished to avoid that

firm contraction of the neck of the uterus which
leads to retention of the placenta, and to its

unpleasant consequences. I must nevertheless
add, that introducing the index fiuger as di-

rected does not always suffice for the easy and
expeditious extraction of the placenta. In
order to hasten the detachment of the pla-

cental nerves, it is advisable to associate the
use of ergot with the means recommended by
Bandelocque.
Let us now sec whether obstetric practice

lends its sanction to these precepts.
Case Is!.—Madame D , a primapara,

twenty-six years of a"e, of a highly sanguine
temperament, was seized at four in the after-
noon vrith copious discharge of blood, towards
the end of the third month of pregnancy,
exactly at the menstrual period. From the arm
Were taken 125 grammes of blood, and three
small opiate enemata were administered,
lowing half-an-hour between each; when

the sanguineous discharge ceased. Twenty-
eight days later, Sept. 8, venesection repeated
to the same amount, and absolute repose en-
joined : but, notwithstanding those necessary
precautions, a very copious hajmorrhage took
place on the 11th, at eight o'clock a. m.,

and acute pains, beginning at the umbilicus,

announced the commencement of labour, which
was met by appropriate treatment. On the
12th, at five o'clock p. m., the foetus and
numerous clots of blood were expelled : but
there was retention of the placenta in the

uterine cavity. My first visit was ten minutes
after the expulsion of the foetus, when blood
continued to flow in abundance. The os was
partially open, and contained a considerable

portion of the placenta, which I now endea-
voured to remove, but tore. I again intro-

duced the index finger, keeping it in sku, and
two grammes of ergot of rye were given in

divided doses. The uterine efforts, aided by
friction over the hypogastrium, at the end of
twenty-one minutes effected the expulsion of
the placenta, together with a quantity of
coagula ; afler which there was prompt reced-
ing of the uterus, and complete cessation of
hasmorrhage.

Ca.se 2nd.—November 26th, towards ten
o'clock p. m., Madame B , a primapara,
thirty-one years of age, of a nervous tempera-
ment, miscarried at the end of the third month.
At my first 'visit, the following morning at nine,

I readily ascertained the presence of an embryo
embedded among the clots of blood which I

examined. A manual examination revealed
the following :—A cavity formed at the expense
of the cervix uteri; the external orifice much
dilated ; the internal orifice spasmodically
contracted, so as not to admit the tip of
the index finger. A portion of the placenta
was embraced by the latter. There is no
hcomorrhage per vaginam, but meteorism and
pain of the hypogastrium. Mercurial fric-

tions over the abdomen, and injections per
vaginam with infusion of the leaves of bella-

donna. At eight o'clock p. m., the same day,

violent shivering, accompanied with extreme
restlessness ; skin hot and dry

;
pulse 115

;

frequent vomiting
;

great sensibility of the

abdqjuen, which is now tympanitic. To this

part twenty-five leeches were applied, and
twenty centigrammes of calomel were directed

to be given in ten doses. Next day, the 28th,

at ten in the morning, a consultation with Dr
Leconteux. The abdomen is less distended,

and less painful on pressure ; abundant
evacuations, and pulse 104. Efforts to over-
come, with the index finger, the resistance

presented by the internal orifice, resulted in

detaching the portion of placenta still remain-
ing in the cavity of the cervix. Prolonged hip-

bath ; vaginal injectiona with decoction of
cinchona-bark, and' a potion containing tiro

grammes of the dry extract of the same sub-
stance was next directed. The same day, at

three p.m., vomiting, with sharp pains in the
abdomen. The antiseptic potion discontinued

;

four pills, each containing one centigramme of
thebaic extract and half a centigramme extract
of belladonna. Mercurial frictions to the ab-
domen, and frictions with belladonna.—29th.

The peritonitis almost gone ; a reddish fluid,

mixed with putrid debris, begins to flow from
the vagina. There is still the same resistance

of the internal orifice of the cervix. Pro-
longed hip-baths, and uterine douches in place

of vaginal injections.—30th. Evening. The
abdomen soft, and the tumefaction gone : no
fever ; slight oppression, of a spasmodic
nature ; the internal orifice, now relaxed,

allows the introduction of the index finger

and a large elastic sound, by means of nhich
tepid water is gently thrown into the cavity of
the uterus, expelling a quantity of puti'id

matters. Use of cinchona renewed, with
beef-tea. During the next and some subse-
quent days, the vaginal discharge and the in-

jections continue to bring away portions of

the placenta ; and the state of the patient be-
comes more and more satbfactory

;
and by

the 5th of December she had quite recovered.
There is one thing that strikes us in this

case—the rapid putrefaction of the retained
l>ortion of tlie placenta. In eleven hours the
effects of putrid absorption were seen in the
peritonitis that followed, which yielded to an-
tiphlogistic treatment ; and it will be observed
that the general state of the patient improved
in' proportion as the uterus became disen-

cumbered of its putrid contents. There would
have been imprudence in trj-ing to introduce
the fiuger or mole forceps through the os in

order to remove the remaining portion of pla-
centa ; and if, after the subsidence of the
abdominal inflammation, ergot had been given
with a view to accomplish the same end, the
sj-mptoms, far from being ameliorated, would
only have been much aggravated. The vagi-

nal injections and uterine douches alone con-
tributed to relax the cervix, and to produce so

much dilatation of the aperture as to give free

passage to the placental debris. The absence
of haemorrhage in this case is, no doubt, owing
to the uterus having sufficiently contracted
after the detachment of the after-birth.

(See au article on this subject in OcR NoTH
Book.)

ON

PERVERSION OF THE MORAl.
AND AFFECTIVE FACULTIES'
IN THE PRECURSORY STAGE- OF

GENIiRAL PALSY.

By M. BEIEHRE DE B0ISM6NT.

^R«ad' before the' Academy of J^iences.

)

Thirteen years ago, I published iu the ' Gazette

Medicale' the followingnotesj accompanied mth;

two cases iu illustration :
—"Of the authors who

have written with real ability on general palsy,

no one lias siwkea of the precuraory st»ge of this

singular disease, whiclv iu a moral and medico-

legal point of ™w, is a subject of the greatest

interest. This stage, which in some cases can be

traced as fat back as air, seven, or" more years

Ijefore insonitj burets out, is characterised by per-

version of th: moral and affective facv.ltics, with-

out rendering the subjects of these changes less

fitted to discharge the duties of social life, or their

employments. 'Their families, surprised and dis-

tressed, murmur at the commission of nct> of in-

delicacy, fraud, and debauchery, for wiiioh they
were not prepared by any antecedents. Injuries

are extenuated, damages paid, comploints silenced,

till this secret and long-contiuui-', '
-v.i is

put a stop to by tlie appearance o: .:."

The following is a case of thi.-. ..... . . i w.as

called in consultation in the case of a miuisterial

officer, whose purloiniugs at a .sale made much
noise some years before. A charge had even been
made, and an order issued for his arrest. As his act

vras inexjilicable, the complaint was withdrawn ;

but he had to resign his charge.

Tlie cases I had already cwlected having refe-

rence to this subject, led me then to believe that
this person was under the influence of this pre-

cursory stage of general palsy ; and the interview
greatly excited my curiosity. I was all but con-

^incedthat I was going to see an insane p.iralyrio.

On enteriug his cabinet, and before any informa-

tion was given me. the first words tlii.s person

uttered revealed to me the nature and lengthened

existence of his malady. His utterance wns em-
Jjarrassed, there was manifest incoherence, his

physiognomy as if petrified, and his gait heavy
ant'l tottering. Eight j-ears had elapsed -in-e his

purloiuings had been discovered. Inn r.;ily .t fifw

months since his meutal malady Iiad become
apparent.

This case, and others, had arrested' my atteniJ

tion ; and in a hundred which I have myself re-

coided, and comimmicated the results to tb»
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Jlcdico-I'sychologieal .Society, I have noted all the

changes of humour and character that could throw

light ou this subject. The change most frequently

ul served, and that may be seen in three-fourths

cl' the casei5, is a greater or less degree of irrita-

' ility—bursts of imjiatiencc, anger, or violence.

!u a more restricted number of individuals, the

lisease, on the contrary, is preceded by a state of

placidness, indolence, aud apathy. Such persons

reason well ; admit that they should be occupied,

.should act and take their part ; but between their

admissions and the actions that sliould follow,

there is always an impassable abyss which they

cannot clear. In place of angry irritability and
reasoning apathy, or of one of these without the

other, we observe perversion of the moral or of

the affective liiculties. Persons who had hitherto
' •' ''"nselves to be religiou.s, pure in their

'

-t, upright, &c., exhibit contrasts the
te. It is the more important to be

ijuainled with this symptom, that it happens
• Itcu that the faculties seem intact, and that the
relatives and friends have no suspicion of the
actual disturbance. Of these pervei'sions the

most striking is a mania for stealing, which may
be referred to a disposition of mind very common
in those who suffer from general paralysis, leading

them to believe themselves rich, powerftil, and
masters of all they see. This mania for grandeur
; ' '

' ration of self, some would
;i one hundred cases, we

I -tence in sixty-four: and
it the last sitting of the Academy, M. Baillarger

-lid that it is one of the principal signs of the

disease. These notions of riches and power, by
which these patients are led to commit larceny,

in the belief tliat everj^thing is their own, often

involve them in the most troublesome conse-

quences. People of business, having suspicion of

tlicir unsound state, and the mental weakness
which is its result, entangle them in disastrous

undertakings ; and it was but a few years ago

that one of mj- patients had to defray a balauce of

a hundred thou.saud francs. At the termination

of the sitting in which I road this paper, one of

my frienils, whom you all know, said to me,
"Had these cases been made public, my son-in-

law would not li«>*e lost eight hundred thousand
francs, i-uined his wife, aud left five children to

my care."

The early approaches of general palsy develop

not only the inclination to purloin, but may also

Ic.id to shamles-s abandonment. A banknipt
; v^s placed in my establishment, who

d to simulate madness. His friend

before liis admission,
' without ostensible

. ... ...- . ,1 manner; and that
i'ing some time watched, it was clearly ascer-

i that he frequented houses of bad fame—

a

practice altogether opposed to his principles and
previous conduct. During eighteen months tliat

he WIS under my obscr^'ation, and was examined
' \ nious times in order to obtain exact informa-

tion of his intellectual state, Jic ensconced himself
in a kind of mutism that seemed strange, and
tlirit "tnvd If^;;n! ])rnrn-'"l;T!:^. When prf*<^«:ed with

"I
1 . i be

e,x^ii;iin('ti ;

visit, he '

,'.:.Ic,l in.-. •. _

'i. From Ihi.s time general palsy made
i .ss, and in two months this patient

ink luto the last stage of dementia.

It i«, then, certain that general palsy may pro-
:; the character and conduct

rise to eccentric, repre-

.:..., ...... ^.:..!is. No doubt sucli facts

i-n in ordinarj- life, and ai-e accounted for by
I eduction of jMission ; and then they come

V, iiliin the province of the magistrate. But more
!rer|uently it happens that these sudden and un-

'
' ''" r falls are the result of mental disease,

: ly of general palsy. Now, in cases of

. there are frequently prccm-sory symp-
toni.-i, or J'orc-runiurs, as they are well designated
by Korbcs Winslow— a celebrated Knglish mad-
lioetor— in l:is r.niarkable book on 'Obscure Dis-

<^'>ca of the llniin aud Disoi-ders of the Mind.'
' ' '

.- that must be sought
. Tlie index that— - ,,-..;. ;;.. j... ,. i.i.m is the idea of dis-

' '. In most cases, iu fact, where these trans-

t'liiiiations of humour, character, and conduct
are remarked, there is reason to fear general

paralysis ; where the age is between thirty-five

and forty-five, where there are sexual excesses with
intellectual excesses, and hereditary predisposi-

tion combined, the jiresumption acquires still

gi'eater strength.

Independently of the characteristic symptoms
now mentioned, we must overlook a circumstance
very common,—and that is cerebral congestion.

This may consist in simple stupor or vertigo, or

njay pass uuperceived, though usually observed,

and has serious consequences. This congestion

produces feeblness of the intellectual faculties,

absence of luiud, aud forgetfulness. The mind no
longer possesses its accustomed distinctness, pre-

cision, and firmness j and if you engage your
patient to give you an account of some transaction

where explanator}' illustrations are required, you
remark trenchant differences between this task

and those he has been in the habit of executing.

His benevolence is more than oi-dinarily expansive,

and he mingles with his discourse a degree of con-

fidence which at a later period becomes ambitious
mania. At other times, but more rarely, we ob-

serve a .state of sadness, with tendency to melan-
choly or hypochondriasis.

But disorders of the muscular system are the

criterion of the disease. Of these there is one

that may be considered as veiy important, and
shows itself by pas.sing tremor of' the lips, a

scarcely sensible degree of embarrassment in the

speech, he.sitation in pronouncing .some letter or

word, and not recuning but at long intervals.

This symptom, taken alone, cannot suffice, though
it 13 one of great value ; but when it is joined to

difiiLsed diminution of motility—which you can
ascertain by desiring your patient to stand on one
leg, or to press firmly your hand—the certainty of

general palsy grows stronger. To these .symptoms
must be added inequality of the pupils, powerless-

ness or exaltation of the sexual functions, dimi-

nution of cutaneous sensibility, certain tremblings

of the muscular fibres, the results of analj'Ses^ of

the urine, and tht application of electricity.

On reviewing the cases in this work, and the

observations to which they conduct, we think we
can of right conclude :

1st. That individuals who, at a period of life

already advanced, manifest a change of character

and conduct, and commit acts that are quite at

variance with their principles aud antecedents,

give r ' nspect an alteration of their intel-

lect n

2iii :/i-> probability becomes certainty

when we find also the existence of the characte-

ristic symptoms wbich we have enumerated.
3rd. The un^ • ill in some

measure attend with con-

tinued ob> '
"• -' *

every hunn
is to incre.j--, - -

proportion.

4th, and lastly. The symptoms described liave

a real importance, for they put us on the track of

general palsy when it has not yet declared itself.

OF
THE SPIRIT

THE PERIODICALS.

The ' Lancet ' commences with a continuation

of Mr HlLTOK's Lectures on Pain. This aiticle is

followed by a xiaper by Dr W. HronE« AViLi.-

SHIRE, on a Case of Diaiietes. The article is inte-

restiug ; we therefore quote it

:

'

' Gentlemen, — There is a female patient,

named P. E , in the Clinical Ward, to whom I

am desirous of directing your attention. I have
already incidentally referred to her, but as her

case is one of much intei est, and as she has now
been some time in the hospital, and we may pos-

sibly soon lose her, I wish to enter into some
iletaila about her whilst she yet remains with us.

"The patient is twenty-nine years of age,

raan'ied, and has one child. She was admitted
into the hospital as far back as the 12th of May.
She then told us—or at least my clinical clerk,

Mr Belcher, who took the case down—that a few

months after having had ague, in 1857, she began
to be troubled by intense thiist, and by being
very frequently obliged to micturate. The
amount of both tliir.st and urine had been increas-

ing ever since. In March, 1858, she fir.st noticed

her eyesight to become affected ; there was a

darling, afterwards a kind of mist or smok^
seemed to pervade everything, and the power o^
vision gradually went away, leaving her blind in
both eyes. The catamenia had stopped eight
months back, and had not reappeared. Latterly
her skin had become dry, and inclined to scale off

iu the winter. During the prerious smnmer,
however, she sometimes perspired freely. Her
appetite for the last six mouths had become rave-

nou,s. She had suffered from thirst ever since

she had ague in 1857, but of late her desire for

drink had much increased. She has long been
obliged to rise several times during the night to

pass urine. The bowels are usually very costive,

being occasionally confined for a week together
;

but sometimes she is liable to a slight attack of

iliarrh«a. Slie is very emaciated, but lias a
rather florid coloiu', and seems happy and resigned

iu mind. She has not any cough, and does uot

look phthisical. She entered the hospital to have
her eyesight remedied by Mr Hancock'.

"Soon after her admission, my colleague

kindly referred the medical department of her
troubles to my clinical service. It was not a

difficult matter to aiTive at the nature of the suf-

ferings of thankful and happ^'-minded P. E- -.

You have heard that she was very hungiy, very
thirsty, and very thin ; that her skin was dry
and scurfy ; her bowels confined, and that she
passed a very considerable quantity of urine. We
found her so weak that she was foi-ced to lie in

bed, yet hinting that she could eat a little more if

more was offered her. We smelt her breath, and-
noticed tlmt it had a very marked sweet-apple or

chlorofoi'm-like odour, though not such a strong

one as had anoblier diabetic patient of mine up--

stairs, the approach to whose bed was something
like going near an unstoppered bottle of chloro-

form. There is no exaggeration in this state-

ment; some of the last session's students will

bear me out in what I say, as they were witnesses
to the fact.

" Now these were general and vital signs, all

"

pointing to the presence of sugar in the patient's

xirine. Well, then, we examined her urine. Wc
found it voided in quantity between eleven aud
twelve pints in the day. It was of a very pale

straw colour, sweetishly faint in odour, clear, and
having a specific giavity of fully lOiO. Upon
applying the tests of Trommer, Moore, and using'

the solution of Barreswill, we found the presence

of sugar abundantly demon.strated. Some of you
will recollect that we afterwards put some yeast

to the urine, aud so availed ovirselves of the fer-

mentation test. This test We also had recourse

to again only the other day. It was clear, then,

that this woman had glucosuria, and was passing

a considerable amount of solid matter in the

urine during the twenty-four hours. Wc examined

j

her lungs, but could uot detect that she had tlmt -

common accomimnimeut of diabetes— vii,,

phthisis. But if she was not consumptive, sho

was blind. Mind, this is a jioint of great interest

in this case. She was blind, I say; she had
cataract, and cataract of both eyes. Before, how-
ever, I touch further upon this matter, let me tell •

you what we did for the diabetes. I ordered her

a grain of quinine and a grain of opium three
times in the day, an occasional warm bath, audt

purgatives when necessary. All vegetable mat-
ters, except coarse brown bread mtli the lirau in

it, and wliich is made, I may remark, purposely
for us by one of our governors, (Mr Kbbb, in St
Martin's laiie, ) were prohibited. A rigorous em-
bargo was laid against sugar, but /oi«- meat diets,

with extra milk and egg.s, were allowed her to

make up for these denials. Soon after this plan-

of treatment was put into force, the patient began
to improve ; she got much stronger, the quantity

of uruie lessened, and the gravity of it became
often much lower. She ceased to rise to micturate

in the night, the bowels became more manageable,

and the thirst much less intense. Snlficieait for

me to say, she now passes (Oct. 15th, 1S60) four

pints and a half of urine during the day, the

specific gravity of it being from 1038 to 1040

"rliis quantity, with an occasional lower degree of

gravity, has been the rule for some months past.

Once the quantity went down to three pints, and
had a gravity of 1026, but sugar was still con-

tained 111 it." Then both quantity and gravity

rose again, and do what I may, I cannot get it

less than four pints, with a gravity of 1038, for

any length of time. The only addition to her

treatment up to quite recently has been, that the

opium and the quiuiue were each increased to
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two grains thi-ee times iu the day. Once for a

few days the patient felt so well, that she could

not refrain from eating some potatoes. The urine

rose in quantitj- and gravity, and she had a slight

attack of diarrhcea. But she has undoubtedly

gained flesh since she has been under the treat-

ment I have mentioned.
" Now to revert to her blindness. You hear

the patient had cataract of both eyes, for the

relief of which she had sought Mr Hancock's
skilful assistance. Let me now inform you that

an American physiologi-st, Dr S. Weir Mitchell,

published in January of the present year a memoir
showing that cataract could be produced in frogs

by introducing sugar into their system ; and his

further experiments proved that a peculiar form of

cataract was a jwetty constant attendant uiion
' sugar-poisoning.' Tliis paper coming across the

notice of a gentleman whose genius for physiology

is only equalled by his acuteness and persevering

energy—namely, Dr B. W. Richardson,—served

at once as a hint to him for undertaking what he
has called the ' synthesis of cataract.' From
March last up to the present time, I believe, he
has been more or less occupied in its investigation.

He first began by introducing syrup-of-cane sugar

into the living system of fishes and frogs, and, as

a rule, it may be said that ' sugar-poisoning' and
opacity of the lenses were produced. Dr Richard-

son then experimented witli grape-sugar and with
syrup-of-miJk sugar, and the like results followed.

He then passed on to mannite, and the effects

were the same ; but in his next experiments with

liquorice there was a want of aOTeement. A
grand point now with [Dr Richardson was to be

enabled to introduce true diabetic sugar into the

living organism. I am glad to think that my
colleague, Mr Hancock, and myself were enabled

to place our patient, Phoebe E , at Dr
Eichardson's disposal for this purpose. We had
the pleasure, some of j"ou will recollect, of seeing

Dr Richardson at this hospital during the early

part of the summer. He obtained from us

several pints of the patient's urine, with which,

to use his own expression, he ' made numerous
interesting experiments ;' some of these, I may
add, were performed at Bedford on June 15th,

before the members of the South Midland Branch
of the British Medical Association. As a rule,

again, .symptoms of ' .sugar-poisoning' were pro-

duced, and the cataractous condition was
' markedly brought out.' Other series of experi-

ments have also been continued by him, but for

further information about this gentleman's in-

quiries I must refer you to his papers now pub-
lishing in Dr Brown-S^quard's ' Journal de la

Physiologic.

'

" Attention was now directed to the chronicles

of pathology, to discover if they gave any support
to this physiologic vievr of a cau.sal connection
between diabetes and cataract. The most concise

r4sum6 of what is to be obtained in this field you
will find in the last volume of Guy's Hospital
Reports (Tliird Series, vol. vi., p. 266), in a paper
by Mr J. F. France. He there tells us that he
mmself drew attention to ' diabetic cataract ' in

January, 1859, intlie Ophthalmic Hospital Reports,
but that Dr Mackenzie of Glasgow had alluded to

it in 1854. More recently Messrs Duncan, Wilde,
Walton, Veasey, Sloane, Newman, and Barton
have instanced cases bearing upon the point.

These you will find specifically alluded to in Mr
France's paper. 1 have referred to Scliauenburg's
' Ophthalmiatrik '

(p. 114) ; there I find it stated

that diabetes is very often followed by soft cata-

ract, and Unger's name is brought forward in sup-

port of the assertion. In ' The Lancet ' of April

28th, 1860 (p. 424), there is a note to the effect

that Graefe had stated, in the 'Deutsche Klinik,'

that diabetes was very frequently the cause of

cataract. It is right to mention, also, that Dr
Richardson admits both Dr Mitchell and himself
have been forestalled by Kunde, who some years
ago travelled far in the same direction—the syn-

thesis of cataract ('Journal do la Physiologic,'

p. 450). Witli regard to ' diabetic cataract, ' Mr
France generalizes thus : the cataractous condition
is symmetrically developed upon both sides ; the
lenses increase very largely in their antero-poste-
rior diameter ; tlie cataracts are of soft consist-

ence ; the ocular affection comes on only after the
diabetic state has existed for some time, and there
has not in any case been reason to suspect further
disease of the eyeball. {Op. cit.)

"Witli regard to our patient, I may remark
that Mr Hancock first operated upon her on June

9th ; and he informs me that the cataracts were
double and of soft consistency, and that he did
not observe that the lenses were larger in any
direction than usual. He likewise says that ab-

sorption did not by any means proceed so rapidly

after the operation as it usually does. Tlie opera-

tion performed was that called 'breaking up.'

Mr Hancock again ' broke up ' the lenses upon
October 8th, and he tells us that although the lens

in either eye is not as yet absorbed, the patient is

beginning to see very satisfactorily, particularly

with the left eye ; so that the result of the opera-

tions may be considered favourable. Soon after

the last operation was performed, some inflamma-
tion of the left eye occurred, followed by a slight

adhesion of the iris. Mr Hancock and myself
had some talk together about suspending the

quinine and opium, and giving a little mercury.
Although not without some misgivings regarding

the possible effects upon the diabetic condition,

tlie last-mentioned drug was had recourse to, and
certaiiily with benefit to the visual organs. I

have been very anxious about the urine, there-

fore, and have several times examined it. To-day
we made some inquiries, you will remember,
about this excretion in the wards. The specific

gravity of tlie urine we found to be 1040 ; the
quantity rather more than four pints ; and the

presence of sugar was indicated by the various
tests we employed. The patient told rao to-day
that .she felt weak, and was obliged to rise during
the night to pass urine. When I inquired if she

had an appetite for her four meat diets, she smiled,

and said, ' Oh dear, yes !' as if it was a very
easy matter for her to dispose of our commissariat
allowance. As I intend, with my colleague's

permission and assistance, to inquire into the

state of the uiinary secretion of his cataractous

patients at our neighbouring Ojihthalmic Hos-
pital, it is probable you may hear something
more from me upon this matter."

Dr Chas. J. Hake reports in the same journal

a Case of Secretion of Milkfrom the Right Axilla.

" The following rare case of the secretion of

milk from the axilla came under my observation

amongst the out-patients of University College

Hospital.

"Mrs M. S , aged thirty-seven, was
admitted an out-patient for slight dyspepsia at

tlie end of April last. On a subsequent visit, on

May 14th, she informed me that she had a small

swelling under the riglit arm, which for some
while past had given out a white milky-looking

discharge, presenting exactly the same apjiear-

ance as the milk from the breasts. She was a

woman of middle or slightly below the middle

stature, of good conformation, somewhat thin,

hair dark; her general liealth had been good.

She was confined of her seventh child on February

2nd ; had suckled all her children, and at no
period of her former lactations, or at any other

time, had she observed any swelling in either

axiUa. On this last occasion she had as good
a supply of milk as usual, and had reared this

child also at her breast. It was on the night of

her confinement that she first observed a swelling

in the right axilla, which she described as being
(when she first noticed it) * nearly the size of half

a walnut.' It did not increase much in bulk, but
became harder, and caused some pain as low
down as the elbow. It was not until tlie end of

a month that it discharged a little fluid, which
was tlien, as it had continued to be up to the

time of my seeing her, of a decidedly milky
appearance. The' discharge of the fluid gave
relief to the pain. Though the oozing liad con-

tinued, and had always been of the same cha-

racter, it had varied somewhat in amount. If

she did not exert herself or use tlie arm much,
less was discharged ; but as she attended to her

domestic duties, enough generally escaped to

moisten the linen, and sometimes even more
tlian this. By pressure she had always been able

to force out more of the fluid.

" On examining the axilla, I found an irregu-

larly ovoid prominence situated rather nearer the

liosterior and outer than the anterior and inner

part of that region ; it was nearly an inch in

lengtli, and more than half an inch in breadth,

and its longer axis was placed somewliat obliquely

with regard to the axillary space. Though the

prominence was distinctly visible, yet the mass
felt thicker than it appeared to be, as a notable

portion of it lay buried in the cellular tissue of

the axilla. Its entire bulk was about that of a

large filbert or a small half walnut ; its outline
was but moderately well defined, and not per-
fectly regular or circumscribed, for the little mass
seemed somewhat blended with tlie loose cellular

tissue of the axilla. Its substance was fiimish,

but by no means so hard and resisting as an en-
larged gland usually is in that situation

; indeed,
by moderate pressure, its shape could be readily

altered, though it instantly resumed its original

form on the pressure being removed. The .skin

over the swelling presented no redness, nor any
dift'erent appearance from that of the rest of the
axilla ; there was no trace of a nipple, and indeed

so extremely minute was the aperture through
whicli tlie fluid escaped, that it was impossible to

say at what point it made its appearance until

the surface had been wiped dr}', and a fresh

portion was forced out by pressure. It was then
found that there was but one orifice, which was
situated near the outer and posterior end of the
mass, and whicli seemed scarcely, if at all, larger

than that of one of the sweat ducts ; there was
no papilla or elevation of any kind at the

opening. On pressure, the milky-looking fluid

readily trickled out, as much as the fifth or sixth

(at least) of a drachm being collected in a test-

tube in the course of a minute or two ; but, even
of this quantity, the first portion came away
more readily than tlie last few drops. As already
stated, the fluid had all the usual appearances
of normal human breast-milk, being a thin,

blui.sh-white liquid, rather sticky wlien rubbed
between the fingers. The small quantity col-

lected in the test-tube, being allowed to remain
undisturbed, was found after a few hours to form
on its surface a laj'er of cream. A drop of the
fluid being, as soon as collected, placed under tlie

microscope, it was seen to be rich in the well-

known, variously-sized oil-globules of milk, with-

out any other observable form ; nothing resem-
bling a pus-globule was detected."

In the course of some remarks upon the case,

Dr Hare obsei-ves that the evidence is all in favour

of the small mass in the axilla being a portion of

mammary substance, and not lymphatic gland.

Dr Joseph Rogees reports a Case of Idiopathic

Tetanus. We extract it.

"Having been sent for on the evening of the

2nd of this month to the Infirmarj' of the Strand

Union to attend a case of hsemoptysis, mj- atten-

tion was drawn by the nurse to a patient admitted

in the course of the afternoon, stated to be

suffering from stiff neck and sore-throat. She

informed me that shortly before, she was at his

request raising him in bed, when he was suddenly

seized with a fit of convulsions, and his arm
being round her neck, it closed upon her with

such force as almost to strangle her. On inspect-

ing him, I found him stretched at length on his

bed, bathed in sweat, with a pulse of 120 ; the

fingers were stiU rigidly closed upon the hand.

On inquiry, he informed me that he was about

fifty years old ; that he liad been ill some days

under the care of Mr Jones, the out-door medical

officer, and that, getting worse, he had been sent

into the house. He complained of stiffness about

the neck and jaws, and some pain at the epigastric

region, the abdominal muscles being unusually

hard and resisting ; and on my requesting to see

his tongue, he said he could not put it out, as he

could not open his mouth. 1 was enabled,

however, to see it by the fact of his having lost all

his front teeth, and his jaws being kept slightly

asunder by the molars of each side. It was large,

and covered witli a creamy mucus. He said he
could swallow but imperfectly. He denied having

any wound or other injury about his body, but

referred his sufferings to exposure to wet, &e., in

liis occupation as a street-sweeper in St James's.

His bowels had been opened that day, but he had
had no sleep tlie previous night. "The fits, as he

called them, came on at intervals of two or three

hours. The countenance was peculiar. He
seemed to be neither laughing nor crying, but a

mixture of both, and being nearly deiirived of

sight, owing to disease of his eyes, his appearance

was unprepossessing. Diagnosis, proliably teta-

nus, of idiojiathic type. His intellect was perf^ etly

clear, but he was garrulous in the highest degree,

his remarks being wholly directed to his suffer-

ings and previous pursuits in life. Ordered

powdered opium, five grains
;
powdered camidior,

twelve grains ; mucilage, sufficient to make four
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pills, one to be taken ever)- two Lours ; mustard
plaster to be applied to the whole length of the

spine for twenty minutes.
"Oct. 3rd.—Nine a.m. : The patient appeared

better ; had slept from four to five hours. He
had had two convulsive attacks since last night,

wliicli evidently, from the description of the
nurse, were opisthotouos

;
jaws still firmly closed

;

pulse 120, small and weak. Ordered, large gruel
enema, with oil of tuqientine and olive oil ; extract

of purified cannabis indica, four grains ; camphor,
twelve grains ; mucilage, sufficient to make four

pills, one to be taken every fourth hour ; beef-tea,

a pint ; wine, five ounces.

"4th.—Nine a.m. : Same as j'esterday ; had
slept but little ; had had about si-ic attacks,
coming on generally after any attempt to raise

him in bed. Enema brought with it no fscal
admixture

; a small quantity of high-coloured
urine had been passed

;
pulse 120. Pills to be

repeated, and two drops of croton oil ; enema to
be repeated.

"5th.—Half-past nine a.m. : I was requested
by the attendant to go into the ward immediately,
as lie w.is in a fit. On my arrival, it liad nearly
passed away. He wai lying at his full length in

bed, bathed in sweat
;

pul.se extremely weak and
rapid ; breathing huri'ied ; countenance cada-
verous ; slight froth about liis mouth. In about
four hours after he died.
" Owing to the necessity of obtaining the con-

sent of friends previous to an autopsy, (vide Poor-
law Regulations on this head,) the examination
was delayed until the evening of the 8th, eighty
hours after death. Cadaveric rigidity of his
limbs still existed. On cutting down upon the
.spine, the veins were found extremely gorged
with fluid blood. On exposing the membranes,
the dura mater was evidently congested. On
raising tliis, there was noticed opposite the fourth
cervical vertebra, upon the pia mater, or within
its meshes, a small quantity of bloody serosity,

the pia mater being extremely injected the whole
length of the cord as far as the cauda equina.
The cord was removed, and on cutting across it,

its vascularity was found much increased, espe-
cially in its cervical portion. The membranes of
the brain were similarly injected, and the brain
itself congested. On cutting it across, the puncta
vasculosa were more tlian usually conspicuous.
Its base was also congested, especially near the
ponsj; a small quantity of fluid in the lateral

ventricles. Tlie medulla oblongata was pale by
comparison with the other parts of the brain and
cord. The cerebellum was also much congested.
Abundant muun.s, thick and tenacious, hung about
the nioutli and upper part of the larynx. The
who!.- of tlie lower lobe of the left lung was ex-
tremely congested, felt hard and lieavy, and was
black in colour : portions of the riglit lung simi-
larly congested. The heart was flabby ; the right
side coutaineTimperfectly-coagulated blood. On
the left side, at the angle of junction of two of
the aortic valve.s, and extending backwards to the
base of tlie same, was a calcareous deposit, about
the size of a large j)ca ; commencing atheroma of
the artery beyond tliem. Tlie kidneys were dis-
eased, having undergone partial atrophy, but, like
the other organs, were extremely congested. No-
thing else unusual was discoverable.

"Perhaps some of the readers of the ' Lancet

'

would be able to throw some liglit upon the
causes in operation that led to the attack of teta-

niw. For my own part, I have no opinion to
offer, save that possibly some relationsliip existed
between the kidney disease and the spinal irrita-

tion upon which the tetanic spasm depended."

Mr FuasEt-L reports, in the same journal, a

Cfue of Chronic J/ejKUitis >vith considerable en-

largement yielding to the use of the seton, the

rcipjiearance of acnte hepatitis, the formation of
abscess, early puncture, and recovery.

The ' Mediial Times and Gazette ' opens with

Dr G<XJI)FI LL'nv's Lectures on Bright'a Disease.
Dr HoB.si).v, the .Medical Missionar)- in China,

contributes an article on the History and Present
State of liedicim in China. This article is writ-
ten in the elaborate essay style, and consists of
general remarks upon Hie characters of various
j)co|)l.-s and the writings of Hippocrates. The
part relating to the subject described in the title

in China. The most celebrated is one Hwa-to,
who was contemporary, or nearly so, with Galen.
It is reported of him that he performed several
surgical operations, and effected many wonderful
cures, which are handed down as trophies of
medical skill, but which none of the present day
would presume to undertake. Without knowing
much about him, or what he knew, he has been
placed prominently forward as the great patron
of tlie healing art in China, and he and a few
other celebrated ones have been honoured with
the designation of the ' Nation's Arm.' The
highest compliment that was considered possible
to be given to a European Surgeon after perform-
ing some surgical operation was that of his being
' a second Hwa-to !' It is difficult to speak with
any certainty when and how the healing art com-
menced in China. Medical books in the present
day are very numerous ; but they are all based on
the supposed superior light and experience of the
ancients ; and there seems no desire to improve upon
them : hence the state of Medicine is now what it

has been for many centuries past. It is not encou-
raged by the Government : there is no iledical
College except at Pekin, and it has uo examining
powers, nor does the law require any one to study
there, except tho.se who are designed to take care
of the Emperor's sacred person. The dead body
is regarded by the Chinese with a superstitious
dread, and from this cause, and the respect en-
forced by Confucius to be shown to deceased
friends, there is everywhere in China a deep-
rooted aversion to touch a corpse, still more to
cut or maim it in any way, even for purposes of
medical inquiry. The Doctors unite extremely-
well on medical jurisprudence, and in case of
sudden or suspicious death they are obliged by
law to examine with all possible care the probable
causes of violent death ; but, while the external
examination is most minute, it stops there : the
direction, depth, and consequences of a penetrat-
ing wound are left unexplored ; such a thing as
probing a wound, whether the person is alive or
dead, is never practised. It is easy, therefore, to
conclude that when there is no encouragement or
legislation to favour the study of Medicine, where
anatomy and physiology are scarcely known, and,
finally, where the books treating upon the nature,
causes, and treatment of disease are based, for the
most part, on mere theory and speculation, which
have been handed down from time immemorial,
the Medical Art in China must necessarily be in a
very low and imperfect state. And such is the
case ; its people are observing people in all mat-
ters readily cognizant to their senses, but not one
seems to have been gifted with sufficient powers
of observation to have drawn the deductions
which Hippocrates did 2,200 years ago; and, al-

though he was bom in a family in which the
practice of Medicine was hereditary, was reputed
to have been a lineal descendant from ^Esculapius,
had access to all the records in the schools of the
Asclepiada; of the isle of Cos, and enjoyed the
advantages of travel in neighbouring countries,
yet he had no op]>ortuiiity, it is believed, of ac-
quiring a correct knowledge of the structure of
the human body, the relation of different parts to
each other, the existence of the nervous system,
or the true circulation of the blood ; but, though
deprived of this knowledge, by the abhorrence
with which the dissection of the human subject
was regarded at that time (and in this respect he
did not enjoy greater advantages than the
Chinese), yet he did what they have never done,—he examined animals, and thus by comparative
anatomy and the study of disease, based not so
much on theory as careful observation, lie attained
to a degree of medical experience and knowledj

is as follows :

" I wish I could say as much of any Physician

which greatly surpasses anything to be found m
Cliina even at the present day."

We extract the following from a series of cases

of Clinical Midwifery by Dr Robert Lee :

"Case 662.—On February 3rd, 1851, Dr
Richards requested me to see a patient in Stan-
hope street. Regent's park, who liad been up-
wards of thirty hours in labour with her first

child. The pains had almost entirely ceased, and
there was great exhaustion. The head, much
swollen, wa.s firmly impacted in the brim of the
pelvis. An ear could not be felt. We waited
eight hours to see if the pains would return, but
they cea.'ied completely, and it being obvious that
the liead would never be expelled by the natural
efforts, we resolved to deliver by craniotomy.
After the brain had been entirely removed, great

and long-continued exertion was required to
extract the head with the crotchet. In removing
the placenta, which was retained within the
uterus beyond the usual period, I ascertained
that the base of the sacrum projected forward
unusually. The htemorrhage and faintness which
followed ceased, and the patient recovered favour-
ably. After the labour had been happily com-
pleted, Dr Richards expressed his surprise, how
any Practitioner in Midwifery could venture to
ajjply the forceps to the head firmly impacted in
tlie brim of the pelvis, where there was no room
for the blades to be introduced. I stated, as the
result of my experience, that fatal contusion of

the soft parts was often the result of this inju-

dicious proceeding, sloughing, and vcsioo-vaginal

fistula;, &c.
" Case 663.—On April li, 1856, I was called

by Mr Ridley to see the same patient in her second
labour. It had commenced at two in the after-

noon, had continued all that night, the whole of
next day and night, till the following morning.
The head was still above the brim of the pelvis,

and there being no hope that it would ever pass,
I again performed .the operation of craniotomy,
and the recovery was most favourable.

" Case 664.—The catamenia ceased in the same
patient on January 1, 1858. On August 1, having
ascertained the exact position of the os uteri with
the right index, I passed along this the fore and
middle fingers of the left hand, which had been
introduced go that the top of the middle fiiiger

touched the os, and could be passed into it. 'The
stiletted catheter was then slid along, these passed
readily into the uteiiis two or three inches. The
stilet was then pressed fonvard, and the liquor
amuii immediately began to escape. Labour soon
followed, but the child was extracted dead. The
patient again recovered favourably.

"Case 665. — On February 12, 1854, Mr
Cathrow requested me to see a patient near the
Hampstead road, who was far advanced in preg-
nancy, and had suffered from repeated attacks ot

convulsions, with insensibility, but not complete.
Symptoms of labour commencing, I perforated
the membranes, when a great quantity of liquor

amnii escaped. The convulsions ceased, and the
labour went on favourably."

" Case 667.—On April 24, 1854, I was requested
to see a lady at , who had been long in labour
with her first child. The labour had commenced
on the Saturday morning ; had lasted all that day
and night, all Sunday and Monday to six o'clock.

The soft parts were enormously sw'oUen
;
pains

entirely gone
;
pulse rapid ; complete exhaustion.

The common midwifery forceps, without leather
or any other covering, had been attempted to be
applied at a time when it was certainly krown
that the child was dead. The bones of the head
were overlapping one another ; very fcetiil dis-

charge. I opened the head and extracted it after

considerable exertion ; the shoulders passed with
difficulty. Sloughing and contraction of the
vagina followed ; but the patient recovered, and
has since been delivered of a living child. On
November 1, 1856, this patient was safely delivered
of a living child by tho natural efforts. As the
head advanced, the contracted part of the vagina
offered comparatively slight resistance ; the chief
trouble was at the outlet. Tho child is verj-

feeble. The mother doing well. This report was
funiished to me by her medical attendant."

" Case 669.—Mrs K., aged thirty-eight. May 15,
1854, delivered of her first child in 1848, after a
severe labour, during which cliloroform was given
to her by her medical attendant, contrary to her
wishes. She was not wholly insensible, but felt

as if delirious. Was not perfectly conscious at
the time the child was born, and only remembers
that her child was lirought to her three days after.

She was not able to suckle her child, and an
attack of ' incoherence,' or puerperal mania,
followed. The perineum was extensively lacerated
during the labour, and a portion of the sphincter
ani has been destroyed. This was not discovered
till long after. She has suffered ever since from
a painful sense of bearing down, and has not been
able to walk. Dr Lever had been consulted, and
recommended an abdominal supporter, from which
little benefit has been derived.

" Com 671.-Mrs S., aged twenty-nine, Fri-

day, 9 p.m., July 7tli, 1854. Ileing near the full

period of pregnancy, the liquor amnii began to

escape fourteen days before. Pains did not com-
mence till Thursday the 6th, tlio day before I saw
tho jiatient. Mr had made an examination.
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aud ' loiuul the cavity of the pelvis cxceediugly

small posteriorly ; a projection, but whether a

projection of boiie. or an accumtilatioii of feculent

matter,' he could not ascertain. ' The os uteri

still very high up, and slightly dilated
;

pain

still continuing.' I found the hollow of the

sacruni blocked up gi'eatly by a mass which was
not bone, but, whctner ovarian or uterine, I could

not be certain. The head of the diild was dis-

tinctly felt through the abdominal and uterine

parietes, which were extremely thin. On carrj--

ingthefiugerup immediately behind the symphysis
pubis, I ascertained that the os uteri was high up,

and widely dilated, and that an extremity pre-

sented, whether upper or lower it was not possible

to tell, but my lingers were covered with what
seemed meconium. It was imposssible to ascertain

the presentation without passing the whole hand
into the vagina ; and this being the first child, a
good deal of difficulty was experienced in effecting

this. The left hand was found to be the most
convenient. With the fore and middle fingers I

ascertained that it was a lower extremity, and in

a few minutes it was in the vagina ; in a few
minutes more I had the nates, and the other
lower extremity, drawn throttgh the outlet of the
pelvis. The crotchet was requii-ed to,bring down
the left arm ; the right was brought down with-
out much trouble, and no great force was required
to draw the head through the pelvis. The
placenta soon came away, and the delivery, which
appeared at first so formidable to Mr that
he thought the t'sesarian operation wottld be
necessary, was safely completed in an hour and a

quarter. The tiunour after this could scarcely be
ielt in the pelvis. It was probably ovarian, and
had ascended above the brim ; but of tlxis I am
not yet absolutelj' certain."

" Case 674.— On July 30, 1S54, about two a.m.,

I received the following note :
' AVill you be so

kind as to come with my assistant and see a
Tiatient whom I consider in a dangerous state ?'

Tib: informed me that he was called to Mrs
J. at seven a.m. The os uteri was dilated to the
size of a shilling, and the head presenting. All
was going on well, with the exception of a slight

cough, and crepitation of the lungs, which she
said she had once before sviffered from when
frightened by a fire. She suffered from attacks
of palpitation of the heart, but the husband
stated that during pregnancy she had enjoyed
good health. I found the patient sitting, or rather
supported or held up, iu a state of urgent distress

from difficulty of breathing ; livid lips ; cold,

clammy extreinities ; rapid, feeble, irregular pulse.
She could not lie down, and it seemed very pro-
bable, if not immediately relieved, that she would
-die undelivered. Mr—— said he contemplated
using the short forceps. The patient had taken
Siij. of ether without relief

; 9j. of sulphate of
zinc had been given without vomiting being in-

duced. No relief had followed these remedies.
A mustard poultice had been ap])lied over the
chest. Tlie distress coidd not have been greater,
and it seemed probable she would speedily die if

not delivered. We liad no doubt about the
necessity of immediate deli\-ery. The os uteri

. ^ras not -more than half dilated, and the head had
,
not passed into the pelvis. Only the top of the
head could be felt. I stated that the idea of
-using either the long or short forcejis was entirely
out of the question, because the os was not fully

dilated, and because the head had not passed
through the brim of the pelvis. The patient
could not lie a moment on the left side. She was
brought to the edge of the bed ; the feet were
placed upon a chair. I had some dilficuly, being
upon my knees, in reachmg the head with the
perforator, but I succeeded in opening it and
evacuating the brain without much difficulty, and
extracted the head with the crotchet. Ko diffi-

culty with the shoulders, and the placenta soon
came away, a little traction being made on the
cord. No binder or pressure over the uterus
could bo borne. In a very few minutes relief

took place. The lips became less livid, the
breathing and the pulse better, and in twenty
minutes she was smiling, and able to express her
igratitude for the relief she liad expeiienced. On
the following day she was as well as could be ex-
pected. The countenance was still turgid

;

tlys].mea sHght, especially when asleep. Six
leeches applied to the chest. The day following,
still breathing with some difficulty ; wheezing in
the chest ; irregular action of heart

;
pulse rapid

and irregular. A blister had been apphed. A

Medical Practitioner who saw the patient yester-

day suggested that the sudden attack of difficulty

of breathing might be puerjieral convulsions
falling upon the lungs. Kecovery complete in a
fc'w days."

" Case 676.—On August 20, 1854, I saw a
young married lady who had been seized with
convulsions at the commencement of her first

labour. The liquor amnii had escaped three

days before. The os uteri being rigid, and the

fits recurring, 5x-^iv. of blood were taken fi-cnn

the arm. Laboiu- went on, and the child ivas

born alive, but the fits returned at longer- inter-

vals. Some hours after her delivery, when I first

saw her, she was completely insensible, but could
swallow ; pnpUs little dilated

;
pulse rapid and

feeble ; It\_xx. of liquor opii sedativns had been
given ; ten leeches were applied to tlic temples, and
ice in a bladder to the scalp ; the fits gradually
ceased, and consciousness returned.

" Case 677.^At eleven a.m. on September 7,

1854, I was called in gi'eat haste to a patient
near Islington iu labour, who was rejrresentcd to

be in extreme danger. "When I arrived at her
residence, I found her dead. She had been deli-

vered at nine a.m., two hours before, with the
forceps. The perineum had been extensively
lacerated, and I suspected that other parts, of
still greater importance, had been injured, but I

was not permitted to ascertain tlie exact state of

the parts. There had been no hsemorrhage to

account for the death. The labour had been pro-

tracted, and the forceps had been applied without
a consultation with any other person. I had not
previously met the Medical Practitioner who had
the care of this unfortunate patient ; but the

unconcerned way in which he sjioke of ' clapping
on the forceps,' rather led me to fear that, in this

case, the necessaiy caution had not been observed
in the emplojTnent of the instrument.

"Case 678.—Monday, September 25, 1854.—
On Thursday week Mrs B. had an abortion at the
third month. The embryo came away, but not
the placenta and membranes. The os uteri was
found closed by Mr , and it could not be re-

moved. Tlie foDowing Wednesday, hiemon'ha^e
took place, and Mr B. was called to see the
patient, her medical attendant having been
necessarily absent. It was stated to Mr by
the nurse that she believed the placenta had
come away. Tlie ordinaiy medical practitioner

returned, and has been in attendance since, and
has acted on this impression. The patient had
been seized with fever and vomiting, and cham-
pagne had been freely given. The pulse was
rapid, tongue furred, with constant sickness and
vomiting ; fetid discharge. I asked who had
seen the placenta, but it apjieared it had not
been seen by any one. I recjuested the patient to

turn on the left side, and found the whole mass
of the pdacenta in a very decomposed state in the
upper part of the vagina and os uteri.. I removed
it completely, but in pieces. The vagina was
washed out with warm water, some aperient
medicines given, and the patient was soon quite
well."

The ' American Medical MonjWy' coiitains on

article, by Dr FavxTAiN, on the Trtcttment of

Phthisis Iu Chlorate of Potash, iviih Observations

on Oxygen and Osonc as TJierapeutic Agents. The

Author believes that chlorate of potash is a useful

remedy in phthisis by supplying oxygen to the

blood, and cites some cases. We quote the
following :

" Case II.—Mr M , aged twenty-five,

family consumptive on mother's side, applied to

nie for treatment, Nov. 5, 1859. Had been living

for about two years in Omaha, Nebraska. Health
usually good during a number of years past, until

within the three or four mouths previous to

calling upon me. Has been coughing for three

months, during which period he has expectorated
blood several times. Strength gi-adually failing,

losing flesh, and appetite entirely gone. He
assured me that for two months he had not taken
nourishment sufficient to support properly the
strength of an infant ; and his emaciated and
bloodless appearance con-oborated the statement.

He had some soreness in the throat, and com-
plained of pain occasionally on the right side.

Cough very frequent night and daj% but veiy
seldom any exj/ectoration. His debility was so

great, that he fainted from the effort of standing

erect to permit a physical ex;imiuation of the
chest. The left lung appeared to be perfectly
healthy, but there was ajipreeiable diilness over
the middle ami upper lobes of tiie right. Over
this region of dulness the respiratory murmur
was veiy feeble and indistinct, andtlieexpiratoiy
sound nearly equal in duration. His resiiinttion
and pulse were increased in frtxiucncy on tlie

slightest exertion, and he comjtoiued much of
great oppression in breathing. He liad not the
slightest desire to eat at any time, and seldom
more than tasted food.

'

' Treatment.—In this case I decided to test the
chlorate of potash alone befere giving anjthiJig
else, that I might not confound the effects of
different remetlies, and thus be able to determine
more accurately the jii-operties of the one under
investigation. I therefore prescribed half asi

ounce to be taken daily in the same manner as in

tlie preceding ease. This was on Nov. 5.

"Nov. 8tTi.—Decided improvement; cough
less ; oppression greatly relieved.

"10th.— Still improving, and beginning to

have a little appetite.
" Satisfied by this time that the chlorate was

having a decided effect in the manner I anticipated,

I now thought it proper to aid the treatment by
prescribing iron and quinine m small doses daily,

and continued the chlorate of iwtash the same,
half an ounce each day.

"6th.—Cough very slight; no pain in the
chest ; fiUl inspiration taken with less difficulty

;

general appearance decidedly better.
" IStli.-—Improvement continues unabated.

From this date I reduced the chlorate of potash
to three drachms daily.

"23rd.—Patient considers himself almost -weU.

Ajipetite good ; no cough
;
gaining strengtli and

flesh quite rapidly ; still a slight degree of dnl-

ness on the right side ; but respiratory murmur
more natural. Continue the chlorate of potaah
in drachm doses three times a day, and omit -the

iron and quinine.
'

' Soon after this he left on business for the
East, and on January 18th folio^Ting he addressed
me a letter relating to his health from Washing-
ton City, D.C. He had continued taking the
chlorate of potash most of the time. He
invariably felt worse by omitting it, and renew*l
strength and general improvement -when he
returned to its use. In this letter he says: 'I

have no cough, but occasionally some difficulty in

breathing ; but not near so mudi as when you
firs-t saw me at Davenport in the fall. My
strength has improved a great deal, and generally

mv appetite is quite good.'

'"Case III.—Mr H , aged thir "

placed himself under my care early in N
He had the appearance to e\'eiy one i. ,. ..

sinking luidertlie influence of confirmed phthisic.

To this he was p'redisposed from his father, who
died young with this disease— niotj^er still living

and well. A gradualiy-inci'easing congh and
failing health had been gaining upon him for the

past five years.

"Once during tliis period he !'"! ;" -"rpj

under the use of cod-liver oil an of

iron. Free, and qnite profuse, !)«!! m
the limgs once, and slight traces of it a uuiuber
of times during the pasi; year. When lie applied
to me, he was conscious of losing strength very
fast. Marked emaciation, and unhealthy ex-

pression of countenance ; very frequent cough,
but seldom any expectoration ; no appetite

;

respiration hurried and oj.pressed ; pulse seldom
below 90 ; moderate dulness on the right sMe,
over the infra-clavicular region ; no rSes, but
respiratory niurmnr indistinct and irregular. As
he had once been benefited by cod-liver oil iind

the phosphate of iron, I Jirst prescriljed this same
treatment, thinking it might again have a similar

effect. This was continued faithfully for tCbaat

two weeks without any material benefit, whou I

directed it to be discontinued, and presciibud the

chlorate of potash alone, half an oimce u.''

in the above cases. In less than a

assured me that he felt a decided benefit i;

treatment. The improvement continued siiadily

from tills time, and he completely regained Ids

health and strength in less than three months.
ife tooh half an oxince of the ddoralc of pvlask

daily

f

\s, and two drachms each day
for til'. ^ four weeks ; since which time
he has .,.„... .. ..ily occasionally, and in smaUer
quantity. At the present time of writing

^April, 1860^ he is actively engaged in business.
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in good strongth and ftt'sh, having no eough,

except a trifle from a recent cold ; compkxioii

perffutly healthy, and appetite good. His own
teeliiigs and general a|Tpearance indicate a perfect

restoration of health.
" i2^i«5irAS.^Although these cases are not suffi-

.ontto verify the prediction vrhich I ventured to

1
:

.

'
' ' a year ago, they certainly fnmish

f, uiptive evidence in its support. Of
l':. ....... . lliey are sufSciently striking to merit

the attention of the Profession, irrespective of

any particular tlieory whicli prompted the treat-

^•nt. But cases reported can be regarded as con-

ibutions to science only as they sustain or reveal

some principle of general application. In these

cases, although the treatment was purely experi-

lu Il^:.!. it was not empirio-al ; for the chlorate of

was given on the assumed principle of

? oxygen to tJie blood, by nhicli I expected

ve the lungs of a portion of their task
;

• the vital power of the blood, and render

II ui'jiv capable of faithfully performing all its

fonctions ; and by which tubercular deposits

niiulit be arrested, and absorption of those already
'. promoted. So far as I liavc yet been able

the practice, the results hnvo more than
': my antii;ii>ations, an ' "

t at least

:y me iu laying the m: the Pro-

. Whatever may be tl uf a more
1 experience, some important facts are

^hcd by tha foregoing cases, and others

.. iiitii have been elsewhere reported.
"1. The chlorate of potash can be given iu

larg-! doses every day, for a long period, withotit

injury.
" 2. It aids the functions of respiration by

supplying the blood with oxygen;
" :'. It operates as a natural tonic, alterativci

intrant, by increasing the supply of

which is the most active agent of
-' mical changes which take place

'f th» human system.
i'l, that iu the practical applica-

- principles, it is mv l»liet ivhieh

not bo confirmed by tiie experience of

it is a pecnliarly ajTpropriate remedy
stay'M of phih isia, by which tlie reso-

'isorption of inoijuent tubercles may
! . and their fnrthi-r deposit arrested.

! . e the disea.so Iia.s progresssd to the
^.

, .j;ii; .-tage, I liave found patients derive great
1 ''.fit from the ««< of tlrie remefly: more, in-
' ' '

.....
:;ibineil. I

I eat bone-

i. . ,..,, ... \.\.: ....... ,. ,. , ... I,.. ...,.,ISO, before

tiler.; is any dLsoi-ganisatJon of the longs or sup-
piualion of the tubercles. To all who ai-e

labouriug under the symptoms of this disease,

before it lias progressed tt> such an extent, I

^ '

'

::'! the liberal and constant use of

1 potash, aided by appropriate

1... ,:.i^nt, in- which exercise and pure
air hold the rank of fn-.st importaneo. Half an
ounce daily is the quantity I usually give, when
I wish to produce a decided eH'ect for any pnrpose,
and tliia can be taken certainly for many weeks
V *' '

'lity ; but when I have occasion to give
_ time, I find tln'ce drachms a day can

1- - - - - - ...d upon as sufficient in most oases.

After ail symptoms of phthiais liave been arrested

by this treatment, it' should still be continued for

a time in moderate doses, and always ro.«niied

as .soon as the .slightest symptom of its return is

manifested. In addition to tins treatment, I

would rt.L'ommeud as a daily beverage a trial of

liipiids artificially charged with oxygen gas."

The Author does not consider oxygen gas as an
appropriate remedy for phthisis. H5s i-iews of

tuB nature of ozoue are thus expressed :

" T shall venture to affirm that owh? is simply
' naJnrallii

n- of tiialo-

\. .> ,. ..... i. iiiistry that
in a "nnsfnt condition, possess

1
.iv.ers wlrieh ate peculiar to that

stale, la ti.is manner gold is dissolved by the
na.scent chlorine generated in the ojqua regia

;

"'
' " ' '

'
. i

' ' ' !
']-, due to its

': the water
-—.\...^ . :.: .,....; J, ...l, and the

oxygon liberated; aud this na.sceut oxygen, or
oJone. is the tme and jirnrimat'' bleaching agent.
As a dijinfectin. ,ldv acts- iu the
same way. by . vapour in the
at mospltere and ii...'iiuiii- tii.- o.\ygen.

" Kicctrical currents are constantly and silently

passing around the earth, following the direction

of the sun ; and upon the coraWned etfect of the
degree of intensity of these currents, the dis-

charges of electricity from the clouds, and the
amount of vapour, dejjends the varying pro-

portion of ozone in the atmosphere.
" It is not oxygen electrified or hydrated, but

oxygen generated from the decomposirion of water
or the va] lOur of water ; and it is ozone onh- at

the time of this decomposition. It is not a tiling

of itself, which can travel with the air and be
separated from it, but a manifestation of peculiar

properties of oxygen when iu a certain condition,

which may be termed dynamic; and these

properties can be manifested only at the time aud
place of the liberation of oxygen from some
chemical combination. This will explain why it

is that ozone cannot be produced iu an atmosphere
which is perfectly dry, . aud also why it is not
found 'n-ithiu a dwelling or under the shade of

the forest. The currents of electricity at all

times flowing through the atmosphere are inter-

rujited and pass to the earth through the medium
of any prominent structure or forest-ti-ee. They
pass down tlirough the walls of our dwe'.lings

and circulate not in the atmosphere of ovrr rooms,

and therefore we find no ozone there ; and the

trees of the forest also act as conductors to tliese

electrical currents, and thus prevent the de-

velopment of ozone beneath them.
" In the laboratory, by means of phosphoras,

the phenomena of ozone can be made to appear
without the aid of electricity, hut iitver mthotU
icater. Aud so iu the atmosphere, ozone can
never be produced by natural agencies witliout

the presence of the vapour of water.'

The ' Dublin Medical Press' contains the fol-

lowing, observations by Mr Hugh Croskeev on
the Intermittent Ferers of the Wed Indies, and on
the action of Quiniaas a specific in the treatment
thereof.

" I have alwaj's found that the exhibition of a full

mercurial purgative, which, if necessary, may be re-

peated, will materially assist the legitimate action of

the (juiuia, while it will remove froin the system
qnanttties of morbid matter. Where the tongue
continues furred aud loaded, and the mouth parched,

the calomel should be repeated, and followed up
by a cooling draught of .sulphate of magnesia, so
that all morbid secretions may be remo\'ed. If this

be neglected, the quinia will act prejudicially, aud
the fevei' may assume a typhoid cliaracter. I have
lately heanl of a case where the ]>aroxysms were
complicated with strong convulsions, alternated
with low muttermg delirium, and where, although
the intermission was perfect, auil quinine was admi-
nistered in quantities, the paroxysm returned, with
increased severity, and with a fatal result. In this

case, doubtless, the secretions wei-e iu the most
depraved condition, and tlie quiuia hail an opjwsite
effect to what was intended. Had remedies lieen

administered with the view to pieserve internal

organs from injury, and to remove morbid . secretions

during the paroxysm, the result might doubtless
have been dillerent.

"But this ]u*actice of giving quinia indiscriuii-

nateiy cannot be too lorolly condemned. Where a
foul tongue and in.satiable thii'st exist, with a teu-

deucy to apoplexy or coma during the hot stage, the
secretions are in the most vitiated a->ndition, and no
time should be lost in thoroughly clearing out the
l>owels, and in removing all morbid accumulations.
If such .active treatment be neglected during the-

fits, local affections will certainly l>e established by
the smallest quantity' of quinia given- during the in-

termission. Quiuia is, certaudy, a safe and cwLaiu
s]ieciSc for intermittent fever, when the system is

kept saturated with it, without irritation or intiam.
mation of any internal organ being superinduced,
and when its legitimate action is not impeded by
the ijreseuce of morbid biliary or alviuo secretions.

" By getting the quinia quietly aud gradually
into the system, a very large i>ropoption of it (from
forty to sixty graius> can be administered without
causing the slightest unplea.fant sensation, while a
single ten-grain doso; will produce, violent head.
symptoms (iu most cases*, without ajfeciinn the
."system. The consequence is, that the dose cannot be
repeated with .safety, aud tliat the paroxysm returns
as liefore. If, however, the system be gradually
and quietly saturated 'with thoealt, a.S' it most cer*

tainly will be, after the exhibition of forty or sixty
grains, and this effect be kept up by continuing ita

.admiiii.stration every third, or fourth, or lifth hour;
the fever will be entirely eradicated, nud the pa-
roxysm will not letum ; or if it should do so, it will
be in a very mild form, and will conliuv.e tor only
a very short time, as will be seen iu Case 4 of this

Iiajier. In this, aud all such cases, liovfever, where
tliere is even the slightest return of the paroxysm,
either the system had not been sufRcieutly satu-

rated during the intermission, or tlie eft'ects of the
salt liave beeu allowed to subsitle too soon. In
order to insure complete exemption from a return
to the fever, the action of the cj^uinia. must be kept
up by thficontiiiued.exhibition ot small doses at longer
intervals, after some decided effect has been pro-

duced on the cerebro-spinal system ; and I maintain
that, if this effect be only kept up, and not allowed
to subside, the paroxysm cannot possibly return.

Such has been my experience, aud this opinion is

advanced, not hypothetically, but as the result of
actual j)ractice. Like mercury, quinia produces a
disease stii yenei-is, iu which the cerebro-spinal sys-

tem is priuoiiially affected, and which, while it con-
tinues, is directly antagonistic to the affection for

which it is said to be a specific. To produce, then, this

eft'ect, we mustproceed cautiously, lest the system be
ovei^^owered by too large a dose, aud a violent and
sudden action be the result. What is wanted, is

complete saturation of the system, and the conti-

nuance of tliis condition, mitil the period of two or

more paroxysms has elapsed, without much cerebro-

spinal excitement being induced. This is especially

to be avoided, as, while it lasts, the administration
of (piiuia must 1)8 discontinued, and its action

allowed to subside before .another dose can be given.

In such a case, there wox'.ld not only be a jiossibiUty,

but an absolute probability of a return of the
paroxysm. If, as ^luller say.s, iutermitteut fever

is essentially a nervous disease, and quinia causes,

wheB given in large doses, intense cerebro-spinal
excitement, surely it is almost madness to attempt
to cure- such a disease by\he admimstration of such
doses of this salt, during the intermission, as will

convert a healthy— for such is the intermission

—

into an unhenlthy and morbil action ?

"The day will yet come, aud, I hope, is not far

distant, when it 'Will not only be in the power of every
physician to cui'e the most aggravated cases of this

most troublesome and dangerous malady, but also of

the non-medieal pnblic, at least of a coimtn- liice

Jamaica, where, iu some districts, one man has to

minister to the medical wants of ten thousand in-

habitants, to put an effectual check to the disease,

whenever it appears amongst them. So frequently
does this disease attack e\'en the most accliniatise<l,

that tliere is scarcely a single house of any respecta-

bility in the island of Jamaica where an ounce or

half-ounce liottle of sulphate of quiuiue is not to be
found in the medicine-chest '.

" I have shown, and I vriil give finthcr proof by
reports of caees, tha-t even the most aggravated
attacks yield to proper treatment.

" Drs Bailie and, Pitcairn recommend the adminis-
tration of calomel, in doses of one grain every uight,

as an adjuvant iuthe treatment of iutermitten'. lever
by any of tlie preparations of Ijaik : my experience,
however, will not allow me to agi'ee with these gentle-
men, as I have, seen the vrvrat results follow this

practice, \brisk. mercvirial purgative is, however, a
very considei'abie adjuvant to the action of quinine,

as-it cleara away morbid secretions.
" As far l>ack as the 17th century, it was found out

that bark, or any prepararion of it, could not be
aduuuistei'ed. with safety or .advantage during the
paroxysms, as it not only produced cerebral conges-
tion and oxcitemeiit, but actually prolonged the'

perioAand increased. the violmoeof the lit: hence
it was that Sydenham, after long and deep reflection,

'ditt multumque ai>ud se agebat,' proposed the
aphorism * to administer the burk iu the intervals,

instead of in the paro?n-sms of a fever.* This excel-

lent aiivice. was! not given, hypothetically, as Syden-
ham, at one period ot his life, was directly opposed
to tlia. adminiertratioii of Irark at all in fevers, from
seeing the bad effects ofit when given either in large
doses or during the paroxysms, but after long and
eaniest trial, and when he had piaorically convinced
himself that its failure, as a specific, depended, not
on the bariv itself, but on theimproper administration
of it. This rule holds good, even at tlieju'esent day

;

and if fevers are not cured by quinia, it is because
suinu medical men will adhere to doctrines con-
demned 17f years .ago, .and will not be convinced of the
impropriety of their practice. During the fit, there
isadeterminatiou to pai-tioular organs, according to
the idiosyncrasy of the indiviilual or his habits of
life, and, in most cases, the head symptoms predo-
minate. So that, if this be the case, and if quiniai

tends to excite the cer<?bro-spin.il system, surely
eveir.the .smallest dose will have a.inisahievous effect

if given during the existence of a p-oroxysm.
"Again, if the paroxysm be associated with a

cenjbro-si>iiial affeetion, or any tendency to it, aud
quinia be given in large doses during the intermis-

sion, surely theii3 is e\-ery chance of this cerebix)-

s()inal complication becoming either exaggerated or

developed' during each succeeding p.aroxysm, as it is

well known that largo doses of this salt h.ave a ten-

dency to iullame congested organs ? Of late years,

mmlical men have been in thehabit'of pre.scribing

qmiiiue iu much larger doses thou formeriy,

although Brotouneau and others have called .atten-

tion to dangerous results which frequently follow

this practice."

Five cases in illustration are then reported.
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THE MEDICAL OFFICERS OF THE
INDIAN ARMY.

Two ye.irs have now elapsed since Her

Majesty issued her Warrant to improve the

position and pay of the Medical Officers of

the British Army. It was expected, as a

thing of course, that the Royal Warrant

would command obedience in every region

where the Royal Troops were acting in the

service of their country. It could not be

anticipated that Her Majesty's authority

would be limited by temperature, geological

strata, conventionality of administration, pre-

judices of class, or any of the thousand

obstacles and refinements which occasionally

impede the fulfilment of the designs of her

humbler subjects.

It has been well said that the sun never

sets upon the Queen's dominion. Her^Royal

mandates fly to the uttermost parts of the

earth, and are supposed to strike high-spirited

Governors with awe, and to astonish refractory

natives into submission. We fondly believe

that our Queen is the supreme embodiment

of British sovereignty, that Victoria is a name

to conjure with, that the Chinese Mandarin

holds it in profound respect, especially when

pronounced by the stentorian lips of a sixty-

eight pounder, and that the African Black

considers it to be the only articulate name of

the great spirit that is the overruling Pro-

vidence of his destiny.

Like many other sublime notions, it appears

that this is an illusion. The Queen of Great

Britain is not so paramount as we suppose, and

the Right Hon. the Earl Canning is a much

more important personage—at least in India.

Events seem to make this conclusion too

clear.

We are informed by the ' Indian Lancet,'

that the Medical Officers of the British Army
serving in the Bengal and Bombay Presi-

dencies have recently memorialised his Lord-

ship, requesting to know "the reason why"
Her Majesty's Warrant has not yet been ac-

knowledged in India, and become the law of

the Service. This is a very reasonable request.

The Indian Array is an integral part of the

British Army. It acknowledges the same

head, fights under the same flag, is liable to the

same perils, and undergoes even greater hard-

ships : why, then, should there be any unneces-

sary difference in its internal administration ?

Her Majesty's Warrant " has been recog-

nised and acted upon in every country

acknowledging British supremacy," except

India
;
and here the Medical Officers have

enjoyed none of the advantages of rank,

consideration, and pay which the AVarrant was

intended to confer. The Medical Officers of

the Indian Array are placed under greater

difficulties, perform at times more important

and responsible functions, and are more liable

to wearing anxieties and physical trials, than

theirbrethren in the regiments at Home Stations

In consequence of the nature of the climate,

their routine duties are heavier and more
oppressive, and their health and lives are in

more imminent peril. Surely, then, these

gentlemen have a strong claim to justice. It

seems strange to us that they should conde-

scend to argue their case upon any other

ground than that of their right! They are

entitled to the same pay and privileges as

their brother-officers—and nothing less. Every

other claim but th.at of plain, even-handed

justice is beside the case, and weakens it.

The injustice of their case, as it at present

stands, is very apparent. The Assistant-

Surgeon of a home regiment has the substantive

rank of Captain, and draws the pay and allow-

ances of that rank; he is ordered to India, and

directly he puts his foot upon that inhospitable

soil he is virtually degraded, being recognised

and paid only as a subaltern. Englishmen will

not long submit to such wrong without

complaint.

This is not, however, the whole of the

gi'ievance. The Government of India, having

regard to the exigencies of the climate, the

expense of living, and incidental social neces-

sities, has granted an increase of pay of from

two to five times that allowed at home to all

commissioned officers, except those of the

Army Medical Department ! The result is,

that the Assistant-Surgeons of the Indian

Forces lose, by serving in India, " from four

to seven pounds sterling per mensem," not

including in this loss the allowances which are

granted at home, but not permitted in India.

Such is the case of the Medical Officers of

the British Army in India. These are real

grievances, and demand instant redress. Ser-

vice in India, under present circumstances, is

a penalty, and must be regarded with aversion

by every Medical Officer. We have often

noticed a complaint that there is a deficiency

of candidates to fill up the vacancies in the

appointments to the Army Medical Service

;

and much surprise has been expressed that

such noble prizes should invite so few com-

petitors. We now see what the real value of

these appointments is ; and so long as the in-

justice we have described continues, so long

will the junior members of the Profession be

reluctant to engage in so arduous and ill-

requited a service. It is for the interest of

the Array itself, as well as for the honour of

the Indian Government, that the grievances of

the Medical Staff should be redressed, and

these gentlemen placed in every respect on a

footing of equality with their brethren serving

in England and her dependencies.

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

SIR BEXJAMIN BRODIE AND TUE ROYAL
SOCIETY.

It is with regret we have heard that, in

consequence of his continued impairment of

vision, Sir Benjamin Brodie has deemed it

necessary to resign his post of President of the

Royal Society. Though this resignation was
not wholly unexpected, it has nevertheless

caused much pain among the Fellows, and
accordingly, at a recent meeting of the Council,

it was agreed that a request should be made to

Sir Benjamin to allow himself to be nominated

again for the Presidency. His incumbency

of office during the past two years has given

much satisfaction, and it is hoped that in a short

time his sight will have so much improved as

to enable him to discharge the duties of the

post. We most sincerely hope that this expec-

tation will be realised, and that the career of

his usefulness will be extended.

SUICIDE BT VERMtX-rOWDER.
A domestic servant of the name of Ann

Collins lately destroyed herself at Chelten-

ham, by taking "Broad's Vermin-Powder."

Strychnia was discovered by Mr Horsley in

one of the powders, so that there can be no

doubt about the poisonous ingre<lient of this

vermin-killer. We should like to know how
this girl obtained the powders, and what

were the precautions used by the druggist

who sold them? We fear that the sale

of this and similar articles is unguarded

by any adequate precautions, and that any

servant-girl who is love-sick, and has a fancy

to kill herself, can do so at any time at the

cost of a penny expended upon the purchase

of vermin-powders. At one time, arsenic was

the favourite poison for this purpose ; but the

Legislature put a prohibition upon its sale, by

requiring it to be mixed with charcoal, and

imposing certain restrictions. Until legisla-

tion be carried out in the same spirit with

reference to other poisonous articles, the

papers will continue to report cases of suicide

by their use. The salutary effect of past

legislation should encourage Parliament to

take other steps in the same direction.

STRANGE DOINGS IN THE MARTBOKOUGH DIS-

TRICT ASYLUSI FOR THE INSANE, IRELAND.

The newspapers of the sister-country have

been affording astonishment of late to the

general public, by reason of revelati jns of a
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most extraordinary nature in connection with

the management of the above-named establish-

ment ; and all evidently arising out of the

insane practice of permitting an extern

functionary, designated a " Visiting Phy-

sician," to exercise an authority greater than

that of the really working and responsible

officer, the Resident Superintendent Phy-

sician. It naturally surprises us in this

country to learn of such an arrangement

as the above, which was so properly

brought under the consideration of the

" Association of Medical Officers of Asylums

and Hospitals for the Insane," at their last

annual meeting, and, after a full discussion,

was unanimously denounced by that body

as wrong in" principle and bad in practice.

The proceedings now in question must neces-

sarily, we conclude, give a deathblow to a

system so pregnant with evil to the best in-

terests of our public institutions for the treat-

ment of insanity in the sister-country ; and all

having their welfare at heart should rejoice

that such an expose has been made as must

compel the proper authorities to " mend their

ways" in a matter so grave and so deeply im-

portant. A reference to the condensed report

contained in our pages to-day of the investi-

gation at th& Maryborough Asylum will, no

doubt, amaze our readers on this side of the

Channel ; for it " a tale unfolds" of oppressive

misrule and interference, by a merely extern

functionary, of the most marvellous nature

in all its bearings. The redoubtable

" Visiting Physician" of the "Maryborough"

would appear to be a genuine Ishmaelite, in

direct line from that " wild man" of the

desert whose " hand was against every man,

and every man's hand against him." The

poor lunatics themselves, even, held him in

such estimation that the services of a body-

guard had to be put into requisition ere he

could venture amongst them ! ! Officers, at-

tendants, and servants were constantly kept in

scalding hot water by the unprecedented course

of proceedings which he has been permitted

to pursue with so high a hand in this devoted

Asylum. What, let us ask, was its Committee

of Visitors, the Government Inspectors them-

selves, and the Executive Government of the

country about, that such a miserable and

disorganizing state of things was permitted

to run riot so long ? It is to be hoped, if

a continuance of the same be not at once and

thoroughly provided against, that the whole

matter will be brought before Parliament by

some independent Member, and the Irish

Asylums freed, for all time to come, from the

baleful presence of extern officers whose

delight, as in the present instance, was in ex-

ercising authority—such should never have

been given—in a manner so as to " embroil

everjthing" within the walls of the Asylum.

We have only, in conclusion, to remark that

Dr Burton was a man in a thousand, to put up I

so long with the treatment pursued towards

him.

MR BAKER BROWX AND DR EBEN WATSON.

A few weeks ago, Dr Eben Watson
forwarded to us an angry letter reproaching

us for having permitted the insertion of some

remarks prejudicial to his Professional charac-

ter, and lecturing us on the proper mode of

discharging our Editorial duties. We thought

that it would be but kind to Dr Watson not to

publish his rash epistle ; we therefore contented

ourselves with simply noticing it in our

column to Correspondents, and expressing

our regret if his feelings had been wounded by

inconsiderate remarks. It is not in our power,

however, to arrest the arm of Nemesis. Other

men have characters as well as Dr Watson
;

and although we may care little about what

men like Dr Watson may think or say of

ourselves, we must, as the guardians of sci-

entific truth and professional courtesy, protect

the reputation of all cultivators of scien'ie who

have been wrongfully aspersed. Our readers

will see from a letter in another page, that Mr
Baker Brown's practice has been carelessly

and unwittingly, we trust, but, nevertheless,

most egregiously misrepresented by Dr Eben

AVatson. Instead of nineteen cases upon

which that gentleman had operated up to the

time ofDr Watson's article, there were actually

twenty-nine ; and instead of four unsuccessful

cases, there was only one. As to the " spe-

cial pleading,"— for it can be called nothing

else,—about twenty-five operations in one case,

and adding these to the aggregate number ot

operations for the express purpose of diminish-

ing the degree of success, we leave that to

the common sense and fairness of our readers.

We now hope that when Dr Eben Watson
next engages in scientific investigations, he

will see the propriety of being more accurate

in his research, and more temperate in his

judgment ; and that when he indites an

epistle to the Editor of a Journal, he will

deem it expedient to be more charitable in

his opinions, and more gentlemanlike in the

language he may please to employ.

WAMTKD AN KDITOK !

The ' Association Journal' must be in a bad

way, for we observe that its friends are adver-

tising for an Editor. Dr Wynter has resigned

his charge, as Dr Cormack, Dr Ranking, &c.

&c., did before him ; and now who will be bold

enough to take service under two thousand

masters? This resignation aflfords a fair

opportunity to adopt the suggestion of one of

the members, to the eflfect that the Editorship

should be put in commission, and that each of

twenty-six gentlemen should write two leading

articles a year. It would be a pity that the

Society should lose the chance of developing

such a phalanx of editorial ability. In a short

time, Editors will become as cheap as stale

mackerel, and the Association will be able to

satisfy its literary needs at a small cost.

Before Dr Wynter leaves the ' Journal,' we
advise the twenty-six gentlemen to give the

subscribers a specimen of their abilities. We
shall have no objection to act as umpire ; but

we beg to intimate beforehand that we shall

insist upon the observance of nine essential

conditions : first, that the writers do not ex-

patiate on Medical politics—or, if by a special

indulgence they do so, they must take care not

to offend Sir Charles Hastings or Dr Richard-

''on ; secondly, they must never treat of

Medical Science, because it's dull, and the

' Journal' is dull enough already ; thirdly, they

must not joke, for that's vulgar—nor be grave,

for that's pedantic ; fourthly, no gentleman

must puff himself, for that's derogatory—nor

his friend, for that excites envy ; fifthly, they

must not reprove anybody, lest they should

lose a subscriber—nor have a single opinion of

their own, lest they should bring down upon

them a shower of hostile communications :

sixthly, they must do as they are bid ; and

seventhly, eighthly, and ninthly, they must

write, not with ink, but with a nicely-flowing

pale-blue, neutral milk-and-water. If they

fulfil these conditions, they -shall be invested

with our authoritative commission to write

leaders for the ' Association Journal.'

E E V I E W S.

The Surgical Discn.'<es of Children. By J.
Cooper Forster, F.R.C.S.

Mr. Cooper Forster h;is produced a very
useful book, which, without any pretension,

gives a brief and lucid account of all and each
of the affections susceptible of surgical treat-

ment to which children are liable. We have
many treatises devoted to the elucidation of
the diseases of children ; but all these works,
having been written from the Medical point of
view, treat largely of the hygienics of infantile

life, and are copiously interlarded with pre-
scriptions. Mr Forster has eschewed this form
of work, and has confined himself to a practi-

cal treatment of his subjects. He has noticed
every affection, however trivial or important,
from tongue-tie to calculus, and has directed

attention to some forms of disease which are
not common, but when occurring in the course
of practice are difficult to manage. For in-
stance, he has described a strumous ulceration
of the face, '• frequently of one or other
cheek

;
irregular in shape, apparently inclined

to heal in one part while spreading in another;
the edges thin and eroding ; no appearance of
granulations ; the surface of the sore smooth
and shining, as well as the surrounding inte-

gument ; the discharge watery, rarely puru-
lent ; a part of the sore has frequently scabbed
over ; and if a part has healed, there is a
puckering of the new skin." This disease is

generally associated with evidences of stru-
mous disease in the glands or joints. Wc
quite agree with Mr Forster that escharotics

are injurious; indeed, we have seen this pecu-
liar affection spread from the irritation they
cause. Our reliance must be placed upon
time, and the general improvement of the
health by appropriate remedies. It is unne-
cessary to quote from a work which is charac-
terised by the brevity of its descriptions, and
the purely practical nature of its remedial
recommendations ; but it is a work we can
recommend to the notice of the young Prac-
titioner.
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Oil Entptions and oilier Forms of Cittaneoiis

Disease requiring the use of Mefcury, S,x.

By Thomas Hunt, F.R.C.S. Third Edition,

revised and enhu-ged.

Having noticed the earlier editions of this

TTork, it IS unnecessary to do more now than

to state that the Author strenuously urges tlie

use of the mercurial treatment in the syphilitic

forms of cutaneous disease.

On Organic Polarity. By H. F. Baxter,

M.B,.C.S.

We gather frqm our Author that there are

two schools of electrical philosophers—one re-

presented by Mr Grove, and the other by Pro-

lessor Faraday, and that the Author has come
wider the influence of Faradisation. AVc
m\ist confess that, without knowing much
about the subject, we, too, RO forlaraday.

We must, hov."ever, let the philosophers seittle

it. AVltli respect to Mr Baxter, we may state

tis views to be, that the actions which take

place in the living body, whether of secretion,

absorption, or nutrition, are accompanied
with the manifestation of current force, and
therefore present the marked characteristic

of polaritij. Eschewing the phrase vital force,

Jlr Baxter styles this organic force. The
" consequential results " deduced from these

investigations are, first, that the blood is in an

opposite electrical state to the secreted product,

as well as to that of the muscular and nervous

tissue, and that this state '\s positive. Out of

these opposed electrical states the phenomena
of irritability, sensibility, contractility, &e.,

arise. Mr Baxter says ;

" The questions which physiologists will have
to decide appear to me to he reduced to the two
following : 1st, Is the electric condition of the

nerve merely a condition ncces.sary for the mani-
festation of nerve action ? or, 2ndly, Is the clec-

t.'ic force convcrti^d as it were into nen'e force

during nerve action? Ifow if the decrease in the

nerve current, which 1 have observed to take

place under these cirenm-staneesi be due to a Toss

of the electric force, and not to a disorganisation

of the tissue, which I have supposed it to be, tl>en

we, get evidence of the con versitjn, as . it were, of

the electric force i,ito nerve force. "We need, not
ex})Cctto have any great effect iijion, or any. great
l«ss inii the nerve current, as an equivalent during
tliis conversion. The qiiautitj' of/ electricity

associated with a grain of water, and evolved durr

ing its decomposition, itn crjuivalent, when existing

in the static form, as in a cliargcd Leyden jar,

equals that of a violent thunderstorm ; and so in

legaixl to nerve foi'ce the. electricity manifiisted as

nerve current, a loss onlj' of 3- or i degi-ees

might be equivalent to its con^"orsio» intO' nerve
force, but then 1 think we have a right to expect
tliat the diorMSi in the nerve curs'ent, to what-
ever ajuount it might be, ought. to l:K;^siid,dea and
defiiate."

As an illustration afforded by IMr Baxter of

a philosophic muddle, as well as of the peculiar

views of the Author himself, vw extract the,

subjoined paragraphs :

" Dr Carpenter, in a valuable paper ' Oij the

Jtutual Relations of the Vital and Phj-sical

Forces, ' speaking of the term germ force, as

employed by Mr Paget to designate the power
which each germ possesses ' to develope itselfinto
the perfection of aj) appropriate specific fornji'

add.s, 'so far from regarding the whole fwce
Avhich produces the evolution as beiug. possessed
by, or as residing in, the germ, it wiU be the
Author's object to prove that it is of external
origin.' . . . 'That the vital force which
causes the primordial cell of the germ first to

multiply itself, and then to develop itself into
a comjilcx and extensive organism, was iK>t citlwr
originally lucked up in that single cell, noi' was it

latent iu the niateiial.s which are prcgi'ossi^Tely

assimilated hy itself and its descendants; but i's

directly and iaiiaediately supplied by the; Heat
which IS constantly operating upon it, and which
is transformed into vital force bv its, passage
througll die oi-ganized fabric that 'manifests it."

Kow the influence of external agencies upon the
development of an organism is iiot to be denied

;

but when we sjwak of Heat being converted into

vital force, or that Light is converted into vital

force, that Heat and Light are absorbed as it were

and converted, w-e are then considering these

forces as entities ; not that Dr Carpenter goes, to

that extent, for he speaks of the necessity of a
matfriaJ substratum ; but the language employed
leads to this conclusion. The error arises from

the employment of the term conversion, which
expresses inadequately the meaning that is in-

tended to be conveyed by it. AVlien we speak of

electricity being converted into magnetism when
a current of electricity traverses a helix, the two

forces, magnetism and the current, ai-e produced

and exist at the same time ; there is no change of

the electric current into magnetism. Conversion

implies a change, a loss on one side and a gain on'

the other.

"Faraday commences the 'Kuieteenth Series

of his Researches' with stating, 'I ha^-e long-held

an opinion, almost amounting to conviction, in

common, I believe, with many other lovers of natu-

ral knowledge, that the various forms under which
the forces of matter are made manifest have one

common origin ; or, in other words, arc so directly

related and mutually dependent, that they are

convertible, as it were, one into another, and pos-

SOS.S cipu\aleuts of power in their action.' Dr
Caqienter observes; ' starting with the absti-act

notion of Force, as emanating at once from the

Divine WiU, wc might say tltat this force, ope-

rating through inorganic matter, manifests itself

in electricity, magnetism, light, heat, chemical

affinity, and mechanical motion ; but that wli«n

directed through organized structures, it effects

the ojierations of growth, development, chemico-

vital transformations, and the like ; and is further

metamorphosed, through the instnmientality of

the structures thus generated, into nen"ous agency
and muscular power.' It appears to me, that we
should be justified in considering this Force which
Dr Carpenter speaks of to be Pokr Force, and
that the different /orins uudcr which the ^mious
forces are made manifest, as electricity, magnet-
ism, heat, light, &e., are raeiTly different mani-
festations of tliis one Polar Force, and therefore

have a common origin. One great object experi-

mentalists hare to determine is the piolar charac-

ter of the phenomena, and to point out the
connecting links which bind these difl'erent i)he-

nomena together.
'

' Fi-om the facts recorded in the present essay,

we can come to no other conclusion than that trie

foixe man ifestcd as orrjamie force in o,-(ian iied bcriigs

is a liolar force. Tire iaflueuces. which tliese ex-

ternal forces, heat and light, have over organic

development is not so direct as would at first

sight appear; their infiiience is not to be donl.ited,

but they appear to be excited in inducing changes
of a chemical nature. Heat and Light without
moisture and food would have no iulhience over
organic actions ; and it is qucstionalde whether
there is any loss of heat or of light indicating a

conversion, as it were, o£ those forces intooi^canic

force during the development of the orgjnism.
The eoimvction, the relation that exists between
organic forces and physical forces is manifested by
the polar character of the phenonieua, by tlie.

manifestation of current force during organic
actions ; and perhaps it would be more correct to

say, that the chemical force of ijwjrgauic bodiesis

converted during nutrition and absorption of food

into organic force ; ami, consequently, the same
iiiHuences may be expected to be exerted by heat
and by light over organic actions, as are exerted
over ordinary chemical actions."

Such of our readers as may feel an interest

in following out the experiments and argu-
ments which form the basis of these con-
clusions, must refer to the little treatise itself

for the gratification of their curiosity.

READIIIirGS FROM FOREIGN
JOURNALS.

An E.rpository Lexicon. ByK. G. Mayne, M.D.
This is the tenth jiart of this admirable

work, .and well sustains the character of its

predecessors.

W.'IB.'IH

OB.sTETEicAii. Society op Eoxdoj,-.—On Wed-
nesday, Kovember 7tli,. at eight o'clock ].i.m.,.Dr

Tyler .Smith v,-ill read a paper entitled, " An
Inquiry into the CoiTeetness of tl'.o Doctrine of

Williain Hunter in re^d to Betroveraioa or
Retroplcxion of the Gravid Uterus."

LARYNGOSCOPY.
Laryngoscopy goes on iMwsuing its investiga-

tions, and, with patient industry, acoumulates

elflBients which. wiU.oue day contribute to a com-

plete history of the affeotions and lesions of tlie

organ of voice. Wliile waiting till science shall

be in a position to derive from tlus now mode of

exploration all the advantages the practitioner

has a right to expect, we shall continue our

exposition of such results as come under our

notice, and now give some extracts from the cases

seen by Czermak and Tavernier conjointly, in

various subjects, in whom the vx>ice was either

changed or quite suppressed, leading to the pre-

sumed existence of organic disease of the larynx.

Honoritte F., twenty-two j-ears of age, of a

lymphatico-sanguine temperament, for seven

years had sufi'ered from hoarseness, and h^
beeorao almost apliouic two years ago, after a

masked ball, where .she dunced much, and drank
all sorts of refreshing beverages. On leaving, the

cold seized hei', and from that tune she lost her

voice. An examination by the laryngoscope dis-

covered an excrescence the size of a small pea

lying ill front of the right arytenoid cartilage.

The vocal chords were slightly redder than iu tlie

normal state. This patient submitted willingly

to the examination three dilfereat tinus, nor
showed the least repugnance.

Julie B., aged tliirty-two and a half years, has

foi ten years suffered, from lioarseness ; but for

livo years the voice has been completely broken
down—a diminution which .she ascribes to .-jup-

pressiou of the menses. These two successive

accidents were followed bv affections of the throat,

to wliicli abscess succeeded. Tlie laryugo^copic

examination showed that tha epiglottis, in thii

person smaller than natural and that looked as if

shrivelled, was thickened, and was red and bluish

in colour. At the posterior part of the larynx,

Czermak and Tavernier sawa small yellowish-white

mass projecting into the interior of the glottis,

and this seemed to be the cause of the extinction

ofithe, voice, by hiiuleriug the approxiBia.tion of

the chords.

N., twentv- two-years of age, suffers from severe

coiyza,whieh alternates with failure of the voice.

pro"duced, she say.s by the cold she suli'ered

durhig an abundant fall of rainwhen on a journevso

long that her clothes became dry ere shd'eawheii its

termination. The laryngoscope exposes a marked
swelling of the vocal chords, and excrescences,

two mifiimoters iu height, on the auterivr pott of

the left arytenoid cartila^gs. During,the seciind

examination, two days siibseqr.cntly, tlie mirrors

exposed a. patch of redness at the angle of inser-

tion of the vocal cluords, the borders- of wliich are

undulated.
Adele L., twenty-two years of ajfe, nf' a h-mpha-

tico-uervous temperament, suffer* fr: ' - .ss,

which she cannot attribute to any -e,

and has existed for two mouths, i.. . ........ua-

tiou (August 21) shows, a high degree of redness,

with thickening of the membrane covering the

e)>iglottis.— August 28 : Another examination.

The voice is. improved, and the inflammation

diminishes under the treatment prescribed.—

September- 8': TWril examination. Sensible

improveiuent of the voice, and the rc-daess is

evidently disappearing.

RoseSi, twenty six wor, of age, has foifire yea-s

suffered from coryza,. which, piersisls thrjughoul

the year, with exacerbations in whiter, when there

is complete aphonia. Tlie pari^nt ascribes her

disease to a quantity of snow lidlijvs on her chest

and shoulders as she was leaving a. ball. An
examination shows thickening of the membrane of

th« inferior voc^ clioids, witli raJaess and turmng
down of borders.

Mile. C, thirty-twoyears ofage, has been affected

siiice Miu-ch last with, severe corj-za, whiclr she

cauglit when travelliug by rail. This patieni is

tormented with a violent cough, .iccompanieJ

with aifeeling.of buruing in the chest. Larj-ngo-

copic inspection shows the inferior vocal choi-ds to
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ix- red auil titmetied ; their borders are unequal,

preventing them meeting perfectly.

Marie C, tweuty-fuirr years of age, hasforafort-

uiglit suft'ered from coiyza, brought on by exposure
to Cold at ail open ivindou- wheu occnpied with
her toilette and covered with perspiration. Tlie

most mimite examination eonJd discover nothing
-beyond simple iiiiia!iima.tiou of the membrane
covering the epiglottis and ehoi'ds, manifeste<.l by
a vivid degree of reilness and some degree of

thickening.

'II. A., of R., aiFecteld \vitli complete aphonia,

and acute jiaiii in the whole of the buccal, laryn-

geal, and pharyngeal mucous membrane, desired

the attendance of il. Tavcrnier, who, with M. Czer-

mak, saw him ou September 4th. After leai-uiug

the state and antecedeuta of the patient, tliey

began an attentive examination, which disclosed

the following particulars : the tongue shows
patches of redness, and is denuded in different

parts ; the epiglottis is rc-d ami purple, thickened
and corroded, showing on its upper surface

especially manifest tumefaction ; its edges are
irregular, and the inferior border red ; the ary-

tenoid cartilages are pale, cedematous and thick-
ened, and a large ulcer is seen on the right part
of the right vocal chord.

HOSPITAL REPORTS.

MIDDLESEX HaSPITAL.—Oct. 3rd.
EcTEoi'ioN.

—

JIk Henry. Abdomin.vl Fi.sti'la

THROUGH IeSDOX OF ExiEUXAL OBUlifE
Mu-scLE, Cauieeised.—JIk JIooke.

ECTSLUPIOX.

The inversion of the Imver eyelid of the left

eye in this case occurred to a young man, in

infancy, or as for back as he can recollect, from
a scald. The injury had induced a complicated
condition of the parts : first, contraction of

the tarsal cartilage ; relaxation and thickening of

the conjunctival reflection, after its leaving the
lid to cover the globe ; and, apparently, the action

of the orbicularis palpebrarum had V>ecome ab-

normal. Mr Heuiy, to obviate these conditions,

elit the lid at each aiigle, and removed a portion
of the reflected skin of the lower lid over its

whole extent, as well as a portion of the
orbicularis muscle.

Abdomin'A^ Fistuxa.
This patient, a female about thirtj'-five years

of ajje, had been for a long period a great sntferer,

and in a miserable and deplorable condition ; an
abdominal fistula having formed after the dis-

charge of an absce.s.s, communicating externally
through the tendons of the external oblique
muscle with the cecum coli intenially. Her
evacuations passed by this fistula, causing great
discomfort from the disgusting state to which
she was in consequence reduced. Many means
had been resorted to at different times, and in
diflerent hospitals—amongst others, the appli-
cation of pins and ligature had been used—but
without success. Mr Moore considered this a
Cair case for the use of the actual cautery. To
obviate the objection to hot wire so soon becom-
ing; cold, Jlr Moore used galvanic heat. The
wire, connected with a galvanic batterj', was
armed with a portion of jdatina wire at its

distal extremity. Tliis was speedily brought to
a white heat, and introduced freely and deeply
into the fi.stulous opening. When it lost its

intensity of heat, it became speedily restored by
renewing its junctions mth the battery. The.
wire thus heated was applied three or four
times. This mode of cauterisation had been
Inserted to on a former occasion upon this
patient, and with considerable success, the
fistula having in consequence become much coii-

tracted. Mr Moore was sanguine that this
Tnode would ultimately succeed in obliterating the
fistula, and so effect a cure. The patient refus' d
the aid of chloroform, and did not appear to
fufP-r much pain.

rXIVEESITY COLLEGE HOSPITAL.
Oct. 3rd—10th.

Ahpotation of Iii!EA.sT—TiMorit ON Palm of
Hand—Istki: rELVicABscEs.".

—

MkErichsen.
This' tumour was of carcinomatous character.

Infiltration of cancerous juice had taken place,
superior to the nipple. Mr Erichson said,
''In these cases "the whole mammarv gland
should be always removed." Mi'£richs"en made

an incision in a longitudinal or perpendicular
line, contrary to the usual horizontal section

or line parallel to the fibres of great pectoral
muscle. He removed the nipple and all infil-

trated parts. The tumour included the mam-
mary gland. It was necessary in these cases

to remove the whole mammary gland, or the infil-

tration would reach every or any distant part of

it. The integuments over where the disease

existed were dense and firm, and drawn flat, and
the nipple also retracted. There was no mobility
or freedom in the tissues. These conditions gene-

rally occur, as in this instance, at the period of

life when the function of the uterus becomes
passive, and mammary sympathy become* more
strongly developed.

TuMouK ox Palm of Hand.
This was a large, globe-shaped tiunour, seated

in the middle of palm of hand of a young man.
It was of very doubtful character. Mr Erichsen
had, by way of exploration, punctui'ed it, A large

quantity of blood followed ; so much escaped, that

pressure was required. When i-emoved, it was
found to be encysted, with all the characters of a
ganglion. 3Ir "Erichsen remarked that ganglions

usually formed a sheath of tendons—ligaments
to faseite.

IXTEK-TELTIC ABSCESS.
This was a case of some obscnrity, as these

cases generally are. The patient,' a young man
about nineteen j'ears of age, had been suffering

from inter-pelvic disease for a length of time. It

seemed to be seated in the iliac fossa of the right

side. He could not, without great snifering, extend
the leg. The leg was fixed at an acute angle

upon the thigh. The disease arose spontane-
ously. The patient had been in hcspital some
time, and seemed an unfavourable subject. Mr
Erichsen took the opportunity to dilate upon
inter-pelvic, and inter-abdominal, and thoracic

abscesses. He explained their origin, seat, and ten-

dency. He also gave very interesting and, no
doubt, accurate diagnoses of these obscure dis-

eases. He also adverted to the source and pro-
bable conditions of disease which gave rise to these
inter-pelvic formations of pus. They found
their way and got below Poupart's ligament,
towards the iimer aspect of the thigh. The
pus is not connected with the lymphatic
glands. Buboes form a supcilicial abscess. You
may get subserous peritoneal infiltration, awl in-

tro-pelvic seated upon the iliac fascia, similar to

what j-ou find occm-s in the axilla from poisonous
absoii)tions. Iliac pelvic abscesses point through
the anterior abdominal wall just above Poupart's
ligament into Scarpa's triangle, half-an-inch above
Poupart's ligament. Those connected with ilium
are to lie opened above Poupart's ligament.
Pcriceccal abscess slowly forms its way into iliac

fossa. Peritoneal infiltration induces intestinal

disturbance and derangement. Perinephritic

absces-s develops itself, and forms into the iliac

fossa. Besides periphrenitic abscess, an abscess
may perforate the pleura, pass behind the dia-

jihra''ni posterior to the intestine, and point in

the iliac fossa. There are several forma of abscess
in the iliac fos.=ia. Simple psoas abscess infiltrates

sheath of psoas muscle, forms a cyst, and points
below iliac fossa, as discovered by Mr Saunders.
The effect of psoas abscess is to draw up the
leg, and drawtfown the body—which are in short,
the same thing. This motion depends en-
tirely upon the position in which the patient
is placed. They have a limp in true psoas
abscess. These symptoms were not present in
this case, therefore it was not tnie psoas abscess.
It was not caries of spine, the pus getting into
sheath of psoas abscess, inducing great irritation.

There was no tenderness of spine, which attends
this second form of sjiinal disease. This was
disease of pelvic bones. They arc liable to disease,
but not to caries. These bones have no cancelli.

The disease is necrosis ; but, perhaps, neverthe-
less, both may exist. If necrosis, it may be
confined to parts posterior to pelvic, bones, near
the iliac fossa. They are very slow to suppurate

;

veiy little discharge will occur from the part.
But

^

if the acetabulum be diseased, we shall "et
hip-joint disease. All these wo have named, with
hip-joint disease, and also of the acetabulum,
may occur in the left iliac fossa, except the
pericecal. In this case it was two inches below
pericfeoal abscess. Pericecal abscess forms two
inches below anterior superior spine of ileum.
Mr Erichsen said tlie interpelvio abscess or

swelling occupied middle tburth of the abdomen,
and got below Poupart' s . ligament. A horizontal
section was made, about two ox tJireo inches in
extent, and in a line beneath superior spiiHS of
ileum. Upon discharging its oomtents, a vul-
canised india-rubber tube v,-as introduced, to be
kept in the wound.

GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE.

ME BEOWN'S OPEEATIONS FOE VESICO-
VAGINAL FISTULA,

To the EdiUyrof the Mcdkal Oircular.

Sir,—In a late number of yonr Journal, you
published an extract from a palmer by Dr Eben
Watson, in which that gentleman made a most un-
fair attempt, as it seems to me, to depreciate the
success of Mr Baker Brown's operations for tlio

cure of vesico-vaginal fistula. As the conclusions
of Dr E. Wat.son were preceded by a most inac-

curate statement of facts, it is but just to Mr
Brown that the truth should be published in tlie

Medical CirLCt'LAE. That your readers may
have a clear view of the question, I will first

recite Dr Watson's statement, and then append,
in answer to it, a jilaiu and simple record of tlio

facts.

The following is Dr E. Watson's statement, as
contained ui the article referred to, heaving date
June 23, 1860

:

"5. Amaunt of Sitccess.—Mr Baker Brown, in
the paper to which I have already alluded, states
that he has had ' a greater amount of success in
operating for vesico-vaginal fistula than that yet
published by ,any other surgeon.' Now, ho
certainly has a great number of cases of that
lesion under his care, and, therefore, it may not
be uninteresting to inquire into the proportion of
cures to failures among them. I think we are
entitled to do this, since Mr Baker Brown has
boasted in the above terms of his great success,
and also because Mr Baker Brown has devoted
his special attention to the diseases of women
requiring surgical operations. To his writings,
therefore, surgeons naturally look for encourage-
ment or discouragement in the pcrfoi-mance of
operations within the domain of his speciality, I

have not been able to discover the records of all

Mr Baker Brown's twenty-seven <;a6os, but I have
read Ids own reports of nineteen cases in the
following repositories, where they may bo con-
sulted by any one :—1st. In Mr Baker Brown's
book 'On some Diseases of Women,' four cases
are recorded, at pp, 100 to 110, 2nd. In the
' British Medical Journal,' No, 11?, four cases are
recorded, at pp, 287 to 269. 3rd. In the 'Medical
Times and Gazette,' No. 407, three cases are
recorded, at p. 398. 4th. In the ' Lancet,' No. 13,

p, 322, one ease is recorded ; and in No, 24, p. 581,
seven cases are recorded, I think that these
nineteen cases, taken just as I could find them,
will exhibit the success of his practice sufficiently,

without my undergoing the labour of any further
search for, his cases.

"Now, of these nineteen patients, two died; ono
apparently of pyemia ('Treatise,' p, 108), tho
other of frequent ha;moiThages ('Lancet,' No, 24,
p, 583) ; in other two cases ('Treatise,' pp, 104
and 110) the fistula; remained open : so that four
out of the nineteen cases may be considered as
ultimately failures. Still, it Will be said, there
were fifteen cases ultimately cured ; and this is a
gi'eat amoimt of success in dealing with \Vhat
Mr Baker Brown rather oddly terms ' a difticult

lesion,' But this is hardly tho way to look at tho
matter. It is not that there were nineteen
operations, and fifteen of these successful. Far
from it ; for in many cases the operation was
frequently repeated before the cure was ultimately
arrived at. In one case, for instance, the poor
woman was operated on twenty-five times before
the fistula was closed ('British Medical Journal,'
No. 118, p. 267) ; and, while we admire tho
courage of the patient, it must be adjnitted that
the operator failed twenty-four times in this ono
case

;
yet it counts simply as a cure in Mr Baker

Brown s statement of his great success. It may,
indeed, be enough for philanthropic pm'poses to
look at tho number of ultimate cures ; but, cer-

tainly, in trying to ascertain or to demonstrate tho
successfulness of an operation, we must compare
the number of times it has been .successfully per-

formed with the number of times in which, when
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iwrformed, it has failed to accomiilish the intended
i'esult. Now, in this latter point of view, the
statistics are as follows : In the nineteen cases

above referred to, Mr Baker Brown operated
seventy-one times, and succeeded fifteen times

—

in other words, he was successful fifteen times,
and failed fifty-six times.

"This 'amount of success' hardly wan'ants
his boast, in my opinion, and perhaps does not
give very much support to the cause of speci-
alities."

Now, Sir, for that i>lain and truthful statement
of the facts which is the answer to the foregouig
specimen of special pleading.

In his work ou ' Surgical Diseases of Women,

'

Mr Brown records /oMr cases of vesieo-vaginal fis-

tula, to illustrate its nature and the diflSculties of
its cure. Two of these cases (28 and 29, pp. 104
and 106) were successfully treated as far as the
lesion itself was concerned, but one of them sub-
sequently died of pysemia. The other two cases
(27 and 30, jip. 100 and 108) were unsuccessful
up to the period of the publication of the work,
but have since been cured, and published (Case
27 in the 'British Medical Journal,' April 2,

1859, and Case 30 in the same journal, Decem-
ber 18, 1858). In a paper wliieh Mr Brown
read before the British Medical. Association at
Edinburgh, in July, 1858, ho related eleven cases
successfully treated, principally by Bozeman's
plan. This paper was afterwards published as a
separate pamphlet, and forwarded to every mem-
ber of the Association,

Tit;o more cases were published, under the
heading of St Maiy's Hospital Reports, in the
' Britife-h Medical Journal' for November 6, 1858;
and in the number of the same journal for the
following week (November 13) two more cases
were recorded.

One case is published in the sanie journal
for December 18, 1858, and four cases iu the
number for April 2, 1859.

In the 'Lancet' for December 10, 1859,
seven more cases are related, six of which were
cured and one died ; tlius making the total num-
ber of cases published twenhj-nine, of which
tvxnty-cight were perfectly cured, although one of
them, as above stated, died of pyiemia.

'I am. Sir, Sc,
A Lover of Tkuth.

IRIDECTOMY IN GLAUCOMA.
Lettek feo5[ Mr Lawhence.

[The opinion of Mr Lawrence on the subject of
Iridectomy in Glaucoma would be considered
valuable if it could be obtained ; we have, there-
fore, reproduced the following letter from the
' Medical Times and Gazette, as giving us the near-
est approach to it. It is satisfactory to know that
tliese cases arc progi-essiug favourably.

—

Ed. Med.
ClECULAK.]

Sir,—I am indebted to the polite kindness of
Mr Bowman for the opportunity of examining
two of his private patients, in whom iridectomy
has been performed with complete success. These
cases illustrate so clearly the kind of disease most
suitable for the operation, and the period of the
affection at whicli it can be performed with the
best piro.'ii>ect of success, tliat your readers will be
gratified by finding that Jlr 15owman, at my re-

quest, has consented to their publication.

Case 1.—In Mr S., a healthy person, of spare
habits, past sixty, the sight of the right eye was
entirely lost eight years ago, from glaucomatous
inflammation. In December, 1858, he suffered

an acute attack in the left eye, with agonising
pain, sudden and almost total loss of siglit. He
was unable to see his own fingers ; he told me,
indeed, that, from the intolerable ]iain, and the
imperfc lion of the sense, he could not distinguish
between light and darkness. Mr Bowman ex-
cised a ]iortion of iris on the tliird day of the
attack. He can now read a very small type
(No. 2 of Jaeger's pearl) without convex glasses.

Case 2.—Sir J., a gentleman of good constitu-
tion and health, between fifty and sixty, accus-
tomed through life to much use of the eyes in
reading and writing, lias had acute glaucoma, first
xif the right, and subsequently of the left eye. On
the 28th of last July he was unable to count his
own fingers, or see at all in front or to the left
side with the right eye, from acute glaucoma,
wliich liad then existed one week. Iridectomy
was at once ])erformed, and all other treatment
iOjandoncd. He steadily improved, and can now

read with his old convex glasses a small type
(No. 3 of Jaeger's test). The visual field has
extended over the central region, but lie has not
regained any sight on the extreme left of that
eye, as Mr Bowman told him would be the case,
the operation having been delayed till too much
damage had been done. Tlie sight, however, of
this eye is still improving. On tlie 11th of the
present month he came to London witli the left

eye more acutely inflamed from glaucoma than
the other had been, but it had only been so for
forty-eight hours. He could barely see tliat there
was an object before him, but could not tell what
it was. He can now (Tuesday) see No. 9 of
Jaeger, ou Saturday only No. 14, and he sees
over the whole field. Mr Bowman has no doubt
that tills eye will recover perfect sight.

The inferences from these very interesting cases
are so clear, that remarks would be superfluous.

I am, &c., William Lawrence.
Wliitehall place, October 24.

MEDICAL SOCIETIES.

MEDICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
Monday, October 22nd, 1860.

Peter Marshall Esq., Vice-President, in the
Chair.

Mr Baker Brown read a paper on
THREE CASE.S OF OVARIAN DROl'SY CURED BY

TA^PPING AND PRESSl^RE.
Case I.—Mrs C, a;t. thirty-six, married, ad-

mitted into the London Surgical Home July 21st,
1859—was sent to Mr Brown by Dr Jackson, of
Shetfield, wlio kindly supplied him with the fol-

lowing history :

" During the last eight or nine years she had
been constantly subject to severe dyspepsia, with
painful and irregular menstruation, and at the
catainenial periods to considerable enlargement of
the abdomen. Had been married ten or twelve
years

; never been pregnant. About three years
ago, abserved a swelling, attended with severe
pain, iu tlie lower part of the abdomen, on the left
side ; the tumour gradually enlarged up to the
period wlien she saw Mr Brown.

"Diuretics and resolvents liad been administered
for many months without the slightest relief."

On Examination, Mr Brown found a distinctly
fluctuating tumour on the left side, evidently
ovarian and unilocular.

August 1.—Tapped lier on the semilunar line,

and between three and four pints of scro-sangui-
neous fluid escaped. Pads and flannel bandages
were firmly applied. Tliis was kept up for a
month, when she returned home.
Mr Brown saw her three months afterwards at

Sheffield, with Dr Jackson and Mr Pearson, when
he found her perfectly well, and upon examina-
tion could distinctly feel the ]iuckered-up cyst in
the left iliac fossa.

October, 1860.—Dr Jackson has lately written
to Jlr Brown to state that slie is perfectly well,
witliout any return whatever of tlie disease.

Case II.— E. S., a;t. twenty-one, single, ad-
mitted into the London Surgical Home July
23rd, 1859.

History.— Had been ill three years, when she
first perceived a swelling in the left side, which
gradually increased.

On Eeamination, a unilocular ovarian cyst
was diagnosed.

August 4.—She was tapped on tlie left side iu the
semilunar line. Nine and a half pints of pale,

thin, and slightly albuminous fluid were drawn
off immediately ; brau-pads were applied, and
firmly secured by nine yards of flannel bandage.

October 4.—Pressure had been steadily conti-
nued up to this period, when the most careful
examination could detect no fluctuation. From
this time she steadily improved in health, and
continued as a nurse in the Institution for nine
months. Slie is now in service, and perfectly well.

Case III.—S. D., a;t. tweuty-six, single, re-

siding in the country, admitted into the London
Surgical Home October, 7, 1859.

History.—Has been ill for seven' yeai's. Cata-
menia always regular ; tlie abdomen generally
began to fill, and for tlie last six montlis it has
rapid!}- increased. She has never sulfered much
inconvenience beyond the weight, lier general
healtli being good.

On Examination, a unilocular ovarian cyst was
diagnosed.

October 22.—She was tapped whilst in the hori-
zontal posture on the left side, and thu-ty-two

pints of a pale, thin, and slightly albuminous
fluid were evacuated. Immediately very firm pres-
sure was made with pads and flannel bandages.
She complained a little of the pressure for the
first twenty-four hours, but aftenvards got accu-s-
tomed to it. This was kept up for one month,
when one of Mr Brown's ovarian bandages was
applied. She returned to the country quite well
and has continued so up to the present time.

Practical liemarks.—These two cases were con-
sidered fit for the trial of this simple mode of
treatment, which Sir Brown first advocated as
far back as 1844. Time and experience have
satisfied liim, that such cases as these three now
detailed ought always to be so treated in the first
instance

; that the padding and pressure require
very careful apjjlication, and when applied can
produce no ill eflfects ; and that, therefore, objec-
tions on this score must arise from ignorance of the
mode of application.

In reply, Mr Bbown stated that he believed
that some gentleman who had not brain enough
to understand the application of the bandage, hiid
stated that Mr Brown used very heavy pressure,
such as Post-oflice Directories ; but he need not
say tliat there was an exaggeration. Mr Brown
had, indeed, in liis earlier cases, mux used a .small
book, wlien he required pressure on a particular
part, tlie same as aU accoucheurs frequently do—
e. y., ill iiost-jiartum ha;morrhage

; but subsequent
experience had tauglit him that bran-pad.s, made
according as circumstances required, carefully
applied and bandaged, answered all purposes, and
produced a perfectly even pressure without pain.

JIany gentlemen had since successfully applied
this treatment, especially Dr Tanner, who had
recoRled some cases of cure ; but that gentleman
had made no mention of any pain or inconvenience
caused to tlie patient by the application of the
bandage. Sir Brown therefore thought that the
strongly-worded statements made by others, as
to the tortures to the jjatient and the cruelty of
the application, were without fact, and only arose
from ignorauce of the method of application.
As regards recurrence of the disease, although

in the cases Sir Brown had just read they had
only been operated on a year ago, still he had
had many which had stood the test of a much
longer time with an cquallj' beneficial result.
Mr Brown mentioned the case of a lady who,
when operated on, was single, but had since
married, and been confined of three children by
Sir Bro\vu himself.

Again, as a substitution for ovariotomy. Sir
Brown could not recommend it, exce/H in uni-
locular cases, tlie proportion of wliich to multi-
locular is exceedingly small. In tlie latter, when
the}- fail to j-ield to the injection of iodine and
other methods recommended, and when death is

staring the patient in the face. Sir Brown saw
no alternative but ov^ariotomy. This operation
was still undergoing a trial ; but he considered it

as successful as most other capital operations, and
perfectly justifiable.

Mr De SIeric would ask Sir Brown, if by
pressure the cyst be not obliterated. This seems
to be the intention, since they do not refill. He
considered j>ressure, well giaduated and calcu-
lated, would do immense good, if no excitement
w-as produced ou tlie confines. Three gentlemen
from the Continent, here on a visit, were anxious
for and applied to him to have correct information.
If Sir Brown can establish his practice, he will
have done good service to the Profession.

TUMOUR ON THE THIGH.
Sir Bryant brought before the notice of the

Society a pedimculatcd tumour w-liich he had
removed by simple torsion from a woman aged
thirty-eight. It was congenital, and had grown
to a large size, being seven inches in diameter
before removal. It w-as situated on the outer
side of the tliigh, and was of fibro-cellular struc-
ture. It fell ofl" in seven days. The plan by
which it was removed was a very simple one, and
which he had accidentally discovered three years
ago when manipulating a pedunculated tumour of
the thigh in a young woman. When under ex-
amination, the tumour was accidentally twisted in

its axis, and immediately became much congested.
Taking the liiut, the tumour and pedicle were
fixed in this position by strajiping, and in less

than a week the gi-owth sloughed ofi'. Mr Bryant
has adopted this practice in half-a-dozen instances
with like success, and strongly advises the repe-
tition in similar instances, when the patient
refuses to permit tlic more surgical and cleanly
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operation of excision. The subject was aUiuled

to by Mr Fergussoii at a meeting of the Patho-

locical Society during the last session ;
but it

appears that the practice had been known and

carried out for several years by Mr Bryant in

many instances.

The Chairman stated that he had seen Mr

Liston operate on a tumour in the palm of hand

in a similar way. It was of fibro-cellular cha-

racter, and of a fatty natme. He also alluded to

another case.—(The Clinical Discussion will be

given next week.)

PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
TUE.SDAY, Oct. 16tu, 1860.

Me Fergussox, President.
The business of the evening was opened by Mr

FERGU.SSON, by some introductory remarks. He
alluded to the progress of the Society during tlie

past year ; to the excellent volume of Transactions

which appeared for the first time to-day ; and to

the subject of the proposed amalgamation of the

principal medical societies of London.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and
confirmed.

LCNG FROM A MILLSTONE-MAKER.
Dr Peacock exhibited the lung, and some very

fine microscopical preparations and drawings

illustrating the morbid condition resulting to the

limg from the occupation in question. A large

quantity of silicious material was found in the

substance of the lung itself. The fact had been

denied that such matter could reach the lung
;

but here was a positive illustration of its oc-

currence.

Dr Peacock also exhibited a
diseased heart.

The symptoms of the case were detailed at some

length, and compared with the morbid specimen.

This, as well as the previous subject, was illus-

trated by some very beautiful drawings by Mr
TufTcn West.
An interesting conversation took place, in

whcih Dr Williams, the President, Dr Leared,

and Dr R. Bennett took part, in reference to the

specimen of the millstone-maker's lung.

Dr MuRCHisoN presented a specimen of

PRIMARY cancer OF THE PERITONEUM.
No other organ was similarly diseased. This

specimen was interesting in relation to the subject

of gastro-colic fistula, and to Dr Murchison's

previous researches thereon. There was a

cancerous tumour in the omentum, connecting

the stomach to the transverse colon.

KIDNEY WITH LARGE CY.ST ATTACHED.
Dr MuRCHlsoN exhibited a remarkable speci-

men of this disease—a cyst attached to the out-

side of the kidney by a vei-y narrow pedicle.

The cyst was as large as the kidney itself'. Tlie

contents of the cyst were not of a urinary nature.

Mr Sedgwick exhibited a coloured drawing of

A CASE OF TRUE KELOID.
The patient was a girl, aged four years and a

halt, of a strumous diathesis ; and the first patch
of the disea.se had appeared on the back about
two years ago. Since then thirteen other patches

had been developed at short intervals, of which
the first seven were limited to tlie back ; one

occurred on the right lower eyelid ; one on tlie

skin of the right ear, near the external meatus
;

one occupied nearly the whole of the right margin
of the tongue ; and the others were on the front

of the body and the neck. The patient had had
the tendons of the left foot divided in si.x places

for talipes equinus ; but the cicatrices were quite

free from any appearance of the keloid, nor was it

associated with bums, scalds, or local injury. A
treatment by cod-liver oil, quinine, and lil>eral diet,

had for the present apparently checked the pro-

gress of the disease.

Mr Sedgwick also exhibited a coloured draw-

ing of

A CASE OF ITCHTHY08IS,
in a boy aged fourteen years. The disease had
been hereditary in the family for three generations,

and was limited to the males by transmission

through the females, who themselves remained
free from it. It had first shown itself in the

grandfather, and after skipping the second gene-

ration, consisting of three sons and three

daughters, had reappeared in four of the grand-
sons by the female line of descent.

Mr T. Holmes showed a specimen of

FRACTtTBE OF LOWER .JAW,

in which the injury was associated with scro-

sanguineous discharge from the ear of the same

side.

Mr Wells, Mr Toynbee, and others took part m
a discussion on these" sero-.sanguineous discharges.

Mr ToYNBEE exhibited a specimen of

MOLLUSCOVS TUMOUR OF THE EAR,

which was interesting on account of its connection

with disease of the brain—an abscess in the

cerebellum.

Mr Adams showed a specimen of

TUMOUR OF THE LOWER .lAW,

which he had removed from a middle-aged man.

A report will be furnished on this specimen.

Mr Durham exhibited a specimen of

HORNS FROM THE HUMAN SUBJECT.

One of them was removed last week by Mr Cock,

and was the product of twenty-five years' growth.

Mr Durham also produced several interesting

specimens of similar growths from the museum
of Guy's Hospital, and illustrated the subject

at some length.

Mr S. Wells showed a specimen of

OVARIAN CYST,

which he had removed that morning from a lady,

aged fifty-three. It was multilocular, consisting

of one very large cyst (which had eontained

between forty and fifty pints of fluid), and of a

number of groups of smaller cysts, growing in

and from the waUs of the jirineipal cyst, and

weighing about eight pounds. Tlie existence of

the.se smaller cysts had led him not to inject

iodine \vhen he tapped the patient the first time,

six months ago. They had grown rapidly since

the tapping, although the large cyst had filled

slowly. The parietal adhesions were very firm
;

but tiie whole of the tumour had been withdrawn

through an incision hardly four inches long.

The patient was going on well. In reply to a

qiiestion from the President, Mr Wells stated

tliat the peduncle was long, and easily fixed

outside the wound in the abdominal parietes.

The clamp was used to secure the peduncle until

the cyst was removed and the wound closed ; but

it was taken away as soon as a ligature had

been applied. The clamp was only of temporary

utility. If left on, it was uncomfortable to the

patient, and caused unnecessary dragging upon
the peduncle and uterus.

OUR NOTE BOOK.

DELIVERY OF THE PLACENTA IN
ABORTION IN EARLY PREGNANCY.
In the ' Lancet and Observer ' for July, Dr

L. D. Sheets has an article upon the above sub-

ject. It is a generally-acknowledged fact that

most of the alarming eases of ha'niorrhage ac-

companying abortion are caused by a partially-

detached placenta. In such cases the complete

detachment and removal of the same constitutes

the appropriate treatment. The important in-

quiry i.s, how can this best be done ? But to the

paper. In regard to diagnosis, Dr Sheets says,
'
' Wo make out the diagnosis by the touch, as we

can often, without any extra efl'ort, feel part of

the after-birth at the internal os ; but if this ex-

amination prove unsatisfactory— if wo feel nothing

—we must introduce the finger still further, until

we can traverse the whole internal surface of the

womb, and in perhaps eveiy case we will find a

placenta." This may be a feat of easy perform-

ance, but we have seen cases in which we could

not perform it, and we have the satisfaction of

knowing that some of our ablest and most ex-

perienced obstetricians have been placed in the

same unfortunate condition. Hence, it may be

well for the young j^ractitioner to be prepared for

a failure in this regard, and it may not be amiss

to be acquainted with other resources.

We give Dr Slieets' method of removing the

]ilacenta in these cases, which removal is really

the oliject ever to lie had in view. " My method
is to remove the placenta with the index-finger,

on which I always keep a tolerably long nail, for

the pui'pose of separating the after-'oirth from the

womb. Tlie nail should not be too long, or it will

nr)t be .sufficiently firm, and may bend backward
while using it. Push tlie uterus as low down in

the pelvis as possible, and retain it there with the

left hand, while you introduce the index finger of

the right liand into its cavity, and pull off the

placenta, and remove it. Sometimes it is a little

difficult to separate with a single finger, and I do

not get quite all removed ; but it is so much

broken up as to arrest the violence of the hwnu.r-

rhage, and render the tampon, &c., unnecessary ;

in a few days the remainder will come away piece-

meal."
So it seems that Dr Sheets is not always quite

successful in the removal. AYe have a horror of

"piecemeals," and believe that success may
always crown our efforts. Because of the vast im-

portance of the subject, our readers will pardon-

a few comments, it even a little critical. Dr

Sheets may always by this menus arrest the hse-

morrhage, but we know that wo cannot, and we

fear there may be some that might be alike un-

fortunate, and hence, for us, there must be founa

another and easier road to success.

We have seen several cases in which it was all

we could do, with justifiable force, to touch the

03, saying nothing of " traversing the whole in-

terior of the womb."
Prof. Meigs is free to confess that there are

a good many cases of "abortion in the early

stages," in which he has failed to eStract the

placenta. Of this acknowledgment Dr Sheets

says, " How remarkable that the corypheus of

obstetricians in this country should faU m what

can be performed in every instance !"
.

Has he forgotten that he sometimes succeeded

only ill part ? When Dr Sheets has seen, as we

have, a girl of fourteen years, about at two and

a half months, with a vagina undisturbed by

previous childbcaring, and, because of youth, at

best but imperfectly developed, and the 03 uteri

only just within reach, he may find a case ot

failure, unless he has a very small hand, or has a

finger-nail two inches in length, llamsbotliam

and others have called attention to the fact that

there are some cases in which the hand cannot be

introduced into the vagina. Dr Sheets thinks it

strange that it should not occur to so sagacious

authors that if the hand cannot, the finger can.

We repeat that we have had cases in which the

finger was not long enough. We suppose that

others may be as unfortunate. Dr Slieets says,

" On account of having short fingers, I am often

obliged to introduce my hand into the vagina
;

but I always reach the fundus of the womb with-

out difliculty." We repeat, there are ca.ses where

a physician would not be justified in using the

requisite force for the introduction of an ordinary-

sized hand, at least so long as there is a better,

easier, more expeditious, and less painful way to

accompU-sh the same end. Bearing upon this

point, we quote, with pleasure, from Dr A. K.

Gardner, ot New York. He says, "How shall

the small and fragile placenta be seized hold of and

withdrawn ? Some have recommended the iutr

duction of one finger into the uterus, and bringing

down one edge of the placenta, and twisting it

round and round, not only tluis to detach the

entire mass, but t9 also so shape it that it may
the more easily pass through the os. Where this

can be done, by all means do so ! But it shouhl

be remembered that in the great mass of cases it

is impossible to reach the o.s, so as to pass one

finger into the cavity ; far less to effect any good

result, if it arrive there, to say nothing of the

utter impossibility of aiding the finger with the

thumb of the same hand." Thus it will be seen

that wo are not alone in finding cases in which the

unaided finger is inadequate to the successful

treatment.
Dr Sheets has a poor opinion of the tampon

in these cases, believing it to be productive ot

much mischief In this opinion we concur most
heartily, but we cannot join him in the condemna-

tion of instrumental aids in the delivery of tlic

placenta. We liavc seen that, however successful

Dr Sheets ni.ay be in making the unaided finger

accomplish all that is desired, there are those, and

we among them, who are very far from being so

successful.

We have been in the habit, for some time past,

of delivering the placenta, in these cases, with

Carey's decidual separator, if the finger is inade-

quate to the end. With this the separation is

easily made, the evulsion speedily accomplished,

and the coiisC(juent hiemorrhage ceases at once

and permanently. The irritation from the intro-

duction of the instrument is far less than from

tlie introduction of the hand, especially when the

abortion is in a primipara, and at a stage anterior

to the fourth month. Our rule is to lose no time

with the trial of styptics, the tampon. Sec, but to

separate tlie placenta, and rertiove the .seeundincs

at once,—with the finger if we can, and with in-

struments if we must. At nil e\ciits, effect th<
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removal, and tlie ha<morr]iago ceases, and all

danger is past.—' American Sledical Monthly.'

[Upon the points in disintte argded in this

p.iticle, we may observe that we have removed the

jilacenta after uiiscaiTiage, on three or' four occa-

sions, in tliis way. Two fingers (not one)—the

fore and middle fingers—have been introduced per

vagiiMm ; a loose portion of the placenta (which is

commonly found in these cases at the os uteri, if

the haemorrhage have been so severe as to require

manual interference) is then seized! The placenta

being steadily and carefully pulled; downwards;
the uterus, of course, descending viKb it, the fore-

finger of tlio left hand is passed in, and the pla-

centa is seized between it and the middle fingei' of

the right hand : the uterus being now fixed, the

forefinger of the right hand can be easily passed

into the uterus, and the placenta separated. The
process is a simple one, and always effective in

our hands, when the placenta can be thus .seized.-

—Ed. Mkdical Cibcul.vi:.]

UTERINE NEURALGIA.
In the ' Lancet and Observer ' for July, Dr E.

.T. Foiuitain reports a case of severe' uterine neu-

ralgia, which resisted the usual treatrtfent ; large

and repeated doses of opium inclild«d'. At this

stage he .says :
" Recollecting au' account of a case

of fascial neuralgia promptly aW'Ssted by the

muriate of ammonia, published iiV ' Bi'aithwaite'is

Retrospect,' I concluded to give it atrial in this'

case. I ordered half a drachm to bfe"- takeiv eVery

hour, until some effect should be prft'du'^cd. She

began to feel some relief shortly after the first

dose, still more after the second, and" the third

dose removed every vestige of pSiii; and she

dropped into a natural and refreshi'rtg sleep, the

first she had enjoyed for ten or twelves days. She
continued taking the preparatioil'fdr seVettil days,

three times each day, in gradually-diminishi-ng

doses, and had not the slightest return of the

difficulty.
—

' American Medical Monflily.'

OPIUM IN PNEUMONIA.
In' the report of cases of pneumonia, treatfed at

the Charity Hospital, N. 0., under the charge of

Prof. Austin Flint, and by him reported for the

'New Orleans Medical New.? and Hospital Gazette'

for July, the following language oocilrs in regard

to thb use of opium in pneumonia :
" Of the value

of opium in the treatment of i^enmouia, my ex-

perience has furnished abundant evidehce during

the last five or six years ; and the moi'e my ex-

perience accumulates, the more am I siitisned that

the free use of this drug will cojiic to" be rcgaixied

as a very important measure in th» ' minagenient
of certain cases of the disease;"

Our ex])erience is in full conformity with the

above, and we ai-e happy to adduce so high an
authority in support of our opinions; long since

entertained and expressed. Though most au-

thoritative writers condemn the use of opium in

imeumonia, we were early induced to depart from
standard authorities, and each year's experience

but adds to our conviction of its propriety, and to

our confidence in its utility. Our own views are

given in the 'Monthly' for January last, in a

notice of AV. W. Gerhard's work w\)Oi\ ' Diseases-

of the Chest.'— 'American Medical M^nithly.'

EXTRAORDINARY PROCEEDINGS
AT jiAinnor-oi-GH plstkict lunatic asylum.

On Friday, Dr Hatchell, Inspector-General of

Irish Asylums, and Lieutenant-Colonel M'Kerlie,

one of the Commissioners of C^ontix)!, &c., of

Asylums, attended at the Asylum, Maryborough,

for the jiui-pose of resuming the inqtiiry ordered

by the Lord- Lieutenant, at the req^uest of the

Resident Physician, into certain matters colinected

with the internal conduct of the institution.

Dr Burton, R. P., proceeded to read his reply

to evidence. ' He first went at great length into

the assault committed on Dr Jacob, V. P., by an
inmate, named Margaret Kelly, and which Dr
Jacob attributed to the connivance of some par-

ties in the asylum. This .statement was most
puerile, and he' (Dr Burton) considered that un-
substantiated assertions were niost.uujust towards
the institution. Dr Jacob stated that Margaret
Kelly did not exhibit any .symptoms of nnequi-
yocal insanity. The v.-oman was one of the strong-

est he had ever seen, and the treatment she had
received was such as to exasperate hcV towards Dr
Jacob. lie referred to the fact that iSr Jacob had
frequently to be guarded by a band of attendants

in his visit to the house, which, bethought, showed
a feeling between him and the patients which
should not exist. The next .statement he referred

to was that there was a conspiracy amongst some
persons in the institution to thwart and ob.i^truct

him in the discharge of his duties. It was wholly
unsulistantiated and contrary to fact, so far as he
(Dr Burton) knew. A patient named Jliles

'Tierney had been removed from the convalescent

(vard to another, where he received very severe

treatment for repeating, as he 'was informed, a

copy of some verses he wrote to the Valuation

Commissioners on the occasion of their visiting

the house. He was subjected to vei-y severe

treatment iit' conseqtience of ha'ving handed a

copy of some verses to Dr Jacob himself. The
statement that he had offered to back Kane to the

amoujit of 100?; was untrue. The statement that

he had advanced money towards the defence of

Kane on the tri^il already alluded to was like-

wise untrue. Dr Jacob complained that he (Dr

Burton) had no winewhen called for. He could

prove that he had that day given the last of the

wine to a sick patient. Dr Burton next alluded

to the charge brought against him of baring
allowed B. patient, named Coulton, to go out \vith

a gun withbnt supervision. He reminded the

commissioners that it had not been proved that

Coulton had ever carried a gun in his (Dr Burton's)

j)resence, and he had given special directions not

to allow CouHon to take it in his hand. He (Dr

Burton) did not, at thetime he took Coulton out,

look upon him as a lunatic in any light, either

medically or legally. He wasperfectly convalescent

and perfectly trustworthy, and skilful in the u.se of

firearms, having been'in the constant habit of u.sing

them, and having a gun of his own the greater part

of his life. He considered it a great indiugence to get

out with him, and he (Dr Burton) considered that

in ail cases where a patient could be indulged with-

out danger it should be done, as it had a beneficial

effect. Dr Burton proceeded to answer the charges

made against him on the last day of the investi-

gation—Friday, the 28th ult. It had been stated

then tliat the fonncr matron and storekeeper had
left in consequence of differences with him. The
former storekeeper (Mr 'Vanston) was now the private

agent of Dr Jacob. He had been reprimanded, and
soon after he gave in his resignation. After Vanston
left he brought some charges against him

,
(Dr

Burton), and after an investigation they were

declared quite groundless. The previous matron re-

signed in consequence of ill health, and not because

she could not bear his conduct. He himself nad seen

the present matron' (Miss Farrell) profoundly affected

by wliat she termed the brutal treatment of l)r Jacob.

As to the statement that he had not visited the

patients—or some of them—for months, or even

weeks^ he must denounce it as a most imqualitied

falsehood, whoever told it to Dr Jacob. After going

at much length through all the matters mentioned
during the course' of tlie evidence already sulmiitted,

Dr Bniton proposed that he should produc-e wit-

nesses to corroborate his statements on oath.

Dr Jacob said he anticipated the course Dr Burton
had taken, and he had pi-epared a memorandum,
which he begged the commissioners would allow him
to put in evidence to vindicate his character.

Dr Hatchell said Dr Jacob had at the projjer time

given his evidence,, and ha'l made certain statements

to which it was oniy fair Dr Bixrfon sliould have an
op})ortunity of replying.' That difj- -wns-appbinttKl

for the purpose, ahd he could not allow Dr Jacob to

inteiTupt the course of the inquiry. At the proper

time he would be heard.

After a very lengthened investigation,

Dr Burton was affirmed, and proceeded on oath to

testify to the facts he had aU'eady stated.

Dr Nugent, the senior Inspector of Lunatic

Asylums, was examined at the request of the Resident

Physician. He said he had been acquainted with

the" asylum for fourteen years in the capacity of

inspector, and for ten years as a governor, and he

was familiar -with the wiirking of the establishment.

Tlierc were no similar institutions in Euroi-ve that

equalled the Irish district asylums in the number of

cures, ill the paucity of deaths, and the imnnmity
from accidents generally ; and they were, at the

same time, more economically worked than public

asylums elsewhere. He could state— and it was, he

need not add, most satisfactory to him to be able to

do so—that, notwitlistanding the discord and the

contests that had existed in that asylum, it occupied

a fair position as compared with the other district

asylums of the countrj-. It might not equal some
of them in the proportionate nnmber of cures, but

its proportion of deaths was under the general

average. Taking the last four or five years, the'

number of deaths- there, it had iKippeuedj was less

in proportiou than in any other asylum, Accidents

had occurred, and- must occiu', in lunatic asylums as

the natural consequence of the class of persons

occupying them ; but still the f;,
"

' . it'.hi

a period of five years, the itiiml)er -
;..,

not from natural causes, \\xt fi ; !

violence, was only 13'in the Irish asylu;.

140 in another country. It was, of i

fying to every one connected -nith the :.

with his own department to be able to ;

distinguishing characteristics. (Hear.

'

as regaiiled fiscii'

any asylum in !

more carefully : ...^ .-,._- ^., , .._1

the result was that, having regard to the population
of the a.sylum (between 160 and 170), its cost was
about the same as the average of the Ifi; ,

' '!

asylums, or, perhaps, about from 10s. t^- ; !

more. Dr Nugent, in answer to que^-.

Dr Burton through Dr Hatchell, .said he th.jugiit the
internal working of the asjdum -was verj- unsatis-

factory. In no other asylum did snch a state of
things exist as did there in relation to the medical
officers, whose disagreements embroiled every-thing

else. In other asylums there was a l>ett«r, a ui-jre

give-and-take spirit amongst the medical officers

;

there "^vas more cordiality and more desire to work
together for the good of the asylum. Tlie position

of Dr Bm'ton now was not such as he and his late

colleague, Dr White, intended it should be when Dr
Burton was apjiointed resident physiciau. The con-

duct of Dr Burton, so far as the inspector's office

had eiperience of hinr in the discharge of his

duties, was satisfactory,
Dr Nugent -was very shari^ly, if n- ^ '^

..;-.;.-

cross-examined by Dr Jacofj with i

relative duties of the re.sidentand visiti):

-

and the rules that regulated them. He was also

cross-examined as to whether he imputed to Dr
Jacob the making of unfounded statements. He
said he did riot impute to him that he ever wilfully

made imfounded statement's.

A number of witi - .- -

Were produced by D:
of the statement he l.ii . .

in contradiction of the statements oi Dr Jaeo'u.

The inquiry was resumed on Satm-day morning by
Dr ftatchell and Colonel M'Keriie.

Persons employed or who had been employed in

the asylum were produced l>y Dr Burton, the
resident physician, to prove vir

statement he had made to the c- ;
>

support of -which other \ritne35es ;... . .-w.. ^...........i

on the preceding ilay. Some ot the witnesses were
examined by Doctor Burton in reference to s"me
differences lie had had with the ^ ' -:i-

tution; and others gave evidenc-
with Dr Jacob, and as tohis mu^':_ - - , - - - -.--^ -^

the occasions of his risits to the asylum. Two or

thfee of these witnesses had ceasdl to l>c conhecttd
with the asj-lum, and said tl^

"" '-">'

remain because of Dr Jacob. J- t

the witnesses for the purpose '

'

. ^ I'l'

Jacob's treatment of some of the ketpei.s, and al»o

patients, was calculated to prevent the various

officials f: '-r.ing their duties satisfactorily.

The C - called for the head attendajits,

audexai... :(s to the directions they received

from the tv.o medical of&cers. It -n-as stated that

the directions often conflicted, and that the \-isiting

physician appeared to have more a'athority than the

resideut phvsiciau.

, CHARGE OF JIANSLAUGHTER AGAINST
MR EVAN THOMAS.

At the Birkenhead Police-court, yestelday,

Evan Thomas, known in Liveri>bol as a "bone-

setter,"' surrendered on a charge of the man-
slaughter of Francis Timlin, a child aged eight

years. The circumstances of this case lui'Vfe'

already transpired through the Coroner's mquiry,

conducted a short time since. The deceased, who
is the son of a labourer named Patrick Timlin, it

will be remembered, was submitted to the treat-

ment of Mr Evan Thomas, for a supposed fractui'e

of the thigh-bone ; and, having subsequently

died, that event was sought to be associated with

Mr "Thomas's treatment.

The magistrates on the bench were the Rev.

Mr Coxon, and ilessrs R. Bryaus, B. Darbyshire,

and J. B. Case. The greatest public interest was

manifested in the case, the court being densely

crowded throughout the day. Among the spec-

tators were Mr J. Bramley-Moore ; the Rer; Mr
Howson, principiU of the Collegiate Institutioff

;

Mr Frost, Slavor of Chester: Mr Booker, Mr
Buchanan, and Mr Daglisli, besides ntiniwous

medical gentlemen.

Mr J. B. Aspinall (instructed by Mr Larke

Aspinall) api>eared for the prisoner.

From the evidence of Patrick Timlin, and

other witnesses, it seemed that on Tuesday

morning, the 2nd inst., the deceased child c-Jffl-

lilained of i)ain in the knee, which he attributed

to a blow inflicted by a yoitnger brother. On
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the following Friday, having in the mean time

become worse, he was visited by Dr Lambert, who
ordered poultices of linseed meal or bran to the

Eart affected, and the strength to be supported

y good diet, with the addition of a little wine.

Poultices were apjdied accordingly, and continued

until Saturday, when, on the suggestion of some
neighbours tliat the boy was suffering from a

fracture of the limb, he was taken to the house
of Mr Evan Thomas. Tliis gentleman, on ex-

ariiining the limb, pronounced it to be fractured,

adding that hi.s fee for .setting the bone would
be ten shillings. Tlie patient's father having
bnt 5s. to offer, projiosed that Mr Thomas should
aceci)t that amount, assuring him that he would
pay the remainder of the required sum on a second
visit. Mr Tliomas, however, declined the pro-

posal, intimating that he gave "no trust." Tlie

father tlifn took the lad away, and was about
to place him iu a cab for conveyance home,
when the pecuniary difficulty was met by the
timely arrival of a friend, who advanced the
needful sum. The lad was taken back to Mr
Thomas's, and that gentleman, on receiving his
f'?e, proceeded to treat the patient for a fracture,

by ajiparently going through the pi-ocess of .setting

the bone, and then binding the hmb with splints,

Sk.. ordered cold apjdieations. On Sunday the
' '"' rse ; andon^' '

^'- ' 'ibert

:i called in, iges,

._. _L _.^ .._ _ Jiere was no li r.

J>r James Lambert, Union Medical Oihcer for

the north district of Birkenhead, iu which the
id his parents resided, depose<l to Ills

yn the deceased Francis Timlin, cora-

jiii i:c i:iy uu the 5th instant. On cxanining the
boy on his first visit, he observed the inner
portion of the outside of the thigh to Ijc i-od and
inliaraed. From the state of the pulse, the
tongue; the skin, and other indications, he con-

cluded that matter vmn forming in the thigh, and
that there would probably be an abscess ; ordered
poulticing and good diet, with a little wine, and
continuation of the treatment until his next
visit. On the Monday following he ^vas informed
that the child was worse, and on dgain visiting it,

much to Itis surprise he found the child in a
ite. On examining the leg, he found

iji in splints and bandages, from the
I . .lie top of the thigh, and observi«d that

the limb had been treated for a fracture. He
knew, liowever, that the limb was not broken,
and expressed his surprise at the treatment to
whiHi it hud been snbiiw^ed. Prom the state of
''

' ' ' " " I have a most
c inflammatory

..,...,,...._ 1... ,,,„jiption of matter
<tem. The effect of such absorption
to induce the disease called pyremiu.
\ras then sinking, and on Tuesday he
it was dead. The post-mortem exami-

Me quantity of matter
\ among the muscles,

...- -...^. ..... bone, on being taken
out, wn.s entire, and not fractured. The thorax,
on being opened, showed adlitsions between the
two pleune, and effusions of scrum. The pericar-

dium was almost filled with turbid serum : there
' " ' • ' '

' : the
I here
sub-

stance of the organ ; the kiiineys were highly
congested, and studded with minute depositions

of matter ; the brain, as well as the lung.s, was
congested ; the other organs presented no un-
.... > vnonrance ; there was no phlebitis or

! >n of the venous system. Considered
iiiia was the cause of death, viroduced

by the absorjrtion of matter from the thigh, the
absorption being accelerated by the bandaging
of t'

"'. ted.
}• iiination, the witne.ss stated that

pyai,.... . .- ,..,t always fatal. Would undertake
to swear that pyteniia had not set in on Friday,

be<;ansc there were none of the symptoms of

pyaemia present. The symptoms of pvtemia
were a <]nick pulse, profuse persjriration, and

'

'iiiess. No notice of the post-

n to Mr Evan Thomas, so far a.s

.— ™. ' '. Tliought it quite fair for

the post have been made in his
absence. • uat death was accelerated by
tlif pressure of the limb and the treatment to
wliih the deceased had Iwen subjected. 8aw a
IiTe«f;ription which he 1)elieved to have been
written by Mr Thomas's sou ; it included quinine,

which he considered was proper to give. Pyaemia,
he believed, originated in absorption of matter

;

never knew a case of pyaimia arising from
al)Sorption of au abscess under proper treatment.

Had read of some cases of the sort. In cases

wher*; there is inflammation, or where there is

a doubt as to the existence of a fracture, it was
not usual for medical meu to place a limb in

splints. Tt was quite improper to use splints in

a case of inflammation. In cases of suspected
fracture, witness saw no objection to splints, if

applied loosely ; but they would be injurious if

applied tightly. Supposing splints were loosely

applied, and the inflamed part was constantly

kept wet, the inflammation might be benefited,

such a mode of treatment was not the practice

of Surgeons. Splints were occasionally applied

by Surgeons, even where there was no fracture
;

but where matter was in the course of formation,

cold applications would be decidedly injurious.

Dr Baylis, who \vas present at the post-mortem
examination, agreed generally iu the appearances
alreadj' described, but differed from the previous

witness in one or two unimportant particulars.

Waa of opinion that death was caused by pysemia,

and considered, from wliat he liad observed, and
the evidence he had heard, that the pyasmia wa.s

induced by impro|)er treatment. The grounds
of his opinion were, that the matter iu the thigh

was due to an effort of nature, which would have
been assisted by poultices, but which was
interfered with by the application of splints .ind

wet bandages. The evidence he had heard con-

firmed him iu that opinion. The witness stated

that he had a similar case under his care some
time ago, but the abscess was iu the forearm,

and, iu that case, the limb had been subjected to

pressure by Mr Evan Thomas.
Mr Aspinall.—You have no right to mention

a case against Mr Evan Thomas
;

you may
strengthen your own opinion by cases which
have come to your own knowledge, bnt you
have no right to prejudice the accused. It is

disgraceful.

M* C . Evans, Smgeon to tlie Birkenhead Hos-
)>ital and Dispensary, agreed generally with the

evidence of the two previous medical witnesses.

Was of opinion that death was caused by pyemia,
induced by ubwjrption of matter from the thigh

;

and tliat the absoqttiou wa.s accelerated by pres-

sure.

In cross-examination the witness said that, iu

a case whore extensive inflammation had been
set up, it WAS possible for a qualified practitioner

to b I] as to the existence of a fracture.

In Mu.se inflammation, such as existed

in li.. |i i,.,,i, under consideration, the applica-

tion of .splints would bo injurious. Ho believed

that pressure on the suppurating surfaee increased

the absorption.

Mr John Dowling, Surgeon, was present at the

post-mortem, and agreed generally with th*'

appearances detailed. From what he had seen,

and from the eN-idence he had heard, he was of

opinion that the cause of death was pytemia, pro-

duced by the absorption of matter from the thigli,

and that the application of splints was highly
calculated to promote ahsorjition. Believed that

the treatment to whicli the child was subjected

accelerated deatJi, but could not say tluit it

would have lived in the absence of that treat-

ment.
This 'offlng^ the' caae for the procecution, evi"-

dance was taken for the defence.

Hugh Owen Thomas, a qualified Surgeon, and
son of tlie accused, with whom ho practises,

stated that on the child being brought to their

establishment, on the 6th instant, he examined
the case. Found the thigh swelled, tender to the

touch, and somewhat inflamed. Considered that an
injury had been sustained by the epiphysis of the
bone, bnt could not, in the state of the limb,

ascertain if there was a fracture or not. Left the

case in the hands of his father, and was present

while the child was operated upon. Was engaged
with other patients at the time, and did not pay
special attentinn to the ca«e, ; Imt did not see any
attiii :

'
' " ' Had olitained his-

deL -:it time had ha<l a
goi i'

I

.
, 1 ud that what was

done wa= piuptr to be dune uuiier tlie circumstances.

Patrick Tiiuliu, tlie father of the deceased, in reply
to the bench, denied that on the occasion of liiis

first visit to the cstaldishment of Mr Evan Thomas,
he had any conversation whatever with the last wit-

ness.

Dr O'Doimell, having heard the evidence, was of

opinion that tlie treatment adopted towards tUe^
deceased had no influence in inducing death. Pyje-
mia was a disease of the blood ; and probably wheu
the symptoms appeared the boy's lungs and peri-
cardium were diseased at the same time. From all

that lie had heard, he was of opinion that pyaemia
was in the child's system when first seen by Dr
Lambert, and that it niust have died under any cir-

cumstances.
Dr Roberts, brother-in-law to the accused, having

heard the whole of the medical evidence, doubted-
very muoli whetlier the treatment of Mr Evan
Thomas had anything to do witli accelerating the
child's death. In support of his opinion, the witness
detailed his experiences of one or two cases in point.
Believed it probable tliat exposure to cold by con-
veyance across the river hastened the disease. In
oases where there was a doubt as to fracture, it was
quite proper to employ splints ; Iiut it was often'

difficult to tell whether matter had formed.
Mr Pope, Surgeon, formerly of the Southern Hos-

pital, was of opinion that the treatment pursued by-
Mr Evan Thomas was not instrumental in inducing,
death. Had seen a case of pysemia, from a similar
cause, result in death, without any pressure being

.

applied.
Dr Lodge was of opinion that there must be a

diseased condition of the blood to produce pyaemia,
and tliert-fore considered that it would be extremely
difficult to say that pyiemia ivas produced by pres-
sure in the case under consideration.
Mr Aspinall, in addressing the bench on behalf of

the accused, contended that the treatment pursued.,
by Mr Evan Thomas was consistent with the prac-
tice of medical men ; and that, even supposing it

were not, an error in judgment, to which all medical
men were liable, could not involve the crime of man-
slaughter. He attributed the prosecution to the
envy aud uncharitableness of those medical gentle-

men who were jealous of Mr Evan Thomas.
The magistrates, after retiring for a short period,

decided on committing the prisoner for trial. Bail
was'renewed.

THE CHINESE EXPEDITION.
The Special ( 'oncspondent of the ' Indian

Lancet,' ^viiting from Talien Hwan Bay, 10th.

June, 1860, says i

" On the 19tli of May, the 1st Division of the
expoditionai-y force left Hong Kong, en route to:

the rendezvous at Talien Hwan Bay, on the
northern shore of the Yellow Sea, and in the'

same degree of latitude as Pekin. Our embarka-
tion took place under most unfavourable circum-
stances. One of those sudden storms of heavy
rain, for which tropical regions are celebratecf,

burst on our devoted heads the morning wo were
ordered to embark. The usual preliminary in-

structions for the baggage to be conveyed to a
place convenient for transport to the boats, and '

for the men to parade, had been given out, from
that exquisite miniature of the red-tape and
sealing-wax office, the orderly-room. The rain,

however, continued with unabated violence, and

'

reason, in the corporeal form of the senior

Medical Officer, for once got the ascendency—the
orders were countermanded, and the men, for

that night, slept on dry bedding. This was too
good a joke to be i>€rpetrated more than once,

and next morning routine carried the day : wet
or dry, the meu mnst be got on board. Wet
they embarked, and wet tlioy remained, without
a prospect (for many days) of getting dry. The
consecjuences might have been foreseen by any
one gifted with a veiy ordinary share of common
sense. Fevers, catarrhs, and diarrhoea prevailed

i

to such an extent, that the ma.jority of the men
on board wci-o rendered unfit for duty during the
first week, and many have not yet recovered.

Fever, in this country, is easily contracted, but
very difficult to shake off. It very frequently
passes from the common continued to the
typhoid form, which leaves its victims miserable
wrecks of their former selves. Diarrhoea yields

very slowly to treatment, and when it becomes
chronic, is a most fonnidable disease. It occurs
frequently as a sequel of fever, and is then very,

difficult to control. Fortunately we had no
fatal cases during the voyage ; but several

of our strongest meu have been so much. .

reduced by disease, that they cannot possibly
be of any use, iu active operations, for some
time. Another cause of sickness, and one .

even more reprehensible, existed, and had it

not been at once removed, would have been
attended with the most serious results. I

allude to the salt pork provided Iiy the Coim
missariat at Hong Kong for the use of the

troops during the voyage. All the available pork
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in the merchants' stores at Victoria was bought

up and shirred for this especial purpose, m order

that the Commissariat stores might remain mtact

for future use. There was no brand on the casks

containing this pork to show the date of its

,n-eparation, as that would have betrayed a com-

inei^cial secret, and gone far to render it unsaleable.

The moment the head of a cask was started,

sulphuretted hydrogen was evolved in such

quantity, that it was impossible to approach it.

One of them was completely opened, and it was

found to contain nothing but a mass of black and

putrid filth. As a matter of course, it was

instantly tlu-own overboard. Several casks con-

tained what might be called a superior quality of

pork. The flavour was not quite so high, but

when cooked, the muscular parts displayed a tint

of dark green, gradually deepening to jet, not

usually met in wholesome food. I have no doubt,

the gentlemen of the Commissariat had a very

arduous task to perform, when they were called

upon to purvey for so large a force, in a country

where salted food is seldom prepared. But they

have no right to hazard the success of an expedi-

tion like the present, by issuing supplies that a

dog would not touch, especially when they have

the means ofascertaining (by boards of survey, &c.)

that these supplies are, at least, sound m con-

dition. This applies more particularly to pro-

visions intended for use at sea, where frequently

no substitute can be found. That this most

essential duty was either neglected, or performed

in a very careless manner, one glance at the mU-

side of a barrel of pork such as we had on board

would abundantly prove. Fortunately the salt-

meat ration was not confined to pork, as a pro-

portion of beef was included in the supplies for

the voyage. Thus, the men were saved from a

bread-aud-water diet, one that certainly would

not add to their efficiency in the field,

"June 20th. -Nearly thirty transports have

now arrived with troops ; and on reference to them,

I find that the majority urge the same complaint

against the Commissariat supplies above alluded

to, so that my grievance is not an exceptional one.

" Smce we reached these northern latitudes, I

have remarked a wonderful tendency towards

liybemation amongst the arrivals from India.

Instead of making a virtue of necessity, as you

good people in India do, by rising early, because

you cannot remain comfortably a-bed, we denizens

of the north find it difficult to tear ourselves

away from the warm blanket, with the mercury

standing at 60° Fahr. It is a fine, bracing tem-

perature, and contributes much to the main-

tenance of health and the recovery of the sick.

The first step, on our arrival here, was to land a

party, under an aimed guard, to sink weUs for

the sujiply of water to the fleet. There are

plenty of small springs all along the coasts, and

excellent water can be had in any quantity at a

depth of five or six feet. Our chief difiiculty is,

the non-existence of fresh provisions. The
villagers around the Bay have driven all their

cattle inland, beyond the mountain range that

forms a kind of landward bamer, and they can-

not be induced to bring supplies, even at the

sight of the mighty dollar. The supply of live

stock in most of the transports is exhausted, and

nearly every one luxuriates on salt provisions.

" "We have just heard of Lord Elgin's arrival at

Hong-Kong, and now we liope that our future

movements will soon be determined.
" You will be glad to hear that the subscrip-

tion to the ' Alexander Testimonial' progresses

most favourably amongst the Medical members of

the Chinese expedition."

A NEW FEEDING-BOTTLK AND SHIELD.

We have been favoured by Messrs Morgan

Brothers with a view of two new inventions,

which, we hope, will be as successful as they are

neat and ingenious. The one is a feeding-bottle,

supplied with an elastic tube andporforated teat;

and the other is a nipple-shield, with a similar

tube and teat. The latter, we have been in-

formed, lias been tried with success. Perfect

appliances of this kind are desiderata in the

nursery.

DEATHS.

Paeslby.—October 19, at 'Woodborough, Somer-

setshire, Samuel Parsley, formerly of Worle,

Somersetshire, aged 82.

Teestrail.—August 1, atBathurst, West Coast

of Africa, of yellow fever, only nine days after

his arrival, William Mitchell Trestrail, Stafi'-

Assistant Surgeon in the Army, aged 28.

MEDICAL NEWS.

Royal College of Sukgeons.—The follow-

ing gentlemen having undergone the necessary

examinations, received their diplomas in Dental

Surgei-y at a meeting of the Board on the 24th

inst. :—Francis Hancock BalkwiU, Canonbury,

Lslington ; James Kempe Devonshire, Great

Coram street ; John Evans, Gloucester cottage.

Upper Albany street. Regent's park ; John Spen-

cer Fitkin, Fleet street; St George Freeman,

Waterford; George Fellows Harrington, Ryde,

Isle of Wight ; Samuel George Leigh, Leeds

;

Martin Magor, Penzance, Cornwall ;
Joseph

Lewthwaite Ritson, Carlisle; William Ryding,

Limerick ;
William Williamson, Elgin, N.B.

AP0TnECAiiiE.s' Hall.—Names of Gentlemen

who passed their examination in the science and

practice of Medicine, and received certificates to

practise, on Thursday, October 18th, 1860 :

—

Frederic diaries Bailey, Norwich ; William

James Lancaster, Bamsley, Yorkshire ;
Thomas

William Onwin, Birmingham ;
William James

Thomason, R.N. ; Frederic Hase Watts. The

following gentleman also on the same day passed

his first examination :— James Savage, HuU
School of Medicine.

Royal College of Suegeons, Edinbtooh.—
Robert Uvedale West, M.D., L.R.C.P., and

L.R.C.S., Alford, Lincolnshire, was elected a Fel-

low of this College on the 17th inst.

Appointments.—Dr R. WoUaston has been

elected Physician to the South Stafibrdshire Hos-

pital, in place of Dr Topham, resigned ; Mr C. W.
Browne has been appointed Resident Medical

Officer of the Metropolitan Hospital, Devonshire

square; Dr T. A. Carter, of Leamington, was

elected Honorary Physician to the Warwick Dis-

pensary on the 17th ult., vice Dr AUanliy, who
has recently resigned.

The College Accounts.—The following abstract

of the finances of the Royal College of Surgeons,

Midsummer 1859 to 1860, has just been published by
the authorities ;—The Receipts amounted to

22,307^., and were made up from the following

sources : Diplomas of Members, 14,355/.; Dental

Certificates, 929/.; Midwifery Licences, 198/.;

Fellowship Diplomas, 840?.; Dividends on Invest-

ments, 1207/.; and Sale of Stock, 4756/. The Dis-

bursements amounted to 21,906/., and are thus

distributed ; 1. College Department, including

Council, Court of Examiners, Dental Board, Mid-

wifery Board, Auditors, Diploma Stamps, Lists of

Members, Salaries, Wages, Coals, Law Expenses,

&c., 9215/. 2. Museum Department, including Cata-

logues, Specimens, Spirit, Bottles, Salaries, W;iges,

&c.,2613/. 3. Library Department, including purchase
and binding of Books, Salaries, &c., 634/. 4. Miscel-

laneous, including Taxes, Insurance, Furniture,

Pensions, &c., 747/. 5. Repairs, 648/. 6. Under
Deeds of Trust, including Oration, Lectures, Prizes,

&c,, 176/. 7. Balance of Purchase of House, 43

Lincoln's-inn fields, 7761/. The Incidental Income
is 21,099/. ; and the Pennanent,1207/. The Incidental

Expenditure is 18,173; and the Pennauent Expen-
diture, 3733/.

The Analyst fob the City- of London.—
At the last Court of Common Council, it was an-

nounced that the Secretary of State for the Home
Department had sanctioned the appointment of

Dr Letheby as Analyst.

Sight and Reason Restored to an Insane
Patient by an Operation for Cataract.-—
This interesting case is referred to in our Paris

letter of this week, and the following are some ad-

ditional particulars ; M. Bouisson, Professor at the

Faculty of Montpelicr, lately communicated to the

Academy of Medicine the case of a man aged fifty,

who was brought to the hospital without any
particulars of his case. He was sufl'ering from

double lenticular cataract, and from dementia.

Couching was resorted to for both eyes ; and, on
the tenth day after the operation, the man said,

" I can see !" these being the first sensible words
he had spoken. As the sight improved, the man
became more manageable. He began to give

some details as to the origin of his ailments ; and»

six weeks after the date of his entrance into the

hospital, the patient left, fuUy capable of earning

his own livelihood. To these facts Professor

Bouisson added some valuable remarks as to the

probable connection between the restoration of

sight and the return of intelligence, and stated

that he considered that "sensation stimulated

the mind as electricity stimulates nervous action,

the patient being at the time favourably situated

for such impressions." The dementia was pro-

bably not deeply rooted, and the organ of sight

being that which aff'ords the most vivid sensations,

the results have been extremely beneficial as to

the patient's state of mmd.— 'Lancet.'

Dr S. B. Partridge, who distinguished lumsell

in the Lucknow Residency in 1857, has beeen ap-

pointed to officiate as Principal of the Calcutta

Medical College. His predecessor, Dr Eatwell,

has gone home. Dr S. G. ChuckerbutW, a

native, is to act as Professor of Materia Medica.

Dr Eatwell, the Principal of the Calcutta

Medical College, has published details of the

results of the College since its establishment, 25

years ago. A"t present 85 of the native students

are Sub-Assistant Surgeons in Govemmeut Ser-

vice. At least 20 are practising on their own
account in Calcutta, and of these several have an

income of Rs. 600 a month. The Bengalee edu-

cated students practise all over Bengal ; 62 are

employed by Government as native doctors. Of

the Hindustani students, there are 330 with regi-

ments and in hospitak. In 1836 Pundit Modoo-

soodun Goopto was the first Hindoo who, in spite

of caste, dissected the liuman body. The other

Medical Schools in Bombay, Madras, Agra, and

Hyderabad have turned out relatively as many
medical students.— ' Friend of India.'

In Dr McCleland's report on the health of

troops in India w« see the following particulars of

mortality, compiled by Dr Cheevers. The

annual mean rate of deaths for ten years, per

thousand men, is for Bengal 65 29, for Bombay
54-44, and for Madras 28-35. The rate of morta-

lity of women per 1000 is, in Bengal 44-4, in

Madras 247, in Bombay 305. The rate of mor-

tahty of childien is in Bengal 84-2, in Madras

39 -8, in Bombay 31 '60. The low rates in Madras

are attributable to the accessibihty of hill sani-

taria, and the high rates of Bengal to the prevalence

of malaria. In Bengal one-third of the deaths

are caused by fever, in Madras one-ninth, and in

Bombay one-fourth, -.j
. , a .

A CinNE.SE Phap.macoi>(eu.. — Toads flesh

cures diarrhoea ; that of the gccks, tuberculous

affections. The flesh of the bat gives long life to

those who eat it ; its blood and bile have the

reputation of curing sypliilis, and its excrements

are used in the preparation of certain pUls. The

dried and powdered skeleton of the scoriiion pos-

sesses diaphoretic virtues, and cures rheumatism

and syphihs. The brain of a horse makes the

hair grow, its heai-t dried and powdered strengthens

the memory, its bones remove sleeplessness ;
but

they must be the products of a white horse. The

marrow of an ass's bones introduced into the ear

during sleep cures deafness ; rhinoceros's hom
cures sbnmambulism. The urine of the tapir is

an antidote against poisoning by copper.— 'Ga-

zette Hebdomadaire.'
PuYsici.VNs' Fees.—The ordinary fee for a

physician in the Elizabethan era was not a guinea.

A great noble sometimes gave that sum. It is re-

corded of a peer in Heni-y the Eighth's reign, that

he paid a fee of 1/. to a Cambridge physician, but

half that sum was all that usage required. In

the reign of Charles the Second, the guinea fee

began to be very usually paid ; but a doctor was

not thought to be badly treated if he received

only half that sum. ' Physic lies a-Bleeding ; the

Apothecary turned Doctor' (1697) represents 10s.

as the common fee; and the 'Levanem Infirmi'

(1700) says—"To a Giuduate in Physick, his due

is about 10s., though commonly he expects or de-

mands 20s. Those that are only hcensed Phy-

sicians, their due is no more than 6s. 8d., though

they commonly demand 10s. A Surgeon's fee is

12d. a mile, be his journey far or near ;
ten

groats to set a bone broken or out of joint ;
and

for letting blood, Is. ; the cutting off or amputa-

tion of any limb is 5/. ; but there is no settled

price for the cure."— ' Athenffum.'

The BHNDNE.SS of Geoffrey St Hilaire.—

"His life was shortened by the workings of his

mind—by the fire of his powerful imagination.

The dav did not suffice him ; and he passed long
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hours of the night, seated on his bcJ, following

out his speculative ideas, and writing down what-

ever came into his liead, and as it were under the

dictation of Iiis imagiaation ; a sad habit, for it

hastened the occurrence of the blindness which
had previously threatened him. It would have
been a veritable calamity to him, had he been
compelled to ask the hand of a stranger to write

down for him every little word. But Heaven had
T)Iessed him with a devoted daughter—a pious

Antigone, who led his steps and partook of his

labours ; so, tlianks to her, this deep cause of

grief became at last a tender melaucholy. I have
seen this Ulustrions blind man in his peaceful

retreat at the Jardia (fcs Planks, surrounded by
his family and friends. His features wore a

serene and amiable look ; and science, which still

exclusively occupied his attention, animated and
consoled his beautiful intellect. ' Oh, my friends,

'

he would sometimes .say, ' I in vain seek the
light, and yet the sight of animated beings is

ever beforemy eyes.' Wliat regrets he must have
suffered, enthusiastic naturalist, incessant contem-

Slator of the marvels of creation ! Like blind
[iltou, he must have wept for his loss of sight

—

the sight of that splendid Janlin, which was his

Paradise, his first and last refuge."— ' Eloge of

Geoffrey St. Hilairo, by M. Du1>ois.'

At a late sitting of the French Academy of

Science,?, Dr Jules Cloquet ijroduced a pair of

boots made of the tanned skin of a boa-constrictor.

The material is remarkably strong and supple
;

the scales have preserved their natural imbrica-

tion and colour after the process of tanning, and
the inside of the skin displays the marks of the

scales in alternate reliefs and depressions. Dr Clo-

quet, on this occasion, observed that it would be
desirable to make furtlier attempts to introduce
the skins of the inferior vortebrata into trade,

seeing tliat, as to thickness and durability, they
decidedly offer greater advantsujes than those of

the superior classes. He concluded by stating

that he intended to give one of his specimens to

the Museum of Natural History, the other to the
Cabinet of the Zoological Garden of Acclimatiza-

tion.

The late Dr. Addisox.—The will of this

gentleman, late Consulting Physician to Guy's
Hospital, was admitted to probate on the 4th
instant, and the pcr.-ionalty sworn under 60,000^
by one of the executors—viz., John Addison, Esq.,

Of Banks House, Cumberland, the testator's

brother
;
jKiwer being reserved to Alfred Brooke

Barnes, Es<i., Surgeon, of Kin^s road, Chelsea,

also an executor. To his rehct Tie has benucathed
his freehold estate and residence at Brighton,
together with tlie furniture, and has left her an
annuity of 350/. and his shares in the Indemnity
Matnal Marine Assurance Company ; and tn her
son and daughter he has left an annuity of 100/.

;

these annuities to be free of legacy duty. The pre-

sentation of plate made to liini by various
parties, botli public and private, lie leaves to his

said brother, to be held by him as heirlooms in

the family. He appoints his said brother, John
Addison, Ksfj., residuary legatee of his estate, real

and personal. The will boars date September 26,

1855, and a codicil in 1858. '

MiDDLEsE.x HosriT.iL Medii.al Society.—
The first meeting for present Session was held in

the Board-room of the Hospital, on Thursday
eyening, October 18, the Treasurer, Mr Flower, in

the chair. After the minutes of the last meeting
had been read by the Secretary, and several new
members proposed, the Chairman briefly addressed

the assembly. He congratulated them on the

success which had attended their efforts during
the past year ; alluded to the advantages naturally

accruing from a Society like theirs ; urged the
necessity of not only becoming members, but of

entering warmly into the di.fcussions, stating it

as one of the best and ciuickest means, in his

opinion, of gaining information. He likewise

impressed on the minds of his hearers the

comparative ea.se with which papers might
be produced, owing to the proximity of the

warcLs, and the numerous illustrations con-

tained therein. Dr Cobbold reatl a paper ' On
Tapeworm its Prevention and Treatment.' The
very interesting observations of recent naturalists

upon the development of tapeworm, and their
relationship to the cystic entozoa, were pointed
out, and illustrated by diagrams and specimens.
The Author then remarked, that to harbour para-
sitic beings appears to be an almost universal and
normal condition of existence. He had himself

dissected upwards of six hundred animals belong-
ing to the different vertebrate classes, and had in

almost every instance found some form of internal
parasite, often many different species and innu-
merable indivduals inhabiting the same creature.

Upwards of twenty species of Entozoa are known
to infest the human body ; of these, four belong
to the Tajuiadie, or Tape-worm family, viz., T»nia
solium, T. mediocauulata, T. nana, and Bothrio-
cephaUis latus. The means of prevention are to

avoid the introduction of the creature in its

undeveloped, or cystic, eoudition into the system.
In this state it has received the name of Cysticer-

cus cellulosa;, and exists frequently in the
muscular tissue of the pig, producing what is

commonly known as " measly pork," and which,
if eaten in an imperfectly cooked state, will

infallibly give rise to tapeworm. The treatment
recommended washalf-a-drachm of »therial oil of

male fern, mixed with an ounce of honey, half to

be taken at night fasting, the other half next
morning, followed in two ! hours by a brisk pur-
gative. A cordial vote of thanks was accorded
Dr Cobbold for his higlily- instructive paper, and
the meeting then adjourned.
Middlesex Qciuter Sessions, October 24th,

I860.—S1..VUOHTER-HOUSE LICENCES.—The matfis-

trates met this day for the purpo.se of hearing appli-

cations for licences for slaughter-houses witliin the
Finsbury divisions, and several cases from Clerken-
well and Islington were heard and disposed of. Mr
Thomas Cross, of Red Lion alley, within the Holborn
district, attended by his foreman in support af a
licence to slaughter in Rose and Crown yani, St
John street. The applicant stated, that Mr Cross
had received notice that his premises were required
for the purposes of the uew dead-meat market
about to be established in Smithfield, and he was
anxious to secure new premi-ses for carrying on his

business. Mr Meadow.s, while instructed by Mr
S. W. Hopwood, appeared as counsel for the Hollrorn
District Boanl ; and Mr Sleigh, instructed by Mr
Keightly, on behalf of the Governors of the Charter-
house, opposed the application. On it being ma<le
to appear to the magistrates that the premises in

Rose and Crown yar»lTi;id never been licensed before,

and tliat tlie proposed slaughter-house would be
within fifty feet of dwelliug-houses, the magistrates
refused to grant the licence. Tlie case excit'nl con-
siderable interest ; Archdeacon Hale, master of the
Charterhouse, and Mr Tumbull, and several in-

fluential inhabitants of St Sepulchre, were present.

Mr John Fawcett, of No. 125 St John street, attended
with a memorial signed by the Cimrchwardens,
Overseers, and several inhabitants of St Sepulchre,
including the Treasurer of St Bartholomew's 'Hospital.

Dr Gibbon, Medical Officer of Health ; Mr Isaacs,

the Surveyor, and Mr Easton, the Inspector, at-

teniled to give evidence on behalf of tne District

Board.

Medical Trial : Michael v. Lea.—The plain-
tiff in this case is a fully-qualified practitioner at
Newcastle, and the defendant a farmer ; the action
being to recover the sum of 2/. 2s. for attendance
upon the latter, and 11. Is. 6d. for attendance and
medicines for his servant, supplied at his request.

The first item included a charge foradjusting tempo-
rarily a compound fracture of the arm when called

hastily at the time of the accident, and visiting the
patient three times at seven miles' distance. If any
fault could be found, we think it should be that the
fee of 2/. 2s. was unreasonably small for such services.

As to the secoufl item, it was submitted that the

defendant had acted only as messenger to his

cowman, and hail requested Dr Mich-ael to attend to
him in that capacity only. This defence also broke
down, and judgment was given for the plautift'.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE WEEK.
Wcdnaday, October 31.

Operations at Middlesex Hospital, 1 p.m. ; St
Mary's Hospital, 1 p.m. ; University College Hos-
pital, 2 ]).m. ; Royal Orthopicdie Hospital, 2 p.m.

HU.NTEBIAN SOCIETV.—8 p.m.

Thursdai/, Noremicr 1.

Operations at St George's Hospital, 1 p.m.
;

Central London Ophthalmic Hospital, 1 p.m.
;

London Hospital, IJ p.m. ; Great Northern
Hospital, King's Cross, 2 p.m.

liondon Surgical Home.—2 p.m.
Hauveia.n Society.—Mr Sedgwick, "On Sexual

Limitation in Hereditary Disease," 8 p.m.

Friday, November 2.

Operations at Westminster Ophthalmic Hospital,

IJ p.m.

Salurdny, November 3.

Operations at St Thomas's Hospital, 1 p.m. ; St
Bartholomew's Hospital, IJ p.m. ; Kings College

Hospital, IJ p.m. ; Charing Cross Hospital, 2 p.m.

Moniay, November 5.

Operations at the Royal Free Hospital, 2 p.m. ;

Metropolitan Free Hospital, 2 p.m.
Medical Society op London.—8J p.m.

Tuesday, November 6.

Operations at Guy's Hospital, 1^ p.m. ; Westmin-
ster Hospital, 2 p.m.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Amicus.—The Report has come to hand, and a notice
been given of it.

R. D.— Theories of life are highly interesting to their
concoctors, but not so to the general reader. There
are limits by which human reason is bounded in

the consideration of this question,—a sufficient

motive for some men to attempt to transcend
them. If a man be a positive materialist, and say
that life is exclusively the result of the properties
of " common matter," his- case is so simple that

it cannot be misunderstood ; but if he admit a dis-

tinct vital principle, or anything equivalent to it,

he will finil it difficult to jirove to the satisfaction

of his readei-s that he has fouud the link connect-
ing his vital principle with matter. As we cannot
discover that you have done this, we decline the
communication

.

Chiruugus.—Certainly.

W. S.—The Guardians are not bound to pay the
extra fee in the case cited ; should they do so, it

will be purely an act of grace.

Dr H.—There would be no iucougruity in a Licen-
tiate of the College of Physicians of Edinburgh
styling himself Dr, and placing the letters L.R.C.P.
after his name. He ought not to imply that he is

auM.D.
BiBMiNGH.iM.—We are not acquainted with the pre-

cise title of Professor Youatt's book, but any
bookseller will provide it for you.

Mr Thom.vs Lyte.—We cannot give you more au-
thentic information than has been already given to
you by MrBelfour. The regulations of the College
are the only ones at present that are biuding.

M.D. (Dublin) is thanked. The subject will not be
forgotten.

X. A.—The case is probably one of lupus uon-
exedeus. Try cod-liver oil or arsenic.

Mr Ward.—Received.
Mr Baker.— 1st. Yes. —2nd. Yes.
Mr B. C.— It is quite a mistake to suppose that

phthisis is not a frequent disease in the South of
France and Italy. Tliere is no part of France
where consumption is so common as Montpellier
and .Marseilles ; and at Nice there is a greater

mortality from consumption than in any town in

England. As for Malta, the death-rate from this

disease is as high as it is in England.
A Stddent.—You will be exempt from any future

regulations.

Medici'3.—Dr Budd's and Dr Brinton's.

A Subscriber is thanked.

The Educational Reoul.\tions of the
Medical Council.

Sir,— I have read with some surprise the letter

of Dr F. Hawkins in your last Number. I (luite

agree with you that ai>prenticeship is a great sham
in relatiou to a Medical education ; but .still you
must recollect that to all who entered the Pro-
fession with the intent to become General Practi-

tioners, it was the only way of entering before the
establishment of the Medical Council, and even
now remains so : it is compulsory, by Act of Par-
liament, on the Apothecary, and admitted as apart
of Professional education by the College of Sur-
geons. Under these circumstances, what right
have the Council to make a retrosi^ctive law
affecting those who had already legally entered
the Profession before the Council had any exist-

ence ? Is there no appeal to any Court of Equity
to try such a case? You iimst be aware that a
large number entered the Profession not prepared
to pa.ss sucli an examination, inasmuch as such
was not required when their parents paid two or

three hundred pounds premium,—supposing, on
the laith of Acts of Parliament and College laws,

that si'.ch was the right way to commence a Pro-
fessional education.

I trust, with your efforts to secure justice in

other cases, you will not withhold yoiu- powerful

aid in redressing this wrong ; and am, dear Sir,

Yours, &c., A Father.
London, Oct. 25.

To the Editor of the Medical Circular.

Sir,—In reference to the extract from the

'Indian Lancet' on the licensing and medical in-

spection of bazaar-women for the prevention of

venereal disease in the Army, I would suggest that

women be the exanunei-s of the unfortimate women,
for most assuredly the male examiners must suffer

by the contaminatiuginrtuence. There isa continued

reciprocating inHuence between mind and body.

If your liberality of principle will admit you to

insert this, you will oblige

Yours, &c., SANITAS.
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(^hlorodyne,e.— E. Freeman,
Phannaceutiyt, Kouuington road, London, S., in-

forms the Profession and Tratle that he has for years
MADE, and extensively used in his business, Chlorodyne

;

and tiiat he is supjiljing it in one-ounce stoppered bottles

at Is.Od. each, and in four-ounce bottles, 5s. each. He
^arantees it to be unifoniUy and properly prepared, and
superior to any other makers', thongh their charge be ever
so exorbitant ; and he tnists that the lowness of price at
wliich he offers it will allow the Profession to use it in
common practice and at public institutions, so that its

extraordinarj- beneficial effects may be enjoyed by the
poorest sufferer. Sold by all Wholesale Drup^dsts.

T^ennell's Celebrated White
J- STOPPING (ivaiTanted to keep its Colour in the
Mouth) reduced to 8s. per oz. Sold in \ oz. and J oz.

packets, sent by post upon receij^t of stamps for the amount,
ifechanical Dentistry in nil its branches. Work done for
the Profession. Instniction in Mechanical Dentistry.
MrF.'s Charges to the Public are, for a Mineral Tooth,

mounted in pure silver, 5s ; ditto in gold, 10s. 6d. ;

—

Stopping Teeth with his Wliite Stopping, 2s. 6d.
Price Lists sent upon application to Mr FE^^TLL,

Dentist, 36 Upper Berkeley street, Poi-tman square,

WATER MATTRESSES & CUSHIONS.

TporBed Sores, Consumption,
"^ Paralysifi, Fevers, an<l all Invalids and Bedridden
Patients. Air Cushions and Pillows, Bed Sheets, Elastic
Stockings, Enemas, Ear Tnimpets, Railway and Bed
Urinals, Bed Pans and Slips, &c.

WILLIAM LEE, 115, NEW BOND STREET, Tf.

Water Beds on Hire. 7s. per Week. Deposit, £10.

M
TO THE professio:n".

essrs M'Gowan & Danks
(THE PRINTERS OF THIS JOURNAL)

Are prepared to forward Estiinates, to those requiring the
same, for any description of Work connected with the
Printing Business.

Messrs M'G. and D. are enabled, from the facilities

which they possess, to execute whatever may be entrusted
to them with economy and despatch.

Letters addressed to No. 16 GREAT WINDMILL
STREET, HAYMARKET, wiU meet with immediate at-

tention.
*^* There is at the present time an opening for the Print-

tog (and Publishing if wished, of a Weekly Peiiodical.

lat Silver Watches

—

Four Holes Jewelletl and with true Sunk Seconds-F
£1 18s.

FLAT GOLD AVATCHES— Eight Holes
Jewelled, of a higher charactei^ with Wliite Dials and
true Sunk Seconds—£fi 6s.

The above are Sample Watches (Horizontal Principle) and
such as within the lai^e experience of this Old Established
House we have never been able to offer at less than Three
Guineas in Silver, and Ten Guineas in Gold Caees.—All
warranted.—Per Post, Is. extra.
Particularly suited for Students and Gentlemen of the

Medical Profession.
ARNOLD, 60 and 60 Red Lion street, Hoboni, London.

"JTinahan's LL Whisky v.
•^™- COGNAC BRANDY.
This celebrated old IRISH WHISKY rivals the finest

French brandy. It is pure, mild, mellow, delicious, and
very wholesome. Sold in bottles, 3s. 6d. eacli, at most ol
"the Fespeotftble retail houses in London ; by the appmnted
agents in the principal towns in England ; or, wholesale,
at 8, Great Windmill street, HajTnarket.— Observe the red
seal, pink label, and cork branded " Kinahan'sLL Whisky."

Catalogues gratis.

Bank of Deposit
J

Estab-
LISHED A.D. 1S44, 3 PALLMALL EAST, LON-

DON.—CAPITAL STOCK £100.000.

Parties desirous of Inventing Money are requested to
examine the Plan of The Bank op Deposit, by which a
high rate of interest may be obtained with ample secAirity.

Deposits made by Special Agreement, may be witiidrawn
without nr.tice.

:The Interest is payable in Januarj- and July.

PETER MORRISON. Managing Director.

Forme for opening Accounts sent ft-ee on application.

T
TO SURGEONS, DENTISTS, &c.

he Best House in London
for SECOND-HAND INSTRUMENTS is Mr WM.

LAWLEY'S, Lnml)ar<l House, 7S Farringdon street, City.

EstaWished ypwr.rds of a century.

A frat-elass full SUEGEON'S ARMY CASE to''

Btde.

N. B. The largest stouk of Second-hand Dissecting Casesm London. Also, A great variety of New and Second-
hand Amiy and Navy Regulation Cases.

Instmmcnts Enncht, Sold, or Exchanged.

PULVIS JACOBl f'ER., NEWBERY'S.

GENTLEMEN,—We beg to call

yom- attention to the following paragraph by

"J.Chejne, M.D., Phyfician to the Hardwicke

Fever Hofpital, Dublin, in his paper on the

•virtues of 'James'' PonxiJer in the Apoplectic

Diathefis
:"

" She began a courfe of James' Powder in

the latter end of September : the firft night (he

took only two grains, and every fucceeding

night an additional half grain, till the dole

amoxmted to twenty grains. She took t^venty

grains every night for five nveeks, when (he

found herfelf Co well that (he difcontinued the

medicine."—'• /JaW!« Hofpital Reports," vol. i.

p. 319.
To fecure the difpenfing of the original pre-

paration, which, for 114 years, has been fold by

the Newbery family in St. Paul's Churchyard,

it is neceffary to prefcribe it as " Pulvis facobi

Ver., Ne-wbery's," otherwife another article

(wanting in the beft properties, and recom-

mended to be given in a different code of dofe,

though called by the fame name'), will be subfti-

tuted for the original medicine. This, of

couri'e, cannot but have an effect other than

that expected, and will thereby lead the practi-

tioner totally to difcard it from his daily Phar-

macopoeia, as a preparation whereon no de-

pendance can be placed. We hope the above

extract will prove that when the genuine medi-

cine is ufed, faith may be repofed in it.

Yours faithfully,

F. NEWBERY & SONS.

45, St. Paul's Chuahjrard.

S Bowles (late Windsor and
• Co.), PHIAL and BOTTLE MERCH.VNT, Dealer in

Druggists' Sundries, &c., James street, Covent garden,

W.C. The cheapest house in London for e^-erv doBcnption
of MEDICAL GT/ASS of the best quality.

Samples and prices forwarded free on avP'-'atlon.

A ntimargaric Cod-liver Oil,
-^^^ Pure and Tasteless, sold bv H. ELDREDGE.
"Wholesale Agent, fur Messrs WM. k EBENR. ROTTON,
at their Depot, S5 Pentonville road. Loadon, and by most
respectable Chemists throughout the kingdom.

This Oil, extracted by W. and E. R.
the medicinal pro}>erties essential in cb^'

Diseases of the Chest, Infantile Wast
ne«H. &c. ; and for many ills tlie Imiii;

there is not its equal. In order to pi.-

sali
j'tioo,

Weak-
:r to.

1. riority

over every other, it has l>een Rubjecte<l to the most
scientific Analysis, as proved by Testimonials received

from the following well-known Physicians :

—

Wm. Heba-
T»*TH. P.C.-S., of Bristol ; Johtt Postoatt, M.D. ; Dr Bell
Flf.tchee, M.D. ; D. W. Crompton, M.D. ; William
Sands Cox, Senior Surgeon of the Queen's Hospital, Bir-

ntingham ; and many others of equal eminence.
Dr Septimus Gibbon, A.B. & M.D., Medical Officer of

Health, late Professor of Natural Philosophy at Bt Bar-

tholomew's Hospital, Physician to the Loudon Hospital,

&c. &c., of No 3 Finsbury square, Lomlnn, E.C., whose
recent investigation under Government brought to light

such an alarming extent of adulteration in articles of diet,

writing expressly upon Messrs W. h E. Rotton's Anti-

mai^aric Cod-liver Oil, uses the following expressions :

—

"I have carefully examined some bottles of Messrs W.
RoTTON & Son's "

Cod-li\*er Oil, and find them to be

excellent samples of pure Oil. Besides answering ad-

mirably to the usual tests, it is fre» from the noxious and
nauseous principles, Mai-garic Acid, &c., which so com-
monly render Cod-liver Oil not only unpalatable, tnrt in-

digestible and injurious to the human stomach. By their

mode of extracting and preparing this adnnrable remedy,
I feel satisfied they have overcome the main obstacle to its

more frequent and general use in medical practice."

The Antimargaric Oil is sold in pint bottles at 2s. 6d,

;

half-pint, Is. 3d. ;
quarter-pints. Sd. Where a difficulty is

found in obtaining it, write direct to the Dej>6t, when a

case will be forwarded -for the amount of 5s. or 10s.,

carriage free.

None is Genuine unless Capsuled, and Bigned Willjam
and Eeenezeh Rotton.

A\^ Twinberrow begs to
his FXTH \rrof''T'vmfv''S&',.^'*'

*'''"'^^ Prt*«sion to
Ills r.XlKAOl of INDLVN HEMP, prepared pTturcKBlv Im-
him at Caleutta, it, peculiar sedati^^'Pertkl b h^/S^
Ijenehtial where opiates are inadmissiwj • .,1,0 n vii^MEDICINAL EXTRACTS, prepare.l friS^ie f,,.l,, V.-^t'
(Hyuseyamiis Niger, Coniuni Maculatum \-

:''
donna. Cotyledon Umbilicus, tc); alsoto hi-'l

'

Liq. Galli Apariuis (a valuable alterative) I

(diuietic), and Liq. Bel« (prepared from tli. '

los, or Indian 13ael)for Dysentery and Diani
a large supply of In-piak Bael on haj
Palmer's Aerate<l Chalybeate Water Exr I

BOUDAULT'S PEPSINE imported in'd' i

Bottles by W. TWIXEERROW, 2 Edwards ^

:

r
square.

Gurgeons receive Appoint-
f^ SIEXTS to SHIPS to ALL PARIS of the WORLD
through

F. G. MOORE, M.R.C.S.,

34 Tebbacc, Toweb hill, Lokdos,—EC.
Gentlemen requiringAppointments are Ini-iteditofoTiFard

their names.
SURGICAL ISSTRUMESTS required tiy Suigeons to

.Sliips always reridv.

PORTABLE SURGERIES for Medical Men in General
Pi-actice.

Medicine CuEsrsfor Ships and Passengers. Comkhbiosw
promptly executed. The PrncHASEand Sai,e of Pbactiok.
VALUATios'iof Stock and Fixtures. Assistants prorided

Business hours, 10 to 6.—Send stauip for reply.

\ Xew Discovery.—Mr
-^-*- HOWARD, Surgeon-Deiili-t. -; Fj.r ,tn.- >-, s
intrrKlnced an vntiielv NEW !' - - i,

FICIAL TEETH, hxed withou' 1

They so perfectly rL-semUe tli.

distingui.slie<i from the original by ;

they ^\ill never chakce colour 01: ,-

found very srj'er;. : ;.. anv teeth ev. ^
methoddo.-: lieextractioii 1

ojicration, support an.i
are loose, ; uteed to re- i

mastication; and iLiit Mr JIc'^v .1

within the i-each of the mogt ' s
charges at the lowest scale P">- ;.
dered sound and useful in mastication, u Fleet »:r«t.

At home from ten till five.

James's Fever Pow^der.
^^

4s. GtL per bottle
; packets ils. W. e»ch.

Prepared and sold by J. L. KIDDLE, 31 Hunter street,
Brunswick square, Loudon.

This Preparation has been so extensively employed by
the Faculty, and its merits so universally acknowledged by
the pmblic at lar^, as to render all further reniArtc ou the
part of t'je Proprietor imnecessarj-. To be had of .all
Wholesale Druggists.

nnhe Piilvis Jacobi Yerus,
-*- l-reparcd by WILLAM HOOPER Hi Russell
street, Corent garden, from its identity with thr more
costly preparations and its acknowledgetl •itficacy a:* an
.iUitimonial. merits the patronage cif tln'>t;G(r»tl*;iuen who
have ni.it hitherto included FiUvis J: '

''••• "'"•.''.y

Materia Medica. An extensive con: r

Public Institutions, has satisfactori!;-

character of this medicine. It is Sfiv. m i :. uu'^ ^ ^.z.

Ixittles, at 2s. 9d. and 10s. 6d, ; and in packets for trans-
mission by post.

T^o Gentlemen.—Mr Miles,
-*- (Alfred -Webb Miles.) Established l^th February,

^(^41,

Originator vi the WORLD-FAMED TR»)U>Ki;s. ;,• i,i(r.

l«?r pair, has the j leasure to iuf- I

customers that his stock for the f

now replete with all the new and l : -

Coats, Morning and Travelling Suit-.
prices as heretofort-. Gentlemen v-

'.

favoured this establishment with I

support .are most respectfully infr':

tinguished not oidy by the extent, v;r l

its pattenis and materials, .but it t-?; !

workmanship.

Caution.—Mr Miles is not connected with any ]>erson
imitn*-- .- '

' -=ing iu the same name; his only
addr t, Hanover square, and he basTto
otht

.

.- 'ndf'U or elsewhere.

DINNEPOED'S
"Dure Fluid Magnesia,
-*- now greatly improved in purity and cwidensalion.

" Mr Dinnefoixi's Solution may fairly be tAken as a t\'pe

of what the prej^aration ought to be."
— 'Pharnui-tuUcal

Journal,' May, 1846.

Tliis excellent remedy, in addition to ii.-

amongst the public, is now also vtrv !

DraPTSNSiNO. In tli - - ' '" ' - fo ; l."(.i'I!.

&s. 6d.,) si^ciallv -ruiigeons Mul
Chemists. To I't : -»-

DINNEFOBDand *jO., Chemists. i7i Bi-nd street. Lon-
^u ; ail Whoksflle Druggists and Patent Mtdioine Houses.
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CLINICAL LECTUEES.

ON DISEASES OF WOMEN.
DELIVERED AT ST THOMAS's HOSPITAL,

By CHARLES WALLER, M.D., Obstetric

Physician to the Hospital.

Lecture IL—On Polypus Uteri.

(Continued from page 268.)

At the conclusion of oar last Lecture, gentle-

men, I showed you the mode of applying the

ligature in cases of uterine polypi. I have

made, at the suggestion of my son (at present

one of your number), a slight alteration in the

barrel affixed to the lower part of the instru •

jnent : instead of the hook around which the

two ends of the ligature are tied, I have, in

the ban-el, two openings corresponding to those

of the canula above. The ligature is, as I now

show you, passed through the foramina, the

ends tied tightly together in the centre, and
tnc superfluous thread cut off. Now, what
.idvantago has this over the hook ? Trifling as

the alteration appears to be, I assure you in

practice it is a great improvement. Contrast

the working of the two instruments. In the

original one, there is more difficulty in making
the knot tight when passed around the little

hook, and, in turning the barrel round, it will

sometimes slip otT. Then, again, the two liga-

tures and the knot are apt to become some-
what entangled with each other after several

turns of the instrument, and its free action

impeded. No such obstacle can possibly occur
in the instrument I now exhibit. You will

perceive that the two ligatures are kept widely

separated, and the ki.ot revolves between

them. Let me now detail to you the progress
of the case operated on after our last lecture.

You saw the way in which the ligature was
passed around the upper part of the polypi

:

during the introduction of the instrument
there was rather free bleeding (much more
than ordinarily occurs), which ceased immedi-
ately after the ligature was tightened ; not the
slightest pain was felt, and the patient was left

in a very comfortable condition ; the parts
were ordered to be sponged with cold water,
nourishing diet so far as it could be taken to

be continued, and no medicine prescribed.
Next day (October 20), no inconvenience

felt, with the exception of the desire to uri-

nate frequently, and some little difficulty in

th<5 act. This symptom was not a new one, it

had been present for some weeks
;
perhaps it

had been slightly a''gravated in consequence
of the instrument lying in the anterior part of
the vagina, and thus pressing somewhat on the
meatus urinarius. If you ask why, with a
knowledge of this fact, the instrument was not
placed on the opposite side of tlie pelvis, I
would refer you to the history of the case.

You will remember that the etitire circle of the
OS uteri could not be distinguished, it was only
anteriorly that it could be telt away from the
tumour ; on this account, 1 selected this

locality as the starting-point of my ligature.

The catheter was introduced, and a pint and a
half of clear urine removed. The ligature was
also tightened by two or three turns of the
barrel.

Oct. 21.—Feels comfortable, although the
bladder has not been satisfactorily emptied

;

ligature was also tightened by two or three
turns, it having become loose ; catheter em-
ployed ; slight fcctor.

Oct. B2.—Foetor increased ; ligature firm.
Oct. 23.—Discharge extremely foetid ; liga-

ture firm ; slight extracting force made without
effect.

Oct. 24.—Ligature tight; substance ofpoly-

pus greatly diminished in size ; firm traction

brought away the instrument, with the polypus
attached to it. I show you the tumour, re-

sembling, as you perceive, a large bag con-
taining a hard substance.

Thus, gentlemen, has a disease which has
been for twelve months weakening and depress-
ing the patient's constitution, and even threat-

ening her existence, been removed by a simple,

painless, and usually (though not entirely so

in this case) bloodless operation.

The ligature I employ consists of silver

wire twisted round a strong silken thread. I

prefer this to any otlier material, not only
because of its firmness, but also because,
although in a very trifling, yet to a certain

extent, it cuts its way through the pedicle :

where this is thick and firm, the cure is more
speedily effected than where the surface of the
ligature is altogether smooth.
During the progress of cure, should the

discharge become very offensive, the vagina
should be washed out with tepid water, or

with a weak solution of chloride of lime.

In a polypus of moderate size, the cure is

usually effected in from four to six days ; and
although the stem may not be entirely

separated, the small undivided portion is

easily torn through, if the instrument be
grasped by the hand, twisted round, ani] a

moderate degree of extracting effort made ..t

the same time. Do not be too anxious, how-
ever, if a longer period of time be required

;

for if the ligature be properly applied, the

cure is certain, although it may be protracted.

In some forms of polypus, although of

considerable size before they are tied, there

is scarcely any solid substance to be seen after

strangulation has been effected ; the mass,

to use a popular expression, dwindles into

.ilmost nothing. The following case is one
amongst many examples which have fallen

under my notice.

Case 3.-—M. Ripping, admitted into Ann's
\Vard, letat. forty-nine, married, has borne
thirteen children: her countenance is pale, and
has an anxious expression ; she has had more
or less bleeding for eighteen weeks. On
examination, a polypus of considerable size

was felt projecting through the os uteri. The
surface was peculiarly smooth, and the

substance much less firm than in the cases

previously detailed to you. A ligature was
applied, which came away in three days,

bringing with it the remnant of the tumour,
in appearance similar to a piece of shrivelled

skin, far gone in a slate of putrefaction.

A polypus distinctly felt at one time, may
disappear for a greater or less period, and in

some cases seem to vanish altogether, the

patient experiencing no more unpleasant

symptoms.
Case -t.—Rebecca Cole, ictat. twenty-eight,

single, cook in a gentleman's family, has had
hoomoirhage for nearly three months ; had
leucorrhcea previously. She was examined
on admission. The os uteri was to a consi-

derable extent open, and a polypus felt de-

scending from the interior of the uterus. The
substance, however, had not yet passed into the

vagina. Large doses of gallic acid were
administered, and perfect rest in the re-

cumbent position enjoined : the ha!morrhage
soon ceased. At the expiration of five weeks,

there being no alteration in the size or

position of the tumour, a different plan was
adopted : secale was given three times daily,

and the patient desired to move about, in the

hope of expediting the descent of the polypus.

Haemorrhage supervened, but no other result

followed. As the female was very anxious to

return home, an attempt was made to apply
a ligature, which was not attended with

success. The manipulation produced con-
siderable bleeding, which was arrested by the

exhibition of secale cornutuiii. After an
attack of diarrhoea which somewhat weakened
her, she felt perfectly well : when examined.

the OS uteri was closed, so that nothing could
be felt beyond it. She was now discharged
apparently well. About two years afterwards,'

she was again admitted into the hospital.

Her strength was reduced, her counteniincc
exceedingly pale and blanched ; she had had
profuse monthly discharges since her last

sojourn in the hospital, until within the last

eight weeks : since then the hasmorrhagc has
occurred every fortnight. On examination,
the OS was found partially open, and a small
moveable body felt within the uterine cavity.

I succeeded in introducing the index-finger of
my right hand beyond the bulging portion,

and scraped off its attachment to the womb,
bringing the polypus away in my hand. Very
little pain was experienced, and no hajmor-
rhage occurred : indeed, the regular catame-
nial discharge did not make its appearance until

eight weeks afterwards, this time continuing
three days. The patient was dismissed tho-

roughly restored to health.

1 direct your attention to another case,

wherein the polypus disappeared for a few
days only.

Case 0. —Anne Head, admitted 26th, sotat.

forty-two, has had seven children, the last

seven years old. About nine months ago, was
attacked with severe ha;morrhage, which has
continued at intervals ever since ; has great
pain in the left inguinal region, with some
swelling of the lower extremities

;
general

health enfeebled. When examined, the os

uteri was found slightly open, and the base
of a polypus just within the reach of the
finger. The bowels being confined, a mild
laxative was administered ; afterwards pulv.

secalis cornuti t)j. was given for two days
without any marked effect. The patient was
again examined about ten days afterwards,

when I found the os completely closed,

leaving no trace of the tumour.
Jan. 22nd.—Again examined. A consider-

able portion had escaped through the uterine

mouth, projecting into the vagina. Although
the pedicle was out of the reach of the finger,

I determined to apply the ligature, and to

carry it up within the cavity of the womb.
As the OS was quite free, this was effected

without much difficulty. The ligature was
tightened day by day, until Feb. 22nd. The
tumour was considerably lessened in size, and
the discharge was offensive : becoming a little

impatient, 1 exeicised too much force in

winding up the instrument, and broke the

ligature. A very small portion of the polypus

came away with the canulw. The uterus still

felt enlarged, the os open, and no portion of

the polypoid growth within reach. On the

.ath a large mass came away, after which the

patient rapidly gained strength.

The discharge in polypoid growths is some-
times so exceedingly offensive, that carcinoma,

or sloughing, may be suspected.

Case 6.—Ann Meary, ait. thirty- six, do-
mestic servant, admitted April 9th, has always

been in delicate health : has had frequent

hannorrhage for the last eighteen months,
with great " bearing down ;" her countenance

cadaverous ;
she is unable to pass urine. The

fcetor of the discharge almost unbearable.

This symptom excited a suspicion that

sloughing had taken place. Before making
an examination, I directed the vagina to be

thoroughly washed out with cold water, and
afterwards with a weak solution of chloride of

zinc. A largo polypus was found occupying

the vagina, the stem passing through the os.

A ligature was applied in the usual manner,

which was brought away in seven days. The
patient had a good recovery.

Case 7.—Mrs G , set. forty-two, the

mother of several children, had lost much
blood, principally at her monthly periods, for

many \ ears. Being one of the deluded fol-

lowers of homojopathy, nothing effectiud had

been done for her relief, until her health

became seriously injured, and her life im-
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perilled. Her peculiarly cadaverous look, and

the foctor of her discharge, led to the suppo-

sition that the disease was carcinoma uteri.

This opinion was given by a physician-accou-

cheur of considerable celebrity at the west

end of the town, who said that nothing could

be done ibr her relief, and that her life could
not be protracted for many weeks. Soon after-

wards I was requested to visit this lady. Her
general appearance was, to say the least, very
discouraging. She had a peculiarly sallow,

unhealthy, anxious- looking countenance. Her
strength had been greatly reduced by the

repeated hasmorrhagc to which she had
been subject, and, as might have been
anticipated, her spirits much depressed. On
examination, a large tumour was felt occupying
the whole cavity of the pelvis, polypoid in

shape, slightly moveable, although not so much
as usual on account of its large size. The finger

could not be passed high enough to touch the

OS uteri. The foetor evidently arose from
blood which had become putrid. I gave an
unhesitating opinion that a ligature should be
applied, although no distinct pedicle could be
felt. Mr I>e Morgan, of the Middlesex Hospi-
tal, saw this patient with me at my next visit,

and agreed with me as to the non-malignancy
of the tumour : I therefore at once passed the

silver wire round it. Day by day the ligature

was drawn tight, apparently without effect : no
additional foctor was noticed, and no dimuni-
tion in the size of the tumour. On the fifth day
the ligature was broken, but not before it had
done its work ; for although the polypus was
not completely separated at the time, it was
expelled a few days afterwards, to use the

words of the patient's friend, in the form and
" the size of a turnip." A microscopical ex-
amination demonstrated it to be of a fibrous cha-

racter, free from any appearance of cancerous

deposit. Polypi sometimes grow to an enor-

mous size within the cavity of the uterus,

•which enlarges as in actual pregnancy, and
at length suddenly forces the substance into

the vagina with powerful action resembling
the pains of labour. The following case affords

an illustrative example. I shall not weary you
with a tedious detail of symptoms, or of the

palliative treatment adopted, but shall content

myself by giving the result of the examinations
as they were made from time to time.

Case 8.—Mrs C, residing in the country,
consulted me for the first time July 9th, 1867.
She was forty-seven years of age, had been
sixteen years a wife, but had never been preg-
nant. For the last three years, she has suffered

most agonising pains at her menstrual periods,

with profuse hemorrhage, attended with vomit-
ing : in the intervals leuchorrhoeal discharge

was constant, occasionally tinged with blood.
Complains of bearing down ; although the

appetite is tolerable, she is gradually getting

thinner ; has occasional rheumatic attacks ; is

distressed by flatulence. On examination, the

uterus was found enlarged and heavier than
usual, and somewhat prolapsed : when seen

through the speculum, the vaginal membrane
was highly vascular ; the portion reflected over
the cervix xiteri of a bright vermilion colour,

and slightly tender to the touch. She came to

town at intervals during the months of July,

August, and September, the uterus continuing

to increase in size and weight ; and at the end
of the latter month, the cervix uteri, which
had been gradually shortening, was distended
as perfectly as in the latter periods of ges-
tation. No relief from suffering at her monthly
periods ; os uteri still closed.

Nov. 16th.—Os beginning to open ; a large

moveable body felt in the uterus.

Dec. 17th.—Os still more patulous ; no
descent of tumour ; very little alteration, ex-
cept that the os was more dilatable ; her
sufferings every month were still acute. On
the 12th of May, 1858, the finger could be in-

troduced high up in the uterus ; the tumour
still contained within the cavity. I recom-

mended my patient to come to town again at
her next catamenial period, hoping that during
that time I might be able to reach the upper
part of the tumour. She came again, rather
before the appointed time, in consequence of
increase of pain and bearing down. On
examination, the polypus, whicli ivas of very
large size, was found occui)ying and filling up
the vagina

;
the ligature was applied without

delay, and by the end of the week the disease
was removed, and the patient, after a pro-
tracted period, regained her health and
strength.

Polypi are sometimes expelled by the efl!brts

of nature alone, as in the following case :

—

Case 9.—Saw Mrs , in consultation with
Mr Complin. She had suffered from severe
haamorrhages for some time . When I saw her,

the uterus was acting forcibly. On examination,
the OS was opening, and a firm, moveable sub-
stance felt in the cavity. I recommended
nothing to be attempted, but to wait and see
what these powerful uterine contractions
would accomplish. Mr C. informed me that
some time afterwards a polypus of considerable
size had been expelled, to the relief of all

unpleasant symptoms.
Polypi are occasionally met with where,

from their size and hardness, they cannot be
removed by the hand.

Case 10.—Saw Miss , in consultation

with Mr Harris. The substance was of enor-
mous size, and after the pedicle was separated,

the polypus could not be removed by the usual
manipulation. It was at last extracted with a
pair of stout stone forceps.

Had this lady been married and borne chil-

dren, it is probable that the hand might have
been introduced within the vaginal cavity, and
the polypus brought away without the use of
instruments.

TWO CASES OF PURPURA
HEMORRHAGICA.

By JOHN GASON, M.D., &c.,

Member of the Society of <Jiuritcs at Eome.

(Continued from page 283.)

Purpura hsemorrhagica is a disease still wrapped

in much mystery, and the difficulty of forming

any correct idea of its nature has given rise to

various opinions, which may be classified as

having reference to the sanguineous and nervous

systems, sometiines in a sthenic, but most fre-

quently found to present itself in an asthenic

form. It appears to me that its causes may
be attributed, in the first place, to a chemical

decomposition or derangement of the component
parts of tlie blood, produced by the absorption

into the system of a morbific poison which
deranges or decomposes its chemical affinities

;

secondly, to a loss of nervous ]io\ver in the
organs \vhicli supply the fibriiie and serum of

the blood, thus modifying or destroying the
properties of the chyle ; and, thirdly, to a
diminution, more or lees, of the nervous power
derived from the nerves which supply the blood-

vessels, which not only fiivours this change in

the blood, but also extends to the capillaries, thus
weakening their tone, and allowing of the escape
of blood in its decomposed state or deprived of

its fibrine. It now remains to examine under
what conditions the blood escapes, and what are

the chemical changes which allow of its escape,

aud how the changes are effected. It is well

known that individuals of a sanguineous tempera-
ment, in whom the venous system predominates,
are those most predisposed to typhoid and con-

tagious fevers : it may be that they are more
prone to inhale putrid animal miasma or exhala-

tions of a contagious nature ; or it may be that

their blood is not sullicicntly oxidised, wliich

disposes them so much to this influence. I

believe that this jircpoiideraiicc of venous blood
in the sanguineous temperament is the conse-

quence of an unhealthy state of the nervous

ganglia acting throughout the bodv, whereby the
supp'y given to the blood becomes degenerated, and
that which in a healthy state of the system
would have renovated the blood witli proper
sustenance becomes converted into a fluid wanting
in sufficiently active properties. It has been
of late the fashion to underrate the evil con-
sequence of noxious effluvia : and not only this,
but statements have been made that nightmen,
aud persons engaged in occupations which bring
them into contact with fa-tid exhalations, are
generally men of portly mien and of good con-
stitution. I grant that they are very often large,

fat, and bloated ; but this is, I believe, the result
of the decomposition or derangement of the
chemical affinities of the blood. It is in this
description of persons that the large proportion
of typhoid fevers, deluium tremens, aud nervous
aflections are found, as well as purpura liiemor-

rhagica, and diseases indicating debility of the
nervous system—who, though apparently in tlie

possession of good health, have in themselves the
seeds of diseases most difficult to cure. In order
rightly to understand the effect produced on the
blood by jjarticular states of the atmo.sphere,
and by the inhalations of noxious vapours, as
well as by the indulgence in practicos very debili-

tating to the constitution, it will be well to
consider, in the first place, the i)hysiolog}' of the
blood. The most accurate investigations bavo
shown that the red globules of the blood are
each surrounded by an envelope or cyst, con-
taining fluid in which the globule floats ; this
cyst is colourless, transparent aud remarkably
thin, and is supposed to pai-take more of the
nature of fibrine than of any other known
substance in the animal kingdom. The red
globule contained in the cyst is composed of two
substances, globuline and ematosinc. The sub-
stance called globuline is supposed to |)Ossess

many properties in common with the albumen of
the serum. Ematosine, though insoluble in dis-

tilled water, is veiy much so in alcohol acidulated
with various acids. It is also very soluble in

alkalies and various gases. What, then, are the
uses of this cyst which encloses the globule, as

well as of the fluid in which it floats ? 1 believe

that they are principally for the protection of

the globules from the various gases to ivliich

they are exposed, for preservation from shocks,

for nutriment and the preservation of an equal
temperature.

When the healthy nervous power derived from
the ganglia which sunound the blood-vessels is

weakened by any debiUtating cause, the vitality

which the comiiouent parts of the globule should
possess becomes weakened, and allows of its con-

tents being subjected to various ckmuical combi-
nations in the blood, derived from the atmosphere,
or taken into the system by various means and
from various morbific sources. By this means the
involucrum of the globnlej in its weakened state

allows the absorption of various deleterious agents,

while in others it may be completely destroyed,

and the poisonous agent is brought into inuiiodiate

and more powerful contact with the globide, which
in its injured state is hurried through the lungs
and capillaries, and though subjected to tho
oxygen of the air, fails to receive the necessary
vivifying power from it. It thus fails to supply
the system with the same healthy nutriment as
before ; the consequence of which may be an un-
usual deposit of adipose tissue, or a nucleus of dis-

eased organic matter, &c., among the solids, and
a depraved state of the blood, giving rise to varions
diseases too numerous to mention here.

The second of the cases of which I have giTenthe
history appears to be one of those in which
nature attempted to relieve itself by crisis ; but
either from some organic defect in the sudatory
system, or that the blood oozed from the vessels, it

was poured into those parts in which it was found
in the post-mortem examination.

1 have examined into the history of twenty-
seven cases of purpura ha'morrhagica, upon
which I would make the following remarks :— It

is a disease which equally attacks males aud
females, and is for the most part found in youth.

In most of the cases which! am referring to, it

was a primary disease, but occasionally occurred

in a secondary form. It is a disease of a very
serious nature, liaving proved fatal in half of the
cases alluded to. In nine cases, post-mortem
examinations are reooided ; in si.x of these the
brain and its membranes were affected, varying

from petechia: and increased vascularity to effu-
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sion of blood into the substance of the brain. In
six cases the lungs and pleura were the seat of

disease, with petechia and effusion into the pleura,

and iu some infiltration of the substance of the
lungs with blood. In six the heart is described
as pale and flaccid, in two as fatty. In four the
liver was pale, in some soft. In two there was
enlargement of the [kidneys. In eight out of the
twenty-seven cases, turpentine formed the princi-

pal treatment ; and of this number fatal results

took place in three. In ten eases out of the
twenty-seven, bleeding and antiphlogistic treat-

ment was employed ; and in seven of these, fatal

results took place.

From the careful consideration of many cases
which have been under my care, as well as from
the hi.story of those which I have alluded to, I

conclude tlxat purpura haimorrhagica is a disease
not necessarily connected with a previously
cachectic state of body, but most probably with a
deranged and abnormal state of the functions, and
with a diseased state of the absorbent and excret-
ing powers

; secondly, that a debilitated state
of the nervous system tends to produce a
depraved state of the blood, with its unhealthy
consequences, as stated before ; and thirdly, that
the best treatment for the cure of this disease in
an astlienic state cousist.s in the exhibition of
turpentine as soon as possible after the natnre
of the disease has been ascertained, withont
regard to any other with which it may be compli-
cated.

The debilitated state of the nervous system I

attribute in great part to tlie indolent and un-
healthy habits whieli society has adopted, a ces-
sation of active out-of-door exercises, and inhalii-

tating localities whose atmosphere ia impregnated
with noxious effluvia.

Rome.

ON THE NON-DIGESTION
OF FAT,

CONSIDERED IX ITS SPECIAL COrOlELATlOX WITH
APFBtTIONS OF THE PANtKHAS.

Br Dk E. ANCELET, of V.ulj.y-si;k-Ai.>!ni:.

(TranduUd for the Medical Circular.)

Without abandoning the domain of experi-
mental inquiry—too exclusively cultivated in
the present day—a time must come when
physiology will deal with facts in a manner
more decided than lieretofore, and taking in a
more exact fashion the data furnished by
clinical observation, will compare them with
tlie results of experiment, in such a manner aa
to enable us to controvert or confirm, discover
new points of view or suggest new subjects
for rcsearcli—consequently enabling us in everv
case to render its applications more direct anil
more immediate. When tliis legitimate
alliance shall be established, we shall bo better
able to appreciate the connection existing
between the resulting phenomena and the
organic lesion

; therapeutics will then be reared
on wore solid ground, and the foundations of
physiology will be more conqiactly laid. The
unporlauce which modern investigations, those
especially of Claude Bernard, have given, on
the one hand, to the pancreas in connection
with the digestion of fat ; and on the other
land, the numerous objections that have been
raised against this view,—give to everything
relating to this subject a real interest.

Occupied with a work on the diseases of
this organ, for which I have collected nearly
360 cases, it was incumbent on me to examine
such as could throw light on this relationship,
and to see whether pathological facts really
concur in proving the physiological theory—
whether this gives a clear interpretation of
them, or whether, it may be, they have not in-
dicated some inappreciated peculiarity, some
cause of error in the experiments compro-
mising their accuracy and rendering their in-
terpretation less conclusive, and so throwing
doubt over the whole.

.
According to the theory, when the pancreas

IS afll'cted the digestion of fat is at an end, or
at least IS less perfect ; for fatty matters are
rejected, and no longer serve the purpose of

nutrition. I shall therefore consider the
vomiting and the dejections, as well as the
emaciation.

The vomiting, a very frequent symptom of
afleetioiis of the pancreas, (n) furnishes but
few facts bearing on this inquuy. We have to
remark, however, that in a case of tubercles
of the pancreas ; Harles, in two eases ofcancer

;

Laennec andDrllenrot also,who communicated
the case to us, have seen fat aliment provoke
vomiting, while lean meat excited no such
symptom. In a case by Leroux, though less

explicit, it is stated that amylaceous substances,
when given alone, were not rejected. Lastly,
are we to consider as fat that substance, some-
times concrete and of an albuminous appear-
ance, which Tacheron observed iu the food
vomited up by a woman, sixty-four years of
age, suffering from cancer of the pancreas ?

Such are the fact«. As to their interpre-
tation, that is subject to the objections which,
in order to avoid repetition, we shall speak of
in the next article.

The faeces have been more frequently
examined, and we have been able to collect

thirty cases' in which the j)resence of fat has
been noticed. This relative abundance of
materials obliges us to treat this subject with
some degree of detail. Fabriciua Hildanus
(1641) saw a patient with colic void a fat,

white matter, contained in thick pellicles, ,.:nd

divided in small fragments. The patient re-
covered. Tulpius (1652) saw a woman, who
was slender and often ill, void every day for

more than fifteen months a great quantitj' of
yellowish fat, floating in faecal matters, that
burned in the fire, and became solid when ex-
posed to cold. Another of his patients, who
died in a state of marasmus, voided fat both
from the intestine and the bladder. Ma;bius
(1C53) mentions the daily voidance of fat by
a woman who died in a state of marasmus.
Moellenbroch (1571) had a patient who for
two years voided, per anum, a matter similar
to beef-fat, and died also in a state ofmarasmus.
Clanderius, Lentilius, Albrecht, Shalport
van der Viel, also observed the presence of fat

niattei's in the fa;ces. In a man aflfected with
icterus, says Ilaller, the faces were white, and
covered with fat destitute of the fluid that
should Lave dissolved it. After voiding a
calculus /)c/- anum, the fieces ceased to contain
fat.—William Scott saw a woman, twenty-five
years of age, who suffered from pains in the
stomach and violent attacks of colic. This
person for three weeks brought away, with
her stools, a great quantity of fatty matters
that took fire when thrown on burning coals.
A man of forty, according to Ai-nott, voided
with his excrements a whitish, greasy sub-
stance, composed of small globules that melted
witli heat.—Turner sent to the College of Phy-
sicians of London several fatty concretions iu
fbrni and size resembling blanched almonds,
which had been voided from the intestine in a
solid state. This patient, who was young and
hysterical, took purgatives iind for a week
biought away each day from four to eight of
these bodies, after which they did not reappear.
Babingtoii relates the history of a lady who
had all the symptoms of biliary calculi. She
took two or three ounces of olive oil ; and
there were then discovered in the fajces
globular concretions of the size of grape-
stones, slightly transparent, that could be cut
like wax, and that melted with heat These
substances were examined by Brandes, who
considered them a composition of oil and in-
testinal mucus. A child of tender age,
meagre and subject to jaundice, voided, °at
intervals of some days, an ounce or two of
li(iui<l fiit that became solid on exposure to

((') It is only necessary to look into practical
authors to be convinced that vomiting is not a
symptom peculiar to any allectioii within the
ahdonicn, hut common to them all, not e,\cludiug
the kidneys and jjclvic viscera.—TraiLslator.

the air. He found it composed of oleine,

stearine, and a yellow matter.—Kuntzmann's
icteric patient, during thirteen years, voided
without pain, and at different intervals, a fat

fluid matter, the quantity of which was in-

creased by the use of meat. At the autopsy,
the pancreas was found indurated and its ex-
cretory duet obliterated

; and there was soften-
ing of the intestinal mucous membrane. Hufe-
land, in whosejournal this case appears, proposes
to give to these fatty dejections the name of
stearrhoea.—Pearson saw a poor woman whose
evacuations were fatty ; she had diarrhoea
usuall)-, with great pain, when she went to
stool. The fieces were pale and odourless.

She voided every day about two ounces of
fat and an ounce of oil ; but the quantity of
this last was variable. At the autopsy no sort

of lesion was found in the digestive organs

:

the liver was sound, fat, and pale ; and the gall-

bladder contained a fat, thickened mucus,
scarcely inflammable. In a woman attacked
with disease of the liver, and who died in a
marasmie state, the tame observer remai-ked
in the evacuations a concrete matter of a fatty

appearance, but without any colour from bile.

Oil also passed from the intestine, and very
soon became solid. It burned away in the
fire. When ini,ied with an alkali, it formed
soap.—Prout relates that a young woman,
some months before her death, "voided a great
quantity of a fat material with her stools. The
cajcum was much thickened, and the mucous
membrane of a considerable portion of the
intestine ulcerated. The rest of the abdominal
viscera were sound.—Bright relates the follow-
ing :— In September, 1847, a man, forty-nine
years of age, who was diabetic, began to void
per anum a great quantity of fatty matter.
This evacuation followed that of the excre-
ments. 'I'here was a suspension for eight
days, after which it reappeared. This man
died three weeks after in a state of marasmus.
A scirrhus of the head of the pancreas
obliterated the orifice of the biliary and pan-
creatic ducts.—An icteric woman, fifty years of
age, voided with her stools, which were colour-
less, small, round, fatty masses, somewhat
larger than peas. Bright ascribed them to a
dose of castor oil which she had taken ; but
she afiirmed tliat the same thing had occurred
before taking any oil. She died six weeks
afterwards. The pancreas was cancerous
throughout. The ductus choledocus was
still permeable.—A young woman, twenty-one
years of age, whom Bright saw in 1831, died
six days after she came to the hospital. There
were, in her clay-coloured stools, pellicles of
fat. Two fungoid tumours occupied the pan-
creas—the one the head, the other the body.
There was stricture of the ductus choledocus
at its inseition into the duodenum.—Lloyd,
quoted by Elliotson, observed in the fseces
of an icteric man, of forty-eight years, a greasy
substance, of a deep yellow colour and nearly-
fluid consistence. This matter floated on the
surface of water and became solid, but
melted with heat and burned with a blue
flame. Sometimes it contained a mixture of
ficcal matters : but these last were usually
distinct. ^V'lieii this substance was mixed with
fajcal matters, these were usually of a deeper
colour ; when it was not present, the stools
were pale-coloured like pipeclay. This
phenomenon was noticed for seven weeks, but
disappeared a week before death Scirrhus of
the duodenum and of the head of pancreas
obliterated the duodenal orifice of the pan-
creatic and biliary ducts.—In Elliotsoa's

patient, a man forty-five years of age, the
stools, which were voided with pain, were
often of a pale colour, and showed a liquid oil

that became solid on exposure to the air, and
burned when tlirown into the fire. The
patient continued to void these matters till

he died. They were sometimes absent, or again
flowed away involuntarily in great quantity.
llo died in a i-Uitu of marasmus. All the
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org.iiis were sound ; the gall-bladder was full

of' thickened bile, and the pancreatic duct

and its larger branches were found filled with

white calculi.—In a man who had been ill for

a Ion" while, and whose alvine evacuations

contained no bile, Gross, during several

months, ascertained the presence of fat. The
patient had about ten motions daily, and daily

voided at least a half-pound of this substance,

but only when he ate rich broth, or meat fried

in fat. When he refrained from these, the

appearance of the evacuations became charged
in twenty -four hours, but again became fat

when he took fat aliment. Five months before
death, the patient became icteric. At the
autopsy, the pancreas was found converted
into a cyst which contained calculi, by which
the pancreatic duct opening into the duodenum
was completely obliterated.—A patient ob-
served by Lassana had copious salivation,

weight at the epigastrium, eructations, and
constipation. The toeces contained yellowish
particles similar to solid fat, which became
more abundant after taking a purgative.
The patient recovered.—In the 'Lancet,'
Clark has published the following. A woman,
fifty-seven years of a"C, had tor some years
had symptoms of hepatic colic. In December,
1850, a tilt matter like butter was noticed on
the surface of the urine. A more attentive

examination showed that the faeces, which were
without colour, contained it also ; and that the
presei'.ce of this substance in the urine was
owing to its escape from the I'ectum—an
occurrence of which the patient was not
conscious, but which happened every time she
made v/atcr, though there was not at the same
tiirc any excrement voided. Every day she
passed 3 or 4 ounces of this fat substance,
and 8 or 9 at a later period. These
fatty evacuations were not interrupted by
medicine, or by any modification of regimen.
The pancreatic duct was found entirely

obliterated, near its duodenal insei'tion, by a
rough calcareous substance ; the liver showed
commencing cirrhosis, and the ductus chole

-

docus, too, was obliterated.—A child, six years
of ago, seen by M. de la Tremblaye, for about
eighteen months had the following symptoms :

loss cf appetite ; vomiting of food, bile, and
mucosilics

;
ptyalism ; rapid emaciation

; con-
stipation

; and for the last eight days of life,

diarrhoea. The solid faeces were here and
there more or less covered with a yellowish-
white pellicle resembling solid flit. The
diarrhooic evacuations often resembled oil

with which fa>ces had been mixed ; but at
other times the semi-liquid portions were
covered with a transparent matter which the
liver imbibed without being tinged by it.

The lungs showed traces of chronic inflamma-
tion

; so likewise the stomach and duodenum,
of which the tunics, especially the muscular,
were hypertrophied. The liver was perfectly
sound.—In a case of cancer of the pancreas
eonimunicated by M. Roques to the Medical
Society of Observation, the patient was
icteric, and had diarrhoea alternating with
constipation. The stools, which were not
examined sufliciently often owing to the in-

sufficient diagnosis, contained greasy matters.
Tulpius and Clark have noted the presence

of a fiitty matter in the urine ; but the obser-
vation of the latter enabled him to account
for this peculiarity : the fat escaped by the
anus during the emission of urine, but with-
out Icing perceived by the patient, by which
be was deceived—a cause of error which it is

sufficient to notice.

(To be continued.

)

Statistics ok Lunacy. — Late statistical re-
turns show that in Belgium there are at present
51 lunatic asylums: b in the province of Ant-
werp (one of them the colony of Ghcel), 11 in
BraLant, 6 in Western Flander!!, 16 in Eastern
f landers, G in Hainnu?r4 in Liege, and 2 in Lim-
burg, 'J he number of lunatics in Belgium is
4,907, which IS 1 in every 920 of the population

CASES OF PLACENTA PRiEVIA,
Communicated by EBENEZER FLEMING,

M.D., M.R.C.S. Edin.

Two case of placenta prsevia haWng occurred

in my practice during the last few weeks, I have

pleasure in furnisliing you with the particulars.

Case 1.—September 17, I860.— lieriuested this

morning, at one o'clock,- to attend Mrs A
,

Shenchan street, Stranraer, who has had several

children. On my way to the house, was informed

by her husband that she was in an alarming state

from a flow of blood of several hours' continuance.

1 found she had been flooding to a considerable

amount ; but as countenance and pulse were
good, I spoke to her encouragingly.

On making an examination, 1 found the vagina
filled with large, loose coagula ; the os uteri di-

lated to the size of a shilling. The placenta par-

tially presented, and adhered to the surface of the

uterus behind the inferior margin of the os. The
head also presented.

I plugged the vagina firmly with stiips of soft

rag saturated with cold water ; and as there was
no farther haemorrhage, and the pains very feeble,

I left the house, enjoining the attendant strictly

to send forme if the flooding returned.

Visited her at eight o'clock. — No more flood-

ing
;
pains feeble, and recurring at loug intervals

;

no progress in the dilatation of the os.

Twelve o'clock.—Pains more frequent ; some
flooding ; the os dilated to the size of a crown-

piece ; a part of the placenta exposed.

I ruptured the membranes, which at once had
the effect of causing the head to exert mechanical
pressure on the open vessels ; no additional hae-

morrhage for an hour, when the pains became
very severe, and were accompanied by flooding,

which ceased as the head occupied the cavity

of the jielvis. She was naturaDy delivered of a

strong, well-formed male chUd at two o'clock p.m.
The placenta came away immediately after-

wards, and the uterus contracted firmly ; but as

the patient felt weak and exhausted, I adminis-

tered a few drops of brandy. She recovered with-

out an unfavourable symptom.
Case 2.—October 7, I860.—Requested this

morning, at eight o'clock, to attend Mrs E
,

Stranraer ; but as I had only returned a short time

before from a loug, fatiguing countiy visit, I de-

sired the messenger to get some other person.

Not having seen liim, I heard no particulars of

the ease, nor thought of it again until I was sum-
moned on the evening of same day, at .six o'clock.

I was now informed that she had been flooding

since the preceding evening, and that she had only

reached the seventh month of gestation.

1 found her in a very anannic condition from the

excessive and long-continued loss of blood, which
had saturated the bed-clothes, and formed a large

pool on the floor. The countenance was anxious,

and tlie pulse upwards of 120. Vaginal exami-
nation revealed complete placental presenta-

tion ; OS uteri considerably dilated, and \'ery

dilatable. The case was altogether so unpromis-
ing, that I plugged the vagina pro tern., adminis-

tered some braudy-aud-w ater, and requested the

assistance of my friend Dr Orgill, a very dex-

terous and skilful obstetrician, which was promptly
and willingly accorded. We decided on separat-

ing the placenta in the first instance, and after-

wards proceed as the circumstances of the case

might demand. I accordingly introduced the

greater part of the thumb and fingers of left hand
into the uterus, and commenced the process of

separation of the placenta from its inferior or pos-

terior surface (from the position she was occupy-

ing). 1 effected this in a short time and without

diliiculty, and had the satisfaction soon of finding

the membranes protrude, but could not ascertain

the presentation ; so I ruptured the membranes,
passed my hand into the cavity of the uterus,

aud secured a foot, which 1 brought into the

vagina. No diflSeulty was ex])erienced in complet-

ing the deliveiy of a small female child, still-

born.

On applying my hand over the abdomen to as-

certain if the uterus was contracting properly,

found it large, and expressed an opinion that there

was auother fcetus. Examination per vaginam
verified the diagnosis. I again ruptiu'ed the mem-
branes, and passed my hand into the cavity and

secured a foot, which I brought down, aud soon
completed the delivery of a second small-formed
female child, still-born.

A portion of the placenta was still adherent :

this 1 gently separated, and on removal we found
the umbilical cords inserted into a common pla-
centa.

The uterus contracted uatm-ally, and there was
no subsequent liaemorrhagc ; but brandy was re-
(juired, in small quantities, to raise the vital
powers.

8th.— Still weak, on the whole progressing
favourably ; has made water ; lochia sparing in

quantity; slept well; no abdominal tenderness.
Her recovery was rapid, considering her perilous

state. I prescribed tinct. sesquiclilor. ferri,

twenty-five drops in a little water, thrice daily
—to be persevered in for some time.

Eeniarks on Case 2.— 1 do not recollect of read-
ing pr hearing of a ease of placenta praivia com-
plicated with twins. The complication was mi-
I'avourable, in so far as the depressing results of a
second delivery had to be gone tnrough, but
favourable from the ease with which the delivery

in each case was effected.

] was interested to know the exact position of

the second placenta, but it was one common to
both, as I have already stated.

The iron seemed to iiave an admirable effect in

expediting convalescence.
Stranraer, Wigtoushire, Oct. 30.

OF
THE SPIRIT

THE PERIODICALS.

The ' Lancet ' opens with a Lecture by Dr

Bkintox, introductory to the Course of Physi-

ology at St Thomas's Hospital. We extract the

following admirable passages :

"The word Physiology, then, must be taken
conventionally as meaning ' the science of Life.'

But what is Life ?

" And here it must frankly be confessed that

not only can we frame no definition, but that we
have no knowledge. None, that is, sufficiently

exliaustive or accurate, to call up any specific and
fixed idea ; much less an idea which, like the
idea of a triangle, we can accurately reduce to

words. In this respect, the embarrassment
wliich thus meets us on the very thresliold of our
subject, does but, as you will find heieafter, fore-

warn you of difficulties which recur at every step

of its study. \\'ords it is imperatively nccessaiy

for us to weigh carefully ; to consider why they
were first adopted, in what sense they are now
used, and what defects are inherent to them. To
kuow well, that is to say, what they stand for.

But we must beware of expecting them to de-

scribe, much more to define, the various objects to

which they are applied ; or we shall assuredly

illustrate the second alternative of that Baconian

adage, which says of them, ' words are the coun-

ters of wise men, but the money of fools.'

" Postpone, then, I would s.iy to each and all

of you, [lostpoiie for the present to s-ubstitntc any
plausible, but shallow, detinition for that complex
indefinable notion of Life which your own experi-

ence and observation must have already given
you. Or seek .ifter such a definition, if you seek

it at all, not at the beginning, but at tlie end, of

this coui-se. Look upon it, not as a scale ready
beforehand, to which you are to refer the various

detiuls of organization which' we shall study ; but
rather as the end and conclusion of the whole
matter. Try, if you must, to infer it from its

iiiuumersible phenomena ; but do not try to dwart

these, or their vast sum, to an\' anthropomor-
phous standard ; or to mutilate them on tlie

I'rocnistean bed of our human ignorance and pre-

judice. Thus patiently waited for, iio fear but

that this great mystery of Life will be sought
after by us in a spirit of modesty and of reve-

rence. Find it we shall not. But even if wc
only see it, as it is permitted to us to recognise

so many other things ; even if all the light which
science" has hitherto brought into a focus only

shows us Life as though it were seen through a

glass darkly—with dim, hazy outlines, vague
alike in form and dimensions— depend upon it the

vision will not have been useless, or the tolls by
wdiich it is attained unrewarded, or the delay pre-

judicial. For it w ill have taught you the attitude

in which alone Nature is to be studied, aud w ill
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have saved you from many an error injurious not

less to your future patients than to yourselves.

Above ail, it will have forced you, in your own
education, to take in some degree the only path

which has ever led Man to true knowledge or

lasting success. The confession of ignorance is

the first step in the search after knowledge ; the

rejection of imperfect hypotheses must precede

the attainment of truth. And the historj' of

Physiology, if read aright, teaches us not only to

repel the idols of false doctrine, but to beware
even ofthose treacherousallies whom knowledge has

sometimes found in dominant ideas, themselves
by no means wholly inaccurate. Life, for exam-
ple, seems to be closely associated with the flux

of bodily substance, the waste of the various
tissues, the oxygenation of the bodily mass, the
formation of carbonic acid, water, &c. But it

would be rash therefore to assume that Life is

identical with these processes, or equivalent to

these products, resiiectively. On the contrary,
looking merely to the scientific side of the ques-
tion, we are no way in a position either to affirm

or deny the possibility of a true conscious exist-

ence—an existence, that is, such as would be
intelligible even to our limited comprehension

—

being created and maintained apart from tliem
all.

"And this brings me to notice another consi-

deration, which well illustrates the uselessness, not
to say danger, of being fettered by definitions in

the study we are now commencing. You are
aware that this courae of Anatomy and Physiolog)'

is understood to have an especial reference to the
animal kingdom, and indeed to the human body.
Hence to define the common boundary of Animal
and Vegetable life, and to exclude the latter from
consideration, might seem a necessai-y step towards
opening up our subject.

"Here again, however, though it must not be
understood that definitions are impossible, yet it

can be asserted that it is not the beginner by whom
such could be either used or appreciated. A rough
outline we might easily draw. The possession of
the faculties of sensation and motion ; the con-
sumption of oxygen to form carbonic acid ; the
evolution of a specific poison, urea ; the main-
tenance of a more or less indejiendent tempera-
ture ; the reception of food into a digestive cavity

;

—these and other characters might be easily
adduced as proper to the Animal, and the want of
them to the Vegetable.

" But to what does all this amount ? To little

more, it may be suggested, than an elaboration
of that distinction between the two kingdoms of
Nature which even a child can observe and
recognise. And you will find, as we go throu"h
the organs in detail, that each in succession offers

iis, either a plausible exception to the foregouiw
i-ulcs, or (what is equally embarrassing) such an
increasing simplicity or suppression of organs as
we proceed down the scale of animal life, tliat we
are soon left in doubt as to their exact nature
and products. The Dionaa muscipula catches
Hies — 'like a Christian,' as the sailor said of his
blaspheming parrot,— jierliaps digests part of
their juices. The J/i»(o«a;««^'OTalmost fulfils the
test of humanity propounded by Shylock, for
when tickled, if it does not laugh, at any rate
it curls up it feathers. Here are imitations of
motion and sensation. The palm tree remains
20° or 30" below the temperature of the scorched
earth around it in the desert. And while the
phenomena of exchange of substance seenr to

offer a more imiform and valid distinction

between the Animal and Vegetable, even these
arc sometimes open to doubt, and still more fre-

quently fail to decide the question. There are
traces, in many plants, of a systematic combina-
tion of oxygen, suggesting a formation of carbonic
acid which is in striking contrast with that
decomposition of carbomc acid, by virtue of

which they restore oxygen to the surrounding
air. While, to say nothing of the arbitraiy and
imperfect data on which, in many of the lower
forms of animal life, our nomenclature of organs
18 often based—liow is our chemistry to appreciate
the urea, for in.stance, excreted by an animalcule
of almost inconceivable minuteness ? It is there-
fore scarcely to be wondered at if we find that,
in the case of .some of the sinjpler organisations,
there is still a difficulty in determining whether
they belong to the Animal or to the Vegetable
kingdom.
"Animal and human physiology we shall not

affect to distinguish, save in so far as we shall

naturally lay greater stress, in the main, on the
creatures whose structures offer the closest

similitude to, or the best contrast with, those of
Man. The human subject is, as it were, our
standard of comparison, as well as the climax of

our study. And only in the degree in which the
organs of other animals foreshadow or indicate the
uses of similar organs in Man, shall we have to

notice those details, the fuller and more scientific

consideration of which is remitted to the lectures

on Comparative Anatomy.
"And I think it is no fanciful antithesis which

further suggests itself as the result of comparing
those two aspects of Physiology on which the
Medical Physiologist, and the Anatomist in the
wider sense of this word, respectively have to

dwell. The former, specially concerned with
structure and organisation, has for his object

chiefly to determine the office of the several

organs he successively studies ; a procedure which
finds its closest parallel, as well as its most im-
portant application, in the effect of those lesions

of their tissues which are connected with the
various diseases he attempts to relieve. Organi-
sation, its development, its uses, the harmonious
results of its perfection, the disturbance ot health
produced by its deterioration or decay, and the

death which results from its destnictiou — these
are naturally the chief objects of his considera-
tion. The latter—especially in the last few
years, which have revealed so much respecting
the stnicture of the lower forms of animal life

—

would seem to be gradually arriving at •.on-

elusions which at first sight appear almost
incompatible with those of his Medical colleague.

Were it asked— 'What are the most striking

results of modern research in Comparative
Anatomy ?' it might be unhesitatingly answered

—

' The extraordinary modifications of late gradually
disclosed in functions hitherto presumed to be
uniform ; and the lower level thus as.signed to

organs as a whole : or rather—what is more
accurate—the lofty but inscratable share assigned
to functions as distinguishable from structures.

Generation, for example, is .shown to be no single

special process, common to the whole animal
series ; but a function which, in different

creatures, offers the most extraordiuaiy— I had
almost said contradictor)'— i)henomena. While
the structures concerned in respiration, locomo-

.

tion, and innervation, offer such strange contrasts
of development in some of the lower and higher
animals, that we can hardly escape the alterna-
tive : either that many functions may be regarded
as essentially independent of all structure what-
ever (a proposition which, I am aware, almost
involves a contradiction in terms) ; or that, at

any rate, the very simplest and most structureless
tissue, to our existing means of observation, may
yet possess everything necessary to effect a
function which, in a higher quality or greater
quantity of action, requires all the aids the most
elaborate organisation can confer. An animal
which swims, feels, breathe.s, digests, absorbs,
secretes, aye even propagates, at all points of its

surface indifferently ; and thus fuses, as it were,
all the several functions of Life into a single
purpose, executed by a single tissue, in the
transparent membranous expanse of which the
highest iKjwers of our best microscopes fail to

detect any differentiation of structure whatever
;

offers, so to speak, a warning against presump-
tion— a silent sermon on the inscrutable mystery
of Life, and the limited extent of our know-
ledge—which we shall do well to carry with
us through all our physiological studies, even to
the very bed-sides of those sufferers whom we
n.ust .sometimes vainly attempt to heal.

"Confessing, however, the mijierfectness of our
present means of infonnation, and owning the
[)robability that the several phenomena of Life,

as well as their great total, offer much which we
cannot at present regard as the mere result or

equivalent of histological details, we yet fasten

our attention on the structure and office of the

organs of the human body. And in so doing,
we not merely obey a law of mental progress

—

proceeding from the known to the unknown, from
that which we have, to that which we have not,

seen— but we specially fit onr.selves for the

practice of medicine and surgery; for the relief,

that is to say, of the varioi'.s derangements and
injuries to which the body, ir.side and outside, is

subject.

"lam almost ashamed to dilate upon this

statement, as though it weio questionable in itself,

or as though your incapacity to appreciate it

required its repetitio]i and enforcement. Never-
theless, since it has been questioned, and that,

too, by some holding no mean position in our
profession; and since not only the general useful-

ness of this course, but the whole of its details

are (I hope and believe) dictated by the relations

of Physiology to the healing art
;
you must bear

with me for a few minutes while 1 briefly point
out some of these relations.

"Of these, the most immediate and irrefragable

is that suggested by the very nature and seat of all

diseases and injuries. If any one offered to mend
your watch, candidly owning that he had never
opened such an instrument, and was perfectly

ignorant of its construction, he would exactly,

parallel the imposture of Physic not founded on
Physiology. If he saiil, ' This mysterious

derangement of your watch is a separate entity,

a something added to the original works, and, on
the principle of similia simililnis curanlur, X

propose to give it an additional knock to that

which has, let us suppose, deranged it ; or to

break, if I can, another spring or wheel, to remedy
that already injured,— 'he would be describable

as a homcEopath. If, on the contraiy, he said,'

' In derangements of this kind, forcing into the

interior of the watch a very long and strong lever,

and giving it a good wrench, has been sometimes
known to rectify the mischief ; or cutting away
one-half of the main-spring, has allowed the other
to propel the whole apparatus,'—he would rank as

an empiric—what many would still call ' a sound,

practical man of the old school :" a school useful

and venerable in the epoch in which it represented
the existing acquisitions of medical knowledge,'

but simly an anachronism in this. If, lastly, he'

asserted that ' a watch going right, and a watch
going wrong, were governed by such very different

laws of action, that the study of the one threw
little or no light on the other,' I think you would
not find much difficulty in dealing with a

sophistry which, applied to the study of medicine,

would end in exalting the pedantry of the charnel-

house into a system of Physic ; in afl'ecting to

teach us how to cure disease by looking at what
is incurable, and to preserve Life by gazing upon
the poor putrid relics of what was formerly its

envelope.
'

' Physiology, then, we study as being the very

basis of the healing art. It alone teaches us what
is disease : shows us how such slight and casual

derangements of the corporeal functions as are too

minute or transient to attract ordinary notice,

have only to increase in de^ee, to claim our
attention as downright maladies. It points out,

in language which he who runs may read, that

most of our diseases are thus founded ujion our

own ignorance or carelessness ; that they are often

the inevitable results of a systematic disobedience

of the laws of Nature, either by individuals or

societies. Nay more, it offers us some analogical

hints with respect to that awful and mysterious

subject, the origin of evil ; and 'justifies the

ways of God to men ' in so far as concerns many
of even the most painful and dangerous maladies,

by showing unequivocally how the very capa-

cities of growth and development, of resistance

to injury and reparation of its effects, are

inherently connected with the possibilities of

disease ; so that the same arrangements which
are constantly healing ineision.s, and reuniting

fractures, occasionally permit pleurisy and peri-

carditis. And lastly, it regulates, weighs, and
dictates all those appliances by which we have to

attempt the cure of sicknes.s, the relief of suffer-

ing, the restoration of health, and the prevention

of death."

The Author then shows the dangers comprised

in a reliance upon the phrases " a natural history

of disease," the vis viedicalrix nalurcc, and the

principles ot the expectant method of treatment.

Homoeo])athy also comes in for a share of his

criticism.

Mr Henky James contributes to the same

journal a report of Two Cases of Concealed Acci-

dental Uterine Hcrjnwrrhage. We quote them :

" Vase 1.— On the 26th of March, 1853, at

half-past six a.m., I was recpiested to attend upon
Mrs M . This patient had borne three chil-

dren previously, and was now .it full term in her

fourth pregnancy. Her husband informed mo
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that slielmd not lieen sufferiijgwith laliour pains,

but that she had foiuted, and he had left her iu a

very weak state. I immediately accqinpanied

him, and found her to be a very delicate womaji,

of a strumous liabit ; her countenance was pallid,

anxious, and sunken ; she was very restless, her

skin was bedewed with a profuse perspiration,

and her pulse was rapid and feeble. Although
she was evidently greatly exhausted, there was no
outward evidence of ha;morrhage ; indeed, .fhe

assured nie that she had lost no blood, and the
nurse confirmed her statement. She had already

taken some brandy, and I gave her more. She
couiplained of intense abdominal jjain, and I sus-

pected that there might be rupture of the uterus.

On placing my hand upon it, the sensation was
less firm than usual ; but I was satisfied the
fcetus liad not escaped from it, and tlierefore, if

rupture had occurred, that it was only partial.

Upon examination per vaginam, 1 found the 03

uteri to be already dilated to the size of a shilling,

and iu a very dilatable condition, the membranes
unruptured, and the head presenting. My finger

was unstained with blood, and the vagina and ex-

ternal parts were so flaccid as to present little

obstruction to delivery being effected.
" I determined to endeavour to excite uterine

action, and for this purpose I gave her some of
the tincture of secale. I now passed my finger

through the os uteri, and round the neck, with a
view to excite uterine action and to rupture the
membranes. Immediately a gush of blood
followed, which was so large iu quantity that it

both surprised me and made me fearful for the
result. I now ruptured the membranes, and a
considerable quantity of tlie liquor aumii escaped

;

contractile pain came on, expelling immense
quantities of coagula, and 1 was delighted to find

that my jiatient, in.stead of becoming fainter, was
improving iu her condition. The pains now fol-

lowed rapiiUy, and a full-sized male child was
born, and, thougli iu a feeble state, it survived.
The funis was entwined twice round the neck, but
from its great length it did not interfere with, the
birth of the child.

"The uterus contracted well, expelling more
eoagula with the placenta. Upon making a careful

examination of the jJacenta, I could not discover
which portion of it had been detached from the
uterus, or whence the hajmorrhage had pro-
ceeded.

" The patient's recovery was satisfactory in all

respects, as she suffered only from those incon-
veniences which follow upon an excessive loss of
blood. No accident of any kind had occurred to
account for her condition, and she has since had
children without the supervention of any ha;mor-
rhage.

" Case 2.— On the 28th of Febi'uary, 1856, at
four p.m., I was called to attend ii]>on Airs C

,

a patient whom 1 had not before visited. 1 was
infonned that she was iu her eighth month of
pregnancy, aud that she had suddenly lost a large
quantity of blood. Upon visiting her, 1 found
her restless and alarmed ; her pulse was feeble,
irregular, and intermittent ; liei countenance was
very pallid, and lier extremities were cold. She
complained of pain in the abdomen, and had lost
a considerable quantity of blood. She was a Stout
woman, of about the middle height, and of a very
excitable and nervous temperament. I gave her
some stimulants, and examined the condition of
the uterus tlu-ough the abdominal paiietes. I

found its condition to be normal ; the vagina was
full of coagulum, and blood was still flowing
freely ; the os uteri was dilated to about the size

of the top of a wine-glass, the membranes were
unruptured, and the head was presenting. I nip-
tnrecl the membranes, and gave her some secale
in brandy

; the pains came on rapidly, aud in
twenty minutes a still female child was born, a
large cjuantity of coagulum being expelled. After
this my patient excited my fears, for she yawned,
threw up her aims, and fainted. I feared she was
dead, but she rallied from this state, and was then
in such a restless condition, and so obstinate, that
I experienced the greatest difficulty iu getting her
to take a .sufficient quantity of nourishment and
stimulant. Ice was freely applied, and the
uterus contracted well and threw off the placenta.
For several hours I continued to attend upon her,
and she then rallied a little, and ultimately re-
covered altera protracted convalescence.

" Upon examining the placenta, I found that
about one-third of it was covered by adherent
coagulated blood, and this was the portion which

was detaclied from the uterus, and the source of

the ha'raorrhage ; and if it was separated upon
the occasion of her using violent exertion, con-
cealed ha;morrhage must have been going on for

twenty-eight hours.

" She subsequently gave me the following
account of herself: On the morning of the 27th
she had .some little trouble with her servant,
which resulted in her using con.siderable effort to

force the girl from the room. . Through the night
she felt jiain in the abdomen, aud was very faint

aud sick On the following morning she felt so
exhausted that she remained iu bed, but .she did
not consider that the pain she was suffering from
was labour pain. At half-past three in the after-

noon of the 28th of February she was sitting in

bed, when a sudden and enormous gush of blood
occurred, which she at first thought must be the
waters, but finding it to be blood 1 was sent for."

Dr Stephex Ward contributes some remarks

on Scurvy, and Mr Bkoadeent a report of a Case

of Jiecovery after apjxtrent Deathfrom Chloroform,

The case is very interesting.

"Mary M , admitted March 15, 1860, with
obscure disease of the left knee-joint, of about
four months' duration. She is twenty-three
years of age, liut looks tldrty-tliree, spare, but
not emaciated. Is suckling a baby nine months
old. Treatment having had no effect in arresting

the disease, it was decided to amputate the limb.

For this purpose she was put on the operating-
table on March 2oth. Nothing unusual was ob-
served in her expression ; her pulse was about
120, rather feeble ; heart sounds normal. About
two drachms of chloroform was poured on lint,

folded in a funnel .shape. No struggling occuired
during the inhalation. In two or tnree minutes
the pulse was obsei-ved to become slower ; but it

was steady, and the respiration natural. Soon
after she appeared insensible, and I was about to

commence the operation, when she suddenly
ceased to breathe, and the pulse could not be felt.

Cold water was instantly thrown on her face, air

freely admitted into the room, and artificial respi-

ration kept tip by alternately compressing and
relaxing the chest. These measures were con-
tinued for a short time, but without success. The
"head fell on the chest, and the chin dropped—in

fact, she appeared quite dead. As a last resource,

in order to use artificial respiration more effec-

tually, it was decided to open the trachea, and
inflate the lungs through the wound. This
was at first done with the month apjdied to

the wound, and in about two minutes feeble

insjiiratory efforts took place, but ceased im-
mediately when the artificial respiration was
discontinued. A female catheter was now
introduced into the trachea, and artificial respira-

tion kept up through it. In a short time the
natural respiratory efforts improved, and the
wound in the throat commenced to bleed. After
watching her closely for an hour and a half on the
operating-table, and giving her three ounces of

brandy, she was removed to a warm bed, and the
wound Inought together with plaster. She com-
jiletcly recovered from the effects of the chloro-
form ; but the disease in the knee rapidly became
worse, and she was anxious to have the limb
removed. Tliis was done on April 14th, chloro-

form being administered by means of Sibson's in-

haler, if possible with greater care than before.

During the operation, whicli was rather prolonged
from the disease having extended furtlier than was
expected, she inhaled six drachms of chloroform,
without any bad effect. She rallied from the ope-
ration very slowl}-, but afterwards progressed
favourably until the stump was nearly healed,

when the disease, which proved of a malignant
nature, returned, and she died exhausted with
repeated attacks of hairaorrhage on May 31st.

" Autopsy, eighteen hours after death.—Body
very anajmic. Chest : Lungs health}*

;
pleura on

the right side slightly adherent. Heart : Ante-
rior surface of right ventricle very fatty, and the
muscular wall very thin ; left ventricle and valves
healthy. Both ventricles contained yellowish
coagula

; auricles healthy. Abdomen : Stomach
distended with gas ; kidneys of a normal size, but
their structure disorganised. The remaining
organs healthy. The kidneys and muscular struc-

,

ture of the heart, when examined with the
microscope, were found to be in an advanced state
of fatty degeneration."

Mr Beale gives the following description of a

Monster associated with maternal impressions :

"Mrs AV
, aged twenty-eiglit years, tall,

and well formed in figure, was attacked by a dog
and bitten in the lip when advanced five months
in pregnancy with her first child. The child was
born dead, and presented the following deviations
from the correct conformation:

" Head natural size, but very thick ; broad
and fleshy about the juncture with the shoulders.
The under lip drawn in, and slightly ]juckered

;

the upper drawn up, and slanted off towards the
ala; nasi. An opening, presenting the appear-
ance of the entrance to tlie laiynx, was seen on
separating the li])S, and occujjiod the cavity of
the mouth. Two diminutive, shajieleas growths,
about three inches and a half long, supplied the
place of arms, terminated by the outline of the
tips of six fingers, arranged almost around a
broad, flattened palm. The lunbilieal cord bulged
out into a sac at about two inches from the
navel, and was filled with a bloody-looking fluid.

The thighs were extremely short, flat, and thick;
the feet piresenting the same appearances as the
terminal part of the superior extremity, the heels
touching the nates, and the whole lim'o not ex-
ceeding three inches and a half in length, and,
seeming, as it were, to grow out of the jielvis.

The anal aperture was situated iu the upper part
of the lumbar region. No examination with the
scalpel was allowed.

" This patient has, after the lapse of eighteen
months, been delivered of a similar malformation.
She this time accounts for the mischief by being
frightened by a man in tlie street who obtains hi»
living by shuffling himself along on a piece of
board strapped on wheels (he appears devoid of his
lower extremities).

'

' The case is curious, inasmnch as the previous
impression conveyed to the uterus has been
retained and repro<iuced after a lapse of eighteen
months, and argues that the impression may
still reappear in future pregnancies. All tli»

phenomena show an arrest of development, and of
a lower tyjie than generally when these arrests

take place. Her husband is tall, healthy, and
perfectly formed."

A Case of Phlegmoiwid Erysipelas of the Head

and Face without any constitutional symptom is

reported by Dr J. D. Macgregor; and Mr
SpiiATLY describes a new form of Instrument for

Vaceinatirtg. It

" Consists of a small lancet-point of triangular

shape, about the twentieth of an inch in length,

the upper surface being formed by the base of the

triangie, the under by the two sides and apex.

The upper surface is carefully hollowed out both

to the edges and point ; this seiTes for the recep-

tion of a moderate qutintity of lymph. On the

under surface is a small guard, which jprojects

from each of the two sides of the triangle, and
which forms the under surface ; this prevents the

jjoint entering the skin beyond a certain dis-

tance. It is mounted on a small steel stem, and
inserted in an ivory handle, or may be made to

fold up like an ordinary lancet. When about to

be used, the excavated upper surface is filled with
Ij'mph, either from a fresh vesicle or from some
preserved in Dr Husbaud's admirable capillary

tubes, and inserted diagonally beneath the skin
;

this forms a little valvular wound, into which a,

minute drop of matter flows, aud no more blood
follows the ojieration than would be caused by
puncturing the skin with a fine needle."

The inventor haa used it in nearly SOO cases with

success.

Dr M'MiiJ,AX, of Friockheim, reports a case

of Jivpture of tlie Liter. We give it.

" The following case possesses so many points
of practical interest, that I am induced to bring it

under the notice of the Profession ; and that the
reader maj' have the whole case before him, 1

subjoin the report sent home to Scotland with
the patient from the surgeon W'lio attended

Itim :

—

"AVm. B- , aged twcnt}', was kicked by a
horse on the 20th of April last, over the region of

the liver, causing a considerable amount of inflam-

mation, sj'mptomatic with fever and jaundice, the
fever aud jaundice subsiding about the seven-
teenth day. As a sequel to tliis, ascites set in.

I
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and has lieen very troublesome up to May 31st,

when lie left this'place for Scotland. Treatment

•durinj; the iuflimmatory stage—Antimonials,

iperients with mercury, local bleeding, poultices

and fomentations. Calomel and opium have been

pushed, so as slightly to affect the mouth.

During the dropsical symptoms, friction with

mercurial ointment over the region of the liver,

with diuretics, first of potass with spirit of nitrous

ether, then sulphate of magnesia in the morning,

with alterative doses of blue pill and digitalis.

JTow (May 31st) he takes spirit of junii>er with

digitalis, and mercurial ointment with iodine and

powdered digitalis rnbbed over the whole region

of the abdomen twice a day. I have now recom-

mended a change of air to his native country.
" I was called to take charge of the case on

the 2nd of June, the patient having arrived from

England the previous evening. I found the ab-

domen greatly enlarged, about the size of a

woman at the full term of utero-gestatiou ;
it

felt liard, and nnliki^ any ease of ascites I had
ever seen. I applied hot fomentations to .soothe

the irritability caused by the enlargement of the

abdomen, and gave anodynes to allay the syste-

mic excitement resulting from so long a journey

having been undergone in the patient's debilitated

condition.
" June 3rd.—Has slept little, continually cry-

ing out, ' Oil, my belly I'—-Twelve o'clock noon :

A consultation on the case with Dr Guthrie, sen.,

of Brechin, when, after a careful examination,

we came to the conclusion tliat it was not ascites,

as our English friend had concluded, but that the

enlargement was the result of effusion consequent

on rupture of the liver, whicli was greatly en-

larged, and gave great pain on being pressed. The

bowels we found pushed into the left iliac region,

and the whole abilominal cavity occupied with

fluid. Such being the opinion arrived at, to

operate was clearly our duty ; accordingly it was

agreed that we should operate next day. Hot
fomentations were continued ; an aperient and

an anodyne were given in the evening.

"4th.—There were present I)r Ciuthric, sen.,

Dr J. Guthrie, jun., and myself, when, having

band.aged the alidomen as in the operation for

ovarian dropsy, and placed the patient in the

litliotoiny position, Dr Guthrie, sen., made an

incision about an inch below the umbilicus, and
introduced a trocar and cannla. We drew off

324 Huid ounces of a grumous liquid, composed
of lilood, bile, &<•., which had a mo.st offensive

smell. Pieces of adhesive plaster were then

strapped over the wound, and the whole abdomen
very firmly Irandaged. A sedative mixture was
then given, and during the evening onr patient

liad sf>me sleep, and on awakening he partook of

a little food.
" 5th.—Feels more comfortable this morning,

and took some breakfast. Complained of some
griping pains in the abdomen, for which an ano-

dyne mixture was given.
" I omit giving here the daily state I found

him in, as it is of httle moment ;
but he conti-

nued gradually to improve and gather strength

till June 17th, when he went out with me, and
took a walk for nearly a quarter of a mile ; and
on the 18th he went alone to the other end of

the village. About a week afterwards I recom-
mended ft short ride on horseback. He smiled

when I projmsed it ; but on my offering him my
iiorse, he mounted, and rode fully a mile, trot-

ting some part of the way.
" Sept. 4th.—From the 5th ultimo there has

been gradual improvement, and now he is fully

convalescent, being engaged in harvest operations

in the field with his father."

An Analysis of the Wakr of Ben HhyMing,

near Otlcy, Yorkshire, is reported by Dr Sheri-

dan MuswiATr. It is almost entirely a silicate

and calcareous sulphate. Dr Finlay, of Both-

well, describes a case of Poigoning hy an Overdose

of 0/iium in a Child.

The ' Medical Times and Gazette ' contains a

Report of a Lecture, by Mr T. Shencee Wells,

on the TKrkith ami Roman Balk. The lecture is

iniutrated \ntli drawings. Wo make the annexed

extracts

:

" I/!t me now describe to yon the hatha of
ancient Kome, premising that jrm are to lay aside

the impression that a bath must be a water bath,
and remember tliat it may be an air Ijath as well.

The Lacedaemonians seem to ha%'e been the first

to put this distinction into practice. The Greeks,
from the earliest period of their history, bathed
both in salt and fresh water, and in the Thennce,
or natural warm springs. They also took warm
and cold baths in succession, taking a warm bath
at home after returning from bathing in the sea,

or plunging into cold water after a warm bath.

The Spartans, who looked upon warm bathing as

effeminate and enervating, and practised daily

bathing in their rivers, used the dry sweating
bath in a room heated by a stove, called after

them by the Romans, Laconicum. The Athenians
had public baths, Loutrcriics, as part of the gym-
nasia ; but these seem to have been water, not
air baths, for the Kovrrlp or Kovnj'piov was a
large round or oval basin, in wliich the bathers
sat or stood. The Romans seemed to have used
the warm-water baths long before the Sj)artan
Laconicum was introduced, and the latter was
first adopted in jirivate houses ; but by the time
of Cicero public ami privat-o baths, both cf water
and air, had become general and magnificent. In
one of Cicero's letters to his brother, he tells him
that he has directed the assa (vapour bath) to be
moved to the opposite corner of the apod'jtcrinm
(uudres.siug room) because the vaporarium (flue)

Wivs ill-placed. Cicero also speaks of the baths
open to the public on the payment of a quadrant,
the smallest piece of coined money extant. The
practice of bathing in cold water after the exces-
sive perspiration of the hot-air bath seems,
according to Pliny, to liave been introduced by
Musa, the Physician to Augustus, who derived
so much benefit from it that it became quite the
fashion. Kusa was afterwards accused of causing
the death of Marcollus by the same treatment.
In the First Book of Celsus you will find a great
deal said about the succession of warm, tepid,

and cold Kathiu^. Galen advised first the hot-air

(of'pi Oep/J-a:), then the w.irm water, then the
cold, and afterwards friction and anointing with
oil. Celsus prescribes first the Tepidariuin, then
the Calidarium ; then to have a quantity of warm,
tepid, and cold water in succession, j)oure»l over
the head and body. Afterwards the body was to

be well scraped with the strirjil, then rubbed dry
and anointed. This practice, introduced into
Turkey by the Konians of the Lower Empire, is

that still universal in the East, and is now being
revived liere

" However varied in size or detail, the essential

parts of the bath arc ever the same : a chamber
filled with heated dry air, or Sudatorium ; a
cooler but still warm chamber, or Tepidarium

;

and a third of the temperature of the outer air,

or Frigidarium, with attendants who cleanse the
skin, rub the surface of the body, press or knead
the muscles, and apply douches of water of
various temperatures. All this has been described
over and over again by travellers, and every
guide-book contains some account more or loss

interestinft, according to the ability of the writer.

But no one attempted of late to introiluce the
Oriental Bath into this countrj-, until Mr
L^rquhart, by his writings and lectures, and per-
sonal example for some years past, has led to a
revival which is rapidly bringing it to the position
of a national institution, and we are likely before
very long to see something like the luxury and
spleudour of the Imperial lioman edifices arise

again. I said of latt, because in 1679 some
Turkish merchants opened a Turkish bath in
Bagnio court, Newgate street. It had a domed
roof, marble steps, and walls of Dutch tifes. The
comt has been called Bath street since 1843. In
the ' Spectator ' another Bagnio iu Chancery lane
is alluded to. The Hummums in Covent garden
was formerly a Turkish bath, and took its name
from the Arabic Ilamiiiam, a bath. For a
hundred years or more the hatli has been neglected
here, but at length fine buildings, erected at a
cost of several thousand jwunds each, may already
be seen in or near Cork and Dublin, and in other
parts of Ireland ; and smaller, but still consider-

able, establishments are in full force in Man-
chester, and several other large towns in the
North. In London, the first public bath was
opened by Mr Evans, in Bell street, Edgwarc
road. He has lately opened nnothcr and larger

establishment in Golden square. There is also a
large establishment iu Palace street, Pimlico.

Mr Mahomed has one in Somerset street. All

these I have seen, and I have always found them

either crowded or well filled with bathers. Others
are heard of as springing up in all directions to
sup])ly an ever-increasing demand, and many
gentlemen are erecting them in their own houses.
I need not repeat, therefore, that it is high time
you should make yourselves masters of the sub-
ject

"At the public baths you first enter the
tepidarium. Hero the air being slightly moistened,
and the temperature at 120°, per3|)iratioii is very
soon induced, and without any feeling of heat or
fulness of head, or oppression of breathing. AVhen
perspiration has commenced you pass into the
sudatorium, where the air is drier and the tem-
perature 160^. Eemaining here some time, occa-

sionally passing to the tepidarium for a few
minutes and back again, very free perspiration is

kept up. It stands out on the skin in clear drops,

and runs down in dripping streams. This is

encouraged by drinking copious draughts of cold

water, and then oi: e is ready for the shampooing.
Ill Turkey aud Egypt this process is performed in

the hot room, as I am told it is in some of the
baths in Ireland and the North of England ; but
in the London baths it is done in the outer room,
or tepidarium. The bather reclines while au
attendant rubs and kneads limbs and body until

all superfluous epidermis and a quantity of

sebaceous matter is thoroughly cleansed off, aud
the circulation in the skin becomes very free

;

tlie rosy tint of. the capillary ple.xus glowing
through the transparent covering, the white
marks traced by the pressure of the fingers being
instantly reddened by the returning rush of the
arterial current. I remember Mr Liston, in his

latter days, testing the freedom of his capillary

circulation by pressing the end of one or other of

his nails, and watching the return of the blood
to the capillary plexus beneath the nail. An
experienced eye can generally detect a ' com-
panion ' in the bath by the rosy tint and free

circulation in the skin, which is very different in

the uninitiated. Of course you must make
allowance for the natural ditlereuce between fair

and dark people ; but those who do use the bath
habitually are certainly remarkable for clearness

and ruddiness of complexion and of the .skin

generally. Opaque epidermis is removed ; choked-
up sebaceous follicles are cleared ; the .sweat-

ducts become quite free ; the subcutaneous
cellular ti.s.sue becomes pliant, admitting that free

motion of the skin on the sulijacent tissues whicli

is the reverse of what jockeys call ' hide-bound ;'

superfluous fat disappears ; the elastic and con-

tractile structures of the skin regain their normal
proi>erties, and the ultimate nervous fibrils their

normal seusibility.

" One of the most common objections raised to

the Imth is the I'oar that the transition from a
heated room to the open air may give cold. But
experience proves that this fear is groundless,

provided ordinary precautious be taken ; and a
little reflection will show you whi/ it is ground-
less. The skin of the face, which we habitually

leave uncovered and exposed to rapid alternations

of heat and cold, receives no unpleasant impres-

sion from a current of cold air after leaving a hot

room. But the rest of the body is kept covered

up from the light and air, aiul unnaturally heated,

and, therefore, loses its normal sensibility and
its natural power of supjiorting changes of tem-
perature without discomfort or injury. The
habitual use of the bath tends to restore the
normal properties of the .skin. When the body
is thoroughly heated, it is enabled to resist cold

;

when perspiration is going on freely, a stream of

cold water is only a jileasant mode of producing
contraction of the structures of the dermis. Any
feeling of chilliness passes ofl' at once on return-

ing for a few minutes to the hot room ; and then,

as pers]iiration again commences, the bathei may
pass to the cooling-room with perfect impunity,

and with a .skin which with each succeeding trial

becomes more and more habituated to alternations

of tenijierature,— in other word.s, with unnatural

susceptibility to cold coiTccted. Something of

the same sort might be said of the mucous mem-
branes of the air-passages, so that persons

who have been subject to colds or bronchitis on
the slightest exposure to a draught of cold air

do not suffer at all from such exposure after the

use of the bath
" We may regard, then, this purification of the

blood by the elimination of the watery, saline,

organic, and fatty excretions of the sudoriferous

(Continued at page 310.)
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THE MEDICAL CIRCULAR.

WEI)NESDAY, NOVEMBER 7, 1860.

THE CASE OF THOMAS THE BONE-
SETTER.

Our Courts of Law arc becoming arenas

for the discussion of difficult Medical problems.

Many of the procee lin^js of these Courts are

as interesting as, and perhaps more valuable

than, the reports of a debate at a Medical

Society. The witnesses read up the subject,

consider thoroughly all probable modes by

which an ingenious Counsel may seek to

perplex their judgment, strengthen all the

weak points of their opinion, synthetically

construct the known facts into a model case,

and, armed with ready answers to all possible

questions, mount into the witness-box with

confidence, and, perhaps, also with the secret

ambition of making a conspicuous figure in

the report in the next morning's paper.

Each man, knowing that his professional cha-

racter will be either aggrandised or discredited

by his bearing in the witness-box, is naturally

anxious that the view he is prepared to

maintain shall be as completely vindicated

as possible by the facts ; and thus it often

happens that the same data are made the

foun<lation of the most contradictory opinions.

This is a circumstance that cannot be avoided.

So long as Medicine shall have its problems,

so long will they be liable to two interpreta-

tions. It will be these problems also that

clever Counsel will be sure to seize upon for

the purpose of exhibiting the uncertainty of

Medical Science, and destroying the force of

opposing evidence.

We, last week, reported an examination

into a charge of manslaughter, brought against

one Evan Thomas, a " bone-setter," who

attended a boy suffering from an abscess of

the thigh. Believing the bone to be frac-

tured, the man put on splints, whereby,

it was alleged, the purulent matter became

absorbed into the .system, and deposits took

place, of which the boy subsequently died.

Tlie case was thus related :—On the 2nd of

October, the deceased complained of pain in

the knee, which he attributed to a blow in-

flicted by a younger brother. On the following

Friday, the 5th, he became worse, and was

seen by Dr Lambert, who, conceiving that an

abscess was forming, ordered poultices of

linseed moal to be applied, and the patient to

be supported by good diet and a little wine.

On the following day, some intelligent friend

of the family suggested that the limb was

fractured
; and Mr Evan Thomas being the

recognised bone-setter of the neighbourhood,

the child was taken to his house. Thojnas

confirmed the opinion of the family's friend,

and added that his fee for setting the bone

would be 10s. It would be difficult to say that

Evan Thomas was a mercenary man, but for

the subsequent colloquy. The boy's father had

only 5s. in his pocket, which he offered as an

instalment of the fee. Thomas demurred ; he

seemed to think that lOs. exactly hit the value

of his service, and that he could not afford to

discount it by a day's delay. He therefore

discreetly intimated that he gave " no trust."

The father was distressed. Here was a man
who declined to set his poor boy's fractured leg

because he could not muster 5s. In his

despair, he resolved to take the boy away in a

cab. At this crisis, a friend in need stepped

upon the scene and generously offered to con-

tribute the required amount : the quack was

now satisfied, and set to work upon the limb.

What he did we are not accurately informed
;

but he went through the process of setting

the bone, put on splints, and ordered the use

of cold lotion. On Sunday the boy became

worse ; on Monday Dr Lambert was again

•sent for, declared that there was no fi-acture,

and removed the apparatus. On the following

day the child died.

The post-mortem examination showed that

Dr Lambert was right, and Evan Thomas

grossly and shamefully incapable of treating

the simplest form of surgical disease. A large

quantity of matter was found difiiised among

the muscles of the thigh and round the bone
;

the latter was not fractured. There were

three distinct abscesses in the substance of

the heart, and minute depositions of purulent

matter studded the kidneys. The pericardium

was, moreover, filled with turbid serum, with

deposits of lymph on the heart's outer sur-

face ; the pleurae were adherent, with effusion

into the cavity. Dr Lambert considered that

the cause of death was pyaemia, produced by

the absorption of matter from the thigh, the

absorption being accelerated by the bandaging

of the part affected.

It was this opinion that was the subject of

controversy before the Bench of Magistrates.

Dr Lambert was supported by Dr Baylis, Mr
C. Evans (Surgeon to the Birkenhead Hos-

pital), and Mr J. Dowling ; and opposed by

Mr Hugh Owen Thomas, a qualified Surgeon,

and the son of the person charged, who, how-

ever, does not appear to have expressed a

clear opinion upon this particular subject ; by

Dr O'Donnell, who thought the heart was

diseased at the time of the appearance of the

first symptoms
; by Dr Roberts, brother in-law

to the accused, who considered that the treat-

ment had nothing to do with the result ; by
Mr Pope, formerly Surgeon of the Southern

Hospital, who also believed that the treatment

was not instrumental in inducing death ; and
by Dr Lodge, who thought that a diseased

condition of the blood was necessary to pro-

duce pyajmi.T, and that it would be extremely

difficult to say that pya>mia was induced by

pressure in the case under consideration.

All the witnesses admitted the existence of

pyaimia ; they only differed on the point

whether the pressure was the cause of this

condition of the system. The theory of the

nature and mode of production of pyaemia is

not yet clear; its phenomena are still the

subject of observation and experimental re-

search. Whether the malady be caused by

direct absorption of matter contained in an

abscess
;
and if so, how the pus-globule gets

through the walls of the capillaries
; and why

it does not do so on all occasions,—whether it

be rather caused by the absorption of the

serum of pus, whether it be not in reality

a local inflammatory affection, or whether

it be dependent upon the presence of a par-

ticular crasis of the blood itself, with many
•ubordinate questions,—are topics of frequent

discussion among Medical Practitioners. Un til

these points be determined, division of opinion

must exist, and is, in fact, the necessary con-

dition of inquiry. We shall not, therefore, scj

up Dr Lambert against Dr Lodge, or Mr
Evans against Mr Pope ; the pathological

question upon which they disagree being one

on which difference of opinion is allowable.

There can be no doubt, however, about this,

that the child had been ignorantly and mista-

kenly treated ; and it will be generally

admitted that the tight bandaging of a

limb in a suppurative state would be very

likely to set up that irritative fever which

would produce death, with most of the post-

mortem appearances exhibited by this poor

child. Theory apart, who can conscientiously

Bay that the treatment was not likely to induce

the constitutional disorder and local inflamma-

tions and effusions reported in this case ?

The prisoner was committed for trial, a

decision that was unavoidable. It will be a

lesson, we hope, to other impostors who abuse

the confidence and imperil the health of the

public by their audacious and fraudulent

pretensions.

GiFT.s TO Garibaldi. — An Englishman, Mr
Briggs, merchant, of Manchester, has sent to

General Garibaldi 400 knapsacks, tents, and
other valuable material, asking oulv in return an
autograph of the General. Lady taumure .'cut,

some time since, 500 oz. of quinine.

A Chirurgical Bequest. — M. Lenoir, an
eminent French surgeon, who died lately at Paris,

has directed, by his will, that all his surgic;il in-

struments should be given to that house-surgeon
of the Paris Hospital who shall, this year, stand
first in the cxaminatious fvT that office.
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SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

SOLDIERS, PHILOSOPHERS, AND BEARDS.

The General Order of General Pennefather,

requiring the soldiers at Aldershott to trim

their heards, has fallen like a live shell in

the camp. Even civilians sympathise with

military agonies, and every several hair on

hirsute cheeks bristles with wrath at the

thought of mutilation. This is a very serious

business. One of our contemporaries assures

us that the vitality and muscular vigour of a

man depends upon the length of his beard.

Perhaps the Rev. C. Kingsley took the hint

for his teachings about muscular Christianity

from the prevalence of beards, these capillary

appendages symbolising both wisdom and
strength. Our contemporary cites Bichat's

opinion in support of this view. Bichat, in-

deed, illustrates his position by referring to the

admitted vigour of the ancients, who wore
long beards, and those monkish people who
were addicted to the same practice. Admira-

ble Bichat! We always believed that these

cloistered gentry were types of physical

energy,—far superior, indeed, toyourCoeur-de-

Lions, and Goilfreys, and Tancreds, who only

wore a paltry and unmeaning moustache.

There can be no doubt about it, that the

bearded monks, the schoolmen and the astro-

logers, were the real heroes of the middle ages

—the veritable warriors who wielded terrible

battle-axes, wore steel armour, slept out on

cold nights, forded rivers breast-high, scaled

lofty walls—or if they did not, they ought to

have done it, and the entire life of the mid-

dle ages was a physiological error. If General

Pennefather's Order be enforced, what will

the civilians do—certain Doctors included? A
quiet man, now-a-days, may easily puss him-

self off for a Crimean or Indian hero by let-

ting his beard grow: the hairy skin suffices to

make many a dull animal pass for a true lion,

if he only have the prudence to hold his

tongue
; but a sentence against military beards

is the doom of civil beards too, and then it

will be all up with the dignity of human na-

ture. We really pity the civilians—philoso-

phers especially! We were rapidly breeding

a race of geniuses who, in a few years, would

put all the Solons of antiquity to the blush

if they were ever able to perform that physio-

logical experiment—but General Pennefather's

Order comes like a chilling blight upon our

prospects. There might be some sense in dock-

ing the length of a rifleman's beard, as it might

come inconveniently in the way of his firelock

which might go off with unexpected celerity,

his beard for the nonce playing the part of a
hair-trigger

; but philosophers don't fire guns,

or, at most, pop-guns only, charged with

paper pellets—so that we do not see why they
should not continue to wear their beards. The
beard is undoubtedly a sign of mental and

physical vigour, as our contemporary asserts.

The Schah of Persia has the finest beard in

the world, and unquestionably he is the wisest

man in it, for he deigns not to speak to any-

body, nor allows anybody to speak to him ; and

a man who can succeed in concealing his i<mo-

rance is no fool. Now the beard helps a man
to do this very effectually. On the other hand,

;imong the monarchs of England there is only

one distinguished with a beard—the unfor-

tunate Charles I. Queen Elizabeth was one

of the ablest of the series ; but historians do

not inform us that she wore a beard, though

she was spirited enough to beard many a brave

fellow in her time. Then, again, Alexander the

Great had a smooth face ; so had the mighty

Caesar. Napoleon was nearly bald, and quite

beardless
; and Wellington was a shaved hero.

Marlborough wore a wig. Cromwell had

a big wart on his chin, and would, no doubt,

have concealed it with a beard, could he

have grown one ; and all the Roundheads were

croppies. In that era of stupendous etiort,

the first French Revolution, the men who con-

centrated in themselves the spirit of their

time were beardless,—Mirabeau, Danton,

Robespierre, and the rest. Then, what shall

we say about the prophets, philosophers, and

poets,—Socrates, and Aristotle, and Locke,

and Milton, and Byron, and Bums, and Scott,

I

and Humboldt ?—But stay: the first of all

philosophers, Newton—the first of all poets,

Shakspeare, and the fii-st of all prophets,

Elijah, were beardless, and the last two bald.

Samson, indeed, was a hairy man ; but it is

not said that Dehlah shaved him—so that it is

pretty certain his strength was not in his beard.

The immortal Sayers is beardless, and so also

his adversary Heenan. All pugilists, ancient

and modem, have had a dislike of hair ; for,

beyond most men, they have a great reluctance

to be caught by the beard. Dr Holland wrote a
book, some time ago, about cnticular appen-

dages ; and a very weak book it was—but that

may be excused, for the Doctor wears a beard.

Still there may be something to say in favour

of beards.

It has been averred that the beard defends

a man from catarrhs, sore-throats, and rheu-

matisms. This is quite true, and as philo-

sophers are much given to mental mumps
and metaphysical quinsies, there is every

reason why they should be adequately pro-

tected from such attacks. General Pennefather,

however, seems to think there may be too

much of a good thing, and, without abolishing

the good, he desires to abate the evil. This

seems to us a sensible course, and we hope
the philosophers will be of the same opinion.

now in Parliament, having resigned his seat to

occupy the post of Lieutenant-Governor of the

Isle ofMan, and there may be some difficulty

in finding another member so well qualified as
he to undertake the conduct of the measure in

Parliament. Mr Griffin, however, is sanguine,

and has recommenced the campaign, in the

hope of finding a leader when the day of action

shall arrive. The pamphlet that he has now
circulated contains various tables, one of which

contrasts the payments per case paid in several

instances to the respective Medical Officers of

the same Union. We find that one fortunate

gentleman is remunerated at the rate of
2?. 10s. lOd. per case, whilst another, not so

fortunate, is paid 3d. There are other tables,,

showing the statistics of illness in the several

divisions, the number of patients attended by
each Medical Officer, and the amounts ex-

pended in Medical Relief in each division, with

the ratios per cent, to the total Relief to the

Poor and to Population. There is also a list

of the Unions in which the Guardians either

wholly or in part provide the drugs. We
observe a remarkable difference in the cost of

drugs at the several Unions. In one of the

Metropolitan Unions, the Whitecluipcl, for

example, the cost of drugs amounts to 2]d..

only
; whilst in another, the Islington (Infant

Poorhouse), it amounts to 15s. 7id. !

!

How is this astonishing dlfierence to he

accounted for? Some explanation should be

given. We do not presume that the Whit*
chapel Surgeons are homtcopaths ; on tlie

other hand, any private practitioner whoso
drugs cost him 15s. 7d. per case would soon.
find himself in the ' Gazette.' The average

number of patients in the Islington Poorhouse
is 234 ; .and— will our readers believe it?— the

average annual c.jst of drugs is 183/. These are

the extremes of the table, but throughout there

are wide discrepancies. Some Surgeons must
be exeeedingly fond of new and expensive

drugs, and give plenty of them. We refer to

these figures for the purpose of soliciting

further information, and because, if they b©
correct, the caprices they exhibit in the mode of

ordering physic will effectually deter Boards ot

Guardians from adopting the system of sup

,

plying the drugs. We shall revert to these

points on another occasion.

GRIEVANCES OP THE POOR-LAW MEDICAL

OFFICERS.

Mr Griffin is again in the field, with an-

other Draft Bill for the redress of Poor-law

Grievances. Unfortunately, Mr Pigott is not

FEMALE INDUSTRY.

The ladies have set seriously to work to.

organise some mode in which their services

might be made useful. Miss Bessie Parkes
leads the van of this movement, and is doing
herself much honour by the talent and perse-

verance she displays. As Medical Practitioners,

we must feel a lively interest in this laudable

endeavour
; for, independently of the advantage

that would accrue to our own Profession and
to our patients if one of the objects these

ladies have in view—that of .an institution of

a large body of educated and trained nurses--
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-were carried out, we must also sympathise

vr'iih every effort to devise means which, by

exercising in a more varied and active manner

the plivsical and mental powers of the weaker

sex, should diminish the number and severity

of those diseases from which they peculiarly

suffer. There is one danger, however, in this

proposed reform, namely, that by bringing

female labour more directly into competition

with male labour, the woman may be forced

into exertions which the stronger constitution

of the man alone could endure. We know

already how hard women work as seamstresses,

'and how great the deterioration of their

health from their prolonged sedentary em-

ployment. Sluch of the evil, in these cases,

arises fron\ the fact that women compete with

men in this description of labour, and that,

consequently, only the lowest and worst-paid

kind falls to their share. By organization and

the creation of a different feeling among the

public, vifoman's work may be made less

laborious and more profitable.

OF
THE SPIRIT

THE PERIODICALS.
(Continued from page 307.)

and sebaceous glands of the skiu, as one of the

most important of the yihysiological actions of the

bath. The increase of the absorbing function of

the skin is probably of considerably less import-

ance. It is certain that oxygen and other gases

are absorbed by the skin, and we know that it

absorbs water. This leads me to notice again the

gi-eat dilferenco between the vapour and warm
water and the hot dry air bath. In the one case

water is aljsorbed by the skin. We know per-

fectly well that-thirst is thus allayed by immersing

the body in either fresh or salt water. In the

other case, instead of water from without being

absorbed, water from within is poured out in

great abundance. Again, evaporation from the

.skin exercises a regulating influence on the tem-

perature of the body. Suppose one person to be

in a vapour bath at 120°, and another in a cham-

ber of dry air at the same temperature. The
general circulation is quickened in both. The
blood-vessels of the skin in general, and those of

the sweat-glands in particular, receive more blood.

More perspiratory fluid is secreted in both. But

here the resemblance ends. In the dry air the

exhalation r.apiJly passes off by evaporation, and

the body is cooled ; but in tlie va])Our bath there

can be no evaporation, and the regulating influence

upon temperature is lost. Thus, providing

peTSpiration is established, a person feels much
cooler in a dry air bath at 120° than in a water or

vapour bath at the same temperature. Peo]ile

are apt to make a mistake here if they judge by

their sensations on iirst going into the bath. The

moist air at first .appears the more pleasant.

Moistening the skin brings on perspiration more

fpuckly. Until perspiration commences, the dry

air may be oppressive ; but once established, and

evaporation conmionces, the verdict is .always in

favour of the diy air. Hence the propriety of

introducing a little vapour into the tepidarium.

1 say little about what is termed ' the respiratory

tunction of the skin,' because I have never seen

any very definite account of the relative sh.are of

the lungs and the skin in the oxygenation of the

blood. But it is very clear that by increasing

the cutaneous capillary circidation, exposing the

whole body to the air, and removing all super-

fluous layers of epidermis, wo must favour most
materially the respiratory power of the skiu. In

cases where the lungs or the bronchial raucous

membrane are diseased, and the heat and nutri-

tion of the body are suft'ering from defective

arteriali.satiou of the blood, the skin may thus

become a compensating organ for the faulty

lungs. Perhaps this, together with the soothing
efiect of the moist air of the teindarium upon the

air-passages, m.ay explain soino of the good effects

witnessed in consumptive cases by the use of the

bath."

Tlie Author then" dilates upon the virtues of

the Bath in various forms of disease in which he

has seen it employed.

I)r John Conolly continues in the same

journal his Recollections of IM Varieties of

Insanity. Mr Sedgwick contributes the fol-

lowing case of Partial Turning :

"Mrs A., a short, muscular woman, aged

thirty-seven, sent for me on December 2, 1S58,

to attend her in labour of her tenth child. Her

former medical attendant told me that previously

her labours had been tedious on account of small

pelvis, and that three times cross presentations

necessitated turning, but that nothing unusual

occurred.
" At two p.m. pains set in, and at seven p.m.

I saw and examined her. The os was fully

dilated, the membranes entire, and the perineum

perfectly dilatable : the hands iiresented with a

shoulder. H.aving determined that the feet were

placed posteriorly in the uterus, I turned the

child immediately with my left hand ;
bringing

only one foot to" the vulva, I endeavoured by

gentle traction (several times repeated) to bring

it further, but was unable to do so. The pains

continued about an hour without causing any

apparent progress, so the patient was allowed to

leave her bed. Shortly the pains became much
stronger and very urgently complained of, and on

examining her when again in bed, I found the

head occupying the brim of the pelvis, but pre-

vented cnteriiig it by the foot already at the

vulva. I at once used constant gentle pressure

on the foot and pushed it above the head, when a

few strong pains completed the delivery, the

occiput being directed anteriorly ; in fact, the

child was born as in perfectly natural labour.

" The child did not breathe naturally until the

warm bath was used, and artificial respiration

had been used for about half-an-hour. Marshall

Hall's plan was adopted.

"7icrtmr7.,-s.— Probably some of your readers

may have had .similar eases, though no medical

friend of mine has, and I find no record of such a

case. The case was evidently not one of spon-

taneous evolution as ordinarily interpreted, but

very probably one in which the body of the child

was doubled on itself by strong uterine contrac-

tion. I believe this to have been the case, because

the foot could not be brought externally, and

because artificial respiration was required for so

long a time on account of impeded circulation.

On this supposition the breech could not enter

the pelvis, on account of the head continuing to

occupy a lower position in the uterus, and by

such a position it would check the circulation

through the placental cord when traction was

made .at the foot and with uterine action.

We extract from the ' Journal of Practical

Medicine and Surgery' the following article on the

Transmission of Syphilis by Vaccination :

" M. A''iennois presented to the Academy, through

M. Depaul, a pampldet entitled, Transiidssion of

Syphilis hy Vaccination. M. Depaul passed upon

this work a well-deserved encomium.
" The transmission of syphilis by vaccination has

been observed from the earliest period of the present

century, and has doubtless largely contributed to

strengthen in some quarters resistance to the pre-

servative from sm.all-pox. The ' Journal of Prac-

tical Medicine and Surgery' published in 1S31 a

coiumunication from M. Bidart of Le Pas-de-Calais,

who, endeavouring to exculpate vaccination from

the various charges brought against it, related two

instances of vaccination of healthy subjects with

matter supplied by persons mfected with syphilis
;

in neither case was disease communicated, hence the

Author infen-ed that sy]ihilis could not be propa-

gated ill this manner. "The Society of Medicine of

Paris expressed its concurrence in this opinion ui

1839; somewhat later, however, Messrs Pitton,

Boucher, Cecealdi, and Lecoq recorded experiments

and facts which placed beyond doubt the possibility

of the transmission of syphilis by vaccination. 'To

refer to more recent events, we may mention the

great Hubner ease, 'which in Germany has remained

memorable among members of lioth the medical and

the legal professions. On the Kith Jime, 1852,

thirteen children from one village were simul-

taneously vaccinated on the same day, with the

vaccine matter supplied by the child Keller alleged

to have been affected with syphilis : now in some of

tlie children obstinate ulcere broke out in the punc-

tured spots, and genuine syphilitic eruptions made
their ajjpearance tliree months after, whereas others

escaped uninjured. How was the infection of the

former or the immunity of the latter to be accounted

for ? How was it that syphilitic contagion, admitted

to be possible in this manner, and actually proved

to have taken place in certain instances, still re-

mained an unusual and exceptional circumstance?

These questions long awaited an answer, but, thanks

to the researches of .M. RoUet, Chief Surgeon of the

Hospital of L'Anti.iuaille at Lyons, and the author

of a pamphlet published during the present year,

entitled ' De la Pluralitedes Maladies Veneriennes'—

thanks .also to the active cUnica! inquiries, and the

careful analysis of the cases on record, instituted by-

one of his iiiost able pupils, Dr Viennois, these pro-

blems, which hitherto seemed to defy the sagacity

of the most discriminating observers, ajipear now to

have received at last a satisfactory solution.

" M. Viennois remarks that % careful perusal of

the cases of syphilis noticed after vaccination leadg

to their division into two groups. The subjects on

the point of lieing vaccinated were either already

labouring under syphilitic infection, or not. Among
the first may be classed all the individnals in whom
syphilis was latent ; in the other, subjects in the

enjoyment of perfect health, free from hereditary or

acquired venereal disease, and in whom ' '
;

symptoms broke out subsequently to

only. The Iirst. group is justified by t!i

any eruptive disease may become the occaaiou of ihe

manifestation of latent syphilis. The second group

seems equally legitimate ; but in the numerous casei

upon which it is grounded, are we to attribute the

circumstance of syphilitic contagion to the vaccine

virus '! Assuredly not ; were it otherwise, the infant

Keller mentioned above, who supplied the matter

with which thirteen other children were inoculated,

would have contaminated the entire number, whereas

eight only became infected. This was due to the fact

that vaccine matter alone seems incapable of trans-

mitting aught but v.accine, and to be as powerless to

communicate syphilis as any other morbid jioison.

How are we, then, to account for the instances of

genuine contagion of syphilis by vaccination which

have been placed on record

!

"The explanation, says M. Viennois, is extremely

easy.
" The lancet meets in the pustule of vaccina wiUi

two kinds of fluid :

" 1 . The vaccine virus
;

"2. An adventitious li<iuid, blood, when the

point of the lancet has penetrated beyond the cavity

widen contains the vaccine matter. Now, deepiU

the denial of Hunter and M. Ricord, the blood of

persons labouring under constitutional syphilis

undoubtedly possesses contagious properties, as it

does in all virulent disorders, such as glanders,

rabies, rot, small-pox, diphtheria, the plague. &c.

M. Viennois relates five direct experiments jierfoniied

with the blood of persons affected with secondaries,

which confirm the data of analogy. M. Rollet, in his

public lectures at L'Antiquaille in 1859, professed

and demonstrated that syphUis is not transmitted by

vaccine matter, but by its admixture with bloo<l.

" With regard to the symptoms observed In

persons to w-hoin syphilis has thus been commu-
nicated, they are of two orders, primary and second-

ary. Invariablv the first appearance is chancre of

the arm, secondaries breaking out after a time only.

When, on the contrary, latent syphilis manifests its

presence under the inHuence of vaccinal (ever, no

primary ulcer is observable upon the arm : but

papular, vesicular or pustular eruptions give evidence

of the existence of syphilitic infection.
" The treatment of the disease thus acquired

demands no special notice : the important jKiint is to

obviate such transmission by ap^iropriate prophylactic

precautions. This is undoubtedly possible, and

vaccinators and heads of families may, in tbis reipect,

rest perfectly .satisfied.

" In all the cases of vaccinal syphilis which he

relates, M. Viennois has been struck with the fact,

that the operation had always been performed from

ai-m to arm, viz. under the most favourable cir-

cumstances for the inoculation of blood. In no

instance was presen'ed vaccine used, i. e. pure

unadulterated vaccine matter. Now, as before

stated, pure vaccine virus, even taken from a person

labouring under venereal infection, propagates vaccine

only : now, therefore, vaccinators are cautioned and

will carefully avoid the addition of even the smallest

particle of blood to the vaccine virus.

" The foregoing observations apply aot only to the

liquid matter, but also to the desiccated crusts.

When the latter contain but the sscretion in its dry

state, vaccine only will be communicated: but should

it be mixed with" dried blood, and the subject from

which it originates be tainted with syphUis, that

disease may be transmitted.

" As to vaccination from arm to arm, M. Viemnois

remarks that the most certain method of avoiding

the inoculation of the venereal poison lies in
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charging the lancet with pure vaccine matter only.

Should tile operator fancy that any blood has been
also abstracted, the instrument should be cleaned,

and the vaccine matter sought for elsewhere, or the

vaccination postponed. A procedure which seems
perfectly safe, consists in collecting the vaccine virus

m a tube, and carefully ascertaining its transpa-

rency ; it may then l>e blown out, and the lancet

charged with the Huid. It is further prudent to

ascertain the state of health of the parents, and, in

case of doubt, to gather the vaccine matter from the

arms of children sufficiently advanced in life, to be

safej from the appearance of congenital secondary
disease."

The sam« journal contains the follcfwing article

"n a generally unnoticed caw^eoi ProtractedNaluml

LabouT, and a asfe and easy means of shortening

its duratiou :

"Obstetricians profess the opinion that, in

natural j^rturition, matters are so disposed as to

facilitate its accomplishment, and that protracted
labour is referrible but to the insuiiiciency of the
expulsive power, or to the rigitUty of the soit parts,

which must be distended and dilated to afford a free

passage to the child. They opine that the contact
between the bones of mother and tVetus can induce
but temporary obstruction, and consider it even as

sometimes favoxirable to the egress of the ftetus, and
therefore to the rapidity of labour. l)r Buurliousse

de Laffore, Chief fhysician of the Asylum for the
a^ed blind (Hospice des Quiuie-Vingts), does not
share in this general optimism, and endeavours to

show, in a memoir he has forwarded to the Academy,
tliat in most cases protracted labour, in natural

parturition, is referrible to the obstruction caused
during uterine contraction, by the occiput or what-
ever part of the f(Ktus {/resents, abutting against the
flympiiysis pubis.
" After a rapid descriptiou of the anatomy of the

parts to be traversed by the fcetus, and the position

of the child and uterus with regard to these, the
Author proceeds to say :

" Direct examination of the jiarts during the pains
shows that at each uterine contraction, the head of

the fa?tus meets the symphysis, a ctuitact which
interferes with, when it does not alisoluteiy obstruct,
the descent of the vertex into the true pelvis, the
Uterine force which acts upon the he.ad Ijeing neu-
tralized by the resistance of the symphysis. Thu.s,

when, after the rupture of the membranes, the fore-

finger is applied upon the cervix uteri during an
interval of the pains, the cervix is found to be move-
able within the }ielvis at some rlistance from the
symphysis ; but as soon as contraction recurs, the os
nten is suddenly brouglit close to the symphysis,
and vigorously s<iueezes the finger, if it be not with-
drawn in time, against tliat bony surface. The
extremity of the linger is then caugiit lietween two
bones, the occiput and the pubis, and cannot be
removed while the contraction lasts, a space of time
whicli the amount of pain causes to appear consi-
derable.

" ' 1 have been caught,' says M. de Lalfore, • in this

trap, and if I did not scream it was not for want of
inclination. Being now cautioned, I easily avoid it.'

" For this purpose it will be found sufficient to
apply the fore-tinger upon the cervix, and during the
contraction of the uterus to press upon the vertex,
so as to prevent the head from ajiproaching the sym-
physis. The finger may moreover be used as a lever,
the fulcrum of wliich woulil be at the pubic arch, to
direct the occiput backward and downward so as to
place it in the centre of tlie true pelvis, and bring it

nearer to the ])eriueum.
" The heoil, powerfully propelled by the expul-

sive power, and meeting with resistance from the
soft parts only, thus descends below tlie pubic arch,
dilates the os uteri completely, promptly readies the
lower parts of the jielvis, which it distends, and
issues from the ontlet after a few strong contrac-
tions, increased in their energy by the mother's
pleasing consciousness that labour, wliicli she ima-
gined could be brouglit to a conclusion but by the
dreaded intervention of instruments, is approaching
its close.

" When the pains rapidly follow each other, the
finger may be permanently kejrt upon the cervix, but
pressure should be exercised during contraction
only ; should the intervals Ijetween the rains be
longer, four or five minntes for instance, the finger
should lie withdrawn after each contraction and
reinserted at the beginning of the next.

"if, from the close approximation of the syniphy-
w» and occiput, it is found impiwsilde to ajij-ly the
pnlp of the tinger upon the cervix, the palmar aspect
of the hand turned towaiils the sacrum, it may be
introduced in an inverted jiositioii, i. e. with the
pulp tumwl towanls tlie symphysis. The head then
bears upon the finger-nail, and at each contraction
of the womb gently glides along the inclined plane
formed by the latter.

" Both these procedures lead to the same result,

viz. the rajjul expulsion of the f«tus ; but when the
operator has the option, the first is preferable.
" * It would be impossible for me to enumerate here,*

saysM. de Lalfore, * the numerous instances of tedious
natural labour 1 have observed since 18-13, in which
this innocuous method has rendered signal service.

Twenty midwives, wlioni I could name, have sum-
moned me to apply the forceps, in order to bring to

a conclusion naturallubour which had lasted twenty-
four, thirty-six, and even forty-eight hours without
progress, despite the continuation of uterine contrac-
tion, and the proper conformation of both the fcetus

and the maternal pelvis. In these cases, instead of

applying the forceps, as I was urged to do, I have
merely used pressure with the fore-finger upon the
presenting part of the IVetus, in a downward and
backwanl direction, and invarialily, in le^s than, an
hour, tiny sometimes in afeu' miihutes, I have deli-

vered the patient of a living child, without inducing
pain or iui uring in the sliglitest degree any of the
organs, f may add, that several practitioners and
some midwives to whom I had described my method
have infonned me that they had resorted to it in

tedious labour, and had thus much accelerated its

conclusion.'

"

QENEBAL CORRESPONDEKCE.

REMAKKS ON TWO CA.SE.S OF I'AKA-
I'LEGIA AND PARALYSIS.

To tlie Editij'r of the Medical Circular.
SiK,— It is totally impossible for any person to

read the recorded cases in the Medical Journals
without seeing tliat the same remedies are often

prescribed for totally opposite diseases, or *he
general causes of theni, and that totally opposite
ones are given in the same diseases without any
reason assigned for the discrepancy. This is done
so continually and universally, that I am surprised
the acute llcdieal minds of tlie present day, im-
bued as they are with chemical ideas, do not see

something like cliemical actions m the body in

disease. There are a host of diseases which are

admitted by our best authorities to come under
the head of acid diatheses, and always accompanied
by a furred to-n(jw: ; and these, by a further,

though only partial admission, arc considered
congestive states. Now, there are others of an
intlainuiatory type, siicli as mnco-enteritis, per se,

and a similar condition in scarlet fever, where the
tongue is not only dcnudeil of its fur or pile, but
is inordinately clean and red. But the Profession
has not come to the point of admitting this to be
an alkaline diathesis ; but wliy not ! A certain
amount of empiricism declares that alkalis are the
antagonistic agents f^ the congestive or acid
states. Combined witli the antimonials, de-
obstnients, tliapliorctics, and such like simple yet
efficacious remedies, they are clearly the medicines
to be used to neutralise and otherwise remove the
obstnicting elements producing them. On the
other hand, the inllammatory states of mucous
membranes, as alluded to above, have acids and
anodynes empirically administered for their
benetit—not to reduce an alkaline action in the
same way as acids are redneed by alkalis, but for

some purpose empirically understood as beneficial.

If no other philosopliy lor this treatment exists,

it may at least bo inferred that the system is de-
ficient in these elements, — therefore they arc
given. liCtanyonc try alkalis, soda, potass, &c.,
ill scarlet fever, with a fiery red tongue present

—

or in pure muco-enteritis, or in the inflammatory
fevers, and he would be safe to kill his patient.
Usage, and in fact all empirical dognia.s, are
against this. As well may acids be given for the
congestive actions, to the increase of their ele-

ments, already too abundant in the system.
Whatever may or may not be said of the actual

administration of medicine, it must bo given in
one of three forms— acid, alkaline, or neutral,

—

under which latter term are those niexlicincs

which have certain actions ou muscles, nerves,
&c., and are therefore mechanical, and are ex-
citants without having chemical actions. If

furred tongues deuotc congestive or acid condi-
tions generally, and red and fiery-looking ones
their opposite, then the cnipiricisin of the admi-
nistration of medicine is in many instances correct.

In speaking of these matters, I have only to do
with the philosopliy of the question ; with prin-
ciples, not men.

In your ctcelleift journal of the 24th ult., there
are two cases recorded of Farapleijia and ParabjsOi,
from Guy's Ho.spital, under ilr (iull.

The first case, Eliza Coates, was admitted for

paralysis ou "I8tli July, ISUO. ' "Complexion

ruddy, with an anxious countenance ;"
. . .

" sensations not impaired ;"
. . . "sphincter

muscles not affected." "Has three or four cir-

cular spots on her upper extremities of the iiatnre'

of herpes. Bowels constipated, lips parched,
TONGUE FUERED." " J uly 23rd. Bowels relieved."

"Aug. 4th. Troubled with bright muscce voli-

lantes." . . .
" Bladder distended." "Breath-

ing mostly superior thoracic." "Pulse, 136;
respiration, 36." 8th. Died. N"o autopsy." On
admission was ordered "Jnlepi rosa», gvi.

;
qninas

disulph., gr.j. : singulis dosibus bis die." "Middle
diet.' "25th. Pulv. ipecac. Co., gr. x. : oni. n.

Julepi iodinis, 5j- ; ter die." "Aug. 4th. Pergt.
pulv., oni. n., et julep." "Aug. 7th. Sp.
aether, sulpli. eo., n\_xxii. ; aq. campliorss, 3j. ' 6tia

horis. Wine, 5j-"

The second case, Ellen Bushel, was admitted for

paraplegia on "9th Aug." last. "Complexion
ruddy, TOXorE fvrred, appetite moderate, ptdse
hard and rapid." . . .

" No loss of sensation."'

"Has a slight pain in her left side." . . .

" Coughs a good deal at night, expectorating a
frothy mucus." " Aug. 14th. I'eels better ;

coughs a good deal." "17th. Couglis more at

night." " 22iid. Not so well
;
good deal of pain

in chest
;
perspiration profuse at night

;
giddiness

;

feels very weak." "28th. AV^ent out ; . . . and
did not feel lierself improved." On admission she
was ordered "infus. cascar., 3jss.

;
pulv. rhei

saliii. (p. rhei et jiot. sulph.), gr. xv. : bis die."

As no other medicine is mentione4 to have been
prescribed, 1 presume none other was given. The
only other remedy was mechanical.

" 11th. Sparks of electricity to be taken from
her back three times a week.

"

In the first case, the heqies, furred tongue,
muscm volitantcs—so frequent in acid states of the
stomach,— in fact, all the symptoms proved the
congestive or acid condition of the system. The
medicines administered were acid and quinine,
and Dover's powders. In the second, the furred
tongue, hard an4 rapid pulse, cough witli frothy
expectoration, pain in the chest Ironi loaded or
congested bronchial tubes, giddiness, and all

other .symptoms, proved abso the congestive or-

acid condition. The medicines administered were
infus. cascar., an astringent tonic, and a warm
saline aperient.

Here, then, in two very similar conditions of
the system, totally opposite remedies were given.
The latter was not at all improved, because the
very elements which produced disease were more
encouraged by the means employed to relieve
them

;
and in the other, the acid and anodynes

were given, whicli tended to increase all the evils

present. Surely, Sir, there must 1k' something
radically wrong in our modus medendi. Every-
thing seems right and correct till we <ome to that.
I could multiply these cases ad infinitum, from
hospital reports alone. It is cou,stantly occurring
in the reports of cases from country practitioners,

but it is useless to comment on them. The schools
and centres of error must be attacked. What
can any one learn from these cases ? What phi-
losophy dictates the administration of medicine i

What are students to remember when such a
jumble of empiricism without system is exhibited
to them 1. Cannot congestive and inllammatory
paralysis, congestive and inllammatory apoplexy,
congestive and inllammatory phthisis, bronchial
congestion and bronchitis, congestive and inllam-
matory cholera, congestive and iiiHanimatory rheu-
matism, congestive and inflammatory conditions of
mucous and serous membranes, bo discriminated (

They are as opposite as the Poles ! The former
are attended invariably with furred tonrjues ; the
latter, with clean, red or dry and brmcn ones. The
former require all the alkalis, stimulating expec-
torants, and every form of medicine in thePliarma
copceia, to neutralise these causes of vital excess
and expel the enemy from the camp; the latter,

all the acids and anodynes, to arrest the progress
of matter or vital powers from Hying away too
quickly. The thing is simple enough. A clock
that is weak from its wheels being overloaded
with dust, requires only to be cleaned : such is

congestion ! The clock whose wheels are wearing
will soon be of no use— it is wearing out : such is

inllammation ! In the cases I have quoted, I

have no hesitation in saying, dust was added to

the one by the astringent remedies ; and to the
other wliich died, elements that were already
wearing it out, thereby hastening the end. The
administration of medicine is not to be advanced
by snufling up cases and wra])piiig ourselves ui>
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ill coinplacont satisfaction at our attainments, but

by a knowledge of our defects, and admitting and
confronting tlioui. Tlie practice of Mfdicine has

to pass this ordeal ; and the sooner it begins, the

better. No authority should be respected without

its acconii)anying philosophy. No medicine can

cure two op])Osite diseases ; and in the ten thoiusand

laboratories of the body, no medicine should be
given without regard to its chemical or mechani-
cal laws. We must admit chemistry in medicine,

or throw it overboard entirely. We must admit
the chemical analj'sis of all our structures with
the metaniorpho.ses constantly taking place in the
destruction and renewal of the constituents of the
healthy body by chemical changes, or dismiss it

from all our calculations. No disease can be
«\ired, however specific it may be, except through
the general system and its laboratories, aided by
the cliemical laws and chemical constituents of

medicine and diet. I cite the above cases to

show that no such philosophy existed in their

treatment, and therefore they were failures.

I am, &c. Benjamin Ridge, M.D.
21 Bruton street, Bond street, W.

27th October, 1860.

THE THERMO-ELECTRICAL BATH A
VITAL NECESSARY.

To ill". Editor of the Medical Circular.

Siu,—Tlieso hot-air baths were one of the first

institutions and marks of social and sanitary

civilisation. Before Babel was, they were. We are

told that " traces of them are to be seen in the

antediluvian structures of Baalbec." ('Free Press.')

The ancient Egyptians, Phcenicians, Chaldeans,

Persians, Greeks, Romans, Britons, and Hiber-

nians enjoyed them.
In the hot-air bath we breathe caloric, that

immense propelling power of all machinery,
through steam, which we receive into our lungs
and circulate, without which we die, if it be not

developed within us, or that we can inhale it

from without. In the blood, *caloric seems to

re-develop "the life of the flesh;" animal
electricity, that vital agent of all, works witliin

U.S—the source of animal heat, of psycho-physical
sensation, of all the electro-chemical and .self-

]ioisoiiing functions that are being performed in

the laboratories of our animal life. Caloric cir-

culates in the blood, stimulates and warms the
animal body, opens the pores, ventilates the
v.hole system, purifies the blood, and flushes off

the whole cuticular sewerage of the citadel of life

from within outwards. I know [of no drug so

congenial to nature, nor so universal in its

nature and effects. In the outer world, caloric

and electricity seem to act and react upon and
rejiroduce each other, and magnetism under
jicculiar circumstances, and light as their (quality

under higli intensity of action upon matter. Tlie

Fame thormo-electrical influences seem to be
developed within us— probably liglit also, though
it be invisible. The inner psycho-jjhysical consti-
tution of man, who is a duplicate in human
nature not to be divided, seems to be a magneto-
electric and electro-magnetic steam-engine, which
develops and circulates caloric, electricity, mag-
netism, invisible light, and steam, the grand
Vital, physical, chemical, and mechanical powers

• of man's machinerj-.

Tliose who sulfer from tlio nervous fears of a
hot-air bath, and suggest vapour as an improve-
ment, had better consult that unerring book of

books, Nature, and she will, doubtless, answer^
(!uld water to drink, and hot air to breathe, are

the nio.st grateful and congenial aliments and
luxuries of life you could oiler me. From them
in my vital laboratory I can reproduce vapour
sufficient for my own jmr)>o.ses ; don't suffocate hie

with it. I discharge it from the lungs charged
with carbonic poison ; but you would force it

linck upon my lungs, and thereby reverse the
order of nature, whicli is so noxious to life and
health. We should not, therefore, force an
atmosphere charged with vapour upon the lungs
for respiration. Moreover, when several persons
are in the same vapour-chamber, their united
resjiiiations n.nst contaminate each other, and
pestilential poisons l)e ]iropagati-d from .such
foul air. 1 trust tiiat no President of a
College of Physicians, tlirough " ignorance or
accident," will ever again be found to recommend
a vapour-bath in preference to a pure hot-air bath
taken w-ith all prudent precautions, in which
there is an ascending current produced by evapo-
ration of respiration and perspiration from each

person towards the top of the chamber, to escape
tlirough the ventilator; besides, caloric of high heat
— 160°— kills all animal poisons; disinfects and
purifies the air, as well as the person. I perceive
that thirty-one medical men in Limerick have
lately solicited the Mayor and Town-Council of

tliat city to establish Batlis and Washhouses
under the statute. That they are better calculated

to whilcv)ash corporations than to purify the
people, 1 freely confes.s, though I advocated the
same for Sligo in 1856. I now feel convinced
that thermo-electrical life-baths are vastly better
and more economical in every sense, and that
they must overcome all competition, from their

superior scientific merits, and the important im-
provements introduced by Dr Barter of Blarney.
In Liverpool, Birmingham, Bristol, Hull, Halifax,

and Sunderland, Baths and AVashhou.ses have been
a source of large loss. Reviewed scientifically, they
merely provide that the skin look clean and appear
cleanly clad, whicli is analogous to whitewashing
the outsides of houses and leaving the insides in

filth; in like manner the interior of our living tene-

ments may be left in a similar state of neglect. In
a warm bath, we imbibe by the pores more or less of

the contaminated water that we would not drink.
The Turks, witli some scientific reason, regard the
warm-water bath with horror and astonishment.
The ancient Creeks and Romans used it only when
sick as a means of cure. Tiicre has been a vast
improvement in medical science since their time.

For the information of Town-Councils, we shall

review this question with the light of political

economy. One pound of coals will heat one
cubic foot of water one degree, and the same quan-
tity will heat 2,000 cubic feet of air one degree ; so

that the quantity of fuel required to heat the bath of

one person, 98°, may heat the hot-air bath of fifty

persons 150° ; and tlie warm-water bath will only
operate upon the surface, while the hot-air bath will

operate and permeate and purify the whole blood
and body. After the water-bath, you are relaxed,

robbed of animal electricity ; after the liot air,

you are refreshed, and your electricity recruited.

This Bath of batlis seems to l)e fast repossessing
the professional mind. The paper from Dr
Erasmus Wilson of London, read before the
Social Science Congress of Glasgow lately, is the
latest and most important evidence of this fact.

The vital interests of tlie many in this question
of public health seem now so generally understood,
that it is impossible that they could be .sacrificed

at the shrine of the empirical few who drive a

fearfully fast drug-trade up and down that grand
canal of traffic to them, tne intestinal tube, and
are sufl'ered to do so for sake of the paltry public
revenue. When scientific self-knowledge becomes
more difl'used over the public mind, this false

system must be crushed by the pressure of public

opinion, and medical science resume sole and
supreme jiower as the medical director of our
human nature. The dignity of this great nation

—

the sidendour of this age of rapid progress, of

the quick march of intellect, of social science,

of sanitary economy, of personal reform—in one
Avord, of civilisation— demand this position for

medical science (for the physician is the philo-

.•^opher of nature), and the revival of the Thermo-
electrical Bath, a luxury of life, and a proof that

we are worthy to belong to this "patent age of new
inventions," which has produced locomotive steam
power from caloric to move at a mile a minute

—

magneto-electric machines, to transmit electricity,

to be our running messenger with the rapidity of

thought—light and lightning, to combine on electro-

chemical materials and strike off our second selves

photographically—chloroform, to kill pain, sus-

pend consciousness, submerge man in a sea of

oblivion, and oversliadow his soi;l in sleep on the
brink of the ocean of eternity, to hang on a thread
of .silken slumber, but has lately furnished

medical science with the ready resuscitating

means to lift liini into life again. All honour to

the late ever-to-be-revered L)r Marshall Hall for

this his last legacy of life to mankind and of

light to medical science— " the most brilliant book
he ever wrote," he said, but did not live to publish.

Yours truly,

J. TrcKEu,M.L).

POOR-LAW MEDICAL REFORM ASSO-
CIATION.

To the Editor of the Medical Circulu r.

Sir,— I shall feel obliged by your allowing me
space in your Journal to inform the Poor-law
Medical Officers that I have this day ordered a

Draft of the proposed Bill on Poor-law Medical
Relief to be forwarded to each Medical OflScer for
his opinion. As it is possible among .so many
and frequent changes that the names of a few
gentlemen may have been omitted, I must request
those who do not receive a copy by the 8th
inst., but desire to have one, to addi-ess a note
to me to that effect.

I am, &c., RiCHAKi) Geiffin.
12 Royal terrace, Weymouth,

1st Nov., 1860.

HOSPITAL EEPOKTS.

WESTMINSTER HOSPITAL.
CoN.sTjPATioN

—

Colic.
The following is a tnily interesting case, and

although it extends over a long period of treat-

ment, it is in a practical point of view worthy of
the greatest attention. It may lie considered
the type of a series, the individuals of which are

found amongst the sedentary, luxuriou.s, over-

worked, and ill-fed, as well as indolent females of
London. The history of the case shows a com-
plete loss of the peristaltic function of the
intestine.' Probably, at the commencement,.
neglect in relieving tlie bowels might liave caused
accumulation offices in the colon ; this increasing
to that degree which would prostrate the muscular
power of the intestine, necessarilywould also aggra-
vate mischief. Hence would originate all the unto-
ward circumstances of this very curious case. On
fmietional relief having arrived by free and
spontaneous evacuations occurring, the peristaltic

function of the intestines was nevertheless slow
to be obtained, and when obtained was both
irregular and erratic. Instead of the normal
peristasis of the intestine, an inverted or anti-

peristaltic action was set up. This state of

tilings characterised the middle and latter jiart of

the progress of the disease to convalescence.

These circumstances, with the intermittent or

recurrent colicky pains, may be attributed to reflex

action of the sympathetic nerves. Much ob-

scurity at the onset surrounded the case ; whether
hernia, intussusception, cacal ulceration, or other
intestinal lesion existed, was doubtful. The
due secretion by the kidneys gave encouragement
in the midst of this obscurity.

Elizabeth Whicker, single, a?t. twenty-seven,
dressmaker, admitted into Adelaide Ward, West-
minster Hospital, under Dr Basham.

July 23rd.— Suffering under continued vomiting
of dark bilious-looking matter, and pain in the

abdomen, coming on at stated intervals. Com-
plains of distinct twisting pains when the attack

comes on ; no hernia. Bowels have not been

opened for four days, and tlicn very slightly ; is

generally-very obstinate in that way. Pulse 152,

small and sharp. Tongue moist ; clean at tip

and edges, and furred down centre. Moist and
warm ; no thirst ; countenance is not exjiressive

of any amount of pain. Abdomen tense and

tymimnitic ; no gi'eat pain or tenderness on
pressure— except in both iliac regions.

JJistoi-y.— Uj) to IStli of July has always been

healthy ; but had been kept awake at night, a

few nights, by an abscess in the linger.

On the ISth, was seized with a feeling of

spasm in the left side ; and after taking some
brandy and peppermint to aflbi'd relief, com-
menced retching, which has continued tip to the

present time without intermission. B 01. ricini,

3j. ; coiif rutic, 5ss. ; decoct, hord. Oss. pro

enemat. statim, et rejiet. hora somni ; stupes

terebinth. B Soda; sesquicarb., ammon. do., aa

gr. X. ; aq., Sj- ^x. acid, citric, gr. xx. : 3tis

horis. Has been under treatment out-of-doors,

when gums appear to have been affected by
medicine given (hydrarg.

)

24th.— Pulse 108, fuller ; has not been sick

since last night about 12 o'clock
;
pain in abdo-

men very much relieved ; no action of bowels.

Repet. enema. Repet. mist, et add. opii, gr. j.

per do.sis ; enema saponis statim, et rejiet. quaq.

4tis horis.

25th.—Tongue clean ar.d dry, and thirsty ; a

very slight quantity of faeces escaped with last

injection. Sickness continued during afternoon

yesterday, but she has not been so to-day or

during night. Repet. pil. 6tis horis. R Decoct
hcrdei, Oss. ; ol. croton. tiglii, gtt. j.: fiat enema.

26th.—Rei>et. enema stat. ; et 7 p.m., do. do.

Pulse 104. Enema liad no etVect ; sickness has been
very troublesome during night, with bilious

I
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matter. A large quantity of flatus was evacuated,

by way of mouth, twice yesterday ;
tympanitic

state of abdomen less.

27tli.—No action of bowels ; bilious vomiting ;

|iulse 100; size of abdomen decreased ^ feels as

if bowels were about to bo evacuated every now
and then, with pinching pain. There is an

eniptiou all over surface, resembling that of

scarlatina ; no sore throat, or other symptom to

that effect. H- 01. ricini, 5ss. ; ol. terebinth.,

5ss. ; dec. herd. , Oss. : fiat enema statim, et

repct.

July . 28th.—Vomiting continues of same
character. Omitt. pil. opii. B Hydr. chlorid.,

gr. iv.
;
pulv. jalap., gi'. x. : statim. Repet.

enema. Bowels have not acted ; feels the twist-

ing, colicky pain very much this morning. Pulse
104. Tongue moist, and papilla; of dark yellow

colour down centre.

30th.—The powder was followed by violent

vomiting and retching ; matter vomited of same
character during yesterday and to-day. Tongue
dry and furred

;
pulse 88. No abdominal tender-

ness. The eruption has disappeared.

31st.—In much the same state. Bowels not
acted. R. 01. ricini, spir. terebinth., aii 5j. ; dec.

horde!, Oss. ; fiat enema, si opus sit.

August 1st.—Tongue clean and moist
;
pulse

96 ; bowels still torpid. She vomits dark, offen-

sive fluid ; does not take any nourishment ; no
anxiety of countenance. Bowels have not acted

;

still continues vomiting stercoraceous matter

;

countenance calm and natural ; abdomen soft,

tympanitic ; tongue somewhat inclined to be dry.

R^Tr. opii, 3'j- ; decoct, hordei, 3j. : pro enema,
hor. som . R Sapon. dnr. pro suppositorius.

August 3rd.— Pulse 92. After tlie last enema of

opium, she went to sleep, and had a very comfort-

able niglit's rest. Has not been sick since yester-

day afternoon ; bowels have not acted yet ; vomit
thin, stercoraceous. One p.m.—Countenance
placid, natural ; stomach remains quiet

;
pulse

116. R Tr. opii, 3ij. ; decoct, hordei, 5j. :

ft; enema hora somn. Yesterday afternoon, after

examination by finger w^as made of rectum, a

piece of soap was introduced, and retained since.

An injection of tr. opii was given in the evening,

and auotlier suppository of soap introduced. She
slept the whole night, and was this morning free

from pain. Both suppositories liave been retained.

Tongue moist, less fluid ; abdomen soft, and
yielding and tympanitic.

4th.— Is sitting up this morning ; says .she

feels as if she should choke upon lying down
;

tongue moist, rather furred
;

pulse 116 ; belly

more tympanitic ; complains of a great load over
region of stomach, and fancies she would be re-

lieved if she were sick ; has not vomited since

2nd ; the suppositories have been retained. Tlie

injection was given last night, but she did not

sleep ; felt sleepy, but could not do so from pain
and the sensation of bursting. Countenance
quiet. There has lieen some discharge of flatus

downwards. Repet. enema statim, et vespere et

bis die.

6th.—Pulse 108 ; tongue dry ; well-raised

papillie ; bowels have not acted ; countenance
rather anxious ; complains of constant pain about
shoulders ; has been sick only once—thin, not
stercoraceous ; slept during last night and night
before ; abdomen more tympanitic ; discharge of

flatus downwards. Fotus calid. abdominis. Repet.

enema.
7t!i.— Pulse 120 ; tongue dry and brown, streak

down centre ; countenance drowsy ; conjunctiva

injected ; has been sick only once, and that very

slightly, not stercoraceous. There was more dis-

charge of flatus last night than at all ; no faices
;

abdomen very tense.

8th.— PuLse 120; tongue dry and clean; has
not been sick since last note

;
passes flatus occa-

sionally downwards, and states that a few white
lumps escaped from rectum last night whilst

trying to empty Iier bowels ; slept pretty well.

9tli. -Yesterday had some action of bowels,

not in consequence of injections, but spontaneous.

She passed a considerable quantity of dark faices
;

she has vomited a great deal of stercoraceous

matter during night. Pulse 100 ; tongue moist
;

abdomen less tympanitic ; has been sick once tliis

morning, still stercoraceous ; complains of great

pain aVjout region of stomach.
10th.— Pulse 120; expression more anxious;

i did not sleep in the night, from occurrence of

periodic attacks of a sort of windy colic ; had a
motion yesterday, not very large, but about con-

sistence of a poultice ; has been violently sick all

night ; urine plentiful.

11th.—Pulse 120 ; the want of food is telling

upon the countenance, the face looking thin and
sharp, and the bowels prominent. No evacuation

from bowels to-day ; slept a little ; vomited a

little yesterday, very stercoraceous. R Tr. opii,

5ij. ; decoct, hordei, giv. ; sodfe chlorid., 3iv. ; ft.

enema statim.

13th.—Yesterday, after an injection of turpen-

tine and oil, the bowels acted freely ; several

lumps came away, and has had four evacuations

since. C'oimtonauce tranquil
;

pulse quick

;

tongue clean and dry ; sickness still continues.

14th.—Bowels acted three times yesterday, a

number of hard lumps still being brought away.

Pulse 120 ; tongue dry ; has been sick several

times during night, vomiting yellow bilious-

looking matter, not stercoraceous ; complains a

great deal of colicky pains.

15th.— Bowels moved once yesterday, not since.

Slept all night ; no sickness since night of 13th
;

ate greater part of her chop yesterday with a

relish ; still feels the windy paiu now and then
;

pulse 112 ; tongue clean.

16th.— Pulse 120 ; tongue clean and dry; has

not been sick ; no motion
;
jmin increased, of same

cliaracter. Fotus terebinth, abdonunis appl.

Repet. enema.— 1 p.m. Vomited again.

17th.—Bowels acted three times after injection

;

motions cojiiou.s, light-coloured. No return of

vomiting; feels sick ; slept well.

18th. —Bowels acted freely ; motions natural,

three since yesterday. Colicky pain has been \ cry

bad during night ; has been sick ever since yester-

day. R Sj). ammou. arom., 3s3. RLav. co., 3ij.

R Zing., n(_x. ; aq., 5ss. : flatus urgent, sumend.
20tli.—Sickness continues ; bowels act every

morning, especially wlieu the draught has been

taken. Colicky pain still felt, not relieved by
medicine. Middle diet ; one egg.

21st.—Bowels open; sickness still continues.

Yellow-looking sour water vomited. Paiu still

very severe at times.

23rd.— Bowels act naturally; sickness and pain

contiuno. A rhubarb poultice ordered to be

applied to stomach, (a)

24th.—Bowels open. Sickness is more violent;

vomited yeasty-looking fluid. Paiu very bad.

Poultice had no effect. The pain hr,s been sjjas-

modic all along, and the course of the large intes-

tine can be felt raised and hard during each

paroxysm. Repet. enema opii et sodic chlorid.

25th.— Bowels open. Paiu relieved by injection;

has not returned since.

Although sickness continued after taking food

on 26th, 27th, 28th, and 29th, the bowels neverthe-

less acted regularly eveiy morning, and pain

became relieved. Matter vomited to-day, green,

bilious-looking, mixed with food.

Forwards to .Sept. 5th.—Vomiting continued

occasionally after almost everything she took. But
for this state of things, she might be considered

convalescent. To-day the sickness has been absent

for the first time ; she has not vomited after

taking egg and wine, and has kept bread and milk
upon her stomach. From this time the appetite

returned and.becanic good, pain left her, the bowels

became open every day, and she slept well.

From tlie 7th.— Slic took all her diet, but only

a mouthful or two at a time, whicii was repeated

every hour or two during the troublesome con-

tinuance of the sicknes.s, to give the stomach as

little to do at a time as possible. From this time

until her discharge, she rapidly improved. Dr
Basham deferred her discharge to October 16th.

To restore her strength and condition, she con-

tinued in the house, taking everything that could

conduce to that effect ; namely, wine, beer, and
rxtras. Before leaving, she regained not only lier

strength, but her flesh began to feed. The piilse

continued quick to within a few weeks of tliat

period. Tlie tongue became moist and clean, and
bowels open daily.

\Vc are indebted to Mr Mowatt, Physician's

Assistant, for his careful notes of tliis interesting

case.

(a) Dr Basham, by way of experiment, applied this

poultice. Tlie irritability of the stomach rejecting

everything attempted to be introduced tliat way, and
barbarine lieing considered to exert an especial in-

fluence ui»n the fibrous coats of the intestines, he
thouglit it a fair opportunity of trying its agency by
its absorjition through the skin. The barbarine Dv
Basiiani afterwards traced to have become afisorbed

into the systenj, but its influence was nil.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE HOSPITAL.
October 20th.

The boy Henry Pinchett, whose case we gave
partially last week, we saw to-day. He is progress-

ing so favourably to cure, that a few days will pro-

bably terminate the treatment of this interesting

case, when we will give Mr Holland's notes of the

termination.

MEDICAL SOCIETIES.

MEDICAL SOCIETY" OF LONDON.
Monday, Octobek 22nd, 1860.

Peter Marsh.\ll Esq., Vice-President ik the.

Chair.
clinical DIS0U.SSION.

—

malformation.
Mr Canton exhibited a drawing of a case of

malformation which fell under his care in the,

Charing Cross Hospital. The patient was a male.

child, six months old, was bom at the full term
and presented the peculiarity of having a fleshy

caudal ajipendage prolonged from the posterior

margin of the anus, upwards and forwards, to

become continuous with and jiroject greatly from the
surfiicc of the ra])he of the perinieum. It termi-

nated by beooniing identified or lost in the raphe of

the scrotum . The whole of the growth was conical, ,

with its base attached, and, as it were, springing

from the posterior margin of the anus, just oppo-

site to the coccyx. It did not completely occlude

the anal opening, and there was a tolerably free

vent for the faices or either side of it. Since

birth, the contents of the bowels were said to have
been almost continually flowing. The mother has
other children, who are well formed, and .she is

not aware of any injury or fright occurring during
her pregnancy. Mr Canton removed the whole of

the growth, and ascertained that the sphincter ani

was not ill developed, and the coccyx was not pro-

longed to its normal extent.

The Vice-President, Dr Salter, Dr Halford,

and other Fellows, joined in this discussion.

OPIUM-BATINC.
Dr Stocker then called the attention of the

Meeting to the constant use and abuse of opium.
He was lately called to attend upon a lady who
had a tumour under left mamma. A plaster of

opium had been applied. He traced out where
this was obtained. An ounce a day had been
taken for six or seven years, or ten grains a night.

Opium could bo obtained on all occasions by
merely asking for it. Dr Stocker said, upon remon-
strating with the seller, he replied that he uiada

no profit by it, as an excuse for its sale.

Dr Cami's mentioned the case of a lady who. had
consulted him, the lady of a Jlember of Parlia.-

raent, addicted to laudanum- taking. It was her

custom to take 5xx every eight days, or an impe-
rial pint. She broke herself of the habit, and
became restored to health. Dr Stocker tliought

the subject demandetl the interference of Govern-
ment ; the evil had rapidly increased, and had
become a dangerous propeusity.

THE USE OF MERCURY IN DISEASE OF LIVER.

Dr TjiumcHUM would call the attention of tlic

Fellows to the question whether mercury had any
action on the liver, or not. He begged to call

tlicir attention to the able paper which Dr Innian
of Liverpool had recently communicated upon the
subject in the ' Lancet.' He stated, he had grc;it

faith and confidence in his statements and facts.

He was quite prepared to amplify and corroborate

them. A writer in the ' Lancet ' says lie found
mercury in the bile. But neither mercury nor
calomel is dissolved iu it. We understood hiia

to say that it diminished the quantity of bile :

Dr Scott has established this point. In reply

to Dr Roulh and others, Dr Thudichum said,

because it produces relief in liver disease, that

fact does not prove it to possess a specific

action as a chologogue : or the circumstance
that the stools are mo.stly green is no crite-

rion of its cliologogue agency. This notion appears

to be at the bottom of the tissue of errors. The
green colour of the stools produced finds a parallel

in the black stools produced by taking into the

system the sesquioxidc of iron. As tliis change of

colours takes place, so is the cholochrome of the

bile generated in the intestines. When after a

dose of calomel gtoeii stools occur, scalding is pro-

duced ; this is from the formation of sulphide of

mercury. The amount of solid bile fluctuated

between 9, 000 and 1 2, 000 grains. Tlie dry residue

of a healthy man's fa;ces does not exceed two
ounces. Dr Thudichum stated that his own fiecea
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did not exceed one ounce. The ordinary biliiiry

salts consist of chloric acid. Tbo bile is no crite-

rion at all ; it depends u|)on tlie quautity of solid

matter. The quantity of bile secreted in the ox is

extraovdiuarily large. According to Liebig, the

quantity secreted in the human subject is 10,000

or 13,000 iu twenty-four hours.

The discussion was carried on by Dr Richardson

and Dr Thudichum.
Dr K1CHAKD.SON in answer to an inquiry, what

became of the bile ? replied, it was taken up by
the organic changes going on iu the animal

system.

Dr Halford referred to the cage of a gentle-

man to whom ho was summoned early in the

morning. His motions were so hot, they passed

from him like boiling water. He had been subject

to these attacks. He scrupulously avoided mer-
cury. His bowels were sometimes constipated,

and then he liad attacks similar to the above,

namely—large evacuations of hot fluid.

Dr Camps considered the 7nodus agcndi of

mercury in tlie system is to favour the secretion

of bile. This is no new idea, but rather an old

one. If Dr Thudichum be right, wo must forget

our experiences and our old-day notions for

entirely new ones. This doctrine will prove we
have for nearly a century used mercury in a very
empirical manner. It, moreover, will teud to

scepticism in the use of all remedies. Is there

any marked line between this state of things and
other palpable medical heresies

—

lunnapathy for

example ? In Dr Camps' practice, he said he
fouud blue-pill aud two or three grains of

calomel so familiarly aud confidently resorted to,

followed by a black drauglit, that it has become
a household want. It will be a boon to have
this rectilied.

Dr Salter considered the sub-sulphide abound-
ing might be explained by the quantity of sulphur

in the food.

KESECTION OF THE ELBOW-JOINT.
Mr De Meric called the attention of the

Meeting to a case of resection of elbow-joint,

which he had performed in the usual way, two
months ago. This patient, who was in attend-

ance, had been sulfering for two years. His arm
was, before operation, useless, diseased, and caused
sull'ering. This seemed, in the opinion of the
Fellows, a very creditable and successful case,

although criticised by Mr De Meric. There was
little or no deformity, only from ravages of

disease upon soft parts, showing its violence. It

was nearly as long as the sound arm ; motion of

forearm good
;

pronation and sui'ination correct
;

perfect use of liand, aud perfect motion of

shoulder. Mr De Meric criticised this good surgery
of his own (which all seemed disposed to com-
mend), inasmuch as the elbow had not as good
motion as before. This was somewhat or par-

tially explained by the mode of operation. A
certain code is becoming established for these

operations, more especially for the elbow-joint.

Is this code essential to success ? Mr Do Meric
stated, that he foimd the head of radius so sound,
that he did not remove any jiortiou of it. By
this, a sacrifice of the diseased white, fibrinous

junction was made, to olitain an arm of natural
length ; but, from anchylosis taking place, iu

consequeuco it became deprived of flexion and
extension. Nevertheless, tliis was a usefid

limb : good baud, perfect movement at shoulder,

and complete power of pi'ouation and supination,

were great benefits ; t)ie man, from having been
nearly dead, restored—a strong, hale man, in good
health.

Dr Halford thought it should have been
placed early in a bent position.

Mr Canton admired Mr De Sleric's modesty in

bringing this case before the Meeting as not
successful, aud in disparagement of resection.

He considered resection to be most favourable

in its results. He considered tliis patient as good
a case as he had ever seen. Ho has great lati-

tude of motion, and, he thought, a good position of

limb. They always do better in straight line.

Fibrous tis.sue will always be thrown out better

than when bones are jdaced at right angles. It

is a question whether the advantage of Ix'iug

placed at right angles, is not compensated by the
great latitude of motion obtained at shoulder-
joint. Mr Canton referred to some experiments
made by the Sydenham Society upon animals.
Wliir. cartilage is.removed, fibrous stiiicture is

substituted and deposited
; where cartilage is

not reproduced, you have what is called porce-

laneous material instead. He thought this
patient would yet obtain a larger latitude of
motion.

In reply, Mr De Meric stated that he removed
coronoid of ulna, but not head of radius.

Mr Bryant said, the operation is the more
beneficial and successful, the larger amount
of bone remaining. If in tliis case the head of
radius had not been left, Mr De Merio's objections
would not have existence. He was surprised at
it being considered a failure, or quoted as un-
successful : it was a first-rate hand and arm, with
great latitude of motion, aud would be very
useful to him iu whatever condition the elbow
may be. When a sufficient quantity of bono is

removed, the straight position being at first

observed after operation, at the end of week a
little flexion .should be used and obtaiiwd.

OUR NOTE BOOK.

CLINICAL EEMARKS ON TUMOURS
WITHIN THE CRANIUM.

Dr Brown-Sequard made some remarks apropos
of a case he had then under his care, on the general
symptoms aud the affections jiroduced by tumours
w'ithin the cranium. The symptoms accompanying
such tumours were not due merely to their local

effects, but often to increased general ]iressure.

The cranium being a closed cavity, a tumour
would produce pressure, and thus produce symp-
toms differing from those which would result from
the local alterations of structure which the tumour
occasioned. In such cases, persons were dull, as

if coming out of a deep sleep ; but were, when
roused, often as intelligent as usual, but were
slow iu replying to questions, and tlieir move-
ments were slow and hesitating.

Again, a tumour miglit produce effects through
parts of the nervous system at a distance from
itself, just as irritation of the urinary organs pro-

duces paraplegia, or as worms proifuce epilepsy.

The symptoms of tumour of the brain were veiy
variou.s, and could often be by no means explained
by its local effect. For instance, a patient might
have a tumour in the antei'ior part of one ceroJjral

hemisphere, and during life present no symptom
whatever, so that during life no disease of tlie

brain could be suspected. The patient dying of

some disease quite unconnected with the tumour
in the head—for instance, pneumonia—the tumour
would be discovered at the autopsy. It would,
however, often happen that even a very small
tumour would give rise to very serious symptoms,
and in different cases of quite a different character :

thus, it might produce insanity solely in one,

hemiplegia in anothei', epilepsy in a third, and
trembling palsy in a fourth. In these cases it

would be impossible to admit that the local injury

was tlie cause of the symptoms, as much more
extensive disease in the same part might exist

without any symptoms ; and again, their extreme
variety would also negative the view that they
could all be due to increased general pressure. Dr
Brown-Sequard believed that the phenomena in

tliese cases were reflex. If it were asked why the
symptoms were various, he would point to phe-
nomena which were clearly reflex, and still various,

from the same cause. Thus, worms in the duode-
num would produce in one paralysis of the elevator

muscle of the upper eyelid ouly ; in another,

epilepsy ; and in a third, loss of vision, hearing,

smell, or taste,—or, in fact, any form of nervous
affection.

—
' Medical Times aud Gazette.'

TREATMENT OF EPILEPSY.
belladonna—QUININE— THE LIGATURE—THE

AOTUAL CAUTERY.
Dr Brown-Sequard generally commences the

treatment of epilej5sy by belladonna. The usual
dose of this remedy for au adult is one quarter of

agrain twice a day in pill or mixture. It is very
rarely indeed seen to produce any of its specific

efl'ects, as dilatation of the pupil, in cases of

epilep.sy. At our last visit one jiatient came who
complained of dimness of vision, and wliose )iupils

were evidently dilated by tlic drug ; but this was
the exception, proving the rule, as the case was
not one of epilejjsy or any convulsive disorder.

In the cases in which there appear to be a
tendency in the fits to appear at regular in-

tervals, for instance, once a fortnight, Dr Brown-
Seciuard prescribes quiuine in large doses, e.g.,

five, ten, and even fifteen gi'ains, to be given at

intervals, shortly before the fit is expected. By

this means the fit is frequently prevented, and th^
patient goes on to the next, or even to a longe''
period. In reference to these large dose3°of
quinine, it is well known that some tcmjiorary
deafness will often follow ; and, curiously enough,
Dr Brown-Sequard states that there is a kind of
deafness which the administration of this remedv
in large doses will cure.

Another therapeutical means in epilepsy is the
ligature, in ca.ses in which the aura epik^ptica,
arising from one of the limbs, is jiresent. Dr
Brown-Sequard has two patients, both girls, aliout
the age of nine years, in the Hospital, in whom
the fits are frequently stopped in tliis way. The
ligature is kept constantly on the arm ; when the
child feels the warning, the nurse of the waid
tightens the bandage, and the fit is prevented.
The success in these cases lias been very great,
and we shall, shortly, by the courtesy of Mr" Smith,
the House-Surgeon, be enabled to place their
details before our readers. It is of great conse-
quence to have the ligiture in readiness, so that
it may be tightened at once. Grasping the limb
tightl}' will do in the ab.sence of proper means,
but it is much better to keep a bandage or folded
handkerchief tied on the arm ready to be tiglitened.

Dr Brown-Sequard has invented an apparatus to
encii-cle the arm, ^pd to tighten by a screw, in
order that the pressure may be quickly applied.
Dr Brown-Sequard frequently uses tlie actual

cautery locally in a variety of nervous affections.

In epilepsy, jiatients frequently complain of either
a pain or a sensation proceeding from some )mrt of
tlie body. A woman, aged twenty, had liad fits

for thirteen years ; they invariably commenced
with pain in the left side, just below the mamma.
Dr Brown-Sequard applied the cauteiy to this part
iu two or three places. The relief was most
marked. It had not prevented the fits altogether,
but it had reduced their number very consider-
ablj'. Instead of having them every other day,
she had them only once a week. The cauterising
iron is heated to a white heat, and is then applied
suddenly to the part once or tmce. It appears to
cause but trifling paiu, and the patients do not
seem at all to dread its repetition.— ' Medical
Times and Gazette.'

ON THE CONVERSION OF CYSTICERCUS
CELLULOSjE INTO T^NIA SOLIUM.

Some time since Dr Ktichenmeister having fed
a delinquent with measly pork three days prior to

his death, found several young tieiiias attaclied to

the intestinal canal, and Leuckart has since related

a case of death from the same cause. But, as there

are still incredulous persons, the Author resolved

to institute other experiments on the person of a
criminal condemned to death. The pork contain-

ing the cysticerci was administered on November
24, 1859, and January 18, 1860 ; and the post-

mortem was made on March 31. Almost 50 per

ceut. of the cysticerci were foimd io the condition

of tapeworms. His general conclusions are—1.

The numbers of the t.T,'uia which were fouud must
convince the most incredulous of tlie reality of

the conversion. 2. That the taiuia really resulted

from the cysticerci administered, is seen from so

so mauy being still in au immature state. 3. The
presence of so many examples delayed the develop-

ment. In ordinaiy cases a quarter of a year would
suffice for maturity to be attained. 4. Even imdcr
the most favourable circum.stances, when the cys-

ticerci are freed of their envelopes, one-half

undergo no conversion, and swaUowed uusepa-

rated the proportion would be still less. 5. Raw,
measly pork may be exposed to considerable cold

without the cysticerci losing tlieir vitality. 6. In

weather wlucli is not hot enough to induce early

putrefaction, the susceptibility of development
can be retained for at least eight days, and
prob.ably for a longer period after tlie death of the

pig. 7. The greater the number of the raw cys-

ticerci that are consumed, the gi-eater number oi

tiTuiff will be found. In one case in which such

food was largel)' consumed, thirty-three portions

of heads were found. 8. In ]>ersons leading a
quiet life, avoiding all excess in eating .and drink-

ing, and yiartakiiig of a uniform diet, even luany

of these worms may not give rise to any disturb-

ances in the system. This prisoner, between the

time of eating tlie cysticerci and his execution,

was remarkably well in health, a considerable in-

crease in the deposit of fat taking place, fi. Not-

withstanding the quantity of .separated proglot- *

tides at the lower portion of the intestinal canal,

the muscles contained no cysticerci. This man,
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however, had no vomiting, and none of the em-
bryos of the taniae entered the stomach, which,

according to the Author's investigations, is a ne-

cessary preliminaiy to the appearance of cysti-

cercus ui man. 10. The worms were found very

firmly adliercnt in part to the free surface of the

intestine, or at the sides of thevalvulse couniveutes,

and in part Imried between tliese last. They could

only be detached with great difficulty, and when
the heads were loosened from one portion of the

intestine, they at once fa.stened on to another with
just as much force. 11. This explains why a

means which, in some cases, acts very eHicaciously

in expelling the worms, iu other cases proves of

less avail. Thus, when the head is attached to

the free surface of the intestine, or of the valvuLt,

shaq) purgatives wUl detach it ; but, when placed

'

at the base of the valvulie, the effect of the purga-
tives may be only to buiy it still deeper, and when
the body is expelled without the head, the worm
may be reproduced. When tlie head of the worm
has become detached from the intestine, we must
not allow it time to re-attach itself; and those
medicinal agents alone which induce powerful
peristaltic action, and are accompanied by abun-
<lant secretion, are to be relietl upon for procuring
a, radical cure. 12. Finally, the Author replies to

the veproaclu'S which have been directed against

him tor his experimental feeding of condemned
-criminals. He maintains that, an a cumble disease

«nly had been produced, the man, even iu the
i*T«nt of luB having been pardoned, would have
Bustained no permanent mischief He declares

that, by employing active purgation by means of

pomegranate extract, prepared as directed in his

work on 'Parasites,' he has never failed in ex-

pelling the worm. A further excuse for the ex-

periment is derived from the fact that, owing to

the regularity of diet observed by the criminal,

aud the absence of all excesses likely to give rise

tovomitiu2, there was no possibiUty of the pro-
glottides obtaining an entrance iuto the stomach,
and becoming thence dilfused amidst other of the
stnictiMos.— 'Deutsche Klinik,' No. 20, and
' MciUcal Times and Gazette.'

A SEVEKE UUKN TREATED WITH ALUM.
In the July number of the ' Maryland and

Virginia Medical Journal,' Dr A\'m. M. Turner re-

ports a case of severe burn, that was unexpectedly
«nred by a new method of treatment. The b>tni

Vas in a person of broken-down constitution and
of intemperate habits, and was very large in ex-

tent. The Doctor saw the case fir.st a -week after

the accident ; he says, "A more foul and offensive
twound I never saw Iwfore in the wards of any
iosjiital. The odour was ahnost unbearable. The
man was quivering with pain, wore an anxious
Jeok, and had a small, thready, iiritalile pulse."

Treatment was instituted, and continued for a
ctrasidirable time, with no favourable influence.

The patient continued, apparently, to sink under
the exhausting influence of the ofl'ensive dis-

charges, aud occasional profuse hfcmorrhagcs. For
the purpose of arresting the hajmorrhagc, jwwdered
alum was applied, and tlie general influence was
so good as to induce its further continuance. He
«ay«, " I continued with the alum powder, dust-
ing the entire surface, and instead of covering
"wtth rags spread with sim]>lc cerate, 1 applied the
cerate of the impure carbonate of zinc, or cala-

mine cerate. This I did not spread on a cloth,

but melted in a large iron spoon, and after the
«lum was well applied, I poured the melted cerate

over the entire surface, and covered the wound
'With vei-y light oil silk. From that moment I had
no more trouble ; the man slept so well that
anodynes were dispensed witli, and nature afforded
rest, unaided. The tonic treatment soon produced
an appetite, and rich food gave the patient good
bloo<l. The woimds heale<l very rapidly after

commencing the alum treatment ; and what is

more singular, more fortunate, and vei-y inexpli-
cable, there was no drawing cicatrix left. The
fluan is to-day in better health than he ever was,
*nd can walk anywhere he pleases."— 'American
Jtcdical Monthly.'

A NEW OPEKATION FOK AMPUTATION
OF THE FOOT.

In the same number of the above-mentioned
Journal, Dr A. P. Smith recommends a new o|)era-
tion for ampntatioa of the foot. Instead of dis-
articulating, as is nsuaJ in all the various phuis
hitherto practised, Dr Smith advises a direct
section of the bones. This operation is easier to
perform than one that requires the knife to follow

the irregular tarso-metatars^ articulations, ex-

jTOses much less bone surface, aud gives a granu-
lating surface of bone rather than a cartilaginous,

which is an acknowledged advantage. It is further

claimed that "the granulating ends of the bones
more readily form union with the surrounding
soft parts, " and "the jireservatiou of the articu-

lations renders the result more satisfactory, and
less limping and discomfort in walking." —
' American Medical Monthly.'

BIRTHS.
Browk.—October 24, at Kochester, the wife of

John D. Brown, M.D., of a daughter.

CooTE. — October 23, the wife of Holmes
Coote, Esq., F.li.C'.S., of New Bridge street, of

a sou.

Gri.L.\RD.^October 21, at Hovingham, York,
the wife of Richard GUlard, Esq., M.R.C.S., of

a son,

HoKNEn.—October 21, at Spenser road. Honi-
sey New Town, Stoke Newington, the wife of

Thomas Horner, Es(i., L.R.C.P. E., of a son.

Knagos.— September 2, at Fort Peddie, South
Africa, the wife of Henry Kiiaggs, Esq., M.B.,
Assistant-Surgeon Cajre Mounted Riflemen, of
a daughter.

LlTHOOw.—October 11, at Royal terrace, Wey-
mouth, the wife of James Lithgow, M.D., of a

daughter.

Oldh.vm.—October 18, at AVest Hartlepool,

the wife of Riton Oldham, Esq., F.R.C.S., of a

daughter.

Tehuy.—October 26, at Mells, near Froome,
Somerset, the wife of George Terry, Esq.,

M.R.C.S., of a son.

MARRIAGES.
Crawford— Stoduart. — October 25, at All

Saints Church, St John's Wood, W. Crawford,

Esq., M.B., Surgeou, R.N., to Marian Cathe-
rine, onlv survivmg daughter of the late Rev.
John Stoddart, D.D,

MArruEvv

—

Young,—October 27, at Flitcham,
Norfolk, Thomas P. Matthew, Esq., Army
Staff-Surgeon Major, to Emilie Frances, fifth

daughter of Dr Young, late of Clapham com-
mon, Surrey.

SuTTos—WiUTMARHH.— October 17, at St Leo-
naixl's, Shoreditch, John Sutton, eldest son of

John Sutton, Esq., M.R.C.S.E., Finsbuiy, to

Rebecca, fourth surviving daughter of J.

Wliitmai-.sh, Esq,, Wli^tmarsh Lodge, Honitoji,

DEATHS,
Campbell. — August 25, at M'Carthy Island,

Biver Gambia, Africa, of yellow fever, Charles
Drelincourt Cam))bell, M.D. Univ, Glasg.,

L.R.C.S. Irel., L.S.A. Dub., Staft' Assistant-
Suigeon, Army.

GiB.s(iN. — October 26, at Inellan, Scotland,

David Gibson, of Glasgow, M.D. Univ. Edin.,

L.F.P. & S, Glasg.

GiLMouu,— October 27, drowned at the entrance
to the Trafford Dock, Liverjiool, James Gil-

mour, of Upper Parliament street, Liverpool,
ExUa-Lic R.C.i'. Load., L.F.r. t S. Glasg,,

L.S.A. Lend.
JoNKs.—October 19, at Pembroke, Thomas C.

Jones, Deputy - Inspector of Hospitals and
Fleets, on the Retiitd List (seniority, July 25,

1855), for many years Surgeon at H.M. Dock-
yard, Pembroke, aged 80.

M.uu;iiA.NT.— October 25, at Hampton Wick,
Georgiua Aimic, only cliild of the late Stafl'-

Surgcon W. D. Marchant, aged C4 years.

MuscBoKT.—October 17, at Poutefract, York-
shii'c, suddenly, (^'harles Mu.scroft, M.D, St
Andrews, M,K,C.S, Eng., L,S,A, Loud,,
a^ed 35.

Norman,—October 24, at High street, Colchester,

Essex, John Serjeant Norman, formerly of West
Mersea, Essex, M.li,C,S, Eug., L.S.A, Loud.,
aged 68.

ScoiT.—October 11, at Malta, Martha, wife of

James E. Scott, M.D., Surgeon, Rifle Brigade.
Soorr.—October 11, at Malta, Jiuues E. Mont-

gomery, the infant son of J. E. Scott, M.D.,
Surgeon, Rifle Brigade,

TiiRNEl;.—October 20, at Tunbridge Wells,
Richard Turner, M,R,C.S, Eng., L.S.A. Loud.,
aged H.

MEDICAL NEWS.

Royal College of Surgeons.^Tlie following
gentlemen, having undergone the necessary ex-
aminations for the diploma, were admitted Mem-
bers of the College at a meeting of the Court of
Examiners on the 26th ult. :—Robert Foreman
Cook, Gateshead ; George Joseph Diiiham, Mile
end ; Joseph Frederick Eyeley, Llanymynech,
North Wales ; Edward Charles Hammond, Cam-
bridge ; Hauteville Hone John Sterling, Deal,

Kent. At the same meeting of the Court, Mr
Walter Frederick Cope Bartlett, late of the Koyal
Naval Hospital, Hong Kong, passed his examina-
tion as Naval Surgeon. 'This gentleman had
previously been admitted a member of the College,

his diploma bearing date August 8th, 1856.

Apothecaries' Hall.—Names of gentlemen
who passed their examination in the science aud
practice of Medicine, and received certificates to

practise, on Thursday, October 25 :—AVilliam
Batho, Amesbury, Wilts ; Christopher Thomas
Coward, Stepney gi-een. Stepney ; Frederick
George Dalton, AVesterham, Kent ; George
Griffith Phillips, Newcastle Emlyn, Cardigan-
shire ; Eliezcr Williams, Llandilo, Carmarthen-
shire. The following gentlemen also on the same
day passed their first examination :—William
C'ribb, Chambers terrace, Camden town ; Edwin
Rawson, Wilsden, near IJingley.

Royal College ok Sltigeons, EDiNntuiGH.

—

Edwin Swinfen Bellyse, M.D., L.R.C.S., and
L.A.C, Nantwicli, was elected a Fellow of this
College on the 17th ult.

Royal College of Puy.sioians.—It has been
remitted to the Council of the College to arrange
the scheme for carrying iuto efi'ect the new powers
conferred upon the Fellows by the recent Act of
electing a president.

London Hospital.—MrCritchett has resigned
his share of the Chair of Surgerj' at this hospital.

He will, however, continue to give his annual
course of lectures on Ophthalmic Surgery.
Medical Statlstics of Prus.sia. — The 'El-

berfeld Gazette ' states that in Prussia, in a popu-
lation of 17,739,013 souls, there are 358 district

physicians ; 4,327 having their gi-ades ; 996 sur-

geons, first class, and 643 second class; 1,026
veterinary .surgeons ; 1,529 apothecaries ; and
11,411 midwives.
Ox the 3rd ult., Dr Henry Bedwell was ad-

mitted a Licentiate of the Royal College of Phy-
sicians, Edinburgh ; and on the 10th ult., was
elected a Fellow of the Royal College of Surgeons,
England. Date of diploma as Member, Juno
1840.

De.vf-Mutism.—Administration of Chloro-
form.—At the last sitting of the Academy of
Sciences of Paris, Dr Baudelocque presented a
patient of his to the mem'oers—a soldier, named
Charles Fresohelle, who having been seized with
tyjihus fever in the Crimea, lost the power of
speech in consequence. On the 1st of September
last, having been dumb for four years, he placed
himself under the guidance of Dr Baudelocque,
who succeeded in gradually curing him. Dr ISaii-

delocque also produced a young boy, born deaf
and dumb, and who now can speak and also hear
a little. Dr Jeancourt sent in a paper on the
emidoyraont of chloroform. He considers that
whenever the act of breathing is continued regu-
larly during inhalation, chlorofomiation presents
no danger; but when this continuity is inter-

rupted, either by the fault of the operator or the
patient, there may be danger. Hence he esta-

blishes the general maxim : that, to avoid all

accidents in producing anajsthesia, great care
must bo taken to cause an incessant renewal of

the air in the lungs until the sleep has begun.
Afterwaixls it will continue without intermission.

Death of aCentenarian.—On Sunday week,
Mr D. Muirhead, of Tyiiecastle, near Edinburgh,
died at the very iidvanced age of 106 years.

Violent Death of Dr Gilmouh, of Livm-
I'OOL.—The body of Dr Gilmour, residing at 19
Up]ier Parliament street, was, on Saturday week,
found floating in the Traflbrd dock, at the south
end of the town. The face bore marks of ill-

treatment, being much cut and bruised ; other-

wise the body was generally unscathed, and ap-

peared to have been but a short time in tlio

water.

Our Troops in China.—The 'Times' ' special

correspondent says : "Notwithstanding the posi-

tion of the town, and the many inducements to

cliolcra aud typhus, the hualtii of the army is
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^lost extraordinary—very much better than at

Tali-lien-hwan. There the per-centage was a

little above four, here it is positively only one

and a quarter per cent, on the whole force, for

' no one now has leisure to be sick, in snch a

jostling time.' The excitement carries tlie men
through, for they know they are soon to meet the

enemy, and should they fall ill they will ho sent

to the fleet. However, this state of things could

not possibly last amid the close streets and the

pestilential atmosphere, redolent of cholera and
typhu.s, which surrounds us, and it is a subject

of universal congratulation that we go into the

open the day after to-morrow. I am sorry to

learn, however, that tlie force left at Hongkong
is in a very bad state, and that the men are

dying fast. It is high time that something
should be done about this charnel-house for

English troops, and I have reason to know that

the strongest representations have been made
to the Homo Government against any European
regiment being again stationed there. Kowloon,

our new acquisition, affords an excellent site for

bari'acks."

Consumption of Tobacco in France.—The
consumption of tobacco in France increases in an

immense ]iroportion. In 1815 it was only

53,000,000 lb., and in 1858, 173,000,000 lb.,

having in that time more than tripled. In a

period of 47 years, it produced to the Treasury a

gross sum of 4,386,794,264 fr., and a net amount
of 3,044,078,346 fr. The sale of tobacco, as is

known, is a Government monopoly, and the gi'oss

receipts of it are set down in the budget of the

present year at 183,000,000 fr. From that sum,

however, must be deducted 15,424,000 fr. for

salaries; 12,437,200 fr. for rent, buildings,

wages to workmen, repair.s, supplies of paper,

envelopes, salt, and casks ; 211,000 fr. for indem-

nities to departments in which the plant is culti-

vated ; 205,000 fr. for fees to experts; 43,009,000

fr. for purchase of foreign and native tobacco
;

and 96,933 fr. for extraordinary services ; total,

67,501,533 fr. : thus leaving a balance of

126,498,467 fr. to the Treasury. Tlie increase in

the jjriee of tobacco just imposed will raise the

receipts, it is estimated, to about 220, 000,000 fr.

Unwholesome Meat. — All the slaughter-

houses in the City were visited during last week,

and the Medical Officer reported that the Inspector

of Meat, Mr Newman, had seized 1,192 lbs., or

rather jnore tlian half a ton, of meat that was
unfit for human food, all of which had been de-

stroyed.

Epilepsy a Consequence of Tobacco-smok-
ing.—" I may be permitted to state that one of

the most severe cases of epilepsy I ever saw arose

in a boy twelve years of age, who had been for

some time a tobacco-smoker, which habit he con-

tinued after the disease attacked him, and it was
in vain that remedies were applied so long as the

habit was persisted in ; but after it became known
that he pursued this iiernicious practice, and he
was prevented continuing it, he speedily re-

covered , and has been since kept in good health.

We shall, no doubt, be told that thousands pursue
this practice without producing epilepsy ; and this

is true : but how many of those thousands suffer

considerable inconvenience and derangement of

the functions of the nervous and digestive system,

without tracing them to their true origin !"— Sir

Chahles Hastings, M.D., 'On the Tobacco

Question.'

HoMffiOQUACKERY PAINTED BY A GERMAN
Journal.—The number of Homceopathic Physi-

cians is 3254, of whom 1612 are in America. The
Professorhips of the science are 5 in Germany

—

namely, 2 at Prague, 2 at Munich, 1 at Vienna
;

in the latter city, also, is one of Veterinary

Homoeopathy. The number of Homoeopaths in

Germany is 471, and 35 for animals ; 21 of the

former are attached to Hospitals. Of Hospitals

in Germany there are only 10, and 9 of them are

in Austria, 3 of the 9 being at Vienna, one being

of 160 beds, another of 80, and another of 60.

The journals which treat of Homoeopathy in

Germany are 8 ; 4 of them doing so scientifically,

the rest for the ordinary public. The largest

society of Homreopaths isia that country ; it con-

sists of 230 member.s, and holds annual sittings.

In France there are 403 Homceopaths ; in

England, 244, with two Hospitals at London ; in

Spain, 94, with an Hospital at Madrid ; in Bel-

gium, 26 ; in Holland, 7 ; in Switzerland, 34
;

in Italy, 14 ; in the Scandinavian countries, 12
;

in the Danubian Principalities, 4 ; in Russia, 67,

with a Hospital at Moscow ; in Portugal, 47 ; in

Asia, 4 ; and in Africa, 6. The rest are in Ame-
rica. In the latter country also are Hospitals at

Boston, Chicago, Philadelphia ; and, in addition,

clinical lectures are given in many places.

The Military Hospitals of Garibaldi.—
The directors of the London and Mediterranean

Steam Navigation Company have announced their

willingness to convey to Naples and Palermo,

free of charge for freight, by their vessels from
London, the jiackages of Medical stores aud
requisites contributed by many kind-hearted

persons in this country for the use of the sick

and wounded belonging in Garibaldi's army.

The "Wounded at Naples.—The 'Times'

correspondent, writing from Naples, on October

20, says :—It will be satisfactory to the benevo-

lent in England to be assured that their donations

are made good use of, and are the means of

relieving great numbers of poor suff'erers. I went

round the various wards, in which seven or eight

hundred men were in bed, and could not help

expressing my surprise at the greatly improved

state of cleanliness and order which exists in

every part. The air was purer, the wards not so

crowded, and the patients sceraeU more satisfied

;

at all events, I did not hear so many complaints

as I had formerly heard. There were many cases

of severe wounds, and it was touching to obseiTe

with what courage suffering is endured. One
poor fellow had been shot through the chest, the

ball coming out behind under his shoulder.

Broken arms and legs, and the stumps of limbs,

I saw resting on the water cushions which our

kind countrymen have sent out, and deriving so

much comfort from them that any sacrifice would

have been amply repaid by the sight. In one

ward I saw them changing the coarse canvas

shirts of the country for the comparatively fine

ones which have arrived from England—6000 in

all. What a blessing for those who are tossing

in fever, or are worn out with the agony of their

wounds! " And these wounds," said the Doctor

who accomjianied us, " are all the worse that

the Royalists have cut or jagged the ball before

loading, in order that it may tear the ilesh more.

I extracted such an one yesterday."

The Progre.ss of Vaccination.—On May
14, 1796, Jenncr vaccinated a boy named Phipps,

eight years old, from the hand of a dairy-woman

who had the true cowpock ; the boy went well

through the experiment, was inoculated for small-

pox in July, and failed to take it. From this

time forward it was the custom to make May 14

a day of rejoicing in Prussia and elsewhere, and

to publish the annual results of vaccination.

For many years the vaccinations exceeded the

births, showing that the people were aware of

their danger while any remained unsecured. In

Prussia the deaths from smaU-pox had averaged

•40,000 annually before vaccination was intro-

duced ; and within twenty years they had shrunk

to 3,000, though there had been a large accession

of new territory. Sw^eden and Denmark, and

some territories iu Germany remained absolutely

free from small-pox for twenty years after the

practice of vaccination had been properly adopted
^a sudden change from the few preceding years,

when 600,000 persons died annually of small-pox

in the world at large, and 210,000 in Europe
;

and when every quarter of a century saw twenty-

five millions of human beings carried ofi' by the

foulest of distempei-s.
—

' Once a Week.'

Female Physicians.—Ladies were amongst

the earliest of doctors, and some of them gave

rise to a considerable amount of gossip in theii'

'day. In Chili, the Spaniards found female as

well as male practitioners, with sufficient skill in

both to win respect from the Europeans. That,

at least, foreign " doctoresses " formed no pai-t

of the system of the Orientals, may, when we
remember their jealous seclusion of women, be

set down as, at all events, singular. But perhaps

these might themselves spread a " soft infection,"

and then might be realized the sentiment of the

lines

—

" Non est in medico semper relevetur id seger

Interdum doct* plus valet arte malum."
The Lectures at the London College of Phy-

sicians are to be delivered as follows during the

ensuing year :—The Lunileian Lectures, by Dr
Barker ; Croonian Lectures by Dr Guy ; and the

Gulstonian Lectures by Dr Brown-S^quard.

Short Courses of Lectures will also be given by

Dr Garrod and Dr Lionel Beale.

M. Groux, with the congenital fissure of the

sternum, is again in Ix>ndon. On Wednesday h^
gave a statement of the features of interest in his

case, at Guy's Hospital, before a large gathering
of students. He now performs a series of experi-

ments upon himself, which alters the character of
his seaMC from what it formerly was, and renders
his case of much general interest. The experi-

ment he repeats witli the magneto-electric
machine, to show, by the striking of bells, the
synchronism or non-synchronism in the action of

different parts of the heart and large arteries, is

exceedingly ingenious and beautiful. M. Groux
may rival the frog as a gift of Nature to tlie phy-
siologist.

Death from an Ovkr-dose of C'olchicum.—An
inquest was lately held at Bristol, on the body of a
woman who had died ataboutteii o'clock on the pre-

vious night. The husband of tlie deceased deposed
that she sufi'ered from an .affection in the head, which
was relieved liy occasional bleedings at the nose, and
from rheumatism in her hands, for which she took tinc-

ture of colcliicuin, which had benefited him when he

had taken it after sufTering rheumatic pains at sea. He
told her his dose was thirty drops, and knew there

was a small portion reniainiiig in tlie bottle he had
brought from sea, thougli he did not know how much
it was. On Sunday iiiglit }iis wife took the bottle,

drank all tliat it contained, and went to bed. In the

night she was affected witli sickness, which turned to

a bowel complaint. She vomited during the night,

and again on the following day ; and thinking the
symptoms extraordinary, as tlie medicine had never

so operated upon him, he sent for a Surgeon. The
evidence of the Surgeon, Mr Omerod, was to the effect

that the symptoms were such as would be caused by
an over-dose of the tincture of colchicum. He saw
her five times— twice on Monday and three times on
Tuesday. She died shortly after he saw her for the

last time. The Coroner, in summing up, said it

seemed perfectly clear that the poor woman swal-

lowed the tincture of colchicum as a medicine, and
not with any other intention than to benefit herself,

and in hope of obtaining relief from her pain ; but,

from a want of discretion as to quantity, she took

too much, and it brought on her death. The jurj-

returned a verdict that the woman "Died from
taking too large a dose of colchicum, without medical
advice."

A Resuscitated Murdbkeb. — The following

strange story appears in an American paper:

—

"There is now no use in concealing the fact that

Albert W. Hicks, who was ostensibly executed for

piracy on Bedloe's Island on the 12th of last July,

is still living, though in a dangerous .state, but likely

to recover the full use of his faculties and limbs. The
sight of his left eye is gone, and his left leg continues

paralysed • but, apart from these injuries, he would
appear to nave suffered nothing, and his residence at

his sister's house in Poughkeepsie has proved every

way beneficial. It will lie remembered that much
comment was excited by the utterly fearless manner
in which Hicks conducted himself previous to Ids

execution. He laughed at the idea of the gallo^vt,

and was only anxious, as he repeatedly said, to have
' things conducted according to agreement.' In this

agreement it is now believed that a prominent Federal

officer had a part, and it is on record in the daily

papers that he was present at the execution, wear-

ing his Deputy Mar.shal's badge, although no longer

in the Marshal's force. It was also remarked at the

time that Hicks was only pulled up a distance of two

feet aud a half—utterly insufficient to break his

neck—and that he was only allowed to remain thir-

teen minutes hanging. He was then cut down and
pronounced dead, after which his body was imme-
diately handed over to the care of Drs J . T. Bell and
Henry D. O'Reilly, of Brooklyn. Tliese gentlemen

are responsible for his resuscitation, and the electro-

chemical bath invented by Prof. Vergues was the

immediate instrument. The body of the pirate was
wrapped in warm blankets, and removed at once to

the house of Dr O'Reilly, iu Brooklyn, where Dt«
O'Reilly and Mellery, of this city, were in attendance.

The pulse was found to be wholly quiet, but after

various experiments the medical men came to the

conclusion that it was only a case of suspended

animation. The body was therefore at once placed

in the electro-chemical bath, and wliile subjected to

the charges of the b.attery and the action of the

acids, Dr Crane commenced a scries of exi>eriment8

for the inflation of the lungs. In the course of about

two hours these were partially successful, the pira*e

beginning to give faint indications of respiration
;

and these cheering signs animated the medical men
in attendance to "redoubled exertions. A cautery

was appUed to the right foot, and received answer in

an immediate contraction of the leg ; the same

experiment was repeated under the right ear, taking

care not to injure the jugular vein, aud the head at

once commenced rolling in a manner indicating acuta

feeling. Very slowly, but steadily, Albert W. Hicks

regained consciousness, though for several days

unable to speak, his throat being too severely

injured. It was then found th.at his left eye—the
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side on which the iioose havlbeeti—had lost all power
of sight, and that his left arm and left leg were
u.tt rly paralysed. In this condition he was conveyed
to PoiignkeepBie, where his sister, Mrs Gavau, lives

;

aud under her roof he is now sheltered, though the

friends of the family do not desire to gtie too much
publicity to the fact."— ' Express.'

The Employment of Lmferfectlt-Disookged
Leeches ix Fkaxce. —As long as the supply of
leeches in France was derived from natural marshes,
little notice was taken of the ciuantity of blood they
might contain ; but since that source of supply no
longer sufficiently meets the demand, artificial

marshes have been formed, so as to produce as rapid

a reproduction of the annelide as possible. They are

there fed by means of worn-out horses driven in

among them. When they have reached a saleable
size, they are transferred to a special depot for puri-
fication and disgorgement, whence after awhile they
are delivered over to agents for sale. Desiring to

tuni their capital over more sjwedil.v, and to avoid
their serious losses from escapes and depredations,
the speculators have not infrequently sold out leeches
still containing much blood, even sixty per cent, of
their weight. So considerable had this abuse become,
that the authorities have some time since interfered
and prohibited the sale of any leech containing more
than fifteen per cent, of undigested blood. The
inspectors take any leeches they choose as samples
from the receptacles in the shops or elsewhere,
and having well dried them, weigh them. They
then plunge them for two minutes into a tepid saline

solution, aud having forced out by means of longi-

tudinal pressure all the blood they contain, again
weigh them to ascertain the per-centage of such
blood. Several I'harinacie7is have of late been fined

for having in their possession leeches containing more
tiiaii fifteen per cent, of blood, and it has become a
matter of difficulty for them to keep a supply of the

aoimal at all without incurring the risk of such fines.

Indeed, although .some leeches may be found which
do not contain any appreciable quantity of blood, it

is stated that were all leeches to be rejected which
contain more than fifteen j)er cent., the necessary
supply could n»ver he kejjt up. In fact, nothing is

more irregular than the disgorging process. If

the leeches are fished after remaining in the
basins several months for this purpose, while some
contain no blood, othei-s still contain more or
less considerable quantities. If the sojourn be
still further prolonged, numbers of the leeches
will die, and this, together with the losses from
other cause.s, will greatly raise their price. It may
be said that the leech-farmer shoula replace those
leeches which contain more than the fifteen per
cent. ; but how is he to put this to the proof in the
case of thousands ujion thousands of leeches? All
he can do is to determine by a well-experienced eye
when the leech is fit tor medical use ; and it is very
rare that factors will sell leeches with a guarantee
that they do not contain more blood than the fifteen

per cent., and some of the best merchants threaten
to abandon the employment or only sell to foreign
customers who are less particular. In point of fact,

numerous trials have shown that leeches from the
Qironde, which funiish thirty per cent, on expression,
are far better adapted for medical purj^oses than are

leeches emaciated by long tasting, Whenever we
only find black bloocl in part digested in a suspected
l»ech, whila its physical qualities are good otherwise,
it is quite fit for use. For use, a vigorous, well,

nourished leech, in all the plenitude ot its powers,
\» far preferable to an exsanguineous, half-starved

annelide.
—'Journal de Chimie Medicale,' 1860,

p. 425.

Dkawixg-iioom E.vKTHQUAKE.s.— This draw-
ng-room earthquake .may be easily produced by
a single pair of feet in vigorous movement to and
fro from toe to heel, aud if the feet be worked
alternately in a room of some extent a very power-
fijl vibration may thus he created, and .sustained

with a very little practice, as any one may ascertain

by experimenting. If the performer has thin soles

aud no heels, he will be able to accomplish this

OB a soft carpet almost without noLse, aud he has
simply to desist when attention is directed to his

feet ; or if a lady is the .source of the earthquake,
her crinoline will conceal lier pedal play. Any
of my readers with average muscular power, and
« slight amount of exeition, may produce such
earthquakes in any drawing-room in London, and
no one whose mind is not .sedulously prepared
beforcliaud will dream of attributing them to

spiritual a;^«noy.
— 'Once a W»ek.'

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE WEEK.
Wrdiii.idaii, Niivemhcr 7.

Opemtunu at Middlesex Hospital, 1 p.m. ; St
Mary's Hospital, 1 p.m. ; University College Hos-
pital, 2 p.m. ; Royal Orthopa,-dic Hospital, 2 p.m.

Obstetbical Society of Lo.sdox. -8 p.m.
Thursday, Novevil/cr 8.

Opemliona at St George's Hospital, 1 p.m.

;

Central London Ophthalmic Hospital, 1 p.m.
;

London Hospital, 1^ p.m. ; Great Northern
Hospital, King's Cross, 2 p.m.

London Surgical Home.—2 p.m.

Friday, November 9.

Operations at Westminster Ophthalmic Hospital,
\\ p.m.

Saturday, November 10.
Operations at St Thomas's Hospital, 1 p.m. ; St
Bartholomew's Hospital, li p.m. ; King's College
Hospital, li p.m. ; Charing Cross Hospital, 2 p.m.

Moniay, November 12.

Operatio7is at the Royal Free Hospital, 2 p.m.
;

Metropolitan Free Hospital, 2 p.m.
Royal Institution.—2 p.m.
National Hospital for the Paralysed and

Epileptic.—Clinical Lecture on "Epilepsy and
Paralysis," by Dr Brnwn-Scquard, 4 p.m.

Medical Society of London.— 8 J p.m.

Tuesday, November 13.

Operations at Guy's Hospital, 1.^ p.m. ; Westmin-
ster Hospital, 2 p.m.

BOOKS RECEIVED FOR REVIEW.
First Step in Chemistry. By Robert Galloway,

F.C.S. Third Edition. London : John Churchill.

On Gout. By Wm. Gairdner, M.D. Four* Edi-

tion- London ; John Churchill.

The Healthy Urine of Man. By the Rev. Samuel
Haughton, M.A. Dublin: Printed at the Univer-
sity Press by M. H. Gill.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Medicus.—Mr Baker Brown has performed *he

largest number of operations for vesico-vaginal

fistula of any man in this country. Why there

should be a desire to depreciate his success, we
cannot say. His operations at the Surgical Home
are worth attending. We have no doubt that any
Practitioner properly applying would be admitted.

H, W.—It cannot be effected.

A Subscriber.—We are sorry that we cannot insert

the communication forwarded.

Mr Fowler.—1st. Yes.—2nd. No.
Mr Blake is thanked.
Asterisk.—Newspaper received. We are obliged

to our Correspondent for his suggestions.

E. B.— Your opinion is quite correct. There is no
such restriction.

A Surgeon.—It is extremely doubtful whether the
pus-globule is actually absorbed in cases of pytemia.

Lebert's views are probably correct, that the de-

posits, so called, are not truly deposits, but the re-

sults of a state of inflammation. Under the mi-
croscope, a small injected s]x)t is first seen ; ami
subsequently, in the centre of the vascularisation

a drop of pus is manifested. The vascularity then
declines, and the purulent collection increases.

There are cases of pyamia in which no primary
abscess was discoverable. This countenances Roki-

tansky's view, that pyajmia may occur as a primitive

affection, or as a special crasis of the blood.

When absorption takes place frnni an abscess, it

is not probably an absorption of a pus-globule,

but of a pyogeidc fluid ; in short, pya;mia admits
of several explanations. Mr Lee has shown that

a debilitated state of the system has an imi^ortant

share in ileveloping this condition. The Birken-

head case is thus easily explaineil.

A Student.— 1st. No.— 2nd. Write to Mr Belfour.

A Country Subscriber. —It shall be attended to.

Mr Griffin. -Received.
Dr Tucker.—Received and inserted.

Inquirer.—Nothing has yet been done with the

handsome Ijequest by the late Mr Morley to St

George's Hospital. It would be a noble opportu-

nity to establish an extra-urban hospital, and we
hope the intention will soon be realised.

Chirukijus (PljTnouth.)—The connection of diabetes

with cataract is well established—not so the con-

nection of the latter with rheumatism. We may
observe, however, that Dr Richardson has shown
that rheumatism depends upon the presence of

lactic acid in the blood.

H. J.— We have not yet received the volume.

Viator.—Enclosures received. Very bad 1

A Father. — It will not be overlooked.

An Old Subscbibeb.— 1st. No.— 2nd. No.— 3rd.

No.
W. B. S.—The machines are, we believe, as useful

as others invented for the same purpose ; but we
cannot express an opinion as to the general

usefulness of such appliances.

Mr Dennis C. O'Connor.- Communication received,

and will be attended to.

Justus et Tenax, on the Educational Regulations of

the Medical Council, received. We think it wrong
that these regulations should be made retro-

spective.

An Indian Suhoeos is thanked. The papers will be

useful.

M.R.C.S. & L.A.C.—Mr Moore, the agent, will be

able to procure you such a situation as you
desire.

A
for

Perusal of all the New
BOOKS aud NEW EDITIONS as soon as puWishyd,

ONE GUINEA PER ANNUM.

LEWIS'S MEDICAL LIBRARY,
15 GOWER STREET TJORTH-

Books may be retained as long, or e,\. In ii^'eda.s frequently,
as suits the convenience of SiibSLi'!U''ik Prospectuses
gratis on application.
Medical Clubs, in Town and Country : from Two to Ten

Guineas per Annum.—New Books supplied at 20 per cent,
discount.

A Book about Doctors,
-^-*-

-2 vols., and all the new MEDICAL BOOKS, in
imlimited supply, at

LEWIS'S MEDICAL LIBRARY,
16 Oower Street, North.

SINGLE SUBSCRIPTION, ONE GUINEA PER ANNUM.

Now ready, price 5s. 6d.,

or free by posttoanyi)artof the United Kingdom, price 6s.

Fourtli Edition, greatly enlarged aucUmproved.

A Grammatical Introduction
-^^^ to the LONDON PHARMACOPCEIA, and a KEY
to PHYSICIANS' PKESCRIPI'IONS. By S. F. Leach.

*'Tbi3 little work will be found extremely useful to
students who have received but an imperfect classical
education."— 'Tlie Lancet.'
Hughes and Butler, Medical Booksellers and Publishers,

1 j St Martin' s-le-Grand.

Trull's Library.— All Sub-
-*-^ scribers to tiiis Library have the choice of above
50,000of the best Works in History, Biography, Philosophy,
Religion, Poetry, &c., in the English, French, German,
and Italian Languages. Subscription, One Guinea a Year
and upwards. Pro.spectuses supplied gratis.—BULL'S
LIBRARY, 19 Holies street, Cavendish square, W.

r^heap Books at Bull's
^^ LIBRARY.—SURPLUS COPIES of "Kingsley's
Miscellanies," " M<Clintock's Arctic Voyage," "Friends U)
Council," " TroUope's West Indies," " De Quincey's
Works." and many other books, are now ON SALE, at
greatly-re;luced prices. Catalogues sent gratis and post-
free.—BULL'S LIBRARY, 19 Holies street, Cavendish
square. W.

Imperative Sale of Clocks
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION, WATCHES, GOLD

CHAINB, AND JEWELLERY. — In consequeni^o of
REMOVAL to 135 REGENT 8TRBET. tlio select amillrst-
class Stock of the above is now exhibited aud marked off

in plain figures, at fii>in .30 to 50 per cent, reduction. The
opiHjrtunity is sliort (only during the necessary alterations
iu the new prenuscs), antl to any purchaser is WDrth a
journey.

ARNOLD, Watchmaker. 00 RED LION STREET,
HOLDORN.

GAS STOVES,
GASELIERS, AND GAS KITTIXOS DK ALL, KINDS,

FOR CHE.MIST.S, kr.

H. M A T H E E,
18 HIGH HOLBORN.

Vacancy in the Editorship
(.f thP BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL.—As the

uflice of Editor uf tlif. IJritisli Medical Jtuinial will liecome
vacjint on the 3Ist of Decomber nt'Xt, it is requested that
all Candidates for the ai)pointuiiMit will ciimnmnicate, not
later than the 17th of November, with Dr WILLIAMS, of
WoBcFsTER, and forward to him, with their Testimonials,
the Scheme they propose for Conducting the Journal.

CHARLES HASTINO.S, Kut.. M.D., Ac,
President of Council.

Worcester, Oct. 23, 1300.

Qurgical Instruments.

—

^^ J. ARNOLD continues to supply Instminenta of
the Ijestworknianshii* at moderate pnces, manufactured on
the i>reiiiises luider his own superintendence.

J. ARNOLD, 35 and 36 West Smithtield, E.C.
Established 1S19.

Elastic Supporting Fabrics,
of very superior textures, fi»r Varicose Veins, Ac-

couchement, Spinal Alfection-s, Hernia, kc. Instrnction.s

for measurement, and prices on application to the Manu-
t-ictuuTs, POPE and PLANTS, 4 Waterloo olnce, Pallniall,

London, S.W.

or Infants.—The British
FEEDING BOTTLE (registerc.i) may be placed in any

position without the food running out. The supply can be

regulateilby a stop-cock ; being electro-plated, it maybe
instantaneously cleaned. Unlike wood, ivory, or bone, it is

impervious to moisture, cannot crack or become sour;

there is no possibility of the nfant drawliig air with the

food.

By W. T. COOPER, Phannaceutical Chemist, 26 Oxford

street, London.
Price 7s. 6d., or free to any railway station, 8s. 6d.

F
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(^Morodyne.— R. Freeman,
^-^ Pliarmaeeutist, Keniiington road, Loudon, H., m-
fonus the Profrj^sicii and Ti-ade that he has for yeahs
jfADE, and extensively used iu his business, Chlorodyne ;

and that he is supplying it la one-ounce stoppered bottles

at ls.6d. each, and in four-ount'e bottles, 5s. each. He
guarantt'cs it to be uniformly and i>roperly- prepared, and
fiuperior to any other makei-s', though their charge be ever
so exorbitant ; and he tmsts that the lowness of price at
which he offers it will allow the Profession to use it in
common practice and at public institutions, so that its

extraordinary beneficial effects may be enjoyed by the
poorest sufferer. Sold by all Wholesale Druggists.

WATER MATTRESSES & CUSHIONS,

"PorBed Sores, Consumption,
-*- Pai-alysis, Fevers, and all Invalids and Bedridden
Patients. AirCushions aud Pillows, Bed Sheets, Elastic
Stockings, Enemas, Ear Trumpets, Railway aud Bed
Urinals, Bed Pans and Slips, &c.

WILLIAM LEE, 115, NEW BOND STREET, W.

Water Beds on Hire, 7s. per Week. Deposit, £10.

TO THE TROFESSIOK

essrs M^Gowan & Banks
(THE PRINTERS OF THIS JOURNAL)

Are prepared to forward Estimates, to those requiring the
same, for any description of Work coimected with the
Printing Business.
Messrs M'G. and D. are enabled, from the facilities

which they possess, to execute whatever may be entrusted
to them with economy and despatch.

Letters addressed to No. 10 GREAT WINDMILL
STREET, HAYMARKET, Will meet with immediate at-

tention.
\* There is at the present time an opening for the Piiut-

ing (and Publishing if wished, of a Weekly Periodical,

Kinahan's LL Whisky v.
COGNAC BRANDY.

Tliis celebrated old IRISH WHISKY rivals the finest
French brandy. It is pure, mild, mellow, delicious, and
very wholesome. Sold in bottles, 3s. 6d. each, at most of
the respectable retail houses iu London ; by the appointed
agents in the principal towns in England ; or, wholesale,
at S, Great Windmill street, Haymarket.—Observe the red
seal, pink label, and cork bramled " Kinaliau's LL Whisky."

Catalogues gi-atis.

Bank of Deposit, Estab-

M

DON.
IJSIIED A.n. 1S44, 3 PALLMALL EAST,
-CAPITAL STOCK £100,000.

LON-

Parties desirous of Investino Money are requesteil to
examine the Plan of The Bank of Deposit, hy which a
high rate of interest ma)' be obtained with amj^lo security.

Deposits made by Special Agreement, may be withdrawn
without notice.

The Interest is payable in Janimry and July.

PETER MORRISON, ManaginR Director.

Forms for opening Accounts sent free on application.

T
TO SURGEONS, DENTISTS, &e.

he Best House in London
for SECOND-HAND INSTRUMENTS is Mr WM.

LAWLEY'S, Lombard House, 78 Farringdon street, City.
Established upwards of a century.

A first-class full SURGEON'S ARMY CASE for
Sale.

N.B. The largest stock of Second-hand Dissecting Cases
in London. Also, A great vai-iety of New and Second-
hand Army and Navy Regulation Cases.

Instruments Bought, Sold, or Exchanged.

nPo Gentlemen.—Mr Miles,
-- (Alfred Webb MUes,) Established 18th February,

1841,
Originator of the WORLD-FAMED TROUSERS, at 163.

per pair, has the pleasure to inform thirty thousand
customers that his stock for the forthcoming Winter is

now replete with all the new and best designs for Over-
Coats, Morning and Travelling Suits, Vests, Trousers, at
prices as heretofore. Gentlemen who have not already
favoured this establishment with their interest and
support .are most respectfully infonned that it is dis-
tinguished not only by the extent, variety, and quality of
its patterns and materials, but it excels in the cut and
workmanship.
Caution.—Mr Miles is not connected with any pei-sou

imitating and advertising in the same name ; his only
address is 7.3 Brook street, Hanover squai'e, aud he has no
other establishment in London or elsewhere.

Qave Half your Coals, Cure
~^ your Smoky Chimneys, have a i.Ientiful supi)ly of
Hot Water in the Kitchen, and a wann Bath always readj',
night and day, by using the

PATENT AMERICAN KITCHENER:
A cheap and ijei-fcct Cooking Rant'e, which will cook for
a large famdy at a cost for fuel of one shilling per week
and may be seen in operation daily at the American Stove
Warehouse, 156 Ch ;,.. :dv, E.G.—Illustrated Prospectus
free.

DINNEFOED'S
T>ure Fluid Magnesia,
-^ now greatly improved in ]jurityaiid condensation.
"Mr Dinneford's Solution may fairly l-ie taken as a type

of what the preparation ought to be."— 'Phannaceutical
Journal,' May, 1S4G.

This excellent remedy, iu addition to its extensive sale
amongst the public, is now also very largely used for
DmpKNSiNG. In the stone jars (half-gallon, 5s. 6d.

;
gallon,

9s. 6d.,) specially adapted for the use of Surgeons and
Chemists. To be had from the Manufacturers,

DINNEFORl) and CO., Chemists, 172 Bond street, Lon-
don ; all Wholesale Druggists and Patent Medi c ine Houses.

PULVrS JACOBl rER., NEWBERY'S.

G'ENTLEMEN, We bcg tO Call
^^^ your attention to the foUowingpatagraph by

"J.Chejne, M.D., Pliyfician to the Hardwicke

Fever Hol'pital, Dublin, in his paper on the

'virtues of James'' Po'uider in the Apoplectic

Diathe/is :"

" She began a courfe of James' Powder in

the latter end of September : the firft night (he

took only two grains, and every fucceeding

night an additional half grain, till the dole

amounted to twenty grains. She took tiventy

grains every night far five •weeks, when (lie

found herl'elf fo well that (he difcontinued the

medicine."—'• Dublin Hofpital Reports," 'vol. i.

p. 319.
To fecure the difpenfmg of the original pre-

paration, which, for 1 14 years, has been fold by

the Newbery family in St. Paul's Churchyard,

it is neceflary to prefcribe it as " Pul-vis Jacobi

Ver., Ne'wbery^s," otherwife another article

(wanting in the beft properties, and recom-

mended to be given in a different code of dofe,

though called by the fame name), will be subfti-

tuted {or the original medicine. This, of

cour/e, cannot but have an effect other than

that expeiled, and will thereby lead the practi-

tioner totally to difcard it from his daily Phar-

macopoeia, as a preparation whereon no de-

pendance can be placed. We hope the above

extract will prove that when the genuine medi-

cine is ufed, faith may be repofed in it.

Yours faithfully,

F. NEWBERY & SONS.

45, St. Paul's Churchyard.

S Bowles (late Windsor and
• Co.), PHIAL and BOTTLB MERCHANT, Dealer in

Druggists' Sundries, &c., 6 James street, Covent garden,
W.C. The clieaiiest house in London for every description
of MEDICAL Gt.ASS of the best quality.

Samples and prices forwarded free on application.

TEETH WITHOUT SPRINGS,
BY HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

^ewly-invented Applica-
-^* Tiok of PREPARED INDIA-RUBBER in the
construction of Artificial Teeth, Gums, and Palates.

MR KPHRAIM MOSELY,
SURGEON-DENTIST, 9 GROSVENOR

STREET,
SOLE INVENTOR AND PATENTEE.

A new, orifjinal, and invaluable invention, consisting in

the adaption, with the mostalisolute perfetrtion and success,

of CHEMICALLY-PREPARED INDIA-RUBBER, in lieu

of the gold or bone frame. The extraoi-dinaiy results of
this application may be briefly noted in a few of their most
prominent features :—AH sharp edges are avoided ; no
springs, wires, or fastenings, are required ; a greatly-

increased freedom of sTXCtion is supplied ; a natural elasti-

city, hitherto wholly iinfittainable, and a tit perfected with
the most unerring accuracy, ai'e secured ; while, from the
softness aud flexibility of the agent employed, the greatest
support is given to the adjoining teetli when loose, or
rendered tender by the absorption of the gums. The acids

of the mouth exert no agency on the Chcmicallv-prepared
ludia-nibber, and as it is a non-conductor, fluids of any
temj^erature may be retained in the mouth, all unpleasant-
ness of smell or taste being at the same time wholly pro-

vided against by the peculiar nature of its preparation.
Teeth filled with gold, aud Mr Eiduaim Mosely's Cement,
tlie only stopping that will not become discoloured, par-
ticularly recommended for front teeth.—9 Grosvenor street
(W), London ; 14 Gay street, Bath ; 10 Eldon square, New-
castle-on-Tyne.

nnhe Roman Thermo-

GENERAL COUNCIL OF MEDICAL EDUC.'lTrON AND
REGISTRATION OF THE UNITED KINGDOM,

'it SoHO SgL'AHE, London, W.
Oct<jber :i2ud, 1,S6«.

IVJ'otice.—The Copy of the
-^^ MEDICAL REGISTER tol« printed and imblished

in 1S81, as directed hy the 27th Section of the Act
will contain those Nainea oidy which appear on the
General Register as existing on the Ist day of
Januar}-, 1861.

It is particularly requested that claims for the Begiiitra-
tion of first or additional Quaiiacations, and Notices of
Alteration of Residence, may be sent to this Office as soon
possible.

ELECTRICAL HATH. Vy J. TDCKKB, M.D.
Price Od., from the Author, at Sligo.

TTnited Kingdom Life
„, „„ A.S8URANCE COMPANY, No. 8 WATERLOO
PLACE, PALLMALL, LONDON, 8.W.

The Funds or Property of the Company, as at 31st of
December, 1858, amounted to £6,'52,618 3s. lod., invested
in Government or other approved Securities.

CHAinMAs.—The Hon. FRANCIS SCOTT.
Deputt-Chaiemak.— CHA8. BERWICK CURTIS, Esq.
INVALID LIVES.—Persons not in sound health may

have their lives insured at equitable rates.

ACCOMMODATION IN PAYMENT of PREMIUMS.—
Only one-half of the Annual I*remiuni. when Hi.- rn-nmn,'!.
is fur life is required to be paid for the ti:

'

simple interest being charged on th« i.i.

an-angemeut is equivalent to an immedial^ ^ .. ..:

fifty per cent, upon the Annual Premium, witliuut tli»
borrower having i-ecoui-se to the unpleasaut necessity of
procuring Sureties, or assigning, and thereby parting with
his Policy, during the currency of the Lf>an, irrespective
of the great attendant expenses in such arrangements.
The aVwve mode of Insurance has been f ' - -;t

advantageous when Policies have beoi req
nionetaiy transactions, or when incomes .-i; r

Insurance are at present liniiUsd, as it only' net.>-na[e.^
half the outlay fonuerly required by other Companies
before the present system was instituted by Uiia Oftice.
LOANS are granted, likewise, on real and personal

Securities.

Forms ot Pboposals, and every information afforded,
on application to the Resident Director, 8 Waterloo place
PallmaU London. S.W.

(By Order) E. LENNOX BOYD, Resident Director.

"VTewton Wilson and Co.'s-
-*-

' World-famed PATENT.—THE NEW PATENT
NURSING CHAIR, in which the child nurses, amuses,
exercises, and weighs itself, is a marvel of ingenuity and
utility, unanimously recommended by the Pr«88 and the
Faculty. No family should be without oue. Price 12s. Cd
upwards. Prospectus free.

WILSON'S PATENTCABPET SWEEPER, which cleans
a car]>et thoroughly without labour, without iiynry, and
without raising a grain of dust. Price 15s.

Newton Wilson and Co., 144 High Holbom, London.

Tmportant to Surgeons.

—

-*- The old-estAblished andwell-kno«-uBustDewofJOHN
MILLIKIN, now MILLIKINaud LAWLEY. U'l Strand,
ailjoiiuDg King's College.—A change in the \-: ;i

oilers to Surgeons the opportunity of purclia-
of Instrument from this well-manufactured ^

cannot be surpassed in style, qiiality, or price.

Messrs MILLIKIX 4: LAWLEY beg to draw the attentiott
of their friends and customers to the superior stock of Ma-
thematical Instniments, their great variety of Cutlerj", and
the selection of first-class Microscopes, Opera and Race
Glasses.
A great variety of Skeletons, Skulls, Hands, F«et, te*

of superior quality, at moderate charges.
Every description of Sui^cal Instruments mads to

order, with the utmost precision aud despatch.

Surgical Instruments and Cutlerj- Repaired Daily.

T iqnor Castanea Equina.

—

-*-^ Messrs. REW and Co. respectfully .solicit the atten-
tion of the Profession to this Preparation of the Horsfr-
Chesnut ; taken internally for Rheumatic Gout and Rbea-
matism, it is a safe, agreeable, and nu'st ellicacious remedy.

Dose, two to four draclims. Price I:;*, per ix>untL

The Oil of Horse-Chesuuts applied externally for enlarged
and stiff joints, acute or inilamniatorj" pain of auy kind,
gives almost immediate relief.

These genuine Preparations of the Horse-Chesnnt ar»
prepai-ed only by REW and CO.

LITHIA WATER. LITHIA POTASH, and LTTHIA
AMMONIA WATER. These Waters are prepared accortimg
to the Instrtu'tions of Dr Garrod, and each bottle is

guaranteed to cimtaiu the projKT proj>ortion of Lithia.
6s. per doz.

R. M. REW and CO., Operative Chemists, 2S2 Regent
sta^eet, Lowioa.

PURE SPIRITS FOR THE FACULTY.

aV.R. ^Q O.P., 21s. per
r^» Imperial Gallon, net Cash.
This quotation admits of neither credit nor discount, and

Is. per gallon must be added for packages, to beallowedoa
their return.

HENRY BRETT and CO , Old Funkiral's Distillery

Holborn.
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PATHOLOGY OF -THE SYMPA-
THETIC NERVES.

By JAMES RORIE, M.D.

II.— Centric Paralysis (Fevee).

There is an affection of the system, the

analogy between which and inflammation has

long been observed, and which, from the simi-

larity of its symptoms, has received a somewhat

identical name—I refer to /ever. The analogy

has, however, as yet gone no farther than the

symptoms ; for while inflammation is described

as a contlition piesenting the phenomena of

redness, heat, pain, &c., " fever," says Wood,

in his ' Practice of Physic,' " is an acute

affection of the system, in which all the func-

tions are more or less deranged, the most
striking phenomena being sensorial and nerv-
ous irregularity, increased frequency of jjulse,

increased he.it, and disinclination for food."

This, however, instead of being a definite con-
dition, is merely a list of symptoms.
What, then, really is fever? Inflammation

I have endeavoured to show to be (instead of
heat, pain, redness, &c.) phenomena the result

of local paralysis of the sympathetic system;
so here 1 trust I shall be able to prove that

fever, instead of the indefinite mass of symp-
toms ah-cady mentioned, is in reality pheno-
mena resulting from[centric or general paralysis

of the sympathetic.

The analogy which we have already seen to

exist between the two nervous systems, holds

also here in a remarkable manner. An affec-

tion of a corcbro-spinal nerve produces loss of
function of the skin and muscles which it sup-
plies ; an affection of a portion of the sympa-
thetic produces loss of function of the capil-

laries, &c. (inflammation)
; an affection of the

brain and spinal cord—i.e., the ccrebro-spinal
centres—produces general loss of function of
the motor and sensory organs : an affection of
the sympathetic centres produces general
paralysis of the nutritive functions of the body
(fever).

In the following description, we will follow
the same course with regard to fevers which
we have done with reference to inflammation,
aqd first consider what facts we have to deal
with before entering on any theory.

But at the very outset there are difliculties

which appear at first sight insurmountable.
Fevers differ so much from one another, that
it will appear absurd to ascribe them all to the
same cause. This difference, however, I be-
lieve to be due to adissimilarity of thee.xciting

causes, namely, the hypothetical poisons ; while
what we may term the proximate cause,
namely, the changes in the body which inmic-
diately give rise to the phenomena termed
fever, is the same—viz., general paralys-is of
the sympathetic system. But this complexity
is rendered still more complex, in consecjuence

of the exciting cause which has led to the

proximate still continuing to operate on the

phenomena resulting from the proximate cause.

This may be rendered more mtelligible by an
example. A poison (?), say the rubeolar,
entering the body of a child, acts as an excit-

ing cause, and produces the proximate cause

—

paralysis of the sympathetic nerves—which, in

its turn, gives rise to the phenomena known
as fever ; but the poison (the exciting cause)
has a tendency to pass offmore immediately by
the respiratory passages, thus giving rise to
the cor)'za, one of the chief characteristic

symptoms of measles.

_
We have thus two classes of facts to con-

sider
: 1. Tlie phenomena common to all

fevers— i.e., the phenomena resulting from
the proximate cause, and with which we have
at present only to do ; and 2. The special

phenomena of fevers—i.e., phenomena depend-
ing on the action of the exciting causes, and
to which I shall only refer in so far as may be
necessary to support the views here advo-
cated.

1. Phenomena common to all Fevers.—T\xe
progress of a fever, as the term is imderstood
by writers on general pathology—that is, the
phenomena which occurring in the human sub-
subject constitute a febrile condition—is usu-
ally divided into four stages. Thus, according
to Wood, we have (o) the forming stage

; (6)
the cold stage

;
(c) the hot stage ; and (</) the

declining stage. As, however, the first stage
is more or less intimately connected with the
second, and belongs in a great measure to the

special phenomena, we will divide the progress

of a fever into (a) the stage of accession
;
(J)

the stage of fever proper
;

(c) termination in

death or recovery.

(a) On a person commencing to suffer from
fever, he becomes conscious at first only of a

sense of weariness and confused pain in his

limbs, &c. ; depression of spirits, disturbed
sleep, &c. ; and then a feeling of chilliness.

"This," says Wood, " is the first decided step

in the febrile movement. There is usually at

first a greater sensitiveness of the surface to

the impression of cold, so that a current of
cool air, or the contact of a cool body, prodi ces

a sense of chilliness which runs momentari'y
through the frame and then subsides. The
feeling of cold, however, soon becomes more
permanent, and quite independent ofsurround-
ing objects, beginning most commonly in the
back, and extending to the limbs and over the

body, producing rigors, shivering, chattering of
the teeth, and sometimes universal tremors and
even shaking, though the patient may be near
a fire, or covered with blankets in bed. In
general, the sensation of chilliness is attended
with a positive reduction of temperature upon
the surface, especially in the extremities." The
pain now increases greatly in the back, loins,

and head; " sensibility is often diminished, and
the mental functions impaired ; and even deli-

lium occiisionally occurs."
" The circulation, which even before the

commencement of the cold stage is often

languid, now becomes obviously depressed

;

the pulse is weak, small, often irregular— some-
times more frequent, sometimes less so, than
in health ; the capillary circulation is slow and
feeble ; the face is pale, the features often

shrunk, the skin generally pale and contracted,

with the appearance ofgoose-flesh ; and, in very
bad cases, the fingers are sometimes shrunk and
wrinkled as after long immersion of the hand
in water. There is otlen a purplish or bluish

appearance in the hands and feet, especially

about the finger and too nails, arising from
stagnation of blood in the capillaries.

Other symptoms of functional derangement
show themselves in this stage: "the respira-

tion is short and somewhat hurried, and both
the breathing and pulse are accelerated by
muscular exertion. Nausea and vomiting
often occur during the chill, attended with
thirst, and a dryish, clammy state of the mouth
and fauces."

The duration of this stage varies in different

fevers from a few minutes to several days.

It may even prove fatal at the very first, but
usually terminates in

(h) The Stage of Fever Proper.— "Tho
symptoms of the chill," says the Author already

quoted, " usually pass by degrees into those of

the hot stage. The coldness subsides, and is

succeeded by a sense of heat which is at first

not uncomfortable, but soon becomes excessive

and distressing. The sensation of heat is not
confined to the surface, but extends also to

to the internal organs. Nor is the sensation

delusive : the suriace feels hot to the hand of
another, and an elevation of temperature is

indicateil also by the thermometer, which,
when placed under the tongue, rises in some
instances as high as 107 deg. At the same

time that the heat increases, the circulation i*

often accelerated to 1 10 or even 130 beats per
minute. Violent head symptoms now show
themselves : the face is flushed, the head pain-

ful, the senses usually more acute, and the
ment.d functions disordered ; the eyes are
painfully sensitive to light, and the ears to

sound ; and both vision and hearing are
usually sharpened. The senses of taste and
smell are also impaired.

" The digestive organs are always disordered,
the appetite is entirely lost, and there is

generally a disgust for food and for warm
drinks. Nausea and vomiting are not infre-

quent ; a disagreeable taste in the mouth is

common ; and the tongue is almost always
covered with fur, which is usually at first thin

and white, then thickens and becomes yellow-

ish, and sometimes assumes a brown or blackish

colour. The end and the edges of the tongue,
when not coated, are generally redder than in

health. The bowels participate in the general

disorder of the alimentary mucous membrane,
being affected for the most part with constipa-

tion or diarrhoea ; and the discharges are
almost always unhealthy, either in colour,

odour, or consistence. The secretions are
always deranged in fever. When the disorder

is at its height, they are usually deficient

;

hence the dry skin, the burning eye, the dry
tongue and mouth, the constipated bowels, the
scanty and high-coloured urine. In other con-
ditions of fever, especially in its decline, or
when its violence has so far remitted as to

permit the secretory organs to resume their

function, the quantity secreted is often in

excess ; hence the copious perspiration, the

serous and bilious diarrhaas, and the profuse
discharges of urine which occur under the
circumstances mentioned. The character as

well as the amount of the secretion is also

changed. 'J'he breath and perspiration often

acquire a disagreeable odour, the urine is

changed in colour and consittence, and the

bile discharged from the stomach and bowels
is seldom quite healthy in appearance. The
respiration, which in the primary stage is

short and hurried, becomes more free when
the fever is fully developed, but still remains
frequent ; and there is very often a short, dry
cough." This stage, like the preceding, may
continue for a longer or shorter time, when it

terminates in

(o) lite Stayc of Termination.—When fever

begins to decline, the change is often marked
by the occurrence of some spontaneous
evacuation—such as profuse perspiration,

increased urine, bilious or serous discharge

from the bowels, or htemorrhage. Occasion-
ally along with some one of these discharges,

or in place of them, one or more abscesses

form in various parts of the body, often con-
taining large quantities of pus. By far the

most frequent of the evacuations which attend
the decline of fever is perspiration.

(To be continued.)

ON THE NON-DIGESTION
OF FAT,

coksideiied in its special correlation wth
affections of the pancreas.

By Dr E. ANCELET, of Vailly-sur-Aisne.

(Translated for the Medical Circular.)

(Continued from page 304.)

A resume of these thirty cases presents ns

with the following facts :

—

i The fat may, on its expulsion from the

intestine, be either in a liquid state or solid,

or in both these forms at the same time. In

14 cases its physical state is not noticed.

But, be it as it may, it presents the general

characters of fat, melts with heat and congeals

with cold, is inflammable, &c., and, in a word,

does not seem changed in its composition.

It may be expelled by itself, or with fajcal
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matters ; and these may be liquid or solid, and

in 9 cases were colourless. The evacuation

takes place with pain or without. It is seen

every day, or after -intervals of some days,

or it has its remissions. This phenomenon
shows itself for a week, several weeks or

months, a year or two, or even thirteen

years. The daily quantity of fat observed

m 4 cases varied from 1 to 9 ounces : in 4

other cases it is only said to have been con-

eiderable. The patients had at the same time

attacks of colic, pains in the region of the

liver, and diabetes. Six were icteric. In 5

cases the patients were cured, and Ilaller's

patient recovered after the expulsion of a
iiliary calculus. In 9 cases the result is not
stated : IC of those patients died, 3 of

whom are said to have been marasniic ; and
marasmus is incidentally mentioned as allecting

several others. In 1 ease the intestine was
thickened and ulcerated ; in another, the

liver was fat and the gall-bladder contained

bile ; while in 1 it wa-s diseased, tliough care

was not taken to ascertain the nature of the

lesion. In 6 cases the pancreatic and biliary

ducts were obliterated either by scirrhus or

calculi of the pancreas. In Bright's case the

pancreas was cancerous, but the ductus

•choledocus remained permeable. The oblitera-

tion of the pancreatic canal is merely noticed

in 3 cases. Lastly : in another, the pancreas,

stomach, and duodenum were inflammed ; the

liver was sound.

It will be recollected that Bi-ight, by a pro-

cess of exclusion, (a) came to regard stear-

rhcea as a symptom properly belonging to

aflections of the pancreas—an approximation
made by Kuntzman a dozen years before. M.
Moyse, who collected and classed eighteen of

tlio cases we have cited, and M. Bernard, when
he declared it to be a pathognomonic sign, saw
in it a proof of the digestive action which the

prancreatic juice has on fat aliment ; and these

facts seem the more conclusive that they pre-

ceded the physiological theory.

To appreciate fairly the value of this argu-

ment, let us consider the following questions.

Are fatty evacuations seen where the pancreas

is sound ? An important point to be cleared

up before any other, would be to determine, if

I may so speak, the digestive capacity for fat,

and to ascertain whether, when the quantity

of fat is considerably increased, and which an
animal digests in twenty-four hours, for ex-
ample, the whole is absorbed, or whether a

part escapes without being digested, and in

what proportion. Bernard contented himself

with once submitting a dog, in good condition,

to the regimen of those in which he had de-

stroyed the pancreas : the kidneys contained
no fat. The demonstration is insulhcient ; since

a cat fed two or three days on pure fat, had
fat both in the large iutestiue and in the
caecum.

I directed a man in good health to take 100
grammes of olive oil, but to change nothing of

his ordinary diet. This produced three liquid

stools in which was contained an oily substance.

But I shall not here enter into further details,

as I propose to institute a series of experi-

ments in the view of noticing more closely

these phenomena. At present, however, we
must conclude that there are two kinds of

stearrhoea ;—one normal, depending exclu-

sively on a superabundance of fat in the ali-

ment ; and the other pathological, produced
by disturbance in the fiinction of digestion.

Viewed in this light, the cases of Kivicre (and
of Babington) cease to be pathological.

In the cases of stearrhoea recorded by Poar-
json and Prout, where there was no excess in

(a) An admirable procedure, which, in difficult

diagnostic investigations, often leads to sound iu-

ferenee, if not to certainty, though less absolute,
possibly, than that obtained by those geometri-
cians who, accoi-ding to Dr Wallis, "allow the
method of exhaustions to be good demonstra-
tion."—Translator.

the ingestion of fat, no mention is made of any
morbid alteration of the pancreas, which was
not examined, probably, witli all the care re-

quisite. The retention of bile, noticed in two
of these cases, and which is the necessary con-
sequence of the slightest alterations in this

organ, permits at least the supposition that

that organ was not sound. We must not be
too much of materialists even in pathological

anatomy. The anatomical must be placed

side by side with the pathological lesions, if

such be their proper denomination—lesions of
relation, which, by influencing the neighbouring

parts, without attacking the organ itself, dis-

turb its functions, and interfere with the nor-

mal and free discharge of the pancreaticjulce.

The solution of this—the first question—is

therefore doubtful.

The second question comes next to be con-

sidered. Is stearrhoea ever ab.-ent when the

pancreas is affected? At the autopsy of a
man, thirty-five years of age, Hull found the

pancreas almost destroyed by the pressure of

two abdominal tumours. This man died in a

state of marasmus. The cystic and pancreatic

ducts were almost obliterated at their duode-
nal insertion, and the duodenum had begun to

suffer change. Hull was informed that no fat

had been found in the ficces. This case is

evidently of no value, for the examination of

the fleces was not such as to enable us to as-

sert that fat was absent : we class this case,

therefore, with a numerous list of similar

cases, which we have in view, where this

symptom was neither alluded to nor looked

for. According to Bernard, Fearnsidc cites

several cases of acute affections of the pan-

creas in which stearrhcea did not show itself;

which, says this expert physiologist, may to a

certain extent be accounted for by abstinence

from food, and, therefore, owing to the non-
reception into the large intestine of fat mate-
rials. Prom want of precise information as

to the regimen enjoined these patients, it must
be admitted that this argument is not wanting
in probability, and that facts, too, tend to its

confirmation. Thus, in Kuntzman's patient

the fat increased when the diet consisted of

meat. In Bright's Ciise, the fatty dejections,

which had been noticed for a length of time,

came first under the eye of the observer after

the patient had taken a dose of castor-oil. In

Gross's case, they api)eared when the patient

took fat, and disappeared when its use was dis-

continued. Are we in this way to account for

those remissions, sometimes prolonged, that

have been opposed to the physiological theory,

and noticed in cases where the pancreas was so

diseased that it could no longer discharge its

function? But if viewed in this light, Clark's

case may be opposed, in which modifications of

aliment seemed to have no influence on the

presence of fat. Moreover, we may say with
Tisenmann, that, in certain cases at least, the

quantity ol fat excreted is greater than the

quantity taken with the food : must it come,

then, from some other source ; and must the

appreciations of observers be inaccurate ?

The third question regards pathological

stearrhcea. Is it the consequence of altera-

tion in the pancreas, or of alteration in some
other organ— of the liver, for instance, as M.
Ijonget seems disposed to believe? The inti-

mate anatomical relations that exist between
the pancreatic and biliary ducts, which, in some
way or other, renders the one responsible for

the other, encumbers this question with a de-

gree of obscurity which facts and recorded

experiments seem incapable of dissipating. In

the numerous cases which we have passed in

review, we see, in fact, that affections of the

pancreas are very often accompanied with reten-

tion of bile—a material cause of icterus, which

will, perhaps, appear to be still more frequent

when it comes to be considered more closely.

Without going bej'ond the imperfect cases

cited in this chapter, the afflux of bile was at

least in ten cases impeded ; and it caunot be

concluded from the other cases, in which uO
notice of this is found, that it did not exist-

If in any ease it be said that the biliary duct
was still permeable, I own that the solitary

fact makes on my mind but a slight impression.
The patient was icteric—a circumstance to be
noted—but other cases which we have col-
lected serve to put us on our guard against
that cause of error. Thus, in M. Ro.~tan's

case, among others, the biliary duct, when iso-

hited, allowed passage to the bile ; but when
pressed on by the hyper trophied head of the
pancreas, there was interruption to its flow.

If affections of the pancreas are not only a
frequent cause, but an inevitable source, of
dyscholia ; do not artificial affections, such as

inflammation produced by experiment, give
rise to similar effects? This objection has been
so little heeded by experimentalists, that not
one of them has in a satisfactory manner stated

the condition of the biliary apparatus : nor
have they, seemingly, examined the state of
the sclerotic. As to the colourlessness of the

faeces, which, when ascertained, might serve as

an inde.'c, it has seemed enough to explain it

by an hypothesis perfectly giatuitous. " It is

remarkable," says M. Bernard, " that bile com-
municates to the matters with which it comes
into contact a bright yellow, but with pan-
creatic j nice gives a deep brown tint. Henoe
the pancreatic juice contributes indirectly to

the colour imparted to the fieces. In icterus

the fajcal matters are colourless, but for an in-

verse reason." For our own part, and until a
contrary proof ciin be adduced, we shall see in

this fact nothing more than a symptom of dys-

cholia. Reciprocally, the silence of observers

as to the state of the pancreas, and even, as

we have said, the affirmation that it wassoaud,
and the presence of a calculus in the biliary .

ducts, can be no demonstration that fatty de-
jections have an exclusive connection with
suppression of the biliary flux. Thus, in

Ilaller's case, the calculus impacted in the

ductus choledocus must at the same time have
occasioned obstruction of the duct of Wirsang.
These considerations, seen in the light of ex-

perimental physiology, have a high importance

;

for if this reciprocity of action, that binds

them in solidum, be taken into account, it will

no longer be allowable to conclude anything

from the experiments of Bidder, Smith, and
Schelbuch, undertaken to prove that obstruc-

tion to the course of the bUc hinders the di-

gestion of fat. It is the same with those of

M. Bernard as regards the pancreatic juice

;

and the problem may be said to be still un-

solved, if', rathej, it be not incapable of sola-

tion.

Marasmus, noticed in most of the caqes

where there has been disease of the pan-

creas, is another argument adduced to prove

the non-digestion of fat. This, unquestion-

ably, is the general fact, and, according to

Peiuberton, emaciation takes place more
rapidly, is more decided, and advances with

quicker step, in patients suffering from affec-

tions of the pancreas than in any other. Let
us observe here, in passing, that this emacia-

tion, which has in it nothing extraordinary,

may be propagated from the mother to the

foetus, of which, however, we have seen but

one instance. The infant was scarcely more
than a skeleton.

But M. Longet opposes cases of profound

changes in the pancreas in subjects who showed
little or no emaciation—examples taken from

Casper, Gicisel, Abercrombie, de Hacn, and
Davidoff; to which we may add those ot

Harlhman and Tacheron, though in this last

example it may be objected that the cancer

occupied only the tail of the pancreas, and
that the functions of the rest of the gland

were not interfered with. Should these cases,

few in number, be regarded only as exceptions

that do not aft'ect the general rule, it should

also be observed that those of Abercrombie
I and Casper belong to the category of those
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ram easea where cahcer affects the pancreas

only.

We sIhvH now, by way of general conclu-

sion, i-cmark, that by submitting physiological

experiments to the control of pathological

facts, and discussing them in a rigorous manner,
we see the deductions that have been drawn
from them invalidated by causes of error ; and
we no longer observe that neatness in the

demonstrations—presented with rare talent

—

which before struck us so vividly. The whole
has to be reviewed ; and, if allowed to express
our wishes, we would say that whoever would,
in pliysiology, appreciate in a conclusive
manner the difference between the action of
tile and that of the pancreatic juice in the
process of digestion in the living animal,
ahould be assured that the means for pre-
venting the flow of one of these fluids should
not indirectly hinder the afflux of the other

;

-and that these conditions once fulfilled, in

order, for example, to demonstrate the non-
digestion of fatty materials, it is not sufficient

to discover fat in the faxes, but the digestive
capacity for fat in a given time in the normal
state, and in a given time, must be first ascer-
tained, as well as the quantitative variations

which such and such a lesion may produce.
Pathology should be resfrictefl to similar

conditions ; and the digestion of fat once
ascertained, is its digestion due either to

medicines or aliments? If the alimentation is

«t least normal, and no longer accounts for

the presence of fat in the tieces, the case is

pathological, and there is diminution or
entire loss of the special digestive faculty.

Under what conditions, next, does stearrhoea

show itself? Do its intermissions, where they
are seen, correspond strictly with the modifi-
cations of the regimen, and can it be modified
by therapeutic agents ? In cases where the

«utoi>sy can be accomplished, what are the
anatomical or physiological lesions to which
this symptom can be rct<;rred ? I must own,
in concluding, that it is almost with sadness
that I give utterance to these negative con-
clusions, which will take away, perhaps, all

sort of interest from a work I^began nearly six

years ago, and have since pursued in the midst
of difficulties. But it is not serving science
the less to show the weak side of things,
whether it be by reducing to their true value
propcsitions that have not been sufficiently

weighed, or by provoking to new investiga-
tions, and new proofs for confirmation, and
giving them definitively the right of citizen-
ship. Should doubt only come out of these
discussions, doubt Would be far better than
erroneous belief; and should our mission be
confined to clearing up ground for a founda-
tion, rearing the edifice maybe the work of
futurity.

ON SUB-MAXILLARY ADENITIS,
RESULTING FROM DENTITION.

By Dr GOURIET, of Niort.

There is not in the province of Medicine or

Surgery a subject so common as not to pre-

sent points of interest when pursued into its

ramifications, of which we have a i)roof in

dentition, from beginning to end. ITie un-

toward synptonas which this evolution may

produce are usually divided into local and

symptomatic. As intermediate between these,

but having more especial relation to the

latter, wc regard sub - maxillarj- adenitis.

We may justly wonder at the silence on this

complication which almost all authors have

observed when describing a host of affections

of minor importance. It hoc, however, been

noticed, and sufficiently insisted on, by Dr
Piorry, who, in his ' Pathologic latriquo,'

says, " It is during the first dentition, and
when the gums and the buccal mucous
membrane are so frequently red and hIcc-

rated, that we see tumefaction of the
cervical glands occur in children

; but still

more frequently in the second dentition, and
when the passage of the last of the molars,

between twenty-five and thirty-five years of
age, gives rise to ulceration of the gums."

Lisfrane, in a work unhappily unfinished,

did not disdain to devote nearly the whole of
a volume to minor surgery. He there says, "It
is not unnecessary, perhaps, to tell young prac-

titioners that the first dentition often occasions

engorgement of the sub-maxillary lymphatic
glands, and that these congestions have too

long been ascribed to the existence of
scrofula." Most authors speak only of the

connection there is between adenitis and den-
tal caries— a subject with which the present
has nothing to do. It must be owned that a
superficial lesion of the face or scalp may
account for the glandular intumescence ; but in

some cases notliing can be referred to that

cause, and the whole weight is thrown on
scrofula, which most frequently does not
exist, and here an examination of the state of
dentition would have removed all doubt.

This error of diagnosis is more common t'.ian

will be believed, and happens to some who do
not rank with young practitioners, though the

illustrious surgeon of La Pitic has preferred
addressing his remarks to such. Having been
a witness of this mistake, we have taken some
pains to ascertain with precision all the cir-

cumstances, and, from a great number of
cases, the following propositions may, we
think, be deduced ;

—

1st. When during the course of dentition

no apparent lesion of the skin or mucous
membrane can account for sub-maxillary ade-
nitis, to regard dentition as the cause must
be the rule, to which the scrofulous dia-

thesis is the exception.
2iid. It is not necessary for the develop-

ment of these tumours, th.atthe buccal mucous
membrane should be inflamed ; it is siijfi-

cient that the exit of the tooth be retarded. 'i"hc

painful efforts then made by the dental bulb
occasion a glandular reaction through the
medium of the deep-seated lymphatics that
creep under the inferior surfiicc of the raucous
chorion.

.3rd. The iodide of potassium, inttts et extra,

and resolvents in general, combat the effects,

without reacliing the cause ; and liave few
chances of success in adults, while in children

they almost invariably fail, on account of the
rapid course of inflammatory aflections in

so young sulvjects.

4th. This untowani symptom gcems, in denti-

tion, to hinder other symptoms from becoming
so serious as they would be otherwise, though
I do not say that this is any circumstance for

gratulation.

The observations that precede are the result

of the examination of children born of healthy
parents, the children themselves perfectly
healthy, and living under the best hygienic
conditions.

Cutting the wisdom-tooth may give rise to
the same affection of the glands, but in a much
greater proportion. Of this the following is

an example : In January last, a young man,
24 years of age, strong and active, who showed
no evidence of the existence of ;my diathesis,

was seized with an acute pain deep in his

mouth, and great difficulty of deglutition;
white swelling at the same time occurred in the
left sub-maxillaiy region— symptoms that
rapidly became worse. At my first visit, a
week after, the following was the state of the
patient : —high fever, loud and difficult respi-

ration, inability to open his mouth or to
swallow

; well-marked torticollis, by which the
head is turned to the right shoulder ; under

the loft ramus of the maxilla, and stretching
down nearly to the lower part of the neck, is a
tumour the size of a goose-egg, tense and resist-

ing, in the centre of which there is a portion
of still greater firmness, of the size of a large
walnut. 1 he whole of this swelling is the
seat of lancinating pains

; but there is no fluctu-

ation. Supposing the affection too far advanced
to admit of resolution, cataplasms, sprinkled

with laudanum, were ordered. Five days
passed in atrocious suffering with threatening
of instant suffocation, when, perceiving a fluc-

tuating point, I made a puncture with a lancet,

when a considerable quantity of consistent

phlegmonous pus escaped, and continued at

intervals to flow for nearly a week. Four days
after opening the abscess, the patient was able

to dispart the maxilla so far as to enable me
to see the bottom of his mouth. The left

lower wisdom-tooth had .all but come through,
and was surrounded with a very thick gingival

border with unequal but not ulcerated lobes.

His strength returned very slowly on account
of the low diet he was obliged to observe, and
more tluin a month elapsed ere the neck reco-
vered its natural state. At this moment, four
months later, the tooth which occasioned this

adenitis is as high as its fellow adjoining ; its

gingival border has disappeared ; but there is

not yet any appearence of the other wisdom-
teeth.

Numerous cases of this sort lead to the
supposition that such are examples of idio-

pathic adenitis ; or, should the pus have a bad
appearance, of scrofulous adenitis. It would
be interestiug to know whether the affections

of the cervical glands in young soldiers, attri-

buted to the pressure of their military collars,

&c.. may not sometimes depend on the cause
under consideration, even where the tooth is

still in the gum and undeveloped, as in the
first dentition. On this point, however, I do
not pronounce, and allude to it onlj' as a
subject tor future inquiry.

As to treatment, you may try means for
effecting resolution ; but in children, as we
have said, they usually fail. Where you ai'e

not successful, the next thmg is to promote
maturation ; and when that is attained, to
puncture—cataplasms and the lancet. Punc-
ture, which is preferable to iucision, should
be practised as soon as fluctuation is per-
ceptible. A tent need not be introduced, as it

might j)rolong the suppuration beyond its

just limits : but should the orifice contract too
much, it may be daily enlarged with the bulb
of a probe. This treatment is also the best
in cases of scrofulous adenitis, and interferes

in no measure with internal treatment. By
not waiting for attenuation of the skin and
spontaneous opening, you usually eschew
every sort of scar ; which in a child at the
breast is of little importance, but which at a
later period of existence may be of far greater
moment.
Of the local symptoms occasioned by

cutting the wisdom-teeth we would next
speiik, and first of all determine an important
organogenic question. The providential
reason for successive dentitions seems to be,
to place the immediate organs of mastication
in relation with the dunensions of the maxillEo
by which they are borne ; for were the teeth
to remain permanently in the jaw, as the
latter becomes enlarged, separation of the
teeth from each other would necessarily follow,
and difficult mastication would be one of the
unfailing results. Hence the milk-teeth are
deciduous, and give place to others of larger
size. A similar principle is seen in the
crustact;e, as well as in inaiiy reptiles and
insects, tliat at different times lose their

inextensible cutaneous envelop, to become
covered with another suited to each stage of
growth. The lateness of the exit of the last

of the molars, e.-peeially of the wisdom-teeth,
is explained by the simple consider.ition that

at an earlier period the alveolar margin is too
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narrow in extent to contain them, (a) The
growth of the maxilla; should therefore precede

tiie second dentition. This enlargement both

facilitates the fall of the milk-teeth, and the

exit of the new and permanent teeth. But
should the tooth be developed before the jaw-

bone has acquired its proper size, there results

a conflict between the tooth endeavouring to

gain its exit and the alveoli that oppose it.

The incisors and the canine teeth, not having

room to rank in their natural situations, stand

out obliquely, and remain permanently in that

vicious position, though without causing much
mischief; owing, perhaps, to the ^little thick-

ness of the bone in this situation, and its com-
parative want of hardness at this early age.

But the wisdom-tooth, when it becomes pre-

maturely developed, has to overcome enormous
resistance, for reasons the reverse of the above,

and hence the severer symptoms to which it

may give rise ; and then extraction of the last

but one of the molar teeth is to be recom-
mended as the only means of facilitating its

exit. But even this in some cases is not suffi-

cient, and then the wisdom-tooth itself must be
extracted—an operation that may present

great difficulties should the tooth be imbedded
in osseous tissue, as was doubtless the case in

the instance mentioned by Lisfranc, where the

patient suffered for thirty-five years, till the

tooth was removed by M. Desirabode. When
the resistance offered by the bone is once sur-

mounted, the tooth in its passage through the

gum occasions symptoms less formidable, but

more frequent in their occurrence. A very

acute pain may arise before the tooth has made
the slightest appearance. In general, the

mucous membrane opens anteriorly, showing

some portion of the enamel, and is seen to be
inflamed and ulcerated, and its margins covered

with fungoid excrescences. It is under these

circumstances especially that the adenitis of

which we speak arises. It is now that a trifling

operation practised on the gingival tissue

becomes an expeditious means of relief, puts

an end to suffiiring, and prevents every com-
plication. A simple incision is made in form

of the letter V, having the sunmiit anteriorly.

Lisfranc, however, preferred a crucial incision,

or, in place of that, a simple incision with ex-

cision of the two fla['S ; alleging for reason,

that often after simple division the tissues re-

unite ; and that where they do not, the lateral

flaps so formed become ulcerated and hyper-

trophied, and degenerate even to cancer, of

which he had seen examples. But it is diffi-

cult, in spite of such imposing authority, to

believe in this last transformation, which must
under any circumstances be at least infinitely

rare. Reunion of the wound can never take

place if care be observed to prolong the inci-

sion sufficiently backward, and daily pass two
or three times some soft body between the

lips of the wound to prevent adhesion ; and
while proceeding thus, the gingival shreds

themselves become absorbed. It is for these

reasons we prefer a simple incision, which

when practised on the lower jaw, whei-e these

affections are most frequently seen, should be
carried to the bottom of the fossette bounded
by the external and internal maxillary lines.

The absence of considerable vessels in the

track of this incision renders it a very harmless

operation, and the slight pain which attends it

ia not comparable to that occasioned by cutting

away several shreds. But for its execution,

simple as it is, tlic ordinary straight bistoury is

not the best instrument. In fact, if you cut

from behind forward, and from above down-
ward, (I speak of the lower jaw,) using the

wisdom-tooth for a rest or fulcrum, you make
an incision with a tail, less deep behind ihan
before; besides incurring the risk of injuring
the cutting edge of the bistoury against the
crown of the tooth: and if, to avoid this

inconvenience, you introduce the point of ihe

(a) Cuvicr, ' Lefions d'Anat. C'oinp. ;' and Bur-
duch, 'Tiaitc de Phya."

instrument under the anterior edge of the
gingival cushion, and direct it backwards and
upwards, you are likely to impinge against the
inequalities of the tooth, and the heel of the
bistoury will be at the same time too much
directed towards the opposite maxilla. The
instrument which seems to me the best suited

for this operation is M. Charriere's. It is

introduced below the gum, and you carry the
incision from before backward, cutting from
the tooth to the surface. The point of the in-

strument being curved, you are able by this

movement to avoid the inequalities of the

crown of the tooth, and to divide the gum as

far as you choose, and without tails. Should
these minute details be thought tedious, we
would only say that small things in the prac-

tice of Medicine are of every-day utility, that

dental pathology is unjustly too much neg-
lected, and that no part of his art is unworthy
the attention of the practitioner.

THE SPIEIT
OF THE PERIODICALS.

' The Jjaucet ' opens this week with a conti-

nuation of Dr Bkown-Sequaed's Lectures on

Paralysis, in which are given the general conclu-

sions of the course. We shall, therefore, extract

the whole article :

"Before entering into the discussion of the

general characteristics of the various forms of

paraplegia, we will give here some statistical

accounts that may be found interesting. The
facts on which these accounts are grounded have
all been obsei-ved by myself We have left aside

not only all the cases of paraplegia in which
there were doubts as regards the diagnosis, but
also those cases about which we have not kept a

few notes.
" The following table shows the relative fre-

quency of the various forms of paraplegia iii men
and women :

—

Men. Women. Total.

Myelitis 33 ... 9 ... 42
Non - inflammatory

\ ok a 33
softening

\

Keflex paraplegia 19 ... 6 ... 25

Congestion 8 ... 4 ... 12

Tumour or pressure
\ - n 9

upon the cord ( '

Sjiinal meningitis 6 ... 1 ... 7

Haemorrhage 5 ... 2 ... 7

Hemorrhage followed
\ a t r

by myelitis \
* •• ^ • ^

Hysterical paraplegia 4 ... 4

107 37 144

"These facts show that the most frequent

causes of paraplegia are the inflammation and the
non-inflammatory softening of the spinal cord.

Next in importance, as regards frequency, is tlie

reflex paraplegia. The most remarkable feature
of tliis table is, tliat paraplegia is mucli more fre-

quent in men than in women. This conclusion is

borne out also by the cases about wliich we have
not come to any positive diagnosis ; out of 27 of

such cases, 18 were men, and 9 women.
'

' As regards the age at which paraplegia

begins, we have notes of 156 cases, showing that

it may appear at any age, bilt that certain forms
belong more to certain ages than to others. For
instance, rcfle.x paraplegia is the most common
form in childreu, myelitis is the most frequent

cause of paraplegia in adults, and non-inflamma-
tory softening the predominant cause of this

paralysis in old age.
" Signification of the varimis Symptmns belong-

ing to, or co-existing with, Paraplegia.—We have
given many details as regards these symptoms in

our descriptions of the reflex paraplegia (Lect. I.

and II.) ; of myelitis, meningitis, and congestion

of the cord and its meninges (Lect. 111.) ; of the

non-inflammatory softening, hsemorrhage, and
tumours (Lect. IV.) We will now take up each
of the most important symptoms, and show to

what form of paraplegia it is especially attached,

and what is its cause.

"1st. Cramps, Twiichings, and other Convul-
sions.—The signification of tonic or chlonic con-

vulsions in paralysed muscles, in cases of para
plegia, is quite evident ; they are incontestable
results of an irritation of either the anterior roots
of the spinal nerves, the spinal cord, or the sen-
sitive nerves in any part of their length, through
a reflex action. In cases of myelitis it is ciiiefly

under the form of cramps that convulsions occur
;

the fi'equencj' of these spasms is one of the cha-
racteristics of this affection. In cases of tumours
pressing upon the spinal cord, especially upon its

posterior surface, cramps are not so frequent as
twitchings or a general spasm producing a draw-
ing up of the lower limbs, which somet imes re-

main pennancntly in a state of spasmodic flexion.

In cases of chronic meningitis, or congestion of the
spinal cord or its membranes, twitchings are

more frequent tlian cramps. In cases of reflex

paraplegia, the external irritation that produces
the paralysis sometimes produces also spasmodic
movements by a reflex action. Especially in

those cases where the rectum or the urethra are

the parts from which starts the irritation, there

is what the patient calls a catchiness or a drawing
up of the legs. In cases of haemorrhage in the

spinal canal, tetanic convulsions are frequently

observed. Kigid spasms of the muscles of the

back are amongst the most prominent symptoms
of spinal meningitis. Amongst the affections of

the spinal cord that produce paraplegia, one of

the most frequent— the non-inflammatory or white
softening— is characterised by a total absence of

cramps, twitchings, or ^other convulsions.
'

' On the whole, some form of morbid muscular
contractions exists constantly in myelitis or

spinal meningitis, and frequently in cases of con-

gestion of the spinal cord or its membranes, or of

tumours or other cause of pressure upon the

spinal cord, and also, sometimes (by a reflex

action), in cases of reflex paraplegia. On the

other hand, a complete absence of morbid con-

tractions will be observed in all cases of non-in-

flammatory softening, and in the majority of cases

of reflex paraplegia.

"2nd. Rcjerrcd Sensations in the Paralysed

Limbs.—These morbid sensations, like morbid con-

tractions, are the results of some kind of irritation,

and, as we have tried to prove in Lect. 111.,

the vital properties of the spinal cord changing
when it is inflamed, these sensations may be

produced by an inflammation of the grey

matter. The various kinds of conductors xiassing

through or along the grey matter being then irri-

tated, give origin to all kinds of sensations which

are refeiTed to the various parts of the lower limbs.

Sensations of cold or of heat, of touch (for-

mication, tickUng, pressure, tightness, &c.), of

pain (pins and needles), and also sensations

arising from muscles, and giving the idea

that the limbs are in a different position from

that in -which they reaily are,—in fact, all the

sensations that pressure or some other cause of

irritation may produce when applied to the ulnar

or the sciatic nerves,— are often observed. In

myelitis, some of these sensations always exist

;

in meningitis, or when there is simply a con-

gestion of the spinal membranes, most of them
are also observed, but less intense than ^in

myelitis. In cases of irritation of the posterior

roots of nerves by a tumour or a displaced bone,

&.C., referred sensations exist also. In such cases

of irritation by a tumour, &c., and also in cases

of congestion or meningitis, there is a feature

which distinguishes these affections from myelitis :

it is that in this last affection there may be a

reference of sensations to all the parts of the

body that receive their nerves from the part of

the spinal cord which is below the upper limit of

the inflammation, while in the three other affec-

tions the sensations are referred only to those

parts of the body which receive their nerves from

the part of the spuial cord at the level of the

seat of the irritation. The noninflammatory
softening, a haemorrhage, or a tumour in the grey

matter (as long as they do not produce inflamma-

tion), and also the reflex paraplegia, are charac-

terised by the absence of referred sensations.
" 3\(\.'—Feeling (if Tighi7iess rotindthe Body or

round the Louxr Limbs.—This sensation, which is

so frequent in myelitis, exists also, sometimes, in

cases of tumours, of congestion of the spinal

cord, and in meningitis. It is absent in cases of

non-inflammatory softening and of reflex jiara-

plegia. From tliis last fact it results that the

tightness across the chest or ihe abdomen, at the

level of the upper limit of the paralysis, docs not

depend, as has oeeii said, uj^on the effort made in.

-M
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moving the paralysed parts by the non-paralysed

nmscles just above them. Another objection to

this explanation is, that the same feeling which

exists around the body exists also, sometimes,

ground the lower limbs, in myelitis. The most
probable mode of production of this strange

reeling is, that it is due to some irritation of sen-

sitive nerve-fibres in the spinal canal producing a

sensation referred to the periphery of the body
(abdomen, chest, or limbs).

" 4tli. Allerations in tTic Nutrilityii of Paralysed

Parts.—These alterations chiefly depend upon an

irritation of the spinal cord or its nerves. It is

principally in myelitis that they are observed. A
rapid wasting of the paralysed muscles, the pro-

duction of bulla; or sloughs over the sacrum, the

nates, &c., are the most frequent results of an
irritation of the vaso-motor or of the other nerves

that have an influence upon the nutrition of the

lower half of the body. These alterations are

not observed in cases of reflex paraplegia, or of

non-inflammatory softening of the spinal cord
;

neither do they exist in cases of liaemorrliage, or

of a tumour in the grey matter, unless an in-

flammation is produced.
" 5th. Erection of the Penis.—This is another

symptom showing an irritation of the spinal cord

or its nerves. It exists frequently at night, and
sometimes in the daytime, in cases of myelitis or

congestion of the spinal meninges. It is also

observed, but less frequently, in cases of menin-

eitis, of tumour upon the spinal cord, of hsmor-
wiage in the spinal canal (outside of the cord),

and sometimes even in the reflex paraplegia, but

then only on the introduction of a catheter or in

consequence of .some peripheric irritation. This

symptom does not exist in cases of non-inflam-

matory softening, or of hiemonhage or a tumour
in the grey matter of the spinal cord.

6th. Temperature of the Paralysed Lower Limbs.

—In those affections in which there is an irritation

of the spinal cord or its membranes (congestion,

myeliti.s, meningitis, pressure on the cord by efltLsed

blooti, a tumour, or a displaced boue, &c.), the lower

limbs, and especially the feet, are almost con-

stantly very cold. This symptom is the conse-

quence of the irritation of tlie vaso-motor nerves,

which produces a contraction of the muscular
fibres of bloodvessels, just as the irritation of the
nerves of the mu-scles of the legs, feet, &c., pro-

duces cramps, twitchings, &c. In the reflex

jpaiaplcgia the feet are also sometimes very cold,

in con.wquenee of a reflex contraction of their

bloodvessels. In cases of non-inflammatory
softening of the lumbar enlargement of the spinal

cord, with a complete destruction of the vital

properties of this jjart, the lower limbs are almost
constantly very warm, as a result of the paralysis

of the vaso-motor nerves.
" 7th. Deijrce and Extent of Pnralijsis of the

houxr Limbs, the Bladder, and the Rectum.—Of
course great differences exi.st as regards the
degree and extent of the paralysis, according to

the degree and extent of the alterations in the
spinal cord. We do not intend entering into any
details on this subject. We wish only to say
here that—1st, as regards the mode of appearance
of the paraplegia, if it be sudden it is almost
always due to hamorrhage either in the cord or
outside of it ; 2nd, as regards the degreee of the
Tjftralysis, it is equal in all the muscles of the
lower limbs if the alteration occupies the whole
of the lumbar enlargement or is above it, except

in cases of reflex paraplegia, where some muscles
may be much more alTected than others ; 3rd, as

regards the changes in the degree and extent of

the paralysis, they are' rapid and frequent in

cases of reflex paraplegia, of chronic meningitis
with effusion, and of spinal congestion, while, on
the coiitrniy, they are slow and rare in cases of

myelitis, tumours, and iimi-iiiflainmatory soften-

ing ; 4tli, as regards tlio paralysis of the bladder
and of the rectum, they exist more frequently in

ca.se8 of myelitis, of non-inflammatory softening
or of Iiaemorrhage in the grey matter, than in

the reflex paraplegia, or in cases of tumour, of

congestion, or even meningitis.
" 8th. Ana-sthrsia awl ffi/ixr<rstliesia.—Mye-

litis existing most frequently in the grey matter,
antesthesia (the different kinds of it, with the
loss of the power of guiding the voluntary
movements) is one of the ordinary symptoms of
this affection. This symptom is less frequent or
less intense in most other eases of paraplegia,
except, of course, a ha-morrhage in the grey
matter. As regards hypenesthesia— ».«., a

morbidly increased insensibility— it is fre(pient in

cases of incomplete paraplegia, when the posterior

columns of the spinal cord, in a small part of

their length, are destroyed, cither by a tumour
or by a softening (inflammatory or not).

"9th. Rcflc£ Power.—In all cases of para-

plegia in which the lumbar enlargement of the

spinal cord remains uninjured, the reflex power
of that enlargement increases notably. On the

contrary, the reverse is observed iu cases of

alteration of this enlargement."

Mr Hilton's Lectures on Pain are continued

in the same journal. We make some extracts

from this article.

*' Some surgeons, when speaking of deep
abscesses, say, with rash confidence, ' Plunge in a

knife.' It is a grand term— ' plunge a knife into

a deep abscess.' It is an heroic, not a courageous

plunge for the surgeon ; for it is without danger
to himself, but perhaps it is a fatal stab to the

patient. Some more careful surgeons say, ' Wait
until the abscess conies nearer to the surface, so

that it can be opened without danger ;' but the

patient may die in the meantime. Now the

plan I have been in the habit of adopting and
recommending is this—for example, in the case

of opeuin" a deep abscess in the axilla,—cut with
a lancet through the skin and cellular tissue and
fascia of the axilla about half or three-quarters of

an inch behind the axillary edge of tlie great

pectoral muscle ; at that part we can meet with
no large bloodvessel. 'There is only a small

branch of one of the external thoracic arteries,

which sometimes runs along the edge of the

axilla ; excluding that, which if wounded can be
easily ligatured, we nm no other risk, so far as I

can see. Tlien push a grooved probe or grooved
director ui'Wards into the swelling in the axilla

;

and if you will watch the groove in the probe or

director as it is being passed up through the

comparatively healthy tissues into the axilla, a

little stream of opaque serum or pus will show
itself. Then take a blunt (not a sharp) instra-

meut, such as a pair of ' dressing forceps,' and
run the closed blades along the groove in the

jirobe or director into the swelling, and by open-
ing the handles you at the same time open the

blades situated within the abscess, and so tear

open the abscess ; and, lastly, by keeping the
blades of the forceps open during the withdrawal
of the instrument, you leave a lacerated track or

canal, commnnicuting with the collection of pus,

which wiU not readily unite, and which will

permit the easy exit of the matter. In this way
you may open an abscess deep in the axilla, or

in other important parts of the body, without
fear of inflicting any injury upon the patient.

Having been connected many years with a large

hosjiital, I have necessarily had good oppor-
tunities of tiying this method. 1 liave not
opened a deep abscess during that time in any
other way, and I can say, honestly and truly,

that it has never failed, and that I have never
observed any inconvenience from it.

" A curious coincidence liappened to me with
respect to this method of proceeding. I was
requested some years ago to see a surgeon in

London, who was sutfering from a large inflam-

matory swelling in the arm-pit, resulting from a
wound made at a post-mortem examination.
When I saw him, he was quite tyjdioid ; he had
a dry, brown tongue, and lie was delirious. His
pulse was very feeble, and there were other
circumstances indicating impending fatal mischief
I opened the abscess in the axilla in the way
which I have pointed out, passing the grooved
director between two and three inches up into the
axilla, and opening the abscess by a pair of dressing
forceps. The patient got well, the starting point of

his recovery oeing the opening of the abscess.

About ten years afterwards, this same surgeon
came to me one morning, in a great hurry, to

request me to go with him immediately to see a
patient who was dying. He then told nie that
on the previous afternoon he had opened an
abscess in the arm-pit. ' I did it,' he said,
' without any difficulty, as well as possible, for I

used Listen's knife' (blaming the poor knife for

what had happened). ' I opened the abscess

yesterday, and let out the matter, and this

morning I find the arm-pit fuller than before it

was opened, and blood is coming out of the hole
I made. The man is nearly dead, and his arm is

as big as two.' We went tfirectly and found the
man nearly at the point of death fr om loss o '

blood. I had to enlarge the aperture in tli*

axilla, so as enable me to introduce my hand, and
scoop out the whole of the blood, and to expose
the cavity to the external air. No further liiemor-

rhage occurred, but the patient was very nearly

killed, Now, this was the vciy same surgeon
whose axillary abscess I had opened with the
dressing forceps high up (two or three inches from
the surface), without doing hira an}' mischief.

He, with ' Liston's knife,' wounded a bloodvessel

in the arm-pit, which led to the patient's fearful

danger.
" Orbital Abscess.—Some years ago I had in

Guy's Hospital a patient with a fractured base of

the skull, the fracture extending across the

posterior part of the orbit. After some little

time the parts within the orbit began to swell,

and the eye to be protruded. The patient was
amaurotic on that same side, and was suffering

locally as well as constitutionally very severely.

With the hope and probability of finding a col-

lection of blood or pus at the deeper part of the
orbit, I made, with a common lancet, a small cut

horizontally through the fibres of the orbicularis

palpebrarum of the upper eyehd, and passed
through it a grooved probe or director along the
roof, towards the ape.x of the orbit. A little

purulent fluid was visible in the groove of the
director. I then introduced along tlie groove the
blades of a small pair of dressing forceps, and
opened an abscess by separating the handles of
the forceps ; the matter escaped freely, the patient

was relieved of his distress, the pressure upon the
optic nerve was thus removed, the amaurosis dis-

appeared, and ho ultimately recovered without
further aid.

" Deep Cervical Abscess.—About four or five

years ago I was sent for by a surgeon in my
neighbourhood to see his wife. She was a delicate

woman, in about the mid-period of pregnancy,
and it was feared that she would miscarry in con-
sequence of having a large inflammatory, painful
swelling deep in the right side of the neck.
There was an obvious fluctuation in the swelling,

and it was thought to be an abscess. She was
suffering gi'catly, and the question was, how to
reach the seat of the disease. I should not have
dared to put a knife in, because, with all the
anatomical accuracy which a surgeon may possess,

it must be admitted that movable parts get very
much displaced by the enlargement of an abscess,

so that it is not possible for the best anatomist to

tell with accuracy the exact position of those
bloodvessels and nerves which it is important to

avoid. I cut through the cervical fascia with a
lancet, thrust into the swelling a grooved probe,

and used the dressing forceps. In this way the

abscess was opened, and the patient did ])erfectly

well. This was the case of the wife of a surgeon,

who saw the difficulty of opening the abscess, and
who appreciated the advantages of this safe

method of proceeding."

Instances of a Post-pharyngeal Abscess, an Iliac

Abscess, Sub-gluteal Abscess, and thus opened, are

related, and the Author concludes thus :

^^ Sub-fascial and Sub-niitscular Abscesses.—

I

have ]iursued this same safe plan over and over
again in sub-fascial or sub-muscular abscess or
abscesses formed upon or under the periosteum in

the thigh. It has occurred to nio many times in

such cases, after dividing the fascia lata, to see

the liealthy muscles stand up boldly and clearly

in the wound ; and, instead of cutting through
them, I have reached the abscess by running a
director right through the muscles into the
collection of fluid, and then introducing the
dressing forceps in the way I have describe<i. It

is, I believe, impossible that any surgeon can
foreknow the exact jiosition of the descending
branches of the circumflex arteries, or perforating

arteries of the profunda, in a case of deep abscess

of the thigh ; so that when he plunges his knife

into the deep swelling, he can feel no certainty as

to his being able to avoid bloodvessels or nerves.

But if the plan which 1 have recommended be
pursued, it is hardly possible that any such mis-

chief or accident can occur ; and I can add this

satisfactory assurance, that I have not yet had a
single case in which this method of opening deep
abscesses has been followed by important lisemor-

rhage.
" I have recently (October, 1860) seen a young

patient who a short time since had a deep abscess

in the thigh, just above the knee-joint. The
surgeon in attendance opened the abscess by soma
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kind of cutting iiistruniont, I'lis and arterial

blood escaped IVoni tlic opening, but the bleeding

was .stopped lor a time by plugging the wound.

A recurrence of sudden and ]nx)fiise arterial

hremorrhage took place iu a few days, which

nearly destroyed the patient. It was then thought

right' to ligature the femoral artery at the upper

third of the thigh, and the bleeding cea.sod from

that time.
" In the case of a patient having an abscess

close upon the interosseous ligament in the fore-

arm, if the attemjit to reach it be made by cuttuig

down upon it, it is extremely difficult, no.xt to

impossible, to ascertain previou.sly the e.xact

position and direction of displaced nerves, veins,

or arteries ; so it must bo equally impossible, with
certainty, to avoid wounding some of tliese im-

portant parts. But if you simply cnt through
the fascia so as to expose the muscle at the'most
prominent point of tlie swelling (taking care to

avoid tlie course of the larger bloodvessels, whicli

may be felt with the linger), and then thrnst the
grooved director through them down to the inter-

osseous ligament, the matter will show itself by
welling up the groove of the director, and the in-

troduction of a dressing forceps will then com-
plete the operation w'ith safety.

" 1 think 1 have now said enough of this

operation. I have not brought it forward from
any egotistical feeling, but simply for the pur-

pose of showing in what manner deep abscesses

may be opened with the greatest safety."

Dr Buiston's Lecture on Physiology is con-

tinued this week in the same judicious spirit ; and
Mr Horace Swete of Somerset reports a case of

Gunshot Wound of tlu Face, causing the destruc-

tion of the greater part of the lower jaw.

The ' Medical Times and Gazette ' contains a
continuation of Dr Simpson's Lectures on the
Diseases uf Women. This treats of puerperal
insanity in connection with albuminuria. Ho
lays down the following propositions ;

'

' a. Tliat albuminuria jirecedes and attends
the first access of puerperal insanity iu a large

proportion of cases ; but perhaps not so fre-

quently and so constantly as it precedes and
attends upon attacks of puerperal oonvulsioas.
I have found it present, in eight out of ten cases
of puerperal insanity, at the commencement of
the disease ; and possibly it escaped observation
in these two cases fromgnot being looked for sulli-

cicntly early in their progress. For it seems to me,
" i. That the coagulability of the urine in

puerperal insanity generally disappears within a
short time after tlifi attack commences, and hence
disappears more speedily than happens in puer-
peral convulsions. The fire of disease goes on
burning in those cases of insanity after the
lighted match is merely applied, and the strange
morbid clockwork nins on, as it were, after the
key that wound it up is withdrawn. I have seen
all traces of albuminuria iu pueiperal insanity
disappear from the urine within fifty hours from
the access of the malady. The general rapidity
of its disappearance is, perhaps, the principal, or,

indeed, the oidy rea.son why this complication
has escaped the notice of those Physicians among
us who devote themselves with such ardour and
zeal to the treatment of insanity in our public
asylums. As another proposition let mc state,

" ('. That when the puerperal insanity recurs in
the form of successive attacks or explosions, each
attack may be found connected with a new attack
or advent of allnnninuria. In one of the first

cases iu which 1 had occasion to watch the con-
nection of puerjicral insanity with puerperal
albuminuria, two accesses of mania came on, both
very suddenly ; and the last of them proved
nltimately fufcil. Between the two attacks there
was an inten-al iu which all symptoms of any
mental disorders were completely absent. The
first urine passed after tiie access of each
paroxysm was highly albuminous. During the
intervals between the two attacks it lost all ten-
dency to coagulate under either heat or nitric acid.

" Puerperal convulsions, which, as I have said,

are almost invariably connected with albuminuria,
are often attended— particularly when very
severe in their character—witli some temporary
degree of incoherence, delirum, or stupefaction

;

but they rarely, as far as I have seen, terminate
m true ;uid established puerjieral iusauitv. Dr
Churchill, however, states that he has seen
puerperal insanity accompany or follow puerperal
convulsions iu more than one case ; and instances

of the same kind ore alluded to by Drs litid,

Merrinian, Gooch, Esquiiol, and others. Dr
Ingleby seems to have noticed, in repeated

exaniples, the lapse of puerperal convulsions into

mania. In his essay on ' Puerperal Convulsions '

ho observes, ' I am acquaiutsd with several cases

of puerperal conviUsioas which were succeeded
by puerperal mania ; tluj traijBition (lie adds)

might probably be the result of the large

bleedings which were necessary to subdue the
primary disease.' AVe have a more simple and.

certain explanation of the connection between
them in the jiathological fact, that both are

found to be dej>eudeut \ipon, and in some way or

other connected with, the pre-existeuce of

albumen in the urine. But if you ask ma,
further. How does the presence of alliuminuria

in. the urine account for tlie supervention of

either puerperal convulsions or puerperal mania ?

and more particularly. How can it oiigiuate two
such diverse morbid states as convulsions and
insanity ?—then in answer I can only, I fear,

confess my ignorance of the jjrobable or possible

rationale of the problem. Pathological Chemistr}'

must make very great progress, ere we can hope
to solve jierfectly any such deep pathological
riddles. The mere presence of a great amount
of albumen in the urine does not iu itself ali'ord

any explanation of the result, because the loss by
e-xccss of a far greater amount of albmuen from
the mass of circulating blood would produce no
special effects or results u^jon the nervoiLs system.

But the presence of an excess of albumen in the

urine is usually accomjjanied with other and far

more important changes directly iu the chemistry
of the renal secretion, and indirectly in the

chemistry of the blood itself. When albutuimuia
exists, there is always liable to accompany it a
diminished elimination of the urea, and perhaps
of otiier excrementitious matters that pass off

by tlie urine ; and, consequently, there is a cor-

responding reteution within the circulating

system of these ell'cte substances that should be
duly and systematically tlirown off by the action

of the kidneys. Urea when thus, or when otherwise,

accumulated in morbid excess within the circu-

lating system, does not, according to the
observations' and experiments of prerichs and
others, produce any very special intoxicating
or poisonous effects upon the nervous system,

merely ^jcr se, or simply as urea. But the

accunmlated urea is apparently liable to decom-
pose iuid become altered under varying influences

into various new oi^auic com^wujids within the
body, some of whicli, liko^ morphia, strychnine,

coniine, and other vegetable alkaloids, produce
difl'erent diseased states, by exerting dill'erent

toxicological effects upon the cerebro-s[iinal and
other systems. Dr Frerichs holds that the mere
simple and common decomposition of the accu-

mulated urea into carbonate of ammonia is the
cause of albuminuria ending in convulsions aud
coma. Urea, as urea, does not, in his opinion,

and according to his experiments, produce con-
vulsive and comatose effects ; but these effects

are produced by a sudden excess in the circu-

lating .system of cai'bonate of ammonia, a salt

which urea readily forms when it becomes decom-
jiosed. But when the whole constitution and
chemistr}' of the blood becomes deranged aud
altered by the sudden accumulation of the

excromentitial materials of the urine within it,

as is always liable to happen m puerperal albu-

ixunui'ia, other organic toxicological agents may
become developed withiit the system from the

decomposing lU'ea or other components of the

urine—possibly some of these newly-formed pro-

ducts or agents of an alkaloidal character—and
one or other of which may be as ccrtiiin of ex-

citing delirium and insanity, as an overdose of

morphia or brucine, or other poisonous vegetable
alkaloids, is certain of exciting their special

toxicological effects upon the economy. Mr
Calvert and other chemists have lately found
organic alkaloiils of various, and most of them of

still unknown, types, formed during animal
decompositiou. In the blood of the puerperal
female,—greatly modified as it is in the normal
states of pregnancy and delivery, and containing
as it does after parturition the elfete elements of

the involving or disintegrating uterus, and the

materials for the new lacteal secretion,—ferments
and agents may possibly exist, whicli are more
apt to develop special morbid poisons out of the

retained renal exci'etionfi than happens iu other
states of the system. But I repeat, the whole

subject is yet cpiite dark and coi'jectaral, and will
remain so till pathological chemistry is able to
cast some light upon it.'

The Author then states thal^ Wke puciperal

convulsions, pnei'peral insanity occurs most fre-

cjuently in fir.st confiuomuuts, aud that it is often,

produced by mental emotions, instances of which

he cites. On the scnu-iology of the disease, he

remarks :

" The forms which insanity usually assumes in
the puerjieral female are those of uumia and
melancholia—most frequently the former. But
there is nothing special in the character or symp-
torjis of puerperal insanity as distinguished from
other forms of in.sanity. The symptoms, when
the disease is established, are simply those of
common mania or common melancholia, or of
some intermediate type of mental disoi-dcr. Be-
fore the attack the patient is usually for a time
restless and irritable, aud doe:, not sleep. If yoa
have a puerperal patient complaining of gieat or
total want of sleep, watch her narrowly aud an-
xiously ; for she may .speedily lapse into nisauity.

If, iu addition to this wakcfnliiess, you discover
the mine to be albuminous, the prolwbility of
insanity impending over her becomes only the
greater. Tlie fir.st suspicious symptom of the
actual disease generally consists in some oddity
of thought, or of expression, or of affection. I

lately saw a case in the country where the jjatient's.

insanity began with licr insisting upon lier Doctor,
at one of his visits, baptising her infant. She is

markedly different iu some of these points from
what she is naturally. She begins betimes to
utter nonsense, or to talk very volubly, and falls

at last into a state of complete delirium, when,
unless she be constantly watched, she may make
some unhappy attempt on her own or another's
life. Or, again, the patient may begin by being
low-spirited and dull, refusing her food, and" taking
no interest in her offspring, or even showing an
aversion to it ; she takes an unreasonable and
unnatui-al dislike to her husband, her nUi'se, or
her medical attendant : or harbours peculiai' sus-

'

picions regarding them or regarding her food,

feiaiug that she is to be }ioisoned or otlxerwise

killed, aud gradually settles down into a state of

confirmed melancholia. The remarks I have to
make regarding the iirospect of the patient's

recovery, and the meaus of treating the disease,

I must reserve for another opportunity."

Ml- Le Giios Clakk's Clinical Lectures are

continued in the same journal.

We quote the follo>ving on Pissttre of fhc

Xectum :

" I have recently admitted a patient (on whom
indeed I am going to operate to-day), sullering
from a complaint which is so often misunderstood,
and therefore mistreateil, that I am glad to take
this opportwiity of directing your attention to the
ease. The patient is a respectable middle-aged
female, who wa^ sent up to me to undergo the
opei-ation for fistula. In reply to my inquiries,,

siie stated that she had no external wound, but
that some discharge came from the bowel ; that
she was compaaatively easy, except when the
bowels acted and for some time alterwards : at
these periods, she said, the pain w:is agonising,
aud that her medical attendant supposud there
must be some disease at the lower part of the
spine. Before exajuining her, I felt pretty sure
of the nature of her comphiiut, aud found, as I

expected, a fissure iu the rectum. She had
eudiu'ed this sulfering for two years.

"I have treated many cases like this one in
the way 1 will presently describe, aud with
invariable success, where the fissure is uncompli-
cated with other disease. The suffering of the
patient is alone almost suflicient to characterise
ami identify the malady. It is described as being;
during defecation, of a lacerating, stabbing, or
burning nature, and so acute as to be almost
intolerable when the evacuation is solid. 1 have
known the pain spoken of in the most exagge-
rated language, aud suggest the impression tliat

there must be some serious disease, such as.

scirrhus in the bowel, or iuflammation of the
prostate gland, or, as iu this case, disease of the
coccyx or womb. Many of you heard this

patient's rcmaiic, to the effect that she is the
mother of thirteen children, and ' would rather

go through the suUeiiug of yarUuitioa than j^ms %
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confined motion by the bowi-l :' On cxaramation

in these cases, the sphincter is found spasmo-

dically closed, from the dread the patient has

acquired of allowing the bowels to be stretched at

its lower part : this I have known to be mis-

taken for stricture of the rectum. On introducing

the fingers with caution, the patient at once

complains of the characteristic suffering ;
and,

on feeling the circumference of the bowel just

above the anus, a longitudinal kioo^^ or fissure

-will lie felt, situated almost invariably at the

back part, on or near to the median line. A
practised hand readily detects this shallow cleft ;

but, if desirable, it may be easily seen with the

aid of a speculum. I have treated these cases

with various forms of caustic, yet ineffectually ;

iut the operation with the knife is simple, produc-

tive of very little pain, and almost infallible. The

knife I use" has a straight, narrow, button-pointed

blade, which is introduced, on the flat, along the

palmar surface of the forefinger as it rests within

the rectum, the patient leaning forward over the

back of a chair or on a bed. The edge of the

kr.ii'e is then turned backwaids, and, as it is drawn

out, the whole of the fissure, to the extent usually

of about an inch, is divided to the free margin of

the bowel. This incision should cut through the

muscular fibres encircling the gut, close to or at

the fissure. But little bleeding follows, and no

dressing is required. The bowels should be

freely cleared out on the day before, and then kept

at rest for a couple of days. A good deal of smart-

ing pain is felt for a few hours, and the first act of

defecation is painful ; but after that all pain

usually ceases, and recovery speedily follows.

" This condition of the Iwwel is analogous

to a similar condition of the lower lip, to which

-many persons are subject, especially during

the winter mouths. The fissure being estalilished,

it is perpetuated by the constant aiition ef

the annular fibres of the intestine upon its

margins ; aud this cause, co-operating with the

passive distension at each act of defecation, Jirc-

-vents the part from healing, and indvices that

spasmodic constriction which is always more or

less noticeable in the extenial sphincter. On
this explnnBtion the treatment is founded, the

olycct b«ing to koeji the fissured part at rest by

division of the annular tibres, including the inner

margin of the external spliincter ; and this may be

aceoniplished without risk, on account of the

ulcerated cleft being, usually, at the back part of

the bowel."

Wr Zacharfah Lawkbnck eontributcs an

article on the Ptreeht Schoolof Opklkalmk Surtfrij,

nm' Dr Benjamin' Hobsok continues liis article

on Mi-diciue in Cliina. It appears tlint the

theoretical views of the Chinese resemble those

propounded by Hil)pocrates, though their pmctice

differs. They si>eak of the human body as made

up of five elements— earth, wood, water, fire, and

metal (theairis oxcluded)— which have relation to

the five solid viscera (the brain is excluded), which

again have relation to the five planets, the five

"tAste-s, and the five colours. Hetween these there

{h a suitable harmony -and connection. Muilicines

arc classed under one of these flve elements.

They also believe in dual powers of nature, called

yin and yang. .Some lowsages are curious as ex-

hibiting manners in China ; for instance

—

"HuchMrsons of independent Judgment and keener
JKjwtrs (»f observation than tlu-ir fellows, not unfre-

fiaently rise to considerablo celebrity and wealth. I

ncanl of one "well known in Canton, nicknamed Ta-
w«n'_' Heen-shang, or Dr Rhubarb (from Ids frei|ucnt

use of this medicine and liLs great fuitli in its reme-
dial powers). He and some others that 1 could
name were engai^d from morning to night in meiii-

cal jiractice. Thoy would keep at home prescribing
'for the sick until a late breakfast hour ; after ten
they would coiiinienue goiug their rounils in the
aedan diair, can-ied with great haste by three or four

•Mten. Those pnti^ntn were -visited tint who lind

their nanivs and ri'sidcMws first placed in the entry
book, aii'l as Ih*' strf.-ts were narrow and crowded,
to avoid trouble in fiuiliiig tUe house, a copy of the
Doctor's »i(^-board would Ije pasted up outside the
patient's door, »o that tlje chair-tieai-ers shoidd be
able to reco;{nii«; the hinise at once without delay

.

Th': Doctor lieiii(; ushered into the hall or princijjal
room, is met with bows and aalutations liy tlie

father or elder brother of the family. Tea and pipes

are offered in due form ; and he is requested to feel

Ids patient's pulse : it a male, he sits opposite to

him ; if a female, a screen of bamboo intervenes,

which is only removed in case it is requisite to see

the tongue. The right hand is placed upon a book

to steadv it, and the Doctor, with much gravity and

a learned look, places his three fingers upon the

pulsating vessel, pressing it alternately with each

finger on the inner and outer side ; and then making

with the three fingers a steady pressure for several

minutes—not with watch in hand, to note the

frequency of its beats, but with a thoughtful, calcu-

lating mind, to diagnose the disease and jn-oguosti-

cate its issue. The fingers being remove<l, the pa-

tient immediately stretches out the other hand, which

is felt iu the same manner. Perhaps a few questions

are now asked of the father or mother concerning

the sick person ; but these are usually few, as it is

presumed the pulse reveals everything needful to

know. Ink and paper are produced, and a prescrip-

tion is written out, which consists of numerous ingre-

"dients ; but there are one or two of only prime im-

portance, the rest are servants or adjuvants. They
are all taken from the Vegetable Kingdom, and are

mostly simples of little elBcacy . The prescription is

always taken to a druggist to be dispensed, the pre-

scriber never makes up the medicines himself, and

as large doses are popular (a quid pro qv>), »o the

decoction made from the whole always amounts to

pints or even (|uart'<, which are swallowed in large

potions with the greatest ease ;
powders, boluses,

pills, and electuaries are also used. If the patient is

an officer of the Government or a weaKhy person, the

natm-e of the disease, prognoses, and treatment are

written out for the inspection of the family ;
for this

the Doctor's fee is a dollar, about 5s.; but, generally

speaking, both the Doctor and the patient's friends

are quite satisfied with a veibal communication, and
if the man has a gift for siteaking, and has brass

enough to use it to his advantage (both of which are

seldom wanting in time-serving men), he will describe

with a learued ami self-satisfied air the ailment of

the patient, and the number of days it will take to

cure him. The fee is wrapped up in paper, and
calleii ' golden thanks,' and varies from 6il. to 2s. 6d.,

or more, according to the means of the patient ; the

chair-lwarers being paid extra ; the Doctor returns

to make another visit, if inviteil, but not otherwise.

It is more common, if the ^latient is not at once bene-

fited by the prescriiition, to call in another, then a

thml, then a fourth, ait even more, until tii-ed of

Physicians (for tile Chinese patience is soon ex-

hausted, and their faith by no means strong in all

their Doctors' asscrvations) they have, as a last re-

source, apj'lication made to one of the genii, or a

god possessing wonderful healing powers. The re-

sult is, that the patient dies or lives not accorduig

to the treatment received, for that must be generally

inefficacious, but according as the natural strength

of the patient is equal to surmount the difticulties by
which he is surrounded.

"

Dr Holwon found in a Clilncse Materia 'Medica a

list of 442 medicinal agents. The list is detailed :

we shall not, however, extract it, but give'the

Author's comments.

"llauy of the medicines eaimot Ixj discovered
from being in a dried state, and from only a portion of

the plant being obtainalde. They are inqKirtetl

from all parts of the £mpire, from Japan, Siani, and
the Straits, and form an important and lucrative

brancli of trade.
" The first treatise on ^lateria Medica in China is

attributed to the fhmons Shin-nung, who lived in the

traditionary jieriod of the Chmuse Chronology, who
is spoken of as the Father of Husbandry and Medi-
eine. The present Pim^t«aon, or (Chinese Herbal,
contains upwards of a thousand dill'erent mediciual
herbs, fruits, seeds, parts of animals, and mineral
substances ; but while it is rich in warm vegetable

atuiiulants, carminatives, stomachics, anil astrin-

gents, it is greatly defective in phannaceutical pre-

parations, as mineral oxides, acids, salts, tincturvs,

Kc. Tile Mineral Kingdom supplies, as wc have
seen, but a very aniall'part of the whole, whioh no
doubt arises from the ignorance of chemical combi-
nations, an<l the iufiucnce "which gases, acids, and
alkalies exert upon one another, both in the Vege-
taViIe aii'l -Mineral Kingdoms. The comjiosition of

the simplest compound bodies is unknown; what
we know to be the compound they regard as simple
bodies. The utmost 8uri)rise is expressed when told

that gases, in certain proportious, ooiistitute our at-

mosphere and water. The Chinese have no names
for gaseous substances. Ke, which means air or
breath, comprises tliem all. When composing a
work on pneiimatics, names had to be found for

oxygen, nitrogen, hydrogen, carbonic acid, kc. No-
thing aj»i>eared known concerning the existence of
gaseous bo<lie.f, and still less of their composition
and peculiar propei-ties ; and, from tlrj same cause,
the air-pump, barometer, .thermometer, electric and
•galvanic machines, had nOt only to lie eiplain«<l, but

names invented before they could be descrilied. The
same applies to radiation of heat, solar li^lit, optics,

and other bsanohes of natural science, which are all

yet iu their infancy in China. The properties of
medicines as aperient, authelmintio, alterative,

astringent, demulcent, diaphoretic, &c., are under-
stood, aud are easily explained ; but, owing to the

entire absence of chemical knowledge, there is at

present an almost insuperable difficulty to give them,
iu an easy and intelligible manner, the composition
of bodies. The analysis given above will show most
of the principal medical agents in use. It will be
less limited, in proportion as China drops Iier ex-

clusiveness. Our Materia Medica, we know, is

extremely rich and valuable, because it is made up
not only from the well-known natural or artificial

products of our own country, but is added to

and improved by the admission of most useful

mediciues from other countries. For example—our
rhubarb and musk from China, our opium from
Turkey, our camphor and spices from Singapore,

our aloes from the Cape of Good Hojw, our cinchona
from Soutli America, and various other products
from all parts of the world, so that, if these supplies

were cut otY, British Physicians would scarcely be
able to write a prescription suited to the varied

complaints they meet with at the present day. Tne
Chinese Doctors, however, do write prescriptions,

aud their patients do take a great deal of physic

(hoiuteopathic doses would not answer) ; but I have

been told, again and again, by the prescribers, that

they keep their list within 100 drugs, and even
fewer, for all diseases, they having no faith in more
than one-tenth recoinmeuded in tlieir books. When
Medicine is really studied as a science in China, and
the tnie nature of diseases begins to. be understood,

they will need tlie infusion of new and well-tried reme-

dies from Europe in their Pharmacopojia. I will

mention a few things that they nee<l. These are the

mineral acids, etlier, a proof spirit for tinctures

(their own spirituous liquor, prepared from rice, is

too weak to dissolve camphor), aloes, ammonia,
ammoniacum, nitrate of silver, belladonna, good
calomel (the Chinese use an impure preimration,

which is not to be depended upon), cinchona (qui-

nine is now much .valued, and would be generally

sought after if it were less expensive ; it bells there

for £1 jwr ouuce), cod-liver oil, copaibsy, ergot, car-

,

bonate of iron, soda, magnesia, iiiecaouanha, acetate

of lead, carbonate and sulphate of potash, quassia

(for its cheapness ; they have a red aud yellow gen-

tian, but it is dear conqiared with quassia), turpen-

tine, jalap, croton-oil (they have the seeds, but not

the oil), iodine, hydrodate of jiotasli, hyoscyamiHi,

squill, sulphur (l)ecausB of the fioijuency of scabies,

and the greater cheapness of the imported article),

pre)iaratioii3 of antimony (the metal, though so com-
mon in Borneo, is unknown in China), and of zinc,

and its valuable preparations. These, and several

otlwrs, I have named and described in a work on
Medicine, and in course of time I hope they will be
added to their own improved Materia Medica ; that

at present is a curious medley, and little good
could arise to us from a'translation of it into Eng-
li«li. 1 will allude only to human milk as a good
medicine for old people ! Their books say ' that its

taste is sweet, and that it nourishes the viscera, is a
soothing application to abraded skin and iullamed

eyes, and fattens old, decayed persons. Its virtues

surjkass considerably cows', goats', or mares' milk.

Furmerly some tootliless old iiicii, who tottk human
milk, lived on a himdred years, became fat, had good
sitiritft, reuowe<l their youth, aud l>egat children.'

'Tlie wonderfully nourishing properties of women's
milk to age<l persons is not, unfortunately, confined

to books, it is generally believed by the common
people ; and in one instance I saw the ill effects of

this ilangerous error. An infant, a few months old,

in consecpience of the nioUier being unable to con-
tinue nursing, was comuiitted to a Chinese wet-
nurse ; and as money was no object, the woman that
had the best supply of milk was chosen for this pnr-
po.'^e. For a few days the child seemed to go on
tolerably well, but it soon became affected with head
symptoms ; aud as one child had died a year before

from symjttonis .stuuewhat similar, the parents be-

came alarnieil, and begged that I would come in, in

consultation, to see the child. I foumi the child
lying listle*j and almost insensible ou a friend's lap,

labouring under the symptoms so graphically de-

scrilied by Dr Marshall Hall aud Dr Watson, of
spurious hydrocephalus. I examined tlic nurse, who
wasa young healthy-looking woman, with breasts full

of milk tooverfiowiug. 1 had S(uue put in a cup for

inspection ; it threw up no cream on its surface, and
di)oked,]>ale and watery. On farther investigation I

discovered that the woniaii had been in the habit of

selling her milk by small cups-full to old persons,

under the idea of its highly nutritive proi^rties ;

and thus her milk, though abundant in i|uantity,

soon l>ecame quite degenerated in quality
;
and in-

stead of being nutritious, was actually poisoning the

child dependent iqion it, and now fast sinking from
inanition. I reconnnended the nurse to be chaugeil

inimodiately. Hnj'pily a suitable "iie was found in

(Oontlnuetl at Pag« 328.)
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THE TURKISH AND ROMAN BATHS.

When Priessnitz invented the Hydropathic

system, he had no foresight of the deve-

lopment which the principle of the Water-cure

would attain. The palaces of Moor House

and JMalvern were never outlined in the phan-

toms of his heated fancy. English facts, how-

ever, always surpass German imagination. If

the faculty of imitation be denied to us, that

of development is certainly in conspicuous

strength. The seed that perishes in Germany,

or gi'ows at most to the dimensions of a

stunted shrub, in England expends into a

goodly tree ; and though it should distil poi-

son, wo never fail to regard the culture with

admiration. Here, indeed, our natural energy,

resources, and freedom of action enable us to

produce the best specimens of even the worst

things. So Hydropathy has enjoyed the ad-

vantage of our wealth and liberty ; and whilst

it has ceased to be the curer of all diseases, it

has become the busineas of the indolent, the

delight of the satiated, the hope of the de-

sponding, and the relaxation of the over-

worked. Men who fancy themselves ill fly

to it for a remedy, and those who are incur-

ably sick deceive their fears with its illusions.

This is, indeed, something, but not that which

Hydropathy originally professed to be.

The vast pretensions set up for the Water-

cure led reasonable people to consider that,

though those pretensions might be exaggerated

and fallacious, yet the sanitary virtues of cold

water had not been so much esteemed by the

English people as they deserved. The uses

of water in cleansing the skin, purifying the

body, and making the home decent, were soon

acknowledged, and societies of philanthropic

men exerted themselves to establish Baths and

Washhouses in the various towns of the

Kingdom, where the poor man and the artisan

could, for a small sum, obtain a daily bath if

they pleased, and be provided with ample

accommodation for all the laundry-work of the

family. Thanks to Lord Shaftesbury and his

friends, these institutions have been a great

blessing to the community. The health of the

people has been increased by the accommodation

they have afforded, and domestic cleanliness

and comfort are now possible in the homes of

the poor.

The movement, however, has not stopped at

this point. ' Through the activity and public

spirit of Mr Kelly of Liverpool, Drinking

Fountains have been everywhere established,

and one ofthe most shameful evils of our towns,

that of dram-drinking, has been thus assailed.

It will take many years for the antidote to

work a cure. The vice has eaten deep into

our social systeni,]and in innumerable instances

it has gone, doubtless, beyond the power of any-

human remedy. But we are not without hope

that the facilities now provided for the assuage-

ment of a working man's thirst with the Sama-

ritan blessing, a cup of cold water, will foster a

habit of sobriety among the rising generation,

and redeem the character of our people. The

beer- shop and gin- palace are undermined, and

time will bring about their downfall.

Recently, however, a new phase in this sani-

tary movement has taken place. Our readers

must have perused the vigorous letters pub-

lished in this Journal, by Dr Tucker of Sligo, on

the subject of the Turkish and Roman Baths
;

and he is only one of many who" are now

labouring to institute a more conipletc][system

of Bathing in this country, and who have taken

the ancient Roman or the modern Turkish

bath as a model. There is some question as to

the individual who haa, the right to be con-

sidered the author of the new system ; some

persons extolling the claim of Mr Urquhart,

who has advocated the Turkish plan, and

others that of Dr Barter, who has adoptedrthe

Roman system. Tliis dispute is unimportant

;

for, in reality, these systems of bathing, modi-

fied in various ways, have long been in use in

this country, but have been^ confined to the

accommodation of the wealthy. The writer of

this article ^many years ago [submitted to a

regimen of vapour-baths, cold][douches, sham-

pooing, and cups of coffee, and suffered an

attack of cynanche tonsillaris as the rewai-d of

his intrepidity.

There is an effort now in operation^to make

these Baths universal, and to bring them within

the means of the humblest of the people.

The idea is not new ; it must have occurred to

most men who have taken an interest in the

establishment of Public Baths ; but the public

effort and the general aim are of recent date.

Is there any reasonable objection to the

establishment of such a system of Bathing ?

There are many persons who will think that

the introduction among us of the most remark-

able characteristic of the days of Roman

degeneracy and of modern Turkish sloth will

inevitably lead to, if it be not already the expo-

nent of, a luxurious and enervating civilisation.

We have no such fears. If the establishment

of such Baths indicate a present deterioration

of national character, the fact is so, and the

Baths are not to blariie : but this we do not

believe, any more than we apprehend that

they will in future exercise an injurious influ-

ence upon the moral excellence and phy-

sical hardihood of our fellow-countrymen.

We believe that we shall know how to use

without abusing such an efficient means of

increasing bodily comfort and improving

health.

It would be easy and not expensive to annex

two or three chambers to the existing Public

Baths, in order to give effect to the system.

They are now provided with warm baths and

plunging baths ; why should they not be sup-

plied also with the means of giving their

customers a douche, a shower-bath, or a

vapour or hot-air bath, as may be required?

The warm bath is, from a sanitary and reme-

dial point of view, one of the least useful of all

these modes of bathing ; and yet it is the only

one to which our countrymen arc in the habit

of resorting. The hot-air bath is, according

to the testimony of those who have tried it,

superior to the others ; and yet such a bath is

with difficulty obtained. If a thing be done at

all, it is worth doing well ; our Bathing system

is yet only half done, and will not be com-

plste without these additional arrangements.

Is the prospect too grand to be conceived

of a Bathing Establishment in every town,

after the old Roman model, with its frigida-

rium, tepidarium, and sudatorium, having also

a restaurant attached—on cold water principles,

of course—and a public library with class-

rooms for students, aud elegant gardens,

wheresoever possible, for a promenade ?

Might not the Directors of the Crystal Palace

establish such an institution, with advantage

to their own coflTers and benefit to the public ?

We have no doubt that it would be successful,

and that a great impulse would be given to

the cause.

The habits and conditions of town-life

almost necessitate institutions of this nature

for the preservation of the health of the

people. A man who takes abundant exercise

in the pure air of a mountain-side, whose very

toil is cheered by the sun and braced by the

wind, whose blood is rapidly decarbonised by

the free contact of the atmosphere with its

deteriorated elements in every corner of hi«

permeable and spacious lungs, whose skin acts

with freedom, and maintains an active supple-

mental oxygenising function, whose brain is

not overtaxed with work, and whose physical

labours are rarely more than recreative,—such

a man may not require the use of artificial

modes of restoration. But our town-life is

itself artificial. The pure air of heaven is

unbreathed, and the glowing beams of the

sun unfelt, by tens of thousands who tend

engines in underground cellars, or work in the

gas-light, who sew and weave in fetid garrets,

or measure silks and woollens in shops and

warehouses close with auiraal exhalations

and unilluniinated bv the direct ravs of the
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sun. Neither the lungs, nor the skin, nor the

muscular system of such persons discharges

its proper functions, and disease is quickly

established. The undilated pulmonary orwans

toon become the habitat of tubercle; the skin,

covered with layers of effete epidermis, casts

additional duty upon the kidneys, and becomes

itself subject to noisome diseases ; the kidneys,

in their turn, degenerate, aud premature

death is established as a law of humanity.

Extreme cases require unusual remedies.

Believing that a more perfect aud general

system of Bathing than that now in use would
be beneficial to the denizens of towns, we hope
that the attempts now made may meet with

encouragement and success.

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

" BAD TIMES " FOR DOCTORS.

We heard a Surgeon in full practice assert

the other day, that he had not sent out a chalk

mixture for the whole summer. We do not

know how this phenomenon could be accounted

for, unless it be that there have been no
diarrhoeas. This inference appears to have

been correct ; for not only in the practice of

our Metropolit.in friend, but throughout the

country there has been, as we are informed by
the recent Quarterly Report of the Registrar-

General, an extraordinary diminution of the

ordinary diseases of the season. The per-

petual rains have made England very uncom-
fortable, but exceedingly healthy. An English-

man is by nature amphibious, and a deluge

above and below agrees with him. His bodily

energies are nourished by imbibing atmo-
spheric moisture, and he fattens upon a fog

Let us hear no more slanders against November
weather. The suicides about this time of the

year have more to do with the anticipated

quarter-day and Christmas bills than the

gloomy condition of the atmosphere. The
Registrar-General's returns make this apparent.
There never has been such an excess of births

as during the last quarter, never so small a
number of deaths. Diarrhoea disappeare<l

with last year's sunshine ; and Mr Leigh of
Manchester sagely remarks, that the absence
of diarrhica and the coincident abundance of
fruit prove that diarrhoea is not caused by
the latter, but by heat. The constant rains

have swept all pollution into the sea
; our

streets have been kept clean, our drains

wholesome, and even our Metropolitan river

has relinquished its historical character. Pure
breezes have wooed its embraces, and salmon
have come as far as Erith to pay it a visit. It

has been possible to eat whitebait at Blackwall

without being stifled by heat or asphyxiated

by carburetted hydrogen, and the health of
Aldermen and rich citizens has been the
better for it. Legislation, too, has been
agreeable business; no complaints of foul

gases have been heard, and the House had a

very long Session. No wonder our Premier
was in such a good condition for an autumnal

tour, and that Sir George Lewis looks so sur-

prisingly cheerful. The Doctors are the only

members of the State that have good reason to

be gloomy. If this weather continue much
longer, their occupation will be gone, and
Homoeopathy will be in the ascendant. The
lustration which the earth has undergone

must have cleansed it of all miasmatic germs,

and there is every probability that the present

quarter will be as salubrious as the past. The
weekly reports of the Medical Officers have,

at any rate up to this time, given us an
assurance that this happy state of things will

continue. Our brethren are fortunate in

having nothing to do, and we advise them to

make the most of their leisure by chartering

the Great Eastern and making an excursion in

a body to see the siege of Gaeta. If they

would prefer a trip to Pekin, and a kotow
before his Celestial Majesty, they will have

plenty of time to get there and back before

the next epidemic. We will take care to give

them due notice of the first signs of the

disease-niist in our atmosphere.

When the frozen-out gardeners appeal to

public charity next year, we have no doubt

that they will meet with unusual sympathy

from the members of the Medical Profession.

THE MEDICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
Is the practice of Medicine to be divorced

from the theory of it, and scepticism and

speculation to chase venerable experience out

of the field ? Why is it that the papers read

this Session at the old and honoured Medical

Society of London, hitherto the favourite

arena of practical men, have been generally

on abstruse or novel subjects in animal or

general chemistry, only incidentally and by
courtesy applied to the professed pursuits of

the Fellows of this Society ? We hope the

Fellows will consider the interests of the

Society, and stay this flood in time. If cer-

tain of the Fellows desire to make their inqui-

ries through the medium of the Society, let it

be done through a new Physiological Section,

which might be advantageously created. But
do not occupy the Weekly Meeting with
speculations on which no Fellow can give an
opinion. The debates, which are the soul

of a Society of this nature, are on these

occasions literally extinguished ; and all that

passes is a series of brief and modest ques-
tions, eliciting long and often obscure answers.

The Fellows are getting tired of this practice,

and unless a different course be taken the

Society will suffer serious injury. Let the
papers be shorter and more practical, and the

debates, instead of being languid, will be as

animated and useful as of yore.

MORE ARSENIC-EATING.

The Manchester Philosophical Society has
been entertained with a disquisition by Pro-

fessor Roscoe on tJie arsenic-eating practice of
the Styrian peasants. Anxious to determina
the truth of the statements that have been:

made, he communicated with his friend Pro^
fcssor Pebal of Lemberg, who supplied hink

with copies of seventeen letters which had been,

addressed by as many Medical men to the
Government Medical Inspector at Gratz. It ,

seems, however, that whilst all these gentlemcir

alleged that the practice existed, many ofthom-

had no personal knowledge of it, others de-

scribed certain cases which they had been " toIoF

of by trustworthy persons," whilst others-

actually report upon cases they had seen. Of
these three orders of witnesses, the first are

mere gossips, the second a mere circumstantial-

variety of the first, and the third must either

be honest men or dupes. Let us see. Now
we are told that "the most narrowly-examined^

and therefore the most interesting case of
arsenic-eating, is one recorded by Dr Schafer."

Did Dr Schafer see this case himself? Not a-

bit of it; his authority is a third person, a Di'

Knappe of Oberzehring. Why did not Pro-

fessor Roscoe address his inquiries to Dr
Knappe ? Well, this Dr Knappe saw a manj
thirty years of age, in robust health, eat a piece

of arsenious acid weighing 4J grains, and on
the next day another piece weighing 5| grains;

His urine was examined, and found to contaiis

.•rsenic. He informed Dr Knappe that he wav»

n the habit of consuming this quantity three

or four times a week. Now, all this is very

circumstantial ; but it is not such evidence as

would be admitted in a Court of Law. However;

stranger statements are made by Dr Hollery

who, together with friends named in his repor*,- .,

guarantee that they are acquainted with forty

persons who eat arsenic ; and Dr Forcher of

Gratz gives a list of eleven persons in his

neighbourhood who indulge in the poison.

Now, what is the real value of these written -

statements ? What Government Officer has yet

seen a man eat 5 grains of arsenic? W«
are not even assured that Drs Holler

and Forcher have actually seen these per-

sons eat dhe arsenic. That the substance -

said to be consumed is really arsenic,

Professor Roscoe tries to convince us by
stating that he had received 6 grains or*
white substance from Professor Gottlieb of
Gratz, which, he said, had been given to him
by an old woman, who said that she had seen •

a man eating it in the mountains. This was
found, on analysis, to be genuine arsenious

acid. So it might be ; and yet the testimony

is such that it would be laughed out of Courf
at the Old Bailey. Seeing is believing : the

statements may be true, but we should like to

judge for ourselves. Weareforcft^iresninie*. i

of the Greek braggart who boaste<l that he
jumped forty feet when he was at Rhodes.
" Very likely," responded one of the by-
standers

;
" so fancy you are at Rhodes now„

and jump it." In these days of gas, steam'i
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electricity, table-turning, and clairvoyance,

we ought not to be astonislied at wonders,

however extraordinary; so wo declare our-

selves willing to believe, and -will wait patiently

for the demonstration.

THE MEDICAL STAFF IN CHINA.

The high sanitary condition of our Army in

^bina. reflects groat credit not only on tlic

departments at home, but also on the skill and

jnanagemcnt of Drs Mure and Rutherford, and

the Medical Officers generally. Whilst the

French General could not bring up more than

half his troops, the other half having boon

disabled by sickness, the English General was

in full force, his sick counting only by as many

hundreds as the French General counted thou-

sands. Our former Chinese war showed the

reverse of all this. The importance, therefore,

ofgoodsanitary arrangements in the admmistra-

tion of armies was never more signally proved.

It is «atisft,ctory also to receive accounts of

the gallantry and devotodness of the Medical

Stafli in attending the wounded before the

Taka Forts. It is recorded that one shot

passed between the logs of Dr Woodroffe

and Dr Birnie, as they were standing together,

—a suffioienlly narrow escape to be remem-

berad even by a veteran. It is also stated that

the hospital tent in front of one of the forts

on the south side o£ the river was fired into

by the Chinese at the moment that Dr Rennic

w«s in the act of amputating a leg. Many

ot^er intcrestiokg incidents of a similar kiud

ar« related. The excoUcnoe of the sanitary

Arrangements is, however, the chief matter

<)a which wo can congratulate the country.

THE EDITOnSIIIP OF THE 'ASSOCIATION

JOUnNAI,.'

This enviable office has found candidates

;

the favoured among whom are, we understand,

Dr Markham and Dr Thudichum, both clever

gentlemen, and the latter is he who informed

the Association, at their last annual meeting,

that he was acquainted with the scientific

literature of the whole woi-ld. lie is obviously,

therefore, the best qualified candidate, and no

other gentleman can have a chance of com-

peting successfully with a man of such uni-

versal pretensions. We hope he will obtain the

appointment, in order that we may be pro-

vided with a grand exemplar of editorial

capacity.

THOMAS SMETHURST.

The convict Smethurst, whose trial last year

for the murder of Isabella Banks must be

fresh in the memory of our readers, and whose

subsequent conviction on the charge of

bigamy caused him to he confined in Horse-

monger-lane Gaol, will be liberated this month,

^iua^-fiar of punishment being expired.

XIXOWANCBS FOR WOUNDED OFI'IOEKS.

Her Majesty lias issued a series of new
^K^uiations relative to pensions and iiUowanCcs

to be gi-anted in future to wounded Officers

of the Army. If an eye or a limb be lost in

action, the Officer so snirering will bo entitled

to one year's full pay, and he will be recom-

mended fora pension -varying in amount accord-

ing to raiik. Minor injuries will bo com-

pensated also according to their severity.

These areliberal regulations, and will, no doubt,

be well received by the Arniy.

THE SPIRIT
OF THE PERIODICALS.

(Continued from page 325.)

a few hours ; and in three ilays .ifterw-irds, I saw
the child laiighing and playing on the sofa liy the
side of its new nurse."

We extract the following from the ' Journal of

Practical Medicine and Surgery,' on Fibrdma:

"M. Huguicr, who steadily continues his
special studies on diseases of v.-omcn, described
to the Society of Surgery a new variety of tumour,
which might be denominated interstitial iiljrous

growth (fibrSma) of the abdominal wall. Messrs
Cjrosselin, Jlichon, and Chassaignac have olweiTCil

analogous instances, and the total number of

cases recorded amounts to nine. In all, the
tumours presented nuich resemblance to each
other. They arc met with in young women, and
occupy the vicinity of Poiipart's ligament, inside

the anterior superior spinous process of the ilium,

to which they are often attached, as well as to

the crista ilii, by a more or less elongated and
firm pedicle. 'They are situated within the
thickness of the abdominal walls, between the
muscular layers in front, and the fascia transVer-

salis and peritoneum, upon which they lie at the
back, and to which they sometimes become
adhesive. They seldom have any connection
with the pelvic viscera, and do not interfere with
their functions. They are more or less movable,
and prominent either in the abdomen or above the
skin. Usually indolent and very hard, they are

spherical or o\'oid, regular in their contour, and
consist in a perfectly or jiartially developed
fibroxis tissue.

" In a case of this kind observed by Messrs
A''crneuil and Perret, these surgeons declined

active interference. Messi-s Huguier and Miohon
have been more enterprising, and the excision in

their hands ])roved fully successful, although
twice already the peritoneum has been opened.
These growths should therefore be attacked at

the first stage of their ap]iearance, because, al-

though the general healtli of the patients remains
for a long time unchanged, these tumours invari-

ably induce at hist dangerous and even fatal

symptoms."

The annexed article, giving an recount of M.

Arak's practice iu T>ij>h»id Fenr, is aiso daserv-

iiig of atttuifcioii :

" M. Aran classes typhoid with eruptive feveis.

When once they have set in, they progress

through certain periods ; but although their

course may not be arrested, the Professor consi-

ders their symptoms may be modified and their

duration abri<lged. With regard to treatment,

typhoid lever presents very different indications

accoriling as the physician has to deal with the

incipient or the more advanced stages. At the

onset the system has not yet suU'cred, anil active

and persevering medications may be resorted to.

A fact which now appears positively demonstrated,

said M. Arsn, is that the chanoe-s of success of

the treatment are greater during the inci]>ieut

stage than at a later date. 51. Bonillaud, there-

fore, has recourse to his system of active and
reiterated depletion during the first week only,

because prostration does not make its appearance
before the second.
"In this embarrassing question of the treat-

ment of typhoid fever, M. Aran differs much
from generally-received opinions. After much
reflection, he has finally adopted M. Bouillaud's

method. This medication, modified and adapted

to the peeuliaritie.^ of eath case, has yielded in

his hi(»ids 'rSniarlfably satisfactory results ; but

he does not thence - conclude that it is capable
of suddenly checking the disease. When the
heat of the skin is excessive, the tongue dry,

thirst intense—when delirium is ])reseiit, the
brain wandering at night, and the abdomen very
tender on pressure, unexpected ameUoration fol-

lows re|)eated blood-letting. With regard to the
propriety of ajiplying the method in its utmost
degree of energy, and of having recourse to local

blood-lotting in the loft flauk, II. Aran proceeds
as follows :

" On both the first and second days, M.
BoutUaud prescribes venesection morning and
evening, and iii the interval cujiping with scari-

fication. On the third day, this Professor takes

blood once from the arm, and once by cupping
;

cupping only is resorted to on the fourth, a quan-
tity of blood varying between four and six pounds
being thus altogether abstracted from the patient.

Now this rule Is clearly not ajjplicablc to all

eases. M. Aran, on the first day, usually pre-

scribes phlebotomy, to the amount of 12 or 16

oz,, and 15 leeches to the mastoids. This is re-

peated on the second day, and on the third the

blood-letting is conditional. The leeches are pre-

ferably applied behind the ears, because M. Aran
considers tlie morbid condition of the brain as

more urgent than the abdominal symptoms.
" Even after this active depletion, the patients

cannot bo looked upon as absolutely cured ; a
certain amount of feverishness pei-sists in the
evening, together with borborygms and diarrhcea,

and it is as yet impo-ssible to allow solid nutri-

ment. Beef-tea and soups are readily tolerated

liy the stomach, 'but solid food immediately recalls

the fever, a circumstance due to the persistency

of the local anatomical change and its regular

jirogress, analagous to tliat of variola, scarlatina,

&c. In subjects who liave been treated by re-

peated depletion, convalescence sets in .soon, and
the disease is sliortoned by eight or t«n days.

But tliis should not constitute the only medi-
cation, and here M. Aran difl"ers from Professor

Bonillaud. When the bowels are coustipatod,

he prescribes aperients, and emetics fur gastric

derangement. Aperients, says he, are never

hijurious, but they cannot work the miracles

which many ascribe to them. When the disease

is complicated by bronchitis, II. Aran finds a

daily emetic beneficial, nnd also resorts to dry

cupping of the chest, a remedy which M. Behier

earnestly recommends.
" As to untrimeHt, M. Aran is jwrtial to the

administration of food in many maladies. Ke-

ceiitly he prescribed mutton-chops in a case of

diptheritie angina ; he follows the same line of

conduct iu e<»li«a i»iotoaum. In typhoid fever he

does not hesitate to give nutriment at an early

period, the stomach and upper part of the alimen-

tary duct being entirely free from morbiil change

in this afl'ection ; but he does not recommend
ham, like certain fanatical practitioners, nor

farinaceous diet, -which leaves a residue likely to

keep up diarrhoMi. He merely allows beef-tea,

soups, Wine-and-'Water, according to the condition

of the i«tients and tlio etfect of the prescription."

Dr Nelson lias contributed an artiole on

Jjiitgirmg 'Labour to 'the ' British American

"JouhibI.' After eondamniBg the impropriety of

rupturing the mem'oraues too early, he observes

:

"However, this is not aKv.iys the case, and
often the very persistence and integrity of the

membranous bag after, and'even before, the com-
pletion of the iirst st;ige of labour, is in itself

productive of vexatious ilelay, more particularly

when the expulsive *irwtB «w> only of a moderate

degree of severity, or oven when they become,

from, apparently, unap]>reciable causes, totally

suspended. I "have for the last eiglitecn years

enjoyed something of a lai-ge ]>rivate and cousul-

tiition midwifery jn-aetice, and have adopted the

following course, which, although it may not be

entirely orthodox, has, however, the merit of

being based upon a somewhat extended experience,

and attended with invariable success. I am
particularly careful to preserve the amniotic fluid

till the OS uteri is well dilated ; and though tlio

bond is just being engaged in the superior strart,

it often happens that the jmins, although they

may be strong, and probably as pressing .as at

any other period, still there appears to be a want

of their direct application u)K>n the fietal b(«iy,

the consequence is that the labour Wgins to fl.ig,

and at times is almost stationary; but if the
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HI' lubnuics are ruiituiied at tliis stage, the pre-

stutatiou being corroct, and the waters tvacualcil,

the utenis has room to contract, there now being

a vacuum; it embiaces more closely, or even

moulds itself over, the various parts of the child

still retained in the womb, and, necessarily, a

speedy termination of the labour occurs, which
would othenvise have been more or less prolonged.

We sometimes oljscrve that the abdomen, ctcteris

jMrilfiis, is in some women very large, giving rise

to tlie idea that the womb contains two children,

or that it is inordinately distended by the

amtimtic secretion : to determine the lirst point,

a caj'eful external examination will generally

detect a sufliaieucy of the hard parts of one or two
children ; while the second may be defined by the

uniformity of the abdontinal surface and its un-

usual degree of fluctuatiou, combined with the

distant feel of tlie fcetal parts. In such a case

aa this the labour cannot progress, as the over-

distension of the womb tends to induce a paralysed

state of its muscular fibres, aud nature hero

teaches us the remedy, by a spontaneous and
eaily dischai'ge of the fluid contents of the uterus.

"AVhether I have been more fortunate than
other practitioners in having but lucky cases

&Iling to my lot, I cannot say ; but, of this I am
certain, that I have never been more thjin from
two to six hours in attendance on any cape, even

although called at the commencement of the first

stage, and when the os was opened sufficient only

to allow the intrwluction of the point of the

fiiiger, to satisfy myself as to the nature of the

I>resentation. It may be proi)er, however, to

remark, that much of my success and the im-

muuity of my patients from prolonged sulfering

may be possibly du» tp the use of my friend, ' Dr
PoUard's Obstetrical Supporter,' an invention

admirably calculated to afford every assistance to

the parturient woman to lay out her strength as

the calls of the uterine action demand ; while to

the physician it is a saving of an almost incredible

amount of the being squeezed-and-pulled-aronnd

feshion, to say nothing of direct hard work."

We also quote the following remarks ou the

general and local remedies and other measnres

employed in the case under consideration :

" 1 conceive it will require but a few words iu

reference to Iho administration of opium iu one
form or other, tartarised antimony, and secalc

conmtnm, or the use of bleeding or the wann
bath : what are the indications for the use of the

foregoing means ?—The answer is cumprised in a
very few words,—first, to produce such a degree
o£ general debility or languor as will fatililate the
dilatation, or overcome the resi.stanco olitied by
a pn:ternaturaUy rigid os uteri ; aud, secondly,
to increase the expulsive action of the uterus
wheu this latter appears to fall into a state of

atony. I will now, in a few words, point out
nnder what circumstances the above various
agents should be employed

:

" 1 . Ojnnm.—This dnig, by relieving mtiscttlar

spasm generally, and suspending utenne action
locally, will, therefore, subdue the very dis-

tressing, and if I may be allowed the exjiK'Ssion,

the h.mIiss pains, by inducing a certain amount
of slee)', and necessarily a corresponding inmiunity
of sulfering : on awakeiiine, the patient will not
only lind herself refreshed, but the pains will be
chaujjcd ill character, increased ih frequency and
seventy, and with them a greater aptitude on the

part of the woman to render that assistance which
IS required of her ; it is no use to administer this

dnig to suspend the prolonged pains caused by
malposition, nor has it any direct power to relax
• rigid OS.

" 2. TartariiKd Antimony ; Bleedinrj and the

Warm Bath.—These means are only applicable
in i)rmlucing a suflicient degree of constitutional

relaxation, as will tell npon a rigid and uuyieldiiy
state of the os uteri ; in the above case their use
was most positively counterindicated ; hero was a
soft and largely-dilated os, ready to allow of the
passage of the product it had safely enclosed for

• {Kiriod of nine months, but in tins it was foiled,

owing to that assistance, which was so plainly
pointed init, and was not rendered by those who
shouhl have done so.

" 3. Hfcah CvriiultiiH.—The la.st thing done
was the administration of the secalo ; the pains,
for tw<- i". - i-T,i t^j.n of ^he hardest ami l)est

a*!"!'' • r ; bnt, lorsontli, they must ht
ncre.. inltiplitd to oxp'l O the child,

if that could be done, to the imminent ask of
Tujiture of the utenis 1 Let my readers make a
note of this mode of treating a case of midwifery

;

and, although I would not advise them to follow
this wise course of practice, I would stiU have
them bear in remembrauce the not unexpected
results.

" Vesico-vaginal Fistula.—During my first ex-
amination, which was necessarily more protracted
than under ordinary circumstances, the strong
odour of urine pervading the bed, aud the peculiar
acrid feel of the soft parts, together, with the
story of the second bag of meiubraues, led mo to

j
make a. careful exploration of the superior and
anterior walls of the vagina ; there was no tumour,
but, with a little manipulation, the index finger

of the right haiid entered a small opening back of
the symphysis, and impai'ted the sensation as if

ill a close cavity, its edges were hard, thick, and
resisting ; there was no giving way of the parts

aronud the opening, as is always the case by the

gradual tearing of the amniotic membrane. The
OS uteri was fully dilated, and its superior seg-

ment not only very much thinned and relaxed,

but allowed the free passage of the finger between
it and the child's head> After the expulsion of

the placenta, 1 had the opportunity of miikiug a
still closer examination, and became immediately
satisfied that tliere existed an opening—a little

less in size than a quarter-dollar piece—at the
inferior and anterior portion of the bladder, just
posterior to its neck ; and this had been cimsed
by the boring and scratching of a thirty-years'

helping and experienced finger '

" To remedy, at once, the very sad results

which would have resulted from the protracted
neglect of this lamentable accident, and save the
patient's life from being embittered by a repulsive

lufirniily, 1 advised the hiusbaud to keep a large-

sized catheter in the urethra and bladder, that as
much of the urine as possible might pass through
the instrument; to syringe out, twice a day, the

vagina with tepid and emollient injections ; and
after cleansing the wound of the locliial discharge,

to apply the solid nitrate of silver, through a

fenestred speculum, freely to the edges of the
fistulous opening, once in two or three dayi.
This plan was pursued till the cessation of the
lochia;, which took place about the twelfth day,
when the tepid <ind emollient iujections were
changed to cool and strong astringent ones ; the
u.se of the catheter was still continued, and a
piece of sjMjnge introduced in the vagina, directly
under the opening, to catch and retain what urine
might drop through ; the sponge to be renewed
several times daily, thus ensuring comfort to the
patient, ami in a great degree, immunity of the
soft i>arts from the contact of the aciid secretion.

The opening gradually closed, till at the ex2)ira-

tion ol a couple of montlis it was reduced to the
size of a probe ; and this being cauterized, once
or twice a week, with a sharp piece of the nitrate-

of silver, resulted iu as happy aud perfect a cure
as it was certainly unexpected. Some eighteen
montlis since, and nearly the same period of time,
after the unfortunate occurrence 1 have just re-

ported, the patient, now a resident of Vermont,
has been salely confined of a living cliild, alter a
favourable accouchement.

" yisico-arelliro-vayiiiiil Fislu/a. —The follow-

ing ease, wliich came uuder my care sliortly after
my return to Montreal, will not, 1 believe, be
found an ina])])ropriate conclusion to this paper.
In Miireh, l»5tf, 1 was requested to visit Mrs —

,

a native of lirightoii, England, but for four years
a resident of this city. 1 found her to be a woman
of a fine physique, aged forty-six, the mother of
several children ; her last coiilineniont having
taken place ten years before, and although the
labour presented nothing unusiud, still, for some
uuexplaiiied reason, it was concluded with the
forceps. For some weeks after nothing particular
occurred, though she complained of a more or
less constant sense of weight and distress in the
vagina, accompanied by a very frequent desire to
micturate, which desire, however, was only re-

lieved iu part, aud this not without some pain.
Si.x months alter her confinement she became
aware of the presence of a small swelling in the
upper wall of the vagina, back of the external
opening of the meatus urinarius ; the swelling
gradually increased, till it iilleil almost com-
pletely the vaginal passage, preventing .sexual

congress, aud attended with a throbbing sensa-
tion and iucrea.sed weight and distress. One day,
coining down a flight of stairs, she made a mi.s-

step, and in the elfort to recover herself, gave a
jump of a couple of steps, tailing rather heavily ;

she immediately felt something give way, and
found her peiiion wet ; on examination it was
discovered tliat the tumour had been broken, and;

its contents had flowed npon her person ami
underclothing— there was nothing unpleasant in

the odour of the discharge, save that it pos-sessed-

a very strong urinary smell, was of a deep yellow-'

colour, ropy, and of some consistence. This
little fortuitous accident did not prevent her fi-om

attending to her household duties ; on the con-
trary, it had done what several professional men,

,

who had been consulted, could not do ; it proved-
a certain temporary relief, and taught her tliat

the same thing could bo done, in after yearSj t»-

secnre a few weeks' or months' respite from her
unpleasant ailment. Kothing unusual was ob-

served after this occurrence, only that she now-

noticed that there was an increased and rather

annoying degree of moisture about the external

parts, and occasionally a few yellow spots upon
her linen ; to this she paid little or no attention,

being uuder the hiipiession that, like many othei-

wonieii, she was labouring under a slight attaok-

of Icucorrhiea. However, in the course of three
or four montiiK, this trifling discharge gradually
decreased, at the same time that the small swelling-

commence<l to show itself in the same situatioa

it had occnpied in the first instance ^ it passed
through the same stages, till, having attained-

nearly the size of an egg, it was spontaneously.-

rnptnred, the contenis evacuated, and relief fol-

lowed as at its first appearance. Such was the
state of things, and so it continued for ten years,,

recurring from two to three times a year.
" After her removal to this city, she was sao^

cessively under the charge of three practitionei-s^

who, however, did not appear to benefit her,

although they never employed any local means

—

either by examinations or direct applications

—

they became satisfied that there was something
wrong with the womb, but that time and the
final change of life would, probably, effect the
cure. Having heard the same story so often, it

did not quiet her mind, and she had almost given.-

up in despair, when .«ho was reoommended to call

on nro by an American lady.
" Having been made acqnahited with the fore-

going particulars, 1 proposed a vaginal examina-
tion, to which, at first, she rather objected,
inasmuch as this mode of determining the nature
of her complaint had never been hinted at by any
of her former attendants ; however, being a |iersoi»

of good common sense and proper feeling, when
made aware of the necessity of this examination,
she readily complied with the demand. At this

time, a little over two months had elapsed since

the emptying of the sac by the customary .spon-

taneous mptiire of its membrane, and it had now
acquired near two-thirds the size of a hen's egg

;

it was situated half an inch po.steriorly to the
meatus urinarius, running liackwards along the
course of the urethra an extent of near two inches f.

it was firm and elastic, evidently fluctuating,
and insensible unless subjected to undue pressure.

A catheter passed readily into the liladder, and a
small quantity of urine discharged. The iii-st

step in the treatment was to open the abscess

—

or sac— and then to endeavour to prevent its

return by causing the obliteration of its cavity.
With a laucet a small puncture was made in the
most depending aud anterior portion of the sac,

when near two oiuices of the same thick, yellow-
colonrcd fluid were evacuated ; a probe was now
introduced in the opening, and the cavity care-
fully explored in all its directions, when a smiill

jiassage or sinus—just admitting the probe—was
discovered running parallel to the urethral canal,

a distance of some two. inches ; a catheter was
pa.ssed into the bladder, when catheter and probe
both came into contact in the cavity of this organ.
The peculiar features of the case were now very
clearly exi)lained and demonstrated— it was
nothing more than an interstitial fistular separa-
tion of the urethro-vnginal mucous membranes,

.

extending from the neck of the bladder to nearly;
the entire extent of the urinary pa.ssagc. 'rh&
manner in which the swelling was developed is

to be explained as follows: A few drops of urine
were constantly lodged in the sinus, wliich kept
gradually increasing after the healing of tho
oiiening resulting from tho 6]>ontaucous rupture
of the sac, till it had acquired its ordinary size ;

tlien another break would take place, and imme-
diately after this occurrence, for some days, and
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. oyen weeks, there was a continual oozing of urine

through the nmc complete fistule, and which occa-

sioned the disagreeable and nnnsual moisture of

the parts ; then the opening would gradually close,

and proiiortionally the sac would increase liy the

greater amount of urine, retained in it, and,

although it would materially diminish during the

recumbent j)Osture, it was, nevertheless, never

completely empty, by the retention of the

thickened urine, the more fluid parts bein" either

removed through the process of absorption, or

flowing back into the bladder.

"The indication here was to lay open the track

of the sinus, and attempt the radical cure by
attacking the small yesical opening. This was
•done in the followinj*' manner : A grooved probe

was introduced the entire length of the fistulous

canal, and then a very small straight pointed

bistoury was carried along, dividing the sinus and
making it one witli the vaginal canal. After tlie

bleeding—which was somewhat profuse from .so

slight a division of parts—had been cliecked, a

silver catheter was ])assed into the urethra, while

aJarge-sized fenestered speculum was introduced

into the vagina. I now found out the very

-simple cause of this poor woman's sufferings for

ten years, a small holc—iov it was nothing more
nor less—at the junction of the body with the

neck of the bladder ; this was freely cauterised

with a sharpened stick of nitrate of silver, and on

withdrawing the speculum the caustic was slightly

applied along the fistulous track, to promote the

granulating process ; a large bougie was intro-

Suced into the urethra in place of t!ie ordinary

silver catheter, and a piece of compressed sponge,

in the vagina, directly under the vesical opening.

This completed the first dressing, and I may
almo.st .say tlie only one, as a slight modification

of the same process was gone througli twice only

at one week's intei-val, when the fistulous opening

became perfectly closed ; and, although I have
. since then repeatedly seen the patient, having

baen retained as the family physician, she has

•never, in fourteen months, felt anything like a

return of her old complaint. Two months after

the last application of the caustic, I made a most

caj-eful digital and visual examination, but could

detect nothing to warrant me in saying that she

.was not radically cured.

"A third case, it should have been second in

-order of priority, in the person of Mrs , of

Plattsburgh, presented itself to me a short time

before I left that village, and pretty much under

th/i same circumstances as in the last-named

patient :—tlie general and local symptoms were

nearly identical, so was the treatment, and the

result equally successful and satisfactory ; con-

sequently, it is only neccessary to mention that
- for these cures, through a very simple and common-
place mode of treatment, an undue amount of

-credit has been awarded to me, when really it was

only because I looked carefully into small things,

ami sought for the fountain-head of the mischief,

being fully satisfied that if I took care of the

-cents, tlie dollars would take care of tliemselves.

This axiom proved theoretically and practically

true in both of my cases."

REVIEWS.
The Principles and Practice of Suryery. By

William Pirrie, F.R.S.E. 2nd Edition.

This is a much improved edition upon the

former one, and as a scientific work is credit-

able to the Aberdeen school. The opening

<!lijBpter on Inflammation has been re-written

by Mr Pirric's son, who has ably set forth his

subject. lie has made use of Dr Bennett's dia-

grams of the progress of intlaniniation, and

generally adheres to his views ; but lie is a mode-

rate advocate of antiphlogistic measures in the

treatment of inflammatory affections. The
histology of tubercle and cancer is also illus-

trated with woodcuts; and there is an aband-

anee of good plates (some of which arc taken

rom the works of the higlicst authorities), on

all the subjects treated of throughout the

work.

translator, Dr Braun, and is, to that extent,

improved.

On the Medical History and Treatment of Dis-

eases of the Teeth, ffc. By Benjamin Ward
Richardson, M.A., M.D.
Having been appointed one of the Lecturers

to the College of Dentists, Dr Richardson

delivered a Course of twelve Lectures to the

members of that body on the Diseases of the

Teeth, and he has collected those lectures for

wider publication in the present volume. The
Author considei-s the various causes of disorder

of the teeth as arising from constitutional

cachexia, the haemorrhagic diathesis, neural-

gia, hysteria, dyspepsia, rheumatism,'gout, the

diseases of infancy and childhood, malignant
affections, metallic poisons, diet and modes of

life, chloroform, &c., and he suggests the appro-

priate management in the several instances.

It is a useful work for Surgeons as well as Dent-
ists, to each of whom we strongly recommend
its perusal.

Phthisis and the Stethoscope. By Richard Payne
Cotton, M.D. 2nd Edition.

A small book upon ,an important subject,

therefore most useful in relation to diagnosis.

No student or young practitioner should be

without it.

'On Gout: its History, its Causes, and its Cure.

By William Gairdner, M.D. -tth Edition.

A work that has gone through four editions

Tecoiiiniends itself. The present edition has
f the advantage of the notes of the German

Glycerin and Cod-liver Oil; their History,

Introduction, Therapeutic Value, ^-c. By
W. Burnhain Willmott.

Mr Willmott, being a chemist, enters

elaborately into the various modes of preparing

glycerin and obtaining cod-liver oil, which,

however, we shall not reproduce.

We quote some of his rem.-vrks on the

therapeutic uses of glycerin.

" After tracing the history of glycerin, and
remarking upon its great value in cutaneous

disea.ses, &c., M. t'ap goes onto say :-— 'Butl

must hasten to my own personal remarks, which

apply to the part wliich I consider glycerin ought

to take in pharmacy. It is evident tliat its

unctuous stftte, its .slightly hygrometric in-operties,

its analogies to water and oil, and finally its

perfect harralessness, render this substance fit for

many various uses. It blends with wonderful

ease with every form of medicament. It may be

used either alone or with other therapeutic

agents. It mixes in all proportions with water

for baths, injections, fomentations, and lotions

of all descriptions. Applied to burns or other

wounds, it keeps them from the air, and maintains

the suppleness of their edges. When added to

catiijilasms, it preserves their softness, and,

which is very important, it prevents them from

adhering by their edges to the surfaces on which

they are applied. This combination of properties

presents, as may be seen in glycerin, a new and

valuable excipicnl to be added to the scanty list

of bodies of this nature now at the disposal of

art—an excipieut wliieh appears to hold a place

between water and oil, for it participates in most

of the qualities of both. Glycerin unites as well

with aqueous and alcoholic liquids as it does with

lard, ointments, pomades, and so.aps. It will

serve as a base for liniments, ointments, and

embrocations ; it will mix with extracts, tinctures,

alcoholates, and medicinal wines ; a few drops of

glycerin, added to a pillular mass, will prevent it

from drying, &c. ; it will consequently assist in

most uses of medicine, surgery, and veterinary-

science, adding to any preparation with which it

is mixed the advantage of its lenitive, sedative

properties, softening the tissues, and preparing

them for the absorption of the medicinal sub-

stances to which it is united.
'

' Hut this is not the limit of its pharmaceu-

tical uses. Glvcerin dissolves the vegetable acids,

the deliquescent salts, the sulphates of potassa,

soda and copper, the nitrates of potassa and

silver, the alkaline chlorides, potassa, soda,

baryta, strontia, bromine, iodine, and even oxide

of lead. It dissolves or suspends the vegetable

alkaloids in the same manner as the aqueous

liquids, and at the same time the resulting

products may be used for the same purposes as

though mixed with oil. Thus the salts of mor-

phia dissolve in it completely, even cold, in aU pro-

portions. Sulphate of quinine, in the proportion of

one-tenth, dissolves in it when hot ; but when
cold, separates in clots, which, when triturated

with the supernatant liquid, give it the consist-

ence of a cerate, very useful for frictions and
embrocations. It is the same with the salts of

brucine, strychnine, veratrine, and nio.st prepa-
rations of the same order, whicli enables us to

consider that we have now, if not medicinal oils

with a vegetable alkaloid base, at least a series of

new preparations which will fufil a perfectly analo-

gous use in therapeutics."

The Author particularises the various affec-

tions of the ear, skin, and eye, in which
medical practitioners have extolled its virtues.

With reference to its uje as an excipicnt in the

place of lard, Mr Willmott very fairly admits

its inferiority. In fact, this has long been
proved. There is one use of glycerin that

must not be overlooked—that of its com-
bination with the iodide of iron, which it

ellectually preserves. So much has been
written on the subject of cod-liver oil, and its

therapeutic uses are so well understood, that we
deem it needless to quote from our Author on
this topic. His little book is a useful remem-
brancer.

Operative Surgery, adapted to the Living and
Dead Subject. By C. F. Maunder.

We hardly know better how to exemplify

the usefulness of a little treatise of this nature

than by extracting a portion of it. We will

thei-efore take the following paragraphs on a

very common disease

—

Ncevus.

"Treatment by ligature as already described

und';r article ' Ligature.'
'

' By pressure : a mode only to be adopted when
the aneurism by anastomosis lies over bone.

" By injection of some irritant fluid, as tincture

of iodine, or a solution of percliloride of iron : a

puncture sufficiently large to admit the nozzle of

a small syringe is made in the skin, and a quan-

tity of the fluid, from five to fifteen drops, in

proportion to the size of the tumour, is injected

after suhcutaneous incisi/>7i has been adopted. In-

flammation, followed either by obliteration and
absorption, or by suppuration and cicatrization, is

the result.
" By selon : one or more threads may be passed

through the tumour.
" By vaccination : applicable to very small ex-

amples of this disease.
'

' By subcitlanfous incision : the blade of a knifo,

or cutting needle, being passed in various direc-

tions, so as to break up or cut up the enlarged

vessels.
" By actual cautery : one or more wires being

passed through the tumour, and heated by elec-

tricity.

"By ligature of one or more arteries, or even a

main artery ; applicable to those cases in wliich

arteries enter largely into the formation of the

tumour, and perhaps previous to the free use of

needles at various points, or under circumstances

consequent on position, where the tumour cannot

be treated locally.
" By caustics : one of thtse agents being applied

to the surface, or introduced into the interior, on

a probe or needle.
" Jiy excisiott : the surgeon must cut wide of

the tumour, other^vise bleeding may be profuse.
'

' When this plan can be adopted, it should be

had recourse to, because, when the wound heals,

a linear cicatrix is the result ; but often, by other

means which destroy much skin, an ugly scar is

produced, and increases in size as the patient, if

a child, arrives at manhood.
"In all cases the surgeon should destroy as

little skin as possible, to avoid ugly scars and

deformities."

All the operations applicable to arteries,

the excision of bones, and minor surgery

generally, are thus tersely and lucidly ex-

plained ; and more we scarcely say in favour of

this little brochure.

We must add that the work is well supplied

with good illustrations.

Aspirations from the Inner and Spiritual Life,

aiming to reconcile Religion, Literature,

Science, Art, with Faith, and Hope, and
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Love, and Immortality. By Henry M'Cor-
mac, M.D.
That Dr M'Cormac exhibits a thoughtful,

tender, yet eccentric genius in this volume,
every reader of it must allow ; at the same
time the review of the book would be beyond
the province of a Medical journal.

A Neic and Rational Explanation of the

Diseases peculiar to Infants and Children,

ofe. By Thomas Ballard, AI.R.C.S.

Mr Ballard's leading notion is, that fruitless

sucking is the cause of most of the diseases of

the infantile state ; and though we cannot go
with Mr Ballard the full length of his views,

we are satisfied, nevertheless, that there is

much truth in them—truth not yet recognised.

He says :

"Perhaps the most common and familiar in-

stance of fruitless sucking, causing frequent

evacuations from the bowels in the young of the

human species, is that which occurs during the

first few days of extra-uterine life : every accou-

cheur and nurse knows, that for the first few days
in all cases, and for a longer period in many, the

infant's bowels are moved several times during the

day, and the evacuations are commonly gi-eeu.

This effect is attributed to a supposed purgative

property possessed by the colosti-um, or first milk,

that is secreted—a view not merely based on
popular opinion, but sanctioned by some of the

highest obstetrical authorities. I have made many
experiments in reference to this subject, and have
quite satisfied myself that this theory is unfounded,

and that the frequent stools of newly-boni infants

depend upon their sucking at the breast before

the milk is secreted in sufficient quantity to satisfy

their craving. If the breast of a woman recently

delivered be examined by means of an exhausted
glass, it will be found that no milk can be ob-

tained until the third day, and very little until

after then
;
yet both the nurse and mother will

l)e under the impression that the infant obtains

plenty when it sucks.
" Case 3.—A patient was delivered of her third

child early on Thursday morning ; the nurse per-

sisted that the child obtained plenty of milk in

the evening of that day ; the evidence being— that
she heard it swallow. I cuuld not obtain sufficient

for a microscopical examination until Sunday, and
the secretion was not freely established untU
Monday.
" I have repeated this examination, and have

never met with a less favourable result ; fre-

quently, especially in first confinements, a much
longer time has elapsed before the breast yielded
miUc, but in no cases have I found it earlier, and
I quote the above case because the woman has
always been a good nurse ; she is of mature age,

and in every respect healthy, therefore a good
average illustration of what usually occurs. I

have prevented infants from sucking nntil I could
obtain milk by means of the exhausted glass, and
then carefully watched their evacuation.s, and in
no case has there been any evidence of a purgative
effect."

Again :

"This sympathetic relation, then, displays
itself in young Infants most frequently by the
occurrence of erythema in connection with green-
stool diarrhoea, caused by fruitless sucking, which
symptoms, with the addition of the peculiar

affection of the mouth, constitute a disease almost
peculiar to sucking infants, the exact nature of

which I believe has not before been clearly de-

monstrated : I allude tc thrush or muguet. . . .

" The true nature of the disease 1 suppose to

be, that the delicate mucous membrane of the
mouth becomes inflamed, in consequence of ex-
cessive sucking, and that an inflammatory exuda-
tion results, which, from its situation, being warm
and moist, affords a veiy appropriate nidus for

the growth of the oidium which is found so uni-
versally growing under circumstances equally
favourable to its nature ; the accompanying en-
teric symiitoms coinciding with those I have
previously descriljcd as resulting from fruitless

sucking. The best confirmation I can adduce in
proof of the correctness of this opinion, is the
fact that in all instances where I nave been able
to make my views of the cause of the disease
understood, no case of thrush has occurred ; and
in addition to this, the relation of some cases

of winch I have notes, where I have successfully

treated the disease in accordance with them."

The Author points out a gi-eat defect in the

ordinary teats used for artificial sucking, viz.

that of collapsing when the child sucks—

a

defect we have also noticed, and when an
artificial teat has been applied to a flat broad
nipple to shield it, we have seen an infant

literally starved. We cannot transcribe the

entire list of ailments, both infantile and
maternal, which Mr Ballard attributes to this

cause ; for, having laid down his foundation,

he builds upon it a considerable superstructure.

We agree with him, however, that excoriated
nipple and mammary abscess are due to this

cause, with this qualification, however, that in-

effectual sucking rarely occurs unless the

nipple be imperfectly developed—a circum-
stance by no means infrequent among modern
mothers—or the skin exceedingly delicate.

Mr Ballard's book will repay perusal.

Letts's Appointment Diary
Is one of the best we have seen. It

provides space for the registering of appoint-

ments for every hour in every day of the

year. Its compass is so small, moreover,
that it can be carried conveniently in the

breast-pocket.

HOSPITAL REPORTS.

KING'S COLLEGE HOSPITAL.
OcTOBEK 21st.-—Removal of Seque.strum, and
Necuo.sed a.^jd C'.\iuous Bo.ne, extexding the
whole Shaft of Tibia—1iE.moval of Lower
Jaw—Tl'mouron Thigh.—Mr Bowman.

October 28th. — Lhhotomy.—Mr Fergusson.

Removal of Sequestrum, etc.

This patient, about eight years of age, a Welsh
boy, ceuld not speak a word of English. Had
been suffering from long-continued scrofulous

disease in the whole shaft of the tibia. Sinuses
existed along the length of its anterior aspect,

from above to below. Scquestnim stuck out for

about two inches at the superior sinus, and from
thence (and portions al.so above) lay embedded
along the whole shaft. Mr Bowman proposed, as

the best treatment, to separate it by detached
pieces, thus avoiding a large suppurating wound.
Such large wounds with superficial hard solid

bone upon their edges caused great irritation and
suffering. They were also most difficult to heal,

which occurring with great suppuration in an
attenuated, worn-out subject like this patient, was
particularly to be avoided. Mr Bowman first

dilated freely the lower sinus—gouged out a
large cavity at the extremity of the tibia. In
this part, amongst the cancellous structure, a large
quantity of pus had formed, which escaped. He
then removed the projecting piece of bone at the
upper sinus. With nippers be removed moi'e

necrosed bone, and enlarged the wound. Cold
di-essings were applied.

Removal of Lower .Jaw.

The patient was a young man about twenty-two
years of age. About ten years since he had
swelling of the gum, near the last molar tooth.
This having inci"eased, wa.s burnt away with acids
while in the country. He remained well until
about twelve months ago, when it rapidly in-

creased. It bec;amc imbedded in the alveolar

process and jaw-bone, which became flattened
and expanded by its continual pressure. It thus
buried itself in the bone, which became greatly
thickened and enlarged. Mr Bowman, after

sawing through the bone near to its symphysis,
dissected away the half of the bone, and re-

moved the ranms of the jaw at its condyloid
extremity. Cold dressings applied.

Re,moval of Tu.mour on Thigh.
This patient, a female, had a large tumour on

the anterior aspect of the right thigli. It had
been ten months growing. Mr Bowman thouj^it
it had ha<l a longer growtti. He saw it last

August for the first time. It was very obscure
in its character, and lay very deep amongst mus-
cles and large vessels—as malignant tumoui-s do
frequently. He diagnosed it to Ije of fibro-cystic
growth. It caused great pain. Nothing could
)>e decided until an exj)loratory operation was
made. A longitudinal incision about six inches

long was made, and tumour removed. It was no»
examined.

Lithotomy.
Mr Fergusson gave the history of this casa*.

He said
—

"This is a young man, come from the
country, wishing for rapid easement and relief

from this disease, having suffered for eighteeji

months or two years. The question in the case

was, lithotomy or lithotrity ? I told hira hie

was a fit case for lithotrity, which required a

long and patient proceeding. He preferred

the operation of lithotomy. I readily diagnosed

a moderate - sized stone, either mulberry or

lithic acid constituents. The sound, he said

(holding the stone to view), touches these littk

eminences distinctly in the bladder and tells

this. The operation which followed was a display

of art unrivalled in precision, promptness, and
celerity. Surgery is an art, as also is it a
science. It permits description, and gives a:sthe-

lical results. A small leatlier bag turned out four

or five instruments— a bone syringe, three forceps,

a sound, and a staff. The patient has been
sounded on the operating table by Mr Wood.
Mr Fergusson seats himself opposite the patient,

and takes from his pocket a clasp knife. He is

heard to say, "A little nearer the margin of the
table." The clasp knife by this time has passed
by a second cut into the staff at the membranous
part of the urethra. It only notches the margin
of the mucous membrane of the prostate, when it

is returned in its line of advance with a lateral

sweeji outwards. The index finger of the oper.v

tor's left hand being advanced in the line of

retreat of the blade of the knife, the forceps are

passed by guidance of this finger, the palmar
aspect of which reaches and lies upon the stone in

the bladder. The finger returned, a slight gush
occurs which the forceps instantly stops. Tli«

forcejis held with firm and precise grasp, the blades

being partially opened, are jerked with a semi-
rotary jerk, by which they clutch the stone, and
another semi-rotary movement brings the blados
containing the stone lo view. The whole opera?-

tion was done in thirty seconds. The syringe
throws up into the rectum one-third of a grain af
morphia, and the i)atient is in his bed again ia a
quarter of an hour after leaving it. However
much we may have failed to describe this operas

tion, we have a much more difficult task to record—
the simple yet graphic commentary of the opera-

tor. Mr Fergusson .said, in his luit/'and practical

manner, there was nothing to be noticed pa!>-

ticularly in this operation. "I performed the
lateral operation, I believe, as Cheseldeii did
it, in the usual way. The usual way is a figure

of speech, with but little meaning. I know
a very eminent surgeon who performed this

operation in his usual way. On being asked,

he forthwith described how he held the knife.

It proved, nevertheless, that he held it the contraiy
way. So that the usual way has much latitude in

practice." He further stated that tliis was tliie

first adult patient in whose case he had omitted
to fasten hands and feet together during the
operation. Under chloroform, this was not
required. l!y abandoning this ]iractiee, Mr
Fergusson said, we got rid of a cruel and objection-

able feature of the o]>eration. In the case of tlie

vigorous young man ha had just operated upoOi
he the more readily relinciuished it, seeing around
him stalwart young men ready to give aid if

necessary. Children can be held without this
barbarous treatment ; strong youths, perhaps,
require to be .so fastened. He then gave a lucid
rationah of the operation he had performed. He
remarked that the size of the forceps must be
judged by the operator ; that the finger, on
iutroduction, dilates the prostate, and also the
tissues. The tissues in some subjects are much
moi'c easily dilated than in others ; and while the
bladder is distended, the stone is readily seized.

To surely effect this part of the operation, the
beak of the forceps must be cautiously guided
into the margin of the prostate, or it may pas.s

into the subcellular tissue, and not reach tlie

bladder. When so dilated, and the bladder ie

distended, you seize the stunc easily, aided by tlie

finger, and the sudden jerk described above
briugs it into the grip ot the forceps. If the
water escapes, you tlieii adopt another mode :

you use the forceps as a sound, aud seize tlifi

stone on its flattened aspect ; whereas you seize

it on its wide axis if tlie bladder be distended.

The morphia is introduced per anum, to all.%y

irritatiou. The knife used on tliis occasion is a._
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study. It is about six inches in length, three-

quarters of an inch at its iioint, having a cutting

and rather boldly convex edge, sweeping gradually

until at its distal end it becomes slightly concave

to the handle, which is solid and substantial.

This is a powerful instrument for the size. Mr
Fergusson said, the linger should be made
familiar with the notch made in the margin of

the prostate ; he added, " 1 am so familiar with
this margin of the mucous membrane of the

prostate, that it is my sui'e guide in the

operation.

"

Eesection" of Knbe-joint.
A very interesting case of this operation was

intJ-oduced to the theatre. The young man had
been operated upon seven years since. It was a

perfectly-developed and strong limb ; but for

the scar no difference could be discovered. Mr
Fergusson related, that a surgeon was shown the

skeleton of a leg upon which resection had been
performed, and could not be convinced of the

feet, but insisted it was in its normal condition.

Dislocation of Cekvical VEnTEBK.E, and
FRACTtJItE of HUMERU.S.

—

Mk ErICHSEN.
Edmund Day, a butler, fell from a cab while

drunk, and was admitted to University College

Hospital on the 2nd of October, under the treat-

ment of Mr Erichsen, in a helpless state. The
stomach-pump was used, and lie rallied, and could

speak, but with difficulty. "When examined, a

oemminuted fractui-e of the loft elbow was
diagnosed.

Oct. 3rd.—Patient passed a bad night ; com-
plained of inability to move in bed, and great

pain in cervical region ; was unable to sit up in

bed, and when supported suifered much pain.

The neck was found much swollen and tender,

giving great pain when bent. Both lower ex-

tremities were paralysed, with partial auaisthesia

of both ; the arms were out of control by volun-

tary motion, but he could close the hands ; the

rertebrai of neck had an inclination to the left

side. No water has passed since admission, there-

fore it was drawn off by catheter ; during the day
, constant priapism sets in ; the body is much
'^j^mer than normal. — -'

6ct.-4th.— Priapism still eontiaues
;
pain and

jitiffness of MJCk_t'"' sa«ie-aryesterday
;

patient

takes his food tolersMy well ; urine removed night

and morning ; bowels relieved by injection.

5th.—Patient complains of great tightness, as

if of a coi-d across upper part of abdomen, but

the abdominal parietes arc quite relaxed ; sensa-

tion in lower limb somewhat improved
;
paralysis

same as before ; urine drawn off as .before

;

sphincters not relaxed ; heat of surface normal

;

passes wind freely ; complains of back being

tender, and is placed on spring bed.

8th.—Much the same as yesterday ; not so much
tightness, however. Priapism constant.

7th.—Priapism less constant ; has seminal

amission ; motions pass involuntarily ; urine

highly amraoniacal.

9th.—House-Surgcon called up during night

to draw off urine, which has the .smell of sulphu-

retted" hydrogen ; the other symptoms persist.

10th.—Complains of much tightness and pain

iu region of stomach, and of his hands and arms
feeling cold and numb ; his hands involuntarily

«loso when opened : after enema his bowels operate

involuntarily.

11th.—Had a little sleep duringnight, and feels

"better ;
yesterday he wandered in his mind at

times ; seminal emissions take place two or tliroe

times during twenty-four hours without the

patient's knowledge ; is less irritable than yester-

day, and pain in arm less intense : urine, wliich

is highly offensive, has to be drawn off three or

four times during the day.

12th.—Had a very bad night, wandering at

times ; urine drawn off during the night ; left

hand of a pallid white colour, perfectly cold, "but

when examined at later period was found burning

hot ; right hand tense and swollen, and marked
with erysipelatous blush ; abdomen tympanitic

;

flatus passes involuntarily, and in abundance

;

bowels acted semi-involuntarily, the patient being

partially conscious that something was passing

from him during the motion ; tightness and feeling

of fulness about chest and abdomen much the

samie as before.

13th.—Tightness about chest and abdomen be-

comes paroxysmal, n'ith feeling of suffocation,

felt most intense before emjitying the bladder,

-after which he felt relief. Complains of heavy

aching pains iu whole of left ai'ni during these at-

tacks, which are at intervals ; the heat of the
limb is more than normal ; has slept during day,

and altogether is more easy : towards evening had
violent convulsive motions in right arm.

14th.— Bowels opened during night involun-
tarily ; little sleep ; cries out from constant pain

;

has difficulty in swallowing ; takes little or no
nourishment ; breathing very irregular—as low as

.six respirations in a minute, or else gasping quickly.

Tongue dry and brown ; rhonchus on breathing
since middle of night.

15th.—Expired at one a.m. An hour and a

half before that event, his arms were so violently

thrown about that they had forcibly to be re-

strained, during which time he was unconscious.

16th.—Forty-eight hours after death, a post-

mortem gave the following : Skin ranging from fifth

cervical to last dorsal vertebra, much discoloured.

An incision was madealongtheline of the vertebra;,

from the surface down to the neural arches ; much
blood was effused iu the subcutaneous tissue, ex-

tending from the occiput to about half-way down
lifjainsnhim nucha:. The muscles were not injected,

but had a normal appearance ; the veins were full

of uncoagulable blood ; the vertebriE were then
removed from the axis to the seventh cervica

vertebra. On examination, the fifth and sixth

cervical vertebra; were found disunited by rupture

of their ligaments. At the same time, there was
found complete fi-acture across the right jjeduncle

of the transverse process of the fifth cervical

vertebra, allowing the process with the vertebral

foramen to move freely irrespective of the body
of the vertebra. On removing the neural arches

with the spinous processes of the vertebne, a great

quantity of extravasated blood was visible over

the whole length of the external surface ofthe dura
mater ; also, here and there, large clots of blood,

])articularly opposite the third and fourth, and
fifth and sixth cervical vertebne ; more at the side

and in front of the cord than at the posterior as-

pect. On cutting into the dura mater, and reflecting

it on either side, vessels over the pia mater were
seen gorged with blood, with patches, at intervals,

of eeoilymosis ; but no marked clots were visible.

WESTMINSTER HOSPITAL.
He.mipleoia of Left Side.

Eobert Mason, a'tat. twenty-five, admitted into

King "William Ward, Westminster Hospital, on
October 11th, 1860, under the care of Dr Basham.

- Enema terebinth. ; einpl. cantharid. nucha;

;

haust. senna; co., Sjss.

12th.^—Skin eool
;
perspiration profu.se. Bowels

relieved by enema; stools dark colour. XJriae

scanty, high-coloured. Pulse 80, of good strength.

Sleeps badly. Tongue protruded naturally. Com-
plains of loss of power on the left side of the body

;

no power in the left arm—sensation less than

natural, no reflex action. The leg can be slightly

extended and raised, but cannot be flexed. Light

diet ; beef-tea. Tries to whistle, but does so imper-

fectly ; the mouth is drawn very slightly to the

left side. 01. crotonis tiglii, ltt,vj. ;
extr.

colocyntliid., gr. viij. Complains of difficulty in

chewing food, which works out at corner of mouth.
Speech difficult ; twitching of mouth. Difficult

micturition, with straining on passing urine.

History.—On Sunday morning, awoke with desire

to stool ; found himself unable^to move left leg or

arm ; urine and fa;ces discharged involuntarily
;

mouth greatly drawn to the right side, and speech

thickened. The day before, had giddiness with pain

between the temples, which had existed for some
time before. The mouth is become less drawn
than on the day of attack. Bowels generally open
daily ; memory good ; vision weak from the ]ieriod

of childhood. Has two children, quite healthy.

13th.—Blister acted well; bowels not open;
urine scanty and tliick

;
pulse 81, good.

14th.—Haust. senna; co., gij.

15th.—Much the same, but mastication better.

Eepet. pil. hora somn. Kepet. haust. gjss. mane.

Blister I'cmains open, discharging freely. Bowels
moderately open ; urine free, less straining on

micturition
;
pulse good, quiet ; has more control

over left leg, can draw it up tolerably well ; arm
remains powerless ; no pain iu head ; whistles

clearer and more powerfully.

17th.—Skin natural, and also the scalp ; tongue
flabliy. Bowels open twice yesterday. Pulse 68,

moderate strength. Movements improving greatly.

Can got out and into bed with little exertion,

which he was, incapable of on admission. Can
raise and extend the left leg to some degree ; and

can raise and swing the arm slightly. Whistle-'
much more plainly; sleeps well ; appetite improves>
wants more to cat. Blistered surface discharges
moderately. Repet. pil. hor. somn. ; liaust.

sennse, Sj^^s. stalim.

27th.—Continued impWving since last i-epoH.
Bowels 0])en, but draught occasionally neces-
sary. Pulse reducing gradually to 64 ; its strength
greater. Mouth becoming natural, and whistles
.'dmost naturally. Has much more extensive
motions of leg and arm ; can move his fingers

about, and .squeeze a hand, which he could not do
until now. Bowels freely ojien three times to-day.

Face occasionally flushed, which is natural to

him.
On November 9th, he was discharged relieved,

the symptoms having favourably progressed from
the last date, bowels continuing, with assistance
of the pills, open every alternate day. Urine
rather scanty, but not difficult to pass it. Pulse
rising to 84, and stronger ; and so on, until it

became natural. Appetite good ; sleeps well. Has
less flushing ; aspect pale. Perspires freely at

night. Comj)lained of pain in the right knee, and
likewise in left .shoulder when the arm is hanging

;

more power is gained over the left arm when it

is raised by its own power without help, and
with assistance can be normally extended,
which it could not before. Power of left leg
returned slowlj'.

We are indebted for the above notes to Mr Mid-
dleton, House-Physician.

CLINICAL KF.PORTS OF CASES
fTCDER THE CARE OF MR BAKER BROWN, AT THE

LONDON SURGICAL HOME.

(Reported by Arthur B. Broimi, Clinical tflerk.)

PoLYi'us Recti.
Mrs R., a-t. fifty-nine, mother of three children.

C'atamenia ceased three years ago, after an attack

of variola ; ever since which she has been suffer-

ing from sujiposed uterine affection, and gone
through the usual treatment for fulne.ss oud en-

largement of that organ. Her bowels have been
seldom relieved except by medicine ; she has
been subject to j^iles, which sometimes bled : has

also had great irritability of stomach, requiring

spoon-diet for some time.

Exariiinatio per vayinam. — The uterus was
found perfectly healthy, and iu its normal position.

Oil examining the anus, the sphincter was found
to be so firmly constricted as to hardly admit the

finger. Immediately within its orifice was found

a bleeding jiile. On passing the finger two inches

up the rectum, a large polj-pus, the size of a
French bean, was discovered, with a thin pedicle

of about an inch long.

Treatment.—inn. 26tli, I860.—The pedicle was
tied with twine, and the jiolypus cut off. The
internal pile was tied, and the constricted sphinc-

ter freely divided on each side of the anus.

Oiled lint was then introduced within the

rectum, and an opiate given.

March 21st.—Discharged perfectly cured.

licmarks.—Mi- Brown observed to the Medical

visitors, on the Thursday preceding her discharge,

that this was a case of great interest in a prac-

tical point of view, the patient having laboured

under a supposed affection of the uterus, and
ha-\ang become emaciated from the constant irri-

tability of the stomach. The rectum had never
been examined, and, consequently, the polypus,

which was the real exciting cause of her illness,

Iiad never been ihscovered. The marked improTe-
ment in her general health, and the increase of

flesh consequent thereon, was most marked befote

she left the institution.

Fissure op the Eectuji—Supposed Disease
OF THE Uterus.

A. M. 0., a;tat. forty-two, admitted June 12th,

1860. Has been married twenty-six years, and
has had eleven children and ten miscarriages. The
last child was born two years ago : ever since she

has been ill ; has suffered much from heat, pain,

and bearin" down of womb. For the last sis or

seven months has been obliged to take large doses

of medicine before her bowels would act ; and
when they did so, the motions gave great pain.

She has been treated for inflammation of the

womb, but has never had the rectum examined.

Examination.— The womb was found quite

healthy ; in the rectum were two fissures, into

each of which dropped a small polyixiid botly.

Jmie 21st.—Mr Baker Brown removed Uie
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polypoid bodies, divided the tissures, and plugged

the rectum with oiled lint.

23id.—Oiled liut removed, and fciniple oil

applied by the finger to the cut surfaces.

24th.—A dose of castor-oil relieved the bowels,

•wliich acted with far more ease than for a long

time previously. She was ordered to take a dose

•( )t castor-oil every other morning, which w-as al-

ways followed by a. comfortable evacuation without

any pain.

July 11th.—Partsnearlyhealed ; caustic applied

t^ a small piece of excessive granulation.

2Sth.— Discharged perfectly cured.

Remarks.—This was another case wliere the

disease was attributed to the uterus, but where,

as has been showu, the real cause of her suffering

arose from the rectum.

(To be continued.)

OUR NOTE [BOOK.

MENORRHAGIA TREATED WITH CKEAM
OF TARTAR.

About twelve years ago, a writer in some of the

European journals spoke in high terms of the bi-

tartrate of potassa in the treatment of monor-
rhagia. This remedy in this affection has received

but little attention at the hands of the Profession,

and certainly has not secured professioual confi-

dence in its powers over this disease. In the ' St

Joseph .Journal of Medicine and Surgery ' for July,

Dr J. A. Chambers has an article ui>on the subject.

He says he has used the remedy for the last twelve

years,' in this disease, with greater success than

has followed any other remedy in menorrhagia.

He directs his patients to "take three teaspoon-

fuls of the medicine and put it iu a sufficient

cpiantity of l)oiling water to dissolve it, adding
sugar sufficient to make it palatable, to let it cool,

and drink the quantity in twenty-four hours
;

•when thai is gone, to use more iu the same way."—
' American Medical Monthly.'

CONSTIPATION TREATED WITH
COLCHICUM.

In the ' Journal of Materia Medica ' for July,

Dr Joseph Bates has an article upon colcliicum.

Among other affections in which he speaks well of

it, he mentions constipation, in which, ho says,

it has seldom disappointed him. "For constipa-

tion, I give eight dro[)s (of the tincture) evei-y four

hour!), and continue its use a few days, adding or

diminishing the dose as circumstances may indi-

cate."—'American Medical Monthly.'

LUPUS.
In the ' Boston Medical and Surgical Journal

'

for Julj' 5th, Dr J. C. White has an article upon
]apus, which sliows, on the part of the Author, a
thorough acquaintance with the subject. Upon
the treatment his remarks are full. We quote the
most important and more novel :

" But of all

remedies for lupus, the anhydrous or stick nitrate

of silver is incontestably the best, and the best iu

every case. It can be tnisted in the liaiid of any
one, however inexperienced hi the treatment of
the disease, and cannot possibly do harm, because
it is held in complete control, and because the
sound tissues are very little, if at all, affected by
its contact, while the iliseasod jjarts may be
thoroughly pierced and penetrated to tlieir very
bottom. It is not enough, however, as is often

done, to apply it to the surface merely, but a

sharply-pointed stick of the material, .set firmly

in a quill, must be taken, and thrast boldly down
to the limits of its penetration. In the beginning
of the treatment it is well to apply the caustic

thus several times, at intervals of three or four

days, till we obtain a smooth, even, suppurating
stmace. Arrived at this point, the process must
be repeated twice a week, after which once will

be sunicient. The scars which result from this

treatment are the fairest and finest of scars."

Dr AVhite does not claim this as an original

plan with himself. It was perhaps first put in

practice by Prof. Hebra, but he thinks it is too
little known and practised.—'American Medical
Monthly.'

COFFEE IN DELIRIUM TREMENS.
Before the Boston Society for Medical Improve-

ment, as per report in the ' Boston Medical and
Surgical Journal' for June 28, the subject of
dehrium tremens was up for discussion. In the
expressed opinions of meml^ers present, there
seemed to be a lack of coufidenco in the remedial

influeuco of opium. " Dr Minot asked if any
gentleman had tried strong coffee in the treatment
of this lUsease ? A former house-pupil at the

Hospital, who had seen much of the disease, had
great faith in its efficacy, as had also the nurse
who took charge of the delirium tremens patients.

It is given in tlie quantity of two quarts in twenty-
four hours." . . .

" Dr 0. E. Ware had given
strong coffee to a patient iu the Hospital lately,

with apparent good effects."
—

' American Medical
Monthly.

'

BISMUTH IN THE TREATMENT OF
BURNS.

In the ' N. A. Medico-Chirurgical Review ' for

July, Prof. T. G. Richardson has an article ou the

treatment of burns and scalds with the .subuitnite

of bismuth. He says he has previously been in

the habit of using the white-lead and linseed-oil,

as first recommended by Prof. S. D. Gross.

Though he considers this treatment with lead

superior to all other applications previously re-

commended, he say.s, "lam now convinced by
ample experience that the bismutli is better." . . .

'

' I was induced to give it a trial from a considera-

tion of its well-known effect iu calming irritation,

and even actual indamiuation occurring iu mucous
membranes, the condition of these structures

under such circumstances bearing a A'cry close

analogy to that of the skin after a burn of the

first or second degree. When I first began its

use, I combined it with linseed-oil in such pro-

portions as to form a consistent paint, but subse-

quently substituted glycerine for the oil, and 1 am
now inclined to think that the combination can
never he surpassed, since by it every local indica-

tion is fully met. To prepare it, it is only neces-

sary to rub the bismuth in a mortar with a suf-

ficieut amount of glycerine to form a paste orthick
l)aint, which should be applied to the affected

surface by means of a camel' s-hair pencil, or a mop
made of .soft linen." . . .

" In burns of the first

degree, one such apjjlication will often suffice
;

but in those of the second degree, it may be ne-

cessary to repeat it, in part at last, from day to

day, iu consequence of its disturbance and the

wetting of the cotton by the subjacent discharges."

We have neglected to mention that, after the

application of the bismuth and glycerine. Prof.

Richardson advises that the parts be covered
"with a sheet of clean carded cotton, or a layer

of cotton batting, which may be coufined, if neces-
sary, by a thin bandage lightly applied." He
say.s, "The carded cotton or cotton batting I

look upon as a most valuable adjuvant, and is

superior to anything with which I am acquainted
for warding off pressure."

Dr W. C. Nichols, House-Surgeon of the Charity
Hospital, New Orleans, upon the recommendation
of Dr Richardson, has put the bismuth and
glycerine to the test of experience, and freely ac-

cords to it all the praise which Prof. Richardson
bestows upon it."— ' American Medical Monthly.'

THE OIL-WELLS OF PENNSYLVANIA.
The oil is found in Penn.sylvaTiia, Western Vir-

ginia, Ohio, New York, Canada, .and other places.

The wells yield, by pumping, from ten to twenty-
five barrels per day of the cnide oil. The yield of
the refined article of the Pennsylvania oU is about
85 per cent, of the whole. One well gave ten
barrels a day of pure oil, which was barrelled and
sent to market as it came out of the ground. The
ownier was not satisfied, and deepened his well,

and in eighteen hours 110 barrels were collected
from it—but this proved to be very impure. The
crude oil burns dimly, and is a very good lubri-

cator, and when refined has less smoke and less

odour than any other oil, and is not explosive,
while its illuminating power is equal to the best
co.il oil. In Illinois the oils occur in a limestone,
and the loss by distillation is about one half.

These oils everywhere occur, for the most part,

about one geological level. The oil seems to

have distilled from the carbonaceous deposit below,
and it may be the product of animal as well as
vegetable remains. Professor Pugh states that
the petroleum Ls used with great success by the
students in the institiition to which he belongs,
and they find it to bum better and to be generally
superior to the common oil. Professor Whitney
thinks it likely that these oils are of animal
origin, as no vegetable had been discovered in the
Hudson river formation from which also oils have
been obtained.— ' Chem. N«wa.'

LINEAR CRUSHING, AND ITS APPLICA
TION TO THE TREATMENT OF H^MOE.-
RHOIDS.
The interesting wards of M. Chassaignac pre-

sent a peculiar attraction to the numerous prac
titioners who visit them, with a desire of becoming
initiated into the operative methods and pro-
cedures to which the name of the Professor will

remain attached ; and to those who, like om'selves',

have long been convinced of the advantages de-
rivable from linear crushing and the drainage of
abscesses, it is equally interesting to watcfeiheso
surgical innovations in their progress, S,nd to

witness the modifications wliich must naturally
flow from daily experience.

At his weekly conference of September 24th,

M. Chassaignac produced four patients whom he
operated on with the ecraseur.

The first bore an enormous lipoma upon the
right shoulder. A portion of skin^ was removed
with the eeraseur from the lower pai't of the
tumour, and through this aperture, which might,
iu its widest diameter, measure four inches, the
surgeon endeavoured to press out the lipomatous
growth. By using a certain amount of violence,

the operator would assuredly have succeeded in
his object ; but being more anxious for a safe than
for a brUliaiit performance, he proceededjwith much
caution. He stated that experience teaches that
if, after dividing the skin, enucleation is accom-
plished with too much force, the imprudent ma-
nipulation of the tumour imperils the ultimate
advantageous results of the procedure. The mass
should be carefully detached with the fingers,

slowly drawn out, and divided into fragments
with the chain-saw ; its attachments to neighbour-
ing structures must be severed in a like manner

;

the knife and scissors may, if necessary, be re-

sorted to, but the chain-saw is preferable, as it

prevents subsequent hajinorrhagc, the fatal con-
sequences of which are but too well known. In
the present case, the woimd was closed at its

middle with one ligature, and the parts were
dressed by the method of occlusion.

Tliis application of linear crushing must be
confessed to be peculiarly unattractive ; it is

laborious, complicated, protracted, and for the
brilliancy of the operation can sustain no com-
parison whatever with the rapid method of enu-
cleation denomiuated by M. Jobert de Laniballe, re-
moval by transfixion (ablation par embrochement).
The important point, however, is to ascertain it its

results are more advantageous. M. Chassai^'nac's
operation is clearly preferable to tlie section with the
knife, inasmuch as it preserv-es the patient from the
chances of secondary haimorrhage, and lessens the
perils of traumatic fever ; but in order to secure these
benefits and its superiority over the usual metho<l,
the precautions indicated above must be carefully
attended to. M. Chassaimac further acknowledges,
witli bis usual candour, tliat with regard to the ex-
cision of large subcutaneous growths— such as lipo-

ma.s, tumours of the breast, &c.— linear crushing
has not yet given sufficient proofs of its definitive

value.

It is not so for cancer of the tongue or penis, for
erectile tumours, hypertrophy of the cervix uteri, or
hemorrhoidal growths. In these affections, the
icraaair is, unquestionably, a most efficient instru-
ment, and none but those who have adopted fore-
gone conclusions against .ill innovation can shut
their eyes to tlie great advantages of this method.
Among the patients produced in the operatuig

theatre we noticed a man who had long suffered
from a hiemorrhoidal excrescence, which kept up a
permanent catarrhal condition of the rectum, and a
mucous and semi-sauguuiolent diarrlieic discharge.
Frequent successive attacks of hieniorrhage had
brought on anemic discolom-ation of tlie tissue.s, and
the subject was gi-aduaUy losing streiigtli aud flesh.

An operation was requisite, which M. Chassaignac
performed, adopting, however, a modification of the
usual procedure, which it is useful to descrilje, inas-
much as it meets very serious objections urged by an
eminent Professor against the destruction of piles by
linear crushing. M. Nelaton stated during the
present year, at one of his lectures, that he had seen
patients who had been relieved by the ecraseur from
the presence of very inconvenient InenioiThoidal
tumours, but who, several months after tlic opera-
tion, experienced such extreme difficulty in defeca-
tion, that the strictm'e of tlie anus, resulting from
the procedure, caused tlieiu to regret their former
malady. This disadvantage, which is fortunately of
rare occurrence, is, however, but too true, and con-
veys a lesson by which M. Chassaignac has profited.

When crushing was first resorted to for the excision
of piles, M. Chassaignac was in the halnt of remov-
ing tlie entire tumour, and adopted the same plan
for those hceniorrhoitls which, seated at the margin
of the anus, are i)artially covered with skin, 'fha
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•xcision of this portion of their cutaneous envelope
gave rise to the formation of an extremely retractile

cicatrix, wliich readily degenerated into progressively
increasing coarctation. This unpleasant result is

henceforward ]iot to be feared ; M. Chassaignac now
removes circularly but the hajmorrhoidal apex, a
firocedure sufficient to secure a satisfactory issue. It
las also been asserted, with truth, that here the
Icrvseur gives no security against primary hienior-
rhage. One of M. Chassaignac's patients died from
this cause ; but it should be observed that the spleen
of this man weighed no less than thirty-two pounds,
a circumstance which doubtless should have been
ascertained by previous examination, but which is

certainly very unusual. It may further be inquired
if, in the schedule of all methods, some such cata-
strophe is not occasionally to be found registered.
For our own part, we have witnessed very many
opei-ations with M. Chassaignac's instrament, and
with the exco]ition of a few drops of blood oozing
from the sjiots in which the hooks were fixed, we
have in general seen scarcely any ha-monhage what-
ever.

Phymosis is also a condition for wliich the ecraseur
is appropriate. A young man, presenting this de-
fomiity, was operated on with this instrument with
remarkable precision an<l dexterity. Aniestlietic
sleep having been induced, and that degree of in-
sensibility existing which M. Chassaignac denomi-
nates tolerance, the operator inserted into the pre-
puce the common dressing-case forceps, and its

parted blades allowed of the thumb being placed in
front of the glans, as a guide to a trochar, with
which the part was perforated. The canula of the
trochar was left »'« situ, and the chain-saw divided
the prepuce between it and the glans penis. Not a
single drop of blood escaped during this rapid
section. The skin and the mucous membrane were
then united with a few silver wires, a useful
American iinportation.

M. Chassaignac's last patient was a tiler, who pre-
sented in front of each patella a hard mass, of the
shape of a large flat pebble. These tumours, per-
haps resulting from protracted pressure—a circum-
stance to which the man was much exposed from the
nature of his craft—belonged to the class of enchon-
dronia. M. (Chassaignac opined that, in a region
where the most unimportant operations may give
rise to dangerous suppuration, it was highly desirable
to resort to the procedures which expose the least to
traumatic perils. He therefore performed with the
knife a vertical section of the integument, and en-
deavoured to enucleate the growths with the ecncseiir;
they were fotnul, however, so firndy connected by
fibrous adhesions with the subjacent structures that
complete extirpation could not be effected. We
shall watch the progress of this patient, and refer to
his case if necessary. In another article we shall
examine some of the applications of drainage to
surgical di,sease.'—'Journal of Pi-actical Medicine and
Surgery.'

Butfjis, |«an(ageis, antt Otatfjs.

BIRTHS.
Gell.—October 19, at Carr hill, Gatesliead-on-

Tyne, the wife of Alfred Scott Gell, Esq.,
M. B.C. S. Eng., of a daughter.

Maundek.—November 5, at New Broad street,
the wife of C. F. Maunder, F.R.C.S., of a sou.

PUGH.— October 19, at Pwllheli, Carnarvonshire,
North Wales, the wife of Hugh Lewis Pugh,
M.R.C.S., of a sou.

RouTH.—November i, at Montague square, the
wife of C. H. F. Routh, M.D., of a daughter.

MARRIAGE.
CoMPTO.v—Pioot,'.—November 1, at Christchurch,

Paddington, Captain D'Oyly Trevor Conipton,
Bombay Army, to Clara Elizabeth, widow of
the late W. H. Pigou, Esq., Surgeon on the
Bombay Establishment.

DEATHS.
BuiST.—Dr Buist, of Bombay, of dysentery.
Duncan.— October 17, at Richmond, Surrey,

the wife of Thomas Duncan, M.D., of a son.
Mault.—At sea, off Pernanibuco, on board the

ship 'Antipodes,' Samuel Mault, late of Fenny
Stratford, Buckinghamshire, M.D. St Andrews,
L.R.C.S. Edin., aged 35.

Mykus.— October 26, at Prospect ))lace. Deal,
George livers, late of Sandwich, Kent,
M.R.C.S. Eng., L.S.A. Eoud., aged 53.

Priijuam.— October 30, at the Crescent, Taunton,
Somersetshire, Edward Parker Pridliani, for-
merly of Exeter, M.R.C.S. Eng., aged 70.

Solly.—September 18, the wife of Edward Solly,
Esq., F.R.S., of a daughter.

Taylor.—October 30, at Taraworth, Joseph
Taylor, Esq., M.R.C.S., late of Appleby, Lei-
cestershire, in his 70th year.

WiLDEY.— October 31, at Marine terrace, South-
sea, Hants, Wm. "Wallace Wildey, of Cosham,
Portsmouth, M.D. St Andrews, M.R.C.S.
Eng., L.S.A. Lend., Surgeon R.N. (.seniority,
January 14, 1857), late Assistant - Surgeon
Royal Marines, aged 38.

Wills.—October 30, at Upper Islington, Eliza-
beth Archer Wills, relict of the late William
WilLs, L.S.A., in her 69th year.

MEDICAL NEWS.

GLYCERINE IN AFFECTIONS OF THE
EYE.

M. Foucher, Surgeon to the Neekar Hospital,
makes great use of this sub-stance, whether applied
alone or as an excipient for more powerful agents.
Employed alone, it is very useful applied four or
five times a day to the edge of the eyelids, in order
to prevent the fonnation of crusts,—M. Foucher
attaching great importance to keeping these parts
perfectly clean. He also has it rubbed into the
outer surface of the eyelids, in order to maintain
their suppleness

; and he applies a layer to the inner
surface, after he has pencilled this with the nitrate
of silver and neutralised the caustic by a saline wash.
The following are his usual formula; in the proper-
tions for 30 parts of glycerine each : 2 to 4 parts of
borax

; 1 to 3 of sulphate of zinc ; 1 to 4 of sulphate
of copper ; 4 to 8 of tincture of iodine ; 1 to 4 of
perchloride of iron ; 2 to 4 of tannin ; 2 to 4 of
calomel

; or 2 to 4 of opium wine. In simple
mucous or catarrhal conjunctivitis, the zinc or
tannin formula is very useful, being often substi-
tuted for one of nitrate of silver ; and, when there is

abundance of mucus secreted, the inflammation not
being intense, the borax collyrimn is very useful. In
ciliary blepharitis, as in all the inflammations of the
free edge of the eyelid, the calomel or iodine coUy-
rium should be preferred. It is in these cases that
the glycerine proves so useful in preventing the for-
mation of palpebral crusts. In superficial ulcer of the
cornea, the corneitis being already somewhat subdued,
the tannin collyrium is indicated ; while when the
photophobia is very intense, the laudanum colly-
num usually relieves it. Vascular keratitis may be
treated either with the tannin or perchloride of iron
collyrium

; but M. Foucher is not so strong an ad-
vocate of this last preparation as are some other
Surgeons. In granular conjunctivitis, the copper
collyrium may be advantageously substituted for
the solid sulphate, and it causes less pain.—' Moni-
tenrdes Sciences Mtd.,' No. 91, and 'Medical Times
and Gazette.

Apothecaries' Hall.—Names of gentlemen
who passed their examination in the science and
practice of Medicine, and received certificates to
Iiractise, on Thursday, November 1 :—Rob»rt
Henry Spencer Carpenter, Durham ; Charles C.
Mitchiuson, Royal Lancashire Artillery Militia

;

Frederick John Sutton, llininster, Somerset.
Api'Ointment.—Mr Francis J. Bailey has been

elected Honorary Surgwen to the Liverpool School
for Die Deaf and Dumb, in the place of James B.
Nottago, Esq., resigned.
Dr FoRBE-sW^iNSLowhasbeen elected President

of the Medical Literary Society of London.
Royal Institution.—The resignation (on

account of ill-health) of the Rev. John Barlow,
honorary secretary for eighteen years, was
announced at the general monthly meeting held
on the 5th iust., and was received by the
members with sincere regret.

Epidemiological Society.—At the opening
meeting of the eleventh Session of this Society,
held on Monday last, Dr Babington, the presi-
dent, delivered the introductory address, in which,
after alluding to the loss which the Society and
the public had sustained in the death of Mr Alex-
ander, C.B., Director-General of the Anny and
Ordnance Medical Department, and of the
lamented Dr Addison, he proceeded to a general
review of the main epidemics that had prevailed
in various parts of the world during the past
year.—Dr McWilliam then read a paper, by Pro-
fessor Simpson, of Edinburgh, entitled, "Notices
of the Appearance of Syphilis in Scotland during
the latter years of the Fifteenth Centuiy." An
abstract of this most learned and interesting
paper will appear in an early number of this
journal.

University College, London.—The Council
held their first Session for this current academical
year on Saturday last, Mr Grotc, F.R.S., Trea-
surer, in the chair. The Professorship of Botany,
vacated at the close of the last session by the re-

tirement of Dr Lindley, was filled up by the
appointment of Mr Daniel Oliver, jun., F.L.S..
Librarian to the Royal Gardens, Kew. The
Longridge Prize of £40, for general proficiency in
Medicine and Surgery, was awarded to Mr Wm.
John Smith

; and the Listen Gold Medal, for
reports and obsei-vations on the Surgical cases in
the Hospital, to Mr William Hickman.

Sir Hans Sloane was the first Physician in
this counti-y who received the title of Baronet,
the highest title to which his successors have ever
yet arrived in England. Sloane was very rich

;

he was Lord of the Manor of Chelsea.
Specialties in the University of Bolocna.

^A Chair for the clinical teacliing of Venereal
and Cutaneous Diseases has been established in
the University of Bologna ; and Dr fiamberini,
well known both at home and abioad for liig

writings on Syphilis, has been appointed its first
Professor.

SurpEES.sioN of the Savoyard University
Schools.—A decree, published in the ' Moniteur,'
sui)presses the University Schools of Theology,
Law, Medicine, and Pharmacy, established at
Chambery, Nice, Annecy, St Jean-de-Maurienue,
Moutiers, Bonneville, and Tlionon, declaring that
diplomas of Doctor in Jledieine and Phannacy,
obtained at Sardinian Universities prior to
Jamiaiy, 1861, by persons natives of Sardinia,

—

and hencefortli by annexation Frenchmen,— will
be considered as equivalent to French diplomas.
The Midland Medical Society. — This

Society, we are glad to hear, has been reorganised
under the Presidency of Dr Fleming, with tlie
view of affording to the Profession in the Midland
district the means of contributing to the advance
of the science of Medicine, and, what is much.
needed, an opportunity of free access to its
literature. Already a lai-ge library of books and
periodicals is in use. The reading-room is open
daily. Sleetings are held twice a month in Bir-
mingham (from October to May inclusive) for the
reading of scientific papers, and the relation of
instructive and important cases. The .subscrip-
ticjii is one guinea per annum.
The Hottentot Veni's.—The peculiar virtues

of the Hottentot Venus of past notoriety have
ai'ain been discussed and dissected by Dr Lambl,
wlio has discovered an anomalous condition of the
lumbar vertebite in her kind, whereby the p»s-
terior protuberances are explained. This dis-
covery, however, is stated by others to be imagina-
tive

; and the old opinion, "therefore, .still holds
firm, viz., that the aforesaid protuberances are
fatty masses—pure and simjile. The objectors'
position is maintained (in part) by reference to
" two female Bosjesinans, wlio, thirty years ago,
were offered for sale in Paris by English sjieciUa-
tors on the strength of their portrait," which
was subjected to the attention of any Parisian
Bariium.

Sisters of Mercy in Edinburgh.-A large
house is building in one of the new streets at
Lawriston for a number of Sisters of Mercy, at a
cost of about 50007.

Cholera in India.— Letters from India
inform u^' that the cholera has made its appear-
ance at Lucknow amongst H.M. 2ud Dragoon
Guards, and that several cases have tenuiuated
fatally. Large numbers of natives have also
died.

A Gallant Hospital Apprentice before
the Taku Forts.—Here Lieutenant Gye, of
Milward's Battery, a most promising voung
officer, sou of the director of the Royal Ualiau
Opera, was shot through the thigh. A guimer
was wounded almost at the same moment A.
lad of fifteen, on the Indian Medical Establish-
ment, a soldiers son, and Fitzgibbon by name,
was on the field as Hospital apprentice, attached
to the 67th. AVithout a moment's hesitation he
rushed to the artilleryman and dressed his
wounds under a tremendous fire. In so doing he
was shot in the arm ; but the bullet has been
extracted, and the wound is healing. A more
gallant lad never lived. His character is

excellent, and he well deserves some promotion.
Hospitals of Garibaldi.— I have been making,

the round of the principal hospitals of the city to
day— that is to say, of the SS. Apostoli, the Incu-
rabili, the Trinita, and the S. Sebastiaiio, and wher-
ever 1 made the inquiry I found the same complaints
made of theft, wholesale and retail. In one hos-
pital, particularly, the governor said to me, "I lose
my head, sir ; I liave found the hospital attendants
going off with two or three shirts on, with sheets
rolled round their bodies. Last night we found one

I
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man going off with three military caps. Bread,

wjne, meat—everything is stolen ; the very soup,

after it iJ taken from the kitchen, is watered by the

way, a portion of the good soup having been abs-

tracted. Even the drugs are adulterated, and a com-
mission appointed at my instance to examine them
found the (luinine had been mixed, and to this I

attribute the loss of two of the fever p.itients. Three
men are in the forts, under accusation ;

forty-eight

I tttmed off yesterday. Yet the Intendente-General
continues to send men who are only fit for the

f
alleys, and whose great object is plunder. Do you
now, sir, that, according to the accounts which

have been made up, it has cost this month a piastre

a day for each man (a piastre being a fraction less

than 4s.)?" The Governor told me~and I fully

acquiesce in what he said—that the only plan to be
adopted was to sweep off the present staff, and in-

troduce as much of the northern element as possible.

Tbe Piedmontese and Milanese hospital attendants
are admirable, though their niimber is insufficient.

It occurs to me, however, that much more might be
done with what materials are at hand ; and, in the
hope that the suggestion may meet the eye of some
who are interested in the hospitals of Garibaldi, I

urould propose that an inspector, a Piedmontese, be
chosen from these men to watch over the organi-
zation of matters in every ward. Unless thii be
done, I am persuaded that the same system of plunder
will be continued, and the same disorder and filth.

The Dictator visited the S. ApostoU last week, and
honourable mention is made of it in a letter written
by him and published in the official journal. Though
better than the others, it is by no means free from
the evils of which I speak. That of S. Seba.stiano,

which I have Jmore frequently visited than the
others, and where our countrymen are tjuartered in

Naples, is more open to complaint ; but it cannot be

i'udged by the same standard, as it is an impnivisi
lospital, and everything ha.s to be arranged.—Naples
Corresfwndent of the 'Times,' Nov. 2nd.

Belfast Br.^n'ch of the Medical Benevo-
lent Fund Society of Irel.\nd.—Th» usual

quarterly meeting of tlie Belfast branch of the

above most praiseworthy and excellent society wa-s

held on the 5th inst. in the Library lioom of the

BelCast Medical Society—the chair being filled by
Dr Patterson, in the unavoidable absence of Dr
T. H. Purdon, the permanent President. A report

was made by Dr Stewart, the secretary, of the

several sums distributed to this branch by the

Parent Society, at its last annual meeting, which
were very liberal, considering the limited resources

at command, coupled with the uuhappily large

number of pensioner.< on its bounty. The nobility

and gentry, if not the public: generally, who owe
so much to tlie Medical Profession, are naturally

looked to for more generous aid than hitherto they
have afforded to a society which has been effecting

so much good, even crippled as it is in its means
;

but it is to be lioped that the bright example set

by the reigning monarch in increasing the funds of

the society will bo extensively followed by her
wealthy and exalted lieges, whose privilege it

should be to aid in the helping forward of so righ-

teous a cause as this society is the representative

of. The members of the Profession itself should,

at the .same time, do its duty irrespective of ex-

tern aid, no matter how well deserved, and put
their own shoulder to the work unitedly and
effectively, so as to make the lot of their less for-

tunate brethren more bearable, and their own all

the happier and more prosperous by thus acting on
their behalf. Arrangements having been made for

the ensuing annual meeting of sub.scribcrs, and
some other routine business transacted, the meet-
ing .separated.

APPOINT.MENTS FOR THE WEEK.
Wed)if.sday, Novmbcr 14.

Qperatiom at Middlesex Hospital, 1 p.m. ; St
Mar)-'» Hospital, 1 n.m. ; Univi'mity College Hos-
pital, 2 p.m. ; Koyal Orthop^ilic Hospital, 2 p.m.

HuNTEBiAN Society.— Council .Meeting, 7J p.m.

—

Mr Solly, " On a Case of Farcy," 8 p.m.
North London Medical Society.—Dr Part, "On

a Case of Poisoning by Strychnia, in which Treat-
ment was Successful," 8 p.m.

Thursday, Xovfmhrr 15.

Operations at St George's Ho.<pital, 1 p.m. ;

Central I»ndon Ophthalmic Hospital, 1 p.m.
;

Iiondon Hospital, IJ p.m. ; Great Northern
Hospital, King's Cross, 2 p.m.

London Surgical Home.—2 p.m.
Harveian Society. -Di.scussion of Clinical Cases,
by l)T Pollock and Mr Weeden Cooke, 8 p.m.

Friday, Novtmbrr 18.
Operatiom at Westminster Ophthalmic Hospital,

I) p.m.

Western Medical and Surgical Society of
London.— Practical Evening for the Narration of

Cases and Exhibition of Specimens.—Dr Fincham,
"On a Case of Renal Abscess, accompanied by
some Anomalous Nervous Symptoms."—Mr Leg-
gatt, ''On a Case of Acute Glossitis." 8 p.m.

Saturday, November 17.

Operations at St Thomas's Hospital, 1 p.m. ; St
Bartholomew's Hospital, IJ p.m. ; King's College
Hospital, 1^ p.m. ; Charing Cross Hospital, 2 p.m.

Moniay, November 19.

Operations at the Royal Free Hospital, 2 p.m.
;

Metropolitan Free Hospital, 2 p.m.
Royal Institution.—2 p.m.
National Hospital for the Paralysed and

Epileptic.—Clinical Lecture on "Epilepsy and
Paralysis," by Dr Brown-Sequartl, 4 p.m.

MaDiCAL Society of London.—8J p.m.

Tuesday, November 20.

Operations at Guy's Hospital, I.J p.m. ; Westmin-
ster Hospital, 2 p.m.

BOOKS RECEIVED FOR REVIEW.
On Syphilitic Diseases. By Langston Parker, F.R.

C.S. Fourth Edition. London : John Churchill.

On Surgery. By Wm. Pirrie, F.R.S.E. Second
Edition. London ; John Churchill.

Strychnine and Nicotine. By the Rev. Samuel
Haughton, M.A.

NOTICES TO COEEESPONDENTS.

Mr B. Johnson. — 1st. The New Edition of the
' Medical Directory ' will contain all the inftrma-
tion you require.

Medicus.—We believe that all the vegetable para-
sites are identical,— at any rate, no impoitant
difference has yet been established between them.
Tlie difference in the morbid states may be ac-

counted for by the dift'erent sites ami .structures

implicated in the affection. The best treatment
is to improve the health, and kill the parasite.

The books give the necessary inlonnation on these
points.

J. H. B.—CerUinly.
An Old Subscriber.—You have no redress under

the circumstances. Your only course is to dissolve
the partnership. If your partner decline to buy
your share, you can sell it to a stranger, whom he
cannot refuse to accept.

Omega.—The Report of the Inquest has been re-

ceived.

Mr C.—The letter on the Lunacy Act, and the duties

of Poor-law Surgeons with reference thereto, re-

ceived.

ISLINGTONIENSIS.—The handbill is a very disreput-
able document ; but if the author has no respect
for the opinion of his neighbours, he will not have
much for ours.

Mr Gill.—Forwarded.
Mr B. Jones.—It shall be attende<l to.

Mr J. H. Smith.—You should communicate with
the Eilitors of the ' Directory,' stating qualifica-

tions and amwintments.
A Lover of Fact says that in a short leader in the

' Medical Times and Gazette,' it is stated that a
paper was read at the Epidemiological Society,

"On the Introduction of Syphilis into Scotland,

by Professor Simpson," and, ad<ling that as he was
not aware that Scotland was exempt from syphilis

until the last quarter of the century, wLslies to

know if it l)e really a fact that Professor Simpson
deserves the reproach of having introduced sy-

philis into Scotland,— and was it done by syphili-

zation, or how?— If our correspondent read the
article a second time, he will see that there is a
false construction in the article, which has led to

the false construction,of our correspondent. The
writer meant to say that the paper was read by
Profes.sor Simpson. The best writers blumler
sometimes,—why not, therefore, our contemporary ?

Pinouis.— 1st* No.— 2nd. We cannot advise.

Mr Peter B.— Certainly.

Mr Walker. -Received.
D. R. wishes to know which is tlie best of the
numerous respirators invented? Perhaps one. of
our readers will he able to supply the information.

A Constant Reader (Bath).— The Preliminary
Examination at Apothecaries Hall is compulsory
on all candidates who commenced their apprentice-
ship on arul after the \st of August, 1858. It

embraces classics and mathematics. The subjects

of examination are announced three months before

each examination. We are, therefore, unable to
specify beforehand the s^jecial subject of the
examination.

Dr Stewart.— Received.
L.R.C.P.—Our opinion is that a Licentiate of a

College of Physicians is justified by use and
custom in using the title of " Doctor." It is not
likely that the proposed New Charter of the
College of Physicians will prohibit the use of
the title. Such an assumption would be ultra
viret.

PULVIS JACOBI r£R., NEWBEEY'S.

To the Medical ProfeJJion of Great Britain

and Ireland,

^ENTLEMEN,—We beg to call

your attention to the following extraft

from a Paper by the late John Cheyne, M.D.,
F.R.S.E., M.R.I.A., PhyficiHii to the Havd-
wicke Fever Hofpital, Dublin j and Phyfician-

Geneial to His late Majefty's Forces in Ireland,

&c., &c., contained " ;« the Dublin Hofpital

Reports,''' njol. I., p. 320.
" The following very finiple method of

"exhibiting JAMES'S POWDER, in cafes

" of undue determination of blood to ihe head,
" is that which I have generally purlucd. The
" patient is made to begin with a very moderate
" dole, not more than two grains at bedtime,
" and to increafe the dofe by half-a-grain every
" night, until fome senfible effeft is produced
"upon the ftomach, bowels, or (kin. Should
" the ftomach be affefled with ficknefs, the dofe
" muft be lefTened, by one grain on the following

"night. By the addition of a little rhubarb
"to it, a larger quantity of JAMES'S
"POWDER may be adminiftered than the
" flomach could otherwife bear. If the fkin

"is foftened, or the bowels affciled, the dofe
" should not further be increafed, burt it muft be
" repeated every night for a confideable length
" of time : in several instances I have known
" eighteen or twenty grains taken for a confi-

"derable period without any inconvenience."

To lecure the difpenfing of the original pre-

paration, which, for 114 years, has been fold by
the house of Newbery and Sons, in St. Paul's

Churc'iyard, it is neceffary to prefcribe it as

"PuLvis Jacobi Ver., Newbery's," other-

wife another article (wanting in the beft pro-

perties, and recommended to be given in a

different code of doft, though called by thefame
name), may be subflituted for the original

medicine.

This fubftitution muft bring disappointment,

and of courfe lead PracSitioneis to give up
prefcribing Dr. James's Powder altogether, or

to regard it as a preparation on which no
dependance can be placed.

FRANCIS NEWBERY AND SONS
45, St. Paul's Churchyard, London.

Prices for Dispenfing \ oz. Bottle y. ^d.,

I oz 9/. Ufual Discount to the Piofcffion.

A CUP OF COFFEE IN ONE MINUTE.

Tinnn's Essence of Ooifee,
-*-'^ warraiitfil t o kee\* good in any clini.ite.

This Essence of the finest

kinds of Coffee, improved by
a jnocoss the result of the ex-
perience of more than half a
century, contains all the fra-

grant and exhilarating proper-
ties of the coffee In tlie highest
p('rffcti(»n. It is admirably
a»ljiitt»Mi to ])crsons travelling,

and to OHieerH in the Anny and
Navy.
Extract from the Commercial
Handbook of Chemical Ana-
lysis, by A. Noniianily, M.D. :

" Coffee is met with in com-
iiiiTCf as a manufactured article
ill the state of Esseii(;e, orrather
Kxtm*-t of Coffee. That prepa-
: ition, providing it l>e genuine,
- peculiarly adajited to the use

•
>\' travellers, Mio are thus
enabled to procure a cup of

gowl Coffee without trouble or apparatus. Of all the
attempts which have been made to manufacture such an
Extract, and of most of which I have had samples, I have
found on examination that only one kind, that manu-
factured by DUNN, of Pentonville, would keep.

" I think I can confidently assert that IJUXN'S Essence
of Coffee is the only one which has stood ground ; all other
attempts, for some reason or other, have hitherto proved
failures, and eventually have been abandoned."

Sold in bottles, from Is. to '2s. each.

DUNN'S UNADULTERATED CHOCOLATE AND
COCOA.
DUNN'S CHOCOLATE BON-BONS. CHOCOLATE

DROPS, CHOCOLATE STICKS, etc., and every kin.l of
French Chocolate.
AM articles manufactured by the Finn of DUNN and

HEWETT are guaranteed free of adulteration under a
penalty of £50, to b« given to some charitable institution,

if found at any time adulterated, under certiflcate of Dr
Normandy, Analytical Chemist to the House of Commona.

Manufactory, Pentonville, London.—To Iw had of all

Grocers.
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(^hlorodyne. — R. Freeman,
^-^ Pharmaceutist, Kenniugton road, London, S. , in-

forms the Profession and Trade that he has for years
HADE, and oxtensively used in his Imeiness, Chlorodyne

;

and that he is supplying it in one-ounce stoppered bottles

at Is-iki. cacli, and" in four-ounce bottles, 5s. each. He
guarantees it to be uniformly and properly prepared, and
superior t<"i any other makers', though their charge be ever
so exorbitant ; and he trasts that the lowness of price at
which he offers it will allow the Profession to use it in
common practice and at public institutions, so tliat its

extraordinaiy beneficial effects may be enjoyed by the
poorest euflerer. Sold by nil Wholesale Dru{?gists.

WATEK MATTRESSES & CUSHIONS.

"porBed Sores, Consumption,
-- Pai-alysis, Fevers, and all Invalids and Bedridden
Patients. Air Cushions and Pillows, Bed Sheets, Elastic
Stockings, Enema*, Ear Trumpets, Railway and Bed
Urinals, Bed Pans and Slips, &c.

WILLLVM LEE, 115, NEW BOND STREET, W.

Water Beds on Hire, 7s. per Week. Deiwsit, £10.

M
TO THE PROFESSION".

essrs M^Gowan & Danks
(THE PRINTERS OF THIS JOURNAL)

Are prepared to forward Estimates, to those requiring the
same, for any description of Work coimected with the
Printing Business.

Messrs M'G. and D. are enabled, ft-om the facilities

which they possess, to execute whatever may be entrusted
to them with economy and despatcii.

Letters addressed to No. 16 GREAT WINDMILL
STREET, HAYMjVRKET, wiU meet with immediate at-
tention.

*j* There is at the present time an opening for the Print-
ing (and Publishing if wished, of a Weekly Periodical.

TTinaliaii's LL Whisky v.
--^ COGNAC BRANDY.
This celebrated old IRISH WHISKY rivals the finest

French brandy. It is pure, ndld, mellow, delicious, and
very wholesome. Sold in bottles, 38. 6d. eacli, at most of
the respectable retail houses in London ; by the appointed
agents in the principal towns in England; or, wholesale,
at 8, Great Windmill street, Haymarket.—Obser\-e the red
seal, pink label, and cork branded '

' Kinahan'sLL Whisky."

"Dank of Deposit, Estab-
•^-^ LISHED A.D. 1S44, 3 PALLMALL EAST, LON-
DON.—CAPITAL STOCK £100.000.

Parties desirous of Is\'esting Monev are requested to
examine the Plan of The Bank of Deposit, by which a
high rate of interest may be obtained with ample security.

Deposits made by Special Agreement, may be withdrawn
without notice.

The Interest is iiayable in January and July.

PETER MORRISON, Managing Director.

Forms for opening Accounts sent free on application.

TO SURGEONa DENTISTS, Sec.

nriie Best House in London
-*- for SECOND-HAND INSTRUMENTS is Mr WM.
XtAWLEY'S, Lombard House, 78 Farringdou street, City.

Established upwards of a century.

A first-class full SURGEON'S ARMY CASE for

Sale.

N.B. The lai^est stock of Second-hand Dissecting Cases
in London. Also, A great variety of New and Second-
hand Army and Navy Regulation Cases.

Instniments Bought, Sold, or Exchanged.

Qavc Half your Coals, Cure
''^ yotir Smoky Chimneys, have a plentiful supply of
Hot Water in the Kitclien, and a wann Bath always ready,
night and day, by using the

PATENT AMERICAN KITCHENER:
A cheap and ]ierfect Cooking RanLT, which will cook for
a large family at a cost for fuel of one shilling per week,
and may be seen in opei-ation daily at tlie American Stove
Warehouse, 155 Cheapeide, E.C—Illustrated Prospectus
free.

PURE SPIRITS FOR THE FACULTY.

gV.R. 56 O.P., 21s. per
^'^'

Imperial Gallon, net Cash.
This qnotation admita of neither credit nor discount, and

Is. j>er gallon must be added for packages, to be allowed on
theiT return.

HENHY BRETT and CO , Old Fumival's DistUlerj-,
Holbom.

P
DINNEFORD'S

ure Fluid Magnesia,
now greatly improved in purity and coudensatioiL

*' Mr Dinneford's Solution may fairly be taken as a type
of what the prepai-ation ought to be."—*Phannaceutical
Journal,' May, 1846.

Tliis excellent remedy, in addition to its extensive sale

amongst the public, is now also very largely nsed for

Dispensing. In the stone .jars (half-gallon, Sa. 6d.
;
galhjn,

Os. Od.,) specially adapted for tlic use of Surgeons ajid

Chemists. To be had froiii the Manufaetui'ers.

DINNEFORDand CO., Chemists, 172 Bond sti-eet, Lon-
don ; all Wholesale Drugj^sts aad Patent Medicine Houses.

A ntimargaric Cod-liver Oil,
-'^-*- Pure and Tasteless, sold by H. ELDREDGE.
Wltolesale Agent, fur Messrs WM. & EBENH. ROTTON,
at their Depot, 85 Pent<jnville road, London, and by most
respectable Chemists throughout the kingdom.

This Oil, extracted by W. and E. Rotton. possesses all

the medicinal properties essential in cases of Consumption,
Diseases of the Chest, Infantile Wasting, general Weak-
ness, &c. ; and for mauy ills the human fVame is lieir to,

tliere is not its wiual. In order to prove its superiority

over every other, it has been sulijected to - the moBt
scientific Analysis, as proved by Testiiuouials received

from the following well-known Physicians :—Wm. HEa*-
PATH, F.C.S., of Bristol ; John Pohtgate, M.D. ; Dr Bell
Fletcher, M.D. ; D. W. Cbompton, M.D. ; William
Sands Cox, Senior Surgeon of the Queen's Hospital, ffir-

niingham ; and many others of equal emineoce.

Dr Septimus Gibbon, A.B. & M.D., Medical Officer of

Health, late Professor of Natural Philosophy at St Bar-

tholomew's Hospital, Physician to the Lontlon Hospital,

&c. Arc, of No 3 Finsbiuy square, London, E.C., whose
recent investigation mider Governmout brought to ii^t
such an alarming extent of adulteration in articles of diet,

writing expressly upon Messrs W. <fe E. RoaTOij'.s Antl-

mai^aric Cod-liver Oil, uses the following (-xprt;-.siuns :^-

"I have carefully examined some bottles of Messrs W.
RoTTON & Son's Cod-liver Oil, and find them to be

excellent samples of pure Oil. Besides answering ad-

mirably tu the usual tests, it is five fixnn tl»e noxious and
nauseous principles, Mai^garic Acid, &c., which so com-
mniily render Cod-liver Oil not only unpalatable, but in-

digestible and iiyurious to the human stomach. By their

mode of extracting and preparing this admirable remedy,

I feel satisfied they have overcome the main obstacle to its

more frequent and general u.se in medical practice."

The Antimargaric Oil is sold in pint bottles at 25. 6d. ;

half-pint, Is. 3d. ;
quarter-joints. 8d. Where a difficulty is

found in obtaining it, write direct t-o tli& Depot, when a
case will be for^\artled for the aunnint of 5fi. or lOs.,

carriage free.

None is Genuine unless Capsuled, and Signed Wu-Uam
and Ebenezeb Rotton.

WATER BEDS AND CUSHIONS.
A Preventive against Bed^ Sores, ^c. Bed Sheets, Air Cushions, and all

necessary Utensils for Invalids.

BENHAM ajid Co.,

Practical India-rubber Workers, 11.8 Oxford Street. W.

S Bowles (late Windsor and
• Co.), PHIAL and BOTTLE MERCH^INT, Dealer in

Druggists' Sundries, &c., G James street. Covent garden,

W.C. The cheapest house in London forcverj' description

of MEDICAL GLASS of the best quality.

Sauijdes and prices foi^wai-dcd free on application.

TO Gentlemen.—Mr Mites,
UJfW-d Webl> Miles.) Established ISth Februarj',

1841,

Originator of the WORLD-FAMED TROUSERS, at 16s.

per pair, has tlie plciaure to inform thirty ttiousand

customers that his stock for the forthcomuig Winter is

now replete with all the new and Iwst designs for Over-
Coats, Morning and Travelling Suits, Vests, Trousers, at

]iriees as heretofore. Gentlemen who have not already
favdured tJiis establishment with their interest and
support .are most respectfully informed that it is dis-

tinguished not only by the oxtent. varietj', and quality of
its patterns and materials, but it excels in the out and
workmanshii>.

Cautioi^.—Mr Miles is not connected with any person
imitating and wlvertisiog in the same name : his only
address is 73 Bronk stn^et, Hanover square, and he bM no
other establishment in London or elsewhere.

GENERAL COUNCIL OF MEDICAL EDUCATION ANO
REGISTRATION OP THE UNITED KINGDOM,

32 SOHo Square, LoNixjir, W,
October 22nd, I860.

]\J'otice.—The Copy of tlie
-*-^ MEDICAL REGISTER to be printed ajid publi-shed

in 1861, as directed by the 27th Section of the Act,
will contain tliose Names nnly which aijj-war on the
General Re^ster ;u* exisliug on the Ist day of
January, 1S61.

It is particulaxly requested iimt claims f(nr the Ragistoar
tiou of first or additional ^alifieatious, and NwticBs of
Alteration of Residence, maj- be sent to this Office a« soon
possible.

TTnited Kingdom Life^ ASSURANCE COMPANY. No. 8 WATERLOO
PLACE, PALLM-VLL, LONDON, S.W.

The Funds or Property of tho Company, as at Slst of
December, 1S5S, amomited to £602,618 ^s. lOd., invest&d
in Goveniment or other approved Securities.

CoAiEMAS.—Tlie HoiL FRA^S'CIS- SCOTT.

DEPUTY-CHAiaMAS.— CltAS. BfiRWICK CURTIS;. Esq"

INVALID LIVEIS.—Persons not in sound health m^
have their lives Insured at eqoitaMe rates.

ACCOMMODATION IN" PAYMENT of PP ' -
Only one-half of the Annual Premium, when
is for life is required X*} I* paid for the fir-

simple interest being chained, on the baiiuiv^^
' Such

arrangement is equivalent to an immediate advance of
fifty i>er cent, upon the Annual Premium, without the
borrower having recjiu-se to tlte unjileasant neces^^ity of
procuring Sureties, or assigning, and thereby pai-tiu;,' witli
his Policy, during the currency of the Loan, irrespective
of the great atten«lant exyienses in such arrangements.

The above mode of Insurance has been found moat
advantageous when Policies have been reqTr- • -^~--

monetary transatftions, or when ineoraes a

Insurance are at pres«ut limited, as it only
half the outlay formerly requirtMl by oUiei •.ujMi'ii.mes
before the i»reseut system was instituted by this Office.

LOANS are gianted, likewise, on real and i>ersoiiaI
Securities.

Forms of Proposals, and every information afforded,
on application to the Resident Director, S Waterloo place,
Pallmall Loudon, S.W.

(By Order) E. LENNOX BOYB, Resident Director.

]\J^ewton Wilson and Co/s
-^^ WoHd-famed PATENT —THE NTIW PATENT
NURSING CHAIR, in which Hie r-hild nurses, amuses,
exercises, and weighs itself, is a mar%'el of ingenotty and
utility, uuaiuniously recommended by the Press and tha
Faculty. No family should be without one. Price 12s. Od.
upwards. Prosi>ectus free.

WILSON'S PATENTCARPET SWEEPER, which cleans
a carpet thorougldy without l&t>our, without iiyury, axtd
without raising a grain of dust. Price los.

Newton Wilson and Co., 144 High Holbom. Londoa.

Important to Surgeons,

—

The old-established and well-known Business of JOHK
MLLLIKIN. now MILLlKlNand LAWLEY, I'd fitxand,

adjoining King's College.—A change in the i^roprietorsiup-

otfers to Surgeons the opporttiuity of purchasing any kina
of Instnunent fnnn this well-manufactured stock, which
cannot be surpassed in stylo, quality, or price.

Messrs MILLIKIN & LAWT,RT t^^--^ to drsw tTi--- attpntfOR

of tlieir friends and cust' -: - -
:

^r.i-

thejuatical Instnuuents.
the selection of first-cla>- >;

Glasses.

A great variety of Skeletons. Skulls, Hands, Feet, *©:,

of sui>erior quality-, at moderate «haif^.

E^•ery description of Surgical Instruments made to-

order, with the utmost precision and despatch.

Surgical Instruments and Cutlery Rej^aired Dail^.

T iqnor Castanea Equina.

—

--^ Messrs. REW and Co. respectftilly solicit the atten-

tion of the Profession to tliis Preparation of the Horse-
ChesQut; taken internally for Rheumatic Gout and Rheu-
matism, it is a safe, agreeable, and most efficacious remedy.

Dose, two to four drachms. Prioa 12^. per pound.

Tlie Oil of Horse-Chesmits applied. eit«mally foreulaiged

and stiff" joints, acute or inflaiumatoi>' i-ain of any kind,
gives almost immediate reliet

These genuine Preparations of the Horse-Chesnnt are-

prepared only by RE\V and CO.

LITHIA WATER, LITHIA POTASH, and LITHIA
AMMONIA WATER. These Waters are prepared according

to the Instmetious of Dr Ganod, and each bottle is

guaranteed to contain the proper i>roportion of Lithia.

6s. per doz.

R. M. REW and CO., Opemtive Chemists, 2S2 Regent
street, London.

The Roman Thermo-
ELECTRICAL BATH. By J. TUCKER, M.D.

Piioe OJ., from the Author, at Sligo.
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CLINICAL LECTUEES.

ON DISEASES OF WOMEN.
DKLm:KED AT ST TDOMAS'S HOSPITAL,

By CHARLES WALLEE, M.D., Obstetric

Physician to the Hospital.

Lecttke III.—On Pelvic Inflammation
AND Abscess.

(Continued from page 302.)

I purpose this morning, gentlemen, to direct

your attention to a form of disease, specimens

of which you have lately had the opportunity

of seeing in Ann's Ward. It is an affection

not uncommon, and productive of a great

amount of suffering. Like inflammation attack-

ing the cellular membrane in other parts of the

body, it may speedily end in what is called

resolution, in which ease all symptoms of in-

flammatory action subside without leaving any

traces behind ; or it may proceed a stage

farther, and a tumour of considerable size

form, hard to the touch and well defined, which

may remain for months after all the active

symptoms have disappeared. I believe that

many chronic pelvic tumours arise from this

cause. Or, lastly, the suppurative process may
be set up, and an abscess of greater or smaller

mze be formed (attended with all the constitu-

tional and local symptoms of purulent forma-
tions), which will make its way to the most
convenient locality for its discharge. Some-
times it points outwards, passing through the

abdominal parietes : more frequently, however,
adhesion takes place either to the vagina or

rectum, the ulcerative process is set up, and the

pus is discharged through one or other of these

passages. In some rare cases, the walls of the

bladder give way, and the pus is discharged

througli the urethra. There is an interesting

case at the present time in Ann's AVard, in

which this communication is established, and
where an external opening also exists : large

quantities of pus mixed with urine pass through
this opening, as well as by the urethra. As a

general rule, the parts heal kindly, and the

patient is restorecl to health. Occasionally
sinuses form, which are very troublesome, and
the knife of the surgeon maybe required. I
have never in my own practice seen a case of
this kind

; they have, however, been recorded
by others. From the peculiar hardness of the
tumour, and from its proximity to the uterus,

it has sometimes been mistaken for disease of
that organ ; and this is especially likely to

happen wlien, from the large extent of the

surrounding inflammation, the uterus is fixed

and immovable, so that it appears to form part

of the tumour itself A case of this kind
lately oecuiTcd to myself, the symptoms indu-

cing me to believe that the uterus was involved

in the disease; an opinion which was corrected

by the bursting of the abscess ; after which the

organ, which had been ti a considerable extent
retrovcrted, was set free, and immediately
regained its natural position. The pus which
is discharged from these abscesses is of a
peculiarly offensive character, probably from
its being long detained within the body prior

to its discharge. The symptoms in the early
stage of the disease are of a purely inflamma-
tory character ; the patient complains of pain
more or less acute, generally deep-seated, in-

creased if linn pressure be made over the part
affected. In some cases, even in the beginning
of the disease, a certain degree of swelling may
also be distinguished by the hand externally,
hard to the touch and extremely sensitive. As
the tumour enlarges, the organs within the
pelvis sufler from pressure ; there is often
frequent desire to pass the urine or fteces,

accompanied with difliculty in accomplishing

the act. This symptom is sometimes so harass-

ing to the patient, that the use of the catheter

or enemata, or both, may be required. There
is also considerable febrile excitement present

:

the pulse is hurried, the tongue white, the skin

hot and dry ; there is thirst, and commonly a
severe headache. If these symptoms occur
after parturition, the patient should be nar-

rowly watched, as they are sometimes the pre-

cursors of puerperal fever, or of phlegmasia
dolens. In puerperal fever, however, there is

generally a distinct rigor, which is not common
at the beginning ofpelvic inflammation ; neither

is there, in the latter disease, that sudden and
alarming prostration of the vital powers, whilst

the pelvic pain is much more acute. The
precise nature of the complaint can only bo
ascertained by a careful vaginal examination,
when a tumour will be discovered of greater

or less size (as the case may be), occupying
some part of the pelvis ; sometimes it is low
down, pressing upon the rectum behind ; or
if it be situated more anteriorly, then the

bladder may be affected. The circumference

of the tumour can in some instances be dis-

tinctly traced, whilst in others it is out of
the reach of the finger. It is painful when
touched, and not so moveable as most other

pelvic growths. In some cases, the swell.'ng

commences higher up in the iliac region,

and can more easily be felt through the

abdominal coverings than by a vaginal ex-

amination. The cause of this affection cannot
in many instances be satisfactorily determined.

When it occurs in the puerperal state, it

has been supposed to arise from the pressure

necessarily inflicted during the descent of

the child. These cases, however, very often

occur at other times where no mechanical
injury of any kind has occurred. I believe

most cases of pelvic inflammation terminate
either in resolution, or in the formation of
chronic tumours, which may remain for

months, and then gradually disappear. Dr
Simpson is of opinion that in the early stage

of this inflammation, the fluid contained
within the swelling is simply serum, and that

pus is not formed for a considerable time
afterwards. It is probable that many cases of
true pelvic inflammation are relieved without
the real nature of the case having been ascer-

tained : the existence of pain, with the usual
fever attendant on an inflammatory condition,

leads to the adoption of mildly antiphlogistic

measures, local and constitutional, and the

patient gets well. Occasionally, however, pus
IS formed ; and then those symptoms whicli are
so commonly present where purulent deposit

takes place internally speedily manifest them-
selves. Of these, rigors are the most promi-
nent, attended with that peculiar febrile condi-
tion termed " hectic ;" tliere is groat prostration

of strength ; the tumour appears to be larger,

and not so hard : fluctuation cannot always be
felt, in consequence of the density of the walls

of the abscess ; these, however, become thinner
as the disease advances, and at length the exist-

ence of fluid is ascertained without difliculty.

By and bye, if the part be not punctured, an
opening is effected by nature

;
purulent fluid is

discharged, to the great relief of the patient's

suflering ; the quantity is sometimes very large,

and, as before stated, the pus is most horribly
fa-tid. The treatment of these cases at the
outset should be antiphlogistic, though even
in the more severe forms of the inflammatory
process this plan must not be carried to any
great extent. A few leeches applied either to

the groin, the vulva, or the anus, according
to the situation of the tumour, followed by
the constant application of warmth and mois-
ture, will generally afford relief. A slight

laxative should be administered, low diet en-
joined, and the patient kept as quiet as possi-

ble, in the recumbent position : this latter

direction, however, is almost superfluous,

as, from the great pain experienced at any

attempt to move, the patient instinctively

avoids any bodily exertion. I recollect one
case occurring in my private practice, in which
the right lower extremity yi&s fixed; it could
not be moved either by the patient or myself:

the inflammatory tumour had in this case

evidently existed in the neighbourhood of the

muscles passing from the pelvis to the thigh,

and consequently prevented their action.

This female had lately been delivered : it is

probable, therefore, that the cause in this

instance may be attributed to mechanical
injury arising from the labour itself. Where
the constitution has a strumous taint, tonics,

with a moderate stimulation, should be had
recourse to from the first.

Case I.-—Mary Butler, set. thirty-eight,

transferred from Mary's Ward, with intense

pain in the right iliac region ; she has a pale,

sickly, strumous appearance, and is the subject

of leucorrhoeal discharge. The pain extends

from the iliac region to the knee ; the thigh

is enlarged and oedomatous. A tumour of
considerable size, with fluctuation, could be
felt in the iliac region ; to this poultices were
applied. In the course of a few days, matter
was freely discharged. This patient experi-

enced extreme pain when attempting to move
the lower extremity : this symptom continued

for a considerable time, and even when she

left the hospital free from discharge and
perfectly restored to health, she had not

acquired the free use of her limb. This case

did not come under my notice u^ntil the

suppurative process had taken place ; as her

constitution was enfeebled, the plan adopted
was the free exhibition of tonic medicines,

with corresponding diet.

Case 2.— S. Edgecomb, admitted into the

hospital in an exceedingly broken-down state

of health ; there was such extreme exhaustion,

that death seemed imminent. She had no
appetite, suflered from diarrhoea, and was
fearfully emaciated. See has been for a long

time the subject of purulent discharge

per rectum, which occurs at intervals only

;

there is none at present. On examination,

a hard mass was felt within the pelvis,

involving the uterus, which was larger than

usual. 1 expressed a doubt whether this was

true pelvic abscess, or whether matter had
formed in the uterine wall. A free discharge

per anum subsequently took place, and the

uterus became more moveable, proving that

the organ was not the seat of the disease.

The patient's constitution was supported by
the liberal use of stimulants, and any article of

food she could fancy. The discharge ceased,

and at the expiration of twelve weeks she left

the hospital in perfect health, a little hard

mass still remaining in the posterior part of the

pelvis.

Case .3.—Eliza Pippins, set. twenty-eight,

married ; has had three children—last nine

weeks since : she has nursed the infant up to

the time of h«r admission into the hospital. She
felt pain in the pelvic region soon after her

confinement. About two weeks ago, discovered

a swelling, which has gradually increased in

size. There is still much pain. On external

examination, a prominent tumour was dis-

covered in the position of the bladder, feeling

very like that organ when distended with

urine, except that its size was much less

;

fluctuation very distinct. Internally the

uterus was found healthy ; on the left side

of the pehis there was much hardness, with

great tenderness on pressure ; there have

been stabbing pains, with occasional rigors
;

the patient has cough, and appears phthisically

disposed. Ordered a linseed cataplasm to the

tumour, and the following medicine :

IJ, Inf gent, co., ^.
Acid, nitro-muriat., Il\.i'j- = '^r die.

The abscess soon burst, and a very largo

quantity of foetid pus was discharged. This

patient left the hospital, at her own request,

in less than a month, the tumour much
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lessoned, the Lealtli improved, although there

was still a little discharge from the wound.

Case 4.—Charlotte lucker, delivered ,of a

dead child three months before her admission
;

had pain in the lett iliac region ever since she

was delivered ; no catamenial flow since

about two )cars ago ; had suppression for

twelve months previously. When examined,
a large hard mass was felt posteriorly, pushing
the uterus forwards. The rectum was filled

with hardened fscces, to remove which ol.

ricini, gss., was given, followed by an enema.
The rectum liaving been emptied of its con-
tents, tlie patient was again examined ; the
tumour still there, and tolerably well defined,
ovoid in shape. In a few days, a large quan-
tity of very offensive purulent discharge passed
per vaginam. The pain and swelling were
immediately lessened. She was retained in

tbo hospital for nearly three months, and then
discharged, a small hardened mass still re-
maining.
There are two cases which have verj- re-

cently occurred, and which you have had an
opportunity of seeing in the wards of the
hospital, whifch are of an interesting character.

In one the inflammation was checked, and the
inflammatory tumour disappeared : in the
Other, the patient still remains in the house

;

the fistulous opening has not yet healed, the
sinus communicating with tlie urete» or
bladder.

Case 5.—^S. Stringer, ictat. sixteen, admitted
Aug. 20 into Magdalen Ward with gonorrhoea
of three months' duration ; has had no cata-
menial discharge since June. I was requested
to see her for the first time on the 28th Sep-
tember, in consequence of pregnancy being
suspected

; the known habits of the patient,

the suspension of the catamenial flow, and the
enlargement of the abdomen, all combining to
favour such suspicion. On inquii-y, I was in-

formed that in the beginning of August a
swelling of peculiar hardness was felt ni the
right iliac region, which had gradually increased
in size until it nearly reached the umbilicus.
Her pain was sometimes agonising. On an
examination internally, the uterus was foimd
of small size, and unconnected with the swell-
ing.

_
The tumour externally was dull on per-

cussion, without fluctuation, and extremely
tender to the touch. A bran poultice was
ordered to be applied and to be frequently re-
newed, and some soothing remedies adminis-
tered. The pain was soon relieved by these
applications, and in about ten days the tumour
began to lessen, and towards the end of
October had entirely disappeared, the patient
having perfectly recovered her health and
strength. The catamenia had not returned,
and as the abdomen was still large, I made
another examination on the 10th November,
prior to her being discharged from the hospital.
The abdominal enlargement proved to be the
consequence of adipose deposit ; no tumour to
be felt ; no increase in the size of the uterus

;

the manmin), though enla)'god by fatty deposit,
were soft and flabby, and no areola sur-
rounded the nipple.

Case 6.—Sarah Vaughan, rot. forty, ad-
mitted into Ann's Ward July 31. She has been
married twenty-three years, and has had two
children, the youngest of whom is now nineteen
years of age ; has been in a delicate state of
health for two years ; she is now exceedingly
emaciated and anajmic ; has no appetite

;

sleepless nights
; does not satisfactorily pass

urine, but small portions pass involuntarily
during the night. A large tumour was seen
externally, extending from the symphysis
pubis to the umbilicus, which is somewhat
protruded, as in pregnancy. There is evident
fluctuation. When examined internally, the
tumour was found filling up the pelvis, and
puslnng the bladder downwards and back-
wards

;
the catheter was introduced in a direc-

tion corresponding to the altered position of
the bladder, and about 17oz. of urine, mingled

with pus, were removed : the urine was highly
alkaline. A tonic was prescriljcd, with any
article of food the patient had a fancy for.

Two days afterwards the abscess burst at the

navel, and a large quantity of exti'emely ftctid

pus and urine was discharged : the fluid thus

evacuated was so offensive as to prove a source

of great annoyance to the occapiers of the

neighbouring beds ; to correct this, chloride

of lime was liberally used. The abscess is

still discharging, and urine, though in smaller

quantities, still passes b}- the wound when the

patient is in the recumbent position
;
purulent

matter also passes with wine, through the

meatus. A large abscess fomied in the peri-

neum a few weeks after the patient's admis-
sion, which was evacuated by puncture, and
was quickly cured ; this did not appear to

have any communication with the original

tumour. Pressure, by means of a pad, con-
fined with adhesive plaster, has been applied

to the external wound, which produced much
uneasiness, and Was, therefore, discontinued.
This patient has quite recovered her health
and strength.

Case 6.-^Ellcn Reader, Set. thirty, married
twelve years, no family, admitted a tew weeks
since, complaining of gi-eat pain in the loft

iliac region, extending through the pelvis.

AVben examined, a large hard mass was felt

through the abdominal coverings. The tumom-
was not easily reached by an internal examina-
tion ; the uterus healthy. This case is still nnder
treatment.

Case 7.-—The last Case I liave to bring before

your notice was one of extreme interest which
I attended with my friend Mr A\^anl of Epsom.
When I first saw her, Mr Ward informed mc
she had been out of health for some time, and
had for months before he saw her been the

subject of severe abdominal pain, which at last

had become most acute, resembling that occa-
sioned by the passing of a calculus. Narcotics
relieved her, but she continued feverish and
depressed. 1 first saw her on the 1 1th of July :

she was still suffering from pain. On examina-
tion, the bladder was found to contain a con-
siderable quantity of urine, which was removed
by the catheter, the uterus partially retroverted,
apparently enlarged, and fixed in its posi-
tion. In a day or two afterwards a ven- large
quantity of offensive pus was discharged per
rectum. The symptoms were immediately
relieved. The discharge continued for some
weeks. When last seen by Mr Ward, there
was a tumour of small size remaining. The
uterus had returned to its normal position after
the bursting of the abscess.

PATHOLOGY OP THE SYMPxV-
THETIO NERVES.

By JAMES ROEIE, M.D.

II.

—

Centric Paealvsis (Fevkk).

(Continued from page 319.)

" Along with the relaxation of the skin, the

tongue, if before dry, begins to moisten, in

consequence of the returning secretion of

mucus and saliva. The fur on the tongue

also begins to bo removed, and the surface of

that organ to assume the healthy colour." The

pulse now gradually becomes less frequent

the thirst and disinclination for food subside

the appetites retuni, and the patient slowly

assumes his former health.

The course of a fever given above is

chiefly extracted from Wood's ' Practice of
Physic,' and may therefore be looked upon as
a correct enumeration of the most important
phenomena. Such being the facts, let us now
consider how far they can be explained by our
theory.

An agent capable of producing the above-
described febrile condition (the hypothetical,
poison) enters the system, and specially affects

the sympathetic centres. And here" let me
remark, no exception can be taken to this

specialty of action ; for therapeutics teach
that certain poisons may and do act on some
portions of the nervous system, and leave
others unaffected. Now, we have formerly
seen that the first action of an irritant is

increase of function of the part to which the
nerves are distributed. We therefore nere-
expect the same change—and such we find to

be the case. The sjTnpathetic centres are
first affected by the poison, and the excite-
ment produced slowly extends over all the
filaments which leave these centres. We
have, therefore, contraction of the arteries

and capillaries induced, slowness of the heart,

and peristaltic action of the arteries. In thb
manner results the so-called " depressed cir-

culation." But, in consequence of the con-
tracted state of the vascular system, and the
slow action of the heart, &c., the chemical
changes between the blood and tissues are
prevented, and a diminution of heat is pro-
duced ; and it is worthy of notice, that this is

first felt at those parts of the Isody nearest
the sympathetic centres. Hence, we find that
this " coldness and shivering begins in the
back, and extends over the whole body,
reaching the limbs last." These changes,
moreover, all tend to produce a contracted
state of the whole body ; hence, " the face is

pale, the features often shrunk, and the skin
generall}- pale and contracted :" and this con-
traction may even reach such an extent as to

produce " a purplish or bluish appearance in

the hands and feet, &c."
Again, the chemical changes between the

blood and air in the lungs take place only
to a very slight extent, from the small surface

of blood exposed, in consequence of the con-
tracted state of vessels, &e. ; so that (contrary
to what might at first be expected) " the
respiration is short and somewhat hurried,

and both the breathing and pulse are accele-

rated by muscular exertion." The brain is

also, along with the other organs, but imper-
fectly supplied with blood ; hence arises " the

pain in the head, giddiness, and mental con-
fusion ;" not, however, the pain and sense of
fulness of the second stage, bat pain and
mental disorder such as we find in anaemia.

The pain in the back and limbs, no doubt,

depend on similar changes occurring in the
spinal cord.

In consequence of this imperfect circulation

of the blood, we have also cessation of all

secreting glands, " a dry and clammy state of
the mouth and fauces," imperfect secretion of
urine, &c.

It is evident that at this stage the powers of
the s)stem ma.y be so far reduced as not to
rally, and death occur : but should this not
happen, the poison still continues to act on
the sympathetic centres, and the irritability

gives way to paralysis. The second stage now
begins. The nerves having lost their power,
permit dilatation of the vessels, which leads, as

we have already seen, to an increased produc-
tion of heat, so that "a thermometer placed
under the tongue may indicate a temperatnrc
of 107"." This increased flow of blood leads

now to important cerebral symptoms ; the
fitcc is flushed, the head painful, &c. ; not the

pain, however, of the first stage, but now the

result of congestion. But we have seen that

the sympathetic system is also distributed to

the glands and intestinal mucous membrane.
These will also suffer from the paralysis ; so

that their secretion becomes not only arrested,

but perverted, and the intestinal movements
paralysed. Constipation thus results, and the

absence of the proper secretions allowing the

feculent matter to decompose, &c., the
discharges are almost always unhealthy in

colour, odour, or consistence."
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But although no seci-etion takes place,

probably from deficiency of the watery

element of the blood, giowth is still going

on ; ftnd in accordance with the law that

an increased supply of blood leads to

increased growth, the epidermic scales on the

tongue, and probably throughout the whole

intestinal canal, increase to a great extent.

This also, no doubt, takes place in the

glandular organs, as the kidney ; for when
the nerves recover their function, contraction

of the vessels commences, and the watery
part of the secretion is increased ; the fir^t

quantities of urine, &c. are of veiy high specific

gravity, and much loaded with matters the

pecMliar product of the epithelial lining of the

tubes, &c.

Tiic circumstance that this increased growth
takes place when the watery portion of the

secretion is deficient, and insufficient to clear

the tubes, &c., and decomposing, satisfactorily

explains the altered appearance of the secre-

tions, the disagreeable smell, &c., which is

observed only when the sympathetic nerves

have so far i-ecovered their function as to permit

secretion, and the *atery element is in sufficient

quantity to wash clean, as it were, the tubes

and gland -ducts.

(c) .(Vs the third stage approaches, that is,

AS the sympathetic system recovers its function,

the heart and bloodvessels gradually return to

their healthy condition, and the glands recover

thoir usual action. The fur gradually dis-

appears from the tongue, the growth of the

epithelial particles assuming its normal stan-

dard ; an increased amount of epidermic

scales is also freijuently thrown off Irom the

skin ; all indicative of a common cause. When
the fur separates from the tongue in patches,

leaviii;r it glassy, this process is analogous to

the reparation of the cuticle in small blisters,

or siidamina, and also to the desquamative
nephritis so frequently occurring after scarla-

tina.

" Occasionally ouc or more abscesses form
in various parts of the body,"—this is a phe-
nomenon worthy of remark. Some writers

regard it as one of the means by which the poi-

son is got rid of, although we have no evidence
of their containing more poisonous matter than
the other secretions. I am, however, rather
incline<l to look upon it as the result of the
paralysis having in these parts become perma-
ent, instead of being merely temporary, and,
88 we have seen while treating of inllammation,
leading to tlie death of the tissues. These
abscesses may, therefore, be rcganled as essen-
tially analogous to the ulceration of the intes-

tines in tj-plioid fever and the sore-throat of
scarlatina.

As llie third stage of the fever gi-adually

progre-ses, the glands slowly regain their
projirn- I'linctions ; the paralysis whicli in fevers
jw ',1 from has been only temporary dig-

appears, and the patient slowlv returns to

bsalth.

We thus have the analogies between fevers

and inllammation complete, temporary eccen-
tric paralysis (congestion) having its analogue
centrically in fever recoverable from, and
permanent eccentric paralysis (inllammation)
being analogous to fuvers which prove fatal.

Ilavmg thus treated at length the first class of
facts, the phenomena common to all fevers,

we will now consider shortly the second part
of this subject.

2. The. Special Phenomena.—And hero the
first thing that strikes us is the remarkable
symptoms which dificrent fevers present when
they show themselves externally, and the dif-

ferent tbrms which the eruption assumes when
present. Thus, in meanlcs " the eruption con-
sists of papukc gradually coalescing into
blotches, oflen horseshoe-sliaped and slightly
raised above the skiu. They .are of a dingy
red colour, and come out on the fourth day."
ITie period of incubation here is ti-oni ten to
fourteen days. The mucous membrane of the

conjunctiva;, Schneiderian membrane, fauces,

larj-nx, trachea, and bronchi are the parts

secondarily afl'ccted. " In scarlet fever the
eruption is an efflorescence of the skin, mucous
membrane, and tonsils." It appears about the

second day, and declines after the fifth. The
parts secondarily afl'ected in scarlatina arc the

throat and kidneys. In like manner we might
go over almost all fevers, but must content our-
selves with stating that this difference in these

phenomena and symptoms appears to depend

—

first, on the nature of the hj'pothetical poisons;

and secondly, on the difl'erent structures of the

skin, upon which, from their inherent proper-
ties, these poisons are predisposed to act.

Of all the fevers, however, wlrich could be
considered, the intermittents are those which
show most distinctly their connection and
relation with disease of the sympathetic sys-

tem ; for, in addition to the ordinary plieno-

meua of fever, we have the peculiar intermis-

sions and remissions. These have evidently

their analogues in the healthy action of the

circnlatorj-, digestive, and genito - urinary

systems ; and as in those cases we have shown
that the periodicity of their action was in all

probability due to the regulating function of
the white fibi-cs, so in intermittent tiivcr, in

adtlition to paralysis of the sympathetic, wo
have in all probability the cerebro-spnal
system to a greater or less extent involved.

So little light, however, has as yet been thrown
on the functions of the brain, that we cannot
even hint at the portion affected.

Having thus shown that inflammation and
fever are in reality nervous diseases, it will

readily be seen that we only want the cerebro-

spinal affections to form a complete epitome
of pathology. From this an important deduc-
tion can be drawn, and one to which all the

facts of scientific pathology appear at present

to point ; namely, that nil diseases may be con-

sidered as dve to derangement of the nerveus

sytttrnj;.

Dundee Roval Asyhim,
Nov. 8, 1860.

ON THE FREQUENCY OF
MORBID ALTERATIONS OF THE

UTERINE APPENADGES
IN CASES SAID TO BE ITTERINE.

(Fi-om the ' Gazette des Hopitaux.')

Of the various organic systems, there are

few that, for a certain number of years, have

been the subject of so much clinical study and

research as the uterine system. From this

concourse of inquiries there has resulted more

contrariety than unanimity of opinion regard-

ing the principal points ia the pathological

history of the uterus and its appendages. As

a proof, witness the discrepancies which at

this moment exist among those who have
given most attention to this subject, as regards
both the origin and actual seat of the tumours
and phlegmonous congestions that occur in

the vicinity of the uterus. Nor are these
discrepancies without utility ; for they teach
us to receive with distrust every exclusive

theory, and leail to new studies before forming
a definite jmlgnient. Such new facts and
particular views as could serve to elucidate

this <|uestion should all be received with the
same degree of favovn-. For this reason,

independently of the merits of his work, wo
intend here noticing some of the views which
Dr Siredey has very ably developed, in the
thesis which he recently defended before the
Parisian Faculty of Medicine, on the part
which the uterine appendages enact in affec-

tions said to be uterine.

During my sojourn in the hospitals, says

Dr Siredey, I had opportunities of seeing a

very considerable number of women aflfected

with uterine disease ; and I was always struck
with the length of time they were under treat-

ment, the slowness of their convalescence, the
readiness with which relapses occurred, and
the small number of real cures. Yet the
patients were submitted to the most scrupulous
examination, and nothing was neglected that

could have any bearing on the local or general

state. The most judicious attentions were
lavished on the patients, who, ere long,

experienced much improvement ; the general

state became better, the neck of the uterus

less voluminous, the ulceration which covered
its orifice cicatrised, and the vaginal discharge

had either become less abundant or had
nearly ceased ; while the pains affecting the
loins, the hypogastrium, and thighs had dis-

appeared, when the patient, now wishing to

return to her usual avocations, left the

hospital cured. Yet, when in sucli cases a
close examination is made, you fail not to

discover such signs ns must lead you to a
degree of reserve in your prognosis. Not-
withstanding the gi'cat improvement that

has taken place, there still remains some
degree of fii-mncss in the cervix uteri ; and in

the lateral parts you still find a sensible degree
of resistance, which fail not to become the
source of new symptoms as soon as a spark
alights on the site of the former conflagration.
" This," says Dr Siredey, " is what we have a
hundred times witnessed, and such is the
result of these cases." Afier a delay of some
weeks, months, or even years, ti-om the
fatigue of another accoucheraelit or abortion,

or even from the menstrual flux or other
cause of uterine excitement, the same patient

returns again to solicit a bed in the hospital.

This time the general health is more sensibly

affected ; the countenance has an expression

of suffering ; the emaciation has increased

;

the pains are more acute and more persistent,

and extend to the hypogastrium. A new
examination is made, when, besides sj-mptoms

of phthisis pulmonalis and chloroanoemia,

almost always met with, wc discover acute

inflammation of the vulva ; the vagina bathed
with a mucous secretion ; the neck of the

uterus ulcerated, or not ulcerated, but
painful and nearly immovable from adhesions

to the pelvic parietes ; a resistance more or

less profound and of greater or less extent in

the culs-dc-sac of the vagina, or a doughiness

or tumefitction over the sides of the uterus

;

in a word, we see that assemblage of symp-
toms or that morbid state which has been
designated b}^ the name of peri-uterinc

phlegmon, or peri-mctritis. The seat of the

principal morbid phenomena in such cases is

no longer the uterus, but its appendages. As
M. Kegrier has proposed an exchange of
terms, and would consider the ovary and tube
as the essential organs, and the uterus as

their appendage ; so, in pathology, M. Siredey
con.?iders the affections of the utenis as

subordinate to those of the ovary, the tube,

and their common membrane the peritoneum.
"The diseases of these organs, therLtbre, take
the lead in the entire uterine pathology ; the
hidden depth of their situation, and the
difficulty with which they arc reachcil, give
rise to tlie uncertainty that attends their

diagnosis ; while, on their connectioil with
the great abdominal serous membrane, so

ready t(j take on an inflammatory action, their

gravity depends." Such is the idea that forms
the subject of M. Sircdey's thesis ; but we
shall not follow the physiological and ana-
tomical reasons which he adduces in support
of his proposition, but shall restrict ourselves

to an exposition of some of the clinical facts

which he believes give to his views the
sanction of experience.

Among tlie most frc<pient causes of peri-

uterine inrtammatiou, abortion and labour hold

the first rank. According to M. Aran, to

these causes are attributable 62 cases in
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ereiy 100. Our readers will recall the terrtble

epidemic from -svliich puerperal ivomen suffered

in 1859, ou which occasion the subject of

puerperal fever was brought before the

Academy of Medicine by M. Guerard. M.
Siredey was at that time an interne of the

Lariboisiere Hospital, and had, therefore,

opportunities for collecting valuable materials

for the illustration of this subject : and these

we shall here condense. From the 1st of Ja-
nuary to the 1st of July, 382 women were ad-

mitted, and of these 72 had recently been con-

fined. Of this last number, 34 left the hos-

pital cured or convalescent : all of them had
shown, in various degrees, well-marked symp-
toms of mutro-jieritonitis. In 22 of the re-

maining 38 cases, the tubes were found dilated

and filled with pus ; the ovaries voluminous,

softened, and purulent. While taking into

account the epidemic influence to which must
be referred much of the frequency and extent

of these lesions, it must yet be evident from
these statistics how important is the share to

be attributed in the lesions to parturition. If

those 22 cases be viewed in connection with the

34 who left the hospital cured or convalescent,

and who all presented, in various degrees, the

same morbid phenomena,—acute pain in the

iliac fossa, fulness, and sometimes real tume-

faction deep in the same region,—M. Siredey

considers that there is reason for admitting, at

least in the majority of the cases, if not in all,

that these symptoms have been produced by

inflammation of the ovary, which has in turn

given rise to circumscribed pelvi-peritonitis.

To the objection that might be made, and

which he has himself anticipated, that the

intra-pelvic tumefaclion might have had its seat

in the broad ligaments, he replies that in the

autopsies which he made, he did not see so

much as one instance where pus had collected

in the broad ligaments in such a way as to be
consjiicuous.

But it is not puerperal ovaritis alone which,

according to M. Siredey, may be the source

of peri-metritis. Of the lesions that have

their seat in the ovary, there is one on which

he especially insists as capable of giving rise

to this aflection : and that is tuberculisation
;

of which he gives two striking examples,

•which occurred to M. Aran in the course of

last year at the Hospital St Antoine. They
were two fatal cases of tubercular peritonitis

;

one following tuberculisation of the tubes ; the

other, chronic tubercular ovaritis followed by
peritonitis.

We shall add a few words on the principal

anatomical alterations of the uterine appen-
dages observed by ]\I. Siredey in the nume-
rous autopsies which he made, and afterwards

notice the practical consequences that may be
deduced from them.
The ovaries and tubes, says M. Siredey, are

usually simultaneously aflectcd with inflamma-

tion ; and it is unusual to flnd the tube sound

when the corresponding ovary is diseased, or

the ovary sound when the tube is affected.

Inflammation of the ovary may be acute or

chronic. In the former case, the ovaritis is

generally simple, and occurs usually in the left

ovary ; in the latter case it is double. In the

acute form, it is quickly attacked with inflam-

mation. Sometimes the pus has its source in

inflammation of one or more follicles ; in other

cases it proceeds from the whole organ gene-

rally. M. Siredey saw a case of this kind in

a woman who recently succumbed to an attack

of tubercular pleurisy. In the chronic form,

which is most frequent, the lesions are no
longer the same. Fus is rarely seen. The
ovary, at first hypertrophied, is at a later period

converted into a shapeless mass, the seat of
numerous alterations—cysts, tubercles, various
morbid productions, &c. One of the most
curious points in the pathological anatomy of
inflammation of the ovary, pointed out by M.
Siredey, is tho position which this organ
assumes. At first, owing to tho hypertrophy

which it undergoes, it falls, by its own weight,

to the bottom of the pelvic cavity
; adhesions

next take place, by which the organ becomes
fixed in this situation. The consequences of

this must be obvious in their bearings on the

symptomatology a^d diagnosis of the affections

under consideration. The tubes, generally

increased in volume in acute cases, are em-
bossed and undulating, and reverted on them-
selves ; the fimbriie of the pavilion are con-

siderably hypertrophied, are fungiform in

appearance, and sink from their weight towards

the lower part of the pelvis when not pre-

vented by existing adhesions. In a case seen

this present year by M. Siredey at the Hospi-

tal St Antoine, in a woman who, during life,

had a voluminous retro-uterine tumour, and
who died after manifesting at the onset symp-
toms of pelvi-peritonitis, the fimbrise of the

pavilion were found hypertrophied, adhering

together and forming a tumour the size of a

hen's egg. The walls of the tubes generally

were found thickened, an<l the degree of their

hypertrophy corresponded with that of the

ovary. Their mucous membrane, almost

always the seat of well-marked vascularity, is

usually immersed in a turbid, puriform fluid.

Lastly, in this situation was found, more fi-e-

quently than in tho ovary, tubercular matter

in different degrees of softening. Another
order of lesions is pointed out by M. Siredey

as influencing a great number of morbid alte-

rations of the uterus and its appendages : we
allude to circumscribed pelvic peritonitis,

which sometimes terminates in a cyst in the

midst of false membranes, the result of inflam-

mation, agglomerating all the parts together;

sometimes in an abscess which not unfrequently

opens into an adhering part of the intestine.

According to our confrere, who fully shares the

views of Bernutz and Goupil in their memoir
of 1857, it is this circumscribed, encysted

pelvic peritonitis which has hitherto been

generally considered as phlegmonous conges-

tion of the peri-uterine cellular tissue.

The practical consequences resulting from

these facts we shall reserve for a future

number.

OF
THE SPIRIT

THE PEEIODICALS.

The ' Medical Times and Gazette ' opens with a

continuation of Dr Goodfello'«''s Lectures on

Diseases of the Kidney. In his present lecture he

treats of the influence of alcoholic compounds in

inducing those diseases, and explains his views o

their mode of action. He makes the following

interesting remarks upon

"Their Physiological Action.— According to

current notions, wliich arc founded for the most
part upon the theory of Liebig, supported by the

experiments and researches of Boiichardat and
Sandras, and since also by Duchek, the alcohol

passes in the system, princii)aUy in the blood,

through several oxydising stages, until it idti-

inatcly becomes metamorphosed into carbonic

acid and -water, which are exhaled principally by
the lungs. This theory, so plausible, and so

satisfactory in many respects, and so calculated to

explain many acknowledged efl'ects of alcohol,

and supported as it is by the results of direct

experiments and chemical analj'ses made by the

first chemists of the day, was generally received

as true. According to this theory, alcohol was
regarded as an aliment— one of the tertiary, non-

azotised aliments,—and therefore subserving the

processes of respiration and calorification. The
successive changes that alcohol was supposed to

undergo in the capillary vessels of the system
from the oxygen brought by the blood, wore into

aldehyde, acetic acid, and carbonic acid and
water. The carbonic acid resulting from the de-

composition of the acetic acid was supposed
partly and chiefly to get out of tho system in a

gaseous state by the lungs, partly to become
united to several bases, and eliminated by the

kidneys and other enmnctories. Duchek goes so
far as to say that it sometimes becomes converted
into oxalic acid. It has been generally obsen'ed
that the quantity of carbonic acid in the air ex-
pired soon after the ingestion of alcohol ' or any
spirituous liquors is very perceptibly diminished,
and considerably less than before. To explain
this diminution, it has been stated that alcohol,

by the action of an oxydising body, loses two
equivalents of hydrogen, and gives rise to alde-

hyde ;

—

C4 H(, 0^ -^ O^ = 2 H + C. H^ Oj

Aldehyde.
At a second degree of oxydation, the alcohol loses

two equivalents of hydrogen, which are replaced

by two equivalents of oxygen, and acetic acid is

produced ;

Ct He O2 ^ 0, = 2 H + C. H3 0„ H O

Acetic Acid.
'

' This transformation of alcohol into acetic acid

takes place out of the body, as you know, under
the influence of ferments, or dry platinum-black.

By a further oxydation the acetic acid becomes
converted into carbonic acid and water, which are

ultimately carried out of the system in the way I

have already pointed out.
" Nothing apparently could be more satisfactorj'

than this explanation, and you perceive how com-
pletely it accounts for the diminution of the quan-
tity of carbonic acid. The alcohol takes aU the
oxygen, and, therefore, the fatty matters cannot be
burnt off ; they remain in the system to give rise

to the drunkard's fatness, whether deposited as

fat, or taking the place of the proper organic

principles, and leading to fatty degeneration.

The whole of the oxygen is used up in gradually

converting the alcohol into carbonic acid, which,

as it is slowly evolved, unites with the different

alkaline and earthy bases, to be fiually ehminated.

by the kidnej's and Hver. This was supposed
veiy likely to hap|jeu when, from the deadening,

numbuing, ])ardlysiug influence of the alcohol

xqjon the nervous and muscular systems, the

respiratory movements became so reduced in fre-

qiiency and extent, that but little oxygen could

be introduced into the blood, from the small

quantity of air gaining admission into the lungs.
" Now all this theory, plausible and satiifac-

tory as it is, has been completely, and, I think,

successfully, proved to be false. It will not bear

a searcliing inquiry into the tree facts of the case.

And after all, as the sequel will prove, we are

obbged to come back to the old opinions, as de-

rived from unbiassed exjieriments, and before

facts were made to square with chemical theories.

MM, I^allemaud, Perrin, and Huroy have made
this inquiry in the true spirit of philosophy, and

in the most searching manner. It is impossible

to read the account of their experiments and

analyses without beuig convinced that they had

oue object alone in view, and that was truth,

apart from any preconceived views or theories. It

is altogether out ol the scojie of these lectures to

quote at length the beautiful, ingenious, and very

satisfactory experiments by which they have been

led irresistibly to their conclusions. Suffice it to

say that the results of their experiments admitted

of no other conclusions than those which the

authors came to, and which are of great value in

explaining the pathogenic action of alcohoUc and
allied substances. These gentlemen, then, have
found ujwn evidence, which 1 do not see how any
oue can gainsay, that whether alcohol, or ite

compounds, brandy, rum, gin, or whisky, be

taken into the stomach, or iuhaled by the lungs,

it is only found as alcohol iu the blood and iu the

tissues, especially in the nervous substance, for

which it would seem to have a special attraction ;

and that it has no claim to be regarded as an
aUment. 'When taken into the stomach, some
small portion may be converted into acetic acid,

by the gastric juice and the mucus acting as

ferments. But even this small quantitj- does

not enter the blood. In this list fermented

drinks which contain more or less nutrient

matter mixed with the alcohol must be ex-

cluded, such as wine, beer, eider, perry, &c.

Wines contain even nitrogenous matters, also

colouring and fatty matters, and salts ;
cider

contains glucose, mucilage, vegetable acids,

&c. ; beer also contains glucose, dextrine, and
allied snbstances in considerable proportions,

nitrogeneons matters, bitter and aromatic prin-

ciples, and salts. According, then, to MM.
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Lalleraand, Perrin, and Duroy, alcohol is neither

transformed nor destroyed iu the organism, and is

ultimately ehminated without undergoing any
modification. They have detected it in con-

siderable qnautity in the blood, brain-substance

when freed from membranes and blood, and

in the urine by means of distillation ; they have

shown afterwards, by the aid of exact doses

analogous to the process of analysis by the method
of volumes, that alcohol diffuses itself in the

tissues, and that it accumulates in the brain, and
in the liver, where it is found in larger quantities

than in the blood and other organs. They have
proved by multiplied experiments, verified by
counter-proofs, that alcohol does not undergo any
modification in the economy, and that it does not

give rise, consequently, to any bodies resulting

from its oxydation, such as aldehyde, acetic acid,

ftc. It is only in the stomach that it is susceptible

of experiencing any modification, for a small

fraction of alcohol ingested is there converted into

acetic acid by the action of the gastric juice and
the mucus, which act then as a ferment ; but this

action, altogether local and special to the stomach,
ceases the moment the alcohol penetrates the

venous radicles. These antliors have shown,
moreover, that it is eliminated by the lungs, the

skin, and the kidneys, as alcoliol. It is not only
after the ingestion of a great quantity of alcohol

that they met with it iu the organs, for they found

it in the blood of a dog, nine hours after he had
taken only 30 grammes (3 drachms 374 grains) at

21°
; they met witli it in a man who had dmnk

about 30 grammes (about 34 drachms) of brandy
;

they observed, finally, that the jiulmouary exha-

lation of a man who had taken a litre (Jths of an
Imperial quart) of wine, of a middling alcoholic

richness, contained alcohol for eight hours after

taking it, and tliat the urinary secretion gave
evidence of its presence during fourteen hours.

The authors may well ask,
—

' Is this the mode of

action of an aliment ?' AU the tests for the

detection of aldehyde, and acetic acid, were had
recourse to after alcohol had been administered

in various ways, and iu every dose, but without
avail ; whereas when very small quantities of

these substances were administered, evident in-

dications of their presence in the blood, and in the

organs, and in the exhalations from the lungs,

were at once observed. I have already described

how the diminished quantity of carbonic acid

exhaled after the ingestion of alcohol was ex-

Elained under the old theory. It remains to show
ow the diminution can be accounted for under

these observed, indisputable facts. Now, it

appears, from the researches of MM. Lallemand,
Perrin, and Duroy, that alcoholic substances exert
a very remarkable action upon the blood, whicli

presents in animals alcoholised numerous globules
of fat, like cliolesterine, visible to the naked eye,

and swimming on the surface of tliat fluid. This
is of such interest in connection with our subject,

that I shall again refer to it when I come to speak
of the pathological effects of alcohol. At present
it is in its physiological aspect that they are of

importance. Since alcohol produces a modification
so singiilar, may it not offer also, when present,

an obstacle to the disengagement of carbonic acid,

or delay even the combination of oxygen with the
carbon of the bIoo<l ? If this be tlic ca.se, alcohol

contributes to nutrition, not actively as au alimen-
tary substance, but in an indirect manner iu exer-

cising a moderating influence uixjn organic decom-
position. AVith respect to its influence inde-

pendently of this separation of the fatty principles,

and perhaps their conversion into a non-saponi-
fiable state, but little is positively known. It is

conceivable, however, from the properties which
alcohol is known to possess,—its great difi'usive-

ness through, and attraction for, water,—its

power of dissolving some very important animal

Srinciples, and of coagulating others,— that it

oes exert a considerable influence upon the phy-
sical, and also probably upon the chemical quali-

ties of the blood, and blood-corpuscles. Nothing
definite, however, has been obseiTed. Dr Addison,
of IJrighton, whose able researches have thrown
light upon some physiological and pathological

processes, has observed seme very curious effects

tipon adding sherry wine to blood out of the body

;

and it is possible that alcohol, when taken into
the system in large quantities, may in time work
such changes, and even destroy the red corpuscles
already formed, and liinder the full development
of others. MM. Lallemand, Peirin, and Duroy,
however, saw no alteration in the corpuscles, even

when alcohol was added to the blood out of the

body, and also in blood taken after large quan-
tities had been imbibed."

(To be continued.)

Dr RiOHAKD P. Cotton continues, in the

same journal, his observations on the Action of

Certain Substances upon Phthisis. Dilute hydro-

chloric acid is the remedy reported on in this

article. The dose was from ten to fifteen

minims. Dr Cotton says :

" Of the twenty-five patients, eleven greatly

imjjroved ; six slightly improved ; and eight

received no benefit. Of the greatly-improved

cases, seven were in the fii-st, two were in the

second, and two in the third stage. Of the

slightly-improved patients, one was in the first,

one in the second, and four in the third stage.

Of those who i-eceived no benefit, two were in

the fii-st, one in the second, and five in the third

" Sixteen patients gained in weight ; eight

lost weight ; and in one there was no alteration.

The clianges in weight were particularly noticed

in reference to the cod-liver oil. In six cases,

although no oil was taken, there was a OTeat

increase of weight (an average of si.x ponnds to

each patient) ; but in all the rest who either did or

could not take the oil, there was more or less loss

of weight. Without reference to the oil, however,

those greatly improved were found to have
inci eased in weight, although such increase bore

no direct proportion to the amount of improve-

ment, some who had gained the least haviiig

been quite as much benefited as any of the rest.

" The improvement was in several cases very

marked indeeil, both locally and generaUy ; the

disease appearing to be arrested, and the patients

declaring themselves ' quite well.' This was
especially noticed in three cases, in one of which
the disease was already in the second stage ; in

two of these no cod-liver oil had been taken, in

one this remedy had been occasionally added to

the acid. Two other persons, who had actual

vomica;, also improved very decidedly, the pul-

monary secretion greatly diminishing, all the

general symptoms subsiding, and the patients

ultimately leaving the hospital materially im-

proved in every ])articiUar. Of the seventeen

more or less improved cases, seven took no oO
;

while in ten, it was occasionally taken in com-
bination with the acid : in two of the latter cases

the oil seemed to make little, if any, ditt'erence
;

but in ,at least four, it apjieared to contribute

materially to the general result.
" In five of the patients who were obviously

benefiting under the hydrochloric acid, the
experiment was made of changing it temporarily
for an equivalent dose of liquor potassa:. In one
of these there was no marked effect, the jiatient

aiipearing to do equally well inider either acid or

alkali ; out iu the other four the change was
more or less prejudicial, the patients unhesi-

tatingly affirming that they were progressing less

than when taking the acid. Much care was used
when making this observation, the patient's own
words being, in each case, recorded.

" In very few instances did the hydrochloric
acid at all disagree. Now and then a little

gastric pain was complained of, but in no case

was it necessary permanently to abandon its use.

As a general nde, the appetite greatly improved
under its administration.

" For some years past I have frequently pre-

scribed for phthisical patients the mineral acids

in conjunction with gentian and other vegetable

tonics ; but I became anxious to examine, as far

as possible, the separate influence of the acids.

The frequency witn which consumptive persons
suffer from (lyspcpsia— the fact that the free

acid frequently occurring during healthy digestion

is the hydrochloric—together with the well-

known solvent effect of this acid upon the plastic

constituents of the food, pointed rather to it as

the proper object of the experiment, than to

either the nitric or sulphuric acid. I have no
reason, however, to think that either of these

acids, or the compound known as the nitro-hydro-

cliloric acid, may not bo equally beneficial ; but
upon this point I hope to make further observa-
tions.

" After making due allowance for otiier influ-

ences, so favourably brought into operation at the
Consumption Hospital, Ij cannot hell) coming to

tiie following conclusions :

"I. That the mineral acids are well suited t°

a large number of phthisical cases.
'

' 2. That the dilute hydrochloric acid especially,

in doses of ten or fifteen minims twice or thrice

a day, is au important auxiliary to other treat-

ment ; and may oftentimes be usefully employed,
either alone, or in conjunction with other mineral
or vegetable tonics."

Mr Henry Smith contributes au article on

some points connected with the Pathology and

Treatment of Prolapse of the Sectum, and Dr

HoBSON continues his papers on Medicine in

China. We quote the annexed paragraphs on
the pulse :

"As the pulse plays such an important part

in diagnosing and prognosticating disease in

China, I ought, before going farther, to describe

in a few words the Chinese theory of the pulse,

on the right knowledge of which, the Chinese

saj-, all treatment of disease depends. It is the

foundation upon which the whole superstructure

of their Medical practice rests. Demolish tliis,

and institute in its place the true knowledge of

the circulation of the blood, and the first step is

made for future improvement. Some able foreign

writers upon the Chinese have affirmed that they
do understand the circulation of the blood ; which,

they say, they find given in Medical treatises on
the pulse. I doubt the competency of any one,

but a Medical man conversant with their writings,

to say whether the Chinese have a knowledge of

the circulation or not. I acknowledge they knew
ages ago that the blood is the chief source of life,

and that it moves or oscillates in blood-vessels
;

but the anatomy and proper function of the heart

is unknown : there is no special name of, or dis-

tinction between, arteries and veins, still less of

the intermediate vessels, the capillaries ; there

is no mention of the valves of the veins, which
struck Harvey so forcibly as beiug put there for

some object ; no allusion to the change of blood
in the lungs, nor anything, in fact, said about its

circulating iu a double circle ; nor its si^ecial

uses iu the economy. The same words, also,

which are used for the motion of the blood, are

equally applied to the circulation of .the spirits,

or air : which moves about in vessels, as well as

the Ijlood, and which is no new theory ; for

arteries, being always found empty, were sup-

posed to contain air by Hippocrates, and even

down to a much later date. But the Chinese

theory of the circulation and the pidse is not

only absurd, but impossible ; its untruth is

proved to demonstration on the very face of it

;

lor it sets at defiance the simplest laws of

hydraulics, and gives a vital force and quality to

a pulsating and conducting tube, which it could

never possess. The extent of the pulse is one

Chinese inch on the right and left wrists, and no-

where else. It is divided into three parts, called

Tsiin, Kwan, and Cliih : each of these has an
external and an internal pulse ; that is, there is

a distinct pulse in each of these three places, and
on the inner and outer side of the pulsating

vessels, making altogether twelve pulses, six on
the right and six on the left. This explains

why both wrists must be felt, and the astonish-

ment that is expressed on a foreign physician's

being content with feeling the pulse in one wrist

only. Besides these twelve, there are others

wliich .scarcely admit of explanation, being too

refined even for Chinese Doctors themselves, and
are confessed to be unimportant in practice. But
of those just mentioned, each one of the twelve

corresponds with, or belongs to, twelve viscera,

two of which are imaginary— viz., the gate of

life, and three upper, middle, and lower mem-
branous expansions, which 1 transliito membranes
of tlie viscera. The following table will show
the theory more clearly

:

" Chinese Theory of the Pui.se.
'

' Extent.— One inch, or three fingers placed side

by side on the right or left wrist.
" Division.—Into three parts.

" 1st, called Tsiin ; 2nd, Kwan ; 3rd, Chili.

"Pulse of the Left Wri.st.—Tsiin—Ex-
ternal side belongs to the heart ; internal side, to

the small intestines. Kwan—External side, to

the liver ; internal side, to the gall-bladder.

Chih—External side, to the kidney; internal side,

to the bladder.

"PiTi.SE OF the Rioht Wrlst.—Tsun—Out-

side, belongs to the lungs ; inside, to the great

intestines. Kwan—Outside, to the spleen ; inside,
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to the stomach. CliUi—Ontsiae, to the gato of

life ; inside, to the membranes of the viscera.

"'
riiere are four kinds of pulse. 1st, Fvu; the

stioiig, full pulso. 2ud, Chiih, deep, feeble, small

pulse. 3id, Che,, the slow pulse. 4tli, So, the

quick pulse.
" The three places of the inch pulse may each

have a ditl'ureut pulse.

"Tlie Kwau may he Fou\ or strong and fuU
;

the Tstiu may be So, or quick ; the Chih may be

Chin, or small and feeble—all at the same time.
" Who can say, with this theory before them,

that the Chinese kuow anything about the true

circnlation of the blood ! Its glorious discovery

is aloue due to our celebrated countryman, Dr
Harvey, in the time of Charles. But tlie Chinese

are not only ignorant of the circulation, but of

the cause of the pulse ; the propelling jjower of

the heart, and the conducting power of the

arteries, are altc^ether unknown. Tliere is no
pulse for that important organ the brain, or the

spinal marrow, muscles, and bones, &c. But
while they write learnedly about thej wonderful

properties of the pulse, and palm a lie upon tlio

public, in professing to distinguish its minute
and varied forms, yet I liave never met witli one

Chinese Medical Practitioner who dared affirm

to my face that he had done so ; or was willing

to try his boasted skill upon any patient of mine,

though offered a considerable reward, to point out

any well-known disease by tlie pulse aloue. The
doctrine of the circulation of the blood being so

important, I entered upon it very freely in a

Ti-eatise on Physiology, ajid I i-ather expected, as

it ran counter to their views, and, if received,

would in time jn-ove fatal to their darUug and
mucli-vauntcd tliecn,', that it would meet with
opposition and ridicule. But, singular enough,

it was generally admitted to be true, or at least

unobjected to and unopposed in any way ; but it

may be long before these new views will shake
the public confidence in a long-trusted orecle."

Mr Hilton's Lectures on Pain are continued

in the ' Lancet.' The Author reports several

instances in which rest cured old sinuses and

ulcers, tlio rtwthodus 7)iedendi being simply to

control muscular action. "VVe extract some of the

•ascs :

" Sitb-occipital Abscesses.-—Abscesses under the
occipito-frontalis muscle are sometimes very large,

and resist surgicial treatment for a very long
period. AVhy is this ? Let me remind you that
the areolar tissue in which tliis abscess exists is

abundant, and that the whole superficies or dome
of the abscess is under the influence of tlie occi-

pito-frontalis muscle. Hence there is no rest to

the abscess ; it never has a chance of quietude, or
of accurate and persistent coajkation of its sur-
faces, from tlie disturbance produced by the move-
ments of this muscle. That such abscesses are
difficult to heal will be admitted when I mention
the particulars of some cases ; and I will endea-
vour to demonstrate to you that in the siu'gical

treatment of such cases the great object should
be to keep the occipito-frontalis perfectly quiet. 1

would say, then, that chronic abscesses or sinuses
under the scalp may be cured by keeping the
occiiiito-froutalis quiet and at rest, by strapping.

"In illustration, I may mention this case to

you. Lust spring I was requcbted to see a stout
gentleman, aged fifty, who had fiillcn down the
hold of a ship. He had been taken to tlio London
Hospital, wliere liis wound was well dressed. The
anterior half of the scalp was iujured ; it had been
turned forwards and downwards, quite over his
face, by the accident. This flap was replaced in

accurate jiositiou, bandaged and strapped, and
the patient was scut homo. Not any primary
adhesion took place in the wound, and in a few
days his surgeon tliought it right to take off tlie

dressing, when it was found that the scalp itself

was mucli swollen, and that tlie whole of it was
lifted up or raised from the bones by sub-occipital
su])puiation. The patient subsequently liad two
attacks of severe lu"emorrhage, from sloughing and
ulceration of the temporal arteries, which required
ligatures

; and it is wortliy of remark that the
bones of the cranium were denuded of pericranium
to the extent of several inches, and were daily ex-
posed in this condition during nearly a fortnight.
Yet the bones did not die, tlieir nutrition being
denved from the blood supphed by tlio arteries of
the dura, mater. The womid was di-essod daUy

with lint and warm water, and the pus squeezed
out from under the whole of the occipito-fron-

talis ; but the abscess would not heal, and the
question was, how to get the pus from under the
])Osterior i)art of the scalp—for there was no out-

let for it in that direction—and how to secure rest

to the movable dome of the abscess. The haii-

upon his scalp was shaved off, and long strips of

plaster were so arranged across and around the
head as to empty the abscess, to keep the occipito-

frontalis quiet, and to press it downwards upon
the pericranium and bones : this was done simply
for the puri>ose of giving rest to tlie parts. The
rapidity witli which the abscess then liealed, was
very remarkably in contrast with the tardy results

of previous daily dressing and emptying the ab-
scess. He quickly got well, and without any
necrosis of bone."

" Desp Cervical Abscess, followed by a Sinus.—
I have here the notes of another case, where a

sinus existed in the neck, and was cured by rest.

This case was of two years' duration, and was
cured in three weeks by rest. 1 am almost afraid

you may be induced to fancy I am using the lan-

guage of exaggeration in this statement ; but
really it is not so.

"in 1S49, Elizabeth H , aged twenty,
living at Lambeth, had had a largo abscess ex-
tending deeply under the platysma myoidcs and
the steruo-cleido-mastoideus. I'liis had continued
as a long sinus, discharging freely during juauy
months. She had been an hospital out-patient

during two years. Iodine, &c., had been injected

into the sinus, and a seton passed through it, and
retained within it for some time witliout any Ijenc-

fit. Strips of adhesive plaster were drawn tightly

over and across the muscles covering the sinus,

and the head was steadied by a pasteboard splint,

cut rudely into a form which could be adapted to

tlie pelvis, along the back of the shoulders to the
back of the head, and then laterally on •ach
side, so as to embrace the whole of the head in a

circle of pasteboard. A figure of 8 bandage was
then applied over this apparatus around the head
and under the axilla, crossing in front of the
chest, so as to fix the head and neck forward and
a little downwards firmly upon the shoulders, and
to relax the muscles. The sinus ceased to dis-

charge at the end of a fortnight ; but she con-

tinued to wear the apparatus for a short time

—

about three or four weeks—longer, as a further

security.
" This patient was thus ciu'ed by rest."
" Cases of Carbuncle, followed by Sloughing.—

We all know that it is not easy to manage success-

fully the treatment of a patient who lias had a
large carbuncle on tlie back of the neck near the
scalp, whicli, by destroying the sub-cutaneous
areolar and fascial structures, leaves large portions

of loose oveiiappmg skin, blue, dark-coloured, and
congested, showing a very feeble power, and,

added to this condition, tho trapezii muscles ex-

posed to view. Now 1 wish to show the thera-

peutical value of local rest in the treatment of

such a cixse.
'

' Two yeai-s ago I saw the wife of a physician

whose condition accurately resembled that which
I have just delineated. She had been previously

attended by a very cmiueut Loudon surgeon.
The case was not proceeding satisfactorily : there
was no local evidence o£ repair ; the wound had
remained stationary during some time before my
visit. On looking at the jiatieut's neck, it ap-

peared to me that there were two additional

requisites in the treatment which might help tho

cure : one was to aixange some simple mechanism
which would keep the trapezii muscles quiet ; and
the other, to support in their proper positions,

and to maintam ru a state of perfect rest, the

loose, feeble flaps of skin. I hoped by such
means to facilitate adhesion of the two granulat-

ing surfaces. The loose flaps of skin were laid

neatly upon the subjacent trapoicii, and then a

large, thick pad of cotton wool was firmly fixed

upon the siu'face of the fhips of skin and surround-

ing parts. A bandage was applied around the

head, and extended as a figure of 8 bandage,

crossing behind the neck and under the armpits,

in order to fix the head, neck, aud shoulders, and
control the trapezii. In tweuty-fom' hours the
healing commenced, and pi'oceeded, under the
same local treatment, to the most satisfactory and
speedy termination.

"Not long after that time, I saw a patient with
Mr Wright in the Clapham road, where precisely

the same circumstances occunxd, with precisely

the same treatment, aud jnecistly the same result.

Here the parts were kept at rest partly by a thick
pad of cotton wool pressuig upon the flajjij, and
by means of a Ijaudage to keep the head and the
trapezii muscles in a state of rest. Cases of the
same kind, with the .same result from tlie same
treatment, luivc occurred to me lately in Guy's
Hospital.

'

' Popliteal Abscess and Sinuses.—Sinuses in the
popliteal region, in unhealthy subjects, are very
difficult to cui-e, except by local rest ; and here I

will take the liberty of reading part of a note
which I received from a surgeon in Ei>sex, who
had sinuses at the back of liis knee-joint :

—

" 'Jan. &tli, 1853.—ily sinuses occui'ied after
an abscess in the jwpliteal .space, which left a very
irritable, unhealtliy ulcer, the size of a walnut,
and several long and deep sinuses extending from
it, amongst the tendons of the hamstiiug muscles.
Not being able myself to im\)rove this ulcer, 1

consulted the late Sir A. Cooper, who stated tliat

it was owing to a defective state of my general
healtli, and ordered me steel aud quinine, to inject

nitric acid lotion, to take exercise, aud to wear a
high-heeled shoe. At the end of many wceksy
the ulcer and sinuses remained as they \\ere.

You then .saw me, and ordered my leg to be flt.xed,

and placed upon a resting splint upon a wooden
leg, and moderate pressure upon the .sinuses with
.soap plaster. I continued this plan, aud in twO'
mouths I was quite well, aud have been so ever
since, and am in active occupation in my practice.'

"
" Painful Granulalions fullovii'iu) liijur>j.—

Some long time after the occiurence of this ca,-c, 1

had a jjatient in Guy's Hospital suU'ering '^r. nh
from an ulcer at the end of the finger, in >\ i

was supposed there was a piece of broken gl I

the original injury was a cut from breaking a '..iu-

dow. she had been under the observation of a sur-

geon, who had tried repeatedly to get out tho -ii; -

posed jiiecc of glass, and had puni.«h«d lier st\ ' i y.

but uuinteutioiially. Slie came into the ho^j irul,

smd 1 thought the case would give mo a good oppor-
tunity of making a demoastiatiou «f what I had.

long deemed to be correct, and tanght. Oa
placing the broad end of my own finger upi>n the
ulcer, it gave her exquisite pain ; the broad sur-

face of my finger, however, was not a suUiciently

accm-ate localizer of tho pain. I then employed
the rounded end of a probe, and with great care
examined the whole surface of the ulcer by
pressuie, until I came ujiou a .spot that was ex-
quisitely tender, and produced dreadful pain to

the patient. With a pair of scissors I cut out
the painful granulations. Explaining to Di-

llabershou, the Demonstrator of Anatomv at

Guy's Hospital, the views I entertained icg

tho cause of the paiufill granulations, I rwp i .

him to examine them by the aid of the micro-
scope, aud he found in them, and near the surface,

as I had expected, loojied filaments of n .

tlms completing the uemonstratiou of tln

of the jiaiu. From the time of my cutting a}

those sensitive granulations tho paiu ceased, and
the soro began to heal ; there was no more trouble

or difliculty as regards the treatment of tlie ulcer;

it got well by giving it 'physiological rat.'
" Exquisitely painful Ulcer aft-:.' ' -

About a j'ear and a half ago, I was i >

see a gentleman's coachman, whoy ou ^ ^
his box seat, slipped his fingers between tuo
lower bar and Irts .seat, and thus had two of
his fingers broken oU' at the second phiilaucjes.

One of them went on rapidly towards heaUng, and
healed very well. The other remained sv." -^

irritable, verj' jiainful to the touch or on ex
j

to the ail', preventing sleep, and producing,

constitutional disturbance. Wo failed to iv.ioi

these symptoms by the local aud internal enii 1 .'V-

ment of opium. This uuJiealthy condition could
not be from any constitutional defect, because one
finger did well ; nor could it be from the result of

any dissimilarity of the original iujuiy, for they
were precisely alike. With the surgeon iu attend-

ance, 1 made a careful examination of the part

;

aud when I placed the end of a probe towards the

edge of the ulcer upon the finger, it detc^ i :

spot which was exquisitely tender, and the p.

screamed out— 'Oh, pray, for God's sake, >.-.vi

it over 1 I can't stand it.' The position of ilLi^

pain was in the course of one of the lu\ latcd

digital uer^-es. I passed a pointed bistoury under
the nerve, about one-fourth of an inch above its

exposed portion upon the wound, aud so divided

the uei-ve. The i>ain in the ulcer immedialoly

ceased, and the touch of the probe caused no un-
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eamness. From that time all tl.e local svmi.toms

trouMe, being quickly cured by° ' physiological

" These cases prove aistinctly tliat an ulcermay be very much modified in its character fromthe exposure of a nerve in the wound
1 mentioned this subject to my colleague, Mrtock, some time ago, and shortly aftern-ards lie

obl.'l'Ir''^''°1?"'*y''^^<''*'"K ""^ '"'«« "f the

nn ,! r, ^i"." V?^'^""^
tl'O condition of suchnn ulcer as that I have referred to, and divided

got won
'^

-'
'^""""^ * '"=^'^>' '^•'O'^te'- and

"Pmnfid initahU Uk^oftU Lcg.-l have

^cuiTcd ir/''
of t,vo other cases^hat Wooccuirea latelv, under mv care at r.iMr'a w„„

ffle*"
'"^'^

' '^'"' -th y-Penr^^^o;,tw

ad^So^-t^^tif^V,^::;^^--.
_ s;:ing from syphilitic so.-o on fra^num an, penS^vMth secondary eruption and a very painful'

«"';
«n the inner malleohis of his U l.-r The^hd.s was treated and cure<l by Pfumme^spdl, In-e grains, twice a day ; but the minfululcer remained nninflueneed by the m^eu.^

my I^'mt" "^ "' '^^ '^'"' ^''"^'^ V
" 'When leaping, about four years aw hospramed his ancle, and «„ ulcer fonned <S. themner imilleohis of the left leg. It had made

^ri^Wv^^^It"* '""','"".: '-"""-"'dcatS
mclination to heal, and was very painful witliintense nen;ous sensibility localised 'at ts upper

rtlfr;,,!':"
"»^ ^'^""^-•^ ^ ex-ami,nn^^[

-ni'If' , \- !^"'' 1««"—Mr Hilton passed apmnted bistoury a little distance above thetender spot under, and then through, thrm-aim-
lations, thereby severing the filam nV o*? thenei-res snpnlying the morbidly sensitive Krannh!

W^M hiZl?'r'r' >-f
l'<'>>"«liately acku^^"

otlKi parts of the ulcer was not more acute tliannormal, the surface became covered ?n healtbvpurulent exudation, cic„tri«.tiou da v ad ^uc^f*nd he ulcer was closed in a fortniLht ,, i

rACi'jr:' •'^ '"^^ "•<= witaC"!^ ti •;;;!

few;™,:ir.'!!""*""'>"- !>«' --fo- yo.. m a

oldirrif",!."*','-
1««0.-The painful spot of anold in liable ucer was eiamined by a prolM, the

«.;'.'
' '"''' »1<=S'' ahoTo mentioned is free from

fV'l'
""l hj>s assumed a healthy characTer -itsedges are throw ng now skin ovnrfl„ ™.' t

tions. From this time, the7ln.7u '^
^ul',l"d

IIZ:-"''
""""'"'• '•"J "' '-' days

"3""'

" These are cases that appear to me to disnUvvery accurately the thei^plitic val "e of wlmt wemay fairly term ' physfological rest ' to theabnormal fusibility of the "surface of' the soreThe division of the nerve h.«I its effect ur^n the

bSrifj' i'^^-%,»/.,. and the'"°ulcer

"I tru.st 1 may have thus brieily succeeded in

wimt IS termed a ' painful irritable ulcer
'

And now, Sir, to conclude. I took as mv
oi oisease. 1 hope that I may have in these

aif^n^Vinio^'ltnl ZlT^ t^^ii^^et
rtfurrz-^ji ,T".-..»e -'>™itU""to it'

nw'^n,"',"/"'^'''"'-''',
*" ^''-^ -'•''«* in>perfoctions ofDiy matter, and to my unstudied style; of

843

*!,„„„ f iV — 'y ""siuuiea style: of

mysell
"° °"° '""''' more conscious than

to 'Z' q-f't"*'
"'^' ?^,"*1 gratitude is due

to }ou, Sir, for your daily sanction of these
lectures by your daily presence

"Staudiiig here. Sir, within this great andnoble monument to John Hunter, may'l venture

imputation of any meretricious or egotistic pre-
tensions ? If so, all I can ask of you is' tobehove (what I myself feel) that I ^have only

eZ^"".^ t"'^'^-"'^'"'K l^ymyhest, yet feeble!

vTr o % "'P '>^temple sacred to Professional
Virtue, burgical Science, and Truth."

Sir Edwis Cantox contributes to the same
journal some notes on Atrophy a,ul DeycHcralUm
of the ArUrics, and Dr Wakdell a paper on
SiUeric Fever. Mr Baker Brown commeuces a
reiJort, in the same journal, of £levm Cases of
rcsico- raginal Fistula. We extract the article :

Ji *^''?T?i
?—

"""^f
Fistulic; seirral operations;

«,rf.—(This and the three following cn.sos are
abstractcMlfrom the reports of the London Surgical
Home, taken by the visiting surgeons.)—'

S

i-'-TT' "^"'l
'"Jty-five, married, has had eight

children and three miscarriages. Her first five
labours were pretty goo,l. Her last labour began
at half-past twelve a. m. on Thursday, and bsted
till a quarter-past three p.m. on Friday, April 9,
1852. She was finally delivered by instruments
Her nriiie came away per vaginam immediately
after the labour. Six mouths aften^•ards she
was admitted into St Mary's Hospital, under JlrBaker Brown. On examination, he found t^vo
openings, separated by a)x)ut half an inch from
each other, the upper one near the os uteri Ho
performed .several o])eratioii3 upon her withoutmuch benefit Subsequently she entered the
Soho-square Hospital, where the actual cautery
was frerjnently apjdicd. On November 1, 1858
she was admitted into the I/mdon Snrgica'l
Home. On examination, Mr Brown found both
the openings much smaller, but the edges very
hard almost cartilaginous. The patient stated
that the last doctor under whom she had been
asserted that there were three opcnin<'s • but at
the time only the two before-mention?d could be
seen. Mr Brown operated on these by Boze-man s plan, excepting that the buttons were
placed horizontally instead of ti-ansversely asrecommended by him. On the tenth day'the
buttons were removed, and both openings found
to be completely closed ; but, in a few dfy.s, she
complained that a very small quantity of nrine
occasionally e.,cai»l ; therefore, on December 1Mr Brmvni uyected the bladder with tejud waterand then found the water escape (guttatim)

s tunted at the very a,,ex of the vagina. Around
this was a strong band of adhesion, cuttinr. off as
It were, the opening from the rest of the v;igina.

Itb^-lel v"<'^''''7"'''''
""^^ aftci-wards drSsedwith oiled hut and sponge tents. On the 3rd ofJanuary, 1S5!., Mr 1..™?! endeavoured t° cLe

the opening, winch ha,l Ixcome much largerusmg Bozcman's buttons. Four days afterlwards she was taken whh violent sickness and

tT T' "^ "
''"' '"'"' "'"^ the result

tl,t%,.i"' Tif""'''?- '^"l
"'"'"'•'y t"n> out. Onthe 27tl,, the patient having perfectly recoveredand the i«rts looking healthy, Mr Brown agai

operated upon her, and for several day, witapparent success; but, on removing the buttonthere was sti 1 a very minute fistula, throughwhich a small quantity of urine escaped, w ?„

Her rf'ub".'
•""* '" *'"' ^«™">''<-nt postureMer health being very much shattered by loneconfinement .she left the institution for thepurpose of ftoing into the country

'

isfin^^'f
*''!'• ' '"'*; "'«'•* "^ •>« till June,

1800 when heanng that she was quite well, Icalled on her, and found that such was thecase. She stated that she had been gradual^

Citi tb "f'AI''
'"^"'^ '"'^ -"1 Ics^urfi Jand for the last three months had been perfectly

It will be observed that this case, prior to ad-
mission into the London Surgical Home, was

.uL ."^ i*''?^'*
^''f^''" the advantages ofSilver sutures had been proved.

"Case 2.—Two FistiUw, the larger one cured
by OIK operation, the second bg two—N" K
aged thirtj', married; resides at Winchester;

onn ?''t^"'^
the London Surgical Homo on the

20th of December, 1859.
"//istoy*/.—Has had a child, ten mouths ago ;says that she was some hours in labour, the

child being very large, but no instruments were
used About nine daj-s after her confinement,
she found that she was unable to retain her
urine, tahe then applied to the County Hos-
pital

; afterwards she was seen by Mr BuckelLwho recommended her to be removed to the
xlome.

"On examination, two ojieniiigs were fouud.one admittmg the end of the finger, and thesecond the end of a No. 10 bougie, with an
lutervening space not much more than a quarter
ot an inch. These openings were situated niid-

bladdef
"'*'™ the os uteri and the neck of the

"Dec. 22nd.—The patient being placed onher back in the lithotomy position, 'under thenflucnce of chloroform, both openings havingbeen pared, were closed by bir clmnps, thflarger one re.iuiring three, and the smaller twoiron-wire sutures being used.
'

'

f,„l'^ti''"~i'^''
'^^'»I'^of wine. On examina-

tion, the clamps ou the smaller oi«iiiug hadfallen off, because the wires had ulcerated

be'heaM "
'""^ "^ *''" "^•'""'g ^^ fo^nd *«

"Jan. 1st.—The bar clamps on the larger
opening removed, and complete union was found.

rated u?onT""''"'''
'^^''^^^"^ ^^'^ ^^^^'^ ope-

was Ifunr^"
"''""'" ''"°^'''

'
"""l''*'" °"'<"^

"Feb. 7tli.—Discharged quite cured.
Jiemarks.-n is always diflicult to cure twoopenings by one operation

; but it is certain thatin this instanco the cause of failure was the
cutting out of the iron wires ; and if silver wireshad been used, such would not have been the
case. It will, however, be observed, that the
cure was effected in five weeks.
" C^SE 3.—^M Fistula , tiro opercUions; cure.

Z-iZ-i:^~\ ^°.l T
^^y^ "arried, three children

;

niris*6o'°
^"'^'"'' ^•""«' ^r"^

„,
'.'

^'f'"'J'-7:^}'"^Z\
y°'"'^ "g" '''<' ™s confined

of her first child. The labour did not last very
long

;
but as she had previously been sutferinl'

from dyspep,_ia and debility, she became
exhausted. The medical attendant thou<rht it
neces.sary to apply forceps, and a fine boy was
born, who, however, only lived a few minutes.
Alter tlie confinement, she was very ill- ai-d
about a week later, she found that her urine dribbled
away through the vagina, excoriating the parts
dreadfully. Since then she has had two good
labours, but has always been in a most wretched
condition ou account of the constant dribblin-'

' On examination, there was found an oi)eninff
lar;.e enough to admit the top of one's thumEmidway l«tween the urethra and os uteri, and onthe left side of the vagina

"April 12th.-Mr Baker Brown performed hisusual operation, bringing the paits together trans-verselv wifli fii-o ^r l.^g |^^.. ,i'. * t-ioiia

Ulflueuceof 'r».f' 7 • ,
™'>™"tea to the

" r"entlemer r .
""*! '''l'"'"'

twelvemonth.
<-.entlemcii, I have to tliank you for your

'' Ilemarks.-lt is evident tliat the cause of

cl^di^n"^r;s^':i.r''"f?7-'"^-^'-nhyrr^,un^^ „f Vi.**
."""•"li "as ine unnealthy

condition of the vagina, the ,«rts around theopening being almost cartilaginous, and there-
foio possessing but very slight powers for healing.

versely with hve of his bar clamps.
"21st. -Clamps removed. On their removalthere was found a very small o],ening, but the restwas healed. Mr Brown was in hopes that tTiiswould heal of itself, as there was a /lealthy pun^

' ,
ili*«''arge ; but as it did not do so onMay 17th, he again operated in his usual

Sofb'nn "
'' ""' '''"'° "'"'"' *''" "^'"'^^ of

urine"^"''~^'"'
'^''""^' removed

;
uo escape of

"Juno 10th. She left i>erfectly cHre<]

^.fiff
f

'fT'^^''^^" " ^''si'l^ed that tluspatient had been suff-eriiig for eleven years, andconsequent y, the parts around were much'indu-

K ^' T*' ^' 'H ^^' I'^^-^'ly «"rod i.' about

Xf^ct^y!'""™'*
"'"* '"' =''"^"'"«'' '"gwy

,7.^',F'i"^
* ~ ''^''" ^'^'"^'l P^t^'la- : oixraJimi ;ileath from pywmia.—UK W , a<'ed thirty-

four, admitted April 18th, 1860, into the London
Surgical Home

; mother of five childreu
(Contiuued at Page 316.)
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MEDICAL REMUNERATION.
Social life is continually starting new pro-

blems, which it is always difficult to solve.

Between those who love change, and those

who think that the world is very well as it is,

—between the aspirants for a higher and

more orderly development, and those whose

interests in existing arrangements make them

insensible to grander aims—between the

theorists on the one side, and the practical

men on the other,—the quiet and moderate

people of whom the bulk of society is composed

feel great difficulty in coming to any con-

clusion upon the questions that are daily

pressed upon their attention. Happily, these

questions settle themselves in the long-run, if

we only give time for consideration and com-

promise. Every question, in fact, carries its

own answer with it as its shadow : but then

the shadow is always dark, and many never

see it. This shadow, too, has different shapes

and elevations, according as light bo thrown

upon the question from the height of our own

intelligence. It is straight enough and well-

proportioned to me, but it may be crooked

and gibbous to another ; and who shall

decide between us ? It is only by throwing

numerous lights upon the question from

various points of view that we can rightly

interpret it through its shadow—a species of

ideal trigonometry to which every social

problem must be subjected.

There has been no problem in relation to

Medical ethics that has been more discussed

than that referring to the proper mode of

remunerating Medical Practitioners for their

services. The existing practice is manifold,

and the various diversities of custom have

their abettors. There are those who write

prescriptions and receive fees ; and among

them are some who never take less than a

guinea for each visit, whilst there are others

who will see a patient two or three or four times

for one fee, or even take so small a sum as

half-a-crown as an honorarium. Then there

is another cla.'-s of Practitioners who dispense

their own medicines, but do not make any

charge for them, preferring to make their

claim for their attendance ; another and a

more numerous order claim for their medicines

alone, and send in bills at Christmas of very

formidable length and full of instructive par-

ticulars. Besides these, there is another class

of ready-money Practitioners who dispense

medicines over the counter, and receive the

quid pro quo in accordance with the usual

trading custom.

Closely connected with the mode of charging

is the method of getting patients to charge.

Some Practitioners keep open Drug-shops,

elaborately furnished with many- coloured car-

boys, glass cases, gold labels, filtering machines

and chemical retorts, and magnificently re-

splendent with gas, glass, and brass ; others

have, what is called, a Private Surgery—that

is to say, an open outer passage with a door

leading direct to an apartment duly provided

with mahogany shelves, and an array of

bottles and blue jars, with " an alligator

stufied," and a tape-worm in spirits, "to make

up a show." There are others who, repu-

diating— or perhaps cherishing these matters,

as it may happen—get up a Medical Club,

and do despite to their brother Practitioners

by agreeing to attend the honest and inde-

pendent portion of their poor patients at

half-a-crown a year. From the Medical Club

we mount to the Dispensary, and from the

Dispensary to the Hospital, where practices

are picked up in the Out-Patients' Room,

and Charity throws her broad cloak over

the manoeuvre.

There are yet other modes of calling public

attention to the superlative merits of the

sagacious Practitioner, but the chief of these

is by public advertisement. Perhaps this is

the most ingenious and artful of all Professional

stratagems. One man establishes a dispensary,

and advertises that no case is sent away from

the doors unrelieved, and affixes his own name

as Surgeon at the bottom : this is the puff

infamous. Another writes a book and puts

his address into the advertisement : this is the

puif impudent. A third entrusts his book to

Air Churchill's skill and energy, and with his

book his pm-se also ; and he is gratified by a

daily publication of its title, illustrated with a

more or less lengthy lories of laudations from

the Medical Reviews, in all the important

daily and weekly periodicals. (Memo. : The

length of the puffis is always judiciously gradu-

ated to the length of the purse.) This is the

puff orthodox. Other men place their fate in

the hands of their friends, who extol them as

the Hunters and Harveys of their day : this

is the puff modest.

It is easy to point out the undignified or

discreditable modes of conducting Professional

practice ; but it is not so easy to coiTect them,

or to persuade the Profession to agree to one

uniform system of dealing with the public.

Our Profession is, we think, somewhat un-

fairly contrasted with the other professions

of the Church and Law with respect to its

mode of charging, and wrongfully censured

because it exhibits a more trading spirit.

Our position is altogether different. Clergy-

men generally have a fixed income, which

they can retain for life : give Surgeons an

average income of three hundred pounds a

year with the same security, and they will be

soon too independent to send in "Bills of

Particulars." When a living is not endowed,

the Clergyman is only too glad to be paid by

his pew-rents, or by sending round the plate

at every Sunday service for the contributions

of his flock,—a system in a measure equivalent

to the mode in which a Medical Practitioner

is paid by a Benefit Club. Again, as to bills,

—the Solicitor does send in bills, and un-

conscionably long ones too, as it is the mis-

fortune of many a trustful man to know. K
his charges be fixed, it is because there is no

element of charity in his dealings with his

fellow-men, and because it is in the power

of every man to engage his services or not,

as he may please.

The customs of our Profession have grown

out of ancient usages, and these, again, out of

the needs and prejudices of the public. The

people must be supplied with Medical aid as

they require it, and must be charged accord-

ing to their means ; hence the diversities in

the amount of requital. If a Physician can

obtain a guinea fee, let him have it by all

means ; but if a shilling be the maximum of

a poor man's ability of payment, the Practi-

tioner is justified in accepting it.

Then there is the "drug" question, that

perpetually comes to the surface in these con-

troversies. Ought Medical Practitioners to

dispense their own medicines, or relinquish

this duty in favour of the Druggists ? 'Kme

will settle this question ; and it is much nearer

a settlement now than it was ten years ago.

It is probable that at least one-half of the

Profession have discontinued the custom of

sending in bills of particulars,—the first step to

the renunciation of the practice of dispensing

drugs. A considerable number of General

Practitioners already charge for attendance

only ; whilst a more limited number take

small fees, and provide the medicines without

extra cost to the patient. A few practise

entirely as Physicians. A great change is in

progress, and, as we said when we commenced

this article, the question will settle itself.

At one time, the art of the Apothecary con-

sisted in the decoction of simples and the

compounding of pills ; and prescriptions were

of enormous length and complexity, as if

these qualities justified the skill of the Prac-

titioner. Various causes have operated to

reform this culinary kind of practice, and

Medical prescriptions are becoming models

of simplicity and intelligent purpose. The

Pharmaceutists have, moreover, undertaken

the duty of compounding for the Surgeon all

the more elaborate preparations ; so that the
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Practitioner's familiarity with the art of boihng

simples, and making extracts and ointments,

is growing obsolete. There is a gradual

tendency, therefore, to a simpler and less

commercial mode of conducting Medical

practice, and we shall not be surprised to

see the custom of sending prescriptions to the

Druggist, and of charging for attendance

alone, established as the general rule of the

Profession.

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

THE THAMES EMB.-i.NKMENT.

The more masters, the less authority, is a

maxim of universal acceptance. It is one of

the advantages of a despotism, that, there being

no conflict of powers, great works are carried

out with vigour and despatch. Louis Na-

poleon has transformed Paris during his reign
;

and if he had such a Metropolis as ours to

work upon, what would he not do with it ?

As it is, we are in the hands of rival

authorities, each trying to outwit or counter-

act the other ; and the result is, that the

public interests are set aside until these

disputes are arranged. During the last

Session of Parliament, a Committee reported

upon the expediency of embanking the River

Thames ; and since the commencement of the

recess, the Government have been in commu-
nication with the Metropolitan Board of

Works on the subject. It appears, however)

that there is a hitch between the Imperial and

the Metropolitan Government, and matters

are brought to a stand-still. The Imperial

Government desire to appoint a Commission

on which there shall be three Engineers of

knorn reputation, with other persons, and

to entrust to this body the duty of selecting

the pU;n and executing the work. The
Metropolitan Government object to this

scheme, and say, fairly enough, that as they

have been appointed to carry out the new
system of Sewage for the Metropolis, and

are empowered to make public improve-

ments, they alone should be invested with

any new powers that may be necessary

for the execution of the scheme. So the

matter stands at present ; and unless one

party or the other relax its opposition,

nothing will be done for another year. We
must confess our distrust of Government Com-
missions. We have had several of them, and

they have uniformly failed. There were two

or three Sewers' Commissions ; but they did

nothing but spend money and incur debts, and

at last Parliament was compelled to entrust

the work to the Metropolitan Board, who, it

must be admitted, are now carrying it out with

(pirit and energy. They were a long time,

indeed, arranging their plan ; but they are now
getting rapidly on with their work. The Go-
Temment Commissions, although graced with

a Stephenson and Cubitt, did nothing. The

Metropolis are now rated to liquidate the cost

of their blunders. It is probable that the Im-

perial Government wish to keep possession of

the coal duty and the hackney cab duty, and

fear that by committing the Embankment of

the Thames to the Metropolitan Board, they

will be obliged to relinquish their hold upon

those funds. So they ought. It is not right

that local taxes raised in the Metropolis should

be expended by the Imperial Government.

WTiat would Liverpool or Manchester say to

such a proposal? Let these matters be

quickly settled, and the public have the benefit

of the Embankment.

DEATH BY FIRE.

The Registrar-General's Return records this

week several deaths from accidental burning.

Science having provided adequate mo.-ins for

the protection of life against such a fatal con-

tingency, we are somewhat surprised that no

attempt has been made to apply them to

general use. The ladies themselves arc n.ueh

to blame also for their absurd indulgence in

those luxuriant hemispheres of crinoline in

which it delights them to surround their

forms. If the dome of St. Paul's were to step

from its balustrade and take an airing down

Ludgate Hill, it might readily be mistaken for

a fashionable lady on a shopping excursion.

We wish the ladies to understand that we have

no ascetical dislike to their indulgence in this

caprice, or any other, so far as it is innocent

and unattended with danger; but we think

so badly of the unreasonable extension of this

crinoline mania, that if wo were not a Benedict,

and therefore accountable, we would willingly

join an Anti-crinoline Association to put down

the evil. Such an Association should be com-

posed of bachelors, for more reasons then we
can now name. Seriously, we beg to enforce

our opinion, that so many lives having been

lost in consequence of the undue size of ladies'

crinolines, it is full time that whoever may be
the rulers of fashion in these matters should

seriously exert themselves to abate the folly.

Crinoline has grown too wide, as beards

have grown too long ; and both will bear

reduction without injury to grace, and with

much personal advantage.

THE ABOLITION OF NEWAGTE .M.\HKET.

We understand that there is an intention

on the part of the Corporation of London to

apply to Parliament, during next Session, for

powers to dismarket Ifewgate Market, and
to abolish the disgusting and pernicious

nuisances connected therewith
; and that

negotiations are in progress with the Dean
and Chapter of St Paul's, who are the land-

lords, for the purpose of effecting these most
desirable objects. It is doubtful, however,

whether the Chapter will embrace the proposals

of the Corporation, as they appear to prefer the

upholding of individual interests to the accom-

plishment of a great public improvement.

We do not wish to say hard things of the

Chapter, who, as Christian men, eloquent

preachers, distinguished literati, and leaders

of some of the great social movements now in

progress, deserve to be treated with respeot.

Dean Milman, and Canons Dale, MelviH,

Champneys, &e., are menwho must be expected

to take a deep interest in the moral welfare

and social improvement of the humbler classes

residing within their jurisdiction, and we hope

that Jeasonable expectation will not bo dis-

appointed. Ecclesiastical Chapters have not,

however, always been characterised by libe-

rality or a leaning towards public interests ;

and it is possible that this of St Paul's

may be tainted with some of the vices of other

similar bodies. We can only say, that ifit

should resolve [to stand in the way of the

achievement of so great a public improvement,

the men who compose it will be deeply and

indelibly disgraced. We hope better things'.

THE APOTHECAJIUS' MKNIiR.

These annual reunions have usually na

interest for the Profession ; but occasionally

a declaration of opinion or policy^is announced

by some influential person present, that is

calculated to fix attention strongly upon the

movemeuts and events of the time. Of
course, there is no public dinner without

toasts ; and on this occasion Mr Green's

health was proposed, in his capacity of Pre-

sident of the Medical Council. In his reply

to the compliments of the Chairman, Mr
Green could not be otherwise than compli-

mentary in return. One good word deserves

another ; and Mr Green fully repaid the

debt of courtesy. But Mr Green was some-

thing more than complimentary. lie said,

that it has " lately become the fas'uion in,

some quarters to question the fitness of suchx

a body as the Apothecaries' Society to

regulate and control the education of General

Practitioners." " Lately !" Mr Green! why.

the Profession have protested against the

exercise of this power by the Society of

Apothecaries from the firet day it wa^

granted to them. It is a chronic com-

plaint, and requires the combined chirur-

gical skill of the Medical Council to eurwit.

We fear, however, that Mr Green will neither

use the knife, nor assist at the operation. A
considerable amount of panegyric followed, on

the good use the Society had made of their

power, which we do not deny. Infinitely better

have they done in the cause of Medical educa-

tion than the Council of the College of Sur-

geons : nevertheless, their duty is done, their

day past, and the Profession desires to see the

stigma of trade wiped out from its educatlamal

system. Will Mr Green help to raise or depress,

the General Practitioners ?

TESTIMONIAL TO MR BELFOUK.
The Council of the College of Surgeons

having enjoyed the services of their esteemed
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Secretary, Mr Belfour, for fifty years, have

resolved to i?ignalise this jubilee of duty

by presenting him with a service of plate.

Whatever may have been the shortcomings

of the Council during that long period,

however deeply they may have on some

occasions offended Professional feeling, Mr

Belfour has never been accused of want of

courtesy towards the Members. We are glad

to hear that he will receive such a recognition

of his long and faithful services, and we believe

that the Profession generally will participate in

this feeling.

A PATENT WAY OF POISONING.

We have extracted the annexed advertise-

ment from the ' Times ' newspaper. The

advertiser has undoubtedly invented an

admirable process for poisoning his patients,

which we hope the latter will bo made

acquainted with, both in thcirlown behalf and

that of their Doctor. No public announce-

ment could be more discreditable. Either

the advertiser wishes to take advantage of

the necessities of some educated Assistant,

that he may convert him into an " indoor

servant," or to make an " indoor servant

"

discharge the duty of a Dispensing Assistant

in order to save a salary. From either point of

view, this advertisement exhibits a mean and

sordid spirit.

'MVanted, in the house of a Medical Man, a

yonug man from sixteen to twenty, as Indoor
Servant. If able to assist in dispensing, very
little house-work would be required. Apply at

the Library, 10 Castle street, Oxford street.

"

past experience, especially in one case of death

from pyiemia, wliicli followed an operation for

ruptured perinseum, where milk was still in the

breasts."

OF
TH El SPIRIT

THE PERIODICALS.

(Continued from page 343.)

"History.—About three months before her

admission, she was confined of her last child.

The labour was a rather protracted one, and she
was altended by a midwife. After the labour she

-was unable to retain any urine, but gradually

improved, and at the time of her admission there

was a mere trickling. She was sent to be under
the care of Mr Baker Brown by'Mr Hemming of

Kirabolton.
" On examination, there was found a very

small fistula at the junction of the lu'ethra with
the neck of the bladder, which eould hardly be
discovered. The opening had originally been
mxich larger, but was now filled up by a very
unhealthy loose granulation.

'
' .-Vpril 26th.—The patient being under chloro-

form, and in the lithotomy position, Hr Brown
performed his usual operation, three bar clamps
being used, with iron-wire sutures. She re-

covered well from the chloroform ; but towards
the evening imusual sickness came on, which
nothing seemed to allay. This continued till

the 30th, when she became deliriou.^i, and on
May 3i-d she died, having been insensible f«r the
last twenty-four hours, the cause of her death
evidently being pyaemia.

" Jlemarks.—As soon as she was iJead, I began
to incpiire into the cause of so unusual a sequence
to the operation. I then ascertained that there

•was milk in the breasts. This gi-eatly surprised
me, as she had assured me that .she had weaned
her b.iby some weeks before admission, and she
had also led my friend, Mr Hemming, to the
same lielief before he sent her to me. Had there
hecn the slightest doubt in «y mind on this
head, I .should never have attempted the opera-
tion imtil every trace of milk had disappeared,
because I had long been satisfied on this head by

A paper headed Wkaf -is cmmnmily calUd,

Rigidily of llic Os VUri is contributed by Dr

Chahles D. Aesott. He denies that there is

any rigidity in those cases, observuig :

"In the great majority, the os i.s, in reality,

dilatable enough ; biit some of the chief elements

of dilatation are acting disadvantageously, or not

at all. The fluid wedge, for instance, is generally

absent, the membranes having ruptured early

under the influence of the strong uterine contrac-

tions, and the foetal head is expending all its

force in a wrong direction, not upon the os uteri,

as occurs under normal condition.s, but upon that

shelf of the utoi-ine texture it has infringed upon,

and which so long must successfully resist it.

"The treatment of these cases the teaching of

the schools has hitherto inculcated, I am now fully

convinced, is not only inert, but highly injudicious.

Bloodletting and antimonial depressants (time-

honoured maids-of-all-work) have been loudly ex-

tolled as adjuvants of vital dilatability, and almost
im]>licitly relied on. Anodynes (learnedly) to

lull excessive irritability, (truthfully) a clumsy
excuse to gain time, have also had their share of

renown, and these again are now likely to bo

superswled by a more potent agent, chloroform.
'

' I shall not discuss in full the merits of these

plans of treatment. I am, from repeated ex-

perience, as fully convinced as I ever can be of

any one professional fact, not only that they are

of no use whatever, but that they are positively

and highly injurious. My opinion is confirmed,

that the eflectual treatment of these cases is by
surgery alone : reduction and dilatation of the

abnormally-placed os by manipulation ;
and in the

more aggravated and resisting cases, incision of

the 02iposing texture. Much good service may,
indeed, thus he rendered, a great amount of

maternal suffering saved, and infantile life pre-

served.
" Free lubrication of the parts having been

premised, the finger is to be introduced during

each pain, and the os solicited downwards and
forwards, and at the same time freely dilated

without any imjustifiable force. As wth the

prostate after the deep incision in lithotomy, so

with the OS in the great majority of these cases,

it will be found to yield readily. Improvement
commeuces forthwith, and all difficulty is soon

overcome. In the very rare minority, incision

(mere notching with a guarded probe-pointed

bistoury) may be requisite in addition to mani-
pidation, and the most intractable cases are

speedily made to assume a totally different and
more promising aspect.

" I am aware the proposal seems harsh, and
may be denounced by the laiswr aller school as

belonging to that confessedly bad category,
' meddlesome ' midwifeiy. I believe, however, it

may be fully proved undeserving any such epithet,

by the remembrance that there are eases which
tax our resources to the highest extent, from the
extreme auxiety generally pertaining to them,
and the inefficacy of the means usually employed
for their rehef ; and further justified by the gre.at

fact of its being merely a close imitation of

Nature's own modus operandi under these special

circumstances.
'

' Let us briefly inquire how this difficulty is

ordinarily surmounted by Nature's efforts when
unaided ? Almost always, as all observant prac-

titioners have again and again experienced, by
spontaneous laceration, sometimes rather exten-

sive, of the resisting uterine tissues ; and, in

spite of bloodletting, antimonials, and all other

such auxiliaries, as they are inaccurately termed,
scarcely ever, until this is accomplished, can she

complete the process. Instances in which very

extensive rupture ensues, are, with this concomi-
tant complication, not uncommon ; and many so-

called eases of occlusion of the os uteri, in which
incision is the only alternative. Nature having
failed in effecting the necessary laceration, are

probably often little more th.an extreme cases of

the description we are now considerirg, in which
the OS, being more out of reach than usual,

escaped detection.
" I have employed the practice now recom-

mended for many years, and on many occasions I

have satisfied myself of its invariahle and great

utility ; moreover, having never observed one
untoward sequence from its employment, I con-

clude it may be reg.arded almost entirely free from
danger. Let it but have a lair, unprejudiced

trial, and I feel assured it will so forcdjly com-
mend itself, as to assert its superiority over all

other expedients."

We extract from the ' Indian Lancet' the sub-
joined article on the liudical Care of Inguinal
Hernia— a Ncv ProjKisal in its Treatment—hy Dr
TiEKNEY AiTciii.soN, Civil Surgeon, Jhelnm.

"Tlie object of the operation is to iuvaginate <t

portion of the skin of the scrotum into the inguinal

canal, and keep it there for a time, so a« to produce
adhesion, thus fonuiug a plug to prevent the descent
of the gut. Tlie only attempt at a radical cure, so
far as I am aware, that had been made in this coun-
try previous to October of the present year 1 858,
was at the General Hospital, by my late" colleague,

Dr J. K. Bedford, in 1856 : this, called Gerfly's ojiera-

tion, also consisted of the invagination of a jwrtion
of the scrotum, which was fixe<l by a suture, j)ier-

ciug both layers of skin at the apex of the pouch,
and guarded within and without by a piece of gutta
percha. No advantage, however, resulted from tliis :

the small adhesion tformed in the situatiou of the
stitch gave way on its removal, and the hernia was
as bad as ever.
" The principle of Wutzer's is the same ; but the

invagination is effected by means of an iDstmmest
made of wood or metal, constructed so as to Jit and
fill up ths inffuiiial canal as nearly o.s possible.

" These last words in italics (my own) struck me
particularly at the time of reading Mr Scrivcn's
pajwr. It was in tnis that Gerdy's operation failed

;

hence Wutzer's method was originated, to overeome
the want of opposition required to give the parts a
chance of firm adhesion. But Wutzer's instrument
fails here also (although in a very nmch less degree
than Gerdy's), as seen by Mr Scriven's complaints in
his paper, as well as Professor Bothmund's new con-
trivance of side pieces to enlarge the cylinder to the
size of canal to Iw operated upon. " What we want,
then, is an instrument of" sufficient size to till the
canal, and so ensure the contact of the opposing sur-
faces all round." In addition to this, if we could
get it, that one instrument should be capable of be-
mg applied with success to nearly even,- ca.se ; and
what would also be of greater consequence, if this
instrument, after having been applied, by its natural
form, could, without the aid of bandages, keep the
invaginated parts in proper apposition, as well as by
its simple presence cause suthcieut amount of in-

flammation to produce adhesion of these, withoot
the aid of sutures.

" 1 think we have got the means, in a tube of
vulcanised india-rubber, ending in a globular head,
which should be sufficiently elastic to adroit of free

expansion, by the forceable compression of air in its

interior, introduced .at the opposite extremity from
the globular head, by the aid of an insiiffl.ator.

"The method of operation would be, to introduce
first of all a small cylinder of wood into the tube, as

far up as the verj- top of the bnlbons portion. "Hiis

would give the means of introducing the ball of tiie

tube, along with the scrotum to be invagin.ated, so

far up that they would become internal, to the inter-

nal opening through which the hernia passed.
" "The cylinder would now be withdrawn, and the

tube and globe filled with the air, by the insufflation,

to the requisite extent, and then the tube closed,

«ither by a stopcock, or tied with cord. The in-

sufflated head of the tube would exactly act to the
invaginated scrotum, as do the contents of the
heruia to the hernial sac. But in the former case
we have command over the contents, and as we wish
we may either increase or decrease them, and thus,
with a little care, we could pi-evcnt the inflammation
which would to a certain extent originate from the
pressure from becoming too extensive or too great.

" But should this pl.an of treatment alone be in-

sufficient for causing the requisite adhesion wished
for, we might operate according to Gerdy, and then
follow up by this pl.an of treatment. For what pos-
sibly could give us more equal and diffused pressure
over the opposing surfaces that we wish to become
united, than such an instrument? and if properly
introduced, viz., interior to the internal opeuiag,
as well as properly inflated, I fell confident that we
could have no other better means."

Testimonial to Mr Edmvsd BELForE.—At
a meeting of the Council of the Royal College of

Surgeons of England on the 9th inst, it was
unanimous]}- resolved that two hundred guineas

')e devoted to the purchase of a piece of plate to

be presented to Mr Edmund Belfour, in acknowledg-

ment of his unvarying zeal, fidelit}', and houaur-

able conduct, and of the iuvahiable ser^•ices he has

Tendered to the institution in all its departments
daring the fifty years, now completed, of his

tenure of office as Secretary of the College.
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GENERAL COE.EESPONDENCE-

To the Editor of the Medical Circular.

SiB, —I recently observed iu your Jounml a
brief but laudatory notice of a pamphlet de-

scribing some of the various forms of surgical

apparatus which have been invented by Mr Eag-

laud, of Leeds.

As Mr Eagkud, from the fact of his residing in

a proviucinl town, is probably unknown to the

great majority of yoiu- readei-s, and as 1 feel my-
self under a heavy debt of gratitude to liim for

services which he has professionally rendered me,

will you permit me to describe, iu as few words

as 1 can, my personal experiences of his skill ?

In August, 1857, I met with a severe accident,

which left, as one of its persistent consequences,

an ununited fracture of the right humerus, at a

point a little above the lower part of the upper
third. In the course of 1858 I applied, in suc-

cession, to two of the most celebrated surgical-

apparatus makers in Edinburgh and Loudon
;

but neitlier of the splints with wliich they

supplied nie enabled me to use tlie arm with any
material degree of additional power. On my
route to Buxton, in July, 1859, whither I was
proceeding in order to try the effect of the waters

on a rheumatic affectiou of the right knee, I

spent a day with ray friend Mr Page, of Carlisle,

who had most carefully examined and reset my
arm a few days after the occurrence of the acci-

dent, and who had then expressed a decided

opinion that I should never regain the full use of

the limb. On again examining the arm, after

nearly two years' interval, he found a liir less

finu ligamentous miion than is usually met witli

in false joints, motion being allowed freely iu all

directions. He fully reeogui.sod the difficulties

nhich were ]>i'esented to the application of a

mechanical support, in consei|ueuce of the direc-

tion of tho fracture, and its proximity to the

shoulder-joint,—but added, that he thought it

would be well worth my while to return homo
through Leeds, with the view of con.sultiug Mr
England, in whose skill and ingenuity he had
extreme coufiileuee. I took Ids advice, and
availed myself of the opportunity of being iu

Leeds to see Mr Teale, and to obtain his valuable

opinion as to whether I should undergo any of the
various Ofierationa which had been suggested
(chielly by my younger surgical friends), with
the view of promoting union of the extremities of

the Ijoriis. He i|uitf coucuiTeil in mj- own view
of the case— viz., that in the existii." ..t.-m- .if niy
healtli any such operation woull

'

ible,

but ailil^i, that he thought thai .. 1, for

V -ut in order that we nii^lit dis*,uss the
and requirements of the caso, might

1" Ko a splint that would be of con-
side: The result of this confoi-euce

wast!., tion of a simple apparatus, which,
I am thankful to say, enaldes me, when it is

applied, to move the arm to a much greater
extent tlian I had found (>racticable when using
either of my previous si)liuts.

Alter my return to .Scotland, my knee, which
had temjKjrariiy ii]i|iroved at IJuxtou, grew much
worse, and the case assumed all the symptoms of

chronic .synovitis. I need not trouble you with
details of unsuccessful tn-atTn'-ut. or with a
history of the various tiied

at dilferenk tiuefk I d to

Harrogate, partly for l,. •- ,„ i,-. •,, u,,: ...iters,

l)ut fully as much for the ptirpo.se of consulting

Mr ICiigland (HaiTogate being within an hour's

journey from Leeds) as to whether he could con-

trive a light, but at the same time a firm, sup}>ort

for the knee. On hearing of my desire to see

liim, he at once came to Harrogate, and iu two
days .supplied mc with a splint which enabled

me, for tlie first time for lUt'cn months, to walk
a short distauco without jiain (of course with the
ai«l of a slick) and which, by tho uniform pressure
which it exerts on the joint and .surrounding

parts*, will, in the opinion of my frieud Mr
Tealejtwho kindly came over to see me), contri-

bute materially to improve tho condition of tho
kuee.

I have shown the splint (which I liave now
worn night and day for u)>wards of three months)
to many of jny Medical frieiiils, ini-lviding lioa-

1 '
. aud they
t opinion

Under these cirounistaiice.-*, 1 trust that ray
Medical brethren will not think that I am acting

unprofessioually in desiring publicly to express
my gratitude to Mr Eaglaud, through the medium
of your valuable Journal.

I am, &c., George E. Day, M.D.
St Andrew's, Nov. 12.

[It is but just to Mr Eagland that wo should
add a few words to the foi-egoing letter, iu testi-

mony of that gentleman's success in adapting
appropriate appliances in the case of Ur Day.
\Vhen recently at St Andrew's, we had an oppor-
tunity of seeing the splints in situ, aud can,

therefore, fully corroborate the statements of

our esteemed correspondent. We most sin-

cerely hope that the improvement that has taken
place will continue,—a hope that will meet with
general sympathy, for Dr Day has many friends

in the Profession who will rejoice in liis restora-

tion to hi.s wonted health and strength.

—

£d.
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HOSPITAL REPOETS.

"WESTxMINSTEli HOSPITAL.
C0X.STIl'ATIOy COXXECTED WITH FlBEOCS

Tumour ok the Uterus.
Ann Macdonald, set. fifty-three, widow, ad-

mitted into Hallett Ward June 19th, 1860, under
Dr Basham's treatment. Suffering from consti-

pation of bowels, and great tenderness with
swelling of alxlomcn. Tongue moist, having a

thick, dirty-white fur
;
pulse 100 ; vomiting dark,

bilious mattersinco early paitofmorning ; abdomen
somewhat tjTupanitie ; tenderness most mailced

at lower jKirt and in the iliac region. Hands cool,

clammy ; temperature of body natural. R 01.

rieini, 5*^- ; tr. opii, 5>j- ;
conf. ruta>, S'j- ;

decoct, hoixlei, Oss.—pro enema. Fotiis anodyn.

R Hydrarg. chlorid., gr. ij. ; opii, gr. j.—statim, et

rcpetat. horis 6.

21st.—Slept little iu the night, dnring which
she has been sick ; vomits green, bilious-looking

fluid to-day ; no action of bowels ; tongue dry, of

dark yellow colour ; swelling ofabdomen increased,

rather tj-rapanitic. Enema terebinth., 3iv. ; ol.

rieini, 3ij. ; decoct, hordei, Oss. Pil. opii, gr. j.,

6tis horis.

22nd.—Had a restless night
;
pulse 100 ; tongue

the same ; sickness continues, out not violent
;

swelling of alxlomen continues, which is very
hard and tender ; no evacuation from bowels. Enema
a<jua> tcpidie cum sodic chlorid. B Antini. potass,

tart., gr. J ;
pulv. opii, gr. j.— 4tis horis.

23rd.—Bowels have not been open ; slept a

little last night
;

pain not quite so violent

;

tongue and pulse as la.st reported, sickness less.

Pulv. opii, gr. j., 4tis Iioris.

25th.—No action of bowels; no sickness;
complains of cold perspiration during niglit

;

tongue dry, furred
;

pulse 88, verj- deficiout in

power ; abdominal enlargement continues, ten-

ucniess rather less. Brandy, 3^'j-i yesterday.

R Ammon. sesq., gr. x. ; potass, bicarb., 9j. ;

aq., 3ij. R Acid, tart., Qj. ; aquai, 5'j.— <tis horis.

Brandy, gij., to-day.

26th.—Pulse 96 ; tongtie dry, and cleaning a

little at the top ; no action of bowels.

27th.—Last night an enema tube was passed
up to about the distance of a foot into the rectum
without mcotin,:^ with any obstruftinn. aiid ol.

oli\' t^ruol.

It i'> of an
houi. I ii.^- '•, .^...n.i. |.. 1. . |r,ii.]' ; iiiiiiiinsin

a half-sleepy state, and cjuiet, and does not
complain of any great amount of pain. Enema
sapouis mollis ; liq. opii sedativ., lT\^xv. ; aq., 5j.

2&th.—Teudemes.s of abdomen less ; no action

of bowels. The nurse states that she walked
across the ward last night and sat by one of tho
patients, walking back to bed without assistance.

Ung. veratriie ha<l been applied yesterday to the
aKlomen. The ointment produced gieat tingling

and pricking to anus (vide notes infra}. Tongue
clean ; urine plentiful.

SOtli.— Liq. opii sedativ., II\_ xv. ; aq., 5J-
—

h. s. Kepet. enema ; full diet ; omit brandy.
Continues the same ; tongue cleaning ; ointment
cau.scs tingling on alxlomen.

July •ind.— Ou the evening of the 30th (22nd
day), after enema she had a copious motion, not
particularly hard. Tongue clean

;
jmlse 80,

of much the same character ; continues as pre-

viously remarked ; no deticiency of heart's action,

3rd.— Ol. rieini, 5s». statim sum. No action

of l)owcls since 30th ultimo ; tongue rather more
furred, and drier

;
jnilse of same fre<iuency and

chai-acter. She lias been in a half- sleepy state

during greater part of day ; tUsturljcd sleep at
night.

4th.—Had a most copious motion of bowels
yesterday, aud another this morning. Is out of
bed, and walking up and dovni tho ward.

5th.—Bowels open twice to-day. Tongue
coated. Complains of being very weak ; no
appetite. Still out of bed.

6th.—Eepet. ol. riciui.

7th.—Bowels open copiously after taking tho
castor-oil. Complains of pain remaiuiug in the
right ilio-inguinal region, where there is a
distinct hard tumour to be felt. She states she
almost always has a feeling of great fulness of the
bladder, and desire to void its contents ; but upon
attempting to do so, is never able to pass more
than about 5j. of uriuo at a time. Tliis gives her
gi-cat temporarj' relief. Almost immediately
afterwards lias as great a desire as before. Upon
making a vaginal examination, the os uteri is

felt almost at tho entrance of the vagina. The
lips are indiuated, aud the uterus occupyiug the

vagina is moveable. She would not allow vagi-

nal e.xaraiuation before. A bardtumour i s very mani-
fest upon anterior border of the uterus, rendered
clear by rectal palpation.

10th.—Bowels open every day. No appetite.

The same symptoms referrilile to micturition.

17tli.—Bowels regular ; otherwise continues
the same. Discharged I'elieved.

This waj-., no doubt, a fibrous tumour connected
with the uterus. We are indebted to Mr ilouatt,

Physician's Assistant, for the above notes.

Incomplete He.miplegia.
Henry Clarke, a-t. twenty-three, a carpenter,

residing at 'Woohvicli, admitted May 12th, 1860,
under care of Dr Pavy, into John Ward, Guy's
Hospital. He had on tlirco different occasions
contracted syphilitic sores, the first about three
years ago. These sores were followed by secondary
cutaneous eruptions, sore-throat, &c. He was
treated by mercurials to salivation, and appa-
rently, from what can bo ascertaiued, to an excess.

He is not an habitual drunkard, although con-

fesses to the free use of intoxicating diiuks. Two
years since, had an attack of rheumatism, which
confined him to his bed for five months. After
recovery, his right arm was not so strong as the
other. He was also laid uj) during last winter
with rheumatic fever for three months. His
upper eyelid droofxid eighteen months ago, aud
continued so for six weeks, when he regained the
use of it as before. Two moutlis since he began
to see things double, and as if through a mist,
with his right eye. This condition of the eye
increased daily until a fortnight after, when the
lid began to di-oop again, and so continued until
ailmission.

FresoU Stat<:—Has a well-formed head, a large
scar being on the right side of the foreheaS.
This he states to have occurred by his fulluig:

through a skylight, eleven years since : by this
fall he wiis rendered insensible for about tliree

hours, but experienced no subsequent ill effects.

He cannot frown ou the right side ; the right
upper cvclid has fallen, and the power to raise it

is lost. The right pupil is much dilated, and the
right eye itself does not move so quickly and
jierfectly as the left. He complains of pain over
the right orbit, which is worse at night wlien in
bed. 'The sight of that eye is very imperfect

;

there is slight diminution of sensation over the
whole of the rit;ht side of the face, but more
particularly just aliove tho orbit. Tongue is

tnriied very greatly towards tho right side

;

speech slightly affected ; taste unimpaired. The
right arm is weak ; finds some difficulty in
raising it to a great height. No malformation of
spine. At one spot over the lumbar vertebrae,

there is great numbness, which extends half
round the body just above the coat of the right
ilium ; it ceases at the median lino in front.
He has a slight limp whilst walking, his right
foot being shuffled along. Auscultation and
jiercussion give normal sounds over both heart
and lungs. Tongue very nutch furred

;
pulse

76 ; .skin cool ; urine abundant ; bowels open.
May 12th.— Enipl. lytta; jiostaurem dext.applic.

;

julep, hydrarg. biclilor. 3j. ex decoct, cinch. 5j. ter

die. Middle diet.

loth.— R. Potass iodidi, gr. ij. ; liq. potass.,

"l_xx. ex inf. cascarill. Sj-—tor die.

lytli.—Bowels constipated. Tho super-orbital

pain has now entirely ceased, and vision is mor*
p*rtect.
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21st.— Bowels being still constipated, he was

ordered i>il. cal. cum eoloc. cc, gi'. x.

24tli.—Still progressing favourably.

29th. Constipation continues. Pulse 96;

tongue furred. Complains of tlio numbness in

his right side. Ordered pil. cal. cunicoloc. Co., gr. x.

31st.—His speech is much better. Sight cou-

tinnes to improve.

June 1st.—Pupil less dilated. Can now move
the eye in any direction, except upwards.

4th.—His bowels being ag.aiu constipated, he

was ordered pil. cal. cum coloc. co., gr. x., statim.

9th.— This patient reports himself greatly

improved. Discharged June 12th.

We have to thank Mr H. W. Lomas, Clinical

^"ierk, tor the above notes.

GUY'S HOSPITAL.
Opt. 22n-d—Eiplokatoky Opkr.vtiox upon

Tumour of Right Buttock.—Mr Cook.
Removal of MALtoNANT Tumour of Tiiicii.

—Mr. Birkett.
Oct. SOth.—Removal of Portion of Extra-

ordinary Large Fatty Tumour ; Part
REMOVED before.—Mr CoCK. COMMINUTED
Fracture of Lower End of Tima and
Fibula.

Exploratory Operation upon Buttock of
Right Side.

This was a very curious case. A tumour had
been gradually forming upon the riglit buttock

for four years, by the side of the anus. It was of

very oliscure character, and ultimately became of

very large size. On admission to hospital, Mr
Cock diagnosed it was either malignant or fatty

tumour. A few days hack, a large trochar was
introduced into the tumour to ascertain its

character. Nothing followed this exploratory

puncture. The aspect of the tumour showed no
discolouration. The patient being placed in

the proper position under chloroform, Mr Cock
m/ide a longitudinal section over the supei-ficies

of the tumour, with the object of dissecting it

avrny if of fiitty degeneration. He then made a

deep exploratory iuci.'iion. L'^pon this being done,

fluid contents of the most disgustingly foetid

character esca])ed with a force as if expelled from
an engine. This disturbed materially the vision,

habiliments and features of Mr Cock, and com-
mitted much detriment to the outer teguments of

Mr Hilton, who was vis d vis to the patient.

It was not ascertained that the tumour commu-
iiicated in any waj- with the intestine, although

its contents lay in close proximity to the anus
and intestine. The wound, after having been
filled with lint, was dressed in the usual way.

Malignant Tumour of Thigh.
This patient, a man above sixty years of age,

had ]>ficn troubled with this tumour for twenty-
four years. It was seated high up on the external

aspect of the thigh, nearly on the side of the
large trochanter. The tumour was globular,

well defined, and of the size of a large turnip.

The patient said "he was of good health," and
declined the administration of chloroform. Mr
Birkett dissected out the tumour. Upon making
41 section of it, it discovered a very curious

and beautiful specimen of medullary and melanoid
growth, with cells. Its surface represented

stfongly the appearance of black and white

marble ; cancerous juice was discovered in parts.

Fatty Tumour.
We recorded the case of this patient, a man

. about fifty years of age, ujion wliom Mr Cock
operated for the removal of a portion of fatty

tumour, about six weeks ago. On that occasion,

we described the extraordinary diffusion and
•dhnensions of this tumour. It had now so much
increased in size as to form a large collar round
the patient's neck. Mr Cock now removed
another small portion of this enormous fatty

growtli.

Com.minuted Fr.vcture of Tibia and Fibula.
A man, about thirty-eight years of age, was

brx)ught to hospital last A))ril with comminuted
fracture of lower ends of tibia and fibula. The
bones were completely smashed, and the deformity
was excessive. The muscles disturbed and
pulled the fractured pieces of bones in all

directions. To oljviate this condition of things,
Mr Hilton divided the tendo Achillis, and thus
subdued the action of the gastrocnemius muscle.
The bones by this treatment became early
adjusted, deformity was removed, and good union

accomplished, terminating in a limb scarcely at

all deformed. About three months ago he was
again admitted into hospital. He could use his

limb and walk for a short distance, when great

pain and irritation came on, and abscesses and
sinuses formed. Mr Hilton suspected that a

piece or pieces of the comminuted splints of bone
had become imbedded and surrounded by the new
bone. He proposed to cut in the direction of the

sinuses, and explore the condition of the bone, to

remove, if possible, this source of irritation. He
cut through the channels on each side of the

ankle, and removed with pliers a small portion

of hone. Upon doing this, he discovered two
small spiculffi of bone, which had evidently been
detached and imbedded, as suspected, and which
Mr Hilton and the other Surgeons had no doubt

was the source of the irritation induced.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE HOSPITAL.
October 17th.—Re.section of Elbow-joint.—

Mr Ericii.sen.

October 31.st.—Epitheliomia, destroying
the Eyelids and Eye.—Mr Erichsen.

Resection of Elbow-joint.
Mr Erichsen took the opportunity of making a

few observations upon resection of joints. He
said that resection had completely supplanted
amputation. The operation was now performed
differently to what it was on its first discovery.

The H and crucial incisions were no longer ad-

visable or found necessary to be done. He said,

the removal of the whole joint was necessary to

success. Removal of parts only of the extremities

of bones, and leaving cartilages, do not form good
fibrous union. Fibrous union is what is desired

to be obtained. By taking away the extremities

of the bones, you obtain good fibrous union, giving

a joint capal)le of flexion, pronation, supination

and extension, and a very seiviceable limb. Mr
Erichsen made a longitudinal incision upon radial

aspect of the humerus, of about five inches in

length. He then dissected round, and cut into

the joint—exi>osed the olecranon of the nlna,

and pinched it off with sharp, strong nippers.

The interior of joint became exposed, which was
found completely disorganised and diseased. On
cutting into it, the head of the radius was found
surrounded by curdy scrofulous pus : this he
scooped out. A very thin slice of extremity of

the numenis, across the condyles, was then sawn
off. He also removed a small portion of heads of

ulna and radius, and other diseased parts. He
explained that very little hemorrhage attends

these operations ; vessels seldom re(iuire to be

secured. In this case one or two had become
enlarged, being seated in a boggy position. The
sides of wound being brought together, water

dressings were applied.

Mr Erichsen introduced the young man upon
whom he had last week operated for hare-lip.

It was a singularly happy case for one so late in

life. By the introduction of an additional pin

through the mucous membrane of the mouth,
the cicatrix was level and uniform. Although so

recently done, there remained a clean cicatrix and
perfectly level lip, without the least defonuity.

We certainly do not remember to have seen so

successful a case of operation for hare-lip.

Epitheliomia.
This was an e.\traordinary instance of the

ravages which malignant ulcer makes upon the

soft parts, especially upon and in the region of

the eye. This tuberculous ulcer has been desig-

nated differently by different surgeons. Epithe-

liomia, rodent and malignant ulcer, would appear
to be of one family, in which lupus must be in-

cluded. We understood Mr Erichsen to say that

he had not before seen these epithelial cancroid

growths, or a case like the one to be operated

upon to-day. Mr Hutchinson gives this di.sease

the name of rodent ulcer, and had seen and
recorded many such cases, the number of which
was stated. 'I'liis patient, a man about thirty-five

years of age, states that about four years since he
had a small tumour formed upon the inuer angle

of the upper eyelid, which was removed, and he
recovered. Mr Erichsen described it as having a

a distinctly ulcerous nature. It strongly resembles

lupus, destroying soft parts wherever it appears

and whatever it approaches. In this case it

ulcerated outwards, on the eyelid, to inwards of

the eye, destroying the whole organ of the eye
.and all the contents of the orbit. It proceeded
by eating away the whole of the upper and lower

lids of the eye, and progressed to the destruction
of the entire globe, leaving the orbit a frightful

cha.sm. Mr Erich.seu proceeded to operate in the
way he had described—to remove, by dissecting
away wherever he could reach with the knife,

these ulcerated epithelial growths. In doing this

he encountered considerable haemorrhage, and
several vessels had to be secured during the pro-
gress of the operation. He then soaked a pledget
of lint in nitric acid, and freely applied it into

the chasm which the orbit formed. This he
hoped would stop further ulceration. He proposed,

in that case, at some future period, by the inter-

vention of some mode of plastic surgery, to

mitigate the dreadful deformity existing.

MEDICAL SOCIETIES.

MEDICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
Monday, November 5th, 1860.

Dr A. B. G.iRROD, F.R.S., President.

After the usual preliminary business, the
President called on Dr Richardson to read a
paper " On Urajmia." It seems that a jiaper

promised for the evening was not forthcoming,
and that Dr Richardson had been solicited hastify
by the Honorary Secretary to fill the place.

on ursmia.
The Author first pointed out the analogies which

exist between uiiemic poisoning and poisoning by
certain common narcotic substances—such as opium
and belladonna—and then passed to the description
of cases in which sudden symptoms of unemia had
terminated nuickly in dissolution. Thence pro-
ceeding to the diagnosis of unemia, he passed
through each phase of the disorder, particu-
larising the symptoms with much care. Three
jioints in this part of the paper may be mentioned
as of interest. The pupil, Dr Richardson has
observed, is usually fixed in uraemia, and in most
cases is dilated ; but, he added, this rule is not
without exception, for he has seen the pupil con-
tracted to a pin's point in a case of unmistakeable
ursemia. There is in some cases, as Frcrichs has
said, evidence of an excess of ammonia in the
breath during the acute attack ; but this is not
universaL and hence some have denied it alto-

gether. The reason of a difference in this respect

iu different cases is veiy simple. In persons
sufferuig from kidney disease, and in whom urae-

mia is a probable occurrence, the breath at the
best of times is charged with ammonia to an
extent greater than is norm.al. In these cases the
lung is supplementing the kidnej', and the elimi-

nation of the ammoniacal product is, iu fact, the

saving clause. It is when such persons take con-

gestion of the lung, and are subjected to diminu-
tion of excretion by the lung, that the unKmic
symptoms advance ; and in these cases the breath

is not ammoniacal during the attack. But there

are other examples, where the uraemia is sudden
in its appearance, owing to sudden arrest in the

function of the kidney simply. Then the breath

is markedly ammoniacal iu the period of the acute

attack. The third fact, as diagnostic of unemic
poisoning from poisoning by the ordinary narco-

tics, is, that during nnemic coma the patient will

often rally and regain all his consciousness for a
time, sinking again into forgetfulness, and even
dying unconscious in the end.

The cause of death in "unemia formed the
matter of another section of the paper, and was
followed by observations on treatment. In the

treatment of unemic narcotism coming on sud-

denly, in a person not debilitated by previous

disease, and not overloaded with fat, Dr Richard-

son stated his belief that there was one ready

and direct remedy, and that was free bloodletting.

He had seen a man who had lain three days
comatose and unconscious recover, under the

immediate influence of loss of blood, so com-
pletely as to transact business aflfaii-s, and inquire

into all that had occurred since he was struck

down. Moreover, ph)-siological reasons sup-

ported this treatment ; for the bloodletting not

only relieved the body from a portion of the

poison, but removed the congestion of the kidney

and of the other organs, and gave the permit for

recovery, if recover}- were possible. Thus, in

animals" in which artificial unvmia had been pro-

duced, the effect of frequent venesection tended

greatly to prolong life. That bloodletting should
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not absolutely relieve in every case was reasonable,

for whether relief were obUiinable or not in any

case would depend upon the degree of mechanical

obstruction in the kiduey ; for if the obstractiou

were perfect, no treatment would be possible,

seeing that no proceeding could be adopted to

supplement the kidney altogether ; but if in any
instance there should be but partial obstruction,

increased temporarily by congestion, then the

act of abstraction of blood gave the only chance

that remained of removing the burthen from the

excreting organ. The last part of the paper

dwelt on uraemia in its forensic aspects. In

many cases where death is supposed to have
occurred from the effects of small doses of opium
or other narcotic, he (Dr Richardson) believed

that the cause was attributable to uKemia, and
that so-called idiosyncrasies were probably inti-

mately connected with renal disorder.

Dr James Bird agreed with Dr Richardson in

the practice of bloodletting in these diseases.

He mentioned his practice in India in confirma-

tion. He particularly referred to the case of a

General Officer in India. He was seized with
apoplexy—he bled him to 5x.xx. and also applied

cupping glasses. After going to Ghiguee, ho
returned to England ; was attacked with albu-

minaria, and was cured under the treatment of

Dr Chambers and Sir B. Brodie. He afterwards

died of bronchitis.

Dr Thl'Dkjhl'M considered the term typhoid or

typhua used by Dr Richardson, objectionable.

The symptoms he had described did not agiee and
demanded another name, although names were

subjects of little importance. With respect to

fevers, their .symptoms did not correspond with

tirerticie ; they had other symptoms attending

them, such ius diarrhoea and others, which uuemise

had not. With regard to the pathology of

uremise, urea received in the blood becomes

decomi)Osed ; carbonate of ammonia is formed.

A rod steeped in hydro-chloric acid shows the

presence of ammonia. Dr Thudichum went
rather deeply into the chemistry and analysis of

urea in the blood. He said the question patho-

logically remains liitherto entirely speculative.

Dr SIB.SON' bore testimony to the utility of

bloodlttiing on many occasions. He thought,

nevertheless, it was too much resorted to. It was
useful to relieve congestion. Every narcotic poi-

son induces comatose congestion. The great

source of mischief in uifemic poisoning, which has

not been referred to during the discu.ssion to-

night, is the brain. He had had .several cases of

scarlet fever lately with albuminuria. In these

cases the urea atfectod the head. He strongly

recommended the horizontal position, and the
hot-air bath. It acted by producing elimination

on the surface of the skin.

Dr Salter addressed his observations to some
of the experiments of Dr Thudichum. He
said that urea in the blood did not explain all

the s^'mptoms of urwmic poisoning. All diseases

of the kidneys showed a fatty, waxy condition.

Intertubular coats were fountl, and epithelial

deposits. There exists a normal quantity of urea
in healthful blood. You always liavc dropsy
with largo kidnoy.s. The alkaline state of the

blood dei)ends upon iihosphatc of soda.

Dr Gaiuioi) observed that he h:id in practice

found Dr Kii.hanlson's views correct. Urajmia
does not exclusively imply the existence of urea
in the blood. In some cases of cholera, urea will

be found i-etained in the blood in great ipiautities.

OBSTETRICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
Wednesday, November 7tii, 18(50.

Da ROUERT BARNE.S, VlCE-PHESIDENT, IN THE
CUAIR.

The uamesof the following candidates for admis-
sion into the Society were read :—Dr Charles

Henry I'ayne, Dr Lawrence Spencer, Dr George
Kitchie, and Mr .lohn Smith Crosland Richards.

These gentlemen will be balloted for at the next
meeting on the 5th December.
Dr RicilAUU HiiDGE.s related a

CASE OF tAnoUK AFTER OI'KIIATIO.VS FOR TUE
CUBE OF RUITLIIK OF THE I'ERIK^UM, INVOLV-
IKG TO A COSHIDERAnLE EXTENT THE RECTUM.

This case was brought forward to show how
adequate the powers of nature are to accompli.sh
a result even under the most unfavourable circum-
stances. Premature labour was suggested in thi.s

case, but not adopted, and the issue proved the

wisdom of the choice. The labour was not pro-

longed beyond four or live hours ; the head of the
chil d presented, and the cicatrices yielded to its

advance, cldoroform being given to further relaxa-

tion, and to relieve pain. A lateral tear, requir-

ing a suture, occurred, which speedily united
;

but the central cicatrix, the result of the opera-

tions, did not give way.
Dr Richard Hodoes next related a

CASE OF spontaneous EVOLUTION OF THE FCETUS
IN UTBEO.

In this case the head was the original present-

ing part ; but, by the efforts of the uterus, the
breech end of the child was so acted upon as to

be depressed and forced into the pelvis, the head
being changed for the feet. At tne first examina-
tion the head was distinctly recognised by its

firm, round, and unyielding nature, and by the
hair on the scalp ; but at the second examination
the feet were perceived in the upper part of the

vagina just through the os uteri, thus affording

an example of the actual revolution of the child

in the womb.

CASE OF VACCINATION, WHERE THE PERIOD OF
INCUBATION WAS ONE YEAR.

In May, 1854, Dr Hodges vaccinated a little

boy three years of age, but the arm did not rise

within the usual period. In the May following,

however, a vesicle spontaneously formed with an
areola on the seventh and eighth days, gradually

declining on the eleventh or twelfth ; a perma-
nent cicatiix, marked by pits, remaining, giving

evidence of the genuine vaccine disease.

Dr Fawcett Battye related a

CASE OF OVARIAN TUMOUR, WEIGHING SEVENTY-
SIX OUNCES AND A HALF, IN A GIRL AGED TWFXVB
YEAPJi AND A HALF, TERMINATING UFE SUD-
DENLY BY ASPHYXIA.

The title of this communication sufficiently

explains the nature of the case. The cause of

death was due to asphyxia, arising from the un-

yielding nature of the abdominal walls not allow-

ing the tumour to present itself anteriorly. Con-
sequently, the pressure was directed upwards, and,

pushed an enlarged liver, so that it encroached

upon the right luug.

Dr Oraily Hewitt exhibited a specimen of

MALIGNANT DISEASE OP THE OV.VRY.

The patient, aged nineteen, had never menstruated.

She was admitted into St Mary's Hospital, under
the care of Dr Tyler Smith, and was subsequently,

in that gentleman's absence, under Dr Oraily

Hewitt. She had been ill for six months, and a

growtli hail gradually extended upwards from the
pelvis to above the umbilicus. She dietl,

gradually exliausted, a month after admission.
The abdomen was much distended with fluid,

and a large tumour, weighing upwards of eight

pounds, a portion of wliich was now exhibited,

was found growing from the situation of the
right ovary, adherent to the walls of the pelvis,

and nearly fiUing its cavity. It was of a

cancerous nature. From first to last the disease

had existed (apparently at least) not more than
about six months.
Dr J. H.VLL Davis presented a specimen of a

DCIUBLE BAn'I.EDOOU I'LACEXTA, WITH A SINGLE
UMBILICAL CORD, CONNECTED WITH ONE CHILD.
This placenta was removed after an easy labour
at full term, the child—a male—having been
bom alive, and of the average size. On one of

the masses having passed through the vulva, Dr
Davis examined to ascertain the reason why the
cord was still fixed internally, when he dis-

covered a second placental body in the upper part
of the vagina.

Dr Priestley showed tha Casts of some Heads
which had been broken up by Dr Simpson's
operation of C'ranioclasm.

Dr Tyler S.mith read a paper entitled,

A.V INQUIRV INTO THE CORRECTNESS OF THE
DOCTRINE OF WILLIAM HUNTER IN REGARD TO
RETROVERSION OR RETROFLEXION OF THE
GRAVID UTERUS.
After giving an account of the way in which

our knowledge of this displacement of the uterus
has been acquired, and the opinions of ancient and
modern authors, but i>articularly of William Hunter,
upon this subject, Dr Tyler Smith proceeded to lay
down liis own views, and especially to dispute the
Hunterian doctrine that the chief and exciting cause
of conqilete retroversion is retention of urine and
distension of the bladder. He then went on to say ;

"My own attention became specially directed to the
subject of retroversion of the gravid uterus in the
following manner:— I attended a lady— a patient of

Sir Ranald Martin—who, in the miimpregnated
state, suffered from complete retroversion or retro

flexion. She kit this country, with the uterus ro-

troverted, to join her husband in India. She soon
became pregnant, and went the full time. The ques--

tion suggested itself to me, What was the condition

of the uterus in this ^case, after impregnation occur-

red? And I resolved to take any opportunities

which might occiu' to nie of answering it. 1 have
now seen a considerable number of cases in which the

retroverted uterus has become impregnated, and
have carefully watched the progress of gestation

under these circmustances. The result has been a

conviction that the most connnon cause of retrover-

sion of the gravid uterus is not to be found in tha

state of the pelvis or the condition of the bladder,

but in the occurrence of impregnation in the retro-

verted uterus, and in the tendency of the organ thus

nnpregnated to grow and deveh^p itself, during

the early months of pregnancy, in the retroverted or

retroflexed position. When an ovum is deposited in

the retroverted uterus, the enlargement of the organ

causes a greater sense of weight and pressure in the

pelvis than ordinary pregnancy. The os uteri

approaches the pubis, aud the fimdus projects to-

wartls the hollow of the sacrum. The fundvis is

found to enlarge considerably when examined from
time to time by the linger. At length, unless the
pelvis is of a very large size, the bladder aud rectum
are pressed upon so as to interfere with their func-
tions, and ditticult micturition and defecation, espe-

cially the former, are the results. Owing to the reten-

tion of the gravid uterus within the pelvis, there is

little or no increase m the size of the abdomen.'
There is usually a great amount of pain and discom*
fort in the lower part of the back, and the sympa-
thetic affections of pregnancy are frequently more
severe than usual. Abortion very frequently occurs
from the mechanical irritation of the uterus."

After making some further general observations
to prove the strength of his argument, Dr Tyler
Smith proceeded to say,—" In conclusion, I may
observe that it seems to me the great use of the
knowledge of the mode iu which retroversion of the
gravid uterus occurs will be iu the prevention of the
lull retroversion, or strangulation, as I have ven-
tured to term it, of the gravid uterus in the pelvis..

As long as retroversion was supposed to take place
suddenly and mysteriously, little could be done to

avert it ; but if, as 1 believe, the displacement dates
from the veiy beginning of pregnancy, in t!ie great
majority of cases, we may do nmeh by position,

and attention to tlie bowels and bladder, to prevent
any dangerous sjnnptoms ; and, aware of tlie condi-
tion of the uterus beforehand, we shall be more ready
to give prompt mechanical assistance when it lie-

comes necessary to pass the hand into the vagina ta

carry the fundus above the brim.

"When retroversion has -existed in early preg-

nancy, but has been relieved spontaneously or other-

wise by the ascent of the fundus, labour takes plac«

without any unusual difficulty. We ought, how-
ever, in the management of the puerperal state, to

endeavour to pre\"eut a return of the uterine dis-

placement. Tne occurrence of iiregnancy is rather
favourable than otiierwise to the cure of retroversion.

In the latter months of pregnancy, the foitus acts as

an intra-uterine pessary ; the organ is strengthened,

and in the return of the uterus to the size of the

uniinpregnated state by the process of involution we
have a i>etter chance of curing retroversion than
under any otlier circumstances. The abdominal
bandage should not be tight enough to force the
uterus into the pelvis. The patient shouU be en-
couraged to lie on her right (ir left side, inclining to

the prone position, but avoiding recumbency. -The
bladder «houl<t be fieqnently relieved, and any
violei^ straining during defecation avoided. She
should remain in be<l or on a coucii longer than
usual, and before resuming her ordinary duties tlie

condition of the uterus should be ascertained ; and if

any tendency to a return of retroversion exists, aiji

air-pessary should be worn in the vagina as long as
may be necessary to ensure a right iwsition to thft

uterus.
" Several other cases of retroversion of the unim-

pregnated uterus, followed by retroversion in the
gravid state, have fallen under my observation,
besides those related in the lU'estut paper ; but as

they would only be a rei>etition of those already de..

tailed, I will not trouble the Society with the par-

ticulars of them. What has happened in my own
practice must neces.sarily have occuircd iu that of
others, and probably it is only necessary tlurt the
matter should b:; understood for the production of a
number of well-authenticated cases of tlie same kind
by those engaged in obstetric practice. 1 must now
leave it to the Society to decide whether the facts

and observations which have been adduced do not
prove that the Ilunteriau theory of gravid retrover>

sion is no longer tenable ; and whether we must nod
in future look upon retroversion of the uninipiegiiateu

state, wliicli is well known to be a common alfectiou,

freque ntly adinitting of iihpiegnation, as the prin-

cipal cause of retroversion of the gravid orgau. It

raising this discussion, I would yieldto no one ia
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veneration for tho name of William Hunter, as being

undoubtedly one of the greatest and most honoured

names in obstetric science."

Dr Oldham said that lie had long entertained the

opinion that the view of William Hunter was a

mere mechanical fancy. He thought, with Dr Tyler

Smith, that the original cause of retroversion of the

graviil uterus was the existence of this displacement

prior to conception. Such cases were very common
in hospital practice, and they generally gave but
little trouble. He was in tho almost daily habit of

seeing them do well without any interference beyond
a little attention to the bowels and bladder. He
confessed that he did not like the author's use of the

air-pessary, for it might do harm, and in the greater

number of instances mechanical attempts at replace-

ment were unnecessary. When he found it exjedient
to inteifere, he had for some years past resorted to a
very simple but efl'ectual proceeding. This consisted

in gently opening tho orifice of the vagina with tho
fingers, so as to allow the canal to fill with air. The
consequence of this proceeding was that the vagina
became much distended, and then gentle pressm'e
with the finger upon the fundus of the uterus sufficed

to push tliis organ upwards iuto the normal dii'ec-

tion.

Dr Bakses said that he had published a lecture

one year ago on this subject, in which, he thought,
would be found many of the views brought forward
this evening. He believed that a previous retro-

vei-ted condition of the uterus might be the most
common cause of this affection in pregnancy ; but
he was sure that it also sometimes happens from acci-

dent, and that it may take place suddenly. He had
tried Dr Oldliam's plan of reduction in two well-

marked cases, but in both tho proceeding failed to

.be of any service. Dr Barnes also remarked that

he did not understand the principle upon which Dr
Oldhauj's plan conld be expected to succeed.

Dr Waller was happy to agree with Dr Smith.

His rule in these cases was to do nothing in the

majority of cases, unless the bladder and rectum got

distended. He had withdrawn thirteen pints of

urine in one case, which had been mistaken for

dropsy, and the patient made a favourable recovery.

DrPriestley said the ert'ects which hadbeeu chiefly

spoken of in the discussionwere thosewh ich arose in the

latter months ; but there are other dangers which have
not been noticed, and which occur in the earlier

periods of gestation ; especially there was the danger

of abortion abojit the third or fourth month, and it

was worth considering whether these abortions could

not be prevented. Dr Tyler Smithhad recommended
air-pessaries, but Dr Priestley had had no experience

intheir use. There was often no difficulty iu replaceing

the uterus by the finger ; but it very often hap-

Eened that directly the ]>atient f;ot up, the uterus fell

ack again into its abnormal position.

Dr Tyler Smith having replied to tlie various

observations which had been oflered, the Society

adjourned.

OUR NOTE BOOK.

ANTAGONISTIC ACTION OF OPIUM AND
BELLADONNA.

Several instances of poisoning by belladonna

or atropia have now placed beyond question the

advantages of opium ns an antidote. These facts

have moreover shown tho impropriety of com-
bining in the same prescription, with a view to

rendering it more elfootive against pain, opium
and belladonna. The ' Art Medical ' and the
' Gazette Mcdicale de Lyon ' supply us with some
interesting documents on the .subject. «
Mr Lindsay, of Edinburgh, says M. Jules

Davasse in tho 'Art Medical,' succeeded in dis-

pelling with 6 dr. of tincture of belladonna the

coma induced by one ounce of a solution of

morphia. Anderson likewise obtained the same
result with one ounce of tinctiire of belladonna,

in a very serious instance of poisoning with

6 drachms of laudanum. M. Cazin relates a case

in which a liniment containing 1^ dr. of lauda-

anm and i dr. of tincture of belladonna, in 10 dr.

of sweet oil, was swallowed by mi.stake and gave

rise to no alarming s)nnptoms. He also pre-

scribed witli benefit extract of opium and cold

affusions, for a young lady who accidentally

swallowed a cup of infusion of belladonna in lieu

of the same quantity of infusion of orange-loaves,

and who presented .symptoms analogous to those

of dclinuni tremens. More recently, M. Bchier,
in six cases of sub-cutaneous injection of sulphate
of atrojiia for the cure of neuralgia, in all of which
signs of poisoning were observed, succeeded in

checking them by the exhibition of opium and of
gynip of poppy.

In tho ' Gazette Medicale do Lyon,' M. Pevroud
publishes a curious instance of poisoning by the

application of a belladonna plaster, iu which the
symptoms yielded to preparations of opium.
The ])ationt was a young laundress of very

delicate skin, to whom the application to the
epigastric regii ui of a belladonna plaster, 4 inches

by 2, had been prescribed. The plaster was
applied at 3 ji.m., and the next mornijig she
awoke with a sense of general discomfort, head-

ache, giddiness, loss of appetite, nausea un-
attended with vomiting, characteristic dryness of

the throat, &c. These symptoms increased in

violence in the course of the day, and in the
evening, after seven o'clock p.m., frequent syncope
occiirred, followed by delirium, refrigeration of the

extremities, &c. The condition of the patient

was such as to occasion much anxiety, and the
following medication was instituted :

The pLaster was removed ; an enema with
16 drops of laud. liq. Syd. was prescrilwd, which
was aljnost entirely retained ; and also a 4-ouuce
mixture containing 2 gr. of extract of opium, to

be taken in fciblc-spoonfuls every five minutes.
AVhen the patient had taken four doses, she

recognised the persons about her, and the
delusions began to yield. The mixture was
continued, but the doses were now given every
half-hour only. On the followiyg morning, the
patient was in a perfectly satisfactory state, and
despite the rather large quantity of opium taken,
no signs whatever of narcotism were observable

;

an unanswerable proof of the antagonism of the
two medicines.

The converse of the above case will bo found in

the ' Cincinnati Lancet,' and was communicated
by M. Comt'gys, Professor of the Medical College

of Ohio. This gentleman states that with an
enema containing half an ounce of tincture of

belladonna, he succeeded in restoring a man whose
life had been greatly inijierilled by the ingestion

of two ounces of laudanum.— ' Journal of Practical

Medicine and Surgery.'

STATISTICS OF DIPHTHEKIA. — INSUF-
FLATION OF ALUM AND TANNIN.

Since tho debate to which a communication of

JI. Bouchut on the subject of croup and diph-

theria gave rise two years ago, at the Academy,
many works relative to this question have been
published. It may perhaps be doubted whether
they have led to any progress in the treatment of

the disease, but it appears certain that the success

alleged to have been cit'ected by certain much-
praised medications has been due to mei-e error of

diagnosis.

Among tho memoirs relating to genuine croup,

or laryngeal diphtheria, we may notice a thesis by
Dr Petei', formerly attached to the Hospital for

Infancy. This thesis is based uiiojj 196 cases of

diphtheria, 142 of which were instances of crou))

and 54 of various pseudo-niembranons affections.

It is in the course of the third year of life that

croup in these cases was manifestly most frequent

in both sexes. Tho prevalence of diphtheria at that

age is so distinctly marked and so invariable in Dr
Peter's table, that it must obviously be the result

of some general law. A comparison between the

mortality caused by croup and that resulting from
diphtheritic angina shows, beyond dispute, that
death is less the consequence of asphyxia than of

jjoisoning. AVith regard to tracheotomy in croup,

the following are M. Peter's conclusions ;

In both sexes the proportion of recoveries after

o])eration has been slightly above one in four

(1 in 3 for male, 1 in 3 '7 lor female children) :

this figure is somewhat higher than the average

of success at the Hospital for Infimcy.

In both sexes tracheotomy has been invariably

unsuccessful when performed in children aged two
and two and a half years.

It began to yield favourable results, r.nd that

but unfrequenlly, in subjects aged three years or

three years and a half only.

Success was very frequent between four and six

j'cars for girls, and between four and five for boj-s.

Unfortunately, tho ])eriod at which trache-

otomy is most successful docs not correspond
with the age at which croup is most common.

Supjxising tracheotomy to have been performed
but in cliildreu aged throe and a half, or more, the
ave rage of cures would have been but one in 2'3

operations instead of one iu 3'4, and would there-

fore have been less considerable by one-third.

Between the ages of two and three, children who
have undergone operation appear to sink imder
tile violence of traumatic fever.

Tracheotomy has proved in both sexes more

successful in March and July than in the other
months; but, iu genei-al, the season docs not
appear to have exercised much influence.

'The 'Union Mcdicale' has recently published
two letters from Messrs Loiseau and Trousseau on
the use of tannin and alum locally in the
treatment of pharyngo-larj-ngeal diphtheria.

M. Ix)iseau, considering the false membranea,
in all cases, to be but consequences of diphtheria,
and, with the exception of croup, rather usefol
than injurious, provided their putrefaction ha
prevented, again lays stress upon the beneficial

action of styptics, and especially tanniu
; theae

seem to convert tho morbid secretions into as
imputrescible epidermis, which affords protection
to the denuded surfaces and promotes their cica^

trisation. M. Loiseau performs insufflation of
alum five or six times a day, and of pure tannin
equally often ; he states that a cure may th«s
be ell'ected in three or four days, on the same
principle which M. Trousseau adopted in his
practice in 1S2S. A quotation from an article

published on the subject in 1833, by M. Troussetn
in the ' Dictiomiaire Jledical,' has elicited fnnn
the learned Professor a reply, which we repivduce,
as it explains the changes lus views have under-
gone on the efficacy of the medical treatment of
dilJitheriu, and more especially of croup.

It is perfectly tme, says M. Trousseau, at the
date of September 20th, that in the epidemics of
diphtheria which from 1818 to 1828 prevailed in
the departments of Indre-et-Loire, Loir-et-Cher,
and Loiret, the disease of tho fauces readily
yielded to frequent insufflation of alum, and to
cauterisation witli muriatic acid or nitrate of
silver. It is equally true tliat, when the com-
l>laiut was met in its early stages, four or five

days were sulficieut to cfi'ect a cujc, excepting, of
course, when diphtheria h.id invaded the lai-ynx.

For ten years past, however, diphtheria has ac-
quired in Paris and in the provinces a degree *f
gravity and of malignancy which it did not, by
any means, possess thirty years ago ; and i declare
that it is now a long time since I have had the
good fortmic to tvc genuine phaiyngeal diphtheria
yield to treatment iu four or five days. Common
pscuilo-menibrauous augiua, or herjjes of the
fauces, may bo cured in twenty-four or forty-eight

hours, but not real diphtheria such as we too ire
quently meet with.

I resort to the same means as M. IioUeau, and
lierfonu insufllatiou iuto the throat every two
hours, and even every hour, if necessary, alter-

nating the use of equal parts of sugar and alum
or tannin. From time to time, 1 brush rather

roughly the uvula and tonsils, before resorting to

insufUalion, in order that the medicinal agents
may come iuto immediate contact with the mu-
cous surface ; and I consider myself ver)- fortunate

when, alter teu days' treatment, all trace of false

membranes has disappeared.

In five adults whom, within the last few
mouths, 1 attended with my friends Di-s Bernard,

Patouillet, and Blondeau, the disease lasted nine

days in one case, and more Uian a fortnight iu the

others ; and I repeat that it would have been ut-

terly impossible to use with more persevering

eneray the i-emeiUcs citolled by M. Loiseau,

which I consider most useful, namely, alum and
tanniu.

Apjiealing to the testimony of my learned col-

leagues of the Hospital for Infancy, Messrs Blacha,
Bouvicr, Ilogcr, See, and of Dr Barthcz, I find

their statementis are perfectly similar to mine, and
that they agiee with me in thinking that the
singularly rapid, extraordinary, and uumerons
cures efl'ceted by M. Loiseau may perin-vps be ac-

counted for by his not having allowed himself
sufficient time to establish an iucontrovertiUe

diagnosis.

It is difficult at first, and especially in children,

to distinguish genuine diphtheria from phalan-
geal herpes ; and although iu doubt I prescribe

the local application of alum and tannin, I do not

flatter myself that I have eftected a cure of ton-

sillary diphtheria when, after twenty-four hours,

I cease to detect in the throat any piellicnlar con-

cretions.

We are happy to bo confirmed, by so competent

an authority, in tho remarks avc have offered

above on the importance of diagnosis iu the

appreciation of the various remedies recommended
for a disease the gravity of which, far from sub-

siding, seems rather on the increase, especially

wlieii observed ill an epidemic form.—'Journal of

Practical Jledicine and Surgery.'
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LEGAL INTELLIQENCE.

The Qtees r. Tire Braxch Medical CorsciL
FOR KVGLAXD.—llr Lxisb, Q.C. (with Mr H. T.

Cole) recently moved for a nile calling upon the

Branch Conncil for England of the Gencial Council

<)f Medical Education and Registration of the

United Kingdom to show cause why a inaiidamiis

should not issue commandiug them to cause the

titmc of Thomas Goulden to be entered in the
' Register. ' Mr Goulden was in practice before

Angust 1, 1816, and he claimed to have his name
inserted in the 'Register,* under the 18th section

of the Jledical Act (the 21st and 22nd Victoria,

«»p. 90), ^*hich enacted that '

' Any person who
was actually practising Medicine in England before

August 1, 1815, shall, on the payment of a fee to

be lixed by the General Council, be entitled to be
registered on producing to the Registrar of the

Branch Council for England, Scotland, or Ireland,

a declaration according to the form in the Schednle
(B) to this Act, signed by him, and upon trans-

mitting to such registrar infomiation of his name
•md address, and enclosing such declaration as

aforesaid." The applicant stated in liis affidavit

that he was bound appientiee on August 20, 1810,

and served till he was twenty-one years of age

—

riz., till October 30, 1814, when he came of age,

and commenced practice. The iledical Council

did not dispute the fact that the applicant was in

phictice before August 1, 1815, Init they said he

was not of age at the time. That, however, ho
(Mr Lnsh) contended was wholly irrelevant matter.

Mr Justice Hill inquired whether there was any
law which prevented him from practising before

he was of age ?

Mr Lush said there was not. The 55th George

III, cap. 194, contained an enactment that no one,

.after the passing of that Act, who had not been

ill prartico before Angnst 1, 1815, should receive

a licence from the Apothecaries' Coni|>any till he

was twenty-one years of age, but it preserved the

rights of those who had been in practice before

August 1, 1S15. The Council did not dispute

Lhat the applicant ^vas in practice before August
1,1815; out they said that, from the eviilencc

laid before them, they were not satisfied that he
u-i.^ ,.f ..r,. The applicant did not know what

the Medical Council posscsswl, but

1 before the Court evidence to show
llial he w.is bom on October 30, 1793, and conse-

<mently came of age on October 30, 1814.

Lord Chief .Justice Cockbnm said the Court
could not try that fjuestion.

Mr .Justice Blackburn asked whether there was
any

i';'
tion about the party being in practice in

liis own iiKht !

Jlr Lnsh said the only answer made was, that

ho was not shown to be entitled to be on the
' Register,' as he was not of age on August 1,

1815, which, the learned coun.sel contended, was a

wholly immaterial question.

liord (.Tiief Justice Cockburn ; You may take a

rule.

Rule :iif!i gttmted.

MEDICAL NEWS.

PiOVAi. College or .'^inonoNv.— Tli.- i^ilnwing

t^ciitl'^meti, haTitig undergone tli^ ex-

aminations for the diploma, were ; il am-
bers of the College at a meeting of the Cuiirt of

Examiners on the 13th iiist. :—William Batho,

Amcsljury, Wiltshire ; Chas. Hy. Bennett, Ham-
mersmith ; .\ugustU3 L. Bcnthain, I'ortsmouth

;

Edwin Huller, Jei-sey; Sidney Edward f:larke,

Amiathwaite, Cumberland p William John C^orin,

Kcdmtli, Cornwall ; George Can- Dunn, Ken-
sington I'ark gardens ; Delamark Freeman, Keu-
nington ; John Palmer Gannon, Oxford ; George
BIylh Goldie, Northumberland ; George Daniel
Harding, Woolwich ; Charles Henrj- John Hovell,

Canterbury ; VMward Jeffery, Exeter ; John Jones,

Brighton ; Ferdinand Ethelbert Junker, London
;

fieorge Kerswill, St Gcnnans, Cornwall ; John
IjongiloTi, Yeo\'il, Somerset ; Itobert Pattinsoii,

'\\'i;,^"inby, Cumberland ; George Grifhth I'hillips,

N" •' Emlyn; Frederick Beaufort Scfjtt,

' II ; Richard Wagstalf Smith, Xova
>ton Erskine Wadley, Plymouth

;

': Zier\-ogel, Cape of Good Hojie.

; gentlemen were admitted Mera-
iltli inst :—John Bourne Bromley,

, Worcester ; William .Joseph I '.dlon,

Jaaics ChcMe, Jersey ; William Hill

Jer..h

—Tlr

bors on iii'

.Stourlnidgi'

Liverpool
;

Climo, Belmnllet, Co. Mayo ; Hcni-j- Davies,

Crossin, Carmarthen ; Thomas Finch, London
;

Francis Baker i'owler, Bath ; William Gayton,
Church street, Spitalfields ; Augustus Robinson
Hall, Topsham, Exeter; Marriott Hall, Sheffield;

William Hoyle, Slaithwaite, Yorkshire ; Joseph
Laidler, Stockton-on-Tees ; Henry Edward Lang-
ford, Cherbnry, Shropshire ; Henry Robert Camp-
bell Litchfield, Twickenham ; AVilliani Hooper
Ma.sters, Yeovil, Somerset ; John Morgan, Clif-

ton, Bristol ; Robert Nash, Wcston-supcr-JIare
;

John Racey, Quebec ; John Scaly, Barbadoes

;

William Stawman, Wakefield, Yorkshire ; Chas.

Steele, Clifton, Bristol ; Daniel Taylor, Bury,
Lanca.shire ; AV'illiam Thomson, Edinbnrgh

;

Thomas William Thursfield, Kidderminster;
Henry Ward, Diss, Norfolk ; Henry Wheeler,
Clifton, Bristol ; William James Wilson, Straid,

Balh'nure, Antrim.
New Fei.low.s.—At a meeting of the Council

of the Royal College of Surgeons on the 9th inst.,

the following members the t^oilegc, who had been
elected Fellows at previous meetings of the
Council, were admitted as such :—Henry Bedwell,

Cheltenham—diploma of menibershiji dated Jtmo
26, 1840; Robert Harrison Bowness, Poulti n-le-

Fylde, Lancashire—May 7, 1S38 ; William Can-,

Leo grove, J^lnokhcatli—May 29, 1837 ; 'Richard

Cliapman, Kirby iloorside—Febmary 5, 1819
;

Itobert Humphrey Cooke, Stoke Isfewington

—

February 16, 1839 ; John Taylor, Bayswater

—

June 26, 1840 ; Robert Hankinson Williams,

Great Ecdcston—May 9, 1834; Frederick Wood,
St Bartholomew's Hosjiital—July 2, 1841.

An.\tomy and PiiY.sroLtx;Y.—The following

gentlemen, having undergone the primary exami-
nations on the 9t!i inst., will be admitted to the

pass examination when eligible—viz. : Messrs
W. W. Somerville, Edinburgh ; I>. R. H. Rouse,

University College ; Percy Milligan, ditto ; Wm.
Ihiyner, ditto ; Mnncherjee Beramjce Colali, ditto;

E. H. Olive, ditto ; S. J. B. Caldwell, Westmin-
ster; Fred. J>ewi.s, Middlesex; C. F. Sutton,

ditto ; J. R. BniinwoU, Jlancliester ; T. V. Ray-
ner, ditto ; F. B. Eaton, Newcastle ; T. 5L
Rouse, St George's ; Samuel Swabey, Edinburgh

;

R. C. Price, St Mary's ; W. J. Wilson, Belfast

;

W. H. Climo, Galway ; F. E. Junker, Vienna

;

J. B. Yeo, King's College ; Henry Goodall, Gla.s-

gow ; A. C. Gray, ditto ; John Martin, IJverpool

;

C. W. Waylen, i5t Bartholoii ew's ; F. W. Brown,
ditto ; S. C. Hird, Leeds ; William E. Stevens,

Guy's ; J. H. Benson, Leeds ; John Harrisson,

King's College ; H. W. Mi ' '

; William
Ironside, Aberdetn ; Forbe Thomas's

;

S. W. Fisher, Bristol ; F. 11. ii^..,..,..ii, Gla^ow;
Robert Winter, St Mary's ; E. C. Ashlord, Edin-

bnrgh.
Apothecauies' Hall.—The following gentle-

men passed their examination in the science and
practice of Me<licine, and received certificates to

practise, on Thursday, Nov. Sth, 1860 :—John
Robert.s, Crwg, Carnarvon, North Wales ; Richd.
Griffith.s, Welshpool, Montgomeryshire ; William
Henry Hartill, Willcnhall, Staffordshire ; Frede-
rick Philip Phelps, Iteading, Berks ; John War-
ner, Leighton Buzzard, Beds.— The following

gentlemen also on the same day passwl their first

examination :—Frederic Barnes, Charing Cross
Hospital ; F.'linnnd Venning, I'nivursily College.

L'NivEK.snv OF London. -Skcond M.B. Ex-
amination, 1880.—The foHowiug is a list of
candidates who have passed the late second
examination for the degree of liachelor of Medi-
cine :

—

Fimt Dh-iHinn.—Thomas Hiron Bartleot,

Queen's College, Birmingham, and King's College

Medical Schools ; Charles James Bracey, ditto
;

James Braithwaite, Leeds School of Medicine and
(juy's Hospital ; William C'aylcy, King's ('oUege

;

John Cooke, St Thoma.s's Hospitivl ; Jolin Easton,
King's College ; Heniy Gervis, St Thomas's
Hospital; Francis William Gibson, B.A., Univer-
sity College ; Charles Giabham, St "Thomas's
Hospital ; John Harlcy, King's College ; William
Sims, ditto; Eustace Smith, University College

;

William Spencer Watson, King's College ; Robert
Watts, University and Bengal Medical Colleges

;

Frederick Poynton Weaver, Livorix)ol Inlirmaiy

and <!uy's Hospital ; Henry Forlws Winslow,
King's College ; Washington Lafayette Winter-
liDtham, University College ; Edward Woakcs, St
Thomas's Hospital. &cond Uimsion.—William
Hickman, University College ; Reginald Croft

I-A'ver, King's College ; AVilliam Pile, University
College ; Sydney Ringer, ditto ; Joseph Rutter,
ditto ; George James Snnes Satindcrs, King's
College.

ArroiNTMi'NTS.—Mr Simpson, formerly Sur
geon to the Western General Dispensary and
Surgeon to the Western Educational Vaccine
Station, nominated by the Privy Council, has
been appointed Teacher of Vaccination, under the
new regulations of the Medical School of Univer-
sity College, at the Tottenham Court Chapel
Station. The certificates of proficiency granted
by Mr Simpson entitle their possessors to hold
Poor-law appointments.—At a special meeting of

the General Committee of the Birmingham and
Midland Eye Institution, held on Thursday,
November 1, Sidney E. Proctor, L.R.C.P., &c.,
formerly Rcsidcnt-Snrgcon to the ICont County
Ophthalmic Hospital, Maidstone, was appointed
Rcsident-Surgeou to this Charity.

Hoyal College of Stjkgeons, Edinbtogh.—
The following gentloinen, having pas.?cd their

Examinations, were admitted Licentiates of the

College during the recent sittings of the E.xami-

nors:-John BoUand, Dublin; Thomas t.'lark,

Blairgowrie ; Thomas Smith Clouston, Orkney

;

WiUiam John Fairbairn, Edinburgh ; Abraham
Hogg, Co. Cavan ; James Mathews, Co. Cavau

;

George Moutcath, Duinfries.shire ; David Robert-
son, Duukeld ; William Thomas Young Smith,
Yorkshirc ; George Grainger Tandy, Worcester-
shire.

The Medical Coiincil and Mr Okgan.—On
Thursday last, Mr Organ obtained a rule in tho
Court of Queen's Bench for requiring the Medical
Council to show canse why his name should not be
restored to the list of quaUfied Medical Practi-

tioners.

OiHTHALMiA IN Italy.—Of the troops of
King Francis in Gaeta, more than 2,500 have
been attacked by ophthalmia.
The Edinburgh Schools opened last week

with the usual introductory lectures. The
attendance is an increase on last year. Candi-
dates for the University degree being admitted
on the preliminary examination of the old
system for the last time, a large number availed
themselves of the oiiportunity. A marked in-

crease in the number of candidates for the pre-
liminary examination for the double qualification

by the Colleges of Physicians and Surgeons
jiroves the attractiveness of the scheme of the
Edinburgh Colleges. The University address
was delivered by Sir David Brewster, the well-
known Principal. Tlie address dealt mainly
with questions of University reform, which has of

late been so much stirred in Scotland. Tho
Principal having maintauied that lie and his
colleagues of the Scnatus Academicn.s must bo
the safest depositories of the patronage of
chairs ; that the proposed association of inde-

pendent examiners with tho professors in con-
ducting the examinations for degrees is unacade-
mical and unnecessary ; and that there should
be one set of ju'ofessors for teaching, and another
set to do the thinking,—much surjirise has been
excited by the novelty of the views, and they
have been severely criticised in the local journals.

The Principal is a vigorous advocate for a Uni-
versity conferring degrees only on those who have
taken all their education within its walls, but ho
did not meet the difficulty nf the London Uni-
versity degrees being, iiotwitlistandiiig, in the
highest repute. 'The distinguished Principal
couclude<l his brilliant locturo with a warm
tribute to the labours and (Jhristian worth of the
late Dr George Wilson. 'The introductory lecture
at the College of Surgeons was delivered by Dr
Saunders, lecturer on Physiology, in the jireseneo

of the presidents, fellows, and students of the
Colleges. The relation of the sciences to each
other, and tho importance of tlio .study of struc-

ture and biology as the foundation of an intelli-

gent system of therapeutics, formed the chief
subject-matters of tho atl.lress, and were handled
by the lecturer in his usual able and unju'ctending
manner.—A new feature in the Edinburgh School
—tho Sick Children's Hospital—is now in full

operation ; and a course of Clinical Lectures at tho
hosiiital, by Dr Matthews Duncan, is announced.
Dr Keillor also announces a cour.sc on Diseases of
Children.—The Session of the Mcdico-Chirurgical
Society opened last week, under the presidency of

Mr Benjamin Bell. The meeting proved of no small
interest, on account of the discussion on acu[pres-

sure which arose. Dr Handyside read an admirable
paper on a case in which he used needles to arrest

the h(emorihage in amputation of the thigh for

gMigrenc following injury. The vessels were
readily secured by acupressure, and the needle
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ill cliarge of tlie femoral artery was withdrawn
in forty-eight hours witliout any haemorrhage
following. lu tlie discussion which followed,

Professor Jliller, and Drs Watson and Gillespie,

took the side in favour of the ligature in

preference to acupressure, giving a variety of

reasons, but admitting that they had not yet
tried the latter plan themselves. Mr Edwards,
and Drs Handyside, Strathers, and Alex.
Simpson, on the other side, spoke in favour of
giving acupressure a fiiir trial, from what they
Had seen of it. Professor Simpson, the inventor
of the method, was detained from the meeting.
The President, in summing ujj the discussion,
congratulated Surgery on the simplicity and
value of the ligature, and suggested that possibly
a combination of the two methods might be
best.— 'Lancet.'

Medical Mayors.—Mr Alderman 11. S. Har-
vey, F.K.C.S. Eng. & Edin., was elected Mayor
of the City of Lincoln on the 9th inst. This is

the second time Mr Han-ey has had the honoui- of
discharging . the duties of the mayoralty ; his

first election to the office was in 1843. On the
Same day, DrM. J. O'Connor was elected Mayor
of the ancient Borough of Morpeth ; and
Dr Richard Cross, Mayor of Scarborough.

Blaine Prize Medal.s.—These medals, value
ten guineas each, founded by the late Sir Gilbert
Blaine, Bart., have just been awarded to "Walter
Dickson (B.), M.D., ofH.M.S. Chesapeake, and
^'illiam Diurs, M.D., M.A., H.M.S. Boscawen,

isss.
The Kilpare-street Club-hoitse, which had

been iiurchased from the Club by the King and

Queen's College of Physicians for the purjioses of

the College, was burned to the ground on the

10th inst., with the loss of three lives and the

splendid library of the Club. We understand

that none of the loss will fall on the College, as

they had not obtamed possession.

APPOINTJIENTS FOR THE WEEK.
Wednesday, November 21.

Operations at Middlesex Hospital, 1 p.m. ; St

Maiy's Hospital, 1 p.m. ; University College Hos-
pital, 2 p.m. ; Royal Ortliopajdic Hospital, 2 p.m.

Geological Society of London.—8 p.m.
Society for the Escoukagemest of Arts, Ma-
MUFACTURES, AND COMMERCE.— Opening Address
by Sir Thomas Phillijis, F.G.S., Chairman of the

Council, 8 p.m.

Thursday, November 22.

Operations at St George's Hospital, 1 p.m.
;

Central London Ophthalmic Hospital, 1 p.m.
;

London Hospital, IJ p.m. ; Great Northern
Hospital, King's Cross, 2 p.m.

London Surgical Home.—2 p.m.
King's College Medical Society. — Mr Francis
Mason, " On Litliotomy."

Friday, November 23.
Operations at Westminster Ophthalmic Hospital,
,ajp.m,

St
Saturday, November 24.

Operations at St Thomas's Hospital, 1 p.m. ; S
Bartholomew's Hospital, IJ p.m. ; King's CoUegi
Hospital, 1.^ p.m. ; Charing"Cross Hospital, 2 p.m.

National Hospital for the Paralysed and
Epileptic.—Clinical Lecture on "Epilepsy and
Paralysis," by Dr Brown-Sefiuard, 3J p.m.

Mon:lay, November 26.

Operations at the Koyal Free Hospital, 2 p.m.

;

Metropolitan Free Hospital, 2 p.m.

Medical Society of London.—8J p.m.

Tuesday, November 27.

Operations at Guy's Hospital, \l p.m. ; Westmin-
ster Hospital, 2 p.m.

Medico-Chihurgical Society of London.—8 p.m.

BOOKS EECEIVED FOR REVIEW.
On Urine. By Edmund A. Parkes, M.D. London :

John Churcliil.

On Infant Feeding. By C. H. F. Koutli, M.D. Lon-
don : John Churchill.

Anatomy of the Arteries. By John Hatch Power,
M.D. With Illustrations by B. Wills Richai-dsou,

F.R.C.S.I. Dublin; Fannin and Co.
On Stopping Teeth, &c. By Sidney Longhiu-st.
London : H. Bailliere.

On Infantile Jlortality. By W. T. Gairdner, M.D.
The 'Dublin Quarterly Journal,' November.
Transactions of the Pathological Society of London,

vol. xi.

Clinique Medicale sur les Maladies des Femmes.
Par M. Gustave Bemutz et M. Ernest GoupU.
Tome Premier. Paris ; F. Chamerot.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.
F.E.C.S.'s letter on the Liverpool case, received.
The copies have been sent.

Mr Welch.— Certainly.
A Subscriber.—The hyiiosulphite of soda has been
used successfully in cases of sarciua ventriculi.
The dose is about ten grains. Dr Jenner prefers
the sulphite in these cases, as it is not so readily
decomposed.

Dr H. L.—The newspaper, with enclosures, received.
DrEDWARDB,— 1st. No.—2nd. No.
A Father.—We are unable to answer the questions
more exiilicitly than has already been done in this
Journal. The Regulations appear to us clear

^
enough. You should write to the authorities.

Kappa.—We do not tlunk you are right in saying
that Medical men should not be Registrars of Births,
in consequence of the favouritism they may exer-
cise when they give the Letter of Instructions for
Vaccination. A lay Registrar could exercise the
same unfair intluence ; and, moreover, he would
not be liable to the restraint of professional opinion.
If a Medical Practitioner abuse the privileges of
his office, he deserves much censure ; but we do
not consider the fault of one man a sufficient
reason for excluding Medical Practitioners gene-
rally from the possession of this office.

Medious (Hull.) -1st. Yes.—2ud. You should write
to the secretary of the office : we believe the office

to be solvent.

L. L.—We recommend the book.
Barbarossa, on "Beards," received. We apprehend

that most of the bearded philosophers you name
owe that ornament more to the fancy of the artists

who sulptured their busts than to the " ordination
of Nature." We do not know much about the
"ordination of Nature" in these particular in-

stances, but we should Uke to know your authority
for saying that Plato wore a beard. Diogenes,
you may remember, put n plucked capon on the
table, saying, " Behold Plato's man !" The argu-
ment, indeed, does not go for much ; for Mr Gfreen
might as well exhibit a plucked candidate at the
College as the last embodied specimen of the
Platonic philosophy.

A Student.—Received, with thanks.
A Cocnthy Surgeon.—Yes ; at St Andrew's.
Dr Ward's request shall be complied with.
Mr Porter.—Note received.
Mr Simpson and Dr Proctor.—Communications re-

ceived.

A Pupil.—The Regulations of the Apothecaries'
Society recognise the date of indenture of appren-
ticeship as the commencement of professional
education : you would, therefore, come under the
present regulations.

Sanitas. —Received.
Mr Arthur B. Brown.— The Report has been

received, but was too late for insertion in the
present number.

T^he London Surgical Home,
-^ FOR DISEASES OF WOMEN,
16 Stanley terrace, Notting hill, nearly opiiosite St John's

Church.

MEDICAL- OFFICERS.
pm'SiciAN

:

T. HaU Davis, M.D.

suBOEOsrs :

I. Baker Bro\™, Esq., F.R.C.8.
T. W. Nuun, Esq., F.B.C.S.

ASSISTANT-SURGEON I

rhllip H. Harper, Esq.. F.R.C.S.

VISITINa-SUROEONH ;

W. F. Wratislaw, Esq., 1 Archer villas, Wcstbouruc grovo
West

£ G. Spencer, Esq., 1 Horbury terrace, Notting hill. §Jf

Dr Giles, Norfolk terrace, Westboume grove West.

This Institution is established for the Treatment of
Surgical Diseases peculiar to women. It contains twenty
beds. A small sura is paid by each patient, weekly,
towards the expense of the Institution, the ser\ices of the
medical officers being entirely honorary.

*#* All qualified Medical Men are admitted to see the
practice on Thursdays, at 2 p.m., on application to one of
the Medical Officers at "The Home."

J. A. TAWS 8, Honorary Secretary.

Society for Relief of "Widows
and ORPHANS of MEDICAL MKN in LONDON

and its VICINITY.—Instituted lYSS —The Members are

reminded that a QUARTERLY COURT of DIRECTORS
will bo held on the 6th day of DECEMBER next, at
which Candidates for Admission into the Society can be
proposed. It is desirable that the form of proposal be
filled up and forwarded to the Secret.iry a few days before
the Meeting. Tlie fonus of proposal may be obtained of
the Secretary. The benefits of the Society are restricted
to the families of deceased Members of not less than two
years' standing.
The Secretary attends at the Oftiee every Wetlnesday

and Friday from four to five o'clock.

S. W. J. MERRIMAN, M.D., Sccretarj-.

53 Berners street, W.

BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

T indsey's New Patent Truss,
-*-* suitable for Right or Left, and I>ouUe Hemift.
WITHOUT Steel Bprinos of any kind.

The Faculty are invited to
inspect I4iiid8e}''8 NewTrusa,
highly recommended for its

extreme simplicity, ease,
and efficiency, especially ia
cases where a Steel Spring
Truss cannot l.»e worn.

It consists of a plate of &
light material and con-
venient form, and a soft
or an elastic waist-l^lt, by
which pressure (regulate-
able) is api>lied to both
abdominal rings, by which
any descent of Hernia is

I>rcvented on either side.

For all cases of recent and incipient Hernia, LindBe/s
Patent Truss is the l>e8t form of supjwrt, Iwing at once
curative and preventive.
A full descriptive Circular, post free, from the mana-

facturer,

MARK JOHSr LINDSEY,
37 LUDGATE STREET, ST PAUL'S, LONDON.

A FIRST-CLASS SILVER MEDAL. PARIS, 18W.

G Nye and Co. beg to call
'^^^

attention to their

SMALL /^^^T " M I N C E E

DINNEE ^&^^kkj TABLE,

This little machine is for the use of those who caim»t
properly masticate, and who, in order to preserve health,
should have their food thoroughly minced. As an aid to
digestion it is invaluable, 1)eing adopted for hot or cold
meat, etc., and verj' efficient and rapid in its oi>erations.
Price 30s.

TESTIMONIAL.
" 12 Norfolk Villas, Bayswater.

I have had one of your Mincing Macliine.-5 for the
Dinner Table in use for some time, and find it everjthing
that can l>e wished. I recommend it to all my frii^nds

who sutfer from indigestion. Yours obediently,
Messrs Nye and Co. T. SAUNDERS.
LARGER MACHINES for Kitchen Use. for Families.

Hotel-keepers, Pjistry-cooks. Butchers, etc., efrcolually

and quickly mincing all kinds of meat and vegetables, for

soups, etc., forced and potted meats, and a variety of
dishes ; also for making sausages, cutting, mixing and
forcing into the skins at the same time. I^ce 30s., 428.,

and 63s. Testimonials Free.

S. NYE'S PATENT

FOR COFFEE,

IMPROVED MILLS,

PFPPER, SPICE,

Are the best and most convenient ever offered to the
public. Price Ss., 10s., and 14s.

"At once the best and most convenient mill of its kind
now in use."—'Familv Herald.'

DEPOT AND MANUFACTORY,
79, WARDOUE STREET, LONDON.-W.

rjhild's Patent Electro-Gal-
^^ VANIC and METALLIC BRUSHES, for all Neu-
ralgic and Rheumatic aflections, jireventiog the hair
becoming grey ; no trouble in use, eJJect certain.

CAUTION.—Be sure to see that '" Cliild's patent " is on
each brush. Parties ha\-e been much disappointed by
buying inferior brushes, which not only destroy by break-
ing the hair, but are useless for the pur]>o*e of restoring
and pi-eser^ing it.—Sold by all chemists, perfumers, etc.

Manufactorj-, 21 PROVIDENCE ROW, FINSBURY.

N ervous and Mental
DISORDERa—Shillingthori^ Hall, near Stamford,

for many vears the residence of the late Dr WILLIS.—Dr
GARDINER HILL, late of Wyke House. Isleworth, and
formerly of Lincoln, has fitted up the above mansion,
witli its extensive pleasure-grounds, fur the residence and
cure of Ladies and Gentlemen mentally afflicted. Patients
reside with the family.

parnell's Patent Real
-*- DETECTOR LOCKS,
FIRE AND THIEF PROOF SAFES, DEED A>T) CASH

BOXES,
ARE TUE SAFEST AND CHEAPEST FOR ALL

PURPOSES.
Selected by the Bo.ard of Tr.n<ie.

Street-door Latches, with two small keys, 73. 6d.»
warranted secure.
Fire-proof Safe, with drawer and jxitent lock, £5. 58.

DEPOT, 283, STRAKD,
Opposite Norfolk street, near Temple Bar, London, V.C.

Illustrated Lists of Prices gratis.
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THE PARASITICAL DISEASES OF

THE HEAD AND FACE.

By GEORGE KOSS, Esq., M.D., &c.,

Author of the ' Constitutional KelationB of Diseases

of the Skin.'

There are no diseases more frequent or in-

tractable than those which attack the scalp.

It also happens that there are few diseases

that affect the integument of other parts of

the body that do not also break out either

on the head or face. Hence the diseases

of those regions are to a considerable

extent typical of cutaneous affections gene-

rally. When, however, one of the ordinary

forms of cutaneous disease appears on the

scalp, it is more obstinate there than on other

parts ; and if the face should be also implicated,

the disease causes the patient much deeper

anxiety. A red patch of psoriasis on the body

may be borne with comparative equanimity,

but the apprehension of a permanent dis-

figurement of the face from the same disease

excites the profoundest alarm. Besides, the

uneasiness and pain accompanying affections Of

the delicate cutaneous surface of the face are

much more acute than when the same diseases

attack other parts, owing to the constant

irritation caused by wind, dust, and the solar

rays to which the face is exposed. These

causes are also apt to render the process of

cure more difficult and protracted.

The forms ofdisease which will now especially

engage our consideration have been, until the

last tew years, little understood. Tlie words
Ringworm, Scall Head, Baldness, seem to be
sufficiently intelligible ; but it is only necessary to

look through the several treatises on Diseases of

the Skin to discover that there is a wide dis-

agreement of opinion among their authors as

to the nature and relations of those affections.

Much of this contrariety of opinion is, no
doubt, owing to the pedantic fondness for

classification which has hitherto prevailed, and
from a perverse desire to do that which
Nature everywhere abhors—namely, to fix a

definite limit and character to each classified

typo of disease. I do not deny the uses of
classification ; but it must be taken for what it

is worth, kud not set up as a substitute for

Nature.
As an illustration of this statement, I may

observe that the most recent authorities differ

widely as to the pathological afliiiitics, and
therefore the scientific nomenclature, of ring-

worm. For instance, Ur Neligan says that it ii

a herpetic or vesicular eruption, and calls it

herpes circinnotu.i. Mr Wilson regards it as a

peculiar affection of the hair itself, and de-

scribes it under the name o{ triehosis Jur/uracea,

Cazenave nearly agrees with Neligan, and
styles it herpes tousuraits ; but his English

Editor, Dr Burgess, denies that it is a vesicular

eruption at all, and substitutes a new chapter

for the original one by Cazenave, and, classing

the disease with the porrigoes, names it, after

Wilson, Porrigo Scutulata. Dr Hughes Bennet
rfjects the terra Porrigo altogether. I might
cite others—Gibert, lor example, who calls

it pitijiiashi decalvans ; but enough of these

discrepancies. Nevertheless, the disease, as

Nature presents it in its more advanced stages,

is well known and described by each of these

authors ; it is the classification that create*

the confusion and the obscurity. Scall head
has been the subject of just aa much difference

of opinion.

If Medical Practitioners are so much at

variance concerning the nature of these

diseases, we cannot be surprised if the public

make yet greater mistakes. Ringworm and
Scall Head are phrases employed haphazard to

describe very different forms of disease.

Where authors differ so much, our choice of

a technical term is surrounded with perplexity.

I do not deem it necessary, however, to adopt

a new phraseology, the old terms answering

the purpose of this dissertation for all practical

ends. I shall therefore designate Ringworm
under the term Porrigo Scutulata, Scall Head
under that of Porrigo Favosa, and Alopecia or

Baldness under that of Porrigo Decalvans.

Under these several terms I intend also to dis-

tinguish the various diseases that resemble the

characteristic affections.

I regard these forms of disease as essentially

the same

—

1st. Because of their seat—in the hair and

hair follicles

;

2nd. Because of the peculiar tuberculous

exudation attending them
;

3rd. Because of the presence of vegetable

parasitic growths

;

4th. Because of their contagious nature.

These combined phenomena afford sufficient

reasons, I think, for regarding these affections

as members ofone family. I shall not now dilate

upon these several points ; but I may observe

that these four characters are significant of a

series of pathological conditions, commencing
with a depravity of the constitution of a

strumous nature, which leads to a degeneracy

of the nutritive functions of the skin and hair

follicle, and an amorphous exudation within

and around them ; which exudation becomes a

nidus for a foreign growth, and this in its turn

confers on the disease a contagious quality.

RINGWORM (porrigo SCUTULATA).

This affection attacks young children, and

but rarely until after the first dentition. It

commences very insidiously, at first creating

little inconvenience beyond a slight
_
tingling,

and therefore escaping notice until it is well

developed. When it occurs on the head alone,

it is seldom observed until the rings are of some

size ; and even when it appears first on the face,

it is usually regarded -as an ordinary tetter, and

nothing is done until the constant scratching

of the child draws attention to the head, when
generally three or four irregular rings are

found, and medical assistance is sought. Thus
the first stage of the disease is overlooked.

We can, however, track the progress of a

case of ringworm from its earliest origin, in an

ordinary case, by noticing the growth of a new
ring. At first a small red patch is noticed,

then pimples appear at the edges of the circle:

these are minute vesicles, which, at the end of

about three days, break, and a film of scurf

forms at the apex of each pimple. One or two
hairs spring from each point, and are sur-

rounded with this furfuraceous matter, which

can be readily picked off, when the root seems

a little raised and reddish. By the confluence

of these pimples a ring is formed, which may
vary from a quarter of an inch to an inch in

diameter. Sometimes a much larger magni-

tude is attained. The interior now becomes

paler, and at this stage it is smooth, dry,

scurfy, and papilhited ; the hairs, sometimes

detached and sometimes in bundles, being

broken, shrivelled, lighter than natural in

colour, bent the wrong way, and twisted. The
hair in this condition has been likened, ver^

appropriately, to tow. The external ring is

formed by the diseased roots of the hairs in the

condition already described ; and the skin is

red, more particularly so on the outer side,

where the disease extends. If the scalp has

been kept clean, these characteristics are very

observable.

The disease is now accompanied with trouble-

some itching, which induces scratching of the

pnpillsB : these become irritated, and eventu-

ally a greyish crust forms on the patches. This

crust IS composed of the same furfuraceous

scales that surround the roots of the hair,

mixed with a peculiar exudation and the

broken fragments of the hair, which are seen

rising through it or matted in the mass. The
dry, worm-eaten look ofthe patch, and circular

form, have given rise to its characteristic

designation, Ringworm.

Neglect of the disease, a bad strumous con-

stitution, and perpetual tearing with the nails,

sometimes cause pustules to form, from which

there is a copious and offensive discharge. The
head becomes scabbed, and the child is a

miserable object. This, however, niay be

considered to be a degenerated condition of

the disease.

When the disease attacks the face, neck, or

shoulders, the rings are red, and covered with

a fine scurf; they sometimes spread rapidly.

Pathology of the Disease.—With the aid of

the microscope, recent observers have thrown

much light upon this affection. The charac •

teristics of the disease are a formation of

a number of small nucleated cells, which

do not assume the plant-like character ob-

servable in favus, but which, like favus,

are generally considered to be of a vege-

table nature. Mr Wilson, however, denies

this, saying th.it they are a degeneration of

the granules of the hair-cells, from which the

fibrous portion of the hair is developed. He
explains the death of the hair, and the for-

mation of these abnormal nucleated granules,

by the morbid change that has taken place in

the constitution of the original granular cells.

The hair is composed ofan outer cortical sheath,

a middle fibrous structure, and an internal

medullary portion. Mr Wilson says that

neither the cortical nor medullary portion is

apparently diseased ; but this opinion must be

erroneous, as the cortex becomes dry and

brittle, having the same characters as diseased

epidermis, and the change in the colour of the

hair evidently shows that the pigment granules

constituting the pith must have undergone

some alteration. The fibrous structure is com-
posed of two layers, an external and internal

:

the external is " entirely formed of transparent

globular nucleated granules, closely packed to-

gether, and constituting a tesselated structure;"

and it is the change produced in these granules,

Mr Wilson believes, that constitutes the dis-

ease. All other dermatologists, however, unite

in the belief that these granules are of a vege-

table nature ; an opinion which I think there

are sufficient reasons for accepting. Dr
Neligan, however, does not allude to the

existence of these cryptogams. I shall enter

further into this part of the subject when
treating of Porrigo Favosa, or Scall He!»d.

Ringworm is, I have, no doubt, a coiitagious

disease. I have seldom seen one child in a

family attacked by it without one or two more
also suffering. Yet rarely more than two

or three, even in a large family, will be

attacked at the same time, because there will

not be more than that number at the proper

age or in a suitable condition to take the dis-

ease. In a school 1 recently visited, several

children were obliged to leave in consequence

of this complaint. There are many medical

men who, whilst they admit the dissemination

of the disease, deny its contagiousness, and

explain its propagation by the assumption that

the children at the time were all living amid

the same external conditions, and had there-

fore acquired a similar constitutional peculiarity.

It seems, however, rather odd that those chU-

dren should have fallen into the same state of

constitution just at the same period. It is more

reasonable to admit the contagiousness of the

com|)laiiit, and it is highly probable that the

vegetable spores are the principal means of its

conveyance. There is no other satisfactory

way of explaining its dissemination in day-

schools, which are attended by children of

different fiimilies and different modes of life.

(To bo continued.)
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OF
THE SPIRIT

THE PERIODICALS.

The ' Lancetj' opens with a Lcttsoniian Lecture,

by Dr Pavy, on Certain Points connected vnlh

JHabctes. We extract it

:

" In axiproaching the subject of ' Sugar in the

Animal Economy,' it is necessary to place our-

selves in the most guai'ded position. Falla*;ies

anive through such unexpected and multifarious

channels, in researches on this point, that it is

requisite to be especially cautious in dealing with

the experimental results that may be obtained.

The relations of sugar have certainly not yet

been fully extricated from the deeper recesses of

organic chemistiy belonging to animal life ; not-

Withstanding it seemed a short time since that

our knowledge was complete, or nearly so, and
that the whole pathology of diabetes was on the

brink of disclosure. But a little more, indeed,

than ten years back, the discovci-y of a sugar-

forming function for the liver was announced.

This discovery appeared to vest upon irrefutable

grounds, and rapidly obtained au established

footing in all our text-books on Pliysiology. The
doctrine of gluco-genesis had become at last so

&miliar as an admitted fact, tliat one scarcely

thought of stopping to question further its sub-

stantiality.
" My own imjiression iu favour of tlie gluco-

genic theory was so strong, that for some con-

jsiderable time I did not give the importance that

was duo to a result I had obtained which did not

accord with our preconceived views. I felt

inclined to attribute what I observed, rather to

some source of objection in the experiment, than

to look upon it as controverting the position we
held. At last, however, growing dissatisfied at

not being able to account for what 1 saw, I

resolved to commence a thoiough investigation

to discover, if possible, the cause of my result.

I found there was not the source of fallacy I was
contented lu-fore iu supposing might exist.

Prom that moment I have advanced step by step,

as my experiments have directed me ; and from
the force of the evidence that has presented

itself, I have been involuntarily led from the

position of a strong advocate to that of an
adversaiy of the glucogenic theoiy. Uisinclined,

at first, to regard what I saw as constituting a

valid objection, I have since been compelled to

•submit to evidence, which, 1 can only .«ay, having
couvincod me, wUl, I believe, prove convincing to

others. Much of this evidence, in as far as it is

immediately connected with my subject, I shall

have to advert to as I proceed, and it is my
intention to show the experiments upon which
my statements are founded.

" 1 cannot refrain from mentioning at the

outset that it is with the greatest deference I

stand at variance on this siibject of gluco-genesis

with so distinguished a physiologist as Bernard.

I am satisfied the liver is not .specially intended
as a sugar-forming organ ; but whatever may
ultimately prove to be the natural purport of the
so-called glucogenic matter existing in it, to

Bernard will always belong the credit of a gi'cat

and imijortant discovery.

"Of the varieties of sugar, it is the glucose,

or grape-sugar, that we shall have to deal witli

in these lectures. Now, as it is of the gieatest

importance that we should possess information

about tlie means adoi>ted for recognising our

agent, I will first speak of the tests that are

resorted to for determining its ])reseuce and its

fuantity. Hapjiily, here we do not encounter any
ifficidty, for grape-saigar is almost as easily

detected as any inorganic material, even when
present in an exceedingly minute quantity.

Kimierous tests hare been from time to time
recommended, but the following are those that,

<m account of convenience or otherwise, are

generally used :

—

" Moore's test consists in treating the specimen
with a solution of potash, and then boiling. The
alkali decomjioses the sugar, resolving it into a
dark-coloured substance, which renders the liquid
more or less of a sheriy or brownish hue. I do
not consider this test a desirable one for physio-
logical puqjoses. Where the quantity of sugar
is large, as in diabetic urine, the effect is so
strongly marked that there cannot be any mistake
in recognising it ; but where only a minute

quantity of sugar is present, there is only a shade

of difference to discriminate, and, with the best

intcutious, we may often lie deceived, where only

shades of difference iu colour are concerned.

What, in physiology, we require is something
giving a more decided 'aye' or 'nay,' and this

we get with the various copper tests and with
fermentation.

" In using Moore's test for the detection of

diabetes, a drachm, say, of nrine is treated in a

test-tube with about" half its bulk of liquor

jiotassff, and boiled for a couple of minutes over a
spirit-lamji. It must be borne in mind that a

I'allaci'—and I have frequently seen it—may occur.

If the licjuor ])ota8sa; have been kept iu a white

or flint-glass bottle, it becomes contaminated
with lead. Lead may also be abstracted from the

glaze of an earthenware di.sh, in which the potash

may have been boiled or evapor.itcd down. At
all events, from whatever source lead may have
been derived, on boiling liquor potassfe contami-

nated with it with any organic compound contain-

ing sulphur, the suljihur is liberated, and,

comljining with the metal, produces a more or less

dark-coloured liquid, according to the amount of
sulpburct formed.

" Amongst the copper tests we can have oiu'

choice ; but in all, the princiijle of action is the
same. Free protoxide of coiq>er is present,

which, on being boiled with gi'ape-sugar, loses

half its oxygen, and is thrown down as a yellow,

orange-yellow, or orange-red precipitate, according

to the amount of sugar present, which possibly

determines the state of hydration of the deposit.

A liquid containing a large proportion of sugar
gives an orange-red deposit ; whilst, when there

is only a slight proportion of sugar present, the
sub-oxide thrown down assumes a yellow colour.

" In Trommer's test, the oxide of copper is set

free at the time of application. A drop, or a
couple of drops, of a moderately concentrated
solution of sulphate of copper ai-e let fall into the
specimen to be tested, and then liquor potassa; is

added in considerable excess. The precipitate at

first thrown down on the addition of the alkali is

redissolved if sugar be present, and a deep-blue

liquid is the result, whicli, on boiling, deposits

the reduced or sub-oxide precipitate. 'Phe objec-

tion to this test is, that it is not so convenient iu

practice as the copper solutions to wliioh I am
about to refer ; and where only traces of sugar

are present, they may escape detection, on account

of undissolved protoxide obscuring a slight pro-

duction of the reduced oxide.
" Of the solutions of copper, Barreswil's liquid

is by far the most celebrated. It is this form of

copper test that has been employed by Bernard in

his researches. Eeduced to our English scale of

weight and measurement, it is thus composed :

—

Bitartrate of potash (cTeam of tartar) 960 grains.

Carbonate of soda (crystallized) ... 960 ,,

Caustic potash (potassa fusa) 640
,

,

Sulphate of copper 320 ,,

Distilled watea- 20 fluid oz.

'
' These materials are to be dissolved, mixed,

and the resulting bine liquid to be filtered.
'

' Barreswil's liquid is thus a rather complex
solution. Kseentiidly it coneistsof oxide of coppei*

dissolved in an alkali bj- the presence of an organic
material (tartaric acid), which does not occasion

its reduction at the temperature of ebullition. It

is the property of the protoxide of copper not to

be soluble in an alkali unless some form of organic

matter be present. Hence the necessity of the
tartaric acid, or some such agent, in the cupro-

jjotassic solutions. ]?ut why use the bitartrare of

potasli, which calls for the employment of the
carbonate of soda to neiitralize its excess of acid ?

It is more simple to take at once the neutral tar-

trate of potash, and then the carbonated alkali

may lie dispensed with. Fehlir.g's solution is of

this description, and consists of sulphate of copper
and tartrate of potash, with soda as the alkali.

"I can recommend the following as a simple
method of preparing a copper solution for use in

clinical practice in the cletection of saccharine
urine, 'take five grains of .srilphate of copper and
ten grains of tartrate of potash, and dissolve in

two drachms of liquor potassa\ A clear deep-blue
liquid is formed, which is quite as efficient as any
other kind of oupro-potassic test. The liquid,

liowever, that I use and keep ready prepared iu

my laboratory is made with a larger proportion of

potash than what is contained iu the liquor

potassse—a condition necesssary to enable the test

to 1» ]>reserved in an efficient .state. The follow
ing are the proportions of thfi ingredients used ;

—

Sulphate of copper 320 grains.

Tartrate of potash (neutral) 640 ,,

Caustic potash (potassa fusa) ... 1280 ,,

Distilled water 20 fluid oz.

Dissolve each in a separate jiortion of the water,
then mix the sulphate of copper and tartrate of

potash, and afterwards add the alkah.

"The precipitation of sub-oxide from any of

these copper solutions on boiling must not be
looked upon as affording an infallible indication

of the presence of sugar ; neither, on the other

hand, must the absence of a precipitate be
regarded as absolutely proving the ab.sence of

sugar. Such a remark must seem materially to

detract from the value of testing with a copper
liquid ; but, bearing in mind certain consideiu-

tions, I do not think there is much chance of

falling into error, and certainly the copjier is the

most useful test that we have.
" It is said that gljcerine, tannine, cellulose,

leucine, uric acid, and chloroform arc each capable

of producing, in different degrees, a reduction of

the oxide of copper. Chloroform certainly exerts

a strong reducing effect. Uric acid I have observed

to occasion some dejxjsit of red oxide ; and from
cotton I have obtained just a trace of precipitate.

But the glycerine I have tested has not yielded
the slightest vestige of reaction. A circumstance,
however, of great importance is, that if a copper
solution be kept for anj- considerable jieriod, and
particularly if exposed to light, it wiU of itself

deposit some red oxide on boiling. Hence,
unless the solution have been recently' prepared,

it should be tested, by boiling a little, alone, from
time to time ; and if it should be found to give a
)irecipitate, a fresh addition of potash will restore

it, rendering it again as fit as ever for use.
" But under certain circumstances no deposit of

sub-oxide will take place, although sugar may be
indisputably present. Ammoniacal salts have
the property of occasioning this. I have fre-

qirently noticed, where an ammoniacal odour is

evolved on boilinga specimen wi*' "' ' '" ' "'.d,

that at first there hits been no ]

'

;

then a change of colour, withou; _ , ,
ii,

has taken place ; and if the boiling has been con-

tinued so that the pota.sh of the blue liquid has
expelled the whole of the ammonia, a cousider-

able deposit of sub-oxide has afterwards fallen.

The presence of albumen interferes with the

proper reaction of our copper test ; I exj^ct, on
account of the ammonia evolved as the result of

destruction by tire ]xitash in the test. In a case

of njKjplexy where the urrn« was albTiminous, I

tested for sugar, exjiecting to find it. ' re

was sudden and great congestion of t L :;.

The action of the test was obscure ; hu .>ii uuii-

ing the urine and filtering before ap]dying it, a

neat precipitation of sub-oxide occurred.

"With a fluid like blood, a process of pre-

paration for testing is of course absolutely indis-

pensable. Boiling does not get rid thorougUy
of the albuminous and colouring matters ; its

alkalinity enables the liquid to rr^ " of

these, 'rhe cautions addition of a .0

neutralisation will effect their entire p : , : i
;

but a little too much acid produces the condition

that was intended to Iw removed. I consider

this process troublesome, and always ivsort to

the use of the sulphate of soda—a material which
does not in the slightest degree interfere with onr

test, and which furnishes us with a perfectly clear

liquid from the blood. The blood is simply

mixed with about an equal weight of sulphate of

soda, and heated to effect coagulation in a small

poi-celain cajisule. Thrown on a filter, a limpid

transparent hquid immediately runs through.

"Bernard has more recently recommended
animal charcoal for separating albuminous and
colouring matters from a liquitl, where we are

desirous of appljlng the cupro-potassic t«6t.

According to Bernard, it is the property of animal

charcoal to abstract certain materials ^i:

'

others from a liquid. Glucose is a si:

which it does not remove, but the albuiui

colouring matters arc completely separated liy it

from the blood, albumen and uric acid from urine,

and even the caseine and fatty matter I'r.nn milk.

It is sufficient, therefore, to treat an animal fluid

with the necessary quantity of animal charcoal

;

and upon filtration a clear liquid will run throng
which retains any sugar that might have been

present, although' dejirived of many other sub-

stances.
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"A solid substance may be prepared for

testing, either by making a plain decoction of it,

or eUe-,by pounding it in a mortar witli the

sulpliat* of soda, heating, and filtering in the

same inaniner as with blood.
" Although just a point of doubt might be

attached to the indications afforded by the other

tests, yet with the fersnentation tost we have been

hitherto accustomed to look upon its reaction as

i)crfectly characteristic of the presence of sugar.

It seems, howerer, from the researches of a French

chemist, M. Berthelot, who has recently devoted

much time to the chemistry of the sugars, and
whose statements are entitled to our greatest con-

sideration, that there arc other substances besides

sugar—viz., glycerine, inanuite, dulcine, aud
sorbine, which are capable of undergoing tlie

alcoholic fermentation with yeast. Alcoholic

fermentation, therefore, can no longer be regarded

as affording an infallible indication of sugar.
" In applying the fermentation test, it is

necessary that the yeast should be thoroughly
Wii-slied before use. Ye;ist, as purchased, will

undergo a considerable fermentation alone, and
«vcn after being well wa.-*hed I have found it

give rise to the evolution of u slight amount of

carbonic acid. In fact, the f<trincutation test iu

my hands has not proved susceptible of that deli-

cacy and absolute certainty I could have desired.

The nature of the gas evolved may Ije detenuiued

by the action of potash, and the presence of alco-

hol iu the Uiinjd may be shown by distillation,

and then mixing the distilled product with uu-

slacked lime, and heating in a convenient apparatus

for igniting the vajwur that passes over.
" it now only remains for me, iu this pre-

liminary part of my subject, to speak of the mode
of conducting the quantitative determination of

sugar. The best process 1 know of is with the

«opper solution, and thi.s, 1 am satisfied from con-

siderable experience with it, is susceptible of the

utmost delicacy and precision. Wo cannot

scji::.
'

' ' .rir as the chemist does

wit. i; but we estimate its

ani'.:.... J. .,.-- „ . deoxidizing eilect on a

copper solution ot detemiined strength. Tlie

liquid I employ— that comi>o»ed of jiotash,

tartrate of potash, sulihato of copijer, and water,

in the proportions 1 have already given— is of

suc!^ •!:, that lUO minim.> of it are exactly

dc< lalf a grain of the purest well-dried

grap. _^- ...at 1 have been able to obtain. In

other words, half a grain is the exact amount of

sugar required to convert the oxide into the sub-

oxide contained in lOU minims of my blue liquid.

To give an example, 1 will describe how I proceed

in the case of dialwtic urine. The qmuitities are

mea.sureil in graduated tubus, drawn at one end to

a point so that liquid may l>e dropped as required.

One hundred minims of the blue liquid are taken,

and « mixture of one part of urine with five of water

(because the urine is too eoucentrated alone) al-

lowed to fall into it drop l)y drop whilst kept

boiling in a small porcelain capsule over the llamc

of a spirit-lamp or gas. .-Vs soon as the blue

colour of the copper solution has been completely

removed, the o)>eration is at an end. The
jtmount of diluted urine emjiloyed can be reail off,

and will contain aa equivalent to half a grain of

glnoose.
" Should the ferm«nUtion test Iw used quan-

titatively, according to Ur C'hristisou, every cubic

inch of carbonic .icid evolved corres|K)uds, in

round immbers, to a grain of sugar ;
oi-, more

precisely, forty-seven cubic inches of gas aix;

equivalent to forty-five grains of sugar.

The same journal contains a report of the

Oration delivered by Jlr liE.siiY TuoMP.sox at

the coromencemeut of the Session of the Uarveiau

Society, and a continuation of Dr Stevites H.

Ward's Gtneral and CliniecU Rcmarkscm Scurvij,

from which we will r.-prodnce a quotation in onr

next Number.

Mr Bakeb Bkowk continues his -reports of

Sfrvn CaSi's of Vcsko-Vagiiwt PiMula in the

same journal. We quote tlic cases now reported

:

" C'AW! 5. — Vesico- Vaginal Fistula ; two
manlha' durvtum; two irpr.ralioiis ; cure. — Mrs
B , a lady from Berkshire, aged thii-ty-sevea

;

three childteu.
" Histoiry.—'yfU.h W 6rst chihl she was iu

labour for a week, and was ultimately delivered

with instruments. Her second labour was
not nearly so severe. Her third labour occun-ed
in March last. The pains began on the 7th, aud
were regular, as well as severe, imtil the 9th,

when the child's movements ceased. The pains
continued very severe, and on the evening of the
11th instruments were applied. After some
hours' exertions, she was delivered of a female
child (still-born), which weighed over 12 lb. She
was not conscious of passing her urine after the
labour was over ; and when, a few days after-

wards, she arose with the mteution of doing so,

she foimd that it all passed involuntarily. A
slough came away about the tenth day. She has
recovered her general health, but lias no control
over the bladder in any position.

"May 15th, 1860.— I examinedher, and found
an opening into the bladder about the size of a
shilling. It was situated a little distance from
the OS uteri, and extended up into the lateral wall
of the vagina. Tliere was a constricted baud ex-
tending across the vagina, aud involving the
anterior edge of the opening. 1 placed her on a
preparatory course of tonics, and on the 29th of

May proceeded to operate, iu the presence of
Jlessrs Plumbe (of Maidenhead), G. Brown,
Clark, and Philip Harper. She was placed on
her hands aud knees, and did not take chloroform.
In order to obtain a more complete command of
the opening, 1 first jiassed one of Startin's nee-
dles through the edges, and then pared them
freely ; five sutures with bar clamps were applied.

The usual after-treatment was adopted.
'

' Everything went on well for five days, but
on the sixth there was a slight escape of urine.

I removed the bar clamps on the tenth day, and
found tliat the gi'eatest portion of the opening
had healed, but a small piece where the con-

stricted vacinal baud was attached had not done
so. As she was extremely anxious to return
home, I determined to make another attempt to

close the remaining fistula, without previously
dividing the band, as 1 geneially do. A fort-

night afterward.s, 1 again operated in the .same

manner, and in the presence of the same gentle-

men. 'The opening this time required only three
of my bar clamps. She weut on very well this

time ; and on the eleventh day 1 removed the
clamps, and found the opening perfectly healed.

A few days later she returned Iiouie.

"i?««i«)-A-.v.— Tliis case would have liealed by
first ojjeration if 1 had previously divided the
constricting band, which, by constantly dragging
on the inner edge of the fistula at every move-
ment of the patient, disturbed the co-adapted
edges. Although two operations were performed,
the mtient was cured and returned home iu five

weeks.
'

' Ca.sb 6.— Large Fialula ; tico operations ;

cure,—(From the reports of the London Surgical
Home )—H. S., aged twenty-one, admitted into
the London Surgical Home under the care of Mr
Baker Brown, May 26 th, 1860.

'

' Hislorij.—Three years ago she was delivered
of her first and oiily child. She was three days
aud nights in labour, aud was then delivered with
instruments. She was very ill aftenvaids, and
about a fortnight later founil that lier urine es-

ca}ied ]H
1

'
' ' 1- since,

aud sh<

"On .

.

, ^ .lid much
cicatrized, and the os uteri protruded at the
vulva. 'Tlio fistula was of the size of a florin,

involving half the urethra and a largo portion of
the bhidder.

"May 31.-;t.—Mr Brown divided the constricted
bands in the va^ua, aud plugged the jiarts with
oiled lint. Sponge tents were aftenvards applied
till

"June 28tli.—Tlie parts beuig now perfectly
healed, she was placed on her hands and knees
without chlorolurni. Havin" pa-ssed two loug
needles through the edges of the opening so as to

nvise them into view, Mr Brown thorouglilj' pared
and brought tliem together by seven silver

sutures, using no clamps, but simply twisting
the wire.

"July 5th.—Sutures removed ; all healed ex-
cept a very small hole about the size of a small
pea,

" 19tli.—Mr Brown operated again, the patient

not being under chloroform. Ho used two bar
clamps.

"Sfeth.—Chunps removed; all quite healed.

Loses a little urine from the natural passage,
from want of power to retain it.

"Aug. 12th.—Discharged, quite cui'ed.

"Remarks.—It will be observed that the sim-
ple twisted suttu'es were here used : my reason
for doing so was, that, half the urethra having
been lost, any button or bar clamp would have
pressed on the remaining half and interfered with
the free passing of urin«.

" CxiSE 7.

—

Oixx. Fistula ; two operations ; cure.

—(From the case-book of the Loudon Surgical
Home.)—M. B , aged tliirty-two, married,
has had one child (still-born) ; admitted into the
London Surgical Home on the 18th July, 1860.

" History.—Has been married fifteen months
;

was confined of her first child April 6th. The
labour lasted twenty-four hours ; no instruments
were used. She was very ill after the labour,
and about a week later her urine came away per
vaginam ; since then she has passed none naturally
per urethram.

" On examination, there was found a fistula

about au inch long, situated at the junction o4

the urethra with the bladder. There was also a
tight circular mucous band, which constricted the
vagina

;
just above this could be felt the os uteri,

which was very low down.
"July 19th.—Mr Brown divided the band, and

plugged the vagina with oiled lint, the ])atieut

not being under chloroform. Sponge tents were
aftenvards used until Aug. 2nd, when Mr Brown
operated, the patient not being under cliloroform.
He used three bar clamps.

" Aug. 11th.—Clamps removed. The fistula

seemed ijuite closed ; but towards evenuig the
nui-se found that there was a slight escape, the
united parts having separated.

" 16th.—Mr Brown operated again, the patient
being under chloroform. Bozeman's button, with
six shots, was used.

"27th.—The button was removed, and the
whole wound was found to be (£uite united.

" Sept 8th.—Up to this period she had been
gaining strength, and had been out several times.
On examination, Mr Brown found that the
fistula was quite healed. The patient therefore
left the same day for her home.

" Senmrks.—This is another of those cases

where there was a want of power in the parts
around the fistula, and where 1 gave credit for

some part of the o]>eiiing being healed, because
it was filled up with loose gi'anulations. It is

always, therefore, better to cut away all the parts
apparently united by such grauulatious before

operating ; yet it will be seen that she was cured
in the short sjiace of five weeks."

Dr KicHARDSoN contributes to the ' Medical

Times and Gazette ' a Clinical Lecture on a case

of Phthisis Pulmonalis, in which amputation of

the foot had been performed. We reproduce it :

"In bringing this case before the cla.s3, Dr
Kichardson remarked : You are aware, gentle-

men, that during this year we intend to meet
every Saturday morning, to conduct a demonstra-
tion of disease, either Iroui the living subject, or

from some post-mortem specimen derived from a
case with tlie history of which we arc familiar.

1 shall sometiuics perform tliis duty, while at
other tiincs it will, 1 hope, he undertaken \>y one
or uther of my colleagues. I shall never come
before you witli the mere notes of a case ready
prepared, simply to read them out ; but I .slmU
on every occasion, when wo have a patient, take
from the patient, as far as he can give it, the
history of his case at the timo he is before yon.
You sliall hear his own account, and, as wo fol-

low out the diagnosis, you shall take down iu a
note-book, specially retained for this purpose,
deliberately and carefully, every fact exactly as I

record it in my own journal. Now, tlie p.itient

before us on the present occasion is a young man,
twenty-one years old. He tells us tliat ho is a
lever-cscapement maker, and has been much con-

fined at his business in-d<xirs ; a veiy important
jHjint always to elicit, this one of occupation.

He has been ill four j-eaj's ; aud we leain from
him that his father died from an accident, that
his mother is living and well, and that there is no
special hereditary taint in his family. His habits
have been temperate ; his face, you will observe,

is expressive of debility, and his body is deficient

iu Sesli.

" On the 21st of November, 1836, luivingbeen
jircviously in good health, he was seized Vith
giddiuess, while sitting at his work, and fill oflf

liis stool insensible. He remained ill with brain
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symptoms for fourteen days, but eventually re-

covered. He took cold a fortnight afterwards,

and then commenced to suffer Jrom cough. From
this time for twelve months he suffered from
hacking cough, wliich did not k»ep liim from work,

but was attended with night perspirations and
loss of flesh.

" On the 24th of July, 1857, he got a sprain
in the left ankle, and the joint afterwards took to

swelling, very slowly, with great pain and hard-
ness. This rendered him more restless and
anxious even than tlie cough.

" On October 16, 1857, he was admitted into

St Bartholomew's Hospital, under Mr Lawrence
;

he remained there nine months, during six of
which he was in bed. Within one week after his
entrance into the Hospital, hosmoptysis came on
and continued at intervals for a month, after
which it subsided.

" The foot was first treated by leeching,
afterwards by poultices, which were continued for

six weeks, and then a point having appeared
anteriorly, au incision was made, but nothing
followed.
" Internally he had a mixture for his cough,

and cod-liver oil, with good diet.
" On three different occasions amputation of

the foot was contemplated, but each time the
operation was deferred owing to existing disease

in the lungs.
'

' He was discharged at the end of nine months
uncured.
"The patient then passed under the treatment

of a Homoeopathic Practitioner, who put tlie foot

in a heavy iron-splint (whicli weighed six pounds)
with an adjusting screw ; by means of the screw
attempts were made every fourteen days at ex-

tension.
" The joint, during this time, was more enlarged

than ever, and presented four open wounds. The
main treatment consisted in endeavouring to put
the foot straight, the toes being directed some-
what downwards. A liniment was also used for

the foot.

"He was .subjected to these measures for twelve
months, during which time he grew worse : the
cough increased, there was more expectoration,
the night-sw-eats were much aggravated, and for

many nights he lay entirely sleepless from pain in
the joint.

" On November 25, 1859, he was admitted to
the Royal Infirmary for Diseases of tlie Cliest,

under my care : tlie cough was tlien very severe
;

there were evidences of tubercle in both lungs,
and the tubercular crepitation in the apex of the
left lung was large and moist. The left ankle
was entirely disorganised : on the anterior surface
were four deep and wide sinuses, which commu-
nicated witli the articulation.

"The heavy boot was withdrawn
; as much

exercise out of doors as possible was ordered
;

cod-liver oil and one grain of quinine were given
three times a day, and five grains of gallic acid
with one-third of a grain of morphia every night—with full diet.

" He continued under this treatment until
February 1st. 1860, the lung disease not becoming
materially worse ; but the anxiety from the pain
in the foot, together with the discharge, were
increased.

" On the 2nd of February, 1860, Mr \Vm.
Adams saw the case in consultation, and on the
16th he removed the diseased foot by Pirogoff's

operation at the Great Northern Hospital. The
operation was performed under chloroform.

" At the end of the first fortniglit the wound
was nearly closed, but there was a little discharge
at the side for six months.

" Immediately on the removal of the foot, the
chest symptoms, and all the signs of debility,

began to improve, and on June 18 an examination
of the chest showed dulness on percussion on the
left side in the apex of the left lung ; but an
entire absence of crepitation from botli lungs, and
of all the acute signs of phthisis. At this date
the patient had resumed his old employment, and
continued at it until the latter end of September.
He could walk on the stump, and do a good day's
work.

" At the latter end of September he again
began to cough, and on the 18th of October he
spat a little blood.

"November 3.—At the present time the con-
dition of the patient is as follows ;—The stump
is entirely healed, and presents a perfect cushion

;

he can bear his whole weight upon it without

any difficulty or pain ; lie sleeps well, but
perspires at night ; there is some emaciation

;

the conformation of the chest is good, but there
is deficiency of respiration on the left side ; there
is marked dulness on percussion oii the left side

in the subclavicular region, and also over the
lower part of right lung anteriorly ; there is

further dulness, not so marked, on both sides of
the chest posteriorly ; on auscultation, there is

increased vocal resonance on the left side in the
subclavicular region, with deficient respiratory

murmur ; while lower down, towards the nipple,

there is small dry crepitation. There is the same
kind of crepitation in the lower anterior portion
of the right lung.

"The patient is again taking cod-liver oil,

quinine, and the opiate gallic acid pill. Such
are the facts,—you will now each one examine
the patient for yourselves, as you have seen me
examine him.

"Observations.—After the examination of the
patient by the class, Dr Richardson continued,

—

Now the great practical interest of the case turns
on the question of the influence of the operation
that has been performed on the progress of the
symptoms. It is quite clear that in this instance
the removal of the diseased foot has not only
arrested the course of the phthisical affection,

but has produced virtually a cure. AVas it, then,
right in every case so complicated, to remove
the offending part ? The common view is

against operation in such cases ; the theory being
that the discharge from a diseased structure, such
as this man presented in his foot, acts as a
derivative, and prevents tlie progress of the
more fatal disease in the lungs. So distinguished
a Surgeon and authority as Mr Lawrence, than
whom there is no one more practically learned,

hesitated, and at length refused to operate in the
case in hand. Nevertheless, after two years*

further suffering and exhaustion, the operation
has been performed successfully, and this is the
third example which I have seen of a similar

kind.

"I am bound to say, therefore, with great
deference, that experience is not altogether
against an operation in such examples ; for, in

the case under discussion, the man would liave

been dead long since but for the operation.

There are two classes of cases in which tubercle
may be connected with disease of the joints : in

the one class the patient presents evidence of

hereditary scrofulous and phthisical taint, and
the local manifestations of disease are conjoint

indications of constitutional disorder. Whether
in this class an operation is really advisable it is

difficult to say. But there is a second class, of

which the patient whose history has been
adduced is a type, in which the development of

phthisis occurs purely from confinement in an
impure air, and where the disease of a joint is

the result of an injuiy. Here there is no common
or constitutional cause for the two disorders ; and
here, whenever such diagnosis can be determined,
the removal of the diseased limb should ob-

viously be the first point of practice, and
specially so if it is clear that the limb itself

cannot be saved, and if its presence is the
cause of constantly exhausting discharge and
pain.

"There is another point of practice to be
observed. In many cases of death from chloro-

form the patients have been found after death
presenting tubercle of the lungs. This, conse-

quently, caused an anxiety to the operators in

the case narrated ; but the chloroform was admi-
nistered without the occurrence of irregularity of

the pulse, or other bad sign, and the recovery
was rapid after the narcotic was withdrawn.

'

' Finally, as regards the present recurrence of

tuberculosis in the subject of this Lecture, it is

to be traced to the same cause as in the preced-
ing attack—namely, to long-continued exposure
to an impure air in an occupation for which no
active muscular exercise is demanded. If this

patient can get the means to live in the fresh air,

he will recover ; and, indeed, during a short
respite from his business, he has already begim
to show decisive signs of convalescence."

Mr HiLLiARD, Instrument Maker to the Glasgow

Infirmary, contributes to the same journal some

observations on the Instruments employed in the

Operation for the Cure of Vesica- Vaginal Fistula.

As this paper contains diagrams of a series of

new instruments invented by Mr HUUard, and as

the paper would not be intelligible without the

plates, we must refer the reader to the original

article for information. Dr C. W. TuKKER
communicates a paper on Scarlatina and some of

its Sequela:. The Author thinks that the poison

of scarlatina acts primarily on the brain. He
reports a case, and makes the following remarks

upon it :

"It is curious to observe the progress of the
di.sease in this case. At the commencement, the
brain was relieved by the rash ; still the iwison
remaineil in the system, and next attacked the
glands of the neck : being foiled in that quarter,

It seizes the kidneys
; they are unable to do their

duty of separating the imimrities from the blood,
and the brain becomes a second time affected,

giving rise to a frightful train of symptoms from
the poisoned blood circulating through it, and
only relieved by the functions of the kidneys
being restored. There is every reason to believe
that these symptoms arc to be ascribed to the
presence of urea in the blood, forming ursemic ,

poisoning. Dr C. J. 15. Williams mentions that
he has known the fluids of ascites and anasarca
induced by diseased kidneys to emit a decidedly
urinous smell, and to exhibit on analysis appre-
ciable quantities of urea; further, tliat one of
his pupils detected urea in the serum contained
in the ventricles of the brain in a case of fatal
apoplexy.

"Another case, among others veiy similar in
all respects to the one which I have related, came
under mj' care in the person of a young girl aged
eleven. She was the subject of scarletfever, and
here also was a very depressed condition of the
vital powei-s ; stiU she went on tolerably well for
about fourteen days, with but little disturbance of
the brain ; at the expiration of that time the func-
tion of the kidneys became almost su.spended, the
small quantity of urine which passed being of a
very red colour, and charged with albumen.
Directly upon this, the brain became affected,

convulsions, attended with foaming at the mouth,
occurred, lasting for many hours, and returning
upon several occasions. On the restoration of the
secretion of the kidneys, the bad symptoms all

disapjieared, and the patient is now well. In tills

case there were ascites and anasarca, and 1 was
astonished at the large amount of fluid ejected

from the stomach.
" It appears, then, that in scarlatina the brain

may be twice affected : the first attack arises

from the direct action of the scarlatinal poisoning
upon that organ ; the second attack arises from
the presence of other poison in the blood, arising

from a suspension of the eliminative functions of

the kidneys. In the preceding cases the brain

attack was dependent on the disordered state of

the kidneys. I will now relate a case where the

brain was primarily affected and continued the

seat of the disease, the kidneys were not con-

cerned in the business at all, and the attack was
altogether different from the one which ccciu-s

later in the disease : this form I have always
observed to simulate, and indeed is, active inflam-
mation of that organ ; whereas, the second attack,
although exhibiting a fearful train of symptoms,
yet the symptoms do not arise from the brain
itself, but are dcjiendent and caused by the sus-

pended functions of the kidneys. The present
case occurred in a child of my own, who, when
attacked with scarlatina, was ten years of age.

The symptoms set in most severely, with extreme
drowsiness, intense headache, constant sickness,

great heat of skin, and a full, quick pulse. The
next day, in addition to all the high febrile action

and sensorial disturbance, the pupils were con-
tracted, giving the eyes that ferretty appearance
so characteristic of phrenitis. The most active

remedies were used,— bleeding, leeching, calomel,

bladders of ice to the head, olisters, &c. After

some days the acute symptoms were removed, but

in place of contracted pupil we now had all pupil,

and we found that paralysis of tlie whole left side

had taken place. Bv blistering, placing the .sys-

tem slightly under the influence of mercury, salt

water fomentations, and at last cod-liver oil, 4c.,

the use of the side recovered, and she is now a

strong, healthy girl of seventeen : the only point

remaining of her most formidable attack is that

with a difficult piece of music she cannot always
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Uepeml upon her left hand. In this case the

whole strength of the disease seems to have ex-

pended itself in the part first affected : there was

no deficiency of renal secretion, no anasarca, but

there must" have been effusion in the brain. I

have notes of other cases, illustrating in a remark-

able manner the difference of the brain-attack on

the commencement of scarlatina from that which

takes place as a sequela of the disease. As, how-

ever, the cases which I have related are a type of

the others, it will be needless to occupy your

valuable space further by citing them. I will

conclude by remarking on the diti'erence of scarla-

tina as existing at different seasons and places.

In the autumn of 1858 scarlatina prevailed in an-

other i)art of this district, and the disease ran its

course without any of the usual sequelae. Evi-

dence, however, presented itself, showing how a

very severe attack of scarlatina may result from

communication with a mild one. It happened

that scarlatina broke out in a school ; all the

cases did well, and no after-symptoms, in the

form of anasarca, &c., ensued. One of the pupils

went home, a distance of some miles : he did not

take scarlatina himself, but he commuuicated the

disea.se to his sister, and she died of it. Another
pupil went into another county: hi.i mother took

the disease from him and died.
" I would mention also another case,—the

daughter of a high dignitary in the Church.

This young lady was the subject of a most fomir-

dable attack of scarlatina, and I doubted her

having had the disease before ; but her father told

me she certainly had,—that he removed her into

the country, and on his return he met a friend at

the railway-station, and, as they travelled together,

he ofiered him part of his rug : when he met this

fentleman some time after, he told him tliat he

ad given his daughter scarlet fever.

"The cases referred to in the beginning of this

paper occured in April and May of last year."

We continue this week our quotation from Di

QoosFKLLOw's Lectures on Diseases of the Kidney,

which appeared in the ' Medical Times and

Gazette' of the 17th inst. :

" Poiseuille's experiments proved that the

mixture of alcohol with the animal tluids, both

when directly injected into the blood-vessels, and
after being taken into the stomach, retards the

circulation through the capillaries, although its

first effect is to excite the heart to increased action.

It diminishes the want of food, and impairs or

destroys the appetite for it. Bouchardat remarks
that with drinkers of brandy and other alcoholic

liquors, the alcohol acts by diminishing and sup-

pressing probably the functions of absorption by
the stomach in rcsf)ect of every other substance

;

it augments, on the contrar)-, the secretion of that

organ ; and from these conditions arise the in-

creased secretion of mucus, the disgust for food,

and the emaciation. Of course such liquids as

beer, some wines, and cider, and other nutritious

and true alimentary and fattening drinks, are not
included.

"That it affects the nervous system, and in-

directly, if not directly, tlie mu.si-ular system also,

1 need scarcely mention ; it is too often rendered
obvimifl to U9. A moderate qaaiitity produces an
excitation of the uei'vous .system, which extends

over the whole economy ; a still larger dose pro-

duces great <listurbance of the cerebral functions,

which another and still larger dose completely

annihilates. The .same effects nearly are observed

upon the muscular system. A moderate dose

seems to impart strength to the nmscular contrac-

tions, while a very large dose destroys all volun-

tary contractility, and a poisonous one that also

of tlie involuntary muscles. Flourens' experi-

ments upon the effects of alcohol upon birds are

very instructive. Its effect upon them resembled
that produced by the removal of the cerebellum,

except that the intelligence remained. With
alcohol, I need not .say it was destroyed. In
poisoning by alcohol, the respiratory movements
and those of the heart were the last affected, —
those of the heart the last. Even for some con-

•iderable time after respiration had cea.sed, the
heart continued to beat. In the experiments
which I made upon the frog, which some of you
witnessed, the heart continued to beat, the circu-

lation went on, for some time after respiration had
ceased.

" Thf-ir Pathological Effectt.—'Vhis.t alcohol is a
local irritant is unquestionable, and that it pro-

duces its effects upon the system partly in this

way is very probable. It may act remotely by
sympathy to some small extent, as Orfila believed.

But we have seen from the very able researches

of MM. Lallemaud, Perrin, and Duroy, from
whose book I have already quoted so largely, that

it is rapidly absorbed by the venous radicles, and
that its principal action is directly upon the

different organs which it irritates, and eventually

inflames. Es])eciaUy has it been proved to be
present in greater proportion in the nervous
tissue than elsewhere, which it more particularly

excites. It disturbs its fuuctions ; it perverts and
ultimately destroys the intellectual faculties, and
even the emotional faculties ; it disturbs the

function of the sensory nerves, both common and
special, as shown by subjective tactile phenomena,
strange perversions of taste, double vision, and
other disorders of the optic nerves—tinnitus

aurium, and other disordere of the auditory nerves.

It equally disorders and destroys the function of

the motor nerves, as shown in irregularity, and
absence of consentaneous action of the movements.
From these effects upon the cerebro-spinal system
it is more than probable that it disturbs and
impairs the functions of the organic nervous

system, as evidenced by defective nutrition and
secretion. When taken in the form of brandy,

whisky, gin, and such fluids, it impairs nutrition,

probably from its great attraction for water,

inspissating the blood and juices of the body. I

need not mention in what large proportion water

enters into the composition of the tissues and
fluids of the body. It is probably in this way
that it acts as a diuretic so far as the increase of

the watery part of the urine is concerned, not

only from the increased quantity of water ingested

with and after the brandy, but from its abstract-

ing it from the tissues. There is no doubt that

it tends to harden the brain substance, and pro-

duce atrophy of many of the structures, not only

by increasing the quantity of connective tissue

and other white fibrous tissues, .and so leading to

undue pressure upon the more important parts,

but by condensing the tissues directly by the

abstraction of water. There is no doubt of its

exerting this destroying influence upon the

liver. I shall endeavour to show you that
it does so upon the kidney also. As a general

rule, it irritates and inflames the tissues of the

stomach and duodenum, and even the pancreatic

and hepatic ducts ; and it probably affects and de-

teriorates the secretion of the.se glands. It pro-

duces hj-pertrophy of the connective tissue form-

ing Glisson's capsule, which in its turn presses

upon the small vessels, and upon the hepatic cells,

and produces atrojdiy of these anatomical ele-

ments in two ways ; first, by cutting off the
supply of nutrient materials, and secondly, by
absorption from pressure. The digestive pro-

cesses are probably still more impaired by the
bad quality of the bile and pancreatic secretion.

" Now, very much the same changes take place

in the kidney as in the liver and other organs.

We have seen that alcohol passes through the

vessels and tissues 'of this organ as alcohol : it

irritates these tissues, as it does similar tissues

in other parts ; it leads to blood delay ; it impairs
tile influence and function of ttie nervous system

;

it produces hypertrophy of the connective tissue,

forming the stroma or framework of the organ,

and of the capsule ; and it produces a granular
appearance precisely as it does in the liver. In
fact, this alteration is very commonly seen in both
these organs in old drunkards, especially and
almost exclusively those who take the raw spirit

in large quantities, or spirit mixed with only
small quantities of water. Those who drink
largely of beer, and perhaps of wine, are found
to have a somewhat different form of kidney,

especially when taken as gin, brandy, &c. But
we have seen tliat alcohol separates and modifies

the fatty matters of the blood. MM. Lallemaud,
Perrin, and Duroy have seen this. Most patho-

logists believed that so far as the relation between
cause and effect could be traced, it was almost
certain that alcoholic beverages, when largely and
continuou.sly consumed for any length of time, led

to fatty degradation. This separation has now
been actually seen and proved. Now, this sepa-

ration and alteration of the fatty principles of the
blood probably [ilays a very important part in

the pathological effect of alcohol, when taken in

large quantities, in the form of brandy, gin,

whi.sky, &c. Now, sapoiiifiable fatty matters,

that are visible to the naked eye, are calculated '

to impede the circulation through the capillaries,

—if not cut off the blood supply altogetlier,—and
so produce atrophy of the secreting tissues, while

the connective tissue, supporting the vessels,

would receive an undue supply of blood plasma,

and therefore become hypertrophied. It is not

improbable that some of these fatty matters be-

come transuded with the exudates, and thus lead

to the presence of fat in the tubules, and also in

the intertubular substance ; some may also remain
in the walls of the capillary vessels, and replace

in time the normal elements. We had a case in

Cambridge AVard in the summer, which most of

you witnessed, and which offers a striking example
of this, for large fatty particles could be seen by
the naked eye floating upon the surface of the

blood. This man, whose name was Beck, was
admitted on the 25th of May. On his admission

he was considered almost moribund. The dyspnoea

was extreme, and so was the anasarca. There
was evidence of enlarged heart, and of extreme
cedema of the lungs, and of effusion into the left

pleural cavity. Many of you will recollect the

opinion I gave as to the nature of the changes

that we should find in the kidney. According to

liis own confession, he had drunk immensely,
principally of gin ; but he was not at all particular.

He was a musician, and iu the habit of playing at

dancing parties ; but he was always well off, lived

well, and except at times, when he was more
drunk than usual, he was not liable to exposuro
to cold. He had had eleven children, hut they
all died in infancy or early childhood. From the
cause alone in this case, you will recollect that I

ventured to state what would be the condition of

the kidney after death. At that time we did not

expect that he would live many days. He, how-
ever, rallied for a time, but died cveutnally on
the 29th of the following mouth, the immediate
cause of death being an attack of bronchitis.

During his stay in the hospital, we had opportu-

nities of confirming the diagnosis by the examina-
tion of his urine, and the general symptoms and
signs. I told you that the kidneys would probably
not be enlarged, and that they would not vary
much from the normal weight. I stated that

they would be found to be extensively granular,

that there would be numerous small cysts, that

the cortical portion would be much reduced in

thickness, and that there would be a considerable

quantity of fatty matters. This turned out to be

an accurate description in every respect. Although
tliis man was a drunkard by his own confession,

yet it was impossible to see much of him without

being convinced that we had got the whole truth

from him. You wiU recollect how he won the re-

gard of all who watched his case, from the patience

with which he bore his great suft'erings, and
the intelligence and other good qualities which he
evinced. There were several other circumstances

of interest connected with the diagnosis in this

case, but as I only quote it for the purpose of

alluding to the spirit kidney I do not think it

necessary to speak of them now. In persons who
become the subjects of kidney disease from the

excessive consumption of beer, another form of

kidney is found. Instead of the small granular

kidney, with its cortical portion diminished at

the expense of the medullary portion, it is gene-

rally a mixed kidney, something between the
large white kidney which we see after scarlatina,

and the true granular kidney with more or less

of fatty deposit, both in the tubes and in the
interstitial tissue.

" Never overlook, in seeking for the mode of

causation of these diseases, the great influence of

the symi^athetic nerves—the greater and lesser

splanchnic, and even of the par-vagum—upon the
secretion ; and, if any cause is in operation to

interfere with the function of these nerves, how
the circulation of the organ is necessarily affected,

and therefore its secretion also. I hive now given

three of the most important causes ; 1 may say,

perfect types of their respective kinds. One,

namely, scarlatina, is an example of our first

category,—those whose action is upon the blood

primarily, and upon the nervous system, and the

tissues of the organ, secondarily ; another, namely
cold, is an instance coming under our second

category,— those which affect the nervous system
primarily, and the blood and tissues secondarily ;

and thirdly, alcohol and its allied com]ioiinds,

which may fairly be said to partake of the charac-

ters of both these modes of action, indeed of all

three. Perhaps with strictness it ought to b«

placed under our second heading.
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" It now only remains for me to give you au
example under our thiid class—those which, either

by direct or rellcx action, afl'ect the tissues ol tlie

oi^u primarily, aud its own neiTes secondarily.
" The key to the action of these causes is to be

found, I tiiko it, in these quotations from M.
Claude Beruaiii :

— "Albumen is constantly in

the urine, and the tissues of the organ ; and its

blood-vessels become turgid and black, every time
that we initate the substance of the kidney. If,

leaving the organ intact, we even irritate its

nerves, the same effects ensue.' ' If the function
of the nerves be suspended, temporarily or per-

manei tly, the secretion of the kidney wUl be
arrested, and the circulation also, and the organ
will be rapidly destroyed.' Consider the effects

of such direct irritants, both upon the nerves and
ttructuros of the organ, as alcohol, turpentine,
and cantharides, in connection with these results

of experiments perfonued by M. Claude Bernard,
and you can liave no difficulty in understanding
their mode of action in the production of these
kidney diseases.

"The same may be said of those disordered
states which act by fjrodncing reflex irritation :

calculi in the pelvis of the kidney, the ureter, or
the bladder

; catarrhal afl'ectious, gonorrhoea and
SO on, dysmenorrhoea, and even Onanism and ex-

cessive venery.

" You are aware that the renal plexus is cliiefly

formed by the solar plexus and the lessersplanchnic
nerves, and that the renal plexus gives branches
to the spermatic plexus : hence the morbid sym-
pathies which exist between the kidney, the ureter,

and the testicle ; and, by the communications
with the solar plexus, with the stomach and dia-

phragm, and, indeed, with the whole .system.

You will not fail to perceive, then, how any irri-

tation in the ureter, the testis, the uterus, &c., is

calculated to give rise to reflex irritation in the
kidney, and vice versd.

"In the next Lecture, I shall give a cursory
review of the several forms of kidney, the result

of one or other of the several affections coming
under the general denomination of Bright's Dis-
ease."

The ' Dublin Medical Press ' contains a report

of Two Cases of Aneurism of the Thoracic Aorta,

by Dr G. W. Egan, occurring in the practice of

Dr Geoghegan and Dr Benson.

"Case. 1.

"John A , ajtat. forty-six, an iron-worker,
admitted June 18, 1860.
" Ilistory.—The patient had previously in general

enjoyed good health, Vjut his habits were intem-
perate. About six months ago he became affected
with pains in the back and shoulders, and with
hoarseness almost verging on aphonia, which he
attriljutes to the influence of cold : a fresli exjiosure
about a fortnight before admission was followed by
increase of the last-named symptom.
" Stateoii ^lrf/«is5iOTi.—The face is florid, injected,

and anxious
; the lower part of neck verj' fidl, as if

swollen, the trachea lymg at a great depth : there
are xmsent, aphonia ; hoai-se, stridulous, and some-
what difficult ins]iiration ; imeasiness referreil to the
poininn Ada.iiii; occasional cougli, the-sound of which
very strikingly resembfed the yelp of a doti ; and an
inability to snuff up air suddenly through the nostrils
when tile moutli isclosed. Articulation is performed
in a hoarse and gasping whisper. Some bronchitis
is also present, accompanied by attacks of spasnlodi(^
difficulty of breatliiug, chieHy laryngeal. Physical
examination of tlie chest revealed marked dulness
along the sternum and beneath the inner third of the
left clavicle, extending do-vvnwards for a distance of
about two inches. In this situation a distinct double
sound and impulse were observed, both being respec-
tively much louder and more forcible than those of
the heart, which were audible in their usual place.
The first of the above so\mds was accomiiauied by a
short bruit de soiifflet. The heart-sounds were
somewhat feebler, periiaps, than natural : no differ-
ence was perceptible in the respiratory murmur
beneath the clavicles, and the outline of the anterior
wall of the chest appeared unaltered. Both lungs
were pervaded by slight sonorous rales. I'he pulse
in rigfit radial artery was much stronger than that in
the left ; in the left carotid it was extremely feeble.
lliere was a loud, rough, tracheal sound in wind-
pipe

; no dysphagia was observed.
" i'toyjiosis.— Aneurism of the arch of the aorta,

complicated possibly by antecedent slight chronic
laryngiti.s

; tlie present exacerbation appeared chiefly
due to bronchitis, and the remedial measures were
directed accordingly.

"I'ro.jress and Treatment.- After the patient
had been m hospital a few days, sudden paroxysms

of suffocation referred to the larynx occurred every
evening, and were at first abated by tartar emetic
and opium. On the fifth day after admission he was
seized with an attack of so urgent and formidable a
natiu-e, that, to avert immediate death, Dr Geoghegan
performed laryngotomy by plunging a scalpel at once
into the crico-thyroid space, and introduced a canula
into the opening. This measure was speedily suc-
ceeded by quiet and regular breathing (28 in the
minute). The temperaure of the room was ordered
to be suitably maintained. Occasional slighter
recurrences of difficult breathing were at once
relieved by removal of mucus through the canula.
Notwithstanding, however, the adoption of these and
other necessary means, the patient gradually became
collapsed, and died eight hours after the operation,
havuig remained apparently imconscious and as if

sleeping up to the period of his decease.
"Autopsy, eighteen hours after Death. — The

heart was enlarged, and presented a good deal of fat
on its surface. The right ventricle contained a con-
siderable fibrinous clot, extending into the pulmonary
artery ; the right auricle, a similar one, together
with dark coagidated blood ; the left auricle, a dark
coagulum ; the left venti'icle, a small fibrinous clot.

The valves of the organ were healthy.
" The ascending aorta was much dihited, and near

the heart was beset with calcareous plates, and ebse-
where with atheromatous patches, in which were
e.xhibitefi, under the mici-oscope, abiuidant rhom-
boids of cholesterine. The transverse jmrtion of the
arch presente<l a shallow cavity bned with dark-
coloured fibriue, and resting on the traclieal bifur-
cation : this cavity communicated witli the aorta by
an opening as large as a crown-piece, the edges being
rounded and obtuse. The rings of the air-tube at
the seat of contact were partially erodfd, so that
but a thin septum was interposed. From the upper
and left side of the aueurismal sac there was a slight
off'set or projection pointing towards the sterno-
clavicular articulation. The left carotid was about
two-thirds the diameter of the right, but pervious

;

its opening into the aorta was extremely small. The
left recun-ent nerve was adherent to and firmly un-
bedded in the parietes of the anem'ism ; it was
atrophied, and its neurilemma injected.

"The left posterior crico-arytenoid muscle was
much atrophied, being of a tawny colour, and con-
trasted strongly in bulk aud colour with the right

:

the other laryngeal muscles on the same side were
.atrophied, but much less so; the left crico-thyroid
and all the laryngeal muscles of the opposite side
were unchanged.

" The mucous membrane lining the cricoid carti-

lage was pink, and both here and elsewhere slightly
spongy, but not decidedly thickened ; the chonlw
voeales and laryngeal ventricles natural, with the
exception of a lining of viscid mucus. There was
universal redness of the mucous membrane of the
trachea and bronchial passages, and the tissue of the
hmgs was congested.

^'Comments.—In commenting upon this case tothe
class, Dr Geoghegan remarked that the history,
together with the appearances on dissection, rendered
it doubtful whether, in the present instance, the
whole of the laryngeal phenomena were referrible to
the aneurism, as they t-ummonly are, and not in part
to pre-existent chronic laryngitis of a mild form. The
urgent fits of dyspuoja appeared due to the access of
inflammation of the mucous membrane of the trachea
and bronchi creating sympathetic spasm in the
laryngeal muscles, whose physiological equilibrium
was already seriously disturbed by the condition of
the left recurrent nerve, the laryngeal.
"The singular yelping sound of the cough, which

had been ol>served previously to the supervention
of the attacks of dyspnwn, was clearly due to the in-

riuence of the am-urism of the recurrent. Br G.
commented on the condition of the laryngeal
muscles, in the present instance, as affordmg a
remarkable example of the practical beai'tng of
physiology on pathology and practice, aud stated
that the merit of having first drawn attention to the
sulTJect was due to Professor Banks of this city, who
has figured the state of parts from an excellent and
faithful dissection.

" Dr Geoghegan also drew attention, to the pheno-
mena of the double somid aud impulse, so well
mai'ked in the present case, and this although the
aneurism (engrafted in a lai-ger dUatation of the
vessel) was small and shallow, and had not eroded
the anterior wall of the chest. No altogether satis-

factory explanation of the above conditions had as
yet been ofl'ered. The view jM-opounded by that
admirable observer, the late Dr Bellingham, refers

the first sound and impulse respectively to the fric-

tion of the bloo<i against the contour of the opening
of the sac, and to the distension of the tumour during
the ventricular systole. This view being in harmony
wiHi facts, aud being sustained by analogy, api^ears
quite admissible. The mechanism of the second
sound and impidse seems by no means so clear. Dr
Bellingham considers these latter to be the effect of
regurgitation from the aorta (and in some cases from
its tributaries), under the influence of gravity daring
the heart's diastole. This doctrine is open to the

objection, not alone of being unsustained by any
positive evidence, but is also opixi.sed by the circum-
stance of the persistence of the sound and impulse
under- conditions in which gravity in the required
direction is inoperative or nearly so—namely, in the
recumbent posture.
" In the absence of any unimpeachable theoi-j-, Dr

G. sunnlsed, that the second sound and impulse
might be due—the fonner, to the expidsion in some
cases of a volume of blood from the sac ; in othew,
to its entrance of that fluid into the latter (according
to tlifi position of the aueurfsm with respect to the
aorta) ; such entrance or expulsion Ijeing effected by
the elastic reaction of the cellulai-walloftlu; sac, aud
also by that of the closely adjacent branchial bifur-
cation and summit of the lungs. The systole of that
portion of the aorta immediately to the distal side of
the aneurism may, possibly, in some cases, contri-
bute to the production of the second impulse, by
assisting the reaction of the above-named parts.
"The greater strength and elasticity of tlie coats

of the tumour when it involves the arch of the aorta,
aud especially in aneurisms like the present, of a
mixed kind—jierhaps also dilEerence in the size of
the aperture leading into the sac, may to some ex-
tent explain the frequent occurrence of double sound

_

and impulse in the thoracic, as contrasted with the
'

single ones which are usual in other parts of the
arterial system.
" In the present case the ojwration of laryngotomy

was merely resorted to in tlie discbarge of the duty
of prolonging life, as sufibcatiou v.'as aljsolutely im-
miment. In such a case as the present, and in
various other emergencies calling for an immediate
opeiung in the aii-tube, it appeared to Dr G. that
laiyngotomy fulfilled all the necessary indications
for the sujjply of air, the obstruction being seated
above the artificial opening, whilst the rapidity and
safety with which this ojieration can be executed in
a case where promptitude is everj'thing give it here
a decided superiority over tracheotomy : had the
latter procedure been attempted in this in«t5ince,

great difficulty, and i
'

' '
; .

' .ive

ensued from the dij k,
and also serious risk ; __ _ ^ _ Uie
aneurism to the trachea. Dr Geoghegan aiao re-
marked that in the extraction of foreign IxMlies from
the larynx in children, additional room may fje

gained by prolonging the incision in the crico-tlijToid
space downwards through the metUan line of the
cricoid cartilage ; the isthmus of the thyroid gland,
if divided, either not yielding any liaimorrhage, or
the latter being quite readily controlled. Dr G. had
employed this mauojuvTe in one instance with com-
plete success : the elasticity of the cricoid cartilage,

especially in the yoimg, allows the edges of the in-

cision in it to be divaricated to a very notable degree
without injury.
" The attention of the class was also drawn to the

necessity for employing a suitably fitting canula in

performing larj'ngotomy, with a view of preventing
the trickling of tilood into the windpipe from
the divided larjnigeal branch of the superior thy-
roid.

" In this case death seemed most probably due to

modified or syncopal asphyxia. The repeated severe

attacks of larjiigeal sjxisni, aided perhaps by a par-

tial extension of the bronchitis to the capillary tubes,

had interfered materially with the arterializing

process. The final symptoms, however, together

w ith the state of the heart cavities, indicated a con-

current but independent condition of progressive

sjmcope. Had bronchitis been absent, the patient

would probal'ly have survived until the aneurism
had Ijurst into the trachea. The relief ivhich iiiime-

diately followed the opei-ation was decisive. In a
case similar to the present, Dr Begliie had recourse
to ti'acheotomy with ^imilar tenix>':'rary advantage."

To be Continuetl

The 'Dublin Hospital Gazette' OMitaina a

Translation from the ' Hospitals-Titende, ' by Dr

MooKE, of a Keport of a Case of Fibrous Po/ypu^

of the .Base of the Shull, extirpated by resection of

the upper jaw, in the Surgical Department of

Frederik's Hospital, Copenhagen. We omit the

preliminary matter, and quote the case :

" Hans Kasmussen, aged eighteen, a servant-boy
from the coimtry, was a^hllitted into Frederiks Hospi-
tal on the li'th 'of June, ISSf. The patient, who as a
child had not been scrofidous, and, with the excep-

tion of the usxtal diseases of chiMhooil, had not suf-

fered from any illness, began four years ago to

observe some obstruction in the left nasal cavity,

with purulent disclmrge and frequent bleetling. He
applied to a surgeon, who, accorduig to his state-

ment, extracted a polypus from his nose, aftrr which

he felt well for six months ; hut three years since,

obstruction to the passage of air through the

nose again occurred, with punUeut discharge aud
hemorrhage in a still higher degree than before,

and about the same time the patient experienced

a feeling oi tension and incipient tumefaction of
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the left cheek, whicTi ^radnally Bwelled up to

the size it now presents. A year and a half ago,

he hegan to have piercing pains in the left orliit,

while at the same time the sight of the left

eye was weakened. Sliortly after, he observed the

eye TJeconiing more and more prominent, and the

pains, whicli gradually increased, extended over the

whole heatl, assumed a more palpitating character,

and sometimes occurred in such violent paroxysms
that he was almost deprived of self-possession. The
sight of the left eye progressively decreased, without

any accompanying sjrmptom, to such a degree that

for the last three months the patient has been quite

unable to see with it. For the last half-year he has

also usually had flying pains in the left cheek, and in

the molar teeth of tlie under jaw on the saiiie side.

He has, besides, been rather deaf, and complains of

constant singing in the left ear, ami of severe throb-

bmg pain in the right. He speaks with a thick,

snuffling voice, but has no particular difficulty in

swallowing. He suffers somewhat from a delluxion

In the jiharynT, from the posterior openings of the

nose, ofa i" - uineo-purulent llidd, which is

not, ho\v._-\ 1 so abundantly in this way
as it fomiei-, .!.. agh the left nostril.
" On examination, no particular abnormity in the

ihape of the nose nor any external swelling is found

;

r is rather flattened, and in its left half is

nJeil in wirlth. The left nostril is more
i:: Ti the right, and the septum nasi is com-
pleteiy driven over to the right side. Tlirough tlie

left nostril there is seen, about half an inch from the

oriHce, a roundish tumour entirely filling up the

left nasal cavity. The Umiour is not sensitive, but

bleeds rather easily when touched ; it is of firm con-

sistence, and of a bluish-re«l colour; a sound can

easily be passed on the inner side of the tumour,

between it and the septum nasi down into the

Eharynx ; but when introduced on its cmter side, it

nme<liatiely meets with resistance to its further

progress,
"Through the mouth, the left half of the soft

palate is observed to l>e convex, without any disco-

louration of the mucous membrane ; and the posterior

part of the hard palate is somewhat depressed, but

without any perceptible attenuation of the iKiny gub-

stance. The finger, wlien introduced, do«p not

detect any considerable swelling behind the ^elnm
palati. The teeth are all uninjured. The left cheek,

on the coiitrriry, is seen to be much swollen, and
both externally and internally a roundish, somewhat
flattened, soft, and painless tumour can be felt,

apparently proceedini? from the superior maxillary

bone. ' iiatic arch, and hanging
a C'.i ipying the part between
the of the cheek and the

mucoui, iiniiig <tl the latter. No swollen glands are

disooverai'le in tlie sub-maxillary region, nor is any-
thin.- -'

'
'

' " '
'"- 'xtemally.

*•
i t considerably, so

that ; the sight of this

eye :

'.y lu^i, without anything morbid
beiii on external inspection ; the puiul

Is n; ...,.u ., and the iris moves freely. iTie

patient at present snffers no pain ; his general health

IS pood.

"22nd.—This day the patient hsKl a jiaroxysm of

ague, with violent rigor. The same recurring on
the 26th, ten grains of sidphate of quina, in four
ounces of acid mixture, were prescribe«i. The j^-

roxysm again recurring on the 29th, the qnina mix-
ture was repeated, since which time there has been
no relajtse. On the 8th of July he was operated on,

while under the iiifliipnc.' of chloroform.
"Tlieni^ \ ere divided by a longitu-

dinal inci- lie line from the root of

the...i- :-..! iM, io-.„ W„< „„il...l

wit!

oft'..

CUttul'.^' TllTMUL'il um; iiuh-oks iili-liMii:tiif, ana me
entire quadrangular flap of skin, together with the

soft parts covering the left half of the nose and tlie

left sujierior maxillarj- bone, weie turned aside. By
means of a bone-nippers and a chisel, the greater

part of the sui>erior maxillary bone on the same
side was taken away, together with a portion of the

zygoma, leaving only the floor of the orbit above,

and the alveolar process below.
" Tlie antrum nighmorianum was found empty and

greatly compressed. On removing the above-men-
tioned portion of bone, the part of the polypus
lying externally to the aupenor maxilla could be
traced up nnder the anterior [mrt of tl»e zygomatic
arch into the sjiheno-maxillary fossa, where it was
connected by a slender arched portion with another
prwluction of the same size, which, in front of the
pterygoid process, and perforating the upper part of

the jmlatine bone, extended through the left posterior

nans into the left nasal cavity, wholly filling up the
h*ter. These two productions, which thus together
forii irch, harl on the middle of the con-
ve-. li ,1 roundish, hard stalk, one inch
in i „ ilir(.....Mi;Mi..rs of an inch in thickness,
attached to the i~ <,n the anterior portion of
the basilar part

, ,tal bone, and the inferior
Burfatc of the bouy oi me sphenoid bone, where the

osseous wall was so softened, tliat after the removal
of the tumour, one easily penetrated into the cavity
of the sphenoidal sinuses.
" When the polypus thus lay exposed, with its

two boundaries, in the bottom of the region, the pro-
dnction was first dissected which lay upon the su-
perior maxilla, and had strong adhesions to the pe-
riosteum of all the osseous parts bounding the
spheno-maxillaiy fossa. The formation lying in the
nose was then also separated ; it was tolerably firmly
adherent to the posterior part of the septum nasi.

Both productions were thereupon taken out con-
nected, by dividing the stalk behind them with a
curved nippers, and the stem itself was subsequently
separated from its strong adhesions to the roof of
the pharynx.

"After the removal of the polypus, the actoal
cautery was strongly ajiplied to the seat of in.sertion,

the flap of skin was then replaced, and the etiges of
the wound were united by suture. Considerable
hemorrhage attended the operation, which lasted
three-quarters of an hour, and towards the close the
patient had become very aucemic, so that the radial

pulse could no longer befelt. Port wine was therefore

given.
" 9th.—The patient yesterday several times evacu-

ated some black blood by vomiting and per anum.
He has, however, recovered his strength very well,

and is more lively. The pulse is tolerably full—120.
" 12th.—He is much troubled with fcetid braath,

caused by the wouml in the pharynx. Gargle of

tincture of myrrh. The sutures were removed, and
adhesive plaster applied. Constant injection with
water.

" 14th.—He got up.
"15th.—Tlie wounds are, for the most nart,

healed. Tlie patient's general state is satisfactory.

21st.—He is beginning to see slightly with the
left eye, which was previously blind. The promi-
nence of the organ has ceased.

"August 1.—The discharge from the nose is tri-

fling ; the patient's general state is very good. He
was out for an airing.
" 3rd. The power of vision of the left eye is

steadily increasing, so that he can now discern the
outlines of large objects. On the left cheek, where
the outer extremity of the polypus was dissected

away, was a little abscess, which was oiiened.
" 8th. The patient looks well ; his nose is a little

flattened on the leftside, but the obliquity is slight.
" 14th. The sight is still misty. The patient was

discharged at his own request.

"On reviewing the foregoing ease, it is evident
that in one principal point the extirpated polypus is

referrible to the categwy of those described by
Netaton. Thus the morbid growth proceeded
entirely and distinctly from the base of the skull, and
had a tolerably defined insertion into the body of the
sphenoid bone, and the anterior portion of the basilar

part of the occipital bone. It here had a firm and
solid adhesion, but was without difficulty remo%"ed
by means of the cu^^'e4l scissors, and was therefore

not possessed of the degree of solidity met with
by Jarjavay, and which resisted even the scisssoi-s.

It apiieared, however, as others also have observed,
that toe surface of bone on which it sat was soattenu-
ated and

'

> j- the tumour,
that it ^^ n of tbe hot
iron, sotli, '

. trate into the
interior of tlie bone, probably into the sphenoidal
cells. On the other side, there were also strong
adhesions to other surfaces of bone—to the septum
nasi, to the zygomatic fossa ; but these appear to

have l>een removed with still greater ease, and were
therefore probably, as Nclaton has stated, secon^lary
anil accidental. This is a main point, which it is

interesting to establi-i' -.,,,1 \viii.-i. i.. .*irt ! i.v-

tlie great m.ijority "f

pabUvbedi abumt m
origin to the dense iimii..u> ussnr um-sim- imn
portion of bone. Some writers have, however,
obsen'od the origin lying more to the side in the
pterygoid fossa, and proceeding from the ala

interna of the pterygoid process. Huguior has met
with a very peculiar origin—namely, from the
filirons tissue filling the foramen lacernm, the po-
lypus prolonging itself into the dura matter, with
whicli it w.as in immediate contact. A very few
observations are, indeed, found to difler in this

respect ; thus one is related by Dieulafoy, of

Toulouse, where the polypus is said to have
proceeded from the antrum highmorianum, and
to have thence extended inwards, becoming naso-
pharyngeal. But as there are very many exam-
ples of the opposite — namely, where the naso-
pharjnigeal polypus has prolonged itself into the
antrum, and even through this sinus, opening a way
through the bone into the canine fossa,— it is rather
doubtful whether the observation alluded to was aceu-
I'ate : thus the Author states only that seizing it

with Muzenx's forceps, he tore away the fibrous

polypus and ilrew it entirely out, through the
antrum highmorianum. Iti.s, moreover, by no means
constant that the origin of tlie polypus has with any
accuracy been established duiing opaiation, as was
perfectly done in our case, -

" The polypus operated on in this instance was
fibrous, of a uniform, filamentous, liard and tough,
whitish-yellow tissue. Its form was tolerably regu-
lar, representing an inverted T,the descending verti-
cal petiolus being attached to the middle of a curve
who.se two transverse branches were about equ.aUy
long, and were rounded and thickened at the ends.
These two transverse lateral branches were so situ-
ated that the one passed into the left nostril, and so
ran in front ; the other passed out through the
foramen spheno-palatiuum into the zygomatic and
spheno-maxillary fossoi, and therefore ran out>-

wards to the side. On the contrary, the polypus did
not sink down into the pharynx, which would evi-

dently have been the best place for its development,
and it was so far not properly pharyngeal ; it will be
recollected that it was not reacheti by passing the
finger up behind the velum palati. Out polypus
was therefore rather regular in it.s form, thus differ-

ing from various earlier ones observed by others,
which are correctly called multiple polypi ; such
have, that is to say, been developed in the nose, as
Well as in the pharynx, month, antrum highmori-
anum, and in the jygomatic and temporal fossse.

Nor had this polypus groAv-a. to any very consider-
able size ; it certainly produced a »trong and disor-
ganizing pressure, to which the amauroSo testified,

as well as the fact that the whole of the left ot -tfcn

alveolar arch and the hard -[lalate on that side were
slightly dislocated and <Iepres.sed ; nevertheless, the
dislocation and diastasis were not so great as others
seem to have found them, although these fibrous

polyiH among the bones of the face scarcely ever
attain to any extraordinary size. One observed by
Richard and Robert had, however, sunk so far down
that it produced difliculty of breathing ; and another
described by Maisonneuve had developed itself con-
siderably after having pressed forward into the
zygomatic and temporal regions, wliere it may cer-

tainly be considered as lying free under the skin, as

it sinks downi into the connective tissue of the
cheek."

(Continued at Page 3C2.)

APERIENTS IN ACUTE DYSENTERY.
"We find in the 'Gazette Medicale de Lyon' a

paper by Dr Vcmay, Physician of the Hotel-

IMeu of that city, on the exhibition of aperients

in acute dysentery. After carcfally desci-iliing

the acute, adynamic, and chronic forms of the

disease, the Author represents as follows the

course of treatment which lie lias found most
promptly and completely beneficial in cases ei

less than one month's duration, when the daily

evacuations varied from 20 to 100.

On the first and second days he prescribed, for

each day, a bottle of Soidlitz water, and twenty
drops of laudanum at uight.

On the third day the patient took no medicine.

In mild cases but two motions occurred at this

period. On the next, soup was allowed, and a

moderate allowance of solid food on tlie fifth day
;

from the seventh to the tenth he was permitted
out-of-door exercise. After the aperient, laudanum
was found serviceable, but not when prescribed

alone. In cases considered severe, in which even
abundant motions were observed daily, ten evacua-
tions at most occurred on the third day, and the
tenesmus was much less distressing. M. Vernay

'
' ' ' '• lit by exhibiting on the

I so ou the sixth day, the
_'

. uve :

St—Fruct. lamarindi . , J oz.

Rhoi 14 dr.

Boil in 12oz. of water, and add
Manure laclirym. . . 1 oz. Strain.

Thi.s formula, which belongs to Sydenham, was
found appropriate to this stage. In tlie incipient

period it would have been insufTicient to relieve

the bowels. After the Seidlitz, however, the
tonic and aperient action of the rhubarb proved
beneficial.

Ou the seventh day, two evacuations only oo-

currud. Soup was allowed, and next day light food

:

the patients were discharged from the twelfth to

the fifteenth day. These results were invariably

attained when the disease had lasted less than a
week before treatmenb.
With regard to the selection of the aperient,

M. Vernay remarks that Seidlitz water or tama-

rinds are most advantageous at first, and subse-

quently the rhubarb. The latter drug should,

on the contrary, bo prescribed at once when
dysentery has lasted more than ten days, and is

also preferable for the aged and the debilitated.

—

' Journal of Practicifl Medicine and Surgery.'
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table-titimiDgs, and clairroyance—lias never-

theless quickened a spirit of inquiry into the

nature of the relation between mind and

body ; and, most undoubtedly, an advance

has been made by such men as Braid and

Carpenter in our knowledge of these psycho-

logical phenomena. The wheat has been

winnowed from the chaff, and we know the

lull extent to which Hj'pnotism can be made

available in our art. That extent is limited.

That operations have been performed under

the influence of Mesmerism is now, we think,

well established ; but it is a capricious agent,

operative only on certain constitutions, and is

superseded in utility by chloroform ; so that

the spiritual agent as a practical resource can

never be made generally available.

We need not dilate. These heresies have

thrown no new light upon Medical Science,

nor provided us with one useful practical agent

that was not heretofore known, and Medicine

must contiuueher course ofimprovement under

the guidance of those thoughtful minds and

in the direction of those patient labours that

have conducted her to her present unexampled

altitude and development.

Extravagant novelties, singular hypotheses,

premature and vague generalisations, empirical

dogmas, will never benefit our art in any im-

portant degree. The temple of Esculapius is

not an unsubstantial phantom, framed by

a fantastic imagination from the vapours of

cloud-land ; but a solid fabric, erected brick by

brick by the persevering and modest labours of

the regular workmen whom science ha5 en-

gaged and trained in her service.

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

EIXIS P. KEIXY.

The opinions exi)resscd by this Journal

on the Title Clauses of the Medical Act, when

that Act was first passed, and since that time

frequently repeated, receive confirmation from

every new decision on the disputed questions in

our Courts of Law. Much money might have

been saved, and much acrimonious feeling

prevented, if the Profession had been content

to put a literal construction on the doubtful

phrases, instead of endeavouring to torture

them into a sense that they would not bear,

and that could not be sustained in one of Tier

Majesty's Courts. We have always main-

tained, in opposition to the opinion of our

contemporaries, that there is no prohibition in

the Medical Act against any " registered "

Practitioner styling himself " Doctor " if he

pleased ; the fact of registration exonerating

him from any penalties which might possibly

otherwise apply to a usurpation of that title.

Xiio point with us has not been, what ouffht

to be the law, or what were the intentions of

the promoters of the Bill—though, perhaps,

in this respect we are better informed than

most men who pretend to know the secrets of

the Government and Legislature—but it hai

been simply, what is the literal interpretation

of the Act ? The Act does not require—and

we repeat it for the fiftieth time—that an

individual should be registered under a par-

ticular designation, to entitle him to use that

designation on his card or brass-plate ; nor,

on the other hand, does it fix any penalties

upon him for using any designation which

does not appear against his name in the

' Register.'

The case of Ellis v. Kelly, tried recently in

the Court of Exchequer, has for ever settled

the construction of the Title Clauses of the

Act so far as they relate to this question.

Dr Kelly possesses, it appears, an Erlangen

degree, but it was not entered on the

' Register.' Nevertheless, he continued to

style himself " Doctor," for which alleged

ofience an information was laid against him

by Mr Ellis. In summing up the case, the

Lord Chief Baron said: "If a man is regis-

tered, he may call himself what he pleasos."

This is a positive opinion ; which is not in-

validated by the circumstance of the Chief

Baron having made, in our judgment, two

or three mistakes on points not immediately

in connection with the question. For example,

he said—if our report, which is taken from

the ' Times,' be correct—that the " Act is to

prevent any man practising Medicine who is

not registered." We wish it would. And,

again, he assumed that a man who styled him-

self Doctor might thereby be considered to

imply that he was a Fellow of a College of

Physicians. Not so ; for the title Doctor is a

University title, and the offence, if any, would

be in assuming a University, and not a

Collegiate status. This, however, is a dis-

puted point, and the Licentiates of the Royal

College of Physicians of Edinburgh may not

inappropriately add the dictum of Chief-Baron

Pollock to the other dicta on record in favour

of the courtesy-right of Licentiates of a

College of Physicians styling themselves

Doctors.

THE POWERS OF THF. MEDICAI, COUNCIL.

Organ's case has been under the considera-

tion ofthe Court ofQueen's Bench. MrOrgan's

name was struck off the ' Register ' by the

Medical Council, in accordance with the powers

given them in the 29th section of the Medical

Act. An appeal has been made against the

decision of the Registrar, and Lord Chief

Justice Cockbum has granted a Rule Nisi.

The Council will, consequently, be compelled

to justify the course they took. Alas ! for the

Medical Act I Alas ! for the British Legisla-

ture!

A MARKET FOB SECOND-HAND DIPLOMAS.

If we thought the Medical Council had the

courage to take a hint, we would supply them

with a bit of valuable information. As it is

possible, however, that it may serve some

useful purpose, whether the Council interfere -

or not, we shall append it as it reached us, in

the form of a very curious Advertisement-

Here it is :

—

[copy.]
" To Representatives of Deceased Surgemis, Sur-

geons aitd others.—The Advertiser will purchase
Diplomas from any recognised University, College.

or Hall, also Hospital Certificates. Dates of either

not objected to, long or short. Apply in the first

instance to Medicus, with price and particulars-,

with real name and address, West End News'
Rooms, 76 Strand, Loudon."

Hero is a new trade in diplomas, that

threatens to outdo the business carried on in-

Lincoln's Inn Fields. What can the " Adver-

tiser" want with all these diplomas and certifi-

cates? The trade in " Old Clo' " is a thriving,

one, because it has a useful purpose ; but surely

we are not to see a new grade of Medical Prac-

titioners created by the purchase of second-hantV

diplomas ! We are in daily expectation of

seeing a hooked-nose gentleman at our door^

inquiring, " Any old iliplomas for sale ? " We
hope that the Colleges will instruct their

Secretaries to look sharp after signs of erasures

in the certificates presented to them, and

that the Registrar will keep an equally bright

eye upon the diplomas. Will anybody take

the trouble to ferret out this audacious Ad-

vertiser ?

DEATH OF DR WALL OF DUNMANWAY.

Our Irish readers will regret to hear of the

decease of Dr Wall of Dunmanway, who was

so unjustly removed by the Commissioners from

his office of Dispensing Surgeon. The anxiety

he suffered on that occasion is supposed to

have injured his health, and to have contri-

buted in no small degree to his untimely death.

For some time past his means have been so

much impoverished by his removal from office,
.,

that his Medical friends have assisted to support

his family by raising subscriptions ; but the

present crisis has rendered necessary a more

general effort. A Public Meeting has tliere-

fore been called to e.Kcite Professional sym-

pathy in behalf of the fatherless children, and

we are glad to be informed that ere the meet-
ing closed 47/. were subscribed. We hope
that the subscription will be sufficient to meet
the wants of the family, and large enough to
do honour to Irisli generosity.

DR MACKESY AND THE WATEUFOUD CORONER.
We congratulate Dr Mackesy on the manly

stand he has made in behalf of his Medical
brethren in Waterford, who, it seems, have
been rather harshly treated by the Coroner at
various Inquests which he has recently held.

The immediate motive of Dr Mackesy's justifi-

cation of his brethren wag an Inquest that was
held on a poor woman who, whilst labouring
under scarlatina, was removed, without due
judgment and humanity, as it was alleged, to
the hospital. The Coroner in this case, as in

previous ones, animadverted with unmerited
severity on the Medical Attendant ; and Dr
Mackesy, in his place at the Union Boar<l, most
generously and ably reproved the harsh lan-

guage of the Coroner, and explained the diffi-

culties which often surround Medical Prac-
titioners in their treatment of poor patients.

Dr Mackesy deserves well of his brethren for

such noble behaviour.
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"\Ve extract from the ' Medical Times aud

.

Gazette tlie following account of a Visit to Grae-

frath, 1>J'
Dr Edwin Lee :

" Graefratli is a village of Rhonish Prussia,

near Dusseldorf, whicli has acquired considerable

celebrity from being the residence of the distin-

guished oculist, the Hofrath, Dr De Leuw, to

whom many patients resort from foreign countries,

the number of English greatly preponderating over

others,—several of them remaining under treat-

ment for a considerable time in the summer
months, at which season the place is overflowing,

though tlie accommodation is but indifferent, con-

sisting of two or three inns of a primitive charac-

ter, with plain table d'hSte dinner at one o'clock,

and inferior lodgings. There is no resource for

the recreation of patients or of friends who may
accompany them ; but the cinnrons are pleasing,

sknd the air is of a bracing quality. The Hofrath
is a spare, delicate-looking man, of about 65, of

quiet, unassuming manners, intellectual comntc-

nance, and penetrating eye, not reijuiriug the use

of glasses. He does not see any patients cither

at his own residence or at their lodgings, the only

one he has sometimes gone to visit being the King
of Hanover. He has a consulting-room at the

principal inn, where he remains from eight o'clock

tin two or three, and sometimes later, during the

greater part of which time the entrance-passage

—there being no waiting-room—is thronged with

patients of all classes, though two days in a -week

are more especially allotted to the poorer class.

Many patients have thus to wait for hours ; it is

hut seldom that a fresh comer can have an inter-

view before a day or two. Notwithstanding this

conooui-se, the Doctor not unfrequently gossips

with patients for some time about matters in which
they may be interested, which, it is said, he finds

necessary, as a relaxation from the contimious

employment of seeing and determining upon eye

case.s. As may be expected, not a few of these

cases are irremediable, the patients having been
induced to repair to Graefrath as a dernier ressort.

On announcing my name and sending in a letter

from a patient at a distance, I was, after a short

time, cordially received, and allowed to be present

during the inspection of patients, several of whose
cases were of considerable interest. The Hofrath's

cliagDosis in obscure or difficult cases is clear and
decided. His treatment— eschewing in great
measure depletive means, leeches, purgatives,
blistering, &c.—mainly consists of the applica-

tion of unguents or lotions, of a more or less

stimulating or sedative character, to the forehead
and the eyes,—nitrate of sUver and iodine prepa-
rations being not unfrequently employed. Jlcr-

cury aud other internal remedies, ivith a view to
produce an alterative effect upon the organs, are
iot often administered, though internal medicines
are sometimes prescribed to remedy co-existing
derangement of the health. The fee for the
poorer patients is very low,—about a shilling

;

that for strangers, except for a single consultation,

is about a Prussian dollar a visit, or they give

what they please at the termination of the treat-

ment.
"The Hofrath originally acquired reputation as

an oculist by publishing, when an Army Surgeon,

a work upon contagious ophthalmia, which was at

that time highly thought of. He has practised in

his native village for upwards of thirty years,

having repeatedly refused invitations to reside in

capital cities. He informedmo that he had prepared
for publication a work on entropion and trichiasis,

for which he has operated successfully many thou-
sand times. His method, however, as far as I

could understand, does not materially differ from
that usually pursued, of removin" the irritated

eyelashes, and excising a smaller orlarger portion
of the .skin of the inverted lid and uniting with
fine sutures. He strongly disapproves of the ope-
ration of excising the margin of the lid, as prac-
tised by a distinguished oculist of Berlin. In
advanced cases of cataract he operates with the
usedlc, puncturing the cornea (keratouyxis), as
was the practice of the late Mon. "VValthor, of
Municli,—only one eye being operated xipon when
both are affected, if the result be successful. He
tatertains, however, the finn conviction that

cataract may frequently be dispersed in the early

stage by external remedial moans, and internal

when necessary. One English patient, who was
considered to be thus cured at Graefrath, had for

years been almost blind, deriving no advantage
from the oculists whom he had consulted. He
now sees well ; but, whatever he may have had,
I much doubt froii. his account the existence of
cataract ; neither could I see any sign of this
disease in a lady said to bo labouring under its

incipient form, whose sight, having been a good
deal used in reading, &c., had failed, but was
much unproved under the treatment. Another
English lady, however, in whom the cataract was
apparent in both eyes, stated that slie could see
much bettor since she came to Graefrath. Tlie

Hofrath mentioned to me a distinguished oculist

in Viemia, who formerly disbelieved the possibility

of cataract being absorbed, but who had lately,

in an appendix to his work, admitted its practi-

cability. He does not allow to lie known the
means which he emydoys for this purpose, tlie pre-

.scriptions being only made up by the localpharma-
cieii, and patients taking with them a sufficient

supply of the remscUes to go on with in their ab-
sence. Among the other English patients was a
lady with incipient conical cornea, which had im-
proved under the treatment. An American
banker (a young man), who, from excessive atten-
tion to business, had become amaurotic, and was
nearly blind, had not derived any advantage from
his visit to Graefrath. As constitutional mea.sures

are not generally employed against the local dis-

ease, so also strict attention to regimen does
not seem to be enforced by the Hofrath. Ono
patient, of florid aspect, and having all the
appearance of a bon vivant, wdiose eye was con-
siderably inflamed, and who had been treated in

England without success, had resided for some
time in the neighbourhood, coming occasionally

to visit the Hofrath, after having had a stimu-
lating ointment (argenti nitras) put in the eye,

immediately went up from the consultation to

the table d'hite and drank his half-bottle of

wine.

"All the patients whom I saw appeared to
have the greatest confidence in the Hofrath

;

some, doubtless, not without good reason, having
derived benefit after the failure of means em-
ployed at home ; the obscure and more difficult

cases are of course the exception to the generality

;

aud one cause of the improvement which so many
experience is doubtless greatly owing to the pure
air and plain living of the place, and also to the
season of the year being the most favourable

(very few remain after October) for recovery, and
less liable to produce aggravation or relapses. It

is well known that in most Eye Institutions the
bulk of the cases are less numerous and severe,

and are more tractable in the summer months
than at any otlicr time of the year."

HOSPITAL REPORTS.

KING'S COLLEGE HOSPITAL.
Nov. 3rd.—Removal OF Necrosis from Head
OF Femur—Mr Fergusson. Eemoval of
SciREHOus Breast.—Mb "Wood.

Necrosis ffe Head of Fsmtor.
Mr Fergusson said this case was an instance of

what is called spontaneous cure—Nature's cure.

The surgeon says he has jierfonned a etire after

the disease has been treated under his care

perhaps five years ; Nature's cure should have
been prevented by surgical interference. Much
time is lost by his process, and an incomplete
result obtamed. This young boy, about nineteen
years of age, has been tmder my notice a long

time : I thought he might get well. LTnder

cldoroform, Jlr Fergusson made an examination
of the mobility of the joint. He said: There was,

as j-ou saw, great latitude of motion of hip-joiut.

Tlus, ueveilieless, would be considered a case of

hip-joint disease of right leg. You saw I made
an incision into a sinus at the back of, or posterior

aspect of femur, and behind the trochanter major,

and could pass my finger down very deeply. I

then fclt the head and neck of tlie bone, and
after exploring with probe, fclt some rough and
dead bone. Some necrosed pieces of bone I

brought away with nippers. I then, with bistoury,

slit a sinus on the firont aspect of femur, internal

to the trochanter major ; it seemed a veiy super-

ficial sinus, as you saw, on first introducing my

finger along it. You also saw the great depth
to which I thrust in my finger. After a little

perseverance, I brought away two very small
pieces of bone. These (.showing them) two .small

pieces had, no doubt, been the cause of all the
disturbance, and of this great irritation. You
see one spicula of bone has a smooth surface,

indented at one extremity with a notcli, where it

was detached. They ha<l, no doubt, travelled a
great distance, having formed, as I bc-Iir:ve, a
necrosed portion of the os innominatnm. Thig
may be considered, a true specimen of hip disease.

They, as I believe, have formed a port on of the
acetabulum. Mr Fergusson (holding up one of

the pieces, which liad a curvilinear outline and
form) said ; I suspect this piece of bone to have
come from the margin of the cotyloid cavity.

This is merely my own opinion. I have no other
indication than its cur\-ed form and shape, and
that it has travelled a great distance. Having
removed these portions of bone, I have stuffed up
the .sinuses with lint, as you saw, to induce
cicatrization from the bottom of the wound, and
to facilitate the escai>e of other portions of bone,

if there be such to come away. Spontaneous
surgery may be carried too far, and much time be
lost in hoping for spontaneous, or Nature's cure.

I might in this case have resorted to excision of
the head of femur, but did not think the case
required that treatment. I have confidence that
this simple and less formidable process may effect

a cure. Perhaps more bone may yet have to be
brought away.

Eemoval of Breast.—Me Wood.
This patient, a woman of middle age, had a

tumour which dated the origin of growth only
nine months ago, but most probably had existed
unnoticed for a longer period. This tumour was
of singular character, free from pain, and of very
rapid giowth. The nipple was somewhat re-

tracted. The breast was natural in apjiearance,

the tumour mobile, but nodulated on the surface.

The glands in the axilla were enlarged, and
tliickeiiing had begun to be traced in that region.

Exudation occurred from nipple of a sero-purulent

and occasionally bloody fluid. The patient called

this exudation milk, but Mr Wood said it was
evidently cancerous juice. That the tumour was
scirrhous he had no doubt, and ought, if removed
at all, to be removed early. It of late increased

rapidly in size. Upon explaining these circum-
stances, the patient willingly submitted to aa
operation. Mr AVood proceeded to remove the

w-hole mammary gland and tumour ; he dissected

it away close to the skin. There was little

vascularity on the surface of the tumour, but
the vessels were numerous when it was cut into.

Mr Wood said this tumour was the opposite of

the one Mr Fergusson had just before removed.

This, he considered, was a pure specimen of cancer;

Mr Fergusson' s was simply an enlarged indui-ated

cyst. He had to contend with large vessels in

the removal of the tumour. Mr Wood said ; You
saw a vessel bleeding profusely on the external

aspect of the tumour ; this was a branch of the

axillary artei-y, the external mammarv', which wa
secured, also the internal mammary. Upom
making a section of the excised tumour nis

diagnosis was fully confirmed : of its being true

cancerous, and of the existence of cancer-cells,

the microscope could only detenniue the fact.

Nov. IOtii.—Traciteotomt.—Mr FERor».«ox.
Several minor surgical proceedings occurred

in the operating-room. Although these were
unimportant in themselves, incidents trans-

pired instructive both to professional student and
veteran. Two or three cases of double hare-lip

occurred, in which Mr Fergusson operated in his

usual successful way. He took occasion to ex-

plain the peculiarities and modes to be adopted in

this operation. One child was brought to be
operated on, of remarkably healthful and robust

form and appearance, and colour in the cheeks.

He manifested his vigour by loud cries and strug-

gles. This child had been previously operated

upon under cldoroform, and all had gone welL
Cliloroform was admhiistered by Dr Anstie, with

great deliberation and patience. The writer, who
was close to aud in front of the child, noticed its

colour to have suddenly gone, and breathing to

have ceased. The pulse was gone, and extremi-

ties had become quite cold, and skin a marble-

white colour. Life had apparently ceased, or was
rapidly flowing away. Mr Fergusson instantly

applied cold water to the face and chest, beat the
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chest with a wet cloth, aud resorted to artiiicial

respiration. For some time all seemed unavailing,

and tliat all hope of restoration was evidently the

prevalent idea. A laboured inspiration occurred,

when all at once a slight but distinct bluih came
suddenly in the centre of the cheek. From this

time the child gradually resuscitated, to the great

relief of the anxious spectators. Mobility re-

turned—the child became sick, and vomited a

considerable f|uantity of pultaccous ahraent from
the stomach. Its restoration was complete. Mr
Fergusson thought it best to defer operating until

a future occasion.

Girrs Ho.sriTAX,.
October 6tu.—^Cahcixoma of Breast, Exci-

sion OF.—iln Cook. Exclsmn of Elbow-
joint.—Mtt Hilton.

Carcinoma of BKEAiST.

The history of this case conesponded in almost
every particular with the case just recorded,

operate<l upon by Mr Wood. The patients were
of the same age (cancerous period), about fifty

years. Tumours of rapid growth ; tliis of six

mouths' duration, or only noticed from that period

—free from pain. It was also similar in showing
little vascularity on surface, great internally. Tlie

gland and tumour were wholly removed, and
Slowed upon section a truly scirrhous cliaractcr.

These gentlemen, in commenting upon these

almost identical case.s, attributed the same
inevitabhi consequences to result. Both con-

sidered the operation only a teiufjorary alleviation

from sulforing, and that an inevitably fatal issue

would occur. The immuuity might continue for

one, two, or three years.

Excision of Elbow-joint.
This was a carefully-conducted oijeration, and

of very instructive chai-acter. Mr Hilton made a

longitudinal incision in the course of sinuses, on
the posterior and internal aspect of the joint

;

the patient being a young woman, about twenty
years of age. She suffered great iwiii, especially

upon movement : chloroform was consequently
administcrtd in the ward before her removal to

the o)>eniting-room. After the first longitudinal

inci-i! ^' Hilton carried a transverse .section

thr' -.'OS into the joint ; then ilissccted

out t

'

in, which he removed with strong

pliers. He then dissected the joint, and witli

Bntcher's saw removed a slice off the extremity of

the humerus. By careful di.ssectiou he then ex-

posed the head of the radius and ulna, and re-

moved with the same saw a slice from both. Water-
dressings and zinc to the Iwnt elljow- splint were
applied.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE HOSPITAL.
Excisio.y or Larce Ti'molti of Brea.«t.—Mr

ERicnsEN. CVrb of Hernia (new Mode).—
Mb Thomtson.

Amputation of Breast.
Tliis ]iatient, a strong, healthful-looking woman

about forty years of age, had a remarkably large

tumour of breast. She said it was of two years'

growth, but was of probably longer duration. It

was whnt i-; rnllcii chrnTiip iiiarum.irv tiurinur, fn^r

from
its w
It Wii^ iM/aii> *:t)^ui la"JilL^ ill niiuil'.n i , WJU'll

amputated, it would fill a hat.' It had that

peculiar conical aspect of the nipple observable in

chronic mammary tumour. The tumour, growing
rapidly, pressed the mammary gland under the

nipple, aud thus gave a conical shape to the

breast, the nipple and mammary gland beiuif the

apex of a cone, and the adenoid tumour its base.

It had received various names, from the time of

Abeniethy and Sir Astlcy Cooper down to the

E
resent day. These circumstances we gave a
istory of in describing Adiyiiocch in our Keports

a few weeks liack. It is at present usually called

Adenocfle.—a benign, if we may so speak, ornoii-

jnalignant tumour, ilr Erich.scn stated tliat lie

liad operated upon two cases lately, in private

practici-', succe.ssfully. Mr Marshall, then assist-

ing, had rendered him assistance at one of those
operatiiiiix. He had, a* in this instance, given a
corr' ' is anil history, deciding the uot-
nuil ].; of the tumour. One of these
cast,, . y.,., fifteen months' growth, was of
considerably larger si;!e than the one now ampu-
tated; the other was still of larger growth, and
weighed Ulfc. Mr Erichscn removed the mam-
mary glauU with the adeuocelc, otherwise the in-

tegument would have been too abundant to pro-

duce a good cicatrix. He made a section of the

tunrour, and observed that the glassy, homogeneous
surface which it presented was significant of its

being 7ion-maligiiant. There were no intersecting

striae riuming across it, as in carcinoma, or bands to

connect cells. It was what is called fibro-plastic

structure. Ho reverted to a similar case he operated

upon si.x weeks ago, given in our Reports at the

time, which has gone away well. Mr Erichscn said—"This will heal and be discharged in a fort-

night, if not attacked with eiysipelas, which in so

healthful a subject is unlikely to occur. The
edges of the wound will quickly cicatrise." Mr
Erichscn observed that when these tumours o^cur

at the cancerous period (middle age of women),
which they freipiently do, they are the source of

great anxiety. The two cases were greatly alike

in all respects—age, personal appearance, forma-

tion, and healthful constitution.

Cure of Hernia.
Mr Thompson essayed and initiated an operation

of his own on fliis occasion, his object being to

o')tain more decided adhesive action and inflam-

mation that should induce a more firm cieati-ix in

the parts operated upon than other proceedings

had nitherto effected, the want of which, he said,

was the source of failure. He felt so confident of

the correctness of the princijile which guided the

practice ho was inaugurating, that whatever

might be his success on the present occasion,

which was not a very favourable one, he should

pei'severe iu the plan he was about to adopt. Mr
Thompson remarked that he had witnessed many
objections and consequent failures from all other

modes. Ho had performed Wutzer's operation

upon the patient he was alwut to ojierate upon
to-day somi! time since. In this case the scrotum
and sac were large and loose, and the weight of

the abunilant tissues had overcome the new cica-

trices. This indicated a wajit of solidity and
firmness of cicatrix, which he wished to obviate

by obtaining a more extended surface of union.

Invagination by a tube, as in Wiitzer's opera-

tion, gave adhesive inflammation at tlie peritoneum
and conjoined tendon only, and not in the sac,

which the tube effectually prevented. In con-

sequence, the tissues, by their weight and loose-

ness, dragged and broke down the cicatrix at the

point of union, and the hernia occurred again.

This would more especially take place when, upon
convalescence, the horizontal is relinquished for

the erect position. Instead of using the tcnotomy-
knife and subcutaneous division of superficial

fascia, Mr Thompson invented and used a pair of

spring nipjwrs like an inverted pair of compasses.
Between the giip of these he elevated and cut

away a section of integument. This was done at

the point which foi-ms the commencement of the
invagination. Thus obtaining two raw edges,

they are then invaginated up to the internal ring,

and with the index-finger the nee<lle, which is best

armed with silk ligature, is guided and pushed
through the peritoneum and conjoined tendon and
transversalis fa.scia. The end of one ligature is then
freed from the needle, and the other is carried over
the ring, brought out and tied tightly on the surfueo.

'I"
.

t
. . ]'...\\
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through the invaginated tis,sues, and the ligatures,

made to pass through and include the external
ring, are tied over a circular wood-roll on the sur-

face ; the object being to bring the raw edges of
the invaginat''d sheath into union with the parts
included in the ligatnre, and so induce a more
dense union by a larger inflamed surface upon
which to sot up the adhesive action. The patient
was willing and anxious to obtain any mode of
relief that could be suggested.

Nov. litu..—A.MrrTATioN of Scirrhous Breast.—Mr M.vusii.vll.

A woman, about forty-five years of age, had
enlarged gland of the left breast growing for some
time. The skin and nipple were retracted, aud
the gland showed adhesions to the integuments

—

the sure sign of malignant growth. Mr Marshall
made a large section, removing a considerable

portion of integument and the whole of the
gland. He said, he removed more integument
tlian usual, to include a hardened portion which
existed at tlie extreme margin of the section.

Upon the removal and examination of the gland,

Mr Marshall described the tlLsea.se as being of the

cbaracter uUled rUkular sdUrrhus,— reticular or '

web-like processes nmning in aU direction^
through the diseased gland. These contained the
cancerous fhiid, which did not lie in the milk
cysts, but by the side of them—the cysts them-
selves containing indurated or inspissated milk.

He noticed the numerous vessels required in

this ease to be ligatured. These malignant dis-

eases made large demands upon the circulation

during their growth. He contrasted this case witli

the case of culenoeeU removed by Mr Erichscn
last week, of which we have given a report, in

which only one important vessel required to h&
ligatured.

A Ca.se of sttpposbd Internal H-emorrhoids
was brought into the operating theatre under
chloroform. Mr Marshall, who was called upon
suddenly to officiate for Mr Eriehsen, said he
knew nothing of the character of the case. Upon
examination, he found that it was a case of fistula

in ano, which had been operated uiion, and the

incision had not been healed, but had formed fresh

sinuses, running in several directions. Also pro-

lapsus of the mucous membrane had taken place.

Mr Marshall removed the large portion of mucous
membrane prolapsed, and freely laid open the

sinnses at tlio verge of the anus. Ho filled the

wounds' with dry lint, to stimulate them and
induce adhesive inflammation, that they might
heal from the bottom. He said, until the sinuses

were healed, it wa-s of little use removing pro-

lapsed mucous membrane, since such removal
only increases a tendency to return.

ST GEORGE'S HOSPITAL.
Kov. 8tii.—Removal of Tumour on Parotid

Gland.—Mr Heweit.
This tumour had existed for tweuty-three

years, consequently was of very slow growth..
The patient was a young woman, about thirty
years of age. Mr Hewctt had been cousulted
about six mtMiths previously, the patient having
practised, at her own suggestion, moving the
tumow about, hoping by that means to reduce
its size. Instead, the tumour rapidly enlarged
from this treatment, aud Mr Hewett recommended'
its removal. She was a lady's inaid, and accom-
panied her mistres!, into Scotland. On her return^
she agreed to its removal. Mr Hewett diagnosed,
from its clean outline and long e.xistence, that the
tumour was of fibro-plu^lic structure, aud, from its

deep seat aud slow growtli, lum-inaliynaiii. He
maile a deep incision over the parotid gland in the
neck, through the integuments and subcutaneous
tissues, and rc.iching the gland, found a portion
of it lapping over the tumour. He carefully dis-
sected away the gland, when the tumour Ijoueath
was found quite free, of the shajie of a i)Otato,

and easily turned out. He fortunately found it

quite loose aud moveable, and so much detached
that it turned out like a potato from a bag. In
the course of its removal, Mr Hewett had to imll
on one side with a tenaculum the corvico-brachial
branch of the brachial nei-ve. In consequence,
he said, there would no doubt occur moi-e or less

of pai-alysis of the lower part of the mouth from
this unavoidable stretching of the nerve while
suspended over the tenaculum. The function of
the nerve would become interrupted, aud paralysis
is the consequence. He said this night probably
coutinue for four, eight, or twelve mouth.s hut
would in the end entirely subside. With respect
to the tumour, lie said he had every reason to
believe it was of benign character. It liad no
roots, attachments, or branches extcudiuz or
nmning into the neighbouring tissues. 'Hiese
circumstances give every assurance of freedom
from any return. Upon cutting into it, it proved
to be of fibro-plastic structure, aud in one spot ho
showed that it was cartilaijiiious, being of that
character of tumour called eadumdromatoiu,
bands of cartilage intersecting its growth. With
respect to its healing, that will be by second in-
tention. The x>atient being a healthful, good sub-
ject, if inflammation does not set in to induce
pi/cciiiia, of which, althoujjh there is a possibility,

yet veiy little probability -or erysipelas, of
which the wards are at present free—the wound
will speedily heal. He said there would be
suppuration, and the wound would heal in the
course of a month, or earlier. The last tumour
of this kind in the hospital Mr Pollock operated
uiwn a few weeks since. In that case the wound
healed iu a week, and in ten days the patient left

the hospital. Mr Holmes will examine t^
tumour with the microscope, the structure of

wliich will b« reported.
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CLINICAL REPORTS OF CASES
TNDEE THE CARE OF MK BAKER BROWN, AT THE

LONDON SURGICAL HOME.
^(Reported hy Arthur B. Brown, Clinical Cltrk.)

FlSSt'RE OF THE KeOTTJM—SUPPOSED DISEASE OF
THE Uterus.

M. A., set. thirty-two, married, admitted into

the London Surgical Home August 6th, 1860.

History.—About two years ago was very ill,

•the abdomen becoming enlarged ; the catamcnia
irregular, profuse, and lasting for a loug time;
-and frequent flooding from the uterus.

She consulted two medical men at different

times, who treated her for the flooding and flatu-

lence, but never examined her either per vaginam
or per rectum.
Her bowels have been much constipated, and

she has suffered much pain on passing her
motions. On her admission, she complained of

a sensation of a swelling in the abdomen, which
moved from side to side

;
great pain in the limbs,

and "a tired feeling."

On Examination, Mr Brown found the uterus
perfectly healthy. There was a fold of external
piles round the rectum, and several internal piles

;

also a fissure of the rectum, with a polypoid body
dropping into it.

Treatment.— August 9th.—The patient being
- under chloroform, Mr Brown cut oil' the external

piles, tied the internal, cut off the polypoid body,

and divided the fissure. The rectum was then
plugged with oiled lint.

August 11th.—Lint removed.
August 12th.—Had gss. of castor-oil, which

. opened her bowels without any pain.

She soon after this left the Home quite cured,

and Mr Brown has since heard of her as being
quite well.

Fi.SSURE OF THE ReOTUM.
A. W., a;t. thirty-eight, married, admitted into

the London Surgical Home August 6th, 1860.
History.—About nine montlis ago slie was ill

with intennittcut fever, which left her very weak.
When she got better, she felt an irritating pain
in her rectum, with difficulty and pain in passing
her motions ; she liad also great pain in her back
and loins. Two months ago she attended as out-

patient at one of the Metropolitan Hospitals, and
was tliore treated for haemorrhoids, but witliout

much relief.

On Examination, Mr Brown discovered a very
bad fissure, with a polyijoid body dropping into it

;

also two external piles.

Treatment.— She was put for a few days on
tonic treatment, and on August 9th Mr Brown
cut oft' the external piles and the polypoid body,
and divided the iissure, tlie patient not being
under cliloroform. The rectum was then plugged
with oiled lint.

11th.— Oiled lint removed.
12tli.—Had a dose of castor-oil, which opened

her bowels freely and witliout any pain, which
. she had not been free from for eighteen montlis.

25th.— Left quite cured.

TlSSURE OF THE ReCTXIM—SUPPOSED PROLAPSUS
Uteri—Hypertrophy of Clitoris.

E. O., iet. forty-one, unmarried, admitted into
' the London Surgical Home October 17th, 1860.

History.—Twenty years ago, had a fall and
injured her womb ; an abscess formed, and dis-

charged for some time. She has sutlcred from
great pain in passing her motions and urine.

Eighteen months ago, could not pass her water
for six months, and used to have the catheter

introduced. Slie has worn pessaries for five or
' six years to support the uterus.

On Examination., the uterus was found per-

•^ectly healthy ; Init there was a fissure of the
rectum, and the clitoris was hyperlrophied and felt

like a piece of cartilage.

Treatment.—November 2ud, Mr Brown divided
' the fissure, and also divided the clitoris midway
between the gland and crura. This was so hard,

that it was with difficulty divided ; but wlien cut,

bled freely.

The rectum was then plugged with oiled lint.

'4th.—Liut removed. 5th. — Bowels opened by
castor-oil, more comfortably than they have been
for years.

Remarks.—Mr lirown observed in his clinical
observations on this case, that it was one of great
interest, as it was evident her suH'erings (which
-she very much magiiifio<l) arose from two causes :

fiist the fissure of the rectum, which not only

gave pain on defecation, but also produced diflS-

culty of micturition, a very common result of

fissure or fistula of the rectum ; secondly, from
irritation of the clitoris, which -bms kept up by
self-abuse until it had almost lost its normal
character. Mr Brown observed that he had on
several occasions succeeeded in curing the ])atient

of this baneful habit by simple division of the
clitoris.

Flssure of the Rectum—Supposed Di.se ase
of the Uterus.

M. F., a;t. thirty, manied, admitted into the
London Surgical Home November 1st, 1860.

//istor-j/.— Eight years and a half ago, was
confined of her first child. Since then, she has
had constant pain in passing her motions, and
lately blood has also passed at the same time.
She has for some time had great jiaiu and
bearing-down in her womb, and has been treated
by many medical men for disease of that organ.
On Examination, Mr Brown found the uterus

perfectly healthy ; but on examining the rectum,
discovered a fis sure and two small polypi.

Treatment.—November 3rd, Mr Brown divided
the fissure, removed the polypoid bodies, and
plugged the rectum with oiled lint.

6th.—Lint removed. Had Jss. of castor-oil,

which opened her bowels with more ease than
had been done for nine years.

12th.—She now has daily evacuations without
the slightest pain, and expresses herself as being
free from all her old inconvenience.

MEDICAL SOCIETIES.

EPIDEMIOLOGICAL SOCIETY.
Monday, November 5, 1860.

Dr Babinoton, President, in the Chair.

A paper, by Professor Simpson, of Edinburgh,
was read by Dr McWilliam, entitled

notices of the appearance of syphilis in
scotland, in the last years of the fif-
teenth century.
Dr Simpson's paper commenced by stating that

Medical men are for the most part agreed upon
two points in relation to the history of syphilis—
viz., that it is a species of disease which was un-
known to the Greek, Roman, and Arabian
Physicians ; and that it first began to prevail in

Europe in the latter years of the fifteenth century.
The non-existence of syphilis in ancient times,

and the circumstance of its original appearance
in Europe, about the date alluded to, are opinions
strongly borne out by two sets of facts. For,
first, no definite account of this marked and
extraordinary species of disease is to be found in

the writings of any one of the ancient Greek or
Roman physicians, historians, or poets ; and,
secondly, of the numerous authors wliose works
exist in the learned collections of Liusinus,
Astruc, and Girtanner, and who saw and described
the malady in the latter years of the fifteenth, or
commencement of the sixteenth century, almost
all comment upon it as (to use their own general
expressions) " Morins Novus," " Morhits Iijnotus,"

&c., &c. "It would not, however," said Dr
Simpson, " affect our present object, were we to
consider the disease as it appeared about the
period in question, not to have been a new malady
pireviously totally unknown, but merely, as some
have tliought, an aggravated form of a disease,

formerly existing in so mild a form as not to have
attracted general observation." Dr Simpson
considered it unnecessary to investigate the ques-
tion of the probable source of the disease, and the
exact date at which syphilis first burst forth in

Europe. In relation to the object he had in view,

it mattered not whether it sprung up spon-
taneously and endemioally in Spain, Italy, or

France, at the era in question, or was imported
from Africa, as Griiner and others allege, or from
Hispaniola, as Astruc, Wetherhead, and a host of

authorities liave stoutly, and not unsuccessfully,

maintained. Nor was it necessary to discuss

whether it first showed itself in 1493, as Sanchez
and Hensler consider that they have proved ; or

in 1492, as Fulgosi asserts ; or as early even as

the month of October, 1483, as Peter Pinctor, in

1500, proved astrologically to his own complete
satisfaction that it ought at least to have done,
inasmuch as that was, as he has sagaciously

shown, the precise and exact date of the con-

junction of Venus with Jupiter, Mars, and
Mercury ; and the conjunction of these or other

stars in the heavens above, was, as he and many
of the Astrological Physicians of his time
believed, the origin of this new scourge on the
earth below. Dr Simpson started from the
general proposition, that the disea.'-e was in 1494
and 1495 first distinctly recognised in Italy,

during the invasion of tliat country by the vic-

torious army of Charles VIII. of France. The
malady is generally allowed to have earliest

broken out, in a marked degree, at Naples, about
the time that Charles took posses.sion of that
city in the spring of 1495, or nearly two years
after Columbus's return from his first voyage to
Hispaniola. Charles set out again for France in
May, 1495, and the malady seems to have been
both diffused by his infected troops along the
line of their northward march, and afterwards
carried to their respective houses by his own
French soldiers, as well as by his various Swiss,
German, and Flemish auxiliaries. The new
malady was not long in reaching Scotland, as
attested by edicts issued in 1497 by the Town
Council of Aberdeen, with reference to the
appearance of the disease there, and by the
Privy Council in Scotland in relation to its pre-

valence in Edinburgh. By the Aberdeen edict it

was " stated and ordainit, that all liclit wemen
be charg'd and ordainit to decist fra thar vices
and syne of venerie,"—and a few years later,
" that diligent inquisition be taken of all infect
personis with this strange scikness of Nappelis."
Tlie Edinburgh edict was six months later in date
than the first of those issued by the Aberdeen
authorities. It wa,s, as already stated, drawn np
by the King's Privy Council, and proceeds thus :

"It is our Soveraine Lordis will, and the com-
mand of the Lordis of the Counsall, sent to the
Prouest and Baillies within this Burgh, that this

proclamation follow and be put into execution for

the eschewing of the greit apperand danger of
the infection of his Lieges fra a contagious sikness
callit the Grandgore, &c. That is to say, We
charge straithe and command that all maner of
personis, being within the Fredome of this Burgh,
quhilk are infectit or has been infectit, and
incurit of this said contagious Plage callit the
Grandgore, devoyd, red, and pass furth of this

Town, and Compair upon the snndis of Leith, at

ten houris before none, and thair sail have and
synd Botis reddie in the Haven ordainit, to tham
be the Oflicai-y of this Burgh reddilie furueist with
victuales, to have thaim to the Inch, and thare to

remain quhile God proWde for their Health." The
edict further ordains that those who take upon
them the cure of the disease are also to pa.ss with
the "infectit" to the inch ; and disoliedicnce on
the part of the Doctor or his patient, rendered
both alike amenable to the penalty of being
" brynt on the cheek with the marking inie, that

they may be kennit in time to come." At the
time of the first appearance of syphilis in the

northern realm, the tliroii'j of Scotland was occu-

pied by James IV., a prince ^who was a great

jiatron of the arts and sciences of his time. At
different times we find hira experimenting in

Chemistry, in Physiology, and in Medicine. His
daily expense-books contain many entries of pur-

chases for instruments and materials to make the
nnraakeable "Quinta Essentia, " or philosopher's'
stone ; and he liad laboratories for these investi-

gations both at Edinburgh and Stirling. King
James pi-actised the art of Leech-craft, as well as
experimented in Alchemy and Physiology. " He
was," says Lindsay of Pitscottie, "weill learned
in the airt of Medicine ; and was ane singular

guid chireirgiane ; and their was none of that
profession, if they had any dangerous cure in

hand, but wonld have craved his adwyse." The
High-Treasurer's account shows that the King had
a right royal w.ay in one important respect with
his patients, tliat by it he might have secured a
large consulting and private practice, even in

these modern days of high rivalry and competi-
tion ; for he paid his patients, instead of being
paid by them. Thus, in his daily exiicnse-book,

under the date of April 14, 1491, "is the following

entry:— " Item—To Dominico, to gif ye King
leve to leif him blud," eighteen shillings Scotch :

and a short time afterwai-d.s, " Item—To Kyn-
nard ye harbour, for twa teith drawn furth of his

lied be ye King, xviii. shillings." He seems also

to have tried his hand at Ocular Surgery ; but the

following entry rather ominously hints that ho

was not a successful operator for cataract:

—

"Item—Giffin to ye blind wif vat Ijad her ein

schomo, xviii. shillings." A prince imbued with

«t
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•uch Medical and Surgical propensities would
naturally feel deeply interested iu the first appear-

ance within liis realm of such a malady as syjjhilis

;

and in Ixis Treasurer's accounts there are several

entries indicated that the King had bestowel
monies upon various persons affected with this

disease. Thus there are several entries between
September, 1497, and Ajiril, 1498, for sums
awarded to persons of both sexes afflicted with
" Grantgore." There are various sarcastic allu-

sions to the disease by the Scottish poets of these

early days, amply testifying to the fact of its

rapid diffusion, both among the attaches of the

Court (who were then the most common objects

of poetical satire), and among the community at

large. William Dunbar, the flower of the old

Scottish poets, was at the first introduction of

syphilis, in 1497, in the prime of manhood ; and
in two or three years afterwards, viz., in 1500,

was attached to the King and Court of James IV.

by an annual State pension. In a number of

verses addressed to his patroness the Queen

—

verses which strongly appear to us at the present

day, with our existing standards of taste, as most
unseemly and indecent he commemorates the
communication of the new disease under the name
of the "pockis," or the "spanyie poekis," to the

Queen's men, during the jollities of Fasteni's o'cii,

and the rtigu of the " Abbott of Unreason," and
he cloises his stanzas with an earnest advice to

all to
" Bewar with that jierillous play,

That men callis libbing of the Pockis."

The after effects and consequences of the disease

he describes thus,

—

" Sum, that war ryatous as Ranmiis
Ar now maad tame like ony Lanimis

;

Anil sittin down lyke Scange Crockis
;

And has forsaken all sic gamins
As men cS libbing of the Pockis."

Grunbecht and Brandt, who wrote on syphilis in

1496, when speaking of the diffusion of the dis-

ease at that early date over Europe, both allude,

in very general terms, to its having invaded

France, Germany, &c., and reached as far as
" Brittain." But the earliest specific notice of

syphilis in England which Ur. Simpson remem-
bers to have met witli, is in 1502 ; and in this

notice the malady is spoken of under the name
of " French pox. This notice is contained in

the interesting Privy Purse Expense- Book of

Elizabeth of York, the Queen of King Henry
VII., edited by Sir Harris Nicholas. This chari-

table lady seems, from tlie records iu question,

to have had several proUgics under her imme-
diate caro and keeping. Among these /jroWj^cj

is entered John Pertrii'ne, '* one of the sonncs of

mad Beale. ' There are various articles of expen-

diture successively noted in the Queen's private

expense-book as lavished upon this John Per-

triche during the* currency of 1502, as ' monies'

for his ' dyetts,' for ' buying shirts,' ' shoyn,'
' hosen,' &c. There are twenty pence expended
for his ' Ixjarnying,' and the last two items in the

account record attempts of two different and
rather opposite kiud.s, to amend the mental and
moral dchciencies of this hopeful youth. These
two ultimate items are :

— " For a Prymcr and
Saolter Hook to (John) xx pence," and " Payed
to a Surgeon which healed him of French pox
XX shillings."

In the second division of his paper, Dr Simpson
observes, that the preceduig notices, however

brief and imperfect, relative to the first introduc-

tion and dissemination of syphilis in this country,

were not simply matters calculated to gratify

mere antiquarian curiosity. They appeared to

him to be capable of a much higher aiqilication.

For they offered so many elements tending to

illustrate the general history of the first appear-

ance of syphilis in Europe, and justify us in ({raw-

ing from the data they afford, several not unin-

teresting nor unimportant corollaries in regard to

the first origin and mode of propagation of the

disease, and the distinction of it from other affec-

tions with which it has been confounded. I. These
notices tend to corroborate the pathological opi-

nion, that syphilis was a species of disease new to

Europe when it first excitod the attention of Phy-
sicians, and historians, in the last years of the

fifteenth century. If syphilis was new in Britain

in the end of the fifteenth century, this show.?,

II. That it is a species of disease distinct and
different alike, 1st, from gonorrhoea, and, 2nd,
from Greek leprosy (with both of which maladies

it has occasionally been confounded), for both of

these maladies existed, and were abundantly re-

cognised in this country, long before the era of

the introduction of syphilis. III. As regards the
mode or modes in which the disease was supposed
to be so speedily propagated at its first appear-
ance in Europe, the Aberdeen and Edinburgh
records are both interesting, though they offer

very opposite testimony on this point. For some
time after .syphilis broke out, it was believed both
by the Medical and non-Medic;xl public, that the
disease was communicable and constantly com-
municated from the infected to the healthy, by
the employment of the clothes, vessels, baths, ftc,

used by those already suffering from it, and by
the slightest corporeal contact, or even by breath-
ing the same air with them. One of the gravest
articles of guilt brought against Cardinal Wolsey,
when he was aiTaigned by the House of Lords in

1529, consisted in the allegation that, to quote
the ipsissima verba of the indictment as laid be-

fore Henry VIU., " Whereas your Grace is our
Sovereign Lord and Head, in whom standeth all

the surety and wealth of this Uealm, the same
Lord Cardinal, knowing himself to have the foul

and contagious disease of the great pox broken out
upon him in divers places of his body, camo daily

to your Grace, ownitig in your ear, and blowing
upon your most noble Grace with his perilous anil

infective breath, to the marvellous danger of your
Highness, if God of His infinite goodness had
not better provided for your Highness," &c., &c
For some years after the first outbreak of the dis-

ease, sexual intercourse witli the infected does not
seem to have been suspected byanyoneasthe source

and means by which the syphilitic contagion was
propagated ; nor was the primary affection of the
several organs generally noticed by the authors of

these times as a constant or marked symptom.
They were acipiainted with, and described only,
the secondary symptoms of the malady— the
hideous eruptions on the skin, the ulcers of the
throat, the exostoses and nocturnal pains in the
bones—while they mostly all pass over the genital

organs as if they remained unaffected. So much
was this the case, that we find Montagnana, in

1498, recommending, not as a means of infection,

but as a means of cure, moderate coition (coitus

lemjKrattis). Montagnana sjwaks of having re-

commended the treatment in question (coitus

tcmperatus) to a sick bishop under his care ; and
perhaps we may venture to guess that such a
prescription wouhl neither be tlie most disagree-
able medicine in the world to one who had taken
upon him the vows of St Benedict, nor the one
least likely to extend Montagnana's practice
among the same cla.ss of patients. IV. The early
notices (continued Dr Simpson) adduced of the
appearance of syphilis in Scotland are curious,
as proofs of the rajiidity with which the disease
travelled at its first outbreak over the kingdoms
of Europe. The new malady was, as has already
been stated, first distinctly recognised during the
period that Charles VIll. of France occupied the
city of Naples, or rather immediately after he
left that place. That Naples was the locality in
which the contagion first s])rcad so widely and
rapidly as to be considered almost the source of
the new epidemic ; anil further, that tliis happened
at the precipe ihite of tlie visit of the I'lcjidi
army—^seemsto bo shown by the very designations
respectively conferred at the time upon the new
affection by the Neapolitans and French. For
while the French, as it is well known, designated
it at its first commencement " the Neapolitan
disease," the Neapolitans, on the other hand,
termed it "the French disease." The army of
Charles in their march through Italy arrived at
Rome on the 4tli of December, 1494, and entered
Naples on the 2l3t of Felirua«-y, 1495 ; and after
remaining there three months, they evacuated
the city on the 20th of May. On the 4th of the
same month, tlie Spanish General, Cordova, landed
in Sicily; on the 5th of July the battle of
Torienovo was fought, and the next day King
Ferdinand returned to Naples, but the last rem-
nant of the French army did not reach Franco
till the end of the following year. The Aberdeen
edict, however, was issued within less than
two years after Charles commenced his inarch
homeward. Or, to state the matter otherwise,
Columbus arrived at Palos, in Andalusia, after
his first voyage to the New World, on March
It, 1493, and from his second voyage in April,

1496. The edict of the Aberdeen Aldenncu and
Coiuicil was passed on April 23, 1497, or exactly

four years and thirty-eiglit days from the date of

Columbus's first return to Europe ; while the fa-

mous edict of the Parisian authorities was issued

on March 6, 1497, only forty-eight days before

that of Aberdeen. The rajiiclity with which the

disea.se thus spread from the south of Europe to

,

its western confines has been often employed as

an argument to show that the contagion of.

syphilis was propagated at its first introduction,

by laws different from those which now regulate

its communication. In other words, it has often .

been alleged that the disease was thus spread

from kingdom to kingdom, and from city to city,

by epidemic influence, and by general contagion,

and not merely by the slower medium of impure
sexual connection. When we look to the then

existing state of societ}-, both on the Continent

andinourown country— to the loose maimers and
licentious lives—we shall probably find a suffi-

cient solution of the, at first sight, difficult pro- •

blem of the rapid dissemination of the new ma-
lady. The morals of the general mass of the
people are ever found to be regulated by the ex-

ample set before them by the aristocracy and .

clergy. At the date of the introduction of syphilis

into Europe, the notorious habits of the two latter

ruling bodies were assuredly such as to expedite

the diffusion of the new scourge that had sprung

11]) among them, and hence at its first outbreak

wc find the disease forcing itself upon several of

the highest members of the Continental Court
and Church. The Emperor Charles V., Pojie Alex-
ander VI., kings and cardinals, princes and
bishops, peers and priests, are recorded among
its victims. As far as regarded the predis-

posing habits and influence of the clergy at

least, matters were not better in Britain than
on the Continent when the disease reached

this country. There was openly inscribed,

over thft door of Cardinal Wolsey's palace,

— "DomusMeretriciuin Domini Cardinalis." Tho-
manners of the inferior dignitaries of tlie church
offered only too close an imitation of those of its

Primate. The Coniinissioners appointed by Henry
VIII. to visit the nionasteries oi' England have re-

corded a sad, and probably only a too true, picture

of the moral degeneracy of the great mass of the
clergy of the time. With some few honourable and
cheering exceptions, they found the occupants of

the monasteries " following lives of degraded vices

and licentiousness, instead of religious purity and
exemplary rectitude." Accounts of their proceedings

were transmitted by the Visitor to the Vicar-General,

and they contained sufficient material to render the
monasteries " completely iufaiiious, for their gross,,

absurd superstition, their shameful impositions, their

aliandoned, unnatural ineontinency," &c. &c. Clerical

morals and nianiiers were not in a much better state

on the Scottisli side of the border. Queen Mary
would seem to have reganled the health of the high

Roman Church dignitary who baptised her son James
with consideralile suspicion, for she .sent won! to him
to forbear to use the "spittle" on the occasion..
" She would not have a pokia priest to spit in her

child's mouth." Very shortly before the commence-
ment of syphilis, the disaolute manners of the

English clergy, especially of the regulars, created

such noise and commotion, that Pope Innocent VIII,

sent, in 1490, to Archbishop Merton, authorising,

him to admonish his alibots and friars, " that by
their lewd and dissolute lives, they brought ruin-

upon their own souls and set a bad example to

others." Wlien such was the scandalous life led by
some of the clergj', we cannot wonder (concluiled

Dr Simpson) tliat before the introduction of syphilis,-

Rabclais (hiiuself at one time an ecclesiastic) should
apply to gonorrho;a the very significant term of
" Kheume Ecclesiastique ;" or, that after the ap-
pearance of syphilis, this latter and greater malady
should have spread speedily among all ranks, down,
from the clergy to the laity, apd from the king ta
the church, and should have diffused itself l>y such
stealthy and rapid steps over the countries of Europe^
as to have at first been mistaken for a malady spread-

ing itself, not by impure intercourse, but by general
epidemic influences.

A discussion followed the reading of this paper, ii»

which Dr Copland, Dr Babingtou, Mr Hunt, and Dr
McVVilliam took part.
« —

I

ItOBDF.RV OF SuitCICAL I.XSTIlf.MF.NTS.—At tho

Marlborougli-stioet Police Court, John and Susan
Fanner were charged with stealing surgical in-

struments, the property of Mr Bailey, surgical

instrument maker, of 418 Oxford street, from
whom a large number of instruments had been
stolen out of a glass case in the slioji. They had"

endeavoured to dispose of them to a surgeon, and
when they were apprehended had ill their posses-

sion several cases of iiistruuient.s, which were
identified. The prisoners were remanded.
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OUB NOTE BOOK.

GLYCERIN LOTION.
Take of rose-water, 1 pint

;
quinoe-seed, 2

-dtachms. Macerate, strain, and add glycerin lib.

This is an elegant application to chapped hands,

and may do very well for a hair-dressing. Rose-

ivater may be substitned by orange-flower water,

or other aqueous jierfumcs.
— 'Chemist and Drug-

gist,' and ' British American Journal.'

HYPODERMIC MEDICATION BY
SULPHATE OF QUININE;

The subject of hypodermic medication is now
attracting much attention. Much has been said

about its great efficacy in neuralgic alTections,

where the effect is supposed to be a local one,

though, at times, the constitutional symptoms
.are quite marked.

The results of experiments performed by Dr I.

Langer, of Davenport, Iowa, with sulphate of

quinine, and reported in the ' New York Medical

Press ' for June 16, 1860, prove that this drug, at

least, acts after its absorption. The article is

quite lengthy, but the following conclusions con-

tain the substance of the Author's labour* :

"1st. Certain agencies most powerful when
hypodermically used, will become inefficacious

when administered in stomach doses.

•"2ud. Sulphate of quinine injected into the

areolar tissue WiU act quicker, more powerfully,

and with equal, if not more, certainty in subduing

the primary symptoms of malarial iufoctions, than

when administered by the mouth.

"3rd. Sulphate of quinine injected under the

coritmi even in large doses, one scruple at one in-

jection, wiU not produce excessive cephalic symp-

toms.
"4th. Sulphate of quinine injected under the

corium, if necessary, during a paroxysm, will be

followed with less aggravated symptoms than in a

stomachic dose.

"6th. AVhcre the sulphate of quinine is indi-

cated, the local irritation of the stomach and

appendages constitutes no contra-indication.
" 6th. The injection must always be made under

the corium.

"7th. The solution must be rendered neutral,

to avoid unnecessary pains.
" 8th. For the same purpose—also for dissolv-

ing the crj'stals sometimes precipitated in a solu-

tion of the sulphate of quinine—the temperature

of the solution must be increased to blood-heat

and over.

"9th. Sulphate of quinine hypodermically

applied is received into the system in a greater

;state of purity than when given by the stomacli,

where it may become contaminated or decom-

posed."— 'Boston Med. Journal,' Aug. 2, 1860,

and ' British American Journal.'

ON RETENTION OF URINE IN THE
FOLTUS AS A CAUSE OF OBSTRUCTED

LABOUR.
The substance of this paper constituted a com-

munication to the Academy of Medicine some
years since, bxit has never lieen before published

in full. Judging from the silence of writers on
Midwifery upon this subject, M, Ddjjaul observes,

this cause of difEcult labour can bo little known.

But although cases of retention of the urine in

the fojtus carried to tliis extent may be rare,

others are far more connnon, in which, owing to

the secretion having continued during a leas

lengthened period, or liaviug been loss abundant,

the tumonr resulting from its accumulation has

been much less considerable, or may have passed

unperceived at the period of birth. At present,

the Author confines his attention to the obstetrical

relations of these ca,ses, jirojiosing on a future

occasion to demonstrate the fact now generally

denied—viz., that the functions of the kidneys

become established at an early period of fojtal

life, the urine piissing, by reason of the bladder,

through the canal of the urethra into the liquor

amnii, of wliich it is indeed one of the principal

sources. The following is an abstract of the par-

ticulars of the case which occurred in M. Depaul's

own practice, and related by him at great length ;

A lady, twenty-eight years of age, in her third

pregnancy, found at the fifth month that she had
attained the size usual at the end of gestation, this

exaggerated size having begun to manifest itself

after three months and a half. The movements
of the child, too, perceived first at about the
fourth month and a half, were very feeble, and

kept getting more and more so. Soon after the

sixth month labour pains appeared, and in the

course of twenty-six hours dilatation had become
complete. Notwithstanding, Iiowever, that the

pains of late had become very active, no progress

seemed to be made, and no liquor amnii was dis-

charged. The midwife, wishing to expedite

matters, used various violent tractions, the con-

sequences of which were that the cervical spine

became broken, and one arm and the head were
detached from the body. A practitioner who was
called in detached the other arm and opened the

thorax ; but notwithstanding the evacuation of the

lungs and heart, the trunk could not be delivered.

After eight hours endeavour of this kind, the
Author's aid was sought, the pains having now
become feeble, but the patient's condition being

in no wise alarming. He was at once struck by
the enormous size of her abdomen, the fundus of

the uterus e.xtending six fingers' breadth above

the umbilicus, while the organ had assumed tlie

size of a uterus at full time when distended with
a large quantity of liquor amnii. On examina-
tion, the abdomen of the infant was found to be
enormoitsly distended, and this was at first attri-

buted to ascites, although such large effusions

into the peritoneum during intra-uterine life aie

very unusual. An opening into the abdomen was
forced by means of the finger, aud about a quart
of sanguinolent serosity was discharged. Not-
withstanding this, it still continued immensely
distended, and a fluctuating tumour was still to

be felt. Perforating this with the nail, a quantity
of trau.sparent, citron-coloured fluid gushed out,

which was estimated at about five pints. After
this discharge the delivery was easily completed,
and the patient did as well as after a natural

labour. On examining the foetal abdomen, and
restoring it by moans of insufflation to the large

size it had prior to the puuctures, it was found
to measure twenty-one centimetres in the trans-

verse, nineteen in the vertical, and fourteen in

the antcro-posterior diameters—and this inde-

pendently of the increase wliich had taken place

from eflu-sion of serosity into the peritoneum.
The abdominal walls themselves had also under-
gone a considerable thickening from serous infil-

tration. The distended bladder, the muscular
walls of which were much hypertrojihied,

occupied almost all the cavity of the abdomen,
the organ being in its largest circumference tliirly-

five ceijtimetres. Three caivals ojiened on its

surface,—the two ureters, and the large intestine.

The last terminated on the anterior side (its

normal calibre having become diminished after

coming in contact with the bladder to that of a
small quill), its aperture being scarcely detectable.

Externally there was no indication of the orifice

of the anus. The immediate cause of the urinary
tumour was the obliteration of a portion of the
canal of the urethra.

M. Depaul quotes in detail cases more or less

resembling this one related by Portal, in his
' Pratique des Accouchements ;' by Mr Fearn, in

vol. ii. of the 'Lancet' for 1834-35 ; by M. Del-

bovier, in the ' Archives de Medecine Beige ;' by
M. Gaudon, in the ' Bulletins de la Societe Ana-
toraique' for 1846 ; and by M. Duparoque, in the
' Annates d'Obstetrique' for 1842; and from the
whole he draws the following conclusions :— 1.

The urinary secretion is established at an early

period of fatal life, 2. When, from vicious con-

formation or other obstacle, jtho urine cannot at this

period of life be expelled into the cavity of the

amnios, it accunmlates in the bladder, and this

organ may then obtain dimensions which renders

spontaneous delivery impossible, even when the

pelvis is perfectly well formed, and the period of

pregnancy is not complete. 3. So great ha\-e

been the difficulties thus produced, tliat in several

cases the head and limbs have become detached
without the obstacle being overcome. 4. AVhou-
ever an exaniination of the parts has been made
with exactitude, it has been plainly demonstrated
that, together with this development of the size

of the bladder, there has coexisted a hypertrophy

of its walls, aud especially of its muscul.ar coar,

showing that the organ does not play merely the

jiart of a passive reservoir, but that it frequently

endeavours, during pregnancy, to expel the fluid

which it has received. 5. The cases on record

would seem to show that while it may be well-

nigh impossible to recognise the nature of such a

case during pregtiancy, a strong probability, if

not certainty, may be arrived at respccriug it

during the progi-ess of labour. 6. The rarity of

simple ascites carried to this extreme degree, wi"
at once lead to the presumption of a distension of

the bladder ; a retention of urine may be declared

to be present when malformation of the genital

organs may be made out by exploration. 7.

Under any circumstance the practice to be pursued
is the same. When tractions, carried as far as

prudence will permit, have failed, an evacuation

must be resorted to. 8. As the vices of conforma-

tion of the urinary organs in question do not ne-

cessarily compromise the viability of the infant,

it is absolutely necessary to practise the operation

of puncture with all due precaution. The in-

sertion of the funis will serve as a safe guide to

the most favourable spot. 9. In proceeding in

this way, it may not be impossible, by means of

another operation, performed after delivery, to

re-establish the natural passage of the urine, and
thus save the life of the child.— ' Gazette Heb-
domadairc,' Nos. 20, 21, 23, and ' British American
Journal.'

ALUM LOZENGES FOR APHTHA AND
PHARYNGO-LARYNGEAL ANGINA.

Instead of the alum gargles prescribed for pha-

ryngo-laiyngeal angina, the aphony or disphoBy

of professional singers, and for aphtha; of the

month, whatever be their origin, M. Ai^enti ex-

hibits with benefit the following lozenges :

B—Aluniinis
Tragacantha; . , . ' -

Saccharil /-ati.a.

Aq.fdcstul. lauro-cera.si )

for lozenges weighing 7 gr. and containing each
about half a grain of alum.
The well-mixed mass is spread over a sheet of

paper, distributed into lozenges, and dried at a

mild heat. The result is a [tastil in which the
astringent taste of the alum i.s tempered by the
sweetening ingredients, aad will keep for months.
The lozenge is allowed to melt in the mouth, and
the saliva conveys the medicinal agent to the
diseased parts.— 'Journal of Practical Medicine
and Surgery.'

LEGAL ZNIELLiaEIfCE.

COURT OF EXCHEQUER, Nov. 14th.
{fSitUn;/s iii Jianco, before the Lord Chief Baron, Mr

Baron Braniwell, Mr Baron Chamiell,
and Mr Baron Wilde.)

ELLIS r. KELLY.
This was a case stated under the 2(Hh and 21rt of

Victoria, cap. *•$. An infonnatiou was preferted

against the defendant, a surgeon at Pinner, for

having, on the 2nd of November last, pretended to

be, and using the title of, Doctor of Medicine, thereby
implying tliat he was registeretl under the Act 21st

aud 22uil of Victoria, cap. 90.

It was prove<l before the magistrates that the

defendant had for years past affixed on t'ne outer

gate of his resideuce a brass plate, on which was
engr,ived " Dr Kelly." The defendant was re^is-

tei-ed in the last 'Medical Register' as a member
of the Royal College of Surgeons of Englaml, 1866.;

licentiate of the Society of Apothecaries, 1856. 'The

complainant swore that he had heard huu call him-
self Doctor Kelly.

For tlie defence, a document, purporting to be a
diploma of the University of Erlangen, in Bavaria,

was put ill, and evidence was called to prove the
gemuiieness of it.

Gustavus Morris Str.auss, Doctor of Philosophy, of

Berlin, swore that he Wiis acquainted with the
diplomas of the University of Eriaiifien, and one of

the se.als attached to tlie dipionia produced was that
of the gieat Univei'sity ; that the aecoud seal was
that of the Medical Faculty ; that the diploma per-

mitted the )ierson named therein to practise Medi-
cine througliout Germany, and that he believed the
signature of one of the professors (Rowsshuit) to be
genuine.
Adolph Reinecher, Doctor of Medicine, of Berlin,

swore that the diploma in question was in the form
and shape of those used at Erlangen, but that the

seals are nut like those at present used ; that for-

merly diplomas of Philosophy of German Uuiverai-

ties were to be had for money, but not those for

Medicine, iiersous residing in England being unable

to obtain one without first undeigoing examina-

tion.

The conipl.ainant contended that the diploma put
in was not legally proved to heanthenticandpeiiuiae,

nor the person named therein to lie the delVudant

;

and that the .same might have lieen jirove,! if thd

defendant had left the document at the Registration

office, when the Council would, tlirmigh the Dean of

the Faculty at Erlangen, have aseei fa*t

of it8 being genuine or not; aud tl. .li«»

facts had been duly proveil, the deft 1. . emg
registered as qualified by that diploma to practise
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as a 51. D., he did not commit tlie offence charged in

the inl'ormation by having the title of doctor on his

brass plate in front of his house ; and also that the

possession of such foreign diploma did not entitle

the defendant to nse the title of doctor of medicine

lathis country without Ijeing lial)le to the penalty

imposed by tht 40th section of the 2lHt and 22ud of

Victoria, cap. 90.

The Justices, upon hearing the information, dis-

missed the same, with costs against the complainant,
for the fol'.nviug reasons :—That it was proved the

defendant had practised at Pinner as a meilical man,
assuming the title of doctor of medicine, and was
not registered in the Medical Register as such ; that

the document purporting to be a diploma was not
proved; that the possession of that document so far

justified the defendant in assuming the title of doctor
of medicine ; that he could not be said to have
assumed sucli title wilfully and fahely within the
meaning of the 4('th section ot the lli-gistratiou A,ct:

but the J ustices were of opinion that the Act pro-
hibited in England the use of the title of doctor of
medicine obtained by virtue of any foreign diploma,
unless the same be registered according to the pro-
visions of the Act. The questions stated for the
opinion of the Court were— tirst, whetherthe Medical
Registration Act, 21st and 22nd Victoria, cap. 90,

prohibits the taking and using the title of doctor of
medicine by any medical man in England unless the
said titlo be duly registei-ed according to the provi-

sions of the Act ; secondly, whether, if the Court
should be of opinion that the Act prohibits the
assuming of such title, the defendant under the cir-

cumstances cau ^>e held to have so done " wilfully

and falsely '* within the meaning of the 40th sec-

tion.

Mr Codd argued for the appellant ; Mr Coulson
Robinson, for the respondent.
Mr Cod<l submitted that the opinion of the Court

should Ik* in the affirmative on both (questions ; that
the Act prohibited the nse of the title of doctor of
metiicine, and that there was no evidence to justify

the justices in assuiuitig hia title from the parchment
produced before them. Sect. 34, 21st and 22nd of
Victoria, cap. 9<), enacts that a duly-qualilied medi-
cal practitioner shall be construed tu mean **a
person registered under this Act." Tlie -lOth section

enacts "that anv person who shall wilfully and
MSely pretend trtbe. ortake or use the name nr title

of, .
'^- •

TQeii:

?^^'^^'
. ' ;

titl«, iiii.Uiiuu, of UcaCL'ipLiuu luiplyiiig tliul Lu in rtt>

cistered under this Act, or that he is recoguiaed by
law as a physician, &c., efhaU, upon a uuniniary con-
viction for auy such offence, pay a sum not exceed-
ing 20;." The ijuestion is, whetlier, upon tlie wording
oithcAct, tlu' f;u-t of having a foreign diploma gave
thedcfen'l:intai;oloural)le right to use the title of a
plivsi. 11.1 Tliu magistrates did not think the seals

'lan proved, and the evidence ofits authen-
1.

iiH- Loni Ciiief Baron : The seals are both proved
aoconliugto the evidence stated in the case before
US.

Mr Codd : The justices say the contrary.
The Lord Chief Baron : When we revise the deci-

sion here, we mny say that the seals are proved,
althouj^h ihe iiiagi:itr;ttes say they are not.

Mr'',,!l t rr.nteird tliat a person duly (jualified,

but ii .1, comes within the 40th section;
his 11 111 is a violation of it.

Tiii !,.. .of Baron : But the defendant is
regist*red both as a surgeon and an apotliccarv.

MrC'ofld: But ii'>e n'l .t MI).. wbMi li- rk'">icritj«d

' -Is to

I .1, he
:.,!. ...iuaulf what lie plea.ses. Supiw-^c a person
' i ill and a doctor of laws, which might
liapj ji., .^iuely he can call himself doctor if he thinks
projier to do so I ITie Act was passed tu prevent
persons not being qualifleil to practise surgery im-
posiii:,' iij«)n the public. The defendant is qnalified
and rc^'istered, and you can only charge him with
assuming to lie a luemtjcr of the College of Pbyai-
cians, wben he is only iufreality a member of the
Coll<!f,'e of Sur?;eons. There is no pretence for

' ' ' I'retonded to be a member of the
' .ans. Tlie charge virtually here is

imed a name, but that he did not
droii it.

Tiieir Ix)rd8bip8 were nltimately of opinion that
the decision of the Justices should l)e counimed, and
granted the conts of the appeal.

In the Court of Queen's Bench at Westminster, on
Nov 15, the case of the Queen «. the Registrar of
' '• '

il Education and Kegis-
111 was brouglit before

'
' --i., '_ 1, and Justices liill and

ISlatkbiuii. Mr beigeant Hayes moved for a rule
calling nnou the Registrar of the General Oiuncil of
Medical Education and Registration to show cause
why the name of the applicant, R. Organ, should not

be restored to the Register, from which it had been
erased by order of the Council. It appeared from
the statement made by the learned Serjeant, that the
46th section of the Medical Act (the 21st and 22nd of
Victoria, cap. xc. ) authorised the General Council
to dispense with such provisions of the Act, or
regulations made under it, as to them should seem
tit, in favour of certain classes of practitioners,

among whom w^re enumerated *'' persons practising
in the United Kingdom on Foreign or Colonial
diplomas or degrees." The applicant sent in an
application to have the benelit of this dispensation,
as being in practice on a foreign diploma. The
Council did not recognise his claim on the ground
which he put forwarvl, but allowed his name to be re-

gistered under another clau.se of the same section, viz.,

as acting "as Surgeon in the public service," the appli-

cant being Surgeon to several Poor-law Unions in

Yorkshire. Subsequently they caused his name to

be erased from the Register, in accordance with the
power given to the Council by the 59th section,

which enacted that if a registered Medical Practi-
tioner shall be convicted of any felony or misde-
meanour, " or shall, after inquiry, be judged by the
General Council to have been guilty of infamous
conduct in any professional respect," the General
Council might, if they saw fit, direct the Registrar
to erase his name from the Register. Ther«: was also

another section, the 26th. wbioli «n»cted that any
entry which .shall be proved to the satisfaction of

such General or Branch Council to have been frau-

dulently made may be erased from tlie Register,
by order in writiug of such Genera] or Branch
Council ; ami the Council contended that they
were justified in erasing the applicant's namemder
that section ; also, it being alleged that he !iad

procured his name to be registered by a statement
that he had been duly appointed Surgeon to

certain Unions, the fact "being that, in at least

one of the instances specified, he had no regular
ajjpointment. The learned serjcant now stated that
tile applicant had not claimed to be registereil as a
Surgeon " in the public service," but as '* practising
on a foreign diploma ;" and he contended that the
31^h section was prospective only, and not retro-
si)ective ; and, as the "infamous conduct" of which
it was allegeit the applicant had been guilty took
place many years ago, the Medical Council had no
jurisdiction to inquire into it. Lord Cliief Justice
(Jockbum said the question required serious consi-

deration, and the learned Serjeant might take a rule.

—

Rule rti>i'grante<l.

UK CHARLES COOTE.
It Is witli great .sorrow that we have to an-

nounce the death of l)r Charles Coote. A career
of UBefuIuess opening with brighter prospects
than usually falls to the lot of one so young lias

thus been suddenly brought to a close ; and when
we say he died res|ic(ted and esteemed by all who
knew him, we feel that we are expressing a seu-

timeut very generally felt.

Charles fhoiuas Coote wa« the fourth son of
R. H. Coote, E.s<j., Barrister, of Lincolu's-inu.

He was born in the year 1823. His early educa-
tion was acquired at the Kensington Projirietary

and King's College Schools, whence he proceeded
to Queen's College, Oxford, iuteuding at that
time to enter the Church, his mind having becu
attracted to theological studies by the movement
which begau in the Church of England under the
name of Tractarianism. In this study ho con-
tinued for several years, and obtained with
honours bis ' .• n

. ,- . . -^^

1847. But b I

tuni, and lie < ^.

,

devoting his attuulioii to the more attractive
studies of Medicine aud Natural Science ; and
agaiu he gave evidence of the talent which ho
possessed by gaining the Shepherd Medical Fel-
lowship of his College. He now entered on the
practical study of his Profession at St Hartholo-
mew's Hospital, and, a short time afterwards,
obtained the UadclifTe Travelling Fellowship. In
1853 he took his degree as Doctor of Medicine at
Oxford, and in 1858 was elected a Fellow of the
Royal College of Physicians.

Having now finished his I'rofes.sional education
in England, he married, and proceeded to vist the
various Continental Medical Schools, being for

some time a pupil under Rokitansky at Vieima,
and Virchow at Wurtzburg. But here a sad
trial overtook him— liis wife died ; and this

shock so shattered his health that he returned
home, aged by much more than the time he had
spent from England.
The war in the Crimea soon followed, and Dr

Coote went out as one of the jVssistant- Physicians
to the Hriti.sh Civil Hospital at Smyrna. Upon
his return to England he became attached to the
Great Northern Hospital, which ho afterwards

relinquished on being appointed to the staff of
the Middlesex Hospital, which appointment is

now made vacant by his death.

His untiring energy and perseverance, liis con-

stant attendance in the post-mortem theatre, soon
told upon a frame already shattered by domestic
affliction, and weakened by his Eastern labours.

He rapidly lost flesh and strength ; aud being
advised by his colleagues to try change of air,

he proceeded to St Leonards, and afterwards

to Hi^res, in the South of France. For a short

time he seemed to derive evident benefit, and
the accounts which reached home were very
encouraging ; but this was only of short dura-

tion. He was found dead in his bedroom on the

morning of the 13th iust., having died apparently

from some cardiac afi'ection.

We gladly append the following resolution

unanimously agreed to by his late colleagues, as

expressmg the feeUngs with which he has
inspired them during the short time he held

office at the Middlesex Hospital :

—

"The Medical Committee have the painful

duty to announce at the Weekly iioard that they
have received the distressing intelligence of the
death of tbeir esteemed colleague, Dr Charles Coote.
The Committee cannot make this communication
to the Weekly Board without at the same time
expressing their deep sense of the loss tho
Hospital has sustained in the jiremature decease
of one whose extensive ac<iuireiiionts, untiring
energy, and great practical abilities, rendered
him a peculiarly valuable officer, as well as an
ornament to his Profession. As a colleague, Dr
Coote was endeared to the Committee by the
amiability of his temper and the perfect integrity

of his character. And in thus recording the
personal attachment which was universally felt

for him, the Committee are called upon to add
the expression of their belief that the fatal -event

which they now deplore was hastened by his
conscientions perseverance in the discharge cf
duties far beyond his strength."

That this resolution expresses a very general

feeling we arc sure ; and we know that our
departed friend was held in the very highest
esteem by tho students under his tuition. With
their teacher they have also lost a kind-hearted
and warm friend ; and the ]iroiiiise which ho
gave of future greatness makes his lo.s3 one which
the Profession may lament.— ' Medical Times and
Gazette.'

JAMES HOWELL, ESQ., M.E.C.S.
The recent death of this gentleman, in his seven-

tieth year, has removed from amongst us one who
by his talents and influence, and especially by his

high tone of professional conduct aud ieeling, was
well worthy of the intimacy he enjoyed through
life with most of the leading members of our pro-

fession in London and its vicinity.

Mr Howell became a member of the College of
Surgeons in 1812, and commenced practice in
Wandsworth, influenced to this step by the advice

of Dr Tape, of Staines, and Mr Ives, of Chertsey.

In 1814 he married the daughter of tho latter

gentleman ; of the children of which marriage,
several (including two sons in tlie Medical Profes-

sion) survive hiiii. From this duU'. to that of

his death he continued to practise here, beloved
and honoured, it may truly be said, by his
numerous jiaticnts, and grateful ]>oor of the
neighbourhooil, and the leading professional men
of his day, with whom his practice ueccssai'ily

brought him into a frequent contact, which liis

worth and manner made the prelude to friendship.

Altiiough he contributed little to the literature

of his profession, his great ability was well kno«Ti
to his frienils, who found him, on points of impor-
tance, considerably in advance of his day. From
a ver)' early period he successfully combined tho
non-restraint system in the treatment of insanity
with the use of a liberal diet aud opium. Tho
abuse of purgatives he also steadily resisted at all

ri.sks to himself; and there is one prominent
member of the profession still alive who probably
owes his life to the sagacity of Mr Howell in this

"

respect. His success, in the more conventional
meaning of the word, was early and decisive.

In 1857 his health began to fail; .ind he under-
went an attack of fever, for which he was attended
by Dr Bright and DrBrinton. In 1858 ho was
seized with symptoms closely resembling those of

whooping-cough, which gradually undermined his

constitution. He died at his residence in Wanda-
worth on the 26th of September last.
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BIRTHS.
Creeokn'. November 7, at Plough road, Rotlier-

hitlie, tlie wife of Jaiues Joseph Creegen, M. D.,

of a daiigliter.

Marley.—November 17, at Bromyard, Hereford-

shire, the wife of Richard Marley, Esq.,

M.R.C.S., L.A.S., of a sou.

Thurn'AI.l.— November 6, at Bedford, the wife

of W. Thuruall, Esq., M.R.C.S., of a daughter.

MARRIAGE.
G.\RKER—BiRN-EY. — November 1, at Bright,

William H. Garner, M.D., to Helen Cordelia,

second daughter of J. Birney, Esq., of Oakley

Park, Co. Down.

MEDICAL NEWS.

at Canterbury,

L.S.A. Lond.

Peter

DEATHS.
BowDEH.— October 28, Samuel William Bowden,

of Brixhani, Devonshire, M.R.C.S. Eng.,

L.S.A. Loud., Admiralty Surgeon and Agent,

aged 52.

BuRM.VN.—November 4, at 'Wisbech, of apoplexy,

Smith Burman, M.D. Ediu., aged 52.

CooTE.—November 13, Charles Thomas Coote,

M.D. O.xon, F.R.C.P. Lond., of Gloucester

place, Hyde park, aged 36.

French.—November 22, at Cambridge Heath,

James French, Esq., M.R.C.S.E., aged 76.

Halls.—November 6, on board the Peninsular

and Oriental Company's steamer 'Ceylon,'

John Jas. Halls, Esq., B.A. Cantab., F.R.C.S.,

Assistant-Surgeon iu H.M.'s Bengal Army,

Surgeon at the civil station of Arrah during

the siege of that i)lace in 1857.

Hart.—November 1, in Northumberl»nd square.

North Shields, William Hart, M.R.C.S. Eng.,

L.S.A. Lond., aged 43.

Lamont.—November 11, -Eneas Lament, of

Belfast, F.R.C.S. Ireland.

Ludlow.—At D' Urban, Port Natal, South Africa,

William Henry Ludlow, formerly of Leire, near

Lutterworth, Leicestershire, aged 28.

Molloy.—November 14, at Houn.slow, Mid-

dlesex, Robert MoUoy, M.D., M.R.C.S. Eng.,

L.S.A. Lond., aged 45.

Pemell.—November 13,

PemeU, M.R.C.S. Eng.,

Price.—November 13, William Price, of Ports'

mouth, M.R.C.S. Eng., aged 77.

PuRTON.— Recently, Astley Purton, of Alcester,

Warwickshire, M.D. Edin., M.R.C.S. Eng.,

aged 48.

Radcliffe.—November 5, Samuel Radcliffe, of

Leeds, M.R.C.S. Eng., L.S.A. Lond., aged 53.

ScAiFE.—November 4, suddenly, William Scaife,

of Kinkerry hill, Bcwcastle, Cumberland.

Seiffer.—August 26, at Greenock Creek, South

Australia, A. Seiffer, M.D., aged 32.

Stacey.-November 15, Edmund Hills Stacey,

of Carmarthen, M.R.C.S. Eng., L.S.A. Lond.,

aged 65.

Tayl<jr.— October 30, at Tamworth, Joseph

Tavlor, late of Appleby, Leicestershire,

M.'R.C.S. Eug., aged 69.

Thompson.—November 8, Henry Thompson, of

Baptist Mills, Bristol, (in practice prior to

1815,) Surgeon in the Armv, aged 75.

THO.MPSON.—October 31, John Thompson, of

Blanehland, Riding Mill, Northumberland,

L.S..A.. Lond.
Turner. -November 11, Richard Turner, of

Lewes, Sussex, M.R.C.S. Eng., L.S.A. Lond.,

aged 61.

TwEDDELL.—November 14, at Hartley Wintnoy,

, Hants, Fenwick Martin TweddeU.
Wall.—October 27, Dr Wall, lato of Dunman-

way, Cork, aged 39.

WiMON.—November 8, John Grant Wilson, of

Clifton, M.R,C.S. Eng., L.S.A. Lond., late

Senior Surgeon to the Bristol General Hos-

pital, aged 63.

Yellow Fever at Belize.—H.M.S. "Icarus'

has arrived at Jamaica from Belize, Honduia»,
having lost in that j)lace, from yellow fever, the

second lieutenant, two assistant-surgeons, master,

captain's clerk, and thirty men. Many of the

crew also were very ill on her arrival in Jamaica.

They were all conveyed to the hospital, since

which no death.s have occurred.

Royal College of Surgeons.—The following

gentlemen, having undergone the necessary exa-

minations for the diploma, were admitted Mem-
bers of the College at a meeting of the Court of

Examiners on tlie 15th inst. :— Henry Joseph

Altmann, Islington ; Frank Harvey Browns,

Stowe Maries ; Alfred Frederick Strafford Clarke,

Gordon square ; Branthwayte Beevor Ford,

Longton, Stafrordshire ; Henry Goodall, Madras;

Edward Buller Hicks, Greenhithe ; George

Augustus Hicks, Torquay, Devon ; AVilliam

Kennethmant Ironside, N.B. ; Felix WiUiam
Isherwood, Clitheroe, Lancashire ; John Sampson

Levis, Skibbereen ; Samuel Lloyd, Smethwick,

near Birmingham ; George Valentine Theodore

Manly, Free Town, Sierra Leone ; John March,

Hounslow ; Richard Henry Milson, London
;

Theodore Orton, Littlebourne ; William Henry

O'Toolc, Dublin ; WilUam Pitt, Willenhall
;

Thomas Savage, Wolverhampton ;
Edward Julian

Sharood, Brighton; Charles Walls, Boothby,

Spilsby ; Edward Parker Young, Dehimere cres-

cent ;
George Edmund Young, Mechlin.

Ai'OTHECARLEs' Hall.—Namcs of gentlemen

who passed their examination in the Science and

Practice of Medicine, and received Certificates to

practise, on" Thursday, the 15th inst. :—Charles

.lames Bracey, Birmingham ; Francis Mark Cann,

Exeter, Devon ; Francis William Gibson, Bath
;

Thomas Fitzhcrbert Snow, Box, Wilts ; John

Tanner, Tetbury, Gloucestershire. The following

gentlemen also on the same day passed their

First Examination ;—Richard Henry Dawson,

Broxholme, Lincolnshire ;
John Harvey, Bir-

mingham ; James Fenton Stamper, Haverford-

west. For an Assistant :—George Samuel Hodg-

son, London street, Greenwich. The names of

gentlemen who passed the Special Preliminary

Examination in Arts on Tuesday and Wednesdaj',

the 20th and 21st inst. :—Frederick William

Adams, Bristol ; George Corney Birt, Brighton
;

T. H. Brocklehurst, Hyde ;
Isaac Thomas Bridg-

man, Saville row, Walworth ;
Christopher Wil-

liam Calthrop, Withern Alford ; Frederick Chabot,

Camberwell ; Henry G. Dusautoy, Southampton ;

W. H. Harding, Aylesbury ;
William Brown

Holderness, 12, Park street, Windsor ;
AVilliam

John Land, Avlesbeare, Devon ;
F. M. Mackenzie,

Tiverton ; Francis M. Pemberton, Yoi-k House,

Chertsey ; Charies John Pyle, Aniesbury, Wilts
;

Henry Rayner, Sutton Valence, Kent
;

R. H.

Sanderson, Wellingboro' ;
Reginald P. Simpson,

Norwich ; Henry AVcekes, Brompton, Kent

;

William Wilks, Ashford ; Eyton 0. Williams, 39,

Keppel street ; Robert Wood, Uttoxeter.

Appointments. — Christopher Heath, Esq.,

F.R.C.S., has been appointed Surgeon to the

West of London Hospital, Hammersmith. Dr

Thomas Chaplin has been appointed Physician to

the English Hospital for Jews at Jerusalem. Mr
George Lewis Cooper, F.R.C.S., Surgeon to the

Bloomsbury Dispensary, and one of the Surgeons

to the National Vaccine Establishment, has been

nominated by the College of Surgeons as a Recog-

nised Teacher of Vaccination, and appointed by

the Council of University College to instruct the

Students of the Medical School in Vaccination, ac-

cording to the new regulations : Vaccine Station, 3

Caledonian road. King's cross. Edwin Benjamin

Gray, M.B. Uxon, M.R.C.S. and L.S.A. Loud.,

House-Surgeon to the Radcliffe Infirmary, O-xford,

was unanimously elected Physician to that Institu-

tion on November 15, 1860, in the room of Dr

Rolleston, resigned. J. H. B. Macleod, M.D.,

has been elected Professor of Surgery m St

Andrew's University, Glasgow.

Testimonial.—On the 15th inst., the inha-

bitants of Hartley Wintncy, Hants, and adjoining

parishes, presented a handsome silver tea and

coffee service, together with a ring and set of shirt-

studs, to Dr Foster, on his leaving the neighbour-

hood. Dr Foster has been in practice at Hartley

Wintuey for upwards of seventeen years, during

which time he has gained, by reason of his pro-

fessional skill and unremitting attention to the

sick, the aifectiou and gratitude of all classes.

The testimonial is intended as a slight mark of

the esteem in which he is held, and bears the

simple hut appropriate inscription
—"To Dr Fos-

ter, from his grateful Patients."

Presentation.-Dr J. T. H. Dunn, of 7 Carton

place, Wcstbourne park, after six years' practice

m the town of Whitstablo, both as a General

<'S

41
7T
7-7

Practitioner and as Surgeon to this district o'

Coast Guard, having removed to TjOndon, the

inhabitants, wishing to mark their sense of his

worth and their regret at losing hiui, have pre-

sented him with a handsomely-embossed Silver

Tankard lined with gold, bearing the following

inscription :
— "Presented to J. T. H. Dunn, Esq.,

M.D., by his Friends at Whitstablc, as a mark of

the esteem and respect in which he was held both

in his professional and private character during

his residence among them. Nov. 12th, 1860.''

Lu.N'ACY Stati.stics.— The follo\ving very

interesting statistical facts concerning English

Lunatic Asylums have lately been published by
Dr Tuke :— There are 31,957 persons legally-

certified as of unsound mind ; it may, therefore,

be calculated that of the adult population more
than 1 in every 300 is afflicted with mental
derangement. The question as to their treatment

is one of great public interest. From the return*

in the 14th Report of the Commissioners in

Lunacy it is demonstrated that private asylums,

conducted by resident Physicians, take the

highest place as curative institutions, and that

the rate of mortality in them is le.ss than in any
other asylum of the same description. The
following results are taken from the tables given

by Dr Tuk«, and show the comparative advantag«

of 151 establishments devoted to the treatment

of the insane :

—

Per cent. Per cent.
of cures, of deaths.

60 Private asylums with Resident Phy-
Bif^iaus 38 '6

SO Ditto without Medical Resident* . . SO-

SO Ditto receiving paupers . . . .
34*

41 County and borougli asylums . . . . 84*

It is satisfactory to find that in some of the
private asylums cures amount to more than 50
per cent, of the admissions. The importance of

prompt medical treatment is shown by the

recovery of nearly 80 per cent, of the cases

admitted under medical care during the first

three months of the malady.

Progres-s of the Main Drainage of Lox-
noN.—-The engineer ofthe Metropolitan Board of

Works reports that the Southern OutfaU Sewer,

which was commenced in the April of the present

year, and is to be completed within two years

from that period, will receive the contents of the

High-level Sewer, at Deptford Creek, by gra-ri-

tation, and the contents of the Low-level Sewer

through the Deptford pumping-engines ; and

will convey the sewage of the whole of the south-

ern drainage through Greenwicli, under Woolwich,

and across the Erith marshes to Halfway Reach in

the Thames, at a point about twelve miles below

London bridge. It will here be raised hj

pumping-engines into reservoirs, and discharged

into the bottom of the river during the first two

hours of the ebb-tide only ; so that whilst it will

there be diluted by about a hundred times

greater volume of -water than at present, it will

also be carried by the ebb-tide to a point twenty-

four miles below London bridge. The length of

sewer from Deptford to the outfall is 74 miles ;

it is lift. 6in. in diameter, and its fall is 2ft. per

mile. This work has been commenced. The

tunnel under Woolwich is about one mile in

length, and varies from 45ft. to 75ft. in depth.

At the east end of Woolwich the cutting is

through sand, and at the west end through chalk.

The miners are working night and day.

A False Charge.—At the Marlborough-street

Police Court, on the loth inst., a parochial medi-

cal ofRccr was charged with an assault and inde-

cent conduct towards a young woman, a servant

out of place. When the evidence had been given,

Mr Tyrwhitt said, these charges were easily

made. It w-as necessary, in going into the evi-

dence, that great particularity should be insisted

on, and great attention had been given to this

case. Medical men, and surgeons more than any

men, were exposed to such accusations. He was

of opinion that the present charge against the

defendant had not been made out, and he shoiild

certainly not commit him, but leave the complain-

ant to proceed, if she should think fit, by indict-

ment at the sessions. He did not believe the

charge, and should therefore, so far as this court

was concerned, discharge the defendant.

Diseases of the Uterus.—Although it ii

a matter of common obsei-vation that uterine

diseases have never been more prevalent than

during the last few years, yet we were scarcely

prepared to learn that they often ran a fatal cours*

in men. Nevertheless, according to the Registrar-
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General's Twenty-first Annual Report, " Disease

of the Uterus, &c.," was the cause of death in

no less than fifty-three males in England during
the year 1858. In Loudon alone there were four

&tal cases—a rather extraordinary fact, inasmuch
as neither mau nor boy died of ovarian dropsy !

Would it not be advisable to start a special hospi-

tal for these obscure affections iu the male sex !

Anothkr Victim to Professional Couraue.
—M. Despris, Surgeon to the Bicetre Asylum
near Paris (for the insane and likewise for aged
men), has just died, in the vigour of manhood,
from a contagious disease caught whilst attending
one of his pupils affected with the complaint.
M. Desprts is universally regretted.

A NEW Natural History Review is an-
nounced, in which Dr Carpenter, Mr Busk, Pro-
fessor Huxley, and others will assume a part.

The 'Wounded Garibaldians.—The Ladies'
Garibaldian Benevolent Aasociation have just
remitted to General Garibaldi a furtlier sum of
5001. for the use of the sick and wounded volun-
teers of his army.

Fbteii in Hungary.—In the country of Arad,
in Hungary, eight-tenths of the population have,
this autumn, been attacked with intermittent
fever ; but few deatlLs have taken place.

Proposed Dispe.ssaky at Aldershott.—Not
merely in the spirit of charity, but of prudence
and economy, tne attempt now being made to
organise a dispensary at Aldershott is one deserv-
ing every co-operation. The condition of the
poor wretches who swarm round the camp has
been described to us as most horrible, and in

endeavouring to give them the relief likely to be
aJTordeil Iiy an institution such as that which is

projected, its originators are exercising olxarity in

a most discriminating way. Wretched outcasts
as they may be, they surely do not merit the
heartrending sufferings they undergo, anding
sometimes iu tn^h a death as humanity must
shudder to contemplate. We trust the Govern-
ment will not withhold its a«.sistance, as the indi-

rect operation of the institutiou must be attended
with results most beneficial to the sanitary condi-
tion of the soldier, and of course t,o the public
finances, which suffer in pro[)ortion as they be-
come unfit for service by disease. The Rev. J.

Dennett, incumbent of Aldershott, and Messrs
Mangles' Bank, .\ldershott, receive subscriptions.—

' Army and Xavy Gazette.'
Th« Skiletokof " Ecupse."—Professor Gamgee

haa secured for the New Veterinary College the
bones of tliis noble animal, at the cost of one hun-
dred guineas. The skeleton has for nearly seventy
years been in the possession of the illustrious Bracy
Clark. Its high intrinsic value depimds on " Eclipse"
being reganled, from his great fleetness and power of
endurance, as the finest type of a blood-liorse ever
bom. Fi;om the blood of this horse are derived all

the most renowned performers of the present time
;

and it was from the skill and talent displayed by
Sainbel iu dissecting this horse, and publishing a
memoir on his unrivalled proportions, that ensured
tim the support iu founding the Royal Veterinary
College of London. Large sums have been offered
for this remarkable skeleton, and. amongst others,
•ixty^uiueas by the Royal College of Surgeons of
Englanri. >fr Bracy Clurk, tin- first ,tu.I.'iit .if the
Loii'i

hin.

he bt__- J - : : ,,. ^ i,..,Uu.

OD which to calculate speed in horses."
JoDBNBVMEN Bakkrs.—What is the baker's state

of health ? What is his chance of life! What ought
he to do in his particular circumstances ? The tables
of Friemlly Societies tell us that bakers stand fifth on
their lists. There are four trades that are mora
sickly, and nineteen that are less so. Duriug the
period of relief in sickness—iu other wonls, from
20 to 70 years of age—the bakers claim for 178 weeks
of sickness

; tliat is, nearly three years and a half of
•uch illuess as renders them unable to work. The
very most biirdensoine class is that of the jwtters,
who are ill for 3.33 weeks of the same period ; ami
the best are the clerks and schoolmasters, who claim
for iS weeks, or less than a year. But these figures
do not show the full strength of the case. The
clerks and schoolmasters are, in large jiroportion,
living at nearly or quite the end of the term

;

whereas the potters were, for the most part, dead in
s few years from the outset, and the bakers disappear,
on an average, before the middle of the term.
Those who live for ten years of the time have fewer
weeks of chargeable sickness, and those who live

30 have more ; and the computation made is the
»»«r»g«

; but if the term were not from 20 to 70, but
from 20 tofiO, the bad case of the potters and bakers
would b« seen to h« very much worse than it now
appears.— Once a Week.'

L^SELEss Vivisections.—The ' Moniteur des
Sciences Medicales ' makes the following lame reply
to charges wliich have been made of the wanton
cruelty in practising operations on living animals
at the French Veterinary Schools:—"Our learned
friend [the Editor of the 'Cosmos,' who had
reproduced the English charges] must know,
better than we can tell him, that exaggeratiou is

a defect in anything, and it is a pity that he did
uot declare to his London and Dublin correspon-
dents that their zeal carries them too far. Person-
ally, we deplore as much as any one can useless

cruelties, whether exercised on man or beast ; but
we cannot admit that our excellent friends at

Alfort and elsewhere are transformed in Caboch(5s

or Caligulas, merely because they practise their

pupils on living animals, which is, hoi'xver, unfor-
tunately true. But we cannot allow ourselves to
decide that they are able to do without this pro-
cedure of instruction, and must confine ourselves
to expressing a wish that they may be able to do
so, and we beg our learned frieud to transmit our
statement to his honourable zoophilist correspon-
dents" !

Durham University.—Mr Albert 0. Hasle-
wood has obtained the Medical Scholarship at this

University, in connection with the Newc;istlo

College of Medicine.
Nomination of M. Gendbin to the Legion

of Honour.—There is apiece of news which cannot
fail to a.stonish not a little the Medical pu'dic in
France, and especially that of foreign countries.

After thirty years of the most remarkable clinical

teaching, after the publication of works no less

remarkable, and after thirty years' service in the
Hospitals, M. Gendrin was not a member of the
Legion of Honour, of which he has just, indeed,
been appointed Chevalier. It is true that his name
is kno\vn in the two worlds, which is, indeed, a
tolerable consolation for the loss of a ribbon,— so
considerable a consolation, indeed, that we really
think that, had we been in M. Gendrin's place, we
should have contented ourselves with it for the rest
of life.— 'Moniteur des Sciences.*
Strbet Accdients in Paris.—We gave lately a

return of the number of deaths in the city of London
from street accidents. A Paris letter says that,
" according to statistical returns prepared by M.
Poursageaud, a distinguished geometrician, the too
great numt)er of carriages which perambulate Paris
cause the death annually of 70(J persons, and wound
5000. Woe to the deaf and the blind ! woe to the
absent man I In some public places coachmen ad-
vance on the pedestrian from five or six quarters
simultaneouslv, and when they do not drive over
him they insult hini, and he deems himself fortunate
to escape with insult. It follows from M. Poursa-
geaud's calculation that carriages in Paris kill and
wonnd more ])eopIe than all the railways in Europe.
They kill and wound more people than the four
million of carriages in the rest of France. The
proportion between the victims in the provinces and
in Paris is 1 in the provinces to 400 in Paris."
Death from Lockjaw.—Mr Wakely, the coroner,

held an inquest last week at the Rising Sim Tavern,
Euston road, on the body of Uts Frances Margaret
Moore, aged forty-two, housekeeper at the General
Disriensary, 126 Euston road, whose death took place
on last Wednesday week from lockjaw under very
remarkable circumstances. Dr Semple, of Tavistock
sqiinre, stated that on Sunday, the 11th inst., he

'1 Mrs -Moore, whom he found siiifering from
She was vt-ry ill, and could sjn-ak at iiiter-

ut with great difHculty. He wa« informed in
her presence, and to which she assented, that it was
a lockjaw cau.sed by a dental operation, apparently
properly performed, by a professional dentist, two
days previous, of snipping two molar teeth, for the
purpose of fixing artificial teeth, which she was in

the habit of wearing. The lockjaw continued until
the Wednesday morning, when she died. From the
Sunday to the Wednesday she suffered severely, and
during a greater part of that perio<l she was kept
under the influence of chloroform. The sole cause
of death was unquestionably from lockjaw. Other
witnesses deposed that up to very recently she liarl

been addicted to rather intemperate habits, and that
every effort on the present occasion was exerted to
save her life. The jury, the medical witness, and
the coroner expr.)ssed their astonishment at the
remarkable death. The two latter gentlemen added
that habits of intemperance or unsoundness of mind
had probably tended to promote the lockjaw. The
following verdict was recorded: "That deceased
died from lockjaw, occasioned from natural causes,
by the snapping of the crown of two teeth."

APPOINT.MENTS FOR THE WEEK.
Wedtiesday, November 28.

Operations at Middlesex Hosi)ifal, 1 p.m. ; St
Mary's Hospital, 1 p.m. ; University College Hos-
pital, 2 p.m. ; Royal Orthopsedic Hospital, 2 p.m.

Society for the Encouragement op Arts, Ma-
nofactures, and Commerce.— Mr F. T. Buck-
land, M.A., "On the Acclimatization of Animals,"
8 p.m.

HoNTERiAN Society.—8 p.m.

Thursday, November 29.

Operations at St George's Hospital, 1 p.m.

;

Central London Ophthalmic Hospital, 1 p.m.
;

London Hospital, IJ p.m. ; Great Northern
Hospital, King's Cross, 2 p.m.

London Surgical Home.—2 p.m.
Kino's College Medical Society.
" On Apnoea Neonatorum."

- Mr Earle,

Friday, November 30.

Operations at Westminster Ophthalmic Hospital,

1\ p.m.

Saturday, December 1.

Operations at St Thomas's Hospital, 1 p.m. ; St
Bartholomew's Hospital, IJ p.m. ; King^s College
Hospital, l.J p.m. ; Charing Cross Hospital, 2 p.m.

National Hospital for the Paralysed and
Epileptic.—Clinical Lecture ou "Epilepsy and
Paralysis," by Dr Brown-Sequard, 3J p.m.

Monday, December 3.

Operations at the Royal Free Hospital, 2 p.m.

;

Metropolitan Free Hospital, 2 p.m.
Medical Society of London.—

8.J p.m.
Odontological Society of London.—8 p.m.

Tiiesday, December 4.

Operations at Guy's Hospital, IJ p.m. ; Westmin-
ster Hospital, 2 p.m.

Pathological Society.—8J p.m.

BOOKS RECEIVED FOR REVIEW.
Vestiges of Creation. Eleventh Edition. London

:

John Churchill.

Transactions of the Pathological Society of Loudon,
Vol. XI.

The Medical Vocabulary. By Robert Fowler, M.D.
London : Henry Renshaw.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Mr Swindell.—Received.

Mr Jenkins.—Note, with enclosures, received.

Omega.- Tlie advertisement is one of the most dis-
graceful things of the kind we have seen for a long
time. We have commented upon it elsewhere.

A Subscriber.— Neuralgia is a vague term, includ.
ing a variety of diseases : it may, therefore, have
a variety of causes. We believe that most cases
of neuralgia have their origin in atmospheric
changes and disorders of the stomach. A change
in the barometric condition will readily induce
neuralgia in persons liable to it ; but then it is

necessary to define neuralgia. 'Tonics, regimen,
and change of air are the best remedial agents.

MrW. S.—1st. Yes.—2nd. Yes.
L.R.C.P. Edin.—A Licentiate may call liimself
" Doctor," the Medical Act notwithstanding. He
cannot use the letters M.D., or style himself
Doctor of Medicine,— at least, we do not think
that he could honourably do so, for it is dillicult to
say how far the law would prevent him. Medical
law is in a greater muddle than it ever was, thanks
to the Medical Act.

M.D. -No.
Mr Baker is thanked for his communication.
Dr Ridge.— Received.
Mr Osborne.— It shall be forwarded.
H. B.—The dispensing of medicines would render
you ineligible for admission into the London Col-
lege of Physicians. It is too pure a bo<ly to endure
the smell of rose-water.

A Subscriber (Coventry).—It will be too late.

Celsus.—The subscription is one guinea per annum.
You should write to the Secretary.

M.R.C.S. & L.A.C.—1st. You would be received
at St Andrew's. Write to Dr Day.— '2nd. Not in
law.—3rd.— See our article in this Number.

Erinensis.—We hope that Dr Wall's family will be
kept from want by the liberality of the Profession.
He was the victim of a ruthless law,

Dr Williams.—The Publisher will write to you.
Dr B. W.—Euclosures received.

Mr Feroubsox is thanked.
Mr B. Kino.—1st. Yes.—2nd. No.—3rd. ChurchQI.
An Author.—Mr Churchill has refused to sell the

works of Dr Jordan, the Skin Doctor. This is

the best answer to your inquiry.

Dr Dunn.—Received.
Mr John Grant Smith.— Note with enclosure re-

ceived as we were going to press. We wil 1 take an
opportunity of looting through the pamphlet.
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Loan, Discount, and Deposit
BANK.

EstebUslied 1819.-U6 Blackfriars road. S.

nr-pOSITS —Sums of £1 and ujiwards received, bearing

i^Srer?atfrom 6 to 10 per cent, wiUidrawable as per

Bgrociiicnt.

DISCOUNT.—Approved Trade BiUs negotiated at two

days' notice.

LOANS.—From £6 to £200, repayable by easy iMtal-

ments, on approved Pereonal Security, Bills of Sale,

Mortgages. Life Policies or otherwise.

Prosiiectuses, and every Information, may be obtained

by letter or jiei'sonal application.

EDWARD LEWIS, Manager.

145 BLACKFRIARS ROAD, S.

Liquor Castanea Equina.

—

Messi-s REW and Co. respectfully solicit the atten-

tion of the Profession to tliis Preparation of the Horse-

Chesniit ; taiien internally for Rheumatic Gout and Blieu-

matism, it Ls a safe, agreeable, and most efficacious remedy.

Dose, two to four drachms. Price 128. per pound.

The OU of Horse-Chesnuts applied externally forenlarged

and stiff joints, acute or inflammatory pam of any Kina,

gives almost immediate relief.

These genuine Preparations of the Horse-Chesnut are

prepared only by BEW and CO.

LITHIV WATER, LITHXA POTASH, and LITHIA

AMMONIA WATER. These Waters are prepared according

to the Instnictions of Dr Gal-rod, and each bottle is

guaranteed to contain the proper proportion of Litliia.

58. per doz.

E. M. BEW and CO., Operative Chemists, 282 Regent

street, London.

Bass's East India Pale Ale,
' BARCLAY'S PORTER AND STOUT,

In 18-gaUon Casks, Bottles, Half-Bottles, and Imperial

Pints.

Also DEVONSHIRE CIDER.

BERRY BROS, and Co.,

3 St James's street, London.

Kinalian's LL Whisky v.
COGNAC BRANDY.

This celebrated old IRISH WHISKY rivals the finest

French brandy. It is pure, mild, mellow, delicious, and

very wholesome. Sold in bottles, 3s. 6d. each, at most ot

the lespeutalile retail houses in London ; by the appointed

agents in tin- piiucipal towns in England ; or, wholesale,

at 8, Great WiiidmiU street, Haymarket.—Obser\'e the red

Beal, pink label, and cork branded " Kiiiahan's LL Whisky."

PULVI8 JACOBI y£R., NEWBERY'S.

WATER BEDS AND CUSHIONS.

A Preventive against Bed
Sores, ic. Bed Sheets, Air Cushions, and all

necessarj' Utensils for Invalids.

BENHAM and Co.,

Practical India-mblier Workers, 118 Oxford Street. W.

(Child's Patent Electro-Gal-
^-^ VANIC and METALLIC BRUSHES, for all Neu-
ralgic and Itiieumatic affections, ]nt'Veiiting the hair

becoming gi'ey ; no trouble in use, effect certain,

CAUTION.—Be sure to see that " Child's patemt " is on

each brush. Parties have been much disappointed by
buying interior brushes, whicll not only destroy by break-

ing' the hair, but are useless for the purpose of restoring

a nd presei-viug it.—Sold by all chemists, perfumers, etc.

Manufactory, 21 PEOVIDias'CE BOW, FINSBURY.

S Bowles (late Windsor and
• Co.), PHIAL and BOTTLE MERCHANT, Dealer in

Druggists' Sundries, &c., 6 James street, Covent garden,

W.C. The cheapest house in London for every descnption
of MEDICAL GLASS of the best quality.

Samples .and prices forwarded free on application.

'Pile Pulvis Jacobi Verus,
-- preiiarcd by WILLAM HOOPER, 24 Russell
street, Covent garden, from its identity with the more
costly preparations and its acknowledged efficacy as an
Antiliiouial. merits the patronage of those Gentlemen who
have nut hitherto included Pulvis Jacobi in their daily
Materia Medica. An extensive continuous demand, for
Public Institutions, has satisfactorily verified the ancient
character of this medicine. It is sold in 1 oz. and 4 oz.

twttles, at 2s. 9d. and lu». 6d, ; and in packets for trans-
mission by post.

To the Medical Profeffion of Great Britain

and Ireland.

/^ENTLEMEN,—We beg to call
^-^ your attention to the following exti-aft

from a Paper by the late John Cheyne, M.D.,
F.R.S.E., M.R.I.A., Phyfician to the Hard-

wicke Fever Hofpital, Dublin, and Phyfician-

Gencral to His late Majefty's Forces in Ireland,

&c., &c., contained in ''the Dublin Hofpital

Reports,''' 'vol. I, p. 320.
" The follouing very fimple method of

"exhibiting JAMES'S POWDER, in cafes

" of undue deterrainition of blood to the heatl,

" is that vphich I have generally purfued. The
" patient is made to begin with a very moderate
" dofe, not more than two grains at bedtime,

"and to increafe the dofe by half-a-grain every
" night, until fome senfible effeft is produced

"upon the ftomach, bowels, or (kin. Should
" the ftomach be affefted with ficknefs, the dofe
" muft be leifened, by one grain on the following
" night. By the addition of a little rhubarb
" to it, a larger quantity of JAMES'S
" POWDER may be adminijlered than the

" Jlomach could othernvife bear. If the ikin

" is foftened, or the bowels aft'efted, the dofe
" should not further be increafed, but it muft be
" repeated every night for a confiderable length
" of time : in several instances I have known
" eighteen or twenty grains taken for a confi-

"derable period without any inconvenience."

To fecure the difpenfing of the original pre-

paration, which, for 114 years, has been fold by

the house of Newbery and Sons, in St. Paul's

Churchyard, it is neccffary to prefcribe it as

" Pulvis Jacobi Ver., Newbery's," other-

wife another article (wanting in the beft pro-

perties, and recommended to be given in a

different code of dofe, though called by thefame
name) may be subftituted for the original

medicine.

This fubftitution muft bring disappointment,

and of courfe lead Praftitioners to give up
prefcribing Dr. James's Powder altogether, or

to regard it as a preparation on which no
dependance can be placed.

FRANCIS NEWBERY AND SONS.
45, St. Paul's Churchyard, London.

Prices for Dispenfing J oz. Bottle %s. /^d.,

I 02. 9/. Ufual Discount to the Profefflon.

GAS STOVES,
GASELIERS, AND GAS FITTINGS OF ALL KINDS,

FOR CHEMISTS, &c.

H. M A T H E E.
18 HIGH HOLBORN.

TEETH WITHOUT SPRINGS,

BY HEB MAJESTT'S nOT^^Ii LETTERS PATENT.

]V'ewly-invented Applica-
-^ TION of PREPARED INDIA-RUBBER in the

construction of Artificial Teeth, Gums, and Palates.

MR EPHRAIM MOSELY,
SURGEON-DENTIST, 9 GROSVENOR

STREET,
SOLE IirVENTOB AHD PATENTEE.

Anew, original, and invaluable invention, consisting in

the adaption, with .the most absolute perfection and success,

of CHEMICALLY-PREPARED INDIA-RUBBER, in lieu

of the gold or bone frame. The extriiordiuarj- results of

this .application may be briefly noted in a few of their most
prominent features :—All sharp edges are avoided ; no
springs, wires, or fastenings, are required; a greatly-

increased freedom of suction is supplied; a natural elasti-

city, hitherto wholly unattainable, and a tit poj-fected with

the most uuening .accuracy, are sccuretl ; while, from the

softness and flexibilitv of the agent employed, the greatest

support is given to the aiUoming teeth when loose, or

rendered tender by the absorption of the gums. The acids

of the mouth exert no agency on the Chemically-prepared

India-rubber, .and as it is a non-conduct<ir, fluids of any
temperature may l>e retained in the mouth, all unpleasant-

ness of smell or taste being at the .'ianie time wholly pro-

vided against by the peculijir nature of its prejiaration.

Teeth tilled with' gold, and .Mr £"11111 aim Mosely's Cement,
the only stopping that will nut become diseoloui-ed, par-

ticularly recommended for front teeth.— Groavenor street

(W), London ; 14 Gay street, Bath ; 10 Kldon square, Ncw-
castlo-on-Tyne.

Human Osteology
from France.—lUGl^^EL, 38 Ladgnte hll!, City,

E.G.. London. Patronised by thf- R"yal
College of Sni^eons of England. Illu.strated

Osteology on the bones thtjui'^"'''" N'-r}'

large stock on the lowest y
Di.sarticulated Skulls, in twtji s
in box. All the Ijones of the i ..icd

fekulls will be fitted in right ordur in the
firesence of the jnuTcha»er, so as lo show
that fcver>' hone of each set l-'' "' '"'he
fiarno sknil ; it mil be tlie sair; :

disarticulated pieces. SkrillB s.

Hands and Feet on uatgiit L......... .— -od
Bkeletons, quite complete, with the bkull

same body. Articulated ilale Skeletons, the

bones very well marked..

STUDENTS CASE OF OSTEOLOGY, COMPLETE.

Splendid Pieces for L£oturers and Museums.

Elastic Supporting Fabrics,
of very superior textures, for Varicose Veins, Ac-

'oonchcraent. Spinal Affections, Hernia, tc. Imstructions

for inea.surement, and prices on application to the JIanu-

hictmors, POPE and PLANIE, 1 Waterloo place, Piillmall
.

London, S.W.

RUPTURES. BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

ite's Moc-main Lever
TRUSS is allowed by upwards of 200 Medical

Gentlemen to be thr moj^t offer-tirfrrv ntion

in the curativt- T

:

:: :

"" The
use of a steel - -ts

eflects, ishertiL. .iig

worn round tlit- i'i"ly, \\(iili* ih- !'4iiisite

resisting power is supplied by the MOC-
MAIN' PAD and PATENT LEVER, fitting

with BO much ease and closene.ss that it

cannot be detected, and may Ik; w<im during

sleep. A descriptive circuJar rr.-^y'^^f had,
and the Truss (which cannn- -r-

warded bypOfit,on the circu. no

body two inches below the j. - ut

to the Manufacturer,
JOHN WHITE, 22SPiccadiny, London.
Priceof a Smgle Truss, IGs., 21s., SOs. 6d.

and 31s. Od.—Postage, Is.

Price of a Double Truss, 31s. 6d., 42h.

and 52s, 6d.—Postage, Is. 8d.

Ptice of an Umbilical Truss, 42s., and 52s. 6d.

Postage, is. lOd.

Elastic Stockings for Yari-
COSE VEINS, .and all cases of Weakness and Swelling ot

the Legs, Sprains, tx. 'x'hey are porous, light in texture,

and inexi>ensive , and are drawn on like an ordmaiy Stock-

ing. Price 3s. 6d. 7s. 6d., 10s., and I6s. each. Postaje, 6d.

JOHN WHITE, MANUFACTUIffiB,
238 Piccadilly, London.

T ateral and Angular Cur-
-" VATURES of the SPINE.

In calling the attention of the Profession and Public to

the SUPPORTS made by them, WM. WHITING and
SONS beg to st.ate that their extensive cx]ierienoc (ffrer

twenty years) warrants them in asserting that the

IMPROVED bUPPOHT which they now manufactare

will be found to be tiie most efltectual of any in use. At
the same time, they arc light, comfoktable to weab,

ASC completely invisible THBorOH THE DRESS, »g

experienced by the many hundreds of persons of evay
age and sex who are now using tliem. •

W W and Sons would also invite attentixm to tlieir

nrPBOVBD BXEKCI8ING MACHINES, SPINAL
COUCHES, and their various other contrivances it^piiied

ill onhopiedic practice.

Manufactory, 28 TTigb street, Camden town.

N.B.—Makers (by authority) to the Spinal Hospital.

Portland road. Regent's park, founded by the late Dr
Verral.

Surgical Instruments.

—

J. ARNOLD continues to supply Instruments ol

the li*t workmanship at moderateprices, manufactured on

tho premises under his own supcrintendenoe.

J. ARNOLD, 35 and 36 West Smitlifleld, E.G.

Estiiblished 1S19.

phiosso's Gymnasium and^ SCHOOL of ARMS, 231, EUSTON ROAD, Comer of

Gower street North (near University College).

Mr ANTONIO CHIOSSO begs to draw the attention aS

Parents, Guardi-ana, and .all tliosc who have the ( !i:.rge or

Youth, to his system of Hiysieal Education. iib.rU bn
proved, through extierience, to l* the most mvalu«Me

moans of rectifying Phw>cal Defects m the human oig^
sation, such as'CurvatnlB of the Spine, (.oiitratiK>n of ttt

Caiost, gencnd Debility ot Body, ic, ic. ClassM a>m
every hour of the day, attended perscaally by Mr Chioaatw

from 9 A Ji. till 10 P.M.
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CLINICAL LECTURES.

ON DISEASES OP WOMEN.
DELIVEKED AT ST THOMAS's HOSPITAL,

By CHARLES WALLER, M.D., Obstetric

Physician to the Hospital.

(Coutinued from page 338.)

Lecture IV.

—

Genekai. Observations on

Diseases of the Uterus, and the Mode
OP Exploration.

In a former lecture I directed your attention,

gentlemen, to one of the various forms of

uterine disease—namely, polypus of that organ.

I was anxious to bring the subject before you

at that time, inasmuch as there were cases in

the ward which gave you the opportunity of

seeing as well as hearing what plan should be

pursued for their cure. Before we proceed

any further, I think it well to make a few

general remarks on diseases of the uterus and

its appendages, and to point out to you our

means of diagnosis. The uterus is subject to

a great variety of diseases, some of a benign,

others of a decidedly malignant character. It

is the scat of various enlargements, differing

widely in their nature. In some instances a

freat increase in the size of the uterus is pro-

uced by a merely congested state of its blood-

vessels, giving rise to a train of symptoms
which are sometimes alarming to the casual

observer. Experience, however, has taught
us that these cases generally end favourably.

Enlargement of the womb is sometimes caused
by abnormal deposit of fibrous matter, either

throughout its substance, producing a uniform
increase in the size of the organ without much
deviation from its ordinary shape, or it may be
more partial, forming masses of greater or
smaller size, growing from within or from with-
out, giving to the uterus an irregular, nodulated
shape. AVIien these proceed from the exterior,

they may be distinctly felt through the ab-
dominal ]>anetes. Their number varies greatly.
In some instances but little inconvenience is

experienced, especially when the growth pro-
jects into the abdominal cavity and its size is

inconsiderable ; if large, it must necessarily
interfere with the functions of the neighbour-
ing parts. I have at this time recalled to my
memory the case of a lady who died from ob-
struction in the bowels, in consequence of a
large uterine tumour which prevented the
passage of the fa;ces.

Again, you may have enlargement of the
uterus as tlie result of conception : and where
the female has an interest in deceiving the
medical attendant, it is by no means easy to
form a correct opinion during the early months

;

and if uterine tumour be complicated with
pregnancy, the difficulty will be greatly in-

creased. A very perplexing combination of
this kind occurred to me a few years ago.

A lady married at the age of forty-six. The
catamenial discharge, which had previously

been quite regular, ceased two months after

her marriage. The suppression continued for

three months, when my opinion was requested
;

and although the general symptoms pointed to

pregnancy as their cause, there were some con-
siderations which made me give a doubtful

opinion. In the first place, the age of this

lady naturally suggested the prcibability that

the period had arrived at which the cessation

of the cataincnia might, in the ordinary
course of nature, be expected. The chief
difficulty, however, arose from the following
cause :—The uterus had manifestly increased
in size ; but it contained within its walls a
diffused fibrous tumour of considerable mag-
nitud», and its position was such that, on a

vaginal examination, no portion of the sound
uterus could be felt ; the finger rested upon
this large hard mass, so that the contents (if

any) of the uterus could not be distinguished

through it. In due time the movements of
the fcetus dispelled all doubt. Until this had
taken place, I did not commit myself by giving

a decided opinion.

One circumstance, however, I would par-
ticularly call your attention to in these com-
plicated cases ; and it is this—that in pregnancy
there is uniform and progi'essive increase of
size : the uterus becomes larger from week to

week, whilst, on the other hand, the growth of
fibrous tumour is slow. There is often for

months, or even in some cases for years, little

perceptible increase.

The uterus is also the seat of ulcerations,

differing in their nature, some not discoverable

without the aid of the speculum, and, conse-

quently, not understood without the use of
this instrument. Of this kind I would espe-

cially mention that superficial ulceration so

often met with in cases of obstinate leucor-

rhcea. This, if combined with much suiTOund-
ing inflammation, is extremely difficult of
cure ; but it is not attended with danger.
Again, in syphilitic ulceration of the cervix
uteri, if the touch alone were employed, you
would, in all probability, not be able *o

ascertain its precise nature ; and, consequently,

you could not administer the appropriate treat-

ment.

Mode of Exploration.—The means whereby
the existence and nature of diseases of the
womb and its appendages may be detected
are twofold—namely, bj' the external or the
internal examination : or I should rather say, by
the use of both, as, except in some cases of
tumour, the external examination alone is

seldom sufficient. True, there are many
symptoms, both general and local, by which
the seat of the disease is indicated with
tolerable clearness

;
yet these same symptoms

are present in so many different conditions of
the generative organs, as to render them of
little value in the diagnosis of the particular
disease. Let us fake for our illustration

leucorrhoeal discharge. This is ofttimes the
result of debility of constitution, combined
with a relaxed condition of the vaginal or
uterine membrane ; or it may be the result of
an inflamnatory condition of the parts, common
or specific. It is also invariably present in the
more severe forms of uterine disease—such as

carcinoma, &c. &c. It is sometimes the effect

of sympathetic irritation, from ascarides in the
rectum, or from calculus in the bladder. The
same observations may also be applied to

haBmorrhagic discharges : these are sometimes
the result of an over-full state of the blood-
vessels, and are Nature's simple remedies for
the relief of plethora. At others, the opposite
state of system exists. In the one, the ha;mor-
rhage is of the active character ; in the other
it is passive. This is not all ; for the more
formidable and fatal diseases are always
attended with large losses of blood, the exist-

snce of which can only be ascertained by
careful examination.

External Examination.—You will bear in

mind that the pelvic contents are enclosed
posteriorly and laterally by a tolerably com-
plete osseous case ; whilst anteriorly they arc
covered by the abdominal muscles and integu-
ments, with the exception of that shallow
portion of bone, termed symphysis pubis,
which is formed lay the junction of the ossa
innominata in front. In a female, therefore,

who is naturally thin, or who has been attenu-
ated by disease, the existence and size of a
tumour may easily be ascertained by a manual
examination through these integumental cover-
ings. Sometimes its seat may also be deter-
mined—where, for example, the patient is

suffering from ovarian dropsy of long standing,

and the cyst has attained a large size. You

will also be able to discover whether the
tumour be dense and hard, or fluctuating;

and whether it be comparatively free, or fixed by
adhesion to the surrounding parts : whether it

present one solid, large mass, definite in shape
;

or whether composed of a number of smaller

substances, presenting an irregular, nodulated
surface to the touch. Still, as a general rule,

the exceptions to which are very few indeed,

the information derived from an external

examination is not sufficient, although it must
by no means be neglected; for it not unfre-

quently happens that by this method alone

we shall find that a supposed internal tumour
has no existence whatever. Very many cases of
this kind have come under my notice in which

the tumour, so called, consisted of a large

deposit of fat beneath the abdominal integu-

ments. This I shall more particularly describe

to you when I speak of the diagnosis of abdo-
minal and pelvic tumours.

Internal Examination.—The internal exa-

mination consists either of a simple manual
exploration, by the touch, as it is called, or,

where necessary, by the use of the speculum,

by means of which the diseased parts are

brought into view, and thus the Practitioner

is enabled to s(e the malady he is about to

contend with. The former method is of little

avail, unless you keep in remembrance the

natural position, size, and shape of the contents

ofthe pelvis, and the relation of each to the other.

Let me, therefore, remind you that the uterus

(the principal pelvic organ) is placed at the ex-

tremity of the vagina, having the bladder in

front, the rectum behind, the convolutions of
the intestines above, and the ovaries at its sidas.

Its position is somewhat oblique, the fundus
being slightly inclined backwards, kept in

its situation principally by the broad ligaments,

which are composed of a double fold of perito-

neum, proceeding from the sides of the organ to

the corresponding lateral portions ofthe pelvis :

the round ligaments, and that portion of peri-

toneum which is reflected from the anterior

and inferior part of the bladder (sometimes

called the anterior ligament), may also assist

;

some support is also obtained from l he upper
part of the vagina, which embraces the cervix

uteri in an oblique direction from before back-

wards, at about half an inch from its anterior

and lower extremity, and a few lines higher

posteriorly. The uterus, thus placed and sup-

ported, is movable to a considerable extent : its

situation, therefore, will be changed by any

movcment imparted to the abdominal viscera,

such as straining at stool, or by a powerful

muscular effort in attempting to lift heavy

weights : and this especially happens if there

be any enlargement of the uterus from any

cause, whether from engorgement of the neck,

or tumour, or if the ligaments be relaxed, as

they always are to a certain extent for some
time after delivery. From either of the above

causes the womb may be forced low down in

the pelvic cavity.

In examination by the touch, the size, posi-

tion, and shape of the uterus, with the opening
into its cavity (os uteri), may easily be ascer-

tained ; together with the existence of tumour,

if such be present—the nature of such tumour,

whether of extraneous growth, or morbid en-
largement of natural parts.

In many cases however, the mere touch,

unaided by the eye, is not sufficient ; and then

recourse must be had to the speculum—an
instrument invented for the purpose of dilating

the vagina, and bringing the os and cervi.x

uteri within the sphere of vision. Abrasions,

excoriations, and ulcerations not discoverable

by the finger are thus brought into view, and
the required applications easily applied to their

surfaces, by means of which cases which had

resisted previous treatment have been brought

to a successful termination.

'J he use of the speculum uteri in England

is of comparatively recent date. It was little

known, or at any rate but little employed, before
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the year 1836, when Dr Balbirnie published

his work on ' Organic Diseases of the Womb.'
He hadjust returned from France, where ho liad

attended the practice of Messieurs Ricord,

Lisfranc, and Emery. He returned to England,

and determined to practise here what he had

seen to be so serviceable in the hands of the

Parisian Practitioners. In speaking of this

newmtthod of uterine exploration, he exclaims,

with all the enthusiasm of a new convert, " We
go forth the apostle of the speculum: with that

instrument we stand or fall." Dr Balbirnie

quotes passages from Galen, Aetius, and Paulus

.ffigineta, proving that they possessed a true

speculum uteri, under the designation of
" SiojtTpa." The latter Author gives very p.ir-

ticular directions concerning the mode of in-

troducing it.

The instrument as then used was probably
very imperfect in its construction, for it seems

to have been abandoned for a time. At a later

period, a great improvement was made by M.
Recaraier, and the speculum became a surgical

instrument of acknowledged utility, and was
very generally used in the Parisian Hospitals.

Various alterations have been made in its shape

and size: all these however, numerous though

they be, may be described under two forms
;

the one a solid and simple tube, the other com-
posed of different portions or blades, so

arranged that on their first application they are

in close contact, and indeed overlap each other,

thus affording all the advantages of a simple

tube as regards facility of introduction : by
compressing the handles these blades may be
separated from each other to a greater or less

•extent, as the case may require ; and when so

separated the dilatation is greatest at the

uterine extremity, and thus the parts required

to be seen are brought into view, not merely
the OS uteri, but the whole of that portion

of the cervix which projects into the vagina,

so that its condition, whether increased in

size— its state of vascularity, whether in-

flamed or otherwise—may be distinctly seen,

and in this way much valuable information

may be derived which could not be obtained

by the tubular instrument without subjecting

your patient to much pain from its necessarily

large size. I show you examples of the two
forms ofspeculum now in use : here the tubular,

of various sizes ; and here, again, the branched
45peculum, some having two, some three, and
some four branches. The latter, as recom-
mended by M. Ricord, I prefer to either of
the others. The speculum I now exhibit is

used by many: it is, as you see, made of glass,

coated with metallic foil, and then covered,
over with a solution of india-rubber : the in-

terior is thus made a highly-reflecting surface,

and the consequence is this : so much white
light is thrown upon the parts exposed to the
•eye, that their real colour cannot be disco-
vered, and although the utero-vaginal mem-
brane may be vividly inflamed, presenting,

under the ordinary light of a candle, a bright

red appearance, yet, in consequence of the re-

flection of the rays from this mirror, the natu-
rally red colour is destroyed, and the membrane
appears comparatively pale, and hence the
real state of the parts will not be satisfactorily

ascertained. This, gentlemen, is not a fan-

ciful or theoretical objection ; I have tested the
value of the two instruments, where I wish
you to test every opinion and recommendation
given you in the course of practical instruc-
tion delivered within the walls of this hospital

—

namely, at the bed-side of the patient. I have
used both specula in the same case, intro-
ducing one immediately after the other : the
result was, that the appearance presented to
the eye was totally different; the one exhibiting
ttie vaginal membrane in a state of active in-
flammation, marked by its blood-red colour

;

whilst with the other this indication of inflam-
loatoiy action was not visble.
We shall continue the subject in our next

lecture.

THE PAEASITICAL DISEASES OF

THE HEAD AND FACE.

By GEOKGE boss, Esq., M.D., &c.,

Autlior of the ' Constitutional Relations of Diseases

of the Skin.'

No. II.

SCALL HEAD,—PORRIGO FAVOSA.

Local Symptoms.— This disease is charac-

terised by a number of bright yellow spots,

small in size, scarcely raised above the skin,

and cupped in the centre, from which a hair

usually springs. In a short time, a crust is

formed, retaining all the characters of the

original eruption, and surrounded by a reddish

base. This crust adheres firmly to the skin
;

but it may be picked off; and when removed,

its under surface is found to be Convex, and

resting upon a depressed portion of the scalp,

which is smooth and shining. It sjireads from

its outer margin, and attains the diameter of a

split pea. When it coalesces with a neigh-

bouring crust, the united crusts lose, in some
degree, their umbilicatcd character and their

uniform roundness of outline. Sometimes

the entire scalp becomes thus covered with

incrustation. If the disease be of old standing

and obstinate, pustules may form, and sub-

sequently ulcerations, attended with a foul

sanious discharge. These ulcerations fre-

quently destroy the scalp itself, and kill the

roots of the hair. The accompanying discharge

also scabs, and renders the discrimination of

the true favus crust sometimes difficult. In

bad pustular cases without ulceration, the dis-

charge is only occasional, and soon dries.

From the earliest period of the disease, the

hair is loosened and easily removed. As
the disease advances, it withers, breaks, loses

its proper colour, and falls out; and, at length,

patches of baldness result.

In the early stages, seal! head is not very

troublesome to the patient ; but in its course

it is accompanied with heat and itching, and

the crusts emit a peculiar fiiint and offensive

odour, like that of mice or cats' urine. If the

patient be neglected, lice swarm under the

scabs and infest the head, and the little

sufferer becomes a pitiable and loathsome

object. The entire surface of the scalp is

usually covered with a whitish scurf in all cases.

The crust of favus, so called from its resem-

blance to a honeycomb, is formed beneath the

epidermis, which in an altered state constitutes,

in fact, its upper surface ; its middle portion is

composed of a powdery mass, of a lighter

colour than the upper surface ; the under

portion of the crust is much firmer in texture,

and of a " honey-yellow " colour.

Constitutional Symptoms. — Scall head is

sometimes a most obstinate complaint, owing

to its being associated with a scrofulous con-

stitution. It may not happen in the earliest

period of the disorder that any other obvious

sign of tuberculosis may exist than that

presented by the disease itself ; but if it con-

tinue for any length of time, the glands

of the neck become inflamed. Though they

enlarge considerably, they seldom suppurate.

The child's flesh feels flabby; its skin is

etiolated, harsh, and dusky; its limbs look

shrunken, its abdomen swells, its general

bodily development is stunted, and its mental

faculties gradually suffer a serious and, per-

haps, irremediable impairment. Idiocy is

not an uncommon attendant of this disease

in its severest form. It is highly probable

that this unhappy sequence of constitutional

evils may be prevented by an early arrest of

the disease ; for in miid attacks this itt-

poverishment of the constitution is not appa-
rent.

It is obvious that the constant irritation

causes the submaxillary glands to swell : these,

by long-continued pressure upon the blood-
vessels of the neck, prevent a due supply of
healthy blood to the brain, which is, therefore,

arrested in its development ; and the subse-

quent degeneracy of the constitution is easily

explained by the deficiency of nervous power
thus induced.

It must not, however, be forgotten that

there is a scrofuloxis diathesis to begin with as

a starting-point of the disease ; and my obser-

vation in these diseases has led me to conclude

that some portion of the fluid that exudes

from the scalp is actually reabsorbed, and thus

increases the vitiation of the blood. In a

paper I read two years ago at a Meeting of

the Medical Society of London, I laid down
the proposition of the absorption of the

lymph from the pock as an explanation of the

mode in which the system becomes infected in

vaccination : I berieve it holds good also of

small-pox, and of all diseases characterised by
impure fsecretions. In short, these diseased

secretions are not simply eliminative ; they
are reabsorbed into the system, in the same
way that natural and healthy secretions are

—

and even the excretions also, under favourable

circumstances. This is not the place to

enlarge upon this generalisation ; but I may
say that it explains to the satisfaction of my
mind much that it is obscure in the mode of

action of specific diseases.

These observations show the momentotis
importance of a judidous treatment of scall

head in its eai-ly stages. Every day of the

continuance of the affection tends to aggra-

vate the constitutional malady, until at length

the bodily health may be so much deterio-

rated that the cure of the eruption becomes

a matter of the most diflieult attainment.

Patfwloyy of the Disease.—Mr Wilson has

laboured hard to prove that the cell-struc-

ture in favus is not a vegetable growth,

but merely an aberration fi-om the nor-

mal development of the epidermoid cells.

In this opinion I think that he is wrong.

Vegetable and animal cells resemble each

other so closely in their microscopical cha-

racters, that it is impossible for the acutest

observers to discriminate between them. Pro-

fessor Quekctt says, in his Lectures on Histology

:

"However striking the difference between the

animal and a plant may seem at first sight

in the higher groups, a more extended exami-

nation shows that animals and plants gradually

approach each other as we descend in the scde

until they meet in a common centre—the sim-

ple or individual cell. At this point all means

ofdistinction between the vegetable and animal

organism end, and no feature exists which, in

the present state of science, can enable even

the most distinguished micvoscopist to deter-

mine to which of the two kingdoms the indi-

vidual cell belongs, since it possesses character!

common to both."

We can only, therefore, distinguish vegetable

from animal cells by their respective modes of

development. Now, in the present case, the

cellular growths of favus are almost identical

in arrangement with ordinary fungi. This is

assumed by all observers, and allowed by Mt
Wilson. On the ground of microscopic ajj-

pe.arances, therefore, as well as of analogy, it

is rcason.able to conclude in favour of the vege-

table nature ofthese growths. As Dr Hughes

Bennett aptly says, "If long, hollow filaments,

with partitions at intervals, containing mole-

cules within their cells, springing from an

unorganized granular mass, and giving o£f

towards their extremities round, ov.al bodies or

sporules, arranged in bead-like rows, be not

vegetables, what are thev

ilr Wilson's priniipal ground of argument

consists of an assumption to the effect th«t

the primwy grannie of th« epitiernwnd oett a
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formed in the cj-to-blastema that exudes from

the cutis in this disease, and tliat its complete
form in the favus is an aberration of growth

;

that, in fact, the favus cell replaces the true

epidermoid cell. Is this assumption correct ?

May not the exudation be so altered in pro-
perties and so deficient in vitality as not to

generate these plastic granules at all? Or
might not, again, the presence of the fungus
altogether exhaust, by feeding upon it, the

plastic powers of the blastema? Or, again, it is

not improbable that some of the small granules

contained in the crust are really granules

proper to the exudation, but arrested in growth
at that point ; it being impossible, as I have
already shown, to distinguish between vegetable
and animal cells. In more complete proof,

however, that the fungus of favus is identical

with other forms of mould, Remak, as Dr
Bennett relates, placed some favus crusts on the
surface of a cut apple, which lie then placed,
with the cut surface downwards, on some
moist sand, and covered the whole with a glass

bell. On the sixth day a rapid growth of
penlcilium glaucum, with other kiuda of mould,
was discovered ; but the Achorion Schoenleinii

Lad disappeared. It would seem that the fuvus

cells had been developed into the penicilium

glaucum.
It has also been surmised by other writers,

that perhaps the animal cells in this disease

are really converted into vegetable cells : but
this proposition involves a metamorphic prin-

ciple of such great moment and universal

application, that I deem it inexpedient to

indulge in its consideration in connection with
this limited subject. It admits, however, the

proposition that there are vegetable growths.

On the whole, then, I see no reason to dilTer

from those physicians and microscopists who
regard these cell-growths as true parasitic

fungi, developed from spores which have an
external origin.

The favus plant, or the Achorion Schoenleinii,

consists of small cells, of ii-regular size, Vjut

rather longer than broad, sometimes solitary,

at other times joined together at their ends, and
occasionally branched. It is composed of
spores, which are the reproductive organs ; the

receplack, which contains the spores ; and the
mycelium, or the plant itself. The plant is in

fullest development near the suriUoe of the
crust.

There is much difTerenco of opinion as to

the site of the!>e parasitic growths ; whether it

be the surface of the cutis, or the hair folli-

cles. Whilst considering this part of the sub-
ject, I shall treat of Ringworm and Scall Head
together. In the case of lUmjwdrm, Gruby, who
first noticed the crjptogame, traced it into the
hair follicle, where a great number of them
surrounded the cylinder like a sheiith. Bur-
gess agrees with Gruby. Wilson also consi-

ders the hair and the epidermoid lining of the
follicles to be the seat of the disease. Bealc
and Jcnner are of a similar opinion. I>r

Neligan, however, considers it rather a disease

of the scalp than of the hair ; but his views are

peculiar in considering the disease to be simply

a herpetic eruption (in which opinion he is fol-

lowed by Cazcnave, whose knowledge of the
disease was, however, limited, it being a rare

affection in France) : and, further, he does not
make any reference to the existence ofa parasitic

fmigus.

With respect to icall head, Wilson re-

gards it as a disease of the hair follicle, giving
a similar description to that of Gruby. Caze-
nave thinks that the true scat of the favous
?ustulcs is at the extremity ofthe piliferous duct.

le does not, however, believe in a vegetable
growth. Bennett has also found the fungus in

the follicles, and encircling the hair. It is un-
necessary to cite further opinions. It is not
clear that tiie disease always originates in the
hair follicles, though these beconjc the teat of
the cryptogaiBo very soon atter the disease is

e«tabli«hed. liitiri may be removed from a '

portion of the affected scalp which do not

manifest any disease. Alike in the case of

ringworm and of scall head, the scalp and the

hair follicle are both affected.

(To be continued.)

THE SPIRIT
OF THE PERIODICALS.

Dr GooDFELLOW continues in the ' Medical

Times and Gazette ' his Lectures on Bright

s

Disease. We extract his description of the diffe-

rent forms of kidney disease :

" I am fully sensible of the difficulty I impose
on myself in attempting to give, in bttle more
than one Lecture, an intelligible account of tlie

several forms of Bright's kidney, which have been
described by write:-8, and to which I have made
allusion in previous Lectures. You are aware
that since I have occupied the Chair of Medicine
in this College, jointly with Dr Stewart, 1 have
been in the habit of describing the several forms
of ilisenBod kiiluuy inoUided in the general deiio-

miuatiou of Bright's disease, as modiheatious, or

a more or less extensive commingling of two
leading typical forms, commoidy and very aptly

termed the large white kidney, and the small,

hard, contracted kidney. 1 say modificatiuns, or

a mixture of these two, but not gradations ; for

I believe, from an experience of some years, and
somewhat close observation, that Dr Bright and
his followers (especially Dr W'ilks, whose very
able and pains-taking investigations of these

pathological conditions of the kidney entitle him
to rank among the highest authorities on this

subject) are quite right in their opinion, tliat

these two forms are essentially different, and
never jwuis by any pathological process from the

one to the other. In eutertaiuing this opinion,

however, 1 do not iguorc the fact that the process

which leads to the one form may be engrafted

upon the other, or that, from special aiuses, con-

stitutions, and states of body, the two jiroecsscs

may go on contemporaneously, and so form a

mixed kidney, that is to say, a kidney having a

more or less close resemblance to both these

forms, either in the same or in different |>arts.

Now the essential characters, speaking roughly,

of these two forms of kidney are the following :

—

"1. The Large Wkite Kidiuiy.—W, is, as its

name imjilies, larger than the normal kidney,
varying in si/e from six to twelve ounces, or even
more ; its external, vortical, or secreting part is

increased at the cx[ienso of the internal, medul-
lary, or purely excreting parts, mea.suriug gene-
rally, between the base of the pyramids and the

investing capsule, from half-an-iiicli to an ijicli or

more ; it is of a whitish or yellowish-white
colour, flaccid, and anasmie, partly from the obli-

teration of the vessels, partly from the more or

less abundant serosily, and partly from the dimi-

nution in the amount of blood-corpuscles. There
may, however, be, and there often are, a few
enlarged and turgid veins, which in the interior

are tortuous, and on tiio surface liave an arljores-

ceut form ; the medullary jiortion may present
varions degrees of engorgement, or may be as

exsangiiine as the cortical portion, but this, so

far as my ex])erience goes, is rare. The course of

this disease is generally rapid ; it is always
accompanied by consideralde general dropsy ; and
the urine is generally scanty, smoky, and contains

large (luantities of allimnen, some blood-casts of

tubes, epithelial and exudative casts, and some
red blood-corpuscles, and, at the later stages of

the disease, more or less fatty matter. The dura-

tion is seldom longer tlian from four, five, or six

to eight or twelve months : it may, however, per-

sist even longer in some rare cases.
" 2. The Hmnll, OmCracUd Kidney,—It is

invariably smaller than the normal kidney, some-
times only half the natural size ; it is hanl, con-

tracted, red, and granular ; the external or cortical

part is wasted, aud therefore much diminished,

without any oorresiKmding increase of the tubular

portion.

"This form is chronic in its nature, its duration
occnjiying many years, and is very seldom found
without evidence of a similar process in other
organs, especially in the liver, and not iiifre-

queiitly in the spleen and heart ; and it is more
than probable tliat these liave been affected con-

temporaneously with the kidney, from the
influence of some cause afl'ecting the body
generally.

"The symptoms of this foi-m are somewhat
obscure ; certainly not so evident as those cha-

racteristic of the other aud mora acute form.

They are more of a secondary character, and
more particularly referrible to remote organs,

rather than to the kidney itself from the effects

of the disease, and the retention of the urinary

constituents, upon the blood, and upon the
nutrition of the body. The general tissues of

the body suffer degradation, and the subjects of

the disease are cut off from some other disease, as

apoplexy or other head affections, pneumonia,
pleurisy, pericarditis, peritonitis, &c., to which
they have become predisposed, owing to the

general dyscrasia produced by the insidious and
unsuspected progress of the kidney affection

;

they die from pyaimia, erysipelas, or other causes,

after accidents or surgical operations, which are

not in themselves mortal, and not usually fol-

lowed by a fatal result. The urine in this form is,

as a rale, as abundant as in health, sometimes
even more abundant ; it is of low spcciiio gravity

;

it may or may not contain albumen : geneially
the only effect of applying heat, and adding nitric

acid, is to render the urine slightly opaline, but
to produce no sediment or actual precipitate ; it

scarcely ever contains any casts of tubes, either

ejiithebal or exudative. There is very seldom
any anasarca. If there be any, it is small in
amount, and then generally only at the close of

life. But in many cases, on looking attentively,

you m.ay, as I have stated in a preceding Lecture,

detect a sbght oedema beneath the conjunctivae,

and in the feet at night, and a general puffy con-
dition of the eyelids and of the loose subcuta-
neous tissues. The more positive or evident
symptoms aud signs of tliis form are pallor,

neuralgia, headaches resembling those character-
istic of hemicrania, noises in the ears, motes
before the eyes, and other symiitoms referrible to

the nervous system—dyspeptic and other symp-
toms indicative of gastric and intestinal inita-

tion, and even infliimmatiou : for even extensive

ulceration of the stomach is occasionally found
with this condition of kidney ; bnt whether it be
an ell'ect of it, experience has not enabled me to

decide, although it is not improbable.

"Now, as 1 nave said liefore, and indicated in
preceding Lectures, every kind of modification

of these two forms may be met with, Ijut never
any tnie gradation from the one into the others

—that is, from the large white, or most acute

form, into the hard, contracted, and more chronic

disease. There may be, from some ]>eculiarities

in the nature of the cause, the habits of life, and
constitution of the individnal, a state partaking
of t)oth characters, or tlio one process may attacK

a kidney previously the scat ot the otiier jirocess,

anil so in a manner become engrafted njion it, in

which case the organ will of course present the
characters of both. It may or may not be larger

than normal
;
generally it is. It is much less

pale than the large white ; its vessels are much
more numerous, and more or less gorged with
blood ; the Malpighiaii tufts are red and solid,

and the organ presents a coarse granular appear-

ance. The symptoms, a-s you might be prepared
to expect, are much less acute than in the large

white fonn, and more decided tlian in tlie purely
chronic form. The urine is very seldom free

from albimien ; it may contain a very considerable
quantity ; the s]>eciiic gravity is considerably
under the average, but never so constantly low
as in the .small, contracted kidney ; there is

almost always more or less deposit of all)umino-

fibrinous casts of tubes both large and small, and
also casts of ini)icrlect, broken-down granular
epithelium, in which there generally are some
minute fatty molecules, and a few isolated blood-

corpuscles. There is commonly considerable

anasarca, with great pronencss to effusions in the
serous cavities, and even iiiflammatoiy i'ormations

—as (lakes of lympli, &c.
" Besides these two leading, typical forms, and

the third or mixed form, there are two others
mentioned by writers, namely, the Waxy, T»irda-

ccous, or Amyloid kidney, and the Fatty kidney.
These may be modifications of the fiist form (the

large white), or they may be produced by an inde-

pendent morbid process. They much more rarely

accompany the hard, contracted type of kidney.
" You will ])erceive tliat tlio terms lardaceous,

waxy, and amyloid are synonymous, and are used
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originally by Kokitansky, from tlie supposed

resemblance of the kidney when so affected to

to indicate the same disease. The first was \ised

bacon rind. The second was a name given to it

by some English pathologists from a fancied re-

semblance to wax, and the third is the term given

to it by Virchow, because of its offering reactions

on the application of iodine and sulphuric acid,

resembling, if not identical with, those of the

same agents upon starch.

" This form of kidney must be rare, for I hare
not met with it in my practice at this Hospital.

But now that wo have the means of detecting

this degeneration even when partial, and before

it has become so general as to affect the whole
cortical substance, so as to be apparent to the

naked eye, we shall doubtless find it more fre-

quently ; for I have for some time had the impres-
sion that this change or metamorphosis must be
frequent in scrofulous and iihthisical patients, and
have often been surjirised at not discovering pal-

pable evidence of it in the dead-house. Virchow
says 'that a large proportion of the cases of

Bright' s disease, especially the chronic ones, are

assignable to this change' (into the lardaceous,

waxy, or amyloid condition), ' and must, therefore, •

be separated from many other similar forms as

constituting a special, altogether a peculiar affec-

tion. " From the interesting account of this condi-

tion given by Dr Harris, it appears that the kid-

neys are generally enlarged, andthatthecut surface

of the cortex is of a pale yellowish-wliite colour,

here and there irregularly depressed, the depres-

sions giving the surface an uneven lobular appear-

ance. The capsules strip off readily, leaving the

surface smooth, and not torn. The symptoms of

this form of kidney are obscure. There is gene-

rally anasarca more or less considerable, a great

proportion of albumen in the urine, and also some
small jialc waxy casts, and a few epithelial cells,

and red blood-corpuscles. The specific gravity of

the urine is generally under 1012. It being a

constitutional disease, and the urine containing

but a very small proportion of urea, the general

symptoms are severe, especially the nervous

symptoms.

"The next form is the fatty kidney. In most,

indeed in all, of the other forms of these affec-

tions, the kidney may undergo the fatty metamor-
phosis, but especially is it prone to take place in

the largo white kidney, and in the mixed white

and granular kidney. Virchow has found that

the kidney whose epithelium has passed into a

fatty degeneration nearly always shrivels up,

and the result is a perniament atrophy. But
when the pure typical white kidney undergoes
this metamorphosis there is but little diminution
in size, and the exudative matter deposited in

the tubules and intertubular substance seems to

undergo still further degeneration into fatty and
oUy matter. This condition will generally be
found in persons who have been addicted to

intemperance—especially in the use of undiluted
spirits, as brandy, gin, and whisky.

"The symptoms indicative of the fatty kidney
will more or less be modified according to the
conditions of the organ with which this metamor-
phosis is associated, and also with the greater or

smaller amount of this degeneration in other
organs of the body, especially in the heart and
arteries. There is generally very considerable

anasarca, although great fatty degeneration of

the organ has been found where no auascarca was
observed during life. The same may be said,

also, with regard to albumen. When the white
kidney is the seat of the metamorphosis, you will

invariably find considerable anasarca, and more
or less of albumen, and of fat or oily casts in the
urine."

The Author then describes the order in which

tliese foi-ms of disease are induced, and makes

some observations on the processes of trans-

udation and exudation.

Dr CoNOLLY continues in the same journal

his liecolkclions of the Varieties of Insanity. Mr
T. Pridgik Teale, Jun., contributes a series of

cases of Irickclomy. We quote a few, with the

Author's remarks :

"As the subject of iridectomy is now under
discussion, I have selected the following from
among the cases in which I have performed the

operation, as confirmatory of the results obtained
by other surgeons :

—

" Chronic Glaucoma.
"MaryT., aged 50.
" Right eye.—Blind from chronic glaucoma.
"Left eye.— Failing one year; she can read

large print
;
globe hard.

"January, 1859.—Iridectomy of left eye.

"October, 1860.—Vision, wliich had progres-
sively failed for a year, has remained stationary
since the operation. She can read No. 6 Jaeger
with the aid of convex glasses. Globe less hard
than before the operation, though not quite of
natural tension.

"In this case the disease, which had pro-
gressed in the riglit eye to complete blindness,
was arrested in the left at the stage at which the
operation was performed.

" Sub-acute Glaucoma.
" Mrs S., aged fifty-four, for ten months has

nuflfered from intense unremitting pain in the
brow and left side of the head.

" Lsft eye.—Perfectly dark many months ; cor-

nea hazy ; aqueous humour turbid ; conjunctiva
dusky red colour

;
globe hard.

" RiglU eye.—Globe hard ; cornea and aqueous
humour clear ; lens opalescent ; states that sho
has occasionally perceived the light of a candle
during the last two or three months, but that
generally she has no perception of light.

" December, 1859.— Iridectomy of both eyes.

The day following the operation, the neuralgia was
less than it had been for many months.

"October, 1860.—During the three weeks fol-

lowing the operation, the pain gradually abated,

and has never returned. Globes of natural ten-

sion. She has regained a small amount of sight

with the right eye, being able, early in the morn-
ing, to see the window-frames, and to distinguish
fingers. The relief of pain and arrest of the
glaucomatous process were perfect. The recovery
of the small amount of sight was quite unlocked
for at such an advanced period of the disease."

" Ikitls with closed Pupil.
"Joseph B., aged twenty-nine. For a year has

suffered from repeated attacks of syphilitic iritis,

which during the last six months have been at-

tended with constant severe pain. He has been
for some time perfectly blind. In the right eye
there is total synechia posterior, the iris bulging
forwards, and the cornea being ulcerated. The
left eye was destroyed by a blow mauy years ago.

" September 4, 1858.—As no treatment had of

late mitigated his sufferings, iridectomy was per-

fonned, without, however, any expectation of

recovery of sight.

" 12th.—He is free from pain. Ulcer of cornea
healing.

'

' October 2.—Tlie patient having slept in a
draught, the eye again become inflamed and pain-
ful. Iridectomy was therefoi'e I'cpeated.

"January, 1859.— Has been perfectly free from
pain for many weeks. The ulcer of the cornea
IS healed, and the globe is in a quiescent state.

" In this case, although there was no hope of
sight, the object of the operation was attained,
namely, relief of pain, and arrest of constant
irritation of the globe; results which ordinary
means of treatment, continued for several' months,
had failed to obtain.
" IlilTIS WITH ' E.XCLUSION ' OF THE PUPIL.
"Sarah F., aged forty-nine. Iritis of left eye

nine months. Constant and often intense pain
six months, during which sho has been under
medical treatment (apparently mercurial, as her
gums were made tender) without any relief.

Total synechia posterior. She can hardly count
fingers in a strong light. Right eye blind since

infancy.

"May 14, 1859.—Iridectomy of left eye.
" 17th.—Slight increase of iritis, with diminu-

tion of pain.

"June 3.—Eye free from pain and redness. A
few weeks later she could read large letters equal
to 19 Jaeger, and could walk by herself through
the streets.

"October, 1860.—She has had no return of pain
nor inflammation since the operation."

" Inteestitial Corneitis.
" Maria C, aged twenty-eight, unmarried,

suffered from inflammation of the eyes for the first

time three months ago, after being harassed for

several months by attendance on an invalid.

There is no reason to suspect primary syphilis.

Her teeth are dwarfed, transversely grooved, and
wide apart, such as Hutchinson describes as the

result of hereditary syphilis. Before she was
born, her mother had had seven miscarriagesjind
dead children in succession.

" Right eye inflamed three months
; cornea

mottled and universally opaque, so that the iris
could not be seen

;
globe very soft ; vision reduced

to bare perception of light.
" Left eye.—Cornea mottled with ted and white

interstitial patches, with one or two clearer por-
tions at the margin through which the iris can be
distinguished. Can see the light of a candle, but
cannot count finders

;
globe soft.

"July 25.—Iridectomy of both eyes, with the
double object of at once arresting the inflamma-
tory processes which had already advanced to
such a damaging extent, and also with a view to
providing an artificial jiupil opposite to the rem-
nant of transiiarent cornea in the better eye.

" 26th.—Pain and intolerance of light much
relieved. Has .slep>t better than she has done for

several weeks. -

" August 6.—Slow but steady improvement
since the operation.

" 10th.—Alterative treatment commenced.
"September 1. — Alteratives discontinued.

The improvement in the condition of the eyes
seemed to be rather more rapid under their in-
fluence,

" October 30.

—

RigM ci/c— Globe has recovered
its natural tension, and is free from irritation.
Mottled opacities throughout the entire cornea.
Can count fingers at four inches distance.

" Left eye—Tension almost natural. Slight
tenderness and redness round the cornea. Counts
fingers at seven inches.

" From the foregoing ca.ses, and others in
wliich I have performed iridectomy, I am firmly
convinced that we possess in this operation a most
powerful agent in arresting many disorganising
processes in the eyeball wliich were little, if at
all, under the control of any method of treatment
previously in use. In many of the cases a
greater or less amount of vision has been restored.

In others, where recovery of sight was impossible

on account of permanent change of structure in
the retina or corne.i, dependent on the length of
time during which the disea.se had remained un-
checked, there has still been obtained incalculable

benefit by relief of pain, and arrest of disor-

ganising processes. Of these latter cases I

believe there is hardly one in which sight would
not have been preserved or recovered, if the
operation could have been performed at an early

period of the disease."

A Case of Ovariotomy is reported in the same

journal by Mr Spencer Wells. We will repro-

duce it next week.

The ' Lancet ' opens with a continuation of Dr

Pavy's Lettsomian Lectures on Diabetes. We
extract the following paragraphs :

"Such are the sources of sugar that were
known previous to Bernard's time. Now, after

an attentive examination of the circumstances

connected with Diabetes, Bernard was led to

think that there might be something besides amy-
laceous matter—something unknown to chemists
and physiologists, which might give rise to the
production of sugar in the body. This he particu-

larly inferred from the fact that the quantity ot

sugar escaping from a diabetic patient, under a
mixed diet, is much greater than can be accounted
for by the starch and sugar ingested ; and that,

although saccharine and amylaceous materials may
be completely abstained from, still sugar does not
cease to appear in the urine. Here was his mo-
tive for undertaking an experimental investiga-

tion, out of which have sprung such unanticipated

results. In his first experiments, animals were
kept upon a diet of a strongly saccharine charac-

ter, with the view of ascertaining how far the

sugar could be followed in the circulatory system
after its absorption into the branches of the iiortal

vein. His results led him to the conclusion that

it might be detected as far as between the liver

and the right side of the heart. To show that

the sugar encountered at this point was what was
derived from the fooii, a countcr-e.xi)erimeut—an
experiment where starch and sugar were excluded

from the diet—was made, with the expectation of

obtaining a negative result. Instead of this,

however, to Bernard's great astonishment, sugar

was found as before ; and thus was laid the foun-

dation of the theory which has given.to the liver
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a gluco-genio function. It was in the year 1848

that the discovery of this function was an-

nounced.
" Bernard's celebrated experiment, wliich was

regarded as establishing the existence of a su^r-
fomiing function in the animal system, was this :

—A dog was kept for some time on a purely ani-

mal diet, and was, therefore, )irevented from re-

ceiving any sugar from an external source. Its

life being suddenly destroyed, the abdomen was
immediately opened, and a ligature placed on the

portal vein. The blood flowing from the chylo-

poietic viscera towards the liver was obstructed,

and distended the vein below the ligature. An
incision into the distended vessel allowed the
blood to escape, and this, on being collected and
tested, gave no indication of the presence of

sugar. Blood was now procured from the hepatic

vems on the other side of the liver, and was
found to be highly impregnated with saccharine

matter. The liver ti.s.sue itself was examined,
and gave a strong reaction, whilst all the other

solid organs of the body and the contents of the

stomach and intestine gave no reaction with the
ugar tests.

"Nothing, certainly, seems more conclusive

iian such an experiment as this. There is no
ugar in the blood going to the liver, and tliere is

an abundance in that escaping from it, as there is

also in the tissue of the organ itself .Such evi-

ilence really appears in unmistakeable language
) indicate that su^ar is formed by the liver, and
iiTied away from it by the hepatic blood. And,

from theextent to which the sugar is found, it might
be reasonably inferred that its production is con-

nected with some very important purpose in the

animal economy. Now, the experiment establishes

beyond all question that sugar can be produced in

the animal system without being derived directly

from the food ; but the great point of interest in

physiology, and likewi.so as regards the pathology

of diabetes, is whether this production is really

taking place during life, in accordance with the infe-

rence that has been drawn from Bernard's results

obtained after death. Does, in fact, the exami-
nation, as it has been hitherto conducted, atford

us an indication of the physiological state ? or can

it be only taken for what it is really worth

—

namely, as the representation of a postmortem
ondition ? This I shall specially touch upon
hen I have prococ<led a little further, and brought
lie history of the subject up to the present

period.
" It was at first considered that the sugar found

in the system of the animal feeder was formed
from an albuminous material. Bernard's next
step—and an important one it has proved—was
to discover and isolate the substance which is the

source of animal glucose. In September, 1S55,

he communicated to the Academy of Sciences of

Paris his discovery that the formation of sugar in

the liver might be shown to bo capable of taking
phire after death. On passing a stream of water
througii the vessels of the liver after removal,
the whole of whatever sugar imjiregnated its

tissue was washed out, so that it then gave no
reaction with the copper or fermentation tests.

IT|inn placing it aside, however, and examining it

': ation of

i-d. All
.,.,.

I
.. ..-. , , i'y this ex-

periment removed, and the production of sugar

resolved itself into a simple chemical action.

The source of the sugar was not as yet disclosed
;

but it was evident that in the liver it must be,

.ud that it must consist of something not so

Mily taken up by water, otherwise it would have
icapeil from the organ with the sugar. In 1857

tlio isolation of the sugar-forming material was
announced, and as sugar-formation was supposed
to constitute its physiological destination, it was
called by Bernard the Gluco-genic Matter of the

liver. 'The gluco-genic theory was considered to

remain unaltered by this discovery, except in so

far as it was rendered more complete by the de-

of a reccguisable source for the animal

' M , I -'-arches have led ine to look upon the
t- iru .la c ;;enic as objectionable, if applied to

tlii-5 n.:wl_v-discovercd substance upon physiological
grounds. It is true that, after death, under cer-

tain unnatural conditions, it is a sugar-forming
substance ; but under natural circumstances it

does not seem intended for the production of
(agar. On account of its chemical resemblance
to a product of the vegetable kingdom, it has

'

also been called the Amyloid Substance. To this

term, however, an objection might be raised on
the score of confusing this substance with a body
of a different nature met with in the system that
has long since received the same name. In
speaking of it myself, I have called it Hepatine,
simply from its connection with the liver. When
our knowledge of its physiological relations is

more perfect, it can then be named upon scientific

principles ; but until then its provisional name
should certainly be one which is not exposed to

the chance of leading to error by implying a pur-
pose I have good reason to believe it is not
naturally intended for.

" The situation of hepatiue in the liver is in

the hepatic cells—at least, such is to be inferred

from what is seen by the use of the microscope,

with the employment of chemicals. As it is not

present after death from disease, but is always
present under healthy circumstances, its produc-

tion may be supposed to result from the exercise

of the normal functional activity of the liver.

" In its chemical properties hepatine is allied

to starcli, but even more closely so to dextrine.

When pure, it is a neutral, colourless, tasteless,

and inodorous body, presenting only an amorphous
granular appearance uudor examination with the

microscope. It is largely soluble, although not

with rapidity, in water ; and its aqueous solution

presents an opaquely lactescent character. It is

curious that in the form of a highly concentrated

solution it is transparent, the lactescence appe.ir-

ing only on dilution. It is insoluble in alcohol

and glacial acetic acid, by which agents it may be

thrown down from its aqueous solution. It is un-

affected at a boiling heat by caustic potash. It is

devoid of nitrogen, and is coinfwsed of C,, H,j
0,j. With iodine its behaviour is like dextrine,

producing a deep wine-red coloration. Its most
important property is its susceptibility of trans-

formation into sugar. It docs not itself react with
the cupro-potassic or fermentation tests ; but,

after boiling for a short time with a mineral acid,

or contact with many animal product.s, as saliva,

bloo<l, liver tissue, &c., at a moderately elevated

temperature, the characteristic indications of

glucose are discernible. For studying its relations,

it is easily procured by plunging a piece of liver

removed from a recently-killed animal into boiling

water ; then pounding in a mortar, and boiling

afresh with a fairish quantity of water. The
strained or filtered liquid is to be poured into five

or .six times its bulk of spirit to precipitate the

hepatiue, which, after being collected on a filter,

is to be dried. To obtain it jmre, it must bo

lx)iled in a solution of potash. After reprecipi-

tation with spirit, it is to be thoroughly washed
with tluit agent to effect the removal of foreign

matter. But traces of the alkali cling to it with

great tenacity, and these can only bo got rid of

by neutralizing with an acid, such as the acetic.

The acetate formed is carried away by the spirit

in washing."

The same journal contains a continuation of

Mr Henry Thompson's Annual Oration, and

a controversial article by Mr Hulke on the

Sur'jical Tre(iliiv:iU of Glaucoma^ in which tlie

Author seeks to overthrow Mr Hancock's argu-

ments against iridectomy. Mr B.vkeii Bkowx
continues his reports of cases of VeMco- VaijiMil

Fistula. We extract them :

"Case 8.— Vesica- Vaginal Fistula ; obliterated

urethra of eight years' duration ; one ojKration ;

cure.—Mrs B , aged forty-two. This lady was
sent to me by Mr Ludlow, of Hinckley, Leicester-

shire ; but that gentleman did not attend her in

her confinement.
"History.—Eight years ago she was taken in

labour with her fir.st child, and after twenty-four
hours of severe pains she became insensible. She
believes that instruments were apjjlied, but is

unconscious of their nature ; by their aid she was
delivered of a still-born female child. She had
fits for .some time after the labour, and when she
became conscious she found that her urine came
away involuntarily, and it has continued to do so
ever since. She has never menstruated since the
accident.

"Aug. nth, 1860.—On examination, I found a
fistulous openingwhich would admit three fingers,

situated about two inches up the vagina. The
urethra was entirely occluded. There was a slight

corrugation at the point where the meatus should
have been. The vagina was large and roomy.

" 13th.—Chloroform having been administered
by Mr Wratislaw, I proceeded to operate in the
presence of Messrs George Brown, Philip Harper,
Spencer, and my son, Mr I. Baker Brown. I

first freely pared the edges of the fistula, which
were very hard and cartilaginous, and jjassed

through them five silver sutures. Having done
this, 1 introduced a long sharp-pointed knife into

the centre of the corrugated part which pointed
out the situation of the meatus, and gently pushed
it into the bladder, keeping as nearly as possible

in the track of the urethra. Through the open-
ing thus made, which was nearly two inches

deep, a metallic catheter with bag attached was
passed. The sutures were then closed, one being

simply twisted, but the other four were secured

by my bar clamps. In the evening the catheter

became closed up with coagula, and it was found
necessary to withdraw and cleanse it.

'

' From this time she went on very well, having
no escape.

"On the 20th the bar clamps were removed,
and the whole opening was found perfectly

healed. The catheter was retuined.in the bladder
for a few days, after which, as the new urethra
was found covered with mucous lining, it was
withdrawn, and she was ordered to have her
urine drawn ofi' every four hours. In a month
from the operation, she could pass a certain

quantity of her urine herself ; but as the
bladder had not entirely recovered its powers of

contractility, she could not quite empty it. She
was, therefore, directed to pass the catheter about
three times a day. None of the urine escaped .

involuntarily.
'

' Remarks.—Nothing could be more satis-

factory than the success which attended the
treatment of this very unusual condition, con-

sidering the length of time wliich had elapsed
since the accident, and the total occlusion of the
urethra. I have since heard from her. She
menstruates regularly, and never loses any urine.

She is still obliged to pass the catheter occasion-

ally ; but I doubt not that when the bladder has
recovered its contractile power she will gi-adually

be able to empty it without the use of the instru-

ment.
"Case 9.— Vesico-Vaginal Fistula, with com-

plete Ruptured Perimrum ; three operations for
thefistula ; cure.—This and the two following

cases are taken from reports of the London
Surgical Home : — E. B , aged forty-one,

married, living at Leicester ; has had thirteen

children ; admitted July 20th, 1860.

"History.—On the 1st of April, parturition

commented ; was in labour fifty-two hours, when
craniotomy was performed. She was very ill

afterwards, losing the use of her limbs. The
urine escaped per vaginam immediately after the

labour, and she has never passed any since by the

natural passage. Diarrhrea also came on after

labour, and ever since then the motions have

passed away entirely without control. Early in

June she went to the Leicester Infirmary, under
the care of Mr Paget, who, in consultation with
his colleagues,—Messrs Macaulay and Benlield,

—

recoiniiii'iided her to place herself under the care

of Mr Baker Brown.
" On examination, the posterior part of the

vagina was found contracted by bands of cicatri-

zation, immediately behind which could be seen

a small portion of the os uteri. Directly anterior

to these adhesions was a long fistulous opening,

running up into the left side of tlie vagina and
bladder, in extent altogether about two inches.

The whole of the perinaiuin was gone, and the

anterior half of the sphincter muscle also.

"Aug. 2nd.—Mr Brown operated for the

fistulous opening, the patient being under the

influence of chloroform, and placed in the litho-

tomy position. Seven bar damps were used,

and jiut horizontally along the wound. There
having been no escape of urine, or the lOtli the

clamps were removed, and the union seemed
perfect ; but, on the following day, Mr Brown
found that about half of the opening had again

separated. She wa.s, therefore, placed under
tonic treatment, with a view of improving her

general health.
" 16th.—Mr Brown operated a second time,

the patient being placed on her hands and knees,

and not under the effects of chloroform. He
used a button and five shots, and brought the

edges together transversely.
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"25tli.—The button was removed, and all was

found healed, except a small portion where one

Vfire had torn through.
" Sept. IS.—Having regained her healtli, Mr

Brown operated again, the patient being on lier

hands and knees. Bozeman's button was used.

"22ud.—The button having been removed, it

was found that the most perfect union had taken

place.
" Retnarlcs.—The reason, in the first instance,

of a partial failure in the union arose from two

causes : first, from the cicatrised band, which
pulled upon the edges ; and, secondly, from the

low condition of the general health of the

patient. It would have been better to have

divided those adiiesious, and to liavo waited two
or three weeks before operating. In a similar

case, such would be my practice. I may just

mention, that the usual operation for ruptured

perinieum lias since been performed with perfect

success, and the patient is now entirely relieved

from her miserable condition.

"Case 10.

—

Vciico- Vaginal Fistula, very large

size; four operations; cure.—S. H , aged

tw«iity-eight, married, living at Chichester

;

admitted into the London Surgical Home, Alffil

Sth, 1800.
" History.—She lias had one child, eight weeks

ago, in labour thirty hoiu's, when craniotomy was

performed ; sufl'erod from retention of urine for

the first four days, when the catheter was em-
ployed. From that time no urine could be

retained. This history was obtained from Mr
Buckle, who was called to see her after this con-

dition was ascertained.
" On examination, Mr Brown found strong

bands of adhesion almost closing up the vagiua,

and with an opening about the size of a five-

shilling piece, which not ouly embraced the vrhole

floor of the bladder from the termination of the

urethra to the os uteri, but extended also to the

left side of the vagina, destroying much of the

tissues thereof. Mr Browu freely divided all the

bands of cicatrization, and afterwards dressed

them with oiled lint, and then for many days

used the usual sponge tents.
" March 22nd.—Mr Brown did not consider it

advisable to attempt to close tlie whole opening
;

he, therefore, operated on a portion of it with
three bar clamps.
" 29tli.—Removed the clamps, sud the part

operated on was found quite healed.
" April Sth.—Several strong bands of cicatri-

zation, still dragging upon the edges of the fistula,

especially on the loft side, were agaiu divided

and dressed as before.
" May 31st.—The fistula being now the size of

half-a-crown, Mr Brown brought tho edges toge-

ther with seven bar clamps.
"Juno 7th.—Bar clamps removed; only a

small portion had soundly healed, evidently be-

cause the patient was weak and out of liealth.

She was, therefore, put under tonics and out-

door exercise.
" July 26th.—Mr Brown operated, using six

bar clamps.
" Aug. 4th.—Clamps were removed. A large

portion was found healed ; but in consequence of

the very bad state of liealtli of the patient, it

seemed impossible to close the whole. She was,

therefore, sent to Brighton for a mouth.
" Sept. 13th.—She returned much better_ in

health, but some strong bauds still constricting

the vagina on the left side. Mr Brown freely di-

vided them.
"Oct. 18th.—Mr Brown agaiu operated, using

Bozeman's button and seven shots.
" a7th.— Button removed. Complete union

had taken place.
" Eemarks.—This was one of those cases ofTer-

ing great difficulties, not only on account of tho

Tery large fistulous opening, but also because of tho

feneral bad health of the patient from the time of

er admission, materially aggravated by a great

fretfulness of disposition. It was one of those

cases which no young surgeon, however clever,

could have succeeded in curing by one operation

"Ca.se 11. — Vesica- Vaginal Fistula, with a
large Recto- Vaginal Fistula ; one ojxration ; cure.

—J. M , aged twenty-one, first child ; ad-

mitted into the London Surgical Home on the
30th of July, 1800.
" Jliilory.—Was taken in labour on the 24th

of April, and delivered on the 25th by craniotomy,
having been iu labour thirty-five hours. Ever
since that time the urine has escaped per vagi-

nam. Was sent up from the Leicester Infirmary

by Mr. Paget.
" On examination, a fistula was found situated

immediately behind the sympliysis pubis, trans-

versely, destroying half the urethra ; the whole
so tightly bound down by cicatrized bands, that

it was almogt impossible to pass a catheter from
the meatus into the bladder.

"On further examination, it was found that all

tire recto-vaginal septum, extending two inches

up, and including the whole of the base of the

perimeum, had sloughed away, only a very su-

perficial perimeum, composed merely of skin, re-

maining. Tliis, tlierefore, was cut through, and
the parts dressed with oQed lint. From this time,

tlie whole vagina put on a most unhealthy,

sloughy appearance, and for many weeks seemed
to baffle every treatment, until Oct. IStli, when
she regained her health sufficieutly to admit of

the division of a band which constricted the va-

gina, which quickly healed ; and on Oct. 25th,

Mr Brown operated, the patient being in the

lithotomy position, under chloroform, Bozeman's

button and six silver wires being used. At tho

same time, Mr Brown closed the recto-vaginal

fistula, up to the anus, using a button and three

wires.
" Nov. 3rd.—Buttons taken off. The vesico-

vaginal fistula was found quite healed, but tlie

rectum was not healed, the edges looking uu-

liealthy.
" Remarks.—This case is one ofgreat practical

interest, from the fact of the patient being in

such a bad state of health as to delay the first

operation for three months. The propriety of

the delay is proved by the rapidity of the union

at the first operation.
" If these eleven cases be added to the twenty-

nine whicli I have already published, it will be

seen tliat they amount to the number of forty.

Of these, thu'ty-eight were cured as far as the

fistula was concerned, although one subsequently

died of pyajmia."

Dr Hassali contributes a paper to the same

journal on the danger of Green Paint in Artificial

Leaves and Flowers; a danger arising from the use

of Scheele's green, or arsenite of copper, as a

colouring material. We extract the following

:

" Tlie use of emerald green for the manufacture

of artificial leaves and dowers has been for the

most part resorted to only within tlie last two

or three years, and I am informed that there are

from two to three hundred leaf-makers, all using

this poisonous substance. The condition of these

people, mostly young women and girls, but in-

cluding some men and boys, is wretched in the

extreme. They all labour, and many in a severe

form, under symptoms of arsenical poisoning.

The poison is diffused throughout the atmosphere

they breathe, and is of course inhaled ; further,

it acts as a local irritant and escharotic on the hands

and other parts of the body to which it becomes
mechanically applied. The symptoms may be

arranged into the constitutional and local : the

former consist of general derangeuient of the

iiealth, debility, nervousness, headache, thirst,

sickness, loss of appetite, and diarrhoea ; the

latter, in soreness of the throat and gums, oadema
about the eyes, soreness of and running from the

nose, and in ugly-looking sores on tho hands,

face, neck, and other parts of the body to which
tlie poison finds access.

" Now, for all these evil effects, no necessity

whatever exists. In the first place, it is more
than probalile that a suitable substitute for the

arsenical pigment might be found ; and in the

second, even if its use could not be dispensed

with, it is certain that tlie more injurious and
distressing consequences might be avoided by the

adoption of certain simple and obvious pre-

cautions.
" Hitherto reference has been made only to the

effects of tho emploj'ment of the pigment on

those engaged in the manufacture of the leaves

and Uowers. Is is highly probable, however, that

the wearers of these ornaments do not altogether

escape from the serious consequences to wliich

their poorer sisters are subject.
" Case 1.—Francis H , aged forty-five, was

admitted an out-piatient of the Eoj-al Free Hos-
pital, in February last ; is a dyer of muslin sheets

used for making the leaves and other parts of
I artificial flowers ; has been engaged at this occu-

pation off and on for about two }'car3 ; used foi-

merly to dust tho colour—arsenite of copper, or
emerald green—on the muslin. This occasioned
it to fly about the room, and to fall on the clothes :

.began almost immediately to feel ill ; suffered con-
stant nausea, loss of appetite, thirst, and headache

;

had diarrhoja occasionally, soreness of the throat,

and tenderness of the giuns ; is much moce
nervous than formerly. The eruption appeared
four or five days after commencing to use the
pigment. It began in the form of greenish

pimples over the hands and face ; these bursting;

left holes, having eroded edges. Has also eruptions

on the scrotum aud groins. The skin of the
palms of tlie hands is of a yellowish-green colour,

being stained with the green dye. Left off using
the emerald green at Cliristmas, 1858, for about
four months ; then used picric dye, which did not
affect him, and, iu two or three montlLS, tlie

eruptions entirely disappeared. Began to use
the emerald green again about six weeks before

Christmas, 1859, and soon experienced neaaly the

same effects as before, with tliis difference, that

the eruption was not so bad, owing to the manner
in which the colouring matter is now applied, not

by dusting as formerly, but by dyeing the muslin
and rubbing in the colour.

"Cabe. 2.—Jiichai'J G , aged twenty-seven,
also admitted an out-patient of the Koyal Free
Hospital, in February last ; is an artificial leaf-

maker—that is, he cuts the leaves out of the
dyed sheets of muslin ; has beeu engaged in the
trade about twelve months ; was in good health
imtil he began to use the emerald green about two
or three months since ; began to feel the effects of

the poison in the course of two or three tlays

afterwards. The symptoms were as follows :

Much thirst ; tongue white ; highly nervous

;

sleep disturbed and uurefreshing ; weakness ; loss

of appetite ; bowels veiy much relaxed for the
last eight or ten days, acting some six times
daily ; sense of weight on the chest and difficulty

of breathing ; the eyes swollen iu the morning ;

the nose sore uiside and discharging freely
;
gums

tender. About fourteen days aftei- using the
colour, sores broke out in various parts of the

body ; on the hands, forehead, l«hind the cars, at

the roots of the nails, and on the scrotum, the

.

sores presenting a dark and very unhealthy
appearance. Tho hands, especially the palms,
aud the roots of the nails, were stained, as in

the previous case, of a greenish-yellow colour.

"There were eight young women and two
boys working in the same room with the men
whose cases have just been described, aud they
were all affected much in the same way. They
all had sores ; the girls, at the back of the neclc,

on the sides of the nose, and on the hands ; their

eyes were also affected, and there was running
from the nose. To such an extent was their

health affected, that they were compelled from
time to time to give up their work and return

home.
" P.S.—Arsenite of copper is employed for a

great variety of purposes besides as a dye for

colouring paper-hangings. In a letter in.-;erted

in the ' Lancet ' some months since, I pointed

out that it was constantly used in the colouring

of ai'ticles of furniture and dress. I also showed
that another green pigment, probably scarcely less

injurious than the arsenical prepai'ation, was still

more constantly employed to colour carpets,

table-covers, curtains, clothes, dresses, and nu-
merous other articles. This pigment is kuown
as false Brunswick green, of which three shades

are prepared, aud it consists of Prussian blue or

indigo with curomate of leaoj."

The same journal contains a report, by Dr J. B.

Metcalfe, of a Case of Poisoning by Arsenical

Paper-hangings. We extract the case :

" Clarence W. King, son of W. T. King, F^q., o^

Beresford Lodge, Highbury, aged three years and
a half, first manifested symptoms of being unwell

on the morning of Thursday, Nov. 1st. He refused

his breakfast, complained of chilliness, and w-as

sick ; at ten a.m. he was seized with convulsions,

for which he was put into a warm bath, aud the

attack soon passed off. On my arrival at eleven

a.m. he was in a semi-comatose state, his counte-

nance placid, surface of body warm : the bowels

had acted several times, the stools passing off in-

voluntarily, watery, bilious, and very oneiisive ;

pulse quick ; tongue white ; there was no abdo-

minal tenderness on pressure. On visiting him
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j^iu iu the evening, I learned that sligtt con-

vulsive twitcliings of the facial muscles had been
observed ; that he had been more feverish, bnt
WSL& again less so ; he had not been sick ; the

bowels were less freely relieved.

"Thus far there were no symptoms of so grave

« character as to lead to the supposition that they

were attributable to any extraordinary cause
;

worms (to which the child was subject), or any
oth«r irritant, might have produced them. It

was on the following day, at seven a.m., when
having been sent foV on account of another child

kaving been seized with convnLsions accompanied

by violent shrieks and severe dysenteric discharge

from the bowels, that I noticed the great change
wtich had taken place in the little fellow ; he was
almost in a state of asphyxia, the surface cold,

pulse feeble, countenance livid. The ap]ilieation

ot warmth, administration of ammonia, and fre-

?^uent supplies of warm milk, after the lapse of a

ittle time produced .somewhat of reaction ; but
in the afternoon ho was again seized with a severe

tetanic con^idsiou, and from that time alterna-

tions of repose and convulsion (amounting to

perfect opisthotonos) continued until the little

sufferer sank at twelve o'clock, thirty-eight hours
after the commencement of the attack.

"It is worthy of note that although all these

symptoms were duo to ai'scnicol poisoning, as will

appear in the sequel, there was no violent sick-

ness ; only once at the commencement of the

attack waa tha child sick, and on one occasion on
the second day when beef-tea was given instead of

milk.
" A post-mortem examinatiou was made on the

following day, with reference to whi<h it may be
briefly remarked that the apjiearances were indi-

cative of a healthy state of system ; the child

was fat and well nourished. For the appearances
presented in the stomach and those parts which
were forwarded to Dr Letheby, the reader is

referred to the report which is appended."

Dr Lctheby's examination proved that there

were traces both of arsenic and copper in the liver

He remarks :

" The resalts of these investigations leave no
tloubt in my mind as to tke cause of the chikl's

death. The poisonous pigment cxi.stiag iu so

large a quantity on the paper, together with th«

circumstance that the ."^lightest friction would
remove it, accounts fully for the origin of the poi-

so> ; and the presence of it in the dead body an-

swers the qucstioa as to the cau.se of death.
" It may not be out of place to remark that the

quantity of the poLson on the paper is sufficient,

under circumsLaucea like the present, to be a
source of serious danger : for a piece of the paper
six inches square contains enough arsenic to de-

stroy two adult personn ; and, from the nuiuy cases

of a like character which have been refcncdto
m*, 1 cannot hesitate to believe that the use of

such l)a[>crs is extremely hazardous. Within the
last fortnight, I have had occasion to examine two
specimens of green papers which were suspected

to be the cause of illitsss, and iu each of them
arsenic was present to a large extent ; in one
case it amounted to nearly ten grains on a surface

>ix inches square ; and it almost invariably
haj'pi lis that the poi.sonous pigment is brit loosely

attached to the paper, and is easily bnisked off

liy slight friction. AiThiin our arti&cers and
manufacturers will learn caution in respect of the

Ti.sc of such poisonous pigments I know not, for

already thu danger of it has been sufliuiently

discussed. Nor is there the cxcu.se that, in order

to meet the demand for bright and pcnnaiient

colours, there is any necessity for the employment
of miner.il pi;;mcnts. The French, who are our
competitors in this matter, have long since

abandoned the nse of such pigment.s, and are yet

able to outstrip us in tlie brilliancy of tint. It is

high time that onr manufacturers should imitate

their example."

We quote from the ' Lancet' of the 2ith nit-

the following General ami Climcal Retnarka on

Scurvy, by Dr SrEi-HiSN H. Ward :

" The face of au individual suffering from ad-
vanced scurvy speaks distinctly of damaged as

well as deficient blood. It is of a sallow, dingy,
earthy hue, and looks also at times as if it were
dirty ; the comunctiva: arc clear and transparent,
the eye nsually bright, with dilated pupil, and
the lii)3 are bloodless. The countenance is gene-

rally passive and devoid of expression, though in

some severe cases it expresses a sense of dread.

Sometimes projection of one or both checks indi-

cates the enlarged condition of the gums beneath.

A peculiar foitid emanatiou, something like that

of putrefaction, but distinctive, is the next, if

not the first and most striking, characteristic of

the worst forms of scurvy. It comes out with
the breath, and does not result from, though it

may be aggravated by, a sloughy state of the

gums. Scorbutic patients ore generally found
Ij'iug on their backs, with heads rather depressed,

the position iu which the weakened heart can best

do its work. Frequently the bed-clothes are seen

to be elevated by the raised contracted knees.

On looking into the mouth, the gtims are found,

in a large proportion of cases, to be more or less

involved, from a slightly projecting, spongy
state, affecting the free margins, to an extensively

liypertrophied mass, completely projecting over

and between the teeth, extremely tender to the

touch, and inclined to bleed. The colour of the

gums, which varies from a deep red to a livid blue

or black, abruptly terminates with them, and
forms a striking contrast to the pale, anaemic

appearance of the lips, tongiie, and inside of the

cheeks. At times there is ulceration and even
sloughing of the pmns, nnrt consequent loosening

of the teeth. I have found the tongue to present

usually a clean and very smooth surface.
" On removing the bed-clothes, and examining

the surface of a scorbutic patient, we tiud evi-

dences of the damaged condition of blood :n the

exudation of its constituents—the blood-discs,

the fibrin, ajid, more larely, the serum. The
extravasation of the coloured corpuscles occurs

either in the fonn of small, ha?morrhagic, pur-

puric spots, or larger bruise-like stains. The
ha>morrhagic spots vary in size from that of a

mere point to that of a small pea, and in colour

from a vivid claret, in the more sthenic, to a faint

reddish-brown in the severer and more ad-

vanced cases. The large brui.se-hke stains, like

the small petechial spots, aie usually to be found

on the lower extremities, and vary in size from a

crown-jiiecc, or less, to a stain involving the

whole length of one of the legs from the upper
part of the thigh downwards. It seems probal)le

to me, from tlie fact that they affect, by pre-

ference, the inner surlace of the limb, that tliey

are produced by slight blows or by pressure, such
as that caused by the weight of one leg resting on
the other. They generally ap]iear lirat, and are

most marked, around the cicatrices of old ulcers

or wounds.
" Not less distinctive of scurvy than the affec-

tion of gums and subcutaneous hffimorrhages, are

the effusions of fibrin which takejilace in different

parts of the body. Like the haemorrhages, how-
ever, tliey usually select the lower extremities.

The fibrin is cither poured out beneath the skin,

or between the tendons and bones which enter

into the formation of the knee and ankle joints,

and fixes them as in a splint. Effused around the

knee, and into the popliteal space, it produces

the characteristic contraction of this joint, which
is often the earliest and sole evidence of the

scorbutic taint. Effused beneath the skin, and
forming a sheath around the muscles, it makes
the fleshy jiorticn of the leg or thigh indurated,

and imparts to it a resistance like that of board.

Effused upon tlio surface of tie tibia, or the aiib-

cutaueous suifa<;es of other bones, beneath the

perio.'itenm, it gives rise to nod(^like swellings,

which are often extremely tender, and simulate

tho.sc of syphilis, save in the fact that there is no
exacerbation of pain at night. The skin is firmly

adherent to the effused fibrin, and caimot be

{linched up : it is also generally of a brownish
lue. There is usually much pain and tenderness

connected with those effusions.

" The analysis of 100 cases of scurvy, recorded

by me or by the resident medical officers, in order

to determine the relative frequency of the more
prominent symptoms, gives the following results ;

—In 7i out of the 100, the gums presented the

different ilegrees of affection aheady noticed. In

31 cases there were the small hreinorrhagic spots

:

these were generally limited to tha legs, some-
times to one ; they at times extended to the

thighs, and iu several oases were scattered more
or less over the body. In 36 instances, the

larger ecchymoses were present. They varied in

colour as do bruises in their different stages, and
in sight as the smaller ha^niorrhagic spots. In

68 cases there was more or less effusion of fibrin
;

the knees were the most constant seat of this
effusion—then the hams, the calves of the legs,

the ankles, the dorsa of the feet, the back of the
thiglis. Occasionally there were syphilitic-like

nodes on the tibia, and, iu one case, on the
clavicle. In one instance there was much effusion

about the biceps, in another about the elbow,
preventing flexion of this joint ; and in five cases,

the back of the hand was swollen up into a hard,
resisting, conical tumour. In three cases there
was effusion of serum only in the legs, coupled
with other scorbutic appearances.

"Further evidences than those already afforded

of the damaged condition of the blood were
given in the occurrence in several cases of passive

haemorrhages. These came from the nose, the
mouth, or the bowels ; never from the lungs,

stomach, or bladder.
" The tendency to fatal syncope is one of the

most striking features of scnivy, and is not

limited to the more serious cases. Scorbutic

patients, not particularly reduced in strength or

emaciated, will, on any sudden over-exertion,

especially on stiddenly assuming the erect posture,

sometimes fall down in a swoon, from which they
do not recover. This fact is one of the most im-
portant to be borne in mind in the treatment of

this disease. One of three fatal cases, which
have occurred during my official connection with
the ' Dreadnought,' was that of a man in the
prime of life, and who appeared to be iu very
fail' condition as regards flesh and power. He
had been chatting in a loud and cheerful tone of

voice to these near him, on the evening after his

arrival, when suddeuly, while the nurse's back
was turned, on getting out of bed to go to the
night-stool, he fell down in a state of syncope,

and before the medical ofiicer could get to him,
was dead.

" What is the constitution of scorbutic blood ?

The general anaimia, the pale colour of the
muscles and viscera, the free effusions of fibrin,

tell us, what chemical analysis confirms, that it

is deficient in leil corpuscles, and superabounds
in fibrin. The former have been found, in one
instance, to be reduced to 48 parts in 1000, and
the latter to b* increased to three times its normal
quantity. A careful microscopical examination
of several specimens has been made by Mr Cooke,

the resident medical otfiiter, and also by myself,

and the abnormal ajqiearanccs were a general

diminution of quantity of red corpuscles, a

shrivelled or ellipsoidal appearance of some of

them, au irregularity in the size, and, in one or

two instances, a not very marked increase in the

number of white corpuscles ; and, in one case,

some irregular-shaped granules were seen floating

about in the liquor sanguinis.
" I have not space for many remarks on the

general symptoms of scurvy. The state of

tongue has alread}' been noticed ; the appetite

has been usually found to be good ; the alvino

evacuations have generally been healthy, though
in some ca.ses diarrha!a has existed. The urine

has been examined in regard to sjiccific gravity,

alkalinity or acidity, freedom from albumen, &.C.,

but has not been found to present any material

deviation fi-om the mine of health.
" In the severe cases there is almost always

sleeplessness at night, but not any disturbance of

the intellectual functions. The jiulsc also, in bad
easos, is very rapid, as high as 130, or 140 even

;

and there is heat of skin, and some fidirilo ex-

citement, with free pei-spirations at night—

a

constitutional condition ajiproacbing that of

hectic. Where these symptoms arc present,

there is always, as far as my experience goes,

fibrinous effusion. I have not noticed, even in

the milder cases, the dry, harsh skin which has

been described as characteristic. The amount of

emaciation is not always great, eveu iu extreme

cases."

CHLOROFOKM PAREGORIC OF Dr HENEY
HAHTSIIORNE.

Take of chloroform, tincture of oi'ium, tincture

of camphor, aromatic sjit. of ammonia, of each

f 3iss; oil of cinnamon, gtt. iij. ; brandy, f ,5ij.

Dose, f 3ss, or less, in spasmodic affections of the

stomach, cholera, &c. Several practitioners have
used this preparation with favourable results in

severe cases. — ' Chemist and Druggist,' and
' British American Journal."
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THE KEVOLUTIONS OF SCIENCE.

The revolutions of science are more influen-

tial, though, in their beginnings, less remark-

able, than those of society. The gestation

of a thought proceeds in the silent calm of the

closet, and its birth is often unannounced by

plaudits or testified by many witnesses. Never-

theless, there is the thought—now a fact,

an active, fruitful existence, to grow in a future

day to full maturity and strength. There

have been great thoughts that have revolu-

tionised the world of action as well as of

science—and necessarily so, because the multi-

form varieties of action in the world are all

inspired by one governing principle, modi-

fied, it may be, by an antagonising element,

which, though subjected, can still turn its

sting against its conqueror. Such a thought

may govern a nation's life through the entire

period of its existence, or it may be over-

come by the uprising of a new element, and a

nation may live many lives in the course of its

career.

As in the theological, so in the natural world,

there are two principles which in different

societies, and at different times, obtain an

ascendency ; but neither of thein is at any

time wholly obliterated. Faith and Reason,

Necessity and Free-will, the divine right of

Authority and the right of Free Inquiry,

arc so many phrases representing the same

primordial principles as exhibited in the dif-

ferent vocations of men and subjects of thought.

"We have adverted to the influence of these

great masterful thoughts, and the revolutions

they breed, in order to bring the subject of our

article forcibly before the mind, and to attest

the general truth of our proposed ai-gument.

This argument has, however, a more limited

spiiere, and concerns the state and progress of

the Science of Medicine alone.

Jiledicine has been eminently liable to revo-

lutions of this nature. The obscurity and

complexity of the phenomena with which it

deals, naturally dispose the minds of its follow-

ers to rely upon the conclusions of its more

distinguished cultivators, and to indulge joy-

fully in the enthusiasm of faith ; whilst, on the

other hand, the circumstance that the science

is capable ofindefinite improvement, and, again,

that this improvement must flow from a patient

and accurate observation of facts, incite a

large number of active and thoughtful men to

examine the foundations of every opinion, and

to upset the idols of unreasoning credulity.

The simpler the elements of thought, the

more permanent and influential are the princi-

ples that are established. It happens, how-

ever, that in the Science of Medicine the facts

are .30 numerous, so subtle, so comprehensive,

so widely related in the regions of natural

science, and so difiicult of comparison, that the

construction of definite laws becomes one of

the most laborious and elusive undertakings

in which the mind can be engaged. All natu-

ral science is subordinate to the science of

human life, and, consequently, of disease.

Medicine must wait for the advances of her

handmaid sciences, before she can herself make

any satisfactory progress. She can no more

march alone on her career of victory, than can

a grand army without its Commissariat. She

must be fed by their labours, and pitch her

camp where they have marked out the ground

and collected the supplies.

Hence the principles, so called, of Medical

Science have been, in greater part, merely

approximative to fixed truth ; and not being

absolutely demonstrable, are open to the attack

of every bold and plausible speculator. For

this reason, the career of Medicine has been a

geries of revolutions. No other science has

been so unsettled, so abundant in theories, so

self-contradictory, so prolific of impostors and

charlatans.

The present age is peculiarly a transitional

one. Iconoclasm is in the ascendant, and no

man or school can expect long to retain popu-

larity. The very search after truth which

results in the breakage of idols, necessitates the

setting up some new object of belief; for

Nature cannot endure a vacuum, and the mind

of man must rest upon a principle of some sort,

or it cannot think ; and without thought exist-

ence would be void.

Matters have therefore come to this issue,

that change is incessant. The science is in full

ebullition, and surely we may hope that some

cardinal truth will ere long be evolved from

the seething mass. It is curious to notice

how short-lived are the theories of Physic that

are promulgated in these days. Only a few years

ago, all fever was said to be caused by local

inflammation; and venesection, with calomel

and antimony, were the prescribed remedies.

During even the culmination of this dogma,

there were protestors against it ; and we remem-

ber well that Dr James Arthur Wilson lingered

in the cold shade of disfavour at St. George's

Hospital, because he incessantly inculcated the

importance of the blood, deprecated useless

bleedings, and recommended the administration

of salines in lieu of the vigorous practice then

almost invariably in vogue. A few years

rolled on, and the Profession changed its

principles ; and in order to make the retreat

from a false position decent, a new theory of

the change of type of disease was invented.

By the majority of Physicians, this theory is

considered reasonable; but, in condemnation of

its soundness, it unfortunately happens that

when there was no alleged change at all, Dr
Wilson and a few others raised their manful

protest against the practice. Rheumatism

was then treated by bleedings coup sur

coup ; the anti-phlebotomists admimistered al-

kalies and salines; never for a moment dreaming

that their particular patients exhibited a differ-

ent type of disease from that of the patients of

other Physicians lying in the same wards

:

that was a discovery left for a later age.

Now, then, we have a change of tj-pe of dis-

ease ; and in further extension of this dogma, a

broader and more radical doctrine has arisen,

—

that of the non-inflammatory character of

inflammatoi'y diseases. In short, there is no

such thing as inflammation. As a consequence

of this hypothesis, brandy and port-wine are

ordered to be administered where venesection

ad deliquium, and calomel and opium ter a die..

were formerly the panaceas. So prevalent

had become the fashion to stimulate in acute

diseases, that we really believe that many Sur-

geons who were unwilling to abandon their old

dogmas, were nevertheless afraid to bleed a

patient, lest they should be regarded as old-

world Practitioners, or as heinously ignorant

of the more advanced principles of Medical

Science.

The JIedical Circular has, indeed, given

the deathblow to this dogma, as a bit of fetish-

ism ; though we should be sorry to imply that

advantage had not been derived fiom a recon-

sideration of former opinions as to the treatment

of febrile inflammatory diseases.

Such b a general view of the rapid transitions

which Medical Science is undergoing. If space

allowed, we could dilate at great length and

with a variety of illustrations upon this topic

;

but we must forbear. The conclusions we

derive from this mode of considering our

subject is this : that extremes ofdoctrine, neces-

sarily leading to extremes of practice, are not

consistent with a modest inquisition into the

order of nature, and betray an unwise impa-

tience to establish principles which the facts at

our command cannot at presentjustify. Whilst

experimental and theoretical Physicians are

indulging in these antagonistic hypotheses, let

the practical men on whom the preservation of

the health and lives of the community depends

observe a prudent caution, keeping their sus-

picions keenly alive, lest they be unwarily-

fascinated by the attractions of a startling

paradox, or the glitter of a great name.

F. C. Allisutt, of Caius College, Cambridge,

has received the Degree of M.D. of Cambridge

University.
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SUMMARY OP THE WEEK.

THE RIGHTS OF EMPIRICS.

We last week commented on the decision of
the Court of Exchequer with reference to the
right of a registered Practitioner to designate

himself by the title of "Doctor:" this week
we are called upon to comment upon the

dictum of a London JLigistrate, who has de-
cided, before hearing evidence, that the fact of
practice, and together therewith the assump-
tion of the title of Doctor, cannot be construed
into tlie charge that the person so acting
implies that he is a registered Practitioner?
The penalty consequent upon irregular prac-
tice depends upon the evidence, that a person
alleged to be guilty of it, implies that he is

registered under" the Act. Now, if the assump-
tion of a registered title, associated with the
fact of practice, do not constitute a proof
of such an offence, we should like to know
the use of the Medical Act ? If Mr Selfe's

dictum be correct, was there ever a more
flagrant deception than this Act has become,—
was there ever a greater farce than the
proceedings of the Legislature that enacted
that measure ? Of what earthly use is this

Act, if it cannot prevent an ignorant and im-
pudent impostor from calling himself "Doc-
tor," and practising Medicine as if he were a
duly-qualified and registered person? This
measure cannot be suffered to remain in its

present imperfect and incongruous state, and
must be reformed. When it was first published,
we insisted that it could not possibly work
satisfactorily; but our hoodwinked contem-
poraries deemed us hasty, and affected modera-
tion. Tliey counselled us to give it a trial, as
no doubt it might be converted into a useful

measure: what do they say about it now?
What extravagant laudations can they now
pronounce upon our Magna Charta ? If Mr
Selfe's opinion be a fitir inference from the
Clauses of the Act, then the Profession have
been defrauded of Thirty Thousand Pounds
by a most disingenuous trick either of the
Legislature or the Colleges.

We advise our brethren to give their atten-
tion to this subject, with a view to rectify

the wrong, and in the mean time to discard

all those unwise and injurious antagonisms

between registered Practitioners which have
lately brought much dissension and no honour
to our Profession. The public do not under-
stand our separation of classes and titular

distinctions, and smile only at the personal
pride of individuals who, though holding the

same social and professional rank, affect

higher honours. Our numerous Universities

and Colleges have fostered these rivalries, and
all of us arc, froju various motives, more or
less the slaves of their ordinances and the
dupes of their temptations. Though indi-

VKlually, then, we may consent for a time to the

bribes thus offered, do not let us, in the name
of all that is enlightened and generous, indulge
in petty persecutions, and seek to arm our-
selves against our neighbour with the poi-
soned darts of this Medical Act. Though
the Colleges divide us, and by such division
aim at tlieir own enrichment, do not let us
forget the honour of Medical Science, or the
dignity and peace of the Profession.

MEDICAI, CHARGES.
In a trial reported in another part of our

Journal, our readers will see a somewhat sin-

gular decision with respect to the right of
General Practitioners to charge for journeys
in country districts. We have always believed

this charge for journeys in addition to medi-
cmes to be a universal custom, and are very
much surprised to find the right overruled
by the Judge of tbo Chesham County Court.

We do not know how the rural Practitioner

can be adequately remunerated if this claim
be disallowed

; for it cannot be expected, in

these Homoeopathic days, either that the puulic
will swallow unnecessary doses, or allow us to

charge extravagant prices for them. Underthe
Medical Act, a Practitioner is authorised to
charge for attendance and medicine

; but it is

in the power of a Judge to decide upon the
equity of individual charges. If this decision
should be followed up by otliers of a similar
kind, it will behove General Practitioners to
charge for attendance alone, when they can
apportion their claim according to the justice

of the case. It would be a great advantage ifa
Convention of Delegates could meet in London
to determine this question of Profession.il

•harges.

ARSKXICAL PAPEn-HAXGINGS.
The fatal consequences resulting from the

colouring of paper-hangings and other deco-
rative arUcles with the green arsenite of copper
have been of late so frequently demonstrated,
that we feel it necessary to call upon our
readers to e.xert their best efforts to prevent
the use of all articles of furniture coloured
with this poisonous substance. The evidence
of Dr Hassall and Dr Lctheby proves beyond
all doubt that many cases of obscure disease,
and death itself, are directly traceable to this

cause; which is now nearly as common an
agent of mischief as lead was found to be a few
years ago. Perhaps the general use of gas as

an illuminator and warmer has also given an
increased intensity to this source of poisoning.

If our brethren bear in mind the facts recorded
with reference to disease from these causes,

they may often be able to explain and cure

maladies that now baffle their skill and inge-

nuity.

THE DRAIKS OF BRIGHTON.

Mr Acton has brought down upon himself

an avalanche of criticism because he declared

that his children were made ill by the foul

stinks arising from the bad drainage of a

house at Brighton. The Bumbledom of
Brighton pretended to be astonished at the
accusation, and grew red in the face and shook
its fist at the rash calumniator. These indig-

nant offici.ils should remember, however, that

this is not the first time that Brighton has been
charged with bad drainage ; and as the mor-
tality of the town is unduly high, we advi.se

them to imitate the example of other large

towns, and appoint a Medical Officerof Health,
who will soon point out to them the reforms
of which they stand in need, and bring the

mortality down to a reasonable standard. This

will be a far more sensible course than that

of abusing the complainant.

THE CITY ANALYST.
Some weeks since, the Commissioners of

Sewers of the City of London appointed Dr
Letlieby their Analyst, under the powers of the
New Act of Parliament for the detection of
adulteriitions of food, and instructed him to
report to them as to the best mode of carrj-ing

out his duties. That gentleman has recently

brought up his Report, in which he has
pointed out that there are two classes of
adulterations to be provided against : one, that
which is pernicious to health

; and the other,

that which is merely substitutive, and a fraud
upon the pocket of the purchaser. There are
instances of adulteration in which both evils

exist. The Doctor has recommended that the

fee should be commuted to a fixed sum of five

shillings
; and in order that the poor, who are

more especially the victims of adulteration,

shall not be disabled from enjoying the

benefits of the Act by the amount of the fee,

he proposes that, where sufficient justification

for the analysis may appear beforehand to

exist, it should be conducted for them without

cost. In all cases where a purchaser intends

to submit an article for the investigation of
the Analyst, he must inform the dealer of his

intention at the time of making the purchjtse,

jn order that he may have an opportunity to

accompany the purchaser and prevent the
substitution of another article. The City
Inspectors of Markets will also, in all proba-
bility, be empowered to assist Dr Letheby in
his operations. We have no doubt tliat this
Act will exercise a beneficial influence in this
Metropolis, where there is scarcely an article
of consumption sold that is not adulterated
There will, of course, be much difficulty in
drawing the line between those articles which
are conventional adulterations and innocuous
and those which are injurious to health!
Hops at one time was considered a pernicious
adulteration of beer, and excited a commo-
tion throughout the country amounting to
sedition

; but opinion has much altered
since that time. Logwood in wine is a sub-
stitute, and likewise chicory in coffee : these
will require to be treated by the Analyst and the
Magistrates in a different manner from cocculus
mdicus in beer, and chromate of lead in
London confectionery. There will he many
difficulties in the way, but we trust confidently
to the combined good sense and energy of Dr
Letheby, the Commissioners, and the Mams-
trates.

"
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REVIEWS.

Tlie Medical Vocabulary ; contaimng a Concise

Explanation of Oie Terms used in Medicine

and its accessory Sciences. By Robert Fow-

ler, W.D.
Tliisisjust such a little book as has been

for some time in constant request. The rapid

progress of the Science of Medicine and the

interchange of literature with foreign coun-

tries have led to the introduction of number-

less terms, the meaning of which tlic practi-

tioner often finds a difficulty in comprehending.

Dictionaries of scientific terms have, indeed,

been nlrt-ady published ; but they are generally

either bulky and expensive volumes, or so

brief and jejune as to be unsatisfactory to the

student and practitioner. Tliis work is not

obno-tious to either objection ; it is copious

enough to give all the more important phrases,

and yet so modex-ate in size and price as to

come within the means oi every practitioner.

Dr Fowler has exhibited much industry and
learning in making this compilation, and wo
can heartily recommend the work.

The Modern Treatment of Syphilitic Diseases,

<*c. ByLangston Parker, F.R.C.S. 4th

Edition.

It is so short a time since we reviewed the

third edition of this work, (hat a long notice

of this one would be a work of supererogation.

Anatomy of the Arteries of the Human Body,

Descriptive and Surgical, with the Desorip-

tive Anatomy of the Heart. By John Hatch
Power, M.D. With Illustrations by B. Wills

Richardson, F.R.C.S.I.

This is a new Students' Manual, and is ex-

cellently got up, equally in its text, its print-

ing, and its illustrations. The latter, indeed,

are admirably distinct ; indeed, those of the

heart are the best we have seen on the same
scale. 'J he book deserves, and no doubt will

obtain, a large circulation.

Infant Feeding and its Influence on Life ; or,

the Causes and Prevention of Infant Mor-
tality. By C. H. F. Routh, U.T>.

Dr Routh has attained considerable reputa-

tion in connection with the subject of his pre-

sent work. In this volume he discusses the

wide question of Infant Feeding in all its re-

lations, and all accessory sources of informa-
tion have been laid under contribution to

furnish materials for the consideration of the

subject. The mortality among infants is

usually ascribed to want of breast-milk. We
believe tbat this phrase has been adopted at

the instance of the Registrar-General, rather

as a convenient way of making a return to

that functionary's office than from any scientific

confidence in its accuracy. Upon this point
Dr Routh remarks

:

" It is to tlio dejirivation of this kind of food

tliat the mortality is u.sually assigned. Now, I

believe this is only one of several causes—

a

powerful one, no doubt, but still it must be
obvious from what has preceded tliat its injurious

effects are much exaggerated. This becomes
manifest if wo lock to the actual number of deaths
attributal)lc to want of brca.st-milk, as occurring

in a general popidation, and irrespective of

foundling institutions altogether. I have selected

the Ker^strar-Gcreral's t.ibles for London. In
the quarterly returns, however, under tliis head,
we are rcfened to cold, atrophy, and privation,

-as, no doubt, under these heads many cases are

included which, properly speaking, should be re-

turned under that of death from want of breast-

milk. Perhaps wo should include some others,

as, for instance, diarrha;a ; all)cit I make no
doubt, when diarrhcca may have been ])rescnt in

most of these cases as a symptom, death has been
referred to the cause, want of breast-milk. This
13, however, onlj' a supposition ; and hence, in
the impossibility to measure tl:e amount due to
diarrhea, 1 am obliged to neglect it. I ha^-c,

however, to make amends, included all cases of

premature birth and debility under one year old,

which is a large immber, but which nmst needs
comprise many who are not thriving under the

poor breast-milk given, or the food suljstituted.

Taking the six years, 1849 to 1854 inclusive, it

follows that out of 473,865 births in six years,

15,241, or 3'2 per ceat., died fi-om want of breast-

milk in its widest sense ; or, out of 73,227 deaths

from all causes, occurring to children under one

year old, 20 '8 per cent, might be referred to de-

privation of this kind of diet.

" My own experience completely bears out

these conclusions. I am connected with two in-

stitutions which, each in its way, have satisfied

me that the congregation of foimdlings or cliildren

whom it is wished to bring up by hand in towns
is almost invariably fatal ; so tliat their distribu-

tion, even in circumstances of poverty, is almost
always less injurious, and often llieir salvation.

"An attempt was made in connection with one

of these (an infant nursery, where children are

received during the day, in the absence of their

working parents) to take in boaidi-rs ; that is to

say, the infants of mothera who were engaged

as wet nurses. A large nursery,—well aired,

scrupulously clean, temperature xmiform, 70°

usually,—was selected, in which an experienced
nurse, directing four or five young women in the
arrangement of the children, was j)laccd. Tlio

most approved system of diet was enforced, and
yet none of these children throve. The mortalitj'

was certainly four out of five, if not more. The
diseases that prevailed were— diarrhoea, which
resistedall treatment ; a)ihthieor diplitherite, with

or without diarrhoea. Lastly, atrophy prevailed

largely ; it often succeeded the cases of diphthe-

ritis which recovered. Sometimes, however, it

was the only symptom present. These children

ate enormously, but got thinner and thinner,

till at last they died, with all the symptoms of

inanition. Usually a removal from the institu-

tion led to a recoveiy ; except, however, in cases

of atrophy. This disease, once induced, generally

persisted, and proved fatil.

" The other in.stitution was a penitentiary for

females of a better class, but who, having fallen

once, were taken in to be confined and reclaimed.

Many of these went out as wet nurses. Some of

the infants came to the nurseiy before spoken of

;

others were brought up by the hand, by friends

of the ]iatient». Among the latter I could not

trace one case of death. Although this statement

should be taken with reservation, as after some
months the children were lost sight of, still there

is no doubt that, although these infants were
brought up in circumstances of povertj-, and
that those who cared for them wore often in

penury and want, yet they throve better and
proved longer lived than our nursery infants.

I have no doubt that the causes enumerated by
M. HeiTieux—the hospital atmosphere, the in-

sufliciency of exercise in the open air—contri-

buted gi'eatly to these results. I might perhaps

add another,—the inaptitude of the assistants to

the head nurse, and their inexperience of children.

I am sure I have seen this in private practice. I

have seen a child under the care of a nurse, and
that nurse exact, too, in her duties, but not a

motber, not having had much experience in the
handling of children : that child has pined away,
and become weak and tbiii. An experienced
motber lias now taken tlie child in band; and
albeit the same food has been given, and appa-

rently, in as far as regarded external eircum-

staiiecs, the child has been jilaced exactly as

before, it has now thriven well, and recovered

health and strength sjieedily. I cannot measure
the extent of this influence b}- figures, but of

its existence and powerful operation I have no
doubt.
"To recapitulate, therefore, I have shown

—

"1. That for the ages one year and under five,

the mortality, even under ordinar}' circum-
stances, is ill towns nearly double what it is in

country ; but this difference in the mortality

according to residence is nearly seven times as

great for foundlings ; therefore, foundlings should
never be maintained in towns.

" 2. That in Ireland, while it is doubtless very
high in the first month, for those under one year
it is only 30 jier cent, in towns, and 22 per cent,

in countrj- ; the worst moi-tality with foundlings
being 50 per cent.

"3. That travelling in fair seasons is not dan-
gerous to foundlings.

"4. That the mortality is gi-eatest in spring.

and least in autumn, with children in public insti-

tutions.

"5. That the chief cause in the mortality of
foundlings is want of exercise, and the abuse of
the recuinbeut positiou.

" G. That want of breast-milk will only account
for a mortality of 3-4 per cent, additional.

"7. That a dejiraved hospital atmosphere and
certain endemic contagious disorder.s are the chief

causes of the mortality in foundling ho.spitals.

" From wliich results we are justified in con-

cluding— (a) That if foundling ho-spitals are to be
maintained at all, they should always be built in

the country, {b) That largo open single wards
should be converted into small well-ventilated

rooms, capable of containing from three lo foor

eots, with sue nurse at least to each small ward
so constructed, (c) That where it can be done,

and wet nurses can be supplied, preference, if

possible, should be given to the children's

mothers. (d) That means should be taken to

insure the proper exercise of the infants."

We cannot, of course, in the brief notice

our pages enable us to give, reproduce all the

views promulgated by Dr Routh. We slkall,

therefore, content ourselves with adding to the

foregoing quotation another description of the

Author's views on substitutes for the mother's

milk.
" Having now dwelt upon that class of cases

where tlie mother is either able, or can be made
able to suckle her own child, we pass on to the

second inquiry referred to, viz.— If she be not able

to wet-nurse the child at all, certain principles

ought to be observed in feo<liug it, whether the

artificial food given be animal milks or something
more distinctly artificial, leaving the employment
of a wet nurse aaapis allcr.

"In those cases where we are compelled to

bring up a child by hand, there is the greatest

need of care and judgment. Prior to eight

months tlie difficulty is considerably enhanced.

At that period teeth are geuerally present, the

anatomical conformation of the alimentary canal is

well-nigh completed, and the child is able to

digest even vegetable materials. But in the ear-

lier periods, and particulaily in the first three

months of existence, the danger of death under
artificial feeding is verj- great : most of tbe tables

above given prove this. This is especially true

for illegitimate children. In a table drawn out

by Mr Acton in his paper before referred to, the

chance of death at this ])eriod amongst illegiti-

mate children, such childreu being generally

brought up by hand, is aliout one-thii-d of all the

deaths in the year : thus out of 326 children, 81

died under 1 \veek, 45 above one week and under

1 month, 110 under 3 months, 74 under 6

months, 27 under 9 months, 39 under 1 year.

" Now I believe tliat no treatment can be safely

recommended in these cases which can bear any
comparison with that which experience has proTed

to be most successful in other couulries : 1 aUude

to the direct suckhug of the child from the breast

of some other animal, as for instance the goat,

to which 1 have already referred. Besides, it is

the most natural This itself is no small advan-

tage. But it also does away with the necessity

of an experienced nurse to prepare the child's food

secundum artis [sic], so that it shall not disagree.

Lastly, no improper practices of the animal are

hkely to cndauger the safety of the child, which,

after suckling a short time, it will come to love

and protect as its own offsjn'ing.

" Undoubtedly, therefore, the plan has experi-

ence to recommend it. But more than this ; I

have abiady shown that by jpiojicrly feeding these

animals we may obtain from them, as well as

from cows, a milk \\hich shall so closely resemble

human milk as scarcely to be distinguishable firom

it even by chemical examination. The particular

disadvantage which attaches to the employment of

milk as it is usually obtained from cows, even

when free from adulteration, is thus obtained.

Very fresh milk undoubtedly agrees best with

children. Now it has occurred to me more than

once that the explanation may lie jiossibly given,

namely, that the milk when warm, precisely as

it is with blood, loses by evajioration some rital

volatile principle, and is tlins rendered more
difiScult of digestion. In confirmation of this

view it may he stated, that the existenca of

such volatile principles as I have before stated

has been proved incontrovertibly by the ex-

periments of Parmenticr and Dcyeux, althon^
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unfortunately their cliOTnioal composition lias not

been made out. With tlic inteution of making
this out, they distilled frequently several speci-

mens of milk. Speaking of the distilled product,

they remark :
' It would be a mistake to condemn

the distilled water ot milk as simply water. Its

smell, taste, and especially the ready manner in

wMch it is changed by exposure, prove evidently

that it holds in solution one or many substances.

But what are these substances ! This is indeed a

difficult problem to solve. All that is possible

at present to say is, that these sul>stances are

ea^y decomposed, since we find their remains in

the water which contained them ; they are those

remains wliich affect the transparency of this

fluid, and give it that viscosity and putrid odour
which it acquires after a time.' Messrs Parmen-
tier and Uoyeux believe this product to be analo-

gous to those obtained by the distillation of

muscle, urine, blood, Ij-mph, and albumen, which
also as readily decompose. The volatile i>riuci-

jiles are occasionally affected by the aliment pre-

viously taken
;
jarticularly by some, though not

by all those of an ai"omatio character : but they
are, nevertheless, always present, and obtainabl*

from milk. Ferris proved that ammonia consti-

tuted no part of these principles, nor was it

eyolved during any period of its decompositiou.
" So far, however, it may be conceded, that

there are some volatile principles which eseai*

from milk diiriuj; ex[>osure to the air. We have

an analorjous example in the case of the blood.

VVhore blood is first drawn it is perfectly fluid,

and could bo safely injected into the veins of

another animal of the same species. If, howev^er,

it is allowed to remain for a few minutes aside, it

coagulat'-i, soi>arating into clot and serum. Dr
B. W. llirluirdsou has shown that thisch^uige de-

pends upon the escape of ammonia, which holds

the fibrin in solution. Now it is a lemarkable

fact, that new milk has a much stronger odour

sui generis when first drawn tliaii after it has been

kept for a time and is cool. Moreover, we are all

aware (more particularly in reference to cow's

milk, although the same truth applies in a lesser

degree to other kinds of milk) that cxiwsure to

air causes it to become acid, from lactic acid fer-

mentation ; and this, as before seen, is one of the

causes of the diarrhoea and other abdominal discom-

forts so commonly observed among children. On
this supposition two jwjiular customs may lie ex-

plained. First, that boiled milk does not agree

>o well with cliildreu as milk which has not

undergone tliis jirocess, beo.au-se the volatile prin-

ciple, whatever it be, has been expelled by the

boiliiig. Secondly, and no doubt, also, this is the

reason why, when ass's milk is ordered, the

animal is brought to the door and usually milked
immedi:itily before the milk is taken. As in the

case of the hlood, which when coagulated may be

said to have lost its vitality, so it may be with

the milk. It can, therefore, be no matter of

wander, that as milk is usually obtained in towns,

even when it is perfectly unadulterated, yet, by
nasou of the necessary exf>osure to which it must
lisve been submitted, it so oommouly disagrees

with children ; while in the country, where it is

tuually given very soon after it has been drawn, it

agroe-i rsn well.

"I Iso why iriilk as

usr..! 1 be unwholesome.
It ia a niiLi'i 'n 'ni. ;ition, that there

is much dilfii-ulty in ' :k by the railways

into Ijdidon, the very „ of it causing it to

be decomposed, and tending to the production of

bnttcr and buttermilk. To obviate this inconve-

nience, all sorts of methods (and some of these are

very inu'rnimis) to prevent agitation have been

adopted. Still it must be obvious, that even the

transport of cold milk in a cart some two or three

miles only must be attended with this alteration

of the intim.ite chemical union of its elemcnta,

and particularly so, as I before stated, when the

milk has been previously watered, which circum-

stance favours the ojwration of the cream. The
objection is not a solid one which would deny that

milk can I/O so deteriorated because it is nevertlie-

Uss occasionally found to be nutritious to a child.

The ordinary black pudding, and even meat, is nu-

tritious
;
yet in both these cases change, by which

all volatile products have been expelled, has taken
place. But adults have fiowers which infants may
BOt possf- ' -- '

•' •' ' (ances. The
Mme is '

11 may also

have a sti
__ But as a

wle,—and precisely as Uiejr hare very little power

of generating heat, while adults have a good deal,

—so to children these volatile prineijdes may be
essential to the requirements of their organism,
while to adults and to some stronger children they
may be superfluous. Whatever be the cause, the
fact is incontrovertible—the newer the milk is, the
better it is for the child ; and it points most
distinctly to tlie absolute necessity of allowing the
milk to remain as short a time as possible exposed
to the air before it is given to the child ; and
therefore is evidence of the immense advantage
which would accrue by allowing all infants to take
the milk directly from the nipple of the animal.
Acting under the knowledge of these difliculties,

whenever a child is being brought up by hand,
and it is practicable, I always recommend that
the cow, like the ass, should be brought to the
door, and then and there mUked, and the milk
in its fresh state at once given to the child. It

is remarkable how well some children wiU thrive

imder this mode of procedure, when other means
have failed."

We need scarcely add that Dr Routh is not
friendly to the employment of the vai'ious

substitutes for an animal diet. This work
should be perused by every practitioner, as,

apart from some of the peculiar views main-
tained by Dr Kouth, it is replete with valuable

information.

Register of Oh.^tetric Cases. London : Tohn
Smith & Co., Medical Stationers, 52 Lv^ng

Acre.
Mr Smith has provided a skeleton Table for

filling up with the details of his Midwifery

Cases by the private or public practitioner.

It cannot fail to be useful.

The Levant Quarterly Review of Literature and
Science. Edited by R. F. Foote, M.D.
Constantinople.

We are glad to see our old contributor

Dr Foote engaged in promoting British Litera-

ture in the Turkish Capital. This, which is

the second number, contains an able article, by
the Editor, on Quarantine in the Levant : the

other articles chiefly belong to general science

and literature. This is an encouratjing sign

of mental activity and the progress of English

literature in the East, and does much credit

to Dr Foote.

GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE.

POLICE LAW.
To the Editor of the Medical Circular.

Sir,—A few days ago I applied by solicitor to

Mr Selfe, the presiding magistrate at the Thames
Police Court, for a summons, under the new Medi-

cal Act, against a notorious quack in the neigh-

bourhood, who styles himself Doctor—publicly

professing to give " Medical and Surgical Advice

in all cases ; " and, moreover, we were prepared

with no less than tliree witnesses for whom he had
" prescribed as a medical man, and taken money
in each ca.se" for so doing.

Mr Selfo then, to our utter astonishment, made
the following monstrous and illogical remarks :

—

" That none of these things ' implied' that he

was ' registered under the Act ;' aud that if any

man did not wish or induce the public to imply

that he w.os registered under the Act, ho was

then at perfect liberty to assume any name or title

he thought proper, whether that of Doctor or

Surgeon."
Seeing that my solicitor made very little attempt

to argue the case aud upset fliis dogma and
rubbishing opinion, I was about to venture to do

so myselt, when I was interrupted by the magis-

trate, and pobtely informed that " I had already

hoard liis opinion ; hut that if, after hearing that,

I still felt disposed to summon, he would giant

me one ; but iu the event of a non-conviction he

should certainly saddle me with all expenses,

which I could see would be only fair."

After this shortsighted and oiie.sidcd pre-

judgmeut of the case, I naturally came to the con-

clusion, with Mr Vouug, my solicitor, that before

such a magistrate, with his mind already full}'

made up, any attemiit for the suppiossiou of

quackery, either in the interests of the public

iealth or ia tiioee of the Piofsssiun, would, bo

only like throwing money away, and therefor*
declined.

It was not only a most imlikely case, but simply
ail absurdity to suppose any man (in his senses)
would bo foolish enough to '

' make a noose for
his own neck," by publicly asserting himself to
be quahfied and registered, when he was not

;

because by so doing he would not only be crimi-
nating himself, but putting the public on their
guard against himself, aud so, in proportion,
" shutting out custom."
Let us, however, Mr Editor, bo thankful

that if such be the state of things in our Police
Courts, we have still the County Courts and the
Apothecaries Act of 1815 to fight this Hydra-
headed and Argns-eyed monster, Illegal Practice,

with !

You are at liberty to make what use you please

of the blessed uncertainty of our "Medical Laws."
I am, Sir, &c.,

M. Coleman, L.R. C.P.Ed.,
M.K.C.S. Eng.

265 Whitechapel road, Nov. 28.

HOSPITAL REPORTS.

GUY'S HOSPITAL.
CULOROSIS.

We are indebted to Mr Henry Hutchiugs' notes
for the following cases.

Elizabeth Woodford, mt. twenty-one, servant,
admitted into Mary Ward, Guy's Hospital, Jan.
25th, 1800, under the care of Dr Giill. Has been
rosidiug at 39 Old 'Change. She is a well-made,
rather good-looking young woman, without any
evident signs of strumous disease. She now
presents an extremely anscmic aud pallid appear-
ance ; has always enjoyed good health, until five
months since, when she began to suffer from
weakness and paliiitation of the heart

;
(has

never had rheumatic fever ;) catameuia regular,
but scanty ; urine variable in colour, but not
albuminous

; bowels constipated
; appetite bad

;

tongue pale and flabby ; no cough or expectoration
;

pain in back part of head, occasionally acuta
;

pulse very feeble ; has sulfered from leueorrhfea,

but is at present free from such discharge. No '

duluess on jiercussioii ; but there is a chlorotie
mitral murmur laterally.

26th.— Pil. aloes cum mvrrhil, grs. v., om. n. s.

R Tr. ferri sesquichloiid., 11|_ x. ; tr. caluinb., 3ss. ;

ei aq. mentha;, 5j.—bis die. Middle diet.

Feb. 2nd. — Better. Capt. pil. ij. om. n.

Middle diet. Pergat. mistura.

10th. -^Better. Perst. mistnr. Bowels still

constipated. Pil. aloes cum myrrh,^ grs. xv.,

0111. n. s. (Aspect of couiitennnee much improved.)
21st.—Much improved. Pergat. medic.
24th.— Oiiiitt. mist, et pil., et habeat decoct,

aloes CO., 5'j'
i H'- amm. co., oss. ; mist, ferri

conip. ad Sj.—ter in die. snmend.
28tb.— Better. Pergat. Chops daily.

March 6th.—Improving. Looking much better.

16th.— Better. Perst.

21st.— t^uite well. Discharged cured.

PAEArLEGI.^.
Martha Wakeley, ait. forty-six, married, re-

siding at Boon yaril, Bishopsgate street, admitted
into Mary Ward, Guy's Ilosjiital, Jan. 25tli,

1860, under the care of Dr <!h1I, suffering from
paraplegia of six months' duration. She states

that she has been inarrieil for twenty-three yeara^

but has never borne any children. She wa.s

alw.ays reguhir with her monthly periods, aud
passed the change six years since, at which period
she did not suffer much. She has ah\'ays enjoyed
good health, until six months since, when a loss

of sensation began at the extremity of each toe,

which has gradually extended upwards. Loss of
sensation entire below the knee-joint, aud very
imperfect above. Now complains of great debility,

and of similar feelings coinnienciiig at tips of
fingers, with some little numbness in the hands.
Has never received any blow, or otlier injury.

Bowels constipated ;
no iueoiitiuciico of urine ;

has been under the treatment of a surgeon for

some time without gaining any benefit.

Jan. 26th.

—

M. Pil. coloc. co., gr. v., om. n. s.

a Tr. valer. volat., 3j- ; ex aq. camph., 5J-—ter
die sum.

Feb. 2iid.—Liu, belladon. spin, applieaud.

lOtli.—Aluch the same. Perst. mist, et lin.

Pil. rlia:i comp., gr. v., pro re uati.

IStli.—Omitt. med. Tr. cinch., 3j. ; ex decoct,

cinch., 5j-—ter die.
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21st,—ilucli the same. I'ergat.

28th.— The same. Omitt. liii. t)elladon. Ung.
aaitim. pet. tart., 5ss., iiro applicatione.

March 6th. —No better. Pergat.

March 16th.—The same. Pergat.

20th.—In the same condition.

April 28th.—-Has continued in the same state

since tlie last date, and was to-day discharged

rcUeved.

Chouea.
Mary Ann Sharman, a;t. twelve, admitted into

Mary "Ward, Guy's Hospital, Jan. 2.3rd, 1860,

under tlie care of Dr Gull, sxill'ering from chorea
of two weeks' duration. Her mother states that,

a fortnight since, she was placed in a dark
room and frightened—the symptoms of chorea
coming on immediately after. Has never had
rheumatic fever. She is a light-haired, delicate-

looking little girl. Pupils widely dilated
;

heart's rhythm inconstant ; systolic murmur
when the heart's action is quickened by choraic
movements

;
pulse 112. To be strictly watched,

and kept at rest. Brandy, 5ij- ; bread, milk, and
arrowroot, ad Kbittim.

26th.—Much the same. Pergat.
February 2nd.— Slight improvement. Pergat.

R PhIv. rhrti saliu., 3ss., hor. n. s.

10th.— Better. Heart's action more regular.

Pergat. remedia.

18th.—Much improved. Pergat., et habeat
vini Xerici quatuor imcias quotidie.

21st.—Pergat.
28th.— Improving. Pergat.

March 6th.—Better. Pergat.

16th.—Convalasccnt. Pergat. remedia.

17th.—Her friends wish to take her home.
Discharged cured.

Chi.oro.sis.

Marianne Clarke, set. twenty, admitted imder
Dr Barlow, October 26, into Lydia Ward. Up to

the last nine months she lived at Budelaud,
Shropshire, considered a healthy place. Since

.she has been in serrico at Lej'tonstone, which is

n damp place, surrounded by large woods. Her
mother is not a very strong woman. She is sub-

ject to various jiains and ulcers on the legs. Her
two elder sisters have been similarly affected to

ierself, but arc now well. This patient had ge-

nerally good health and some colour in her cheeks
until eighteen years old. She then began to men-
.straate. She had not been well for .some time
time previously to her first menstrual period.

The discharge was moderate in quantity, and
without pain. Since, she has been regular only
for three or four months at a time. No vicarious

haemorrhage. The discharge has been scanty,
and continues upon her three or four days : no
pain with it. Has had leucorrhoea occasionally,

but not lately. Has lost her colour gradually
pince the first menstrual period. She has pains
in the chest and across the b.ick ; also globus hys-
tericus, giddines.?, noises in the head, short-
ness of breathing, coldness of extremities

;
palpi-

tation after exertion, and also on lying down or
going to bed. She has also always been subject
to bilious headache, and to vomiting. In the be-

ginning of the year slie consulted a medical man
for these ailments, and also for a severe cough.
'She has no cough now. She got better under,
as is supposed, the administration of mist, ferri

Tco. in about two months, and became regular in

her periods of menstniation. On admission ^nto
hospital, had not menstruated for two months.
'She appears a pale, chlorotic girl ; dark hair and
leyes, with an unconcerned, phlegmatic look and
manner. No appearance of defective nutrition.

'The niammfc are full and well developed. She
has a high forehead ; lips look anajmic ; tongue
pale, clean, and moist— she complains of its being
•parched and dry in the morning. There is a loud
tilow audible in the arteries of the neck, but no
•distinct bruit de diahle. The chest is normally
Tcsonant, and rcs^jiratory murmur natural. Sys-
tolio iruil, rather rough—audible, especially at the
junction of the third costal cartilage with the
sternum, extending upwards and externally for a
short distance. Pulse 72, compressible (ha.'mor-

rhagic). Appetite good—urine natural—bowels
Tegular—no nausea or sickness.

_
Oct. 26th.—R Mist, ferri co. ter die, ante

cibum.
Nov. 14th. — Her cheeks graduiilly acquired

colour, and she became stronger ; bnt no appear-
ance of menstruation. Bowels confined. R Pil.
Aloes cum mj-rrha, grs. xT., om. noct. h. somn.

Presented, reliered.

AVe are indebted for the above to the notes of
Mr Hilton Fagg.

Chorea.
Emma Magan, iot. twenty, a servant-of-all-work,

married six months, residing in the City road,
was admitted on February 1st, under the care of

Dr Barlow, into Lydia Ward. Her health has
always been delicate. She has been subject to
winter coughs, &c. Has worked hard, and been
much exposed to cold and wet. Her fatlier was
subject to rheumatism

;
grandfather i>htliisical

;

her mother suffered during first pregnancy from
chorea. One of her sisters died from cardiac
disease and dropsy. Six years ago she was in this

licspital for an attack of chorea, which lasted

four months. She has also suff'ered from headache
and occasional pains in the limbs. No liistory

given of any rlieumatic attack. About two
mouths ago she had slight choraic attacks, affecting

the right side only. These returned again a
fortnight after ; they passed ofl'. A month
before admission to hospital, the present attack
commenced by symjitoms of involuntary move-
ments, affecting the right leg. They soon after

disappeared on the right side, to become fixed ou
the left side of the body. Articulation became
impeded, but this symptom left within a week of
admission. She has not menstruated the last six

weeks, but was always regular before. She ap-
peared, on admission, an anemic, unhealthy-look-
ing girl. Pulse 90, regular, slightly sharp or
jerking ; chest unusually resonant on percussion

;

rcspiratoi-y sounds healthy on auscultation ; a

slight systolic hruit is audible, most distinct in

tlie space between the third and fourth costal

cartilages, apjiearing a roughened prolongation of

the first sound. This is also slightly audible on
the course of the aorta, not to be lieard in the
axilla. The second sound is clear. Tongue clean

;

bowels regular. She has morning sickness, and
comjilains of headache (as marked mammary signs

of early }u-egnancy). The nuiscular movements are

of a clonic character, affecting only the left side

and the muscles of the face ; the movements are

neither violent nor very frequent, and cease alto-

gether during sleep.

Feb. 1st.— li Zinci sulph., gr. j. ; res. galban. Co.,

gr. V. ter die. Middle diet.

3rd.—Involuntary movements continue, but
are less frequent on the left side.

7th.— She was very sick this morning, other-

wise improving.
10th.—Much the same. Augeat dos. ferri

sttlph. ad gr. ij.

I5th.—She has vomited the last three morn-
ings ; feels much stronger ; movements steadier.

17th.—Improving. No mammary secretion
;

urine, on standing for a few days, shows an ojiaque,

yellowish-white pellicle formed on its surface,

with a strong lacteal or cherry odour, presenting
under the microscope the appearance of minute
granular globular matter from a day after forma-
tion. The j)ellicle broke up and subsided in

irregular masses (kieslicn).

18th.—Is now able to use the left hand, and
was presented much relieved.

We are indebted to the notes of Mr John
Henry Gallon, Clinical Clerk, for the above case.

MEDICAL SOCIETIES.

EOYAL MEDICAL AND CHIRUKGICAL
SOCIETY.

Tuesday, November 27, 1860.

Mr Skey, President, in the Chair.

A paper, by Dr Handfield Joses, was read on
a case of

I'Korrosis with broxohocele.
• The patient, C. B., a female, aged forty, had
been on two occasions under Dr H. Jones's care,

suffering with excessive prostration induced by
overwork. She had also proptosis, vomiting,
cough, palpitation, and enlargement of tlie

thyroid. The symptoms were usually .aggravated

at night. On the first occasion the tlirobbiug

and distension of the gland were so distressing, that
the question of ligaturing the arteries was enter-

tained. Iodine, internally and extenially, had no
effect in diminishing the goitre, and leeches gave
very temporarv relief. The debility was so great
during both illnesses, that she was in considerable
danger. Sedatives, succeeded by tonics, restored
her on the first occasion, and theapplication of ice

to the neck induced considerable diminution of
the goitre. In the second attack, which occurred
about a year after the first, the very free adminis-
tration of opium, and afterwards of strychnine,
restored her, and that rather rapidly. Country
air was also most markedly beneficial. The prop-
tosis disappeared or gi^eatly lessened as her general
state improved. The view taken by Dr Jones was
that the fundamental malady was debility, espe-
cially of the nei-vous system, which, by affecting
various vaso-motor nei-ves, gave rise to the
several symptoms. Thu.s, effusion behind the
globe of the eye would cause proptosis ; hyper-
a>mia, and increased cell-action of the thjToid
vesicles, would produce goitre

;
paresis of the vagi

would give rise to palpitation and vomiting. The
benefit derived from tonic remedies strongly cor-
roborated this view.
Dr C. J. B. AViLLiAMS said that the cage

brought forward by the Author was one of a
curious and interesting nature. He had seen a
considerable number of such, and had felt espe-
cial interest in the investigation of their peculiar
symptoms. The enlargement of the thyroid
gland, although usually present, was not always
so. The .symiitoni which lie had noticed as being
constantly present was an enlargement and throb-
bing of the arterial system of the head and neck.
It had been noticed by a writer in one of the
Dublin journals, about fifteen years ago, that the
arteries in these cases not only appeared larger,
but were in reality very greatly dilated. This ob-
servation he (Dr Williams) could fully confirm.
He believed that the tumefaction of the thyroid
body was due to dilated blood-vessels, chiefly ar-
terial, and that it did not depend, as in other
forms of bronchocele, upon the increa.se of solid
structures. The proptasLs, he thought, might
also be explained by the distended conditions of
the arteries behind the globe ; aud he believed
that those of the brain itself would be found in a
similar state. To this distension of the cerebral
vessels was no doubt duo the feelings of disten-
siou, throbbing, Ac, in the head, which consti-

tute so marked a feature. At first sight, it might
be thought that with such an excess of arterial

action, a depleting system was the one indicated
;

but, as we now well knew, dilatation of the arte-

ries does not really indicate excess of action, but
simply diminished tonicity of their coats. He
could most fully confirm the opinions expressed
by the writer of the jiaper, as to the advantages
to be gained by tonics. He had found iron by
far the best of these remedies, and was accus-

tomed to give it in its more astringent form, and
in combuiation with free acids. He mentioned
several cases, in some detail, in which at first he
had felt hesitation in prescribing tonics, but all of

which had derived the gicatest benefit from their

use. He adverted to the fact, that as far as liis

observations went, this peculiar combination of

symptoms occuiTed only in females. He had
never had the opportunity of making an exami-
nation after death, and expressed a hope that any
who might in future have such, would not neglect

to carefully ascertain the actual condition of the

arterial system.
Mr Solly mentioned a case which he believed

was unusual, in which the disease affected only
one eye. In reply to a question from Dr Quain,
Jlr Solly stated that there was no bronchocele.

Dr Meryon gave the details of a remarkable
case in which the sj'mptoms had been well-marked
and severe, and the subject of which was a man.
In this instance the patient, a gentleman, aged
forty, had suffered so extremely from prostration

with head symptoms that he had often not been
expected to live. He had been seen in consulta-

tion by Sir Benjamin Brodie, Dr Chambers, and
several others. It had been noticed in his case,

that when the thyroid diminished the proptosis

became more marked, and the use of iodides, and
of the iodide of iron, had appeared to be injurious

rather than beneficial. He had ultimately been
cured by a change of air, and was now in good
health, his bronchocele being now of considerable

size.

Mr HoLTHorsE adverted particularly to the

explanation of the cause of proptosis. He could

not agi^ee in thinking that it had anything to do
with relaxation of the muscles of the eye, a
theory which had been proposed. In cases in

which the third nerve was paralj-sed, and the

muscles therefore relaxed, proptosis, he said, did
not occur. He thought that there must in many
cases be more or less of serous effusion behind the
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globes. In one or two cases on record, organic

disease of the heart had been found after death.

X>T Dickson confirmed Dr Williams' observa-

tions as to the usefulness of iron in these affec-

tions. He adverted to the recurrence of proptosis

in cases of extreme anamia in connection with
mania, and stated that he had observed many-

cases in which it was a prominent symptom, and
had preceded the development of more serious

ones. He referred to Dr Gooch's observation on
the false hydrocephalus of children, and related

an interesting instance, which had occurred under

his own care, in which the change of treatment

from a somewhat lowering one to one of au oppo-

site character had rapidly removed head symp-
toms which had at first been alarming. The
patient was a young lady, who had been much
overworked at her studies.

The Author of the paper, in his reply, related

the particulars of a case, in which a girl, who
had proptosis and goitre, was liable to palpita-

tion, occurring in paroxysms, in'one of which she
died. At the autopsy her lungs were found in a
state of red hepatisation, which condition he
considered to have arisen from paresis of the
pulmonary plexuses.

A paper, by Dr A. Wynn Williams, was
read, on
THE TRE.4TMEST OF SCROFULOUS DISEASES OF

BONE AND OTHER TISSUES,

of which the following is an abstract. The
Author, after a few preliminary remarks, stated

th.it scrofula is very prevalent in the county of

Carnarvon and the whole of North Wales, caused

in a great measure by the intermarriages of re-

latives in thinly-populated villages, and by the

bleak and mountainous districts in which the in-

habitants reside, and to the want of proper

nourishment, especially animal food ; that scrofula

of the external parts of the body is more common
in the light-haired inhabitants than in the dark,

probably duo to their skin perspiring more readily,

and being more easily affected by sudden atmo-

spheric changes ; but that this remark did not

apply to scrofulous disease of the internal organs,

considering phthisis to bescrofula of the lung : he

wa.s inclined to think that the dark were more

Pliable to disease of these organs than the light.

The Author stated that he had of late years

appUed a weak solution of iodine in all scrofulous

di-seases, not only of the external parts, as the

skin, &c., but also of the internal, as bone, &c.

The solution varied in strength, from a drachm
to four of tincture of iodine, in eight ounces of

water. When applied stronger it is apt to inflame

and even blister the skin. A piece of lint well

saturated with the solution is laid on the diseased

jjart, and covered over with oiled silk, &c., to pre-

vent outward evajmration of the iodine. The lint

of a dark purple colour, when placed over an ulcer,

presently liecomes white, owing to the evaporation

and absorption of the iodine, the part in contact

with the wound first losing its colour. The same
occurs when there is no wound, but takes place

more gradually and e<jually from all parts. That
iodine when applied in this manner is absorbed,

there can be no doubt ; for if a stronger solution

is applied, it irritates and inflames the skin,

stopping up its pores, so that the iodine can no
longer be absorbed, as is evidenced by the lint

when removed not being altered in colour. He
also stated that when there was much |)ain or

tenderness, he u.sed strong iodine paint as a

counter-irritant. When the existence of pus had
been ascertained, whether in a joint or elsewhere,

he made a free incision, so as to give ready exit

to it. After the evacuation of the pus, the iodine

lotion was applied immediately to the diseased

part, as, independent of its therapeutic action, its

antiseptic jiroperties were of great advantage. He
had found the following lotion, when applied to

unhealthy, gelatinous-looking granulations, very

eflicacious in setting up healthy action. R Potassii

Bromidi, Potassae Chlorati.s, aa 3'j- ; aqua, 3viij.

The Author dwelt particularly on the necessity of

keeping the parts at rest, remarking that in

phthisis the work of the lungs should be diminished

i as much as practicable, and that any agent which
increased their action must be injunous ; that

we should endeavour, by suitable remedies, to

excite increased action those organs which act

vicariously to the lungs. He considered that pre-

senting more oxygen to the lungs than is con-

tained in the ordinary state of the atmosjihcre was
likely to be injurious rather than beneficial ; but
he considered it might be advantageously pre-

sented to the blood through the skin and mucous
membrane of the alimentary canal ; that the
beneficial effect of rest was well marked in stru-

mous aff'ections of the cervical glauds, as these
affections get well much more rapidly when kept
as motionless as possible, by means of air or
other light cushions. For the purpose of render-

ing motionless a diseased joint, he recommended
leather or gutta-percha spliuts, preferring the
former. As regarded internal remedies, the
Author prescribed a nutritious diet, consisting,

amongst other things, of at least one meal per
diem of well-fed animal food, and porter or wine,

with cod-liver oil, or a little rum beat up with an
egg and milk, or with cream ; the administration
of either citrate of iron and quinine or syrup of

iodide of iron with calumba, stating that when
practising in Wales he was in the habit of order-

ing a grain or two of iodide of potassium to be
taken in a tumblerful or more of the Water of

King Arthur's Well,—a powerful chalybeate, con-

taining carbonate of iron held in solution by ex-

cess of carbonic acid. When there was any
tendency to diarrhcea, aromatic confection, with
tincture of opium and decoction of bark ; if ex-

cessive, the compound kino powder.
The paper thou i)rooccded to narrate the par-

ticulars of seven cases in which the good effects of

the plan of treatment recommended had been well

marked. These cases comprised instances of

scrofulous affections of various kinds—some in

which the bones of the spine or those of the larger

joints had been affected.

The Author remarked that iodine had been con-

sidered by many a disinfectant. The Academy of

Medicine of Paris have, however, lately decided
that it is not a disinfectant ; but that the smell is

made to cease by the iodine setting up healthy
action in the diseased parts, so that the discharge

itself ceases to be offensive. They do not, how-
ever, state how this healthy action is produced.
The Author's own impression is, that iodine,

bromine, and perhaps chlorine, and their salts,

act directly— probably chemically— on certain

abnormal deposits, and it is thus iodine acts on
strumous dejiosits, rendering them more soluble,

and so enabling them, when there is no external

wound, to be removed by the absorbents ; when
there is an external opening, enabling them to be

discharged with the pus like any other foreign

body. The obnoxious matter being thus got rid

of. Nature is allowed to carry on and complete the

process of repair. The Author stated that he
believed that if the above modes of treatment
were fully and fairly earned out, particularly in

the commencement of scrofulous diseases, we
should hear less of excisions of joints than we do
at the present time. He did not mean to say

that they would entirely supersede the use of the

knife ; but he trusted he had shown by the results

of the ca.ses detailed that he had not without
reason come to the conclusion that the number of

cases in which it would be necessaiy to have re-

course to it would be very much diminished.

Dr Web.steii stated that he had been interested

in learning that Dr Wjniii Williams had observed
that scrofula was more frequent in the fair-com-

ple.\ioncd, since he, Dr Webster, had arrived at

the same conclusion. He bebeved, however, that

the liability to scrofula had a very close connection
with the dietetic habits of the community. Scro-

fula was not rare in persons of dark complexion,

if they were confined to vegetable aliment. In a

recent visit to Spain he had been much struck

with the fact that although the dark temperament
very largely predominated, yet the various forms

of scrofula were very common. He attributed it

to the fact that the S|ianiards, as a race, lived

almost exclusively on vegetable food. He believed

that the principal point in the treatment of

scrofula was attention to diet ; and he wished to

a.sk the Author of the paper whether, in the cases

in which he believed that the iodine lotion had
exhibited such remarkable efficacy, he had not

also employed dietetic and tonic methods of treat-

ment at the same time.

Dr Wynn Williams replied that in most of

the cases the patients had beeu put on good diet

and had taken cod-liver oil.

Mr Henry Thomh.son adverted to the vagueness

of the term Scrofula, as generally applied. Ho
believed that it was applied very often to designate

diseases which were simply those of cachexia and
debility. He had for many years been in the

habit of applying the iodine solution in exactly

the same manner as recommended by the Author

of the paper, whose statements as to its eflii;aey

he could fully confirm. He considered that '

spongio piline was the best material on which tO"
apply the solution. Ho considered the solution to.

be decidedly preferable to ointments.

A paper, by Mr Buck, of Crewe, was next read^
being the narration of a
case of malformation of the bladder ani»^

genital organs.
The subject of the case had died at the a"e of

'

seventy-three, from acute bronchitis ; and as-

nimours had beeu afloat as to malformation of his.

genital organs, Mr Buck seized the opportunity .

for making an examination. The post-mortent

.

was, however, conducted very hun-iedly, and under ,

great disadvantages. The individual, during life,,

had at home dressed as a woman, but when away
from home had assumed male attire, and even

acquired some celebrity as a prize-fighter. The
corpse much more resembled that of a man than

a woman, the hair being short and strong, and
there being several days' growth of beard. The-

mamma; were quite undeveloped, and there was a

considerable growth of hair on the chest. On the

pubic region was an opening which communicated
with what oxj.sted of bladder ; the ureters opening
on the exposed surface. There was no penis, but

.

three folds of skin occupied its place, lying one-

over another. In what resembled the labia, oil

each side were lodged the testes, in a partially

developed state, witli vasa deferentia passing up
to the cellular tissue in the pubic region.

The Author apologised to the Society for the

imperfection of the dissection.

OUR NOTE BOOK.

SWALLOWING INDIGESTIBLE SUB-
STANCES.

Dr Read exhiliited at the Boston Society for Medical
Improvement a quantity of stones, varying in size

from that of a pea to that of a cherry, which had
passed through the intestinal canal of a boy seven

years old. Having seen one of the performers at a

circus swallow or pretend to swallow stones, he re-

solved to follow his example, and in the course of

one afternoon he swallowed sixty-four, the united

weight of which was a little more than nine ounces,

and which filled an eight-ounce bottle.

On the next day the stones could be felt througli

the walls of tlie abdomen, and upon percussion

could be heard to rattle but produce no incon-

venience ; castor-oil was administered, and they were

readily expelled.

At the same meeting, the proceedings of which

are reporteil in the ' Boston Medical and Surgical

Journal,' Dr Tyler said that it was a common thing

for patients at the McLean Insane Asylum to swallow

small objects, such as pieces of glass, coal, stone,

thimbles, &c. Recently a woman swallowed a

crochet needle, which was voided without incon-

venience. Among some of the }iatient3 was a curious-

propensity to swallow toads, and there is now in

the Asylum a man who has swallowed half-a-dozen

live toads without injury.

Dr Adams stated that in a case of obstruction of

the bowels, which followed the eating of a large

quantity of cherries and swallowuig the stones, the

.

nurse collected and counted one thousand auA
sevcnly-aeven cherry-stones which were evacuated.

Pr Agnew, of this city, has in his private coUec-

.

tion a preparation of the stomach and intestines of

an insane patient in which are accumulated an extra-

ordinary variety of foreign materials, among which
we recollect having seen long strips of bandage,

suspenders, portions of clothing, buttons, &c.

—

'Medical and Surgical Reporter.'

HOT AIR AND CAHBONIC ACID BATHS:
A recent article in tlio 'Journal of Practical'

Medicine and Surgery' (Art. 5,888), in which the-

therapeutic properties of carbonic acid gas are re-

ferre(lto, suggests an explanation, which had not.

before occurred to me, of an empirical method of

treatment I have long been in the habit of applying

in rheumatism. It is a very simple kind of hot-air

bath, which I have often found highly beneficial, and
is administered as follows :

The patient undresses entirely, and lies down on a.

couch ; he is tlien covered with a sheet and blanket

supported liy hoops at a di-stance of about eighteett

inches from the body. An earthenware vessel, con-

taining a lighted candle five inches in length, is then

placed between the legs, tlie edge of the sheet being

raised in one point to admit a (juantity of air suf-

ficient to supply materials for combustion. Copious

perspiration generally ensues in less than half an.

hour, and when the taper ceases to bum, the patient

is removed to another bed, where diaphoresis con-

tinues, and sound sleep lulluws. Rheumatic paina..

are frequently cured by two such baths.
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Now the carbonic acid evolved during tlie com-

bsstion of the taper appcara to me to claim a most

important share in the results of the medication,

hot air and steam alone being incapable of producing

such powerful effects. —Dr Faivre D'Esnans, Physi-

cian of the Hospital of Baume-les-Dames (Doubs).

ON THE DISEASES OF PRINTERS.
Dr Van Holsbeek having enumerated the diseases

resulting from overwork, from intemperance, want
of cleanliness, vicious habits, protracted watching,

&c., proceeds to speak of the morbid affections more
especially belonging to the jirinter's art. Fissures

of the lips, of varying depths, are of frequent occur-

rence ; at other times tumours are developed on the

inner surface of the same parts, which are nothing
else than follicles whose excretory ducts are closed.

These tumours sometimes inflame, become highly

painful, rapidly ulcerate, aiid assume a cancerous
appearance. Such uft'ections of the lip are owing to

the haliit some compositors have of putting into

their mouth the types still moist with the fluid

which has served to wash them. Dysiiepsia is fre-

quent, as is diarrhoea ; the latter is, however, of a
transitory and mild nature. Among the most com-
mon afl'ections are those of the respiratory passages,

of which laryngitis and bronchitis are the principal

;

pleuritis is rare
;
pleuro-pneumonia is frequent and

severe. These diseases are favoured by the curved

position which the printers are obliged to maintain

during their work, particularly when they correct on
the forms, and still more by the nightwork, by gas-

light, by the dust and emanations in places often

confined and badly ventilated. Nearly 25 per cent,

of printers die of tuberculosis, either hereditarj- or

acquired. Diseases of the heart prevail among the

pressmen ; haemorrhoids are rare ; varices and vari-

cose Tilcers are of frequent occun-ence ; the composi-

tors who correct on tlie form frequently suffer from
cerebral congestions and liicmorrhage. Among
nervous diseases we observe tremor of the hands,

against which the Author successfully employs the

electric current. Saturnine colic antl paralysis are

rarer than formerly, an improvement due principally

to the dift'ereuce in the composition of the materials

of which the type is made, to the precaution of clean-

ing it from dust, as well as frequently rul-ibing the

boxes which contain it ; lastly, to the care of the

workmen, who no longer put the letters in their

mouth. Hernia is common, particularly among the

pressmen ; in them we occasionally observe dis-

tortion of the joints of the fingers. Fissures and
callosities fonu on the thumb and index-flnger of

the right hand, on account of the ro\ighness of the

characters, particularly if they are new and damp
with the matters with which they are i)olished

;

moreover, in consequence of the hatjit the ]n"inters

have of washing themselves with alkaline water or

bad soap. Amblyopia and myopia, so very prevalent

among typographists, terminate the sketch drawn by
the author of the diseases of this interesting class

of artisans, witli whom we are in daily contact, and
whose intelligence and diligence we have constant
reason to admire. — ' L'Experimentalo,' December,
1359, and ' British American Journal.'

ACUPRESSURE AND THE INTRA-
UTERINE PESSARY.

Dr Bonnafont presented to tlie Academy several

instruments used by Professor Simpson, of Edin-

burgh : 1, for the purpose of checking arterial

liieinorrhage by acupressure ; 2, to rectify uterine

deviation.

From information received by M. Bonnafont
during a recent visit to Ediubnrgh, it would appear
that Mr Simpson has modified his original mode
of applying acupressure, and now does not include

in the parts pressed upon by the needle the entire

thickness of the flap. The needle applied to the

Weeding surface of the flap, iu a direction opposite

to that indicated in the original process, now
comprises but a portion of the soft parts, and does

not perforate the skin. It is withdrawn after

forty-eight liours witli the metallic wire attached.

"With regard to Mr Sinijison's iutra-uterine

pessary, M. Bonnafont stated tliat Mr Simpson
has now reduced the rod to a lengtli of fifteen or

eighteen lines, and limits its nse to cases of retro-

version. From Mr Simpson himself, and other

Edinlnirgh practitioners, M. Bonnafont was led

to understand that this mode of treatment has
invariably yielded most satisfactory results, with-

out giving ri.so to any of the perils whicli it has
been considered caiwble of inducing.

A practical j-ioint upon which Professor Simpson
laid much stress in his conversations with M.
Bonnafont on the subject, consists in the necessity
of never removing the instrument after it has
once been introduced

; he has remarked that the
organs suffer from frequent removal and reinser-
tion, a practice which also allows of the return of
the womb to its improper situation during the in-

tervals.

M. Bonnafont also remarks that Mr Simpson's
precept, with regard to the mode of securing the in-

strument in its place, appears imjiortant. Mr Simp-
son uses no belt, but njerely bends the hypogastric
plate in such a manner as to accommodate it to the
size and shape of the patient : thus the instrument
adapts itself to the movements of the womb, and of

the abdominal parietes j whereas a belt, securing the

apparatus with too much solidity in one position,

occasion.?, if not great pain, at least considerable
discomfort to the wearer.

M. D^paul could not agree with M. Bonnafont in

considermg Mr Simpson's instrument as either useful

or innocuous. He persisted in thinking, grounding
his opinion on the cases of Mr Simpson himself, and
of others, tliat this method exposes the patients to

very great peril, and I'ectifles the direction of the

womb on the condition only of inducing peri-uterine

phlogosis, by which the uterus becomes ultimately
fixed in its new position.

With regard to acupressure, M. Velpeau remarked
that numerous procedures had been proposed for the

obliteration of arteries without ligature, and that all

these methods had in succession been abandoned.
The eminent Professor is inclined to think that acu-

pressure will share the same fate ; he tried it on two
occasions, but in both serious inflammation set in,

and compelled him to withdraw the needles. M.
Foucher has also given the plan a ti'ial at Hopital
Necker, but he has not published the results of his

cases, whence M. Velpeau infei-s they must have
Ijeen xmsatisfactory.

At the following meeting, M. Foucher, who had
been stated by M. Velpeau to have applied Mr Simp-
son's procedure, forwarded a letter in which we re-

marked the following passage :

*^ Acupre.ssure is an efficient hemostatic method,
which will be found very useful under certain cir-

cumstances, such as ossification or induration and
friability of the arterial walls. Tliis system does
not ai>pear to offer greater protection from inflam-

mation and suppuration than ligature ; neither does
it seem calculated to promote these unfavourable
consecjuences, provided the needles are withdrawn!
after 24, 36, or 48 hours at the furthest, a period
amj)ly sulficient to secure the patient from a return

of hsemorrhage. The application of this metliod
presents, however, sometimes much difliculty, and
as its advantages are not obvious, the usually

adopted hemostatic procedures should not be dis-

continued." — 'Journal of Practical Medicine and
Surgery.'

FOOD FOB BABES, OR ARTIFICIAL
HUMAN MILK,

AND THE MANNER OF rKEl'ARING IT AND ADMI-
NISTERING IT TO YOUXG CHILIir.EN.

This is the title of an admirable little duodecimo
from the pen of Dr Camming, of AVilliamstown,

Miiss.

He proposes a plan for supplying Artificial Himian
Milk to infants unable to procure from the maternal

breasts nutriment of the projier quality and quan-

tity. He has adopted this plan in his own house-

hold for a numljer of years with the most gratifying

success. He claims that it produces a wonderiiu

immunity from colic, pain in teetlung, and various

disorders of the stomach and bowels ; that it con-

tributes materially to uniform growth, prosperity,

vigour, and healtli, if it does not secure it ; and that

in many cases it will relieve almost instantly the dis-

tressing symptoms of wasting diarrho-a, &c. He
states that in composition it closely resembles the

natural secretion of healthy and vigorous mothers,
and contains all tJie ingredients necessary for the
proper growth and development of the child. This

nrtitioial human ndlk is to be obtiuncd in two ways :

1st. By taking the upi>er third of cows' milk that

has stood for four or five hours ; this containing 60

per cent, more butter than the ordinary milk of the

cow.
The second, and in warm weather the l)etter way,

is to take the milk from the latter half of that given

by the cow, (containing 'strippings,') taking care

that the cow l>e milked dry. In both instances, the

milk is to be diluted with Ih paiiaof soft water, and
j>ro]X'rly sweetened with loaf sugar. The animal

from w'hich the milk is to be taken must be from
four to ten years of age, and free from disease of

any kind, it bemg unimportant that she should give

a large quantity of milk. Her calf should not be

less tlian two weeks old ; and when it becomes four

or five mouths old, the cow is to be given np and

another selected. Tlie best feed for the cow is hay
and salt and water, which will improve the quality of

milk, though the quantity may be less than when
other articles of food are employed.
Various dilutions are, of course, required for various

ages.

Thus, for the first two weeks after the cluld's birth

it is to be furnislied with an artificial colostrum,

whicli requires the use of the upper eighth instead of

tlie upper third of the milk which has stood for four

or five hours ; or, the employment of the last tenth
of the milk furnished by the cow.

A schedule is given, arranged to suit the wanta of
vigorous children of various ages.

Attention is to be paid to the physical condition
of the child, as well as its age, in preparing the re-
quired dilution.

The milk should l>e prepared twice a day in warm
weather, unless kejit on ice.

The milk is to be administered by means of a
bottle, with the neck occupied by an artificial nippi*
coni]>osed of a goose-quill rolled up in a strip of
njuslin ; all of wliich are to be kept scrupulously
clean.

The milk should be given at regular intervals, th«
child taking at each as much as it wants ; and the
child should be trained to pass six or eight hours at
night without being fed.

The temperature of the milk when given should be
about 100' ; it should be taken slowly, and the flow
from the bottle controlled by a pro})er arrangement
of the quill and muslin.

Dr Cimiming thinks this mode of feeding should
be continued until the children obtain their full 9«t
of teeth, or to nearly the age of two years—or at
least rely exclusively on it until sixteen teeth an
fairly developed, when other food may be gradually
commenced with.— ' Medical and Surgical Reporter,
and British American Journal.'

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.

COURT OF QUEEN'S BENCH, Nov. 21.
{Sittings in llunco, before Lord Chief Jnstica

Cockbum, atid Justices Wightman, Hill,

and Blackburn.)
STEELE (appellant) 1!. HAMILTON (liESPOSDENI).

Tliis was a case stated by the stijiendiary magis-
trate of Liverpool for the opinion of this Court, and
it raised the question whether the facts set forth In
the case were sufficient in law to warrant the con-
viction of the respondent, whom the magistrate had
declined to convict, of an offence against the 40th
section of the new jiledical Act.

It appeared that the appellant, Arthur Brown
Steele, hon. secretary' to the LiverjKiol Medical Regis-
tration Society, had caused tlie resjxjudeut, Joha
Hamilton, to be sunnaoued before the magistrate
ni>on an information which charged that he, on the
21st of Februarj-, I860, wilfully and faUely pretended
to be a surgeon, general practitioner, or apothecary,
and used the name of surgeon, general practitioner,

or apothecary, or some name, title, addition, or
description, implying that lie was registered under
the Medical Act, or that he was recognised by law
as a surgeon, practitioner in medicine, or apothe-
cary, whereby he had become liable to a penalty of

20/. When the respondent ajipeared l«fore the
magistrate, it was proved tliat he had signed the
following certificate :

—

" Medical Ceetificate,
" I hereby certify that I attended William Haves,

late of 110 Jlill street, that died the 21st day of

February ; cause of death, enteritis ; and that I hare
no reason to attribute his death to poison, violenoa,

or criminal neglect.

"John Hamilton.
"Profession, Botanic Surgeon.

" Residence, 94 Mill street.

" Day of February 22nd, 1S60."

It was also proved that over the door of the house
where the respondent carried on his business was
painted, in large, legible letters, "J. Hamilton, Sur-

geon ;" and in very small characters underneath,
'' Boston, U. S. :" and upon a glass panel of the door
itself was painted, "J. Hamilton, Anti-B^isterad
Surgeon," The words "anti-registered" were con-
sideiaijiy smaller than the wonis "J. Hamilton,
Surgeon," and so as to be illegilde, exeeiitujion close

inspection. The magistrate dismissed the informa-

tion, but, being required by the appellant to state a
case, he submitted the following question to this

Cmirt,—namely, " Whether the evidence was suffi-

cient in law to warrant a conviction under the 40th

section of the Jledical Act. If the Court are of

opinion that the evidence was sufficient in law, then

the magistrate prays the Court to make such order

or conviction as the Court shall think fit."

Mr L. Temple, who aj>peared for the appellant,

feared the case must be governed by the decision in

the Court of Common Pleas, "Pedgriftr. Cheval-

lier" (29 L. J., M. C, 225), unless it could be shown
that the respondent was not in practice before the

1st of August, 1S15. Nothing was stated on that

snbject in the caSie ; but as the respondent, he be-

lieved, was only aliont forty yenr< of nw. he appKed
that the case might be sen:

"

:i'led.

Mr Cook Evans (with v .
'Ur), for

the respondent, said the ca- .
n before

the magistrates, both of whom had iciused to c<M»-

vict, and he hoped the case would not be sent back.

He should contend that tlie case was concluded by
the decision in the Common Ple.-is, Avliere it had been

held that for a person merely to call himself a snl-

geon, without being duly registered, was no oSfsaiX

against the 40th section.
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Mr Temple contended that the respondent had
falsely pretended to be a surgeon by signing a medical
certificate for burial. The 37th section of the

Medical Act enacted that no certificate required by
any Act of Parliment should be valid unless the

person signing the same be registered under the Act.

Mr Evans said that the 37th section referred to

cases where the certificate of a surgeon was required

—

for instance, in the case of an insane person whom it

might be proposed to send to a lunatic asylum. But
the certificate as to the cause of death migiit be given

by any person who was present at the death.

Mr Justice Hill referred to the 25th section of the
Beeistration Act (6th and 7th William IV., cap. 86),

And said that it was so,

Mr Justice Blackburn thought that part of the ca-se

was disposed of.

Mr Temple proceeded to call attention to the case,

in which it was found that the words " anti-regis-

tered" were written in verj- small letters, so as to be
illegible except upon close inspection.
Mr Justice Wightman referred to the 40th section,

and suggested that, to bring the case within it, it

must be shown that the party falsely pretended to be
a surgeon, ilc, " implying that he is registered
under the Act, or that he is recognised by law as a
physician or surgeon," 4c.

Lord Chief Justice Cockbum said there was
nothing in the Act to prevent a person from merely
practising as a surgeon without being registeretf.

His L<jrdship thought that the decision of the magis-
trate.s should be affirmed, bnt, at the same time, he
thought that a person who wrote '* anti-registered"

in very small letters was not entitled to costs.

The other Judges were of the same opinion.

Judgment affinned, without costs.

DUMFRIES CIRCUIT COURT.
David Gibb, medical student, Glasgow, was

charged, on Sept. 28th, before Lord Cowan, with
the crimes of " falsehood and forgery, in so far as,

on or about Tuesday, the 3rd July, ISfiO, at or near
Rosehall, in the parish of Dumfries, the said David
Gibb, being desirons of obtaining the appointment
of assistint-surgeon to the Dumfries, Roxburg, and,

Selkirkshire Militia, did wickedly and feloniously,

at aforementioned place, write and fabricate, or cause
to be written or fabricated, a simulnteil document
pnrporting to be a diploma of com]X'tence from the
Faculty of Physicians of Glasgow, and did utter and
use such <locumeiit, he well knowing it to be a
foiy;ery." The pane! pleaded guilty of uttering and
using such document.
BIr A. T. Boyle, prisoner's counsel, in cxtenuatioii,

^nt in the Andersonian
' 'he most irre]>roachable

V-- -J- I- - ;ccd certificates to that
eflect from FYofessors Bell, Moreton, and Penny, of
the Andersonian University, Glasgow, and from Dr
Watson, of the Royal Infirmary there. Dr Boyle
said it had not Ijeen out of any sordid motives that
his client had uttered this document. Mr Gibb had
made every reparation in his power by repaying the
STnall sums he had received as salary while perform-
ing the diities of assistant-Surgeon.
Lord < 'iwan said that it was one of the most pain-

ful cri-nK h" Ind erern)et. It wns -vvithin hisrecollec-
t

, , /liest penal-
i"t one such

. . . h had been
iiertt to the jianel. But, even looking at

: ' '"•ffence in its mildest form, he could not,
'

' with
lit, in

- - ^ - could
be atuiimd by evil. He hoped that when the
tirisuiR-r was restored to society this would prove a
esflon to him.

WiLUAMS i:. Rev. C. Llotd, of Ciialfont St
Giles.— In this action, which was tried at the Ches-
ham County Conrton Monday, November 19, before

'j. WliiL'liam, Esq., Judge, Mr Day appeared for

plaiiitilT, rind Mr Codd for defendant,—The plaintiff

is a .-,urge*>n, and at the time the amount sued fur

was alleged to be contracted, practised at Chalfont
8t Giles, from whence he has removed. The
amount sought to be recovered was \\l. 4s. for

professional attendance on the Rev. C. Lloyd's
family, and a kitchen-maid in his service, whom
iilaiiitilf had attended at the request of the defendant.
It appi-.iriil that the point in dispute was whether
the plainUff was entitled to a cliargc for visits, for
which 2s. 6d. each had been charged, though within
half a mile distant from his own house, in addition to
the cliaiL'e for medicine, and a further charge on
eacha-'Miiiit for professional attendance. The rev.

gentlemaii was of ojiinion that he was not, and he
had accordingly struck out the charge for the visits,

and hatl paid info court, altogether, the sum of
^l. 10s, Cd., whi' :

• * '
.((^ J^^^ much as ho

was entitled to, j examined, and
atMrCo<ld's req i'-rable discussion,
produced his diploma, and also a c.ipv "f the Medi-
cal Itegistcr, to show that he irM diily qualified t6

act in the capacity of a surgeon and apothecary : lie,

however, had omitted to bring his certificate.

—

Plaintiff stated that he attended defendant and the
persons mentioned in the l)ill at his request ; the
charges were reasonable, and the same that he had
charged for years.— Mr Codd, after cross-question-
ing the plaintiff, addressed his Honour on behalf of
defendant. He said he did not wish to deprive
plaintiff of a fair compensation for his services, but
he considered he was not entitled to the three
charges, viz., visits 2s. 6d. each, then a charge for

medicine, and then afterwards professional attend-
ance. Mr Codd contended that, in point of law,
he (plaintifl') was not entitled to charge for visits

and professional attendance, and he was of opinion
that the amount paid into court was ample remune-
ration for his services.—A. B. Brickwell Esq., Sur-
geon, of Amersham, was then examined on behalf of

defendant. He said— I have been in the habit of
attending people at Chalfont St Giles ; I charge for

journeys ; I have never seen a bill before in which
visits, medicine, and medical attendance were
charged ; I do not charge for journeys in the town

;

the general rule is not to charge for journeys, but for

professional attendance and medicine ; the charges
formedicine are about the usual charge.— The Rev. C.
Lloyd, the defendant, then said—On the 12th Janu-
ary in the present year, the plaintiff commenced
visiting my children ; they were suffering from slight

colds ; there was nothing serious ; consideruig that
Mr Brickwell only ohsrgotl 2«. Bd. fOr a Journey from
Amei*sham, wliicli is 31 miles, I thought plaintiff

charged too much ; I wished to pay the 20s. charged
for professional attendance, but not for the amount
charged for visits ; Mr Williams offered to diminish
the bill ; I considered the sum paid into court quite
sufficient. Tlie defendant explained that in addition

to attendance upon his own family, plaintiff atten led

several other person,s,his parishioners, at his request

;

but thinking the charges exorbitant, he had deducted
Borne of them.—Mr Day then addressed hisHonourin
behalf of his client. He deprecated the' mode which
had been adopted by defendant, which he described
as a 'paring down flint' sort of proceeding. The
first person sent for was the medical man, and they
were the worst [mid of any profession. Mr Brickwell
had said that the charges were moderate, and for his

part he thought medic-al men's charges should be re-

gulated by what they had to do. He would cer-

tainly rather hear them talk than swallow their doses
(laughter).—His Honour observed that the medical
profession ought to be regarded with the kindest con-
sideration by the entire commuity, as they performed
their duties often at great inconvenience, and with
the greatest posssible care and attention. He did
not know any i>r"fessiou that came up to it, except
the clergy. He did not think in the present case
either party could be blamed for niggardliness.

His Honour decided that but two charges could be
made, and gave a verdict for 1/. 73. 6d., in addition
to the amount paid into court, and costs.

BIRTHS.
Fowi.F.n.—November 24, at Bi.sliop,sgate street

Without, the wife of Robert Fowler, M.D.
£diu., of a son.

HouTos.—November 25, the wife of Charles
Horton, M. D., of Bionisgrovo, Woicestcrsliire,

of n daughter.

Lakis — November 8, at Kincton, the wife of Dr
Lakin, of a son.

FEAlirp..—November 20, at Bethnal-grecn road,
the wife of Samuel I'carce, Esq., Medical Officer

of Health, prematurely, f»f a son.

Randall.—November 26, at Portraan street,

Portmau square, the wife of Jolm Randall,
M.D., of a daughter.

Keed.—November 22, at Hazelwood-by-Thirsk,
Banffshire, the wife of Daniel Reed, M.D., of

a son.

Shoxr.—November 22, at Harbury, Warwick-
shire, the wife of W. J. Shone, Esq., M. R.C'.S.,

of a son.

MARRIAGES.
OoiLviE—Pii/^iiEii.—November 15, at All Saints

Church, Blackheath, Charles Fred. Ogilvic,

M.D., Bombay Anny, youngest survivinj; son
of the late John Ogi'lvie, Esq., M.R.C.S. Royal
Navy, to Anne Emily Pilcher, third daughter
of James Pilcher, E.sq, , of Bow, Middlesex.

Taylkr—Brlstow.—November 21, at St George's,

Hanover sfjuare, William Henry Tayler, Esq.,

M.R.C.S., son of Vice-Admiral Joseph Need-
ham Tayler, C.I5., of Bri.xton, to Mary Ann,
widow of the lato John Charles Bristow, Esq.,

of Eiiseniere hill, Ollswater, Westmoreland.

DEATHS.
Bkemner.—November 23, at Huntley, N.B.,

Jas. Bremner, M.D. Univ. King' .s Coll, Aberd.,
L.R.C.S. Edin., Assistaiit-Surgeou 47th Regt.
of Bengal Native Infantry, aged 25.

Clutton.—November 16, Thomas Clutton, Fel-
low of New College, Oxford, M.D., aged 56.

Coles.—November 20, at Weston-su]ier-Mare,
Somersetshire, James Coles, Fell, and M. R. C.S.
Eng., L,S.A. Lond., late Sen. Surg. Hosp. Dep.,
Great Portland road, aged 57.

Eager.—November 24, at Kilronan Glebe, Co.
Roscommon, Matthew Wyatt Eager, M.R.C.S.

.

Lond., late of Athenry, Co. Gahvay.
Graham.—November 17, John George Graham,

of Stockport, Cheshire, M.R.C.S. Eng., aged 29.

Halahan.—November 3, at Guernsey, Dr Hala-
han. Inspector -General of Hospitals, lata

Royal Artillery, aged 70.

Martin.—August 20, at Tangkoo, China, of
dysentery, Charles Henry Slartin, of H.M.
Medical Staff, only son of C. N. Martin, of
Harley House, King's road, Chelsea.

Thomson.—November 25, at Exeter, William
Thomson, M.D. Glasgow, L.K.C.S. Edin.,
aged 61.

Young.—November 18, at Gressford cottage,
iicar 'Wrexham, the infant son of Lake Young,
Esq., M.R.C.S., aged 3 months.

MEDICAL NEWS.

Royal College or Surgeons.—Tlie following
gentlemen, having undergone the necessary ex-
aminations, were admitted Fellows of the College,
at a meeting of the Court of Examiners, on the
29tli ult. : — George William Fleetwood Bury,
Whetstone, Middlesex—diploma of membership
dated Dec. 12, 1856 ; Wm. Clapton, St Thomas's
Hospital—March 20, 1867 ; Thomas B. Crosby,
Finsbury place—May 21, 1852 ; William Lewis
Dudley, M.D. St Andrew's, Bogota, New
Granada, Hart street, Bloomsbury—Dec. 29,
1840 ; Walter Battcrshell Gill, M.D. Lond.,
Cambridge place. Regent's park—April 9, 1847 ;

Eustace Smith, M.D. Lond., Leamington—Nov.
5, 1858 ; Thomes James Woodhouse, Wells
street. Hackney—March 20, 1857. It may not,

perhaps, be generally known that, by a recent
regulation of the Council of the College, Grada-
atcs in Medicine of the Universities of London,
Oxford, and Cambridge, are admitted to the Fel-
lowship after having passed the professional
examination in Surgery only.

ApoTHECARiEiS' Hall.—Names of gentlemen
who passed their examination in the Science and
Practice of Medicine, and received Certificates to
practise, on Thursday, the 22nd ult, :— AVilliatn

Hayle, Slnithwaite, Y'orksliire
; Robert Iliffe,

Coventry ; James Savage, Burlington quay, York-
shire ; James Steele, Lancaster; John William,
Dyffryn,

,
Merionethshire. And on the 1st No-

vember, P'rederick William Rickett.s, Liverpool.

The following gentlemen also on the same day
passed their first examination ;—Henry May, Bir-

mingham ; Richard Canning Tanner, Paiuawick,
Gloucestershire.

Oxford.—The Examiners appointed by the
electors under Dr Radcliffe's will (Dr Aclaiid, Dr
RoHeston, and Professor Brodie) give notice, that
they propose to begin an examination for a
Travelling Fellowship on December 4, in the
Medical Department of the University Museum.
Those may be admitted as candidates who have
taken a first cla.ss in the Natural Science School
of Oxford, and who intend to qualify themselves
to practise Jledicine as Medical Graduates of the
University. The .successful candidate will receive

200/. a-year for three years, half that time being
occupied in Sledical study out of Great Britain.

The Royal ilEDicAL and Chirfgical So-
ftETT.—The following gentlemen will be balloted
for, as Fellows of this Society, on Tuesday even-
ing, December 11, 1860. The ballot will bo
opened at half-past seven o'clock, and will closo

at half-past eight precisely ;—Messrs. Richard
Cross, Robert Cameron Galton, Herbert Chalmers
Miles, and William Ogle.

Woolwich Disj>ensary.— The New Military-

Dispensary in course of erection at Woolwich,
intended also to provide for the teni|)orary recep-

tion of severe Hospital ca-scs, pending their re-

moval to the Infirmary about to be built on Kid-
brooke Common, is now partially roofed in. The
(wsition id considered to be one of tb« most
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ligiblc ill and about tlie gariison, both ibr its

cltvation and its near proximity to the barrack,

review, and jjraetising grounds, in which accidents

may occur requiring surgical aid. In order to

procure pure air and ventilation, an additional

space of ground beyond the building is ordered

to bo cleared. The residence of Kear-Admiral
Duntze is about to be demolished for that pur-

pose.

Appointments.—MrCharlesF. Kecle, M.R.C.S.,

late of St Thomas's Hospital, has been elected

House-Surgeon and Secretary to the Royal Ports-

mouth, Portsea, and Gosport Hospital. John J.

Nason, M.B. Lond. , has been appointed a Surgeon
to the Stratford-on-Avon Infirmary.

Manche.ster Royal School of Medicine.—
The award of scholarships and ]irizes for the

session 1859-60 took place at the Royal Institu-

tion on Thursday afternoon, the 22ud ult., as

follows :

—

Prizes for Third- Year's SludeiUs.—
Scholarship, value 20?. : Mr John Cockcroft,

Jliddleham, Yorkshire. First Prize, value 51. 5s. :

3Ir Daniel John Leech, Stretford. Second Prize,

value, SI. 3s. : Mr \V. H. Barlow, Manchester.

Prizes for Second- Year's Shuients.—Scholarship,

value 151. : Mr Herbert Grove Lee, Thame,
Oxfordshire. First prize, value 5L Ss. : Mr James
Yates, Oldham. Second prize, value 3Z. 3s. : Mr
F. B. Fairbank, Moss Side. Third prize, value

21. 2s. : Mr James Allen, Pott Shrigley. Fourth

prize, value 11. Is. : Mr E. H. Roe, Eccles. Cer-

tificate of merit : Mr J. W. Morris, Rochdale.

Prizes for First Year's S<it(fc»te.—Scholarship,

value 101. : Mr J. "VV. Beushaw, Ashton-upon-

Mersey. First prize, value 5i. 6s.; MrE. Daw.son,

Manchester. Second prize, value 3/. 3s. : Mr S.

Messenger Bradley, Manchester. Third prize,

value 21. 2s. : Mr F. W. Booth, Ashmoud, Lees.

Fourth prize, value 11. Is. : Mr Hugh Moss, Con-

gleton. Ccrtijicahs of Merit.—Mr J. D. Mann,
Kendal ; Mr John L. Rushton, Rainow, near

Macclesfield ; Mr Robert Piatt, Cheetham hill

;

and Mr Morris.

—

Certificates of Honour.— Messrs

Alfred Heap, S. A. Patrick, F. J. Roberts, Joshua

Handley, Thomas H. Dickinson, Robert Piatt,

F. W. Booth, E. Kershaw, J. Whittham, D. Elia.s,

W. J. Renshaw, H. Moss, R. W. Coles, E. Daw-
son, T. Wilson, W. Clarke, E. H. Roc, H. Cart-

niel, D. Meauy, H. G. Lee, W. H.Hughes, A.F.

S. Clarke, J. Yates, J. Hollingworlh, B. C. Smart,

J. W. Slorris, F. R. Fairbank, J. Anderson, J.

"Welsh, J. L. Rushton, E. T. Newbold, G. Hun-
stone, 'W. Bird, J. Watson, J. D. Mann, J. Allen,

J. Bott, N. M'Guire, J. Gregory, J. Gwither, P.

Byrnes, W. H. Flint, S. Bradley, and G. Newton.
Testimonial to a Piiy.sician.—On the 23rd

ult., a very handsome and valuable time-piece

was presented to Dr Philip H. Williams, of Wor-
cester, with a purse containing 125 sovereigns, as

an acknowledgment, by the .subscribers to the

Dispensary in that city, of his services rendered

to the Institution during the period of twelve

years.

The Longevity of Paupers.—There are at

present in the Ratclift' and AVapping Workhouses
of the Stepney Union 69 inmates whose collective

ages amount to 5538 years, giving an average of

SO years for each inmate, and 292 persons in the
above-named Workhouses of the Stepney Union
whose average ages are 70 years.

The Longevity of Quakeii.s.—The following

ages of some deceased members of the Society of

Friends during the present year are taken from

the obituary of the ' Friend,' a monthly journal,

published by that body. They are as follows ;—

84, 84, 85, 85, 85, 86, 86, 87, 87, 88, 88, 89, 89,

S9, 91, 91, 91, 91, 91, 91, 92, 92, 93, 93,—
making a total of 2128 years, with an average

for eacli life of rather more than 88 i years.

Fifty lives in the same period give 4258 years,

with an average of 85 per life. These facts

entitle one class of men to a favourable comparison

with the Peerage as regards longevity.

Dr Tomma.si, a Neapolitan, the most distin-

guished physiologist in Italy, has departed from

Naples to resume his duties as Proi'essor of the

University of Pavia. The Doctor, it seems, is

unable to practise successfully on the body poli-

tical of Southern Italy.

' La E.srANA Meuica ' informs us that Dr
Alvarez, of Cadiz, has successfully treated a case

of diabetes with large doses of sugar, alkalis, and
gelatine. He completely cured his sick man in

thirty-six days.

The Humane Society's Modal has been given

to Mr William F. Harton, Medical Student, for

saving Matilda Broadhcad, who attempted suicide

by jumping into the river Sliannon, Bauagher,
King's County, on tlie 29th of Augu.st last.

French Medical Students, Session 1860-61.

—The inscriptions for 1860-61 amount to 1196
^viz., 1,132 for the Doctorate, and 64 for the

lower gi-ade of OfficMr de Sante. In 1859-60 the

inscriptions amounted to 988.

M. LuKOMSKi, who in 1858 reported the re-

sults he had arrived at in the treatment of

syphilis by means of the inoculation of vaccine

virus, announces that numerous further experi-

ments made of this treatment in the clinique of

the Faculty of Medicine at Moscow have fully

confirmed his own observations. MM. Serres and
Andral are to report thereon to the Academy of

Sciences of France.

Singular Longevity of the British Peer-
age.—It is not a little remarkable that the mem-
bers of the Peerage who have died since the year

commenced, twenty-four in number, have exactly

completed, on the average, tlie full measure of the

allotted span of human life, the "three-score

years and ten." They are as follows :—Viscount

Arbuthnott, 82 ; Lord Londesborough, 54 ; Vis-

count Southwell, 83 ; Viscount Gormanston, 84
;

I^oixl Oranmore, 72 ; Bishop of Rochester, 84
;

Earl of Longford, 42 ; Baroness Stratheden, 63
;

l>ord Fitzgerald, 60 ; Viscount Guillamore, 27 ;

Baroness Wentworth, 67 ; Earl of Strafford, 82
;

Lord Heytesbury, 80 ; Archbi-shop of York, 71
;

Lord Sandys, 68 ; Lord Elphinstone, 63 ; Bishop
of Worcester, 77 ; Earl of Lauderdale, 76 ; Earl

of Cawdor, 70 ; Lord Ffreiich, 74 ; Earl of Leven
and Melville, 75 ; Duke of Richmond, 69 ; Earl

Manvers, 82 ; Earl of Dundonald, 85. Total of

united ages, 1680 years, which being divided by

24, gives exactly 70 years to each.

Death from Chloroform.—The 'Gazette

des H6pitaux,' referring to the case of death from

chloroform related in the ' Cincinnati Observer,

'

—in which, by means of artificial respiration, the

contractions of the heart were kept up for an hour

and a quarter, and occasional spontaneous respira-

tory movements were obtained,—adds that another

case of death has also lately occurred at Paris,

the patient bein^ a young man, aged 24, who was
submitted to cliToroforin by M. Fano, in order to

undergo an operation for in-growing nail. No
particulars of this case have as yet been made
known, beyond the fact that for some time after

the cessation of the pulsations of the heart, the

patient made, at several intervals, spontaneous

inspirations and expirations.

LINN.EUS AND BuPFON werebom in the same year,

one in May, the other in September, 1707 ; but this

identity of dates, the force of their genius, tlie

grandeur of the services rendered by them to natural

history, are the only real points of resemblance be-

tween them. Linnaius was born in a little village

in Sweden, a country still warlike and barbarous
;

Buffon iu the bosom of a noble and rich family, in

the France of Louis XIV. Linnoeus was compelled

to become apprentice to an artisan, and sustained a

long and painful struggle again-st adversity. If

Buffon, needed a strong resolution, it was to resist

the seductions of the soft and easy life which was
ojiened to him by his rank and fortune. Both had
received from Nature intellectual tendencies even
more diverse than tlie circumstances iu which they
were placed. Liiunaeus^ as patient and sagacious in

the search after facts as he was ingenious in co-

ordinating them
;
prudent rather than bold in liis

deductions ; working long on minute details, and
lost in them, as it were, to elevate himself at last

with a more certain flight to the elevated regions

of science
;
quick in forming h\-potheses, but yet

not deceiving himself by them ; assigning with re-

markable coiTectness to each idea its rank and
value, as to each being its place ; endowed with a

perseverance which was never discouraged by ob-

stacles nor fatigued by time ; loving truth for itself,

and finding that his shortest and simplest expression

was also the most beautiful ; always seeking that

elegance proper to scientific writings, which results

more from the concatenation of ideas than from a

choice of words ; lastly, without ever failing to be

exact and concise, varying his style from the grave

precision of a formula to that high poetry of which

Genesis offers us the sublimest specimen. Buffon,

sagacious and as ingenious as Linnanis, but in

another order of ideas ; disdaining technical details,

neglecting the multiplying around him of observed

facts, but seizing the most hidden consequences of

those which he passed, and thus boldly elevating,

on a fragile basis, a durable edifice, of which he
alone and posterity could conceive the gigantic plan

;

refusing to imprison his fertile imagination in the

narrow circle of methods, and yet, by a hapjjy con-

tradiction, creating one day a classification which Lin-

naius himself might envy ; sometimes losing himself
in unknown space, where be wandered without a
guide, but yet rendering even his errors fruitful ;

impassioned with all that was beautiful, all tliat was
grand ; and if he completed nothing, daring to com-
mence with all ; to contemplate Nature in her en-
tirety, and calling to his aid, to paint her worthily,
the treasures of an eloquence that has never been
surpassed. Linna;us was one of those rare ty[>eB of
perfection of the human intellect where 8}-nth€sis

and analysis meet in a just equilibrium, anil enrich
each other. Buffon was one of those men, powerful
by their synthetic powers, who pass, with a bold
step, the limits of their epoch, occupy themselves
in new routes, and advance towards future ages,

gaining all by their genius, as a conqueror by hia

sword.—G. St Hilaire.

Imperial Invalids.—The young Empress of
Austria, who is suffering under pulmonary phthisis,

had, as is well known, intended to winter in Madeira,
and Queen Victoria had placed at the disposal of the
Empress a vessel to convey herself and her suite of

fifty persons to that island. It is feared, however,
that this intention may be frustrated, a sudden
attack of haemorrhage from the lung having just

occurred, which must lie regarded as a serious evi-

dence of the progress of the disease. The Empress
of the French, who is sojourning in these islands,

is also understood to have a medical object in her
visit.

A Child Killed with Syhcp o» Poppies.— We
have again to record the death of a child due to the
incautious and deplorable use of this narcotic. Tlic
mother of Jaue Davis, aged three months, had given
her a dose of this preparation of opium to produce
sleep, and the ovenlose administered caused death.
The jury returned a verdict, " That the diseased died
from the effects of the syrup of poppies, administered
by the mother to procure sleep, and through misad-
venture." A verdict of manslaughter, with appro-
priate punishment, in one or two of these cases,

might have the salutary effect of checking the per-
nicious practice of narcotizing childi-en, which is so
fertile a cause of excessive infantile mortahty.
A Gallant Surgeon.—We record with high satis-

faction the official report of the noble act of Mr
Joseph Jee, of the 78th Regiment, whose self-devo-

tion and heroic services during the mutiny in India
have won for him the Victoria Cross and the deco-

ration of the Order of the Bath. The fonner honour
he receivsd lately at the hands of the Queen, and hi«

services are thus announced in the ' Gazette ' :•—

" Surgeon Joseph Jee, C.B.— For most conspicuous
gallantry and unportant services, on the entry of the

late Major-General Havelock's relieving force into

Lucknow, on the 25th September, 1857, in having
during action (when the 78th Highlanders, then in

possession of the Char Bagh, captured two 9-poun-

ders at the point of the bayonet), by great exertion

and devoted exposure, attended to the large number
of men wounded in the charge, whom he succeeded

in getting removed on cots and the backs of their

comrades, imtil he had collected the doohly bearers

who hail fled. Subsequently, on the same day, in en-

deavouring to reach the Residency with the wounded
men. Surgeon Jee became besieged by an over-

whelming force in the Mote Mehal, where he remained

during the whole night and following morning, volun-

tarily and repeatedly exposing himself to a heavy fire

iu proceeding to dress the wounded men who fell

while serving a 24-pounder in a most exposed situa-

tion. He eventually succeeded in taking many of

the wounded, through a cross fire of orduance and
musketry, safely into the Residency, by the river-bank,

although repeatedly warned not to make the perilous

attempt."
A SIedical Mayor. — AVe omitted from onr

list of Medical Mayors, last week, the name of

Mr Cam, the Mayor of Hereford. This gentleman
is one of the Surgeons of the Hereford General

Infirmary, and is much resjiected by his profes-

sional brethren. *

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE WEEK.
Wcdnesdoii, December 5.

Ojierations at Middlesex Hospital, 1 p.m. ; St

Mary's Hospital, 1 p.m. ; University College Hos-
pital, 2 p.m. ; Royal Orthopa;dic Hospital, 2 p.m.

Geological Society of London.—S p.m.

Obstetrical Society of London.—Dr Kidd, "On
the Value of Aua-sthetic Aid in Midwifery." Also

papers by Dr Barnes, Mr Hardey, Dr Herbert

Barker, Dr Gibb, &c. S p.m.

Society for the Encouragement of Arts, Ma-
nufactures, AND Commerce.— Mr H. G. Collins,

" On Electro-Block Printing, especially as appUed

to Enlarging or Reducing from any Printed Surface

or Original Drawing." 8 p.m.

Tliursday, Decembers.

Ojierations at St George's Hospital, 1 p.m. ;.

Central London Ophthalmic Hospital, 1 p.m. ;

London Hospital, 1\ p.m. ; Great Northern
Hospital, King's Cross, 2 p.m.

Iiondou Surgical Home.—2 p.m.
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Kino's College Medical Society. — Jlr Earle,

"On Aputea Neonatorum."
Habveiax Society.—Mr Harry Lobb, "On Para-

lytic Aphonia." 8 p.m.

Friday, December 7.

Operations at Westminster Ophthalmic Hospital,

li p.m.

Saturday, December S.

Operations at St Thomas's Hospital, 1 p.m. ; St

Bartholomew's Hospital, l.J p.m. ; King's College

Hospital, l.J p.m. ; Charing Cross Hospital, 2 p.m.

National Hospital for the Paralysed ant)

Epileptic—Clinical Lecture on "Epilepsy and
Paralysis," by Dr Brown-Sequard, 3.J p.m.

Moniay, December 10.

Operalionx at the Koyal Free Hospital, '1 p.m.
;

Metrojiolitan Free Hospital, 2 p.m.
Royal Institution.—2 p.m.
Epldemiou>gical Society.—8 p.m.
Medical Society op London.—8J p.m.

Tuesday, December 11.
Operations at Guy's Hospital, IJp.m. ; Westmin-

ster Hospital, 2 p.m.

NOTICES TO COERESPONDENTS.

Medici-s (King's Lynn).— 1st. Yes.—2n.l. Yes.
Dr H. Phillips.—Tlie circumstance does not affect

the liabilitj-.

STrDENS.—Nekrobiosis is a phrase used by Virchow
to denote that degeneration of the tissues that
ends in their death.

Sigma writes us a long letter on the title " Doctor,"
of which he justifies the use by Licentiates of a
College uf Physicians, on the ground of custom.
He maintains that a Licentiate, being authorised
to teacli Medicine, is a honA-Jide Doctor, and that,

on the other hand, a pure University Doctor need
not be a Physician. He suggests that the Uni-
versities and Colleges "should reciprocate rights

and titlir-^, ,ind thus abolish the absurd distinctions

which now make our Profession ridiculous in the
eyes of lawyers and men of the world." On this

point, we may observe that we have been all our
life contending for a more simple and uniform
status f- )r t he Profession, antl have not yet despaired
of .seeing- our hopes realised.

U. S.— It has not yet been received.

Cbibuiigus (Liverjiool).—The case is one of great
interest, but is not given in sufficient detail. We
shall be happy to comply with your request.

.Vn Irish Slbschiber.-We have already noticed
the case of the late Dr Wall. He was most shame-
fully used, and his memory deseires to be held
in respect by his professional brethren. We hope
that a subscription will be raised, sufficiently large
to provide comfortably for his bereaved family.

Kk: 1st. Certainly.—2nd. We adverteil to

at the time of its occurrence ; but we
I'-sume the subject in connection with

the general iinestion of the operation of the Medical
Act.

A Licentiate.—1st. There can be no doubt now
that you are free to use the title.—2nrl. The ex-
amination at St Andrew's embraces all the subjects
connected with the study of Medicine : it is chietly
written, but the fact of a candidate liaving passed
the examination at the Edinburgh College of Phy-
sicians would probably have some weight with the
Professors. It would be prudent, however, for a
candidate to study the subjects for a few weeks
Iwfore presenting himself for examination.

.\N Old Sldscriber. — The Coroner was wrong
;

but the blot is not a blot until it ia hit
Mr BtJBTON is thanked.
.Mr J. Smith.— Received, and shall be noticed.
Dr Grailv Hewitt.—Received.
Mr Coleman. — Received.

* (The following note has been forwarded tons:
it behoves the Dr Jordan for whom Mr Churchill
recently published certain works on. * Diseases of
the Skin, to deny the connection implied in this

tiote :)

To the Editor of th- Medical Circular.
Sir,—Jordan, the Skin Doctor, is son to a man

who advertised a book entitled the 'Silent Friend,'
from 1S» Bemers street, Oxford street. This book
has lately reappeared in the name of Dr Jordan,
29 George street, Hanover square.
Dr Buchan's Pills and Ointment, so much puffed

at the present time, belong to the same people, who
send their advertisements of nostrums, and * Essay
oo Skin Diseases,' both from the head-quarters,
at 22 Newman street. I am. Sir, &c.,

Invkstioator.
R. W.'s communication on the Oxford Api>ointment

shall appear next week.
Mr Wilson.—Note received, and shall be attended

to.

Chircboiis (Cheltenham).—Unfortunately, there is
no redress.

M.D.—lit. Ye».-2nd. Yet.

'^J'ational Assurance and-^' INVESTMENT ASSOCIATION,
3 PALLMALL5EAST LONDON.

Empowered by Special Act of Parliament,
17 Vic, cap. 43.

Established a.d. 1844.
Assurances may be effected from £50 to £10,000 on a

Single Life.

Credit for half the amount of the first five Annual
Premiums.

Medical Men remunerated for their Reports.
Liljerty to travel, and foreign residence greatly extended.
No charge for Stamp Duty on Policies.

NON-PARTICIPATING ASSURANCES.
-\ssurances may be effected on the Non-Pakticipatino

Principle, at very low rates of Premium, payable in a
variety of ways, to suit the circumstances and convenience
of different classes of Assurers.

ANNUITIES.
Immediate -Vnnuities granted on very favourable teniis.

The Tables for Reversion.iry and Deferred .\nuuities .ire

particularly deserving of attention, whether regarded as a
means of providing for a particular individual, or as a
resource against the casualties of age and the imcertainties
of health and fortune.

Extract from the Half-Credit Rates of Premium for an
Assurance of £100.
WITHOUT PROFITS.

Half Premium Whole Premium
first Seven Years. after Sav-M v«»r«.

iCl o lo £2 1 8

1 2 6 2 5
1 5 2 2 10 4
1 8 6 2 18 10

Age.

25
SO
35
40

PETER MORRISON, Managing Director.

Prospectuses sent free on application.

Medical Agency,
34 TKRRACE. TOWER HILL. LOXDOX, E.C.

Cftii.lucted by F. G. MOORE, M.R.C.S. Eng.
The PURCHASE and SALE of Practices, Businesses,

and Partnerships negotiated. Assistants, Pupii,s, and
Apprentice-s provified. VALUATION' of Stock, Fixtures,
&c. ; and all business matters connertod with the Medical
Priifession transacted on moderate terms.

MOORE'S PORTABLE SURGERY, now in use in many
parts of the world, is strongly recommended by the Medical
Journals and the Professioo. Price, with bottles and
dispensing requisites, £16 lOs.—Pure Drugs and Chem-
icals at wholesale i)ricL's.

SURGEON'S APPOINTED TO SHIPS to aU parts of

tliC world.

SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS required by H.M. Emigra-
tiou Commissioners always ready.

Hours, Ten to Five.

"Tyfedical Pupil.—A Surgeon,
"^ -^ having a larp- Club and Private Practice in a
Market Town, will shortly have a vacancy for a Pupil,
who will have the privilege of studying the Treatment
pursued by the Staff of a County Hospital, as well as
that by the Aflvertiser. References exchanged.—Address,
"L. b.," care of Mr Harris, 21 King William street,

Charing erngs, Limdon.

TOSURGEONS, DENTISTS, &c.

he Best House in London
for SECOND-HANI) INSTRUMENTS is Mr WM.

LAWIjEY'S, LomKird House. 78 Farring*Inn street, City.

Kstablishcd upwards of a century.
A flrat-class full BURGEONS ARMY CASE for

Sale.

N. B. Tlie largest stock of Second-hand Dissecting Cases
in London. .^Uso, A great variety of New and Second-
hand Army and Navy Regulation Cases.

Instruments Bought, Sold, or Exchanged.

T

PULVERMACUER'S PATENT

GALVANIC
I
RHEUMATIC CHAIN
BANDS.

Unequalled as are the ofTects of the Chain-Bands in

all kinds of Rheumatic Pains, Gout, Neuralgia, Indigestion,

Epilepsy, ami Female Complaints, still more extraonlinary
is the relief tliey afford in Sciatica, Lumbago, HeatI,

Ear, and Tooth-ache, Bronchitis, Urinaiy Oisonlers, and
all those Maladies attendant on Debility and Loss of
Nervon.s Functional Force, Ac. Persons iut*^rested in

this Invention can convince themselves of the efficiency

and certainty of thecumtive power of the Chain-Bancls, by
I»erusing the Book, '

PULVERMACHER'S MEDICO-GALVANIC IMPROVED SYSTEM,

containing extracts from the learned Works of Physician.s,

Physiologists, and Philosophers, marked with the pages
from whence they are taken ; numerous private Testi

monials of a most interesting character, with R*;ports of
wonderful Cures from the Hospitals of Englan<I, France,
Gennany, au'l America.
The Invention is adopted by the Ac^^mie de Medecine,

Paris ; the Royal College of Physicians, London ; and by
the Imperial Faculty of Vienna. It is also distinguished

by the support of Sir C. Locock, Bart., Physician to her
Majesty the Queen ; Professor Oppolzer, Physician to the
Emperor of Austria ; by Dr Rayer, Physician to Napi>leon

III; and others of celebrity ; and was rewarded at the
Great Exhibition of all Nations in 1851.

Cliain-Bands, .'is., 10s. 6^1., 15s., 188., according to power,

Messrs PULVERMACHER and Co., 73 Oxford street.

GENERAL COUNCIL OF MEDICAL EDUCATION AND
REGISTRATION OF THE UNITED KINGDOM,

3:3 SoHO Square, London, W.
October 22nd, ISCO.

'

IVTotice.—The Copy of the
-^ ' MEDICAL REGISTER to be printed and published

in 1861, as directed by the 2"tli Section of the Act,
will contain those Names only wliich appear on the
General Begister as existing on the Ist day of
January, 1861.

• It is particularly requested that ci^iims for the Registra-
tion of first or additional Qualifications, and Notices of
Alteration of Residence, may be sent to this Office as soon
as possilile.

"Pumigations of Sulphur,
Chlorine, Mereurj', and simple Hot-Air and Vapour

Baths, continue to be administered at No. 40 Great Marl-
borough street, under the guidance of Dr GREEX, com-
menced in 1823, and recommended for the majority of long-
staniling complaints.

]NJervous and Mental
-*-^ DISORDERS.—Wyke House, Sim hill, Isleworth,
Middlesex, W.—A l>rivate Estalilishment for the Cure and
Residence of Ladies anl Gentlemen mentally afflicted.—
Proprietor, E. S. Willett, M.D.

rPhorley's Food for Cattle.
-*- RETAIL DEPOT, 77 NEWGATE STREET CITY
OFFICES and STEAM MILLS, CALEDONIAN ROAD
KING'S CROSS.
N.B.—.\ Pamphlet post free. Tliis Condiment has

now become a great fact throughout the world.

T^horlcy's Illustrated
-- FARMERS- ALMANACK, 77 NEWGATE STREET,
CITY. This Sixpenny-worth contains more valuable in-
formation to the Farmer than any other almanack at even
double the price, and ought to be on every Agriculturist's
Book Shelf throughout the Kingdom.

nnhorley's Agricultural
-- GLEANER. — This Wcelcly is published every
Saturday, and contains everything new and beneficial to
the Agriculturiat. Price 2d., Stamped 3d.—77 Newgate
street. City.

lyTedical.—Wanted, aYoung
-*- Man, of good moral character, to assist a general

Practitioner.—Address, Mr Ewart, Surgeon, MiddletoD,
Barnaul Castle.

^ave Half your Coals, Cure
^^ your Smoky Chimneys, have a plentiful supply of
Hot Water in the Kitchen, and a wann Bath always ready,
niglit and day, by using the

PATENT AMERICAN KITCHENER:
A cheap and perfect Cooking Raniw, which will cook for
a largo family at a cost for fuel of one shilling per week,
and may be seen in operation daily at the American Stove
Warehouse, 155 Cheapside, E.G.—Illustrated Prospectus
ftee,

ly/Tedical Fixture and Glass
-^'-*- WAREHOUSE. — W. HAY. 25 Little Queen
street. Lincoln's inn flcids, begs to inform the rrofVssiou
that he Fits-up every description of Medical Shops and
Surgeries, and has in Stock a large a.ssortment of New and
Second-hand Drawers, Counters, Deeks, Dispensing
Screens, Bottles, Jars, and everj* requisite for the above.—
A large assortment of Medical Lamps.

Jones's Flesh Soap, for the
TOILET or NURSERy, One SliilliliK the Packet.

M"st b^ncflciiil fcr prodncinK a CLEAU, SOFT, and
HEALTHY SKIN. To be had of

STKPHKN .TONES (late W. Jones and .Sons),

Old Established Candle, Soap, and Italian Warehouse,
Near the Turnpike, Islington.

Established 1704.

ervous and Mental
DISORDERS.—Shillingthorpe Hall, near Stamford,

for many years the residence of the late Dr WILI.IS,—Dr
0.4.KDINER HILL, late of Wyke House, Isleworth, and
fonnerly of Lincoln, has fitted up the alMjve mansion,
with its extensive ideasure-grouiids, fur the residence and
cure of Ladies and Gentlemen mentally afflicted.—Terms,
One Guinea and a Half per Week, and upwards, accoriling
to accommodation.

N

M
TO THE PROFESSION.

essrs M^Gowan & Danks
(THE PRINTERS OF THIS JOURNAL)

Arc prepared to forward Estimates, to those requiring the
same, for any description of Work connected with the
Printing Business.

Messrs M'G. and D. are enabled, trom the facilities

wliich they possess, to execute whatever may be entrusted
to them with economy and despatch.

Letters addressed to No. 10 GREAT WINDMILL
STREET, HAYMARKET, will meet with immediate at-

tention.

'»" Tliere is at the present time an opening for the Print-

ing (and Publishing if wished, of a Weekly Periodical.
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Marshall & Son, Importers
XtX of FOREIGN WINES and SPIRITS.

PBB DOZEN.

BheiTT Pale or Cnild, good quality . . . .
2-Is. SOs. 36.S-

Claret SuiwiiorVinrte Bordeaux Imperial.. 243. 30s. 86s.

BiirguiidJ", sound wine, very full body . .
24s. SOs. 36s.

Sparkling Rhone, superior to ClmmpaKno . . 48s.

Price Lists on application, 20 Strand, London, W.C.

Ca u t i n.—L a z e n b y 's
HARVEY'S SAUCE, manufactured from the Inte

Elizabeth Lazenby's original receipt, bears the names and
signature of her Grandson, Chr.rlee Lazenby, on the front

and back labels and wrappers, and not any third label

on the necks of the bottles. Sold by respectable Bauoo

Dealers throughout the Kingdom : and Wholesale at the

Manufactory, 160 Upper Thames street. E.G.

Microscopic Glass. — Thin
Glass for Moimting Objects, in squares or circles.

SUdes 3 in. by one in., and Cells of every kind, supplied

Wholesale and Retail, by

CLAUDET and HOUGHTON,
89 Hich Holbom, London.

G

Great Saving inthe Purchase
ofXEW MEDICAL GLASS BOTTLES and PHIALS,

of the b St Manufacture, at the NORTH LONDON GLASS
BOTTLE WORKS. ISAACS and SON, Proprietors, London
Warehouses, 24 and 2i Francis street^ Tottenham-court

road, W.C, and 155 Tooley street, London bridge, S.E.
Per gross

6 and 8 oz., any shape, plain, or graduated,

clear, blue, tinted 8s. Od.

3 and 4 oz., ditto, . ditto . . 7

i oz. Moidded Phials i
/• 4 6

1 oz. ditto . . (.of a very superior ) 6 6

IJoz. ditto .. i quality .. .."J
6

oz. ditto .. J '.TO

No remittance required nntil the goods are received.

No charge for package. The above are supplied in any
quantity, ready for immediate use, delivered free within 7

miles. 'Prompt attention to countrj' orders. Samples free.

P. O. orders to be made payable to Isaacs and Son, at Tot-

tenham-court road. Cheques crossed Uuity Bank, Western

Branch. All orders to be addressed to our London Ware-
houses, as above. Established upwards of 70 years.

Orders sent to either Establishment will meet with
prompt attention^ ___^__.«..»«_^_—

^

reat Reduction inthePrices
' of new MEDICAL GLASS BOTTLES and PHIALS

at the Islington Glass Bottle Works, Islington place, Park
road. London Waroliouses, 19 Bread-st. hill, Up. Thames st.
City, E.G., and 2 Upper Copenhagen st., Barnsbury road,

Islington. E. and H. HARRIS and Co., Proprietors.

Per gross,

6 and 8 oz., any shape, plaia or gcaduated,
clear blue tinted Ss. Od.

3 and 4 oz., ditto, ditto, ditto 7 6

^ oz. White Moulded Phials \ i 4 6
1 oz. ditto ditto . . ( Of a very sup- } 5 6

IJ oz. ditto ditto . . { rior quality "j 6
2 oz. ditto ditto .. ) WO

Immediate attention to country orders. Ko remittance
require*! until the goods are received. Packages free.

Goods delivered free within seven miles. Post-office orders
made payable to E. and H. Harris and Co.. at the Chief
office, London.—Bankers. Union Bank of London.
N.B. Onlurs sent to either establi-shments will meet with

prompt attention.

FUNERALS.
Go to the Furnishers and pay one Profit only.

CROFTON,
Economic Funeral Furnisher and Funeral Carriage

Proprietor,
79 Judd street, Brunswick square, and 25 Edward terrace,

Caledonian road, Islington.

Established 1S21.

A Grown Person's Pair-horse Carriage Funeral,

from £2 16s.

With Hearse and Pair and Coach and Pair. £4 15s.

r Fitch's Patent Chest-
EXPANDING BRACES, for both Soxes

;
patronised

by the Volunteer Rifles. They prevent stooping habits,

round shoulders, strongthening the lungs. Price from
6s. Gd. Also his Abdominal Supporter for Corpulency
Pregnancy, Umbilical Hernia, etc., giving instant relief.

ProspectiKcs forwarded by a stamp.—06 Beruers street,

Oxford Street. W. ^___

T abels Cut by Machinery.

—

-^-^ Adhesive, formarking goods, l.s. per 1,000; dispensing
or ch/mical, Is. Sd., kept in stock ; with name and address,

2s. ; mixture, pill, &c , equally moderate. An assortment
of labels for all trades. Contracts with large con.sumers.

J. CROhi.S aii<l SON, Engravers, Steam Machine Printers,

Litho^jviiplHTs. and Stationers, 18 Ilulbom hill, E.G.
Established 1.^13.

"jyTonuments, Tombs, Head
XT-L sxONES, Ac, ERECTED in town or countrj',
and at any of the Cemeteries, at moderate charges, by S. H.
GARDINER, Monumental Mason, New Kent r.-ad. S.E.—
A Sheet of Designs, with Pi-icc List, forwarded on appli-
cation.

Established 25 years.

D

•'"-" "-^T'or Family
->^ i.'V J_ ARMS—S<ind Name

and County to the ROYAL
HERALDIC STUDIO and
LIBRARY ; in a few days
yon will receive a Correct
Copy of your Armorial
Bearings. Plain Sketch,
3s. ; in Heraldic Colours,

with Written Description, 68. ; Large Size, 1.2s. Family
Pedigrees, witli original grant of Arms, to whom and
when granted, the origin of the name, all traced from
authentic records, fee Two Guineas. An Index containing
the Names of nearly all Persons entitled to use Anns, as

extracted from the British Museum, Tower of London,
Heralds' College, &c. &c. The Manual of Heraldry, 400
Engravings, 3s. 6d., post free.—By T- CULLETON.
Genealogist, Lecturer on Heraldry at the Mefhanics'
Institute, 25 Cranboum street, corner of St Martin's lane,

London, W.C. The Heraldic Colours for Servauta'
Liveries, 5s.

A rms, Crests, &c., Engraved
^-*~ in the Best Style, Crest on Seals or Rings, 7s.

On St^el Die, 6s. Initials, Is. 6d. per Letter. Book Plate,

Engraved with Arms, lOe, ; or Crest, Cs. Postage and
Registered letter, Is. extra. T. CULLETON, Heraldic
Engraver, by Appointment to the Queen, 25 Crauboum
atreofc, ooroer of St Maxtin's Iftue, London, W.C.

aolid Gold Ring (18 Caret,
'^ Hall Marked), Engraved with Crest, 4?s. ; I^arge

Size, for Arms, 75s. On receipt of P.-O. order the sizes

will l>esent to select from. T. CULLETON, Seal Engraver,
25 Cranboum street, comer of St Martin's lane, London,
W.C.

Qtamp your own Paper

—

'^—^ with Anns, Crests, Initials, or Name and Address, bv
means of CULLETON'S PATENT EMBOSSING PRESS,
15s. ; Best Make, ^Is. Any person can use them. T.

CULLETON, Die Sinker to the Board of Trade. 25 Cran-
boum street, comer of St Martin's lane. London. W.C.

"P a m i 1 y Arms, &c.
"^ Emblazoned for Painting on Carnages or Needlework,
6s. ; Best Style, 12s., Gothic and Modem Monograms
Designed, 5s. Arms Quartered, Impaled, and Painted on
Vellum, according to the Laws of Heraldiy. By T.

CULLETON, Seal Engraver and Die Sinker, 25 Cranboum
street, comer of St Martin's lane, London, W.C.

\\reddmg Cards^For Lady
* ^ and GENTLEMAN — 50 eai-h. 50 Embossed

Envelopes, with Maiden Name, Printed Inside, ISs.

Visiting Cards—A Copper Plate Engraved in any Style,

with Kame and 50 Carols, Printeil for 28., post fi-ee.^

N.B. All Orders executed by return of post, for Stamps or
Cash.—T. CULLETON, Seal Engraver and Die Sinker, 25
Cranboum street, comer of St Martin's lane, London, W.C.

nphe Pen Superseded.—Mark
-- yoTir Linen. The best and only method of Marking
Linen, Silk, Stockings, Coarse Towels, or Books, so as to

prevent the Ink washing out, is with CULLETON'S
PATENT ELECTRO-SILVER PLATES. By means of

this novel invention a thousjind pieces of Linen can be
Marked in a few hours. Initials, Is. each ; Name, 2s. 6d.

;

Set of Moveable Nunil>ers, 2s. Cd. ; Crest Plate, 5s., with
the necessaiy Directions for Use. Post free.—Certificate

from the eminent Dr Sheridan Mospratt, F.B.S., Professor
of Chemistry, &c.

All Orders to be sent to the Patentee and Sole Maker,
T. CULLETON. 25 Cianbouru street, comer of St Uartin's
lime, London,W.C.

6G QUEEN STREET,
London, 23rd August, I860.

Messrs R. Wortherspoon and Co.,

46 Dunlop street, Glasgow.

Dear Sirs,

I have, as requested to-day, visited the

Royal Latindry, with reference to the Advertise-

ment of the Nottingham Firm, who state that their

Starch has been used fur many years in the Royal
Laundry, and have been assured by Mr Thompson,
the Superintendent, that none but younselves

have any right to state that they supply Starch to

her Majesty's LaundrJ', as no other Starch is there

used, nor has been used for some years, but the

Glenfield Patent Starch.

I have been further assured that your Starch

continues to give complete satisfaction, and that

though trial has been made of samples of various

Starches, none of these have been foiuid nearly

equal in quality to the Glenfleld.

I am, dear Sirs,

Tour obedient Servant,

W¥. BLA'CK.

IX/Tedical Practitioners Sup-
-^-*- plied with ASSISTANTS, gratis, by MAIB and
SONS, 34 Bedford street, Strand, who also DISPOSE of

PRACTICES on moderate temis.

s.
W. Silver and Co.'s

• OUTFITTING WAREHOUSES, 06 and 07 Com-
hill, E C—OUTFITS for Australia, India, and China, for
Naval and Militar>' Officers, Cadets, Midshipmen, and
Ci viliaus ; clothing for gentlemen's home XLse—viz., itaval
and Military uniforms and civilian dress of the best
material and wurkmanlhip ; shirts, hosiery, gloves, etc. ;

ladies' outfits ; furniture for camp, barrack, cabin, ami
colonial use, embracing eveiy variet>' of cabinet work,
cunteeus, trunks, p«:»rtiuanteau8, etc., suited to all <.;limate«.

Manufactory, SUvertown, (opposite H.M. Dockyard*^
Woolwich.

Bennett's Watches, 65 & 64
CHEAPSIDE, in gold and silver, in great variety,

of every construction and price, from 3 t^3 GO Guineas.
Every Watch skilfully examined, and its correct i>erfomi-

ance is guaranteed. Free and safe by poet.

Money Orders to JOHN BENNETT, Watch Manufaetory
65 and 04 Cheapside.

I^resh Air,'— ''McKinnelFs
PATENT VENTILATOR does that which is the

great object in keeping buildings healthy. It ri<Ls tbem of

the foul air, and provides for the free inlet of a fresh supply.

It is simphcity itself—as, indeed, are most of the

Mechanisms adapted to Natural Laws. It can be fitted

with ease to carriages, ships, houses, coal-mines, schools,

churches, &c. The system, too, is cheafi."— 'Medieil
Times,' July 7, p. 11.

JOHN McKINNELL, Patentee, 9 Gloucester tetraoe.
Clarendon road, Loudon, W. Descriptive Pauiphlett
sent on receipt of one stamp.

AlAood and Watson's South
' ' AfricAU Port, Sherrj", tc, 208. per dozen. Pint

Samples or 12 stamps ccch. Excellent Brandy, 16e. per
gallon.

Pale India Ale and Stout, 4e. Gd. per dozen quarts, 2fl. M.
per dozen pints. Scotch Ale, 56. Od. per dozen quaits, 2*. 9<L
per dozen pints.

Address. 16 Clement's lane. City, E.C.

H. Silverlock's Medical
• Label Warehouse, Letter-Press, Copper-Plate, and

Lithographic Printing Offices, Wai-drobe ten-ace, Doctore'
Commons, London. E.C.
H. Silverlock's stock of Labels for DiaPK»siSGpurpose«>

having beeji recently revi.sed and enlarged, now consists of
upwards of 800 different kinds. Yellow and Green Labels

for Drug Bottles, Drawers, &c., at per book or dozen ; a

Book, containing a solectioa in general use in Surgeries or

Dispensaries, 10s. fid.

Printed Catalogues of tie above may be had, X'Ost free

on applicatiou.
Printing '>f every description at moderate prices.

Crosse and Blackwell, Pur-
veyors in Ordinary to Her Majesty, respeotfuUy

nvite attention to their PICKLES, Sauces, Tart Fnuti
and other table delicacies, the whole of which arc preoared

with the most scnij^ulous attention to wholesomenesa

and purity. Tlie practice of colouring pickle^ nnd tart-

fruits by artificial means has beendiscoui: ' ' rh©

whole of tlieir manufactures are so prepiii irs

not allowed to come in contact with any -i -re-

dient. A few of the articles ii: 'C,

Pickles and Tart Fruits of cv le

Sauce, Essence of Shrimps, S. -. ^lO-

vies. Jams, Jellies, Orange Mar) y and

Bloater Pastes, Sti-asbourg and oti. ats, and
Calfs Foot Jellies of various kinds ! C- and

B. are also sole agents for M. 8oyers&,i:. ' ud
Aromatic Mustanl, and for Caistairs's S;. i*

Stouce, and Payne's Royal Osborne Sauce. . .ay

be obtained of most respectable Sauce Vend":., im^.i^uout

the United Kingdom, and wholesale of

CROSSE and BLACKWELL. -21 Soho s<|nare.

Flour — (Essex)— War-
ranted free from adulteration, to any j-^-^' *" t ....loa

(not less than nibs.) carriage free. Wlr. ;y,

per bushel (561bs), Us. Sd. ; Households (i for

bread-making), lis.; Seconds, 10s. 4d. ; \N ..,,.. ........ for

brown brcatl, 10s. 4d. Best fine .and coarse Scotch UatmeaL
Address UORSNAILL and CATCHPOOL, BuUford Mill,

Witham, Essex, or 97 Goswell road. City roail, E.C. Di-

rections for bread-making gratis. Terms Cash. A half-

sack delivered free to any rail station 200 miles. German
Yeast. ___^_
Atmospheric Clocks.

—

These simple mercurial Timekeepere ate in appeir-

ance similar to a Ihennometer. Prices 3s., 4s. 6d., 68.,

10s Od., and upw.ards. — 'Wholesale and Retail Depot,

7S Fleet street, E.C. Post-otlice orders to be made payabto

to C. Langston.
.

MEDICAL GLASS AND GENERAL FIXTURE
WAREHOUSE.

William Hawke, 17 Wild
^ ' court, Great Queen street, Lincoln's-mn uelds,

Loudon, 'W.C. (late AnseU and Hawke, S Great Queen

street). Manufacturer of every descnptiou of ^l^ p 1 uliug^

Dealer in Medical Glass, Earthenware, and all kuiOs ol

Shop UtensUs, Medical LabeUing. Writing, .and embossing

on Glass.
, „ . ^ * . V .a «k

Drawings, Specifications, and Estimates fnmisJied •»

Shop Frcmts, alsp for Surgeries .and Druggists' Shops, wiS*

every reqtusit«, freiin the neatest to the most elegant Btyi«

Druggists Stocks and Fixtures valued.
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THE PARASITICAL DISEASES OF

THE HEAD AND FACE

By GEORGE ROSS, M.D., &c.,

Author of the ' Constitutional Relations of Diseases

of the Skin.'

No. III.

SCAIX HEAD, PORRIGO FAVOSA.

(Continued from page 373.)

Cotctayiousness.—Much difference of opinion

lias also prevailed with respect to the con-

tagiousness of scall head ; but that doubt

hould bo now dispelled. Scall head is con-

tagious, but not in so high a degree as some

persons suppose. The fact of its contagious-

ness has been proved by Remak and Bennett.

The latter gentleman writes :

" Dr Remak, of Berlin, communicated the

disease to his own arm in the following way :

—

He fastened portions of the crust upon the un-

broken skin, by means of plaster. In fourteen

days, a red spot covered with epidermis ap-

peared ; and in a few days more, a dry yellow

favus scab formed itself upon the spot, which,

examined microscopically, presented the my-
codoruiatous vegetations characteristic of

favus. Mentioning this fact to my polyclinical

class, at the Royal Dispensary, in the summer
of l«i5, one of the gentlemen in attendance

volunteered to permit his arm to be inoculated.

A boy called John Baugb, xt. eight, labouring

under the disease, was at the time the subject

of lecture, and a portion of the crust taken

directly from this boy's head was rubbed upon
Mr M.'s arm, so as to produce erythematous

redness, and to raise the epidermis. Portions

of the crust were then fastened on by strips of

adhesive plaster. The results were regularly

examined at the meeting of the class every

Tuesday and Friday. The friction produced
'Considerable soreness, and in a few places

iperficial suppuration. Three weeks, how-
jver, elapsKl, and there was no appearance ot

tavus. At this time there still remained
on the arm a superficial open sore about
the size of a pea, and Mr M. suggested that

a portion of the crust should be fastened

lirectly on the sore. This was done, and the
. hole covered by a cuticular piece of adhesive

Ulster about the size of a crown-piece, in
. tew days tiie skin surrounding the inoculated

l)art appeared red, indurated, and covered
with epidermic scales. In ten days, there

were tiret perceived upon it minute bright

yellow-coloured spots, which, on examination
with the lens, were at once recognised to be

ots of favus. On examination with the

:i:icroscope, they were found to be composed
of a minute granular matter, in which a few

of the cryptogamic jointed tubes could be

rceived. In three days more, the yellow

pots assumed a distinct cupped shape, per-

forated by a hair ; and in addition to tubes,

numerous sporules could be detected. The
arm was shown to Dr Alison ; and all who
witnessed the experiment being satisfied of its

iiccess, i advised Mr M. to destroy each

ivus spot with nitrate of silver. With a view
ui' making some further observations, how-
ever, he retained them for some time. The
capsules were then squeezed out, and have
not since returned. Mr M. had light hair,

blue eyes, a white and very delicate skiu.

There is every reason to believe that the

strips of plaster employed in the first attempt
shifted their position, and tliat the crust was
only properly retained by the circular piece
of plaster employed in the second experiment.
" That the disease is theretbre inoculable.

and capable of being commtmicated by con-

tagion, there can be no doubt ; a result which

accords with the observations of most Practi-

tioners, and with numerous recorded facts.

It must also be evident that it does not

readily spread to healthy persons, and that

there must be either a predisposition to its

existence, or that the peculiar matter of favus

must be kept a long time in contact with the

skin previously in a morbid condition."

It IS therefore necessary for the conveyance
of the disease by contact, that the recipient

should be in a condition predisposed to receive

it. A fungus will grow only on a soil suited

to its nature, and unless it meet with that no
result takes place. The exudation in favus is

of that subacid fermentative character which is

the best adapted for the development of mu-
cedinous growths.

~

Constitutional State.—It has been stated by
Mr Erichsen, and assented to by Professor

Bennett, that the favus exudation is very

similar to the exudation in tubercle ;
and he

calls favus "a tuberculous tlise«»e of the skin.**

WJth this opinion I quite agree. It is an im-

portant doctrine, as it opens up grave questions

with respect to the constitutional origin of

favus. The difliculty experienced in inoculating

favus proves that a certain pre-existent con-

dition of the system is necessary to success .

this condition is the scrofulous taint. This

view is corroborated by the nature of the

exudation itself, as already pointed out. It is

not necessary that this taint should he developed

in any appreciable manner, as in swelled

glands, ulceration, or mesenteric disease : it

may exist in a latent and inactive form ; but

the constitutional cachexia must be sufficiently

expressed, that, under given circumstances, it

shall afford the peculiar sub-vitalised exudation

that is suitable for the germination of the

mycoderm.
As the disease continues, however, the con-

stitution becomes more deeply affected, and
scrofula in its most aggravated form is the

ultimate result. The injury that the consti-

tution suffers from a protracted continuance of

the disease is irreparable, and hard glandular

swellings, contracted chest, stunted growth,

and idiocy characterise its victims.

External Caitses.—Anything that deterio-

rates the general health may create a predispo-

sition to Scall Head. It is, however, a disease

that is observed chieffy among the poor, and
especially among the dirty and ill-fed poor.

It is, comparatively, a rare disease ; I

have never, indeed, seen a case of it

except among the neglected children of the

lowest classes of the community. Dirt, then,

is its most common attendant, if not its most

frequent cause. In. pure air, and a general

deficiency of ventilation in the homes of the

poor, conjoined with insutlicient and innutri-

tions diet, engender the liability to this affec-

tion by impoverishing the blood and preventing

its duo oxygenation. The wretched wanderers

in our streets, whoso moral wants are now pro-

vided for by the institution of ragged schools,

are the especial subjects of scall head.

Running or moist scall, which is a different

disease, and often vulgarly called " scall head,"

is not thus confined to the lowest classes, but

may present itself among the childi-en of

persons of cleanly habits and good means, and
where there is no lack of good food, warm
clothing, or careful attendance. The same
remark applies to ringworm. Indeed, I have

seen more ringworm among respectable families

than I have among the dirty and abject. I should

say that ringworm is the pest of decent and
well-cared-for children, whilst scall head is the

nuisance of the miserable. In all cases of

ringworm, I have noticed that the health of

the child has always been below par at the

time of the attack ; that it has been slightly

feverish, irritable, disordered in its bowels, and
paler than usual in its complexion ; in short,

there has been malaise, though not sufficiently

marked to be called sickness. It will be
generally found that a child attacked with
ringworm has been attending a school where
other children have been suffering from the

same disease ; and I have no doubt that the

close and unwholesome atmosphere of most
children's schools induces the disease by
impairing the health. Bad ventilation, con-

finement, and want of exercise, are the most
frequent subordinate causes of ringworm

;

whilst dirt and privation are most commonly
antecedent to scall head.

BUNKING SCALL,—CECSTA LACTEA, ECZEMA
IMPETIGINODES.

Among the many technical desi;i;nations that

have been given to this disease, I have selected

those which are the most significant and com-
prehensive. This affection, indeed, simulates a

variety of—so-called—distinct cutaneous dis-

eases, and affords one of the best examples we
could desire to prove that many ofthe numerous
varieties of these afflictions are associated

together by intimate constitutional relations.

Running scall is, however, altogether a distinct

disease from favus, or dry scall. It is best seen

on the face, where it is noticed as a crop of

minute vesicles seated on an inflamed surface.

When these break, a discharge, which is trifling

in mild cases, but copious and irritating in

severe ones, flows from the cutis. The irrita-

tion is even so great, that I have noticed a patch
no larger than the top of the thumb to cause

inflammation of the adjacent submaxillary or

cervical glands. The vesicles may become con-

fluent, and spread over the skin of the face and
head. When this condition ensues, the scalp is

swollen and inflamed, and pours out an abun-
dant viscous secretion. As the inflammation

increases, the discharge becomes thicker,

pustules form, and a greenish scab mats

together the hairs, and covers the head and
face as with a mask. In this aggravated form
wo have the disease called Eczema Impetigi-

nodes.

A singular appearance of the hair has been

noticed in this disease. When the scabs have

dried in some degree, and have separated,

each encloses a tuft of hair, which is coUecled

into a pencil, and glistens with the discharge.

The hairs shine like asbestos, from which one of

its names has been derived.

This disease is accompanied with intolerable

burning and itching, and worries the littla

patient night and day. At night, however,

when tlie body is heated, the inconvenience is

most felt; the child becomes restless and
fretful, and sleeps badly. It may attack all

parts of the body ; but it is most usual on the

ears and sides of the face, and flexures of the

joints. The part attacked is always more or

less swollen at the onset ; and if the disease

persist, the skin becomes thickened, and the

discharge abates, or may altogether cease. At
this period a scurfy condition of the skin may
remain, which has received various names, ac-

cording to the particular aspect which it may
present ; as, for example, pityriasis capitis, and
psoriasis infantilis.

Running scall is often observed in children

at the breast ; and in the early months of the

first dentition it is associated with red-gum and
other fbims of lichen. Unless cured early, it

becomes very obstinate, and may continue, with

periods of remission, until puberty. Children

with a delicate skin are very liable to it, and

so also those of a strumous diathesis. Where
this diathesis exists, im innutritious quality of

food, and irritating matters in the prim» vi88,

are very apt to call the disease into activity.

DANDRIFF,

—

a. PITYRIASIS CAPITIS,

This disease is characterised by minute white

micaceous scales, which are attended with

itching and heat, and sometimes cover the

entire head. They may be brushed off' in large

quantities. Like all other cutaneous diseases,

its first appearance is usually harbingcred by a

little feverishness, and the scalp is slightly
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reddened ; but this coloration disappeare. It is

tisually most abundant at the top and sides of

the head ; it is commonly noticed also at the

niar'nn of the hair, about the face and fore-

head. It contines its attacks usually to the

young and the aged. By frequent scratching,

pustules sometimes form ; and if the disease be

long continued, baldness results. In young
children, however, this is not irremediable.

This disease often lays the foundation of other

more serious and troublesome affections of the

skin. In bald-headed persons, a red patch

covered with small scales is sometimes noticed

on the vertex : this is pityriasis. A similar

patch is occasionally observed on the face and
around the mouth, where it is very trouble-

some.
h. Psoriasis Capitis differs from pityriasis in

the greater thickness and size ofthe scales ; and
though they arc also white, they have not the

glistening look of the former disease. They
are also more fissured. Psoriasis capitis is

rarely seen in the absence of psoriasis on the

body. When, however, it exists alone, it stops

short at the roots of the hair, covering the

head as mth a scabby cap.

CLINICAL LECTURES.

OiSr EXOPHTHALMIC GOITRE.
NKW FACTS TOWARDS A lUSTOHY OF THIS

DISlSASE.

Delivered at the Hotel Dicu,

Br M. TROUSSEAU.
There are diseases that spring up all at once

;

and attention is directed to them by the sudden

appearance of several cases. According to

Dr Stokes, Dr Graves of Dublin, in 1836,

delivered some clinical lectures on an affection

characterised at once by goitre, exophthahnia,

and disorders of the heart. The fact is that,

in the book which he published in 1843, Dr
Graves has related cases in detail, described

by the hand of a master, the reading of which

leads us to believe that this eminent clinical

teacher was unacquainted with the labours and

researches on this subject published in other

countries. It is probable that Graves in

Ireland, and Basedon in Germany, gave, at

the same time and without any intereomnumi-

cation, an exposition of the singular pheno-

mena that distinguish the pathological triade

of which I am about to speak.

In 1833 I had under my care a lady affected

with goitre. By my directions, she took iodine

;

and she had, in consequence, an iodic fever.

I recollected afterwards that she suffered from
palpitation of the heart, and that her eyes
had become exceedingly prominent. But
seeing no connection between these facts, I
looked only at the disease. I do not, therefore,

lay any claim to priority ; but I say that were
every old Praclitionor to search the stores laid

up in his memory, he would probably find
similar reminiscences.

In England, Germa;iy and France, Graves,
Stokes, Basedon, Charcot, Gros, Aran, and
several other observers, have made us ac-
quainted with .several cases of exophthalmic
goitre. For myself, during the last five or six
years that attention has fjcen given to this

disease, I have seen in all nine cases. At this

moment, in the Salle St Bernard, No. 27, we
have a case of exophthalmos ; and in No. 34 of
the same ward we have a woman with exoph-
thalmic goitre. To these I shall presently
return

;
but first I wish to sjjcak to you of two

patients under the care of Dr Labarraque.

The first is a la<l> fourteen and a half years of

age, whose faso may be thus shortly stated :

He is slightly lymphatic
; had hooping-cough

when six or seS'on years of age, and typhus

fever, not severe when nine. When sent to

school at twelve, Yiu- shared in all the games
and exercises of persoiftof his age, and went
through his gymnastic Wercises, like his

comrades, without suffering any degree of

oppression. Yet, when taken \y his family

to the sea-side for the purpose oi bathing,

he could not bear immersion but £y two

or three seconds, for his vision becimo
disturbed—his siglit so short, and myopia
became so marked, that in the course of a few
weeks he had to make use of No. 9 lunettes.

Before the vacation of 1860, the neck had
begun to enlarge, and the general health was
less satisfiictory ; beyond which thei'e was
nothing deserving observation. He now went
to Tourville ; but sea-bathing became im-

possible, for he suffered a violent attack of

oppression, which, however, quickly yielded to

tlie use of sinapisms. Dr Lobatard, who hap-
pened to be there, was consulted on account of
the enlargement of the neck, and recommended
the use of iodine. Under this treatment,

which w«s strictly followed, the disease got

>voree. Towards the end of the vacation

nothing more was done, and he came back to

Paris. His return to school, on the 10th of
October, was considered as compatible with
this state of health : but this state of things

was soon to undergo a sudden modification.

He changed, became pale and oppressed, and
Dr Blache was called in consultation with M.
Labarraque. Rest was enjoined, and revul-

sives were applied to the extremities ; but
suffocation made frightful progiess, and one
night, when Blache, Labarraque, and myself
arrived, we found him with his eyes livid and
projecting, and seemingly in the hist agony.

Our first thought was to open the trachea, and
]S1. Dumarquay was desired to be in readiness

at a moment's notice. We tried, however, to

temporise. AVe had recourse to venesection.

We applied ice to the throat, and gave digitalis

in large doses. The very same night he slept

nine hours. On awaking, he was seized with
another paroxysm of suffocation. Bags of
ice, as used by M. Aran, were ajiplied to the

anterior region of the neck, and all went on
well. M. Dumarquay's aid was not required,

and, at the end of a week, this young man's
resurrection was complete. Yesterday, Nov.
9, his father brought him on foot to my house,

though living at a distance of nearly four

kilometres. I have not seen him ; but I know
that his eyesight is improved, that the goitre

has nearly disappeared, and that the palpita-

tion of the heart has ceased.

The second case seen by M. Labarraque is

as follows :—In 1865, at one of the dispen-
saries, he encountered a woman with a large

neck, prominent eyes, and palpitation of the

heart. Ho twice practised venesection—gave
digitalis in large doses, and repeated pur-
gatives. 'Iliis woman got well. She was
forty-six years of age. Now I must tell you
that exophthalmic goitre is rai'O at that age,

and tliat it is habitually seen at an early period

of life ; mider thirty years, for instance.

Struck with the phenomena he had witnessed,

M. Labarraque kept the case in mind, and ob-
tained the following history :—This woman, a
worker in lace, experienced, in 1849, extra-

ordinary alarm, and immediately became sub-
ject to palpitation of the heart. AYhen six

months had thus passed, the neck began to

enlarge, and the eyes became proeident.

Hitherto she had been always able to work in

the evening, and possessed an excellent myopic
sight ; but now she perceived muscfe volltantes,

and large black specks floated before her eyes.

It was under these circumstances that auienor-

rhoca occurred, with intense diarrhcea and
furious appetite. This last symptom has been
carefully noted in a great number of cases,

and the boy of whom we have just spoken
had eaten immoderately on the eve of the day
on which an attack of suffocation so narrowly
endangered his life. Although this patient
devoured a prodigious quantity of aliment,
and, among other items, a loaf of 41b weight
daily, she became excessively emaciated, and,
after four months of total suppression of the
menses, she became pregnant.
You know it has been said that fecundation

takes place only at the menstrual period.
Well, the preceding example would, in case
of need, be a proof of the contrary ; for con-
ception took place, to all appearance, in the
absfcfice of ovulation. Persons of the Jewish
persuasVJn—and when a religion is persecuted,

its observel'!. are more numerous than at any
other period—confonn religiously to an article

of the Jewish law which prohibits sexual

interconrse darinj the catamenial period.

The husband cannrf, come near his wife for a

week after, nor until she has taken a bath.

Yet Israelitish families ui general can reckon a

great number of children.

M. Labarraque's patieni. then, had intense

diarrhcea, and an appetite notwithstanding,

out of all proportions. In the ball of each
eye she experienced such throbbings, that

every instant she raised her lands to her wes,
which seemed as if going lO fall out. This

phenomenon was identically reproduced ia the

two phases of the disease, in .849 and 1856.

Her complexion, which was before highly

coloured, became pale. Synchrcpous with the

affections which she experienced on the part

of the eye, the heart, and the ne%k, she com-
plained of palpitation in the epijastrium—

a

symptom observed in other patents also.

During her pregnancy, the hypcrtrtfihy of the

thyroid gland disappeared-—a ciriumstance

which M. Charcot noted in the caS he has

related. After parturition, this patien s health

returned, in .«pite of well-marked nerous sus-

ceptibility. Subsequently relapse shoved itself

by diarrhoea, hunger, &c. &c. ; and it '•'as then

(1856) that she applied at the dispeiisir)', and

came under Jl. Labarraque's care.-Sleep-

lessness, a point on which some author". iMist,

was in this case painful and obstinate and
contributetl in no small degree to rende" this

jiatient in-itable and nervous. Her hand-

writing became so altered, that when, )n her

daughter's marriage, she signed the coltract,

her signature was nothing but an uuintellgible

scrawl. The pulse has since continuid to

beat with frequency, and is still 108. Ttere is

also present a certain degree of oppre*'oni

goitre, and exophthalniia ; and the ca'otid

arteries also are seen beating with a c<rtain

degree of impetus: but appearances ar- 1"

good, and not far from the normal state.

(To be continued.)

ON PALSY SUCCEEDING TiJ

NON-DIPHTHERIC ANGINA.
(From'the ' Gazette des Hopitaus.')

Since the question of diphtheric palsy lia-i

by the publication of the admirable woric 'f

M. Maingault, been brought before leamtd

societies and the Medical press, numero"

cises, reproduced for the most part in 'Ur

columns, have appeared, confirming in alt^'^st

every point the propositions laid down by our

distinguished confrere. But as eases have^iit"-

tiplied in the same degree that the atte>f'OD

of physicians has been directed to this su'ject,

new problems have not failed to present them-

selves with the new facts that have been col-

lected. It is thus, for example, that palT of

the palato-pharyngeal regions, which at fi^^

might have been supposed to be depei'^'"''
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exclusively on diphtheric angina;, (having been
observed in diflerent kinds of anginse, and
even as a result of simply inflammatory an-
ginas, of which M. Maingatilt has himself

related examples,) it naturally occurs to us to

ask, if this palsy be really something special

and implying the notion of specific infection,

or if, indeed, it is not simply a phenomenon
common to many other diseases, and destitute

of any specific character. This interesting

pathological question has just been brought
before the Medical Society of the Hospitals
by a communication from M. S6c, and before
the Medical Society of the Haut-Rhin by one
from M. Marquez. We shall shortly give an
exposition of the views contained in M. See's

production, and of the discussion to which it

gave rise
; but for the present we shall confine

ourselves to a succinct exposition of !M. Miu'-
quez's cases, taken from the ' GaEctte Medicale'
of Strasbourg.

In May, 1859, A. V , a young woman
seventeen years of age, was taken with fever,

headache, and nausea, preceded for a day or
two by uneasiness, lassitutlc, and want of
appetite. These general eymptouit were ac-

companied by an angina, attended with
increasing diflieulfy of deglutition, pain ex-
tending tiom the fauces to the interior of the

ear, and, in a word, by iuflanimatiou of the
entire throat and isthmus faucium. On the
right side there existed a uai-row gangrenous
streak on the anterior face of the anterior

pillar, and stretcliing over the velujn palati as

far as the uvula—a state of these parts which
a characteristic odour did not fail to betray.

At first an emetic, gargles, succinate of am-
monia, and then quinine, were employed ; and
the parts were several times touched with
nitrate of silver. Tliig affection, which at

first caused some anxiety, now rapidly ad-
ranced towards a cure. Nevertheless, the
inertngss of the movesaeuts of the velum
palati, the nasoHHeineiU and dysphagia still

persisted for some time, but varied in inten-

sity, aud subsided without any special treat-

ment beyond dietetic regimen.
A girl, seven years of age, slightly lymplm-

tic, and subject to allcctions of the throat,

experienced, on the evening of the 8th of
March last, uneasiness and slight want of ap-
petite, to which, on the 9th and 10, succeeded
more serious .symptoms. These were shiver-

ing, beadaclie, depression, frequent moaning,
vomiting, coryza, slight cough, fever, increased
thirst, and dillicult deglutition, acojmpiinied
with acute pains that extended as far as the
left ear ; stitVness of the neck, and ]>ainful

|

tamefaction under the left angle of the
maxilla. These symptoms had been preceded

I

by more than one attack of epistaxis. The
throat is now seen to be inflamed ; the pillars,

velum palati, uvula, a part of the arch of tlie

palate, the pharynx, and the right tonsil are
moderately mflaiued ; but the inllaunnation is

cluelly centred in the left tonsil, which is enor-
mously swollen. Here the inllamniation made
rapi<l progress, and soon acquired in this tonsil

such severity, that by the evening of the lOtli

the gland had become gangrenous, on the

apex and anterior part of which there is a

soft, dark-coloured, irregular eschar : the
breath is fuitid, the pulse weak ; and there is

still stillness of the ueck, with dilhcult deglu-
tition aud pain at tlie angle of the maxilla.

The treatment consisted in the application of
leeches to the sub-maxiUary swelling, euibro-

eations with the hautna trani/uille, cata-

plasms, emollient gargles and fumigations,

laxatives, diluents, chlorate of potassa, and,

on the 10th and lltli, cauterizing with nitrate

of silver. Fi'om the 12th to the 15tli, tinc-

ture of myrrh was applied to the wound left

by the separation of the eschar, and gargles
containing the same proi>aration were used.

I'Vom the 12th to the 16th thcro was gradual
amendment ; convalescence now became
eptabiiiihed, and the little patient recovered her

cheerfulness and appetite. Yet deglutition,

without being painlul, was still more or less

dilKcult. Lastly, when, towards the end of the

month, this girl was about to return to school,

it was noticed that her eyesight was affected

—

that there was amblyopia with presbj-tia. She
complained at the same time of sub-orbital
pains, which were irregular and of no great
severity : she is ptile, and her appearance
chlorotic ; eats little ; her digestion is bad, and
her strength, which was rctuiuing, now decays.

The state of the mouth is seen on inspection to

be natural, with the exception of slight enlarge-

ment of the tonsils. The urine, which Avas

frequently examined, was found loaded Mith
mncus, but contained neither albumen nor
glucose. Exercise in the open air, saline baths,

pepsine, iron, bitters, a strengthening regimen,
and small blisters on accouut of the sub-orbital

pains, were prescribed. On the 18th, Pro-
fessor Stoeber asceitaincd with the ophthalmo-
scope that neither in the interior of the eye nor
in the membranes had any alteration o( curred

;

aud M. Marquaz, by hi* odTice, directed

frictions with tincture of nux vomica to be
applied to the temples and eyebrows, and, in

case of failure, to have recourse to strychnine.

When, after some days, the endermic use of
nux vomica led to no appreciable resnlt, two
or three drops of a solution of sulphate of
strychnine, in the proportion of 1 to 100, wore
each morning applied to the oculo-p.-Jpebral

mucous membrane. This uiiuiner of using
strychnine was soon followed by satisfactory

results ; the moht gradually improved, and
had become distinct enough, but teeble, in the
early part of May.
We shall dispense with any detailed acconnt

of the other cases, the chief points of which
we shall only notice. The third case is that
of a boy of eleven years, in whom palsy of
the third pair occurred some days after
siuiple angina. The palsy yielded, after
lengthened tieatment, to the use of hyi)o-
dermic injections of a solution of sulpkitc of
strycliuiue. In a fourth case, the patient, a
girl of fourteen years, alter sntfering from a
simple phlegmonous angina, sufficiently serious,

however, to require verj- constant attention
for ten or twelve days, became affected, after

a short interval of convalescence, with palsy
of the velum palati, compliaited with diplo-
pia. Theses symptoms disappeared under
the use of stiychuuie and a strengthening
regiuieu. No doubt, some degree of resei've
must be used in regard to one of these cases,
where the connection between the angina and
the consecutive ocular palsy does not seem to
us sufficiently established ; but if we pass by
this case as doubtful, three still remain to be
added to those alreadv pubhshed, constituting
a considerable contingent of cases where
palsy has succeeded to angina; that were not
diphtheric, ami of which account must be
taken : and this we shall do when we again
return to this subject.

THE SPIRIT
OP THE PERIODICALS.

The ' Oubliu Quarterly Journal ' contains some

interesting articles, oiwniug with an clalOTrate one

by Mr HuTCHEit, on Operative Surgery. His

subject is Amp^UalixM at the Knee-joint—at the

A'wc— and Excision of the Knee-joint,—the re-

spective advantages and disadvantages of which

he compares. We quote the following remarks :

"Tin; fatality attendant uimii amputation of
tin; thigli for years buck has awaktued a spirit of
ciuulatiun auioug.st piartital auigcuns towards
poifecting a better method. The circular, the
oval, the various mo<li(icntiun9 of Hap, have ea<^h

heeu iu vugut, vaunted, and praised, according
to the abilitv and power of the originator,

special inctliojs becomijig attinctive, and adhered
to fur a tinia, iu propurtiun to the iiieutal capacity

aud operative dexterity of the surgeon,—the very
abandonment of considerately weighed opinion
gomg far to establish the truth, in which all

agree, that amputation of the thigh is perilous
iu the extreme, stern hosi)itaI experience register-

iug the fact, of how long and weary is sometimes
the convalescence, the healing of the stump, and
how often, too, the completion of the latter the
source of much misery and pain. To many of
those dangers consequent upon division of the
compact tissue of tlie houo, pathology has pointed,
and by the untiling iuvestigations of CruveiDiior
and others, they liave beeu elicited and brought
to light. Bvoiy museum affords abundant evi-

dence, by irregularly-shajied exfoliations, how
readily the comjjact structure of the bone perishes
after the aj'iplication of the saw, its periosteum
being cut through and ruffled on the outside,

sometimes even rudely, and its delicate vasculai'

lining membrane in all instances lacerated and
torn within. To no bone iu the body do these

obsei'\'ations apply with greater force than to the
thigh-bone ; its compact tissue is thicker, more
dense tlian any other ; aud, above all, its

medullary canal and lining membrane are moro
developed and txtensive. Is it to be wondered at,

then, that iuflamiuatiou aroused iu this vascular
network should often terminate in suppurative
crisis ; nay more, in phlebitic complications aud
death ? Professor Sj-mc goes so fiu- as to say, ' 1
believe the thigh-bone would be more fruitful of
such exfoliation, if amputation tluough it were
not so fatal ;' and tlieu he pronounces the fatality
in these words : 'The aveiage frequency of deaths
is not less than fi-om 50 to 70 per cent., while it

lauuot be denied that many of the .survivors

sutfer fiom uneasiness connected with protrusion
of the bone.' In a jiaper published by this
surgeon iu tlie ' Ediubm-gh Alonthly Journal,'
May, 1845, he considers tncse several points in
relation to the fatahty of amputation of the thigh,
and concludes that the point ' railically wrong in
the priuciiJe of the operation is dividuig the
thigli-lioue thi-ough its slial't, instead of the con-
dyles or trochanters.' The spirit of consei-vative

siu-gerj' is abroad throughout the land ; and to its

powertul influence must be asciibed the restitu-

tion of tliose sevend operations about the knee,
and ui reference to which I wish to speak,—
amputation at the k)ice-Joint—amputation at the
hme—excision of tlie kucc-joint.

'' Amputation at the hnic-joint, thougli bearing
its date years aud years ago, was performed by
Hoin, and with good results, so for back as 176^
and after liim by several Continental surgeona,
with varyiug success. Velpeau, in particular,

has distinguished himself in reference to it, having
freipiently perfonned it with success. In Ame-
rica, too, the operation has found great fiivour :

in an interesting paper by Dr Markoc of New
York, published hi the 'New York Journal of
Jlediciuc,' we learn tliiit he has advocated this

opcratiuu iu preference to amputation of the
thigh siuce 1841. He writes, that iu this opera-

tion the boue is uninjured, wliile on the other
(the oj)eration through the shaft) it is divided
with a degree of violence, the effects of which are

not always appreciated. ' The efrej;ts of this
violence both upon the lione and its envelopes,
and of the exposm'e of the cavity of the modulLuy
membrane to the action of air and jjus^ are seen
in several of the accidents which occur after am-
putation, some of which aie merely of sufEcient
gravity to annoy the patient and prolong the
l>eriod of his cui'e, while others aie of such
danger and severity as materiallv to endanger life.'

The exfoliation of the iiyured hone and the for-

mation of tuljular sequestra, the Author regards
as due to the division of the nutritious arteries of
the bone either by the saw or the catlin : the
supply of blood to the niedullaiy membrane, thus
cut off, is too slowly supplied l)y luiastomosis, and
the lione dies. For the puiix)se of ascertaming
the usual point of entrance of the nutritious
artery into the Ijone, Dr Ahukoc examined 45
femoi-a : in 23, the formnen was placed at about
the junction of the middle aiul upijer third ; aud
in 22, at or near the centre of the bone : in several
it was double. Dr Markoo reniai'ks, phlebitis,
' another destructive consequence of such violence,

is of much rarer occuneuce in the well-regulated
hospitals of the United States tlian in Europe.
From Jaeger's collection of the published cases of
amputiition at the knee-joint, it appears that, out
of thirty-seven, aliout twenty-two have had a
favourable, aud fourteen an unfavourable result.
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" At the Western Medical Society of London,

October 23, 1857, Mr Lane gives the particulars

of the case of a child, aged eight, where he per-

formed amputation at the knee-joint ; and I

believe he is the first surgeon who in England
thus operated, leaving the articular surfaces

entire. Since then this special operation has
been frequently and successfully practised.

"We come now to consider the question of

amputation at the knee. The steps of the opera-

tion are similar to that at the knee-joint, save that

the articirlar surfaces of the femur are removed.
To Professor Synie, of Edinburgh, is certainly

due the credit of first practising this operation,

and placing it in a prominent position by his

writings, as already referred to ; the point, how-
ever, of originality in the matter must be con-

ceded to JIalgaigne, for he first suggested it :
" If,

through disease of the knee, you could not have
recourse to disarticulation ' (\vrites this practical

surgeon), 'perhaps you would obtain a similar

result by cutting the thigh as near as possible to

the cond)-les, and covering the osseous surface

mth a largo anterior flap. This veiy simple idea

is in accordance with the most useful nile of

amputations, viz., to operate as far as possible

from the trunk. I can scarcely understand how-

it has escaped the observation of surgeons to the

present day.' I believe Mr Fergusson to have
been the first surgeon who performed this opera-

tion in England. It was on the 17th of May,
1845, and the patient was a man aged twenty-four

years : the particulars of the case will be found
published in the 'Lancet,' July 19th of that

year.

"It is most interesting that in the last edition

of his Practical Surgery, 1857, he alludes to this

case, operated on years before, in these satis-

factory terms:— ' 1 have seen this yonug man
repeatedly since, and he was at King's College

Hospital a few weeks ago. Without exception, I

deem the stump equal to any I have ever made
in the thigh. He has repeatedly walked forty

miles a day, with o very indifferently made arti-

ficial leg, and once accomplished 120 miles in

three days, without the slightest damage to the

tissues.' Since this time Mr Fergusson and other

surgeons have fi-equently repeated the operation,

and with excellent success."

Mr Butcher then gives a graphic report of two

cases in illustration of the different modes of

operating. He then makes some cautionary

obsei-vations on tlie selection of cases and points

to be attended to in the treatment of them, and

thus sums up :

"Briefly to recapitulate those directions for

excision of the knee-joint, which I have laid

down, and would still insist upon :

—

" 1. Thf. judicious selection of the com.—The
bones not being diseased far beyond their articular

surfaces ; while, if upon section found to be a
little more than had been expected, tlie part
should be gouged out, or an additional thin slice

removed ; but, if to a greater extent, amputation
should be at once resorted to, and, as recorded in

my first memoir, with a hope of excellent success.

Again, the Keport goes on to .show that amputa-
tion may be performed some days after excision,

should any unfortunate circumstance in the

managment of the case have arisen to demand it.

In this .same paper seven instances are recorded
of amputation of the thigh, and all made rapid
recovery, save one.

"2. The II incision should he preferred.—The
perpendicular strokes placed well back, so as to

allow all fluids and discharges to drain oft'—far

more effective and safer than any opening made
in the popliteal space.

'

' No portion of the flaps to be curtailed,

though they may be thinned, of any thickened
fibrinous matter or diseased synovial membrane

;

the latter, particularly, should be clipped away
with a strong scissors. All ligamentous fibres,

both around and within the joint, should be cut
through, and the extremities of the bones fairly

freed and exposed.
"3. Tlie patella should he taken away in all

cases, whether diseased or not, and then the section
of the bones, well thrust out in front, should be
made with ' Butcher's saw ' from behind forward,
due attention being paid to the axis of the thigh-
bone at the time of its division.

"4. All hleeding vessels should he tied, or any

that have sprung and retracted should be draimi
out and secured, so as to guard against interme-
diary hfemorrhage.

"5. While the patient is yet an the operating

table, the limb should he pla/xd in the Iwrizontal

position, either by genlU and steady traction com-
bined with pressure of the cut s\i,rfaces of the bones

backwards, or, if necessary, the diviiion of the

hamstring tendons. Their support behind, in

every ca.se, I look upon as of great value ; there-

fore their section must be looked upon as a

last expedient towards straightening the limb.
"6. During the adjustment of the bones, great

caution sho-uld be exercised, that their surfaces be

throttghout their extent in contact, and that no

soft parts intervene. The flaps should bo then
laid down, and connected oy sutm'e closely

throughout their transverse division, while the
lateral incisions should be brought together only
at their extremities by one or two points, and
the central portion of each, that corresponding to

the division of the bones, should not be brought
in contact, but dressed lightly with lint soaked in

oil, thus securing a ready outlet for the escape of

fluids. The extremity should next be cautiously
laid upon • Bntcher's box splint,' padded to the
natural configuration of the limb, its sides

elevated, foot-board applied, suitable jiads intro-

duced, and then the anterior splint laid on,

taking the place of the assistant's hand, which,

from the first, restrained the femur from jjro-

jecting forward ; then the straps buckled, the

waist-band ap])lied, and the patient may, with
safety, be removed to his bed. The bed should

be prepared in this way, and consist of a couple

of hair mattresses laid one upon the other, evenly
supported, and intervening between the upper
one and the sheet a folded blanket, feather

pillows for supporting the licad and shoulders
;

the bed should be, likewise, moderately warmed,
so as to prevent the patient being chiUcd when
put into it.

"7. The limb should not be disturbed for
several days ; the length of time depending a

good deal on the season of the year when the

operation is performed, whether it be in the heat

of summer or the cold of winter. After five or

six days it may be necessary to let down the

sides of the box-splint, to .sop up discharge,

change lateral pads and soiled dressings, &c.

By the apparatus named, the facilities for

cleansing the limb are so efiicient, that it may
not be requisite to lift the member from its

support for even so long a period as three weeks,

as evidenced in my own practice. Should, how-
ever, it be considered expedient to change all the

dressing.?, the anterior splint should be steadily

held back by an assistant, and the limb pressed

up to it, thus guarding against any starting of the

femur fonvards, or displacement laterally, when
lifted from its bed. AVhen the box is prepared,

freshly arranged, the limb, controlled after the

manner mentioned, sliould be laid down, the

side .splints elevated, foot-board secm'cd, and the

straps over the anterior splint first tightened so

as to maintain it in that position, fi'om which it

was never suft'ercd to change. I would impress
this advice stdl further— if the straps be unloosed
for any purpose, the hand of an assistant should
steadily keep tlie anterior sjilint in its position,

and well pressed back, until the artificial support

is again brought to bear upon it, and fastened.

"8. In cases where large abscesses foiTu in the
vicinity of the excised jomt, or up along the

thigh, Chassaignac's drainage tubes ma}- be used
with the best hopes of success.

"9. The free administration of stimulants and
sedatives, imp>erativcly demanded in all cases of
excision, regulated, to a certain extent, by age,

sex, temperament, and habit."

The ' Medical Times and Gazette' contains a

continuation of Dr Simpson's Lectures on the

Diseases of Women, the special subjects being

Puerperal Mania and Puerperal Ilypoclmndriasis.

Speaking of puerperal mania, the Author points

out that the danger is in a ratio to the speed of

the pulse—a pulse from 90 to 100 not implying

serious results, one from 120 to 130 always

foreboding danger to life. He then gives an in-

teresting account of the ancient modes of treating

insanity by amulets, drinking the waters of

favourite wells, &c., and says of the treat-

ment:

" 1. Bleeding.—At one time the almost uni-
versal rule in this, as in so many other forms of
disease, was to begin the treatment by a more or
less copious venesection. AH our ideas in regard
to this measure are undergoing, as you v>ell

know, a perfect revolution. But even before the
ideas of Medical men regarding the value of
venesection in other maladies had begun to
change, Esquirol and other authorities on the
subject of insanity had pointed out that in the
treatment of puerperal mania it was U-seless, or
even injurious. further experience has only
served to show that bleeding is actually injurious
in this kind of disease, and that patients who
have been bled do not recover so readily as those
who have not. You can easily understand how
this should be so, when I anticipate an obser-
vation I shall afterwards have to treat of, and
tell you that in the chronic stages of the malady
t becomes almost always necessary to feed up
the patient, and endeavour by all means to
restore the vigour of her constitution ; and this
indication is always more difiicult of fulfilm<'Ut
in those ca.ses where the patient's vital powers
have been to some extent reduced by a copi :;;

venesection. I would have you, then, strictly a-, id

bleeding auj- woman who happens to btt.i.ie

the subject of puerperal mania, merely because
she is insane. If tliere be any condition under
which this rule may ever be infringed, and a
partial bleeding permitted, it will be in the case
of those patients in whom the sj'mptoms lead yon
to fear that some inflammatory condition of the
brain or its membranes coincides with the mental
derangement ; but such complications are assuredly
extremely.rare.

" 2. Vascular Sedatives.—Bleeding is too severe
a measure to be employed in any case of simple
puerperal mania ; but where there is great ex-
citement, and the pulse perhaps is high, it comes
to be an empirical indication of no small im-
portance to fulfil, to reduce the excitement and
quiet the exaggerated action of the heart and
vascular system. Various medicinal agents may
be emploj-ed with this view, such as antimony or
ipecacuanha, in depressing doses ; or one or two
drops of tincture of aconite— or of the tiucturcof
veratrum viride—may be administered. While
thus bringing powerfiU deprements or sedatives to

act on the central organs of circulation, external
derivatives may be applied to the more distant

set of bloodvessels by the application of heat to
the extremities ; or by tying a bandage round
one of the limbs, so as to keep a large quantity of

blood for a time out of circulation, thus producing
all the effect of a series of large cupping-glasses.

Cold applied, in the form of a douche, to the
head, or to the whole body, has a powerfully
depressing action, and may sometimes be em-
ployed. But not onlj' are the general excitement
and the iiTitabilitj- of the vascular system to be
subdued ; we must also endeavour to counteract,

as far as possible, the superpolarity that exists in

the nervous system by the administration of the

various
"3. Nervous Sedatives.—Of these camphor wa»

the remedy most frequently employed by Dr
Gooch in the treatment of puerperal mania ; and
you will do well to have it in recollection as a
remedy that may sometimes prove serviceable.

Ojiium is beneficial in some cases. In others it

jiroves of no avail. You may remmember that,

in my last Lecture, I called your attention parti-

cularly to the great degree of wakefulness that
sometimes precedes the attack ; aud, bearing that

in mind, you will see that in some cases it may
prove of great service to administer to the patient

an anodyne which shall counteract her restlessness,

and send lier off to sleeji. But it is often as

diflScult to get a patient to sleep who is threatened
with an attack of puerperal mania,, as it is to put
to sleep a patient with cofnmencing delirium tre-

mens— sometimes even more so. A patient

threatened with delirium tremens, as you know,
usuallj- feels sleep stealing"over him in sixty or

seventy hours after the commencement of the

attackj^ whether he has got opium or not ; but a

patient with commencing puerperal mania may
remain restless and wakeful for several days and
nights before the excitability begins to subside.

W hen once the patient dees fall into a good sound
sleep, however, her case becomes more hopeful,

and the probability is that she will waken up
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tolerably well. Tliis kind of sleep it must be
your endeavour to promote or procure. If the
patient is not so violent as to forbid the use of a
warm bath, and such a bath be at hand, it some-
times acts an an excellent anodyne in this disease.
Medicines are oftener used for the fulfilment of
tins indication ; and I have seen some cases
where an attack of mania has been cut short by a
good full opiate administered with this view.
The great difficulty is to get the patient to take
the medicine. Sometimes she is too mad to swal-
w\v it, and too outrageous to be controlled.
Whatever may be the way in which you give the
OruK, remember always, as the grand rule to
guide you in its administration to such patients,
that it must be given in very large doses. Ifyou expect to have any good effect from it, you
must give in general not less than two or tlu-ec
grams of soUd opium^ or an equivalent dose of some
ot tUe cognate preparations. You mav give it by the
mouth, or m the form of an enema '; or when the
I»tient cannot or will not swaUow, and wiU not
aarait of an injection, you may succeed in intro-
ducing the drug in the form of a suppository into
tne rectum. A suppository containing half a
gram, or a gram, of morphia is one of the most
convenient and efficacious means of .admiuistoring
an opiate, especially for tlie relief of pelvic or
abdommul pains ia cases where the stomach is
too irritable to tolerate any other preparation of
the medicine. But to produce any effect on a
patient threatened with puerperal mania, you will
require to use a suppository containing perhaps
one or two grains of the morphia. Some years
ago I was sent for to see a lady about forty miles
from Edinburgh, the second wife of a gentleman
who* first wife had died of puerperal mauia.
Ihe iady whom I had come to see was still in tlie
stage of restlessness, had been cliattering conti-
nually for .some days, and refused to take anykmd of medicine, or to admit of the administra-
tion of opium ui any form. She recognised me
wlieu I entered her room, and rebelled at once,
declaring she would have none of my remedies.
>Vith some httle management, however, I suc-
ceeded in lassmg into the rectum a suppository
with two gi-ains of morphia, witli this result, that
in an hour or so she fell asleep, and after sleeping
about sixteen hours she woke up weU, and had
no recurrence of her maniacal symptoms. In
some cases you may get the patient to sleep by
bringing her under the influence of ether or chlo-
roforui. I have sometimes found that a patient,
alter being aniesthetised by means of chloroform,
has continued to sleep on, and has afterwards
wakened up quite well. Jlore fnuuieutly, how-
ever she awakes in the same stale as when she
went to sleep—no better, but also with no agjfra-
vation of the .symptoms. In all cases, thei-cfore
Where such remedies are not contraindicted, vou
ought to give the patient the chance of recovery
offered by the use of opium or chloroform. In
using the '•hloroform, you must see to have the
patient fairly ana;stheti.sed and fully asleep ; andyou must either remain with the patient, or have
som.' competent person beside her, to keep up
the a.ifestlietic condition, by making Iier inhale a
lre.,h fjuuntity of tlie drug wlieiiever she gives
signs of awaking, as she is likely to do every half-
hour or so. In some cases, as I have shown you
you m,iy expect by this kind of treatment to cut
short an attack of the disease. I have known
tlie remedy successful in several instances, pro-
ducing at once a cure. But this happy result
alas I does not follow in many. In nine ca.ses out
of ten, after the patient recovers from the influ-
ence of the narcotic or the anesthetic, the symp-
toms recur, and the malady continues its progress
unchecked. In these—the large majority of ca-ses—tliereforc, you must seek to combat the disease
by other means."

The Author remarks that there are no specifics

for the cure of the disca.se ; that emetics, sometimes
mutli vaunted, are rarely beneficial, but that
purgatives sometimes do good. When the disease

has become established, he advi.ses that the patient
should be well nourished, carefully watclied, and
removed from her home to a cottage where she
will not I)« surrounded by her family. The restora-
tion of the menstrual function is favourable to a
cure

;
and he observes that oiico or twice he has

effected this by the application of nitrate of silver

to the interior of the uterus.

Dr Wm. Jenner conti-ibutes to the same journal
an article on the Symptoms and Pathological
Appearances of Albuminoid Infiltration of the

Spleen, and Lymphatic Glands, in Children. We
extract the following

:

" Case 1.—William F. B., aged one year and
one month, a fair-skinned child, with light hair
and eyes. Parents in decent circumstances, for-
merly well off; reside in an open situation—viz.,
tiie Caledonian road.

" Motlier and /Kr Famili/.—UotheT aged tliirtv-
five, delicate

;
has never suffered from hemoptysis

or other sign of phthisis ; has been married
twelve years, and during that time has had seven
children

; had syphihs when pregnant with her
hrst child

; the catainenia have always appeared
at regular intervals, during the whole time of
suckling Her own family, in all its branches,
very healthy.

" Fat/ur and his Family.—Father aged thirty-
three, healthy. He is said to have lost a brother
and a sister, Iroju consumption.
" Other Children.—Tha fourth child died at

the age of five months, from inflammation of the
lungs and diarrhoea. Six children living, of whichW ilham IS the youngest

; the ages of the five are
respectively—eleven years, nine years, seven yiars,
lour years, and three years. Of these, the threl
eldest never showed signs of rickets—the two
youngest are rickety. None of the cliildreu have
sulfered from ' bad eyes' or from eruptions on
the skm. WUliam had for some months no
other food tlian his mother's milk

; then bread
and cow-milk were added. When he came under
observation, he was still at the breast.
"The following were the first notes, made

September, 1859 :—Kxtreme emaciation
; never

walked
; cannot sit up on the floor ; cries when

moved
; is evidently very tender. Has now been

undressed, and shrieked much ; the mother says,
It is that, J. c., the tenderness, which makes

him cry so.' Perspires freely about the head and
face, especially at night ; the mother says, ' The
perspiration is dreadful ;' cries much at night, and
kicks off the bed-clothes. Four incisor teeth.
" JIead\\ot. Two months since, it was, accord-

ing to the mother, ' dreadfuUy hot." Forehead
projects

; autero-posterior diameter of the head
very great. Anterior fontanelle widely open
neither depressed nor elevated. Exceedinelv
irritable in temper. '

'• Abdomen large, globular, tympanitic gene-

" JkrweU now relaxed ; stools very offensive
watery

;
at times the stools are formed, and then

are not offensive.

"Spleen very large, moveable ; reaches nearly
to the crest of the ilium, but not so far inward as
the umbilicus. Anterior border oblique, hard,
and sharp

; posterior border perceptible to touch'
" Liver reaches nearly to the umbilicus ; in-

ferior border to» easily perceptible by touch.
"Lymphatic Olaiuls in groins, axiihe, and

neck, vaiy in size from small shots to small iieas •

very hard, round, moveable.
'

" CA«.«/1.—The deformity of the thorax charac-
tenstic of rickets, very great ; tlie lateral groove
very deep

;
the antero-posterior diameter during

inspiration, SJ inches : the lateral diameter at
the point of greatest depression, .34 indies during
insiJiratiou

; 4^ inches during expiration.
" The softening of all the long bones is very

decided, the enlargement of the ends of the bones
IS comparatively trifling. The bones of the fore-
arm, upper arm.s, and thighs are bent ; those of
the legs are straight.
" This boy died February 16, 1860 : at that

time he was one year and six months old. I saw
him rejieatedly after the date of tlie foregoiu-'
notes. He was one of the cases brought down to
the hospital for tlie puqiose of illustrating
rickets and albuminoid infiltration of tlie spleeiL
&c^., at the time I was lecturing on those subjects.

" He continued to emaciate and lose colour
the spleen and glands increased somewhat in size
the chest deformity attained a most extraordinary
degree

; the tenderness became so great tliat he
could not bear his mother to wasli, dress, or even
touch him

; the weight of the bed-clothes seemed
to cause pain.

" He continued as long as he lived to sweat

profusely over the head. During the Utter part
ot his life the stools were solid, but offensive
"The immediate cause of his death was the

mechanical impediment to inspiration offered bv
the softened ribs. His breathing grew ' worse
and ^yorse,• ' everything he drank took away his
breath. His mother did not consider Iiim worse
than usual for more th.an a quarter of an liour
before his death

; then she noticed his breathing
was more difficult ; still she had no idea he was
dying till five minutes before he expired

; he tlien
seemed quite unable to ' get his breath,' and died
with a slight convulsive struggle.

" The blood was examined microscopically
during life

; there was no excess of white globules.
" The examination of the body was made at the

house of the parents.

_ " The head could not be opened.
Emaciation was carried to its utmost limits •

the muscles were very pale, flabby, and small.
,:
" The chest deformity was extreme.
"The anterior margins of the lungs were

emphysematous. There was some collapse of
the left lung, and extensive collapse of the right
lung, quite enough to account for death.

" The lieart was healtliy.
'' There was no fluid in either pleura

' The peritoneum was healthy
; it did not con-

tain any fluid.

" The spleen was very large, about four indies
111 length, and three in breadth. It was freefrom adhesions. It was firm and tough

; its cut
surface wa^ smooth, rather pale, mottled red and
ilinost colourless; thin sectiiuis could be made
with facility, the edges remaining quite shai-p

; it
was remarkably transparent -the more colourless
tlie part, the more transparent-no blood oozed
Irom the surface, and only a little red watery fliud
was expressib e. Tliere was no increase in the
size ot the spleemc corpuscles, and no sago-like
masses. o '»-°

" The liver was slightly enlarged, very toughand dark from congestion; when a piece was
soaked in water the blood soon escaped, and then
a httle transparent substance was seen to separate
the lobules.

" The spleen, liver, and lymphatic glands wero
tested with iodine and sulphuric acid : none of the
reactions characteristic of 'amyloid degeneration'
could bo obtained.

" Tlie lyinpliatic glands were pale and hard
their cut surface pale, smooth, and homogeneous.

Tlie mesenteric glands had the same charac-
ters. These latter varied in size from a small
shot to a small split-bean.

" In the case of William F. B., the extreme
tenderness of the trunk and extremities, the pro-
fuse perspiration of the head, the desire to lie
cool at night, and the deranged state of the in-
testinal secretions and functions, were all well
miirked. These symptoms are proper to rickets,
and nowise connected with the albuminoid disease.
Death resulted, as it so often docs in rickets, from
extreme softening of the ribs. At last the soft-
ness was such that dilatation of tlie thoni.x became
impossible. Five montlis before William F. B.
died, it will be noted tliat at eadi contraction of
his diaphragm tlie softened ribs were pressed so
far inwards by tlic wciglit of the atmosphere,
that the lateral diameter of the thorax was
diminislied to 34 inclios ; when the hin"s wero
compressed, preparatory to tlic expiraturv act, the
diameter at tlie .same part increased to 4,i inches,
thus affording a good illustration of the power of
the expiratory dibrts by forcing air from one part
ol tlic lung to another to distend tlie soft parts of
the thorax. After death the extent of the pul-
monary collapse indicated clearly the mechanical
defection that had existed during life in the ap-
paratus for increasing the capacity of the thorax
I he least obstruction to the entrance of air afforded
by the presence of a little mucus in the bronchial
tubes, sufllced to cause collapse of lung-tissue.
No air could be drawn beyond, from defect of
inspiratory power, and the mucus consc(iuently
could not be coughed out."

Another case is also reported but we shall omit
It, and conclude with the Author's remarks :

"lu addition to the points previously men-
tioned, these ca.ses ilhi.strate the influence of deli-
cacy ol health in the mother on the development
ol rickets in the child ; the fact that when a
woman has borne one rickety child, all her subse-
quent children may be expected to suller from the
same cachexia ; the want of relation observed in
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manv oases of rickets bctivccn the enlargement of

the ends of the bones and softening of the bones
;

the lato period at whicli rickety children cut their

teeth.

"In Case 2, from an early age the child had
eaten, or rather, as it had no teeth, had swallowed,

daily, meat, including pork and bacon, cheese,

potatoes, and what ever beside the parents had for

their food. It will bo observed that no trace of

tubercle existed in the body of either child.
'
'The emaciation of the children, and the extreme

pallor of the skin and mucous membranes, were
due to the albuminoid disease, and no doubt this

complication tended gi-eatly to favour the progress

of the rickets. The cedenia was due to tlie state

of the blood, and to the impediment to the circu-

lation offered by the state of the thorax. Although
loss of power in the muscles is a symptom of

rickets, still it is probable that the size and power
of the muscles were farther reduced by the albu-

minoid disease. The large size the spleen attains

when the seat of albuminoid infiltration (9^
ounces, the liver being 10;^ ounces in Case 2), the
condition of the lymphatic glands when so dis-

eased, and the appearances which both ordinarily

present after death, are all well illustrated by
these cases. The liver in both cases was found
to be the seat of albuminoid disease, but the exu-

dation was noted in the first case to be almost

limited to the peri]>hcry of the lobules. During
life, the hardness of the edge of the liver had led

Tne to the conclusion that it was, like the spleen

and lymphatic glands, the seat of albuminoid dis-

ease. As is 60 constantly the case in this disease,

there was neither jaundice nor ascites. The kid-

neys were very slightly affected with the disease

in both cases. The tendency to hfemorrhage

into various tissiies in the second case is worthy
of note."

We observe in the same journal notes of Three

Cases of lAthotomy by Mr Eigby of Doncaster.

The following Case of Ovariotomy is reported )iy

Mr Spencer Wei.ls, in the ' Medical Times and
Gazette ' of the 1st inst. :—

.

" In accordance with the rule I have hitherto

observed of bringing before the Profession the I

details of every case in which I may perform
ovariotomy, the following is submitted to the

readers of the ' Medical Times and Gazette.' The
last case recorded in this journal was the nine-

teenth. It was published with others in the

Number of August 25, 1860.
" C(Vie 20.—On February 29, 1860, I was re-

quested by Mr McCrea, of Islington, to see a
patient residing in Barnsbury park. She was
fifty-three years of age, and was suffering from a
very large ovarian cyst. The girth at the um-
bilicus was fifty-one inches, the measurement
from symphysis pubis to ensiform cartilage thirty-

one inches. She had been married twenty-six
years ; had had one child twenty-four j'ears ago,

none since, nor any miscarriages. The catamenia
had been occasionally profuse, but had ceased
three years a"o. Her general health had been
good until early in 1852, when swelling began low
down on the right side, and gradually increased.
She had no pain until the abdomen had acquired
a considerable size in the spring of 1853, when
she consulted I)r Ferguson, who advised her to

W!vit as long as possible before being tapped.

Increase had been very slow ; but of late Mr
McCrea had attended her for some time, owing to

iiicreasing difficulty in getting about, from slowly

increasing size of the abdomen. She had lost

flesh, but had a good colour and cheerful aspect.

Taking all the circumstances of the case into con-

sideration, wo determined to advise still further

delay ; not to interfere until the pressure of the

fluid began to exercise some really injurious in-

fluence, and then to meet again.

"On May 11, the fluid having increased, and
as she was becoming much distressed by its

pressure, it was agreed in consultation with Mr
McCrea that I should tap her. This was done,

and fifty-six pints of clear viscid fluid removed.
After tapping, some groups of smaller cysts were
felt iu the wall of the principal cyst ; the largest

being to the right side between the umbilicus and
false ribs, and adhering there. This we concluded
to be suflicieut indication against the injection of
iodine. She was much relieved by the tajjping,

and remained iu fair health during the summer,
although the sac gradually refilled, and the
smaller cysts grew faster in proportion than the
Urg« eue filled. Towards the end of September

she was nearly as large as before tapping, and
another consnltation was held, in which Mr
McCrea and I fully considered the arguments for

and against ovariotomy—the age of the patient,

and the existence of adhesions on the one hand,
and the hopelessness of mere tapping or iodine

injection on the other—and after fairly putting
the risk before the patient and her husband, it

was determined that I should perform the
"Operation. — Accordingly, on October 16, Dr

Cribb having administered chloroform, and Dr
Althaus, Mr McCrea, and Dr Kouth kindly as-

sisting me, I removed the cyst. Although the
adhesions to the parietes were veiy extensive,

and much firmer than in any case I had met
with before where I had done more than make
an exploratory incision, I was able to remove
the whole through an incision only four inches
long, midway between the umbilicus ai;d sym-
physis pubis. A small jrortion of adhering omen-
tum was detached ; a long peduncle from the
right side of the uterus easily secured ; the left

ovary examined and found healthy ; the peri-

toneal cavity cleansed carefully from a little

blood and viscid fluid from a cyst which had es-

caped into it ; and the wound united by hare-lip
pins paesod tlirough the whole thickness of the
abdominal parietes, including tlie peritoneum,
and by superficial wire sutures. As soon as

the wound was closed, the clamp (which had
been used to secure tlie peduncle temporarily)

was removed, after the application of a ligature

below it.

'
' The Progress after Operation was very satis-

factory, Mr McCrea and Dr Cribb carrying on
the plan of treatment we agreed upon most assi-

duously. There was never much pain, though
sickness was troublesome. Occasional enemas,
containing twenty drops of laudanum, were given,

and warm linseed poultices kept ajjplied to the ab-

domen. The pulse varied from 96 to 112, and for

some days there was considerable flatulent disten-

sion of the intestines. I removed the hare-lip pias

on the 19th, when the wound was found to be

accurately united. On the 21st the bowels acted

freely, after an enema of warm water. On the

22nd I removed all the superficial sutures. The
ligatures were still firm on the peduncle, and
did not separate until the fourteenth day, namely,
October 30. "When I saw her on November 2nd,

she was eating and sleeping well, and walking
about the room. I saw her again on the 23rd,

when she was quite well, and in excellent spirits,

although she had been up the greater part of the

night with her husband, who had been very ill.

The cicatrix was quite firm, the appetite good,

the bowels acted regularly, the urine passed na-

turally, and she was beginning to gain flesh. On
the 26th she called, with Mr McCrea, upon Dr
Ferguson, who was much gratified at the success.

" The interesting features in this case are the

age of the patient, the large size of the cyst, and
the extreme firmness of the adhesions, which
rendered the rajiidity and completeness of the

recovery really remarkable even to those who
have been surprised at similar recoveries before

under careful nursing and sim]de treatment.
" The cystwas shown, on the efeningof theday

it was removed, at the meeting of the Patholo-
gical Society. It consisted of one very large

cyst, which had contained between forty and fifty

pints of fluid, and of a number of groups of

smaller cysts, growing in and from the walls of

the principal cyst, and weighing about eight

pounds.
" This being the twentieth case, it may be well

to state that the general result of my experience

of ovariotomy since my first case, in 1858, has
been as follows :

12 in Hospital Practice. 8 recoveries, 4 deaths

8 in Private Practice. 5 ,, 3 ,,

20 cases 13 ,, 7
'

' When it is remembered that many of the

women who are now alive and in good health were
in an utterly hopeless condition, these facts are

surely a sufficient answer to the question, ' Is

Ovariotomy Justifiable f I may add, that a pa-

tient in her 43rd year, from whom I removed a

large ovarian tumour in October, 1859, was safely

delivered of a child on the 2nd of November,
1860, under the care of Jlr Kidsdale, of Euston
square. Mother and child have gone on well."

The ' Lancet' ooutinnos Dr Pa'\'y'» Lectures on
Diahetet, from which we will make an extract

next week.

Dr Ward continues in the .oame journal his
remarks on Scurvy, and Dr W. Pirrie communi-
cates to the same journal some observations on
Fa^-'m. We extract the following statistics :

" Frequency of Occurrence.—^he disease is
generally characterised by those who hare specially
devoted their time and attention to the study and
treatment of cutaneous affections, and by these
who have recorded their experience of it in general
practice, as being very rarely met with in England.
Thus we find Erasmus Wilson, in his treatise on
Kingworm, writing, ' In the course of my long
experience with the St Pancras Infirmary, 1 hare
not seen more than six cases ol' favus ;' and Willis,
in his account of the disease, states that ' several
months will often elapse before a single case ol

the trichosis (porrigo) luijinosa is observed among
the thousands of out and in-patients who present
themselves at the different hospitals of the
metropolis in the course of every week.' JennOT,

Hutcliinson, and others all agree in describing it

as of very rare occun-ence.
" From all these statements, it must be inferred

that the opportiuiities of studying this skin affieo-

tion in the English metropolitan hospitals are very
few, and at long intervals of time.

" If now we turn our attention to the accounts
from Ir*l«nd, we find Dr Corrigan writing in
1845, that iu his experience of it in that country
' it is a very rare disease.' Dr Keligan also
gives it as his opinion ' that this is a rather rare
affection, •—appearing, however, from the obser-
vations of those who have written specially ou it,

to be more common on the Continent an<l in

Ireland than in England.' He further remarks—
' AVhen I first wrote on this di seas* in 1848,

my experience was drawn from a limited number
of cases : since then, however, I have had imdermy
care a eom])aratively large uumber of examples

—

twenty-three.' This was written by Dr Neligau
in 1352, so that iu the space of four years there
came under his charge twenty-three oases of
favus.

" Having learned so much from the iudividiial

experience of well-known authorities iu the largest

fields of observation in England and Irelaud, we
come, in the course of our investigations on this

pointi, to ascertain the rate of frequency in Scot-

land. The opportunities of studying the complaiiit

in Edinburgh must be very difl'erent from those

enjoyed by observers at the English metro]lolitan

hospital.s, for Dr Bennett, in a commentary on a

case of favus quoted in his ' Principles and Prac-

tice of Jlediciue,' says, 'The disease is so com-
mon in Edinburgh, that the wards are seldom free

from one or more examples of it in various stages.'

The truth of this statement will be at once seen

by a glance at the subjoined table, sliowing the

number of annual admissions for favus into the

Koyal Infirmary of Edinburgh over a ijeriod of

ten years :

—

Cases of Favus admitt(d into ike £dinburgh Boyal
Infirmary.

From Oct. 1, 1849, to Oct. 1, 1850, admitted 14

„ 1850 ,, 1861 „ 9

1851 ., 1852 „ 10
1S52 „ 1853 „ 16

,, 1853 „ 1854 „ 15

1854 „ 1855 „ 10
1356 ,, 1856 ,, 15

„ 1856 ,, 1857 ., 4

,, 1857 „ 1858 .. 13

„ 1868 ,, 1869 ,, 14

Total, 120

" The rate of frequency in other parts of

Scotland will be gathered from tlic iollowing

tables, compiled from the annual reports of tlie

Glasgow and Aberdeen Iiifirmaries, aud showing
the number of admissions into these institutions

for a period of nine years, aud the maimer in

which they were distributed over that term.

Glasgoio El. Infirmary. ' Aberdtcn SI. Infirmary.

Y«ar.
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" From thfi first table it will be seen that tliero

are very frequent opportunities of studying the

disease in the Edinburgh Royal Infirmary ; and,

from the second, tliat the number of examples of

the affection admitted into that hospital has much
exceeded the number admitted dui-ing an equal

period of time into the Glasgow Eoyal Infirmary.

This is a very strange fact, seeing that the pojiu-

lation of Glasgow more than doubles that of Edin-

barsh, and the number of admissions of all kinds

during each year into tho two hospitals is very
nearly alike. It also appears that, although the

population of Glasfjow exeeads that of Aberdeen
by at least 300,000, and although the annual
admissions for all kinds of diseases into the Glas-

Saw Royal Infirmary double those into the Aber-
een Hospital, still the number of cases of favus

treated in the Aberdeen Royal Infirmary over a

p«riod of nine yeai-s, exceeds that treated in the

Glasgow Royal lufirmar)' during a like period by
nine. The fact of the disease having been for

many years so much rarer in Glasgow than in

Edinburgh, and even less frequent than in Aber-
deen, notwithstanding that its pojnilation more
thaB doubles that of Edinburgh, and is nearly
five times greater tlian that of Aberdeen, would
lead one to suppose that there must be some
peculiar local influences which poworfullT predis-

pose a people to the complaint under ccmsidera-

tion. Whether tho great difference in the num-
ber of examples admitted into hospital in the

towns already named be owing to peculiarity of

climate, to gi-eater excellence or defect of sanitary

arrangements, to any difference in the foo<l of tho

people, or to any diversity in their habits, I can-

not say ; but statistics establish the fact that, in

the most populous towns in Scotland, favus has

tow many years been of much less fre-

quent occarrencc than in other towns containing

only one-half or one-fourth part of the number of

inhabitants. For the last nine years there Iiave

been, on an average, nearly three admissions every

year for favus into the Aberdeen Hospital ; and
this is a proportion which, although it may not

entitle us to call tlie disease, very common, at

least justifies us in not characterising it as of very

rare occurrence in this locality. As the estimated

population of Aljerdeeu is only a little above

80,000, it necessarily follows that the number of

skin diseases of all kinds admitted into the hos-

pital is but euiall ; but one circumstance which
struck me much on lookin" over the reports since

1850 was, that the number of cases of favus

eseeeded that of herpes, lepra, ecthyma, pityriasis,

and some other skin affections which are generally
regarded as very common.

" Tho disease must be o( Tery frequent occur-
rence in France, for Rayer, who describes the dis-

ease as commencing in a pustule, says: "Tinea
fiiTOsa is the most oommon of all pustulous in-

flammations of the scalp,"

We extract from the ' Dublin Medical Press'

tho following case of Aneurism of the Thuracic

Aorta, by Dr G. \V. Egam, occurring in tho

practice of Dr Geoghegan and Dr Benson :

"Cornelius C, ait. forty-eight, a coalman, ac-

customed to lifting heavy bags of coal, admitted
October nth, 1860.

" His'oTij.—He was of intemperate haWts, but
in general enjoyed good health. About Itco month*
icf'iro culmUsiuii he got, as ho describes it, a

heavy cold, with hoarseness and ill-defined pain

in left side of chest, all of which came on rather

suddenly in one day : these continuing, along

with other symptoms to be presently described,

he came into hospital.

"Slalf on Admission.—There is a ^ood deal of

einaciadim, which has been progressive during

two months. In deglutHtoti there is some slight

difficulty, with a sense of soreness about upper

Eart of sternum. Dyspnoea : This is not particu-

irly marked, but he has been of late liable to

o|et out of breath on making slight exertion.

Coiujh : This symptom is veiy troublesome, espe-

cially at night; it cannot be said to be of tho
laryngeal kind, but is accompanied by stridor

deeply ,1 ated in the chest. There is a copious
expeclort/liim, which from the beginning has been
tinged with bloml, rather in patches than in
streaks, and usually of a rusty colour. Pain is

of oiJy one kii:-! ' ited in the left side of
the chest, and iting nor paroxysmal.
The »u/i«isdi«t .kor In the left carotid,
but tnere is scarcely any appreciable difference at

the wrist. There is nothing abnormal in either

pupil. Inspection of the chest reveals a very
slight prominence over the cartilages of the se-

cond and third left ribs, and upon palpation a
distinct double impulse is felt in tho same place :

upon percussion, dulness is found extending from
the left clavicle downwards to the fourth rib, and
from the middle of stermini outwards on the
same side for about five inches. There is also

dulness posteriorly over a space of two inches
square at the inferior angle of the left scapula ;

otherwise the left thoracic region is normally
resonant. On ausctiltalioii, a double sound,
closely resembling that of the heart, and without
any soufflet, is heard over the tumour : the respi-

ratory murmur is nearly absent on the entire of
the left side, and the respiration in tho right

lung is complcmental. The veiiis were found to

be enlarged in two situations—the cntaueous ones
over the tumour, and the left jugulars in the
neck. The licart-sounds were normal and in

normal position, but rather weaker than in

health.
" Progress of Case and Treatment.—The patient

was ordered to rest quietly in bed, and to use the
following diet : breakfast, four oz. of bread,

two oz. of milk ; dinner, two oz. of tat.at, two
oz. of bread, four oz. of milk ; supper, same as

breakfast. 9th day : The impulse over the tu-

mour having meanwhile considerably diminished,
the entire jwsterior surface of left lung was found
this day to have become rather suddenly dull,

but at tho same time the respiratory murmur i>ad

become much more audible than before ; no
bronchophony could bo heard. Ordered

—

R Li'l- autim.
Syr. scillse, 3a 5s8.

Tr. opii, 5j.

Mucil. acaciae, 5J-
Aqua>, 5vi. M.

Capiatur cochl. medium ter in die.
" A blister also was applied posteriorly over the

dull part.
" iSth day.—No improvement has taken place.

A slight roughish bruit was found to-day to ac-

comjiany the first aneurismal sound. Another
blister was ordered above the situation of the last.

"1,5th day.—Some obscure crepitus of a hu-
mid kind was found in the dull jiart of the lung.

" 2lst day.—Tlio cough, dyspnoea, and san-

guineous expectoration have all increased ; tho
strength has become greatly prostrateel, and the

countenance dark and livid. At the same time,

the dulness behind was considerably diminished,
and the respiratory murmur is more audible than
before. Ordered chicken-brotli, and a little

wine-and-water.

B Sp. amm. arom.
Liq. Hotfm., aa 3j-

Mist, camph.
Aq. menth. pip., aa 5ss. M. ft. haustus.

'
' One or two ounces of blood to be taken by

cupping from the front, and the entire chest to
be clry-cupped.

" 22nd day.—The voice has changed, suddenly
assuming a curious guttural tone, aud all the
symptoms are aggravated.

" 23rd day.—The patient died to-day, having
apparently become giadually as]ihyxiated.

'* .{"t"i>si/, ttrt-nf^ Iwurs (tftrr Death,—Exterior
of AnewrUm.—It was a tumour of a globular shape,
twice the uonual size of t)ie heart, extendiua from
the first rib above to a level with the fourth below,
and from the second and third ribs anteriorly to the
necks of the same posteriorly, and, though in contact
with these parts, not pressing iipon them. Tlie left

lung was .strongly adherent to its left surface, and to
parts of its anterior and posterior aspects.
" Interior of Aruwritm.—Upon opening it in front,

it was found to contain a mass of irregularly laminated
filirinous coagnlnni, rather larger than the closed fist,

presenting in its central part the appearance of
blaek-currant jelly, and adherent to all the parietes,

except inferiorly and posteriorly, where two large
orifices were found, the upper extremities of the
ascending and descending parts of the arch, about
two and a half inches from one another : the tmnour,
therefore, seemed to be a dilatation of the transverse
portion of the arch, e.xtending itself in every direction

except downwards, and more forwards and upwards
than posteriorly ; from its parietes two shallow sacs
with thin walls were found to project, one anteriorly,
about an inch and a half in diameter, the other
towards the right side against the lower ten segments
of the trachea, behind which it sent a small cul-de-
sac ; owing to the partial ab.sorption of tho walls
here, tho.se segment* were visible in the interior of
the tumour. It, therefore, belonged to the »hli of
mixed multilocular aueurisms.

" Effects of Pressure.—The trachea was pressed
about .-vu inch and a half from its course towards the
right side, and was somewhat narrowed in calibre.
The left bronchus was pressed downwards and iMirtly
occluded. Along with the trachea the right vagus
and the oesophagus were displaced towards the right
side, aud the left phrenic was pushed forwards. The
course of the left pneumogastric was very remark-
able, and if any similar anatomical derangement ba
on record such eases must be excessively rare : when
the mass of contained tibrine was removed from the
tumour, it was found to traverse the cavity of the -sac
in a direction from .above downwards aud forwards,
three-fourtlis of the distance from the anterior sur-
face, aud having a small portion of the coagulum
intervening between it and the posterior wall ; it
entered directly through the upper wall, but passed
out through the lower by a very oblique slit ; at the
upper opening it retained its normal shape, but at
the lower was spread out into filaments, and about
a quarter of an inch above its exit gave origin to the
recurrent, which, passing out through the same slit,

turned sharply upwards and backwards, superficially

involved in the posterior wall of the sac : those parts
of the nerves within the sac were decidedly atrophied.
There is only one way of accounting for this anomaly

:

the tumour enlarging upwards and forwards, pressed
against the nerve ; the latter by a process of pro-
gi'essive absorption made its way through the walls,
and, when once it was in, the sac, expanding in front
of it, left it towards the posterior part of its cavity.
The three large branches of the arch were narrowed
to about two-thirds of their normal calibre, and were
involveil in the thickened parietes of the upper sur.
face of the sac, passing almost horizontally through
them, the brachio-cephalic and left carotid, each for
about one inch, aud the left subclavian for an inch
and a half.

"Heart, Lungs, <te.— The heart was completely
normal, except one small calcareous patch in an
aortic valve : each of the ventricles contained a mode-
rate-sized fibrinous clot. The left hmg was some-
what congested posteriorly, and rather smaller than
natural. The mucous lining of the trachea, especially
about thi bifurcation, aud of the left bronchus, was
intensely vascular.
" Comments.—Some difference of opinion existing

among the pupils as to the comparative size of the
arteries, ancl the amount of their pulsatile force, Dr
Benson remarked, that to arrive at a satisfactory
conclusion on*thissubject,'itis necessary to apply not
only the same hand, but the same finger, to the two
in succession, as the two hands, like the organs of
special sense, are frequently dissimilar in the amount
of sensibility they {)08sess. In the present case,

considering the amount of pressure and tension to
which the recurrent nerve was subjected, as found
after death, the symptoms referrible to laryngeal
spasm seemed very light in coniparison with those
usually present in such cases. During the last few
days, and more especially at night, the paroxysms of

dysiino:'a were frequent and severe, causing the
greatest alarm to the imtient, and dread of suffo-

cation, yet seeming to depend more on the pressure
upon the trachea than on the condition of the recur-

rent, as he referred his distress in breathing to the
top of the sternum, not to the larynx. The extraor-

dinary course which the pneumogastric took attracts

particular notice, and was miuutely examined by
Professor Power. The absence of hypertrophy in the

left ventricle leil Dr Benson to consider the aneiirism
of very recent formation ; and tho history of the case

supports this opinion, notwithstanding the size and
structure of the tumour. The treatment adopted
was that recommended by the hate Dr Bellingham;
and although it was quite unsuccessful in this case, it

seems to be luakmg a favourable impression on two
other cases at present In hospital under Dr Benson's
care, the history of which will be given on a future
occasion."

(Continued at Page 398.)

Poor-law Pat.—The Union of Epsom contains
one thousand patients, and involves journeys of five
miles on the part of the Medical Olficer to visit many
of them ; he is remunerated with tlie magnilicent
salary of twenty-sLx pounds, being at the rate of six.
pence a case. Fortunate Galen ! Perhaps the
Guardians of the Epsom.Union imagine that he is suf-

ficiently paid by living near Epsom Downs ; it is

to be hoped that the Doctor is also a bit of a racing
character, and manages to make out his income by a
neat book on the Derby. Cheltenham cannot afford

to give more than sixpence a case, while merry
Islhigton pays a Doctor for looking after four thoui-

sand patients at the munificent rate of threepence a
case ! Halstead offers fivepenee, and the Medical
Officer of that union has to travel six and a half miles
to pain his salary of ten pounds for attending four

hundred and fourteen patients. On the other hand,
it is fair to state that some unions pay nuich better

;

for instance, £1ham offers twenty-eight pounds for

eleven patients,— a perfect Dorado for the Doctor,^

—

Dickens's 'AH the Year Round.'
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ANCIENT AND MODERN LONGEVITY.
The desire of a long life is natural to man,

and the means of accomplishing it have con-

sequently formed a favourite topic of speculation

in all ages. The most notable philosophers

bare loved to expatiate on the good conduct

of life, and the most successful empirics have

been those who have vaunted most loudly their

possession of an infallible secret of longevity.

Plato, Plutarch, Cicero, and Bacon did not

deem this subject beneath the dignity of their

contemplations ; and, on the other hand, the

insolent Paracelsus and the fanatical Cagliostro

lound it a facile source of popularity and suc-

cess. How many more vulgar pretenders

to the art of prolonging life there have been,

it were difficult to enumerate ; or how many
recipes have been invented to accomplish the

8»mo result is not catalogued in our memory.

From the gymnastics of the Greeks, the in-

cantations and talismans of the astrologers,

the tea of Count St. Germain, the elixir vitaj of

Cagliostro, the magnetism ofMesmer, down
to the tincture of the sun, and the pills of

Jenkins and Old Parr, the world has never

been without its panacea for the restoration

of lost vigour and the prolongation of life.

It has been a favourite habit to bewail the

degeneracy of modern races of men, and to

impute blame to our mode of civilisation as

the cause of the alleged physical depravity.

We are not concerned to defend our civili-

8»tion, which is undoubtedly characterised by

numerous imperfections
; but we cannot believe

that, on the whole, it is answerable for that

excessive depreciation of the value of human

life which the majority of authors assign to its

influence. The facts of the argument have

not been fairly exhibited ; and we have been

rather content to rely upon startling and

curious statements, than to compare the evi-

dence with truth-seeking and impartial minds.

We omit from consideration the registers of

longevity contained in the Sacred Eecords,

because the facts they disclose come under a

different order of criticism from that which
is suitable to a Medical periodical : we shall

allude only to those lists of longevity which
are usually paraded in bookg, and which are

intended to convey the notion that the

sages of past times lived to a much more

advanced age than the men of more modern

centuries. It is generally assumed also that

the quiet and serenity supposed to accompany

philosophical disquisition is favourable to the

prolongation of life, and that to this cause

must be attributed the extraordinary length

of years attained by the Hellenic sages. We
do not intend to dispute any general proposi-

tions of this nature ; they are easily made, and

as easily denied. The argument of ease as

against exercise may appear to some a

plausible one, whilst there will be many who

will argue with equal conviction on the other

side. The force of vitality cannot be compre-

hended in a well-turned period, nor imprisoned

in an arithmetical formula.

The facts, however, upon which it has been

sought to construct a theory of the superior

longevity of the men of past times are exceed-

ingly few and, in th eir nature, exceptional. The

lists usually given rarely contain more than a

hundred names : Haller, however, who exhi-

bited most diligence in collecting this kind of

evidence, and whose labours made the quarry

from which his successors have carried away

their selected specimens, has stated that up to

his time there had been 1111 instances of

persons who had lived more than 100 years.

The figures are somewhat singular ; and we

fear that the evidence of the age, in a large

majority of the instances, would icarcely bear

a rigorous investigation. The most remark-

able instances of longevity in these lists occur,

however, among modem men, of whom the

two most conspicuous examples are our own

countrymen Parr and Jenkins

Among the ancient Greeks the evidence is

very scanty, and is confined chiefly to philo-

sophers, poets, and sophists ; to the Platos, the

Solons, the Gorgiases, and the Anacreons of

those days. It gives us no estimate of the

longevity of the tens of thousands of the

populace who lived in the narrow streets and

mean houses of Athens and the other Greek

cities, and who were cut oflf by fevers and

plagues in successive epidemics, as they were

in Europe during those happy times of a

romantic imagination, the Middle Ages.

If we glance at the other side of the

question, we shall remark some curious facts

which will tend to diminish the importance of

the tables of ancient longevity. Some statistics

on this subject were published in our Journal

last week. It appears that in the Workhouses

of the Stepney Union alone, there are at the

present moment not fewer than 69 per-

sons whose ages average eighty years, and

292 with an average age of seventy years.

These Workhouses probably comprise more

persons whose ages exceed eighty years, than

are contained in all the existing records of

Hellenic longevity. It must be further

remarked, that these English people ue

paupers: and what that word means, as de-

scriptive of an early life of struggle, priva-

tion, misery, sorrow, and, too often, of vice and

drunkenness, we can, each of us, but too well

comprehend. These are types of the lowest

class of our population ; and yet among them

we find a longevity which, if it had been

narrated of ancient Greece, or Rome, or

Palestine, as occurring under similar circum-

stances, would have been received as the most

convincing testimony of the superior length of

life of the old races.

Similar facts were recorded a few weeks since

with reference to the inmates of the West

London Union House ; and there can be no

doubt that the facts now reported ofthe Stepney

Union are merely representative of similar

facts in all the other Union Houses of the

Metropolis. If inquiry were made, we should

not be surprised to find that in the Workhouses
alone of this Metropolis there were, at least,

Jive thousandpersoiis-whoseagcs averaged eighty

years. But the paupers constitute only a small

section of our population ; and it would be

interesting to obtain a knowledge of similar

facts in respect of the other classes, the mem-
bers of which arc more favourably situated

with reference to all those advantages and

accommodations that are favourable to the

prolongation of life. The Reports of the

Registrar-General would yield valuable evi-

dence on this interesting question.

The same numberof the Medical Circular
that contained this information on the longevity

of English paupers also recited certain facts

relating to the value of life among Quakers.

It appears that during the present year fifty

persons of this denomination have died whose

average age attained the high figure of eighty-

five years

!

So much for the facts ; we leave the general

questions arising from them to the considera-

tion of the student. \Vhat has race to do with

longevity ? No doubt, very much. Our own

race and the Scandinavian races generally ar

reputed to be the most long-lived. How much

climate ? how much modes of life ?

It behoves us, however, to conclude this

article with the enunciation, that of all the

systems, rules, and recipes that have been

invented to prolong life, the most efiectual will

prove to be that great system of Public Hygiene

which has been recently adopted in this coun-

try, and which, there can be no doubt, will in

the course of a few years raise the value of

human life to a standard unexampled in the

historical records of our race. The speculations

of philosophers and the mountebankery of

quacks will alike sink their pretensions before

the actual blessings humanity will derive from

the general adoption of this enlightened and
beneficent system.

Chelsea, BROMrxoN, am) Belgrave Disfek-
SARY.— Her Majesty the Queen, with her accus-

tomed generous munificence, has bestowed 501 on
this institution.
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SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

rOOR-LAW MEDICAL REFOIiM.

Mr Griffin speaks in a tone of despair un-

usual to his eager spirit. He has been earnestly

pressing forward the cause of Poor-law Medi-

cal Reform for several years, and at the crisis

of the agitation finds that the Poor-law Board

will give no countenance to his scheme. He
is also in want of funds, and it would seem

that the agitation must, for a time at least, be

suspended. A man's claims to respect must

not always be judged by the result of his exer-

tions
; and most assuredly no advocate has

deserved better at the hands of the Poor-law

Surgeons than Mr Griffin. He has been inde-

fatigable and zealous beyond most men ; and if

he be doomed to fail, it will not be on account

of the absence of these qualities. We refer

our readers to a correspondence which Mr
Griffin has had with the Poor-law Board, and

which explains the present position of the ques-

tion.

MR PINCHING AND THE COLLEGE OF

SURGEONS.

As the representatives of Professional feel-

ing, bound by our office to notice every infrac-

tion of Professional honour, we cannot avoid

adverting to the evidence given by Mr Pinching

when under cross-examination in the recent

trial of the cause Dent v. Denison. Every

Medical man who perused that evidence must

have felt the blush of shame burning in his

cheek .is his eye ran over, line by line, the dis-

graceful confession which was wrung from the

lips of the witness. He admitted that he had

clandestinely written letters, having abase and

filthy purport, to the young daughter of a gen-

^ tleman who had received him into his confidence

not only as a Medical adviser, but as a friend, and

at whose table he had frequently dined. This

kindness and hospitality he bad treacherously

betrayed, and was so conscious of his baseness

that he dared not attempt tojustify his conduct.

Other parts of the evidence showed that he

claimed 962?. for attendance upon his patient

from the 27th January to the 26th April,

besides a further sum of more than 701. for

drugs represented to have been sent by his

son. It appeared also that he had made the

mistake of antedating his attendance, increas-

ing his claim thus by about 40/. Now, Mr
Pinching is a Member of the Royal College

of Surgeons ; how long shall he so continue?

How long shall the Members of that College

be insulted by the companionship of one who
is thus scandalised by his own mouth ? Ifthe

Council do their duty, they will at once take

the nceess ary steps to vindicate the respecta-

bility of the College.

THE F.DrrORSniP of the BRITISn MEDICAL
' .JOURNAL.'

The widowed and wheezy ' Journal ' of the

Association has taken to herself a fresh spouse

in the person of Dr Markham, for better for

worse, for richer for poorer. The nuptials

have been quietly celebrated ; no speeches hav-

ing been made, nor pie-crust broken. If the

old lady had gone off in an asthmatic fit, it

would have been far kinder than to drag along

a fretful existence by the side of a gay young

gallant like Dr Markham. How he will writhe

under her peevish discontent and irritating

petulance ! We pity the gentleman ; but he

sought his fate, and he can blame only his own

imprudence. It is quite time that this Journal

was discontinued. It has none of the merits of

a private undertaking, and all the disadvan-

tages of an Association organ. It is really

cruel to put a clever man to such thankless

work as the editing of this periodical, and we

do hope that the Members will yet see the

propriety of cutting short its existence.

THE DEATH OF 6IR HENRT MAR8H.

Death has laid low another honoured Mem-
ber of the Profession, smiting him suddenly in

the height of his fame and in the middle of his

work. Whilst in the act of setting out to visit

his patients at an early hour in the morning. Sir

Henry Marsh was suddenly struck with a fit of

apoplexy, and fell to the ground. He was not

immediately insensible, but was able to describe

his fall, and to point to his leg, which he had

injured. Unconsciousness, however, soon super-

vened, and he died in a few hours. Sir Henry

M.irsh enjoyed for many years the first practice

in Dublin as a Physician, and had earned the

warmest esteem both of the Profession and

the public. Thus he has fallen in harness, like

poor Todd, Bright, and Addison ; killed, per-

haps, by anxiety and over-work. He has left

a Psychological Treatise for publication : it will

be received with kindness, and read with a

melancholy interest.

HONOUR TO DR COPLAND.

We understand that certain friends of the

great medical cycloprediast propose to do him

honour by some public expression of their

admiration of his genius and labours. It is

premature this week to enter into details, the

proposal being yet in an inchoat« form ; but

we shall revert to it on another occasion. We
have no doubt that the Profession would gladly

embrace an opportunity to do honour to so

illustrious a brother.

THE CHIEF JUSTICE OF THE COURT OF

COMMON PLEAS ON THE LAW OF LUNACY.

A remarkable decision has been pronounced

by the Chief Justice of the Court of Common
Pleas, in an action for False Imprisonment,

brought by a girl called Penny, who had been
confined in the Staines Union Workhouse as

a lunatic. The plaintiff had been a maid-

servant in the household of Dr Clarke of

Staines, and was alleged to be singular in her

conduct. On one occasion she was very

violent, quarrelled with her mistress, attacked

her, and sang hymns and prayed on the

stairs. On Dr Clarke's return home, ho

deemed it proper to send her to the Work-

house, and applied to the Overseer, who

wrote an order in these terms :
" Please

receive this girl of unsound mind." After she

had been in the house about three weeks, she

was allowed to go ; the Surgeon, Mr Curtis,

expressing his belief that she was of sound

mind. Upon this point we give no opinion
;

our object being only to call attention to the

summing up of the Judge, who said :

" The defeiulaiit's plea was, that the plaintiff

was a lunatic, and was dangerous to himself and

his family. No man had a right to cause a

person to be impriboned as a lunatic unless ha
was dangerous, and required immediate confine-

ment. It was for the jury to say whether the

plaintiff was really so dangerous a person as

had been represented on behalf of the defendant,

and whether she was a lunatic at the time she

was confined. He could not see that the

evidence went to prove any dangerous lunacy.

The witnesses for the defence had no doubt
stated what took place on the 29th in a very

different manner from what the plaintiff had
stated, but from the time tlie policemen came in

there was no allegation of any conduct that

coidd be considered dangerous. The incoherent

language used by her was certainly not proof

that she was likely to be dangerous. If the jury
thought that she had been imprisoned as a

limatic without eause, they would give such

damages as they considered her entitled to, for

the degradation she had suffered. If they tliought

there were grounds for considering her a lunatic,

tlien they would find their verdict for the

defendant.

"The jury returned a verdict for the plaintiff
;

but considering that there were some gi'ouuds to

induce Dr Clarke to act as he had done, they

would not give more than 10/. damages."

If his Lordship mean, what his words appeals

to express, that no lunatic can be legally con-

fined unless he be "dangerous," then five-sixths

of the Asylums in the country should be closed,

and the Lunacy Acts have been misinterpreted

and shamefully perverted. If, on the other

hand, he mean that no person can be sent to a

Workhouse for immediate protection on the

presumption of insanity, instead of an Asylum

under a regular order, then it becomes Union

Surgeons to be exceedingly careful, or they

may unwittingly render themselves liable to

serious legal proceedings. This case should be

remembered. Our quotation is taken from the

' Observer.'

lUILIOIOCS INTOLERANCE.

We call the attention of our readers to

a well-written letter, in the next column,,

commenting in severe terms upon the re-

ligious intolerance of the Governors of the

Radcliffe Hospital at Oxford, who have re-

quired that the candidates for the office of

House-Surgeon shall be members of the

Church of England. Looking at the doc-

trinal character of that University, we are

only surprised that it was not made an addi-

tional condition that the candidates should

belongto the Puseyitish section of the Anglican

Church. The illiberality of imposing any

condition with respect to the religious creed

of a candidate for a Medical appointment

could have been practised only at the histo-

rical seat of religious intolerance. A man's
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skill as a Surgeon cannot be either enhanced

or impaired by his religious profession ;
and as

ik is our duty to confer the benefits of our

eienoe upon all men alike without reference

to class or creed, so it is unbecoming to our

Profession that every class of Practitioners but

one should be ostentatiously excluded from

office at a public institution. Supposing a

similar rule to prevail at all other Hospitals

and Dispensaries, it would be necessary that

the members of every religious denomination

gliould found a Hospital for their own poor, with

Medical Practitioners professing the same

creed to attend to them. Nothing could be

more uncharitable, unsocial, or pernicious.

RELIGIOUS INTOLERANCE,
AS EXHIBITED IN THE QUALIFICATIONS KKQUIRED

IN ELECTING THE IIOUSE-SUKUBON TO THE
EADCLirPB INTIRMAKT AT OXFOliD.

{From a Correspondent.)

In the ' Oxford Chronicle ' of the 17th Novem-

ber is an advertisement for candidates to fill the

office of House-Surgeon to the EadclifFe Infirmary,

requiring that he shall be a Member of the Church

of England, as well as a Member of the Royal

College of Surgeons and of the Society of Apothe-

caries. Does membership of the Church of

England presume that a man must have been

baptised, confirmed, and have taken the Sacra-

ment of the Lord's Supper at least four times in

the year, as commanded in the twenty-third canon,

and that he should attend the Dominical sei-vicas,

and the feasts and fasts of the Church ? It is as

well to understand what is the meaning of being

a member of the Church of England. Never

having heard that such a religious qualification

is considered necessary in any of the Metropolitan

Qr Provincial Hospitals and Infirmaries, it took

me greatly by surprise why this exception at

Oxford should be the rule of electing a Medical

Officer to the Kadclift'e Infirmary. Is a Physician

or Surgeon more or less fitted to exercise his pro-

fession because of his creed ? Is the rule founded on
monastic, corporate, geogi'aphical, or ecclesiastical

peculiarities, so that a .Surgeon who is fit to be a

House-.Suraeon in Edinburgh or Paris, is unfit at

Oxford, unless he has the double qualification of

Membership of the Church of England and the

College of Surgeons ? The rule savom's strongly of

priestcraft, of tbe old leaven of religious intolerance

and persecution. The Eoyal Colleges of Physicians

and of Surgeons of London, Edinburgh, and
Dublin, do not claim the right of exacting from
their candidates their religious creed or faith.

They proclaim that they who have passed their

medical examinations are fitted to practise .and

teach the art and science of Medicine. They do

not demand whether a candidate is a Member of

the Church of Engl.ind ; whether he assents and

consents to each and all the Thirty-nine Articles,

the doctrines of the Prayer-Book, the Homilies

and Canons, or to the Aug.sburg Confession of

Faith. Do the Governors of the Eadcliffe luiirmaiy

really believe that adhesion to the Tlurty-nine

Articles will enable the House-Surgeon to set a

limb, to extract a stone, and to do his duties to

the sick, in every respect better than if the pecu-

liarity of his metaphysics should tempt him to

doubt whether the Articles are in strict accordance

•with Scripture ?

The science of Medicine is not fettered by the

fonnularies of churches and sects,—it is the same
jmder every clime and countiy ; it owes no
allegiance to Lords Spiritual and Temporal,—to

Kin^, or Priests, or Pope ; it has for its basis

the truths of philosophicid investigation, and its

object the alleviation of hum.an sorrow, pain, and
innnnity. Any gentleman of right moral prin-
ciples, common, humanity and industry, will fulfil

the duties of his office, whether his creed is An-
gUoAD, Presbyterian, Catholic, or Indopeadent.

A few years ago the Legislature abolished the

Test and Corporation Acts ; the Catholic Emanci-
pation was carried, and, recently, the .lews ad-

mitted into Parliament ; the whole constituting a

scries of progressive enactments to establish the

great, just, and generous principle that no man
shall be prejudiced in Ids civil rights by reason

of his religious creed.

The Healing Art extends its God-like blessings

to all .alike—to the Jew and Gentile, to rich and
poor, to bond and free. Its maxim, "Homo sum,
humani nihil a me |alienimi puto;" "Tros
Tyriusve mihi, nullo discrimini agetur." The
good Samaritan did not hesitate to give lialm and
oil to the wounded man ; he did not firgt ask

whether he belonged or not to a particular sect

of the House of Israel,—whether he was Samari-

tan, Sadducee, or Pharisee. Tlie Holy Gospel

mentions no special claims as appertaining to, nor

confers miraculous gifts of healing on any favoured

disciples or sects of men, but bestows its benefits

alike to the tribes of Levi and Judah—to the

stranger within and without the gate, to the Jew
and GentUe.

If our Northern stars of the Presbyterian

Cliurch,—if the Hunters, Bells and Monros, the
Symca or Millers of Edinburgh— if Dupuytren,
Velpeau or Ricord, Scarpa or Tiedniann, and
countless others who have adorned science anil

surgery, were to offer themselves as candidates for

the House-Surgeoncy of the Radcliffo Infii'mary,

they would be rejected ! they are not orthodox in

the hallowed precincts of Oxford ! ! Did the

liberal Sultan exclude from his armies and hospi-

tals the Cliristian dogs, the Doctors of England
and France ? The Mussulman has shown a more
enlightened philosophy than the Christian of

Oxford : the Korsm was not insisted upon, though
the Thirty-nine Articles must be. Let us learn a

brilliant example fi'oin the pious benefactor, Sir

Jamese^ee Jejeeboy, who built and endowed a

hospital at Bombay for the sick poor of all nations.

He did not impose the Parsee faith on the Surgeons

of the Hospitiil. "Who succoured the stricken

and destitute Syrians ! The philanthropist Jew,

Sir Moses Montefiore, and his philanthropic co-

adjutor, the amiable and pious Quaker, Dr Hodg-
kin.

Sauntering round the new beautifiU Museum of

Natural History at Oxford, I was delighted to see

statues dedicated to the memory and honour of

the immortal men of all ages, nations, tongues,

and religions ; a W.alhalla of genius ! In a Byzan-

tine building—the primitive style of .architecture

of Christianity—.are statues erected to Hijipocrates,

the Father of Medicme ; to jViistotle, the mighty
StagjTite, the Father of Natural History ; <and to

liis disciple of a later age, the celebrated Cuvier.

Linnteus and Priestly, Davy and Dalton are there,

who have shed lustre on the kindred sciences of

Medicine, Botany, and Chemistry. There is

Leibnitz, the rival of our heaven-descended

Newton ; and there Watt and Oersted, who have
revolutioned the world by their discoveries in

steam and electricity ; and there is the persecuted

Galileo, imprisoned by cruel and ignorant priests,

because Ids celestial discoveries did not hai-mouise

with the religious dogmas of the ruling ecclesi-

astical polity of the day. Are not tliese statues
suggestive of generous emotions ? Here are il-

lustrious Pagans, Catholics, Anglicans, Presby-

terians, Unitarians, Quakers, and Independents,

brought together in the great Temple of Science.

The worshippers of an unknown god, the believers

in the ancient oracles. Christians of difl'erent

denominations are here honoured as the chosen
vessels of intellect. The Thirty-nine Articles .and

the Canons have no supremo rule in this sanctuary
of mind.
The requirements of the candidates for the

RadclifTe lufirmaiy are incompatible with the ago

we live in : such requirements ajc exploded ui

Catholic Belgium, France, and now in Italy, in

America, and Turkey ; they are unbecoming a

liberal, an enlightened, a Chj-istian country. It

is unworthy of the Governors of the Raddiffe In-

firmary to impose a religious restriction on any
Medical Officer who is otherwise fitted for the

duties of his office ; and it is earnestly hoped that

the Governors wiU rescind that obnoxious require-

mont, will conform to the more generous and just

tendencies of the times, and give that right of

religious freedom to others wmch they claim for

thcmseIv«B.

R, W., Physician to a Hospital.

Nor. 28th.

THE SPIRIT
OF THE PEEIODICALS.

(Continued from jiage 395.)

"We reproduce from the ' Dublin Hospital

Gazette ' the following Faial Case of Poisoning

by Oxalic Acid, reported by Dr M. H. Collis :

" On the 10th October, at twenty minutes to one
o'clock p.m., I was called out to Stephen Hawkin*,
a College porter, aged sixty-five, who had taken the
greater part of an ounce of oxalic acid about half an
hour previously. Hehad been found by his son vomit*
ing, and moaning, and straining on the night chair

in probably ten minutes after he took the poison.
Medical assistance was almost immediately obtained
from Mr Graham's establishment in Westmoreland
street. Large quantities of chalk mixture had bee^
given before I saw him, and, as he was rapidly sink-

ing, about eight ounces of brandy. The stomaeh>
pump was also prepared, but not used until I came,
as vomiting had been copious and repeated. When
I saw him, he was becoming rapidly insensible ; his

face and chest were deadly pale, and covered with
perspiration ; his pulse was faltering, very weak, and
soon became intermittent ; his respiration was slow
and sighing, and the vomiting had ceased. I imme-
diately poured a tumblerful of brandy down hix
throat, which for a moment revived him, and then
used the stomach-pump, and drew off some thick
chalky fluid. The above symptoms, however, W
came rapidly aggravated, and I desisted from the
use of the pump ; his pulse failed, his respiration

ceased for several seconds, and within five minutes
from my entering his room he was to all intents dead.
By drawing forward his tongue, and alternately

raising his arms to his head and depressing
them to his sides, at the same time compressing the
thorax laterally, I kept up artificial respiration for a
fewminutes. 'The heart's action had, however, ceued,
and the body became cold with great rapidity. The
mucous membr<ane of the mouth ami tongue were
pulpy and colourless, as if chemically destroyed by
the poison ; and on examining them the next day this

condition was more evident. Tlie body had then be-
oome very rigid, the muscles singularly hard, and
even the tongue felt like a board. A post-mortem
examination was not made, at the request of th6

family ; and as the cause of death was abundantly
proved, there was no excuse for insisting upon it.

"I ascertained that he had purchased two half.

ounce packets of oxalic acid at a druggist's, and that

he acknowledged to having taking them. The
envelopes were found (properly labelled) and empty.
He had mixed the acid in a small tumbler of water,

and swallowed it in so concentrated a state as mart
have required him .almost to chew it. A small quan.
tity undissolved was found in the tumbler. The
fluid he vomited was of a darkish greeu. It had
been thrown out before I saw him, as had the re-

mains of the poison ; but their nature was verifle4

by Mr Graham's assistant, to whom Hawkins spoke

before he became insensible, and to whom he con-

fessed the fact of his intention to destroy him>

self
" The only point of interest in this case, in a toii-

cological point of view, is the coaection whick

existed between the large and concentrated dose of

the poison and the rapidity of the fatal syncope.

Much less than an hour would appear to have elapsed

from the time the poison was swallowed to the ces-

sation of the heart's aotien. Copious vomiting,

and even some diarrhoea, failed to eliminate the
poison : indeed, the occurrence of diarrhcea must be
looked upon as a bad sign, showing that the poison
has passed downwards into the intestine, and that

the action of antidote or stomach-pump will coma
too late.

"When oxalic acid is taken in such large and
concentrated doses, it would appear to act not only

as a violent local irritant, but as a powerful seda-.

tive. 'The heart's action in this case ceased to ha
perceptible before respiration failed ; and to the

same sedative cause is to be attributed the sudden

and remarkable lowering of the general lempaia.

ture."

We make the following extract from the

'.Journal of Practical Medicine and Surgery,' as

containing Professor Simpson's latest views on

Dressing Wotmds;

"After glancing .at the practical questions, towards

which M. Bonnafont's attention was more especially

invited in Eduiburgh, Mr Simpson concludes witft

some remarks on vesieo-vaginal fistul;f, and the

treatment of wounds consequent on o}x-rations.

" 'This last session, I had eleven cases of vesico-

vaginal fistidae, soma of these very large, in the

hospital ward under my care. These eleven patients

were all cured in succession, by one operation each,
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ton wire being used for sutures. Now, if under
these circimisteaces primary xmiou was effected

eleven times, why should not surgeons, more expert

than I profess to be in the handling of many surgical

instruments, close their amputation and other

wounds by the first intention also ? I am mclined to

tliink that the gi-eat reason why they do not effect

this, and thus cnre their eases in days instead of

weeks, is simply the presence of setons and ligatures

in the depths of their wounds, and the use of dress-

ings. I am satisfied that almost all, if not all wounds
would heal far more rapidly without any di'essings

whatever, with nothing but metallic sutures in their

lips, and no bandages, compresses or local medica-

tion, not even cold water—for water dissolves the

crusts which Nature labours to form, and undoes
what she is attempting to do. I have seen this in

amputations most convincingly. The breath of a

pair of bellows cools a wound, when necessary, far

more effectuallv than any lotion, or wet or greasy
application. ?3o dressing was used in any one of my
eleven cases of vesicovaginal fistula ; had any been
resorted to, I should hare failed in one or more of

these operations.
" ' I therefore used no kind of apparatus, but

merely jared and revivifieil carefully tlie lijis of the

fistula, brought the edges together with slender iron

wire, (I never used silver,) and usually removed the
ligatures on tlie tenth day. A flexible pewter cathe-

ter was left in the bladder for the first eleven or
twelve days, changing it daily. By thia very oiiiiple

method, I had the good fortune to cure eleven cases

of fistida, some of which were very large, in the

course of one session.'
" Mr Simpson, however, remarks that from this

sweeping proscription of topical remedies, and dress-

ings in general, he excepts carbonic acid. Our
readers are aware that, souie five years ago, Mr Simp-
son published, in his ' Obstetric Jlenioirs and Contri-

butions,' a paper on Carbonic Acid Gas, and its appli-

cations to surgical practice. What then was a mere
suggestion has since become a practical fact, and w-e

recently described the benefits derivable from this

agent as an analgetic and cicatrizer."

We extract the following article on Geiteral

Parajjfsis from the same journal ;

"The study cf the manifestations of incipient

tatanHy is highly interesting, inasmuch as it is

chiefly at thiii stage that mental tlisease may jxis-

ftibly derive benefit from medical interposition. In
a medico-legal point of view it is equally important
to ascertain whctlier certain censurable acts are the
result of a morbid perversion of the cerebral func-
tions, or belong to the class of punishable crimes or

TOLSflemeanours. Medical pathology still jiresents

much uncertainty ; and when praiseworthy efforts are
li: ' ' • men to throw some little light on

t, it is a duty to lose no time in
n: ntion to their researL'hes.

' \\ vefore, notice here the work which
Dr ¥ w, the eminent British specialist,

puiili ii... 1. 11^ M.ii in London, 'On Diseases of the
Mail and Brain,' and also three communications for-

warded to the Aca<lemy of Sciences on general jMira-

lysis, by Messrs Baillarger, Billod, and Brierre de
Boi.^niont.
" General paralysis is one of the most common and

unforgiving diseases of the brain. It attacks men
in the prime of life, and carripfl them to a premature
p! ' "

•' " I'/es of the
f: the com-

)
'

, ly happens
tiiui liie synipl(jins by which it jh ushered in escape
notii e. It is, therefore, allimimrtant to distinguish
such symptoms, and among them M. Baillarger indi-

cates, as (UMwnriug of Attention, hypoohuDdnao deii-

rium.
" Paralytic hypochondriacs, says the learned phy-

sician of La Salptcriore, believe that their organs
have been changed, destroyed, or entirely obstructed.

Thi y nsscrt, for instance, that they have no mouth,
ntj-! •iiif'n, or bloofl

; or that their fauces are closed,

till • full, &c. Some are under the

imi : i ir food esc«i«s by unusual jwis-

sayi:-, ^ iider their skin or their clothes

;

others assert that they cannot open their mouths or

eyes, that they can neither swallow nor pass water,

and home protest that they are dead, and obstinately

rilu-.- to take any nutriment. M. Baillarger having
found this form of delirium very common among
priHilyti' u'llj. I I-: iifllicted with melancholic mania,
iiitiiiilly v.:i\. h.<l with care the same kind of deli-

riuiji v-ii' II It ." 1 irred in persons who presented no
svinj't -111, 'if ;:'ii>ral paralysis, and he nas observed
tnat iii.iiiy s':' h pf-rsons were subsequently attacked
with \:*-]i''r:^\ [:Mi!'.-i-. Without, however, consi-

dering; th; I : ti' II y consequence, M. Baillarger
s-5..vt^ ti. ,t ii.ii'lriac delirium is a serious jirc-

1 ure occurrence of general paraly-

elemcnt to the prognosis of the
fii-n- <;.

" 'It tnnst, of cmirse, ajijiear strange,' says M.
Baillai^er, 'that a peculiar fonn of deliriumshould be
an indication of future disorganisation of the brain

;

but, as far as general paralysis is concerned, this is the
second fact susceptible of the same interpretation.
Bayle's interesting and valuable researches have
made it abundantly plain that delusions marked by
much elation, or the manie des grandeurs, are in

many instances the premonitory sign of paralytic
dementia. Upwards of thirty years ago, an emi-
nent author recorded his opinion that this variety of
delirium is especially noteworthy, inasmuch as it

may often allow the practitioner to foretell several
months beforehand the occurrence of general para-
lysis. Tlie fact has now been placed beyond doubt
by numberless instances; audit it is really the case
that the delusion of fancied supcreminence is of such
great prognostic value in monomania, why should
not the same be triie also of the hypochondi'iac deli-

rium of melancholies ?'

" At a subsequent meeting, M. Billod, chief phy-
sician of the Asylum of Saiute-Gemmes-sur-Loire,
assented to M. Baillarger's assertions, but gave them
more general scope. Thus he endeavoured to show
that M. Baillarger's remarks on hj-pochomlriac deli-

rium as a forerunner or a pathognomonic of general
paralysis are equally applicable to all forms of melan-
cholic delusion, whatever their nature —for instance,

to fancied persecution— and that the important fact

adduced by the Professor of La Salpetriere refers

more to the variety of melancholia attended with
stupor, than to the peculiar nature of the delusions

by which it is accompanied.
'
" M. Billod related, as an illustration, the case of

a captain of infantry, on half-pay, who died in 1855,
from the progress of general paralysis, and who, ten

or twelve years before, bad l-»een tormented by ima-
ginary persecution, and the fear of being poisoned.

""The imtient, fancying himself to be surrounuwd
by anned enemies who had a design on his life, at

first displayed a disposition to violence ; and then,
imagining himself threatened with the most cruel

tortures, ne attempted to commit suicide. This
state of excitement was followed by stupor ; the
action of the tongue became embarrassed, and de-
mentia set in with the signs of general paralysis.

At no period of his life was this individual subject to

hyixjchoudriac preoccujiations.
" M. Billod agrees with M. Baillarger and most

authors, that general paralysis may be characterised

as well by melancholy and depression, as by elation

with large delusions ; and he has even found both
forms of mental aberration combining in the same
subject to induce a mixed mental condition, in which

-

notions of ideal wealth and grandeur were associated

with the chimerical dread of persecution. This gen-

tleman, in the course of the last six years, has twice

had the opiwrtuuity of directing the attention of his

assistants to cases of general paralysis, in which the

patients, while l>elieving tliemselves to be possessed

of untold wealth, fancied at the same time that they
were surrounded by enemies desirous of despoiling

them. In other instances, the demented are im-
jjpesscd with the notion.that their large possessions

and high position excite in all directions envy and
jealousy, whence arise many imaginary annoyances,
and the chimerical fear of the darkest conspiraoies

for the destruction of their happiness.

"M. Brieri'e de Boismont has sought for the first

indications of general paralysis in the perversion of

the moral and affective faculties. Of all moral per-

versions, that which has especially struck M. Brierre

de Boismont is kleptomania ; in the second place, he
considers as highly suggestive the j)eri>etration of

hamefully licentious acts, in contrast with pre-
viously correct habits of life. M. Brierre de Bois-

mont relates the following instance, which appears to

us interesting

:

"' A merchant," said be, """" ''""''""'' "-''b

a prosecution for fraudulent i

in my asylum, for what wa.s i

insanity. His friends infonnea aic liiat >f\i-r:'.l

mouths before he had been observed frequently to

leave his house in a mysterioiis manner, antl without
any apparent ol)jcct ; that he harl lieen watched, and
that he was found to be in the habit of repairing to

infamous houses— a thing entirely foreign to his
principles and former decorous mode of life. For
eighteen months the patient remained imder my
care, and I examined him several times to form a
(orrect estimate of his mental condition ; but he
preserved a strange sort of silence, which batfled

inipiiry. When much pressed with questions, he
would merely reply, 'I have acted as people gene-
rally do in business ; all will be explained ah<l

justified.' One morning, however, as I was visiting

the wards, he carae up to me smiling, and, with a
marked stammer, requested the loan oifour vdllions.

From this time the progress of general paralysis

became very rapid, ami two months after the poor
man died in the most advanced stage of paralytic

fatuity."

New Magistrate ron CnESHiBE.—Alfred
Aspland, Esq., M.R.C.S., Dukinfield, has been mmle
a magistrate for the county of Cliester ; so that

Dukinfield will nam have a local and resident magis-
trate.

GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE.

SPECIAL HOSPITALS.
To the Editor of the Medical Circular.

SiB,—I am directed by the Special Hospital
Protest Committee to request a gratuitous
insertion of the enclosed irapoltaut Professional

document in your Journal.

I am, &c. W. H. FloMtek, Hon. Sec.

32 Queen Anne street,

London, W.

"We, tlie undersigned, are of opinion that

much detriment to the public and to the Medical
Profession arises from the modern practice of

opening small Institutions, under the name of

Hospitals, for particular forms of disease, in Ike

treatment of which no other mamagement, applinmec,

or attxntimi is required, than is alnjady supplied

in the existing General Hospitals.

"The practice is injuriou.s, First, because in

the maintenance of numerotis small establishments

the funds designed for the direct relief of the

sick poor are wa.ste<l in the useless multiplication

of expensive buildings, salaries, and Hospital

appliances, and in the custom of constantly
advertising to attract public attention.

"Secondly, because the public is led to be-
lieve that particular classes of disease can bo
more successfully treated in the small special

Institutions than in the General Hospitals ; an
assumption directly contrary to evidence, the
fact being that the resources of tho General
Hospitals are in every respect superior to those of

the special Institutions alluded to.

"Tliirdly, because it is essential for the
interests of the public, with a view to the efficient

education of Students preparing themselves for

the practice of the Medical Profession, that all

forms of disease should, as far as possible, bo
collected in the General Hospitals to which
Medical Schools arc attached.

"As an example that tho e\-il referred to is

increasing, we regret to observe that an attempt is

being made to set on foot a Special Hospital for

the treatment of Stone and Diseases of tfie

Urinary Organs. We desire to express our
opinion that such an Institution is especially

unnecessary : the existing General Hospitals

provide ample accommodation for the treatment
of all these maladies ; no case is ever rcftised

admission info them ; there are no diseases which
receive more care, attention, and skilful manage-
ment ; and there ar« no men in this or any
other country who have greater experience in

treating them than tho Surgeons of our General

Hospitals."

Signed by

—

Sir Bekjamin r. Bkodie, Bart., President

of the Koyal Society.

Joseph H. Gree.v, F.R.S., President of the
Medical Council.

Thos. Mayo, M.D., F.E.S., President of the
Koyal College of Physicians.

J. F.' South, President of the Koyal College
of Surgeons.

Sir J. Liddeu, M.D., C.B., F.R.S., Di-
rector-General Navy Med. Department.

J. I?. Gibson, M.D,, C.B., Director-General
Army Medical Department.

And 504 other Practitioners, London and Pro-
vincial.

THE VACCINATION FEE.
To llw Editor of the Medical Circular.

Sill,— By an Act of Parliament jiassed a short
time since, we are informed, that for the future,
before the Jlcdical Student can be fully qualified
to practise, he must obtain a Certificate to perform
the very awful operation of Vaccination from ono
of the Public A'^accinators, on the payment of ono
guinea. AVIiy this additional tax on the often
slender resources of the Medical Student ?—is not
tho llcgistration fee sulliciont ? It will be higUy
inexcusable if the Medical Students of England
do not rise to a man, aud, with united cITort,

boldly and calmly oppose this iuiciuitous tax.

They have done well in tho pa.st agitations for

right ; let them show that an Engli.sh spirit of

justice still burns within their bosoms.
I am, &c. Charing Cross.

(The foregoing letter calls attention to a subject

of great interest to Students. We subjoin a copy
of a Memorial that has been agi-eed to by tno

Students of MancJiester, aud tlmt might be ad-
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Viintageously adopted by the Students of tlie

other Provincial and Metropolitan Schools.)

(Copy.)

To tJu: Council of the Royal College of Sure/cons of

Eiu/land.

We, the undersigned, Students of the Man-

chester Eoyal School of Medicine and Surgeiy,

beg to call the attention of the CoiuicU of the

CoUege of Surgeons to the injustice which we
labour- under, owing to the regulation concerning

vaccination issued by the CouncU in August last.

By this regulation all who present themselves

at the examination for the diploma of the College

are required to possess a certificate of proficiency

in vaccination. This certificate can only be ob-

tained by attendance for six weeks at an educa-

tional vaccination establishment, which in Man-
chester is situate at a considerable distance from

the hosiiital. In addition to the time spent in

this attendance, all students are obliged to pay an

extra fee for the certificate, au exjjense which,

since the regulation is made retrospective, those

who commenced their professional education pre-

viously to the present session by no moans anti-

cipated.

We beg to submit to the consideration of the

Council, that by far the greater proportion of us

have already been instracted in the theory and

practice of vaccination by the surgeons with wiiom

we have been resident, many of us throughout a

period of several years, and that these surgeons,

both from then- general professional education and

from the number of vaccinations they have

annually to perform, may be considered fully

qualified to give tliis instruction. The student

who has for years been constantly engaged in the

practice of vaccination under the superintendence

of such a surgeon, can hardly be expected to

derive much benefit from six weeks' teaching by

the Educational Vaccinator.

The only advantage which this regulation

affords to those who obtain the diploma of the

College is, that they are thereby rendered eligible

as Poor-law Medical Officers and as contractors

for vaccination ; but as, with the present scale of

remuneration, few of us are likely to become can-

didates for such appointments, we beg to submit

to the Council that it is unjust for all to be

obliged to spend time and money in obtaining

tills certificate.

Your memorialists, therefore, pray either that

the regulation in question may be rescinded, or

that a certificate of proficiency in vaccination

from a duly-qualified surgeon may be recognised

by the Council, as is the case with the certificate

of practical midwifery.

And your Memorialists wQl ever pray, &c.

(Signed.)

POOR-LAW MEDICAL REFORM.

To the Editor of the Medical Circular.

SiK,— Permit me to trespass on the pages of

your Journal to lay before the Poor-law Medical

Officers the following correspondence, which
proves that the Poor-law Board are detcmiined

to contmue in their present course, and oppose all

redi'ess of the grievances of the Medical Officers.

Under these circumstances it must rest with the

Profession whether I am to continue the course I

have hitherto pursued, and endeavour to cany our

BUI through Parliament, or let things remain as

they are. I am willing to go on ; but unless I

am supplied with the sinews of war, my personal

efforts will be of little avail. Since the issue of the

last pamphlet, I have received only HI. 15s. 6d.,

whereas the cost for the stamps alone expended

on that occasion was upwards of 131., and the

printing and other expenses amount to about

iOl. more. I have materials ready for another

pamphlet, collated principally from the reports of

the Poor-law Board, which will prove the neces-

sity for the proposed change ; this I am desirous

to send to each Member of Parliament, but the

printing, &c., will cost at least 50?. What is

100/., orevenSOOZ., among 3,000 Medical men,
in comparison with the prospect before them of

obtaining upwards of one liundred thousand
pounds per annum ?

The Poor-law Board, in their letter, say, " that

the Consolidated Order of 1847 has received the

approval of a Select Committee of the House of

Commons, expressly appointed to inquire into its

operation and results." On referring to the
Keport I find the following ;— "The Select Com-
mittee appointed to inquire into the mode in

which Medical Relief is now administered in the

different Unions in England and Wales, and to

ascertain whether any additional facilities might

be afforded the poor in obtaining Medical aid."

In the above there is not one word about the

Consolidated. Order of 18i7, let alone the Com-
mittee being expressly appointed, &c., &c.

In the first resolution of that Committee is the

following:— "That no sufficient evidence has been

adduced before your Committee to justify their

recommendation of an entire change in the present

system of Medical Relief as administered under

the Consolidated Order of 1847, by means of

which the poor have derived greater facilities in

obtaining Medical aid than they were enabled

to do previous to its promulgation." The Poor-

law Board have chosen to view the above as an

approval of their Order, but I think your readers

will look upon it as almost the reverse, and I have

little doubt had the evidence we now possess been

laid before the Committee that they would un-

hesitatingly have recommended a remodelling of

the present system.

In the last session of Parliament, Lord Palmers-

ton promised the House that a Committee should

be appointed to inquire into the admuiistration of

the Poor-law Board : I trust that Committee will

be a searching one, and that Medical men w^U
prepare themselves to lay evidence before it ; and
I feel sure, if all other branches of the Board are

conducted in the same manner as the Medical

department, that a material change in the con-

stitution of the Board will be recommended.
I am, &c., RioHAKD Griffin.

12 Royal terrace, Weymouth,
December 3, 1860.

Copies of Lettf.p.s.

12 Royal terrace, Wej-mouth,
October 31, 1860.

My Lords and Gentlemeii,—I liave the honour

to forward you three copies of a Draft Act of

Parliament on Poor-law Medical Relief. I trust

the Bill is drawn in such a way as to meet the

views of your Honourable Board ; sliould, how-

ever, this not be the case, I shall feel obliged by
your pointing out what you desire on the subject,

as I feel sure the Medical Officers will yield on

many points in order to obtain your support and

place the whole affair on an equitable basis.

I am, &c., RicuAiiD Griffin.

The Poor-law Board.

Poor-law Board, Whitehall, S.W.,
November 19, 1860.

Sir,—I am directed by the Poor-law Board to

state, that they have carefully perased the draft

which you have prei^ared, and have submitted to

them, of an " Act of Parliament for the Proposed

Redress of the Grievances of the Poor-law

Medical Officers." The Board, after full con-

sideration of all the provisions of the proposed

measure, regi-et to inform you that it is not one to

which they are able to give their support.

I am, &c., C. Gilpin, Secretary.

R. Griffin, Esq., J. P.

12 Royal terrace, Weymouth,
November 22, 1860.

My Lords and Gentlemen,—I have the honour
to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the

19th inst., in which you state, "The Board, after

fuU consideration of all the prorisions of the pi-o-

posed measure, regi-et to inform you that it is not

one to which they are able to give their support."

May I ask the favour of your informing me the

principal points of the Bill to which you object?

The main feature of the Bill is the pajTiient of the

Medical Officers in pro])ortion to the number of

cases they attend, and the distance they have to

travel,—do you object to this ? If so, what other

mode would you suggest ?

The next point is the amount of pajTnent pro-

posed,—do you object to this ?

The qualifications of the Medical Officers, and

the extra Medical fees to which they are to be

entitled, are proposed to be left for arrangement

to your Honourable Board, in conjunction with

that of the Medical Council,—do you object to

this ?

In a former letter I stated that the Poor-law

Medical Officers were willhig to concede much in

order to secure the supjiort of your Honourable

Board ; with this spirit on their part I respectfully

trust you will not keep them at arm's length, but

will endeavour to mejt their views, and place

this much-vexed question on an equitable basis.

Possibly you would prefer to bring in a Bill as a

Government measure, and thus carry out the

views of the Right Hon. T. Sotheron Estcourt,

who stated to the deputation of Poor-law Medical
Officers as follows:

—"The matter ought not to

continue in its present state ; and if I continue in

office, I shall use thebest means in my power to

put this question on a better footing, and make
such arrangements as will be satisfactory both to

you and to the public."

I have the honour, &c..

The Poor-law Board. Richard Gkiffls.

Extract from the Report for Dec, 1839, p. 249.

Colonel Wade writes, " I do consider it ex-

ceedingly desirable that the experience obtained

during the last four years of the various systems

which have been in oiJeration for affording Medieal

Relief should, with as little delay as po.ssible, be

applied towards establishing, not in this district

only, but throughout the kingdom, unifonnity of

plan, unifoi-mity of piinciple in respect of the

amount of remuneration. The plan to which I

give a decided preference is that of a 'pauper Ust,'

combined with the ' per case ' pro\-isiou for casual

sick. Medical Relief is in its nature and con-

soquences—in fact, in every point of view, one

only excepted—unlike all other kinds of relief.

It is ti-ue that, like any other kind of relief^ it is

injiuious to the independence of the receiver ; but
it does not, like all others, in addition to this,

tend to create again tlie destitution it relieves.

Many will be poor again because they have fomid

an easy access to relief ; but no man will be sick

again because he has, without difficulty, obtained

the aid of the doctor."

Poor-law Boai-d, AVhitehaU, S.W.
December 1, 1860.

Sir,—I am directed by the Poor-law Board to

acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the

22nd ult. on the subject of the draft of the Bill

which }'0u have prepared for the "Proposed
Redress of the Grievances of the Poor-law Medical

Officers."

Tlie Boai-d, in reply, dii-ect me to state that

they have already informed }-ou, in theu' letter of

the 19th ult., that they could not consent to the

provisions of your BOl.

The Board direct me to add that, in their

opinion, no sufficient reasons have been adduced

to justify a departure from the general principles

of Medical Relief as administered under the Con-

solidated Older of July 24, 1847, and which has

received the approval of a Select Committee of

the House of Commons expressly appointed to

incjuire into its operation and rcsTilts. Under
such circumstances, the Board do not consider

that any advantage can result from diseus.sing the

provisions of the Bill which you have submitted

to them. I am, &c.,

W. G. LuMLET, Assistant-Secretary.

R. Griffm, Esq., J.P.,

12 Royal terrace, We)-mouth. ^^^^
Zoological Gardens.—A young male examjJe

of a very scarce and little-known animal of me
swine family— the Babirussa—has just been

received by the Zoological Society, and is now
placed in their ganlcus iu the P>egent's Park.

The adult babirussa is remarkable for the extraor-

dinary development of liis tusks, which turn

upwards and backwards, and fonn a semicircle

nearly meeting the jaws again. The wliole con-

tour of the animal is also very different from that of

the true pig. The babirussa is a native of the island

of Celebes, in the Indian Archipelago, and

obtained its name from the extraordinary idea of

the Malays that it originates in a cross between a

pig {baba) and a deer (ritssa). The present is

believed to be the second individual that has been

brought to Europe alive, a previous specimen,

obtained by Sir Edward Belcher durhig one of his

exploring voyages, having lived for a few weeks

in the Society's gardens in 1841.

An Astro-Meteorological Society is annonnced

by a Mr White, of Camberwell, with the avowed

object of instituting a rigid investigation of the

weather and its changes, on which such vast in-

terests depend, with a view to draw confident in-

ferences as to futiii-e storms, &c. Since a British

Meteorological Society already exists which aids and

countenances such Investigations, and includes all

tlie men of eniiuence in this department of science,

the new society, so announced, must be regarded

with doubt until further names and particulars are

pubUshed.
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HOSPITAL REPORTS.

KIIfG'S COLLEGE HOSPITAL.
Dec. 1st.—Lithotomy—New Mode of Ope-
ratixg.^Mr Wood. Lithotritt—Staphy-
LORAPHV.

—

Mr Fergusson.
Lithotomy.

In the aim and object to relieve human suffer-

iug inflicted by the presence of stone in the

bladder, ingenuity and invention seem inexhausti-

ble, and to have no present termination. It is

true, the lapse of 200 years of surgical expe-
rience and practice of innumerable fresh modes
of reaching the bladder for the removal of cal-

culi have brought the practice of lithotomy
within narrow and simple limits in our time.

We have at length settled down to two modes of

performing lithotomy. If the lateral operation
aid not possess the intrinsic merits and decided
advantages of safety, expedition, facility, and
success, it would not be upheld by its claim to
antiquity, nor by its surgical traditions, which carry

us back to the earliest history of the science. The
median operation, although a revival, has claims
especiidly its own. From the successful results
attending this operation, and its simplicity, the

claimii of the median operation will, no doubt,

always be acknowledged ; and the rivalry of the

median and lateral operations for lithotomy will

have their several advocates, and give their

several triumphs. No doubt, the origin of the

lateral operation may be traced to the distance

and depth of the parts to be reached by section, and
the limited space of the ])erina;um through which
to obtain a safe route from the surface to the
bladder. It is eflected by a cutting operation

through the perinseum externally until the bladder

is reached at its neck. The median admits of a
more limited space, since the knife is not wholly
depended upon in its performance. Moreover, tlicre

does not prevail any objection amongst the

advocates of the median operation, if umivoidable,

as is often the case, to division of the rectum,
and also of the levator ani ; which objections, no
doubt, influence a preference to the lateral o)>era-

tion amongst its advocates. The median opera-

tion is divided into two distinct stages, and two
distinct operative actions ; the first stage bi ing
effected by incision, and the second by dilatation

or rupture. This necessarily implies a slow ope-

ration, which is no objection under the influence

of chloroform ; and the bulb of the urethra is often

wounded. Mr Fergusson, who may perhaps be con-

sidered the most successful operator for lithotomy
of the present day, prefers, and always per-

forms, the lateral operation. In making a few
observations u[>on tho operation for lithotrity to-

day, which we shall presently record, he stated
that he did not consider there was more danger
attending the operation for lithotomy than for

lithotrity, and that death rarely resulted in the
present day from the first operation. This fact was
the more worthy of regard, since lithotomy was
truly an operation in the dark. After the first

superficial section, all was done out of sight.

Tlie empire of vision was relinquished, or, to
sneak more i?orrectIy, became unavailable', and the

tile sense assumed ita place. When such a
iidition of things occurs, it is not surprising

it new expedients are resorted to, and invention

jU the rack. Surgery gives no parallel instance

lA an oiieration performed in obscurity, except its

sister opcnition lithotrity. The subject in hand
has induced tliose remarks. We regret we were

t early enough to witness Mr Wowl's new ope-
.'ion, or to hear only a few words of his expla-

nation upon the occasion. We regret this the

more, since his lucid explanations, assisted by dia-

grams, prove highly instructive. It being the

first operation of the kind upon the living .subject,

wo shall have other opportunities of witnes.sing

merits. The novelty was the u.se of a new
;runieut, which Mr Wood designates tho
Diluting Staff." We understood him to say

that the external inci.sion, made in a semi-lunar
form to ;;niu room on the left side of the peri-

neum, bciii;,' conducted into the groove of this

dilating stalf as far as the prostate, the finger is

then thrust between its blades, which dilate the
prostate, and thus reaches the bladder. We
shall have more to say on this subject on a future
occasion.

Lithotrity.
This patient, a mi<i(lle-aged man, was placed

under
iiat

administration of chloroform. After

removing several fragments of stone, Mr Fergus-
sou made a few remarks upon the comparative
merits of lithotomy and lithotrity, and upon the
administration of chloroform during the operation
of lithotrity. He spoke of the instruments used.

The lithotritcs, of which he showed three difierent

sizes, he said he had used many years. They
were smaller in size than the lithotrite usually

adopted. With his new instrument, armed with
a rack instead of the screw, the lithotrite scoop,

he brought away a considerable fragment, amongst
several smaller ones. He said the operation was
attended with various results, depending upon
the state of health or disease of the patient, upon
the quiescence or irritability of the bladder and
urethra. Some bore the operation of lithotrity

much better than others ; but in all, great irrita-

tion, and sometimes inflammation, was induced,

attended with alarming symptoms. Tho immu-
nity from danger attendant upon lithotrity, he
did not consider to be greater than upon litho-

tomy. The process was tedious, and required a

frequent repetition of the lithotrite, the irritation

augmenting upon each application, and the
patient's sufferings were frequently very great.

Some Surgeons, Air Fergossou aoid, ilo not admi-
nister chloroform during lithotrity, as it jirevents

the patient giving notice, by " shouting out," if

other soft parts are included in the lithotrite, in

pl.ice of the stone. He said, he would advise

those who have not confidence that they can dis

criminate the difference between a hard stone, and
the soft membranes or follicles of the bladder,

when within the grasp of the lithotrite, not to

attempt to perform the operation of lithotrity. It

was pleasing to witness the facility and precision

with which these lithotritcs were managed, and
the successful results.

STAPirYLOBAPHY.
This patient, a young woman eighteen years

of age, suffered under groat deformity from cleft

palate. She had at some early period been ope-

rated upon for hare-lip. The fortitude she dis-

played tinder a prolonged .and neces.sarily tedious

operation was remarkable. It was a complicated
case ; the cleft, extending through tho soft and
hard palate, required careful and painstaking

management. The siwculum used by Mr Fergus-

son on this occasion seemed to be a very superior

instrument for the purpose. He alluded to the

usual difficulties of tho operation, which, he re-

marked, in the present case had been greatly

alleviated by the nerve and confidence of the

patient, without which it would have been almost
impossible to have accomplished it on so dark a

day, when light was so essential to the proceedings.

He adopted on this occasion a dilferent instrument
to carry tho ligature, to what he had on former oc-

casions used. He carried, by a bended, retrovertcd

hook, the ligature from behind forwards, instead

of before backwards, which he considered to be

an advantage. Mr Fergusson observed that the
bystanders could see but little of the process of

this operation. It would appear to them a tedious,

boggling, and stitching affair, and it certainly

required much patience ; but he had no doubt
the result would speak favourably for the trouble

taken, and give a satisfactory cure.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE HOSPITAL.
Dec. 5tu.—Caries axd Necrosis of Taiwal
AUTICl'LATION—LaROE ABSCESS IN Gl.i:TEAI.

Region—Exploratory Opening.—Mr Erich-
,SEN.

CARIE.S OF Ankle-joint.
This patient, a young man about eighteen

years of age, had suffered from disease of the

tarsal articulation for many years. Under the

influence of chloroform, Mr Erichsen made an
incision through sinuses into the joint, and found
extensive disease, implicating the os calcis, cu-

boidal an<l astragalus bones, and gouged away a

considerable quantity of caries and necrosed bone.

In allu.siou to a similar case which he had ope-

rated upon a fortnight ago, he said that patient

had left the hospital cnred. This case presented

more extensive mischief Mr Erichsen remarked
that it was a very important point to preserve tho

external shell of the os calcis. If that was in-

vaded by disease, or removed, a flat and awk-
ward foot, with lamenes,s, was the consequence.

The whole interior structure of the os calcis may
be gouged away, as in the ca.se referred to, with
little or no mischief or lameness resulting. The
cavitv becomes filled up with fibro-plastic or fibro-

cellular growth, which in time assumes a consi-

derable degree of hardness and firmness, suflicient

to sustain any required pressure. In short, a bony
deposit will ultimately on many occasions take

place, and thus a useful limb is obtained.

Abscess in Gluteal Region.
This patient, a boy about fourteen years of age,

was admitted into hospital this morning, and Mr
Erichsen had made no careful examination at pre-

sent. Under chloroform, upon introducing a bis-

toury through the jiosterior aspect ofthe hip-joint, it

was followed by the discharge of full three pints

of a greenish-yellow matter. The opening was
sufficiently large to admit the forefinger being

freely passed down into the hip-joint, which
under chloroform could be carefully explored and
examined. Mr Erichsen could discover no rough-

ness or other indication of diseased bone. He
said these abscesses were almost always attended

with diseased hip-joint. He referred to the case

of a boy which we reported a short time back,

upon whom he opened a large abscess on the

anterior aspect of the thigh, in which disease of

tho acetabulum and hip-joint existed. That case

was so worn out by disease that there existed no
power of reparation in the system, and he recom-

mended his removal from the hospital to await

the inevitable result. He had heard this day
from his mother that the boy was fast sinking.

Mr Erichsen thought the present case would
recover upon administration of tonics and gene-

rous diet.

An interesting case of fracture of the cranium,

with extensive depression of the bone, had been

admitted into hospital a few days back. Mr
Erichsen, in alluJing to it, took occasion to make
some valuable surgical observations upon fractures

of the cranium. The patient, an engineer, had
received a blow on the side of the head from the

crank of an engine, without lesion of the scalp,

and was brouglit to the hospital. He laboured

under no stupefaction or coma, and was con-

scious. There existed considerable irritability,

and he talked loud. The blow was received on
the parietal bone of the right side, and the fracture

was traced by the finger over the scalp to extend
to the posterior part of the parietal, perhaps

over a portion of the occipital and temporal,

and anteriorly to a portion of tho frontal bones.

The depression was formed by the inferior portion

of the parietal bone, the sniierior overlapping it.

As no urgent symptoms were present, low diet,

quiet, and the application of ice-bags to the head
was the plan of treatment practised. The seat of

injury was very sensible and irritable to touch.

On admission, this case presented no swelling or

tumefaction of the eyelid ; but iu a few days the

upper eyelid became considerably swelled and
ectliymosed. Mr Erichsen attributed this to a

continuation of tho fracture through the orbit

to the base of tlic skull, perhaps passing through

the ethmoidal bone, and a rupture of blood-

vessels, thus causing tho extravasation and infil-

tration. In reference to the operation of trephin-

ing, Mr Erichsen observed that the old surgical

axiom of trephining in depression was no longer

an axiom. The operation in all cases was to bo

determined by the symi>toms present, and not by
any other stereotyped surgical rule. If there ex-

isted stupefaction, coma aud uuconsciousuess, de-

noting pressure of bone, or extravasated blood upon

'

the surface of the brain, the trephine in that case

was indicated, and should bo applied, and the pres-

sure thus removed. As in this case, when no such
.sj-mptoms were present, a waiting treatment was
best . In this case, in a day or two after admission

considerable tumefaction occurred in the seat of

the injury, so as to induce a suspicion of tho rap-

ture of a branch of the temporal artery externally,

or of the meningeal internally. To relieve this

state of things, a figure of T incision was made
through tlic scalp to allow of escape of this

accumulation of blood. The flaps were dissected

back, and it was ascertained to proceed from a

meningeal vessel. In doing tins, an escape of air-

bubbles occurred, which Sir Erichsen attributed

to the fracture extending to the tympanum, and a

communication with the Eustachian tube being

established. This iiatient is now becoming tran-

quil, and is progressing favourably and rapidly.

Mr Erichsen elucidated further the consequences

and progress of fracture of tho cranium, and of

the influences by whicli they are governed. Ho
said, the man who obtained his living by the
" sweat of his brow " had a much betterchance of

recovery than he who lived by the sweat of his

brain. A soldier or a day-labourer, whose brains
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ircre idle and never worked, would recover, when
a niau striving for honours at Cambridge would

have a poor chuuce, and would most likely sink

under fiacuire of the skull.

OUR NOTE BOOK.

ON THE DIMINUTION OF GOUT IN THE
PRESENT AGE:

A MEMOIK OF I'ATHiJLOGICAL HISTOKy.
ByDrA. CuKiiaui, I'rofessor of Pathologj' in the

Royal Uuivuibity of Modena.
The title of this ])anijihlet at first considerably

surprised us, as we had not at all renuirkod that
during late years gout had assumed a retrograde
course, or had, indeed, become less virulent in its

attacks ; but wo had not jiroceeded very far, wheu
we discovered that the talented Pi'ofessor of the
University of Modena was di'awing comparisons
between ancient and pnsent times, and not be-

tween less distant jieriods of more modern days.

The best way we can couvey to our readers a
correct idea of this interesting pamphlet will be
by giving ample extracts from it, which we shall

endeavour to do in as nearly the Author's wortls

as the diti'erence of idiom will permit.

Taking it for granted tliat gout is now a much
less commou disease tlian it was at the commence-
ment of the Christian era, and during the dark
ages of the Lower Empire, tlie Author commences
by saying, in the lir&t page of his memoir

:

— "Ancient diseases pass away, wliile new
oaes take their place ; niikl ones become severe,

while deadly foiuis of illness assume a uuldor

character ; sporadic diseases become diffused
;

epidemics become circumscribed ; and that because
either in man himself, or in his outward condi-

tion and relations, such changes take place, or

sucli new combinations, that the older pathological

states either change in character or disappear

altogether."

Nothing ti'uer. Disease not only changes its

character, but sometimes disappears altogether.

Wheie is now the plague which iu the middle of

the fourteenth and seventeenth centuries desolated

the fairest portion of Em'ope ? What has become
of that .syphilis which, in 1496, decimated the

armies of Charles Vlll. at Naples? We can-

not recognise it in that disease which still con-
tinues to be a source of so much suffering in the
present day. What has become of that dire

sweating sickness which desolated Great Britain
in 1485 ? They have passed away, and now typos
of disease have tidien their j>lace. Even in our
own days wo have seen a perfect change come
over the nature of disease. Where aj-e now the
fevers that used to be cured by bleeding and low
diet ? And even pneumonia, which, a few years
ago, was the most sthenic of sthenic affections, is

now so altered in its character, that rarely, if ever,

even in the largest practice, does one meet with
cases requiring depletion.

At page 6, the Author quotes largely from the
' Ti'agopodraga'—a celebrated comic poem, written
by one Lucian, about the year 120 of our era,

who seems, fi'oni liis vivid description of the dis-

ease, to have been hiiu.self a victim of gout.
" Neither did the Jews escape this affliction,

"

says the Author ;
" and Alexandria, Athen.s, and

Rome, the three greatest and wealtliiest cities of

the world, suffered beyond description from its

visitation. Ptolemy Piiiladelphos was a martyr
to gout ; and Celius Aurelianus says that gout
was endemic iu the capital of Egj'pt, which must
surely have been the case, if even the labourers
sufl'ered from it, as would appear to have been the
case, from a letter of the Emperor Hadrian to the
Consul Servianus. In Rome it was a commou
disorder, and most of the principal citizens suf-

fered from it. Sylla, Augustus, and Claudius
were martyrs to it ; Galba was so crippled by it,

that he could not put on his calzarii, nor open a
scroll, nor hold anything in his hand ; and Seneca,
fully aware that he could not be cured, was happy
if able by any means to alleviate the severity of
its attack.s. There have been some who, rather
than Bsffer the agonies of this disease, have pre-
ferred to lose their feet, and some even their lives.
No wonder, then, if, in trying to subdue so pain-
ful and obstinate a complaint, the physicians of
those times invented the most extraordinary mix-
tures, and the patients resigned tlicmselves to
swallowing the most disgusting remedies."

" HippoM-ates," who Hourished about 400 years
before Clu-ifit, " liad asserted, in hLs Aphorisms,

that eunuchs, women who still menstruated, and
youths who had not yet sacrificed to Venus, did
not suffer from gout ;" but Seneca, about 500
years later, "com))lains that in his time even the
women lost the hair off theu' heads, and suffered

from pains in their feet ;" and Galen, about the
nnddle of the second century, "asserts that the

eunuchs suffered from it as well as the rest of

mankind."
" About this time, Diocletian passed the law

which exempted from office and personal service

those who were severely afflicted with gout. At
Constantinople, during the Lower Empire, gout
was e-xtremely prevalent, and the Emperor Hera-
clius, Michael Parapiuaceus, Constantinus Mono-
machus, Alexis Angelos, suffered severely from it.

The celebrated Anna Comnena praises, iu the life

of her father, the Emperor Alexis, the tender
care of her mother, in endeavouring by gentle

frictions to as.suage his agonies. It was about
this period that the disease obtained a new name,
and the barbarous epithet of (jmil was added to

the more ancient name of podagria,—which new
name some derive from the German gicht, gichten,

which means agonising pain. The rapid cure of
oo foNuulahle a disease was looked upon as beyond
the powers of ordinary physicians," and apecial
saints wore invoked by the Christians for its re-

lief. "St Augustin, in his work ' De Civitate

Dei,' tells us that, in liis time, those sufferers

who prayed to St Stephen, Martyr, were always
cured. We also learn from the 'Acta Sanctorum,'
that many recovered their health after prayuig at

the tomb of St Thomas Aquinas. We ai'e told,

also. In the same Acta, that St Mark, Bishop of

Trcveri, who was greatly venerated as a curer of

gout, used to be invoked by the following hymn :

' Nam spasmo, arthritica, chiragra
Contractis quibusvis, et podagra
Mire opituLiris.'

(Acta Sanctorum, Die xvi, Januari.)

"Pope Houorius IV, iu 12S5, summoned to

Rome 'i'haddeus of Florence, a celebratwl physi-

cian, who required aud obtained one hundred
ducats a day (a) for his sei-vices. Vladislaus IV,
King of Poland, gave six thousand pieces of gold
to a peasant for a supposed specific against the
gout. Pontauus said ;

' Haic (Podagra) coufiicti

sunt Philosoijjii ct Principes et Regcs et Impera-
tores ;' and Sydenham comforted himself aud his

companions in misfortune by asserting that ' Di-

vites plures interemit quam jmuperes, plures su-

pieutes quam fatuos.

'

"Gout, which, as we have endeavoured to show,
was so commou iu ancient times, has now become
generally so rare, that we may look on it as almost
extinct. Even in England, its most favoured
locality—the country of Sydenham, who suffered

so acutely from it, and wrote so ably about it

—

it has considerably diminished ; and the celebrated

Owen, when questioned upon tliis subject, has
Confirmed oiu' opinion, and promised docu-
mentary evidence, which, I trust, will soon
reach me. In Holland, also, and iu Belgium,
where in Boerhaave's time gout was most common
and frc(iucnt, it has now become rare. Professor
Serrano, Secretary to the Academy of Medicine
in Madrid, also assures me that gout is much less

freiuent in Spain than it was during the past
century. Tlie sanie 1 hear from Genoa, iMiJan,

Tuscan}', and the Marches. I should have w ishcd
to strengthen my assertion by figures aud sta-

tistics ; but the tlifficulty, or rather the impossi-
bility, of getting such, conqiels mo to relj' ^ou the

information received from fi lends and colleagues,

whose truthfulness 1 have no reasou to doubt.

From England aloue, where every fact is noted,

taken into account, and rigidly investigated,

could 1 have obtained the necessary information
;

and I aui anxiously looking forward to some
statistical tables of Dr Farr, which I hojie to add
as an appendix to this memoir.'
We thank Dr Corradi for his good o}>iuiou of

ISritlsh statistics ; anil, uo doubt, most deservedly
do they hold a high jjosition on the Continent. He
adds, further, tliat on consulting the obituiuy

tables of England, France, Germany, and Italy,

he rarely finds deaths from gout recorded. Can-
statt's Jahresbericht scarcely mojitions gout ; and
Hirsch, in his late work, ' Haudbuch der His-
toriscli-Geogra])hischen Pathologic,' asserts beyond
all doubt that gout has greatly diminished. The
Author does not douy that, probably, many ar-

(n) An euonuoug sani, coitsitlering the great dit-

fsreuce between the value of gold uow aad thou.

thritic disorders were recorded as gout by ancient
authors

;
but he adds :

" Lucian's description of
this disease so exactly tallies with the masterly
account givenof it by Sydenham, that it is im-
possible not to recognise them as one and tke same
complaint."

Professor Coiradi is of opinion that the dinii-
nished intemperance of the present age is the
principal cause of the diminution of gout. "We
nave no idea," .says he, " of tlie grcss excesses of

the ancients both in eating and drinking. ' Vo-
munt ut edant, edant ut vomunt,' said Seneca.

This disgusting habit was so common in his daj-s,

that it was almost considered a want of courtesy
if a g\iest did not void his stomach before com-
mencing a rejxist. Cajsar vomited before reclining

at the table of Cicero ; and that celebrated oratoii

describing Anthony, says :
' Tu istis faucibus,

istis laterihus, ista gladiatoria totius corpori firmi-

tate, tautuui vini in Hippia.- nuptiis exhauscras

ut tibi neccsse esset iu populi Romani conspectia

vomere postridie ?
'

' Drunkenness was so commou in the time <rf

Charlemagne, that he passed laws which cou-

demned to the rod those jiriests who .should be

convicted of it, and compelled tlio judges to attend
tlio Courts fasting j ' rectum autem et honestuna.

vidotur ut judices jejuni causas audiant et difi-

ceruaHt.'
'

' Charles \, though tired of being empeior,
was not tired of good living ; and, though a mar-
tyr to gout, wheu in the retirement of the niouas-

tery of St Justus, would not pay any attention to

the exhortations of his friends aud attendaiite,

who often used to remiud him of the old Spanish
proverb :

' La Gota se cura tapando la boeoa
;'

aud he had so decided an aversion to fasting, that
he obtained a dispensation from Pope Julius III

to abstain from it, even wheu he was going to

take the Communion."
Without sayuig too much for our preseut habits,

I think we must all agree that such excessive

iutemporanee has been long unknown ; and
even witliin the hvst sixty yeais a good step

has been taken in the right direction. Pro-

fessor Conadi tliinks also that in the middle
ages, iu consequence of tlkC uni-eclaimed state of

the land throughout Europe, people w«r« com-
pelled to feed much more on animal than vegetable

food. The forests aboimded in wild animals,

whereas agriculture was scarcely attended to ;

aud thus, auimal food being much the most
abundant, it was much more freely used. Ye^e-
tables were scarce iu Great Britain evea in

Elizabeth's reign ; aud Hume tells us that iii

tliose days a salad had to be imported from
Holland, lint, as agriculture increased, so the

forests disajjpeared, aud the supply of auiraal food

diniinislied ; and this has gone on progressively,

tUl it lias reached such a point iu some Coutiueutal

countries, that animals which we would consider

as carion have been recommended as substitutes

for butchers' meat. In France, especially, has

the want of auimal food beeu so much felt, tliat

it has been seriously jiroposed to manufacture a

specks of meat in the following way :— Cattle wei«

to be kept iu good pastures, and bled every week,

or every fortnight, or as often as they could bear

it, and to as great an extent as would be consistent

wiih tiieir safety, and the coagiJated blood sold at

a cheai) ''''^® *^ " substitute for meat 1 I !

The Author is, then, of opinion that the present
diminution of gout is due to the change in the
habits of the nations of Europe. " In Constanti-

nople, gout is unknown at present, though so

common during the Lower Em]iire ; but ^lahome-
tau sobriety has succeeded to the drunkenness of

the Greek Empire ; while in England, where
much more meat is consumed, aud more wiue is

drunk than elsewhere, gout still is prevalent,

though even there it is much less frequent tlum
of old."—Review iu ' Dublin Quaiterly Jeurual.'

CASE OF TRAUMATIC TETANUS
SUCCESSFULLY TREATED BY COKIUM

MACULATUM.
Dr Co»Ty saj-s : On Maixh ^6, 1800, I was sent

far to visit J. Russell, aged fifty-five, majiiiger of

a s]'iiit store, residing in Ballymacarrett. Oumy
arrival, 1 found him laboiwing under uumistakcablje

symptoms of tetanus, which had t.^ t in two days
jireviously ; the })aioxy$ms weie frequeut aud
severe ; there was decided opisthotonos, with pre-

conlial pain, and the trismus was so great that he
couhi only open his mouth to the extent of hMf-
au inih ; there was, also, eousideiuble difficulty
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in swallowing, and foi- the last twenty-fom- hours

he had been nnable to assume the recumbent
position, from an agonising sense of suffocation.

Pttlse 115 : skin com ; bowels constipated, f^pon

inqniry, I ascertained that aboTit ten days ago his

left hand had been crushed between two casks, by
which accident a .severe lacerated wound had heen
iiroduceJ ; the injury, howevir, luulto all ajipoar-

auoe progi-esscd favoui-ably, and was now nearly

healed.

Having previously had charge of two cades of

this feai-ftii malady, which 1 had treated nnsuccess-

fully hy ;Iie n.^ual remedies, an<l having snbse-

qnently svr.d M. L. Vclla's communication to the

Academy of Sciences, in Paris, on the employ-
ment of woorara in tetanus, and a paper by Mr
Spencer Wells on the same subject, 1 was anxious
to give the poison a fair- trial in the present in-

stance, and aa^oixiiugly endeavoured to obtain

some for that puqiose ; however, not being able

to procure any in IVdfast, 1 took advantage of the

suggestion thrown out by l)r Haddiffe, "that
conium, the physiological action of which is almost
identical with woorara, might prove a more
manageable and suitable remedy :' I, therefore,

ordered my patient live grains of the extract every

three houis, dissolved iu wutor, having pievknisly

evacuated the Ijowels by an enema of ca.stor-oil

and turpentine. After the mediiine had been ad-

ministered for twenty-lour honi-s, there was a

decided improvement in the s^^uYItoms ; he was

now able to lie down, obtained a short sleep, antl

the 'T- - - ' - ncnte ; the puis?, also, fell to

10". "Ui-s afterwards, the peculiar

phy-: - ^ i.f the coninm liegan to mani-

fest them.selves ; he complained of general debility,

accompanied by numbness and loss of power in

his lower extremities ; the p.aroxysms o( cuiTeJ at

long intenalb, and were greatly diminished in

severity : pulse SO. Orden-d the juodieine to be

continnerl, with wine, beef-tea, and eggs, to

swjijKirt his stiingth. At the expiration of a

week, eomjilete paralysis of the lo^er extremities

had been jirodnced ; the tipper lim'bs wer<! alito

much affected, and thei-e wns considemHe diffi-

Ctdty in deglutition ; the s-pa.TOis and rigidity of

the different muscle's had now all liut subsided
;

there wji-s, however, still some tiisnnis, and he

slept but little : I had, therefore, to oixlor liira, in

addition to the conium, an ocejisioiial night-

draught of the solntion of fhe mmiote of moiidiia.

By the end of
'

sarj- to dimiii!

qnently, as tli- i..m, ,
-'i.'-

coming affected, the paroxysms had entirely

Cea.ied, and slight trismus aloue remained. I now
carefully watched the action of Uie medieino, aud
OB the twent3 -first day from its first administra-

tion was enabled to disioiitinue its use, as every

SJTnptoni of tetanus had disappejired. A stiniu-

lating liirim.nt w:is nmv applii'd to the liml)s, with
fjuiiiiii iute! n.'dly, and in another fortnight he was
aWf ti) ntuni to luisini-ss.

Scrnarks.—Notwithstaml ing the attention whicli

has of late been direite<i to pathological investiga-

tions, our knowledge of tlie true nature of tetanus

18, as yet, far from satisfactory ; the disease con-

sists "T .1 I,, .-uli;.! .•\ril.nirl,t of llir lii.clullli dIj-

loiK

coll' '-

lowi-il !t,- iiii|i!-i|i' 'i iriax;ii I'ij:^. l-'ur 111."' ol treat-

ment slu'iild, tliiT. f.ivi-, 'oiisi-t in removing Iwal

irritatinii, and alliiying nervous exiitement. So

fin- bai k as 1811, Sir Beniamin Brodie demon-
strated by exiieiiments the powei-ful sedative

effects of woorara in controlling muscular spasm
;

and in 1836, Mr Curling stated, in his treatise on

the »ub.jc(.>t, that the poison was deserving of a

cmitions trial in acute cases of tetanus in the

hun ' t. However, the groat drawbiick to

its impossibility of procuring it of

niii' "gth, and the consei|Uont diUicolty

<)f reguluting its action. In conium, v<- have a

much more manageable agent, possessing all the

sedative powers of woorara, witfiont its disadvan-

tages. During the treatment of the foregoing

oasf, ! " • >:id its action carefully, and found,

th;' iiierea.sing or reducing the dose, its

«lle lie proportionally augmented or

dimiiiislied. It wovild, of course, be uuiair to

form a decided opinion of the curative powers of

liny !• iii'Mly from the ri'sult of a single trial ; l/ut

( iurr .: say, timt, from the limt, 1 found it so

71,111 r." :ii>!'- iiTfi ... .wiMiriL in its action, thatt I

v.iiii ! ience iu again using it

uri'i.'i- -w.ni;i: .
' iices."

CARBO LIGNI.

Charcoal as medicine, and for medicinal pur-
poses, has been spoken of and extolled by scientific

men in all ages. At a very early period Mons.
Duval wrote his ' Appel aux Medecius sur I'Emploi
du Charbon ;' and later we find a work by Dr
Brachet, of Paris, on 'The Uses of Charcoal iu

Mediciue, ' upon whicli Dr Fan- observes,
'

' This
dissertation is remarkable for its exact apprecia-

tion of its physical effects upon the human body."
In 1830, MM. Merat and Deleus published a

' Universal Dictionary on Mediciue and Thera-
peutics,' in which is contained a iuost able article

on this preparation.

Vegetable charcoal, purified and properly manu-
laitured fi'om a light porous wood, is well known
to the faculty to possess important properties, and
to be a .safe, agreeable, and effective remedy for

many very troublesome and distressing maladies

of the stomach and bowels.

Charcoal powder has been for a long period a

favouiite remedy in America, the Indies, and in

many parts of Europe, for dysonteiy ; iud it is

extensively used, w itli the greatest success, on the

Continent, as a remedy for nia-vo«i» dynjirjista and
otlier painful disorders of the stomach and bowels.

It promotes digestion, and prevents Actus from
over-distending the stomach ; tlms affording a

weak stomach every chance of rccoveriug a healthy

tone and action.

"In tiervous affections of the stomach and
Ixiwels ; iu tho.se complaints which are so preva-

lent, and ;»tteuded with .so much ]>ain and incon-

venience, but which do not confine the sulferers to

theirbed, suchas weight and uneasiness aftereatiug,

nei-vousness from laborious iligestion, dy.s[iepsia,

pain in the chest, waterbrash, &c. ; foreadi of these

disorders, the powder of charcoal is the .most

effi'ctual in relieving pain, restoring the digestive

powers, improving the appetite, aud enabling the

stomadi to bear food."—Dr Beloc, Surgeon-Major

in the French Army.
"The medicinal value of prepared wood chaj--

coal(C!'.' '' was fully ascertained by am)y
and ni. :s during the lii.st war, iu the

Meditev..... ilie West Inilies. It proved a

valuable remedy in dyspei>sia, intermittent and
remittent fevers, acute dysentery and diarrhoia ;

and as the organs and membranous tissues affected

in the two last-named diseases are the same which
cholera attacks, it may be inferred from analogy

that charcoal will be beneficial in that most for-

uiidahle malady.".—Extract from Dr Borland,

In.spector of Hospitals, Letter to the Board of

Health.
Dr Borland further states, "that many persons

not positively valetudinary, nor foregoing their

ordinary oceujiations, but suffering annoyance
from indigestion, flatulence, nausea, unpleasant

ta.ste in the palate, and offensive odour in the

breath, luivc, to his knowledge, been entirely re-

lieved from all these gastric evils, by the use of

small do.ses of charcoal powder."
" In the bowel disorders of children, as well as

iu the ordinaiy weak digestion of a^lults, the u.se

of charcoal powder as a pro]diylactic has been
fomid of signal edicacy. Bi^icuits containing char-

coal powdar, in suitable jiroportion, luive been
found to relievo indigestion, llfttulcnce, nausea,

01 ; 'i.vathing, and irregidar liowels, in a
V I manner."—Mr Bird's ' Treatise on

tl.. :ind Economic Properties of Vegetable

Clwrcoal.'

Cliarcoal can be made of various degrees of

punty, from a variety of substances, and are

called either animal or vegetable charcoal, as the

case may be. Animal cliarcoal is prepared in

ca.st-iroii cylinders ; it contains from 20 to 25 per

cent, of carbon only, aud is a valuable dccoloriscr.

Vegetable charcoal is veiy various in its relative

virtues, as the woods and vegetable substances

fiom w-hich it is prepared vary both in kind and
quality.

Some vegetaUc substances contain less than 75

per cent, of carbon, the remaining 25 ]icr cent,

consisting of earthy mineral aud doloterious

matter. Charcoal pos.sesscs the properly of ab-

sorbing noxious giusos. M. Lowitz, a Gennan
chemist, about the year 1789, first applied Uiis

substance for de/Klori.sation and purification. M.
Theodore de Sausstne, by n series of experiments,

proved its ])ower of altering the chaTactcT of foul

gases, by its peonliar properties.

Mr Tnrnbull, of Glasgow, in experimenting on

the finalities of manure, coveix-d 350 dead horses

with charcoal, aud no unpleasant odour was
emitted from them.
The Irish Amelioration Society iu Loudon im-

port peat-charcoal for agricultural purposes, and
we believe it to be one of the best manures used
for fertilising and invigorating the soil. As a
deodorising and disinfecting agent, charcoal is now
extensively employed. Of its anti-putrescent

properties we give the following experiment by
Mr Tunibull, who placed the body of a dog in a
wooden box, for more than six months, in which
he put a layer of charcoal, and covered it over with
another layer, of a few iuches in depth. The box
was left uncovered iu his laboratoiy, from which
no offensive smell was ever discovered.

The property of charcoal to restore sweetness to

tainted meat was shown by Lowitz, when iu St
Petersburg, in 1786.

Charcoal ventilators are jused at Guildhall and
the Mansion-house, for the pui-pose of purifyiing

the atmosjihere in those places. It has been re-

commended to the Boai-d of Health, for the puri-

fication of the Thames, but without success. It is

adopted in the manufacture of respiratoi's, and, wo
believe, very wisely.— 'The Chemist and Dnig-
gist.'

SIR HENRY MARSH, BART., M.D.
It becomes our most painful duty to rceoi-d the

death of Sir Henry Marsli, who exjiired on the 1st
inst., at his residence in Merrioii square, after a
brief illness of about three hour.s' duration.

Sir Henry Marsh, having been educated iu Trinity
College, Dublin, where he graduated inbotb Arts aud
Medicine, was appointed Assistant-Physician, under
his friend and relative, the late Dr John Crampton,
to Steeveus' Hospital, where he soon exhibited all

the qualities essential to a successful Physician. In
the year 1827, Sir Henry was elected Pvolersor of the
Theory aud Pi-actice of Medicine in the School of the
Royal College of Surgeons, Ireland, which chair he
filled with the greatest ability until his increasing
private practice obliged him to resign it in 1832. He
often stated to his medical friends that to his Pro-
fessorship ill the College of Surgeons he owed much
of hi:^ success in after life. On the death of Dr
Clieyne, Sir Henry (then Dr Marsh), a comparatively
young man, took the lead amongst the many other
distinguished Dublin Physicians of the day—a posi-

tion which he held to the hour of his death. In
183!>, Sir Henry became a Fellow of the Kiu" and
Queen's College of Physicians ; and iu 1.S40, a M.D.
of the University of Didilin, In 1837 he obtained
the honorary appointment of Physician iu Ordinary to
the Queen in Ireland. In 18.J9 he was created a
Baronet. Sir Henry was more than once chosen
President of the King and Queen's College of Physi-
cians. He was Consulting Physician to the City of
Dublin, St. Vincent's, and the Rotunda Hospitals,

and to the Institution for Diseases of Children

(founded by Sir Henry Marsh and Dr Charles

Johnson).
As a clinical teacher, Sir Henry Marsh was unri-

valled. As an author, liis essays, in the ' Dublin
Hospital Reports, Dublin Journal of Medical Science,

&c., prove that he was an original thinker as well as

a graphic writer. Up to a few hours before death re-

moved him from amongst us. Sir Henry was actively

engaged in correcting the sheets of his forthcoming
psychological work, which has been announced by his

pu'blisher for the 1st of the ensuing year.

The Medical Profession, more especially the junior
members of it, will long recollect Sir Henry Marsh as

a most accomplishod and painstaking Physician, who
often came to thoii- assistance, not only in the dia-

gnosis, but likewise in the treatment of disease, both
medical and dietetic.— 'Dublin Medical Press.'

DEATHS.
Al)AM.s.—December 2, at Edinburgh, Alexander

Maxwell Adams, M.D.
Atkik.siin.—November 26, at Dublin, Thomas

J. Atkinson, Surgeon 81st Regiment, aged 33.

B.vr.cLAY.—November 29, at Charlton, Kent,
John Barclay, Srugeon K.N., aged 37.

Carbeuy.—September 24, at Carosal, 'William

Deelan Carbery, L.R.C.S. Irel., As.sistant-Sur-

geon 3rd West India Regiment.
EcT'LKs,—November 27, at Cheadle, Staffordshire,

John Eccles, M.D. Univ. Edin. 1815.

HoKFMAS.— Recently, Johu Hoffman, M.D., Staff-

Surgeon.

Marsh.—December 1, suddenly, at Merriou
square, Dublin, Sir Henry Marsh, Bart., Fell.

K.Q.C.P. Irel., M.D. Univ. Trin. Coll. Dub.,

one of the Physicians in Ordinary to the Queen
in Ireland.

MrKns.—November 28, Henry Myers, L.S.A.

Lond., aged 50.
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Pl-RXELL. -" Norcmlier 25, suddenly, at Black-

lieath, 'William Aiithonj' PurncU, late Physician-

General of the Bombay Army.
Sankev.—November 25, William S. Villiers

Sankey, M.A. Dub. and Camb., aged 67.

Slight.—November 25, Henry Slight, of Fortsea,

Hants, M.E.C.S. Eng., audL.S.A. Lond., 1819.

Sloax.—November 27, John Sloan, of Kilmaurs,

Ayrshire, L.F.P.S. Gln.-;g., aged 70.

~
ItlEDlCAL NEWS.

Apothecakies' Hall.—Names of gentlemen

who passed their examination in the Science and
Practice of Medicine, and received Certificates to

practise, on Thursday, the 29th ult. :—Frederick

Favson Lee, Salisbury ; John Lovegrove, Sotwcll

Farm, near "Wallingford, Berks ; Edward Parson,

Cutcase, near Liskeard, Cornwall ; Arthur Edwin
Hutchinson Trotter, Stockton-on-Tees. The fol-

lowing gentlemen also on the same day passed

their First Examination :— AVilliam Goldsmid
A' Beckett, University College ; Henry Finch,

University College. As an Assistant—William
Edward Porter, Melbourne House, DroitTCich

road, Worcester.
Appoint.aients,—Mr W. G. Church, of Univer-

sity College, Oxford, has been appointed to the

office of Lee's Header in Anatomy, vacant by the

resignation of Dr Eolleston (now Liuacre Profes-

sor). Mr Church obtained a first-class hi Natu-

ral Science at the Easter Examination of the

present year. Dr Aiistie has been appointed

Lecturer on Toxicology at the Westminster

Hospital. Edward Liveing, Esq., M.B., Cantab.,

M.R.C.P., M.R.C.S., has been apiiointed Assist-

ant-Physician to King's College Hospital.

Koyal Institutiox of Great Britain.—At
the general monthly meeting, held on Monday,
December 3, Sir Charles Hamilton Bart, C.B., in

the chair, the Rev. Alexander Denny, M.A., and
Edward Snaith, Esq., were elected Members of the

Royal Institution ; and Carl Haag was admitkd a

Member.—Henry Bence Jones, M.D., F.R.S., was
elected Secretary of the Royal Institution, in the

room of the Rev. John Barlow, M.A., F.R.S., re-

signed, who was elected a Manager. The follow-

ing arrangements for the Lectures before Easter,

1861, were announced :—Six Lectures on the

Chemical History of a Candle (adapted to a

Juvenile Auditory)— by Michael Faraday, Esq.,

D.O.L., F.R.S., &c., FuUerian Professor of

Chemistry, R.I. Twelve Lectures on Fishes—by
Richard Owen, Esq., D.C.L., F.R.S., Fnllerian

Professor of Natural Physiology, R.l. Twelve
Lectures on Electricity—by John Tyndall, Esq.,

F.R.S., Professor of Natural Philosophy, R.l.

Ten Lectures on Inorganic Chemistiy—by Dr
Edward Frankland, Esq., F.R.S., Lecturer on
Chemistry at St Bartholomew's Hospital.

The Royal Society.—The anniversary meet-
ing of this Society was held recently, General
Ssuiine, Treasurer and Vice-President, in the

chair. The anniversary address was delivered,

after which the medals were presented as follows :

—The Coj>lcy iledal, to Professor Robert AVil-

helm Bunsen, of Heidelberg, Foreign Member
of the Royal Society, for his " Researches on
Cacodyl, Gaseous Analysis, the Volcanic Pheno-

mena of Iceland, and other Researches ;" a Royal

Medal to Mr William Fairbairn, F.R.S., for his

various " Experimental Inquiries on the Proper-

ties of the Materials employed in Mechanical

Construction ;" a Royal Medal to Dr Augustus
Waller, F.R.S., for his " Investigations into the

Anatomy and Physiology of the Nervous System,

and for the Introduction of a valuable Method of

Conducting such Investigations ;" and the Rum-
ford Medal, to Professor James Clerk Maxwell,
for his

'

' Researches on the Composition of Co-

lours, and other Optical Papers." The Society

then proceeded to the election of Council and
Officers for the ensuing year. The following gen-

tlemen were declared duly elected :—President,

Sir Benjamin Collins Brodie, D.C.L. ; Treasurer,

Major-Geueral Edward Sabuie, R.A., D.C.L. ;

Secretaries, William Sharpey, M.D., LL.D., and
Mr George Gabriel Stokes, M.A., D.C.L. ; Fo-
reign Secretary, Mr William Hallows Miller, M.A. ;

other Members of the Council, Mr. John Conch
Adams, Sir John Peter Boileau, Mr Arthur
C'ayley, Mr William Fairbairn ; Hugh Falconer,
M.D. ; William Farr, M.D., D.C.L. ; Mr Thomas
Graham, M.A., D.C.L. ; Sir H. Holland, M.D. ;

D.C.L. ; Mr Thomas Henry Huxley; Sir J. G.
Shaw Lefevro, M.A., D.C.L. ; Mr James Paget;

Mr Joseph Prestwich ; Mr William Spottiswoode,

M.A. ; ilr John Tyndall, Ph.D.; Alexander Wil-

liam Williamson, Ph.D. ; Colonel Philip Yorke.

After the election, the Fellows and their friends

dined together at the Thatched- House, General

Sabine occupying the chair.

Royal College of Surgeons.—Notice has

been given that the next Examininations of Can-

didates for the title of M. R.C'.S. will be held as

follows :—The Primary, or Anatomical Examina-
tion, on January 19, and following days ; and the

Pass, or Surgical Examination, on January 26, and
following dayij. Examinations of candidates

under the old regulations will be held at intervals

in the mean time, as usual.

University or London.—The following are

lists of Candidates wdio have recently passed

the respective examinations indicated :

—

Second
M.B. Examination, I860.—Examination for
H0NOUR.S.

—

Phyninlogyand Comparative Anatcmy.
—John Easton (University Scholarship and gold

medal), King's College ; John Harley (gold medal).

King's College ; and Frederick Poynton Weaver,
Liverpool Infirmary and Gny's Hospital. Surgery.

—C. J. Bracey (University Scholarship and gold
medal). Queen's, BirBvinf;liam, and King's Col-

leges ; Thomas Hiron Bartlect (gold medal),

Queen's, Birmingham, and King's Colleges

;

James Braithwaite, Leeds School of Medicine

and Guy's Hospital ; John Easton and John
Harley, King's College, equal ; Charles Grabham,

St Thomas's Hospital. Medicine.—Eustace Smith
(University scholarship and gold medal), Univer-

sity College ; John Harley (gold medal). King's

College ; Thomas Hiron Bartleet and Charles

James Bracey, Queen's, Birmingham, and King's

College, equal ; Henry Forbes Winslow, King's

College ; Edward Woakes, St Thomas's Hospital.

Midxvifery.—John Easton (gold medal), King's

College ; Charles James 3race}', Queen's, Bir-

mingham, ami King's Colleges, and Washington
Lafayette Winterbotham, University College,

equal ; William Caley, King's College ; James
Braithwaite, Leeds School of Medicine and Guy's

Hospital, and John Harley, King's College, equal

;

Henry Forbes Winslow, King's College ; F'rede--

rick Poynton Weaver, Liverpool Infirmary and
Guy's Hospital. M.D. Examination, 1860.

—

John Henry Bartlet, University College ; Rayner
AVinterbotham Batten, St Bartholomew's Hospi-

tal ; Francis Thomas Bond, B_\., Queen's College,

Birmingham ; William Henry Broadbent, Royal
Manchester and St Mary's Colleges ; Thomas
Buzzard, King's College ; Thomas Armstrong
Cammack, University College ; Richard Hunt,
Guy's Hospital ; Philip Sydney Jones, University

College, Edmund Symes Thompson, King's College.

Pathological Society of Dublin.—The first

meeting of the Society for the Session 1860-61

was held in the Anatomical Theatre of Trinity

College, on Saturday, November 24, when the

following Officers and Council were elected for the

year ending November, 1861:— President:

Christopher Fleming. Vice-Presidents : Joseph
O'Ferrall, Benjamin G. M'Dowel, Fleetwood
Cluircliill, Samuel Gordon, James S. Hughes,
Alfred H. M'Clintock. Council : Robert Adams,
John Banks, Thomas Beatty, Domiiiick J. Corrigan,

John Hamilton, Edward Huttoii, Roljert Law,
Cathcart Lees, Sir Henry Marsh, Bart, (since

deceased), Robert Mayne, Josiah Smyly, Jolilfe

Tufnell. Honorary Secretaiy : William Stokes.

Secretary and Treasurer : Robert W. Smith.

Secretar3' for Foreign Correspondence : Robert D.

Lyons. The subject selected for the Society's

gold medal, to be adjudicated at the close of the

session to the best es.sayist, is, "The Diagnosis and
Pathology of Diseases of the Spermatic Cord, and
of the Testicle and its Coverings." In conse-

quence of the lamented death of Sir Henry Marsh,

Bart., one of the Council, the second meeting,

intended to have been held on the 1st inst., did

not take place.

Royal Medical Society of Edinburgh.—Tlie
following gentlemen have been elected office-bearers

in this venerable Society for the ensuing year, being

its 124th Session :- -Presidents, Mr J. Crichton

Browne, Mr Alexander Crum Brown, M.A., B. Sc.

(Lond.), Mr William Watson, Mr James Pettigrew
;

Treasurer, Mr J. F. Macfarlan ; Honorary Secreta-

ries, Mr Thomas R. Fraser, Mr John Duncan, M.A.;
Curator of Library, Mr R. J. B. Cimynghame ; Sub-
Librarian, Mr W. Thomson.

Medical Practitionehs in Prussia.—At the end
of 1859 there were for the entire Prussian Kingdom,
1 Physician to 4099 inhabitants, 1 Surgeon (an in-

ferior ; Practitioner) to 10,823, 1 Apothecary to

11,602, and 1 Midwife to 1564 inhabitants. Of
course the proportion differs in different jiarts of the
kingdom, and in the capital is as follows:— 1 Physi-
cian to 953 inhabitants, 1 Surgeon to 4477, 1 AfKithe-

cary to 11,710, and 1 Midwife to 3108.— 'Berlin

Med. Zeit.,' No. 45.

The Anti-Tobacco Movement.—A meeting for

the promotion of the objects of the British Anti-

Tobacco Society was held in Edinburgh last week.
Professor Miller moved the first resolution :— " That
as the constituent principles which tobacco contains

are highly poisonous, the practice of smoking and
suntting tends in a variety of ways to injure tlie phy-
sical and mental constitution." He said, no man who
was a hard smoker had a steady hand. But not only
had it a debilitating and paralysing effect ; but he
could tell of patients who were completely paralysed
in their limbs by inveterate smoking. He might
tel! of a patient of his who brought on an attack of

jmraJysis by smoking ; who was cured, indeed, by
simple means enough, accompanied with the com-
plete discontinuance of the practice ; but who after-

wards took to it again, and got a new attack of

paralysis ; and who could now play with himself, as

It were, because when he wanted a day's paralysis,

or an approach to it, he had nothing to do but to

indulge more or less freely in the weed. Only the
other day, the French— among whom the practice

was carried even to a greater extent than with us
—made an estimate of its effects in their schools,
academies, and colleges. Thej' took the young men
attending these institutions, classified them into
those who smoked habitually and those who did not,

and estimated their physical and intellectual stand-
ing,—perhaps their moral standing too, but he could
not say. The result was that they found that those
who did not smoke were the stronger lads and the
betterscholai-s, were altogether more reputable people
and more useful members of society than those wTio
habituaUy u.sed the drng. What was the conse-
quence ? Louis Napoleon—one of the good things
which he had done—instantly issued an edict that
no smoking should be permitted in any school,
college, or academy. In one day he put out about
30,000 pipes in Paris alone. Let our young readers
put that in their pipes and smoke it !—Mr Kej-nolds
seconded the resolution, which was agreed to. Mr
Thomas Knox stated that the present was only the
initiatory meeting of a series which it was intended
to hold in Edmburgh to promote the movement. He
moved—" That as smoking has a tendency to

encourage the drinking u.sages of society, not only
by creating morbid thirst, but also by its exhausting
power, thereby inducing recourse to a falsely sup-

posed substitute, it is greatly calculated to foster

crime and dissipation in the masses." This and
other similar resolutions were unanimously passed.

Action of Carmine on Organic Cells.—In a

pafier to be found ui ' Canstatt's Jahresbericht,' 1858,

vol. i., p. 202, Wittich confirms the conclusions

drawn by Gerlach from his experiments (com-

municated by him during the Meeting of Naturalists

at Bonn) upon the action of pigments, and espe-

cially of a solution of carmine when brought into

contact with dead organic cells, and other elemen-

tary forms of cell origin. As soon as the coloured

solution; is brought into contact with cell-structure,

the nuclei become coloured, the other jxirtions of the

cell, colourless at first, only exhibiting the colour after

a longer imbibition. Tlie elementary forms of tissue

originating in cells comport themselves as do the

nuclei, attracting to themselves the colonring matter.

'Tims in connective tissue it is only the cells, and
especially their nuclei, which are coloured, while the

intervening .connective substance remains un-
coloured. Tlie muscular fibres appear coloured
along their entire length. Of the nervous tissues,

the ganglionar}' cells, and especially their nuclei,

are of an intense red. In the non-sympathetic
nenous fibres, the medullary substance, and espe-

cially the axis cylinders, are coloured, while the

neurilemma remains colourless. In the vascular

struetui'es the cells and their nuclei are coloured
in the tunica intima, while the elastic fibres of

the tunica media remain colourless ; the muscu-
lar fibres are coloured, as are the cells of the connec-

tive substance of the tunica adveutitia—the other

portions remaining uninfluenced. In his experi-

ments with colouring matters, Gerlach placed thin

slices of brain which had been hardened by chre-

mate of potash for two or three days in a mixture of
one ounce of water, and two or three drops of a con-

centrated solution of canninate of anmionia. V.
Hessliug, the reporter in Canstatt, observes that

there is nothing new in Gerlach's statements, every

hi.stologist familiar with injections being aware of

the facts he states. V. Hessling himself described

them in the 'Ulustr. Med. Zeitung,' Theil 1., seven

years ago.

FiNSBURY Dispensary.—The oflSce of Physician

to the Finsbury Disjiensary being vacant by the

resignation ofDr Thomson, the election of a successor

is announced for the 17th inst. This is one of the

few institutions at which the services of the medical

attendants receive an acknowledgment, amounting
ere to 40i. annually.
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APPOINTMENTS FOR THE WEEK.
Wednesday^ December 12,

Operations at Middlesex Hospital, 1 p.m. ; St

Mary's Hospital, 1 p.m. ; University College Hos-
pital, 2 p.m. ; Royal Orthopiedic Hospital, 2 p.m.

HcNTERiAN Society.—Council Meeting, 7J p.m.—
Dr Daldy, "On Cases of Hemiplegia, without
Structural Lesion," 8 p.m.

North London- Medical Society. — Dr Hillier,

" On Two Cases of Diphtheria, in which laryngo-

tomy was performed," 8 p.m.
SociKTY for the Encocbagement of Arts, Ma-
nufactures, ANT) Commerce.— Prof. Leone Levi,
" On Italian Commerce and Induistries," 8 p.m.

Thursday, December 13.

Operations at St (Jeorge's Hospital, 1 p.m.
;

Central London Ophthalmic Hospital, 1 p.m.
;

London Hospital, IJ p.m. ; Great Northern
Hospital, King's Cross, 2 p.m.

Iiondon Surgical Home.—2 p.m.
King's College Medical Society. — Dr Duifin,
" On Perforations of the Peritoneum."

Friday, December 14.

Operations at Westminster Ophthalmic Hospital,

IJ p.m.

Salurdmj, Deceinbcr 15.

Operations at St Thomas's Hospital, 1 p.m. ; St
Bartholomew's Hospit-il, li p.m. ; Kmg » College

Hospital, lA p.m. ; Charing Cross Hospital, 2 p.m.
National Hospital for the Paralysed and

EpilF-PTIC.—Clinical Lecture on "Epilepsy and
Paralyses," by Dr Brown-Siquard, 3J p.m.

Monday, December 17.

Operations at the Royal Free Hospital, 2 p.m.
;

Metropolitan Free Hospital, 2 p.m.
Medical Society of London.—8J p.m.

Tuesday, December 18.

Operations at Guy's Hospital, Ijp.m. ; Westmin-
ster Hospital, 2 p.m.

BOOK.S RECEIVED FOR REVIEW.
On Diphtheria. By Edw. H. Greenhow, M.D. Lon-
don : .John W. Parker and Son, West Strand.

Introductory Addresses at the Ledwich School of
Medicine. By J. H. Waiton, F.R.C.S.I., Dublin.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Mr H. Baker.—It is immaterial ; the power exists,

but can never be enforced.
Dr Phillips.— Yes.
A Pharmaceutist calls our attention to the unin-

telligible' scrawls in which physicians delight to
write their prescriptions, and points out the danger
to life that necessarily attends such a practice. He
urges that, as one method of abating the evill, all
prescriptions should be written in full, and in
English. He observes that the chemical nomen-
clature now in use would be a sufficient blind to
the curiosity of the public. These observations
deserve consideration. Tliere are already some
physicians who write in English, and we should
be glad to see the practice general. Whatever
conduces to the safety of life should be more
valued than an antiquarian adherence to conven-
tional usages.

M.R.C.S. Eno. & L.A.C.-l8t. Yes.—2nd. Dr Todd
laid it down as an axiom, that altoays when there
U a tendency to delirium in rheujnatie fever,
stimulants should be ailministered.— 3rd. It is a
matter of opinion.

Medicus (Ranisgate) is thanked.
I. 0.—The proper parties to whom "to apply are the

Local Board of Health, or other local body acting
in that rapacity.

A Subscriber. —We think C.'s conduct, under the
circumstances, highly discourteous ; but it is one
of those breaches of good manners that it is wiser
to overlook, and plea.santer to forget.

Mr Cox.—The Publisher will attend to it.

Mr Ibvino.—No.
A Poor-law Subqeos.—Ist. Correct.—2nd. No.—

3rrl. W^e are unable to say.

Mr Flower.— Received and inserted.

Dr Gabon's communication on the Cholera in Tus
cany, received. His requests shall be attended to'

H. B. S.—We cannot comply with your request, not
having the agency necessary for the purpose.

CniBUBGt;s.—Yes ; under the new Act.
A Metropolitan Poor-l.vw Surgeon.—It is not
our province to express a positive opinion as ad-
vene to the ruling of one of Her Majesty's Judges

;

but still we cannot believe that Chief-Justice Erie
was right in statingithat no lunatic can be confined
unless proved to be " dangerous." We have
commented upon the trial elsewhere. Dr Clarke
has been, in our judgment, liarshly treated. The
girl was not sent to an asylum,— jierhaps she
ought fo have been. That women may l«j insane

to-day and sane to-morrow, is a matter of common
experience. We haveknown many instances of
women continuing in a s tate of lunacy for several
days, and even weeks, and yet were no sooner placed
under proper surveillance, away from the irritating
influences of old associations, than they almost
immediately recovered their sanity. The opinion of
even an alienist is of no value in such circum-
stances, as against that of the Medical Attendant
who had an opportunity of observing the case
before removal.

Mr B. Philups is thanked.
A Subscriber.—The perchloride of iron is the best

styptic : long-continued pressure is efficacious
Awhere it can be applied.

{," Doctor."—Received
; you are right.

GENERAL COUNCIL OF MEDICAL KDUCATION AND
REGISTRATION OF THE UNITED KINGDOM

32 SoHo Square, London, "W.
October 22nd, 1860.

"^^otice.—The Copy of the
-^ ^ MEDICAL REGISTER to be printed and ]>ublished

in IS61, as directed by tlie 27th Section of the Act,
will contain those Names only which app-iar on the
General Register as existing on the ]st day of
Jauuarj-, 1861.

It is particularli' roanoatjMi that riuims for tbe Registra-
ttiin "I Ur.st or additional Qualiilcations, and Notices of
Alteration of Residence, may be sent to this Office as soon
as jiossible.

piour — (Essex)— War-
ranted free from adulteration, to any ptirt of Li.ndon

(not less than Ulbs.) carriage free. Whites, for pas'ry,
per bushel (561bs), lis. ; Households (rcconuneiided for
bread-making;, IDs. 4a. ; Seconds. 9i. 8d.; Wheat Meal for
brown bread, 9s. 8d. Best fine and coarse Scutch Oatmeal
Address HORSNAILL and CATCHPOOL, liuUford Mill,
Withaiii, Essex, or 97 Goswell road. City road, B. C. Di-
rections for bread-tualdug gratis. Terms Cash. A half-
sack delivered free to any rail station 200 miles. German
Yeast.

A ntimargaric Cod-liver Oil,^^^ OR COD-LIVER OLEIN,
Extracted by Messrs. WILLIAM and EBENEZER

ROrrON, 112 Dale End, Birmingham, and at their Fisheries,
Scotland.

Wholesale Agent—Mr J. W. N. BREWER, Phannaceu-
tical Chemist, 5 Liverpool street. Old Broad street, EC,
Lontlon.
This prei)aration is strongly rccommeuded as contain-

ing all the active principles of Cod-liver Oil without its
impurities, oleiu will be found to agree with the most
delicate stomach; and in those ca.ses in which pain,
nausea, or cructatlon.s are produci.-.l by the Oil, the Olein is
an invaluable substitute. In order to prove its superiority
over every other, it has been subjected to the most scien-
tilic analysis, as proved by testimonials received from the
widl-knott-n Prc.fossors of Chemistry and Theraiicutics,
Wm. H..r„,„th. F.CS., etc. et<-.. Old Park, Bristol;
»''l

*

.. AH. fin.l M.B. Canl.il... .1 Finsbulv
S'|i- Jolin Pusm»Ie, A.(J. and M.D. ; Bell
^1'

'

tc. etc.; D. W. Crompton, M. D.. etc.
etc.; ,-,.....- ,,.ji. M.R.C.S., Senior Surgeon to the Queen's
Hospital, Birmingham, etc. etc.
Pint Bottles, 2s. Cd. ; half-pints, Is. 3d.

; quarter-pints.

Caution.—In order to secure the genuine Cod-liver
Olein. he particular in the address. 112 Dale End, Bir-
mingham (the original Estiiblishment), having no' con-
nection with any other. None is Genuine unless Capsuled
and Signed •• WiLLrAM and Ebenezeb Rotton "

«tts's Medical Diary,
^ arranged for Vaccinations, Accouchinents, Nurses'

Addresses, &c., Patients' Names with eolunin
for Daily Visits. Neatly bound in cloth, pocket
book, flap, pencil, and clasp, 2s. ; French Morocco
Tuck, two pockets and pencil, gilt edges, 3s.

;

best Morocco or Russia Pocket Book, 10s. 6d.

;

with divisions for instruments, 17s. and 15s.
(Duuble the substance. Is. 6d. extra.) Instrument
Cases for ditto, 4s. 6d.

The other EcUtions of LETTS'S DIARIES
commonly used by MEDICAL MEN, are Nos.
1, 2, 5, 9, 10, 12, 14 ; the Professional Appoint-
ment Diarj' ; the Monthly Professiunal Diaries

;

Medical Visiting Lists, etc.

LETTS'SnitEADING EASEL for INVALIDS,
from 20s. lo 40s. Sold by all Booksellers.

—

FuUv descriptive catalogues gratis.

LETTS, SON, and Co., STATIONERS, S Royal
Exchange, London, E.G.

Washing, Drying, & Mangling Machines*

TlTilliaiiison's Patent
" ' MACHINES are in use at numerous Public

Establishments.—Can bo seen in operation (daily) at
WILLIAMSON'S. Patentee and Manufacturer, 133 HIGH
HOLBORN.—Illustrated Lists free by post.

Tones's Flesli Soap, for the^ TOILET or NURSERY, One Shilling the Packet.
Most beneficial for producing a CLE.VIt, SOFT, and.
HEALTHY SKIN. To be had of

STEPHEN JONEg (late W. Joues and Sons),

Old Kstablishi'd Candle. Soap, and Italian Warehouse,
Near the Turnpike, Islington.

Established 1704.

TEETH WITHOUT SPRINGS.
BY HER >LUESTY'3 ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

~^ewly-invented Application
-^* of PREPARED INDIA-RUBBER in the con-
struction of Artificial Teeth, Gums, and Palates.

MR EPHRAIM MOSELY,
SURGEON-DENTIST, 9 GROSVENOR STREET,

SOLE INVENTOR AND PATENTEE.

A new, original, and ini*luable invention, consisting in
the adaption, with'the most absolute perfection and success,
of CHEMICALLY-PREPARED INDIA-RUBBER, in lieu

of thegitld or bone frame. The extraordinary results of
this application may be briefly note<Un a few of their most
prominent features :—All sharp edges are avoided ; no
springs, wires, or fastenings, are required ; a greatly-
increased freedom of suction is supplied ; a natural elasti-

city, hitherto wholly unattiiinable, and a tit perfected with
the most unerring accuracy, are secured ; wliile, from the
softness and flexibility of the agent employed, the greatest
su]>port is given to the a'^joining teeth when loose, or
rendered tender by the absoriUion of the gums. The acids
of the mouth exert no agency en the Chemically-prepared.
India-rubber, and as it is a non-conductor, fluids of any
temperature may be retained in the mouth, all unpleasant-
ness of smell or taste being at thei same time wholly pro-
vided against by the iieculiar nature of its preparation.

Teeth filled with gold, and Mr Ephiaim Mnsely's Cement,
the only stojiping that will not become discoloured, par-

ticularly recommended for front teeth.—9 Grosvenor street

(W). London ; 14 Gay street, Bath; 10 Eldon square, New-
castle-on-Tyne.

^^he London Home for
-^ SURGICAL DISEASES OF WOMEN, 16 Stanley
Terrace, Notting Hill.—This Hospital is established for

the treatment of surgical diseases peculiar to women, and
combines the organisation of a hospital with the comforts
of a home.
A weekly payment, regulatod liy circumstancos, and

varying from lOs. to 40s., mu.st be made by taih p;itientor
her ftneiida towards the household expenses, except in the
case of those specially recommended by Life Governors.
There are 20 beds, 16 of which are appropriated on the

above scale of payments to females of a btitter class than
ordinary hos'iiital patients ; and four are reserved for |^or
patients recommended by Life Governors.
Donations and subscriptions are earnestly solicited, and

may be paid to the Treasurer, R. Riithven Pym, Esq, at
the Western Branch of the Bank of England, Burlington
gardens ; and to the Hon. Secretjirv, or Lady Superintendent,
at the Home. GEORGE FORBKS. Hon. Sec.

JVTrP.Bourjeaurd's Registered Spiral Elastic Compressional
T^rrr, _ BANDAGES, to be obtained only at No. 11 DAVIES STREET, BERKELEY SQUARE, W., and No. 11RUE DE3 BEAUX-ARTS, PARIS; and through the Profession.

Mr PHILIP BOURJBAURD, in submitting the accompanying
diagrams, presents his best thanks to those Gentlemen who have,

for some years past, prescribed his appliances in all cases indi-

cating their necessity, and begs respectfully to assure others, who
have not used them in their practii^e, that they will find them a
most valuable assistance in most cases indicating the necessity
of compression or support. The inventions consist of Abdominal
Supporters, Hernia Apparatuses, Ankle. Knee and other Bandages,
with various other Appliances, that the elite of the Profession
have pronounced to be most ingenious.
N.B.—No. U DAVIES STREET, BERKELEY SQUARE, W.,

near Mivart's Hotel. The establi.shnient is strictly private, not
i

having any show of Bandages in the window. A highly-respectable
married female to wait upon Ladies, who may insure her

attendance in Davics street, or at their own establishments, by favouring Mr Bourjeaurd with instmctions, according
to their own preference.

At Hom£ fbom Ten till Six.
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piassical and Mathematical.
>—^ _DrSTEGGALL (assisted by the Rev. L. J. Lovckin

and T Hoi-an, Esq., M.A.) Prepares G<;ntlemen for their

San!inati..ns «t tie ft.llowing Boards :-MatncaIat!on

Exaiiiiimtinn of the London University; rreliinmarj- Ex-

amination at Apothecaries' HaU ; Fellowship Examination

«t tlie Roval College of Surgeons ; rreliminary Examination

«t the Royal College of Surgeons.—For terms, &c., apply

to Dr Steoc.vll, before 1 and after 3 o'clock daily, St 2

Southampton street, Bloomsbury square.

N.B. No Vacation during the Summer month!.

Evening Demonstrations of
ANATOMY. — Mr CHRISTOPHER HEATH,

Demonstrator of Anatomy at the Westminster Htiapital.

will continue liis Evening Conrse of DEMONSTRATION S

«nd EXAMINATIONS upon the TISSECTED SUBJECT
on Wednesdav. during the Winter Session. The Demon-
strations take place on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday

evenings, during the Winter Session, from Seven to Nine

o'clock, at the Westminster Hospital. Entrance fee

(perpetual) Fi ve Guineas.

r Geo. Hind continuesM his DEMONSTRATIONS and EXAMINATIONS,
commencing on the 15th of September, at 29 Newman
Btreet, Oxford street.

Hours, from Ton to Twelve a.m., and Six to Eight p.m.

~" CHLORODYNE.
JT. Davenport begs to

• direct attention to the disgraceful and fraudulent

practice of certain parties who apply the tenn ^'CHLO-
BODYNE" to compounds of theib own manufacti-re,

WELL KNOWING that the word is specifically applied to

a remedy solely DiscoVEnED and introduced by Dr J.

COLLIS BROWNE, M.R.C.S.L. (late Army Medical

Staff), the fonnula of which is confided to J. T.

DAVENPORT, and none other;—hence the assumption

of the title, claim to discovery, or manufacture of

CHLORODYNE by any other persons is a direct pal-

pable deceit and imposition.

The Medical Testimony published on the extraordinary

properties of this reme<ly is exclusively applied to

Dr J. COLLIS BROWNE'S CIILOEODYNE.
wholesale depot,

33 Orcat Russell street. Bloomsbury square, London.

"IVrillikin, late Bigg and Milli-
i^-*- )tin. Surgical Instrument Maker and Anatomical

Machinist to Guy's and St Thomas's Hospital, No. 9 St

Thomas's street Southwark S.E.

"IVfedical Fixture and Glass
-*-'-'- WAREHOUSE. — W. HAY, 2j Little Queen
street, Lincoln's inn fields, begs to inform the Profession

that ha Fits-up every description of Medical Shops and
Surgeries, and has in Stock a large assortment of New and
Second-hand Drawers, Counters, Desks, Disiwnsing
Sci-cens, Bottles, Jars, and eveiy requisit* for the above.

—

A. large assortmeut of Medical Lamps.

T oan, Discount, and Deposit
-*-^ BANK.

Established 1849.—14S Blackfriars road. S.

DEPOSITS.—Sums of £1 and upwawls received, bearing

interest at from 5 to 10 per cent., witlidrawable as per
agreement.
DISCOUNT.-Approved Trade Bills negotiated at two

days' notice.

LOANS.—From £6 to £200, repayable by easy instal-

ments, on approved Personal Security, Bills of Sale,

ilortgages. Life Policies or otheivtise.

Prospectuses, and every Information, may be obtained
by letter or pei-sonal application.

EDWABD LEWIS, Manager.

l.t.5 BLACKFRIARS ROAD, S.

Liquor Castanea Equina.

—

Mcssr.'i. REW and Co. respectfully solicit the .atten-

tion of the Profession to this Preparation of the Horse-

Chesnut ; taken internally for Rheumatic Gout and Rheu-

matism, it is a safe, agreeable, and most efficacious remedy.

Dose, two to four drachms. Price 12s. per pound.

The Oil of Horse-Chesnnts applied extem.ally forcul.arged

and stiff joints, acute or inflammatoiy iiain of any kind,

gives almost immediate relief.

These genuine Preiiarations of the Horse-Chesnut are

prepared only by REW and CO.

LITHIA WATER, LITHIA POTASH, and LITHIA
AMMONIA WATER. These Waters are prepared according

to the Instructions of Dr Garrod, and each bottle is

guaranteed to contain the proper proportion of Lithia.

5s. per doz.

R. M. REW and CO., Operative Cltemists, 2S2 Regent
street. Lomh)iL

TO .SURGEONS, DENTISTS, &c.

he Best House in London
for SECOND-HAND INSTRUMENTS is Mr WM.

LAWLEY'B, Lombard House, 7.S F.arringdon street, City.

Established upwards of a century.
A first-class full SURGEON'S ARMY CASE for

gale.

N.B. The Largest stock of Second-hand Dissecting Cases
in London. Also, A great variety of New ami Second-
hand Army and Navy Regulation Cases.

Instruments Bought, Sold, or Exchaugad.

T

PULVIS JACOBI rER., NEWBEBY'S.

To the Medical Profeffion of Great Britain

and Ireland,

/^•entlemen,—We beg to call
^-^ your attention to the following extraft

from a Paper by the late John Cheyne, M.D.,

F.R.S.E., M.R.I.A., Phyfician to the Ilard-

wiclce Fever Hofpital, Dublin, and Phyfician-

General to His Kate Majefty's Forces in Irelanii,

&c., &c., contained in "the Dublin Hofpital

Reports,'^ 'vol. i, p. 310.
" The following very fimple method of

"exhibiting JAMES'S POWDER, in cafes

" of undue determination of blood to the head,

" is that which I have generally purfued. The
" patient is made to begin with a very moderate
" dofe, not more than two grains at bedtime,

"and to increafe the dofe by half-a-grain every

" night, until fome senfible cffeft is produced

"upon the ftomach, bowels, or fkin. Should

"the ftomach be affefted with ficknefs, the dofe
" muft h» leflened, by one grain on the following
" night. By the addition of a tittle rhubarb
" to it, a larger quantity of JAMES'S
" POWDER may be adminiftered than the

"ftomach could otheriuife bear. If the ikin

" is foftened, or the bowels affcfted, the dofe

" should not further be increafed, but it muft be

" repeated every night for a confiderable length

" of time : in several instances I have known
" eighteen or twenty grains taken for a confi-

"derable period without any inconvenience."

To fecure the difpenfing of the original pre-

paration, which, for 114 years, has been fold by

the house of Newbery and Sons, in St. Paul's

Churchyard, it is neceffary to prefcribe it as

" PuLvu Jacobi Ver., Newbery's," other-

wife another article (wanting in the beft pro-

perties, and recommended to be given in a

different code of dofe, though called by thefame
name) may be subftituted for the original

medicine.

This fubftitution mnft bring disappointment,

and of courfe lead Praftltioners to give tip

prefcvibing Dr. James's Powder altogether, or

to regard it as a preparation on which no

dependance can be placed.

FRANCIS NEWBERY AND SONS.

45, St. Paul's Churchyard, London.

Prices for Dispenfing J oz. Bottle 3/. ^d.,

I oz. ^s. Ufual Discount to the ProfefHon.

Fever Powder.James's
4s. Cid. per Ixittle ;

packets 2s. 9d. each.

Prepared and sold by J. L. KIDDLE, 31 Hunter stree t,

Brunswick square, London.

This Preparation has l>een so extensively employed by

the Faculty, and its merits so nniversally acknowledged by

the public at large, as to render all further remark on the

l)art of the Proprietor unnecessary. To be had of all

Wholesale Druggists^ _^__^—__—^—

^

PULVERMACIIER'S PATENT

GALVANIC I
RHEUMATIC CHAIN

" BANDS.
Unequalled as are the effects of the Chain-B,ind3 in

all kinds of Rheumatic Pains, Gout, Neuralgia, Indigestion,

Epilepsy, and Female Complaints, still more extraordinary

is the relief they afford in Sciatica, Lumbago, Head,

Ear, and Tooth-ache, Bronchitis, Urinary Disorders, and

all those Maladies attendant on Debility and Loss of

Nervous Functional Force, *c. Persons interested m
this Invention can convince themselves of the efficiency

and certainty of the curative power of the Chain-Bands, by
perusing the Book,

PULVERMACHERS MEDICO-GALVANIC IMPROVED SYSTEM,

containing extracts from the learned Works of Physicians.

Phrsiologists, .and Philoscqihers. marked with the pages

from whence they are taken; numerous private Testi-

monials of a most interesting character, with Reports of

wonderful Cures fi-om the Hospitals of England, Fiance,

Germanv, and America.
Tlie Invention is adopted by the Academic de Medecine,

Paris ; the Roval College of Physicians, London : and by

the Imperial Faculty of Viemia. It is also distinguished

by the support of Sir C. Locock, Bart., Physician to her

Majesty the Queen ; Professor Oppolzer, Physician to the

Emperor of Austrhi ; by Dr Rjiyer, Physician to Napoleon

III; and others of celebrity ; and w,as rewarded at the

Great E.'diibitiou of all Nations in 1861.

Chain-Bands, 5s., 10s. fkl., 15s., ISs., according to power.

Messrs PULVERMACHER .and Co., 73 Oxford street.

Human Osteology
from France.—RAGINEL, 38 Lndgate hill. City,

B.C.. London. Patronised by the Royal
College of Surgeons of England. Illustrated

Osteology on the bones themselTes. Very
large stock on the lowest possible terms.

Disarticulated Skulls, in twenty -two pieeen,

in box. All the bones of th« disarticulated

skulls -rill be fitted in right order in the

presence of the purchaser, so as to show
that everj- bone of each set Ijelongs to the

same skull ; it will be the same for all other

dlsarticulat<?d pieces. Skulls with Sections.

Hands and Feet on cat gut. Disarticulated

Skeletons, quite complete, with the Skull

same body. Articulated iLale Skeletons, the

bones very well marked.
STUDENT'S CASE OF OSTEOLOGY, COMPLETE.

Splendid Pieces for Lecturers and Museums.

Tj^lastic Supporting Fabrics,
-•—^ of very superior teltures, for Varicose Veins, Ao-

couchcment. Spinal AJfections, Hernia, ftc. Instmction*

for measurement, and jirices, on apjillcation to the Manu-

facturers, POPE and PLANTE, 4 Waterloo p'ace, PaUmall,

London, S.W.
.

RUPTURES. BY ROY.VL LETTERS PATENT.

lite's Moc-main T^ever
TRUSS is allo-ffed hy upwards r

'

'

Gentlemen to b* the most efft-' i

in the curative treatment of 1 i ;

use of a Bteel Bpring, so oftf-i; '^

effects, is here av<iided : a WiIt :;

worn round tlie liOdy, wliilc ..,- . . j....5-it;

'i.\ resisting power is supplied h\ tiie MOC-
] > MAIN PAD and PATENT LKVER, fitting

with fio much ease and closeness that it

cannot be detected, and may be worn during

sleep. A descriplive circular maybe had,

and the Truss (which cannot fail to fit; for-

warded by post, on the circumference of the
body two' inches below the hips being sent

to the Manufacturer,
JOHN WHITE. 22S Piccadilly, London.
Priicof a Single Truss, 16s., 21s., 269. 6cL

and 31s. M.—Postage, Is.

Price of a Double Truss, 81s. 6d., 439.

and 52s. Cd.—PostAge, Is. Sd.

Piice of an Umbilical Trass. 42s., and 52s. fid-

Postage, Is. lOd.

Elastic Stockings for Vari-
COSE VEINS, and all cases of Weakness and Swelling ot

the Legs, Sprains, I.e. They are porous, light in teitnro,

and inexpensive , .ind are drawn on like an orduiary Stock*

ing. Price 3s Sd. 7s. 6i., 10s., and 16s. each. Postage, 6d.

JOHN WHITE. MANUFACTURER,
22S Piccadilly, London. ^^^

Lateral and Angular Our-
VATURES of the SPINE.

In calling the attention of the Profession and PobliC to

the SUPPORTS made by them, WM. WHITING (md

SONS lieg to state that their extensive exiKTience (over

twenty ye.ars) warrants them in asserting that the

IMPROVED SUPPORT which they now manufacture

will be found to be the most effectual of any in use. At

the same time, they are light, comfortable to wear,

AN-P COMPLETELY IXYIStBLE THRorOH THE DEESS, as

experienced by the many hun<lreds of persons of every

age and sex who are now using them.
^

W. W and Sons would also invite attention to tBeir

IMPROVED EXERCISING MACHINES, SPINAL
COUCHES, and their various other contriv.-uices required

in Orthopailic practice.

Manufactory, 28 High streot, Camden town.

N.B.—Makers (by authority) to the Spinal Hospitals

Portland road. Regent's park, foonded by the late Dr
Verral.

,

Surgical Instruments.

—

J. ARNOLD continues ! ' '
^' ' '

the best workmanship at mo<i'-i

the premises under his own f^ I,

1. ARNOLD, 36 and Bi " - iield, E.G
Established 1^19.

phiosso's Gymnasium and^ SCHOOL of ARMS, Ml, EUSTON RO.VD, Comer of

Cmwer street North (near Universitv College).

Mr AXTONIOCHIOSSObegs to draw the attention of

Parents, Guardians, and all those who have the charge ol

Youth, to his system ot Physical Educatifu. "hi. h h»3

proved, through experience, to be the ii- - 'lo

means of rectifying Ph|-sical Defects in thi "i-

sation, such as Curvature of the Spine, Cow . ne

Chest, general Debility of Body, tc, ic. Cl:ii>.;s meet

every hour of the day, attended persanally by Mr Chiosso,

from 9 am. till 10 p.m. ^___

"p'umigations of Sulphur,
-^ Chlorine, Merciuy, and simple Hot .\

* "

"f
Baths, continue to be administered at Nn
borough strwt under the guidance of 0r >

mencetl in 1S23, and recommendwl ft>r the Jii;\T^' '.' t I'^ti;^

standing complaintti.
^

"I'l'l Instrument* of
' nnfactured OR

Nervous and Mental
DISORDERS.—Wvke House. Si.'U hill. Islowprfll.

Middlesex. W.—.\ Prtvatc" Establishment for the Cure aid

Residence of Ladies aul Gentlemen mentally nfflictcd.—

l>roprietOT, E, 8. Willett, M.D.
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CLINICAL LECTURES.

ON DISEASES OF WOMEN.
DELIVERED AT 8T THOMAS'.S HOSPITAL,

By CHARLES WALLER, M.D., Obstetric

Physician to the HospitaJ.

LEcrrRB V.

—

The Use of the Speculitm—
Leucoerucea.

(Coutiuued from page 372.)

I stated in my last lecture, gentlemen,

when speaking of the comparative value of

the simple tubular speculum as contrasted

with that of Ricord's, which is divided into

several portions, that in cases where the cervix

nteri is much increased in size, its entire sur-

face cannot be easily exposed to sight by the

former instrument, unless it be of very large

si^e throughout, an tlipro arc no means of ex-

panding it after its introduction, and henco

difficulty is experienced in its application. Tlie

patient must also necessarily suffer a consider-

able amount of pain.

Some of you have had opportunities of seeing

cases of ulcerated cervix uteri whose boun-
daries could not be seen without great dilata-

tion. Now, unless the vagina be very greatly

relaxed, and the genital fi.ssure of large size,

it would be impossible to introduce a tubular

ipeculuni of the required magnitude. Some
time ago, a case was under my care in Eliza-

beth's WartI, in which the ulceration extended
over the entire surface of an enlarged cervix

uteri, involving also a portion of the vagina :

a comparatively small portion of this would
have been seen through a common tubular

speculum. The other form of instrument is

free from all these objections. I now show
you the speculum I have used for several

years past : its size is moderate ; indeed, it is

comparatively small—composed of four blades
and a handle rcmoveable at pleasure : it is,

consefjuently, very portable. The four blades
of which the speculum is formed are so con-
structed IS to allow a certain degree of over-
lapping ; they are kept firmly together by this

slender stem of wood, having at one extremity
a smooth woilge-likc process, and at the otlier

a handle furnished with two portions of thin
steel, which together act as a spring. The
round, smooth portion of wood, you will ob-
serve, projects beyond the blades ; and this

arrangement renders the introduction of
the instrument easjr to the operator, and
painless to the patient. By means of the
spring, the four blades are kept in close contact,
so that they are compressed into a small space :

by pressing the handles together, the spring
acts, the wooden stem is released, and when
removed altogether, the required degree of
dilatation may be effected without difficulty.

It is supposed by those who have had little ex-
perience in the use of the speculum, that it

cannot be effectively employed without much
indelicate exposure. This is a most erroneous
notion ; not the slightest exposure of any kind
is required ; and as for indelicacy, there is cer-

tainly no more in a specular than in a digital

examination, and probably not so much.
Mode of introducing the Speculum.—Some of

yon have seen the way in which these examina-
tions arc made ; but as tliere may be others

now present who have not yet availed them
selves of the opportunities afforded them in

the wards of the Hospital, I shall shortly

describe the modus operandi. The female
should be placed in bed, in what is called the
obstetric position—that is to say, just as if she
were about to be delivered, namely, on her left

side, the body slightly curved, the knees being
at the same time a little bent upwards towards
the abdomen, the buttocks approaching the side
of the bed. A digital examination is then to

be made, by passing the index finger previously

anointed with unctuous substance into the

vagina, and rapidly carrying it onwards until

the OS uteri is reached. This is found in diffe-

rent positions in different individuals, as regards
its relation to the pelvis : it is sometimes high

up, and reached with difficulty; at others, and
more generally, it is low down ; sometimes it is

found pointing forwards, but much more fre-

quently it will be found at the posterior part
of the pelvis. The uterus should be carefully

examined, whether there be any alteration in

position size, &c. ; whether there be pelvic

tumour, inflammatory or otherwise. If this

examination be satisfactory, nothing further

need be attempted; if the information thus

gained be insufficient, the speculum, having
been previously well oiled, is to be passed up
the vagina until the wooden plug at its extre-

mity rests upon the os uteri. When this has

been accomplished, the handles are to be
pressed together, and the necessary degree of
dilatation effected withnnt tl.c bca-clotties

being at all raised from the body of the patient

:

the sheet should then be wrapped completely
around the instrument, and brought under the

thighs in such a manner that when the coverlid

is turned aside, nothing whatever is visible

except the open extremity of the instrument

;

a lighted candle is then held in the right hand
in such a position as to throw a light upon the

parts required to be seen, when, if the specu-
lum has been applied in the proper direction,

the OS and cervix uteri will be brought into

view. In cases where the vagina is very lax
and dilatable, the extremity of the instrument
sometimes passes by the cervix uteri into the

cul de sac of the vagina ; and here the cervix

will only be partially seen, the os being alto-

gether pressed on one side. It is better in

these cases to withdraw the instrument slowly
;

and if, when it has been thus moved and drawn
down to a certain extent, the parts are not dis-

tinctly seen, then I advise you to remove the

speculum altogether, and to re-apply it, taking

care to avoid the difficulty experienced in the

first introduction. There is generally a good
deal of mucus besmearing the parts, which
must be wiped away before you can clearly

discover their pathological condition.

Although it is upon the whole better for the

patient to be in bed, it is by no means neces-

sary. If a female should call upon you for advice,

and you think her case requires the use of the

speculum, the examination may be conducted
with the same freedom from exposure if she

recline on a couch without being undressed.

In these cases the under-clothing should be
wrapped round the patient in the same manner
as recommended with regard to the sheet ; and
thus she will not be subjected to the annoyance
arising from an exposure which is altogether

unnecessarj-, and extremely revolting to the
feelings of a right-minded female.

It is scarcely, if ever, necessary to use the

speculum in an unmamcd woman. Its employ-
ment ought never to be sanctioned where the

hymen is perfect, or where there is great

narrowness or extreme sensitiveness of the

vagina ; where there are fungoid growths

or extensive ulcerations of the uterus, which

bleed freely on being touched. In the latter

cases the flow of blood would effectually

prevent yon from seeing the condition of the

parts on the one hand, whilst on the other the

introduction of the instrument might be pro-

ductive of injur)-.

Some men have violently opposed the use of

a speculum under any circumstances ; whilst

others, by its frequent and unnecessary employ-

ment, have created no inconsiderable amount
of disgust, and have thus materially damaged
the reputation of the instrument. Avoid both

these extremes ; use it where necessary, but

never employ it when the information required

can be obtained by the touch. The cases

which imperatively demand the employment
of the speculum, are those in which there has

been long-continued leucorrhoeal orsangulneous

discharge : the former aro often considered

by the female herself to be of no importance,

and she seldom applies for relief unless it

becomes profuse and she feels that her strength

is giving way. The common term by which
it is designated—"weakness"—shows the popu-

lar idea which is prevalent ; namely, that it

arises from a debilitated and relaxed condition

of the parts locally, or of the system generally,

or both these causes conjoined : and, without

doubt, in many instances this opinion is correct.

A patient applies to you evidently in en-

feebled health, complaining of general debility

and want of power : the surface of the body is

pale and sallow; her pulse is feeble, her

appetite bad ; she has " a weakness upon her,"

and tells you she is unable to pursue her

ordinary avocations, that " she has no heart

for anything :' she is hysterical and dyspeptic ;

complains of no pain: there are, probably,

some uneasy bearing-down sensations, and a
dragging feeling in the lumbar and inguinal

regions, especiafiy if the flow occurs in a person
who has borne children. You make a careful

digital examination, and you find the local

symptoms correspond with the general. There
is profuse leucorrhojal discharge ; the parts

are much relaxed, the canal of the vagina

somewhat shortened from the descent of the

uterus, which has occurred in consequence of
the loosening of its natural supports (the

ligaments above, and the vagina below). The
introduction of the finger gives no pain, and
there is no resistance to its onward passage.

If the vagina has been distended by frequent

child-bearing,' the membrane is often thrown
into loose folds. The state of the uterus,

and especially of its cervix, should be ascer-

tained ; and if it be found healthy, the

speculum need not be used : you have by the

finger acquired all the information you need ;

there is no organic disease—the local symp-
toms are clearly the result of gener.il debility

;

and whilst you make use of means calculated

to moderate the discharge, you will look more
to the general system, as the cause from which

all these symptoms are proceeding : for

although the general debility must of necessity

be increased by an inordinate local discharge,

recollect that tins is the symptom, and not

the disease itself.

Leucorrhoea arising from this cause is very

common amongst the poorer classes of the

community, who are ill-fed, and reside ia

crowded and badly -ventilated apartments,

and, as might be expected, exhibit all the signs

of defective nutrition. In such cases, the

indication is clearly to build up the powers of

the constitution, which have been broken

down. This is to be effected by the various

forms of tonic medicines, conjoined with a

liberal diet and a moderate portion of stimu-

lating drink. It is better to commence the

treatment by giving a mild aperient to clear

away any feculent matter or morbid secretion

that may be detained in the intestinal canal.

The following draught is generally suflicient

for the purpose :

R Pulv. rhei, gr. x,
;

Potass, sulph., 9j. ad 7)SS.

;

Tinct. zinzib., 5ss.
;

Aq. menth. piper., 5). Ft. haust.

When the bowels have been relieved, you

commence the tonic plan, beginning with the

more mild forms, aud gradually increasing

their strength. Where there is tendency to

nausea, the following infusion is of great

service. It may bo made the vehicle in which

some more powerful medicine may be adminis-

tered :

R Flor. anthemid.,

Cort. aurant. exsicc, Sa Sij- i

Cort. limon. recent,, ^j- i

Aq, ferventis, Oss,

Macera per horse sextain partem, et cola.

The maceration must be continued no longer

than the time specified (ten minutes), or the
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liquid will become intensely bitter, and far less

ffratefiil to the taste, and, consequently, not so

so liki'ly to be retained on an irritable stomach.

To this infusion an alkali or a mineral acid

may be added, according to the state of the

stomach. K there be vomiting, four or five

minims of dilute h>drocyanic acid, with a

drachm of Compound tincture of cardamoms,

may be given thrice a day with advantage in

an ounce of the above infusion. The nausea

or vomiting having been relieved, a more
decided tonic should be employed, such as

caluniba or gentian, combined with a full dose

of tara.xacuni if there be a sluggish condition

of the liver. A few grains of hydrargyrum
cum cretS, may also be required ; but great

caution is necessary in the administration of

this remedy. Its eifect should be very care-

ftillj- watched, as some constitutions are very

intolerant of mercnrj', in any form and in the

most minute quantities. The diet at this

period should be light and nutritious, and in

quantilies proportioned to the digestive capa-

bilities of the stomach. As soon as the dy-

speptic symptoms have been relieved, one of

the various ])reparations of iron should be sub-

stituted for the vegetable tonic. This mineral

has long been in great repute in the treatment

of vaginal discharges ; and in the cases now
under our consideration, where they arise from

an enfeebled state of the general health, the

remedy is extremely serviceable. The tinct.

ferri sesquichlorid. in large doses is often very

beneficial. This preparation acts not only as a

general tonic, but also as a local astringent,

checking to a certain degree the leucorrhooal

flow : sickness is, however, produced in some in-

stances by the tincture, and some other form of

the mineral must be tried, e. rj., ferri citras,

or ferri ammonio- citras, dissolved in mist, cam-
phoric. One of the most elegant (if the term
may bo idlowed) of the ferrugineous prepara-

tions is the liquor ferri acetatis prepared by
Warner and Barclay of Fore street. It con-

tains a large proportion of iron, and scarcely

ever produces nausea, even in a very irritable

stomach. Ten minims constitute a medium
dose, and this nuiy be repeated three or four

times daily in any convenient menstruum. It

is better to apprise your patient of the black-
ening effect of iron upon the alvine evacua-
tions, or sl-ic might otherwise be somewhat
alarmed at their appearance. If the nights be
sleepless, 10 minims of Davenport's chlorodyne
may be administered with great advantage ; it

produces a very soothing effect, and is seldom
followed by sickness or headache, which, as

you are aware, are not uncommon after the
exhibition of the usual narcotic medicines. A
moderate quantity of port-wine, or stout, if it

be preferred by the patient, should be allowed
;

and the diet should consist, for the most part,

of animal food. If the jjatient reside in an
unhealthy locality, removal from it into a more
pure atmosphere will greatly expedite the cure.

Thus far the constitutional treatment, which,

as I have said, is the more important. Never-
theless, the local must not be neglected, as

profuse leucorrhoeal discharges are in them-
selves very debilitating, and tend to increase

the unhealthy condition of system to which
they owe their origin. You, should therefore,

employ local astringents at the very com-
mencement ; and it will be found necessary to

vary them from time to time. You may begin
with a solution of alinn or sulphate of zinc, in

the proportion of eight grains of the former or

five grains of the latter to an ounce of distilled

water : ablution with cold water every night
and morning should also form part of the
treatment. Should this not succeed, the alum
or zinc may be dissolved in a strong decoction
of oak-bark, or tannin may be tried. The
nitrate of silver is another very useful injection,
beginning with a modei-ate degree of strength
(gr. iij ad gj.), and gradually increasing it.

Whenever the nitrate of silver is employed, the
female should be informed of its effects upon

her linen : you know it is used in the prepara-

tion of ." indelible ink," and, consequently, will

permanently stain the fabric upon which it

drops : some of our hospital sheets ailbrd a stand-

ing proof of the truth of this statement. Ifthe

uterus remain prolapsed after the patient has

been restored to health, she should be recom-

mended to wear a nicely-fitting and well-con-

structed abdominal support.

THE PAEASITIGAL DISEASES OF

THE HEAD A^'D FACE.

By GEOBGE boss, M.D., &c.,

Author of the ' Coustitutional Relations of Diseases

of the Skin.'

No. IV.

(Continued from page 390.

)

BAI.DNES.S,—PORKIGO DECALV.\NS, AlOFECIA.

Baldness is a consequence of disease rather

than a disease in itself; and its causes are

numerous. They may be either constitutional

or local, congenital or accidental, physical or

moral. In some instances the hair follicles and

secretory cells are irreparably destroyed ; in

others they are only impaired in their functions

by previous disease. Baldness may attack

both old and young, but men more fre-

quently than women ; and it may occur in

patches, called alopecia areata, or extend over

the entire scalp.

Baldness arising from local diseases may be

a secondary result of any of the maladies

already described, viz. :

1. 0/ Ringworm.—When the baldness is

rarely complete ; the rough surface of the

skin usually exhibiting young sprouting hairs

of a weak texture and woolly appearance.

The roots of the hair not being destroyed, the

hair may be recovered.

2. Of Scallllead.—As a consequence of this

complaint, the baldness is generally complete
;

the patch being quite bare, smooth, thin,

depressed, and shining. In this condition the

disease is sometimes irremediable.

3. Of Eczema and Tmpetiijo.—The scalp is

grey and crusty-looking in these cases ; but

the follicles of the hair not being seriously

injured, the gi-owtli of the hair may be
renewed.

4. Of Pityriasis.—In this case, like the fore-

going, the baldness is usually of a temporary
duration.

5. Vitiligo.—Baldness is also a consequence

of another disease, which is not, however, very

common, viz., vitiligo, so called from its

resemblance to calves' flesh. It occurs in

roundish patches of various sizes, the skin

being white and shining, or dead-white in

colour. Spots of this kind are often con-

genital on the chest and hairy parts of the

body. When this condition occurs as a

disease, it " creeps along in one direction," as

Bateman describes it, and chequers the sur-

face ; on the scalp and other haiiy jiarts the

hair loses its vitality, turns white, and falls off.

It may be considered incurable.

There is another and a usual form of bald-

ness, which does not appear secondary to any
preceding local disease, which we shall call

distinctively

Alopecia.—This may occur in spots, or

prevail over the scalp generally. It is cha-

racterised by undue dryness and gradual
withering of the hair, the roots of which are,

at first, a little raised, and the surface of the

scalp itself dry and scurfy. It is attended
with slight itching, especially when the body
is healed by exorcise, free living, or the
warmth of the bed ; and there are sometimes
small pustules present. The hair at length

loses its hold of the skin, and falls out, leaving

a darkish spot on the site of the follicle.

When this loss of hair is extensive, the scalp

looks shrunken, being deprived of a consider-

able |)ortion of its subcutaneous fat. In this

affection there is a wasting of the hair follicles;

but these may be stimulated to renovated

vigour by appropriate local and constitutional

treatment.

CONGENIT-VL AND SENILE BALDXES8.
Congenital baldness is rare, and is allied to

albinism. In these cases, the follicles of the

hair, as Cazenave has pointed out, are not

destroyed ; their functions only are altered,

there being always thin woolly-looking hairs

on the surface. Scitile baldness is common to

us all, and, like the congenital affiiction, Is

incurable. It commences either at the

temples or the vertex, and leaves a fringe

of grey locks extending from car to ear.

Sometimes, however, it exceeds thc-se limits.

The causes of greyness and baldness, thopgh
frequently identical, are not always so. In
greyness— Canities—the disease chiefly attacks

the pigment cells, the growth of the hair

continuing ; in baldness these cells may not

be injured, but the bulb may waste with

atony or be destroyed by disease, so that the

hair perishes. As the loss of hair over the

temples conftjrs a sager aspect than is com-
monly deserved, it is frequently coveted ; con-

sequently the circumstance of its incurability

is not much regretted.

SYI'IIILITIC BALDNESS.
This is not an infrequent cause of premature

baldness. AVhen the syphilitic poison has

thoroughly impregnated the constitution, it

debilitates the vital powers, and impairs the

nutritive functions of various tissues. The
structures which it especially attacks are the

bones, the mucous membranes, the pigmentarj-

tissues, the absorbent glands, and the skin.

In the latter organ we include the hair. Coin-

cident with the loosening of the hair, there

will exist generally certain scaly or other

eruptions of a secondary nature, but these are

not invariably present. No disease, moreover,

is ordinarily perceptible at the roots of the

hair ; nevertheless considerable quantities feU

as often as it is brushed.

BALDNESS AFTEK FEVEIiS, ETC.

Acute maladies of various kinds, fevers

generally, pulmonary consumption, liver dis-

ease, and all other affections that impair the

vital energy of the system, cause atony of the

hair follicles, and consequent baldness. In
these cases, the alopecia lasts only so long as the

system remains debilitated, and the hair returns

as soon as the strength is restored. In some
cases, as in fevers, the hair is lost, like the

cuticle, by a process of exfoliation, having been
separated by the morbid actions that have

been going on in the follicles ; in others, as in

pulmonary complaints, the hair drops out from

sheer debility of the structures.

THE INFLUENCE OF EMOTION.
Many curious instances are recorded of

persons becoming grey from shocks of grief

or remorse, or from the lengthened continu-

ance of depressing emotions. A gentleman
watching all night by the beilside of his dying

wife, rested his head upon his hand. ^\ hen

the light broke in the morning, the hair on

that side of his head which was in contact

with his hand was observed to be quite grey.

Numerous instances of a similar nature have

been recorded. It does not appear that bald-

ness has been oflen so caused.

THE INFLUENCE OF COSMETICS, KTC.

I have no doubt that the habitual use of

certain substances, to render the hair stiff and
fix the curls, exerts a most injurious effect
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upon the roots of the hair. The diurnal use

of soap, for example, in dressing the whiskers,

is highly pernicious. The caustic soda con-

tained in the soap dries the hair and parches

the follicles, premature greyness being the

result.

The parts that first turn gre)' are the whiskers

and short hair immediately in front of and
above the ear ; dilFering in this respect from
the course observed in baldness, which is first

m.aiiifested either on the temples or the vertex.

The hairs that grow last are the first to lose

their colour ; so also that portion of the hair

of the head which appears last,—viz, that on
the temples, which is late in appearing,

—

is the first to lose its vitality. It would seem,
however, that the body-hairs obey a difl'er-

ent law of gi'owth and decay from those that

cover the head. I do not think that the

custom of wearing hals induces either baldness
or greyness to any extent, as is frequently
alleged. Each description of hair has its

own period of life,—of development, maturity,
and decay.

Palholiyy.—'What has already been said

suffices to explain the pathology of baldness.

Gruby, however, says that it is caused by a
parasite which is found within the hair.

This parasite is identical with the parasite of
ringworm and favus, already described.

(To be continued.)

FIVE CASES OF KUPTURED
rEPvINuEUlNI

CUliEi) BY OPEKATIO^,

AND SUBSEQUENT DELIVEKIEK WITHOUT
LACERATION.

By I. BAKER BROWN', Esti., F.R.C.S.

(Read before the Medical Society of London.)

Cake I. — RuKrrBEii Pi;Ki.SiEU.«, comi'lete—

OpBRATIOS — C'l'KK — SlD-SlilJl-EST DkLIVEHY

WITHOtrr RUPTI'RK.

H. M., tet. thirty-eight, a lady from P^ssex,

•sent to Mr Brown by Dr Capo (who had not at-

tended her in labonr), mother of two children.

The perinasum was torn in her first confinement,

which extended over seventeen hoars.

Oil E.mmin<Uioii, Mr Brown found ono-half of

the sphincter gone, and .some portion of the recto-

vaginal septuui ; the anus was drawn upwards by

the action of the levator ani.

June 18th, 1835.—Mr Brown operated, Dr Capo

.ami Mr George lirown ns.sistiiig.

21st.—Deep BUturea mnored.
28th.— Bowels moved.
July lltli.—Dr Cape saw the patient with Mr

Brown, and on a careful examination the |)trinauni

v.;i^ 1 I 1 to be perfectly sound and entire, and
tl. ;

• r ix)wer restnrod.

TU; : 1.1 iy was, two years afterwards, attended
in her continement by Dr (.'ape, when the jwri-

luenm escaped (pntc uninjf.rcd.

CA»fi Ji.— lii . n ..... ..,....,— i'i.h, i.., .- Ol'E-

B.\TI<iX -Sei oXD Ol'KHATIoX—CUKK—SUB.SE-

qCENT DEtlVEBIES WITHOUT RuPTfRE.

E. J., let. twenty-eight, from Manchester, re-

commended to Mr Brown by Mr (i. C. Jonson,
of Or«.~vcnor street, I'jiton sijuare, was .admitted

into St -Mary's Hospital in July 18.55. The jwri-

i! 11 her fust confinement, on the
Two montliM after the accident

i. . . " M. 'II, Iii-.icr operated uponher,
but ' I, as she did not re-

covii iiions when they were
loose, and ahu al.su ouilcicil Irom partial prolapsim,

^ On Exmn inatian, Mr Brown found that the
operation liad snceciled in restoring the anus, but
not til.- [.I'liiiaiim. Tlie patient was weak and
low, ami iririiiiiaini.il of some difficulty in passing

Iicr water, especially if she retained it for long.

Thi.s, Mr Brown fuiuid, arose from weakness of the
anterior wall of the vagina, and consequent pro-

lajise of the bladder into the v.igina.

July 21st.—Mr Brown operated on her in the

usual way. Union took place without one bad
symptom, and in a fortnight .she left the hospital

to stay with a friend in the vicinity until her
health should be quite re-established. Mr Brown
.subsequently heard from her in September, when
she wrote that she was in the enjoyment of ex-

cellent health and strength. This patient has
since been twice attended by his friend, Dr G.

•Stephens, of Manchester, and no injury has re-

sulted to the perijiieum on either occasion.

C.VSE III.—RriTITEE, COMPLETE—CURE—SUBSE-
QUENT Deliveries without Rupture.

Mrs T., .-et. thirty-five. The perinfeum was
torn during her confinement with her first child,

eight years ago, the forceps having been employed

;

but the laceration was extendod at the birth of her
second child. The perina^um and sphini ter were
torn through, and the control Qv»r tho uplilnctcr

ani lost.

Oct. 9th, 1856.—Mr Brown operated at Birken-
head, where this lady resided, and at this time
she was advanced to the second mouth of preg-

nancy.
lull.—Dr Walker, her usual medical attendant,

removed the deep sutures.

The bowels were moved on tho 25th, and on
the 20tli of November she was reported as per-

fectly cured. She has since been twice delivered

at the full period without any injury to the re-

stored perinaium.

Case IV.

—

Rupture, complete—Cure—Subse-
quent Deliveiiy without Rupture.

Mra M. S., let. twenty-five, from Surrey, came
under Mr Brown's care, at Sir Chas. Locock's re-

commendation, in March 1837, who stated that
her case was the worst he had seen. Four years

before, she had been delivered, by the aid of

forceps, of her first child, after a tedious labour.

Two years after, she had a second child ; but ever
since the birth of the first, suffered from a ru|iluie

of the jjerinaium, which deprived her of the proper
control over tho acti.m ot the bowels, and, in-

directly, seriously affecte<l her health ; she had
bi'en almost always obliged to maintain the hori-

zontal ])osture.

Ej<niiiiiatioii showed a complete rapture of tho
periineum, about an inch of tho recto-vaginal

sejitum being also destroyed.

March 21st.—Mr Brown opcrate<l in his usual

way, in the presence of and assisted by Dr Hand-
field Jones, and Messrs Britton, Staples, and
Philip Harper ; tho late Dr Snow administering
chloroform.

On the evening of 23rd, removed tho deep
sutures ; and on the 2tjth, tlie .superficial.

April 2iid.—When the bowels were sufl'ered to

act, a small recto-vagiii.il fissure was discovered,

but this perfectly healed up in another week by
t he daily appli.'.-it ion .' lyftu-. From this

time her recovery adN ily ; she regained

her health, and was . : enabled to enjoy
horse exercise, which she hud not been since her
fii-st confinement.

Sir C. Ijocock examined the patient, and found
tho integi'ity of the pcrinaum restored in tho most
perfect manner.

In August, ISCO, this lady was delivered at

seven months and a half, by the advice of Sir C.

Ijocock, by Dr Oroam, who wrote to Mr Brown
siibsequentlj-, staving that so perfect was tho
perina-nm, and the absence of all traces of previous

laceration, that he felt unable to credit tlio lady,

that she had been so seriously injured as she

stated : moreover, he added that the periua:um
continued uninjured thionghout the labour,

although no special precaution was taken to jire-

veiit injury. Mr Brown had also siiK'O heard from
the lady liers(df*, that she is in all respects as well

now as before her confinement.

Case V.

—

Ruptured Perikjsum, kxtendixg two
iNCHEH up the Rectum—Two Operations-
Cure— Subsequent Delivery without Rup-
TUUK.

Mrs R., let. twenty-two, residing in Essex, forty

miles from London, was delivered, after a tedious '

labour, by forceps, of a living child, on .Tune 30th,
1858. Two days afterwards she had no control
over the action of the bowels, produced by castor
oil.

July 5th, 1858.^—Mr Brown examined her, and
found that tWb hiceration of the poriiiiieuni was
complete, and also of the rectum itself, for two
inches. The rectal tear Mr Brown at oiico closed
with silver sutures and a leaden plate, which was
removed on the tenth day ; and Mr Brown per-
formed his usual operation for ruptured perinajum,
being assisted by Messrs Parkinson, Taylor of
Booking, and Dr Bozeman of Montgomery, U.S.
The deep sutures were removed on tho third day ;

and in a fortnight she had control over the sphinc-
ter, and was quite convalescent. In six weeks
from her delivery, she was down stairs.

Remarks.—This was only the second case in

Mr Brown's experience where such a complete
laceration had e.xteuded so far up the bowel ; and
yet it wUI be seen that such a rapid and complete
restoration resulted from the operations, even
whilst the lochial discharge was going on for the
first two or three weeks. Dr Hodges, of Roch-
^ord, has since attended this lady at the full

period, and uo rapture of the restored perinajum
took place. Dr Hodges lately related this case at
the Obstetrical Society ; but as tho notes of the
transactions of that Society, published in all the
journals, do not mentionMr Browu as the operator,
Mr Brown considered himself justified in publish-
ing it himself, especially as Dr Hodges wrote to
him, expressing his surprise and regret at the
omission of Mr Brown's name.

OF
THE SPIRIT

THE PEEIODICALS.

We extract from the ' Dubbn Quarterly

Journal' the following article, by Mr Clay, of

Birmingham, on a
NEW SION of POST-PABTUM DETACHMENT OF THE

PLACENTA :

"The rules usually given in obstetric manuals
and text-books for tho management of tho pla-
centa, after tho birth of the child, are— to wait
for a pain, or to carry the linger along the cord to
the OS uteri, and, if its root can be felt, it may
be fairly assumed that tho placenta is thrown off,

and may be easily extracted by gontlo traction of
the cord, with the aid of external manipulation.
If these instructions bo faithfully carried out, can
we rely U])on the facts elicited as infallible proofs
that the placenta is se])aratod from the utertis ?

Pain may mislead, as it frequently arises from
otlier causes than contractions of the uterus ; and
even if tho insertion of the cord can be felt, it is

not always conclusive on this point, as the root
of the cord may sometimes bo felt when the
uterus is in a flaccid condition, iiy u.siug modorato
traction on the cord, and yet the placenta be not
thrown off. Besides, the patient often lustily com-
plains of the smarting pains caused by the frequent
examinations deemed necessary to ascertain the
fact ; and often she positively forbids such a mode
of jiilfrferunce.

"Four years ago I was led, from those causes,
to investigate tho subject, with the view of im-
proving, if jiossiblc, upon the old mode of manag-
ing tho deliverance of the after-birth. 1 thus
ascertained certain facts, from which I came to
the conclusion tJiat a very simple sign existed by
which the separation of tlie placent.i, after tho
birth of the child, might be indicated ; and, having
tested it in upwards of nine hundred cases, I hope
I may be considered to be fairly entitled to lay
the results at which I have arrived before the
Profession.

" Before dividing the umbilical cord, I always
ajiply two ligatures, and make both sufficiently

tight to prevent the occurrence of haemorrhage.
If the maternal part of tho cord is now examined,
it will be found to be in a flaccid condition, and
almost free from blood ; but if it bo again ex-
amined, at an interval, say from one to three
minutes, it will be found to have acquired in-

creased specific weight, and that the vessels arc
more or loss filled witli blood. The one fact may
bo ascertained by poising the cord on the fingers

;

tho other, by slightly grasping the cord near the
vagina, with the thumb anil forefinger of the left

hand, and, with the fingers of tlie right hand,
suildcniy conipre.ssing it, when a well-marked
sense of fluctuation is pcreeivcd underneath tha
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fingers of the left hand,—a kind of resilience

similar to the I'eeliug produced when an elastic

tube filled with fluid is suddenly compressed.

"When the placenta is thrown off, or sufficiently

detached to give rise to a tolerahly free hsemor-

rhage, the cord loses its increased specific weight

and the hydi'ostatic property just mentioned.

These phenomena occur so invariably, that the

loss of the previously-acquired hydrostatic pro-

perties of the cord after the birth of the child

constitutes the sign of detachment previously re-

ferred to.

"The whole of the phenomena are manifested

in three stages, viz. :—1st, a state of flaccidity
;

2nd, a state of repletion ; 3rd, a state of flaccidity.

" If the umbilical cord be tightly grasped by a

spasmodic contraction of the os uteri, or by irre-

gular contractions of the body of this organ, the
loss of the particular hydrostatic properties may
be delayed for a brief interval ; but in a few
seconds the spasm subsides, and those phenomena
are produced which indicate the separation of the

placenta, and that this structure may be safely

extracted. These signs are not, of course, always
equally inai-ked in every case,—often reqxiiring

experienced tactile management, in order to detect

their jiresence. AA'hen tlie uterus is in a flaccid

condition, the phenomena are manifested in a very

slight degree, Init are still perfectly reliable. On
the other hand, when the uterus is contracted,

with some degree of firmness, on the placenta, they

are so well marked that the most inexperienced

may readily detect them. In cases of partially-

adherent ])lacenta, the disappearance of the hydro-

static propeities, after being once fully developed,

and the failure to deliver the placenta by the usual

manipulations, have always indicated to me the

necessity for promptly adopting artificial detach-

ment by the introduction of the hand. In twin

cases, if the cord is firmly tied, I have invariably

found that the signs persisted until the birth of

the second child. lu one case, where the hydro-

static properties disappeared, after being well

marked, before the birtli of the second child, I

found, on examination, that the corresponding

placenta was detached, and I at once removed it,

which, otherwise would probably have been suf-

fered to remain. Neither mother nor child m-
curred any risk.

" It sometimes occurs that the jilacenta is sepa-

rated simultaneously with the birth of the child.

In this instance, the first series of phenomena may
be absent ; and it may be prudent to wait before

proceeding to extract the placenta, although it

may be generally effected with safety.

"The practical value of the application of these

facts to obstetrics is obvious, as by merely com-
pressing the cord in the manner previously indi-

cated, the jirecise time of sejiaration may be easily

ascertained, the placenta at once extracted, and
the patients thus freed from those frequent annoy-
ing examinations usually employed. The prompt
delivery of the placenta, on the first effbrts of the
utera.s, is very important, as this organ contracts
then more efficiently, and the risk of ha;morrhage
is not so great, and it may be fairly assumed that
the luierporal convalescence is not so protracted as
under a more dilatory proceeding.
"To students, or inexperienced practitioners, it

might be a safe instruction to impart,—not to

interfere in the extraction of the placenta so long

as the hydrostatic properties herein defined are

persistent."

The ''American Medical Monthly' opens with

a continuation of Dr Peaslee's articles

ON DISPLACEMENTS OF THE UTERUS.

In this number the Author treats of Inversimi.

After some remarks to the efl'ect that the inversion

may be partial or complete, and that partial in-

version may be of three kinds—viz., depression,

implying convexity of the fundus towards the

cavity of the uterus ; iiUroversioii or depression

into the cavity of the uterus, and perversion, in

which the fundus projects through the os tincce,

to which Mad. Boivin and Dug^s add iuvorsiou of

the body and cervix,—-he says that inversion
usually occurs immediately after the expulsion of
the fcctus ; but it may also happen some days later,
and it may be induced by a polypoid growth. The
causes of inversion following labour are :

" A very prompt delivery (implying powerful

contractions of the uterus), especially if it occur
while the patient is standing or rising from stool

;

rash pressure downward of the fundus uteri by
the hand applied over the hypogastrium

;
power-

ful straining efforts of the patient after the fcetus

is expelled ; and all causes of in-egular uterine

contraction. But, doubtless, the most common
cause is careless traction upon the cord, in order

to remove the placenta after the fcetus is expelled.

Still, it should bo added that inversion may
occur under the most judicious management. If

the uterus be in a state of atony for a time after

the fcetus is expelled, we may easily conceive that

if an irregular contraction should take place, it

might cause a depression of the fundus at first

;

and this may finally become a complete inversion,

independently of any error on the part of the
practitioner."

The Author then continues

:

" Symploins of Recent Inversion.—If the inver-

sion be complete, the fidlowing grave, rational signs

present themselves. The patient suddenly becomes
exhausted and deadly pale, even though there be

no hiemorrhage. Generally, however, but not
always, profuse flooding occurs, provided the
placenta is detached, it io, howover, far more
frequently attached when the uterus is inverted.

The pulse becomes small and rapid, and the

voice weak, and nausea and vomiting usually

supervene. If ha;morrhage attends, syncope soon

follows, and in some cases death ensues almost

immediately. On the other hand, if the patient

rallies, she does so almost as .slowly if there has

not, as if there has been hemorrhage ; the shock

to the nervous system being the main source of

immediate danger. Violent uterine contractions

accompany, and also sometimes succeed, the dis-

placement.
'

' Such symptoms should at once induce you to

make a thorough local examination. A large

tumour will be found hanging from the vulva,

larger than the contracted womb should be ; at

first flaccid, and sometimes extending half way
to the knees ; but anon becoming rigid, from the

supei-vention of contractions. This is the com-
pletely inverted uterus. If the vagina is also

com]iletoly inverted (as it usually is not), there

will be a firm constriction towards the top of the

mass (the os uteri), and the portion above this is

the inverted vagina. The cavity fonned by the

inverted utenis, and which is, of course, con-

tinuous with the peritoneal cavity, contains the

ovaries and Fallopian tubes in all cases, and some-
times, also, portions of the small intestines, of the

blatlder, and the rectum. Thus, the size of the

tumour will vary much, according as it does or

does not contain the latter viscera. It is of course

larger also, if the placenta is still attached.
" On inspecting the protruded mass, it presents

a rough, fungous-looking, bleeding surface (if the

placenta is detached), and we can distinguish the

orifices of the uterine sinuses. The mass is

spheroidal or ovoid, and larger above than below,

and is sensitive to the touch ; and should, of

course, be at once recognised if the i>lacenta is

still attached. On attempting to examine per
vaginam, the latter may be found to be com-
pletely inverted. If not, the finger passes only a
.short distance into that canal, and can be cavnod
completely around the upper end of the tumour
without finding the os uteri. Examining per

rectum, also, the utenis is not found in its place.

And finally, search being made for it by palpation

over the hypogastrium, it is thus found to be

absent from the position it should occupy imme-
diately after parturition.

" If the inversion be partial, the rational

symptoms will be less pronounced proportionally

to the degree of the displacement, and some of

them will be entirely wantiug. If mere depression

exists, we may merely recognise a cup-shaped de-

pression in the fundus on ajiplying the hand to

the hypogastrium. In introversion, this would be

still more marked. In perversion, the fundus
might not be reached at all by this mampulation,
and there would be graver accompanying sjanp-

toms. But a vaginal examination would discover

the fundus projecting more or less through the os,

into the vagina, it being encircled as by a firm

ring, by the os above. But even if the whole
uterus except the os be inverted, the tumour may
still be so small as to be retained in the vagina,

since, unless there be complete inversion, nothing
but the ovaries and Fallopian tubes, and not the
whole of these, is contained in the cavity formed
by the inverted organ ; and in tliis case, the

tumour in the vagina has been mistaken for the
breech of a second child.

" In regard to the comparative frequency of
complete and partial inversion, I should add that
most writers regard the former as comparatively
quite rare. It is my own opinion, that of those
cases occurring at once after the foetus is expelled,
the greater number are cases of complete inver-

sion ; while those occurring subsequently are
mostly cases of partial inversion.

" Prognosis of Recent Inversion.—Inversion is

a fearful accident, unless treated at once, and the
uterus reposited. But if judiciously and promptly
treated, it is not usually fatal. Tliere is, however,
danger of a relap.se for several days after, even to

the 10th (Leblanc), and after a subsequent
delivery. If overlooked or maltreated, it may
prove suddenly fatal (in one or two hoiirs), or
death may occur a few days subsequently, from
pain and exhaustion, syncope, or convulsions.

" On the other hand, if the patient sunives an
unreduced inversion for two or three weeks, she

may probably for months or years, though still a
great sufferer. Repeated and almost uninter-

mitting hiemorrhage, however, generally limits

the life of the jjatient two or three years after the
accident (Boivm and Drugss, p. 123). Some,
however, after a few months or years, experience
but comparatively little inconvenience from tWa
accident. At the end of from three to six months,
the uterus will have been reduced to nearly its

normal size, and will frequently no longer protrude
from the ^nilva ; and if not, life is prolonged with
much less discomfort. Levret and Delamotte
were consulted by patients who had had inversion

of the utenis twenty and thirty years, resjKctively.

And Levret mentions the case of a woman seventy
yeai s of age, who had a complete inversion of the
womb and %'agina, and, of course, the mass was
entirely external—which contained a portion of

the rectum, of the bladder, and of the small in-

testine, besides the ovaries and Fallopian tubes.
" Co^nplicntiems of Recent Inversion.—Disten-

sion of tile bladder and subsequent inflammation
may be expected, if not guarded against, as com-
plications. Sometimes, also, the uterus, if unre-

duced, becomes strangulated, and finally sloughs

off ; and in a few instances, the patient has sur-

vived even this result. Inflammation soon super-

venes of the displaced organ in all cases ; and this

must, in cases where treatment has been delayed

for a short time, be removed, before reposition is

attempted.
" Diagnosis of Retent Inversion.—It might h«

supposed that the diagnosis of recent inversion,

when complete, presents no difliculty ; but it has,

in practice, often been found otherwise. The
sooner after the accident occurs, however, the

easier the diagnosis.

"1. From apohfpiis, complete recent inversion

is distinguished liy its rough, bleeding, and sensi-

tive surface, and its form (larger above than

below), and the greater immobility of the tumour.

In polypus also the os encircles the tumour ; not

so in inversion when complete.
"2. From prolajjsiis, inversion is distinguished

by the absence of the mouth of the uterus at the

lower part of the tumour, as well as by the

blood-red and bleeding surface presented.
" 3. From prolapsus of lite vagina, by its rough

bloody surface, and firmness, and difficulty of re-

duction.
" The history of the case in either prolapsus or

polypus will also, of coui-se, be inconsistent with
the idea of recent inversion. Moreover, the ab-

sence of the uterus from its normal position in

the hypogastrium, and the placenta also, if

attached, will distinguish inversion fixim all the •

preceding ; and in polypus and prolapse of the

vagina, tne finger may be passed above the tumour
into the vagina.

"Partial recent inversion (in the third degree,

or perversion), may be mistaken for (1) polypus.

But here, again, the tumour is sensitive, while

polypus is not ; the surface is rough aud bleeding

—that of polypus is polished and smooth. Some-

times, however, the inverted uterus, whatever the

degree of inversion, is not decidedly sensitive.

(2.) It may also be mistaken for prolapsus ; but

here, again, the surface of the latter is smooth,

and the os uteri at the lower extremity of the

tumour.
"The diagnosis of the first degree of recent in-

version (depression aud introversion) is made out'

especially by searching for the fundus uteri by
palpitation of the abdomen al>ovc the pubes.
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*' Trcatiiicid of Recent Inversion.— Evidently

the first thing to be done in a case of recent in-

version, whether com])lete or partial, is to return

the uterus to its normal position as promptly as

possible. A delay of a few minutes may be fatal

to the patient, and the difficulty of reposition is

also much eidianced as the time passes. Denman
thought the lajise of four or five hours might ren-

der tlie reposition impossible. This is, however,
a mistake, as will appear further on.

" If present, therefore, when the displacement
occurs, we should not lose a minute before at-

tempting to restore the uterus to its normal posi-

tion. There is, however, au important })ractical

question to be settled in each case, provided the
placenta is still adherent (and it is so in a ma-
jority of eases), viz. : Shall the placenta be
detached before the attempt is made to reposit the
womb?

"Blundell, Burns, Clark, Cams, Denman,
Gooch, Xewuham, and others are opposed to the

removal of the placenta before attempting the

reduction ; though Denraan and Cams advise to

complete the. detachment, if it be alieady partially

detached. On the other hand, Baudelocque,
Boiviu, Capuron, Gardien, Kadford, Jleigs, and
others, advise previously to detach the placenta.

Obviously the reduction will bo gieatly facilitated

by its previous removal, and in this way we also

avoid any trouble from it subsequently to the re-

position ; but those who would return it with the

utema are deterred from detaching it by the risk

of hicraorrhage. Dr Radford has, however, shown
that this risk has been overestimated. Avoiding

all discussion, I should say, that our practice, in

case the placenta is still adherent, may be safely

liased on the three following precepts :

" 1. If the placenta is partially detached,

complete the detachment before attempting the

reposition.

"2. If the placenta is adherent, and you are

present at the moment when the inversion occurs,

attempt to replace the uterus at once, without
detaching the placenta. You would generally

succeed at once, and the placenta will be expelled

by the uterine contractions afterwards.
" 3. If not called till au hour or more has elapsed,

or until the uterus has become rigid, detach the

placenta before attempting to replace the womb.
"To ellcct the rciiosition, the patient should be

placed on the back, with the |>elvi3 higher than
the shoulders ; aud if the utems has become
rigid, it will be necessary to administer an anses-

thetic. In case of a few honrs' delay, the blad-

der and rectum should also be previously evacu-
ated. In resjiect to the manipulations to be
resorted to, dilferent directions are given by dif-

ferent writers. But first apply oil or glycerine to

the hands. Mr Newnbani advises to attempt
to replace first the portion of the mass which last

descended, and therefore to commence at the

upijcr part of the tumour. Some advise to com-
press the whole mass between the two hands, to

diminish its size, and then to force the mass up-
wards, aud thus edeet reposition. I should com-
press the tumour in this way only in case it con-
tained portions of intestine, and for the puriKise
of f ' '

'
' ' ^ tlie iieritoneaf cavity

bef.i; ^A.

"1 ,:. ..- practice of those who
first apply the end of a single finger to the lower

extremity of the tumour with the intention of in-

denting it like the bottom of a bottle, by forcing

it upward, and then other fingers, and finally the

whole hand, when the indentation becomes suffi-

cient to receive the latter. It will generally

require a firm, continuous pressure, for several

minutes before the lower part of the tumour
yields at all ; and when at length it does so, and
the whole hand is a[)pUed in its turn, we must
expect to meet with resistance again, when the

inverted fundus is raised to the level of, and be-

fore it is returned through the os. A steady

pressure will, however, at last overcome this, and
the uterus is then at once replaced ; the fundus

sometimes stai-ting from the hand, at last, like an
elastic bottle when turned wrong side out. The
hand must, however, (now within the uterus,) be

carried as hif;h as possible, to make it certain

that no depres.sion of the fundus remains. It

should also be retained in the cavity of the

uterus until expelled by the contractions of the

latter ; since, otherwise, the contractions may
reproduce the inversion.

"We miLst, however, know when to attempt
this manipulation. And Dr Meigs has decided

tliis point. He observed that after-pains (i.e.,

contractions) occur in the inverted uteras, as

after parturition under*iiornial circumstances.

During them, of course, the uteiiis becomes rigid

and firm, but the contraction ceasing, it again
becomes flaccid. It is only when in the flaccid

condition, of course, that we are to attempt the
manipulation just described. If we find the
uterus rigid, therefore, we have only to wait until

relaxation ensues.

"Since, however, continued pressure with the
finger becomes at length quite fatiguing and pain-

ful, we may use with the same result a piece of

cork an inch in diameter (a cork stopper, for

instance), made convex at its extremity and
attached to a piece of whalebone or wood of suffi-

cient firmness, instead of the finger ; and when
the tumour becomes indented below by the pres-

sure thus applied, the hand can be used in turn.
" If reduction is found to be impossible by the

preceding process, aud the principal resistance is

afforded by the os uteri, it may be proper to

divide the latter. Belladonna ointment may be
previously applied, as recommended by Chaussier.

if the utems is inflamed when we first s«<» th«

case, tUn inWntnnimtion sliould be diminished by
bleeding, the application of leeches, &e., as may
be required, before attempting the reduction.

" If all the preceding means fail, I should still

be disposed to vary and repeat the procedure,

since I think that but very few cases of i<>cent

inversion should be abandoned as irreducible.

A few eases of partial, recent inversion have been
spontaneously reduced ; but we have no right to

expect this termination in any given case.

"After the reduction has been effected, a re-

cuiTence of the accident is best prevented by
keeping the patient longer than usual, after con-
finement, in a recumbent position. I have said

nothing of brandy and ammonia, or other stimu-

lants which the patient may require, according to

her condition, before commencing or during the
reduction.

"

The Author then consideis the subject of in-

version of long standing, to which we will revert

in our next Number.

Dr Pavy's Lectures on Diahela are continued

in the present number of the ' Lancet.' We will

reproduce an extract in our next Number.

Dr William PiitiirE continues in the same

joui-nal his observations on FavHs, from which we

will make an extract next week.

Tlie following Case of

TVPHU)-ENTERITIS

is reported by Dr W. P. Haiiuis, of the Punjab

Infantry, in the samejournal.

"Usgar, a Malay, aged forty-five, employed as

a lamp-trimmer on board the ' Viscount Canning'
transport steam-ship ; has flabby muscles, and
the expression of a man who continually indulges
in some intoxicating substance. He states that
fur tli'' IjiMt two iiMiiitlis Ik- lius orcasionally

suffered from constipation, though in other
i-espects he has enjoyed his usual state of health.

"On the 5th of June he aiiplied to me, stating

that he had almost constant vomiting, mtich pain
over the epigiistrium, and was constipated

;
pulse

quiet ; tongue clean. Calomel and opium,
followed by castor-oil, afforded much relief. He
ri'turned to his w'ork, and on the following day
stated that he felt quite well, with the exception
of a little pain over the epigastrium, which was
immediately relieved by the application of a

mustard poultice. His bowels acted the same
day.

"On the 7th he came back tome in a nmch
worse state than he was on the 5tli, though the

symptoms had undergone much modification.

He was suffering from severe pain and tenderness

over the ab<lomen, aggravated towards the cfecal

region, in which part there was a distinct fulness

and hardness of the abdominal walls perceptible.

He had no vomiting, and instead of his bowels
being constipated, he was now afflicted with .some-

what profuse diarrhtea, of a slightly slimy cha-

racter. The expression of his countenance
denoted much suffering ; though, as usual amongst
Orientals, the ordinary condition of health of his

tongue, skin, and i>ulse, was not materially

altered. Not, being possessed of leeches, which

were clearly indicated, I gave him mercury with
chalk and Dover's powder, in repeated doses,

with fomentations and poultices to the caecal

region.

"June 8th.—A defined hard tumour to be felt

this morning in the cajcal region, of about the
size of a large orange, exceedingly tender to the
touch, more so than yesterday. A couple of
cupping-glasses were applied over the timioiir,

and the powders and fomentations contiiniod.

"7th. The pain was much less this morning;
the gums slightly affected, and the man expressed
himself as feeling considerably relieved. The
powders were relinquished ; fomentations to bo
continued as before.

'
' After this date there was a daily improvement

up to the 2Sth, on which day I disembarked with
my regiment. Dming this period the diarrhoea

continued, though less profusely than at first,

being kept in check by means of dilute sulphuric

acid and tincture of opium. No strong astrin-

gents were given to check this flux, as nature
appeared to use it as a means of diminishing the

size of the tumour, which slowly reduced in bulk
without the patient being w'eakened by the
relaxed state of the bowels. To assist nature,
compound iodine ointment and mercurial plasters
were applied, and hydriodate of potass with
decoction of bark given internally.

" On the 28th, when I gave up the treatment
of the case, the man had returned to light employ-
ment, and the tumour was inconsiderable in
size.

"I lost sight of the man for about one month,
at the expiration of whi<'h time I found that
natiu-e had perfected what 1 had left incomplete ;

as, on examiuation, I could find no trace of a
tumour, or even of any hardening of the textures,
and the man had gained more flesh than any of
his friends had seen him possessed of before.

The patient told me that the diarrhcea had con-
tinued until the whole of the swelling had dis-

appeared. The improved state of health over
that ho had enjoyect for some yeare past may,
perhaps, be referred to the fact of his having
lately been unable to obtain ojiium, which, for

the last two years, he had been in the habit of
eating."

The ' Medical Times and Gazette ' contains the

tenth Lecture of Dr Goodfellovv

ON diseases of thf, kidney.

He treats of the ijrocess of formation of the small

hard, contracUd kidney. He thinks it a combi-

nation of the processes of degeneration and iuflani-

mation. He obsei-ves :

"In this form of kidney there is a great increase

of the connective tissue, and not only an increase,

but au alteration of the tissue. It is coarser, and
is sometimes, I Iwlieve, more or less mixed with
fibres of the yellow fibrous element. The normal
connective tissue, or matrix of the kidney, is

extremely delicate ; aud this, I suppose, luus led

some Histologists to deny its existence altogether.

It is very easily destroyed, and it is so extremely
transparent that unless considfM'al^le care is taken
in the management of the light in looking at

specimens of healthy kidney tissue as transpai-ent

objects, and, therefore by transmitted light, all

appearance of fibres will be lost.

" The atrophy and dcstraction, partial or com-
plete, of the Malpighian bodies, and convoluted

tubes, which produce the contracted state of the

organ, is, in a great measure, owing to this inereaso

anil alteration of the fibrous elements. Not
altogether, however ; for it is probable that, for

the I'easons assigned in my last Lecture, there is,

at the same time, and from the same cause,

a degeneration and actual wasting of these

structures, hidependently of the mechanical effects

of this increase of fibrous tissue. It is more than
probable, as I there hinted, that the delicate

anatomical elements composing the walls of the

capillary blood-vessels, both Malpighian and
secondary, and of the uruiiferous tubes, aro

directly injured by the irritating influence of the

alcohol, and other allied substances."

The increase of the fibrous tissue having taken

place, how is it likely to affect the true secreting

stmcturesp

"It produces it in two ways, both mechanical

in their operation,— First, by pressure upon them,

leading to absorption, and secondly, by pressure
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upon and obliteration, partial or complete, of the

blood-vessels, and in this way cutting off the

supply of nutritivi^ blood-plasma. This intercep-

tion of blood-plasma may probably be induced

in another way,—by the peculiar mode of action

of the causes of this form of kidney disease,

either from actual coagulation of the albumen
and tibrine in the blood-vessels, or from the

mechanical influence of the separated or pre-

cipitated fats in a nou-saponifiable form.

"But, as I said before, I do not think that the

atrophy and destruction of the ti-ue gland stinc-

tures are entirely due to these mechanical

influences, certainly not, when the cause is

alcohol. I repeat that the mere contact for any
great length of time of an irritant with the

delicate gland-tissues will lead, under certain

conditions, to their degeneration and tdtiniate

destruction, somewhat in the manner described in

my last lecture. The mere contact, more or less

continuous, of an irritant, such as alcohol, in the

form of brandy, gin, and such ardent spirits, will

produce something resembling a shock upon
the tissues, alter or annihilate their iidicrcnt pro-
perties, impair or destroy the play of tlieiv normal
chemical affinities, and conisequcntly deprive them
of their assimilating powers. They die, and
cease to be renewed, from inanition, much in the

same way as they lose the same properties of

development, growth, and conservation, from

general impairment of all the functions of the

Ijody in old age."

Dr GooDFELLOW then considers the mode in

which the mixed varieties are ijroduced ; but

having given that of the typical forms, we shall

not follow him in this part of his disquisition.

He then speaks of the fatty and amyloid forms.

On the fatly form he remarks ;

" We .should, consequently, expect to find this

superabundance of fatty matters in the body, and
the tendency to the replacement of protein prin-

ciples by fat in elderly people, in whom the respi-

ratory changes are dehcient, who take Imt little

exercise, and take more food than they can pos-

sibly convert and assimilate into the higher proxi-

mate principles and protein-tissues. In drunk-
ards this conversion probably is more nearly
allied to a form of inflammation, and owes a com-
plex causation. As I have already stated, alco-

holic driidcs are a much more frequent cause of

this fatty kidney. It is impossible flat the
separation of fatty principles, which was obseiTcd
by MM. Lallemand, Perrin, and Duroy, after the
administration of alcoholic compounds, can take
place in the blood without obstructing tlie circu-

lation through the minute capillary blood-vessels,
interfering with the transudation of blood-pla.sma
through the interstices of their walls, and leading
to a superabundant admixture of tliose fatty prin-
ciples with the plasma itself, even if it were
otherwise normal in composition, which it very
probably is not. How can it, indeed, remain in
the normal state ? This separated fat most pro-
bably comes chiefly, if not entirely, from the red
blood-coi-puscles, if it be true, as Ijchmann
asserts, that the fats of the blood .are principally

deposited in them. It is not surprising, then,

that tissues, whether composed of fibres, mole-
cules, or cells, or of all of them, should undergo
changes which ultimately end in fat. Old age,

too much food, too little exercise, residence in an
impure atmosphere, but above aU, an intemperate
use of ardent spirits,— one, or more, or all, are

the true causes of the fatty form of kidney when
occurring as an independent form of Bright's
disease, and also, in great part, when it is an eu-
giaftment npon the others."

Again of the amyloid :

"Virchow was the first to discover the true
nature of the metamorphosis that the tissues

imdergo in this condition of the organ. Those
parts of the kidney, and of other organs which have
undergone this metamorphosis, seem to be con-
verted into a substance analogous in its reactions
with iodine and sulphuric acid to substances of
the amylaceous group. On bnishing over parts
affected with this metamorphosis, they assume in
a few minutes a deep red-brown colour. This
seems to be distinctiTc, for it is vei-y different
from the colour produced by iodine on organs iu
any other condition, and when once seen, is repre-
sented by I)r Harris not to be mistaken. It is not

cellulose, for iodine does not produce the red-
brown colour with this suVistance, and it olfers less

resistance to alkali*, and is c<invertible into

sugar, which the amyloid substance is not. Kor
the same reason it is not actual starch. The
reactions with cholcsterine with the same agents,

for which it might otherwise have been mistaken,
are essentially different. It is therefore not allied,

probably, in any way to this substance. The
process by which the presence of this amyloid
substance may be delected is very simple, and of

easy ajiplication. ' When a solution of iodine is

blushed over a liver which has undergone this

change, the affected parts in a few minutes assume
a deep red-brown colour, very different, as before
stated, from the colour produced by iodine on
organs in any other condition. When to these
parts, thus reddened by iodine, sulphuric acid is

a*lded, a change to a bluish-red or violet-red, or
deep-blue purple, or even to an indigo-black,
speedily commences ; in some ca^es this colour
quickly pa,sses into a deep reiidish-brown. In
the Malpighian bodies, and arteries of the kidney,
the bluish coloration is most marked, and in these
the dilute acid is sufficient to juoduce it. In
the liver the stronger a^-id is neces.saiy, and the
colour iij observed with greater difficulty. Now,
cholesterine, when treated with strong sulphuric
acid and iodine, shows a very similar blue
colour ; but with iodine alone it is unchanged in

colour. It is necessary, in order that the iodine
shall jiroduce its characteristic blue colour, that it

undergo some amount of oxidation by the sul-

phuric acid.' The following are Virchow's views
as to the nature of the substance, its anatomical
seat, and the character of the constitutional
symptoms, as quoted by Dr Harris, from his
work on ' Cellular Pathology :'—

" 'Almost all parts of the body are ca))able of
undergoing this process of degeneration. Tlie

affected parts become enlarged, somewhat indu-
rated and aniemic ; the cut surface is semi-trans-
parent, but dull ; the natural colour of the parts
is lost, but the colour of the neighbouring parts
and vessels being seen through, gives them a
yellowish or brownish tinge. The coats of the
small arteries are the most frequent primary seat

of this infiltration, and from them it spreads to
the parenchyma of the organs ; the walls of the
arteries become thickened, and their calibre

reduced, and hence the aiia'mic condition of the
organs. The muscular fibres of the middle coat
are the parts first affected. In the jilace of each
muscular cell a compact homogeneous body is

seen, in which, in the earlier stages, the centre of
the nucleus appears as a hole; this afterwards
disappears, so that a kind of siiindle-shaiied body
remains, from whicli all trace of cell-structure

has vanished, no distinction being left between
cell-wall, contents, and nucleus. When the
infiltration has reached this point, it commences
to invade the parenchyma of the organs. In the
liviir, the cells in the immediate neighbouihood
of the hciiatic arteries are first aUccted ; the
livcr-ccUs gi-aduaUy become homogeneous ; nucleus
and cell-wall gradually disappear ; and at last

nothing is left but an absolutely homogeneous
shining body ; the cells are thus coverted into a
kind of corpora amylacea. In the kidney, the
^•cssels of the Malpighian bodies and the afferent
arteries first undergo this change. In the earlier

stages but little altei'ation is percep':ible to the
naked eye ; the kidney appears merely indurated
and ansemie, and only when a solution of iodine
has been applied to it, does the change it has
undergone become apparent; then, throughout
the cortex numerous fine red dots appear, corre-
spondingin their size and position to theglomeruli,
and fine red streaks running from them indicate
the afferent arteries.'

"'The disease is conttitutional ; one organ
alone is rarely affected ; the only spot where as
yet an indeiiendent development of this change
has been remarked, was in the permanent carti-

lages. The organs thus affected cease to dis-

charge thcu- functions ; the patients assume a
cachectic appearance, and gradually waste away ;

dropsy frequently supervenes. Sometimes, too,

the whole digestive tract is affected by this
degeneration. During life this is rendered
manifest by continued diarrhcea, and by dimi-
nished powers of absorption.'

"

Dr Goodfellow then discusses the 'formation of

cysts, which he regards as an almost inevitable

condition of Bright's Disease. They are of two

kinds ; one about the size of a walnut, and the

other of a microscopic character. He obstn'es :

'
' They are represented (and I believe tnily) to

be formed in three ways : First, and most fre-

quently, in the way described by Dr George
Johnson, which is so palpable as to occur to the
mind of every one who is in the habit of examin-
ing attentively the kidney when so affected ; and
secondly, that suggested by Mr Simon ; and
thirdly, by spaces formed in the fibrous structure,

which become filled with fluid. There is no doubt
that cysts are formed in other parts of the body,
according to this third mode of development ; but
whether they are in like manner fonned in the
kidney is very far from being proved, although it

is certainly probable. There are much stronger

grounds for our assent to the two first modes of
formation."

The Author then briefly explains these pro-

cesses of formation.

In the same journal, we observe a continuation

of Mr Le Gros Clark's Lectures.

STRICTfKE.

The Author reports two cases, and makes some
remarks. Sjieaking of the formation of a1>scess,

extravasation, and gangrene, he says ;

"More usually, however, when time is given.
Nature makes provision to obviate tliis wholesale
destruction from diffused extravasation ; and this
is apparently accomplished, as in the cases I have
narrated, in the following way ; A diseased con--

dition of the urethral mucous lining, consequent
on gonorrhoea, and entailing stricture, is usually
the antecedent state and history. A small point
of ulceration iu the urethra, possibly at one of the
numerous lacuna', extends outwards into the sub-
mucous areolar tissue, and is followed by a minute
drop of urine. Inflammatory deposit takes ]dace

around this small fistulous opening, which is thus,

as it were, walled in, as an ordinary abscess fre-

quently is. But still the imtation of the urine,

combined with the vis a tcrgo, gradually forces a
passage onwards, and the centre of ihia indurated
deposit at length softens down into a circum-
scribed abscess, to which the urine has access. At
this stage the patient may come under our care,

sufl'eriug from a hard swelling in the pcrimeum,
often conical in form, with its apex directed for-

wards, and acutely tender
;
perhaps attended by

complete retention of urine, or at any rate by
difficult micturition. There is no fluctuation in

this swelling ; but on cutting through hanl
gristly texture, generally of considerable thick-

ness, an abscess, containing, it may be, only a

few drops of matter, is reached, and relief is

afforded. If the case runs on to a later stage, as

in the two instances mentioned, the xms and
urine mixed finds a way out for itself ; and this

may be without extension of the infiltration, as

in the first case, or with it, as in the latter. Still,

the treatment must be the same—viz., free inci-

sion into the seat of abscess. But by this

step we reach the urethra, and thus have it in

our power to relieve the cause of the existing

mischief, as well as the mischief itself. Now, it

is to this point that I wish particularly to direct

your attention ; for I think this dcsidiratum is

best fulfilled by the non-interference plan which
1 adopted in the cases 1 liave narraled— absti-

nence, I mean, from further interference after the
abscess was freely incised, and the urethra laid

open behind the point to which the staff was
passed down. I have tested this plan for a long
time now, and have no hesitation in recommend-
ing it for your adoption as a general rule, in pre-

ference to passing a catheter on iuto the bladder,

even if you can accomplish this often dillictilt

task, and leaving it there. Theoretically, the
latter course seems to be the most appropriate,

and 1 believe many Surgeons regai-d the introduc-

tion of a catheter as an essential part of the

treatment. I used to think so, but am now satis-

fied, and have long been so, that, as a genenj
rule, the presence of an instrument under these

circumstances is not only superfluous, but posi-

tively mischievous. There may, doubtless, be
accidental conditions which dtiiiaud it, such as
stricture farther back, wliich is, however, veiy lart^

or a paralytic and distended state of the bladder;

but even with dribbling incontinence this is not
essential, as Case 1 proves. If tlie urine do not
flow readily at once, it very soon finds its waj
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through the artificial opening ; and we may then
trust safely to Nature's modelling power, as we
do, for instance, in lithotomy, without supplying

a mould for the new material to he modelled upon.

This reparative power was well iUustrated in the

case of extensive sloughing after extravasation to

which I have referred. But, beyond this negative

recommendation, you save tlio patient much in-

convenience, if not suffering ; and I have repeat-

edly seen the presence of a catheter create so

much irritation, that healthy action has been

retarded, and even arrested, and its removal
therelty imperatively demanded. As the case

advances towards a cure, then an instniment,
cither bougie or catheter— I prefer the former—
may l>e introduced from time to time, to assist in

enlarging the calibre of tlie urethra, but it need
not be left in.

" You will not, however, understand me as ad-

vocating the treatment of burst urethra from
violence in this way. In such eases it should be
the Surgeon's fii'st duty to iutroilucc an instniment,
and to fix it in the bladder. This can generally
be accompli.slied by can^ful and patient manipula-
tion, and of course without an external incision,

unless the mischief resulting from infiltration

require it. Iiid ed, it is the Surgeon's business
to anticipate such miacliief, and to pass a catheter,

where he suspects the urethra is ruptured, before

he allows the patient to attempt to niictiuate un-
aided. A case in point occurred under my care a

few months since, and I commented upon it in a

former lecture. A similar case came under the
notice of several of you at an earlier period, in

which a railway-guard was strack by the buffer of

an engine, and hatl the ramus of his ischium
fractureil, and his urethra torn ; both of these

patients recovered without extravasation, from
careful attention to this precaution ; and thus, by
allowing the urine to drain olf through the instru-

ment, so as to ])revent the bladder from Incoming
disteniled, a ruptured urethra is not necejssarily

followed by extniva.sation."

Mr Grekxway, of Plymouth, contributes a paper

to the same journal on a

NEW oPRRATIfiN For. IRIDKCTI iM V.

He says

:

** Xotwitlistanding the various contrivances
which have been devised for operating on the iris,

I am not aware that any method has been adopted
whereby a circular incision can, with certainty, be
produc-ed. In whatever part of the body Surgical
aid may be re<|uired, it is, doubtless, the duty of
the Surgeon, to the best of his ability, to leave
the part alfectcd iu a condition to fulfil, as nearly
as possible, the iiur|>ose for which Nature intended
it. With this belief, I have been led to devise an
iuiitniment, the nature of which I believe to be
entirely new, for producing an artificial pupil in
the natural position and of a circular form.

** The instrument somewhat resembles asyriuge,
but, instead of Iwing furnished mth an ordinary
nozzle, a canula is screwed on to the end of the
cylinder, or b(«ly, and, there being no piston, the
rod, which would otherwise be the piston-rod, is

continuous with a blndc wliich lies within the
canula. This n

'

fitting at the uj.ji

n spriPL' ;iclion. i.. ....c^ .,, j,,.,.,..-. .,,;>< .v

trah '., its bore being one-twelfth of an inch
liy *<ii' i:Mii

; the plane suiface presents near the
' xtreiuity a circular a|>erture, about one-eighth of

11 inch in diameter, fiir the adnii.s.sion of a portion
i>f the iris ; that small jiortion of the tube beyond
this aperture is filled with lead, which serves not
only as a plug to com jjletely i>bstruct the exlreinity,

but as a point of resistance for the blade. On the
convex surface is a small mark which indicates the
position of the aperture on the plane surface.
" The blade is kei)t in close contact with the

lloor or plane surface of the canula by means of a
|.ring which is intcr[io9cd between it and the
roof or concavity of the canula. Communicating
with the upper jiart of the cylinder is a metal
tuV', niK.iit an inch in length, on which is fixed

liber tulH>, which is furnished with a
at its free vnd. This may be termed

i. i i.i.iitube. (>n the opposite side of the
1 y!n, I r is fixed a ring to receivii the finger of the
operator.

" It will be evident that if a person placed the
mouth-piece between his lips, and caused suction,
a current of air would pnss in at the circular

aperture of the canula, and that if this aperture
were placed in apposition with a thin structure,

such as the iris, a small portion of it would be
drawn into the canula in the form of a cup. If,

now, the blade be pushed forwards by pressing
the head of the rod, the enclosed stnicture, answer-
ing to the shape of the aperture, would be excised,

immediately the edge of the blade came in contact
with the piece of lead which fills the extremity of

the canula beyond the verge of the aperture.
" The experiments I have made on the eyes of

aniniaLs, supplied from the slaughter-house, have
been most successful. 1 found that I could, with-
out fail, excise a perfect disc from the iris iu its

natural state, thereby leaving a corresponding
aperture. In some cases, I produced an aperture
so near the pupillary margin as to leave only one-

twentieth of an inch of iris, and that in an un-
injured state, between the natural pupil and the
artificial one. I may, therefore, fairly presume
that in cases of closed pupil, for which the instru-

ment is intended, the results will be equally

satisfactory."

Mr Zach.vriah Laurence continues in the

same journal his papers on the I'trccht ficltool of

We continue this week our quotation from Dr

Simpson's Iicctures on the Diseases of Women,

which appeared in the ' Medical Times and

Gazette ' of the 8th inst. On the subject of

PtmEPERAL HYPOCHONDRIASIS,

Dr Simp.son remarks :

" Before closing these observations, allow mo
to direct your attention for a minute or two to a
morbidly-depressed state of mind which you will

sometimes meet with in practice, weeks or mouths
after the patient has been confined. When a
patient has been much pulled down by hiemor-
rhage, or becomes exhausted by nursing, a state

of anaemia or chlorosis, attended by more or less

mental depression, want of energy, and loss of

memory, ))articularly of proper names, will super-

vene, requiring the administration of an im|)roved

diet, wine, and tonics, such as iron and quinine.

But occasionally an analogous degree of mental
misery and depression comes on without any pre-

ceding ha-iuorrhage, and when the mother has
not acted as a nurse at all. These cases are gene-

rally cured by the tonic means I have just alluded

to ; by change of air and scene, when that is

practicable ; and in some obstinate instances,

where these measures fail, you will find Dr Sey-

mour's plan of steadily giving an adequate opiate

every night, to be a mode of treatnii;nt followed

by the best results. Of this type of disea.se I

lately saw a very marked case that had utterly

defied all the proposed modes of treatment, and
that yielded at last with a rapidity which asto-

nished both the ))atient and myself, under the use

of the tincture of the black snakeroot, or actea.

This plant, the Actca, or Cimicifuga racemosa, has
been long spoken of as a remedy for rheumatism,
and particularly in the more acute forms of the

disease. In the edition of Gray's Supplement
to the Piiarmncopieias, puMi.^hcd in 1821, you
will find the use of it in rheumatism stated.

Latterly it has been employed by aomo American
Physicians as their most valuable remedy in acute
rheumatic fever. My very intelligent and excellent

friend Dr Voris, of Rochelle, New York, told me,
two years ago, that since employing the tincture

of actea in rheumatic fever—and it is a very com-
mon disease in his district—he had seen the dis-

ease almost always cut short before the eighth or

tenth day ; the drug acting apparently as a simple
antidote to the rheumatic poison, and curing
without diuresis, dia])horesis, or any other dis-

charge. The American Physicians give a strong
tincture of the root in acute rheumatism in doses
of thirty to sixty drops every two, three, or four
hours. It may be given, if you choose, along
with alkaline salts, or other anti-rheumatic drugs.

I have found it, in my own case, repeatedly euro

an attack of lumbago with wonderful rapidity.

Some of the American Practitioners who have
written upon actea, have spoken of its use in

terms that are, no doubt, cxaggei-atcd. Tlius,

Dr Davis, of Chicago, says that, after much ex-

perience, he lias no more doubt of the efficacy of

actea in the early stage of acute rheumatism,
tlian he has of the power of vaccination as a pre-

ventive of small-pox. But our American brethren
have used actea also in chorea and other anomalous
forms of nervous disease. However unlike rheu-
matism and chorea may look to the superficial
observer, yet the able investigations of Dr Begbie
and other pathologists have shown, as you are
aware, an analogy, if not an identity, between the
blood-poison which produces rheumatism and that
which produces chorea. Dr Pliysick, of New
York, and Dr Jesse Young, of Pennsylvania,
about thirty or more years ago, recommended
actea strongly in chorea. Latterly, Drs Liudsey,
Kirkbride, Otto, and others have published their
experience iu favour of the same drug in this dis-

ease. In a case of anomalous and severe chorea
of long standing, which was under my care some
months ago, the actea was given \vith excellent
effect. Tlie patient had been previously treated,

both in France and in this country, with zinc,

iron, arsenic, and all the usual remedies employed
in this malady.—But I have made all this long
episode regarding the actea, not so much to speai
of its use in the preceding diseases, as of its use
in puerperal hypochondriasis and depression. A
lady, the mother of several children, was twice
th» «ul>j«ct of tile most painful mental despon-
dency a month er two after delivery. On one of
these occasions she was confined in London, and
had the advice of several eminent physicians

;

but the disease took a very long and tiresome
course, seemed to defy entirely all remedies, and
gradually and very slowly terminated. On the
last occasion on which the attack occurred, this
patient was confined under my care here, and
went home to England .some weeks subsequently,
perfectly well. She returned, however, in about
a month to Edinburgh in the lowest possible state
of depression, a perfect picture of mental misery
and unhappiness. I tried many plans to raise her
out of this dark and gloomy state. All failed.

At last, fancying from some of her symptoms and
complaints that there might be a rheumatic
element in the affection, 1 oi-dered her fifty drops
of tincture of actea thrice a day. After taking
one dose she refused to continue it, as the drug
had a taste so similar to laudanum, and as all

opiates had always made her worse. On being
reassured that there was no opiate in the medi-
cine, she recommenced it, without any faith, how-
ever, iu the results, as she had in a great measure
lost faith in all remedial means. When I saw her
next, some eight or ten days afterwards, she was
altered and changed in a marvellous degree, but
all for the better. On the third or fourth day, as

she informed me, the cloud of misery which had
been darkening her existence suddenly began to

dissolve and dispel ; and in a day or two more she

felt perfectly herself again in gaiety, spirit, and
energy. But nothing would induce her to give up
the actea for six or eight weeks longer ; and the

last time she passed through Kdiubui'gh, she told

me that she had prescribed her own remedy to

more than one melancholic subject with nearly as

great success as she had used it in her own case.

Will it be of use iu many such instances ? I

know not. But hqiis vermis."

A NEW OPEEATiON FOU AMPUTATiON OF
THE FOOT.

Dr George Mann, Newfane, N. Y., says; "I noticed

in your September No. an article from Dr A. P.

Smith, taken from the ' Maryland and Virginia Medi-
cal Journal,* recommending a new operation on
the foot, viz. that of cutting lliough the metatarsal

bones, instead of disarticulating, as usually recom-
mended.
" It particularly attracted my attention, having as-

.sistedDr A. M. Heliiier, of Loclqiort, N. Y., to perform

tills operation in July last, with perfect success. Up
to that period, we had never seen or heard nf the

operation. Dr Helmerhad occasion to make an am-
putation above the digital extremities of the meta-
tarsal bones ; it was determineil to save as mnoh of

the arch of the foot as possible, consequently ho
sawed though the bones about one-quarter their

length above the digital extreniitic-s, cutting the first

and fifth a little shorter tliau the rest, thereby

leaving a slightly convex surface. This plan enabled

him to cover the stump with a generons Hap, which

healed kindly, and the patient, a man aged about

forty years, an inmate of the Nirigara County Poor-

house, is now able to walk nearly or quite as well as

in many instances where the entire bone is left.

"Why has so simple, anil, in my estimation, so

judicious an operation, not been recommended
before!"— 'American Medical Monthly.'
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AN ADDRESS
TO THE

MEMBER fOF THE MEDICAL PROFESSION

The Eighteenth Volume of this Journal commences January 2, 1861.

In accordance with our custom, we address

a few sentences to our Professional brethren

at the conclusion of the year, on our past

labours and future prospects. Our first words

must be expressions of gratitude for the

generous and rapidly-extending support which

the Medical Circular has continued to

receive, notwithstanding the vigorous com-

petition of the old journals, and the feverish

emulation of a brood of new ones. AVe fear

neither: our plan is so unique, so compre-

hensive and original, and our scientific and

political departments so characteristic, that

we hold a position apart from all anta-

gonism, and fill a place that no other

journal can possibly occupy. Though we

deem it right frankly to express our convic •

tions with respect to the peculiar excellences

of the Medical Circular, yet we desire

that the Journal should speak for itself,

and owe nothing either to our professions or

our prejudices. It is natural that we should

think it the best Medical Journal ever pub-

lished, because we have resolved that it shall

be and have tried to make it so. That it is

so, is to be judged from the evidence of its own

pages.

One of the chief advantages of the Medical

GmcuLAE consists in its being the most perfect

reproduction of the scientific literature of

Medicine that is now published. Under the

heading

Spirit of the Pkh iodicals,

the British Isles, Europe, and America are

laid under contribution to provide us with their

varied experience, and numerous periodicals are

exhausted of their wealth to enrich our columns.

We also make a point of collating together in

one number as many articles as possible from

various sources, so that our readers may have

a complete view of the opinions that have

been expressed within any given period upon

any important or temporarily interesting dis-

ease. On the subject of Glaucoma, for ex-

ample, we have reproduced, in a more or less

copious form, the articles of Messrs Bowman,

Hancock, Hulke, Dixon, and others—in

short, every article that has been published on

the subject in the periodicals. Vesica- Va(/!nal

Fietula, as represented by Messrs Bakeu
Brown, Eben Watson, Dr Simpson, &c.,

has been dealt with in a similar manner, with-

out any bias as to peculiarities of doctrine or

practice. So also with reference to Resection

of Joints. It cannot, indeed, be denied by a

careful reader of the journals, that the Medi-

cal Circular is the only one that gives a

complete and impartial representation of cur-

rent scientific literature.

The explanation ia easy. Each of the other

journals is limited to its own connection or

clique for its sources of interest and informa-

tion ; the Medical Circular alone compre-

hends all the journals, and deals with their

contents without prejudice or aflfection.

Foreign Science.

In addition to these sources of intelligence,

we publish, with as much regularity as is attain-

able, Translations from foreignjournals ; taking

care that none but the most important articles

are thus reproduced. Thus, to quote only a

few, we have given translations of lectures

and arlicles on Thoracentesis, by M. Aran
;

Fractures in Children, by M. Guersant;

General PaUy, by M. Brierue de Bois-

MONT ; the Expulsion of the Placenta, by M.

Lize'; Laryngeal Phthisis, by M. Piorry
;

Hepatic Colic, by M. Trousseau ; Disease of

the Brain, by M. Bouillaud ; Epidemic

Dysentery, by M. Leriche ; &c. &c.

To these departments must be added Our
Note Book, which 'gives the cream of the

fugitive notices of science that appear in the

numerous periodicals that come under our eye.

Thus it is scarcely possible that any fact

or statement of importance to science can be

promulgated in any periodical without being

at once reproduced in one or other of these

departments.

Original Contributions.

We can point with equal pleasure to the

original articles that have been contributed to

this Journal during the year. Among these

we m.ay briefly enumerate the admirable prac-

tical Course of Lectures on the Diseases oj

Women, by Dr Charles Waller, and the

articles on Diseases of the Skin, by Dr Ross,

now in progress of publication ; the ingenious

dissertations on the Sympathetic System, by Dr

RoRiE ; the Lectures on Ophthalmic Diseases,

by Mr Haynes Walton ; the valuable con-

tributions on Vesico-Vaginal Fistula, by Mr
Baker Brown ; the copious papers on

Spermatorrhoea, by Mr Milton, and on the

Spinal Cord, by Dr BurgeiSS ; and the

numerous Clinical and other Lectures by

Messrs Hilton, Stanley, Skey, Bowman
Owen, Huxley, and Drs Carpenter,

Parkks, Lankester, &c. &c., which have

successively appeared.

Hospital Reports.

The excellent and graphic series of Hospi>

tal Reports, which also form a conspicuous

department of the Medical Circular, will

bear favourable comparison with any that are

published by other journals, whether as re-

gards accuracy, saliency, or fulness of detail.

Our Reports of Societies, also, are not

second to any in our contemporaries.

Reviews.

In the Reviewing department of the Jour-

nal, our readers are provided with an analytical

criticism or descriptive exposition, as the cha-

racter of the book may m;ikc necessary, of all

the important works that are published, as well

also of the various brochures which, though

unassuming in size, frequently contain sugges-

tions both new and valuable. It would be

idle to attempt an enumeration of the nume-

rous Trciitiies that have been reviewed during

the year, but we may instance Todd on Acute

Diseases, Markham on Diseases of the Chest,

WiNSLOW on Obscure Diseases of the Brain,

BitYANT on Diseases oftlie Joints and Clinical

Surgery, Pirrie's Surgery, Combe on the

Management of Infancy and Chavasse's

Advice to Mothers, I.vman's New Theory of

Medicine, Acto>" on Diseases of the Urinary

and Generative Organs, Smith on Uamor-

rhoids, Habershon on Mercury, among

many others.

Editorial.

In our Editorial department, we have

exercised the same vigilance over the interests

of the Profession and maintained the same

liberal principles which have from the begiu-

ing characterised the Medical Circular.

Some years ago we originated the idea of the

establishment of Cottage Hospitals, and

this year we have had the satisfaction to find

our advocacy bearing fruit in the institution ot

such domestic charities in provincial districts.

We hope to see, ere long, our original idea

carried out in all its detail and amplitude. We
have also been instrumental in raisu)g a dis-

cussion on the merits of the stimulant method

of treating disease,—known as the Brandy

controversy,—and, we believe, have been

the means of rcc.tlliug thiuking men to
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SAMPLE OF THE CONTENTS OF THE 'MEDICAL CIECULAR,"

As shown during the Four Weeks of November.

NOVKMnF.R 7, 1860.

Scientific : — On Polypus Uteri. By Dr
"Waller. — Two Cases of Purpura Hiemoi^
rluigira. By^Dr Oasoii.—The Non-Digestion of

Fat. By Dr E. Aneolet.— Cases of Placenta

Pr.ievia. By Dr Fleming.—Leeture. By Dr
Brinton.—Two Cases of Concealed Accidental

Uterine Hiemorrhage. By Mr H. .Tames.

—

Eecovery after Apparent Death by Chloroform.

By Mr Broadhent.^—Description of a Monster.

By Mr Beale.—New Instrument for Vaccinat-

ing. Bv Mr Spratty.— Rupture of the Liver.

By Dr M'Millan.—Turkish and Roman Baths.

By Mr Wells.—Partial Turning. By Mr
Sedgwick.—Transmission of Syphilis by Vac-
cination. By M. Vicnnois. - Protracted

Natural Lalxmr.—Two Cases of Paraydegia and

Paralysis. —The Tlienno-EIectrical Bath. Dr
Tucker.— Cou.stipation.—Clinical Remarks on

Tunionrs within the Cranium. By Dr Browh-

Sequard.—Treatment of Epiplepsy. By Dr
Brown-Sequard.—A severe Burn treated with

Alum. By Dr Turner.—A New Operation for

Amputation of the Foot. By Dr Smith.

General :— Case of Evan Thomas the Bone-

setter, Poor-law Medical Reform Association,

Medical News, Appointments for the Week
;

Births, Deaths, &e. ; Notices to Correspon-

dents, Pass Lists ; Soldiers, Philosophers, and

Beai'ds ; Female Industry.

NOVKMIlKll 14, 1860.

Scientific : — Pathology of the Sympathetic
Nerves. By Dr Rorie.—On the Non-Diges-
tion of Fat (continued).— On Sub-JIaxillary

Adenitis resulting from Dentition. By Dr
Gouriet.—On Pnralysis. By Dr Brown-Se-
qnard.- On Pain. By Mr Hilton.—Fissure of
Kectum. By Mr Le Gros Clark.— Jledicino in

China. By Dr Hobson.—On Fibroma, Ty-
^oid Fever. By M. Aran.— Lingering Labour.

By Dr Nelson.— Removal of Sequestrum.—Re- 1

moval of Lower Jaw.—Removal of Tumour on

Thigh.—Hemiplegia on Left Side.— Clinical

Reports of Cases under the care of Mr Baker
j

Brown.—MeuoiThagia treated with Cream of
i

Tartar.—Constipation treated with Colcliieum.

By Dr Bates.— Lupus. By Dr White.—Coffee
in Delirium Tremens.—Bismutli in the Treat-

1

mcnt of Burns. By Professor Richardson.-
]

Tlie Oil-WellsofPcnn.sylvania.— Linear Crush-
!

ing and its Ai>plication to the Treatment of
j

Hiemorrhoids. 15v M. Chassaignac.

General :
— The Turkish and Roman Baths,

Bad Times for Doctoi-s, The Medical Society of
t

London, More Arsenic-eating, The Medical Staff
j

in China, The FdrtovsEip of fhe Assoenition

Journal, Reviews, News, Pass Lists ; Births,

Marriages, and Deaths ;
Appointments for the

Week, Notices to Correspondents. .

NOVEMBER 21, 1S60.

Scientific :—Pelvic Inftannnatiou and Abscess.

By Dr Waller.— Pathology of the Sympathetic

Nerves (continued).- On tlie Frequency ofMorbid

Alterations of the Uterine Appendages in cases

said to be Uterine.—Diseases of the Kidney.

By Dr Goodfellow.—Action ofcertain Substances

upon Phthisis. By Dr Cotter.—Medicine in China

(continued). — Eleven Cases of Vesico-Vaginal

Fistuhe. By Mr Baker Brown.—AVhat is com-

monly called Rigidity of the Os Uteri. By
Dr Arnott.—Radical Cure of Inguinal Hernia.

By Dr Aitchison. — Antagonistic Action of

Opium and Belladonna.— Statistics of Diph-

theri;i.—Constipation connected with Fibrous

Tumour of the Uterus.—Resection of Elbow-

joint. By MrErichsen.—Exploratory Operation

upon Buttock of Right Side.— Fatty Tumour.

—

Malignant Tumour of Thigh.

Qeneral:—Medical Remuneration, Legal Intelli-

gence, Medical Society of London, Letter of Dr

Day, Testimonial to Mr Belfour, Tlie Thames Em-
bankment, Death by Fire, The Abolition of

Newgate Market, The Apothecaries' Dinner, A
Patent Way of Poisoning, Pass Lists, News

;

Births, Deaths, &c. ; Appointments, Notices to

Correspondents.

KOVEMBER 28, 1860.

Scientific :—The Parasitical Diseases of the

Head and Face. By Dr G. Ross.—Certain

Points connected with Diabetes. By Dr Pavy.

—Eleven Cases of Vesico-Vaginal FistuUe

(contiimed).—Phthisis Pulmonalis. By Dr
Richardson. —Scarlatina and some of its Seqnelse.

By Dr Turner.—Diseases of the Kidney. By
Dr GoodftUow.—Cases of Aneurism of the

Thoracic Aorta. By Dr Egan.—Fibrons Poly-

pus of the Base of the Skull. By Dr Moore.

—Visit to Graefrath. By Dr Lee.— Clinical

Rejwrts of Cases under the care of Mr Baker

Brown. —Removal of Necrosis from Heat! of Fe-

mur. By Mr Fergusson.—Removal of Breast. By
MrWood.—Tracheotomy. By Mr Fergusson.

—

Carcinoma of Breast. By Mr Cock.—Excision
of Elbow-joint. By Mr Hilton.—Amputation

of Breast. By Mr "Erichseu.—Cure of Hernia

(New Mode). " By Mr Thompson.—Removal of

Tumour on Parotid Gland. By Mr Hewitt.--

Epidemiological Society.—Glycerin Lotion.

—

Hypodermic Medication by Sulphate of Quinine.

On Retention of Urine in the Foetus, as a Cause

of Obstructed Labour.

Qeneral: — HomoDopathy, Hydropathy, and

Mesmerism, in Relation to the Sciences ; EUis

V. KcUv, Tlie Powers of the Medical Council,

A Market for Second-hand Diplomas, Death of

Dr AVall of Duumanway, Dr Mackesy and the

Waterford Corouer, Death of Dr C. Cootc,

t Death of James Howell, Legal Intelligence,

I Pass I.ist.s, News ; Births, Deaths, tec. ;

Appoiutment-s, Notices to Corresixindents.

The Eighteenth Volume (No. 444) will commence January 2, 1861.
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more moderate and reasonable principles

of practice. We may observe here, that, fol-

lowing up our attacks on quacks and quackery,

we exposed the pretensions of the Kev. Hugh
Reed, the Cancer-curer, and were the cause

of his removal from his clerical duties. To

arrest his medical practice is, we fear, beyond

our power, so great is the difference in the

internal administration of the two professions.

The interests of our friends the Poor-law

Surgeons have also had our best considera-

tion. Knowing the responsibilities of our posi-

tion in connection with this question, we have

been careful to examine every proposition

relating to it witli a single thought directed to

the interests of all parties ; so that, whilst the

underpaid may receive justice, the mode-

rately-paid shall have no cause of complaint.

We yet hope to see a simple and useful mea-

sure of reform carried through Parliament.

We shall not expatiate further upon these

topics, but occupy the little remaining space

left to us with remarks on two or three points

which, in the estimation of approving Corre-

spondents, give us a pre-eminence over other

journals. One says, "My time is so much occu-

pied, that I am unable to wade through the

columns of your contemporaries : and why

ihould I, when I find everything worth reading

in them carefully collated and reproduced in

your valuable CiRCCLAK? At the end of the

year, too, I find that I have only half the

fubscription to pay which others demand."

Another writes, "My Wednesday evening is the

pleasantest I pass in the week ; and I owe it to

theMEDiCALCiRCULAR, which regularly arrives

by the morning post. Shut out as I am from

the great world, practising in this remote

village, your Journal is a regular God-send

to me, for without it I should know nothing

of what is passing in my Profession. The
sovereign I annually send you is the best invest-

-ment I ever make."

Success so unequivocal stimulates us to

renewed exertions not only in the improve-

ment of the literary food wc offer, but in the

Tebiclc by which it is disacininaUd. Thus, iu the

new volume commencing January 2nd, the

MepicalCircular will be printed on a thicker

and better paper, and will be in no respect

inferior to any one of our contemporaries.

UeGBEES and DlrlX>MA8 AT THE WaR-OFTICE.—The College of niysicians of Edinburgh has
drawn up a memorial or protest, addressed to the
Secretary at War, ruspeeting an encroachment ly
that Minister on what were conceived to be the
pririlcges and rights of Colleges. In the cousidei a-

tion of the qualificatious of Candichites for tlio

Army Medical Service, it is intimated that a
preference will be shown for those who possess
degress in Medicine. This tlic luiiuburgli College
resents. It represents to the Minister that its
Licentiates are worthy of e(|ual consideration with
University Graduates. We understand that Mr
Secretary Herbert, having duly weighed the
olijectiousof tlie College, adheres to his opinion,
and is not disiiosed to accord to Licentiates the
••me place iu his esteem as Graduates.

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

THE LICENCE OF THE BOYAL COLLEGE OF
rjn'siciANS.

When the Edinburgh College of Physicians

opened its portals to the General Practitioners,

it was angrily assailed by the London College,

and by each of our contemporaries. We alone

advised the latter institution to imitate the ex-

ample of the Scotch College, and to liberalise

its constitution. We assured it that it must

necessarily come to this, and hoped that it

would cease its recriminations and reform

itself without delay. We gave this advice in

no taunting spirit, but with a sincere desire to

uphold the College, wh ilst we promoted the

peace and dignity of the Profession. The

College has since seen the wisdom of our

advice, and Is now about to grapt its Licence

under the terms of its new By-laws. The

Apothecaries' Society is wroth, and threatens

law ; but it is understood that in the event ofthe

Society prosecuting any of the new Lit entiaies,

the College will defend them in order to

maintain its rights. We heartily approve of

this determination of the College. If it should

be successful, of which we have no doubt, all

the junior members of the Profession will

obtain the Licence of this College, instead of

the Certificate of the Hall, and there will soon

be an end of an enforced corporate association

with the trade in drugs. This result has been

our undcviating aim, as the most important

practical means of elevating the social cha-

racter of the Profession.

THE 'MEDICAL DIRECTORY,' 1861.

In a few days, and for the first time, the

three Medical Directories for England, Scot-

jand, and Ireland will appear in one handsome

volume, at a price but a trifle more than sub-

scribers have hitherto paid for one ' Directory

'

only. This pecuniary advantage has been

mainly brought about by the increased extent

of patronage and support accorded to the

work by the Profession and by the public. We
have been favoured with a sight of an early

copj-, nml wo voiituro to £i>y tliut tlin book,

when published, will bo held to be alike re-

markable for its comprehensiveness, its cheap-

ness, and its general utility—a book of which

the Profession may be justly proud.

The amount and variety of information

given are truly surprising. It contains a brief

biographical memoir of every Practitioner,

distinctly marking, as far as collegiate and

honorarj' distinctions, appointments, and biblio-

graphical productions can do, his status in the

Profession. This feature alone would stamp it

as an invaluable work of reference ; but when
we turn to its multitudinous subjects of infor-

mation, extending to 1000 pages of closely-

printed matter, all bearing on the Profession

it is impossible to over-estimate such a work,

not only to every one whose name is enrolled

in its pages, but to the public at large.

The 'Directory ' has been not ina]itly (

nated one of the Imlwaiks of the Profession;

and if viewed in lliat light only, it well

deserves the continued support and good wishes

of every man whose name appears honourably

in its pages. May it flourish for ever

!

THE ROMAN BATH IN LONDON.

We are glad to find by a letter from Dr
Tucker, of Sligo, printed in another column,

that Dr Barter, the indefatigable promoter of

the Roman Baths in Ireland, is about to act

upon our suggestion, and is coming to London

to establish one in our Metropolis. We hear-

tily wish him success in his undertaking. We
have no doubt, if it be carried out with spirit,

with ample means, and on a liberal scale, that

it will receive the patronage both of the Pro-

fooolon and the public. Most of the London
Baths for the use of the better classes are

conducted in a paltry style, and are moi«
costly than the accommodation warrants.

They are also incomplete iu their arrangements

for Medical purposes.

PUBLIC BANQUET TO DR COPLAND.

We last week adverted to a proposal to

honour Dr Copland with some public testimony

of the Profession's respect for his character

and genius. We now publish a letter from

Dr W. V. Pcttigrew, who oflors his services as

Honorary Secretary in aid of efforts to organise

a Public Banquet for this purpose. No doubt,

a Committee will be speedily formed, and full

consideration given to this proposal. Dr
Copland is held in general esteem, and is de-

servedly regarded as the chief of British

Medical literates. No more suitable period for

this demonstration could be chosen than that

afforded by the completion of the muguttm opus

of the redoubtable Doctor.

To the Editor of the Medical Circular.

Sin,—One of the most learned and practical
works achieved by any Medical man in modem
times is universally acknowledged to be Or Cop-
laud's ' Medical Oictlouary, ' a work that has
occupied the energetic attention and labour of the
Author no less than thirty-two years. Why not
show the public that we justly acknowledge and
honour this ornament to our Piofession i I would
suggest that we invite Dr Copland to a Puljlio

Baiuinet ; and 1 strenuously call upon my Medical
brethren to assist iu this uiiilurtalcing, and sliaU
be only too happy to take upon myself the onerous
task of acting as Secretary.

I am, Sir, &c.,
W. VicsALiUM Pettigrew, M.D,

7 Chester street, Grosvenor place,

December 6th, 1860.

THE CASE'OF EYAN THOMAS.

Some time since, Evan Thomas, a bone-

setter, was committed for trial by the Birken-

head Magistrates on the charge of having

caused the ileath of a boy named Francis

Timlin by maltreatment. The child was suf-

fering from an abscess of the thigh, which, it

was alleged, Thomas mistook for a fracture,

and accordingly bound it uj) with bandages

and splints. The (juestion was, whether the

pyaemia which was observed after death had

been caused by such treatment. Since then.
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Evan Thomas lias been tried at the Crown

Court, Chester, before Mr Justice Blackburn,

and has been acquitted. In the course of his

charge to the Grand Jury the learned Judge

said, " It appears that Thomas has not been

regularly trained to the Medical Profession
;

still he practised as a bone-setter ' in the rcgu-

iar way.'' " What does Mr Justice Blackburn

luean by ' the regular way ?'

THE ELECTION OF A NEW EDITOR OF TIIF.

' BRITISH JIEIlICAL JOURNAL.'

^"0 election of Dr Markham_ as Editor of

the Brit, ijii Jledical Journal ' is likely to

prove anothe. ^ bone of contention to the peace-

loving Members . ^f ti^. Association. A long
protest against the di. -.migsal of Dr ^Vynter has

been sent to the Committee » ^if Council by six-

teen of the leading MetropoUtnn Mau..
i, „,^

no doubt personal friends of the late Editor,

—

and a reply has been returned by the Com-

mittee of Council—also numbering sixteen at

•the Meeting,—asserting their right to elect or

dismiss, and affirming that they had suflicient

grounds for their recent act ofauthority. Thus,

the Metropolitan Sixteen and the Provincial

Sixteen have had their first innings. The

lookers-on are likely to see some fine play at

the next Meeting. The Hull Members, on

their part, protest against the appointment of

a permanent Editor, as they desire to see the

Journal abolished as a weekly periodical.

We think these gentlemen have formed a judi-

cious opinion. The Journal is utterly un-

worthy of the present state of Medical science

and journalism, and has become to a consider-

able extent a vehicle for the lucubrations of

second-rate Metropolitan Practitioners, who

are anxious for the patronage of the Provincial

Members of the Profession. The Association,

with such a poor literary affair as its organ,

never can attain the scientific status which

it ought to enjoy, and which its Members are

well qualified to confer upon it. The more

numerous the Association, the more apparent

and gigantic its failure. It is not creditable

to British Physic, that two thousand well-edu-

cated men should be ropreeoute'I by go xnfoi^Ior

a publication. For two or three years we

have taken no notice of the Association or its

Journal ; and we now revert to the subject

when one Editor is going out of oflice and

another coming in, because at this juncture we

cannot be charged with a desire to embarrass

the Editor, whoever he may be, in the dis-

charge of bis difficult duties.

THE TITLE OF DOCTOR.

A most important opinion has been given

by Mr Deasy, Her Majestj^'s Attorney-General
for Ireland, with respect to the right of the

King and Queen's College of Pliysicians to

confer the degree of Doctor of Medicine. The
point is not siniply whether a Licentiate of

the College can use the prefix " Doctor," but
whether he is a full M.D. The opinion is as

follows :

"The two Charters of the College, and the
several Acts of Parliament bearing thereon,
li-iving been submitted to the Attorney-General,

his opinion was requested on the following query :

" 'Whether the licentiates, as .such, of the
King and Queen's tJoUege, are entitled to tlic

Degree and Title of Doctors in Medicine, and to

use the abbreviation or initial letters M.D. after

their names ?
'

"

Ansinn-.
" 'I think the Licentiates and Fellows, as such,

of the King and Queen's College of Physicians,

are entitled to the Degree and Title of Doctors in

Medicine, and to use the letters il.D. after their

names. (Signed) "' R. Deasy.
" 'November 21, I860.'

"

This opinion throws a new liglit upon this

disputed question. We have Iieen aware that

the right of this particular College to confer
the Doctorate has lieen always positively

asserted ; and we should like now to know
whether, if the right be proved in this in-

stance, it can be held to justify, by fair and
reasonable inference, the same right assumed
for the sister Colleges in England and Scot-

land.

HOMffiOPATIIY IN CHELTENHAM.
r—r^v^ liomcDDUfltlisare now making an at-
tempt to xx.... .,f:;;„ jj,^Vj.

,„-,.^j,o^i of practice
into the Cheltenham HosiJitai. ^T^j^y j.^. ujrg
one ward to be given up to them iV^^j.

{\^^.\j.

ministrations, and the Governors arc abon. ,

^^
be convened to decide upon the claim. Suref, _'.

Cheltenham will not disgrace itself by giving

public sanction to such an absurd system of

empiricism. Common sense in relation to

physic is in more danger in watering-places

than elsewhere, but we trtist that it has

strength enough left, even in Cheltenham, to

resent this insult.

IIARVEy's IIEMAINS.

It is reported that the College of Physicians

are in communication with the descendants of

Harvey, with the object of olitaining the re-

moval of his revered remains to Westminster

Abbey. The Profession will be giatified by
the accomplishment of such an intention.

Where could Harvey's dust lie so appro-

priately or honourably as next the ashes of

John Hunter in our national Walhalla?

REVIEWS.

Chemistry in its Relations to Physiology and
Medicine. By George E. Day, M.D., &c.

The rapid development of animal chemistry

during the last few years has made it difficult

for any ordinary student to master the multi-

plicity of details that constitute this branch of

science. The connection between the several

facts and their relations to states of health

and disease arc neither clearly comprehended
nor remembered ; and it unfortunately happens
that so much theory is usually intermingled

with every fresh increment of fact, _so much
ingenious hypothesis interwoven with every
new exposition of function, that the mind is

rather embarrassed than enlightened bj- the

.majority of essays upon this subject. The
Profession was, therefore, in want of a clear

and systematic exposition of this branch of

science—an exposition that should not be en-

cumbered with u.seless speculations, and that

should convey all that was known or proved
without being overlaid with conjecture and
liypothelical explanations. Such a work Dr
Day has now produced. The Author's ac-

quaintance with the subject of physiological

chemistry is not of yesterday ; and, perhaps,

there is no member so well acquainted as he
with the labours of the French and German
chemists in this department. His present work
is a reproduction of the most advanced stage

of German science. AVith such men as Leli-

mann, Scherer, Vogel, Frerichs, Bidder, and
Schmidt—to whom must be added Robin and
Verdeil —as his guides, we m.ay feel assured
that nothing is wanting to make Dr Day's
book the most complete work of its kind in the
language.

The work is divided into Three Books. After
some introductory observations, the Author
commences the detailed portion of his work
with a description of the Non-nitro^enoti'
Organic Acids, including the Fatty Acids, the
Succinic -acid gi'oup, the Oleic-acid group, the
Benzoic-acid group, the Lactic-acid group, and,
lastly, the Non -nitrogenous Resinous Acids.

Next in order come the Nitrogenous Basic
Bodies ;

following these, the Nitrogenous Con-
jugated Bodies ; then the Haloid Bases and
Salts, the Carbo-hydrates, the Animal Pig-
ments, the Protein Bodies, the Proximate
Derivatives of the Protein Bodies, and, finally,

the Inorganic Constituents of the Animal
Body. This ends the First Book.

Tlie Second Book treats of the Chemistry of
the Animal Juices and Tissues, commencing
with the Digestive Fluids, then the Blood and
its allies, followed up with the Fluids of
Generation and Development, and the Secre-

tions, Exudations, and Solid Tissues.

The Third Book treats of the Zoo-chemical
Forces—the Metamorphosis of the Tissues,

Digestion, Respiration, and Nutrition.
Such is a brief outline of the classification

of subjects in Dr Day's work. It would be
impossible to give a minute analysis of this

valuable work ; but in order that our readers
may obtain an idea of the lucid and succinct

' -ode in which the Author treats his subjects,

Tj '"''>ct some paragraphs from the article on

produc'^onthVll!''^''"^^"
t^« effect which di.sea»es

foctorv. Heller oP"""* of urea is not veiy satis-

urea in meningitis, tA^"'<^'', ^Y
S^o^est quantity of

a few minutes into
^"^^ ^^ohmm^ .solidifying m

addition of coneentratec'=7«t.tU.'"« ?''^\» o" ,tl>e

to the same observer, the l.
""""=. ^"^- According

the stage of exudation, bju-ea is in excess diu-rng

resoi-iition, in pneumonia, inp^'*
d.mmislies during

rheumatism, cspeeiallv if eudc''"^'t,'^.••"\'l "'.^'^"t«

^carditis l>e simul-
taneously present : in the begi .'

. x- . ,

there is an augmentation of the u."^°g /-'^ typhus

great as ill the above-mentioned dis£.''«i' but not so

renal disorders, and in the chronic L '^^- ^n most

is a diminution of this constituent,
'earoses, mere

in an excellent memoir 'On the A\'^''^- \°g"'

and Dimmution of Urea in Diseases; "'g™"'?**"'^

based upon 182 analyses, conducted ac ' ^. ^
Liebig's method, states that he found tlif^'^S »
amount, eighty ginmmes, in a case "ft"^ *'^*
and the next gieatest quantity, si^Jlirrjri
giammes, in a case of tvi>hus fever. It -iv'-Jir

from his investigattons, that in tn'hus WryV^^
excretion of urea is increased only so lon^ _ ,

febrile sjTnptoms continue, and that wl jj**

fever is over the quantity of urea falls beh '

y?^
nonnal amount, notwithstanding the inc*

"'

,

(piantity of nitrogenous food. In Brighfs
<f•• ^

(aflectiiig both kidneys) the urea often faUs t^rffT
third or one-fourth of the nonuid quantity^ "~:

in polydipsia hysterica (although the amou ' ,

urine is very great) the total quantity of ni"^ •

«»«ol» Uimmished. Ttie smallest quantity obsv^ ^
by Vogel occuncd in a case of carcinoma oPc'Tf*^

liver with great atrophy, when it was once fc^ *

to fall below seven gi-ammes. Tuud

" It is only recently that the presence of tracr

of urea in healthy blood has been satisfactorif^
established ; the rapidity with which it is K J
moved by the kidneys rendering its certain detec-'

tion, even in five or six pounds of blood, by uc
means easy. It is abnormally increased in cases

'

in which the fuuctious of the kidneys are ini-

j)erfectly executed, especially in Brighfs disease,

renal ischuria, and cholera.
" It is a normal constituent of the fluids of the

eye (Milloii, Wohler), and of the liquor amni' _'

(Scherer).

"Urea hasiieen in vain sought for in healthy',

muscular tissue, where, if the theory be correcl

that it is mainly fomied by the disintegration oK
that structure, we should especially expect to find

;

it. It has, however, been found by Buhl and

Voit, and likewise by von Bibra, in oonsiderahlj
;

quantity in the muscular tissue of cholera patients.

"

In one case von Bibra found 0-3171 of urea in the
;

dried tissue of the gluteal muscles.
" Whenever the urea is not duly separated by

the kidneys we find it in most of the animal fluids,

especiallyin the sweat and in serous exudations

;
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under these circumstances it likewise occurs in

lesser quantity in the saliva, the bile, and vomited
matters.

" It is well known that the origin of urea is

still a qutxslio vexala amongst chemists and phy-

siologists ; one party, including the names of

Liebig, IJischoff, and othei's, holding that tlie

urea is solely a product of the metamorphosis of

the nitrogenous tissues ; whilst the other party,

which ranks amongst its supporters Lehmann,
Frerichs, and (more especially) Bidder and Schmidt,

maintain that the formation of urea is dependent
npon two factore, one of whicli is variable, namely,

the amount of assimilated histoplastic or albu-

minous foo<l ; while the other is constant, namely,

the necessary consumption of the albuminous
tissue when the animal is fasting.

"Jt ailmits of no doubt that urea is fonned
from the nitrogenous constituents of the organism,

its artificial production from such substances

affording the strongest evidence on that point : in

addition to which we may add the facts observed

by Lassaignc, Scliercr, and others, of urea being

contained in the urine excreted after nearly three

weeks' starvation. As the metamori)hosis of

tissue occurs with the greatest activity in the

muscular system, and as, further, increased

bodily exercise augments the amount of urea, we
are justilied in regarding the nrea as foimed for

the most jiart from the worn-out muscular fibres,

although it is most probable that other vital

tissues may contribute to the general amount.

Svhether it is formed in the organic particles at

the moment of their di.sintegi-ation, or whether it Is

first formed in the blood, is a point which cannot be

considered as decisively established ; but it is

most prolwble that the latter is the correct view,

because Liebig, in his experiments on large

quantities of muscular juice, could not detect in

it any trace of urea, although he found sulistiuices

from which he could pro<lucc it artificially. It

seems, therefore, almost certain that these sub-

stances (creatine, creatinine, and probably iuosic

acid) arc decompo.sed in the blood, by the action

of the alkalies and of free oxygen, into urea and

other matters to be excreted. Moreover, the

view that the urea is formed in the blood is sup-

poi-ted by well-known experiments, showing that

gelatin, glycine, alloxantin, theine, and other

substances, which it is impossible to suppose can

fonn tissue, are converteil into urea and other

matters, as is evidenced by the fact that this sub-

tancc occurs in a perceptibly increased quantity

.11 the urine, soon after any of the above-named
substances have been swallowed.

" Lehmann's view that the urea is in part

fonneil from assimilated nitrogenons food which
has never entered into the substance of the tissues,

is chiefly based on the following facts : (1) on tlic

extent to which its amount is increased by the

free use of animal food (nature in this way getting

rid of the superfluous plastic material along with

that which has become unfit for use; and (2) on
the circumstance first noticed by Frerichs, but
mainly establi.shed by the investigations of his

opponent, Hi-schotf, that the use of gelatin and
and gelatinous food so rapidly increases the

'Hiantity of ure^ that we are compelleil to believe

tiiat tlii>i! liilrw^i iious matters alu at once directly

f.\i.li~.l II] \\:- Muod, witliout having ciitCTTMl into

the KJiuji '.^itiju of the tissues; and if these, why
not the protein-bwlies also ? (We should ob.serve

that Bi.schoff himself fully grants that the gelatin

is directly converted in the blood into urea, but,

he adds, it is never a natural article of food, nor

is it ever found as a normal constituent of the

blowl.)
" When treating of uric acid we shall show that

in all proliability a great part of the urea, sepa-

rated by the kidneys from the bIoo<l, had nrc-

viously existed in the form of that organic acid.

" Whether urea exerts any special influence on

the fluids of the eye is a c|uestion that no one lias

yet attempted to answer."

It is with much pleasure that we recommend
this work to our readers, who will find it an

indispensable adjunct to their studies in the

(cicnce of the Profession.

ANIM.^LS AND THEIR WANTS;
We should like somebody to write the bio-

graphy of a Doctor's Horse. It would be an
interesting story. Saddled or harnessed at

half-past ten in the morning, he commences
his daily round of duty, climbing steep hills,

or trotting over broken roads, in wind, rain, or

snow ; taking a short nap while he stands, and
knocking his nose against the gate-post at

which he is tied ; then home in the evening

for his hay or corn—unbruised corn, we fear
;

out again at night for a cross-country excur-

sion. Alas ! poor horse ! There is not much
to choose between his trials and those of his

master. Still, a country Doctor is generally

fond of his horse, and treats him as well as

Fate will let him. We are, therefore, glad to

find that the claims of our useful dumb com-
panions are not overlooked in this age of

advancement and philanthropy, and that they

have found a champion and friend in the per-

son of Mr Tborley; and that, too, not a lean

friendship, as evoi-y one who has visited tbe
oattlo el.ow m Bakci oirect Will fiavc per-

ceived.

There are few, possibly, who read these

remarks, who~would like to eat their steak badly

dressed, or without those additions in the

shape of salt, mustard, and pepper, s<-

grateful to the palate ; and Mr Tborley main-

tains that suitable condiment is equally grate-

ful to dumb creatures, and also that it is abso-

lutely necessary to their health and comfort.

Doubtless, in a state of nature, instinct directs

them to these things, as it induces the horse

to disturb the water before drinking. This is

singularly shown in the fact that the mineral

sprmgs at Cheltenham were discovered by the

ilocks of pigeons which were attracted to

them, possibly, on account of the salt they

contained. But in the crowded city, cattle,

like ourselves, live artificially, and require to

be provided for accordingly.

AVe venture to think that this subject is not

nnworthy the notice and investigation of our

readers, w^ith whom the horse is an inseparable

necessity ; nor, we imagine, will any horse

object at least to give the food in question a

trial, as it is by no means ungrateful even

to the human palate. It appears to have
been carefully analysed by Dr Hassall, who
remarks :

" First. That the ingredients used are all of

excellent quality, and are purchased without

regard to expense.
" Second. That the receipt or formula,

according to which the food is prepared, is an

admirable one, no ingredient being selected on

account of its cheapness, but those only being

chosen which are best adapted to fulfil the

objects intended.
" Having regard, thus, to the composition of

Thorley's Food lor Cattle, 1 find that it pos-

sesses the following properties in an eminent

degree : It is highly nutritious and fattening

—

it is a tonic and gentle stimulant, aiding, when
mixed with other descriptions of food, mate-

rially the digestive powers of an animal ; a

point of great consequence, since it is an un-

doubted fact that much of the nourishment

contained in the ordinary food given to c.ttle

is lost in consequence of the impaired or

defective action of the digestive organs."

Mr Thorley's urbanity will, we feel certain,

secure any Medical Gentleman a sight over

his extensive Mills in the Caledonian road, or

provide further information as to the pro-

perties and advantage of using his preparations.

PARtS Hospitals.—In tlie annual budget of

the city of Paris, charitable cstablisliments

figure for the amount of 9,319,078 francs of

exjienditure, lieing nearly the same sum as is

annually expended in that city on the National

Guard and Guard ilc Paris.

GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE.

THE LONDON L1FE-B.\TII.

To the Editor of the Medical Circular.

Sir,—Your important leading article on Roman
or Turkish Baths of the 14tli of November, in

whicli you point out the superior scientific merits

of these tlicnno-elcctrical baths, and suggest such

a temple of health at the Crystal Palace, and in

every town of any importance in the kingdom,
has, it would seem, produced its influence upon
Dr Barter, the founder and patentee of tlie new
and improved fonn of hot-air baths, who is my
companion in the Slign Life-bath, which is just

now being constructed here, and will be open in

a few weeks. Dr Barter is resolved to act im-

mediately upon your suggestion, to establish a

first-class Roman or hot-air bath in London— one

worthy of the city of Medical Science, and of the

Medical Profession, of wliich he is an honourable

and worthy member, and also of the Royal College

of Surgeons, England. Mr Urqiihart imported

the bath idea from Turkey, and wrote a very

eloquent work upon its merits, which remained un-

noticed : "for nearly twenty years he(MrUiquhart)
had been labourini; to get some one to carry

out that system which was at once a mark of

civilization and enlightenment among Eastern

nations." His exertions had not the shadow of
,

success until he received from Dr Barter an in-

timation that he would place land, workmen, and
materials at his disposal. "When he (Mr
Urquhart) stated that for twenty years he looked

in vain for a man to make tliis experiment, he
liaid the hisheat oompUinent in his power to Dr
Barter.' The foregoing are words taken from Mr
Urquhart's speech, delivered at Blarney, and re-

ported in the ' Cork Con.stitutiori ' of Juno 7, 1850.

br Barter, who is a man of deep tliouglit and
practical mind, found himself beset with many
difficulties in bringing this new project to perfec-

tion ; he saw many defects and ample room for

improvement, which obliged him to consult with
an eminent engineer, and the result was the con-

stmction of a jierfect liot-air bath upon the most
improved scientific principles—the fruit of his own
inventive genius—for which he obtained a patent,

and under which he has already built baths in

Dublin, Cork, Limerick, Blarney, Bray, Belfast,

and Kiilaniey, and is now building in Sligo and
Watcrford, and about to commence on the Curragh
of Kildare—and, though last, not least, in London
a grand one. Dr Barter has accomplished in

three years what tlis Emperors of Koine took

three centuries to accomplish in that ancient

city of five millions. While Dr Barter is reviv-

ing these ancient Roman baths in Ireland, and
about to do so in London, it appears that others

are exhuming them front the tombs of centuries

in England—at Wroxeter, for example.

He is, tlierefore, worthy of the patronage and

support of the Crown and Government, of the

Medical Profession, and of the public generally.

Dr Barter, after examining the remains of a

Roman bath—one of those of ancient Britain

—

was enabled to introduce the mode of heating

anciently used, and to abandon the Turki-sh inno-

vation of admitting vapour ; so that his patent

life-bath is essentially the same as the Roman
bath of ancient Britain. The great fact tliat

300,000! persons have taken these baths already

with benefit to their health, establishes their fame

as a vital necessary. I fully concur with Dr
Barter in their beneficial influence in diseases of

the lungs, heart, liver, kidneys, skin, &e. I

believe that the frequency of sudden deaths fiom

heart disease will be unknown amongst those who
take the bath regularly: for "the skin is the

safety, valve of the heart," and, indeed, of all the

inner vital organs, provided it be kept clean and
in healthy action. Invalids, of course, .should take

them under competent Medical advice. Tho
Medical man, possessed by the one idea, drugs

—

who is so governed by the pride of his own
intellect that he cannot bring himself to take a

bath, or to study the subject—will have to yield

to the pressure of public opinion when directed

by the higher light of Medical Science. He
should be governed by that scientific sentiment of

yours, expressed some months since, "that disease

is not to be cured by drugs aloiio, but by what-

ever influences the varied functions of the human
frame." "We are on the threshold of great

improvements." We should respect and observe

the philosophy of that Divine precept, the phy-

sical virtue of personal purification by perspira-

tion—"In the sweat of thy face shalt thou eat

bread." The foregoing text would seem to be the

first authority for this bath, the antiquity of which

is unknown—antediluvian. In this lite-bath wo
breathe caloric, the propelling power of all steam

machinery, and circulate it in the blood, where it

develops the life of the flesh—animal electricity,

that vital agent of all which works within ua,

which is the source of animal heat, of psycho-
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physical sensation, of all the electro-chemical

functions that are in being in the laboratories of

onr animal life. Caloric stimulates and warms the

animal boiiy, expands and dilates the lungs, opens

and ventilates the whole system, purifies the

blood, kills all animal poisons, flushes off the

whole cuticular sewerage of the citadel of life

from within outwards. In the outer woi'ld, caloric

and electricity seem to act and react upon, and
reproduce each other, and magnetism, and light

Under favourable circumstances. The same
thermo-electrical influences seem to be developed

within us—probably light also, though it be in-

yisible. The inner psycho-physical constitution

of man—a duplicate or living testimony of two
world.s, not to be divided— seems to be amagneto-
electiic and electro-magnetic steam-engine, which
develops and circulates caloric, electricity, mag-
netism, invisible light, and stjam—these grand
vital, physical, chemical, and mechanical powers
of nuui's machinery, which our immortal but im-
prisoned essence the Soul animates and commands.
It is the noblest of Medical pursuits to teach our
fellow-meji self-knowledge, the letters of life, the
alphabet of their own existence ; how to prolong
lile in health, to extinguish maladies by phystual

education ; to be the philo.soplier of Nature, to ask

her questions, to interjiret her replies ; to study

that book of books—Nature—for all other books
are second-hand to Her ; to look through Nature

np to Nature's God, bo her minister and not her

master, and be also the right arm of the Church
^make scientific truth subservient to Divine

tnith and to Divine law.s, while we practise the

pure patriotic poetry of Christian charity towards
our felloAv-men in their suff'erings from disease.

If one man were submerged in the sea, should we
not risk our life to save him ? But, when we see

hundreds of human beings deluged in a sea of

preventible disease, on the brink of the ocean of

eternity, is it not a glorious mission to try and
teach them how to save and to jn-olong their

lives ? In the former case we take one man out
of the water, in the latter we provide the means
—the Life-bath—to take the water out of many
jnen—by profu.se perspiration—and thus remove
those peccant humours that drown them in disease.

It was such glorious work that induced Hijipo-

crates to decline royal Jionours and favours from
an Eastern king, rather than desert .his fellow-

countiymen in time of pestilence, and .said to the
Ambassador

—

" Tell him that these pageants of King
Can never to my heart such raptures bring
As those I feel when, as 1 journey on,

Some pale youth from the wayside stone
Eises recovered, and, with arms outspread,
Calls down bliss on my unworthy head."

These are the noble works that call forth the
Scripture words of Ecclesiasticus :

" Honour the
physician for the need thou hast of him, for the
Most High hath created him."

1 am, &c., J. TuCKEB, M.D.
Sligo, Dec 6. 1860.

SCOTTISH MEDICAL GRIEVANCES AND
THE 'MEDICAL TIMES.'

To the Editor of the Medical Circular.
Sir,— It is cui-ious to otiserve the Incoii-

sistencies and vacillations of mankind. As an
instance, on Saturday last, the 8th inst., the
Editor of the ' Medical Times and Gazette ' pro-

duced a really good article on '

' Two Scottish

Medical Grievances ;" but, cm bono ? for unfor-

tunately it has appeared too late to afford any
henefit to the Profession in Scotland. Had such
an article been written nine months ago, when we
were struggling,by petitioning Parliament and other
legal means, to obtain redress from the insulting

penal clause of the Medical Registration Act
(Scotland), it pos.sibly might have been sendceable.
Instead, however, of aH'oiding us assistance at

the proper time, the aforesaid Editor treated ow
complaints in a somewhat cavilling manner, as

may be seen fi-om the following extraict :— "After
a second perusal of the Circular of the 'Gla.sgow
Faculty of Medicine to the Profession,' we arc

Suite at a loss to understand it. T\\e Glasgow
'acuity are not at all singular in having to send

certificates of the cause of death to the Registrar
free of charge. There is no such ' invidious dis-
tinction between him and his co-practitioners in
England,' as the Society called the 'Glasgow
Faculty of Medicine' seem to imagine." (See
'Med. Times' of March 24th, 18(iO, page 307.)
Mr Editor must have greatly modified his opinions

since ho wrote the above quotation ; for it strikes

me, Sir, most forcibly, that if the Circular of the
' Glasgow Faculty of Medicine,' which was cir-

culated in the same month of March, and for

which the Faculty meiits the deepest gratitude

of the Profession in Scotland, were compared
with the above-mentioned leading article, the

latter would be deemed by any unprejudiced

person as a reflex of the former m many of the

arguments. At the time, I considered the Etlitor

of the 'Times and Gazette' treated us rather

scun'ily, and I must confess my astonishment

on perusing his manifesto of last week in our

favour : indeed, it seemed a wonderful change
for the better ! Let us hope he will keep in the

right path, and attend to the true interests of the

Profession, instead of opening his columns to

so many unprofitable debates on Medical Titles.

^___ M.D.

HOSPITAL KEPORTS.

KING'S COLLEGE HOSPITAL.
Dec. 8tii.— LiTiioTiuTY

—

Re.movalof Enlarged
Tonsils—Necrosis of Tibia—Resection of
Bi«»w_jniijT.^-Mj$ FeBOUSSON. NbCROSIS OF
Head of Tibia.—Mr Bff\rHAK.-

LlTIIOTOMY.
We described the first operation peifoiined last

Saturday by Mr Fergusson upon this patient.

He was again, to-day, placed under the influence

of chloroform. The proceedings incident to the

introduction of the lithotrites were very interesting,

and highly iustnictive. The facility of sounding
and of breaking the larger fragments by the advance
of the rack-blade of the lithotrite in the palm of

the right hand, conveying leverage upon the litho-

trite crusher under entire tactile guidance, left no
room for hesitation, delay, or doubt. Two or

three rapid rotatory movements at the distal

extremity of the lithotrite sounded and discovered

the fragment, and the advanced movements of the

anterior blades by means of the rack held in the

palm of the hand .secured it. If not too large, it

was directly brought away with a free and facile

movement, between the blades of the lithotrite

scoop. The rapid introduction of the lithotrite

four or five times left iiothing further to be done,

and we believe the bladder was cleared of evei-y

fi-agment. Mr Fergusson dwelt on the advantage

and success of this plan of immediate removal in

preference to so-called spontaneous expulsion, or

removal at different periods by injecting warm
water into the bladder. All irritation from frag-

ments remaining a longer or shorter period in the

bladder after being broken down was avoided. He
.said, in elucidating the advantage of our present

instruments and practice, that many years,ago Su-

Astley Cooper very justly gained gieat appro-

bation for discovering an instrument to remove
calculi from the bladder through the m-ethi'a

;

but it was not constructed so as to be able to

break the stone in the bladder, as in the case of

these instruments, to a suitable size fit for extrac-

tion. This triumph was left for lithotrity to

accomplish. lu the subject operated upon to-

day, a very favourable case was witnessed. This
patient, Mr Fergusson said, would be very easily
rpllpvert "froTn his Itm;^ sTiflVrtngrv mvi carr Inr

effected without resorting to lithotomy, or, indeed,

to any painfid process, since under chloroform

he experienced no pain, and would be speedily

cjuite restored to health.

Mr Fergusson said he had recommended litho-

trity in this case, as he believed the stone to be
small, the patient a good subject, and there

existing an entire freedom of the parts from
disease.

ExLABOED Tonsils.
Mr Fergusson removed a considerable portion of

hj'pertrophied growth with a cutting forceps

which he recommends and uses for the purpose.

Were Mr Fergusson to see the facility and pre-

cision with which an enlarged tonsil is removed by
Mr Yearsley with his knife and forceps, we think
that gentleman's procedure would be prefen-ed to

the method adopted on this occasion.

Necrosis of Tibia.

This patient, a girl about sixteen years of

age, had been afflicted a long time with dis-

eased tibia. It commenced with abscess forming
under the i^eriosteum, and destroying it : in

consequence, the tibia, on its anterior aspect

at the upper tliird, became necrosed. This

condition had existed for a long time, and a con-

siderable thickness of new bone had formed over

the dead bone. The removal of the necro&ed bon^
required the pincers to be applied for that purposB
with considerable force, from the hardness of th*
bone. To effect this, Mr Fergu.sson enlarged the
open ulcer which existed over the diseatted bone,
and gouged away portions of detritus and caries

cold applications being applied to the wound.

Resection of Elbow-.ioint.
This patient had suttered from extensive disease

of elbow-joint for seven years, and ancliylosis had
formed, with a straight arm. Some time since,

from the .stiff and unusefnl condition of the limb,

Mr Fergusson endeavoured, under chloroform, to

obtain a better position of the joint, which he
accomplished by its flexion at nearly a right

angle. The patient went on well, and left the
hospital. After a time the arm became neglected,

and resumed its straight and awkward position.

Mr Fergusson projiosed to-day, by resection, to

induce formation of a false joint. He made a

longitudinal incision on the inner asjiect of the

joint, in the line of the ulnar nei-ve. Tliis he
easily removed on one side, but said he believed

that it was not of much iinjwrtancc if divided.

He then cut into the joint, the cartilages of wliich

he found entirely destroyed by disea.se. With a
nmalt-anw, tljo olecranon, with the extremities of
the condyloid process of the humerus and a small
])ortion of the head of the railius, were removed.
In removing these portions of bone, some careful

dissection was required, in consequence of anchy-
losis of the olecranon with the humerus being only
partially effected, and fibrous exudation having
completed the connection. Mr Fergusson re-

marked that this was one of those cases in wluch
spontaneous cure was going on, and he had no
doubt that, in time, a spontaneous cure might
have been effected. This jirocess would have
required patience and long suffering ; and al-

though a cure would !)c ultimately obtained, it

would be a bad cure and an nnuseful limb. He
therefore thought it better to recommend this

operation, by which means a false joint would be
formed, and a good limb presened, by fibrous

union.

Necrosis of Head of Tibia.
This patient, a child about eight or ten years

old, was placed under the influence of chloroform.

Disease had been in existence for five years. It

was a case in which originally abscess had formed
in the sheath of the muscles at the upper ex-

tremity of the tibia, and had travelled to a consi-

derable distance, and several sinuses had formed
upon the anterior aspect of the shaft of the bone.

The tibia had in consequence become necrosed

;

but sinuses existed at a givat distance, in conse-

quence, from the seat of the disease. Mr Bowman
made an incision down to the bone at the upper
sinus, and removed portions of dead bone. He
advised, in these cases, to make the incisions as

small and as few as possible. Mr Bowman said, in

these emaciated, woni-out subjects, it was a <n-eat

object to avoid a large incision upon the nard
bone, since gieat irritation and discharge were
frequently the results, to the danger of the

patient or delay of the cure.

ST GEORGE'S HOSPITAL, Dec. 13.

HE5I0T.\L op LARRF. Fai TV TUMOI'II OS HlP-
JOiNT —Removal of Seb.iceovs Tumour os
Face.—SIr T.\tum.

Fatty Tu.mour.
This patient, a man sixty yeai-s of ago, had a

tumour formed on the gluteal aspect of the hip-

joint, of large dimensions. It had existed twenty-
five years, during which it had acquired tMs
immense size. It was pendulous, and had a dis-

tinct neck. Under chloroform, Mr Tatum re-

moved this tumour in the usual way.
Encysted Sebaceous TriiovR.

This patient, a young man about twenty years
of age, had a sebaceous tumour on the sub-

maxillary bone, under the orbit. Two days
before, an incision was made into it, when a serous

fluid escaped. Upon niakinga longitudinal incision,

a portion only of the tumour was dissected round
and removed. Mr Tatum said it was not neces-

sary to trace the connections of the cyst, which
ran deeply into the sul)-cutancons tissues. He
applied lint dressings soaked in a solution of sul-

phate of copper, which, he said, would induce

healthy granulations to be produced at the bot-

tom of the cyst, and fill up the wound. A case

similarly treated had, a few days sine*, left the

hospital cured. Chloroform was not administered

in this case.
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OUR NOTE BOOK.

OX THE ESTIMATION OF SUGAR IN DI\-
BETIC URINE BY THE LOSS OF DENSITi'
AFTER FERMENTATION.
Dr William RoberU says ; — "When a dia-

betic urine is fermented with yeast, its specific
• gravity, previously ranging from 1030 to 1050,

falls to 1009 or 1002, or even below 1000. This
result is mostly due to the destruction of the sugar
it contained, but partly, also, to the generation of
alcohol, and its in-esence in the fermented product.
As tlie diminution of density must be proportional
to the quantity of sugar broken up by the ferment,
the amount of loss evidently supplies a means of
calculating how much sugar any urine contains,
always provided that the remaining ingredients of
the urine continue unchaugeil, or Iwconie changed
in some uniform ratio.

To ascertain the relation between the density
lost on fermentation and the sugar de.stroycd, ex-
P' "jinents were made on the urine of diabetic
j' ueuts on the following i)lau :— 1. The amount
<:' sugar jier 100 parts was ascertained by the
volumetrical metlioj, with FeliLuigs te.st solution.
2. The density of the urine was taken. 3. Three
or four ounces were then placed in a 12-oz. phial,
with a drachm or two of Gorman yeast, and
having lightly covered the bottle, it was set aside
to ferment, i. In about twenty-four hours the
fermentation was finished and the froth dissipated.
The density was then taken a second time, and
the loss calculated.

By operating in this way on a specimen of dia-
betic urine, sp. gr. 103S-60, the following results
were obtained :—Sugar, per 100 parts, by the
vohimetrioal raetliod, 7-69; density before fermen-
tation at 60° or = 1038 -60

; density aftsr fermen-
tation at 60° or D'= 1005-a2 : density lost, or
D— D' = 32-68.

I

The relation, therefore, between the density
lost and the percentage of sugar in this instance
Tvas as 32 (33 to 7 'ill, or as 1 to 0-235. By nume-
rous trials with diabetic urines, of different
strengtli, it waa found that the most correct pro-
portion was as 1 to 230. The corresponding
formula, therefore, was :

—

Sugar, [.er 100 parts, or S = (D — D') x 023.
The accuracy of this metIio<l was further tested

by operating on diabetic urine diluted with known
volunies of waltr or non-saccharine urine, and on
solutions of loaf-sugar in water and in healthy
nrine.

This method of estimating sugar is especially
applicable to medical practice ; and the followin"-
simple a;i ! nvenicnt rule expresses the
result of ; , :—A'ncA (%;vr of " daisUij
lost" iiuii',- i li of swjur jxrfluid ounce of
urine.—

' Transactions of Manchester Philosophical
Society.'

ACCOUNT OF THE POISONING OF THENARD
BY CORROSIVE SUBLLVUTE.

M. Floiu-ens read an interesting Eloge on Tlieuard,
before the Acadeniv of Seien...)!. .laiinnrv W ]«60
Weti- ' • •' ' " • •

Then
qnam.
nieut ill' I'l'/iit to lliL- u'.casiuii

:

"Duriiit,' a lecture at the Polytechnic School, it

happened, one clay, that something necessary for the
<IcmoM>lr itiou w.-w wanting. Tlienard ealled for it

impatiently, and while the assistant ran with all his
might to jirocure it, the Professor, by way of
pawing the time, put his hand on a tumbler and
Taiae<l it to his l.ps without cxanduation. Having
taken two swallous, he placed it on the table.
'Gentlemen,' he said with *a7i^-/;oi(/, ' I have poisoned
myself.' An eleeti ie shock was immediately felt, and
the faces of all lieianie pale. Thenard stated that it

WM corrosive sublimate which he had swallowed,
adding, ' White of egg wUl combat its effects : will
some one get nie some eggs ? Scarcely had this
sentence escaped him, when the doors and windows
were not wide enough—they ran, they pitched head-
Ion? ; tlii" stnrehnuses are forced ojieii, the kitchens
''' '

the neighbourhood, being put
' soon j>illage<i ; each brought
''

I tain of eggs was reared. In
the meau u...^ .i student flew to the FaciUty of
He<licine. Internipting an examination, he cried :

'A doctur 1 Theiiard has poisoned himself in the
SckOOl while delivering his lecture.' Dupuytren
arrwe. ' Dn ynu imderstand?' he said, and ran out

;

'' '

' is in the way—he mounts-whips the
' iee--leai« t" the grouiirl. However

pump, so as to be sure that the stomach might not
absorb any corrosive substance. The organ becomes
inflamed, and, safe from the poison, Thenard is putm danger by the remedy."
"Thenard was carried home. There, all the doors

were guarded
; the students of all the schools united

to surround the house with triple ramparts ; advance
sentmels were detached to keep off the troidilesome

;sUeut and mournful all awaited the news transmitted
from within, where the most fitted were scarcely able
to restrain their zeal : in the sincerity of their"affec-
tion, they envied the privileges of the family. Day
and night watch was kept without intermission,
without fatigue, for this man, who swayed the wbole
realm of kindness, was the property of the youth,
and they wished to save him. Every morning,
accurate bulletins were affixed on all the large esta-
blishments

; no one knew their authors. When The-
nai-d reappeared in his chair at the Sorbonne, the
excitement was so great that every one ran out
without knowing precisely what he was doing ; the
Professor himself declared that he had no power of
controlling his deep emotion."—L. H. S., in Ameri-
can'Medical Monthly.'

Bivtfjs, iHavriages. anB ^»*i*<n».

BIRTHS.
BwsTOiVE.—December 9, at St Thomas's street,

Southwark, the wife of J. S. Bristowe, M.D.,
of a daughter.

Bryant.—December 3, at Clai-ondon House,
Stewkley, the wife of Charles Bryant, Esq.,
M.R.G.S., of a son.

Elms.—December 4, at Colston parade, Bristol,
the wife of R. W. Ellis, Esq., M.R.C.S., of a
son.

Pat>:iisun.— November 30, at Balbeggie, Perth-
shire, the wife of George K. H. Paterson, Sur-
geon, &c., of a daughter.

Tbane.—November 21, at Park-place villas,
Maida hill West, Paddington, the wife of W.
D. Thane, Estp, M.R.C.S., of a daughter, still-

bom.

ti.^ii- :. Jic albumen, Thenard was already saved'-
but I>opnytreu r»'|Uired the emphiyment of the

MARRIAGE.
Barsks—Smyth.—December 11, at St Mark's

Chnrch, Ite^ent's park, Dr George Barnes, of
Newcastle, Staffordshire, to Elizabeth Frances,
widow of the late Rev. B. S. T. Smyth, Incum-
bent of West Pinchbeck, second daughter of
Thomas Bridges, Esq., of Marwood hil^ North
Devon, and niece of B. M. Wilcox, Esq., M.P.
for Southampton.

DEATHS.
AsDEHSON.—November 26, of fever, at Madeira,

George Anderson, of Farnham, Surrey, Sur-
geon to H.M. Emigration Commissioners,
aged 68.

BUOU.SSAI.S.—December 1, of endocarditis, Dr
Francois Broussais, last surviving sou of the
celebrated Brous.sais. He was himself author
of many articles in the Medical perioilicals.

CtmpsTONE.—November 30, John Cumpstone, of
Market Rasen, Lincolnshire, L.S.A. Loud.,

2, George Joliii Uates, for-
:..:.3 -1 > -iiiniiipton, aged 40.

Gka.nt.—December 6, suddenly, at Devonport,
James Simpson Grant, of Durievale, Fifcshire,
M.D., Surgeon 53rd Regiment.

Huntkil—November 30, at Fermanagh, George
Hunter, Lie. and L.M., R.C.S. Ire.

Kemp.—December 3, at Hambuig, Robert Home
Kemp, aged 38.

Langsford.—December 8, after a short illness,

Mr George Johnstone Langsford, of Hart hill,

near Nuneaton, aged 38.

Nugent. — December 6, Richard Nugent,
L.K.Q.C.P. Dub., F.R.C.S. Eug., L.S.A. Lond.,
aged 42.

Owen.—December 2, John Underhill Owen, of
Landport, Portsmouth, M.D. Univ. Glasg.,
M.R.C.S. Eng., M.R.I.A., aged 53.

RoWEt-L. —August 20, Charles Rowell, late of
Langtoft, A.ssistant - Surgeon in the Hospital
ship ' Lanca.shire Witch,' in the Gulf of Pechili,
China, aged 27.

Sharp.—December 4, Christopher Sharp, of
Oldham, Lancashire, M.R.C.S. Eng., L.S.A.
Lond., aged 26.

Simpson.—November 27, at Brompton, J. W.
Simpson, late of the Medical Stall, Malta.

W.U.L—November 27, Robert Wall, of Duumaii-
way, Co. Cork, M.K.C.S. Eng., aged 39.

MEDICAL NEWS.

Apothecaries' Hall.—The following gentle-
men passed their examination in the science and
practice of Medicine, and received certificates to
practise, on Thursday, Dec. 6th, 1860 ;—.John
Christopher Armstrong, Gravesend ; Edwaad Olive,
Hellingley, Sussex ; William Pitt, Willinghall,
Staffordshire

; Daniel Seatou, Chester ; Edward
Alfred Tyler, High street, Marylebone. The
following gentlemen also on the same day passed
their first examination: -Francis Agget, Drow-
steynton, Devon ; James Bendall, Trowbridge,
Wilts

; Herbert Cooper, Richmond terrace, Clifton

;

Daniel Gibson, Waverley street, Hull; George
Harrison, jiina., Grosvenor street, W. ; William
Lockwood, Gloucester St., W.C. ; Thomas Newby,
London Hospital; William Payne, Walingford,
Berks

; William James Tyrrell, King's College.
. Appointments.—At a Special General Court,
held on the 6th inst., Mr Alfred Winkfiold,
SI.R.C.S. and L.S.A., of St Bartholomew's Hos-
pital, was elected House-Surgeou to the Radcliffe
luQiiaary, Oxniril, in the room of Dr Gray, re-
signed.—Mr Jonathan Hutchinson has been ap-
pointed Joint Lecturer on Surgery at the London
Hospital Medical College.—At a meeting of the
Dispensaiy and House Committees, held on
Tuesday in the Board-roonf of Barrington's Hos-
pital. Limerick, SteiJien M'Mahon, M.D., was
unanimously nominated to the offices of Medical
Officer to the Dispensary and to Barrington's
Hospital, in room of DrM. V. Bourke, resigned.
GLA.SGOW Southern Medical Society.—At

the sixteenth annual meeting of this Society, held
on the 6th inst., the following gentlemen were
elected office-bearers for the ensuing year ;

President: Mr Bryce 'RajoWm.— Vice-President.
Dr Heni-y Dunbar. — Treasurer: Dr H. R.
Howatt.— Swretecj/; Mr Edward M'Millan.—
Seal Keeper : Dr James Stewart.—CourZ Medical
Dr Peter Stewart (Convener)

; Dr H. R. Howatt

;

Dr Jas. Morton ; Dr James D. Newman.

—

Officer : Thomas Robertson.
Irish Pathological Society Medal.—Thfl

subject selected for the gold medal of the Patho-
logical Society of Ireland, to be awaixiod at the
close of the ensuing session, is, "The Diagnosis
and Pathology of Diseases of the Spermatic
Cord, and of the Testicle and its Coverings."
Militia Medical Officers.— It has been

notified by the Secretary of State for War, in
reply to the memorial of the Surgeons and
Assistant-Surgeons of Militia Regiments, that
commissions will be given to them in the Line,
provided ihay jmss the necessary examination.

APPOINTMENTS FOE THE WEEK.
Wednesday, Dcceviber 19.

Operations at Middlesex Hospital, 1 p.m. ; St
Mai-y'a Hospital, 1 p.m. ; University College Hos-
pital, 2 p.m. ; Royal Orthopwdic Hospital, 2 p.m.

Thurstlay, Decemher 20.
Operations at St George's Hospital,
Central London Ophthalmic Hospital,
London Hosjjital, IJ p.m. ; Great
Hospital, Kiiif,''s Cross, 2 p.m.

London Sujtfical HoniB-^ip-iu
LiNN^AN Society.- -Dr T. Spence Cobbold, "On
Animal Parasites (Entozoa), with E.\periments "

8 p.m.
'

Chakisg-Cross Hospital Medical Society.—Dr
Hyde Salter, "On the Stethoscope," 8^ p.m.

Friday, December 21.
Operations at Westminster Ophthalmic Hospital,

1^ p.m.
Western Medical and Surgical Society of
London.— Practical Evening for the Nairation of
Cases and Exhibition of Specimens.—Mr Lcggatt,
"On a Case of Acute Glossitis," 8 p.m.

Saturday, December 22.
Operations at St Thomas's Hospital, 1 p.m. ; St
Bartholomew's Hospital, IJ p.m. ; King's College
Hospital, 1^ p.m. ; Charing Cross Hospital, 2 p.m.

Monday, December 24.
Operations at the Royal Free Hospital, 2 p.m.

;

Metropolitan Free Hospital, 2 p.m.
Medical Society of London.— 8.^ p.m.

1 p.m.

;

1 p.m.
;

Northern

BOOKS RECEIVED FOR REVIEW.
Physiological Chemistry. By E. Day, M.D., &c.
Practical Means lor Pre\-enting Adulteration. By H.

Letheby, M.B. London : M. Lownds.
On Diphtheria. By Edwd. H. Oreenhow, M.D.
London : John W. Parker and Hon, West Strand,

Introductory Address. By J. H. Wharton, F.R. C.S.I.
Epitome of Surgery. By J. Beadnell GUI, M.D
Loudon : H. Bailliire.
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Qn Hospital Accommodation in Mamifacturiiig and
ilining Districts. By Mr Jolin Robertson.

Gonorrhoea ami Gleet. By Thomas Weeden Cooke.
- London : Henry Renshaw.
Food Collection in the South Kensington Museum.
By K Lankester, M.D., F.R.S. Fifth Edition.

London : Her Majesty's Stationery Office.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Vercs, commenting upon a notice in our last Num-
ber, relating to the fine imposed by the Court of

Common Pleas on Dr Clarke, of Staines, suggests

that it must have been solely owing to his sending

the woman to the workhouse, which was done in

an illegal and unauthorised manner. We have no
doubt of this ; in fact, this was the charge. At
the same time, it is necessary to caution Medical
men against falling into the same mistake. Insane
persons who are not "dangerous," are not infre-

quently sent to the workhouse to be protected.

If so doing be illegal, we fear that the illegality is

very general.

MrS. Brown.—1st. Yes.—2nd. Yes.
C'HIBUHQUS.—The use of a current of electricity in

lead jwisouing was first resorted to by M. Briquet
about two years ago. Ho believetl ib w l>«-rw a
specific effect in arresting the pain and eliminating

the lead. M. Bccquerel's views are more moderate

:

he denies that a current of electricity can remove
the lead from the system, though it will relieve the

^pasni and pain.

DrWiLUAMS is thanked,
,j , ri,, xt i I

An Old Subscriber (Plymouth).—The Numbers
I

shall be forwarded.
,

H. S.—Your objects may be attained by application

to Mr Moore, Ship Agent, of Towerhill.

Mr Wm. B.—Newspaper, with enclosures, received,

Erisensis, on the Medical Council, received. The

subject will be soon resumed.

A Cure fob Snoring.

To tU Editor of tlie Medical CiraiUr.

Sib,— I would feel greatly obliged to you for any

information you could possibly give me on the

subject of snoring, in the hope of preventing or

alleviating it, as my health is suffering from the

unmitigated .snoring of my wife. An unfortunate

Medico, after nights of such interruption, is after

some time made to feel the effect of the disturb-

ance during his daily employment. I think that,

being one of your oldest supporters, you will allow

me to trouble you on the subject, H, W, N,

[Not knowing any effectual remedy for the un-

fortunate domestic aflliction to which our corre-

spondent is subject, and which, we fear, is of

an epidemic character, we invite our readers to

favour him with their experience. We venture to

believe that the man who may devise a cure for

snoring, and patent the invention, will rapidly

make nis fortune. What would be the result if

our correspondent should adopt the homceopathic

principle— sjBiiiia similibv.s ci(';-n»a(r—and snore

too?- Ed,]

A Provincial Subscriber,— The non-existence of

a written contract to pay the bill is of no conse-

quence, if you can briiig forward witnesses to

prove that the master either agreed to pay you, or

requested vour attendance, and was aware of it

during the "time. Otherwise a master is not bound

to pay his servant's account. An implied pledge to

you is not sufficient evidence.

Dr Macdosald.—We are obliged by your note.

An Associate, —We hav« not oxprosnod an opinion

on Dr Markbnni'3 capabilities for his new offlco.

We wish him good luck and good temper.

St Bartholomew. — The vaccination fee is, no

doubt, an unjustifiable tax upon the student, for

the benefit of the public. You and your fellow-

pupils should sign the Memorial we published last

Mr McClelland is thanked for his note : his sug-

gestion, however, has come too late to be of use

for this volume.

Unregistered Practitioners,

To tliA Editor of the Medical Circular.

SiK,—Whilst Medical Practitioners are lament-

ing the incongmities of the Medical Act, they

should make full use of the advantages left to

them. I believe no unregistered person could suc-

cessfully can-y on an Apothecary's jiractice, if the

public were fully made aware that no unregistered

person could demand payments for medicines or

attendance. Many years ago I lived with a Scotch

Surgeon in London as his assistant. He used to

visit and supply medicines, as an Apothecary

might. He sent in his Christmas bills to the

amount of nearly iOOl. a year. People paid their

bills, not doubting but that he had a legal right to

the money. Had they been aware that he had no
right in law, not one-third of them would have

paid him,
I therefore propose (and here is work for Secre-

taries of Registration Societies), that, by para-

graphs in newspapers, advertisements, &c., the

public should be told that unless the party they
employ is registered, either for Medicine or
Surgery, as the case may be, they need not pay a
farthing of their bills, I am, &c.,

A Registered Practitioner,
Dec, 8th, 1860.

Dr Tucker.—Received and inserted.

Mr Paterssen.- Received.
A Constant Subscriber.—1st. Apply at the Ad-

miralty.—2nd. Yes.
Dr Millman.—Too much must not be expected from

our contemporary, who is apt to be bewildered on
important questions.

Messrs Leech and Gwtthbb.—We are obliged by
your note.

Mr S. W. Smith's interesting communication ehall

be inserted.

Alpha.—The signature of M.D. is not illegal.

County-Court Decisions.
To tJie Editor of the Medical Circular.

Sin,—I scarcely know whether I ought to

. apologise for writing concerning County-Court de-

cisions, but really they are a subject of great import-

ance to the Profession. Perhaps the two following

cases may .show the necessity for some protest

. aaainst such injustice.

Some three or four jc»ro »;uoo, I ottondad •

woman with choleraic diarrhcea, incessant vomiting,

spasms, with lividity and coldness of surface, &c.

I attended eight days. The person resided, ac-

cording to their own measurement, half-a-mile and
140 yards from my house. My claim was, for

medicines, 1^ ; for eight visits, 12s, : in all, 11. 12s.

A few months since I put it in the County Court

in this town, and Sir Walter Riddell said that he

considered 3s. a day amply sufficient for medicines

and attendance. I consequently received the

sovereign for medicines, and the munificent re-

muneration of 6d. a visit

In another case, I tried to recover a bill that

had been outstanding five years. I swore posi-

tively that I had not received it ; the defendant

swore he had paid it. I asked for the receipt ; he

said he had lost it : he had no witness to the pay-

ment. The judgment was in his favour, as the

Deputy-Judge thought he was more likely to re-

member paying me than I was to recollect not

being paid at such a length of time.

I am. Sir, &c.,

H, SCHOLFIELD JOHHSON, M,D.
Stoke-upon-Trent, Dec, 10, 1860,

M,D, Edin,—None but Graduates of Universities

are equitably entitled to the affix of M,D, and the

prefix of Doctor, Fellows and Licentiates of the

Colleges of Physicians are entitled to the prefix of

Doctor by courtesy and legally ; but it is a stretch

of tlieir "prerogative, and contrary to etiquette, to

affix the M.D. to their names. The same remwk
applies to Bachelors of Medicine.

C, H, N,'s letter on " Poor-law Medical Officers and

their Grievances" shall appear as early as possible.

MrR, D, (Yorkshire),—Next week,

Mr J, Gell,—1st, He would not be eligible,—2nd,

We think not,—3rd, We do not think that the

College would interfere ; though it would be con-

trary to their By-Laws,
Mr Sanders is thanked ; but we have no room for

the Report this week.

NOTICE

Allen'
^-^ M A N

;T etts 's
I

-*-^ M E D I C AL
DIARY, arranged for

Vawinatioii.s, Aecouchmeuts, iNuraes' Addresses, Ac,
Patients' Names with column for Dail^ Visits. Neatly
bound in cloth, pocket book, flap, pencil, and clasp, 2s.;

French Morocco Tuck, two j>ocketfl and pencil, gilt edgew,
38.; best Pocket Morocco or Russia Book, lOs. M .;

with divisions for instruments, 17s. and ISs. (Double
the substance, Is. 6d. extra.) Inntrument Case^ for ditto, <

48. 6d.

The other Editions of LETTS'S DIARIES commonlv
used by MEDICAL MEN, are Nos. 1, 2, 5, 9, 10. 12, 14;
the Professional Appointment Diary ; the Monthly Pro-
fessional Diaries : Medical Visiting Lists, etc.

LETTS'S HEADING EASEL for INVALIDS, from 20».

to 40s. Sold by all Booksellers.—Fully descriptive
catalogues gratia.

LETTS, SON, and Co., STATIONERS, 8 Boyal Eichanpe.
London, E.C.

Washing and Drying
MACHINERY.

WILLIAMSON'S PATENT MACHllTES
are in use at nmnerous Hosi>itals, Workhouses, Schools,

and Private Establishments.—Can be seen in operation,

(daily) at WILLIAMSON'S, Patentee * MAiJurACTUEEE,
133 HIGH HOLBORN—Illustrated Lists free by post,

s Port-
T £ A U S and

TRAVELLING BAGS, with
square openings,
LADIES' DRESS TBCN'KS.

DKESSIKG BAGS, with aUver

fittings.

DESPATCH BOXES,
WRITING and DRESSIXtt

CASES and 600 other articles tor home or continental

travelliiiK.—Illustrated Catalogues post-free.

J Vr ALLEN Manufacturer of Officers' Barrack

Furniture, and Militari- Outfitter, (see separate Catalogue,

post-free,) 22 and 31 West Strand, London. W,C,

Bailey's Concentrated Fluid
MAGNESIA, prepared with great care, and strongly

recommended by the Faculty for remov-.ng BILE,

ACIDITIES, and INDIGESTION, restoring APPETirE,

pr»sening a moderate state of the bowels, and d.^solv,u^

Sric acid in GRAVEL and GOUT ; also as an easy remedy

fi" SEA SICKNESS, and for the febrile affection mcirtent

io cMoiiood it is invaluable.-On the value of Magne^m as

a remedial agent it is unnecessary to enlaree ;
but tins

Fluid Preparftron is the most valued by the Profession, as

ft entirely avoids the possibility of those J^™' ™°-

cretions usually resulting from the use of the article m

^"Spared by WILLIAM BAILEY and SON Horscley

fields Chemiil Works, Wolverhampton. In bottle^ Is.

and 2s ed each, with Patent Glass Stoppers, particuhirly

adapW for EiLPortation, as it will keep good for any

leiS of time, Md in every climate ; also put up m Hall-

Kallon and Gallon b<.ttles, for the use of Hospitals Dispen-

laries and Compounding Piesoriptions, at is. and 9s, each.

THE ACIDULATED SYRUP, in bottles Is. each.

Sold to E SLEE andCo., 46 Piccadilly London.-Corner

ofthe Altany;-and all respectable Medicine Vendors

throughout the world- _

MEDICAL ELECTRICITY
WITHoijT SHOCK OR PAIN

r^alva
V^ PASS

PULVLKMACllKRS P.VIENT

nic Chain Bands sur-

nnhorley's Illustrated
CITV. This Sixpcunv-worth contains more valuable in-

fonn.ition to the Farmer than any other almanack at even

double the price, and ought to be on eveiy Agriculturist s

Book Shelf throughout the Kingdom,

Thorley's Agricultural
GLEANER. — This Weekly is published everj-

Saturdav, iind contains eveiything new and beneficial to

the Agriculturist. Price 2d., Stamped Sd.—77 Newgate

street. City.

Now ready, price 5s. 6d.,

or free by posttoany part of thcUnited Kingdom, price 6s.

Fourth Edition, greatly enlarged and improved.

A Grammatical Introduction
^^ to the LONDON PHARMACOPCEIA, and a KEY
to PHYSICIANS' PRESCRIPTIONS. By S. F. Leach,

"This little work will bo found extremely useful to

students who have received but an miperfect classical

education,"—'The Lancet.'

Hughes and Butler, Medical Booksellers and Publishers,

15St Martm's-le-Grand.

Twickenham House.—Dr
DIAMOND (for nine years Superintendent to the

Female Department of the Surrey County Asylum) has

arrtiiiged the .above commodious residence, with its exten-

sive grounds, for the RECEPTION of LADIES mentally

afflicted, who will be under his immediate superintendence,

.and reside with his family. For terms, ic, apply to Dr

Diamond, Twickenham House, S,W,
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»1- ^^ ^Ttft
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Ma estv the QueenT Professor Oppolzer. Physician t« the

Ei^pl ^1 o? Austria; by Dr R«y"./»ysician to Napoleon

III • and others of celebrity; and was rewarded at tue

Great Exhibition of aUNatioMin 1851,
according to

po^w?rf=ed%si»Vt'.o^J/hK53

London; where can also be obtained ^^'T ^'"J^P^^"S
Electro-Therapeutic Apparatus and Appliakcxs 01

the most improved construction.

TT'or Correct Family Arms,
J- CREST, or PEDIGREE, send name and <^o)}f^-^

Italien, AUemand, et HollanJais. -ft eddmg ord< r^^execmea

Important to the Medical
X -^ PROFESSION.
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CLINICAL LECTURES.

ON EXOPHTHALMIC GOITER
KEW FACTS TOWARDS A HISTOItY OF THIS

DISEASE.

Delivered at the Hotel Dieu,

Br M. TROUSSEAU.

(Continued from page 390.)

The woman in No. 34 Salle St Bernard is

twenty-five years of age. She was bom at Bag-

nolet, menstruated at thirteen, married unhap-

pily, and is miserable. The nursewould haveyou

believe that she is cracked in the head. She was

delivered nine months ago ; had then nothing

resembling goitre, and was greatly astonished

when told that her eyes were droll: they were,

in fact, glistening and restless. Wishing to

fasten her collar, she found that she was

tmable. The menses were next suppressed,

the nppptito became enormous, and the sight

very short. At this moment, auscultation

reveals an extremely soft bcllows-soxmd, as in

the chlorotic ; the beatings of the heart are

precipitous, the pulse varies between 110

and 130, and the patient's character is unequal

and capricious. On applying the stethoscope

to the goitre, there is perceived an expansive

movement similar to that of an aneurismal

tumour ; and in the carotid artery you may
perceive a purring tremor. This woman is

emaciated, but not chlorotic. At first, martial
preparations were given, and then all the
symptoms became worse ; iodine was next had
recourse to, with cold applications, and leeches

to the thighs and knees, under the influence of
which menstruation was restored, and a very
decided amelioration of the health became
vUible.

I have told you that in my practice I have
met with nine cases of exophthalmic goitre.

Furnished with these personal facts, and the
cases recorded in the annals of science, I will

endeavour to sketch for you an outline of this

sinmilar disease. Exophthalmic goitre is espe-
cially seen in women, and is certainly a neu-
rosis. As the female sex is by far the most
liable to nervous diseases, we may thus, per-
haps, account for tlic predominance of this

afiection in women. I know but oftwo examples
where it occurred in men, for the boy of 14J
years is but something intermediate between
the two sexes. Certainly there are ages where
the line of demarcation cannot be traced with-
out difficulty. Stokes had under liis core, in

1838, a man of lofly stature ; and some other
instances of this kind have been cited, but the

majority is on the part of the women.
You are struck, when in the presence of

such persons, with the singul.irity of their

looks and the strange aspect of their eyes, the

extraordinary lustre ofwhich is etjually observ-
able in those who have black eyes and those
that have blue. As the disease begins, the
eyes enlarge, and become shining and proci-
dcnt, even when there is not as yet any
suspicion of goitre. At No. 27 Salle St
Bernard, you may see a girl with exophthalmos,
!»nd who has, if you will excuse the expression,
the eyes of a calf; but they are destitute of the
lustre that characterises the eye in exophthal-
mic goitre, and are almost constantly shining,
humid, and excessively restless.

In most p.itients, the organ of vision under-
goes .^omo modifications : such persons gene-
rally become myopic, but never strabismic. The
woman seen by M. Labarraqiio, you remember,
had muscir luliltjiiles and black points dancing

before her eyes, and could no longer use her
needle. Look at a person with exophthalmic
goitre when asleep, and you see the eyelids

half closed and but partially covering the

sclerotica
;
yet in such patients ophthalmia is a

rare occurrence. Such patients are not under
conditiong the same as persons affected with

palsy of the seventh pair ; for in this case the

motive medium of the lid is lost, whilst in the

morbid variety under consideration the patient

may sometimes by an effort succeed in shutting

the eyelids almost hermetically.

In palpitation of the heart, we have an un-
equivocal phenomenon. It is affirmed by
Graves—that clinician so serious—that he saw
a woman with exophthalmic goitre in whom
the sounds of the heart could be heard at a
distance ot four feet; which is, in my opinion,

one of the most extraordinary facts. Except-
ing on some rare occasions, I have never

heard them beyond fifteen or twenty centi-

metres from the chest. Moreover, Graves,

Stokes, Parry, Basedow, and several others,

are convinced that in this case the affection of
the heart is altogether nervous.

The goitre is equ.illy the seat of similar

beatings, and tlic lobcs of the tumour are

unequally swollen. The lobe usually most
hypertrophied is the right. Stokes relates

that, in one case, it was proposed to tic the

common carotid, so much did the tumour by
its pulsations and by its enormous size deceive

the attendants as to be mistaken for aneurism.

Fortunately, the error was discovered in time

to prevent the operation.

When the stethoscope is applied over the

apex or over the base of the heart, you hear
vigorous beatings and a slight bellows-sound.

If you place the instrument on the neck, you
perceive a double hruit de souffle., resembling

the sound noticed in aneurisms ; but if on the

goitre itself, you fail not to perceive an ex-

pansive bellows-sound, quite distinct and
defined. What is very remarkable, is the want
o{ solidarity between the pulse at the wrist, in

the arm, in the thigh and neck : when the

pulsation of the carotid is strongly developed,

the pulse at the wrist, in the arm and thigh, is

nearly in its natural state. The epigastric

pulse is sometimes more energetic ; so that

there is plainly a strange want of concordance

in the vascular system.

In persons affected with exophthalmic goitre,

in women especially, you remark nervous

excitement, ira.scibility, and a degree of singu-

larity altogether pecuhar. M. Laban-aque's

patient, who, at his desire, came to me at the

H6tel-Dieu a few days ago, said that she

could not bear the least noise or the slightest

opposition. The woman at No. 34 Salle St

Bernard has plainly now eccentric ways, such

as did not before snow themselves.

Exophthalmic goitre is not, therefore, a

local affection, implicating only three points of
tho coononiy, but onu tbiit a^Twcte tbo wbolo
system ; and one of the phenomena that give

the best evidence of a general disturbance, is

the surprising hunger that has been remarked
in so many cases. In Dr Gros' case, it is

remarkable that the patient, when the disease

was diminishing, gained in weight thirteen or

fourteen kilogrammes in the space of twenty-

eight or thirty days ; an instance, surely, of

eJttraordinary disturbance in the function of

nutrition. Other patients, again, have shown
a degree of emaciation that bore no relation

to the quantity of food taken : but here a satis-

factory explanation is possible ; for, with pro-

fuse perspiration, intense diarrhcca, continued

sleeplessness, and the frequent manifestation

of nervous impatience, is it surprising that

such patients should look wretched, and be

pale and emaciated?

Lastly, you may sometimes witness the

occurrence of some singular and inexplicable

circumstances, as in the boy of 14^ ye.irs, who
before his illness was exactly of a height the

same as his mother, but in ten days he ex-

ceeded her by four centimetres. In the course

of typhoid fever, but especially during conva-
lescence therefrom, it is not unusuiu to see

extraordinary increase of growth ; but here,

in a space of time so very limited, I own th&t

this seems to me but little in conformity with

all that we have hitherto seen. I shall speak,

at our next conference, of the order in the

evolution of the pathological triade, and will

endeavour to prove, by numerous examples,

that exophthalmic goitre must certainly have a

place assigned it among the neuroses.

(To be continued.)

REMARKS ON THE CHOLERA
WHICH RAGED IN TUSCANY

IN 1855
;

TOGETHER WITH AK [ACCOUNT OF A NEW MODB
or TREATMEKT.

By JOHN GASON, M.D.

In making the following remarks on the cholera

which appeared at the Baths of Lucca in 1866,

I sUiill slate some ideas whichjan attentive obser-

vation of its progi-ess has suggested to my mind.

I purpose giving a hasty sketch of the non-infec-

tious and non-contagious nature of that epidemic,

the beneficial effects resulting from cleanlinest

and ventilation, and a novel mode of treatment

which I used and found most efficacious.

The cholera at the Baths of Lucca was preceded

for some weeks by looseness and an uneasy sensa-

tion of the bowels in numbers of the iuhabitanta.

Its course was so rapid, that but little time was

left for remedial agents, and it acquired the nam*

of " Fulmiiiantc " from the Italians, who'were S9

thunderstnick by its power, and even the native

Physicians were so bewildered by its rapidity, that

all attempts at cure were nearly,abandoned, and

the disease was almost loft to take its course.

From the month of February to October in that

year, 25,950 persons died in Tuscany, out of a

population of little more than 1,800,000 : but it

was somewhat remarkable that though tliere wag

a larger number of English and American visitors

than usual at the Baths of Lucca during the time,

but one case occurred amongst them, and that wa«

under peculiar circumstances : this patieut, how-

ever, recovered. Great confidence was enter-

tained by the natives that this summer retreat

would be spared ; for in the previous year, when

cholera visited Tuscany, numbers lied tliore from

those places where the cholera prevailed, and still

no case of it appeared. This cherished hope was,

however, soon to be destroyed, as the cholera sud-

denly appeared, and the ellect produced on the

impressionable mind of the ItaUaus was so great

that they quickly succumbed to its power. The

immher of i-ases which occurred in the parts fre-

quented by visitora (and which I shall alone refer

to) was comparatively small ; but in the imme-

diate neighbourhood and the surrounding moun-

tains, tho aggregate number was great. The

cases in the former amounted to 36, the deaths to

31, almost all in tho stage of collapse, some few

extending into the secondary stage, but these

alike proved fatal. From four to eight hours was

the usual duration of the attack. The symptoms

so closely resembled those of Asiatic cholera, that

I will not weary my readers by detailing them ;

only stating that the j^rostration was so great,

that in the severest cases cramps were but seldom

seen, and the discharges from the stomach and

bowels exactly resembled bran mixed with water,

the discharge being clearer than what is generally

noticed in Asiatic cholera. The perspirations

were copious and cold, and, with the exception

of tho dark-blue colour of the skin, the vomiting

and purging, the general symptoms resembled

those of persons dying from In.ss of blood. In

many cases the bowels remained loaded, and lum-

bar worms were frequently discharged both from

the mouth and anus. In one case which I

treated, the alvine evacuations, on reaction, be-
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came of a pinkish colour, resembling mspberry-
juice mixed with water : later still the discharge
from the stomach was green, and that from the
bowels of a clayey colour. I shall now proceed to
make a few observations on the nature of the dis-

ease as it came under my observation. The theo-

ries on its nature are .so numerous and varied,

that auytliing I may state may have been
said before ; but as I am not aware of this being
the case, I shall give my ideas on the subject.

1 have been led to look U])on cholera in a dif-

ferent light from that in which it is generally
considered, and that after weighing the objections
which may be urged against my view of the sub-
ject. I believe that cholera is the result of haimor-
rhage of the serum or white blood occurring

-i«nder a peculiarly depressed state of the nervous
jyatem. The state of depression, I believe, is

caused by loss of tone in the nerves supplying the
mucous membrane and skin. The consequence of
this hajmorrhage is the retardation of the red
portion of the blood, which ceases to be propelled
sufficiently quick to receive the necessary amount
of purification from contact with the air : the
result of this is the accumulation of a large
quantity of venous blood, which poisons the sys-
tem, and thus produces death by asphyxia. The
combination of an unhoalthy eit>»«tioi» - <«.d.

various debilitating circunisliiiices may tend to

induce this loss of tone in the nervous system,
*nd may predispose the individual to the epide-
mic which prevails at the time. The severity of
the attack will, however, depend on the quantity
of senim discharged, as well as on the nature of

the epidemic, according as it may be typhoid in

its nature or otherwise.

Having made these obsei-vations on the choleia
which iuvaded Tuscany in 1855, together with
some remarks on what I believe is its nature, 1

now pass on to some of the causes which appeared
to favour its invasion and fatal progress. It was
remarked, that during that summer there had
been a great absence of wind, and that the air

was very warm and moist, which depressed to a
ttSreat degree the physical and nei-vous energy.
,^his state of the atmosphere also favoured the
decomposition of vegetable and animal matter in

damp situations, and the gases so generated ac-

cumulated from the absence of wind to carry
them oft'. Having formed a Sanitary Board at the
Baths of Lucca, and having per.sonally inspected
the habitations of the poor, I am in a position to

say that there was not a single case of cholera
which did not occur in the midst of decomposing
animal or vegetable matter. The police authori-
ties lent every assistance to enforce the carrying
out of our recommendations, and not a single case
occurred afterwards in these parts where the
cleansing was effected. Here I may mention a
curious circumstance—that for many years pre-
viously to the invasion of the cholera, aiul jiar-

ticularly so in the preceding summer, there had
been at the Biiths of Lucca numerous cases of

diarrhoea, some in a very severe form : since that
time all tendency to the disease has ceased. How
is this to be accounted for ? Was the diarrhoja
an accidental circumstance for at least five years
previously, or did its exciting causes accumulate
that year to such an extent that cholera was the
result ? TIic sanitary means adopted were the
thorough cleaning of the houses both inside and
outside, great attention being prdd to the cleans-

iug of the floors. Collections of all sorts were
removed to a distance, and all the sewers in the
neighbourhood were cleaned out. The bedclothes
were well washed, and great cleanliness of the
person was enjoined. This physical exertion

called off the mind from a state of apathy--which
the natives appeared to be giving themselves up
to—the poison which was polluting the atmosphere
was got rid of, and with it the cholera ceased. I

now pass on to the subject of contagion and infec-

tion in this disease. That all persons similarly

circumstanced arc liable to the disease, admits of

no doubt ; but why all persons in the same
condition are not seized, is difficult of solu-

tion. In almost all the houses in which
cholera occurred, there was but a single case

;

though there were instances to the contraiy,
and in one particularly, where a sewer communi-
cated witli a room in a basement stoiy where the
servants of the family used to assemble : in this
house three of the servants died. In one of the
cases which 1 attended, four of the children were
constantly employed in rubbing their ]iarent, who
was ill of the disease : and thoiigh two of them

were in the bed with her until she died, and not-
withstanding that they washed all the clothes
afterwards, still no other case occurred in the
house. 1 could not detect any jieculiar odour
either from the body or the evacuations of the
sufl'erers. Several ca.ses of this desci-iption came
under my observation, and have strengthened my
conviction of its non-infectious and non-conta-
gious nature. On my journey tlie same year
from the Baths of Lucca to liome, where it then
was, I a.scertained that the disease hud in vaiious
cases passed over densely-crowded cities and
towns, and attacked places situated on the sum-
mit («) of lofty mountains which were at a dis-

tance from the high road, and not exposed to con-
tagion or infection.

The treatment which 1 have • Iweu the first, I

believe, to propose and adopt, which 1 tried in

several cases in 1856, and which proved efficacious

in all, I .shall now mention. As soon as the
serous evacuations commenced, I plugged the anus
so as to prevent the further discharge of serum

;

at the same time I tightly swathed the bowels in

flaimel, and strictly enjoined that the patient
should be kept in tlie horizontal postm-e. Some
may object to the plugging of their anus, and in

these cases I recommend a towel to be tightly
-•oUorl. up and placed beneath the buttocks so as
to compress the anus, tne patimt h^l,^ -irarrtid

at the same time of the absolute necessity of
restraining every desire to go to stool, even
though under the most urgent calls of nature.

I found this treatment very efficacious in three or
four cases. All liquids were strictly withheld, and
gentle friction applied to the extremities ; if vomit-
ing or faintness continued, chloroform in small and
frecjuently-repeated doses given on a lump of
sugar proved of great service. Opiates appeared
more injurious tlian beneficial, and seemed to

aggiavate the stage of reaction. The severity of

the stage of reaction appears to depend on the
severity and length of time of the stage of col-

lapse. My object in writing this paper is to

lay down a form of treatment which will be
found, 1 believe, very efficacious in shortening
and moderating the stage of collapse. I feel so

sanguine of the result, that I only ask for a fair

and unprejudiced trial to be made. The rationale of

the treatment is very simple. We have a disease

in which the system is being deprived of a large

quantity of one of the vital jjrincijiles of the
blood ; the object is to stop this, and what can
be more natural than the means proposed ? The
bandage over the abdomen compresses the
vessels, and by its pressure assists in preventing
the discharge, at the same time that means ai'e

employed to cause reaction and produce absorp-

tion of what has been secreted. One more obser-

vation on the time of its employment. It should
not be used during the stage of diarrhcea, when
the bowels are discharging feculent matter, un-
less the symptoms appear urgent. Nor is there
much use in trying it when the system is almost
drained of its serum : it should be employed
during the time that the serum is being dis-

charged, and at as early a period as ])Ossible.

The power of testing the efficacy of this treat-

ment was, 1 confess, limited ; for having offered

my Medical sen-ices to the authorities at the
place, 1 was refused permission to practiseon the
natTvesi'thongh if'was well Tiiidwn that iiumlVers

were dying around to whom the native Medical
men could not ]iossibly attend : but in the cases

which I did attend, 1 had recourse to the plugging
of the anus, and in CAcry ease recovery took
place. lu one instance, the mother of a large

family had for some hours frequent discharges of

(a) At Radicofani, a frontier town between T\is-

cany and the Roman States, situated about three
hundred feet above the higli road, the cholera carrie<l

off numlwrs at tliat time. The only source of infec-

tion alleged by the Italians Mas, that a cart of skins
conveyed from Home was opened- at the Custom-
house, and it was suppo.sed that the i)Oor may have
caught it from these skins. This ajtpears to me to

be so far-felciied an idea, that it haidly deserves com-
ment : for can it be reasonably supposed that the
unloadnig of dried skins could liave been such an
object of attraction to the poor, as to induce them to

remain close to these skins for any length of time,
and that they, and not those engaged in the opera-
tion, should have earned the uifectiou to this town /

In all the places whicli I passed through, the mode
by which the cholera Mas supposed to have been
conveyed to the diflerent localities was even more
dilficult of explanation.

the "bran-water evacuations," which were coi:

tinning when i saw her. This discharge wa-
immediately checked by the means which 1 hav-
suggested. She was in a very listless and wea,
state ; but reaction took place in the coiuse of r

short time, and she quickly recovered, thoug
great debility existed for some we»ks afterwariis.
This treatment I adopted within two or thret
days after the appearance of the cholera.

Rome, November 27, 1860.

CASE OF CO]S-TAGIOUS SKIN
AFFECTION,

RESULTING APPARENTLY FROM THE
SCRATCH OF A KITTEN.

On the 21st of November, 1860, Mrs M. calle.

to inform me that her little girl, set. two yeai-s,

was exceedingly ill from the effects of a kitten '^

scratch on the cheek, near the outer angle of th-,

left eye. The accident Iwppened about a wae-

ago ; the child had previously been in perfectly goo

.

healtli, and free from any eniption. The seratcl..

for a day or two after it was inflicted, scemc!

likely to heal quickly ; but the little girl picke'
off the scab which had foniitd, a»»l ji dischaige
appeared, purulent and thin at first, but it soo2
formed a prominent, irregular scab, under whic
the matter still continued to ooze for some time,
iuid which at present is gradually dying away.
The mother says that the matter sticks to tl.r

ends of the child's fingers, and being brought into

contact by them with different J>arts of the skii,

thus multiplies the immber of sores.

Nov. 22.— 1 saw the little patient this momir^
as she lay in her crib, almost as pale as a tiu:t..

The face, ears, and neck were covered with re/
spots, pimples, jmstulcs, scabs, and discharg-

.

The ears were inflamed, and contained a goo
quantity of matter. The dischaige, when brougl
into contact with any part of the surface of t! .

body, although not previously abraded, caused i.

the first instance a small circular inflamed pate:.,

in the centre of which a pimple could be distinct^

.

seen, which gradually became converted into .•

l)Ustule. The discharge sixiu aj)pcared, followt _

by the crusts, under which it continued to ooze 11

some time. The sores, or rather eruptions, wert
plainly seen in their different stages of develop •

ment. Before the parts got well, the discharge

ceased, the cnists became drier and harder, an'.

then gradually powdered away. Altogether :;

resembled a case of impetigo, so frequent in chii-

dren teething ; but the essential ditterence is thai

in this case the disease is clearly communicabl'
by contact. The child is frequently in the hal>!

.

of sitting on the lap of her sister, a health}- youi.,,

girl of twelve years : wherever the child's tiugir;

touch her, the disease appears on thesjxjt, but tl'-

caustic application checks it. The litUe gi.-i

sleeps with her mother, whose iK-ck she oni-:

touched with a finger, which Mrs M., in alaiu.,

quickly pushed away ; but the part soon felt irri-

table, and became slightly red. The nitrate o)

silver soon arrested its progress. Mrs M, say--

that the child was so feverish and restless, aud :u

so much apx^areut pain, last night, that she diduo'L

expect her to live until the morning. Some sweet
oil dropped into the ear seemed to relieve the pain

.

The oxide of zinc lotion was used.

Nov. 24.—The child appears to be in her usual

good spirits ; the dischajge has ceased, and th*

scabs are ilisapi>earing. Her mother told me thsi

slie thought something burst in the little girl'^

ear, and she has been much better ever since.

Nov. 26th.—Much better ; slept well last uighi,

for the first time since she became ill. There i^

seldom any initatiou during the day, but at nigh-

it is very troublesome. The back is affected, tnn

the head scarcely at all, with the eruptions.

Nov. 27th.—The discharge continues from ont

or two scabs wliich the little patient had pioked.

The progress of the eniptions which break oat oi i

the motherand sister is invariably airesttd by iU>

nitrate of silver.

Dec. 5th.—The face is now quite clean, bir.

there are a few scabs on the bead. The lotion i>

still continued. The mother's fonlingcr ami

thumb have been much inflamed after dressing th»

child. She is nuich better now.

I may state tliat one ot the little brothers, vhi.

is not allowed to touch the child, has not been
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affectej. It is a popular belief tliat the soratch

of a cat is poisonous : tliis is obviously a mis-

taken notion. 1 attribute the- little girl's rapid

recorery in great measure to the application of

the oxide of zinc lotion.

Akother Philo-C'irculak.
Pershore, Dec. 8th, IStiO.

OF
THE SPIRIT

THE PERIODICALS.

Dr GooDFELLOw continues his Lectures

ON bkight's disease

in the ' Medical Times and Gazette' His special

topic is trealmenl. He I'emarks that though

bandaging is useful in certain cases, yet that it

may produce disastrous and fatal consequences.

When the anasarca is on the increase, a bandage

ought never to be applied, the effusion being a

temporary relief to the more important symptoms.

He observes, also, that a spontaneous vesication,

or even sloughing ulcer, is much less liable to

spruatl thon even an acupuncture with a lancet or

^ooved needle, which is often followed by eiy-

sipelas. He advises that the integument should

be kept covered with flannel, to prevent chill ; but

he does not approve of hot-air or vapour baths in

«hronic cases. The Author then gives various

suggestions on the treatment of scarlet fever, and

the dropsy consequent to it.

The same journal contains a Kcport of a Lecture,

by Dr Bichardsos, on a Case of

CYANOSIS.

We extract the following remarks

:

" Conmienting on the physiological and patho-
logical relationshijis of this case, we arc first led

to ask. What is tlie reason that the foniincn ovale
is left open in the manner depicted in these cases ?

Is it that there is tongsnital mulfomiation ? I

think not. I look upon it as due to the delicicnt

formation of that membrane, which, after birth,

ascends from the lower margin of the foramen,
and closes up, in the majority of cases, the fora-

men altogether. Why, in I'ertain rare examples,
this membrane should not form according to rule,

it is not easy to explain ut once ; but 1 have
given the .subject considerable attention, and will

iiarrate to you the matter of my researches. I

would premise by stating, that the formation of
the memlirane is by no means a rajiid process.
In nine infants who died between the eighth and
fourteenth days after birth, I found the foramen
perfectly closed in no one instance, while in some
the opening was not closed to a sixth of its

extent : these children, nevertheless, were quite
free from cyano»is. 1 followed out the subject
further in inferior animals, especially in young
pigs ; and I deduce as the mean of those experi-
ments, that, for the iir«t tlirce days of life, the
foramen ovale remains patent, and that the
closure is never completeil under fourteen days.

The last point that remains unclosed is a spot in

the superior posterior bonier of the foramen. I

show you a specimen where the membrane remains
imperfect at this (mint, although the animal from
which the heart was taken lived in perfect health
for five weeks.

" We may accept, therefore, this view, that,

for the first few days of life, the circulation is car-

ried on, I may say normally, with a distinct

•openii^ between the right and left auricles.
" Is it strange that the two bloods do not inter-

mix during this period ? No ; for if they did, no
membrane woiiht ever be formed in the presence
of the interniingiiug currents ; but the truth is,

such intermixture is jireveiited by a simple
hydrostatic law. You will remember that during
fcetal life, owing to the fact that the lungs arc

impervious, a very limited quantity of blnod passes

by the pulmonary artery, and virtually none from
the pulmonary veins into the left auricle ; but the
same current of bli;od before as after birth Hows
into the right auricle by the superior and the in-

ferior cava : the reiiult is, that as there is oppo-

sition to the cun-ent of blood through the right
ventricle and pulmonary artery, while there is no
opposition from the left auricle, the volume of the
blood received by the right auricle is driven at
once over from right auricle to left auricle, and
then into left ventricle and aorta, when meeting
with the little blood that flows from the pul-
monary arteiy through the ductus anteriosus, it

makes its way round the body to return to the
placenta. But when the child is born, and the
previously inactive lungs undergo expansion, then
there is an immediate large demand of blood from
the right ventricle and pulmonary artery for the
pulmonic circulation, and with this there is an
immediate supi)ly of blood from the pulmonary
veins to the left auricle.

"Thus there is established, on the one hand, a
divei-sion of blood from the right auricle to the
right ventricle, and, on the other hand, an oppo-
sition to the entrance of blood from the right
auricle to the left auricle, by the fact of an
indejiendent current from the pulmonary veins
being poured into the left auricle. In a woixi, a
balance is estabhshed between the currents in
the two auricles, and each current takes its course
towards its respective ventricle. The i wo streams
run side by side, but do not intermingle, and the
membrane, which is ultimately to sejuiroto tkom,
mootu no opjfuaiiioii to its formation. The mem-
brane itself is produced as an additional protec-
tion ; for although in the first days of existence
the risk is little of pulmonary obstruction, yet as
time advances this risk increases ; and were there
no membrane there, any cause producing ar;est iu
the pulmonary circulation would immediately lead
to a diminished current of blood through the pul-
monary veins, and to a transference of blood over
from the right to the left auricle through the
foramen.

" I ouje made a little instrument, of which I

^ive you a drawing, in which the conditions of the
fcetal circulation were imitated, by placing a dia-
phragm having a small hole in its centre through
a glass tube. When fluid was pumped through
the right side of this tube only, and the lower
part of the right division was closed, a current of
fluid passed freely through the hole in the dia-

phragm ; but when the lower part of the right
division was opened, and a free current of different

coloured fluid was pumped through the upper part
of the left tube, then the currents flowed inde-

pendently of each other, and without admixture.
" If, then, we apply the above physical facts

to the cause of cyanosis, I think that we are

driven to the conclusion that the continuance of
the patency of the foramen ovale is due in cyanosis
to the j)ersistence of the current of blood from
the right to the left auricle ; and that the con-
tinuance of this ciurent is due, in its turn, to per-

sistent obstruction in the lungs.
" The mode in which cyanosis terminates is a

jKjuit of considerable interest : death ordinarily

takes place, I believe, from pulmonaiy congestion,

and unless there is some other lesion of the heart,

such as valvulai' thickening, not from any other
ciiuse. Cyanotic patients are, by their peculiarity,

almost exempt from inflammatory disorders ; but
they suffer teadily from every depressing influence.

Nevertheless, with the impure condition of blo(xl

to which they are subjecteil, with a portion of
venous blood passluK into tile arterial capillaries,

with deficient oxidation everywhere, and, ergOy

with deficient wurmth, they are supplied with
nutritive force, with sensational force, and, as we
have seen, with excellent mental faculties.

" In our patient, death took place from tubercle
;

but I would not attribute the tubercular deposit
directly to the cyanosis. I would rather conceive
that it arose from the imperfect hygienic conditions

under which, from necessity, the patient was
placed.

" Mark, however, how the cyanotic state modi-
fied the phthisical symptoms, took from them, if

I may use such a term, all their activity, sup-
pressed the hectic, prevented the local develop-
ment of iiillammatory products around the tuber-

cular masses, and yet allowed the tubercular
jilasma to be deposited over a smface much larger

than is met with, accortling to common experi-

ence, in ordinary cases of consumption.
" I fear I have omitted to comment on one

diagnostic point in the case before us, which of

all others should not be oveilooked ; 1 mean the
physical diagnosis of the heart. In this child,

notwithstanding the three openings in the sep-
tum, we Icam that the heart-sounds were normal

.

and when no valvular lesion is present to produc"
an abnormal sound, this is, I believe, the case in
all examples of cyanosis. It has been assumed,
certainly, that there is something remarkable in
this absence of abnormal sound iu simple cyano-
sis

; but if we accept the rational view that the
normal cardiac sounds are produced purely by
valvular tension, we can un^lerstand at once that
the mere presence of an oi>ening iu the centre of
the auricle can in no way modify the natural
sounds when the valvular machinery is perfect."

Mr TfENKR reports a Case of Death from
Hcemorrluigc sifter fracture of a rib without mark
of external injury; and Dr Henky OsBOIl^•

narrates some experiments and considerations on

the DeUclion of Lead in the Calcareous Deposits of

KtHks and Boilers.

The ' Lancet ' contains the general conclusions

of Dr Beowu Sequaed on the diagnosis and

treatment of Paralysis, which we will give i>

our next Number.

The ' Lancet ' of the 8th. iust. contains th»

ibll-oTTiiig rcniavks, by Dr l*Avy,

ON DIABETES.

" Uiider the mode of procedure that used to bfe

adopted, it certainlyappeaied satisfactorily proved,
that whilst the blood in the arterial system was
almost free from sugar, that iu the riglit cavities
of the heart—that, in fact, between the liver and
the lungs— was highly charged with it. In
obtaining these results, a sijecinien of blood was
collected from an artery and examined. The life

of the animal was then destroyed, and by an
incision into the right auricle or ventricle their
contents were procmed. Now, unless certain
precautions are observed, the necessity for wliioh
was not formerly known, such a method of experi-
menting must inevitably lead to a fallacious
physiological conclusion. The knowledge required
is of the state belonging to life, and tliis we fail

to obtain unless we operate on blood, cardiac as

well as arterial, that is coUectod before, or at the
very instant of death.
"1 was first led to observe this variation iu the

condition of the blood that takes place immedi-
ately after death, whilst conelucting some exjieri-

ments on the injection of blooel through some
ai-tificially-intlated lungs, for the purpose of
imitating what occurred duriug life. 1 had been
in the habit at first of enijdoying blood collected
from the right side of the heart after death, but
afterwards procured it lioni the living ventricle

by a process, so to apeak, of cardiac catlieterism

—an operation that is easily peiforiued, without
leading to any sensible injury to the animal. An
instrnment is used that is specially curved for

the purjiose. It is introduced into the right

juguhir vein, and passsd down through the
superior cava into the heart. I was astonished

to find the blood thus collected present a totally

different behaviour to what had hitherto been
considered as belonging to it, from collecting and
examining it after deatli, I had been accustomed
to meet with a strong reaction of sugar as belong-

ing to right ventricular blood ; but in that with-
drawn during life, I failed to discover more than
a scarcely-appreciablo indication of the presence
of the saccharine principle.

" This observation, 1 must confess, did not at
first receive from me the weight and attention it

deserved. 1 was so strongly impressed with the
notion that the gluco-geuic doctrine was indis-

putably established, that 1 was for some time
disposed to think there might be some fallacy in

my experiment, rather than call in question the
truth of our views. Seeking in vain for a source of
fallacy, 1 afterwards found that what had been
regarded as the natural state of the blood of the
right side of the heart was not in reality such

;

that the blood collected, as had hitlierto been
done alter deatli, did not behave like the blood
removed during life ; and, therefore, that an
inference of the condition of the one from the
examiuation of the other must be discarded as
eiToneous.

" 1 do not speak on this subject with any hesi-

tation or doubt ; as, to satisfy my own mind

—

to satisfy my own scruples in abandoning what 1

had so fully believed in, 1 was anxious that my
experience should be suUiciently extensive to be
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quite conclusive. I tbiuk I may say tliat it is

now from an experience of nearly one hiuidred

observatious that my knowledge on this point is

founded. When blood is collected from the right

side of the heart, as in an ordinarily conducted

examination after death, it yields a strong indi-

cation of the presence of sugar. In five quanti-

tative analyses I found tlie proportion of sugar to

vary from half a grain to nearly one grain per

cent, in defibrinated blood. When collected, on
the other hand, during life, under natural circum-

gtances, the amount of sugar is certainly not more
than is encountered in the arterial system. The
reaction with the copper solution, which it must
be remembered is an exceedingly sensitive test, is

frequently so slight as to be liable to be over-

looked altogether, unless special attention is given

to it. I at first thought that the quantity of

sugar would be too small to be susceptible of a
quantitative determination. But I have since

effected the examination. The greatest care

was observed in the analysis, and the amount of

sugar given me in the dilferent specimens I have
taken has varied from a proportion of rrlrr to

tUt! or igga of a gi'ain per cent, in the defibri-

nated blood.
" In conducting an examination of the blood

belonging to life, it is necessary that the animal
should be in a perfectly natural and tr»n<i«il

state at the time of its removal. It is astonish-

ing the immediate effect that a disturbance_ of the

tirculation produces. According to the behaviour

of the animal, I can predicate, with confidence,

the state of its blood as regards sugar. Should
there be any struggling or embarrassment of the

breathing, a considerable indication of the pre-

sence of sugar is certain to be met with. I con-

sider that this unnatural flow of sugar into the

eirculation, under such circumstances, can be
satisfactorily accounted for, and I shall refer to it

further on when I am speaking of the liver.

" Under great disturbance of the circulation

from embarra-ssment of the breathing, I had no-

ticed so large an amount of sugar in the blood
that I felt convinced it would be discoverable in

the urine, if the condition were maintained a
sufficient length of time. This is in reality the
case, and even much more strikingly so than I

had anticipated : for after mufHing the muzzle
of a dog, so that the supply of air is reduced,
short of producing asphyxia, the urine in an
hour's time is rendered very strongly saccharine.
" In comparing arterial blood with that of the

right side of the heart removed during life, I

have before now observed a stronger indication of

su^ar in tlie arterial than in the venous blood.

This at first seems strange, but I believe it to be
reasonably attributable to the effect of the differ-

ence ill the operation performed for obtaining the
blood. Cathetcrism of the ventricle is frequently
effected without exciting the slightest disturb-

ance ; but in exposing the carotid—the artery
tisually selected for the removal of blood—a con-
trary result is the case, on account of the close

connection existing between this vessel and the
pncumogastric nerve. In picking up and iso-

lating the former, the latter is always exposed to

more or less violence or injury ; and the pncu-
mogastric does not bear iiTitation without causing
strong muscular efforts at resistance on the part
of the animal, which must occasion temporary
COn^'estion of the circulation and coinpressioii of

the liver. Indeed, I have noticed that the blood

is ordmarily found in a marked degree more sac-

charrine when collected immediately after the ex-

posure of the carotid, than when a short time,

such as a quarter of an hour, is allowed to elapse

after the isolation of this vessel, which may then

be drawn out and its contents removed without

producing any fresh disturbance of the animal's

tranquillity.

"Tlie administration of chloroform must be

always avoided when a specimen of blood is re-

quired in a natural state as regards sugar. Chlo-

roform not only reacts of itself with the copper

solution, but through its influence on the circula-

tioa determines, as can be shown by experiment,

to a more or less marked extent, an unnatural

flow of sugar into the blood.
" The only point I know of in which Beniard's

results and my own stand in opiiosition to each

other is as to the blood collected from the right

ventricle during life. In his ' Lesons de Physio-

logic Experinieiitale,' vol. i., p. 121, he i-ecords

all experiment made before his class in which the

blood removed from the right side of the living

heart gave a neat reaction with the copper solu-

tion, whilst the blood of the carotid artery and
jugular vein of the same animal gave no reaction

at all. I do not doubt that wo have here an
accurate description of what was noticed, but it

is in direct antagonism with the result I am con-

fident in obtaining myself, and which I am fre-

quently showing to others. If an extensive ex-

perience in this matter go for anything, Bernard's
experiment is not to be taken as a representation

of the natural condition. A fallacy may have
arisen from the animal not having been in a tran-

quil state, and nothing was formerly known
about the differences I have pointed out as observ-

able ill the blood under different conditions.

Certain it is, according to my own experiments
on the living animal, that sugar does not exist to

a larger extent in the blood of the right side of

the heart than what has hitherto been recognised

as belonging to the blood of the arterial and the

general venous systems ; and that, should sugar

appear to any amount in the right ventricular

blood, it will also be found to a corresponding

extent in that of the carotid artery and jugular

vein.
" It is not absolutely necessary to resort to the

operation of catheterism of the ventricle to obtain

a specimen of blood presenting the natural
otaroiitpr belonging to life. With the informa-
tion now in our possession, ilio^iipoi-lmont maybe
so conducted as to display the physiological state

after death, and I do not know that this is not the

most preferable mode of operating, on account of

the result being less liable to be influenced by acci-

dental disturbing circumstances. Life is de-

stroyed by pithing, and instantly afterwards the

chest is as rapidly as possible opened, the heart

seized, and a ligature firmly applied around its

base. The blood is then collected from the right

ventricle ; and if the operation have been expe-

ditiously effected, it will be found as free from
saccharine impregnation as if catheterism of the

heart had been performed under a tranquil state

during life. The object is, to collect the contents

of the ventricle before the blood has become
contaminated with the sugar, which is produced

in the liver with such astonishing rapidity after

death. After the destruction of life by pithing,

the circulation continues for a short time, whilst

the process of respiration is instantly stopped.

By this continuance of the circulation, the oppor-

tunity occurs for the impregnation of the blood

with the sugar formed in the liver, as a post-

mortem occurrence. Now, unless the steps of our

experiment be quickly performed, the sugar will

have reached the heart, and even have been

carried through the lungs into the arterial system.

There is nothing to be wondered at in this,

seeing how quickly foreign agents introduced into

the circulation have been found to be transported

from one part of the system to another,—and
seeing, as 1 shall hereafter point out, how quickly

the saccharine principle is produced in the liver,

as the result of the destruction of life.

" One of the principal arguments in support of

the gluco-genic theory is, that, after the administra-

tion of animal food, the blood going to the liver is

devoid of sugar, whilst that flowing from the

organ is highly charged with it. I have touched
upon one side of the question, and strenuously

urged that the saccharine state of the blood which
is found after death is not to be tafeen as a repre-

sentation of its natural or physiological character.

As to the blood on the other side of the liver, I

have recently given it a careful comparative

examinatior. In the experiments that I have
made, and in which I scrupulously observed

every precaution to obtain the specimens precisely

iu the condition that is natural to life, I could not

perceive the slightest discoverable difference of

behaviour between the blood of the portal vein

and that of the right side of the heart. The
portal blood gave the same trace of indication

with the copper solution as I obtained with the

cardiac contents. It was impossible, in fact, with

the test reagent to recognise any distinction

between the two.
" As far, then, as we learn from what has pre-

ceded, there is not, as a natural process of life,

that flow of sugar into the circulation from the

liver, for the purpose of destruction in the lungs,

which the former mode of experimenting led

physiologists to believe. After death, and under
certain unnatural states during life, it is true,

there is a large escape of sugar from the liver

;

but, as a normal condition, there is only a trace

of sugar in the blood between the liver and lungSj
and this trace is also met with on the other side
of the lungs, in the blood returning from the
system at large, and even in the blood on its

passage to the liver. The blood, therefore

—

namely, that returning from the liver —which
was formerly looked upon as affording evidence
of the exercise of a gluco-genic function by this
organ, has nothing special belonging to it. The
same character is met with, as far as I can dis-

cover, to a precisely equal extent, in the blood of

every jiart of the system.
" Quitting now the blood, I shall next direct

my attention to the organ itself, which has for

some years past been enjoying its reputed gluco-

genic function."

The 'Lancet' of the 15th inst. contains an

article, by Dr William Pirbie,

ON FAVrS;

We quote his conclusions :

"1. That favus is essentially characterised by
the presence of a fungus, which is easily discovered

by the microscope.
"2. That it is peculiar to the young, and con-

fined to the poor and de.stitute.

"3. That it is most commonly met with on
the scalp, but occasionally on other parts of the

body.
'

' 4. That tie hair-roUlcles aro only secondarily
affected.

"5. That it is by no means a rare disease in

Scotland, being exceedingly common in Edin-
burgh, and having been more so for several yeark

past in Aberdeen than in Glasgow.
" 6. That it is generally considered more

common in Ireland than in £jigland.

"7- That it is a blood disorder, and that the

fungus is not the sole nor the original cause ofthe
eruption.

"8. That many are insusceptible to it; and
that it is feebly contagious, and very often arises

independently of contagion.
"9. That the previous .state of health has »n

imjK)rtant bearing on its outbreak.
" 10. That it is intimately connected with the

strumous diathesis.
" 11. That want of cleanliness strongly pre-

disposes to it.

"12. That, for its removal, general as well »»

local treatment is necessary."

The following Case of

ACUTE IDIOPATHIC GLOSSITIS

is reported by Dr Geogheoax in the ' Dublin

Medical Press :'

"M. K., a stout, healthy-looking man, a:t. tliirty-

seven, of sanguine temperament, by occupation a

cabman, admitted Oct. 9th, 1860. This latient is of

regular habits, and not addicted to the use of tobacco.

He cannot assign any defiuite cause for the present

attack, except a late exposure to cold. Five days
previously to his admission, Mr Woodroffe found him
labouring under inflamed tonsils. Two days subse-

quently, enlargement of the tongue, accompanied by
swelling of the soft jiarts beneath the chin, was
visible, and has since steadily increased. Up to this

period, the treatment had consisted in the employ-

ment of saline purgatives and antimony, but without

mercury.
"On admiMioii, the fwhjwlng conditions were

observable : Tongue swollen to nearly twice its

natural size, and fiUiug the palatine arch ; its edge
infiltrated, translucent, and obtuse. The organ can

be but very slightly protnided, when the raphe is ob-

served to form a deep groove posteriorly. The back
part of the left side of the dorsum is much more
swollen than the right, and very sensitive on pres-

sure ; still greater tenderness is present at a corre-

sponding point beneath the tongue where it joins the

floor of the mouth. The crest of raucous membrane
which runs forward along the latter tow.irds the

sublingual gland is vividly red, much swollen,

infiltrated, and crested with ojwque milky p.itches of

ftbrine of firm consistence and membranous aspect.

There is a constant and copious flow of viscid, trans-

parent, not frothy, fluid, (mucus ?) from the mouth.
Articulation and deglutition arc much impaired.

Breath heavy, but not ftetid. The gums present a
narrow border of vivid red, and are slightly tamid.

There is considerable swelling of the soft parts

beneath the chin, with heat and obscure sense of deep

fluctuation ; skin somewhat hot
;

pulse 90, full.

The fauces cannot be made visible. Symptomatic
fever moderate.

' Treatment.—A narrow bistoury was introduced

downwards and backwards beiieatli the tongue at the

site of the sublingual tenderness above noted, and a
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te.ispoonful of greenish ftetid pus discharged. Six

leeches were ordered to be applied beneath the

tongue in the neighbourhood of the just-named open-

ing, with frequent warm gargling of the mouth, and
n poultice beneath the chin.

''Secondday after admission.— Feels better; deglu-

tition improved, and articulation somewhat so ; much
ptyalisni, and breath has a fo'Akl and sojnewliat

sUrcofaceons odour ; tongue reduced in volume
;

swelling of left dorsum less, and tenderness there

decidedly so. Sublingual mucous crest less pjromi-

nent, and although the lymph of previous day had
teen then removed, is found again coated for one and
a half inches by a layer of opaque whit« fibrine

(under the microscope gi-anular and not organised)

;

the swelling beneath the chin more jironiinent and
hot, with pain on deep pressure : pulse 96

.

* "Three only of the leeches took, but drew a large

quantity ot blood{estimated by the resident pupil from
inspection of the vessel at fourteen ounces). Patient
be^s for a repetition of the leeches, owing to the
relief experienced. Continue the poultice. Milk
for food. Three more leeches beneath the tongue at

left side.

"Third day.—Tongue generally less swollen and
more moveable ; swelling of left dorsum as before,
but with scarcely any tendei-ness. The plastic

matter on the sublingual crest, removed yesterday,
has been reproduced. Fauces not yet visible, but
.anterior part of palate is seen to be healthy ; edges
of lower gums still redder than previously, and
below the red margin is a i.^iiUy looking film , in-

terior or cheeks white and plastic ; salivation still

considerable, and breath foetid ; pulse 65 ; bowels
confined ; suhmental swelling still more prominent

;

an opening beneath the chin with the naiTow bistoury

evacuated a small quantity of healthy pus from a

ilepth of at least three-quarters of an inch. Jal. ct

cal. 1 scrup., egg emulsion, with milk to be liberally

supplied.

"Fourth day.— Still further improvement; tongue
still diminishing in size ; left dorsum continues
swollen ; faiices now visible. Tlie suldingual fibrina

has not been again secreted. State of gums and
salivation as yesterday, but the fo'tor has di.sap-

pcared; submental absces.s discharging a little

healthy pus.

"Fifth day.— Salivation less, though still consider-

abl e
;
gums less tumid, but edge yet red ; fulness of

left dorsum continnes ; other conditions amended.
Convalescent. Diet improved.
" Sixth day.— Salivation much less ; much indura-

tion still beneath the chin.

"Seventh day.— Quitfe well.

"I availed myself of the present opportunity to in-

vestigate the condition of the salivary discliarge, in
reference to its normal ingredient, the sulphocyanide
of potassium. Eight ounces of the fluid (the hema-
tosinc previously coagulated and removed) yielded
by an appropriate procedure a spirituous extract, in
which the presence of the sulphocyanide was at the
l*st doubtful, whilst a flntrhtii or less of healthy
tnliva gave marked indications of the salt. It thus
appears that in other conditions beside mercn i-iat

,

salivation of the sulphocyanide is absent, and hence
that we cannot safely consiilcr this negative cha-
racter a distinctive criterion of the latter, as laid
down by Dr Davidson. It seems to me, indeed, that
it would be probably more correct to view the dis-
charge, both in ptyalisni and glossitis, and also in
some secondary venereal and carcinomatous atfec-
tions, as merely a mucous tiuid, and not saliva,
natural or otlierwise."

The Author concludes with some remarks upon

tlie case.

King's Colleoe HosI'ITAi,.—The magnitude
of tlie London Charities, their infinite variety,

and the countless benefits vvliicli they confer on
the sick and friendless poor of tliis vast Metro-
polis, have often excited the admiration of
Inreigners ; bat the most extraordinary part of
their histoiy is the fact tliat they liavc almost
exclusively been founded by private benevolence,
and, witli few exceptions, arc supported by the
voluntary subscriptions of the charitable public.

In a prominent jilace among these institutions
itaiids King's College Hospital. Tlic building,
whicli covers an area of nearly an acre, and is in

the Italian stylo, will contain accommodation for

200 jiatients, and will be replete with all the
conveniences and appliances which, in this [>lii-

lanthropic age, are considered essential to the
comfort and welfare of even the poorest jiatients.

It is six stories in height, and, from the great
extent of tlie buihling, the roof forms one of the
'onspicuous objects to lie seen from tlie bridges,
'.ertoppiiig, as it docs, both of the great theatres
III the mighliourhood. When completed, it will
have cost no less than 100,000/,, every shilling of
which has been raised by voluntar)' subscriptions. '

REVIEWS.

Ok Diphtheria. By Edward Headlam Green-
how, M.D.

From his official connection with the Privy
Council, Dr Greenhow has had opportunities
of studying Diphtheria on a large scale and
under diversified conditions that cannot be
enjoyed by other practitioners. He Las also
written after all the experience that was gained
during the recent epidemic by practical men
has been recorded: he has, therefore, the
additional advantage of a comparison of their

observations and suggestions to guide his

judgment. We cannot be surprised, then,
that our Author has produced a good book.
We have adverted to an epidemic, diph-

theria ; but, in reality, diphtheria cannot be
regarded as exclusively epidemic. The condi-
tions of its propagation are yet undefined

;

whether it be communicated by contagion or
not is uncertain ; and if due to atmospheric
influences, these must be partial in their opera-
tion, as many cases may be observed in one
locality, and few or none in another immedi-
fttply adjacpnt If loonl cauoca pluilUCC tho
disease or aggravate its intensity, these also

remain in obscurity ; and Dr Greenhow admits
that lie was unable to trace the occurrence of
certain outbreaks of the affection to any dele-

terious influences arising from local pollution

or domestic privation. There can be no
doubt, moreover, that sporadic cases of the
disease frequently occur. At this moment in

the Metropolis there is prevalent a form ofsore-
throat, with a tendency in the buccal and ton-
sillary mucous membrane to secrete a pellicle of
whitish exudation. These symptoms are ac-
companied with glandular swellings at the
angle of the jaws,—in short, with the charac-
teristic signs of diphtheria of a mild type.

We believe this form of diphtheria to be not
uncommon ; though, on the other hand, it is

pretty certain that numerous cases of scarlatina

anginosa and maligna have been grouped
under the new and fashionable phrase diph-

theria.

Dr Greenhow commences his work with a
chapter in which he gives a definition of the

disease : we do not think, however, that either

here or in other parts of his work he takes

sufficient notice of one or two characteristic

symptoms. Wo allude especially to the enor-
mous swelling of the sub-maxillary glands,

associated with infiltration of the cellular tissue

of the neck, which prevails in some bad cases.

Ilehas very accurately described the condition of
the inside ofthe throat, with the peculiarexuda-
tion ; but he has nearly overlooked onesymptom,
at least, which in our experience has been one
chief cause of the fatality of the disease. At
page 203, indeed, he says, " More or less

swelling of the glands at the angle of the lower
jaw may be said to exist in every case. Some-
times it is very slight, at others very consider-

able ;" and he adverts to a case where an in-

cision into the tumour was made in his presence,

and was followed by a " discharge of bloody
sanies mixed with streaks of pus." This
swelling deserves more important notice. We
have seen several fatal cases of diphtheria,

and we have formed the conviction that the

mere mechanical pressure upon the nerves and
bloodvessels of the immense swellings we have
noticed has been sufficient to induce death.

These indurations also present a mechanical

impediment to deglutition, which has not been
sufficiently considered. Dr Greenhow has

properly described the sanious kind of fluid

which occasionally issues when they are incised,

or which may bo discharged into the throat

and cause instant sufTocution, an instance of
which W3 have seen. Pus it is not. These
indurations feel and cut like a piece of brawn.
We should like to have seen more attention

bestowed upon this remarkable symptom in

this work.

Towards the end of the work, Dr Greenhow
describes the various sequela; of diphtheria,
and adverts to the nervous affections—para-
lysis particularly—that have been observed.
The attention of practitioners was first called
to the occurrence of paralysis after throat
affections in connection with diphtheria ; but
latterly the same symptom has been noticed as

a sequel of cynanche without the diphtheritic

exudation. Does it follow, however, that the
disease of the throat with false membrane, and
that without, are two diseases different in

essence? May they not bo due to the same poison
modified by circumstances? Whilst writing

these lines, we have a young girl under treat-

ment for facial paralysis on the left side, oc
curring immediately after an attack of sore-

throat unattended with plaslic exudation
;
yet

we are inclined to think that the peculiar poison
has been present in this case, as we have other

cases where a thin greyish pellicle has been
observed.

A considerable part of this work is occupied
with a history of the various epidemics ot

diphtheria that have been recorded frrm the

seventeenth century to the present time ; so

that a complete review of the disease is pre-
sented to the scientific reader.

Letts'! Medical Diary for the Year 1861.
This useful Diary is so well known to the

Profession, that our approbation of it is need-
less. It provides forms for registering daily

visits, accouchements, vaccinations, and other
engagements incidental to general practice.

The Cholera.—a letter received from Teheran
at Constantinople on the 25th ultimo states that
"the cholera which appeared at Yezd some little

time back has reached Cashan, six or seven days
from here. The Porte has, since the abolition of the
frontier quarantine, determined on stationing a
medical officer at Teheran iu connection with the In-
teiidance Sanitaire of Constaiitiuople, as a kind of
medical advanced post to watch the progress of any
epidemic iu this country, and has named Dr Binsen-
steiu, late sanitary physician at Trebizond, to this

important post. Dr Binsenstein was formerly sani-

tary xihysician at Van, Larissa, Heraclea, and the
Dardanelles, and is a great acquisition to our medi-
cal Avorld here." It thus appears that the Porte has
commenced the institution of Medecins Sanitaires,

as the French have done for the last ten or twelve
years^in all these quarters.—(Correspondent of the
'Lancet.')

Prizk Subjects at the Pams Academie ee
Medecine for 1861, 1862.—The Academy Prize of

1000 francs for 1861- Disinfectants and their Thera-
peutical Application ; for 1862— Determiue by means
of clinical facts, 1. What is the natural course of the
various forms of pneumonia, considered with respect to

the different physiological conditions of the patients?

2. What is the relative value of expectation in the
treatment of these diseases? The Portal Prize of

1000 francs for 1861— Purulent Inflammation of the
Lymphatic Vessels, and its Influence upon the
Ecouomy ; for 1862—Vascular Obstructions of the
Circulatory System of the Lungs, and the Practical

Applications which may be deduced : that is to say,
expound by means of positive observations the
various species of sanguineous concretions which
may obstruct the vessels of the pulmonary circula-

tion, appreciating their causes, immediate effects, and
ulterior consequences ; investigate the mechanism of
the cure of these morbid conditions, determine the
signs which lead to their recognition, aud iinlicate

the treatment they call for. The Civrieux Prize of
2000 francs for 1861—Angina Pectoris ; for 1862—
Determine the Place of "Moral Medicine" in the
treatment of Nervous Diseases. The Barbier Prizes
of 4000 francs for 1861 and 1862, for Assured Means
of Curing Diseases hitherto deemed Incurable ; as,

Hydrophobia, Cancer, Epilepsy, Scrofula, Typhus,
Cholera, &c. Encouragements to be awarded to
those' who, without attaining the aim proposed by
the prize, make some approach to it. The Itard Prize

of 3000 francs for 1861 for the best work on Practical

Medicine or Ajiplied Therapeutics—such work having
undergone the test of publication forat least two years.

The Amussat Prize of 1000 francs for 1861 tor the
aiithor of the work which, based on anatomy and
experiments, shall have realised or prepared the way
for the most important improvement in Surgical

Therapeutics— such work not having already received

any prize. The Oitila Prize of 4000 francs for 1802

—

Poisonous Fungi. The memoirs to be sent in by the

1st of March of the respective years.
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REFORM IN THE BARRACK-ROOM.
The spirit of improvement has, undoubtedly,

taken possession ofthe higher Military Authori-

ties, who, since the Crimean war,'have become

convinced of the paramount necessity of im-

proving the moral and social condition of the

.soldier. His Royal Highness the Duke of

Cambridge has been foremost in this laudable

work ; and, following his example. Sir Hugh

Rose, the present Commander-in-Chief in

India, has devoted himself withj enthusiasm

and energy to diversify the monotony of the

barrack-room, and to meliorate the condition

of military life. It is with extreme pleasure we

advert to a General Order issued by him, in

which he has required information as to the

means already available at the several Indian

Stations for the instruction of the troops. He
also wishes to know the amount of accommo-

dation for workshops and gymnastic exercises.

This Order is so judicious and well-timed, that

we quote it in extenso :

"Head-quarters, Calcutta, Oct. 6, 1860.
"The Commander-in-Chief wishes to place on

a regular and permanent footing, and to render
general, the means of recreation, instruction, and
employment in useful trades, of the soldiers of the
army.
"In this sense. His Excellency calls on

officers commanding divisions to transmit to the
Adjutant-General of the Army, reports, carefully
drawn up, on the means in question which are
actually in existence at the stations under their
command, specifying their description and capa-
bility of improvement.

" For example : Whether there are barrack
accommodatioiiB for schools ; soldiers* reading and
coffee rooms ; workshops for instruction and prac-

tice m trades
;
gardens for growth of vegetables

;

gymnasia ; single-stick practice ; and cricket-

gi'ounds, skittle and ball alleys.
'

' The reports should also specify the capabili-

ties which eacl' station, and the country around
it, afford for the practice of the various trades
which in the soldier's hands may be the source of

pastime and profit to themselves, and of essential

Mse to troops in the field.
'

' Workshop.^, as a system, may be said to be
unknown in this army. The Commander-in-Chief
is most anxious that they should be introduced
into it, and developed to the greatest possible ex-
tent ; that not only soldiers, but their childr«n
also should learn trades.

"Sir Hugh Rose can speak from his own expe-
rience as to the advantage of soldiers knowmg
trades. It would have been a material advantage
to the force under his orders in the late campaign,
as well as to tlie service, if there had been soldiers
in its ranks who worked in iron and wood ; who
could have repaired damaged rifles, saddlery
tents, ftc, made shoes and summer clothing.

There was plenty of material, wood, iron, khakee
cloth, leather, &c., but, unfortunately, next to no
workmen.

'
' General Officers are invited to offer any sug-

gestions which may occur to them, and to elicit

information from officers commanding regiments
on the important subject of this General Order,
which has for its object the useful occupation of
the soldier's long leisure during an Indian hot
season, as well as his comfort and welfare, whilst
in the service, and after ho has left it.

" Useful occupation must be the means of
raising the moral condition of the soldier ; it

causes habits of order and industry to take the
place of idleness and intemperance, which ener-
vate the best health, the noblest energies, the
ablest intellects.

" Useful occupation has further advantages. It

enables a soldier to gain a competency whilst in

the service, and a livelihood when he returns to

his home. It enables him to bring up well his
family, to assist aged parents, and to settle down
into a good and useful member of the State.

" By order of His Excellency the Commander-
in Chief.

"W. Mayhew, Lieut. -Colonel,

"Adjutant General of the Army."

This admirable document recommends Itself

to the common sense of every reailer. The
bane of soldiers in time of peace is idleness

;

and as an idle man cannot exist long without

a stimulus of some kind, the soldier, in default

of other resources, resorts to the canteen, and

tries to cheer the wearisome monotony of his

routine existence with a debauch. The fearful

oppressiveness of this listlessness, added to the

unvarying regularity of the duties and the

repulsiveness of the drill, is sufficiently exem-

plified by the desertions, suicides, and other

crimes for which soldiers are unhappily too

notorious. Variety of occupation is one Of

the chief solaces of life, and is, undoubt-

edly, one of the most efficacious means of

maintaining the spring of the faculties unim-

paired.

During th.e Crimean war, the helplessnes

of the British soldier was a subject of common

remark. Although perishing from the rigour

of the elements, and from lack of food, it

was found that he did not possess sufficient

mechanical knowledge to enable him " to turn

his hand " to any work necessary to improve

his condition. He was unable to help himself,

and required that others should build for him,

dig for him, cook for him, and, in fact, do

everything needful to his precarious existence.

aims in the foregoing Orders be fully realised,

the British soldier will be, ten years hence, a

far different man from what he now is, and the

service, deprived of its irksoraeness, will cease

to be regarded with aversion by the better

class of artizans. The health of the Army

will, no doubt, be much enhanced by these

arrangements, and, in India especially, the

sick and mortality lists will be considerably

reduced.

We hope that in any further inquiries which

the Commander-in-Chief may conduct into

these matters, he will enlist the co-operation of

the Medical Officers, whose special duties and

opportunities qualify them to give sound and

reliable advice, and whose opinions will com-

mand an influence among the public that does

not generally follow the reports of Command-
ing Officers. We regard these " Orders '' with

peculiar interest, and trust that they may be

effectually carried out.

SUMMARY OP THE WEEK.

CHOLKRA. IN THE EAST OF LONDOS.

An alarm of cholera has been raised in

West Ham, the particular district of the

Metropolis where cases of cholera are usually

first noticed when an epidemic looms over

this great city. A Committee of Medical

Officers has inquired into the facts, and re-

ported upon those cases in which death

occurred within a few hoars— varying from

twelve to twenty-four—from the cominence-

ment of the attack. In neither case was the

purging of the rice-water character ; and there

were no cramps, and no suppression of urine.

On the other hand, there was bilious vomiting

and purging, with delirium and coma ;—in

short, the cases were not cholera : then what

were they ? Were they due to some specific

poison? So it appears to us, and we hope'

that an attempt will be made to discover the

cause.

UNWHOLESOME MEAT.

The City Authorities are vigorously carrying

out their powers for the seizure of unwhole-

some meat in Newgate Market. The vast

quantities of bad meat that are sent to this

Market for sale are almost incredible, and it

requires the utmost vigilance to prevent its

getting into consumption. Unfortunately,

there is no Act of Parliament so stringent

that it cannot be evaded by a subtle Counsel,

and it appears that it is very difficult to prove

that in any given case the meat was consigned

to the Market by the sender with the intention

of its being exposed for sale as human food ;

so that, although the meat can be secured and

destroyed, the culprit may escape the fine

;

and unless a fine can be imposed, the practice

cannot be effectually restrained. Public-

opinion should be strongly expressed on this

point, in order that the hands of the Mc<lical

Officers o( Health may be sttengthened in the-

discharge of their duty.

DUIGAN V. WILKINSON.

A case has been tried at Gainsborough ot

some interest to Surgeons. The defendant

was the father of a boy, who was a servant i»

a private family, and who sustained a com-

pound fracture of the thigh. Dr Duigan, who

was the Surgeon in attendance, sued the de-

fendant for the sum of 10?. 10s., the amount of

his bill. The defendant pleaded maipra.xis.

The limb was at first put up in the straight

position, but nineteen days afterwards it was

considered necessary, owing to the excessive

discharge, and in order to enable the surgeon

conveniently to dress the wound, to put it on

a double-inclined plane. Thus matters re-
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mained for another fortnight, when union was

found to have taken place, and a mill-board

splint was applied to enable the boy to get

about on crutches,—an opening being left for

the escape of the discharge, which was now

trifling. On Dr Duigan's calling nine days

afterwards, it appears that the boy had not

been got out of bed ; the Doctor was cross,

and did not call again, but four days subse-

quently sent Mr Spencer to see the case ; and

three or four days afterwards that gentleman

reported that the father had cut away a

portion of the splints and bandages, and that

the knee was swollen from the unevenness of

the pressure. The father, in his evidence,

said that after the leg was first set up, the

boy cried terribly, and that the limb was not

interfered with for three weeks, when, the

bandages being removed, a basinful of matter

gushed from the wound ; and at a subsequent

period he cut th(> kandages, lo enable the

blood to circulate in the limb.

Dr Mackinder, Mr Fairchild, and Mr Cook,

of Gainsborough, were called on behalf of

Dr Duigan, and deposed to the propriety of

his practice in every particular. It seems,

however, that after Dr Duigan had relin-

quished the case, a man called Adams, a

bone-setter, saw the boy, but did not interfere

further than to administer decoctions. Then,

Mr Drust, a Student of the Middlesex Hos-

pital, and Mr Skelton, a Student of St Bartho-

lomew's, also saw the case, but did not interfere.

Mr Drust had been formerly an assistant in

a grammar-school ; and Mr Skelton admitted

that he was a compounder of vegetable pills

and medicines. These witnesses deposed that

they found the limb considerably shortened,

with an abscess in the lower part of the leg.

Mr Skelton now called in Mr Skey of St

Bartholomew's ; and with the appearance o

this gentleman on the scene, the drama

acquired fresh interest. Mr Skey stated that

he found the limb shortened to the extent of

from three to four inches, the lower part lying

at an angle with the upper part of 40 degrees,

with a large collection of matter around the

bone. The ends of the bones being united,

he deemed H neceoMkry to brook the boue

again, which he did ; he then applied pulleys

for three-quarters of an hour, and reduced

the shortening to within 1^ inch or IJ inch

of the original length.

A question arose, whether, in the interval

between Dr Duigan's leaving the case and

Mr Skey's seeing it, the bones might have

separated and reunited. Mr Skey thought

there was not sufficient time for this process.

We cannot enter into further detail : it is,

however, with satisfaction that we find the

Judge deciding in favour of the plaintiff for

the full amount c'uurged. Had Dr Duigan

cfintinued his attendance until the entire

ovcry, the unpleasant incidents that sub-

jiiently occurred might have been averted.

It was not quite right to desert the case from

pique, because a certain order had not been

complied with. However, the witnesses do not

impeach his skill up to the time of his last

attendance.

SPECIAL HOSPITALS.

Sir Benjamin Brodie, our readers wilj

remember, when he wrote his Protest against

Special Hospitals, made an exception in favour

of Ophthalmic Institutions. We now find that

Sir Charles Locock, also a protester, has

publicly excepted from condemnation Lying-in

Charities. We have no doubt that a consider-

able number of the protesters have also their

pet Institutions. When will the reign of

humbug as patronised by our contemporary

the ' Lancet ' come to an end ? The following

is the letter written by Sir Charles Locoek to

his friend Mr Ikin ofLeeds

:

* Holmewood, Tunbridge Wells,
"August 14, 1860.

" My dear Sir,—Having left London some time
since, your letter has followed me here. Mr
Erichsen sent nie the Protest against Special

Hos|>ital3 about a mouth ago, accompanied by Sir

B. Brodie's letter already m print. I signed the

Protest, but at the same time sent a letter to Mr
Erichsen, saying that I did so only because I

considered that there had been, of late, a great

abuse in starting and maintaining Special Hospi-
tals to a most unwarrantable excess ; but that the

same exceptions which Sir Benjamin Brodie had
made in regard to Ophthalmic Hospitals, I still

more emphatically made in respect to Lying-in

Hospitals, and those for the Diseases of Women
and Children. They did not choose, it appears,

to print and circulate my letter of exceptions, as

I suppose they thought many others would also

have their own pet exceptions.
" Yours very faithfully,

"J. L Ikin, Esq." " C. LococK.

The .\DrUT.ii.vrioy of Bread with Alvm.—
Five bakers, named Ratcliffe, Scholl, Verge,
I.amt>ert, and Brett, were summoned to the
Wandsworth Police Court, on the 16th instant,

for unlawfully using alum in the manufacture of

bread. The proportions employed varied from 27
to 80 grains in a quai-tern loaf" Mr Ingham
(magistrate) inflicted penalties of 51. and 10/.

each, .-ind costs ranging from 31. 5s. to il. 8s. The
informations were laid by Mr John Dart, the
inspector of weights and measures for the dis-

trict, under the 3rd of George IV., c. 10(5, in the
following terms :

— " That within forty-eight horn's

before the making of the complaint, and within
ten miles of the Royal Exchange, being a person
making bread for sale, he did, in the making of
bread for sale within such hmits, use a certain

mixture and ingredient, to wit, alum, in the
making of such bread, oilier and except aa men-
tioned in the statute in the case made and pro-
vided." The analyst was Dr Normandy.
Funeral of the late Sib Henry Marsh.—

Tlie funeral of the late Sir Heury Marsh took place
last week, when his remains were interred in Mount

j

Jerome Cemetery. The funeral was attended more
largely than any whicli has taken place in Dublin for

years past. There were upwards of 150 carriages in

the procession, and almost all the gentlemen con-
nected with the Prufession of whicli the deceased
baronet was so distinguished a member attended the
funeral. A number of the tenants from the family
estate at Kilkenny came up to Dublin for the purpose
of attending the burial. The mace of the College of

Physicians was carried behind the mourning carriage.

It was the iiitentif>n of the students belonging to the
Medical Schools in Dublin to have walked in pro-

cession behind the hearse, but the inclemency of the
weather prevented this arrangement being carrie<l

into effect. A great number of students, however,
were in attendance. Since Saturday the principal

Schools of Medicine in Dublin have been closed in

resjiect to the memory of the late baronet, and the
meeting of the Pathological Society, which was to

have Vieen held on Saturday, was postponed in con-
eequcnce of the melancholy event.

GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE.

POOR-LAW MEDICAL OFFICERS AND
THEIR GRIEVANCES.

To the Editor of the Medical Circular.

Sir,—Every Poor-law Medical Officer, excep'
Mr Griffin, must bo perfectly aware that any
measure proposed for their relief would meet th*
detennined opposition of the Poor-law Boarii,

provided it contained a clause so unreasonable at
that relating to a Medical Secretary to be appointd
by the Medical Officers themselves. Mr Estcourt,
in his interview with the Poor-law Medical Officers,

clearly pointed out to tliem the evil tendency of

such an appointment
;

yet, singularly enough, to
this clause alone, in his many draft bills, has
Mr Griffin adhered. It woulJ almost give the
impression to those who are not aware of the
thorough disinterestedness of Mr Griffin, that Ire

had in his mind some person ready for the office.'

I fear the stoppage of pecuniary supplies will

prevent any further "Draft of an Act, ttc,"

being circulated for the present ; but if the pro-

position of Dr Asliburne, of Pendleton, that,

magistrates at Quarter Sessions should fix the
scale of payment in their respective counties, was
l»rmigkt KoiVn-y ParlliUnullt, it WOltld probably bC
received with assent. They have already the
control of one class of Medical Officers—viz.,

Surgeons to County Gaols ; and we know they are
amongst the best-paid servants of the public.

I am, &,(., C. H. N.
December 15, 18(30.

THE PROPOSFJ) JUBILEE TESTIMONIA}.
TO EDMUND BELFOUR, ESQ.

To tlie Editor of the Medical Circular.

Sir,—As thoughts upon the same subject often
arise at the same time in minds far apart, and
letters on the same points cross in their transit,

so I shall probably find that your views have met
mine far more than half-way on the road, in tht
shape of further editorial remarks in addition
to those which early appeared in the Circulak
(about a month since) in reference to the above
subject, by which my attention was first drawn to

it.

I have been waiting, like many others, for the
appearance of an advertisement naming the
channel through which I could add my guinea to
the subscription which, I doubt not, "has already
been set on foot, to give the Profession at large
the opportunity of marking their sense of tlie

great and meritorious services—far beyond mers
official duties— which have been rendered by Mr
Belfour during the very long and unprecedented
period he has performed so well the somewhat
arduous duties of Secretary to the College of Sur-
geons.

As a principle-for I look to merit, not the man— 1 am desirous to Ijear my individual testimony
to that which it is imperative upon us to uphold,
as a moral which we should set forth to thosa
coming after us, for it is by marking our appre-
ciation of worth that we stimulate others to

excellence. I cannot forbear remarking, that
associated with the name of Belfour is a double
otay. Not oul^ bus his stay in oHice been a long
stay—half a century !—but his has been a very
valuable stay also to the Council, to whom, as has
been observed l>y a writer in another print,
" there is a good margin left for adding their own
guineas to those they have given out of the
College Funds," in due acknowledgment thereof.

In every way, therefore, has Mr Belfour been as
exception to ordinary rule.

While his long career of office has been signalised
by a devotion whicli money could not purchase,
and none but innate principle secure, lie, by hi«
great vigilance and exertion, has done much to
uphold the best interests of the Members of the
College, and to promote the respectability of the
Profession.

In conclusion, let it not be supposed that in

pointing to merit 1 desire to plead for if. My
jirovince extends not beyond the duty attaching
to all—the acknowledgment of it— for the reason*
I have stated. I am, Sir,

Your constant reader,

December 14, 1860. RusTious.
[We recommend the subject of this letter to the

consideration of our readers.

—

Ed. Mr». Circ.T

I
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HOSPITAL REPOBTS.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE HOSPITAL, Dec. 12.

Gas.e of Heknia, Wutzer's Operation.—Mr
Erichsen.

Mr Erichsen took tlie opportunity to allude

to tlie surgical means in practice for the cure

of hernia. He said, those at pre.sent adopted
had become limited to two several measures
which met with approval and success. He
described the meaiis employed in the performance
of "Wiitzer's operation. The integuments of tlie

scrotum were forcibly iuvaginated by the introduc-

tion of a wooden, metal, or bono plug into the

iiiguinal canal. This plug admitted a curved
needle being passed through it in a groove
which pierced tlie integuments ' at the inguinal

ring. The extremity of this needle, after being
passed through the plug, was secured by a
clamp button on the surface externally, having
a screw over to secure its point. The proxi-
mal extremity of the plug was also secured by
another clamp with screws. The object of this

proceeding was to make the integument of the
scrotum a plug to fill up the inguinal canal, the
wooden plug to be retained for a sufficient period
for that purpose. Thus a slight inflammatoiy
action intervenes sufficient to induce adhesion of
the parts in the canal and ring, and by that means
to permanently plug up the canal against the

passage or return of the hernia. The merit of this

operation was its simplicity, and its entire freedom
from all dangei'. If it dul not succeed, the state

of things was onlyiii the condition they were
found before the operation. No danger occurs, no
cutting process being adopted endangering the

occurrence of erysipelas or other casualty, and a

fatal result has never, Mr Erichsen believes, hap-

pened upon its performance in this country. It is

only to be recommended to be adopted in small

and recent hernia. The other operation—Wood's
operation, so called from that gentleman having
introduced its practice—is also done by invagina-

tiou. In his procedure, invagination of the fascia

and tissues is practised, and a cutting operation

performed. An incision is made, and the fascia

separated for some distance with a tenotomy
knife at the scrotum. The dissected and denuded
fascia arc then invaginated and passed up the

inguinal canal to tlie pillars of the ring. A
needle armed with ligature passed through the

canal thus invaginated to the external pillai- is

carried through the integuments, jiiercing the con-

joined tendon at Poupart's ligament. Another

ligature is similarly passed through the integu-

ments at the internal pillar; so that when these

two ligatures are tied togethei-, Mr Erichsen said,

they included the two pillars of the ring. This

process sets up an inflammatory action, the canal

becomes occluded by adhesion of the parts, and
cure of hernia is induced. This operation, Mr
Erichsen said, was suitable for old and large

heniiffi, and, he believed, had been attended with
success, but he had not performed it. He had
been informed, and he believed his information

.was correct, that under the hands of a xery
eminent surgeon a fatal result had occurred from
this operation. But such accidents would hajipen

under any operator and from any operation, how-
ever trivial — erysipelas or other accidents oc-

curring. Tlie patient to be opSTMKI upon was a.

young man about nineteen years of age. Mr
Erichsen did not think the occasion of so simple

a procedure justified incurring the small hazard

attending the administration of chloroform : he
consequently dispensed with its use, although the

patient was desirous to have it administered.

Tlie hernia was small and of recent date.

Mr Erichsen alluded to the operation per-

formed at this hospital a few weeks since b}' Mr
Heniy Thompson. It was a new operation, as

we described at the time, the fascia being denuded
by an instrument Mr Thompson had invented for

the puqiose.

KoBENT Ulcer.
The patient upon whom about a month since

Mr Erichsen applied nitric acid to the orbit of the

right eye, which had become invaded by rodent

ulcer, to destroy by caustic some remaining dis-

ease, was brought into the operating theatre to

have performed some plastic surgery upon the
orbit. On examining the orbit, which showed a
very improved apjiearauce, and healthy granula-
tions filling up and contracting its circumference,

Mr Erichsen discovered at the bottom some yel-

low spots which denoted a diseased character.

He thought it prudent to defer the operation of a
plastic nature for the present. In place, he ap-

plied the actual cautery to these suspicious points.

He remarked that it was desirable, and almost
necessary, to obtain by plastic means an integu-

mental covering for the hollow chasm in the orbit

produced by the destruction of the eye. If not,

particles of dust and dirt and extraneous matters

would be always collecting in the orbit, inducing

irritation and renewal of disease. He said, ample
opportunity would be given for this by the sur-

rounding integuments. Sloreover, it was desirable

to attain as much contraction of the circumference

of the soft parts of the orbit of this destroyed eye

as possible, by healthful and firm granulations,

in order to close this clia,sm by bringing it as

nearly to a level with the surface as possible.

GUY'S HOSPITAL.
Deo. 11th. — Kemoval of Tumour from

Breast. — Mk Birkktt. Amputation of
Conical Stump.—Mr Hilton.

Tumour of Breast.
The history of this case was curious. The

{latieut, a female about forty-five years of age,

lad been ojierated upon io Guy's, by Mr Coojier

Forster, about seveu years since, for adenocele in
the ijplrt h»<xxi,t.^- ]t. had assumed a peculiar
character. The tumour was seated n\Kni the

superior aspect of the breast, and had arrived at

a large growth, the size of two closed fists. The
tension of the skin and tissues had become so

great, that the tumour ulcerated, and presented

tlie appearance of an immense cauliflower. Slie

had consulted several Cancer Doctors, who were

frightened at the appearance of the ulcer, and
would have nothing to do with the ease. In con-

sultation, it was decided to be adenocele, and to

be free from any malignant character. Mr Forster

on that occasion removed the tumour. The
patient quickly recovered, and was recommended
to leave the hospital for the country to restore

her health, which had become greatly reduced by
discharge from the ulcer and irritation thus in-

duced. Mr Birkett said, that a fortnight after

her discharge he carefully examined the breast,

and found it perfectly healed and in a satisfactory

state. About three years after, a small tumour
became again perceptible, which gradually in-

creased to its present size, which was not hirge.

Mr Birkett susiiected it to be a cyst containing

yellowish matter, and to be of a perfectly inno-

cent character. He removed the whole mammary
gland. Ujion cutting into the growth, it ju-e-

sented a glairy fibro-plastic structure. The

woman appeared to be in robust health, and in

good condition to undergo the operation.

Conical Stump.

Mr Hilton stated that he removed the right leg

of this patient, a boy about eighteen years of age,

seven years ago, by amputation at its upper

third. He believed the stump at the time was a

very good one. Outgrowth had occurred of the

tibia, the fibula not having participated iu this

excessive development, and vas not to be dis-

covered for three inches above the stump or ex-

tremity of the tibia. This was a state of things

rather unusual, excessive instead of diminished

develojiment having occurred. Mr Hilton made
TiiclsTons TnTTic oincTcawTT'Cs;- nrsircctpa- tjariv-'tlie

integuments, and removed, with Butcher's saw,

about two inches of the bone of the tibia. He
brought the flaps together with hare-lip pins and

ligatures, and applied strapping.

KING'S COLLEGE HOSPITAL.
Dec. 15th.—Staphyloraphy.—Mr Fergitsson.

Staphyloeaphy-.
This patient, a young girl of ten ycai-s of age,

was submitted, although so young, to the opera-

tion for cure of cleft palate. Her mother had

consented and she was desirous herself to have

the operation performed ; and the presence of

her usual medical attendant gave confidence and

sanction to this procedure. The difficulties were

necessarily great iu consequence of her youth,

but were completely overcome by the great

patience practised by ilr Fcrgusson during the

operation, which was of a trying and tedious

character. The opposition- of the girl aiid her

resistance at every step were painful to witness,

reminding one of the olden time when chloroform

IV as not known. This demonstration was relieved

by admiration induced at the triumph obtained

over these difficulties by the operator. The
jiatient was a vigorous, well-grown girl, not
easily constrained by the attendants iu the
absence of the influence of chloroform. Mr
Fergussou made a few remarks. He said, the
performance of this operation under the circum-
stances was exceedingly trying to the temper
of the surgeon. He referred to the case operated
upon last week for cleft palate : the self-jwsscs-

sion and moral fortitude of the patient on that
occasion aided the proceeding, which wan satis-

factorily concluded, notwithstanding it was a very
unfavourable day, fi-om its darkness, for the
purpose. Mr Fergussou remarked that many
patients came to the operating-room fully pre-
pared and resolved for the occasion. The moment
the first incision was uiadei all this fortitude fled,

and the succeeding stiigcs were painful conflicts

between the patient and operator ; the one in the

performance of hie anxious and responsible duty,
pertinaciously resisted by the o. her, unless under
the influence of chloroform. He said this much
to explain what he meant by ". trying the temper
of the surgeon." The surgeon's te^ipcr ought
never to lie so implicated. Tlianks to the valuable

assistance of chloroform, this is noL vhc case at

present. Staphyloraphy is almost the only

operation of siirgery in w'liich yon canrot resort

to the influence of chloroform. In the perform-
«»«« ^-*i%iM opAi-atifliiJor cleft palate, Mr Fergusson
said, you want the couseiif OT tlrc paiteiu for the
accomplishment of your object a^; every stage.

You must have his free will, and the patient must
be possessed of complete volition. In short, you
ojiei-ate, and by his willingness ke assists. ' You
otherwise cannot make him open his mouth by
any mode, not even by force. You 'then have to
obtain the projier jxisition by which light may be
admitted and reflected at a suitable aiidc for your
purpose. Your own manijiulations, Mr Fergus-
sou said, also intervene and intercejit vision of
the parts to be operated upon. These are trials of
patience and temper, sifice anoesthelics are impos-
sible. Ill enlarged tonsils, where you have to

make only one section, they (chloroform, for

instance) ciui be resorted to. The section mrde,
the whole process is concluded. In this case we
have had resistance from beginning to end. At
best, tliia operation .seems a boggling, stitch-

ing, and cobbling piece of business. For-

tunately, this was a very favourable case, the
soft parts being only delt, the hrrd palate not
being implicated. Tlic operation Was conseqiiently

simjde and comjwi-ativcly facile. Alter the usual

and necessary division of the UtriUorcs jmlali

muscle, and paring edges of the fissure with a
straight blunt-poiutt d bistoury, thus removing
only the mucous membrane, the anterior and
posterior pillars of the fauces, if necessary, are

divided with blunt-j'ointed scissore about a fourth

of an inch. The operation is concluded by in-

sertion of sutures with the retroitrted hooked
needle which we described last week in reporting

a similai- oxieration. Notwithstanding the con-

tinuous resistance of the patient throughout, the

edges were nicely and accurately appi-oxiuratcd,

giving promise of a good and satisfactory cure.

"WESTMINSTER HOSPITAL.
Dec. 18th.—Extensive Njivus over the Okbit,
FAcr, AKD Fros^al Scalp j 1'aiuial Liga-
ture OF.—Mr Hult. Necrosis of LawER
Extremity of Ulna.—Mr Brooke.

N.EVVS.

i^This patient, a boy aboXit eight years of age,

had an extensive giowtli of erectile subcutaneous

tissue over the nose, face,- orbit of right eye, and
eyelids of the ^auie, extending also over the fore-

head and head of the same side. It consisted of

small, dense, nodulated tumours. These nodules

on the head were of a dull, swarthy aspect, being

siilcated in elevated convolutions, which gave them
the appearance of a curled wig placed on the

head, ilr Holt had made two or tlu-ee {lartial

applications of ligature to one of thc„e (the largest)

tumour^ Situated betw<en the nose an'd orbit, and

ulceration of tlie integuments existed. • Hei^qtiicd

the ligature again to'day to the same tii'mour. A
strong silk ligature was"very tightly twisted tw ice

round tlie base of tlie tumour underpins which had

been first intiudiu'cd. When this had sloughed

away, Mr Holt proposed to apply the chloride of

zinc as a caustic to aestwy the remaining tissues.

He also projiosed to attack the other portions of

this extensive erectile growth with fiigatlrtc- in
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sectional parts ; caustic being also afterwards
icsoi'ted to, to etfect their destruction.

Necrosis of Ulna.
This patient, a man about forty-five years of

age, had for some time suffered frorii necrosis and
caries of the lower extremity of the nlna. The
carpaljoint did not appear to be implicated, and
the disease was apparently limited to the ulna.
Mr Brooke made au incision longitudinally through
9 unus at the posterior aspect of the arm, ajid re-

covered considerable portions and fragments of
necrosed and carious bone. He then introduced
mnt into the wound, and water-dressings were
sppKed.

ST GEOKGE'S HOSPITAL.
-Dec. 20th.—Removal of Fatty Tumour from

Shovlder—Mr Johnson".
This patient, a young woman of about twenty

-years of age, had a fatty tumour of recent growth
on the external aspect of the 'superior part of the
•arm, below the .shoulder. Mr Johnson, on re-
moving it, dissected away several nodulatedj cysts
tontainiug fatty matter.

MEDICAL SOCIETIES.

'iiSTETRK'AL SOCIETY OK l/ixnoir.
Wu>Miini>Air, Dec. 5th, 1860.

Dk Tylbk Smith, V.P., i.\ the Chaik.

This being tlie last meeting of the second ses-

sion, the following gentlemen were appointed to
audit the accounts for the year 1860 :— Dr Brax-
ton Hicks and Mr J. T. Mitchell, F.K.C.S.
Dr Tasnzk exhibited a
large colloid tumour ok tuk ovakt.

This tumour, which weighed upwards of 8 lb
avoirdupois, was removed from a jiatieiit of Dr
"Robert Fowler. The woman was tljirty years of
age. and was doing very well, eleven days having
ekpsed since the time Dr Tanner operated. Tlie
ojieration was performed as a last resource to save
life, since the patient was not only suffering from
the tumour, but also from a.scites pro<luced by it.

Five days before the performance of ovariotomy,
tapping was resorted to, and fourteen pints of as-
citic fluid withdrawn

;
yet at the opration it was

found that about five pints of fluid had been
. again secreted. With regard to the ojieration
itaelf, ther» was one jioint deserving of mention,
—namely, that after applying ligatujes to the
pedicle, the tumour, instead of the iwdicle, was
cut through, and a portion about the size of a
-•mail hand left attached, which was retained out-
side the abdomen. By this proceeding the use of
the clnmp was rendered uimecessary, while all
risk of ha;moiThagc was avoided. The latter
point was of no little importance, since bleeding
ftom the pedicle liad been the cau.sc of death in
no less than 16 jwr cent, of the fatal cases. The
edges of the wound were carefully brought toge-
ther with twine sutures

; these latter not being
passed through the peritoneum.
In reply to a question from ht Tanner,
Mr Si-EXCER Wells said he had attached the

greatest jwssible importance to '.he practice of
paaanig the metallic sutures or harelip pins
through the peritoneal edges of the wound. He
had i)ccn led to orif^nitt« tliio prtu>tt<ui l)y observ-
ing tlie inner a,s|Kct of the wound in the first
fatal case of ovariotomy which had occurred in
his practice. The sutures had Ixjen passed
through integuments and muscle, but not through
the peritoneum

; and the consequence was that a
raw surface of considerable breadth was only p.ir-
tially protected from the general peritoneal
cavity by a portion of intestine, which was
already adhering to it, although the patient died
the day after the operation. Had she lived
longer, there could bo no doubt that jjus or other
•iecretiuns Irom the wounded surface would have
Ui II poured into the cavity of the peritoneum.
Struck by this observation, he (Mr \VclU) made
» numljer of experiments, in concert with Dr
Richardson (who narcotized the animals by puff-
ball smoke or chloroform), upon guinea-pigs,
rabbits, and dogs, oiwning the peritoneum and
closing the wound in some cases by sutures
which included the membrane, and others which

' near it, and killing the animals at
iod« after the oijcratioius (made asaccu-
parative as po.-.sible). The result was

liml nearly all the animals recovered ; but in
those where the more 8ui>eriicial Butnres were

used there was a portion of the parietes left
destitute of peritoneum, and this defect was sup-
plied by adhesion of intestine or of omentum. In
two cases where omentum became adherent, the
motions of the dogs were materially interfered
with. In those cases' where the peritoneal edges
of the wound had been included, the union was so
perfect that it was difficult to detect the line of
union two or three weeks after the operation.
This was explained by the observation of a case
in which a woman died within two days after
ovariotomy. The hare-lip pins which had passed
through the peritoneal edges were quite concealed
from view and protected from contact with in-
testine, partly by folding of the peritoneal edges
together, and partly by effused lymph. Mr Wells
said he Iiad preserved many of the most striking
specimens, and would be happy to show them to
any gentleman who was interested in the subject.
Dr Tyi.kk Smith had recently attended a case

which strongly exemplified the good effects of
bringing the edges of the peritoneum together by
the sutures. After union of the external wound
and the removal of the sutnres, suppuration took
place along the whole line of incision, extending
through the entire thickness of the abiominal
wall. The peritoneum had, however, healed so
perfectly that no pus found its way into the
Deritoneal cavity ti» thij vaor, sIIK sutures had
been employed, llie patient recovered, but this
would have been hardly possible unless the edges
of the peritoneum had been brought together, so
as to produce union by the first intention. It was
unnecessary to pierce the edges of the peritone im
to effect this. It was sufficient to take up the
tissue immediately above the peritoneum at the
edge of the incision, without passing the needle
through the jwritoneum itself.

Dr Graii.y Hewitt was induced to believe,
from the experience afforded by the eases of
ovariotomy he had witnessed, that the inclusion
of the edges of the pritoneum in the sutures was
a part of the operation to which great importance
was to be attached.

Mr Spencer Wells said that when ttietallic
sutures were used, and the deep ones were removed
on the third day, he had never seen any suppura-
tion in their track.

Dr Tanner said he had been led by an obser-
vation of Mr Adams, at a meeting of the Medical
and Chirurgical Society, to avoid the peritoneum,
but for the future he would follow the plan ad-
vocated by Mr Wells.

Mr Spencer Wells communicated a
case of delivery of a living child

thirteen months after ovariotomy.
The child was delivered when the pregnancy

had advanced to the eighth month. The mother
and child have gone on well. Tlie age of tlie
mother was forty-three years. The fact that well-
authenticated cases of childbirth after ovariotomy
ai-e rare, hail induced the Author to lay the ca.se
before the Soi'icty.

Dr 'Herbert Barker read a paper on
annular lACERAnON OF THE CERVIX UTERI.
The term " annular " was chosen to distincuish

that form of laceration during labour by which a
complete ring of uterine structure, consisting of the
cervix and os uteri, is separated from the remainder
ofthatgjgan, the child having pas.sed through the
loccrntiou, aud uol lluuuiill Uie oo uleii. The cauSe
of this kind of laceration is, the protracted pressure
of the head against a circle of the uterine parietes in
acouti-acted jielvis,— perlmps, also, conjointly with
a sharp imea ileo-pectinea. In the case related, the
Author was called, on the fourth morning of labour,
to a primiparous patient, forty-two years old, wlien
he found the os uteri was not dilated larger than a
florin, the pelvis contracted, and the bladder much
distended. Soon afterwards, an ear could be felt
under the pubes, through a transverse laceration in
the cer\-ix uteri, anterioriy. An attempt was made
to deliver with the forceps, but unsuccessfully, and
craniotomy was performed. After the birth of the
child, a circular mass was found in the vagina, con-
sisting of the OS and cervix uteri, separated from the
body of the uterus at every point, with the excep-
tion of an inch and a half posteriorly. The os uteri
was of the size of a florin, and its maigin thin, even,
complete, and well defined. The lacerated edge was
jagged, rough, rather thicker than the margin of the
OS, but not so thick as the intervening uterine tex-
ture. The colour of the entire mass "was of a pur-
plish-red, venous tinge. There was no ha-niorrhage
It sloughi'd away on the third day. Tlie catheter
Was required for seven days afterwards. The
patient recovered, and the caUmeuia returned
With regard to the treatment, Dr Uvedale West, in
a letter to the Author, writes that in such a case he

would endeavour to dilate the os uteri, by intro-
ducing first one, then a second, then a third and a
fourth finger, side by side, to procure suflicient
dilatation to admit either the vectis or the forceps.

SPECIMEN OF THE EFFECTS OP RECKLESS VACCI-
NATION.

•
DrDRUiTT exhibited two coloured drawings show-

ing the happily rare efl-ects of vaccination, performedhe believed, in a recklessly severe manner A sur-
face, one inch by three-quarters, had been scratched
all over by ivory pomts, and the whole surface had
sloughed, leaving an enormous cicatrix It was n
question whether the effects of vaccination sufferany diminntiou by the entire destruction and sepa-
ration of the injured part.

'^

Mr Jat thought that there could be little doubt
that such an occurrence as that described by DrDruitt would greatly interfere with the protective

tl'^7
of the vaccination. The eariy authorities

considered that the occurrenceof erysipelas interfered
with Its due influence, and early sloughing of the
part operated on, especially where it took place before
the appearance of vesicles, must cause the vaccina-
tion to be considered wholly useless. He regarded
the local and constitutional effects of vaccine inocu-
lation as distinct, and that the former was in a great
degree the measure of the latter effect. As the re-
sult of observation, he was disposed to think that,
for the perfection of this constitutional influence
soiiie d.ay8 (probably from eight to ten) were requiredThis active conversion of the whole system into th^reqmsite condition did not appear to him to take
p ace completely in every case for a certai"numbe?
of children vaccinated would, on the™gh?navpresent a few, pe^aps one or two, nearly h variabf;small and retarded vesicles; whil'st othfr chUdrenvaccinated at the same time and in the sanie manner'would have vessel, perfectly normal, and a *uml-care in the operation. It appeared also esnedXrous as the punctures which Vad been made 'l" thelatter cases It was not very uncommon, especially itwarm weather, for an eruption of papula? t^oc^c^^over the surface, which eruption was rarelv or neverseen 1,1 the cases m which few vesicles resulted Re-

on^li^*/""^
"t^t?""^"* P^fhaps for so, ,e oth^ropportunity he might say, that some time ago h.had grouped together a number of cases, at varkiut

ages, in which vaccination produced fewer than three
vesiclej, as the result of seven or eight puncture,

^JT'} ',*"" '" r^"?"" '""^'' three months tS
partial failures (If he might so call them, forthey appeared related to unsuccessful cases) occurred
out of 142 cases, in the proportion of 267 per centAt three months, in 211 cases, they occurred in theproportion of 18 per cent. Above three monthsand under one year, in 94 children, the proportioiwas 8-5 per cent.

; and in 54 children above one yearnot one single case occurred in which all the point^
Of insertion did not take effect. These resultl haveed him to question whether, in much of our vaccina-
tion, there was not a deficiency of protective power
not so much from wantof care or dexterity (ofwhich
however as causes of imperf-ect vaccination, he hadno doubt), but on account of a not imcommon de-
ficiency of a due susceptibility to vaccuie inocula-
tion observable in weakly and ill-nourished children
of delicate mothers, and in others, which we may
perhaps be enabled better to distinguish at a future
time. In these cases, it would be well to defer vac-
cination for a few months, and then to use redoubled
necessary to avoid the probably imperf-ectly-matu-
rated and weak lymph in these retarded cases as
.sources of supply, notwithstanding that the absence
of areola invited its employment. He trusted this
brief statement, after some years' experience, might
not be considered irrelevant.
ON a .SVMMKTUICAL DISTORTION OF THE PELVI.STHE RESULT OF UNEQUAL LENGTH OF THE LEGs'

'

Dr Robert Barnes described a case of oblique dis-tortion of the pelvis in a woman whose first labourhad been terminated by craniotomy, the second by
the forceps. In the second labourchloroforin liad beengiven

;
mania followed. A minute examination afterrecovery showed that the left leg was an inch shorter

than the right
; it had been so from childhood

owing to a fracture of the left ankle. The right half
of the pe VIS had undergone more active development
than the left

; it was larger in all dimensions Thesymphysis pubis was not in the median Hue, but
mucli to the left. The Author explained that thiswas a form of distortion a type of others, of the same
kind though perhaps less in degree, resulting from
minor degrees of claudication, or of unequal force of
the muscles of the two legs. In such a case he was
ofopinion that the best mode of delivery was to turn
the child, so as to bring the occipital, or larger end of
the head, into relation with the right or more capa-
cious half of the pelvis, instead of attempting to
drag It through by forceps with the occipital directed

the child" *" *' "^ *'"' '"'''''^' "'' °f destroying

Mr Robert Hardev, of Hull, related a
CASE OF abnormal fiE.STATION.

In this case the unusual characterof the tumour and
of the symptoms induced the Author at first to
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suppose the case to be one of extra-uterine^ perhaps
tubal, gestation. Labour supervened, and no change
appeared to take place in the lower segment of the

uterus. It appeared as if a stricture of some kind
separated the body of the uterus, which lay to the

left side, from the lower part, which was unlike that

of an impregnated uterus. Delivery took place, in

the Author's ab-sence, of a seven months' child.

Afterwards it appeared that this was the third
labour ; that an injury had been sustained at the
end of the third month of her first pregnancy, abor-
tion following next morning ; that her second preg-
nancy terminated by abortion also at the end of the
third month ; and the Author believes tliat in conse-
quence of the injury a band had formed, constricting
the uterus, and causing the difficulty of the ca.se.

The President communicated the following

CASE OF SrO>;TANKOU.S .SEPARATION OF THE l'h\-

CENTA IN A CASE OF .SEA-SICKNE.S.S.

The placenta was completely separated, and lay in
the vagina. There had been considerable haemor-
rhage. The patient had been constantly sick during
a voyage from St. John's, Newfoundland, to Prince
Edward's Island (of six to ten days' duration).
Arrived in port, an examination was made, and the
delivery (at term) completed. The mother did well.
The I^RESIDEXT communicated to the Society a

CASE OF CRANIAr, BI.00D-.SWELLINO, ITS CONTENI.S
AND APPEARANCE AT THE TIME OF BIRTH.

This case was that of nn infant found in a canal.
At the tnqucBt hplH on the body, a varaiflt of "atUl
bom " was returned. The child had never breathed.

The labour had been, Mr Jeffery believed, protracted.

Dr G. D. GiBB related a case of

PELVIC CELLULITIS AFTER A FIRST PREGNANCY,
FOLLOWED BY SUPPURATION OF THE BACK AND
FKONT PARTS OF THE VAGINA ; RECOVERY".
In this case, nearly eleven weeks after the first

symptoms declared themselves, the abscess pointed
at the lower and back part of the vagina, and spon-
taneously evacuated itself. By careful management
and a liberal diet, the issue of the case was success-

ful.

Dr J. 6. SwAYKE then related a
CASE OF DOUBLE MONSTROSI'lY.

This was an interesting case of double monstro-
sity ; union between the two foetuses existed fi-om

the umbilicus to the top of the thorax ; the left

foetus much larger than the right. Two of tjie arms
were united as far as the wrist, A minute description

of the dissection of the monstrosity then followed.
Three large drawings illu.stratod the description.

Dr Tyler Smith communicated to the Society

FOUR CASES OF PUERPERAL PERITONITIS, IN
WHICH ALBUMINURIA WAS PRESENT.

In tliese cases, which occurred in the Maternity of
St. Mary's Hospital, attacks of peritonitis occurred
after labour in patients suffering from albuminuria,
and the fever and inflammatory afleetionsappearcd
to be caused by the renal disorder.

MEDICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON, Dec. 17rn.
A. B. Garrod, M,D., F.R.S., President, in

THE Chair.
Dr Cockle read a very interesting, instructive,

and highly-suggestive paper
ON INSUFFICIENCY' OF THE AORTIC VALVES IN

CONNECTION WITH SUDDEN DEATH.
The Author commenced the paper by the conside-

ration of some points of the physiology of the
circulation of the blood in the coronary arteries.

After reviewing the various arguments respecting
the time and manner in wliicli the injection of
these vessels with blood took jdace, he expressed
himself as inclining to the o]nnion that the eu|>y>o-

sition of their receiving their supply during the

systole of tlie aorta l»st harmonised with the

pathology of cardiac syncope, under the condi-

tions named.
He particularly referred to the experiments of

Bernouilli on the passage of fluids through secon-

dary tubes having a certain relation to the main
tnink. He next adverted to the important func-

tion of the aortic sigmoid valves, in supporting

the column of systemic blood, and affording to the
ventricle a momentary respite from active labour.

But when these floodgates, barred by the back-

ward blood, refused to open, or became too narrow
ever again to close, then the heart, baffled by the

unusual though intermitting effort, or exhausted
by its necessary constancy, gradually sustained

such injur}' in its vital and physical endowments
as to be no longer compatible with health, or even
with life. He wished it, however, to be under-
stood that his remarks were limited to the state of

insufficient closure, and that he desired to show
how, from sucli imperfection, the conditions were
afforded for sudden death. Ho thought a practi-

cal division might at times be made of the disease

into the three stages—the Incipient or Irritative,

the Physiological or Confinned, and the Degene-
rative.

The first stage, when the result of rheumatic
valvular aortiti.s, was one simply characterised

by the signs of general cardiac excitement,
and in no wise susceptible of physical differential

diagnosis from mitral disease. The second stage

was characterised by the physiological hyper-
trojihy of the left ventricle, and throbbing of the
visible arteries. Here there was an actual addi-

tion of liealthy contractile tissue, affording a

genuine compensation under injury sustained.

'Tlie importance of this accommodation ot nature
would be at once manifest, if it were but consi-

dered how impossible it would be for the circula-

tion to continue if the strengtli of the left ven-
tricle were enlarged, and any great amount of

reflex occurred. For the requirements of the sys-

tem, there must be as much blood sent into the
aorta plus the quantity which reflows. To make
this provision is the final cause of the hypertrophy
of the left chamber. The amount of collapse

of the arteries, practically speaking, might be
taken as the measure of the extent of patency of

the aortic valves.

This second stage might, at times, last for }-ears

without passing its limits. But, generally, after

a period more or less long, further changes
uui;u»-<><i. . Tlia_ereatly-enlarged left ventricle
might, by pressing upon afiir Comlcnslng lu jmn
the left lung, implicate the right heart.

The strict correlation existing between hyper-
tropliy of a ventricle and atheromatous degenera-
tion of its discharging tube was particularly

insisted on. Such change induced loss of elas-

ticity of the aorta, and was productive of the worst
results with regard to the nutrition of the cardiac
walls. Eventually, the left ventricle, from its

constant overwork and under-nutrition, undergoes
an irreparable change of a fibroid, or more
commonly fatty nature. The extreme limit of the
third or degenerative stage is then attained.

The degenerate ventricle has also acquired a

maximum of dilatation. On the sudden occur-

rence of shock either moral or physical, or from
mere exhaustion, should prolongation of the
diastole of the heart occur, and the hiatus at the

aortic mouth be sufficiently large, the systemic

blood flows unimpeded into the left chamber, which
acts as a vast rcsen'oir. The general system and
brain are thus robbed of their needful stimulus.

The coronary arteries, on the theory given, remain
unfilled. Add to this the tendency to paralysis

of the left ventricle from the enormous blood-

jiressure on its walls, and the sum of the conditions

is given under which sudden death occurs by
what is knowni as cardiac syncope.

The Author next alluded to some points con-

nected with the physical signs, and pointed out

the curious clinical fact, that occasionally, in

well-marked aortic insufficiency, the first sound
of the heart became extinct, although the mitral

valve was healthy. He had often tried to account
for this circumstance, but could arrive at no very
.satisfactory conclusion, until he became acquainted

witli the views of Traube, of Berlin, These were
explained at length ; but Dr Cockle jwinted out

that, from the anatomical connection between the

aorta and one curtain of the mitral valve, a

pathological cause for modification of the first

souxul wouhl £icc.ur, should tlm _atlierQina-. extend
from the diseased aorta to the point of the

mitral valve in question. He criticised the

ordinary teaching, that the differential diagnosis

of aortic insufficiency could be made, even in

part, by the normal sound of the pulmonary
sigmoid valves auscultated to the left side of the

sternum. If aortic murmur were at all intense,

or, a fortiori, musical, it invariably obscured the

sound of the pulmonic valves. A marked dia-

stolic murmur at the left apex might, practically-

speaking, be regarded as tlie expression of aortic

insufficiency. Mere murmur, however, only

indicated the kind, but not the degree, of the

lesion. This must be estimated by the observed
amount of collajise of the visible arteries.

The paper was concluded by some niles of treat-

ment, especially with regard to the firet or

irritative stage of the disease. This, certainly,

was amenable to treatment. In the second
stage, unless any of the accidents of the affection

supervened, remedial measures were absolutely

contra-indicated. In the degenerative stiigo, the

use of any of the oixlinary agents—iron, strj'chninc,

&c.—was very questionable. They conld not
rechange fatty or fibroid tissues into healthy

muscle. Should cardiac syncope be imminent'
the recumbent position, external and interna'
excitants, and, beyond all, the sudden application
of cold to the region of the heart, should b«
resorted to.

The President (Dr Garrod) made a few per-
tinent and complimentary remarks on soliciting a
discussion, by the Fellows, of the interesting
pathological points which had been enunciated in
the paper read by Dr Cockle. A discussion en-
sued, which, although rather desultoiy, tending to
range into too extended a field of inquiry, never-
theless pretty well exhausted the subject so far as

our present pathology permits. In this discussioa
Drs Halford, Bird, Webb, Kichardson, Hyde
Salter, and Camps joined. It assumed three modes
of viewing the heart's action in relation to disease
—namely, its physical action, its vital action, and
its pathological action.

Dr Halford commenced the discussion by
some remarks upon the physical action of the
heart's function, and the relative conditions of

the mitral and aortic valves in producing the
first and second sounds. He also refeiTed to
the conditions and influence which produced
tension of the mitral valves. Thus, we un-
derstood him to say that if the semilunar valves
were closed, there would not be tension of the
mitral valves. It was necessary that both valves
oUouia t« open. He did not think that the
physical conaition of arteMe» p«M>iug off ot right
angles had any influence upon the circulating
fluid. The same physical arrangement occurs in
other parts of the body,
Dr Bird considered Dr Cockle's paper had very

cleverly elucidated the diseased conditions of the
heart's action, and was an imfxirtant testimony. He
himself didnot thiakthit either the systuleordiastoU
of tlie heart had much to do with the first or second
sounds. He took the vital view of the question, ant
considered that tliese sounds depended ufion the con-
dition of and proceeded from the muscles. He
related the history of two cases, both of which were
characterised by want of muscular power. The first,

patient, a lady whom he visited at Tunbridge Wells,
attacked with rheuni.atism, recovered from a mostez-
hausted condition with very little medical treatment

:

mustard poultices were applied on both the back and
chest, 'This lady had some years previously been
under the treatment of Dr Burns and Dr Alier-
crombie of Edinburgh for a similar atttck. The
second case was an t'ndergradutite of Oxford, who
came to his home from the Univei-sity in a bad
state. He had rheumatism, and the aortic valves
were implicated. He had his entire body enveloped
in cotton wool, and was soon cured of the rheuma-
tism. Being so much better, he very ignorantly and
suddenly removed the cotton wool from his body.
The consequence was, a state of extreme debility

ensued, to an extent threatening life. This induced
almost complete suppression of pulse and congestioB

of lungs ; and the function of the bosom-lung became
nearly suppressed, and permanent hypertrophy oftbt
lung threatened to be the result. The treatment
adopted in this case was hot baths strongly impreg-
nated with alkalies.

Dr RlcHAPJJSON considered Dr Cockle's paper very
valuable, and coincided with his pathology. Within
the last five years he had seen many hundred case*

of heart disease, but had met with but one ca.se

like Dr Bird's. He took the pathological view of the
subject, Dr Richardson differed from Dr Bird ia

considering these cases not characterised by loss, but
rather by an increa.se of muscular action. "There

existed more taiuioii of the -ralvrs, both aortie
and auricular (as we understood him to say), than
relaxation. He had seen great temporary relief
afforded by taking away locally a small quantity of
blood to-day, and rejieating the same on the morrow.
Dr Richardson went fully into the suliject, but our
space will not permit us to follow Mm.
Dr Hyde Salter made a few remarks upon the

difference of the arterial and capillary circulations

in the heart and elsewhere, which he elucidated by
some curious facts. He said, the coronary arteries

may be filled at one moment, and the capillaries at
another. Hisexj)erience quite confirmed DrCockle's
statement, attributing aortic loss of function to

afkeroiiia and fibrous degeneration. The treatment
he recommended, and had seen great benefit from,
was the use of elaterium. By administration of ela*

teriuni, you bring away the watery particles of the

blood, and thus pivvent the necessity of .abstractinjr

blood from the system.
Dr Webb and Dr Camps also made a few remarks.

The latter gentleman thought reference to the first

principle of logic very necessary in this discussion,

and that a correct definition of terms should be given.

He asked, -kas dilntation andrela.ration, in reference

to the heart's function, the same thing ? and if

diastole and dilatation were also considered to be
similar, and if systole .and contraction were syno-

nymous ! An answer to these questions was indL»-
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ii»nsabld in this discussion before entertaiuing Dr
HalfonVs [iliysical views. Relaxation of the mus-
mlar filnts of the heart had nothing to do witli it.

Dr Coi-KLE replied generally. He refarred to Dr
Bichardson's numerous experiinentsupon animals, of

which he had availed himself, and from which he

had derived much information. They were parti-

cularly valuable in explaining aortic regurgitation.

As he had not gone into the general treatment, he

bad made no aIlu.sion to treatment by elaterium, as

recommended by Dr Hyde Salter. He depended
principally in his treatment, which was limited to

the first stage, upon tli» administration of stimulants

4ud excitants.

Btrti)S, marriages, anOjjIiratljs.

15 I U T H S.

Hl'BBAKD.—December 13, at Xorland terrace.

Netting Iiill, the wife of Henry W. Hubbard,
Esq., JI.H.C.S., of a (laughter.

Hayneh.—December 13, at Great Malvern, tlie

wife of AV. T. R;iyner, M.D., of a son.
*IMPS0K.—Decenilx'r 13, at C'auonbury street,

Canoubury, the wife of Archibald Simpson,
II. D., of a ilaughter.

JLVRRIAGES.
«i;iTRTiu-^Bu.ijj>tB. iwccmber Ij, at St Paul's,

Camden siiuarc, Albert Curtis, Plsq., M.K.C.S.,
of Staiues, Middlesex, to Maria, younger
daughter of William Brauml, Esq., of St
Paul's road, t'aniden square.

Webb— Du.sc.\.N. —December 18, at Holy Trinity
Church, Colchester, Vere Webb, Esq., Staff-

Surgeon, to Fanny Elizabetli, youngest daugh-
ter of the late Peter Duacan, Estj., of Regent's
park.

DEATHS.
Athell.—Dc.ciiiber 9, James I'uckley Falconer

Atwcll, of Lynipstoue, near Exeter, M.R.C.S.
Eng., L.S.A. Loud.

BcKSJ.—December 1, at Sa.s3ex terrace. Old
Brompton, the wife of Alexander Burn, M. D.,

Surgeon-Major, Bombay Army.
t'OLVAN.—December 13, John Colvan, of Newry,

Co. Down, Lie. and L. Med. K.Q.C.P. Irel.,

L.M. Univ. Trin. Col. Dub., M.K.C.S. Eng.,
F.R.C.S. Irel., aged 70.

Fearox.— Dcieml)cr 10, George Fearon, of Mg-
baston, Biniiinghani, L.R.C.S. FJin.

GiLLESPiK.—October 3, at Richmond, Victoria,

Australia, D. M. Gillespie.

.FoUT.--Deceml>er 15, suddenly, at the French
Protestant Church, St Martin'.s-le-Graud, Isaac
Jolit, aged 67.1

KlLBY.—Xovembcr 17, at Ncwl>iggiu-by-the-
Sea, aged 45, Frederick Kilby, Esq., Surgeon,
youngest son of the late Jolin Kilby, Esq.,
of York, much and deservedly respected.

Pabhott.—November 10, John Parrott, of Clap-
ham conimou. Fell, and M.R.C.S. Eng., for-

merly Master of the Society of Apothecaries,
aged 70.

I'AKiiY.—December 5, at Mold, Fliutshire, Thos.
Parry, formerly Surgeon to tho Royal Merio-
uctlishire Militi:!, aged 63.

.Mkiduoiie.—J)ecenil)cr 7. nt LoJOOiiter, diiddonly,

Peter Skidmore, of Ashover.
Wallace.—Decenil)cr 11, at Cliarlottc street,

Perth, the wife of Isaac Wallace, M. D.
tfoOLLEY.—May 30, at Kensiugton, New South
Wales, George Woollcy, M.D.

MEDICAL NEWS.

Royal C'oli.eoe of Sukceons.—The following
Members of the College, having undergone the
necessary examinations, were admitted Licen-
tiates in Midwifery, at a meeting of the Board on
tho 19th inst. ;—John Christopher Armstrong,
(iravesend—diploma of Membership dated May
16, 1859 ; William liatho, Amcsbury- Nov. 13,
1860 ; James Bird Bickerdike, York—Feb. 23,
J869 ; William Callender, Humshangh—Dec. 19,
1856 ; Alfred Frederick Strafford Clarke, Gordon
•qnarc—Nov. 15. 1860 ; Brauthwayte Beevor
Ford, Longton Nov. 15, I860; William Henry
Prance, .Sheffield -Aug. 2, 1860; William Paine,
Kxetcr—April 18, I860 ; John Robert.s, Crdg,
Carnarvon—April 4, 1859 ; Thomas Whitehead,
London—Oct. 6, 1848 ; Wward Parker Young,

Delamere crescent—Nov. 15, 1860 ; Henry James
Young, Bath.—Jan. 21, 1859.

AroTHEOAi'.iEs' Hall. —The following gentle-

men passed their examination in the science and
practice of Medicine, and received certificates to

practise, on Thursday, Dec. 13th, I860:—John
Boyd Caskie, Largs, Ayrshire, N.B. ; Albert Cur-
tis, Staines, Middlesex ; Henry May, Birming-
ham ; Ebenezer Nicholas, Market Deejnng

;

Thomas James Sehollick, Ulverston, Lancashire
;

BvinsleyMarcius Walton, Hurstpierpoint, Sussex;
Robert Wri.xon, Devonshire terrace, Camden
town. The following gentlemen also on the same
day passed their first examination :— George
Howarth, Sonthport, Lancashire ; John E. Kil-

burn, West Auckland, Durham ; Edward Allan
Maliug, Sunderland ; Edward Humphery Wil-
liams, Carnarvon, N. W.

Ari'OiST.MEXTS.—Mr H. M. Leppington has
been elected Mayor of Grimsby, Lincolnshire.

Dr C. Murchison has been appointed Assistant-

Physician to the Middlesex Hospital ; Dr W. 0.

Priestly, Physician-Accoucheur to the Middlesex
Hospital.

The Stomach of London.—The appetite of
London consumes every year 371,000 o.xeu,

30,000 calves, 1,^00,000 sheep, and 30,000
swiue.

Tmv. Ti'Di.-ia« BA-nr MuvtMKNT. A pTOSpCC-
tus has been issued of the London and Provincial
Turkish Bath Company, with a capital of jEIOO, 000
in shares of £5 each.

The Axti-Tobacco Movemext.—At a me-^t-

ing of the British Anti-Tobacco Society Uter'
held in Edinburgh, Professor Miller moved the
following resolution :

—"That as the constituent
principles which tobacco contains are highly poi-

sonous, the practices of smoking and suuirmg
tend in a variety of ways to injure the physical
and mental constitution."

Tiio.MAS SMETnrK.ST.—In the Probate Court
la.?t week, Thomas Smethurst, who was convicted
of the murder of Miss Lsahella Banks, and after-

wards pardoned, applied for probate of her will,

which was dated May 3rd, 1859. The application

is op]iosed by the next of kin of the deseased.

8omc formal proceedings took place, but the day
on which the cause will be gone into is not yet
known.
EXTBAOBDINAKT EnDURANXB OF PaIN. — Mr

Hutton, of Radley, was caught in some mill machi-
nery,; and his arm terribly crushed. He extricated
himself, and stopped the machinery. Allowing no
one to convey the intelligence to his wife, he con-
cealed tlie injured arm, and walked home. He pro-
ceeded into the house with all his usual calmness,
took down a book from the shelf, and commenced
reading it for a few minutes, then gradually broke
the news to his wife. Surgical assistance was pro-
cured, and throughout the necessary manipulations
the patient endured bravely his sufferings, aided by
his wife, whom he had inspired with fortitude and
resignation. Unfortunately, amputation was neces-
sary.

A Fact for Phvsiolocists.— At the Middlesex
Sessions, on the 17tlHnst., Henry Hamilton, eighteen
years of age, was tried^-ith two other prisoners for
an ordinary theft. Boden, 11 D, and Deeble, 147 D,
.said they knew the i>risoners, and mentioned the
cxtraonlin -y circumstance that Hamilton was one
of a famil of thirty-tivo children. His father was
sixty-six

j ars of age, ^nd h.ad had two wives, by
uiic >^f i>u u he hail Imh lliUiy chUdicu, hy Lbe other
two, and vi" them all tweriVy-four were now living.

He was niarried to his first wife forty-eight years,
and the youngest of his thirty-two children was now
seven yeara old.

U.vwnoLESOME Meat.—At the last City Sewers
Commission, in respect of the markets and slaughter-
houses, Ur Letheby reported that 41331b., or nearly
two tons, of meat had been seized during the week
as unfit for human fooil. Of this 3080 lb. had been
seized in Newgate Market, 4581bs. in Leadenliall,
and 59511). in Aldg.ate and Newgate. 25 iolh. were
seized on account of it being diseased, 597 because
of its p\itridity, and 1003 by reason of the animals
having died fc'-"^w 'ural causes. All of It had been
sent to the b/ SjV 'estroyed as unfit for human
food. jf \

iC ACID AS A REMEDY FOR T^NIA.
ch states that several cases have occurred

^hich sulphuric acid has proved completely
s in the destruction of tape-worm. He
Aeiil. sulph. aroniat. one oz. to one pint and

iter, directing tho patient to drink of It

he can untd it has been all taken

—
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APPOINTMENTS FOR THE WEEK.
Wednesdat/, December 26.

Operations at Middlesex Hospital, 1 p.m. ; St
Mai-y's Hospital, 1 p.m. ; University College Hos-
pital, 2 p.m. ; Royal Orthopaedic Hospital, 2 p.m.

Thursday, December 27.

Operations at St George's Hospital, 1 p.m.
;

Central London Oplithalmie Hospital, 1 p.m.
;

London Hospital, 1^ p.m. : Great Noj'thern
Hospital, King's Cross, 2 p.i:;.

London Surgical Home.—2 p.m.
Friday, December 28.

Operations at Westminster Ojihthalniic Hospital,

IJ p.m.
Saturday, December 29.

Operations at St Thomas's Hospital, 1 p.m. ; St
Bartholomew's Hospital, IJ p.m. ; King s College
Hospital, l.J p.m. ; Charingtross Hospital, 2 p.m.

Moniay, December 31.

Operations at the Royal Free Hospital, 2 p.m. ;

Metropolitan Free Hospital, 2 p.m.
Tuesday, January \.

Operations at Guy's Hospital, lAp.m. ; Westmin-
ster Hospital, 2 p.m.

BOOKS RECEIVED FOR REVIEW.
The Blood in Mania. By W. Charles Hood, M.D.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Mr James.— Forwarded.
Dr Ghaily Hewitt.— Received.
Mr S. L. Gill.—We should be obliged by further

information.
Mr Choxton.— Received.
Chirubgus (Subscriber).—We have no doubt that

epilepsy may be induced by the cause adverted to.
"N arious cases are on record in illustration of it

;

and on the other hand, cases of general paralysis,
which are frequently preceded by epilepsy, are also
characterised in the early stages by extreme sexual
excitability.

Dr Howard. —Yes.
A Sthdent.-1st. No. —2nd. Yes.
Omega.—The changes are so rapid and numerous,

that we advise you to apply for information to the
Secretary of the Board.

A Poor-law Medical Oiticek. — The Poor-law
Board has no intention, we believe, to introduce
a Bill next Session.

A. L.—Tlie determination of the nutritive value of
a mixed dietary is a matter of somewhat diflioult
calculation. That which you have provided is un-
usually complex. We have no time to analyse it

:

as a rule, however, you should extract all the
carbon as the representative of the respiratory
elements, and all the nitrogen as the representative
of the nutrient elements. Paupers require about
4 oz., or less, of the latter daily, and 8 oz. of the
former. It requires 10 oz. of carbonaceous and 5
oz. of nitrogenous nuitters to keep a soldier or
sailor in fighting condition. These figures will be
a sufficient basis for you.

A Country SOBscBinEB. — 1st. We are unable to
supply the information. —2nd. It cannot be done.

Mr Baker is thanked.
W. P. —1st. We do not think it would be possible.

—

2nd. It is immaterial.
A Member of the College.—The intended testi-

monial to Mr Belfour is to be a donation by the
Council. There is a letter in the present Number
of the CiBcULAR upon the subject.

M.D.—We are obliged to yon for your compliments.
If eacli subscriber would imitate your example,
and introduce a new one, it would be the best
possible mode of serving us, and of giving eftcct
to good wiiihes.

M. R. D. (Yorkshire) writes to us to say that in a
small hospital, of which he has charge, "the
average age of the women (ten inmates) is eighty,
one yuars and three mouths, all able to go about

;

the men (ten also), is seventy-two years and two
months. There are children in the hospital also,
but that is of no consequence. Their condition is

somewhat above that of the pauper."
[We are unable to give the detailed information

respecting the Paris Hospitals required VviUr
correspondent.]

Sta2(ley.—1st. We cannot tell; ..^iply to the
Registrar.-2nd. You should ol)Usult the back
nun.Liersof theMEDlc.'i.'^.'^T.IlLAR.-3rd. We do
not consider tii^ work of any value.— 4tli. There
is such a Society—the Medical Registration So.
ciety, but it has no funds ; we are unacquainted
with the name of the Secretary.

Mr Jeffhhy's letter referring to the Public Banquet
to Dr Copland has been received. He shall have
a private letter.

Dr Bell's letter on a New Operation for Amputation
of the Foot shall appear next week.

Mr Horace Swete shall receive a private note.
Dr Tucker.—Note received. We are glail to hew

of Dr Barter's determination.
Harper. - Next week.
A Subscriber on " Snoring," next week.
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(Classical and Mathematical.
\y _DrSTEGGALL (assisted by the Rev. L. J. Lovekin
and T. Hogan, Esq.. M.A.) Prerares Gentlemen for their

Examinations at the following Boards :—Matriculation
Examination of the London University ; Preliminary Ex-
amination at Apothecaries' Hall ; Fellowship Examination

at the Boval College of Surgeons ; Preliminary Examination

at the Royal follege of Surgeons.—For terms, ic, apply
to Dr Stegoall, before 1 and after 3 o'clock daily, at 2

Southampton street, Bloomsbury square.

N.B.—No Vacation during the Summer months.

CHLORODYNE.
T T. Davenport begs to
^^ • direct attention to the disgraceful and fraudulent
practice of certain parties who apply the term "CHLO-
EODYNE " to compounds of their own manufacture,
WELL KNOWING that the word is specifically applied to

'a remedy solely dtscovered and introduced by Dr J.

C0LLI8 BROWNE, M.R.C.8.L. (late Army Medical
Etaflr», the fommla of which is confided to J. T.

DAVENPORT, and none other;—hence the assumption
of the title, claim to discovery, or manufacture of
CHLORODYNE by any other persons is a direct pal-

pable deceit and imposition.
The Medical Testimony published on the extraordinary

properties of this remedy is exclusively applied to

Dr J. COLLIS BROWNE'S CHLORODYNE.
WHOLESALE DEPOT,

33 Great Russell street. Bloomsbury square, London.

in, lato Bigg and Milli-
kin. Surgical Instrument Maker and Anatomical

Machinist to Guy's and St ITiomas's Hospital, No. 9 St

Thomas's street Southwark B.E.

Loan, Discount, and Deposit
BANK.

Established 1849.—145 Blackfriars road. 8.

DEPOSITS.—Sums of £1 and upwards received, bearing

interest at from 5 to 10 per cent., withdrawable as per

agreement.
DISCOUNT.—Approved Trade Bills negotiated at two

days' notice.

LOANS.—From £6 to £200, repayable by easy instal-

ments, on approved Personal Security, Bills of Sale,

Mortgages. Life Policies or otherwise.

Prospectuses, and every Information, may be obtained

by letter or personal application.

EDWARD LEWIS, Manager.

146 BLACKFRIARS ROAD. B.

Liquor Castanea Equina.

—

Messrs. REW and Co. respectfully solicit the atten-

tion of the Profession to this Preparation of the Horse-
Chesnut ; taken internally for Rheumatic Gout and Rheu-
matism, it is a safe, agreeable, and most efficacious remedy.

Dose, two to four drachms. Price 12s. per pound.

The Oil of Horse-Chesnuts applied externally for enlarged

and stiff joints, acute or inflammatory pain of any kind,

gives almost immediate relief.

ITiese genuine Preparations of the Horse-Chesnut are

prepared only by REW and CO.
LITHIA WATER, LITHIA POTASH, and LITHIA

AMMONIA WATER. These Waters are prepared according

to the Instmctions of Dr Garrod, and each bottle is

guaranteed to contain the proper proportion of Lithia.

58. per doz.

R. M. REW and CO., Operative Chemists, 282 Regent
street, London.

TO SURGEONS, DKNTISTS, &c.

The Best House in London
for SECOND-HAND INSTRUMENTS is Mr WM.

LAWLEY'S, Lombard House, 78 Farringdon street. City.

Established upwards of a century.

A fir.st-class full SURGEON'S ARMY CASE for

Sale.

N.B. The largest stock of Second-hand Dissecting Cases
London. Also, A great variety of New and Second-
Army and Navy Reeulation <Ji«jcs.

Instruments Bought. Sold, or Exchanged-

phlorodyne.— R. Freeman,
^^ Pharmaceutist, Kennington road, London, 8., in-

forms the Profession and Trade that he has for years

MADE, I'nrt extensively used in his business, Chlorodyne
;

and that he is supplying it in one-ounce stoppered bottles

at Is. G(i. each, and in four-ounce bottles 5s. each. He
guarantees it to be uniformly and properly prepared, and
superior to any other makers', though their charge be ever

so exorbitant ; and he trusts that the lowness of price at

which he offers it will allow the Profession to use it in

common practice and at pnblic institutions, so that its

extraordinary benefliial effects may be enjoyed) y the

poorest sufferer, t-old by all Wholesale Druggists.

TO THE PROFESSION.

essrs M'Gowan & Danks
(THK PRINTERS OF THIS JOURNAL)

Are prepared to forwai-d Estimates, to those requiring the

anie, for any description of Worlt connected with the

Printing Business.
Messrs M'G. and D. are enabled, from the facilities

which they possess, to execute whatever may be entrusted

to them with economy and despatch.

Letters addressed to No. 16 GREAT WINDMILL
tiTRBGT, H.VYMARKET, will meet with immediate at-

tention.
*..* There is at the present time an opening for the Print-

ing (and Publishing if wished, of a Weekly Periodical.

H

M

uxley's Spiral Abdominal
BELT is constructed on a princii)le which secures

the required support, without
being liable to di.splacement,

I .'f and is invaluable, when pro-
' perly constructed, in cases of

fcrr-^r. —_-..^3«*«^ Pregnancy, Obesity, Ovarian
^V, 'W r^.- .

-'- ?^- Dropsy, &c. When required,

^ :..:,-,, ^^----"-i^ it is fitted with Air-pa'ls for
'--^- ^"--*^^ Umbilical, Inguinal, and Fe-

"-^ ' '^^ moral Hernia, and Band with
Air-pad for Prolapsus Uteri
and Prolapsus Ani. These
goods, in addition to Stockings
Thigh-pieces, Knee-caps, &c.,

j
I

i

"I
supplied 80 per c«nt. lower
than the prices liitherto charg-

red every article being of the very best quality.—Maasures
required: Circumference at a, b, c; depth, from a to c.

—

Priced and Illustrated Catalogues on application to

P^ HUXLEY,
12 Old Cavendish street, Oxford street, W.

PULVIS JACOBI FER., NEWBERY'S.

la^i

l\

To the Medical ?rofeffion of Great Britain

and Ireland.

/^[entlemen,—We beg to call
^-^ your attention to the following extiaft

f,„<0a. Q Paper by the 'late John Cheyne, M.D.,
F.R.S.E., M.K.I.A., fnynciaii v^ ti.v naij-

wicke Fever Hofpltal, Dublin, and Phvfician-

Gencral to His late Majefty's Forces in Ireland,

&c., &c., contained in "the Dublin Hoffital

Reports," vol. I, p. 320.
" The following very fimple method of

"exhibiting JAMES'S POWDER, in cafes

" of undue determination of bloid to the head,
" is that which I have generally purfued. The
" patient is made to begin with a very moderate
" dofe, not more than two grains at bedtime,

''and to increafe the dofe by half-a-grain every
" night, until fome senfible cffeft is produced

"upon the ftomach, bowels, or (kin. Should
" the ftomach be affefted with ficknefs, the dofe

" muft be lelTened, by one grain on the following
" night. By the addition of a little rhubarb

"to it, a larger quantity of JAMES'S
" POWDER may be adminijicrcd than the

"ftomach could o'therivift bear. If the fltin

" is foftened, or the bowels affcfted, the dofe
" should not further be increafed, but it muft be
" repeated every night for a confiderable length
" of time : in several instances I have known
" eighteen or twenty grains taken for a confi-

" derable period without any inconvenience."

To fecure the difpenfmg of the original pre-

paration, which, for 114 years, has been fold by

the house of Newbery and Sons, in St. Paul's

Churchyard, it is neceffary to prefcribe it as

" PuLVis Jacobi Ver., Newbery's," other-

wife another article (wanting in the beft pro-

perties, and recommended to be given in a

different code of dofe, though called by thefame
name) may be subftituted for the original

medicine.

This fubftitution muft bring disappointment,

and of courfe lead Praftitioners to give up
prefcribinz _Dr. James's Powder altoee^er. or
to rcgara it as a preparation on which no

dependance can be placed.

FRANCIS NEWBERY AND SONS.

4.5, St. Paul's Churchyard, London,

Prices for Dispenfing J oz. Bottle %t. ^d.,

I oz. 9/. Ufual Discount to the Profefllon,

Let ts 's
M E D I C AL

DIARY, arranged for

• iucinatio , Accouchments, iNnrses' Addresses, *c.,

Patients' Names with column for Daily Visits. Neatly

bound in cloth, pocket book, flap, pencil, and clasp. 2s.

;

French Morocco Tuck, two pockets and ^lencil. gilt edges.

3s.; best Pocket Morocco or Russia Book, 10s. 6rt .;

with divisions for instrumenta, l"s. and 15s. (Double

the substance. Is. 6d. extra.) Instrument Cases for ditto,

4s 6d
The other Editions of LETTS'S DIARIES commonly

used by MEDICAL MEN, are Nos. 1, 2, 5, 9, 10. IS, 14

;

the Professional App<iintmeiit Diary ; the Monthly Pi-o-

fessional Diaries ; Medical Visiting Lists, etc.

LETTS'S READING EASEL for INVALIDS, from 20s

to 40s. Sold by all Booksellers.—Fully descriptive

catalogues gratia.

LETTS, SON, and Co., STATIONERS, 8 Royal Exchange,

Loudon, E.G.

uman Osteology
from France.—RAGINEL, 38 Ludgate hill. City.

E.C., Ijondon. Patronised by the RoyaJ
College of Surgeons of Enjjlaud." Illnstriite*.?

Osteology on the bones t)»emselvea. Very
large stock on the lowest possible terms.
Disarticulated Skulls, in twenty tvpo pieces.
in box. All the bones of the disarticnlat^'d
sknll-s will be fitted in right order in the
presence of tJie purchasar, so as io ali^w
tliat every bone of each set >r

same skull ; it will be the sam*.-

disarticulated pieces, 8ku lis v.

Hands and Feet on cat gut. D
Skeletons, quite complete, wit

same body. Articulated Male Sk

bones very well marked,
STUDENTS CASE OF OSTEOLOGY, COMPLETE.

Splendid Pieces for Lecturers and Museums.

T?lastic Supporting Fabrics,
-*-^ of very superior textures, for Varicose Veins, Ac-
couchement, Spinal Affections, Hernia, Ac. InstrocUoDB
for measurement, and prices on application to the MaDn>
ia.rturtTS, POPE and PLAKTE, 4 Waterloo wlac*, Pallmalt,
liimdon, S.W.

RUPTURES. BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

ite's Moc-main Lever
TRUSS 19 allowed by upwards of ?<>0 Hedfeal

Gentlemen to be the most effective invention

in the cnrative treatment of HERNIA. The
usp of a steel spring, so often hurtful in its
eflects, 18 nere«T,,id*,i . ^ jjoft bandawe lieing
worn round the body, wliUe tiit- reqnistte

resisting power is supplied bv the MOC-
MAIN PAD and PATENT LEVER, fitting

with so much ease and closeut-KS that it

cannot be detectedj and may l)c worn during
sleep A descriptive circular may l»e liad,,

aic? "' r.-----
('which cannot fail to fit) for-

V. < >n the circumference of the
Ih - below the hips being sent
toiii'- >iniiniac-turer,

JOHN WHITE, 228 Piccadilly, London
Price of a Single Truss, 16s., :il,s., 2M. M.

and 3l8. 6d.—Postage, Is.

Price of a Double Truss, 3U. 6d., 4S«.

and 523. 6d.—Postage, U. 8d
Piice of an Umbilical Truss, 428,, aad 52s. 6d.

Postage, Is. lOd.

Elastic Stockings for Vari-
COSE VEINS, and all cases of Weakness and Swellins -^f

the Legs, Sprains, /-c iTiey are porous, lidil in texture,

and inexpensive, a'i'l a:^ drawn on like an m-dmary Stock-

ing, Price 3s 6d, 7s. 6d., 10s., and ItJs. each. Postage, Gd.

JOHN ^HITE. MANUFACTURER,
•2-28 Piccadilly, London

T ateral and Angular Our-
-*-^ VATURES of the SPINE.
In calling the attention of the Profession and Public to

the SUPPORTS made by them, WM. WHITING and
SONS beg to state that their extensive ex!»-rience (over

twenty years) warrants them in asserting thfit th»
IMPROVED SUPPORT which they now niauuractnre

will be found to lie the most effectual of any in use. At
the same time, they are light, ooMFOBTiBLE lo wsiB,
AND COMPLETKLT INVISIBLE THROUGH THE DBESa, aM

experienced by the many hundreds of persons of every

age and sex who are now nsing them.

W W and Sons would also invite attention to their

IMPROVED EXERCISING MACHINE.-*, SPINAL
COUCHES, and their various other contrivances required

in Orthopatlic practice.

Manufactorj', 28 High street, Camden town.

N.B.—Makers (by authority) to tlie Spinal Hospitol,

Portland road. Regent's park, founded by the late Dr

Verral.

Surgical Instruments.

—

J ARNOLD continues »• -.:....H- Instruments of

InrbCTt-iTTirHnnTisnip at iiu.d." immclurHl on
the premises under his own st.

J. ARNOLD, 35 and SC ^ lield, E.C.
Established 1S19.

'

phiosso's Gymnasium and^ SCHOOL of ARMS, Ml, EUSTON RO.VD, Comer of

Gower street North (near University College).

Mr ANTONIO CHlOSSOlwgs to draw the attention of

Parents, Guardiiins, and all those who have the charge of

Youth, to his system of Physical Education. »hi. li hvs

proved, through experience, to be the n: ' 1«

means of rectil^ing Pl^-sical Defects in the

sation, such as Curvature of the Spine, Com; '. iie

Chest, general Debility of Body, &c., *c. classes meet

ever?- hour of the day. attended personally by Mr Chiosao,

from" 9 A n. till 10 P.M.

umigations of Sulphur,
Chlorine, Mercury, and simple Hot V "

Baths, continue to lie adniiiiistered at No
borough street, under the guidance of Dr t;. • '

menced in ISi''. and recommended for the m^only ul lung

standing complaints.

"^ervous
-^ ' DISORDERS.—Wyke House, Sion hill, Isleworth,

Middlesex, W.—A Private Establishment for the Cure and

Residence of Ladies an! Gentlemen mentally alBict«d.—

Proprietor, Hi S Willett, M.D.

and Mental

/
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